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Wear & Tear Sisters Find Legit Gold

In Coast Valley Fruit-Grove Circuit

By NED ARMSTRONG **

San Francisco, April 1.

Meet Carolyn Ware aiid Mabel
Hazelton, affectionately known to

several hundred thousand devoted

inland. California theatregoers, and

many an advance agent and road

manager, as the' Weas & Tear Sis-

ters.

They are the queens of an em-
pire of one-night stands, a net-

work of California split-time which
is 650 miles from north to south,

crossing two mountain ranges and
three major rivers and embracing
the wealthiest farmland in Ameri-
ca. They gave the Lunts the second
biggest touring week of their lives

and Tallulah Bankhead some of

her fondest memories of the road.
They have cultivated among- the

prune and lemon groves, the
eucalyptus and almond trees, a
faithful following of rural theatre-

goers of such devotion that many
of their subscribers simply order
tickets and wait to be told what
they will see. The touring attrac-

tions which reach the San Joaquin
and San Bernardino valleys these
days are so few and far between
that it has taken two years to ful-
fill a one-year play subscription
series, and yet, in their 17 years
of operation, refunds have been
made but once.

Recently, during the great Cali-
fornia rains, when bridges were

(Continued on page 15)

Fans Don’t Like Johnnie

Satirizing Self But Buy

250,000 Disks in 1 Week
Riding on four clicks in a row,

Johnnie Ray has broken away with
latest release for Columbia,

What’s the Use?” with a 250,000
sale in one week. Unusual aspect
of this platter is that Ray is kid-
ding his own style and some of his
fans have been squawking at the
parody.

Ray’s initial album for Colum-
pia Is also winging away with an in-
itial order from retailers for 75,000.

MPIC Maps War Against

Hollywood’s Attackers
Hollywood, April 1.

Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil voted unanimously to declare
war on various groups which have
Deen attacking Hollywood because
of alleged Commie influence on the
«lm lots.

r,
A

.
committee, headed ‘ by Y.

rrank Freeman, was appointed to
nandle local arrangements for an-
other roundtable meeting with rep-
resentatives of COMPO, to be held

enr«
H

ul
ywood July 28’31 * other

committee members are Marvin
nn?

S
lp?

ona^ Heagan, Jesse Lasky,
* Thomas, Edmund Hartmann,

Pan
e
r?

roidy
’ Adrian McCalman,

Bom. o?
ss

’ ^°hn Lehner, JamesDe*ey Starkey and Ed -Ralphs

Danny Kaye’s Vidpic

Accent in NBC Dicker
The Danny Kaye-NBC. negotia-

tions hinge a lot on the comedian’s
insistence to do 75% of his TV
programs on film, with only a few
live shows per season.

There are, of course, the usual
complications over guarantees,
time slot and the like, but on a

broad basis it would call for a
5-year termer. NBC prexy Joe
McConnell and Abe Lastfogel
(William Morris) are handling the
negotiations in N. Y., with every-

thing hush-hush about it.

ASCAP to Divvy

Out $3,000,000 For

Quarterly Record
The quarterly dividend of the

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, due to be
mailed out early next week, is ex-

pected to top the $3,000,000 marker
for the all-time record melon for

the Society. ASCAP's quarterly

dividends have been rising stead-

ily over the years, and the $3,000,-

000 figure will continue the trend

set by last year’s record distribu-

tion, of $11,640,000 to publishers

*ind writers.

More revenues are coming in

from television, while radio, para-

doxically, is also shelling out more
to ASCAP; although the radio rate

of acceleration is • slowing down.

ASCAP figures to get at least $6,-

000,000 from TV this year, repre-

senting about a 20% gain from

the same source last year.

An additional important source

of income this year will be from

the major film producers. Deals

covering performance rights .for

the past two years have already

been wrapped up with Paramount,

Metro and 20t1i-Fox, the others be-

ing expected to follow the general

pattern.

New Radio Co-op To
‘Sell’ World War 2 Vi

• Washington* April 1.

The ArrAy, Navy, Air Force and

Marines have informally approved

in principle th<£ concept of institu-

tional sponsorship of an Armed
Forces radio show. New philoso-

phy is geared to the new economy
in AM, which differs from the days

of 1942 when the NBC network

would shell out $500,000 out-of-

pocket every year for the “Army
Hour.”

Program vehicle would be tagged

“America's Hour,” as an updated

“Army Hour,” and would include

« (Cobtihuetf on page 79)

By GEORGE ROSEN

Chicago, April 1.

Chicago this week held the key
to careers and bankrolls, the fate

of an abused radio industry and
the future economic pattern of tel-

evision.
As America’s pent-up broadcast-

ers turned out in record force for

the 30th annual convention of the
National Assn, of Radio-Television
Broadcasters at the Hilton Hotel
here, uppermost in their minds was
the- question, “Where do we go
from here?,” as they convened in a
determined effort to lift the haze of

uncertainty and confusion that

clouds the industry.
If, as evidenced by the record

attendance, interest in this year’s

NARTB convention was running at

a fever pitch, it’s primarily be-
cause of the following reasons:

1. With the imminent lifting of

the TV freeze and assignment of

channel allocations, which is tan-^

tamount to passing out gilt-edged

$1,000,000 certificates, everybody
wants to be in for the kill..

2. With growing evidence that

“everybody wants to get into the
TV act,” radio broadcasters feel

that the new medium is their right-

ful heritage, rather than that of
theatre men, et al., and they’re

ready to fight for it.

3. With the advent of TV, broad--
casting has become big business.
The days are over when the whole
broadcasting economy made but a
dent when stacked up against, say,

the General Motors annual billings.

With this has come an awareness
on the part of broadcasters that
they’ve got to measure up to this

(Continued on page 52)

TV Webs Still Optimistic

Despite 'Soft’ Market,

Feel Corner’s Turned
While the major television net-

works admittedly are a shade more
cautious on commitments, due to

the current “soft” market, there is

considerable optimism that the cor-

ner has been turned. They figure

that the upcoming Presidential

election may be causing some con-

fusion in big business plannihg

but that things will return to nor-

mal in the near future.

In all events, an NBC spokesman
cites that company’s commitments
as being no worse, comparably,

than Hollywood with its costly tal-

ent stable and the hit-and-miss box-

office returns of even the biggest

stars. “They’re as- good as their

scripts, whether in Hollywood or

Radio City,” states RCA veepee

Manie Sacks, for instance, who
doesn’t look upon NBC’s $45,000,-

000 yearly talent bill (rough esti-

mate) as disproportionate to the

'volume of billings.

However, talent agents admit

greater resistance on those fancy

guarantees for future talent, un-

less it’fe ‘something- extra special.

George Raft’s 1st Brit.

Personals in 26 Years
/ Hollywood, April 1.

George Raft is set for his first

personals in* England in 26 years

with a stand at the Prince of

Wales Theatre, London, climaxing
a six-week tour of the provinces.

Pic Star will start in July after

winding £ film commitment with

Eros Films. He will play Edin-

burgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Dublin
and Manchester, and may also

work Scandinavian dates, “possibly

Helsinki, in connection with en-

tertainment splurge at the Olympic
Games. Raft is working up a short

sketch in addition to dancing.
Lew & - Leslie Grade Agency

booked.

On Sunday Radio

For Next Season
" Radio got one of its heftiest

shots' in the arm in recent months
this week with the decision off

Jack Benny and his sponsor,

American Tobacco, to continue the

comic’s Sunday night radio show
on CBS with no changes for an-

other season.
Decision is expected not only to

.bulwark the rest of CBS’ Sunday
night lineup, which would have

been shaky if Benny had exited

AM in favor of TV, but also to in-

fluence other major radio bank-
rollers, such as Chesterfield and
Procter & Gamble, to think twice

before deciding to curtail their ra-

dio activities. While an official

announcement of Benny’s decision

hasn't yet been issued, its under-

stood that he’ll continue his Sunday
night at 7 show on a weekly basis

and also do a half-hour video show
about once a month.
Benny reportedly agreed, after

(Continued On page 66)

See N.Y. ‘Aerialisfc’ Law
Tested at Circus’ Stands

Albany, April 1.

Approval by Gov. Thomas E.

Dewey of the ‘Hatfield-Strong bill

prohibiting aerial performances at

heights greater than 20 feet with-

out a safety belt or other pro-

tective devices to minimize risk of

injury, is being followed by a

study of such mechanisms. It is

reported that the State Board of

Standards and Appeals already has

consulted persons familiar with

such devices, preparatory to draft-

ing standards for acceptable ones.

The measure will take effect

July 1.

Some problems In enforcing the

new law may be encountered. One
I

(Continued oh page’ 79)
>
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- Washington, April 1.

Theatre business may not come
back to the peak of 1946, when
war restrictions on travel abnor-
mally boosted the boxoffice fig-

ures, but it’s picking Up all thO
time despite TV. With better pic-
tures coming out of Hollywood
there’s every reason to believe that
people will attend films as they
have- been accustomed to. That’s
the opinion of X^eonaijd Golden-
soh, pqexy of United Paramount
Theatres.

Testifying before the Federal''

Communications Commission last

week on the proposed merger of
UPT with ABC, Goldenson said the
UPT board of directors feels the
theatre business is a sound one and
will continue to be Such. Merger
with ABC, he sai<jl, offers oppor-
tunity for diversification and addi-
tional profits from radio and TV.
He added that he subscribes to the
ideq that TV may become the
greatest medium to advertise mo-
tion pictures.

Goldenson said it has been
LJPT’s experience that theatre at-

tendance has fallen off in the “nov-
elty” period of TV but has picked
up. Company records, he said, in-

dicate that the b.o. has dropped off

a little more in TV areas than in

non-TV- areas but this may be ac-
counted for by “marginal” houses
which have been affected by other
factors.

He pointed to studies showing
that the “swing” is up at better

theatres. He said that business has
spread more among “A” houses
because more of them are now
running first-run pix. The “A”
theatres, he said, “have, main-
tained themselves rather well.”

Goldenson said it’s difficult to

determine whether TV has been
the only factor affecting theatre
business. Boxoffice receipts, he
said, have dropped off in Maine,

(Continued on p ge 4)

Margaret’s Seattle Date

SR0, But Invites Some Of

Harry’s Correspondence

,
Seattle, April 1.

Margaret Truman, in song re-

cital at the Metropolitan Theatre
last Thursday night (27), did right

well at the boxoffice, drawing a
capacity gross of $3,400. Her charm
and personality .won plaudits, bujt

she didn’t win the music critics.

Both dailies lowered the boom as

to her singing status. Opined
Maxine Cushing Gray in the Post
Intelligencer: “At this stage in her
career we presume to tell Margaret
Truman that she’s in the wrong
business . . .in our ,25 years lis-

tening to singers she’s unique in

her ability to go off pitch at any
point in her range. ...”

Louis R. Guzzo, in the Times,
said: “Let’s face it. . . . Margaret
Truman has poise, charm, attract-

iveness, stage presence, ambition

—

but she -dofcsri'f gihg very well.”
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MISCKIAANY

Washington, April 1. ¥
Eve Ettinger, story editor for Co-

lumbia Pictures, and three other

radio-film people told ,
the House

Un-American Activities Committee
in executive session at L. A. last

September that they had once been
members of the Communist Party,

but had long since severed their

connections. The testimony of

Miss Ettinger,' Eugene Fleury,

Anne Ray Frank and Robert
Shayne, was released Sunday (30)

by the committee. Committee also

released the testimony of four

other persons — Arthur Strawn,
Prokop Jack Prokop, Helen
Schwartz Donath and Bella Lewit-
sky Reynolds—who refused to an-

swer questions on Communist af-

filiations on the ground of possible

self-incrimination.
p‘

Strawn was accused by the, com-
mittee of having worked on screen
stories with Lester Cole, after Cole
was convicted of contempt of Con-
gress; Cole allegedly used the
name of J. Redmond Prior on these

scripts. Miss° Ettinger told the
committee she has been vtdth Ca-

( Continued on page 27)
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Probe of Yankwich

Asked by Rep. Vail

In Lester Cole Verdict
Washington, April 1.

A Congressional Investigation of

Federal Judge Leon B. Yankwich,
who first ordered the film Industry
to rehire one of the' Hollywood 10
and to pay him damages, was de-

manded last week by Rep* Richard
P. Vail, of Chicago.

.

Vail, a member of the House Un-
American Activities Committee
when the "unfriendly 10” refused
to testify at the October, 1947,

hearings, pointed out that the in-

dustry has been caught between
the 'upper and nether millstones
because of the Yankwich verdict.

The legislator bluntly charged
Yankwich with lending “his Influ-

ence and exalted position” to aid

this country’s "enemies” in the two
trials which gave Lester Cole dam-
ages and restored him to a job at

Metro. Vail has already talked In-

formally with some members of the
House Judiciary Committee to de-

termine whether he should Intro-

duce a resolution or whether a

friendly member of the commit-
tee should do so. Nothing has been
decided yet.

It was the Yankwich rulings, said

Vail in a House speech, which set

the pattern that caused other stu-

(Continued on page 25)

Setting Berle Fete
Harry E. Could, chairman of the

Jewish Theatrical' Guild dinner
committee which is feteing Milton •

Berle at* the Hotel Waldorf-As- -

torla, N. Y., May 3, left last week
for the Coast to line up dais guests

for the affair.

Gould will he on the Coast un-
til April 9.

'

Feb. Amus. Stocks Off

But Not as Severe As

Rest of the Market
*

Amusement stocks listed on the

N. Y. Stock Exchange dropped
slightly during the month of Feb-
ruary, but their decline wasn’t

nearly as severe as the slump ex-

perienced by the market in general.

Figures released by the Big Board
last week revealed that the total

market value of amusement shares

in the 29-day period came to

$1,233,781,140 with an average per-

share of $20.28.

Aggregate value of amusement
Issues at the month-end was only

$4,501,333 oft from January’s and
the per-share average dipped only

8c. In contrast, the average mar-
ket price of all stock issues listed

on the exchange ‘was $41.18 at the

end of February. .JThis compared
with $42.48 at the close of January
and was the lowest registered since

last November, when the average
price was $40.83.

Amusement bonds’ loss in Feb-
ruary was also comparatively 'little.

Total value of all issues at the

month’s end was $6,829,024- as

against $6,873,893 for the preced-
ing month. Average *price per-

bond dropped only 62c from Jan-

uary’s $95.75.

Most market observers attributed

the February recession to fears

that first-quarter earnings in many
lines would be off as indicated by
higher grosses but lower net in-

come. Threat of a steel strike was
another factor. Amusement indus-

try issues, which include radio-TV
fields, tended to maintain dividends
and were already at fairly low
levels. Hence their ease-off failed

to follow the, market trend.

N.Y. ‘Abuses’ of Negro
Told in Soviet Film

London, April 1.

A Kremlin eyeview of how New
York City handles its Negro- popu-

Robt Montgomery Must

Explain Charges to D.C.

Washington, April 1.

Actor Robert Montgomery will

appear before House Agriculture
Committee April 9 to explain
charges he made in a series of
broadcasts that the U. S. Govern-
ment 'is squandering money in ef-

forts to stop hoof and mouth dis-

ease in Mexico. He was requested
to testify tomorrow (Wed.) but was
given a week’s postponement.
Committee Chairman Harold D.

Cooley (D-N. C.) said he was not
impressed with statements by
Montgomery that the Agriculture
Department’s campaign to prevent
the disease from spreading to this
country is a "boondoggle.”

,

lation Is confronting Londoners 4n

a new Soviet-made film - titled

"Harlem, U. £. A.” English-dialog

picture has been screened here for

the past two months before small

groups. Prints are 16m gauge to

evade censorship, for only 35m pix

are required to be examined under
law.

Harlem, according to the. film,

is a Negro ghetto guarded by white
police. The unfortunate residents
are beaten and not .permitted to

leave the area. Rents are prohibi-

tive, white merchants own all re-

tail establishments and all food
sold has been condemned else-

where. Documentary touch is pro-
vided at the end when several
Negroes attest to the accuracy of

the picture’s contents.
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N.Y. State Okays

Sunday Show Biz
• Albany, April 1*

Gov. Thomas E. Dewey^on Sun-
day (30) signed an Assembly Rules
Committee bill amending sections

of the penal law to end a more
than century-old ban on Sabbath
participation sports and granting
communities power to permit
circuses, stock car races and other
spectator sports and entertain-

ment. Enforcement of a blue law
which halted two benefit perform-
ances scheduled by Ringling Bros.-

Barnum & Bailey Circus in Pough-
keepsie last August, under Amer-
ican Legion auspices, brought the
Sabbath observance issue to a head.
The measure, effective imme-

diately, amends Section 2145 to

cover "public sports and exercises

on Sunday,” repeals several other
sections, and inserts a new one on
"public entertainment fin Sunday.”
Participation sports, now legalized,

must not "constitute a serious in-

terruption of the repose of religi-

ous liberty of the community.”
Municipalities are authorized to

permit, after 2 p.m., by ordinance
or other local law, the spectator
sports—those staged for an audi-
ence.

Present provisions / permitting
baseball, football, hockey, bowling,
basketball and motion pictures
after 2 p.m. on Sunday are not
changed. However, the effect will

be to permit films and stage shows,
now starting before 2 o’clock, to

continue.

BOOKS) AT $4,000 FEE
Vladimir Horowitz has' already

been booked by bis manager,
David Libidins, for 37 concerts

next season, the limit the pianist

wants to do .in 1952-53, All are’ In

the northern part oi the U. and
at a $4,000 straight fee.

Libidins* also has booked Horo-
witz for 33' concerts in the ’5;p54

season, with about ' a half-dozen

more dates still to fillr Eight con-

certs already are booked for the
’54*’55 stretch.

Dewey SignsTougher’

N.Y. Law-K.0.ing Nitery

Theatre Discrimination
Albany, April 1.

Gov. Thomas E. Dewey Satur-

day (29) signed the Roman bill

extending jurisdiction of the State

Commission Against Discrimina-

tion to restaurants, hotels, resorts

and other places of public accom-
modation or amusement, with a

message declaring the measure
"should take its place as one of

the significant accomplishments of

the 1952 Legislature.” The gover-
nor also approved a supplemen-
tary Rules Committee bill which
provides that such prohibition

shall not bar^ religious or denomi-
national organizations from limit-

ing admission or giving preference
to persons of the same religion or
denomination, or from making a

selection to promote religious

principles.

The neyv statute, which becomes
effective July 1, was advocated by
the governor because sections of

the Civil (Right law, on the books
since 1881 for the purpose of* giv-

ing' equal accessibility in places of
public accommodation, resort and
amusement to all persons, had not
proved enforcible. Dewey told

the Legislature that "the criminal
penalties provision simply does not
work.”
The five-member Commission

Against Discrimination, created
in the executive department under
the Ives-Quinn Act of 1945, has a
•record of success in 90% of corn-
paints filed with it involving bias
in employment. It has rarely been
forced to invoke the punitive pro-
visions of the law and its authority
has never been challenged in the
courts.

Motion picture theatres will not
be affected, since they do not dis-

criminate in this state. Legit
houses, nightclubs, hotels, restau-
rants and other places will be af-
fected, observers believe.

$10,600,000 Request For

films Gets House OK
i

v

Washington*, April 1.

House Appropriations Committee
lias okayed the 'full $10,600,000
State Department’s motion picture
unit has requested for the fiscal

year beginning July 1.

Committee report, released past
weekend, disclosed that the com-
mittee recommended $27,500,000
for the "Voice of America” inter-
national broadcasting division, for
operating expenses. "Voice” asked
$30,000,000. In addition, Appropri-
ations Committee favors $20,500,-
000 more for the acquisition and
construction of new broadcasting
facilities. This is part of a con-
tinuing program which has ex-
tended over the past few years.
State Department asked $36,727,-
000 for the work during the next
fiscal year.

"It will be noted,” said the re-
port, "that the largest increase al-

lowed is for radio broadcasting.
This committee has consistently
approved appropriation requests
for this media, w’hich is our most
effective way of reaching the peo-
ple behind the Iron Curtain.”
For the fiscal year ending June

30, 1952, State Department is

spending a little less than $20,-
000,000 on broadcasting operations.
Report did not comment on the

. slight increase provided in motion
picture funds. •• * •'

Kornblum’s Auto Crackup
Hollywood, April 1.

I. B. Kornblum, show biz lawyer
and former pop . tune writer, suf-
fered a fractured skull and verte-
brae In an auto collision Sunday
<30) in LaQuinta. Until recently
) e was Coast rep for Actors Equity.

His bbndltidh' is bfiticaT. ’ /

Students Drop Case
Houston, April 1.

A $600,000 damage set for filing
against the Mocambo cocktail
lounge by. a group of 12 Latin-
.American students from the Univ.
of Houston, who said they were
discriminated against, has been
dropped.

Willard Hadjes and Jimmy
Menutes, owners of the club, who
were not present, said the incident
was due to "inexperienced” help.
Following their public apology, the
proposed suit was shelved.

YES WE HAVE NO McCOY

BELL-RINGERS IN SWITZ
By Lt. Col. BARNEY OLDFIELD

Berne, March 25.
Somewhat in the vein of Milton

Befle’s perennial quest for the
whereabouts of Fink’s Mules, I

came here looking for a Swiss Bell-
Ringer.

This being the capital of the
country, from which at least 25 of
vaudeville's yesteryear cowbell
caroleers were reputed to have
come, and the country itself being
a small one, it should be simple.
But there doesn't seem to be

anybody around who recalls this
particular kind of export to what
was once America’s little-big, mid-
dle, and big-smalltime.
Home of precision workmanship,

as Switzerland is, which produces
townhall clocks in which 4,389 Sep-
arate things happen when the hour
is struck, it is sort of pooh-pooh de-
partment to call up any pride of
origin for such a simple gimmick
as to have three or four people
belly up to trays laden with - 20
or so varying sized bells grabbing
hither and yon to shake out a rea-
sonable replica of a tune.
One of the local burghers further

(Continued on 'page ’7Sf)
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Cues Binge For

Metro if going on a music*
Wnge. Having racked up grosst1
of well over $4,000,000 each lad
year with "The Great Carusol
"Show Boat” and "American

i’J

Paris,”'. and having raked in thl
Academy Award, for "AmericanH

as well, the oiitflt apparently feeli

the 'melody pix are about as closi

as Hollywood can get to thi

formula for turning out s

profitable product.
In any event, M-G has a plen(

jazzed-up lineup.^ "Singin’ in th
Rain” swings into key dates acroi
the country within the next -fej

days. "Skirt# Ahoy” goes out
j

May. "Lovely to Look At,” froi
the legiter, "Roberta,” is complel
edT arid "One-Piece Bathing Suit
finishes lensing shortly.

"I Loye Louisa,” based on thl

Broadway hit, "Band Wagon,” goe
before the cameras in July. Other
on the slate include "Studer,
Prince,” "Invitation to the Danced
"Brigadoon,” a tuned-up versioi
of "Goodbye Mr. Chips,” "Even!
thing ! Have I# Yours” and "Bi
cause You’re Mine.” Last name]
will be M-G’s fourth Mario Lanz]
starrer.

M-G’s fondness for musicals ii

not new, of course, but the com-
pany clearly is stepping up tin

number. Comment by a company
exec was that the • outfit over thi

years has really lost money on only
one song and dance pic. That was!
surprisingly enough, "The Great!*

Ziegfeld ”

MAXIM'S (PARIS) PLAN

FOR N.Y. SITE UP AGAI1
The idea of a Chez Maxim’s for

New York is up again with the

arrival in the U. S. of Maggie and
Louis Vaudable,

wwho own the

famed Maxim’s in Paris, and Mau-
rice Carrere. • Latter operates
a boite bearing his name, in the

French capital, as well as a road-

house (during the summer season)

some 20 miles outside of Paris.

Idea would be for Carrere to op-

erate the N. Y, Maxim’s, when and
if.

They are currently in Gotham
along with many other personali-

ties including ‘Arletty, Greco, Ann
Vernon, Claude Dauphin" Tino
Rossi, Les Freres Jacques (lat-

ter opening at the Blue Angel, N.

Y., this week, all of whom will par-

ticipate in the "April In Paris”

soiree at the Waldorf-Astoria, N.

Y. Claude C. Philippe, of that hos-

telry Is sparking the latter, along

with Bernard Gimbel, as treasurer,

Elsa Maxwell, as entertainment
chairman,, plus others. Benefit is

for the French Hospital In N. Y.

The visiting French personalities

are part of the Franco-American
rapport for the hospital and gen-

eral international amity. From the

French viewpoint it’s another

natural tourist pitch, since the

French Tourism Bureau has ex-

tended the. 2,000th anniversary

celebration another year.
Once before the Maxim’s-Car-

rere idea cropped up but, because
j

of building conditions, was. tabled,

but now it is figured the restric-

tions will be eased. v

Still another idea for a class N.

Y eatery that is still very much in

the discussion stage is an eastern

branch of Romanoff's, Beverly

Hills, on the site of the now va-

cated Duveen Bros, art gallery on

5th Ave. and 56th St. Idea would

be for Mike Romanoff to com-

mute between both coasts attend-

ant to this venture, with Harry

Crocker chiefly in charge in BH.

Groom Merrill Almost

Couldn't Get to Wedding
Roberta Peters was left anxious-

ly- waiting at the temple for more

than half, an hour Sunday (30)

afternoon before Robert Merrill

could reach the Park Ave. Synagog,

N. Y., in time to solemnize their

marital vows. An announcement to

the crowded temple stated that the

delay_ was caused by the opera

star’s difficulty in crashing pasf *

Fifth Ave. parade celebrating

Greek Independence Day.
The ceremony and reception

drew more than 1,200 friends of

the couple, both stars of the Met-

ropolitan Opera.
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Organized film • industry likely*

will map strategy for its fight
’

against the 20% .Federal admission

t£c sometime this month. Specific

date will tie in with the all-trade

meeting on proposals to set up an

arbitration system. This takes

place within the next three weeks,

It’s figured that since reps of the

five prominent exhibitor organiza-

tions will be. in N: Y. for the arbi-

tration conclave, it would be. a

relatively simple matter to get

them all together to work out the

tax plan around the same time.

It’s stressed on all sides that

whichever ideas prevail on ways

and means of combatting the box-

office levy, the project will be a

joint industry undertaking carry-

ing the banner of the Council of

Motion Picture Orgaimations.
COMPO’s original campaign in

1950 had reached the point where
a halving of the 20% bite appeared

a virtual cerij&Inty on the basis of

pledges made by Congressmen and
the general success in winning of-

ficial Washington sympathy for the

industry's financial problems. Out-
break of the Korean conflict, of

course, killed all chances for the

tax slicing at that time.
Distributor committee members

assigned to. arbitration, headed by
Metro's William F. Rodgers, now
are at work on drafting film com-
pany proposals for a plan. They’ll
call the all-trade meeting on the
subject shortly, it’s"” expected.

• > —— -

Nick Schenck to fincee

Reagan’s 1st Meeting

With M-G Studio Brass
Nicholas Mi Schenck, .Loew’s-

Metro president, and Charles M.
Reagan, M-G distribution v.p.', will
trek from N. Y. to the Coast the
latter part of this month, at which
time Schenck will personally emcee
Reagan’s meeting with the - Culver
City studio brass. Reagan hasn’t
been on the M-G lot since his ap-
pointment to the top sales spot
last Jan. 1.

They’ll probably stay about- a
week at the studio, viewing re-
cently completed pix and huddling
with production boss Dore Schary
and studio execs, including E. J.
Mannix, Ben Thau, Louis K. Sidney
and J. J. Cohn.
Following the studio confabs,

Reagan is expected to call a series
of five or six divisional sales 1 meet-,
mgs, starting with a session in San
Francisco early in May. -He’ll at-
tend the entire series of meets, it’s
reported^ to give his views on the
new product and talk selling cam-
paigns.

N. J. Ops Slap Distribs

With 11,800,000 Suit
eight majors yesterday

Uues.) were named defendants in
a $1,800,000 triple-damage anti-
trust suit brought in N. Y. Federal
tj-ourt by the Leonia (N. J.) Amus.
V
orP-> headed by Julius, Max L. and

Louis A. Charnow.
Distribs were charged with, “con-

spiracy and discrimination” in al-
legedly refusing to give the Leonia
«rm a better break on product.

Trans-Lux Proxy Row
Aims to Oust Brandt

Group of Trans-Lux Corp. mi-
onty stockholders, headed by

Gr. Mason, a director of the

u/o
X
?
d-° National Bank, this

week instituted a proxy fight seek-
r*?, ,

to
* oust ^e eastern cjr-

n
Wt s

a?r®s
.

eilt management, Harry
randt, Milton 6. Weisman and all

mner board members. The dissi-
ents assert that the chain's man-

assets
6”* *S “waste of

Mason has himself and six asso-

r.
l
";es 5s ,

nom*nees to replace the
present board. Group includes
_ r

m
^
n W. Elson, Walter Siemers

tv?
*mr°me b. Ross* all former

Irans-Lux officials.
v.> uv )C(M-

;

‘Singin' ’ I9 65th M-G
Film at Radio City Hall

Booking of “Singin’ In the Rain,”
Arthur Freed production* current
at N.Y.’s Radio City Music Hall,
represents the 65th Metro film to
play the big showcase In the past
14 years, outdistancing all other
distribs.

It’s also Freed’s 10th film to
make its debut at Hall in 10 years.
His first was “Babes on Broad-
way” in 1942.

Pixites Stay Clear

OfMyers’BlastAt

Telecasters, FCC
Allied States Assn, board chair-

man Abram F. Myers’ publicly-
stated blast at telecasters and the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion has some film toppers in N. Y.
seething. In addition, toppers of

tfie National Assn, of Radio & Tele-
vision Broadcasters are riled over
Myers’ comments on TV-ers’ “in-

fluence” on Government agencies.

The Allied chief’s intimation that

home viewing of TV programs
might produce eye strain also had
film men and video execs wincing.

InduStryites are refraining from
taking direct issue with Myers.
But they want it clear, they said,

that they don’t share any of his

views.
Film execs in Gotham held out

the hope that the pic trade and the
telecasters would work together in

the further advancement of the
new medium to the advantage of

each and the public. They have no
quarrel with the NARTB, it was
said. The objective, to the con-

trary, is one of cooperation and
mutual assistance so that film men,

(Continued on page 24)

5-Year Deal by Loew’s

. Nixed by Bijl Rodgers In

Agreeing to Short Term
Past week’s disclosure that Wil-

liam F. Rodgers will receive $1,300

weekly under his new employment
contract with Loew’s was accom-
panied by a report that the former
sales, chief had been asked to sign

a five-year deal as v.p. and con-

sultant but nixed it. Rodgers in-

sisted on holding the employment
commitment to two years, from
next July, so that following this

period he’ll be free to chart his

future course on the basis of con-

ditions at that time.
Rodgers’ chief concern is said to

be his health. He’s feeling well

but decided to relinquish the top

sales post to ease the pressure. For
this reason he limited the contract

to two years.

New deal gives him $1,100 week-
ly as salary and $200 per week in

expenses. It supersedes an agree-

ment which gave him over $200,000
annually in salary and other bene-
fits.

Rodgers is to give his services

to Loew’s exclusively, it’s stressed

in the pact.

Walsh, Local 150 In

Pre-Circuit Huddles
Hollywood, April 1.

IATSE prexy Richard Walsh
huddled with reps of local 150 pro-

jectionists, yesterday (Mon.) as a

prelude to sitting in on negotia-

tions with circuits.

Talks bogged down some weeks
ago, although there has been no
discussion on money yet, despite

union’s preliminary request for a

10% hike. Dickering thus far has

been on contract clauses and inter-

pretations.
, ,

.*
;

* r' i "

By Omm AJtNFEL

The threat ;^L:tijuther assaults

Upon certain pix on ‘'un-American”
grounds by dissident groups such
as the American Legion and Cath-
olic, Protestant and Jewish organi-
zations is shaping up as one of the
most critical problems facing the
film industry today. The great im-
portance with which .the matter is

regarded was partially pointed up
by Monday’s (31) meeting of the
trade’s top brass with American
Legion officials In Washington.
Similar sessions will be held in the
future, all aiming to stave off what
filmsters believe are imjustified at-
tacks upon pic product.

Basically, the cause for the
alarm, say the execs, is double-
pronged: (1) Responsible film meft?
collectively and^ individually, have
well demonstrated strong anti-
communist sentiments and have
taken thoroughgoing measures to
disassociate politically objection-
able persons from Hollywood; (2)

regardless of the lack of validity in
their protests against any given
•film, the mere appearance of pick-
ets outside a theatre is murder on
business in many areas. In Wash-
ington, for example, it’s pointed
out that placard-bearing members
of the Legion demonstrating

(Continued on page 25)

DE SICA DEAL WITH RKO

IN H’WOOD FALLS THRU
• RKO homeofflce reps this week
indicated that the projected deal
for Italian film-maker Vittorio De
Sica to lens one or more films at

the outfit’s Hollywood studios has
collapsed. De Sica said in. N. Y. last

month he had come to the U. S. at

RKO’s invitation and^ contract was
in the offing.

Now, without any official reasons
given, h.o. department heads are
refraining *from any comments on
the link with the Italo director.

De Sica is now on the Coast and is

known to be discussing a pact with
other studios.

Miracle Goes to Supreme Court;

Ruling Could Set Censor Precedent

Johnston, Other Officers
* Up for MPAA Reelection
Annual meeting of the Motion

Picture Assn, of America is set for

April 22 in N. Y.

Eric Johnston, president, and
all other officers are candidates

for reelection.

Top Execs, Legion

Huddle in Wash.

On Pic Picketing
Washington, April 1.

In an .effort to stave off any more
American Legion picketing of films,

ihe Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica and company toppers huddled
for more than six hours yesterday
(Mon.) with top Legion spokesmen.

' No promises or deals were made.
There were indications that a sec-

ond meeting wi^l be held after Don-
ald Wilson, national commander of
the Legion, and James O’Neill, ex-

national commander and now edi-

tor of the ‘“American Legion Mag-
azine, have' a chance to discuss the
situation wim the Legion’s execu-
tive. committee.

One report was that Wilson and
O’Neill hit hard at pictures In

which Communists dr members of

Commie fronts have had a part and
even stated that picketing might
eventually be .put on a national
basis unless Hollywood cleaned
house.

Industry spokesmen objected to

an article which appeared in the
American Legion Magazine "of last

December. J. B. Matthews, the au-

thor. listed films in which he said

Commies and fellow travellers had
a hand. On the basis of this list,

the D. C. Department of the Le-
gion recently picketed the first run

(Continued on page 24)

National Boxoffice Survey
Exhibs Mark Time Until Easter; ‘Show* First For

6th Week in Row,' ‘Queen’ 2d, ‘Streetcar’ 3d

Washington, April J.

Double-barreled onslaught upon
state censorship of films—first a*
a restraining freedom of expres-
sion and communication, and, sec-
ondly, as inhibiting the free exei>
else of religion—was presented to
the TJ. S- Supreme Court today
(Tues.). A ruling by the top tri-

bunal could settle the legality of
censorship once and for all.

Action was taken In behalf of
Joseph Burstyn as distributor of
“The Miracle,” ban of which by the
N. Y. State’ Board of Regents was
upheld by the state’s Court of Ap-
peals. Brief asking a reversal of
the court’s decision was filed by
Ephraim S. London, Burstyn’s N. Y.
attorney. Supreme Court hearing
is set for the week of April 21,

(Censorship activity toas
popping on two other fronts in

'

the past week , “Latuko,” a
documentary made by a mem- '

ber of the American Museum
. of Natural History was refused
an okay by the N. Y. Regents
Board. In the case of “Pinky”
(20th), Attorney General Pric’e

Daniel of Texas asked the U.S.
Supreme Court to refuse to
hear arguments of Motion Pic-
ture Assn, of America, which is

appealing the film's nix in
Texas.).
One angle which London takes Is

that the* Constitution prevents th#
imposition of any restraints op th®

(Continued on page 29)

Krim, Goldwyn Set

To Resume Talks On

Coast Re UA Pact
United Artists president Arthur

B. Krim wings out of N. Y. for
the Coast tonight (Wed.), with
conversations with Samuel Gold-
wyn added to his agenda. UA
toppers and Goldwyn several weeks
ago initiated discussions looking
to a possible switch by Goldwyn
from RKO to UA for distribution
of his product. If such a deal is

made, expectedly it would b®
(Continued on page 24)

Although most exhibitors are

juggling their playdates or holding

over product rather than bring in

new, stronger films, current ses-

sion is giving a good account of it-

self. Many keys covered by Variety
this week noted that the first

springlike weather hurt trade. Both
“African Queen” (UA) and “Street-

car” (WB) continue to cash in on

Oscar awards to stand high in rat-

ings.

For the sixth straight week,

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par) is

leading the boxoffice parade, turn:

ing in nearly $230,000 gross in' rep-

resentative keys despite the in-

fluence of Lent. Circus opus is

credited with good to terrific ses-

sions.

“African Queen” is climbing to

second position, after being third

for a number of stanzas. The Acad-

emy award to Humphrey Bogart is

proving a real stimulus to its big

to smash dates. “Streetcar” is fin-

ishing third, also getting a hypo

for several Oscars handed the pic.

It is now around in key cities for

a second- time, this swing being at

pop scale.

“Quo Yadia” . (M-G)- is a close

fourth -while “Viva Zapata!’! (20th)

slipped to fifth. 'Sixth moneyrM go-

ing to • “Meet- Danny Wilson” J(U),

with Frank Sinatra, star erf pic,

heading stageshow’ at N. Y. Para-

mount, helping to its higher rating.

“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue)

will grab off seventh spot.

“5 Fingers” (20th) captured
eighth position, with “Bugles in

Afternoon” (WB), ninth. “Flesh

and Fury” (U), “Retreat, Hell!”

(WB)
t
and “Sailor fleWafe” gar)

round out the Golden Dozen.
“Salesman” (Col) and “Steel Town”
(U) are. runner-up pix in the se-

quence.
“My Six Convicts” (Col) shapes

as a potential big winner, being.)

fine in Buffalo, great in N.Y. and
good in Pittsburgh. “Singin’ in

Rain” (M-G) is great on first N.Y.

Music Hall week. “Sniper” (Col),

while only so-so in Washington, is

rated sharp in Philly. “Wild North”
(M-G) still shapes not so good.

“Aaron Slick” (Par), als-o new,
looms good in Omaha but fair in

St. Louis and sad in Pitt.

“Sword’s Point” (RKO) looks

okay in Providence. “Ft. Osage”
(Mono) is mild in Detroit and mod-
erate in Providence. “Marrying
Kind” (Col) continues great in

N. Y. in third round.
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) shapes

big in Cincinnati and good ip Phil-

ly. “Green Glove” (UA) looks firm

in Washington. “I Want You” is

fair in Indianapolis.
“The River” (UA)- looks fast In

Buffalo and big in N.Y, “Tembo”
(RKO) is rated fine in Detroit.

“Something To Live For” (Par),

mild in N.Y. and thin in L.A. is

lively in Boston.
“Girl in Every Port” (RKO)

shapes fine in Portland but slug-

gish in Minneapolis. “David and
Bathsheba” (20th) is doing okay
in Cincy at pop prices. “Deadline-

U.S.A.” (20th) is barely passable in

third N.Y. week.
“Bright Victory” (U) looms fair

in Omaha. “Bis Trees” (WB) con-

tinues to limp this stanza.

( Comnlete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9).
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Despite having to contend with,4^-

Federal income tax deadline, Lent

and unfavorable weather, the na-

tion’s first-run theatre business

held up fairly well In March; Full

effect of the Lenten season was felt

—the final two weeks of ^the

month. The income tak. bugaboo
obviously soured the public at least

for the first two weeks of the

month against attending the the-

atre often, Also, the upped taxa-

tion cut into the general public’s

pocketbook, already crimped by

the high cost of living.

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)

Was the greatest grosser at the

wickets in March, according to re-

ports from Vakiety correspond-

ents in 25 key cities. In the face

©f all the adverse factors, the Cecil

B. DeMille film grossed an esti-

mated $1,500,000 for the four

Weeks in keys covered by Va-
riety. The Circus opus took over

first place at the start of the

month and never relinquished it.

“Quo Vadis” (tyi-G) slipped to

second spot, giving up No. 1 posi-

tion after being first three months
in a row. The Italian-made film

continued to pile up big money, al-

though mainly on extended-run the

final weeks of the month.

“African Queen” OJA) was a

close third, although not getting

the upped scales the two fore-

runners obtained, and having no
major circuit outlets. “Queen”
cashed in heavily on the Oscar

awarded to Humphrey Bogart, co-

star of film, as the best actor of

year. Spurt in the final 10 days

of the month likely will enable the

picture to top $650,000 m gross re-

turns from main key spots. The
Bogart-Hepburn jungle, production

captured third position ’three times

in- the weekly surveys for March,
fourth spot being the lowest for

March.

“Bend of River” (U), fourth in

February, attested to its champion-

ship qualities by copping fourth

money again. James Stewart star-

rer finished third one week and
fifth another. “Viva Zapata!”

(20th) was fifth, despite a slow

start early in the past month. Pic

was coming up fast as March
ended.

Academy laurels heaped on

•‘Streetcar Named Desire” (WB)
was the fillip needed to generate

its return engagements into high

at pop scale. Just previously the

film had been lagging almost as

much as the other hit films return-

ing at regular prices. With War-

ner Bros, getting a flock of book-

ings because of the Oscars, the

film zoomed to second spot for final

week of the month.
~

‘Sailor’ Still Wrong
“Sailor, Beware” (Par) a smash

third in February, still showed
enough to land seventh spot 1 last

month. “5 Fingers” (20th) fin-

ished eighth, while “Belle of N. Y.”

(M-G), a bit spotty, was ninth.

“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) wound
lip 10th, with “Snow White”

(RKO), back again on reissue, in

11th slot. “Bugles in Afternoon”

(Continued on page 24)

6 FIX FROM MAJORS

RULED ‘B’ BY LEGION
Some six films from the majors

were rated as Class “B” (Morally

Objectionable in Part for All) by
the National Legion of Decency
last week. Both “Carrie” (Par) and
“Deadline—U.S.A.” (20th) were
criticized for “reflecting the ac-

ceptability of divorce.” The Par
entry was also said to “tend to

arouse sympathy for immoral ac-

tions.”
“Down Among the Sheltering

Palms” (20th) contains “suggestive

situations” while “Macao” (RKO)
was rapped for its ‘‘suggestive cos-

tuming. dialog, situations and low
moral tone.” United Artists’ “Sat-

urday Island” “tends to condone
immoral actions.” Metro’s “Singin’

in the Rain” drew censure for a
“suggestive dance.”

Placed in the Legion’s “Con-
demned” categor. was “The Thrill
That Kills 'Cocaine)” which Dis-
tinguished Films, Inc., is distrib-
uting. “This film, in the story it

tells,” the Catholic reviewing group
charged, “condones and glorifies il-

licit actions. Moreover, it contains
material morally unsuitable for en-
tertainment motion picture thea-
tres.”

New Set Designers’
,

Union Betties IATSE
Hollywood, April 1.

New independent union,- the So-
ciety of Screen Set Designers, Il-

lustrators and Set Model Builders,

filed a petition with the National
Labor Relations Board for an elec-

tion to determine a bargaining
Ejjcncy. •

Petition, if granted, will me£n a
battle with the IATSE.

See $15 Price

ForWB Block

Up for Sale

Entire block of abojit 200,0i00

shares of Warner Bros." commbn
stock being offered for sale back
to the corporation by Harry, Albert
and Jack Warner likely will be
purchased at $15 per share, accord-
ing to Wall St. sources. This bb-
viously would mean the brothers
would collect about $3,000,000 for

their relinquished holdings.

N. Y. financial observers relate
they haven’t seen too much inclina-
tion by other investors to part
with their- shares at the maximum
$15 price as established by the
WB board in the current stock
tender operation.

It’s believed that few, if any,
stockholders would want to sell jit

less than that price. Consequently,
there’s the strong chance that the/
.full offering of the three brothers
will be taken since the board al-
located $10,000,000 for the overall
purchase, and there has been no
apparent rush by other stockhold-
ers to sell.

Feeling among Wall Streeters is

that the buy-up could reach the full
amount of $10,000,000 but to ac-
complish the full block of the three
brothers must be taken. This, inci-
dentally, wouldn’t affect their work-
ing control of the. outfit. They have
well over 1,000,000 of the total out-
standing issue of about 5,620,000
shares.

1, “Greatest Sh#w* (Pik).

2. “Quo yadia’MNMJL
X “African Queen" (PAX
4. “Bend of JUv«r”.(U),
5. “Viva Zapata!” (20th).

6. “Streetcar” (WB).
7. “Sailor Beware” (Par).

8. “5 Fingers” (20th).

9. “Belle of N. Y ” (M-G).
10. “Retreat, Helll” (WB).
11. “Snow Whit*’* (RKO).
12. “Bugles Afternoon” (WB)

v
Washington, April

The Way Leonard Goldenaon, prexy of United paramount The-
atres, went about t* make a deal for the ABC network seemed
quite simple. .* i

Telling about it last week bafore the Federal Communications
Commission, he said his first interest was in setting a price for
the stock. He offered ABC board chairman Edward Noble $12 a
share for his majority ‘holding! (in the apring of I960, When the
stock Was selling for $10 on the market). Noble wanted $15. They
bargained for a year and settled .on $14.70. (Stock sold for 11%
last week.) -

-

...

"

Orica the price was set, GoldensOn. said, he was prepared to
negotiate ail agreement. “1 was willing to pay cash for an out-
right purchase,” he said, “but Noble said he wanted to stay with
the enterprise. So the merger deal was arranged.”
Time was on Noble’s aide during the bargaining period. The

year 1950 was the biggest for TV set sales and impact on theatre
business. The cable wast brought to new TV cities; bringing net-
work programs to large audiences. Nearly half the nation’s 108
stations got into the black.

16m Use*W fey

To Eastmaa’s Hike

In Pro Sales Last Yr.
Professional motion picture sales

of Eastman Kodak increased sub-
stantially during 1951,’ according
to the firm’s annual stockholders’
report released last week. Much
of the boost, it was said, stemmed
from expanding uses of 16m film in

television. Sale of 35m film for
theatre exhibition likewise in-

creased in the same 12-month pe-

riod.

But despite greater consumption
of professional film last year this

product only accounted for 9c of

Kodak’s 1951 sales dollar. Pro- soon to say whether the upward
fessional and commercial photo- trend will continue,
graphic products contributed a TV Serves TwoUhirds of.Nation
fourth of the company’s business G0lden«mT said establishment of Paramount antitrust issues, the
while almost another fourth .came %TV stations ^ after the iXg of *CC yesterday. (31) recessed pro-
from amateur photographic prod- ^T^y nThZ the s^ ^iugs until April H for fur-
u * impact on theatre attendance as ther questionmg i on Par s eligi-

In the professional film field, the th(T first 108 stations. He "pointed bility to hold TV licenses and to
report noted, the company intro- out that nearly two-thirds of the hear testimony in opposition to the
duced several new films for use in nation is already served by TV. merger of ABC and United Para-

pointed out that these special A? ,2?® ^tn^UPl^eot tohf it* •
M’* expected that when hear-

films, combined with the new East- w
t̂ “ taught lngs resume, they will continue for

SC ZrtT I* eomnuu
P£w 2?

^ mediL would bf^od fo? 12 Weefe but there were in-
films, provide a complete . new

t 18 t buf it -©Dears dications they might run longer.

frSsllan
0
5
^mSdUCt, *" now thi not mSe than five” sS Testimony to he developed in this

TV as Pix Bally
Continued from past 1

New Hampshire and Vermont,.!
where there is no TV, and it may
be that' migration of factories from
this area may be the cause. On
the other hand, he said, business
in Chicago and Boston is running
ahead of last year although it’s too

Forecast Longer

Hearings on Par

After FCC Respite
Washington, April 1.

After 10 weeks of hearings on

4-v , „ , * 4 . xt.. M events justify showings in theatres.
On the legal front, the report

recalled that three of four actions Elaborating on previous testi-

agalnst Kodak arising out of the mony Plans us* large-

Keller-Dorian color film licenses sf+t
enJV +

equ^ent m °®
-
h
®gS

were settled out of court last year. theatre, Goldenson said UPT
An appeal from -a decision in the been approached by large cor-

company’s favor in the fourth case Porations interested in using thea-

is pending in a French court. ge TV for intercity conferences.
f , „ ,,, „ ~ He also pointed to experiments inA civil suit ofthe Revere Camera usiI1g the medium for training

S
0 * continuing, workers fpr Civil Defense,

stockholders were told, with the _ _ ,

taking of depositions of execs of Goldenson added that pay-TV

both companies. Revere claims that would demand a costly superstruc^

Kodak’s methods of supplying ama- ^re ^ equipment, bookkeeping,
etc., which would not be justified
by the limited events available. He
said UPT does, not plan to go
into it.

teur motion picture films hfive in-

terfered with the sale of Revere
cameras. *$We have denied the
charge,” the report added.

As previously reported 1951 net

earnings were $49,02§,906, or $3.23

He thought the gap between cost
of producing motion picture fea-

VARIETY CLUB ENCORE

FOR BRITISH CHARITY
.A tipoff on Queen Elizabeth II’s

coronation* date lies in the Duke of

Edinburgh’s reprise of the Variety

Club’s benefit for his pet charity,

the National Playing Fields Assn.,

on June 10, 1953. This is spot-

lighted as “probably coming a
month ' after the Coronation.”

There has been some question

whether it would- be next fall, or
later, because of an expected birth
in the royal family.

The international Variety Clubs
cooperated with the Duke of Edin-
burgh last summer when a big
show, comprising Ava Gardner,
Frank Sinatra, among others, net-
ted $60,000 for the charity. The
impact was so good that the State
Dept, may tie into the 1953 shin-
dig on a quasi-official basis, espe-
cially if a Paris and possibly a
Rome tent of the Variety Clubs is

established, so that international
talent in several languages would
visit London for the shindig.

Ewing Lloyd, ex-J. Arthur Rank
and now a London personal mana-
ger, and TWA’s John Haskell tied

in on ballyhoo and transportation,

and will again on the future flying

trip over of Hollywood and Broad-
way personalities.

L.A. Leaders to Honor
Pix 50th Anni on Coast

Los Angeles, April 1.

Los Angeles civic and business
leaders will celebrate the 50th an-
niversary of the motion picture in

dustry in this town at a dinner to
be staged by the Chamber of Com
merce on April 15.

On that date, half a century ago,
Talley’s Electric Theatre opened
as the first L. A. playhouse devoted
exclusively to pictures.

per share on 15,030,675 common tures and TV programs is too great

share outstanding. This compares to
]
lse.S£ first-run product

to a 1950 net of $61,858,957, or °n feasible. He added be

$4.50 per share on 13,664,350 of no other major producer

shares outstanding. besides Paramount that is planning
to produce special film for TV.

Questioned by Commission coun-

ADflTIi NEW TUI AT AT? sel Frederick Ford, Goldenson ex-
iUvuUEi ntlf llYIHL Ur pressed the opinion that TV. is

CrATT T lDTkUCD CITITC still to be perfected technically and
MU1 1, LAKl/NtK MJlliJ that the “real vitality” of TV is in

Lnc Angles Aoril 1
liv? Programming. He Said he paidLos Angeles, April i. AbC board

,
chairman Edward

Noble considerably more than the
market price of his stock because
of the potentialities of the net-
work.
Asked why he preferred to buy

rather than build stations, he said

Arguments on a motion for a

new trial of the joint breach-of-

contract suit recently won by
Adrian Scott and Ring Lardner,
Jr., against RKO and 20th-Fox will

be heard. April 7 by Judge Ben
Harrison in Federal Court. .. . ^ . , -

. ,
Briefs were filed yesterday tb

;
re s

,

® bl
j> advantage in get-

(Mon.) by defendants in the case no
}Y J4

1
ul

e^
in which the plaintiffs were the freeze, and since Noble had

awarded a judgment amounting to 9® 1

P
e
,,
to a

.

proposition ’ he

about $130,000, with interest.

Nate Golden to Open
Photo. Expo in Cologne

Washington, April 1.

Nathan Golden, film boss for Na-
tional Production Authority and
Department of Commerce, Will

open the International Cinema-
photography Exhibit in Cologne,
Germany, on April 26. Golden,
who will be official U. S.. rep at the
exhibit, is going at the invitation

of the German photographic indus-
try, sponsors of 'the show. Invita-

tion was submitted via General Mc-
Cloy, U. S. High Commissioner in
Germany, to Secretary of Com-
merce Charles Sawyer who last

week okayed the 'GoldCn stint.

. The Cologne^ exhibit, which fea-

tures equipment 'of both still and
motion picture manufacturers, is a
cooperative effort of about 70 com-
panies from all over the world, in-

cluding U. S. film outfits. Golden
will make opening speech, and re-

main as observer. He also plans
to take a look-see at the Cannes
Film' Festival and to combine his

trip with other official chores in

Europe.

felt it advisable to purchase. Hd'|
said it will take time to build up.
ABC as a television network.

N. Y. to Europe
Julia Andre
Florence Desmond
Ninette de Valois
Maurice Evans
Glenn Ford
Dr. Renato Gualino v

Diana Herbert
Raymond Paige
Ludmilla Tcherina
Marta Toren
Danton Walker
Fredd Wayne

N. Y. to L. A.
G. Ralph Branton
Geraldine Brooks
Vanessa Brown
David Golding
Arthur B. Krim
Janet Leigh
Stanley Logan
Ella Raines
Sara Salzer
Barnett Shapiro
Mike Sloane
Gloria Stroock
Willard Swire

next and supposedly concluding
phase of the proceedings, it’s be-

(Continued on page 79)

L. A. to N. Y.
Bud Abbott
George Banyai
Greg Bautzer
Claude Binyon
George Byron
Robert Carver
Saul Chaplin
Sherrill Corwin
Lou Costello
Jeff Donnell
Billy Eckstine
Nina Foch
GlenmFord
Mike Frankovlch
.Hugo Fregonese
Alex Gottlieb
Bonita Granville
Barbara Hale
Arthur Hornblow
Betty Hutton
Jose Iturbi

' W. Ray Johnston
Charles“Laughton
A1 Levy
Joseph Mankiewicz
Leo McCarey
Kevin McCarthy
Agnes Moorehead-
George Nichols
Elliott Nugent
Charles O’Curran
Robert Preston *

Clark Rflmsay
Gottfried Reinhardt
Lillian Roth
Jane Russell
Milton Shulman
George Sidney
Robert Sinclair
Spyros Skouras
Ed Sullivan
Ludmilla Tcherina
Mike Todd
Marta Toren
Frank Waldecker
Charles Weintraub
Arleen Whelan

Europe to N. Y.
Guiseppe Amato
David Blum
Gaby Bruyere
Samuel N. Burger
Morris Franz
Barry Gray
Orton H. Hicks
Charles Irving
Hollis Irving
Leonid Kipnis
Harry Kosiner
Robert Kreier
Arthur M. Loew
Joseph A. McConville
William Melniker
Leonide Moguy
Robert J. O’Donnell
Alexander Paal
Ralph Peer
Arthur Pincus
Marko Rothmuller
Morton A. Spring
Campbell Williams



Policies, Vera Ralston s Studio Ties

The Council gf.. Motion Picture*——’ — «
——

* ~+ Business policies of Republic

nrcronizatioris -this week resumed v-, , ni Faced with additional restric- rr* a — - • tat xr • Pictures were strenuously attacked

9 touting for.Vfm - industry exec Ferrer to Play Himself tions- by foreign governments, KipillS AHlVeS ill N.Y. by dissidents at- the company’s

I! fill the president’s chair as all Yn Gf * American film '^mpanies are ex- With Vinn? Pir> annual stockholders meeting held

abandoned on having „
111 OOWatt S Main »t. pecting a farther drop in income T

** 1UI US VUtCl rlc' yesterday (Tues.) at the New York
vn William 'F. Rodgers .

J°s« Ferrer will play himself in from abroad. Although U. S. pix Leonid Klpnis, co-producer of homeoffice. High salaries of two.
JjOew i> V *F* _ _ . “Main Strppt +n TRrnadwnv M n n « >>avmiI nM n n ntreM +1^ xa«i Leonardo Da Vinci ” arrives m

j
•

, iri iu nOMPO reins, ana z~ „ .
^ J y^xxS f^uu^u w cesses, u is ueiwnung more ana " *

v % i
,

i

J
n
n
g.J nrexv Nicholas M. Schenck NewYcrJc for the Council of Liv- i^ore difficult to get dollars out of which was flensed in Italy and studio.

Loews prexy rucnoias m. on
. Theatre bv Lester Cowan. 4%™** Ipc France. Film will be edited in • t« Hi,e

'^,
” ^ Ing Theatre by Lester Cpwan. foreign countries. . International will be edited' in • in light of Rep’s poor earning

agS:' Wpek Arthur L. Mayer. Ferrer will appear as the pro- department execs of the U. S. film Gotham.
. record, declared one shareholder,

who has been staying on as exec companies, although not complete-
W,

’°„? COMPO Snow determined by the playwright-hero of the film, ‘ura’" 7hl£ ?ens *t
v
theM “S*

0 out his annual compensation from

nntshortlv- HrielvesN Y.
= ceraed -and keeping a watchful eye ^rnegie Theatre, N. Y-, Monday $175,000 to $75,000 and .general

to bow out snorriy. -tie .leaves i*. a.
, (7 ). Herman Starr was associated monoiMv. Tomm. rr «•to bow out shortly. ne leaves n. x.

May 4 for a long-desired European

vacation and /‘this time,” he de-

clares, “it’s absolutely and positive-

ly.”
'

Two or three well placed film

men now are being sounded out on

their views anent acceptance of

the top COMPO spot; and some
insiders feel confident a unani-

mously agreed-upon candidate will

be decided upon shortly. One dif-

ficulty, however, is that the presi-

New Assessments

Plan Would Snare

300G for COMPO

try reps and several foreign gov-
ernments.
Cause for the tightening on dol-.

lar withdrawal from abroad is two-
fold. Hefty coin is being poured
into huge foreign rearmanent pro-
grams, leaving fewer dollars' for
the film companies to take out. In
addition, a surge of nationalism
throughout the world has resulted

on international conditions and on ^.
ern?^1

/
Starr was associated sales manager James R. Granger

forthcoming talks between Indus-

1

with KlPnis ln the two Promotions, voluntarily reduce his $75,000 to

try reus and several foreign gov- I

$25,000. Grainger immediately rc-

# 4 9 - torted that he had been offered
A more coin elsewhere but the com-

majors Again ask f°
n
/̂

d had prevaued up°n him

_ ^ . Walter H. Schulman, who repre-
11 L f

1
!, JL _ A if— sented the brokerage firm of H.

if1011 IT |A l\C1 I V|1 Hentz & Co., holders of 200 shares***§* XfVf vll 0£ Bep commonf fired a' variety of

_ '

> M _ . queries at the management in

D *1IF J regard to Miss Ralston in an

I JUf 1,2)CA ilPfl0A attempt to learn whether her pic-
A V/CtOV Tl vU^v a tures resulted in a profit or loss

*
* • i

to *be comPany- Miss Ralston and
hoy iivuixwv-u —— a —— **-* vrxx

hflVft irrmnrtflnt film >

TV*ishIn£tcn> Apul 1. Yates were married last week.
a subsequent and belated choice. atres’ seating capacity, will bring S® Arlriinn c varv fromvcountrv °nc? again ^ ma^ors have Schulman specifically asked for

Actually, only' three persons a minimum of $300,000 annually " tw thi form asked the SuPreme Court to do an earnings breakdown on each of
were sought previously, and each in exhih collections. The sum will .JS

'

’ iirnit^nn^^ Slaving something about indiscriminate use some 10 films in which he said Miss
had valid reason* for nixing the be matched by the distributors nfimhir fiirnQ that mav bl of the Paramount, et al., antitrust Ralston appeared since 1945. To
offers. Both Rodgers and Robert dollar for dollar, bringing the total nmmmt of coin that mav case as a clu^ to wln a11 kinds of this question, Rep accountant Louis
J. O’Donnell, Tepcas circuit op, to a minimum of $600,000. £ P

wJXdr^^ treble-damage suits against the big Atz replied that it is contrary to

were forced to answer negatively Some COMPO insiders originally
, handful of countries^ in Latin

comPanies - the company’s policy to disclose in-

due to reasons of health. O’Don- had it figured, that the old dues irnpHoa whioh mav be considered *^us^ days aftei* their appeal come of any one film. Earnings, he
nell returns to N.Y. tomorrow after system, under which theatremen - e markets for American pix from the Boulevard Drive-in thea- added, are all consolidated.

a rest cruise of close to two months contributed
_

one-tenth of 1% of thprp hflR hoen a gen- tre case, the big companies asked Grainger, who is also executive
. ^ ,,, in*. : u Utnerwise mere uas> ueeii a BCU V *_ A, — -4. a

33 search, .and refusals by Council of Motion Picture Or- “T™ lor "c"
those, offered the post, have been ganlzations officials this week esti- other foretoi fllmS This has been
so widely publicized that each mated that the outfit’s new assess- esneciaUy“troe ‘S counties which
new nominee has the feeling he's ment plan, which is based on the- have importMt film industries
a subsequent and belated choice. atres’ seating capacity, will bring “ ElLmmirv

point Schulman asked, “Could it bo
(Continued on page 25)

of an unusually heavy Work sked. to work out. In many cases it
American film industry are the Kansas City.

In addition to manning the helm proved somewhat confusing or the
sRuations in Germany and Eng- The majors said in effect that

(Continued on page 29) payments amounted to so little that
land Latter, America’s best film the big Paramount case is being

exhibs didn t bother to send them
cus^omer fcas requested a reopen- twisted and warped by inde- A „ -

q.nmr V;ccn4 Iffa f ir
V . ?f

ew dues Payments
ing of talks on its film agreement pendents to win totally unjustified Tin tn IftO KninlnVf1#^

JCnny Ivisseu Wlej which was unanimously adopted by
g Pact, a two-year verdicts and that Federal judges ^ x\JU ClIipiUjv“o

j ja | •, r in boa
^
d requires virtually

d j allowed either Britain or the are permitting this abuse to go I *|f| Aff Lv fiimnnlnr*
49 Leglten fcved Kv no bookkeeping at all, Simply pro- " ^ to request a revision at the unchallenged. Will UH Dy UneCOiOr,

t fl.oAnnA !ft.i
0 npiS end of one year * Year exPires in The defendant companies—20th, r« ic irtAA DAf;„«nA5ti«

RKO for $20,000 erly o™' semKnnuaTly (Continued on page 24) Paramount Loew’s, RKO, Warners UCtS 40UG Refinancing

RKO this week was contemplat- Rates under the new formula are mi? tHnf 4k? „
wooci

f
April 1.

inf buving screen rights to ‘^ennv $10 per year for every theatre flA T| 1 P Artists—pointed out that about 150 Layoff of between 80-100 em-

Kissed Me ’’ legit comedy which seating up to 500, $15 up to 750, /{ KaIA^QPQ VM Ployees i* all departments during

had a brief, unsuccessful run at $25 up to 1,000, $50 to 2,500 and LO B“SCdSCo I'UI
fn pl?t on the conspZcy found

the Hudson Theatre, N. Y., early °
f

ve
5f ^nnrar *v Tv • Jr1A *n Paramount case. If the de- cause of slack period which will

in 1949. James Russo, Michael El- ins are set at $10 up to 300-c r Dov TYiivinrf cision in the instant case is not prevail in next few months

a*d $50 forover 60oir capacity l&T UUrillg dL -viewed - itwiU be urged in «
«KSe»e S n/y. herald P—’s Jesses - « ^

quarters meetii^^n esMhlis^fng ^23, six iL than isst yea, ^p
volve around a purchase price of machinery for the yew monetary This represents the first such sul>

Brookside Theatre Corp. was nifducers reluctant ^to schedule
*20.000- ’ vrogrun. The groUp was unde- stantial reduction m releases by a

formed 1936
C
In September filmsTn Cineco^ the com-

cided on some details but probably major outfit in the past several
of ^ it obtained a 15-year nanv’s refinancing

*

23 Releases For

Par During ’52

Paramount, Loew’s, RKO, Warners,
Columbia, Universal and United
Artists—pointed out that about 150

Laid Off by Cinecolor;

Gets 400G Refinancing
Hollywood, April 1.

Layoff of between 80-100 em-
more treble-damage suits are now ployees in -all departments during
pending in the.lower courts “based the past week was announced by
in part on the conspiracy found Cinecolor prexy Karl Herzog be-
in the Paramount case. If the de- cause of slack period which will
cision in the instant case is not prevail in next few months,
reviewed s * . it will be urged in Majority of those laid off are
these other cases Liat attorneys expected to be, rehired when firm

Louise Rousseaji Wins 1st K^Th
o
e^

PJ 1 CAT C..J4 Vo TU an exhib commit- ^iens and Svidualized
8
selling ??’

193
J[’ ,?„

eJeasai ffiW P^n which will result in Cinecolor
be held shortly.

RH in 1 Sllif V« II-l It’s likely that an exhib commit- paigns and individualized selling „ere assiened for $«300 to a
Pi“r' !

‘fSriaS,ST,1W. lIUDUllOUH TS. U-l tcewtubenamedinfachexchange freatment. With more time , con- ^oration in whfch Fix had an ’?h2

... _
Hollywood, April 1. area to supervise the collections. sequently required for

j

each film,
lnteres/ Gn June 27 1949, almost nc? co™. Herzog stated that ane*o„ _ "A. “

..
^ “’“““’..ZT. interest. On June 27, 1949, almost ncr corp. Herzog stated that Cine-

„.„„ f
nrn.

ter ^V*s
t “SSSS —7, was deeded t0 eut the overall

12 years lgte Brookside filed -suit color’s British lab, which had been
non the first round in her $150,000 rM/HMCppC? rONVFNTION skeA„ u,.hi:„. ih. iP5«r num- lor treble damages, claiming the slowed due to Weak financial condi-
plagiausm suit against U-I when |;Pluini!il!ilVO LUPI Yrrr!IiUn

dis-
ma^ors forced it to sell out by re- tion and fact that the three-color

Supmor Court Judge Ellsworth ITWnrnQrAnr I/intA ad nub de-
fusing [t Pictures. The $1,125,000 operation was delayed due to ma-

Meter threw out a studio demurrer lUUNUtKStUKt VlUtU tribution wilifive/h^^d'pub^ verdict, according to the brief of terial shortages, is now in full
which claimed there is no similari-

TT » ,

partment additmna1 time in^which
the .majors> is based on testimony operation.

ty between her “Haunted Heart Underscoring the growing im- to work on pix in production, long
, Brookside witnesses that theatre

script and studio’s film, "One-Way portancc of television to the pic- bef0re their release.
. profits to all

w

the houS
Street.’’ She contended she sub- ture industry, the Society of Mo- Among the upcoming releases p °

ln
°be bands of Fox and its VnniniarH OrrWM Tn

mitted the script before film was tion Picture and TV Engineers will which Par has set for fullscale about *375 000
VanKUam UraereC1 10

„ .

made. devote the major part of its upcom- buildups are “Greatest Show on P
^(continued

1

on pagl l”
5’0 ' Show Records in Valli Suit

Judge read the script, saw the ing convention in Chicago to talks Earth,’’ on the regular run in p s
Vanguard FUms this week was

film and declared that the "simi- on the newer medium. Conclave, August; “Carrie," “Anything Can • vanguard rums tnis ween was

lavity is striking there are few the SMPTE’s 71st semi-annual Happen,” “Son of Paleface,” in Pf| if f1 AMD A IS1
!!

ordered by N. Y. Federal Judge

features of any importance where meet, is scheduled for Chi’s Drake “Somebody Loves Me” and “Sav- ^"riLIH LAiUrfUun Samuel H. Kaufman to produce
there is any dissimilarity. The Hotel April 21-25. age.” Earmarked for special at- 1IIDDETI AT IT A MEET i

books and' records in connection
similarity to the court, as a casual According to Prexy Peter Moke, tention, too, is The Atomic City, MAPitD AT UA fflttl with a breach-of-contract suit
observer, extends bevond the stock the entire opening day and evening Joseph Sistrom production. „ _ .

•

”

phrases » sessions will be given over to video. in the releasing sked for the bal- Sales and ad-pub campaigns for brought against it m Federal Court

_LU Program chairman George W. Col- anCe of the year, as disclosed by a total of 42 films were taken up by by Savoia Films. Action arises out

«4 ere AAA -vrrt+ -cv„ burn to date has line . up TV talks distribution topper A. W. Schwal- United Artists homeoffice execs of an arrangement whereby Sa-
<P*,dt>0,UVU INei .t'Or by Robert E. Lewis of Chi’s Armour (Continued on page 24) and N. Y., Philadelphia and Wash- voia relinquished an. exclusive

Opyi’1 Aniline in Research Foundation; S. H. Fowler, ington exchange men at the out- management contract with Alidaueni Aniline m Ol
t . A< 5. Fowler and ^ fits two-lay conclave in N. Y. last Valli in .return for distribution

i a «ff

ener?* •A-ndme & ?llm Gorp. w N ChristoDher of Bell Tele- Pnirna Off nn I AphirPC week. Lipeup consisted of pix now rights in Italy to the first two pic-
r®P°r^ed net income of

*

*

Labs> . Fred Barton and H. J. ^DJUC Ull OH LOCUIlCS
In reiease

,
those set for the balance tures in which she starred.

$4,556,000 after taxes in 1951, com-
gc yllaflv 0f Telepromptei Corp.: Pav ftilm Tniliicfrv this year; and others in 1953L’s Agreement assertedly gave Sa-

vllf.v
in 195

?: ]

Last
, A. E. Martin and R. Q. Vogel; Syl- *^ rillH iHflUStTy sked. I voia distrib rights to “The Para-

set a neV high of
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vOyilC Ull OH LOCUirCS

In reieasef those set for the balance tures in which she starred.
$4,556,000 after taxes in 1951, com-

gc yllaflv 0f Telepromptei Corp.: Vm* Rim Tniliicfrv this year; and others in 1953L’s Agreement assertedly gave Sa-
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Last
, A. E. Martin and R. Q. Vogel; Syl- *^ rliHl IHflUStTy sked. I voia distrib rights to “The Para-
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sales set
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a neY high of

vania Electric; M. C. Banca, RCA Robert W. Coyne, special counsel Spotlighted at the conclave, over dine Case” and “The Miracle of

Jack lrve
' according to prexy

Victor; Victor Trad, of Trad TV, for the Counscl of Motion Picture which v.p.’s William Heineman and the Bells.” But Savoia claims.

Said to he the Oldest TT <! maker and John M. Sims, of General Pre- Organizations, will be off on a Max Youngstein presided, was the Vanguard violated its rights by
Odio 10 De the oldest U. S. maker .

. Labs WP.Z\r\ lecture tour of Virginia in playoff on “African Queen” and turning over the Italian territory

suDbMpc
c
?,
ni®ras anc^ photography clsion ^ behalf of the industry next month, plans for “High Noon.” Latter, release to the Selznick Releasing

leS
’i

tbe comPany exceeded its
, Fourteen dates have so far been which Stanley Kramer produced Organization. SRO has been

inLs
f,

les v
?
lume substantially

.

Darnell Pic’s Title .Switch Fourteen datos nave
wlth Gary Cooper in the Jead, has

|
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?hn navfd ^ Rose Dioduc- Hell address Kiwanis, Rotary an approved ad-pub budget of suit. Judge Kaufman’s order re-
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8 A^sco division sales poten- title of the David E. Hosei p c
community groups. Universal $300,000, Youngstein said. Same
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ee/ “Saturday Island,” 1 fEnSSt"Zr in Ohio.
1 “Queen” buildup. 1 to the 1946 deal.
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MwxM' Marti

Errol Elyim iop-linluf to *lv#
/lift »ud aonte b.o, "poi*lbnitIei

t$ formula action - adventure
melodrama.

Hollywood, April 1.

Warner Bro*. release of David Weis-
Bart production. Stars Errol Flynn, Ituth
Homan; feature* Raymond Burr, Paul
Plccrnl, Richard Webb, Dan Seymour,
George Renayent, Robert Cabal, Henry
Marco. Directed by Gordon. Douglas.
Screenplay, N. Richard Nash; from story
by Philip Yordan, Sidney Harmon, Hol-
lister Noble; camera, Robert Burks; edi-

tor, Robert Swanson; muslo. Max Stein-

«r. Previewed March 25, '52. Running
time, M MINS, /

Mason , . Errol Flynn
Stella .Ruth Roman
Benedict Raymond Burr
Steve Ranier Paul Picerni
Andy Callahan Richard Webb
Lt. Zuenon Dan Seymour
Ortega George Hcnavent
Manuclo Robert Cabal
Perol Henry Marco
Capt. Van Hoten Nestor Paiva
Fortuno Howard Chumnn

* '

A deep-sea treasure hunt, with
whodunit overtones, has been pre-
sented in .formula melodrama
style. Picture has the Errol Flynn
action name to help it through
the general market. However,
there’s nothing in it to impress
the more discriminating filmgoer,
and it’s considerably overlong at

98. minutes.
#

Footage manages to shake up
the required amount* of suspense
action under Gordon Douglas’ di-

rection, but the whole, effect of
the David Weisbart production is

• too obviously manufactured to hit

any degree of plausibility. It's an
outdoor yarn with a feeling of hav-
ing been lensed indoors on the
sound stages; an impression that
doesn’t help the type story offered.

N. Richard Nash furnished a
very talky, involved script to the
story by Philip Yordan, Sidney
Harmon and Hollister Noble, itself

a complicated affair cluttered with
shadowy characters and stock sit-

uations. Setting is postwar Manila,
where Flynn and Richard Webb,
the latter unhappily married .to
Ruth Roman, ' operate a marine
salvage business.

Plot gets underway with Flynn
called back from a diving job
to get involved in a quarrel with
Webb. Later, the latter, is found
murdered. Flynn is accused but
beats the rap and is then ap-
proached by Raymond Burr to dive
for a $1,000,000 diamond treasure.
Flynn, Burr, Miss Roman, Paul
Picerni, a slinky private detective,
and a couple of other characters
take off for the treasure site,

Flynn knowing the location be-
cause he skippered the PT boat
bearing Manila rexugees when it

was sunk during the war.
Flynn recoups the treasure, div-

ing during a typhoon, finds it is a
church cross set with precious
jewels. Deciding to keep to all for
himself, he wrecks the ship, es-
capes Burr and flees with Miss
Roman through the jungle. Good
versus evil gets in its licks when
the girl and Flynn’s Filipino boat
boy try to persuade him to restore
the cross to the Cathedral from
which it was taken. After sufficent
battling with himself, the hero
does just that.

Flynn wins the most honors
among the „ players, doing the
familiar hero character excellently.
Miss Roman’s character motiva-
tions are vague but she’s easy to
look at. Burr, Picerni and others
are stock heavies and Webb has
almost no footage. Filipino char
acters are played by George Rena-
vent, Robert Cabal, Henry Marco
and Howard Chuman.
- Technical credits on the picture,

f

mrticularly the photography, don’t
mpress as being up to the highly
expert standards found in the
usual major production. Brog.

/ Encori
^Encore,” a ^British-mad*

film scheduled todpentoday
(Wed.) at the Normandie The-
atre, N. Y., was reviewed from
London by Variety in the Is-

sue of Nov. 21, 1951. A
trilogy, the picture is based on
three Somerset Maugham
short stories. Nigel Patrick and
Roland Culver, Kay Walsh and
Roland Squire-, and Glynis
Johns are starred in separate
episodes.

The J. Arthur Rank-Para-
mount co-production “should
stack up tidy grosses,” wrote
Myro, “not 'only, in U. S. art
houses, but also at popular the-
atres, provlding-the booking is

made with discrimination.”
Critic accoladed the acting, di-

rection and scripting of each
piec#. Paramount, of course,
Js distributing in the U. S.

volved with a group of Yanks op-
erating an air freight line in Indo-
china*. Herpes are John Archer
and Douglas* Dick, who, after* de-
fying a gang of Red Chinese
guerrillas led by Harold Fong by
blowing up their plane loaded with
Red supplies, attempt to lead the
two girls involved in the plot, Jean
Willes and Maura Murphy, through
the jungles to safety.

Story boils along at a fairly sat-
isfactory pace under Wallace A.
Grissell’s direction, showing the
small group captured, escaping,
the jungle birth of Miss Murphy's
baby, the death of a small Chinese
boy, Hayward Soo Hoo, on the
trek and then the patriotic, flags-
waving return of United Nations
forces to wipe out the guerrillas’
jungle headquarters. It all falls
into the easily recognizable pat-
tern of most such budget produc-
tions.

Archer and 'Dick are properly
heroic in the male leads. • Neither
femme is called upon for much,
although Miss Murphy’s preg-
nancy adds an unusual touch to
the arduous jungle flight. Others
in the cast do what is asked of
them with fair results.

Technical support given the pro-
duction is standard. Prints are in
sepia, which helps outdoor foot-
age. Brog.

Battle at Apache Pass
(COLOR)

*cy irtjbes shapes.
tip

as authentic Indian-ttyle wrestling I

and knife-jousts, ’photographed
j

against sweeping dimensions. Some |

of the other af fresco scenes are

dazzling, all appropriately punctu-
ated by the fine musical score ox

Hans J. Salter.
Lund turns Into * sincere and

capable portrayal of the harried
commander, but Chandler- will

rate most of. the palms for his Co-
chise. There is orthodox support
by the others, including Miss
Cabot, Bruce Cowling, Jay Silver-

heels, John Hudson, Regis Toomey,
Richard Egan, Jack Elam and Bev-
erly Tyler, the latter being dragged
in to supply the love interest for

Lund/
The technical credits are first-

rate, and fine attention has been
paid to costume detail. Particu-
larly effective isr the gunfire and
artillery display in the end-up bat-
tle scene. ^ Trau. *

Without Warning
Case history of sex-killer; okjy
for exploitation, otherwise
grim supporting pic.

Hollywood, March 28.
United Artists release of Arthur Gard-

ner-Jules Levy production, presented by
Sol Lessen Features Adam Williams, Meg
Randall. Directed by Arnold Laven. Story
and screenplay, BUl Raynor; camera, Jo-
seph F. Biroc; editor, Arthur H. Nadel;
music, Herschel Burke Gilbert. Pre-
viewed March 26, '52. Ruhnlng time,
74 MINS.
Carl Martin Adam Williams
Jane Meg Randall
Pete Edward Binns
Don Harlan Warde
Fred Saunders John Maxwell
Blonde Angela Stevens
Charlie Byron Kane
Wolf -Charles Tannen
Virginia Marllee Phelps
Wilson Robert Foulk
Carmelite . Connie Vera
Psychiatrist ...Robert Shayne

Interesting outdoor actioncr
okay for double bills.

Universal-International release of Leon-
ard Goldstein production. Stars John
Lund, Jeff Chandler, Susan Cabot. Di-
rected by George Sherman. Story and
screenplay, Gerald Drayson Adams;
camera (Technicolor), Charles Boyle; edi-
tor, Ted J. Kent; music, Hans J. Salter.
Tradeshown in N. Y. March 28, '52. Run-
ning time, 15 MINS.
Major Jim Colton John Lund
Cochise Jeff Chandler
Mary Kearny Beverly Tyler
Neil Baylor .Bruce Cowling
Nona Susan Cabot
Lt. George Bascom ."John Hudson
Corp. Hassett Jimmy Best
Pr - Carter ...Regis Toomey
SRt. Bernard .Richard Egan
Lt. Harley Hugh O'Brian
Joe Bent Palmer Lee
Lem Bent William Regnolds
Geronimo Jay Sllverwheels
Little Elk Tommy Cook
Mescal Jack '. .

. . . Jack Elam
Culver Richard Garland
Johnny Ward Jack Ingraham
Pvt. Bolin John Baer
Ross Paul Smith

The Maui m the White Suit
“The Man in the - Whit*

Suit,” British import trade-

showfi in New York last wee]k
was reviewed from London by
Variety in the issue of Aug.
22, 1951 . Myro opined that the
Ealing Studios and Alec- Guin-
ness have “clicked again.”

Reviewer rated the film as a
“new. comedy winner”

,

which
“may make an impression in
the U, S. market.” Story re-

•

yolv^s around a research work-
er' (Guinness), who invents a
fabric iriipervious *ta wear.
Textile industry tries to sup-
press it but is foiled. Alexan-
der Mackendrick’s direction

w^s praised as was the casts’s

performances. Universal-Inter-
national is distributing in the
U. S.

A Yank in Indo-CIiina

Formula war-action melo-
drama for program houses.

Hollywood, March 28.
Columbia release of Sam Katzmnn pro-

duction. Stars John Archer, Douglas
Dick; features Jean Willes, Maura Mur-
phy, Hayward Soo Hoo, Don Harvey,
Harold Fong, Rory Mallinson, Leonard
Penn. Directed by Wallace A. Grissell.
Screenplay, Samuel Newman; camera,
William Whitley; editor, Aaron Stell.
Previewed March 27, '52. Running time,
47 MINS.
^Mulvaney John Archer
Clint MarshaU Douglas Dick
Cleo Jean Willes
Ellen Philips Maura Mxn*ohy
Jake

. Hayward Soo IIo >

Swede Philips Don Ha'^ey
Captain Sung Harold Foir
Professor Johnson Rory Malli ir-
Colonel Snblon Leonard Penn
Major Lao Kay Kamt: ng
Kingston Pierre Wrtkln
General Wang Peter Chnng

This Columbia release is de-
veloped along formula lines to fill
supporting spots in the program
situations. It’s a war-action melo-
drama that manufactures a num-
ber of synthetic thrills in a rou-
tine. not particularly belicveable
plot, me 1 uding considerable real
combat footage to fill out the 67
minutes.

With more imagination in its
theme “The Battle of Apache
Pass” could have been turned into
a creditable outdoors epic. As it
stands, it’s a worthwhile compan-
ion for dualers, with good draw
on the John Lund and Jeff Chand-
ler names.
Film is an interesting exposition

of the U. S. Army in New Mexico
territory at the start of the Civil
War, concerning two factions of the
Apaches. There is a sort of peace
pact between the troops at Fort
Buchanan, commanded by honor-
able Major Jim Colton (Lund), and
Cochise (Chandler), chief of the
Chiricahua tribe, a forthright,
peace-loving family ‘ man. The
status quo is upset via the entry
upon the scene of . an ambitious In-
dian Affairs advisor who is sent to
the territory by the Government
and who is in cahoots with Gero-
nimo, wild leader of- the Mogpllon
Apaches. Treachery, murders and
irresponsible military orders turn
the erstwhile peaceful area into a
battleground, but tranquility is re-
stored when the advisor is killed
and Geronimo is made an outcast
after losing a climactic hand-to-
hand fight with Cochise.
“Apache Pass” rates a large “A”

for^ its handling of Indian char-
acter and customs. The redmen
emerge as human beings instead of
in the caricaturistic rigging to
which they are usually fated. For
instance, Cochise is held up as a
splendid model of kindness and
tenderness, and the romantic
scenes with his pregnant wife,
Nona (Susan Cabot), are high
ooints In the unfolding without be*

The independently-made “With-
out Warning” gives United Artists
a feature that can be ballyhooed to
okay grosses in gome exploitation
houses. Outside this type of book-
ing it is a rather grim supporting
feature about sex-killers that can’t
be recommended for family trade
playdates but it will serve fairly
satisfactorily for lowercasing in
other dual bill spots.

Production was a very modestly-
budgeted venture by Arthur Gard-
ner, Jules Levy and Arnold Laven.
After filming, Sol Lesser acquired
an interest and arranged the UA
distribution, giving film a chance
at returns it might not have had
otherwise. First-venture ingenuity
supplies production touches that
belie the budget, with Los Angeles
street scenes, Hollywood Freeway
backgrounds and local law enforce-
ment cooperation . helping greatly.
A cast of virtual unknowns goes

through the good paces to he found
in Bill Raynor’s screenplay under
Laven’s directorial guidance. Some
of the action resorts to the obvious
on occasion but still remains ac-
ceptable enough to get by.

There’s a case-history feel to the
plot, dealing with a killer who likes
to plunge his gardener’s shears into
comely blondes because his wife,
herself a blonde, had left him for
another man. When the second
blonde victim 1 meets her end in a
cheap motel, police begin to suspect
they are dealing with a paranoiac,
but have no

.
idea of motive or the

murder weapon.
Pattern is established when

Adam Williams picks up his third
victim, Angela Stevens, in a bar,
kills her under 'a freeway bridge
and manages to elude two patrol-
men. Hard-working cops Edward
Binns and Harlan Warde stake out
blonde policewomen in bars around
town. Trap fails, however, and the
killer is finally gunned down just
before he can claim Meg Randall
as a victim when methodical police
work finally identifies Williams as
the man sought.

Underplaying" makes the work of
Williams, Miss Randall, Binns,
Warde and others come off satisfac-
torily, and Joseph F. Biroc has
used his cameras effectively. Edit-
ing is tight and music score good.

Brog.

for lowercase bookings in the gen-
eral dual-bill houses. Plot falls

apart at the climax,- but regula-
tion thriller tricks, tersely played,
carry the story along sufficiently

for release aims.
Two Los Angeles detectives,

Charles McGraw and Hon Beddoe,
are sent to Chicago to escort the
widow of a racketeer to the Coast
for testimony before the grand
jury. Beddoe is killed and Mc-
Graw starts back with Marie Wind-
sor, closely pursued by gangsters
who want to .obtain a payoff list

and keep the widow from testify-

ing. Chase makes for some ex-
citement aboard the train as Mc-
Graw keeps outwitting the crooks.
Richard Fleischer’s direction re-

alizes on meller aims up to the
point it is revealed, after Miss
Windsor is killed by the gangsters,
that *she was a policewoman act-

ing as decoy to test the honesty
of McGraw, while Jacqueline
White,’ traveling with her young
son and his nursemaid, was the
widow being sought. Switch Is

completely implausible as screened
and lessens whatever okay effect
the melodramatics had had up to
this point.
Trouping is competent, with

McGraw showing up excellently in
his tight-lipped, terse cop por-
trayal. Miss Windsor impresses
the most among the femmes.
Gangster types of David Clarke,
Peter Virgo and. others are stock.
Budget production of the Earl

Felton script* based on a story by
Martin Goldsmith and Jack Leon-
ard, was put together under the
supervision of Stanley Rubin.
Train effects come off nicely, and
George E. Dickant’s photography
is keyed to the melodramatics.

Brog.

Hold That One
So-so entry in Bowery Boys
series.

hut flow on the eomedy portion®
Martel U Plett** linsfiag ifS
patent, and other technical credits
•re okay, aW with Jerry Thoma?
production values. Gild,

Stage to Blue River

Routine western in Whip Wil-
son series.

Monogram *«1**«« of Vincent M. Fen-
nelly production. Star* Whip Wilson; fen!
tures Fuzzy Knight, Directed By Lew?*
Collin*. Screenplay, Joseph F. p0ian(£
camera, Ernest Miller; editor,. Sam Fields!
musical .director,- Raoul Kraushaar MNew York Theatre, N, Y., week of
March 25, '52.. Running time. 54 miNs

•. IVwy Knight
acu * L66 Roberts
Joyce .Phyllis Coates

*,*••• v John HartReardon .Lane Bradford
Preston ...Pierce Lyden
Yarrow Terry Frost
Westbrook Stanford Jolley
Perkin* « ... .Willifim Fawcett
Martin .... Stanley Price
Clark .*. Steve Clark

“Stage -to Blue River,” latest
Whip Wilson starrer for Mono-
gram release, adds Up to a

N
routine

western for the- action market.
Sfory is trite, acting is so-so but
there, are enough fisticuffs and
hard riding to satisfy the average
oater devotee.
Screenplayed by Joseph F. Po-

land, yarn is a variation of the old
formula, where the villain poses
as a law-abiding citizen. In this
version sheriff Pierce Lyden is the
outlaws’ chief.. He’s the “mysteri-
ous” boss who plots to take over
Phyllis Coates’ stageline. Fortun-
ately for her,*' Wilson, a U.S. mar-
shal, comes to her aid with the
help of Fuzzy Knight and Lee Rob-
erts.

Wilson is his usual sterling self,

whether he’s leadiffg with a hard
right or cracking his blacksncke
whip. Knight and Roberts are suf-
ficiently stalwart in routing the
badrnen, while AtiSs Coates lends
a bit of pulchritude. Other players
contrib standard support.

Ernest Miller's camerawork is
okay in this Vincent. M. Fennelly
production.

.
Mantling and back-

grounds are in keeping with its

modest budget.
.

Gilb.

Faithful City
(ISRAELI—IN ENGLISH)

Dramatic story of rehabilita-
tion of war-orphaned children.
English-language film from Is-

rael has b.o. potential.

The Narrow Margin

Cops-and-robbers melodrama
for programmer dates. Some
excitement but implausible.
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! ing excessively sentimental.* The
sc lptecl by Samuel Newman, is in-

1 hand-to-hand battling for suprem-

Hollywood, Apnl 1.
RKO release of Stanley Rubin produc

tlon. Stars Charles McGraw, Marie
Windsor, Jacqueline White; features Gor-
don Gebert, Queenle Leonard, David
Clarke, Peter Virgo, Don Beddoe, Paul
Maxey, Harry Harvey. Directed by
Richard Fleischer. Screenplay, Earl Fel-
ton; story, Martin Goldsmith, Jack
Leonard; camera, George E. Diskant;
editor, Robert .Swlnk. Previewed March
24, '52. Running time, 71 MINS.
Walter Brown .‘ Charles McGraw
Mrs.

. Neil Marie Windsor
Ann Sinclair Jacqueline White
Tommy Sinclair Gordon Gebert
Mrs. Troll Queenle Leonard
Kemp David Clarke
Denscl Peter Virgo
Gus .Forbes Don Beddoe
Jennings Paul Maxey
Train conductor Harry Harvey

Monogram release of Jerry Thomas
production. Stars Leo Gorcey, Huntz
HaU; features Gil Stratton, Jr., David
Gorcey, Bernard Gorcey. Directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine. Screenplay, Charles Mar-
lon, Tim Ryan; additional dialog, Bert
Lawrence; camera, Marcel Le Picard. At
New York Theatre, N. Y., Week of
March £5, <'52. Running time, 47 MINS.
Slip Leo Gorcey
Sach . Huntz Him
Whitey Gil Stratton, Jr.
Chuck David Gorcey
Butch Bennie Bartlett
Louie Bernard Gorcey
Dean Taylor Holmes
Billingsley Francis Pierlot
Stanhope Pierre Watkin
Biff ....John Bromfield
Harold Bob Nichols
Katie Moona Knox
Penny Gloria Winters
Candy Calin Veda Ann Borg
Big Dave A1 Eben

RKO release • of Moledeth (M. Yona
Friedman) presentation. Features Jamie
Smith, Did! Ramati, Dina Peskln, Ben
Josef, John Slater, Rachel Markus. Di-
rected by Josef Leytes. Camera, G.
Gibbs; editor, J. D. Guthridge; music,
Eduard* Ben Michael. Previewed in New
York, March • 14,' '52. Running time, 84
MINS.
Sam .Jamie Smith
Davidel Ben Josef
Ezra John Slater
Sarah Rachel Markus
Anna Dina Peskin
Tamar Dldi Ramati
Max Israel Hanln
Joan Juda Levi
Willy Amnon Lifshltz

Slapstick and unhibited comedy,
which have marked Monogram’s
Bowery Boys series since its incep-
tion, again get a workover in “Hold
That Line.” Humor is of the ob-
vious type. However, this entry
will qualify as supporting fare for
the duals where exhibs are seeking
something with a light touch to
balance off heavy drama.
At the behest of two alumni, the

Bowery Boys (Leo, Gorcey, Huntz
Hall et al.) enroll as students in an
Ivy League college. Old grads are
testing a theory that they can
transform uncouth boys into shin-
ing examples of culture.

Their registration results in a
flock bf awkward incidents, most
of which arenit too rib-tickling. For
a finale, scripters Charles Marion
and. Tim Ryan have the lads out-
fox the gambling element.in a foot-
ball game. In fact, the football
sequences get such a buildup in
the latter half of the film that it

would seem that release of the pic-
ture would have been more timely
in the fall than in the early spring.
Title, too, has more of an autumn
aroma than a spring connotation.
Monogram has a good series in

the Bowery Boys. However, each
entry is only as good as its mate-
rial, and future releases will have
to come up with fresher situations
and funmaking' if they’re to retain
their following. Leo Gorcey, Hal
and their cohorts do the best they
can for fair results.

Direction of William Beaudine

A standard amount of cops-and-
robb£pi melodramatics are stirred
up most of tiie time in “The Nar-

.

row Margin” to make it passable \ was adequate on the action scenes

The attempt to rehabilitate a
group of orphans from war-rav-
aged Europe at a children’s cen-
ter in Israel is dramatically and
feelingly portrayed in this Eng-
isD-language import. Because of
the pic’s locale, it will have great
appeal for the Jewish market, but
the film also can be sold to other
groups, since the theme is uni-
versal. Pic has no religious as-

pects, but concentrates on the tre-

mendous task and responsibility of

a group of adults to accustom the
children to a mode of normal liv-

ing which they have never experi-

enced.
Job of adjusting these fright-

ened, emotionally-disturbed young-
sters is further complicated by an-

other war—the Arab-Israel con-

flict. Kids, whose childhood con-

sisted of concentration camps,
bombings, war and occupation by
various armies, arrive in Israel as

the height of the Arab-Israel bit-

terness prior to the outbreak of

the war.
.

First and most difficult job of

those charged with the care of the

kids is to remove the feeling of

fear and distrust of all grownups,
a problem that causes a serious

difference of opinion among the

“counselors.”
There’s Ezra, a Viennese refugee

who has experienced the horrors
of concentration camps. He will

not permit sternness or threats,

and insists on letting the young-
sters do whatever they please.

This technique is at variance with

the views of Sam, an American
whose only former contact with

children was as a counselor at an

upper New York State camp. Sam
believes a degree pf discipline is

necessary in order to avoid com-

plete chaos. Tamar, a femme
helper-teacher, sides with Ezra.

Kids, whose ages are from

about nine to 14, are a conglomer-

ate group, stemming from differ-

ent war-tom countries and differ-

ent ‘backgrounds.
,

The only*1 thing

they have in common is their relig-

( Continued on pa^ge 22)
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BIZ BRINGS FEW CLOSINGS
$13,427,000 Gross For 1st Qtr. Reflects

Big Payoff to U on Comball PixAs Govt. Orders Higher Loan Rates

London, Match 23. 4-

Finance has always been a dif-
j

ficult problem* for British film pro-

ducers. and now, as a result of

the government decision to raise

the bank rate, those who have bor-

rowing facilities wiU have to pay

substantially more in interest. The

Chancellor of the Exchequer, K. A.

Butler? underlined his decision in

a House of Commons speech in

which he dilated on the “evils of

cheap money.”

To British producers, however,

who for .
many yeafs have been

struggling to survive in a shrink-

ing market, cheap money has been

a must factor in keeping produc-

tion costs down. Excessive interest

rates must be reflected in the over-

all budget and. with the general

rise in overhead and labor costs,

every penny counts. This was rec-

ognized when the Film Finance

Corp, was set up to provide film

makers with coin at economic rates.

Normal interest charges varied be-

tween 4% andAVz%, depending on

the nature of the risk and the col-

lateral offered.

The success which has met the

industry’s efforts to keep produc-

tion costs down to economic stand-

ards rated applause from tjie Board

of Trade prez, Peter Thorneycroft,

when speaking in a recent Com-
mons debate on the film industry.

But at the same time the govern-

ment, in making available extra

reserves for the NFFC, has de-

creed that these should he obtained

from normal financial circles and
redistributed to needy producers.

At that time, banks normally
charged 5%, and if the NFFC bor-

rowed at that rate, they would have
to charge producers 5Vfc% to meet
overhead and administrative costs.

Banks are now expected to charge

(Continued on page 15)

‘Lavender’ in Middle
Bids from circuits for “Lav-

ender Hill Mob,” the J. Arthur
Hank production, is causing
concern among .second-run art
house exhibs who usually get
Rank product' following the
preem runs. Exhibs feel that
they were always courted to
take Rank product, and now
when an unusual b.o. click is

available, there’s a chance that
it might be sold away.

Universal, distrlb of Rank’s
films, is in a tough spot and
trying 4;o work out deals* to
satisfy all concerned.

Low-Priced Pix

Paying Off In

U.S. for Rank
With the J. Arthur Rank Organi-

zation stepping up its production
activity, the British film company
has apparently come close to a for-

mula that fe rolling up comfortable
if not sensational profits both in

the English and U. S. markets..

Rank had virtually ceased pro-

duction after substantial financial

setbacks on a large number of

heavily budgeted pix. New for-

mula calls for low-priced product,

mainly well under $500,000 per
film, which can at least reach the

break-even level in British, mar-
ket returns alone. Income from
the world market goes on the slate

as net profit.

By playing almost the total num-
ber of U. S. art houses, a Rank pic-

ture can gross between $600,000

and $700,000. Opening wedge in

the new pattern was made by
“Tight Little Island” and followed

Chicago Foldos Did

Badly ’Long Before
\ _ , |

rigni mine lsiana anu iuuuwcu

TV Alinnlipn fHImUMP by such pix as “Passport toH ouppiiea UUMWI pimlic0». a£d “Kind Hearts and
Widely publicized closing of the- Coronets.”

atres in Chicago, with television Although the "modest” pix have
prominently regarded as the heavy, achieved hit status among special-

is given a new twist in a survey ized audiences^ Rank has not corn-

conducted by Sindlinger & Co., pletely abandoned the “biggies,”

market analysis outfit of Ridley but may turn out one every two
Park, Pa. Company offers an as- 0r three years. In production at

sortment of facts and figures pur- the Rank studio is “The Import-

porting to show that the houses ance of Being Earnest,” Techni-

which folded were for 4he most color version of the Oscar Wilde
part doubtful financial operations classic. Latter may be accorded

since 1948, and “TV was only the the same treatment as “Hamlet,”

straw that broke their hacks.” beiner distributed initially on a

Last month, various newspapers roadshow basis. Recently com-
across the country .quoted Chi City plcted is “Ivory Hunter,” known
Tax Collector William T. Prender- in England as ‘.‘Where No Vultures

gast as saying 91 houses in the Fly.”

'

area went out of business in 1951, More in keeping with the so-

representing 25% of the total. TV called formula ate five new
.

pix

was blamed by his agents, who which will be ready for American
had surveyed the field, said Pren- distribution shortly. These include

dergast. Earlier -closings were 25 “The Card,” based on Arnold Ben-
in 1950, 51 in 1949 and six in 1948, nett’s storv and starring Alec

he added, Guinness: “I Believe in You,” star

Sindlinger, in examining the in- ring Cecil Parker and Celia John
side on Chi theatre operations, re- son; “His Excellency.” starring

lates that 103 houses in 1948 were Eric Portman, Cecil Parker and
averaging about $700 weiekly gross. Hdlen Cherry; “Secret People,”

In the same year only 298 of the with Valentina Cortesa and Serge
then 410 'theatres in CM had a Reggiani and featuring Audrey
drawing potential wide enough to Hepburn, and “HVted,” suspense

warrant advertising in local papers, yarn by British screenwriter Jack
In view of the low grossing power, Whittingham.
states Sindlinger, “there was little

(revenue) to provide service, sur- , •««. „

roundings and product to even rlans to MBKe bpy
meet the competition of other the-

c

Yarn in Stockholm
atres/let alone the convenience of ~

TV.” ' Alexander Klein, a short subject

Analysis further showed, it was producer who turned but a uum-

reported, that “actually 103 Chi- her of
^

films for the U. Army
cago theatres were really “out of and Air Force, has acquired the

business in ’48, before TV.” Con- rights to an espionage yarn and

elusions were accompanied by plans to. roll the venture in Stock-

graphs showing the rise of TV re- holm this summer. Picture would

ceiver ownership in relationship to be his first full-length feature,

b.o. decline over the 1948-’51 pe- Financing is,
.

already pledged,

riod. Klein declared m New York last

Sindlinger’s topper is that “our week, although investors
.

final ap-

analysis of the Chicago closed the-fproval depends upon their accept-

atres is that most of them either ance of stars and directoi. No
wore out, decayed, ivere improperly

[
talent as yet has been se

;/ w ,,

n
£,

managed, were located in changing reportedly is the true story of

neighborhoods, or economically had an American oil salesman, who
no right to operate for many

|

helped pinpoint ^Allied^bombing of

Sampling of various exchange
territories by Variety indicates
that bad biz, per se, has been re-

sponsible for very few of the the-

atre shutterings of the past five

years. Most frequent reason for
darkenings appears to be a basic
change in the economic and social

aspects of the neighborhoods in

which the closed theatres are lo-

cated.

That ties up with the general
trend to the suburbs in American
cities. And it makes clear how
overdone is the lay press’ oft-

painted picture of myriads of
houses closing. For while a flock

have doused their glims for good,
the suburbs have seen the build-

ing of plenty of new conventional
and drive-in theatres.

The Variety survey as yet. hasn’t
covered a sufficient number of ex-

changes to indicate whether the net
number of theatres is up or down
from five years ago. There are
undoubtedly fewer indoor houses
operating fulltime than there were,
particularly since building restric-

tions have prevented erection of

new ones since the Korean war
started. Big question, however, is

whether the ozoners opened since

1947 outweigh the number of

roofed-over houses that have given
up.

No Authoritative Check
Peculiarly, 'no one knows the an

swer. There has been no recent
authoritative national survey.. The
Council of Motion Picture Organ-
izations has been publicizing that

there are 23,000 houses now as

(Continued on. page 25)

Mono s 235G Net

For Last Half ’51

Irony
Hollywood, April 1.

Last month, radio producer-
director Hal Gerard packaged
three one-acters and presented
them at Las Palmas Theatre
as a showcase for the acting

talents of his wife, GeGe Pear-
son. The venture cost him

‘ around $13,000.
To date, three members of

the supporting cast have won
film roles and Gerard won a

test at Warners. And although
Miss Pearson has had no
offers, even Wilson Millar—
who took the publicity stills

for the legit production—has
been set ’for a film role.

Hollywood, April 1.

' Monogram this week reported

net profit of $235,582 for the 26

weeks ended last’ Dec. 29. This

compares with earnings of $163,312

:or the corresponding period in

the previous year.

Gross income amounted to

$4,330,861, up from $3,937,810 in

;he 1950 period.

Monogram prez Steve Broidy,

paying tribute to the nation’,, ex-

hibs, urged this week that a for-

mat developed through years of

fair dealing with both exhibs and
distribs be continued. “It has taken

years to establish the fine friend-

ship now existing between exhibi-

tors and Monogram,” he said, “and

without their help we wouldn’t be

in business today.”

Broidy disavowed recent press

reports that he was considering an

appeal to the Department of Jus*

tice to stave off a threatened boy-

cott of company product. “State-

ment attributed to me,” he de-

clared, «“was utterly erroneous."

Exec added that he always felt

that Mono was an “exhibitors’

company” and opined that prob-

lems could be adjusted “without re-

course to litigation.”

SWG Ignores

Hughes Dare

To Call Strike

Hollywood, April 1.

Screen Writers Guild declined
Howard Hughes’ invitation to call

a strike against RKO in the studio’s

screen credit dispute with Paul
Jarrico, at the same time accusing
Hughes of violating his signed con-

tract with the Guild. Row stems’

from RKO’s removal of his writing

credit from “Las Vegas Story.”

Meanwhile, Jarrico filed a $350,-

000 damage suit against RKO and
disputed the studio’s right to use
the “morals clause” in discharging

him after he refused to answer
questions asked by the House un-

American Activities Committee
about his Communist connections.

He declared that Hughes himself

showed “defiance” and <that he ut-

tered “sharp and severe criticism

during the hearings before a spe-

cial U. S. Senate committee inves-

tigating the national defense pro-

gram in 1947.”

Jarrico’s suit asks $100,000, plus

$250,000 punitive damages, and
petitions the court to decree that

he “has not violated the morals

clause” of his contract with RKO.
It also states that RKO did not ap-

( Continued on page 29)

See Leisen Replacing

Negulesco'for ‘Tonight’
Hollywood, April 1.

Jean Negulesco was withdrawn
as director of “Tonight We Sing”

at 20th-Fox to prepare another

picture, for early lensing. Under-
stood he will be replaced by Mit-

chell Leisen.
David Wayne was picked to play

the role of Sol Hurok in the

George Jessel production. Previ-

ously signed were Ezio Pinza, Ro-

berta Peters and Tamara Touma-
nova.

Art Director Jobs Up

years. Germany in World War II.

‘5,000 Fingers’ Tinkle

24 Tunes for Kramer
Hollywood, April 1.

Stanley Kramer’s “The 5,000

Fingers of Dr. T,” a film wrapped

around a piano, will be enlivened

by 24 tunes, both vocal and instru-

mental, by Frederick Hollander

and. Ted Geisel.

Vocal numbers are “The Money
Song,” “I Will Not Get Involved,”

“Grindstone,” “Freckles on a

Pigmy ” '“Many Questions Have No
Answers,” “You Opened My Eyes,”

“Get Together Weather,” “Dream
Stuff,” “The Dressing Song,” “Do

Re Me,” “Hypnotic Chant,” “Mas-

sage Opera.” “The Hypnotic Duel,”

“Ten Happy Fingers,” “The Happy
Fingers Fugue,” “Roller Skating

Waltz,” “Victory Procession,”

“Dungeon Elevator” and “Chop-

sticks Fantasy.”

Hollywood, April 1.

Average number of art directors

on active assignments has been
upped in the last nine months the

Society of Motion Picture Art Di-

rectors’ Robert M. Haas has re-

ported.
Television, plus demand for

! higher-quality production in regu-

lar film field, are sharing credit.

Currently there are 144 art direc-

tors on active assignment, 94 with

majors, 29 in indies, 18 in - live

television. .

•4 Action-type pix, westerns and
corny comedies are paying off

handsomely at the b.o. for Univer-
sal. Company has completed the
first quarter of its new fiscal year
with hefty gross business of $13,-

427,000, a gain of about $700,000
over the corresponding period of

1961.

*

U, which had been in a serious

financial rut in mid-1948, is now
well underway with an impressive
comeback via its down-to-earth
product, as against costly heavy-
weight dramatics or other serious

fare. Company paid a common
stock dividend of 60c last year, its

first to stockholders since *48, and
some Wall St. observers anticipate

a divvy of up to $1 in the current
year. This reflects the upbeat na-
ture of U’s finances.

Company’s product consists of

what domestic sales chief Charles
Feldman and other execs term
“Boxoffice A’s.” The films mainly
are medium-budgeters but a num-
ber of them are drawing “A”
money at the b.o. “Ma and Pa Ket-
tle at the Fair,” which is the fourth
in the series, is expected to do
about $2,000,000 in domestic dis-

tribution revenue, “Comanche Ter-
ritory” and “Tomahawk” both are
close to the same figure. “Apache
Drums” will bring about $1,000,000.
U’s ambitious outdoor epic, “Bend
of the River,” is seen snaring
$3,000,000.

. When on the brink of financial

collapse, U cut its lensing budgets
drastically. Its only solution for the
problems inherent in the changed
market condition was inexpensive
product that promised a fair return
at the boxoffice. This gave birth
to the “Kettle” and “Francis” se-

(Continued on page 15)

Avge. $1,260,000 Cost

For 33 20th-Fox Pix

During Current Yr.

, Twentieth-Fox’s studio-produced
films in 1952 will he brought in at

an average negative cost of $1,260,-

000. Total of 33 productions are
on the sked at a combined cost of

$41,580^000.

Reflecting the studio economies
affected over the past few years,

the figures compare with an aver-
age per-pio budget of $1,370,000 in

1951 and $1,634,000 in 1950. Total
of 33 also was on the sked for last

year and 28 were listed for ’50.

In a quarterly letter sent *to
stockholders this week, Spyros P.
Skouras. president, disclosed that

20th’s fikn operations accounted
for a yat profit of $2,1.23,000 last

year and theatres brought earnings
of $2,180,000 for the prdvious’y re-

ported total of A4.308.43l. Net in

1950 was $9,553,260.

Film rentals for the new year
amounted to $80,318,000 in the

U. S. and Canada and $32,171,000

in foreign territories for a total of

$92,489,000. Tot^l was up from the

previous year's $90,841 .76 *.

In the breakdown for 1950, do-

mestic rentals reached $59.450.-

000 and foreign amounted to

$31,392,000.
Corporation’s ’51 profit equalled

$1.47 per common share, compared
with $3.26 in ’50. The ’50 profit of

$9,553,260 included $2,262,988 as

income for prior years from coun-
tries with currency restrictions and
a net gain of $1,183,985 in theatre

sales under 20th’s divestiture pro-

gram.

TOA N&mei Starr
Alfred Starr, Nashville circuit

operator, has been named chair-

man of the tax committee appoint-

ed by Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica, succeeding Morton Thalhimer,

Richmond exhib.

Thalhimer bowed out as commit-

tee head. He’s on a tour of Eu
rope, and will be away from his

office for sexual months.,. ., v ,

National’s Ad Campaign
Los Angeles, April 1.

Divorcement of National The-
atres from 20th*Fox, effective June
29, will be accompanied by a na-
tion-wide advertising campaign un-
der supervision of Frank H. Riclc-

etson, Jr., prexy of Fox Intermoun-
tain.

Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox chief,

in his farewell address to the cir-

cuit’s directors, recalled the days
when he and his brother joined
National Theatres. At that time,

he said, the chain was bankrupt
and .lpsmg, $150,000 a Wfc,
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Dominate LA.

Scandal’

21G, ‘Snow White 18G, ‘Queen $11,200

Los Angeles, April 1. 4*

Holdovers are. dominating the

city "this’ week, with overall biz

mild. “Greatest Show oh Earth

is grabbing the best total with
solid $22,500 in sixth week in two

^Oftte three new entrieB, “Scan-

dal Sheet” and “First Time, ‘ loom

best with modest $21,000 in two

houses. But “Snow White, back

on reissue, shapes hefty $18,000 in

tW
“African Queen” is holding with

another smart $11,200 for 14th ses-

sion at the Wilshire.
Estimates for This Week

Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola, Rite (FWC (2,097; 2,048,

1 719; 1,248; 1,370; 70-$1.10)—

“Viva Zapatal” (20th) (3d wk-5

days). Mild $20,000. Last week,

without Ritz, $27,300.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$L10)

—“Streetcar” (WB) (2d wk). Fair

$17,000. Last week, $30,600.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA)

(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)— “Wil d

North” (M-G) and ' Young Sc^-
face” (Indie) (Loew’s only) (2d wk).

Dull $14,000. Last week, $18,000.

HillStrcet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 70-$l)—“Scandal Sheet

(Col) and “First Time” Col). Mod-
est $21,000. Last week, “Girl Every

Port” (RKO) and “Pace That

Thrills” (RKO), $23,00.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Paran

mounts (UPT-F&M) (3,398; 1.430;

65-$1.20)
—“Something Live For

(Par) and “Wings Danger1 (Lip)

(L.A. Par only) (2d wk). Thin $10,-

000. Last week, $15,600.

Hawaii, United Artiste (G&S-
UAT) (1,106; 2,100; 60-$1.10)--

“Thief Damascus” (Col) and
“Okinawa” (Col). Fair $11,000.

Last week, Hawaii, “Hong Kong”
(Par) and “Flaming Feather” (Par)

(2d wk), $2,000; United Artists,

“Steel Town” (U) and Bitter
Springs” (Indie) with Iris, Ritz,

fair $12,000.
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro-

politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.^0)

—“Greatest Show” (Par) (6th wk).

Good $22,500. Last week, $24,700.

Four Star (UAT) (900; 70-$1.10)

—“Miracle Milajn” (Indie) (2d wk).

Light $2,200. Last week. $2,600.

Fine Arts (679; 80-$1.50)—

“Browning Version” (U). Fair $3.-

200. Last week, “Lavender Hill

Mob” (U) (11th wk), $2J200.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)

—“African Queen” (UA) (14th wk).

Sturdy $11,200. Last week, same.

Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)—“Ra-
shomon” (RKO) (3d wk). Good
$6,000. Last week, $6,700.

Iris (FWC) (814; 70-90)—“Steel
Town” (U) and “Bitter Springs”
(Indie) (2d wk). Off to $1,500 in

single spot. Last week, with Ritz,

United Artists, fair $12,000.

Vogue, El Key, Globe (FWC)
(885; 851; 782; 70-90)

—“Snow
White” (RKO) (reissue) and “Alad-
din and Lamp” (Col). Hearty $18,-

000* Last week, “Bushwackers”
(Indie) and “Holiday Cruise” (In-

die) (8 days), $6,400.

L’ville Loaded Up With

H.0.s; ‘Show’ Solid 13G,

3d, ‘Queen’ Big 12G, 2d
Louisville, April 1.

Four of town’s five first-runs

are in holdover this week. Rialto

moving into third stanza with
“Greatest Show” and State is hold-

Broadway, Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $461,400

(Based on 21 theatres )

Last Year $628,200

(Based on 18 theatres)

‘Bugles’ Lusty

$11,001) in Pror.
Providence, April 1.

Majestic Is hottest thing in town
with “Bugles in the Afternoon.”
Holdovers are still solid with
“Greatest Show on Earth” in

third sesh at Strand, and “African
Queen” at Loew’s State, both nice.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“At Sword’s Point” - (RKO) arid

“Pace That Thrills” (RKO). Hefty
$8,000. Last week, “Bend of River”
CU) and “Robin Hood” (Lip),

$9,000.

Majestic IFay) (2,200; 44-65) —
‘Bugles In Afternoon” (20th) and
“Secret Flight” (Rep). Very nice
$11,000. Last week, “Streetcar”
(WB), $10,000.

x

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

65) — “Fort Osage” (Mono) and
“Newshqund” (Mono). So-so $4,500.

Last week, “One Big Affair” (UA)
and “Caged Fury” (Mono), $4,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,200; 44-65) —
“African Queen” (UA) and “Pan-
elled Door” (Indie) (2d wk). Hold-
ing at $9,000. First week, very nice

$18,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 90-

$1.25)
—“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d

wk). Began Monday (31). Second
round was socko $10,000.

TEMBO’ LUSH $15,006,

DET.; ‘BUGLES’ DIM 10G
Detroit, April 1.

The tempo is down -this week
with only one newcomer, “Tembo’
at Palms, doing wclL “Bugles in

Afternoon” shapes very flat dt the

Michigan. “Something to Live For
is disappointing at United Artists.

“Greatest Show” at. Madison and
“Quo Vadis” at the Adams con-

tinue strong in sixth and fifth

weeks respectively.

Estimates for This Week.
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5.00Q; 70-95)

—“5 Fingers” (20th) and “St. Ben-
ny the Dip” (UA) (2d wk). Weak
$14,000. Last week, $22,000.

Michigan- (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)
—“Bugles dn Afternoon”

(WB) and “Mr. Lord Says ‘No’”
(lip). Poor $10,000. Last week,
“Bend of River” (U) and “Hpng
Kong” (Par)* nice $14,000 in sec-

ond week.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—

“Tembo” (RKO) and “Pace Thrills”

(Mono). Fine $15,000. Last week,
“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Yank
in Indo-China” (RKO), $12,000.

Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
Greatest Show” (Par) (6th wk).

Strong $14,000. Last week, $15,000.

United Artists (UA (1,900; 70-95)—“Something To Live For” (Par)

and “Fort Osage” (Mono). Unex-
citing $10,000. Last week, “Danny
Wilson” (U) and “Kettles at Fair”
(U), $7,500.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (5th wk).
Stout $15,000. Last week, $16,000.

‘Show’ Standout

In Pitt, Wow 30G

‘Want You’ Fair 10G,

Indpls.; ‘Queen’ 11G, 2d
Indianapolis, April 1.

The first touch of spring plus
opening of drive-ins has slowed
biz to a walk at most first-runs

here this stanza. “African Queen,”
in second week at Loew’s, ' still

looks like lader, at stout figure.

“I Want You,” at Circle, and
“Bugles in Afternoon” at Indiana,
are so-so.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

76)
—

“I Want You” (RKO) and
“Pace That Thrills” .(RKO). Fair
$10,000. Last week, “Streetcar”
(WB) and “Wings of Danger” (Lip).

Modest $9,000 at popscale.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—

“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB) and
“Jim in Forbidden Land” (Col).

Mild $9,500. Last week, “Aaron
Slick From Punkin Creek” (Par)
and “Smith Meets Scotland Yard-
(RKO), $10,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—

“African Queen” (UA) and “Magic
Carpet” (Col) (2d wk). Stout $11,-
000 on top of extra good $13,500
opener.

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—
“Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono) and
“Konga, Wild Stallion” (Col). Dull
$3,000. Last week, “Return of
Texan” (20th) and “Last Musk-
eteer” (Rep), $4,000.

‘Streetcar’ $8,000, ‘Queen Hot 10G, 2d
c-

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Grow
This Week $2,138,300

(Based on 24 cities, 218 the-

atres, chtefly first runs, includ-

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week =

Last Year $2,474,000

(Based on 24 cities, and 210

theatres.)

Pittsburgh, April 1.

“Greatest Show on Earth” is

hogging almost everything in town
at the Penn this week although
couple of nearby pix, “Five
Fingers” at Fulton and "My Six
Convicts” at Harris, are getting an
assist from the overflow. How-
ever, “Aaron Slick of Punkin
Crick” is getting no place at the
Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85) —

“5 Fingers” (20th). Weekend was
very good, and notices and word-
of-mouth should land a nice $8,000.

May hold. Last week, “Bend of

River” (U) (2d wk-10 days), fast

$8,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85) —

“My Six Convicts”. (Col). Like the
Fulton, Harris, too, is getting

weekend break on overflow from
nearby Penn. Good $7,500. Last
week, “Steel Town” (U), helped
by good campaign and auto give-

away to same figure.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-$1.25)—“Greatest Show” (Par). Terrific

$30,000 or over. It has all of the
earmarks of a run. Last week,
“Love Is Better Than Ever” (M-G),
$8,000 in 6 days.

Squirrel Hill (WBM900; 50-85)—
“Mr. Lord "lays No” (Indie). First

time since nabe house went to art

policy more than three months ago
that house has gone into red. Lean
$1,700 looms. Last week, “So Long
At Fair” (UA) (3d wk-5 days),

$1,800.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85) —

“Aaron Slick From Punkin Crick”
(Par). Title is figured as against
this one. Looks mighty grim at

$7,500 or near. Last week, “Street-
car” (WB), at popular prices was
disappointing at $8,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85) —

“Flaming Feather” (Par). Western
action pic shapes okay at $7,500.
Last week, “Snow White” (RKO)
(reissue) (3d wk), $5,600.

‘Show’ Sockeroo

$22,000. St. Loo
St. Louis, April 1.

Even with an upped scale “Great-
est Show on Earth” is proving a

smash boxoffice draw here over
the weekend, when the first spring
temperatures melted biz consider-

ably. It will be way ahead of field

at the Missouri for greatest trade
there in months. “Aaron Slick" is

rated only fair at the Ambassador.
“Death of Salesman” looms fairly

good at Loew’s.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75)
—“Aaron Slick from Punkin

Crick” (Par) and “Flaming Feath-
er” (Par). Fair $12,000. Last week,
“David and Bathsheba” (Par) and
“Phone Call” (20th) (2d wk). $9,-

000 .

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 6<S75>—“Hong
Kong” (Par) and “Silver City”
(Par). Opened today (Tues.). Last
week, “Viva Zapata!” (20th) and
“Waco” (Mono), good $15,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (3,173; 50-75)—
“Salesman” (Col) and “First Time”
(Col). Neat $13,000. Last week,
“Invitation” (M-G) and “Its Big
Country” (M-G), $16,000.

.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 75-$l)—
“Greatest Show” (Par) Smash $22,-

000. Last week, “Streetcar” (WB)
and “Inheritance” (Indie) (2d wk),
$11,500.

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-90)—“Rashomon” (RKO) (3d

wk). Good $3,000 after $4,000 sec-

ond session.

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800:

75-90)—“Rashomon) (RKO) (3d

wk). Nice $4,000 following $4,500
second stanza.

ing “African Queen” for second
week, both big-seaters doing smash
trade. “Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair,”

also in second at Strand, looks
sturdy. “Red Skies of Montana,”
lone newcomer, shapes mild at the
Kentucky.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; • 54-

75)—“Red Skies Montana” (20th)

and “First Legion” (UA). Mild $4,-

000 likely. Last week, “Viva Za-
pata!” (20th), $6,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75) — “Streetcar” (WB) (11

days). Good $9,000 for popscale
engagement.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
75-99) — "Greatest Show” (Par)
(3d wk). Still doing biz with solid
$13,000 after last week’s sturdy
$18,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65) —
“African Queen” (UA) and "Man
With Cloak” (M-G) (2d wk). One
of the front runners. Socko $12,-
000. Last week, $14,000.

Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)—"Ma,
Pa Kettle at Fair” (U) and “Hold
Lmc” iU) <2d wk). Still okay at
$4,000 after last week’s big $6,000.

Cincy Strong; ‘Snow White Fancy

$13,800, ‘Hoodlum’ Hep 8G, David’ 7G
Cincinnati, April 1.

All major stands are sporting
sturdy product currently. Peren-
nial “Snow White” at Palace is

brightest coiner among new pix.

“Hoodlum Empire,” the only new
bill, is solid at Grand. “Quo Vadis,”
topping town for fourth straight
week, is doing a smart swan song
at big Albee. “David and Bath-
sheba,” back at popscale, has the
Capitol in winning stride. “Viva
Zapata!” looks fancy on holdover
at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Nine
days. Smart $15,000 to finish en-
gagement following sturdy $18,000
lcist) week

I
Capitol* (Mid-States) (2.000; 55-

1
75)—“David and Bathsheba” (2Qth>.

Okay $7,000 on popscale date. Last
week, “Something to Live For”
(Par), about same.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
Young Scarface” (Indie). Lofty

$8,000. Last week, “Streetcar
(WB), fast $10,000..

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,642; 55-
75)—“Viva Zapata!” (20th) (2d wk).
All right $7,000 trailing big $10,000
preem.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“Okinawa” (Col), 2 days, and
“Streetcar” (WB), 5 days (m.o.s).
Oke $4,500. Last week, “American
in Paris” (M-G, $4,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue).
Rousing $13,000. Last week, “Oki-
nawa” (Col), $9,500.

Spring Sloughing Frisco;

‘Kettles’ Rusrged $12,000,

‘Queen’ Torrid 15G. 4th
San Francisco, April 1.

Spring weather is lowering the
film theatre grosses here this ses-

sion. Best showing is being made,
by “African Queen” although in

the fourth week at the United
Artists. It continues sock, very
close to third week’s figure. Of
newcomers, “Ma, Pa Kettle at

Fair” is doing fairly well at Or-
pheum while “Sellout” looms okay
at Paramount.

Estimates- for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 65-

95)—“The Mummy” (Indie) and
‘Mummy’s Curse” (Indie) (re-

ssues). Oke $9,500 in 5 days.
Last week. “Rancho Notorious”
(RKO), $8,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—“Viva

Zapata!” (20th) and “Hold Line”
(Mono) (2d wk). Way off to $10,-

500. Last Week, strong $22,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2.656: 65-95)

—“Lone Star” (M-G) (2d wk). Held
at $11,000. Last week, good $15,-
000. •

Paramount (Par) (2.646: 65-95)

—

“Sellout” (M-G) and “For Men
Only” (Lip). Okay $13,000. Last
week, “Stfeetcar” (WB) at pop-
scale, $14,000 in 9 days,

St. Francis (Par) (1.400; $1.25-
$1.50)—“Greatest Show” (Par) (6th
wk). Stout $11,000. Last week,
$12 ,000 .

Orpheum (No. ..Coast) (2,448; 65-
95)—“Ma. Pa Kettle at Fair” (U)
and “Holidav .Cruise” (Indie).
Fairly good *12\b00. Last week.
“Sniper” (Col) and “Sky High”
(Lip), $14,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

$1-$1.25)—“African B Queen” (UA)
(4th wk). Big $15,000. Last week,
sock $17,500.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Isle of Sinners” (Indie). Oke $2,-
800. Last week, “Eroica” (Indie)
(3d wk), $2,300.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (375; $1-

$1.20)—“Le Ronde” (Indie) (19th
wk). Good $1,400. Last week,
same.

Kansas City, April l.

Town Is about average with
screens divided between newcom-
ers, and holdovers. “Viva Zapata!”
in four first-runs is doing average
trade. Paramount is only fairly
good, with “Streetcar Named De-
sfre.” “African Queen” is holding
nifty in second Midland week.
Olympic basketball with Kansas
University in key game at the
Municipal Auditorium was power-
ful competition Saturday night
since the ball was sold out and
WDAF-TV also picked up game.
Weather is seasonally favorable for
theatres.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50-

75)—“Lost Continent” (Lip) and
“Unknown World” (Lip) (2d wk).
So-so, $1,000 in 4 days. # Last week,
$2,500.

'

KImo (Dickinson) (504: 75-99) —
“La Marie Port’ 1

(Indie).

Medium $1,500. Last week, “Eye
Witness” (Indie) and “Kind Hearts,
Coronets” (Indie) (2d wk), $1,200.

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)—
“African Queen” (UA) and “Big
Night” (UA) (2d wk). Nifty $10,000.
Last week, fat $17,000, opening
being day after Academy Awards.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“Big Trees” (WB) and “Pardon My
French” (UA). Fair $6,000. Last
week, “Snow White” (RKO) (re-

issue),, satisfactory $6,500 for third
time at first-run in town.
Paramount (Tri-StatesV (1,900;

50-69)—“Streetcar” (WB) first time
at regular prices, topping average
at $8,000. Last week “Greatest
Show” (Par) (4th wk), with $1.24
got hefty $13,000 in 10 ..days.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043,

700, 1,217; 50-75)—“Viva Zapata!”
(20th). Moderate $13,000. Last
week, “Red Skies Montana”. (20th)

and “Never Forget You” (20th)#
Sam0#
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85) —

“The Titan” (Indie) (2d wk). Oke
$1,500. Last week, $1,700.

Johnnie Ray Teenagers

Lift ‘Bride,’ Wham 35G,

D.C.; ‘Show’ $17,000, 3d
Washington, April 1.

The shrieks of teenagers jam-

ming Loew’s Capitol to hear their

latest singing fave, Johnnie Ray,

are creating by far the biggest ex-

citement along the main stem this

session. Other than this big Loew
house, where the film, “Japanese
War Bride” is of secondary impor-
tance, it is a quiet week, with hold-

overs predominant.* However,
“Greatest Show on Earth,” in third

stanza at Warner, is holding well.

“African Queen” in second move-
over week at Loew’s Columbia, is

still enjoying spurt given it by the

Bogart Oscar. “Green Glove, at

Ofitario, is solid.

\ Estimates for This Week
gCapitol (Loew’s) (3,434: 55-95)—

“Japanese War Bride” (20th) plus

vaude headed by Johnnie Ray*^
Sensational $35,000, best since
summer stint of Les Paul & Mary
Ford. Last week, “Love B e tt er
Than Ever” (M-G) plus vaude, $10-

000 .

Columbia (Loew*s) (1,174; 50-80)—“African Queen” (UA) (m.o.) (2d

wk. Sock $7,506 In a house gener-

ally averaging $5,000. Last week,
wow' $12,000, ’way above hopes.

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)—
“Rashomon” (RKO) (2d run). So-
so $3,500. Last wek. “Simple Case
of Money” (Indie, $2,500.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; - 50-85)—
“Rancho Notorious” (RKO). Fair

$9,000. Last week, “Flesh and
Fury” (U), $10,000.

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200;

50-80)—“Sea Hornet” (Rep). Slow
$4,000. Last week, “Tembc?’ (RKO),
$5,000.

Ontario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)—
“Green Gloves” (UA). Firm $7,500,

and holds. Last week, “Salesman
(Col) (3d wk), $3,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50
/-801—

“Sailor Beware” (Par) (2d wk).

Pleasant $16,000 after solid $22,000

opener.

Playhouse (Lopert (485; 55-$l)—
“Five Fingers” (20th) (5th wk).

Steady $5,500 after $6,500 last

week. Holds.

Warner (WB) (2,174; 90-$1.25)—
“Greatest Sliow” (Par) (3d wk).

Holding its own with $17,000 after

$21,000 last week.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-85)—

»

“The Sniper” (Col) (3d wk). So-so

$4,000 after $5,000 last week. Holds
again.
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Ms Help Dull Chi; Trees’ Light

$11,0110,

Sock at 20G, 6th, Vadfe’ 27G, 7th

Chicago, April 1. -

There is nothing much on Loop

horizon that is going t* overcome

the Lenten doldrums currently.

Best grosser looks to be sockeroo

?nirSnver of “African Queen” at

Woods now in sixth week, with

$20 000. Also holding well is Quo

Vadis” at Oriental, in se v e n t h

frame, with smash $27,000.

All the new pix are on minor

side with “Model and Marriage

Broker” at Grand appearing the

best With $13,000 "Big Trees’’’at

United Artists is light $11,000.

“Hong Kong” and “On Dangerous

Ground” at Roosevelt seems safe,

looks like $12,000. Chicago with

“Wild North” and stageshow might

eke out light $35,000.

State-Lake with “Girl in Every

Port” and “Sword's Point looms

murky in second frame. Rasho-

mon” at Ziegfeld, now in fourth

stint, is sliding.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) . (3,900; J

55-98)—

“Wild North” (M-G) with vaude.

Looks very light $35,000. -Last

week, “Woman is Dangerous” (WB)

and stageshow, $26,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 55-98)—

“Model and Marriage Broker
(20th). Fairly good $13,000. Last

week, “Phone Call Stranger” (20th)

(2d wlc), $7,800.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (7th wk). Do-

ing remarkably big at $27,000. Last

week, $28,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

“Hong Kong” (Par) and “Danger-

ous Ground” (RKO). Oke *$12,000

or less. Last week, "Bugles in

Afternoon” (WB) and “Sellout”

(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)

—“Girl in Every Port” (RKO) and
“Sword's Point” j(RKO) (2d wk).

Minor $8,000. Last week, $15,000.

United Artists (B&K> (1,700; 55-

98)
—“Big Trees” (WB) and “Cap-

tain -Blood”- (WB) (reissue). NSG
$11,000. Last week, “Streetcar
(WB), $12,000 for popscale run.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

—

“African Queen” (UA) (6th wk).

Staunch $20,000 for Bogart starrer.

Last week, $21,000:
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“St.

Matthew Passion” (Indie) (2d wk).
Likely to hold to first week’s fine

$4,000.
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (480; 98)—

“Rashomon” (RKO) (4th wk). Fall-

ing off to mere $2,800. Last week,
$4,000.

‘Retreat’ Smooth 16|G,

Toronto; Treason’ Tall

$12,000, ‘Show’ 30G, 3d
Toronto, April 1.

“Retreat, Hell!” and “High Trea-

son” are leading newcomers here

this week hut “Greatest Show on

Earth” is still topping the field

with record-breaking returns. “5

Fingers” and “Room for One
More” also are rated big. “Street-

car Named Desire” looms nice on

second frame at popscale.

Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May-

fair, Scarboro. State (Taylor) (863;

1,059; 955: 470: 698: 694-; 35-60)—
“Retreat. Hell!” (WB) and “Lady
Says No” (UA). Very big $16,500.
Last, week. “Here Come Nelsons”
(U> and “Pygmy Island” (Col),

$10 ,000 .

Eerlinton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)—“5
Fingers” (20th) (3d wk). Still big
$10,000. Last week, $10,500.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 75-$1.15)—
Greatest Show” (Par) (3d wk).
Smash $30,000. Last week, $32,
500.

Loew's (Loew) (2,743; 90-$1.50)
—•“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (7th wk).
Holding niee’y at $12,000. Last
week, $13,500.

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
1.558: 40-80)—“Ro.om for One
More” (WB) (3d wk). Fine $15,-
000. Last week, $16,000.
Odcon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
High Treason” (U). Neat $12,000.

Last week. “Flesh and Furv” (U),

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; 1.

without the 20% tax. Distrib- *

utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Retreat’ Socko

$27,61)0, Denver

Sock $146,000; ‘Convicts’ Great 28G,

Sinatra-Danny 64G, ‘Flesh-Fury’ 18G

Denver, April 1.

“Retreat, Hell!” is copping the
high money here this round play-
ing at Denver and Esquire. “Great-
est Show on Earth” is doing so
Well in fifth stanza that it will go
a sixth at Denham. Nice weather
does not appear to be hurting biz.

“Streetcar” is holding well in
three locations.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85) —

“Streetcar” (WB) and “In a
Padded Cell” (Indie) (2d wk), day-
date with Tabor, Webber. Fine
$9,000. Last* week, fine $10,000.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-

85)*—“Salesman” (Col) (2d wk).
Fair $7,000. Last week, $9,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 90

$1.25) — “Greatest Show” (Par)

(5th wk). Fine $13,000, and hold*
ing again. Last week, sock $18,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85) —

Retreat, Hell!”. (WB) and “Go
West Young Lady” (Col), day-date
with Esquire. Loud $23,000. Last
week, “Viva Zapata!” (20th),

$18,000.
'

Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85) —
Retreat Hell!” (WB) and “Go
West Young Lady” (Col), also Den-
ver. Big $4,000 or over. Last
week, “Viva Zapata!” (20th) $4,000
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—
Snow White” (RKO) (2d wk).

Good $11,000. Last week, lusty

$16,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-85)—“5 Fingers” (20th).and “Romance

of Redwoods” (Col) ,(2d wlc). Off
to $8,000. Last w.eek, fine $15,000.

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85) —
“Streetcar” (WB) and “In Padded
Cell” (Indie) (2d wk), also Aladdin,

Webber. Fancy $8500. Last week,

$9 500.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85) —

“Browning Version” (U). Fair

$1,800. Last week, “Lavender Hill

Mob” (U), (3d wk), $1,500.

Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85) —
Streetcar” (WB) and “In Padded

Cell” (Indie) (2d wk), also Aladdin,

Tabor. Nice $4,500. Last week,

same.

vg|5 New Pix Steady B’way; Skip”
Minneapolis, April 1.

There is sunshine here for a
change hut It is not reflected at
the wickets. Fresh entries include
“Bugles in Afternoon,” “Rancho
Notorious,” “Girl in Every Port”
and “Green Glove.” Only the last
's doing okay. Holdovers continue
0 hold their own. -

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 85-$1.25)—

“Quo yadis” (M-G) (6tli wk). Fine
$7,000. Last week, $10,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-761—

“Viva Zapata!” (20th) (3d wk). Fair
$4,000. Last week, $5,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—

“Green Glove” (U). Okay $6,000.
Last week, “For Men Only” (Lip),
$4,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—

“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB). Drab
$8,000. Last week, “Belle of N.Y.”
(M-G), $8,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-

76)—“Rancho Notorious” (RKO).
Tepid $7,000. Last week, “Street-
car” (WB) (2d run), $8,000.
KKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—

“Okinawa” (Col) and “Whistle Eat-
on Falls” (Col). Mild $4,700. Last
week, “First Time” (Col) and “Pur-
ple Heart Diary” (Col), $4,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 40-76)—“Girl
in Every Port” (RKO). Light $7,-
000. Last week, “5 Fingers” (20th),

$9,500.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)—

“Salesman” (Col) (4th wk). Loud
$3,600. Last week, $3,100.

$8,000.
eek, “Flesh and Fury” (U),

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-80)—
Streetcar” (WB) (2d wk). At pop-

soo'e. good $13,000. Last week,
$15 000.

Uptown (Loew) (2/743; 40-80)—
St-el Town” (U). Sad $5,000.

K£?t week, “Invitation” (M-G), $5,-
500

‘AARON’ NSG $9,000

IN OMAHA; ‘DAVID’

m

Omaha, April 1.

Downbeat is not so pronounced

this week with better film fare on

hand. “Aaron Slick” at Orpheum
opened with Alan Young and Joan
Taylor in person to help biz. It

shapes good. “Bright Victory' at

Omaha fell short of its ballyhoo

but looms fair. “David and Bath-

sheba,” back at Paramount on pop
scale, looks fairish. “Quo Vadis

is still rambling on in its third

week at State. “I Want You is

only so-so at the Brandeis.
Estimates for This Week

Omaha (TristateS) (2,100; 16-70)

—“Bright Victory” (U) and ‘Her
Panelled Door” (Indie). Fair $7,-

000. Last week, “Meet Danny
Wilson” (U) and “Korea Patrol

(U), okay $8,000. _ ^
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)

—

T Want You” (RKO). So-so $5,-

000. Last week, “Streetcar’ (WB),

$5 500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16

70)—“Aaron Slick From Punkm
Crick” (Par) and “Hold Line

(Mono). Good $9,000. Last week,

“Invitation” (M-G) and “Sellout”

(M-G). $9,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

70)
—“David and Bathsheba (20th).

Fairish $8,500 on popscale run.

Last week, “Viva Zapata! (20th),

$8
St°ate (Goldberg)* (865; 35-$1.25)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk). Still

showing strength at $5,000. Last

week, extra good $8,000.

‘Sniper Sharp In

Philly, $16,NO
Philadelphia, April 1.

Rain last Saturday night plus
springlike * weather Sunday (30)
sloughed biz generally here. Sur-
plus of holdovers and some reis-
sues also are no help. At that many
of the holdovers and extended-
runs are faring better than the
newcomers. “Sniper” is rated
sharp at $16,000 ar the Goldman
but “Big Trees” shapes dflll $10,-
000. “Snow White” is holding up.
briskly in second round at the Ran-
dolph.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

“Streetcar” (WB) (2d wk). Nice
$7,000. Last week, $9,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 5041.50)—

“Greatest Show” (Par) (6th wk).
Off to $8,500. Last week, big
$9,500.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“Wild
North” (M-G). Frigid $10,000v ‘Last
week, “Big Night” (UA) plus
Johnnie Ray onstage, terrific

$38,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Five

Fingers” (20th) (2d wk). Off to

$13,000. Last week, mighty
$26,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)
—“Sniper” (Col). Sharp $16,-

000. Last -week, “Sword’s Point”
(RKO) (2d wk), $8,500.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 90-$1.50)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (8th wk).
Held at $9,500. Last week, steady

$12 ,000 .

Midtown (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
99)
—“Meet in St. Louis (M-G) and

“Babes in Arms” (M-G) (reissues).

Fair $6,000. Last week,- “Flesh
and Fury” (U), smash $12,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)
—“Snow White” (RKO) (reis-

sue) (2d wk). Bright $15,000. Last
week, $20,000.

y

Stanley* (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“Big Trees” (WB). Dull $10,000.
Last "week, “Bugles in Afternoon”
(WB), fair $15,000 for 9 days.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—

“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) (2d wk).
Off to $5,000 after nice $8,000
opener.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)—“Detective Story’” (Par) (20th

wk). Okay $4,400. Last week,
great $5,500.
World (G&S) (500; 50-99)—“Ho-

tel Sahara” (UA). So-so $3,000.

Last week, “Navajo” (Lip),’ $2,500.

Andrews Sis Tilt ‘Time’

To Big $15,000, Seattle

Seattle, April 1.

The Palomar shapes standout

here this session the Andrews Sis-

ters onstage boosting First Time
to big total. Biz generally is off,

with too many holdovers combin-

ing with weak newcomers to make
a rather disappointing business

picture. “Greatest Show on Earth”

still is sturdy in second Paramount
round. “Rancho Notorious” looks

best newcomer but i^. is only mild

at Liberty.
t

'

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90) “Rodeo” (Mono) and “Jet

Job” (Mono). Mild $7,000. Last

week, “Return of Texan” (20th)

(Continued on page 29)

Five new bills, including some
very strong product, are enabling
Broadway first-run theatres to hold
business on an even keel this week
despite Lent. The springlike at

mosphere, contrary to usual exper
ience, helped trade Saturday-Sun-
day because it brought many out-

of-towners into the city over the

weekend. *

Outstanding is “Singin’ In Rain”
with annual Easter stageshow,

which looks a sock $146,000 at the

Music Hall. Very strong reviews
for the pic helped, with the Hall

getting lines Saturday and Sunday.
Show was running ahead of last

year’s Easter bill over the week
end. Combo is due to stay past

Easter.
“My Six Convicts” is heading, for

great $28,600 or close in first week
at the Astor to pace the straight-

films. “Captive City” shapes only

mild $11,000 at the Criterion.

Frank Sinatra topping stage bill

is boosting “Meet Danny Wilson,

in which he’s starred, to a good
$64,000 at the Paramount, rated

nice for this time of year. Buddy
Rich hand, Frank Fontaine and
June Hutton are on same stager

show.
“Fiesh and Fury” shapes fine

$18,000 at the State, one of strong-

er opening weeks at this house in

some time.
I “African Queen” continues to

travel its amazing pace ,at the Cap-
itol with $40,000 probable for sixth

week. Probably could have held
through Easter, with the impetus
given to film by Oscaring of

Humphrey Bogart, costar of pic,

blit “My Son, John” comes in

April 9
“Marrying Kind” still is going

great at the Victoria, with socko
$23,000 due for third round ending
today. Two previews are helping
“Deadline-U.S.A.V • and stage bill

topped by Gloria De Haven to

jwind up the third session at the
I Roxy with $52,000, barely okay.

“Young and Damned” shapes up
as strongest new entry for the arty

theatres with nice $7,500 for initial

week at -the Trans-Lux 52d Street.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25-

$1.80)
—“My Six Convicts” (Col).

First week ending today (Wed.)
looks to hit great $28,000 or near.
Holding, of course. Pic got fine

reviews and had a big weekend.
Last week, “Quo Vadis” (M-G)
(20th wk-9 days), $17,000.

Baronet (Reade) (430; 74-$1.20)—
“Pardon My French” (UA). Opened
Saturday (29) with fairily good
week in. prospect. In ahead,
“Navajo” (Lip) (5th wk-8 days),

$2,300 but film got nice run.
Fourth week was $3,000.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)—“African Queen” (UA) (7th wk).
The sixth round ended yesterday
(Tues.) held at smash $40,000 after
$44,000 for fifth week, over hopes.
“My Son, John” (Par) now due in
Apiril 9

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)
—“Captive City” *(UA) (2d wk).
Initial session ended last night
(Tues.) was disappointing with
mild $11,000. In ahead, “Snow
White” (RKO) (reissue) (5th wk-6
days), $9,000 but finishing off sock
run. “Sword’s Point” (RKO) due
in April 9.

Guild (Guild) (565; 74-$1.50)—
“Royal Journey” (UA) (5th wk).
Current frame shapes up at

around $5,200, solid, after $4,800
for fourth week. Overflow from
Music Hall is credited with help-
ing this to perk up at this stage
of run.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)—“Red Skies of Montana” (20th)

(2d wk). Off to $6,500 after just

okay $11,000 for first week. “Hong
Kong” (Par) opens April 4.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (25th

wk). The 24th round ended Mon-
day (31) continued improving for

fourth week in succession with
$5,700 total after $5,600 for 23d
round.

Holiday (Zatkin) (950; 50-$1.80)—“Lili Marlene” (RKO). First

week ending., tomorrow (Thurs.)

likely will not top $5,000 and stays

only one Tyeek. “Outlaw Women”
(Lip) comes in next. In ahead,
“Fighting Rats of Tobruk” (Indie)

(2d wk), fine $5,200.

Mayfair (Brandt). (1,736; 50-

$1.80)
—“Sailor Beware” (Par)

(9th-final wk). Final round ending
today (Wed.) is surprisingly good
at $13,000, but won’t hold again.

Last week, $18,000. “Anything Can
Happen” (Par) opens tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

tres) (592; 95-$1.80)—*‘E n c 0 r e”

(Par)., Opens today (Wed.). Last
week, “Something To Live F-or”

(Par) (4th wk-5 days), mild $3,500
after $5,000 for third week.
Paramount (Par* (3,664; 80-

$1.80)—“Meet Danny Wilson” (U>

with Frank Sinatra, Buddy Rich
orch heading stage bill (2d wk).
First s t an z amended last night
(Tues.) landed good $64,000, rated
very okay for this time of year.

»

In ahead, “Boots Malone” (Col)

with Ella Fitzgerald, A1 Donahue
orch onstage (2d wk), ittild $47,000.
Park Ave. (Reade) (583; 9041.50)—“Just This Once” (M-G) (3d wk).

Second round ended Sunday (30)

held at $4,200 after okay $5,600
for opener.

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.2541.80)—
'The River” (UA) (30th wk). The
29th round (third on continuous-
run, lower scale) ended Sunday
(30) was $7,000. after fine $7,800
for 28th week.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 9042.40)—“Singin’
In Rain” (M-G) and annual Easter
stageshow. First week winding up
today (Wed.) looks to hit excellent
$146,000, Holding indef. Last
week, “Greatest Show on Earth”
(Par), with stageshow (11th wk),
wound up very long engagement
with $103,000, the run equalling
the longest at the Hall and total-
ling $1,372,000.
Rt vo 11 (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-

$1.80)—“Viva Zapata!” (20th) (8th
wk). Holding near $9,000 in cur-
rent week after okay $11,000 for
seventh round. Will wind up run
before Easter.

. Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)— -

“Deadline—U.S.A,” (20th) with
Gloria De Haven, Noonan Jfe Mar-
shall heading stage bill (3d-final
wk). Off to around $52,000, with
boost from two preview days after
okay $60,000 for second week.
“With Song in Heart” (20th) and
Easter stage bill open Friday (4).

State (Loew’s) (3.450: 55-$1.80)
“Flesh and Fury” (U). Initial

week ending today (Wed.) shapes
as fine $18,000. with personal by
Tony Curtis, film’s star, opening
day helping. Holding. In ahead,
“Belle of N.Y.” (M-G) (3d wk-8
days), with big assist from preview
of “Flesh,” held to $14,000.
Warner (WB) (2,756; 8542)—

Sadler’s Wells ^.Theatre Ballet on
stage for special two-week run.
Got $80,200 in nine performances
with $6 top. House returns to
stagefilm policy April 7 with “Jack
and Beanstalk” (WB) and stage-
show headed by Gene Nelson and
Louis Jordan Tympany Five top-
ping stage bill.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Man in White Suit” (U). Opened
yesterday.) after preem Monday
(31) night. In ahead, “Tales of
Hoffmann” (Indie) (14th wk-6
days), held at $4,000 after okay
$4,200 for 13th week.

Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
9041.50)—“Murder in Cathedral”
(Indie) (2d wk). Initial round end-
ed Monday (31) did okay $6,500.
In ahead, “Magic Garden” (Indie)
(7th wk), $2,400.
Trans-Lux SZd St. (T-L) (540; 90-

$1.50)
—“Young and Damned” (In-

die) (2d wk). First session ended
Saturday (29) hit nice $7,500. In
ahead, “Love Better Than Ever”
(M-G (3d wk). $1,700.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-
$1.80)—“Marrying Kind” (Col)

(3d wk). Current round ending to-

day (Wed.) looks very strong $23,-

000 after $26,000 for second stanza.

Stays indef.

‘Flesh’ Furious $14,000,

Hub; ‘Bugles’ Bright At

16G, ‘Queen’ Big 27G, 2d
Boston, April 1.

There is not too much activity

.

at first-runs this stanza with biz
spotty. “Fresh and Fury” at Me-
morial opened strongly hypoed by
personals of Tony Curtis and Jan
Sterling with rousing session likely.

“Meet Danny Wilson” at Boston
is only light with “Bugles in After-
noon” at Paramount and Fenway
fine. “African Queen” in second
stanza at State and Orpheum con-
tinues solid while “Greatest Show”
In third round at Met is slipping
a bit.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-95) —

“Something To Live For” (Par).
- ’

Looks lively $11,000. Last week,
“Cry, Beloved Country” (Indie),

sluggish $4,000 for second week.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;

6541.20) — “The Medium” (Indie)

(Continued on page 29)
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London, April 1. -F"

A plea by British producers for

a more lenient attitude by the

Government in extending thq

quota life of prestige British pix,

has been rejected by the Films

Council. At its meeting last Tues-

day (25) requests for extended

quota tickets were nixed on five

applications. The importance of a

prolonged quota life for 1 British

films is of major concern to pro-

ducers since the introduction of

the Eady fund. The pool is only

opened to pictures that qualify for

quota and British films whose quota

life expired cannot share in the

subsidy.
,

.

Producers, therefore, arc hit two

ways. First, the reissue of a Brit-

ish oldie has a particular appeal

to exhibs if it can qualify for quota

and thus help to meet the current

30% obligation. Without this aid,

the selling power of the picture is

seriously affected. Second, the fact

that it cannot get an additional

40% of its gross from the Eady
fund, has a serious adverse effect

on its earning potential.

The producers' request to the

Board of Trade was made after

last month’s executive council

meeting, at which it was urged

that such a policy would be of in-

estimable value to the industry as

a whole. It would help producers

to receive additional coin -on some
of the top flight British films that

were distributed before the advent

ol the Eady fund and would also

help exhibitors in hard pressed

situations to fulfil their quota com-
mitments.
The original request to the

Board of Trade was coupled with

another suggestion that a lenient

view should be taken towards in-

die theatres who had difficulty in

fulfilling their quota.

Union of Journalists

In Britain to Probe

‘Intimidation’ of Crix

London, March 25.

Allegations of attempts to intim-

idate film and drama critics are
< made in a resolution which will be

considered by British journalists at

their annual Easter conference in

Edinburgh. A motion tabled by

a London suburban branch of the

National Union of Journalists

claims that it is disturbed by the

determined efforts made by com-

mercial interests to prevent honest

criticism from reaching the public,

particularly through columns of

weekly newspapers.
The resolution urges launching

a public campaign to convince the

public that freedom of criticism

outside of national newspapers and
periodicals is “largely illusory

.”

Attention is also drawn to the

Intimidation of crix by threats of

lost jobs or withdrawal of viewing

facilities.

Equity Asks Bril Actors

To Retain TV Rights

London, March 25.,

Film artists, who are" asked to

relinquish all TV rights when sign-

ing production contracts, have

been urged to refuse by British

Actors Equity. In a statement
“important warning to

NFFC Partly Blamed *

For Oldway Pix Woes headed

Tnnrinn March 25 members and their agents,” it is

Refusal of ^?he National film
Finance Corp. to grant financial

thf^ auestira 1”
d ^

assistance, is one of three reasons stand on this question.
.

advanced by Oldway Studios for a Basis of Equity claim is that the

deficiency of $218,000. The com- normal contract between actor and

pany, which is now being wound film producer relates to services

up, was formed about three years in the making of a film for exhibi-

ago to operate studios in Paignton, tion in cinemas. What is happening

Devon. Other reasons advanced now, they allege, is that producers

for the company losses were the are attempting, without consulta-

failure of an Anglo-American vid- tion or negotiation, to impose on

pix production deal to mature and actors a clause which allows the

attempts at over-ambitious produc- producer to exploit the artist s por-

tion formance “in a second vast and

The deputy Official Receiver
This ' urges

' [

P

lcture Players
”

considered the main cause of fail-
must be reslsted- .

^

ure was due to the directors undue Equity have also instructed their

optinilsm which resulted In “un- members not to sign contracts con-

warranted and exorbitant expendi- taining an obligation to participate

Rental Coin Despite Aussie Curbs

Pres, Aleman Honored
For Helping Mex Films

Mexico City, March 25.

President Miguel Aleman won
the film players annual award as.

the most distinguished person in

Mexico during 1951 for his stimula-

tion of the film industry. Decora-

tions were bestowed at a special

ceremony in the president’s official

residence here by Jorge Megrete,
actor-singer, in his capacity as sec-

retary general of the Picture Pro-

duction Workers Union.
Negrete told President Aleman

that the decorations were “an ex-

pression of gratitude of motion

ture.”

METRO MAY DO 7 PIX

IN BRITAIN THIS YEAR
London, April 1.

Plans for an extended British

production program by Me.tro, re-

ferred to by Sam Eckman, Jr., on
his arrival in N. Y. last month, are

now being completed at the com-
pany’s Elstree studios. Eckman in-

dicated that possibly five to seven
pictures would be lensed during

the current year.

Already in production is “Time
Bomb,” with Glenn Ford due in

soon to take up the starring role. A
location unit is now filming at

Portsmouth (big naval base) and
studio work will follow shortly.

Also sot in the schedule is the
first Boulting Bros, picture under
a new long-termer with Metro.
This will be the Van Johnson
starrer, “Crest of the Waves,” on
which studio work is expected to

begin late this spring. A number
of others arc being considered, in-
cluding a film version of “Brlga-
doon.”

Sketch Films Attract
t /

French Prods. Despite

Not Being B.D. Tested
Paris, March 25.

Sketch films are becoming a part
of the production setup here. Just
finished is the ambitious Franco-
Italian coproduction, “Seven Cap-
ital Sins.” Seven sketches were
turned out in France and utilized

the biggest name directors, stars

and technicians.

“Luxury” was directed by Yves
and Viviane Romance. ‘ It .probes

the problem of love vs. material-
ism. Roberto Rossellini handled the
reins on “Envy” with Andree De-
bar one sketch. “Gluttony,” writ-
ten and directed by Carlo Rim, has
Henri Vidal and Claudine Dupuis
in top roles, while “Pride,” direct-

ed by Claude Autant-Lara, ha£
|

Michele Morgan in the lead.

“Greed and Anger” is the work of
Italo writer-director Eduardo de
Filippo, who also costars in it with
Isa Miranda. “Indolence,” directed
by Jean Dreville, stars Jacqueline
Plessis and Noel-Noel. The seventh
sketch, with Gerard Philippe, will

be used to animate the others and
serve as a connecting link.

Just going into production is a
three-sketch detective film based
on the exploits of George Simon-
en’s Inspector Maigret, S. A.
Steeman’s Inspector Wens and
Peter Cheney’s Lemmy Caution.
Picture is called “Three Aces”
with the first sketch, "The Choir
Boys’ Evidence,” to be made here,

with Michael Simon as Maigret.
The second, “Death in the Eleva-
tor,” goes before the cameras In

Belgium
t
with Raymond Rouleau

as Wens) and the third, “I’m An^
Easy Guy,” has Dutch actor John'
Van Dreelen in the lead. It will

be made in Hamburg. Henry Ver-
neuil is to direct.

Opening here recently were two
pix based on a trilogy of short
stories by Guy de Maupassant
called “Le Plaisir.” It was di-

rected by Max Ophuls and sets up
pleasure vs. age, pleasure vs. pur-
ity and pleasure vs. death. “Three
Women,” directed by Andre Mich-
el, also was released in the last few
weeks.

Others done here were “Under
the Paris Sky,” directed by Julien
Diivivier, a slice of life in a Paris
day. It is to follow “The River”
into the Paris Theatre in N. Y.;
“Lost Souvenirs,” directed by
Christian-Jaque, about four articles
lost and found; “Paris Still Sings,”
a film stringing the top Gallic sing-
ers together in their standard hits,

and a trilogy by Paul Paviot in a
series of parodies on Hollywood
westerns, gangster films and hor-
ror pix.

in TV relays of performances in

theatres where the audience has
paid for admission. Similar instruc-

j

tions are being sent out to mem-!
bers of the Musicians’ Union and
the Variety Artists’ Federation.

Shows Abroad
I0ND0N
(This Week)

(Figures indicate weeks of run)

"And So to Bed," Strand (24).

"Bet Your Life," Hippodrome (6).

"Blue for Boy," Her Majesty's (70).

"Call Me Madam," Colisseum (3).

"Deep Blue Sea," Duchess (4).

"Excitement," Casino (4).

"FIflure of Fun," Aldwych (24).

"Cay's the Word," Saville (59).

"Hollow," Ambassadors .144).

"Kina Lear," Old Vic (5).

"Knight* of Madness," Vic Palace (107).

"Little Hut," Lyric (78).

"Love of 4 Colonels," Windham (46).

"Lyric Revue," Globe (27).

"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix (12).

"Navy at Sea," Comedy (5).

"Nightmare Abbey," • Westminster (5).

"Fenny Plain," St. Martin (40).

"Red Lettor Day," Garrick (6).

"Relative Values," Savoy (17).

"Reluctant Heroes," Whitehall (91).

"Same Sky," D.uko of York's '(2).

"Seagulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (91).

"South Pacific," Drury Lane (22).

"Stateley Homes," Embassy (20).

"Third Person," Criterion (13).

"Waters of Moon," Haymarket (51).

"White Sheep Family," Piccadilly (25).

"Women of Twilight," Vaudeville (24).

"Zip Coes a Million," Palace (24).

(CLOSED LAST WEEK)
"Colombe," New (15).

(OPENING THIS WEEK)
(Flcurcs denote oreem dates)

"The Young Elizabeth New (2).

"Winter Journey," St. James (3).

Aussie Location Shots
Sydney, March 25.

Harold Heeh, Warner Bros, pro-
ducer, together w ith Norman Dem-
ning, will visit the pic, “His Ma-
jesty O’Keefe.”

Crown Film Stays Dead
' London, March 25

The government has refused a re-
prieve for the Crown Film Unit.
John Boyd-Carpenter, financial sec-
retary to the Treasury, gave the
last word on the subject to a trade
union deputation which urged re-

consideration of the earlier econ-
omy decision.

The deputation was told that the
decision was final and the matter
could not be reopened. The entire
studio staff is being dismissed and

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending April 4)

"Brlgadoon," Royal, Sydney.
"P«*p Show,"- Tivoli, Sydney.
"KI*s M*, Kate," Her Majesty’s, Melb.
"King Lear," Comedy, Melbourne.
"To Dorothy, a Son," Tivoli, Melbourne.
"Merchant of Venice," Royal, Adelaide.
"Naughtlcal Nude*," Royal, Brisbane.

PARIS
(Week ending March 29)

"Afgar/V Moonceau.
"Belle Romblere"-"Debarr»s," Oeuvre.
"Caprices de Vlchnou," Etoile.
"C« Solr a Samarkand," Renaissance.
"Chanteur de Mexico," Chatelet.
"Congres de Clermont," Potinfprc.
"Cuisine de* Anges," Ambassadeurs.
"Don d'Adele," Wagram.
"Double Blanc," Bouffes.
"Herltlere," Mathurins.
"Je I'Almals Trop," St. Georges.
"Jesus la Caltle," Gramont.
"J'y Suls J'y Reste," Gymnase.
"La Feullle de Vlgne," Madeleine.
"La Llberte Dlmanche," Hcbertot.
"Liaisons Dangereuses," Gaston Baty.
"Lersque I'Enfant Para It," Nouveautes.
"Main de Cesar," Theatre de Paris.
"Mangerant-ils?" Gaite Montparnasse
"Mare aux Canards," Varictcs. D

"Mon Mari ot Tol," Capucines.
"Moulin do la Calotte," michodlere.
"Notre Dame Hauf," Vlcux Colombier,
"Occupe Minimum," Palais Royal.
"Ombre Chore," Edouard VII.
"Pauvre Monsieur Dupont," Ambigu.
"Pays du Sourlrie," Gaite Lyriquc.
"Prefere," Rochefort.
"Profanateur," Antoine.
"Quarante et Quatre," Michel.

’ "Revue Libertine," Casino de Paris.
"Sur Torre Cemme Clel," Athcnee.
"Tartemplon," Fontaine.
"Tote dos Autres," Atelier.
"Trols Mousquetalres," Porte St. Mart.
"Valso Toreadors," Comedie C-E.
"Veuve Joyeuse," Mogador.
"Un Vrale Folle," Folios Bcrgere.

STOCKHOLM
(Week ending March 22)

"Antony and Cleopatra," Royal.
"Cafe Lunchrasten," Intimate.
"Kiss Me, Kate," Oscar's.
"Love of Four Colonels," New.
"Patty," ("Moon la Blue”), All®.
"Relgen," Boulevard.
"Fourposter," Royal (sihall stage).
"Who Is Sylvia?" Vasa.

French Legit Authors

Going Stale, Say Most

Paris Stage-Pix Scouts

‘Paris, March 18.

Consensus of opinion by legit

and picture scouts here is that

local playwrights are going stale

generally and that Paris na longer

is the fertile ground from which
material can . be obtained by the

U. S. Except for such people as

Jacques Deval, Roger Ferdinand
and a few more like Marcel Ayme
or Jean Paul Sartre, the writing

here suffers from isolation because
of the war years which shut off

writers here from the world for a

long period. It is believed that this

has slanted their minds on matters
so they write plays that have no
general appeal.
They afto appear to be callous

about what may prove a local draw,
including offensive material, but
which • does not create stories

worth exporting. Such names as

Marcel Achard, Jean Anouilh and
Andre Roussin lately have not
come up to expectations, and their-

appeal is 'strictly limited to local

audiences.
Evidencing this is the quick suc-

cession of flops experienced on
Broadway by French plays, while
material from other countries has
shown better results.

Theatr«\Bix in Hands of Few
Locally, the 'real theatre business

is concentrated in -a sfew hands,
like Maurice* Lehmann, Leon Be-
noit Deutsch, Jean de Letraz, Mitty
Goldin, Henri Bernstein. In the
lighter fields there are Paul Der-
val and Henri Varna and more re-

cently Pierre Louis-Guerin, who
may become the leader. Most other
theatre men are speculators trying
to find angels to back their shoe-
stringing productions. As in the
picture field, here, most producers
are merely promoters.
Even people, who, like Simonne

Berriau, ard supposed to do big
business, operate on a system that
involves plenty of strange deals.
The same applies to choreogra-

phers Serge Lifar is now considered
passe and were it not for Boris
Kniazeff and some other for-
eigners, ballet here would soon die.

Another reason for the legit

theatre slumping considerably
here, apart from pictures (radio
doesn’t mean much, television

nothing), is the fact that the in-

siders have killed the golden goose.
The red-inspired unions have
made so many demands that it is

often unprofitable to put on
show that otherwise might have
provided employment for many
people.
However, localities, who ap-

parently with no worldwide point
of view, do not realize how much
this center has dropped behind
the times and how far it will have
to go in order to regain its old
position in the theatre world.

There is no talk of the film being „ —
In Aussie; only location shots being I

the Bcaconsfield plant is to go
probable. I dark.

GLASGOW
(Week eliding March 29)

"His Excellency," Aihambru.
"McFlannels' H*om?’nf>y," Metropole.
"June end the Payceck," Citizens.
"Peter Pan," Kind's.

BUENOS AIRES
(Week ending March 22)

"Darling Burglar," Giund Splendid.
"Don Guzman the Good," Llceo.
"Eyes Full of Love," Versailles.
"Lost Face," Buenos Aires.
"Men In My Life," Pm-rt.
"Tears Also Dry," Aleneo.
"3 Cries Over Sea," Politcuma.

Edinburgh 6th Film Fete
Edinburgh, March 25.

Sixth annual International Film
Festival will run here Aug. 17 to
Sept. 7, concurrently with the
Edinburgh Festival of Music and
Drama. Films are expected from
Australia, Canada, U. S. and India
Inquiries have been received from
many of the 28 countries repre
sented at last year’s junket.

Organized by the Edinburgh
Film Guild, with the collaboration
of the British Film Institute, the
fete has the support and coopera
tion of the governments and film
organizations in several countries

Sydney, March 25.

No official decision has yet been
announced by the Robert Menzies
government regarding any curb on
rental coin takeaway by British dis-
tributors operating in Aussie. Cur-
rently, British distribs are allowed
100% coin takeaway but U. S. com-
panies can only remit 75% of rent-
al earnings.

Reported that British distrib
chiefs are taking their case for con-
tinuance of the 100% takeaway to
the British High Commissioner in
Canberra for presentation to the
government. There are some indus-
try insiders who believe that gov-
ernmental treasury officials may
suggest that a percentage (not as
high as that covering U. S, distribs)
of British earnings from films re-
main frozen in Aussie in keeping
with the government’s new finan-
cial policy.

Carbons, Projectors Cut Down
Industry- leaders will confer im-

'

mediately with governmental offi-

cials in connection with the import
cut on carbons (vital to Aussie the-
atre operation), rawstock for local
film processing, projectors, techni-
cal equipment, publicity material
and other material necessary to the
successful operation of Down Un-
der cinemas. As one circuit execu-
tive stated: “What’s the use of hav-
ing pix if you haven’t the equip-
ment to put them on the screen?”

Industry leaders are concerned
over the fact that the government
is cutting imports of commercial
goods from as high as 80% to 40%,
using the 1950-51 period as a basis.

Industry men say that this particu-
lar span was a bad one from the
importers’ viewpoint because there
was a major lack of shipping be-
tween England and Australia and
many importers had to live on
stocks on hand, including all those
organizations handling cinema car-
bons, projectors, etc.

While there has been ho govern-
mental edict on any product cut
on pix either from England or the
U. .S., film leaders believe there
will be no curb on screen fare this

year, major factor in this direction
being that it is a practical impos- .

sibility to produce a sufficient num-
ber of pix Down Under to keep
cinemas in full* operation. Right
now there is not one studio where
a film is before the cameras.

Understood, however, ' that the
government may decide to curb
16m product for private uSe. But
this wouldn’t be a bad edict for
regular exhibitors; rather it would
be helpful.

PAR GETS 290-SEATER

IN SYDNEY FOR FILMS
Sydney, April 1.

Paramount has set a three-year
deal to play first-release product
at the 290-seat Variety bandbox
house here. The independent Syd-
ney Theatres Ltd., arranged dealt

House has Been playing reissues
for long time with an occasional
foreign pic. Par starts using house
July 1. Understood that this minor
seater still has about nine oldie
pix

- under contract: These will be
spotted in between the Paramount
films until contract expires.

Paramount’s major showcase
here is the 1390-seat Prince Ed-
ward, operated by Carroll-Mus-
grave Theatres Ltd. Deal with the
Variety will give Paramount an
additional outlet for piled-up prod-
uct. The former house has been
playing between 10 and 12 top
Paramount films a year, not figured
sufficient to cover yearly lineup.
Some time ago, when product

outlets in Melbourne tightened up,
Paramount clinched a deal with
Gaiety Theatres, Ltd, to take over
the 1350-seat Rings as a first-re-

lease showcase, and set another
"deal with Celebrity Theatres for

the 1025-seat Majestic, in Adel-
aide.

Scot TV Site Juicelcss
London, March 25.

None of the villagers in Kirk
O’Shotts, where Scotland’s only
TV transmitter is situated, is able

to view television programs. There
is no electricity in the village.

The population has refused to

become excited about tele, claim-

ing to be much more interested in

the installation of an electrical

generating plant.
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f(ew Approach to French Film Prod.

Tight Island’ Producer

Forming Scot Film Unit
London, March 25.

If author Compton Mackenzie
can obtain treasury permission^ to
float a public company, he will
launch a Scottish film production
unit in association with James Rob-
ertson Justice, Moray Maclaren and
Eric Linklater.

Mackenzie became interested in

Paris, March 25.

while controversy rages among
* workers and in the newspa-

?e
U
rs

° regarding what should be

done to remedy sick film, produc-

tion here, Industry heads are quiet-

rtaking steps to work out their
iy m cnivation. Action of Robert

Dorfman, with the Silver Films as

hi" production company and Co-

rona as his distribution unit, in

haltinfi production and stopping all

payments, was the most disturhlng

development,, because liabilities

ra

piSt

a

step taken’was to handle the idea of
J

Scottish production
F ^ headache with nix company after the success of

the Slled in “Whisky Galore” (“Tight Little Is-
specialist

â

ie^iustment Already landV) * If the project goes through
t0

.

fr
,
an

?o
e

, Reductions (of theDorL he ** PlanninS a light comedy as
scheduled producuons icn tne imri

hig first venture . with a modern
man lineup)wet P Scottish drama or Sir Walter Scott
ducers for hand^g

;. piece to follow.
it was discovered **

would Company is aiming at a capital of
then dist^ihutedbyCorona^v^oula

$560fOQOt most of coin to be sub.
pay enough to get the omnization

scribed by Scottish investors,
out of the red, if given tune.

Next step was to get financial -

support from banks, in .order to

provide the long-term ‘refunding.

W Baumgartner, Bank of France

head once did a stint as head of

Credit National, the government’s

financial branch which looks after

financing of films. Naturally, he’s

familiar with the picture industry.

He saw no point in having the

banks throw the film biz into bank-

ruptcy because of the financial

straits of .two companies.

Ray Ventim^ a compa^Uve new-
. jj

.g reconciied to operating the
comer, but now

*J®?
d Royal Festival Hall at a loss. In

auctions was accepted^Baum-
itfi firgt year .of operation the Lcc

?
art

?,

er
.K
t0 wound up with a deficit of more

handle the Corona properties. Dorf-
tban $250,000.

man, who has Concert promotion at the Festi-
nervous breakdown, will be

i

placed
val jjall only means operating in

in charge, under supervision of

this committee. It. now looks pos-

sible for distribution of product,

Retain Royal Fete

Hall Despite Loss
London, March 25.

For the sake of providing con-
cert entertainments which commer-
cial managements could not afford
to stage, the London County Coun-

Jack Waller Buys
‘Relations’ for Screen

V

London, March 25.
Film rights to Jean Cocteau’s

“Intimate Relations,” which was
staged at the Strand Theatre by
Jack Waller last year, have been
acquired by Adelphi Films for pro-
duction later this year.
Arthur Dent, the Adelphi chief,

is currently lining up a cast and
crew and intends to sign an Amer-
ican star for the role of Madeleine,
which was played on the stage by
Sarah Lawson. Fay Compton
starred in the London legit ver-
sion.

ABPC Lines Up

Joint WB, Mono

Prod, for Brit.

London, April 1.

A program of joint production
with Warner Bros', and Monogram
is being lined up by Associated
British Picture Corp. as a result
of- the recent American trip of Sir
Philip Warter, the corporation’s
chairman. Filming will be at
ABPC’s Elstree studios, and wher*
ever warraned U. S. stars and di-
rectors will be used.

Announcing this new policy on
his return, Sir Philip explained
that for both sides there were sub-
stantial advantages in collabora-

‘Angels’ Lively $11,

Rob Hood’ 9G, Island’ Opens WeD
London, March 25.

AJ;rio of British entries domi-
nates the West End scene, but biz
during this

.
last stanza has been

below average The dip in grosses
appears to have affected all cur-

Washington, April 1. rent offerings, although big pro-
Canada now has upwards of 1,850 ductions like “Quo Vadis” and

regular theatres and about 80 “Streetcar” are attracting a fair

j

drive-ins in operation, latter during proportion of available coin.

66 New Theatres Now

Being: Built in Canada

the season, according to U. S. Com-
merce .Department. In addition,
Nathan D/ Golden, chief of the
Commerce film division, reports
that a trade survey there shows 66

At Metro’s Empire, “Angels One
Five,” a new AB-Pathe offering,

has .opened with a nice $1-1,800 in
its “first five days, having been
helped by good notices. “Robin

which went through Corona, to pay
off the indebtedness in about 18

months.

Salvage Operations

the red when the events are staged
by the LCC. For commercial en-

trepreneurs, however, it can be
quite a profitable business. For
example, a recent Saturday night

concert, with Eileen Joyce featured

as soloist, played to absolute ca-

Ventura is also heading salvage pacity with a gross <j>f $2,788, which

operations on production, permit- left the promoter with a clear

ting resumption of some Silver profit of around $800 for this one

Films projects. One .such project night stand.

is to be handled by a company, yet- But while there is no criticism

to be organized, with American of the musical standard offered by

participation via Benagoss Produc- the regular managements, LCC be-

tions, which already has made “The lieve its own more adventurous

Green Glove” here. Other Silver policy justifies the risk involved.

Films products would be similarly In recent months it has been plug-

divided between responsible pro- going little known works which can

ducers, thus evenirfg up risks and only attract the extreme longhair

financial details. enthusiasts among the concert go-

Plan of coping with the industry in£ PP^lic.
. .. . f

situation by the film bii Itself, In-
Among thejhows lmed up tor

stead of running to the govern- «*e Royal Festival Hall are one-

ment for relief in the form of a
subsidy, is a departure from usual
local procedure. In some circles,

it’s regarded a step forward in
placing the industry on a sounder

night stands by Burl Ives and

George Sanders and a series of

concerts to be given by the Boston

Symphony Orch.

pacing tne industry on a sounder # * fim ni J
basis and making for stronger box- AllSSie S IllL Dwinefl
office pictures. If the same formula ** _
of getting local financing for worth- Pnr Rnponf Sllltlin lit
while production ventures can be * 0* IVeteiU JIUIlip Ml

applied to other firms, many in the
trade feel that the whole produc-
tion setup may be revitalized. The
old routine of making a picture and
getting enough rental coin from it
to insure a further government

additional theatres under construe- Hood,” Disney’s live action- British
tion, of which 11 are drive-ins. feature, tdbk a pleasing $9,000 in

[_ Average weekly attendance dur- its first frame at the Leicester
ing 1951 was about 4,536,000, Tfital Square Theatre and held up to
boxpffice receipts for that year, ex: $4,200 for its second weekend,
elusive of tax, came to $86,713,357. “Saturday Islafid,” the -Coronado

Technicolor production starring
Linda Darnell, took an unprece-
dented beating from the crix, but
its first Weekend gross of $3,400
was well above hopes.

At - the Carlton and the Ritz,

“Quo - Vadis” finished its eighth
week with $8,700 and $4,500. respec-
tively. “Greatest Show on Earth”
at the Plaza dipped to around
$7,000 in its fifth week. “Where
River Bends” is nice in second
Gaumont week.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (8th wk). Hold-
ing up well at $8,700, very good for
length of run. Continues.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—

No Aussie Cut In

U.S. Film Imports
Sydney, March 25.

The Minister in charge of Aus-

tralian Customs has announced

.. . .
that American films would not

Producti
.

on come under Ills government’s rul-

values above the average and made ^at drastically cut imports

it possible for tlie films to have from the dollar zone. Minister
widespread appeal in the American pointed~out that U. S. distributors

market. He also felt it would play operating Down Under left. a big
an important *part in paving the proportion of their earnings in * Angels One Fivq (AB-Pathe).

way for a reasonable outcome of frozen funds under an agreement Starting* off
t
in encouraging style

the forthcoming talks on the re- made in 1947. U. S. distribs are with $11,800 in first- five days. In

newal of the Anglo-American currently permitted to remit 75%’ ahead, “Belle of N. Y.” (M-G) (2d

agreement. of rentals. wk), moderate $9,500.

On its own behalf, WB }s pro- The government has decided to Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)

ceeding in the summer with the recall all import licenses covering
production of Robert Louis Steven- commercial imports from the dol-

son’s “Master of Ballantrae,” and lar zone immediately. Government
to follow, on a joint basis, would is planning to cut dollar expendi-

be a new Audrey Hepburn starring ture to the limit. Prime Minister

vehicle, probably With a Hollywood Robert Menzies has issued an edict

male star and director. that this country must live within

Impressed by the first results of Mniings. Last week the Men-

Warnercolor, which he had seen government created a stir in

In Hollywood, Sir Philip has ar- ‘he «?rl.
d -of commerce by cutting

imports from the sterling area, the
first time this has ever taken in

England.

Although happy over the fact

that American films will not be

“Where River Bends” (GFD) (2d
wk). Shaping good $6,700 this
stanza after bright $9,200 opener.
Stays another session with- “Tall
Headlines” (GN) and “Chicago
Calling”* (UA) to follow.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$1.70)—-‘“Robin’ Hood”
(RKO) (2d wk). ‘Steady $4,200 for
second weekend after pleasing
$9,000 initial week.. Stays third
round with “5 Fingers” (20th) in
next. ’

"*

London Pavilion (UA) (50-$1.70)
“Ten Tall Men” (Col). Shaping

Pix Theatre Attendance
Sydney, March 25.

Australia showed a trade deficit

of 53,436,000 pounds \(about $120,-

... . - 232,000) for last January, second
grant for the next film has worked- highest monthly reverse ever re-
for mediocrity, and explains why corded according to the Aussie
so few French* pix get American

statistician, S. R. Carver. Al-
playdates or . obtain substantial

th0Ugh Australians are getting the
revenue from the U. S. market. highest basic wage in the country’s

Better French producers are history, the added coinage is of
chary of making blanket financing vaiue because of the terrific
against distribution deals. This cost of living. This is one of .the
type feels that his pic, if it is major reasons why there has been
good, will garner 50% more than

a decline in cinema attendances
if handled by an American major recentlv. It is a case of bread be-

ranged for a team of technical ex-
perts, 'headed by Cyril J. Phillips,

chief of Pathe Labs, to visit Holly-
wood in April and to submit a com-
prehensive report on the problems
involved in equipping the British

unit for handling the processing ^
and release prints in the new me- should tup dollar situation become
"dium. One of the main problems, more tense here, the government
he considered, would be to resolve may consider freezing more Yank
the stock situation. If the stock rental revenue. However, more
was available it was likely that conservative opinion is that be

some of the collaborative efforts cause U. S. distributors have played

would be in Warnercolor,. ball with’ the government for a

Sir Philip was also impressed member of years, there probably

with the development of magnetic W1^ n0 further coin freezing,

recording, which provided better Apart from the U. S. and Can-

quality sound with a saving of raw ada, the dollar edict also applies in opens March 27.

stock. Arrangements had been the Philippines and Latin* Ameri- Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)

—

made* for its introduction at the can countries, thus making it im- “Greatest Show on EArth” (Par)

ABPC studios as well as their news- possible for importers to ship goods (5th wk). Off to around $7,000 but

reels in June through these countries instead of very strong in prior rounds.

Warns Vs. Sponsored TV the U S. and Canada in an en-

A . . . .- .. deavor to beat ’the dollar rap.
An up-to-date analysis on the

TV situation is to be made by Sir

slashed on the current import to useful $6,800 ’in first round’ Con-
schedule^ insiders point out that tinues.

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50 - $1,70) — “Saturday
Island” (RKO). Above hopes at
$3400 in first three days after be-
ing roundly panned by crix. In
for usual three weeks.

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$l,70)

—
“I Believe’ In

You” (GFD) (3d wk), Moderate
$5,000. “Viva Zapata!” (20th)

Empire” (Rep) opens

company in French speaking terri-
tories.

RANK SEES FILMS AS

ABLE TO BATTLE TV I ment.

fore pix.

Majority of Aussie families now
are going to cinemas only once

weekly instead of two or three

times. They just have not the nec-

Leeds. March 25.
J. Arthur Rank, British film* in-

dustry leader, said while here that
he believes the cinema industry
would be able to compete with tel-
evision.

“Provided we make entertaining
pictures, we shall hold our own and
Btill be going as long as- TV,” he
said.

When national events were tak-mg place and could be televised
on the spot, film theatres would
^ected, he explained.

British pix, said Rank, could do

tu.' i

w°rtd today to prove

Am ,

s c°hntry is not finished.
though the written

.
.word might

n
Powerful, it is not nearly as

P "erful as the motion picture.

Unlerstood that the Robert Men-

zies Liberal government will issue

an edict curtailing imports from

dollar areas to improve the trade

balance. Sir Arthur Fadden, Aussie

treasurer, has just returned from

financial talks in London. He is

expected to make a statement on

the financial position shortly.

In the meantime, commercial biz

is hard hit because of govern-

ment’s edict restricting bank cred-

it. Many industries are deducing

their staffs drastically. The film

industry is waiting to see whether

there will be any curb on product

Importation from Hollywood and

also whether there ^will be any

tightening 'on dollar’

from this zone.

remittances

meetingJbut'he expreraed ^he’vSw I
^ 51 Foreign Stars

that his U. S. trip had warned him
that the biggest menace to British

theatres would be the development

of sponsored television. This attract-

ed the biggest names and hurt the

boxoffice. The lesson for tfie Brit-

ish film industry, he said, would be

Imported for Brit. Pix

Last Yr., 40 Were Yanks
London, March 25.

Of a total of 51 foreign stars im-

“Hoodlum
March 28.

Rialto (LFP) (592; 50-$1.30)—
“Rashomon” (BL). This Japanese
Oscar winner drawing big crowds
nightly since its opening, powerful
$5,400 in first week. Stays.

Ritz (M-G) (432; 90-$2;15)—“Quo
Vadis” (M-G) (8th wk). Still draw-
ing crowds at steady $4,500. Stays
indef.

Warner (WB) (1,735; (50-$1.70)—
“Streetcar” (WB) (4th wk). Fairisn iuiu iiiuuou.y, , f British films last vear. otreexcar” iwjb; mn wx;. rair

to oppose sponsorship m any shape PP
Hollywood The re- $4,200 in final weekend after aver-

or form. If the industry intended P*™ irora o-o^yw.ooa. me re ^ <4ri .„_Dis-
in March

f

programs^wSh^he British Broad-
j

Se iXM;!
| ARGENTINA SOCKO IN

MEX CITY ON 2-A-DAY

programs
casting Corp. The Equity list is complete for.,

all branches of entertainment with

the exception of revue, cabaretjmd
vaudeville. The majority of per- Mexico City, March 25.

Imperio Argentina, Spanish come-
dienne and singer-dancer, is boffo

Cut Shots of Late King
' TTVnm *T nrrf Savs No’ Film formers in these categories normal-

L-Ora
.^_

uu
ly wouldcome under the jurisdic-

Kins tion of the' Variety Artist Federa- on two-a-day at the Teatro Lirico
Newsreel shots of the late ^mg

tiQI1( whIclf hag np figures readily here. She is supported by the Los
opening available showing the 1951 importa- churumbeles de Espana, 10 Span-
lart yea

^ji
1C^n̂ Sion of “The tions. - N ish male folk singers. They are

Hnmw Famfiv ” (known in the U.S. Tfie legit theatre last year at- doubling twice weekly on radio at

^«Mr
F
Lord Says No”) have been traeted 85 foreigners, 62 being Station XEW, Ron Potrero, rum

as
, I",’ _ -Qciiit of Drotests fol- French and 20 American. Musicals manufacturer, sponsoring,

fo^ng toe London tradJshow accounted for an additional 27, of The powerful leftist Confedera-

a number of national press crix which 26 came from the U. S. tion of Mexican Labor, which

contended their inclusion was in Opera accounted for 23 (16 Ameri- blocked Argentina’s entry to Mexi-

w tjiqte particularly in view of can) and ballet 191 (29 American), co five years ago, made no objec-

tive farcial nature of the subject. TV and vidpix earned two labor tion this time to her and isn’t in-

Within 48 hours of the tradeshow- permits, one for an American and terfering in any way with her per-

l ing the scenes weye scissored. . » the other for a Swedish artist. . . forming here.
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'Variety's' Quarterly Film Reviews
(Jan. 2, 1952-March 26, 1952) •^

Miniature Film Reviews and credits on all pictures' reviewed in VARIETY during the/first three-month period of 1952a Date indicates that

issue of, VARIETY in which each review appeared. Indexes of Film Reviews are published quarterly.

Aaron Slick Front
Fnnkin Crick
(SONGS—COLOR)

Mild screen comedy with
songs based on old-time play.

B.o. outlook not strong.

Paramount release of William Perlberg
George Seaton production. Stars Alan
Young, Dinah Shore, Robert Merrill; fea-

tures Adele Jergens, Minerva Urecal,

Martha Stewart, Fritz Feld, Veda Ann
Borg, Chick Chandler. Direction and
screenplay, Claude Blnyon; based on play

by Walter Benjamin Hare; camera (Tech-

nicolor), Charles B. Lang, Jr.; editor,

Archie Marshek; .songs. Jay Livingston
and Ray Evans; musical direction, Robert
Emmett Dolan. Tradeslxown Feb. 15, '52.

Running time* 95 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)

Aladdin and Ilfs Lamp
(COLOR)

Arabian Nights fantasy head-
ed for satisfactory grosses.

Monogram release of Walter Wanger
production (Ben Schwalb, associate).

Stars Patricia Medina, John dands. Di-

rected by Lew Landers. Screenplay, How-
ard Dimsdale, Millard Kaufman; camera
<Cinecolor), Gilbert Warrenton; editor.

Jack Ogilvie; music. Marlin Skiles. Pre-
viewed Jan. 31, '52.

. Running time; *7

MINS.
(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

Awhutmw
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

Lux Film release of a Pontl-DeLauren-
tils production. Stars Sllvana Mangano,
Raf Vallonc, Vittorio Gassmann, Gaby
Morlay, Jacques Dumespil. Directed, by
Alberto Lattuada. Story and screenplay,
Giuseppe Berto, Dino Rlsl, Ivo Perilli,

Franco Brusati, Rodolfo Sonego; camera,
Otello Marelli; editor, Gabriele Varrlale.
Previewed in Genoa. Running time, 110
MINS.

(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

The Big Trees
(COLOR)

Outdoor aotioner with Kirk
JDouglas; grooved for okay
acceptance In general runs.

,Warners release of Louis F. Edelman
production. Stars Kirk Douglas; features
Eve Miller, Patrice Wymore, Edgar1

Bu-
chanan, John Archer. Directed by Felix
Feist. Screenplay, John Twist, James R.
Webb; from story by Kenneth Earl; cam-
era (Technicolor), Bert Glennon; editor,
Clarence Kolsterjjnuslc, Heinz Roemheld.
Tradeshown Jan. 15, '52. Running time,
ft MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

Birthright

Documentary on syphilis.

Classic Films release of Columbia Uni-
versity educational Aim produced by
Southern Education Film Production Ser-
vice. Directed by Bill Clifford. Screen-
play, Geyrge C. Stoney; camera, Ralph
A. Wgolwey; editor, Fred Lasse; music,
Lan Adomian. Previewed in N. Y., Feb.
8, '52, Running time, 45 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 13, 1952)

Brief Rapture
(LEBRA-BIANCA)

(Italian)

Gangster<meIodrama about nar-

cotics-peddling. Fair for lan'

guage trade.

Jewel Productions release of Rocket
Films presentation,' produced by La Perla
Films of Rome. Stars Lois Maxwell,
Amedeo Nazzari Umberto Spadaro,

.
Er-

manho Randl. ' Directed by Enzo Trapani.
Screchplay, Adriano Bolzoni and Enzo
Trapani; camera, Adalberto Albertini;
musical direction, Constantino Ferrl, con-
ducting Toatro dell’Opera. di Roma Orch.
At Holiday Theatre, N. Y., Feb. 27, ’52.

Running time, >0 MINS.
(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

Anything Cun Happen

Heart-warming comedy star-

ring Jose Ferrer and Kim
Hunter. Better than average
b.o. if properly sold.

Paramount release of William Perlberg
production. Stars Jose Ferrer. Kim
Hunter; features Kurt Kasznar. Eugenie
Leontovitch, Oscar Karlwels. Directed by
George Seaton. Screenplay, Seaton and
George Oppcnhclmer; from book by
George and Holen Papashvlly; camera.
Daniel L. Fapp; editor, Alma Macrorlc;
music, Victor Young. Previewed in N. Y„
Feb. 21. '52. Running time. 107 MINS.
MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 27, 1952)

At Sword’s Point
(COLOR)

Costume melodrama starring
Cornel Wilde, Maureen O’Hara;
good escapist entertainment.

RKO release of Sid Rogell (Jerrold T.
Brandt) production. Stars Cornel Wilde,
Maureen O’Hara; features Robert Doug-
las, Gladys Cooper, Blanche Yurka. Di-
rected by Lewis Allen. Screenplay, Wal-
ter Ferris, Joseph Hoffman, from story by
Aubrey Wisberg and Jack Pollexfcn;
camera (Technicolor), Ray Rennahan; edi-
tors, Samuel E. Bectley, Robert Golden;
music, Roy Webb. Tradeshown N. Y.,
Jan. 17, '51. Running time. «1 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

The Belle of New York
(MUSICAL—COLOR)

Fred Astaire, Vera-Ellen in
mildly entertaining musical.
Spotty b.o.

Metro release of Arthur Freed produc-
tion. Stars Fred Astaire, Vera-EllenuMar-

i
orio Main: features Keenan Wynn, Alice
‘enreo. Clinton Sundberg, Gale Robbins.
Directed by Charles Walters. Screenplay.
Robert O’Brien, Irving Ellnson; adapted
by Chester Erskine from play by Hugh
Morton; camera (Technicolor), Robert
Planck; editor, Albert Alcst; songs. Harry
Warren and Johnny Mercer; musical di-
rection, Adolph Deutsch;. musical num-
bers staged and directed by Robert Alton.
Tradc-diown Feb. 13, '52. Running time,
80 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)

Bend of the River
(COLOR)

Top-notch pioneer adventure
with Janies Stewart; healthy
b.o.

Buffalo BUI In
Tomahawk Territory

Low-budget frontier sSga, for '

Saturday matinee trade.

United Artists release of Jack Schwarz
(Edward Flnney-B. B. Ray) production.
Stars Clayton Moore. Directed by B. B.
Ray. Screenplay, Sam ’ Neuman and Nat
Tanchuck; camera, Elmer Dyer; editor,
Norman Cerf. Previewed In N* Y., Jan.
23, '52. Running time, <6 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 30, 1952)

Bugles in the Afternoon
(COLOR)

Ray Milland in cavalry-vs.-In-
dians drama. Average action-
feature with?okay chances.

Warners release of William Cagney pro-
duction. Stars Ray Milland, Helena Car-
ter, Hugh Marlowe, Forrest Tucker; fea-
tures Barton MacLane, George Reeves,
James Milllean, Gertrude Michael, Stuart
Randall, William “Bill” Phillips. Directed
by Roy Rowland. Screenplay, Geoffrey
Homes, Harry Brown; from novel by
Ernest Haycox; camera (Technicolor), Wil-
frid M. Cline; editor, Thomas Reilly; mu-
sic, Dimitri Tiomkin. Tradeshown Jan. 20.
'52. Running time, 84 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

The Captive City

Topnoioh b.o. drama of small
town editor’s light against cor-
ruption. Epilog by Sen. Ke-
fauver.

United Artists release of Aspen (Ther-
on Warth) production. Stars John For-
sythe; features Joan Camden. Harold J.
Kennedy and Ray Teal, Directed by
Robert Wise. Screenplay, Karl Kamb and
Alvin Josephy, Jr.; original story, Alvin
Josephy, Jr.; camera, Lee Garmes; edi-
tor, Ralph Swink; music, Jerome Moross.
Previewed in N. Y„ March 21, '52. Run
ning time, 91 MINS. »

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

Captive of Billy the Kid

Allan “Rocky” Lane gets his
man again in topnotch western
packed with action and fisti-

cuffs.

Republic production and release. Stars
Allan ‘’Rocky'' Lane; features Pcnhy Ed-
wards, Grant Withers, Clem Bevarts, Roy
Barcroft. Directed by Fred C. Brannon.
Screenplay, M. Coates iWeb^fbt, Richard
Wormscr; camera, John MacBurnie; edi-
tor, Robert M. Leeds. Tradeshown in
N. Y., Jan. 8, '52. Running time, 44 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 16, 1952)

UniNorsai release of Aaron ltoscnl
pi eduction. Slavs James Stewart, Ar

c°!
y ’ J

V-
1
? Adams, Rook Hudson;

T^
ols

?n *.

Js
!
y c - FllPPen. SIr«tihjl. Dircoied by Anthony MSei eenpla> . Rordcn Chase; based

il/’i.''
" Rnu

' V f the Snake,” by Billluk. c. mera < reehnlcolor), Irving C
11 ms

Russ
.t

11 si'hoen.garth; mtidus ... Salter. I'voviowod l*m
Running time. 91 MINS.

’

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

T;ia© C:ard
(BRITISH)

Alec Guinness in attractive
• poor-boy-lo-riclies story, for

fair grosses.

GFD release of Ronald Neame produc-
tion. Stars Alee Guinness. Glynis Johns,
Valerie Hobson, Petula Clark. Directed

by Ronald Neame. Screenplay, Eric Am-
bler, from Arnold Bennett'* novel; cam-
era, Oswald Morris; editor, Clive Donnor;
music, William Alwyn. At Odeon, Lon-
don, Feb. 25, '52. Running time, 91
MINS.

(Reviewed March S, 1952)

Cloudburst
(BRITISH)

¥ "1.

Melodrama starring Robert
Preston adds, up to good sup-

- porting fare for secondary
situations.

United Artist* release of Alexander
Paal production. Stars Robert Preston,
Elizabeth Sellars; features (Jolin Tapley,
Sheila Burrell, Harold Lang, Thomas
Heathcote, Marie Germaine, Edward
Lexy. Directed by Francis Searle, Screen-
play, Searle and Leo Marks, from latter's
play, “Cloudburst”; camera/" Jimmy Har-
vey; editor, John Ferris; music, Frank
Spencer. Tradeshown N. Y.» Jan. 25, '52.

Running time, 13 MINS.
• (Reviewed Jan. 30, 1952)

Colorado Sundown
(SONGS)

Fair Rex Allen oatuneiymix- .

ing range songs and formula
western action."

(

Republic release of Edward, J. White
production. Stars Rex Allen, Koko
(equine); features Mary Ellen Kay, Slim
Pickens, June Vincent, Fred Graham,
John Daheim, Louise Bqavcrs, Chester
Clute, Clarence Straight, the Republic
Rhythm Riders. Directed by William
Witney. Screenplay, Eric Taylor, William
Lively; story, Eric Taylor; camera, John
MacBurnie; editor, Tony Martinelll. Pre-
viewed Feb. ' 8, '52. Running timer 47
MINS.

(Reviewed Feb; 13, 1952)

Cry, the Beloved Country-

Fine filmization of the Alan
Paton bestseller, with Canada
Lee; strong bet for specialized

'

and art houses.

Lopert Films release of London Films
(Zoltan Xorda-Alan Paton) production.
Features Canada Lee, Sidney Poitier,
Charles Carson, Joyce Carey. Directed
by Korda. Screenplay by Paton, from his
novel of same name; camera, Robert
Krasker; editor, David Eady. Tradeshown
in N. Y., Jan. 18, '52. Running time,
105 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

Bettger, J. Carrol Nalsh, ZaSu Pitts; fea-
tures Tom Powers, Robert Barrat, Paul
Fix, Don Haggerty, James Burke. Di-
rected by Byron Haskin. Story and
screenplay, Frank Gruber; camera (Tech-
nicolor), Ray Rennahan; editor, Stanley
Johnson; music, Paul Sawtell. Previewed.
March 19, '52, Running time, 89 MINS.
• 5 (Reviewed March 26, 1952)

Bream of a Cossack
(SOVIET)

Long-winded chronicle of tech-
nical progress in the Caucasus
region of Soviet Russia; mea-
gre b. o.

Artkino release of Mosfilm Studio pro--
.duction. Features Boris Chirkov, Semyon
Bondarchuk. Directed by Yuri Raisman,
Screenplay, -B. Churskov, from novel by
S. Babayevsky; camera ! (Magicolpr), S.
Urusevsky; music, T. KhrennlkoV. - At
Stanley Theatre, N, Y., week of Feb. 16,
'52. Running time, 95- MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)

Dupont^Barbes
(FRENCH)

Comptolr du Film Franoais production
and

. release. Stairs Madeleine Lebeatj,
Henri Vilbert. Directed by Henri Lepage.
Screenplay, Andre-Patfl Antoine; camera,
Charlie Bauer; editor, Yvonne Martin.
At* Le Paris, Pari*. Running time, 110
MINS. \

(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

Ora Cut Si! Si!
(It Was Him . . . Yes! Yes!)

(ITALIAN)
Dear Film release of an Amato-D.S. pro-

duction. Stars Walter* Ghiari, Isa Barzizxa,
Silvapa Pampanlnl,.. C4rlo Campaninl.
Written and directed by Metl and Mar-
ches!. Camera, Vincenzo Seratrlce; music,
Pippo Barzixza, At Nuovo Odeon, Genoa,
Running time, 18 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

Fabulous Scuofita
.
(MUSIC)

Estelita starred in mildly
amusing"' comedy; can do as
support on twin bills.

Republic production and release. Stars
Estelita; features Robert Clarke, Nestor
Paiva. Directed by R. G. Springsteen;
Screenplay by Charles E. Roberts, Jack
Townley, from story by Townley and
Charles R. Marion; camera. Jack Marta;
editor, Tony MartinelU; music, Stanley
Wilson. Tradeshown in N. Y„ March
20, '52. Running time, 80 MINS.

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

Daughter of the Sands
(Les Noces de Sable)

Sub-standard Sahara stuff with
outside chance in art situa-
tions.

Dlscina International Films release of
Studio Maghreb production. Features De-
nise Cardl, Larbi Tounsl, Itto Bent Lah-
sen, Himmoud Brahiml. Directed by An-
dre Zwobada. Screenplay, Jean Cocteau;
based on story by Zwobada; camera, An-
dre Bac; music, Georges Auric; narrator,
Duncan Elliott. Tradeshown in N. JY.
Feb. 14, '52. Running time, 48 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)
r

Bavid
(DOCUMENTARY)

Arthur Mayer-Edward Kingsley release
of World Wide Picture production. Writ-
ten and directed by Paul Dickson. Music,
Grace Williams. Previewed in N. Y., Jan.
23, '52. Running time, 40 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb: 6, 1952)

Deadline—USA
Bogart starrer on OK b.o.
newspaper picture.

Filumena Marturano
(ITALIAN)

Variety Film release of an Arco produc-
tion. Stars Eduardo DeFllippo, Titina De-
Filippo, Tamara Lees. Directed by Edu-
ardo DeFllippo. Screenplay, DeFllippo
and Piero Tellini from the play by De-
Fllippo; camera, Leonida Barboni; music,
Nino Rota; editor, Glsa Levi. At Cinema
Orfeo. Genoa. Running time, 100 MINS.

(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

The First Time

AmUsing domestic comedy of
young couple who become par-
ents for first time. For regular
dual bills.

Columbia release of Norma (Haroli
Hecht) production. Stars Robert Cum
mings, Barbara Hale; features Bill Good
win, Jeff Donnell, Carl Benton Reid, Mon;
Barrie, Kathleen Comegys, Paul Harvey
Cora Witherspoon. Directed by Fran!
Tashlin. Screenplay, Jean Rouverol, Hug<
Butler, Frank Tashlin, Dane Lussier
based oh story by Jean Rouverol ant
Hugo Butler; camera, Ernest Laszlo; edi
tor, Viola Lawrence; music, Frederlcl
Hollander. Previewed in Hollywood, Jan
21, '52. Running time, 89 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 30, 1952)

20th Century-Fox release of Sol C. Sie-
gel production. Stars Humphrey Bogart,
Ethel Barrymore, Kim Hunter. Written
and directed by Richard Brooks. Camera,
Milton Krasner; music, Cyril Mockrldge;
music director, Lionel Newman; or-
chestration. Edward Powell; special ef-
fects, Ray Kellogg; .editor, William B.
Murphy. Tradeshown March 7, '52. Run-
ning time, 87 MINS.

(Reviewed March 12, 1952)

Dente Per Dent©
(Measure for Measure)
(ITALIAN-MADE)

Hoffberg release of Braglla products
Stars Alfredo Varelli, Aldo Sflvani, C
erina Boratto; features Nelly. Corr*a
Carlo Tamberlani. Directed hy Marco Elt
Screenplay and dialog, GugJi*lmo Usell
and Enrico Rlbulsi, basetf'oriplay-by W
liam Shakespeare; cam«w;P, -Filippo
antf G. Borzone. At Cinema ..Verdi, jtSN

'

Dec. 7, '51. Running time,- IB MINS.
(Reviewed Jan. Z, 1952)

Beaver Bio Grande
(COLOR)

Regulation outdoor action fea-
ture with plentiful thrills and
okay b.o. chances in regular
nfarket.

Paramount release of Nat Holt produc-
tion. Stars Edmond (TBrlen, Sterling
Hayden, Dean Jagger, Laura Elliot, Lyle

5 Fingers
Spy-thriller based on actual
World War II espionage case,
fictionized for good suspense
entertainment in regular re-
lease.

20th-Fox release of Otto Lang produc-
tion. Stars James' Mason, Danielle
Darrleux, Michael Rennie; features Wal-
ter Hampden*, Oscar Karlwels, Herbert
Berghof, John Wengraf, A* Ben Astar,
Roger Plowden. Directed by Joseph L.
Manklewicz. Screenplay, Michael Wilson;
based on novel by L. C. Moyzlsch; cam-
era, Norbert 'Brodine; editor, James B.
Clark; music, Bernard Herrmann. Trade-
shown Feb. 7, '52. Running time, 107

(Reviewed Feb. 13, 1952)

Flesh'and Fury

Okay drama of deaf-mute
prizefighter, with Tony Curtis,
Jan Sterling, Mona Freeman.

Universal release of Leonard Goldstein
production. Stars Tony Curtis, Jan Sor-
ting, Mona Freeman; features Wallace
lord, Connie Gilchrist, Katherine Locke,
Harry Shannon, Louis Jean Heydt. Di-
rected by Joseph Pevney. Screenplay,
Bernard Gordon; story, William Alland;
camera, Irving Glassberg: editor, Virgil
Vogel; music, Hans J. Salter. Previewed
•n I

!?,
1lLwood ' Murch 4. '52. Running time.

1Z MINS.
(Reviewed March 12, 1952)

For Only

Drama on evils of uncontrolled
fraternity hazing, with sfrorig
exploitation angles to rate
business in ballyhoo dates.

Llppert Picture*, release of Paul Hen-
reld-(H-N) . production. Star* Henreid;
features Margaret Field, Jame* Dobson.
Robert Sherman, Ruakell Johnson, Kath-
leen Hughes, 'Vera Mile*, Douglas Ken-
nedy, Robert parson; Virginia Mullen,
O. Z. Whitehead. Directed by Henreid.
Screenplay, Lou Morhelm, from original
story by Morhelm and Herbert Margolies;
camera, Paul Ivano: editor, Sherman
Rose; music. Laving- Friedman. Previewed
Jan. 11, '52. Running time, 93 MINS.

(Reviewed Jon. 16, 1952)

Fort Osage
(COLOR)

* Average western with Rod
Cameron; for more general
situations.

. . Monogram release of Walter Mirlsch

5
' roduction. Star* Rod Cameton; feature*
an* Nigh, Morris Ankruni, Douglas Ken-

nedy, John Rldgely. Directed by Lesley
Selander. Story and acreehplay, Dan Ull-
man; camera (Cinecolor}, . Harry Neu-
’ra»nn; editor, Richard Heermance; music.
Marlin Skile*. Previewed Jan. 14, '52.

Running time, 72 MIN*.

(Reviewed Jan 23, 1952)
% -

Ghetto Tere%ln
(CZECH)

Czechoslovakian Film release and pro-
duction. Features Blanka Waleska, O.
Krejka, Victor OcaSek, Z. Boldova, Di-
rected by Alfred Radok. Screenplay,
Mojmir Kolar; lamer*, Josef Werner; edfc,
tor, Erik Kolar. At Le* Reflets, Paris*
Jan. 15, '52. Runnihg time, 94 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb, 27, 1952)

The Girl in White

.Biographical drama of *
femme medic ,fn 1900. Nom-
inal biz despite toplined June
Allyson, Arthur Kennedy and
Gary Merrill.

Metor release of Ahnand DeutSch pro-
duction. Stars June Allyson, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Gary Merrill; features Mildred Dun-
hock, Jesse White, Marilyn Erskine. Di-
rected by John Sturges. Screenplay, Irm-
gard Von Cube, Allen Vincent; adapta-
tion, Irmgard Von Cube, Philip Steven-
son, from book by Emily Dunning Bar.
ringer; camera, Paul C.~ Vogel; editor,
Ferris Webster; music, David Raksin.
Previewed March 11, *52. Running time,
92 «UN$.

(Reviewed March 19, 1952)

The Greatest Show
On Earth

(COLOR-SONGS)

Smash b.o. for De Mille’s Ring-.

.

ling circus story.

Paramount release of Cecil B. DeMill*
production (Henry Wllcoxon. associate
producer). Star* Betty Hutton, Jame*
Stewart, Cornel Wilde, Charlton Heston,
Dorothy Lamour and Gloria Grahkme;
features Henry Wilcoxon, Lyle Bettger,
Lawrence Tierney, Emmett Kelly, • Cue-
clolia and Antoinette Concello. Directed
by DeMille.* Screenplay, Frederic M.
Frank, Barre Lyndon ahd Theodore St.
John, from story by Frank, St. John
and Frank Cavett; camera (Technicolor),
George Barne*, with additional pho-
tography by J. Peverell Marley and Wal-
lace Kelly; editor, Anne Bauchens; circus
musical ,alnd dance numbers staged by
John Murray Anderson; score, Victor
Young; songs. Young and Ned Washing-
ton, John Ringling North, E. Ray Goetz,
Henry Sullivan Sc John Murray Anderson.
Tradeshown N. If. Dec. 13, '51. Running
time. 1S1 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 2, 1952)

The Green Glove

Glenn Ford as ex-paratrooper
in V routine cops-gnd-rdbbers
meller set in Monte Carlo; for
secondary markets.

„ UA release of BenagosS (Georges
Maurer) production. Stars Glenn Ford,
Geraldine Brooks, Sir Cedric Hardwicke;
features George Macready. Directed by
Rudolph Mate. Original story and screen-
play, Charles Bemvett; camera, Claud*
Renoir; editor, Lola- Barache; music, Jo-
seph Kosma. Previewed in N. Y, Jan. 24*
'52. Running time, •« MINS.

(Reviewed J*n, 30, 1952)

Guardi© © Ladri
(Cops and Robbers)

' (ITALIAN)
Lux Film release of a Ponti-Delauren-

tiis-Golden production. Stars Aldo Fabrizi,
Toto; features William Tubbs, Ave Nin-
chi, Rossana Podesta/ Gino Leurlni. Di-
rected by Steno and Monicelli. Screen-
play, Stcno, Monicelli, Fabrizi,. Maccarb
Flajano, §rancati, from story by Piero
Tellini; camera, Mario Bava; music, Ales-
sandro Clcognihi. At Olympia, Genoa,
Running time, 107 MINS.

(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

(Continued on page 18)
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K. F. Stock Exchange

ABC • • •
• ;

*

CBS, “A
CBS, "B” v
Col. Pic.. .' ••*•••<

Eastman Kodak * 153

Loew’s
Paramount. .

Philco ....,*

RCA
RICO Pictures . 102

RKO Theatres .

Republic. •.

•

Rep. i
pfd. .•..»••••••*

20th-Fox ^

Un. Par. Th.....

Univ
Univ. pfd.

Warner Brojs. . -.«••• 117

Zenith 76

N. Y. Curb Exchange
DuMont .

«••• 64

Monograhi. . . , 95

Technicolor 29
Ovcr-the-Counter Securities

Cinecolor ....

Pathe
UA Theatres,

Walt Disney.
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Vol.bt High Low Close
106s

. 90 11% 11% 11%
. 64 zm 37% 37%

39 38% 37% 37%
. 28 13% 12% 13

27 8% 8% 8%
153 44% 43% 4334
201 17 16% 16%

' 62 28% 28 28%
194 31- 29% 29%
698 273/4 26% 27%
102 \ 3% 3%

. 65 3% 3% 3%
242 5% 4% 4%

. 26 10% 10% 10%
. 171 17% 17% 17%
111 18% 18% 18%
46 12% 11% 11%
1.9 57% 57% 57%

. 117 14% 14% 14%

. 76 7934* 753A 78

64 17 16% 17
95 3% 3 3
29 23% 23 23

es Bid
1%
4%
5%
7%

Ask
2%
5
6%
8%

Net.
Change

for week

— %~ %— %
— %
+ %— Vs— %— Vs

+ %— %— Vs

+ %— Vs— %~ %— Vz

4-2%

— %— Vi

— %

Wear & Tear Sisters

being washed out, "Mr.* Roberts”

did a $6,200 one-night stand in

Richmond ‘and several playgoers

came at least part ’ of the way in

t rowboat.

Literally flung down the hun-
dreds of miles of fertile California

farm valleys like a handful' of

scattered . stage diamonds, the
Hazelton Sc Ware time is truly

unique.

They, book high school auditori-

ums, civic centers and him houses,
which range in seating capacities
from 666 in Santa Barbara to 3,-

697 in Berkeley, and they can offer

a $3 top attraction an eight-per-
formance potential of $40,000. Out
of 12

,
cities which now comprise

their domain, Hazelton & Ware
give a touring attraction subscrip-
tion in seven.
Not long ago, Lawrence Langner,

who had been hearing reports of
this fruit-grove theatrical empire
for years, and whose "Oklahoma”
broke records all over the place,
made a personal tour of inspection.
He learned, among other things,

that the two ladies who operate
their citrus circuit were former
social workers from the middle
west, induced in 1935 by Pete
Ermatinger to take a try at theatre
management, and that no show has
ever left Los Angeles or San Fran-
cisco to take their ranch route
without one or both of the ladies
in personal escort.

In addition, the director of the
Theatre Guild discovered the tre-
mendous theatre-awareness which
exists in such Hazelton & Ware
outposts as Marysville, Stockton,
Fresno and Riverhead. Everytime
the L. A. or San Francisco papers
carry a paragraph concerning some
Broadway hit which is routing, its
tour to the Coast, Hazelton & Ware
receive a deluge of mail demand-
*ng to know when this attraction
will play their local high school
auditorium.
* Carolyn Ware insists that her
problem is not audience, hut show.
.
We start every fall with proirds-

mg bookings and spend the rest
of the winter juggling time and
making cancellations. Often, the in-
jand-city newspapers and radio sta-
tions are so eager to help that
;. y go to the public with prospec-
iye plays and we have to explain
why they fail to make our time.
Sometimes shows fail on tour and
+!?

V
rTu-

reack Coast; others go
o Chicago and stay for a run.

ri!
e worst is when they actually

reach Los Angeles and San Fran-
a
il
d tlieQ bypass the valley

st:ars refuse to play
stands. Some managers in

tha
w

,

York do not yet understand

AnV
r<

;n,
endQ^s Potential we offer.

Califs* ^ °ther managers think of

errwtv£
nia

* 4?
s having but two east-

to
c
?
ties

» and they are unablg

cirJm?
erstand the potential of the

statistics^
& ^are °ffer these vital

City

Continued from page 1

The other towns include Rich-
mond, where a slightly larger gross
than Berkeley can he realized, and
Fresno, recently become a two-
night stand, and Sacramento,
Stockton, Riverside and Redlands.

Hep Inlanders

Hazelton & Ware have represen-
tatives in each community, mostly
women-managers, who are resident
and more or less maintain a year-
round contact with the newspapers
and public through releases and
mailings. Most of the inland cities

have now cultivated fairly valuable
mailing lists, ranging in size from
three to 4,000 for each date. Press
relations are quite excellent, and
such important publishers as

Eleanor McClatchy, owner of the
big Sacramento and Fresno dailies,

is a personal friend and ardent
theatre fan.

The big hits such as "Kiss Me,
Kate,” "Mr. Roberts” and “Okla-
homa” have begun playing the
Wear & Tear time for more than
a week. "Oklahoma” stayed for six

profitable weeks, so far the record.

“South Pacific” is now penciled in

for four weeks. “Mr. Roberts” did
two, and “Kate” three weeks.
Naturally, nothing makes a one-

night stand operator happier than
a split or full-week date, and
Hazelton & Ware dwell fondly on
these “runs.”

In the last few years, the pro-

duction efforts of Russel Lewis and
Howard Young out of Los Angeles
have stirred hope in the valley

towns that they may eventually see

more than the few shows a year
which reach their grassland cities.

Both Carolyn ^Vare and Mabel
Hazelton wish that more such pro-

duction activity would begin on
the Coast. But both ladies are con-

firmed in their belief in one thing:

any production undertaken of this

sort must be first-class. They in-

sist their farm, land audiences are

discriminating and well-informed.

In fact, both are so alert to the

taste and attitudes of their inland

California audiences, that they are

forced to reject inferior produc-

tions dr plays of questionable con-

tent.

Si Se&dler’s Nifty
Metro’s ad In Variety last

week on the Academy winners
struck a nerve with newspaper
people, many of whom quoted-
the copy verbatim, as it

showed Leo the Lion solilo-

quizing, “Honestly, I w$s only
Standing in the Sun waiting
for a Streetcar.” This referred,

of course, to Metro’s “Ameri-
can in Paris” nosing out
“Place in the Sun” and
“Streetcar Named Desire” for

the top Oscar.

PS—Leo’s ad • copy - Boswell
travels under the initials of

Silas F. Seadler, advertising

manager of Loew’s, Inc.

RKO PREPS 7 SCRIPTS

FOR EARLY LENSING
& Hollywood, April 1 .

RKO’s writing mill is busy with
seven scripters working on that
number of screenplays for early
filming. Alan LeMay is toiling oft
“Blackbeard the Pirate”; Irving
Wallace on “Split Second”; Frank
Cavett on “The Cook Story”;
Michael Fessier on “The Girls
Have Landed”; Stephen Longstreet
on “All the Beautiful Girls,” and
Walter Newman and Horace Mc-
Coy on properties, still untitled.

Clare Boothe Luce wound up her
scripting chore last week on the
Biblical story, “Pilate’s Wife.”

COMPO Maps Shorts

In Defense Co-op
Council of Motion Picture Or-

ganizations has completed plans
for production of a 10-minute
short and a two-minute musical
trailer in its role of coordinator of
the industry’s cooperation with
the Defense Department in its re-
cruitment of women for the armed
services. Script material has been
submitted to Defense authorities
for approval, which will be fol-
lowed by production in N. Y.

Short was written under the di-
rection of Jay Bonafleld of RKO.
Two-minute clip will feature a
song composed by Jules Styne
with lyrics by Betty Comden and
Adolph Green. Likelihood is that
it will be added to newsreels.

Former Exhib Sues

Over ‘Osage’ Script

Los Angeles, April 1.

Breach-of-contrict suit for
$25,000 was' filed here by Ted

Wynn, former Missouri exhib,

against Monogram and James S.

Burkett, producer of “Fort Osage.”

Wynn charges he suggested the

story to Burkett in 1949 and wrote

a 10-page manuscript containing

the fort’s historical background.
Although promised compensation,

he declares, he has not collected a

cent.

San Bernardino
Pasadena

Berkeley

Capacity Gross Top
.2,401 $5,189 $3.00

,.1,780 5,249 3.50

. .2,968 6,815 3.00

-.3,597 7,162 3.00

Theatre

Russ Auditorium

Fox
Civic Auditorium
Berkeley High School

IPs Big Payoff
j

Continued from page t -— J

ries and other lightweight pix of
the type.

‘Bright Victory* Deviated
Only deviation from the policy

in the past few years Was “Bright
Victory,” which focused on a war
veteran who had been blinded in
combat. Reason for undertaking
this was that U had held the story
property and the public had ac-
cepted a similar subject on two
previous occasions. “Best Years of
Our Lives” and “The Men” both
concerned handicapped veterans
and were commercially successful.

“Victory” is now being played off

slowly.
Otherwise, the film outfit is stay-

ing with the earthy product, stress-

ing action in diversified story ma-
terial, and sometimes spending
more production money. “Flesh and
Fury,” costarring Tony Curtis and
Mona Freeman, and “§teel Town,”
Ann Sheridan and John Lund, each
carries a negative price tag at

about $1 ,
000

,
000 .

Regarding all pix on the U sked,

Feldman insists that neither the

public, nor the exhibitors have any
interest in the amount of produc-
tion money invested. A film is an
“A” if it, can draw good coin at

the b.o., and the budget, even
though in the medium or less

bracket, doesn’t matter at all, Feld-

man states.

Meanwhile, offered as a possible

clue to audience tastes today is U’s

experience with the nett “Kettles

at the Fair”* pic. Earlier .films of

the series had- been big money-
makers in

1

the.jhihtejirlands and* all

but died' at-'key ’runs 4n big citfes.

“Back on the Farm ” for example,

was tried at the Capitol, N, Y„ and1

failed to draw. “At the Fair,” how-
ever, is scoring in some important

first-runs. At the United Artists

Theatre, Detroit, it was especially

impressive, Feldman reported. He
believes a substantial part of the

public which hadn’t been reached

before was introduced to the “Ket-

tles” in a Collier's article and
turned out for the newest episode.

Honor 4 in Philly

Philadelphia, April 1.

Four top industry figures will be
honored next Monday (7) for out-
standing work on behalf of the
philanthropic services of the* Jew-
ish community at a testimonial din-
ner sponsored by the theatrical di-

vision of the United Jewish Ap-
peal.
' Guests ; 'of honor will he Frank
L. McNamee, indie circuit owner,
former president of United Artists
and fire commissioner of Philadel-
phia; James P. Clark, president of
Highway Express (film delivery
service), and president of the
Philadelphia Eagles pro grid club;

Councilman Victor H. Blanc, Chief
Barker of Variety Club, Tent 13,

and Fredric H. Mann, the city’s

recreation commissioner and presi-

dent of Robin Hood Dell, al fresco

concert association.

Dinner will be held at the Va-
riety Club, in the Bellevue-Strat-
ford Hotel.

Day-Date Dual Bills

From Same Distrib Get

Wash. Boxoffice Test
Washington, April 1.

A new package deal, which may
result in higher grosses, from “B’
pictures, and also hypo business
for double-feature nabe houses ‘in

various situations, gets a fullscale

test here commencing May 1. It

will be tried three days each
month.
Proposition calls for. day-and-

date first-runs of double feature
programs in . key nabe houses
which customarily offer dual fea-

tures. Both features will come
from the same distributor, so that
there’ll never be any question
about whose picture gets top
money,

Columbia, Monogram $nd United
Artists have gone into the distri-

bution end of the experiment. The
Kogod-Burka and ...Sidney B. Lust
indie circuits are . each putting
three theatres into the arrange-
ment, with- Anacostia Amus. Co.
providing two and the Bemheimer
group here one mote.
However, more than these nine

theatres are needed to make the
deal worthwhile for the distribu-

tors. Warner Bros., which has a
large chain of nabe houses, some
playing two features, may add at

least three theatres to give the
minimum of a dozen wanted by the
distribs.

Plan is an expansion of a suc-
cessful experiment tried earlier in

Pittsburgh and originated by Sam
Galanty, Columbia eastern division
manager, with headquarters in

Washington. First package lined
up consists of two Columbia pix,

“Family Secret” and “Barefoot
Mailman.” They will play a three-
day run during the first week in
May. In June, Monogram will put
up “Fort Osage” and “Flight to
Mars” for the test. United Artists’
turn is in July. It has already se-
lected “Lady Says No,” with a
second film still to be named.

Promotion will be on a high-
pow.er co-op basis, with all the the-
atres and the distributors working
on it. Pictures will generally play
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.

Efforts are being made to get
still other distribs interested.

Rogers Repeats
Hollywood, April 1 .

Will Rogers, Jr., currently play-
ing his father in “The Story of
Will Rogers” at Warners, will re-

peat the impersonation in “The
Eddie CAntor Story” on the same
lot.

Cantor recently played himself
in “The Will Rogers Story.” They
were Ziegfeld stars together.

GolcUtone’* .‘Perfect’

Hollywood, April 1 .

Richard Goldstone was handed
production, reins on Metro’s “Too
Perfect,” making a total of three
pictures on his overseas program.
Others are “The Devil Makes
Three,” currently shooting in Mun-
ich, and “Time Bomb,” to be
filmed in London.

,Fletcher Markle will direct “Too
Perfect,” based on a script by
Alec Coppel, in Europe.

: * ,i ; r i .1 >i . i
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* After considerable jockeying for

choice Easter dates, attractions for

the many Broadway first-run

houses have been set. Paramount
will be represented by four pix,

with “Encore” opening today

(Wed.) at the Normandie; “Ahy-.
thing Can Happen” tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Mayfair, “Hong
Kong,” Friday (4), at the Globe,

and “My Son, John” on Tuesday
(8 ) at the Capitol.

Columbia follows with „ three
Easter offerings “The Marrying
Kind” is currently in its third
week at the Victoria, “My Six Con-
victs” bowed Thursday (27) at the
Astor, and “Okinawa” is set for the
Rialto either April 4 or 9.

Universal has two entries. “The
Man i,n the ^ White Suit” opened
yesterday (Tues.) at the Sutton and
“Bend of the River” is set for the
Paramount, April 9.

Metro, Warners, 20th-Fox and
RKO will have one pic each for
Easter viewers. M-G’s “Singin”
in the Rain” teed off Thursday (27)

at the Radio City Music Hall,
20th’s “With a Song in My Heart”
debuts at the Roxy, Friday (4),

Warner's “Jack and the Beanstalk”
opens at the Warner on the same
day, and RKO’s “At Sword’s*Point”
is set for the Criterion, April 9.

Most unusual of
ft

the Easter
openings is the Italian-Languager
set for Loew’s State on April 12.

Pic is "Tomorrow, is Too Late.”

Formerly, most of the Broad-
way houses had a set. day of the
week for the opening of a new pic-
ture, However, at present only
the Music Hall, Roxy and the-

Paramount continue to cling to

definite teeoff times. Hall opens
all its pix on' Thursdays and the
Paramount on Wednesdays. Roxy
starts now shows on Fridays with
very rare exceptions. However,
selection of a specific day of- the
week Is not governed by any hard
or fast rules.

Seeking Clear Day
* If an exhib has booked what he
considers an important big picture,
he seeks an absolutely clear day to
assure that he’ll get the first-string

N. Y. film critics as well as the
greatest potential audience. Al-
though the exhib may consider his

new- film as the most important,
a critic might think otherwise and
there is a degree of- chance in-

volved if the exhib decides to open
in - opposition to another picture.
Although Monday is generally
looked upon as a poor opening
day, it has been frequently selected
by those seeking clear days. Art
houses, which depend on the critics’

acceptance of a film, particularly
favor a Monday opener since it as-

sures them of a review by the first-

string crix.

Similarly, films which are deemed
critics’ pix are skedded for Tues-
day or Wednesday airings. Thusly,
the theatres, with the cooperation
of their ad agencies, can get review
ads in the daily papers on Thurs-'
day and Friday to drum up week-
end biz.

Indiana Allied Meets May 6-7

Indianapolis, April 1.

Allied Theatre Owners of In-

diana holding it's spring get-togeth-

er at French Lick Springs Hotel,

French Lick, Ind., May 6-7.

I — — — i

Brit. Producers
Continued from page 7

somewhere around 6% for loans
and the Film Finance Corp. will

have to add on their %% for pro-
tection. Consequently, producers
who have been borrowing over the
years from the NFFC may he pay-
ing an additional 2% on their
loans. For films in the high-r
budget brackets, this will have a
serious effect.

In an attempt to ease the lot of
independent producers, the Eady
fund directorate is introducing a
scheme to speed up payments from
that pool. In the future, advances
will be on bolder lines, with the
object of freeing as much capital
for production as possible. Hither-
to, Eady fund payments have beef)
cautiously estimated ttith the ob-
ject of playing safe and having a
grand settlement at the end of each
financial year.
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gi (Hj written by CitriMli# StengeL

<tav**u; iditor, CbiAe*
Brotonlche. At Le Ualmu, Pari*. Jin**

»lng tJm*, 1W W*H*t *

(Reviewed Jui. -2, 1952)

L«cl*re. Directed by Max 'Ophuli.
****** ^?r. . V - ^rikivU*

UHL) M Uiy« —
Fgrii. Running Um«, ^ M**1**

(Reviewed M*wk 21, 1WW

:

bach Betty, RudolfJTfWWU and Cces La-
seur. directed by JL Jfi. Bobiept. Written
isy Raul: H. RkrttaaM; music, Alois MelU
chari camera, Bfledl Behn-Grund. At
Apoljc, .Vienna* Running tJjxfe, 90 MINS

(Reviewed Jan. 0, 1952)

Harestt Ciirl

Slow Joan Davis comedy lo-

cated in Near East; strictly a

dualer.

•Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald
production. Stars Joan Davis; features

Peggie Cnstle, Arthur Blah*, Paul Marion,

Donald Randolph, Henry -Brandon, Minor*

va Urecal. Peter Mamakos, John Dohner.
Directed by Edward Bernds.- Screenplay.

Bernds and Elwood' Vlihian, from slory

by Bernds; camera, tester White; eaitor,

Richard Fantl; musical director, Mischa ....

Bnlialeinikofft Tradeshown N. Y., Jan. .11, production. Stars Van Johnson,

TO Burmins ttew. it MIN*. McGulr.. Ruth *?«•»
. “I;

J»-
(Reviewed Jj»n. 16. 1952) gj^J xri^St. sS5?£

play, Paul Osborn; - based on ptisry by
- ^ a Jerome Woidman; camera. Hay June?

The Hawk ol Wild Eiyer
tJm Ifi *K*X VimMiitV

La Poison I
Ie»

>. <ITALIAN)tVKVHC'm 9
(ITALIAN)

% .

^

Gaumont release of S. -N. E. G--Pau* duSnf^ar^cfno cirv? V^entfn* 5££ Domestic comedy-drama with

&B5 P
and

dU
fSefl? ^ City .possibilities.

At^rfisce-^aunront Palace
1

and’te Berliht ^^a^%dHorr^telio ^^anyelirnMUlcI' . Columbia release of Bert’ Granet pro*
?heVer. Paris, Nov. 30, *tt, Riming ^^dro acoWui ^ £a<ta.hoVrt hi ductiom Star* Judy HoUida^ Aldo Ra?;

i time, 15 MINS. N Y» Jaw, 24, *32. Running time, 140 features Madge Kennedy, Sheila Bond,
(Reviewed Jan. 2, 1952)

*uy-
.. ; AivSffl™!- ™i;iiu

Tire %Mmt ' Maslteteer
(SONGS)

SSrat w-mv
MINS. — _ > Povah, Mickey ShaugliM/tey, Griff Baj>

nett. Directed by George Cukor. Screen-
play by Ruth Gordon, Gateon Kanin; cam*

(Reviewed Jaiu 30v 1952)

Rex Allen in "seUenfal pro*
gram western..

Routine
Smiley
Gateit*

(SONGS)
I | PM

Charles
Burnette

Starrett-
progrsm

Kaper. Tradeshown. Jan* 16, *52, Running Monte Montague,
time, 04 MIN*. • I Bridge, Stan _Jqi

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

Michael Mall,

Les lodPR Chwsent
i, fruit

(Wolves, Hunt At Night)

* French)
Pathe-Conaortium release of ClCC-FoiiOv

Roma production. Stars Jeaw-PIerre Au-
MMh Carta Del Poggio, Fernand Lgdoux,

,
Dtaactad by Barnard Bodcrle. Screenplay,

Thrtr®*. BwdeHc; camera, JacduesLe-
Ai*11 mare; edttor, Taverna. At La Baimu,

era, Jeaenh Walgor; editor, Charles Nel*
son; music score, Hugo Friedhofer. Pre*

Hollywood, Feb, V, *52,

Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-

duction. Stars Charles Starrett; features

Smiley Burnette., Jack .
Mahoney, Clayton

Moore. Edwin Parker. Jim Dlehi. Di-

rected- by Fred F. Sears. Written by How-
ard J. Green; camera, Fayte .Browne;

Island mt Froclda
(ITALIAN)

*

V. gua.iii IW II tk

Topflight moller; *trtmg entry

for It*lian-l*ngu*g© houses.

kw* -ssat"tef
,sAu

a!af* «wedFibM
l?.’l952) • ^

. — Giacoai; camera, Tonlno Dell! Colli; mu-
sic, Ezio Cerabcll*. Yradeshown in N. Y.,

Here Come the Nelsons jh{**

Ozzie, Harriet, and offspring,
*“ »

”

r "*

.

move over from ether to film dananefeWw Bridi©
with good family Comedy pat- w
tented along lines of air show.

Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg.

Bridge, Stan Jones, Republic Rhythm RuMtag time, n MIMS,
Riders. Directed by wlUW Witney. (Reviewed March 19, 1932).
Written by Arthur E. Orloff; camera, John • _____

’

MaqBumie; editor, Harold Minter; new ,»

song, Toy Willing. Previewed in Hally- y|AH yK* If
wood, March 3, *33, Running time, *7 I It© RAOlft **» lit© MOfSC
-MJNs. „ . - (COLOR)

(Reviewed March 12, 1952) n -—

—

—__ Excellent outdoor actioner of

The Ijss Veffaff Story a cowboy and his horse, with
Steve Coehran and new War*
nereolor. For general com-
panion hookings.

Warners release of Bryan Foy produc-
tion. Star* Steve Cochran; features Ray
Teal, Bob Steele, Harry Antrim, George
O'Hanlon, Sherry Jackson, Ed Hinton,
William Pawcett, House Peters, .Jr. D4-

Th© t«s Yegag Story
(SONGS)

Fair romance-murder mcHe?
laid in Las Vegas hut obscure-
ly motivated. Jane .Russell,
Victor Mature and spotty b.o.

outlook.

RKO release of Robert Sparks produ
tion.. Stars Jane Russell, Victor Matur

viewed in HollywowL"Feb. V, *52, Run*
nlng time, 92 MINS.

(Reviewed March 12, 1952)

Meet Banny Wilson
(SO^GS)-.;;

.. . ... I,,.y
.

_ / • ;

^Tailor-made Fifanlt Sinatra
.stirrer with Shelley Winters;
okay possibilities.

Universal release nf Xweuard Goldstein
production. .teStara Prank Sinatra, Shelley
Winters, AW* Nleol; features Raymond
Burr. Directed by Jaefepti Peyney. Story
and screenplay. Do* McGuire; camera.
Maury Gertsman; editor. Virgil Vogel;
musical direction, Joeeph Gershenson.
Previewed Jan. S, '82, Running time, 84
MINS.

(Reviewed Jan* 16, 1952)

Messallhe.
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

Pilmsonor relfnie. and production.
Stars Marta Pali*,'Jean Cbevrler. Georges

^ „ SZmV iKK "Khigrwrit^n^ by cr^; Star* Georgei
RKO release of Robert Spirit* produc- Wilbur; camera • (Wamercolor), Edwin MarechaL Directed ana- written by Car.

tion. Stars Jane Russell, Victor Mature, *>uParj editor, William Ziegler? music, mine Gallone. Camara, Andre Brizzl; edl-

Vincent Price; feature#Hosgy Carmichael, Max Steiner. Previewed Peb. 27, *52. tor.Nicolo JLasarri. ,At Marignan and
Brad Dexter, Gordon Oliver; Jay C; Flip- Runningtime, S3 MINS. Marivaux. Parin/Bunnlng time, 111 MlNS.
pen. Directed by Robert Stavenron. (Reviewed March 26. 1932) (Reviewed March 5» 1952)PnilAlintiiiM faatm'# for ballv- pen. Directed by Robert Stevenson.

a«.i bSi • $£^£IlJF$rb'S£Z JZZ'.

fSSStd-^^Si^S& nSKr Xove I* Better ThanKver
Barbara Lawrence* snewon Leon»ra»
Backus. Directed by Frederick de Cor-

dova. Story and screenplay. Ozzie Nel-

son, Donald Nelson, William Davenport;
based on radio show, "The Adventures

companion flint with modest Harry J. wild; editor, George Shrader*

HrMMeia. . Frederic Knudtson; music, Leigh Harllne;
proepCCU, song* Hoagy Carmichael; Harold Adam-

" • " - „ , „ sort. Tradcshown Dec. 27, *31, Running
20th-Pok relearn of Joseph Bernhard time, #7 MIN*.

(Anson Bond) produeUon, Suuw SM*J*y (Reviewed Jan. 9, 1952)
chi, Don Taylor; features Cam-

Latuho

Romantic comedy with Eliga-

heth Taylor, Larry Pgrki and
fair prospects as companion
feature in dualers.

Mr* lord S*y« N@
1 (BRITISH)

\
•

<
'• > •»;

Mild comedy entry for the
wart* spots*.

v :

SouVaine Picture* retaos* '.of William

(Reviewed Jan. 16, 1952)
b

Ills Exeeilewey
(BRITISH)

Politico story may do for some
L. S. arty houses*

GFD release of Ealing-Mlchael Balcon

f
iroduction. Stars Eric Portman. Dlrec-

lon and screenplay, Robert Hamer; cam-
era, Douglas Slocombe; editor. Seth Holt;

music, Ernest Irving, At Odeon, London,
Jan. 8, *52. Running time. 84 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

Homo at Seven
(BRITISH)

Ralph Richardson, Margaret
Leighton in film version of

-play. Has popular appeal*

British Lion release of London Fllms-

Maurloe Cowan production. Stars Ralph
Richardson, Margaret Leighton, Jack
Hawkins. Directed by Ralph Richardson.
Screenplay, Anatole de Grunwald <from
R. C. Sherriff's noveDj camera. Jack Hlld-

yard, Edward Scalfc; editor. Bert Bates;

S
usie, Malcolm Arnold. At London Pavl-

on. London, Jan. 29, *62. Running time.

99 MINS.
(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

Hon DaMSRde Km
Sommar

(One Summer of Happiness)
(SWEDISH)

Nordl$k Tonefilm release, of Lennart
Landheim production. Stars Folke Sund-
uuist, UUa Jacobsson. Directed by Arne
Mattsson. Screenplay, W. Semltjov from
novel by Per Olof Eckstrom;; camera,

ICIng Vidor. Screenplay. Catherine Tur-
ney; "story, Anson Bond; camera, Lionel
Lundon; editor, Terry Morse; music, Emil
Newman, Arthur Lange. Tradeshown Jan.

3, *32. Running time, >1 MIN*.
(Reviewed Jan. 9, 1952) •

Jet Job

Programmer for lowercase
bookings; formula metier on

. test pilots of jet planes.

iTTiTMlJi

Interesting, although grim in
spots, documentary of life

' among the Latuko tribe in
Africa. Exploitable.

. Producers Representatives, Inc., release
Edgar M. Quecny production under
sponsorship of^American Museum of Nat-
ural History. Screenplay, Charles L.
Tedford; camera ..filmed in 16m.
Kodachrome, prints in Technicolor),
Edgar M. Queeny and Fort B. Guerin;
sound. Jack Clink; editor, William JCt,

Du-nu.w. w Wrt,M MacQuitty production. JUttn Stanley Hol-

h Ioway and Kathlbon
s
Hartiaort5 features

Naunton Wayne, AtorjNJcHols, Jobs

fi^nSJ'jSSS: b^ii5rta
,»S.'5«Z,CMSWtm jpyBath iffoolc Wlpp.m^.r., Sd ,Jd &trS.

TrSShSS’im! Su£-i**- H* 74

23, *52,. Running time, 10 MINS.
^

M w-B frd IftfCOl

nf Ben Rnhwfllh nro, Chulack; .narrator, Paul E. Prentiss. Pre-

aSSfsSrl? aJnSffi*
1

Sffll
4 *“• *• B“MUn,! me 54

Verdugo; features John Litel, Bob Nich- mi«».

ols, Tom Powers, Dorothy Adams, Todd
Iternes. Directed by William Beaudine.

(Reviewed Feb. 6. 1952)
i

Ufa and Fa Kettle at
the Fair

Okay new entry ih tPs "Ket-
tles” series for situations
where these mean business.

(Reviewed Feb. 29, 1952)

Mattoy
,
(COLOR)

Costumer about War of 1812;

okay for duals.

(Reviewed Jan. 16, 1952)
,

United Artists release of King Bros.
I production. Star* Mark Stevens, Angela

Universal release of Leonard Goldstein Lansbury, Patric Knowles. Directed by

Written by Charles R. Marlon; camera,
Marcel LePlcard; cdlttfr, Walter Hanne-
mann. Previewed March 20, *52. Running
time, 63 MINS. . _ v

(Reviewed Match 26, 1952)

Jungle Jim in the
Forhifldien Land

1 1 A. .

Okay Jungle Jim adven-
ture programfier with Johnny
Weissmuller.

Colurtibla release of Sara Katzman pro-
duction. Star* Johnny WeissmuUer; fea-

tures -Angela Greene. Jean Willes, Lester
Matthews, William Tannen, George Eld-

redge, Frederic Berest, Taipba. Directed
by Lew Landers. Screenplay, Samuel
Newman; based on the King Features
“Jungle Jim" newspaper strip; camera,
Fayte Browne; editor, Henry Batista.

Blake,. Russell Simpson, Rex Lease. Dl-
j
rected by Dimitri TiomWn; camera, Ernest

1 W<m*«St** VKssIba Kilbride; feature* '.James Best, Lori Nel-
A*a w ©JTIIC Mi151885 son, Esther Dale, Emory Parnell, Oliver

19am itft Blake, Russell Simpson, Rex Lease. Dl-
_ .. ,y . wv v rfceted by Charles Barton. Screenplay,

(The Truth About Bebe Donge) Richard Morris, John Grant: story. Mar-
(FRENCH) thi Ragaway, Leonard Stern, Jack Hen-

UGC release of OGDC production, S2S2fg
G
fi^Sf

,

5v
C^°r

*RS
e

ffc
ifip* .Tadii CaWn. Dauioln DarHptiv. Di« Koilt. PWYWWW M^rCa llg 52# 2vU!T

Stars Jean Qsibin, Danlclo Darrieux. Di- ^
rected by Henry Dccoin. Screenplay, “"5

. 1Q 1QK(?v

Maurice Auberge, Decoin from a story by (Reviewed MafCa 19, 1952)
Georges Simenon; camera, L. H. Burel;
editor, A. Millet. At Biarritz, Paris. Run-
ning time, 124 MINS.

(Reviewed March 12, 1952)
Mncao

Standard oater built around
gambling fix yarn; for western
fans.

Boutin j cops and robbers
film set in Orient, with Jane
Russell, Robert Mitchum and
William Bendix names to
help b.o.

Lazio; editor, Frank Sullivan. Tradeshown
In N. Y., Feb. 15, *63* Running time,

77 MfNS. •

(Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)

My Six Convicts

Topnotch entertainment for

all situations, with strong
word-of-mouth to help grosses.

' Columbia release of Stanley Kramer
Co. production; as*dciate_producers, Edna
and Edward Anhalt. Features Millard
Mitchell, Gilbert Roland, John Beal. Mar-
shall Thompson, AM Kiellin, Henry Mor-

RKO release of Alex Gottlieb produc-
1
fan. Jay Adler. Directed by Hugo Fre-

tion. Stars Robert Mitchum. Jane Russell, gonese. Screenplay, Michael Blairiifort;

William Bendix; features Thomak Gome*, I based on book.by Donald Powell Wilson;rayie nrowne, «uiloi, "«“'***• Monogram release of Frontier Pictures William Bendix; features Thomak Gome*, based on book.

W

Previewed Feb. 27, 52. Running time, (Vincent M. Fennelly) production. Stars Gloria Grahame. Directed by Josef von camera* Guy Roe; * edROr, Gene Havliek;

Eckstrom;; camera,
Goran Strindberg; music, SVen Skold. At
Grand, Stockholm. Running time. 103

fyil NS
Uleviewed March 5, 1952)

64 MINS.
(Reviewed' March 5, 1952)

-ILady Possessed
(SONGS)

Underdeveloped psychological
thriller; weak grosses indl- -

T Average Allan “Rocky’* Lane
Republic release of James Masoh pro- program oater. .

ductlon. Stars James Mason and June -
Havoc; features Stephen Dunne, Fay Republic release of Harry Keller p:
Compton and Pamela Kellino. Directed ductlon. Stars Allan “Rocky" Lane, Bla

Previewed in
Running time.

Ernest Miller; editor, Samuel Fields. At ert Golden; music Anthony Collins, Pre-
New York Theatre, N. Y., week of Jan. 7, viewed In N. • Y. March 14, *52. Running
*52. Running time, 58 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 16, 1952)

UUCliUU* Dwua wauivg maowas ««*** 11 11

Film version of Kefauver in- J Havoc; features Stephen Dunne, Fay Republic release of Harry Keller pro-

vestieation: solid boxoffice. Compton and Pamela KeUino. Directed ductlon. Stars Allan “Rocky" Lane, Blackvesugauon, miuu vvauiiu^.
by WiUlam__Spier and_ Roy Kellino. Jack (eqUihe); features Eddy WaUer,

' Screenplay, Mason and Pamela Keinno, Grant Withers. Elaine Riley. Roy Bar-
Republic release of Joseph Kane pro- from Miss Kellino's novel, “Del Palma ; croft, Richard Crane, I. Stanford Jolley,

ductlon. Stars Brian Donlevy, Claire Trc- songs, Hermione Hanncn. Hans May, AHie Kenneth MacDonald. Directed by Keller,
vor, Forrest Tucker, Vera Ralston. Luther Wrubel, William Spier. Kay Thompson; Written by M. Coates Webster; camera,
Adler, John Russell; features Gene Lock- camera, Karl Struss; editor, Arthur Rob- Rud Thackery; editor, Robert M. Leeds,
hart, Grant Withers. Taylor Holmes, Roy erts; music, Nathan Scott. Reviewed at Previewed March 19, *52. Running time
Bnreroft, William Murphy, Richard Trans-Lux, N. Y.» Feb. 14, 52. Running 54 MINS.
Jaeckel, Don Bcddoe, Roy Roberts, Rich- time, 87 MINS. (D«*‘vIawa*1 tvi-h-aL
ard Benedict, Philip Pine. Damian (Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)

(Reviewed Marcn m, 1955)
O’Flynn, Pat Flaherty. Directed by Kane. .

, ^
Screenplay, Bruce Manning and Bob Con-

‘

sidine from latter’s story; camera, Reggie
Lanning; editor, Richard L. Van Enger;
music. Nathan Scott, Tradeshown N. Y„
Feb, 18, ‘52. Running time, 98 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb, 20, 1952)

time, 81 MINS.
(Reviewed March 19, 1952)

The Magic Garden
(SOUTH AFRICAN)

, Arthur Mayer-Edward Kingsley release
' of Swan Film -production. Directed by

Donald Swanson, Screenplay, Ferdinand
Webb, Swanson, nC. Pennington-R^chards;

>ro- original story, James Brown; Camera,
ack Pennington-Richards; editor, Gerald Ehr-

(Reviewed March 12, 1952)

My Son John

Family problem drama, well-

made, with, strong anti-Com-
munism pitch. Selling difficul-

ties likely, despite Helen
Hayes-headed name oast.

Paramount release of Leo McCarey pro-
lich; music, Ralph Trewhela. Matome
“Tommy” RamoWia. Previewed in
N. Y„ ^n, ^. 'S^ lunning time, 63 MINS. Watson, ' Frank McHugh.’ Richard

(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952) Jaeckel. James Young. Directed by

I^a Maison Bonnadlen
(FRENCH)

Marceau release and production. Stars
ernard Blier, Danielle Darrleux. Direct-

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

Le Cap Bo L’Espcrance
(The Cape’ of Hope)

(FRENCH)

Malta
(ITALIAN)

Minor Watsoh, Frank McHugh,* Richard
Jaeckel, James Young. Directed by
McCarty. Screenplay, Myles Connolly ana
McCarey; adaptation, John Lee Mahin.
camera, Harry Stradllng; editor, Marvin
Coil; music, Robert Emmett (Dolan. Pre-

Lupa Film release of Titanus Film Pro- viewed March 12, *52. Running time,

ductlon. Stars Rossano Brazzi, Anna pro- . n.
clamor, Gina Cervi, Roldano LupL Direct-

'

cd by Giuseppe Amato. Screenplay, R.
Castellanl, G. Amato, based on L. Capu-
ana's stageplay; camera, Aldo Tontl. At
Cinema Verdi, N. Y., starting Feb. 1, *52.

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

R<>Vnnrd Blier Danielle Darrleux Direct- Sirius release of Arlane profluctlon. Running time, 71 MINS.^rn”r
H
d Stars. Edwige Fcuillere, Frank Villard. (Wtew/d Feb.

(BRITISH)
London, Feb. 19.

Mild British man-hunt meller;
slim chances in U. S.

Nicolas Hayer; editor. H. Taverna; nluslc. "jg* PtarS L^he* camera JaclueK
Georges Van Parys. At Marignan and nivmniaa PaiSi!
.Marlvajix.P.rls. Running tlmo.JM Mm*. ^

(Reviewed Jau. 2, 1952)

Lit MftisQn Duns Ls Bane
(The House On The Dune)

(FRENCH) •

Corona release of! Vanidome-Silver Films

(Reviewed Jim. 2, 1952)
*

Lo Bhudott
(The Turkey),

' (FRENCH) . !

;

inning time. 71 MINS.
(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

* Man Bait
(BRITISH)

Okay program melodrama for
secondary bookings.

Unusual art house subject
dealing with Indian boy’s
rebellion against white man’s
civilization.

Llppert Picture release of Hall Bwt-
lett production. Directed by Norman Fos-

ter. Narration written by Foster; spoke®
by Swrtmy Ogg; camera, Virgil E. Mnicr-
editor. Lloyd Nvater; muklc. Leith Stcv-

Cbroha rele^SSmor-SUver Films StaS’ Gewge*’ bSSF,
^^^Running

" — “ isasws«5ai?SBs ^rsi BASIS* jw. jo. im»
by Terence Flshfr. . Screenplay,vvnuunKnam; camera, Eric Cross; editor, ' ,dlteT B«W« T..wln—it U rnk..' rected. by Terence Flalxfr. screenplay,

Ted Holliday; music, Hubert Clifford. At pimninte' tinv*
c*mcr

ti
JacqUcs MCrdanton, editor, Tlor- Frederick Knott; from .original story by

Odeon, London, Feb. 13, *52. Running Franc^, Pj^«. Running time, 94 MJNS. *nc« Marnier At M^gnan and Marl- Jiunes Hadley Chase; camera. Walter Har-
time, 84 MINS. (RtViCWfitt MlfCH 26, 1952) vaux, Paris. Running time, 85 MINS. vey; editor, Maurice Roote*. At Vogue,time, 84 MINS.

(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

(Tragic Spell)
(ITALIAN)

®n E.P.I.C. production. Gaumont
f.j

11 n I Rossano Brazzi, Charles Technique production. Features Francofso I nlelle Darrleux, Madeleine Renaud. Da- 1 production. Stars Paula Wessely; features
eik. 1

M
.
assino Scrato. Directed by Mario Arnoul. Nadine Alarl, Marla Riquclmc,

]
nlel Golin, Simone Simon, Claude Dau- 1 Fred Llcwchr, Marianne Schoenaucr and

acqtu. Screenplay, Luigi Bonclll, Mario Jacqueline Gautier, Paul Bernard, Direct- 1 phln. Gaby Morlay* Pierre Brasscau. €1* 1 Erik Frey; with Otto Tresslcr. Rosa Al-

la* Pins Belle Fille
Bn Monde

(Most Beautiful Girl in the World)
(FRENCH)

Gaumont release of Gaumont-Equlpe
Technique production. Features Francofse

vaux. Paris. Running time, 85 MINS.
(Reviewed Jan. 2, 1952)

Le Plnisir
(Pleasure)
(FRENCH)

Columbia S.A. release of Stera Fllms-
CCFC production. Stars Jean Gabln, Dan-

vey; editor, Maurice Rootes. At Vogu«,
Hollywood. Jan. 34, *52. Running time,
71 MINffa

(Reviewed Jan. 30, 1952)

Majria Theresia
(AUSTRIAN)

The New Chinn
(DOCUMENTARY—COLOR)

Artkino release of Chinese People's R«-

E
Ublic Film Studios of Peking-Ccntrm
documentary Film Studios of Moscow pro-

duction. FUmer and’ directed by Serg®
Gerasimov, Ivan Duklnsky, SIu Siao-Bin.

Su Ho-Chin and others. Narrated in Eng-
lish. At Stanley, N. Y., starting March 8.(AUSTRIA!*) - Ush. At Stanley, N. x., starting mar

A Sascha Film release of Paula Wessely 1
*52, /.Running tune, 165 MINS,

•oduction. Stars Paula Wessely; features I (Reviewed March 12, 1952)

(Continued on page 20)
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StMe t* Galtefftei*
(SONGS)

Routine Gene Autry
aiowly paced.

Columbia release. of Aroutti j5thiii#r

?
roductlon. Star* Gene Autry* f*Murs»
at Buttram. Virginia Huston,, Thur*U«

Hall. Judy Nugent, Rotert Livingston,
Harry Cording. Robert Bice, Frank Sully.

Directed by George Archalnbsud. Writ,

ten by Norman S. Hall*, camera, WiUuun
Bradford; editor. Jame# Sweeney. Pre-

viewed March 10, *52. Running time, '41

MINS*
(Reviewed March; 19, 1952)

Northwest Territory

Slow-moving actioner for sec-

ondary houses; Canadian Moun-
tie gets his man.

Monogram release of Lindsley Parson*

g
roduction. Stars Kirby Grant; features
hinook (Dog). Gloria Saunders, Pat

Mitchell, Directed by Frank McDonald,
Screenplay, William Raynor; camera, Wil-
liam Slckner. At New York Theatre.
N. Y., Feb. 6, ’52.' Running time* *1 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb, 13, 1952)

Noibs Irons aMonteCarlo
(We Will Go -to Monte Carlo)

(FRENCH)
(Songs)

Corona release of Hoche production,
Features Philippe Lemaire, Danielle -Go-

dot. Andre Luguet, Jeanette Battl, Henri
Genes, Audrey Hepburn, Ray Ventura
Orch. Directed by Jean -Boyer. Screen-
play, Alex’ Joffe; camera, Charles Suln;
editor, F. Maxim; music, Paul Misrakl.

At Berlitz, Paris. Running time, 104 MINS.
(Reviewed Feb. 2*7, 1952)

Okinawa

Stock war drama for second-
ary bookings.

Columbia release of Wallace Macponald
production. Stars Pat O’Brion; features
Cameron Mitchell, Richard Denning, Rhys
Williams, James Dobson, Richard ' Bene-
dict, Rudy Robles. Directed by Leigh
Jason. Screenplay, Jameson Brewer, Ar-
thur Ross from story by Ross; added dia-
log, Leonard Stern; camera, Henry Freu-
lich; editor, Jprome Thoms. Previewed
Feb. 21. ‘32. Running time. 47 MINS,

(Reviewed Feb. 27, 1952)

O.K. Nerone
' (O.K. Nero)

(ITALIAN—SONGS)
w

I.C.S. release of a Nlccolo Thcodoll pro
ductlon. Stars Walter Chlari, Silvana
Pampanini, Carlo Campanlnl, Jackie
Frost. Glno CervL Directed by Mario Sob
datl. Scerenplay, Age, Continence* Mortl-
celll, Scanpelli, Steno, Clanelll; from
story by Steno end Monlcelll.* - Camera*
Mario Montuorl; music, Mario Nascim-
bene; dances, Dino Solari. Ac Grattaclelp*
Genoa. Running time. 111 MINS.

(Reviewed March, £6, 1952)

The Old West
(SONGS)

Gene Autry oatuner for pro-
gram western market.

Columbia release of Armand Schaefer
production. Stars Gene Autry, Champion;
features Pat Buttram, Gall Davis, Lyle
Talbot, Louis Jean Heydt, House Peters,
Sr., House Peters, Jr., Dick Jones, Kathy
Johnson. Directed by George Archain-
baud. Written by Gerald Geraghty; cam-
era, William Bradford; editor, James
Sweeney. Previewed Jan. 4, ’52. Running
time. 41 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 9, 1952)

The Olympic Elk
(COLOR)

Fourth in Disney's True-Life
Adventure series; interesting
documentary study of elk life.

RKO release of Walt Disney True-Life
Adventure production. Directed by James
Algdr. Screenplay, Winston Hibler, James
Algar, Ted Sears; narrated by Hibler;
camera (Technicolor), Herb and Lois Cris-
ler; animation effects, John Hench
George Rowley, Dick Anthony; special
process, Ub Iwerks; editor, Anthony Ger-
ard; music, Paul Smith. Tradeshown Dec
28. *51. Running time, 24 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 9/ 1952)

Once a Sinner
(BRITISH)

Sexy meller starring Pat Kirk-
wood; okay for a few twin
bills.

Hoffberg Productions release of John
Argyle production. Stars Pat Kirkwood,
Jack Watling. Directed by Lewis Gilbert,
Screenplay, David Evans, based on novels
"Irene,” by Ronald Marsh; music, Ronald
Binge; camera, Frank North, Len Harris
Tradeshown in N. Y., Feb. 14, '32. Run
Bing time, 78 MINS.

(Reviewed* Feb. 20, 1952)

(BRITISH)

Carol Rood pie* with »sm«
east, hood• for DJB. ««M#r
iro«W»; ut iop b.o*

British lion r«l*t** Carol
OkUml Star* Trevor Howard, Ralph
Rldiardaowi feetur#s Rabart Mwtey.
Wendy Hiller, JUrinu. XHrttied by Carei
Reed; screenplay, W, M. C. fthd|i
(from Jodeph Conrad’s .novel); camera*
John WUeox; editor. Bert. Bates* music.
Brian Eaadele. At jplau, London, Jan. 13,

52, Running time, 1*2 MlNt.
(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

The iKaee- That Thrills

Routine action programmer on -

motorcycle racing.

RKO release of Lewis J. Rachmil pro-
duction. Features Bill Williams, Carla
Bnlenda, Robert Armstrong,' Frank Mc-
Hugh, Steve Flagg. Directed by Leon
Sarahs. ' Screenplay by DeVallon Scott*
Robert Lee Johnson; camera, Frank Red-
man; editor, Samuel E. Beetley. Pre-
viewed in Hollywood, March 7,

'52 . Run-
ning time, 42 MINS.

(Reviewed- March 12, 1952)

Pals of the Golden West
(SONGS)

(Technicolor), Hal Mohr; editor, Otto Lud-
wig; music, Emil Nawman, Previewed to

N. Y„ Feb. 1, '32. Running time. It MINS.
(Reviewed Feb. «, 3952)

Re4 Sides *f Mewtaaa
- . .(COJLOE)

'

hi * -— 0 •

o>tie***

release it Samuel G. XtveM-
peednrtlan, Smi RlHmd WidaSark, Con-
stance 9mH*, Jeffrey Hnalsr; feature*
Richard Reana. Wand*- Saaveee, Jims
OrlflUi, Joe Sawyer. MrecOad-Mrjaaapb
M. Newman, Screenplay, Barry XMawi
Se^icJiolSr'Sailm^'SSer^SSiS
William Reynold*; feMatts, Bel; Kaplan.
Trade.diown*Jan, IT, *S. Running time*
” M

(Reviewed 1952)

(COLOR)
(Canadian)

Boff documentary feature *f

pTluam EHxibeth-Frinc*
Philip tour $f Canids and U.S.

Okay b.o.

The Sniper

Extremely well-dtne • sugpenso
melodrsnaa m sex criminals,
with pddylbiHtifeg Recording to
handling.

Columbia, raleaae of Stanley Kramer
! Co. production; associate producers, Edna

"''V'-w.* I
and Edward Anhalt. Features Adolphe

S.) and Colute«4s>AMenJou, Arthur- Franz, with Gerald Mohr,
ntfsast ’Sua* Dely productien

|
Frank Faylen, Richard

as) Flint Raard, !>**»»* IBa-lxOsy, Marl* Dwyer,

|tetr«Mttp Hell!

Topnotch ' war drama of Ma-
rine withdrawal from the Oho-
sin Reservoir in North Korea.
Good b.o.

Standard Roy Rogers oatuner,
his final western for Republic.

Republic release of Edward J. White
production. Starr Roy Rogers, Trigger
(equine]}. Dale Evans, Estelita Rodriguez,
Pinky Leg; features Anthony Caruso, Roy
Barcroft, Edwardo JimInez, Ken Terrell,
Emmett -Vogan, Maurice Jara, the Roy
Rogerr Rider*. Directed by William Wit-
ney. Screenplay* Albert DeMond, Eric
Taylorj story* Sloan Nibley; camera. Jack
Marta; editor, Harold Mlntcr; songs. Jack
Elliott, Aaron Gonzales, Jordan Smith.
Previewed Jan. 8, '52. Running time, 47
MINS.

(Reviewed Jan, 16, 1952)

Farigi e sempre Parigl
(Paris I* Always Paris)
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

(Songs)
Minerva release of a Fortezza-Omnlum

International Production. Stars Aldo Fa-
brizi, Lucia Bose, Ave Nlnchi, Marcello
Majtroianni. Directed by Luciano Emmer.
Screenplay, Emmer. Sergio Amldel, Ennio
Flaiano, from story by Amldel and Giulio
Macchl; French dialogues and adaptation,
Jaicquejr Remy and Jean Ferry; camera,
Alekan; songs, Kosraa; editor, Jacques
Poitrenaud. At Lux Theatre, Genoa. Run-
ning time, 110 MINS.

(Reviewed J^n. 23, 1952)

Paris Chante Touiours
(Paris Still Sings)

'

(FRENCH—SONGS) .

Coclnor release of CLM ‘.production.
Features Clement Duhour, Madeleine- Le-
beau, Raymond SoupleX. and Edith Plaf,
Yves Montand, Tino Rossi, Georges Guet-
ary, Jean Sablon, Luis Mariano. Directed
by Pierre Montazel. Screenplay, Roger
Feral, Jacques Chabanhes; camera. Ar-
mand Thlrard; editor, Paulette Robert;
music, Raymond Legrand, At Paramount,
Paris.. Running time, 100 MIN$.

(Reviewed Feb. 27/1952)

Phono Call'From a
Str»ng©r

. Interesting - plot,; developed
along mostly acceptable adult
lines; okay b.o.

20th-Fox release of Nunnally Johnson

S
reduction, Stars Shelley Winters, Gary
[errlll, Michael Rennie, Bette Davis; fea-

tures Keenan Wynn, Evelyn Varden. War-
ren Stevens, Beatrice Straight, Ted Don-
aldson, Craig Stevens, Helen Westcott.
Directed by Jean Negulesco. Screenplay,
Nunnally Johnson, based on story by
I. A. R. Wylie; camera, Milton Krasncr;
editor, Hugh Fowler; niuslC. Franz Wax-
man. Tradeshown Jan. 3, '32. Running
time, 94 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 9, 1952)

Warner Bros, release of Milton Sperl-
ing (United States Pictures) production.
Stars Frank LoveJoy, Richard Carlson,
Rusty Tamplyn, Anita Louise;, features
Ned Young, Lamont Johnson* Robert
Ellis. Paul Smith. Peter Oriti, Dorothy
Patrick. Directed by Joseph H. Lewis,
Screenplay* Sperling and Ted Sherde-
man. from' story by Sperling; camera,
Warren Lynch; editor, Folmar Blank-
sted; music* William Lava, Tradeshown
Feb. 5, *52. Running. .time, 94 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 13, 1952) .

sad. Print* Philip. TMcwtM
by \Mril'. Bat b*quanc** A4-

imcted h? vBfisro. Parkar; O**
Wbnd K B^/Tadalllc, M Aifc%*nd*r,

GUImu. Bob Humble* Wally SUt-
Ua, Or**t McLean. Loom B«tch*lor; *di-

ton. Rots Dick, Victor Jobla; technical au<*

perviaor, Gerry Graham; muaic, Lou
AppWbaum; commentary written by ju**-

U* McFarlane. Previewed at Nclaon The-
atre, Ottawa* Dec. afc.'M. Running time,
91 MINS.

(Reviewed Jut. 23, 1952)

Saturday hland
(BRITISH)

Linds. Darnell, Tub Hunter
in drama on tropica! Isle,

modest b.o. in U. S.

'-Oyay DdrddtWL-hy.. Edward" Dmy.
trvfeu aaBnbpUr. Harry Brown;; story.
Enn* and Sdward—Anhalt; -camera* -Bur-
nett 'Guffey; editor. Aaron Stoll; mutta,

(Reviewed March 19,
la j.m.ama^ . H .»>aa

$ni*ky Caityost

New adventure of The Du-
rango Kid. For action xharfcet.

RKO release of Coronado production.
Stars Linda Darnell. Tab Hunter* Donald
Gray. Directed by Stuart IJtelsler.- Screen-
play, Stephanie Nordll; camera* Oswald
Morris; editor, Russell Lloyd; Technicolor
consultant, Jerome Bridge; music, Wil-
liam Allwyn. At RKO Preview Theatre*
London, March 14* ’32. Running time,
‘02 MINS*

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

Return of the Texan

Pleasant, general audience
entertainment of Texan who
returns to old homestead.

20th-Fox release of Frank P. Rosen-
berg production. Stars Dale Robertson*
Joanne Dru; features Walter Brennan*
Richard Boone. Tom Tully, Robert Hor-
ton, Helen Westcott, Lonnie Thomas,
Dennis Ross. Directed by Delmar Daves.
Screenplay, Dudley Nichols; based on
novel by Fred Gipson; camera, Lucien
Ballard; editor, Louis Loeffler; music, Sol
Kaplan. Tradeshown Feb. 8, ’52. Running
time, 88 MINS. •

(Reviewed Feb.. 13, 1952)

GFD release of Ealing Studios produc-
tion. Stars Valentina Cortesa, Serge Reg-
giani, Audrey Hepburn. Directed by
Thorold Dickinson. Screenplay, Thorold
Dlcklnspn. Wolfgang Wilhelm; camera,
Gordon Dines; editor, Peter Tanner; mu-
sic, Roberto Gerhard. At Qdoon Theatre*
London, Feb. 3, ’52. Running time, 94
MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 13, 1952)

Road Agent

Tim Holt .western passable for
program bookings.

RKO release of Herman. Schlom produc-
tion. -Stars Tim Holt; features Richard
Martin, Noreen Nash, Maurltz Hugo, Dor-
othy Patrick, Bob Wilke, Tom Tyler, Guy
Edward Hearn. Directed by Lesley Se-
lander. Written by Norman Houston;
camera, J. Roy Hunt; editor, Paul
Weatherwax. Tradeshown Feb. 3,
Running time. 40 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 13, 1952)

*52.

Robin Hood
(BRITISH—COLOR)

.Disney's British-made version
of Robin Hood legend, dfcspite
dearth of 'star names shapes
topflight for UiL

Tho Pride of St. Louis

Warm comedy-drama based
on baseball career of Dizzy
Dean. Will be liked but needs
selling.

20th-Fox release of Jules Schermer pro-
duction. Stars*Dan Dailey, Joaiine Dru;
features Richard Hylton. Richard Crenna,
Hugh Sanders, James Brown, Leo T.
Cleary. Directed by Harmon Jones.
Screenplay, Herman J. Manklewlcz; based
on story by Guy Trosper; camera, Leo
Tover; editor, Robert Simpson; music,
Arthur Lange. Previewed Feb. 22, '52.

Running time, 92 MINS.
(Reviewed Feb. 27, 1952)

flno Rig Affair

Lightweight boy-mects-girl en-
try; routine supporting fare.

United Artists release of Benedict Bo-
gcaus Production. Stars Evelyn KeyeB.

f
S£turcs Mar >’ Anderson,Connie Gilchrist, Thurston Hall. Directed
Screenplay, Leo Town-

kwann, from story byGeorge Brieker: camera, Jose Orty Ra-
rrff’ °j ltorU ^‘orge Crome; music, 1*.

Breton. Tradeshown N. Y.,Feb. 28, 52. Running time, 80 MINS.
(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

Quartier Interdif
(Hell's Kitchen)

Jeannle Films release of Calderon Pro-
duction. Stars Ninon Sevilla. Directed by
Emilio Fernandez. Camera, Gabriel Figu-
eroa; music, Pcrez-Prado. At Gaumont
Theatre, Paris. Running time, 81 MINS.

(Reviewed Fob. 6, 1952)

RKO release of RKO-Walt Disney Brit-
ish production. Stars Richard Todd. Fea*
tures Joan Rice. Produced by Perce
Pearce. Directed by Ken Annakln. Screen-
play, Lawrence E, Watkin; camera, Guy
Green; editor, Gordon Pilklngton; Tech-
nicolor consultant. Joan Bridge; music*
Clifton Parker. At RKO Radio preview
theatre, London, March .3* '52. Running
time, 82 MINS.

(Reviewed March 12, 1952)/

Rodeo
(COLOR)

Good family trade feature for
general runs.

Monogram release of Walter Mirlsch
production. Stars Jane Nigh, John
Archer, Wallace Ford; features Gary
Gray, Frances Rafferty, Sarah Hayden,
Frank Ferguson. Directed by William
Beaudin& Screenplay, Charles R. Marion;
camera (Cinecolor), Harry Neumann; edi-
tor, William Austin; music. Marlin Skllcs.
Previewed Feb. 26* '52. Running time* 70
MINS.

(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

Room for One More
Topnotch family-life drama,
told with humor. Cary Grant
and strong word-of-mouth for
building grosses. 1

Raneho Notorious
(SQNGS—COLOE)

Marlene' Dietrich in pleasant,
flavorsome western; good b.o.
possibilities.

Warder Bros, release of Henry Blanke
production. Stars Cary Grant. Betsy
Drake; features Lurene Tuttle* Randy
Stuart, John Ridgely, Irving Bacon, Mary
Lou Treen. Directed by Norman Taurog.
Screenplay, Jack Rose, Melville Shavel-
eon, from book by Anna Perrott Rose;
camera, Robert Burks; editor, Alan Croft-
land, Jr,; music. Max . Steiner. Trade
shown Dec. 18, ’51. Running time, 97
MINS.

(Reviewed Jaft. 16, 1952)

RKO release of Fidelity Pictures (How*
ard Welsch) production. Stars Marlene
Dietrich, Mel Ferrer, Arthur Kennedy;
features William Frawley, Jack Elam*
George Reeves, Frank Ferguson, Gloria
Henry, Francis McDonald, Dan Seymour,
Directed by Fritz Lang. Screenplay,
Daniel Taradaslt, from story by Sylvia
Richards; songs. Ken Darby; camera

Rose of Cimarron
(COLOR) .

Okay • Western' , (feature fefr

action fan patronage,
* «— !— .Vii IMF i

20th-Fox release of Edward L. • Alper*
son production. Stars Jack Buetel, Mala
Powers, Bill*Willlams; features Jim Davis
Dick Curtis, Tom Monroe, William Phipps,
Bob Steele, Alex Gerry, Lillian Bronson
Irving Bacon, Art Smith, Monte Blue.
Argentina Brunetti. Directed by. Hayry
Keller. Written by Maurice' Geraghty;
camera (Natural-color), Karl Struss; edi-
tor, Arthur Roberts; music, Raoul Kraus-
haar,- Edward. L. Alperson* Jr. Previewed
in Hollywood, Jan. 23, '62*. Running time,
74 MINS. ^

(Reviewed March 12, 1952)

Secret People
(BRITISH)

Audrey Hepburn in disappoint-
ing British pic; has renfbte
chance of doing well in U.S.

Scandal Sheet

Newspaper melodrama with
moderate b.o. possibilities.

Columbia release of Edward Small pro-
duction. Stars Broderick Crawford*
Donna Reed* John Derek; features Rose^
mary DtCamp* Henry O'Neill, Henry Mor-
gan* James Mllllcan, Griff Barnett* Jona-
than Hale. Directed by Phil Karlson.
Screenplay* Ted Sherdeman* Eugene Ling,
James Poe, based upon novel*' "The Dark
Page,” by Samuel Fuller; camera, Burnett
Guffey; editor, Jerome Thoms; musical
director, Morris Stoloff. Tradeshown N.Y„
Jan. 7* '52. Running time, 82 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 9, 1952)

School fox* Brides
(SONG)
(British)

Spicy' farce done by all-British
cast; support for dualers.

Hoffberg Productions release of Roger
Proudlock production. Features Herbert
Lom, Hugh McDermott, -Ingeborg Wells.
Directed by John Guillermin, Story and
screenplay, Roger Proudlock; camera, Ray
Elton. Tradeshown inN. Y„ Feb. 14, '52.
Running time, 73 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)

Columbia Pictures release of ;Colbert
Clark production. Stars Charles Starrett
and Smiley Burnette; .features Jack Ma-
honey, Danl> She Nolan* Trlstratn Coffin
and Lkrry Hudoon. Screenplay, Barry
Shipman; dlreetod py Fred F, Sears; cam-
era, Fayte Browne; editor, Paula Borofeky.
Tradeshowh.N. Y., Jan. 18, ’52, Running
time, 55 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

Somethfmg to LiveIFoi*

Drama «f Alcoholics Anony-
mous reformation of femme
drunk. For distaffers.

Paramount release of George Stevens
production. Stars Joan Fontaine, Ray
Mllland* .Teresa Wright; features Jllch-
krd Derr, Dougla* Dick, Herbert Hfeyes,
Harry Believer, Paul Valentine. Directed
by Steven*. Written by Dwight Taylor;
camera. George Barnes; editor. William
Hpmheck, Tom McAdoo; music* Victor
Young. Tradeshown Jan. 22* '52. Run-
nlng fime, MIN8.

(Reviewed Jan. 30, 1952)

Song of Paris
(BRITISH)

Dennis Price, Mischa Aue* fail

to help this British pie .’past

fair dual rating.

^tdelphl release of Vandyke production.
Stars Dennis Price* Anne Vernon,' Mischa
Auer; features Hennlone Baddelcy. Di-
rected by John GtolUermln.

r
Screenplay,

Alex Macklnnon; camera, Len Harris; edi-
tor* Robert H1U; music* . Cyril Martell. At
British Council Private Theatre. London.
Running time, 80 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 27, 1952)

The Steel Fist
\

E so a p e - from - Communism
meller; modest hoxoffice for
dual combos.

Monogram release of Wm-. F. Broldy
(Wesley Barry) production. Stars Roddy
McDowall; features Kristine Miller* Harry
Lauter, Rand Brook#. Directed by -Wesley
Barfy. Screenplay; C. K. Klvari (from
original by Phyllis Parker); camera. Wil-
liam Slckner; edltois Ace Herman; music.
Edward J. Kay. At New York, N. Y„ week
of Jan. 29, ^2. Running tim6. 73 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

A Simple Case of Money
(Millionaires D'un Jour)

(FRENCH)

Entertaining comedy with ex-
cellent cast. Good bet for art
house circuit.

Dlscina International Films release of
Pathe-Clnema (Andre Hunebelle) produc-
tion. Stars Gaby Morlay, Pierre Larquey;'
features Jean Brochard, Yves Demaud,
Max Rivol and Gabriello. Directed by
Andre Hunebelle. Adopted by Jean Har
laln, from story by Alex Joffe; camera,
Marcel Grlgnon; music, Jean Marion. At
Art Theatre, N. Y.* Feb. 1, *52. Running
time, 82 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

Singin’ in the Rain
(SONGS—COLOR)

Tuneful, highly-amusing must**
eal, kidding early-talkie days,
starring Gene Kelly, Donald
O'Connor, Debbie Reynolds.
Surefire grosser,

Metro release of Arthur Freed produc-
tion. Stars Gene Kelly, Donald O'Connor,
Debbie Reynolds; features Jeah Hagen,
Millard Mitchell, Cyd Charlsse, Rita Mo-
reno, Douglas Fowlcy* Directed by Kelly
and Stanley Donen. Story and screenplay,
Adolph Green and Betty Comden; sug-
gested by song. "Singin* In The Rain”;
camera (Technicolor), Harold Rosson; edi-
tor. Adrienne Fazan; songs. Freed, Naclo
Herb Brown; musical direction, Lermie
Hayton. Tradeshown in N. Y., March 7,
*52. Running time. 103 MINS.

(Reviewed March 12, 1952)

The Sky Is Red
(ITALIAN) s>

Sub-gtahdard production.

Realart release. Stars Marina Berti,
Jacques Sernas, Mischa Auer, Jr.; fea-
tures Anna Maria Ferrero,- Liliana Pellini,
Lauro Gazzolo. Directed by Claudio Gora.
Screenplay, Gora, Lambcrto SantUIP, Leo-
poldo Trieste* CesaTe Zavattini; camera,
Vaclav Vic; original music, Valentino
Bucchl; musical director, Willy Ferrero.
Previewed in N. Y„ Jan. 30, '52. Running
time, 99 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

Steel Town:
(COLOR)

Standard action-romance for-
mula against colorful steel mill
background. Okay for general
situations.

Universal release of .Leonard Goldstein
production. (Stars Ann Sheridan, John
Lund, Howard Duff; feature# William
Harrigan* Eileen Crowe, Chick Chandler,
James Best, "Nancy Kulp. Directed by
George Sherman. Screenplay, Gerald
Dray»<m Adams* Lou Breslow; based on
story by Leonard Freeman;-’camera (Tech-
nicolor)* Charles P. Boyles, editor, Ted J.

Kent. Previewed Feb. 37* '52. Running
time* 83 MINS.

(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

StorxMhonnd
(ITALIAN)

Dubbed Italian import, ade-
quate as filler for minor spots.

Republic release of Aldo Raciti produc-
tion. Stars Constance Dowling; features
Andrea Checchi, Aldo Sllvanl, Blanca
Doria. Directed by Luigi Capuano.
Screenplay* Comenico Meccoli* Fulvio
Palmleri* Corrado Pavolini* based on
story by Capuano; camera. Gabor Pogany;
editor* Robert M. Leeds; music. Alessan-
dro Cicogninl. Reviewed New York The-
atre, -N. Y.» Jan. 16. '52. Rurfnlng time,
49 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

Stronghold

Mexican-made drama toplining
Veronica. Lake, Zachary Scott
and Artur© de Cordova. Okay
dual.

Lippert Pictures release of Produd-
onne Mexico production. Directed by
Steve Sekely; screenplay, WeUs Root;
camera, Stanley Cortez; musical director,
Antonio Diaz Conde; editor, Charles L.
Kimball. At Vogue, Hollywood, Jan. 31,
’52. Running time, 72 MINS.

.
(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

Tales of Kloliio Hood
Another Robin Hood adven-
ture piQ lacking names; modest
hoxoffice for some dual com-
bos.

Lippert Pictures release of Hal Roach,
Jr., production. Stars Robert Clarke.
Mary Hatcher, Paul Cavanagh, Wade
Crosby* Ben Welden. Directed by James
TinUng. Screenplay and story, Leroy H.
Zehren; camera, George Robinson; edl-

(Continued on page 24)
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Faithful City

ion. However, this is not enough

to make them a cohesive group, in

addition to the usuajl bickering of

children, there’s bitter discrimina-

tion because of the different na-

tional ' origins. Epitaphs such as

‘‘Nazi” and “dirty Morrocan” are

flung in their attempts to gain a

moment of superiority.
,

Story deals mainly with the

problem of four kids. Max, the

most irascible of the quartet, is an

arrogant youngster who has learned
•

»tw himself,. .In Europe, he

had been an experience^ black-

market operator, knows Hie value

, of trade in cigarettes, and refuses

v&o adhere to any adult guidance.

.. Willy is a frightened follower

whose mother had been an Aryan

and in moments of terror .^ for-

getfulness shouts, I am an. Aryan.

Sean is a Morrocan lad who served

as a procurer. .Anna is an attrac-

tive wide-eyed lass, cynically will-

ing to comply with any demand.

Kids are eventually adjusted to

their new environment, and at pic s

close the group is working har-

moniously together as a well-inte-

grated community, despite the gun-

fire and the shellings of the new

four knights sent to destroy Beck*
et, measure up to Hie high, stand-

ard of the Old Vic, from which
they were borrowed for this film.

Eliot also gets into the piece as

the Fourth Tempter.
David Kosky’s photography

#
is

adequate excepting when dragging
in countless, often meaningless

closeups. Film also runs top long.
.’Wear.

Angels Owe Five
(British)

British war pic won’t rate high
in the U.S.

she plays a younger lass with spirit

and charm. She has a delightful

accent and knows how to make
with the eyes. John Slater is ef-

fective as the Viennese refugee and
Didi Ramati scores as a teacher-

helper. Juda Levi and Amnon Lif-

shitz as the Moroccan and German
lads, respectively, also rate nods.

Ben Josef and Rachel ’ Markus are

the other principals in the fine

cdst.

Although it is occasionally slow-

moving, Josef Leytes’ direction is

on the whole creditable. G. Gibbs’

lensing is on the plus side, as are

the other technical credits. Holl,

JWurder in the Cathedral
(BRITISH)

Classic Pictures releaso of George
Hocllcring production. Stars Father John
Groser; features Mark Dlgnam, Michael
Aldridge, Leo McKern, iPaul Rogers. Di-

rected by Hoellerlng. Screenplay, T. S.

Eliot, based on his play; camera, David
Kosky; editor, Anne Allnatt; music. Las-
zlo Lajtha; music, recorded by London
Philharmonic orch, with the Renaissance
Singers. At Trans-Lux 60th St., N. Y.,'

starting March 25, *92. Running time
HO MINS. , , „
Thomas Racket Father John Groser
King Henry II Alexander Gauge
First Tempter David Ward
Second Tempter. .. .George Woodbrldge
Third Tempter Basil Burton
Fourth Tempter T. S. Eliot

First Priest . Donald Blssot
Second Priest Clement McCallin
Third Priest Michael Groser
First Knight Mark Dlgnam
Second Knight Michael Aldridge
Third Knight Leo McKern
Fourth Knight Paul Rogers
Bishop Follot Alan Blakelock

* London, March 25.
AB-Pathe release of Templar-Assocl-

ated British production. Stars Jack
Hawkins, Michael Denison,, Dulcie Gray.
Directed by George More O'Ferrall.
Screenplay, Derek Twist; enmera, Chris-
topher Challls; ediioti. Daniel B£rt; mu-
sic, John W.oodif^H At. Empire, Lon-
don. Running MINS.
“Tiger" Small.. ..77T.

,

Jack Hawkins
Peter Moon ..Michael Denison
B1U Ponsford Andrew Osborn
Barry Clinton.’. Cyril Raymond
“Batchy" Salter Humphrey Lestocq
“Septic" Baird John Gregaon
Group ControUcr Ronald Adam
Nadine Clinton Dulcie Gray
Betty Carfax .Veronica Hurst
Aunt Tabitha Amy Vencss
Police Constable PhlUp Stainton

to life a skillful use of music and The script focuses on two proba-

« TheautHiillv written and narrated’ "tibfi affieerer<^

commentary c o mbin e to make male, and also on two young people

“Pictura” an exciting film experl- who are put in their charge. Gradu-

ence Use of such nameT asLilli al influence on the minds and be-

Fs&mer Gregory Peek, Henry havior of these near-criminal

ISnda^TOdfent FHce, Martin youngsters

Gabel and TV announcer Harry care work is told with compelling

Marble for the narrations is not sincerity

only
11

effecHvebut sure to serve as of typical incident and gumstev*
.ivSSpniv TMrftisseen on .Courtroom scenes, 'interviews

thescreerTas^e'^ntroduce/the six with Prisoners in their cells whfle

enisodes and serves^ as a “guide” awaiting trial, remarks by the

to a group of university students cranks and cronies who haunt the

“on an exciting voyage into the' courts, are among the_ features

f

°n
reaches of h urn an magina- which widen the scope of the plot,

far reacnes -or numan « They als0 increase the entertain-

The six artists whose works- and ment appeal by the inevitable

mens
a
BoS?h“ Vlttere^C^S; CecY&ktr'Ll Celia Johnson

p^rMcnnGova Henri de Tou- play the two main s roles in con-

-LaStrec^Paul Gau^n and lasting style, Parker being at first

aSS nv™ G?a«t Wood Either self-consciously superior until
wprffic works of tSe painters are brought down to earth’;by the un-

t^ll a storv or a legend, or demanding Miss Johnson. The two

^d
rinvasLs a?e employed to re- principal juvenile delinquents g ve

iflf tWs of the sue- Harry Fowler and Joan Collins

Sffn * litter technique
15

is firstclass opportunities, and bothS r™. %lS5tec turn in strong dramatic perform-

a?d Wood ances. Subsidiary roles have beenG
Nofthp^east of the film’s effec- filled carefully with artists of the

tiveness are the musical scores for calibre of Godfrey Tearle, George

each episode. For example, the Jay leadmg
.

an

Goya -episode is enriched by the accomplished team.
. .

music from the guitar of Andres Direction by Michael Rolph is

Segovia. Composed by Isaac Al- straightforward. Maurice Carter s

benLz, the music blends perfectly setHngs are convincing and editing

with the “animated” presentation by Peter Tannpr is competent.

wnr*
Kids, all amateurs, turn in first-

rate performances, although Max,

played by Israel Hanin, never

arouses a degree of sympathy de-

spite his eventual rehabilitation.

Jamie Smith,' as the American
counselor, is handsome and rugged-

looking and turns in a completely

believable portrayal. (An Ameri-

can, now in New York, working m
TV).

IsVnrVeskra^na^e^Isfarf l^-O-^ for the American

(also now in New York) who plays i market.

Anna. Although an 18-year-old,

Action of “Angels One Five”
takes place during the period de-
scribed by Wipston Churchill as
“Britain’s finest hour,” when a
handful of fighter pilots (the few
against the many) stemmed the air

invasion by Nazi war planes. Film-
brings back proud memories of the
early wartime struggle and should
have strong sentimental and emo-
tional appeal for local audiences,
although subject hardly justifies

of the Goya paintings. Musid by
Roman Vlad, Guy Barnard, Da-
rius Milhaud and Lan Adomian is

also outstanding.
Although different directors,

producers, writers and technicians

worked on the separate episodes.

each group in its own way has sue-

1

Breaking away from the more
conventional treatment, » the script
watches the progress of the battle,

not from the actual combats, but
from the messages received by and
emanating from the operational
control room. The fight against
overwhelming odds as plotted on
maps and control board comes
through with graphic realism, with
sufficient lighter asides to provide,
ypical touches of humor.
Competent standard of acting

set by the principals is followed by
the whole cast. Jack Hawkins and
Michael Denison are the two big
shots of the base and their sharp
discipline is tempered by a gener-
ous measure of understanding.
Dulcie Gray has little iRore to do
han appear- sympathetic as the
wife of the harassed control room
chief. John Gregson makes a good
showing' as the impetous young
pilot and Veronica Hurst adequate-
ly provides the one hint of ro-
mance. Cyril Raymond, Andrew
Osborn, Humphrey Lestocq and
Ronald Adam are among the prom-
inent characters at the air base
and play their roles with skill.

George More O'Ferrall has di-

rected efficiently and Christopher
Challis handles the cameras nicely.
Daniel Birt has done a neat edit-
ing job. Myro.

Pictura

ceeded in completely captiming the gSSm editor, j. Rbnglcx.'i
spirit and intention Of the indl- At Normandie, Paris. Running time, 9Q

vidual artists. • Only thing that min*
.

could have possibly enhanced this MaiSSS
excellent production would have victor Henri vnbert

been the use of color. This is only Cepencel

a minor criticism, for those con- pri?st
nde

.

.

’.
*. '. *.

*.

'.
*. ’.

* * * ’
*
Y. Ren^ GeSn

nected with the film have sue- .. --- -
ceeded in endowing the black-and- This is a peasant drama of
white production with unusual southern France dealing with the
vividness. Holl. rugged practical farmers and their

mAwnl An/1 rniwtn ol T?i 1 ty»J

T. S. Eliot’s legit play, “Murder
in the Cathedral,” has been turned
into a moving but very ponderous
film. With a cast unknown to most
U. S. patrons, pic wilLdo most of

its business in arty sure-seaters in

this country, but even in this

limited field the boxoffice should
be only fairish

Story of the life of Thomas
Becket, the martyred Archbishop
of Canterbury, unfolds too static

ally in the picture form. Eliot

scripted this from his own play,

but failed to add sufficient move-
ment. Plot details how the Arch-
bishop courageously returns to
England after seven years of vol
untary exile rather than submit to
the king's ambition to dominate
the church. Much is devoted to his
temptation to return as a favorite
of the king. But choosing to stay
and defy him, he is slain and
achieves sainthood.
There is no question about the

well-chosen cast as the spiritua
and human side of the archbishop
is unfolded against the stately, pic-
turesque background, including
many cathedral interiors. Nor can
fault be found with the musica.
background furnished by the Lon-
don Philharmonic. But the failure
of Eliot and producer-director
George lloellering to develop the
stage play for the medium of the
screen results only in a slow-mov-
ing. unimaginative pic.

Father John Groser, as Arch
bishop Becket, is impressive amids

Feature-length film showing
art works of six masters. Nar-
ration by names. Topnotch for
sureseaters.

Pictura Films release of Leonid Kipnls-
Hcrraan Starr production. Features Vin-
cent Price. Comprises six connecting epi
sodes: The Lost Paradise, Hieronymous
Bosch, directed by Luciano Emmer and
Enrico Gras, commentary from the King
James version of the Bible, narrated by
Vincent Price, music by Roman Vlad;
The Legend of St. Ursula, Vittore Car
paccio, directed by Luciano Emmer, co-
produced- by Sergio Amidel, commentary
by Richard Nickson, narrated by Gregory
Peck, music by Roman Vlad; Francisco
Goya, produced and directed by Luciano
Emmer and Lauro Ventura, narrated by
Harry Marble, music by Isaac Albenlz,
played by Andres Segovia; Henri de Tou-
louse-Lautrec, directed by Robert Hes
sens and Olga Lipska. produced by
Pierre Braunberger, commentary adapted
from the Frcndh by Herman Starr, nar-
rated by Lilli Palmer, music by Guy
Bernard; Paul Gauguin, directed by Al-
lan Resnais, produced by Pierre Braun-
berger, commentary from the letters and
journals of Gauguin, research by Gaston
Diehl, narrated by Martin Gabel, music
by Darius Milhaud; Grant Wood, directed
By Mark Sorkin, produced by Leonid
Kipnls, photographed by John Lewis, re-
search by Jules Schwerin, narrated by
Henry Fonda, music by Lan Adomian
Introductory sequences directed by E. A
Dupont, photographed by Ernest Haller,
Previewed in N. Y. March 26, *52. Run
ning time, 12 MIN*.

“Pictura,” first .feature-length
film on the subject of art, is a
unique experience in art apprecia-
tion.^ This is no ordinary trip
through museums to view static
paintings, but a fascinating, enter-
taining introduction to the lives
and works of six great painters. Pic
is a natural for the art house trade,
and added revenue can be obtaihed

thf vv-itm.' «;*
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An unusual camera technique
Paul Rogeis, as the i which almost brings the paintings

Myro.

La Table Aux-Crcves
(The Hunting Ground)’

(FRENCH)
Parfev^eb. 27.

Marceau production and release 'Stars

a bookkeeper, has been two-tlmln*
.heiv---AlI'--of---her-friend*"have")SWepr''
hearts and she is further annoyed
by her widowed mother trying tomake a good match for her. Sh«
attempts suicide but later falls for
an honest taxicab driver. The third
femme, Bonfatti, is sho\yn as a nat-
u
5
a
i

flil? Yh0 is surround-
ed by admirers. Ultimately, a ionc,
time admirer, a race horse jockev
wins, y ’

Filin is nicely paced, with Lu-
ciano Emmer’s direction obtaining
.good performances, and the three
attractive girls handling their
roles adequately. Ave Ninchi, as
Miss Bose’s mother, turns in her
usual good acting job, :

Salvatori.
Mario Silvani and Marcello Mas-
troianni are believable: as young
Romans of today. Eduardo De
Filippo js wasted in thefaiinor role
of Vittorio. Sergio Amidei’s script-
ing holds charm and interest and
sometimes, is humorous. Tubb.

lumbar, Madame
(Love, Madame)

(FRENCH) ’ '

Paris, March 4.
Sirius releaM of Slrlu«-Raoul Ploquin

production. Star* Arlctty, Francois Per*
ler. Directed by Gille* Grangier. Screen-
play, Franco!* Glraud; camera, Jean Is-
hard;.- editor, Madeleine Gug. At Marig-
nan and Marivaux, Paris. Running time,
*7 MINS. *

Arletty Arletty
Francois Francois Perier
Diane . .«

.

Marie Daems
Mother Mireille Perry
Wardrobe..,. ...Jeanne Fusier-GU

. Film is r lightweight comedy of
an awkward young playwright who
gets entangled with a big star and

Doluenica
(FRENCH)

Paris, Feb. 27.
AGCD release of Maurice -Cloche pro-

moral and spiritual troubles, FilmJ

lacks the deep humor and charac-
ter of its predecessors such as
‘The Baker’s Wife.” It is a cross
between a macabre comedy of

auction. Features odiie Verois, Dinan; manners and 'a serio-comic love

^ KerAenVAlain^^ affair. The Femandel name should
Maurice Cloche. Screenplay. Jacques De- . ..

. f
val; camera, Nicolas Hayer; editor, Renee Slve a

.

Special Sltua

Gary. At Lo Ralmu, Paris. Running time, tions and the theme Offers exploi-
87 mins. tation pegs. This lacks the stature
Domenica Odiie Versois for arty spots.

Film starts out by showing a

Patrice?
‘ ’

*.

’ ' ‘

*.

’
’.

'
* Alain Quercy farmer who returns home one day

to find his wife has hanged her-

This is a weak attempt at a tem- self- Then story goes into the vU-

pestuous, involved, love idyll that reac^lons to his possible

falls short because of contrived Sufik
.

plotting, wooden acting and lack- .

lustre direction. For tne U. S., it

has exploitation pegs on its theme a
P^,JP? ,

P? Jn^0 ^^Sgmg and
fm» cinttiTjff nr nnssihlv^4 straight playing for’a loss of bal-

ance m -the role. The usual rustic
for Special slotting or possibly
some dualers.

Shot entirely on location in Cor-
types from talkative women, to the

sica it concems a strance sirl who cuckolds and the tormented priest

Jioh nnffinVSS are a11 well-filled. Maria Mauban
0
^/i

n
?riP^

e
fn
n
fpf

0
n'wav *s decorative as the girl in ques-

£v
r
!wi ii

S
J
e
p IS tioii. Henri Verneuil has followed

Main is her love affair with ’feadfng^manfta^
6
spote'

Francois ' but never gets
away from the play original. Situ-
ations are talky and humor is

strictly local, depending -upon the
audiences being hep to Gallic per-
sonalities and show biz allusions.
Film is limited in this respect for
U.S. slotting. Might do for special
spots on the Arletty name.

Arletty, playing hebself, has to
share a sleeper with :an unknown
young man. The boy, Francois
Perier, is tongue-tied by her pres-
ence and they part amicably. This
simple incident is built up by his

ambitious mother into a liaison lo

give him prestige. His flighty girl

now begins to. go for him but into

this comes Arletty. Then pic goes
through some well-done situation

gags as he- tries to keep up the
pretense with Arletty helping him
along. He finally tells his girl, who
drops him. From all of this he
writes a play which is a big suc-

cess.
Arletty is dynamic and appealing

in a roisterous takeoff on herself.

Perier is perfect in timing and re-

action as the young artist who
manages to bungle through his first

big affair. Marie Daems stands out
as the dimwitted, stagestruck girl

whose snobbishness and naive ro-

manticism keep the boy on edge
throughout. Gilles Grangier has
kept these slim proceedings "mov-

ing at a good clip. Story would be
a good bet for a Hollywood rewrite.

Mosk.

ly. Various breast shots of Odiie
Versois may make for scissoring.

Film's main flaw is the rambling,
undeveloped plot and flagrant cast-
ing of Odiie Versois as the 'sup-

posedly sensuous, half-mad Do
menica. She is much too girlish
for the role. Alain Quercy as her
vis-a-Vis is stilted and unconvinc-
ing. J. P. ICerien in a small role
as the husband gives the film its

only touch of authenticity.

vantage of the location scenery for
good production values. Editing is

smooth. Mosk.

Ragazze <11 Piazza <11

Spagna
(Girls of Piazza di Spagna)

(ITALIAN)
Rome, March 4.

A.D.C.N. release of Astoria Film (Rudy
Solsen) production. Directed by Luciano
Emmer. Original story and screenplay,
Sergio Amidei; camera, Rudolfo Lt ivk
oe‘s*« Aimueii camera, Rudolfo Lorn-

Lensed in Corsica, the Nicolas bardi; editor. Vittorio Trentino; music.
Hayer camerawork does not take Mario Ruccione. Tradeshown in Rome.
advantage of the local color and wSa

ng
.

tIme
:.

96
..

M,NS
; Lucia Bose

mood. Daytime stuff is good but Elena Cosetta Greco
interiors are murky. Mosk. ^yci

,
a -: miana Bonfatti

Marisa's mother Ave Ninchi

I Believe in Yon
(BRITISH)

British-made documentary-type
mellcr; looks like fair box-
office in U.S. market.

Elena's mother Leda Gloria
Augusto Renato Salvatori
Marcello Marcello Mastrolanni
Alberto Mario Silvan!
Vittorio. Eduardo De Filippo

London, March 5.
GFD release of Michael Balcon-Ealing Rome.

(In Italian; No English Titles )

This latest picture of Rudy Solm-
sen’s Astoria Films is an original
story of family life in modem

Plot takes the principal

CecU^Parker^Godfrey^Tearle^* Produced peters to the beautiful Piazza
and directed by Michael Reiph, Basil di Spagna and into apartments of
Dearden. Screenplay, Jack Whittingham, middle-claSS working people, which
Mlchflol Itdpha Do&rdcn} a ivpI potdp ph/Ui^A ‘frnvn +W01
Gordon Dines; editor, Peter Tanner; mu- 5ee

“Ja a welcome cnange irom uie
sic, Ernest Irving. At odepn, Leicester sordid sidestreets and alleys used
Square, London, March 5f^52. Running so Often in Italian pix. A good
Phipps’

5
. : . Cecil Parker cast » headed by three new Italian

Matty !...!.’III!!!!!ceiia Johnson lookers, a generous share of humor
H
?
rr
£ n°u}tr and a lively pace should make this

Mr.^DoveV.V.Y. .V.W.Y.V.Y * Geo?ge^Reiph °kay for 8°0<i returns in U. S
Pr. Pyke .

, . .Godfrey Tearle foreign - language theatres. The
jnr<iii

uayle
‘-r

three comely newcomers may add
ISSJ additional exploitation value.

£*i.f • Cyril Waits Yarn picks up Lucia Bose, Co-
fetta Greco and Liliana Bonfatti in

Miss Mackiin. ..Katie Johnson the shop of a Rome fashion house
Mrs. Crockett Ada Reeve and follows them up, developing

.
the love story of each. Miss Bose

A d.ocumentary-like treatment has Renato Salvatori as her sweet-
spotlighting the work of probation heart but when she becomes a top
officers provides a neat peg on
which to hang a story of youths
from the slums mixed up with

model, he is temporarily cast aside
as she goes in for nightlife. There
is the familiar reconciliation, when

criminal gangs .

s

In a modest s6rt she realizes she actually- -does not
of way, it is engrossing material crave nightclubbing as a habit.

Miss Greco becoiand should get fair boxoffice re
turns on either side of the Atlantic.

becomes embittered
when she finds out that her lover.

Tanz Ins Glixek
(Dance into Happiness)

(AUSTRIAN)
(Color-Songs)

Vienna, March 4.

Sachafilm release of Weiner Mundus
production. Stars Johannes Heesters. Di-

rected by Alfred Stoeger. Screenplay,
Fritz Koselka and Lilian Belmont; cam-
era, Herbert Geier and Kurt Schultz;
music, Robert Stolz. Color by AGFA. At
Apollo, Vienna. Running time,. 95 MINS.
Pedro Damin Johannes Heesters
Rose v.Feuerkogel . . Lucie Englisch
Rosemarie Relsdorfer. . . .Waltraut Haas
Ines Cavalcante Ursula Linfien
Lola Quandtner * Ann! Maier
Mira Cavalcante Grethe Weiser

Pablo Ferreira ..Ulrich Bettac
Porte? . . Beppo Brehnt
Heinz Falkenheyan Josef Egger
Hyaiinth Quandtner., Fritz Imhon
Antonio Vicente Hans Richter

The names of Johannes Hees-
ters; as star, and composer Robert
Stolz alone guarantee a good draw
from the outset. This should build
via word-of-mouth because it is

an excellent production. It is one
of the better Austrian pix for the
U. S. market.
A lot of natural comedy is de-

veloped by the scripters, which
used the original operetta libretto

only as a frame. Story tells of in-

trigues of a danseuse,-with her ex-

lover led to believe many outra-

geous things.
Heesters turns in a competent

job as the lover and singer while
Waltraut Haas scores handily with
a fine characterization as a stage

deb. Fritz Imhoff and Joseph Egger
are not as funny as usual. Others
are okay. Heesters sings most of

the hit tunes plus the added songs,

“Primavera,” “Red Lips” and “Fid-
dler,” to which Bruno Hardt War-
den and Ludwig H. Ulrich added
nice lyrics. “Red Lips” has a true

Stolz melody. His musical’ direc-

tion is flawless.
Pace is brisk enough but the pic

appears to need cutting. Camera
work is good. Color is not so strong.

A remake in English might be suc-

cessful. Maas.
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HAPPY EASTER AT
MUSIC HALL AND
NATIONWIDE! j

M-G-M presents “S.INGIN’ INj
THE* RAIN” Starring Gene Kelly

Donald 0*C6nnt>r ; • Debbie
Reynolds •

j

with Jean Hagen
Millard Mitjchell • and Cyd
CHarisse • Color by

|

Technicolor

Story and Screen Play by Betty
Cdmden and Adolph Green • Lyrics

by: Arthur Freed •' Music by
Nricio Herb Brown • Directed by
Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen

’ Produced by Arthur Freed

WEATHER FORECAST*.

GOLDEN MGM SHOWERS

!
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torj. Richard Currier; music, Leon Klatz-
kin." "Xf New York, N. Y., starting Jan. 2,

*52. Running time, *1 MINS.
(Reviewed Jan. 9, 1952)

Talk About a Stranger

Minor entertainment for lower-

case bookings.

Metro release of Richard Goldstone pro-
duction (Sol Baer Fielding, associate pro-
ducer). Stars George Murphy, Nancy Da-
vis, Billy Gray, Lewis Stone, Kurt Kasz-
nar; features Anna vilomb. Directed by
David Bradley. Screenplay, Margaret
Fitts; based on story by Charlotte Arm-
strong; camera, John Alton; editor, New-
ell P. Klmlin; music, David Buttolph, Pre-
viewed Feb. 20, '52. Running time, 45
MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 27, 1952)

Target

Good Tim Holt western in

his series. *

RKO release of Herman Schlom pro-
duction. Stars Tim Holt; features Rich-
ard Martin, Linda Douglas, Walter Reed.
Harry Harvey, John Hamilton, Lane
Bradford, Riley Hill, Mike Ragan. Di-

rected by Stuart Gilmore. Written by
Norman Houston; camera, J. Roy Hunt;
adltor, George Shrader. Previewed March
31, ’62. Running time, 41 MINS.

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

Tarzan’s Savage Fury

Routine entry in the “Tarzan”
series, passable for secondary
situations.

RICO release of Sol Lesser production.
Stars Lex Barker, Dorothy Hart, Patric
Knowles, Charles Korvln; introducing
Tommy Carlton. Directed by Cyril End-
field. Screenplay, Cyril Hume, Hans Ja-
coby, Shirley White; based on characters
created by Edgar Rice Burroughs; cam-
era, Karl Struss; editor, Frank Sullivan;
music, Paul Sawtell. Previewed March
14, '52. Running time, II MNS.I

(Reviewed March 19, 1952)

Texas City
Johnny Mack Brown in rou-
tine sagebrusher. For lower
dualers.

Monogram release of Sllvermlne (Vin-
cent M. Fonnelly) production. Stars
Johnny Mack Brown; features Jimmy El-
lison, Lois Hall. Directed by Lewis Col-
lins. Screenplay, Joseph F. Poland; cam-
era. Ernest Miller; editor. Sam Fields.
At New York Theatre, N. Y., March
19, '52. Running time, 55 MINS.

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

camera, Anchlsc Brizzl; music, Enzo Ma-
setti; editor, Adriana Novell!. At Grat-
tacielo, Genoa. Running time, 92 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 9, 1952)

Uit Gran<l Patron
(A Big Boss)
(FRENCH)

Dlsqlna production and release. Stars
Pierre Fresnay. Directed by Yves Ciajn-

pi. Screenplay, Pierre very, Clampi,
Very; camera, Marcel Grignon; editor,

Roger Dwyre. At Heldcr ,and Balzac,
Paris. Running time, 95 MINS. ,

(Reviewed Jan. 2, 1952)

Th« Vanishing Outpost

Lash La Rue In routine oats-

opera; light returns for west-
ern pic.

Realart Pictures release of Ron Ormond
production. Stars Lash La Rue. Directed
by Ormond. Screenplay, Alexander
White; camera, Ernest Miller; editor,
Hugh Winn. At New York, N. Y.. start,

ing Jan. 2, '52. Running time, 58 MINS.
(Reviewed Jan. 9, 1952)

Viva Zapata!

Film treatment of Mexican
revolutionary is adaptable to

strong key situation selling.

Elsewhere spotty.

20th-Fox release of Darryl F. Zanuck
roduction. Stars Marlon Brando, Jean
eters; features Anthony Quinn, Joseph

Wiseman, Arnold Moss, Alan Reed,
Margo, Harold Gordon, Lou Gilbert, Mil-
dred Dunnock. Directed- by Elia Kazan.
Written by John Steinbeck; camera, Joe
MacDonald; editor, Barbara McLean; mu-
sic, Alex North. Tradeshown Feb. 1, '52.

Running time, 112 MINS.
(Reviewed Feb. 6, 1952)

A Vole© In Your Heart
(Una Voce Nel Tuo Cuore)

(ITALIAN)
(Songs)

Lightweight comedy - drama
with Gino Bechi, Beniamino
Gigli; strong for Italian-lan-

guage spots.

Lupa Films Distributing release of Sea-
lera Film • production. Stars Glno Bechi,
Beniamino Gigli. Directed by Alberto
D'Aversa. Screenplay, Rodolfo Lombardi,
Pietro Nardi, D'Aversa, from original
story by D'Aversa; camera, G. Lombardi;
English titles, Guido Beverlnl. Trade-
shown in N. Y., Feb. 20. '52. Running
time, 98 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 27, 1952)

Texas lawmen Waco

Johnny Mack Brown oater
passable for lower bracketing
on dual bills.

Wild Bill Elliott in okay action
western for secondary book-
ings.

Monogram release of Vincent M. Fen-
nelly production. Stars Johnny Mack
Brown; features Jimmy Ellison, Stan Jol-
ley. Directed by Lewis Collins; screen-
play, Joseph Poland from story by Myron
Healey; editor, Sammy Fields; camera,
Ernest Miller. At the New York, N. Y.,
Week of Feb. 13, '52. Running time, 34
MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)

Mqnogram release of Vincent M. Fen-
nelly (Sllvermlne) production. Stars Wild
Bill Elliott; features Stanford Jolley, Pa-
mela* Blalce, Paul Fierro, Rand Brooks,
Richard Avondc, Pierce Lyden. Lane
Bradford, Terry Frost. Directed by Lewis
Collins. Screenplay, Dan Ullman; cam-
era, Ernest Miller; editor, Sam Fields;
music, Raoul Kraushaar. Previewed Feb.
19. '52. Running time, 48 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 27, 1952)

Thiel ol Damascus
(COLOR) .

When In Home

Escapism okay for duals.

Columbia release of Sam Katzman pro-
duction. Stars Paul Henreid; features
John Sutton, Jeff Donnell, Lon Chaney,
Elena Verdugo, Helen Gilbert. Directed
by Will Jason. Screenplay, Robert E.
Kent; camera (Technicolor), Ellis W.
Carter; editor, William Lyon; music,
Mischa Bakaleinikoff. Tradeshown, N. Y„
March 21, '52. Running time, 78 MINS.

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

Trail Guide

Tim Holt in routine program
oater.

RKO release of Herman Schlom produc-
tion. Stars Tim Holt; features Richard
Martin. Linda Douglas, Frank Wilcox.
Robert Sherwood, John Pickard, Ken-
neth MacDonald. Directed by Lesley
Selander. Screenplay, Arthur E. Orloff;
atoryr William Lively; camera, Nicholas
Musuraca; editor, Samuel E. Bcetlcy.
Tradeshown Jan. 18. '52. Running time.
40 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 23, 1952)

Treasure «f lost Canyon
(COLOR)

•

William Powell starred in Rob-
ert Louis Stevenson pioneer
western story. For duals.

Universal release of Leonard Goldste
production. Stars William Powell. I
rccted by Ted Tetzlaff. Screenplay, Brai
®rd Du(field and Emerson Crocker, bas«
on Robert Louis Stevenson's "Treasui
°L.Fra?$?rd',

i camera. Russell Mett
editor, Milton Carruth; musical dlrectio
Joseph Gcrshcnson. Tradeshown In N. 1
Feb. 7. 52. Running time. 82 M»NS.

(Reviewed Feb. 13, 1952)

Ultimo Incomlro
(Last Meeting)
(ITALIAN)

Lux Film release of a Ponli-Del

?ari
Pr0
T«^

ti
Vv-

Stm
;
s Valli ' Amed«zan, Jean Pierre Aumont. DirecGianni I-ranciolini. Screenplay, jMoravia, Edoardo Anton, PietiGiorgio Pastlna. G. P. (’alle^arl

atory “La Biondina” by Marco

Van Johnson, Paul Douglas in
pricst-convict chase drama
with religioso theme and Rome
background. Fair b.o.

Metro release of Clarence Brown pro-
duction. Stars Van Johnson, Paul Doug-
las; features Joseph Caleia, Carlo Rizzo.
Tudor Owen, Dlno Nardi, Aldo Silvanl.
Directed by Brown. Screenplay, Charles,
Schnee, Dorothy Kingsley; from story by
Robert Buckner; camera. William Daniels;
editor, Robert J. Kern; music. Carmen
Dragon. Previewed Feb. 26, '52. Run-
ning time, 78 MINS.

(Reviewed March 5, 1952)

Whispering Smith Vs.
Scotland Yard

Private-eye melodrama filmed
in Britain, for secondary book-
ings.

RKO release of Julian Lesser produc-
tion. (Filmed in England in association
with Exclusive Films, Ltd.) Stars Rich-
ard Carlson, Greta Gynt, Rona Anderson,
Herbert Lorn; features Alan Wheatley,
Reginald Beckwith. Dora Bryan, Daniel
Wherry, Danny Green, James Raglan. Di-
rected by Francis Searlc. Screenplay,
Steve Fisher; story and adaptation, John
GllUng; based on a character created
by Frank H. Spearman; camera, Walter
Harvey; editor, James Needs. Previewed
in Hollywood. March 7, '52. Running
time, 77 MINS.

(Reviewed March 12, 1952)

The White Hell of
Pltz-Palu
(GERMAN).,

Poor German remake of silent
pic. Dubbed-in English dialog
distracting.

_ Lux Film release of H. R. Sokal a
F. A. Mainz production. Stars Hans Albe:
Llsclotto Pulver. Antjo Wdsgerber; ft
tures Ellen Wldman, Heinrich Grettl<
Directed by Rolf Hansen. Screcnpl;
Erna Fontsch; based on story by Dr.
Fanck; camera, Richard Angst; editi
Anna Hollering; musical score, Mark I
thar. Reviewed In N. Y„ Dec. 12, 'J

Running time, 98 MINS,
(Reviewed Jan. 2, 1952)

Vtdtteijlayj April 2, 1952

The Wild North
(COLOR)

Rugged adventure yarn laid in
primitive reaches of Canada.
Stewart Granger, Wendell
Corey and good b.o. outlook.

Metro release o£ Stephen Ames pro-
duction. Stars Stewart Granger, Wendell
Corey; features Cyd Charisse. Directed
by Andrew Marton, Written for screen
by Frank Fenton; camera (Anscocolort,
Robert Surtees; editor, John ‘ Dunning;
music, BronLsIau Kaper. Tradeshown Jan.
9, '62. Running time, 97 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 16, 1952)

Wings ol Hanger
(BRITISH)

Confusing British entry*
strictly for secondary markets.

Llppert release Gn U. S.) of Anthony
Hinds production. Stars Zachary Scott;
features Robert Beatty, Kay Kendall,
Noam! Chance, Arthur Lane, Colin Tap-
ley. Directed by Terence Fisher. Screen-
play, John Gilling; camera, James'- Har-
vey; editor, Jim Needs. At Paramount
Theatre, Los Angeles, March 21, ’52. Run-
ning time, 73 MINS.

(Reviewed March 26, 1952)

With a Song In My Heart
(SONGS—COLOR)

Drama with music based on
career of Jane Froman. Strong
entertainment values.

20th-Fox release of Lamar Trotti pro-
duction. Stars Susan Hayward, Rory
Calhoun, David Wayne, Thelma Ritter;
features Robert Wagner, Helen Westcott,
Una Merkel, Richard Allan, Mar Showal-
ter. Directed by Walter Lang. Written
by Trotti; camera (Technicolor), Leon
Shamroy; editor, J. Watson Webb, Jr.;

new songs, Alfred Newman, Eliot Daniel,
Ken Darby; musical direction, Newman;
vocal direction. Darby; orchestration,
Herbert Spencer, Earle Hagen. Trade-
shown Feb. 14, *52. Running time, 114
MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 20, 1952)

Wornah in tKe Hark

Poor programmer, shy of en-
tertainment even for that
bracketing.

Republic release of Stephen Auer pro-
duction. Features Penny Edwards, Ross
Elliott, Rick Vallln, Richard Benedict.
Directed by George Blair, screenplay, Al-
bert DeMond; based on play by Nicholas
Cosentino; camera, John MacBurnle; edi-
tor, John Rich. Previewed Jan. 11, *52.

Running time, 46 MINS.
(Reviewed, Jan. 16, 1952)

This Woman Is
Bangcrous

Excellent Joan Crawford
starrer of femme crook re-
formed by love. Good b.o. pos-
sibilities.

Warner release of Robert Sisk produc-
tion. Stars Joan Crawford, Dennis Mor-
gan, David Brian; features Richard Webb,
Mari Aldon, Philip Carey, Ian MacDonald;
Katherine Warren. Directed \>y Felix
Feist. Screenplay, Geoffrey Home's,
George Worthington Yates; from story
by Bernard Girard; camera, Ted McCord;
editor, James C. Moore; music, David
Buttolph. Tradeshown Jan. 22, '52. Run-
ning time, 97 MINS.

(Reviewed Jan. 30, 1952)

Young Man With Ideas

Generally amusing domestic
comedy of young lawyer, with
Glenn Ford, Ruth Roman,
Denise Darcel. Fair b.o.

outlined to film execs the situation

in that country.
In Belgium, the industry still

doesn’t know where it stands. At
one time Belgium was the classic

example of the free market. Situ-

ation changed at the end of last,

year, and filmites in the U. S. still

don’t know the amount of coin-

they'll be able to withdraw from
there. France took stock of its

balance sheet at the beginning of

this year and clamped down on
remittances. Nothing has come out
of Argentina for quite a while, and
the situation there is'said to be due
for review shortly. Brazil recent-

ly added additional restrictions.

The industry * nas been in the
fortunate position that when one
market closed down another
opened up, but no one knows how
long this will continue. For ex-
ample, when the ‘ English and
French markets tightened, West-
ern Germany became a good cus-
tomer. The Japanese market be-
came available a short time ago,

but it is far from a free market.
An agreement was recently con-
cluded with Spain.

American outfits have tried many
methods to make use of the frozen
coin. They’ve invested in local

businesses and real estate, and
have arranged exchange deals with
American importers. Latter ar-

rangement brings some coin back,
while the local Investments accu-
mulate more coin which companies
hope to eventually withdraw. Mak-
ing pix in foreign countries Is an-
other gimmick to use up coin. But,
as one exec pointed out, “How
many pix can you make abroad?
The production of pictures in all

countries is not practicable.”

Execs of all film companies agree
that there . is no ready solution,

and the settlement of the money
question depends largely on- the
world situation. All they can do,
they noted, is hope for the best
and work for the best possible
deals In the negotiations with the
foreign governments.

Legion Huddle
*> — Continued from pas* 3 - *

1

of “Death of, a Salesman” (Col)
here.

Problems faced by the industry,
such as the California law, and the
Federal Court decision which have
forced payoffs to members of the
“Unfriendly 10,” were pointed out
to the legionnaires.

Present for MPAA were Eric
Johnston, Joyce O’Hara, Kenneth
Clark and Sidney Schreiber.

4 Com-
pany toppers attending included
Nicholas M. Schenck, Barney Bala-
ban, Y. Frank Freeman, Nate Spin-
gold, William H. Clark, John
O’Connor, Theodore Black, Spyros
Skouras and Sam Schneider, plus
Maurice Benjamin for the Assn, of
Motion Picture Producers. Meet-
ing took place following the two-
day session of the MPAA execu-
tive committee, which was moved
to Washington.

Metro release of Gottfried Kelnhardt-
William H. Wright production. Stars
Glenn Ford, Ruth Roman. Denise Darcel;
features Nina Foch, Donna Corcoran.' Di-
rected by Mitchell Leisen. Screenplay,
Arthur Sheekman; camera, Joseph Rut-
tenberg; editor, Fredrick Y. Smith; mu-
sic, David Rose. Previewed Feb. 21, *52.
Running time, 85 MINS.

(Reviewed Feb. 27, 1952)

0’seas Drop
Continued from page 5 jp

October, 1952, and British Board
of Trade in a letter to Eric John-
ston, Motion Picture Assn, of

America prexy, has asked for a

new confab. Talks will probably
get under way in either June or
July, and it is feared that Britain
will ask -

for a cutdown on the
amount of coin going to the U. S.
Recent remittances from England
have been between $23,000,000 and
$24,000,000, the result of additional
concessions obtained from the Brit-
ish last year. Pact calls for a basic
$17,000,000 remittance, and Indus-
tries are hoping that tHis amount
will be able to be maintained.

Western German Curb*
Up to recently there have been

no restrictions on remittances or
limitation on playing time in West-
ern Germany. However, with the
rebuilding of the German film in-
dustry, some playing time has been
taken away from American pix and
there have been ,.some . indications
of added taxes to subsidize Ger-
man films. MPAA’s Berlin rep re-
cently returned to the States and

Krim-Goldwyn
i

Continued from. page 3 -

, ,

limited initially to “Hans Chris-
tian Andersen,” Danny Kaye star-

rer, which Goldwyn has nearing
completion.

Goldwyn - Krim agreement
reached at their last session was
to ithe effect that the film-maker
would not renew with RKO until
UA is given an opportunity to of-

fer its proposed releasing pact
terms.
Krim additionally is slated to

resume negotiations with Lew Was-
serman, Music Corp. of America
prez, on a projected deal for a
number of MCA clients to do in-

die pix for UA release on an own-
ership-participation

4

basis.

Par Releases
—

l

Continued from page 5 r r
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t

berg, five pic will go out in July
and August, and eight additional
are tentatively listed for Septem-
ber through December.

In other activity on the releas-
ing front this week, 20th-Fox dis-

tribution director A1 Lichtman an-
nounced that 20th’s slate for May
15 through the end of the year
will include six reissues, all of
which will have new ad material
and press books. These are “Leave
Her to Heaven,” “Crash Dive,” “To
the Shores of Tripoli,” “Home in
Indiana,” all in color,- and “Laura”
and “This Above'All.”

1 ' Hank Ki B. 0.
' Continued from page 4 -

(WB), a newcomer, rounded out
the Golden Dozen.
“Phone Call From Stranger”

(20th), “Hoodlum Enipjre” (Rep)
comparatively new the past month*
“Death of Salesman” (Col) and
“Lone Star”. (M-G), fifth in Febru-
ary, are the runnerup films in that

'

sequence.
“Singin* in Rain” (M-G) looms

potentially socko on the basis of
Its initial week at the N. Y. Music
Hall, where it is the Easter-season
picture. “Mutiny” (UA), which
also got under way last month,
came through with some fine to
strong sessions. In Seattle, it was
the top new pic the week it opened.
“Rancho Notorious” (RKO)' ranged
from good to mild last month.

“Flesh and Fury” (U), a new-
comer as the month ended, chipped
in with solid to smash returns
prior to coming into the N. Y.
Loew’s State. “Deadline—U.S.A.”
(20th), which drew very favorable
reviews, was rated good on preem
week at the N. Y. Roxy, but dipped
sharply in its holdover session.
“Something to Live For” -(M-G) va-
ried from mild to okay. “Tembo”
(RKO), also new, was inclined to
be uneven.
“Waco” (Mono) came through

with, several okay sessions in
March. “Invitation” (M-G), also
just getting under way, was spotty.

“Steel Town” (U), which got a
batch of new bookings last month*
pushed up solidly as March ended.
“Marrying Kind” (-Col), new

Judy Holliday starrer, started out
like it was picking up where
“Bom Yesterday” (Col) left off,

with a sock preem week at the

N. Y. - Victoria. “Sword’s Point”
(RKO) began to show more prom-
ise as the month eclosed. “Green
Glove” (UA), likewise new, came
through with some fine to okay
.weeks.

“David and Bathsheba” (20th)

was highly disappointing when
routed around again at pop scale.

“Woman Is Dangerous” (WB), not

up to par for a Joan Crawford
starrer, managed to cop' a 10th

place one week in March. “Las
Vegas: Story” (RKO) wound up
ninth another week last month.
“Meet Danny Wilson” (U), cur-

rently at the N. Y. Paramount,
where Frank Sipatra, star of pic,

is appearing as star of the stage

bill, collected some sizeable coin

on scattered datings in March.
“Pandora” (M-G) displayed enough
one week to land ninth position

for that week. “Girl in Every
Port” (RKO), which was 10th in

February, fared very well on sev-

eral playdates.
“Room for One More” (WB),

! sixth in February, managed to land

11th one week. “Cimarron Kid”
(U) continued showing marked
stamina for a western. “Detective

Story” (Par), which finished its

main dates early, this year, collect-

ed some additional coin via a few
strong dates. “Red Skies of Mon-
tana” (20th) continued spotty. “Ma,

Pa Kettle at Fair” (U) was big in

Louisville and okay in Detroit, its

initial playdates.

Myers’ Blast
|

1 Continued from page 3 u.i.mu.J

via large-screen tele, and the regu-

lar tebecasters can travel parallel

paths of progress. _
In Washington last week, Myers

issued a press statement which,

among other things, charged the

telecasters with putting the pres-

sure on film companies to release

standard theatrical pix to TV. The
TV outfits were doing this, he said,

to bolster their own “unsatisfac-

tory programs.”
He also accused the Department

of Justice and the FCC, under the

“influence” of the telecasters, of

“bulldozing” tire film companies
into releasing product to TV.

N. Y. execs commented that to

seek to gain advantages for one in-

dustry, such as films, by down-
beating another in an allied field

is an impossibility within the
framework of free enterprise. The
Idea of blasting’ TV is "in violation

of this principle, according to some
observers. They added that har-

monious relationship between tele

and the film industry could hardly
be achieved where one undertakes
to make an enemy of the other.

Film men also remarked that

Myers’ expressed views on the
FCC could even impair the trade’s

chances of success when hearings

j

are held for special channels on

I

large-screen theatre tele.
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' Inside Stuff—Pictures

United Paramount Theatres veep Bab Weitman and RCA v.p. Manie
Sacks, both close friends of Frank Sinatra, have been guiding him in

his campaign to win friends and influence people (especially of the

press and photog corps) that he's a "new" Sinatra. The crooner, cur-

rently, at the Broadivay Paramount, N.Y., and doing well, has been
intent on "mending some fences,” referring to his poor press relations

of the past. Klddihg-on-the-square he sent the Press Photographers
Assn, of N.Y. a note, “FIX always be made up and ready in case you
ever want to shoot any pictures of me.”

Sinatra shares Sacks' apartment when in N.Y. and it is generally
believed that he can swing over from CBS to RCA at will. Meantime
Sinatra has been huddling with Abe Lastfogel, g.m. of the William
Morris agency, since leaving the MCA bailiwick.

Reported, also, that Universal will make another picture with him—
Sinatra is currently personhling with his U pic, "Meet Danny Wilson,”

at the N.Y. Par. ' Report the 'producer lapsing its option on a second
film is awry.

Universal short subject, "Danger Under,, the Sea,” released without
fanfare in December, 1951, is receiving an unusual hypo as a result

of unsolicited national magazine breaks. Pic, viewed by editors in

theatres, brought forth requests for stills which U had to make up in a
hurry and resulted in a full-page layout in U. S. Camera and a forth-
coming two-pager in Coronet. Interest caused U to hold a special
screening for mag editors, an unusual procedure for a two-reeler.

Footage, uncovered by Thomas Mead, U’s shorts topper, shows divers
working underwater without the typical cumbersome apparatus. Pic
was made off the coast of France with the aid of a special underwater
camera and depicts divers exploring shipwrecks. Interest in "Danger"
has prompted U to examine additional footage which it’ll release shortly
as "Rhythm on the Reef,” a one-reeler.

20th-Fox will come in for some indirect plugging tomorrow (Thurs-
day) when the Armed Forces, Red Cross, USO-Camp Shows and other
groups jointly sponsor a huge blood donor rally in Times Square, N.Y.,
at noon. Slogan will be "Give Blood to Our Armed Forces With a
Song In Your Heart.” . Songstress Jane Froman. upon whose career
20th’s "With a Song In My Heart” is based, will present a special
citation to Army vet Simon Schneider for donating his eighth gallon
of blood. -Comedian Jack Carter will emcee.

$2,304,531 Asked By

Dore Schary in New Suit

Vs. Wage Earners Group
Hollywood* April 1.

Charging continued picketing

against him, Daye Schary, Metro
studio head, has filed a new $2,304,-

531 libel suit against the Wage
Earners Committee and 12 indi-

viduals in Superior Court. He dis-
missed his original suit against the
group Feb. 8, in which he asked
$1,250,000.

More individuals were named in
the new complaint, which charged
the group with picketing theatres
showing Metro product, impugning
Schary’s loyalty and linking him to
Communist groups. He asks that
the defendants be enjoined from di-

rectly or indirectly identifying him
as a Communist, fellow-traveller,

sympathizer, or past or present
member of any group listed as sub-

versive by State or Federal Un-
American Committees.

New damagesrare sought because
picketing continued after filing of

the original suit, allegedly further
damaging Metro production top-

per’s reputation. Schary asks gen-

eral damages of $2,000,000, puni-

tive damages of $300,000 plus $4,-

531.65 representing cost of adver-

tisements he was forced to take, to

counteract the attack against him.

Bad Biz Brings Few Closings
Continued from page 7

a'gainst 18,000 five years, ago, but
few tradesters in the know would
take that seriously! There may be
that many houses, but not that
many operating on either a full-

time' or a weekend and seasonal
basis.

.

Variety sampling shows a great
differential from territory to terri-

tory. Situation in Chicago and on
the Coast is undoubtedly bleak.
Canada, on the other kand, has
seen a strong upbeat in the num-
ber of houses, and the St. Louis
territory, for instance, has had 40
conventional theatres close as

against 39 new ones built, plus 87
new drive-ins, making a net gain
of 86 houses.

Aside from changes in types of

neighborhoods, closings have been
brought on in many cases by just

lie plain "wearing out” of thea*

res. Many were built years ago
and got beyond the point where
spending thousands of dollars on
refurbishing was feasible.

As a result, their business de-

clined, just like those in the bad
neighborhoods, so that lack of b.o.

was the immediate reason for shut-

tering. But the survey would, in-

dicate that ordinary, fingerable

causes, such as tele, were not the
over-riding reasons for the dimin-
ishing returns.

Alan Ladd will start his first starrer for Warners, "The Iron Mis-
tress,” on April 15, and the chances are that it will be released ahead
of three pictures he made at Paramount. Trio in the Paramount con-
sists of "Thunder in the East,” completed nearly a year ago; "Shane,”
finished last October,' and "Botany Bay,” which wound up in February.
None of them will be released before 1953. Meanwhile "Red Moun-
tain,” Ladd starrer produced by Hal Wallis, goes out in May.

Two-hour pictures are on the increase in Hollywood, with seven
longies slated for 1952 release as compared with five in 1951. Para-
mount has three: Leo McCarey’s "My Son John,” 121 minutes; "Carrie,”
137, and Cecil B. DeMille's "The Greatest Show on Earth,” 151. Two
at RKO :

are "Jet Pilot,” 152 minutes, and "The Big'Sky” 148. Metro’s
"Scaramouche” runs 124 minutes and 20th-Fox’s "What Price Glory”
was recently clocked at two hours and 18 minutes.

Paul E. Glass?, manager of Fabian's Embassy Theatre, Reading, Pa.,
has been issuing a booklet for the past 15 years to troupers, managers,
execs, libraries, newspapers and friends which he calls "Lest We
Forget.” Booklet includes list of show people who died during the
year with brief biographical sketches appended.

Minimum of 1,000 prints are being made of "Front Line '52,” a 10-
minute short produced by Paramount for the United Jewish Appeal.
Starring Eddie Cantor, the one-reeler deals with economic problems
facing Israel add asks funds to. assist in solving them. UJA national
goal, incidentally, is $151,500,000. Cantor short will be made available
to communities throughout the country in 16m prints.

WarnerColor, a new tint process which Warners unveiled last week
in Hollywood, stems from studio experimentation that began almost
five years ago in association with Eastman Kodak scientists.

Fix Stew
Continued from page 3

Vail Seeks Yankwich Probe
Continued from page 2

dios to make settlements with the

ousted members of the "10.”

Vail read from the transcript of

the 1947 hearing at which Cole
never answered whether he was a

member of the Communist Party
and even ducked telling the com-
mittee whether he belonged to the

Screen Writers Guild. Yet Cole

kept insisting that he was answer-
ing the questions. On the basis of
this testimony, a Federal Court
found Cole guilty ‘ of contempt,
fined him $1,000 and sent him to

Federal jail for a year.

"Inherent, in that finding and
sentence,” said the Congressman,
"was shock and offense to the
community and public hatred,
scorn and contempt within the
meaning of-1 the good conduct
clause, a fact that Judge Yankwich
chose to .ignore.

"The Congress has an interest
in this case that cannot be over-
looked or evaded. Therefore, to
fulfill the obligation of the Con-
gress, I ask a Congressional inves-
tigation to- determine the fitness
of Judge Leon Yankwich to retain
a seat on the Federal bench.”
Reviewing Yankwich’s back-

ground, Vail "said that, in 1945,
Yankwich was a guest lecturer at
the People’s Education Center of
L. A., which, in 1948, was cited as
Communist and subversive by the
Attorney General.

‘‘Jf is highly significant,” said

vf
1

,

associated with Judge
iankwich as lecturers before the
People’s Education Center were
J 0,1,1 Howard Lawson, Herbert Bib-
ermnn and Edward Dmytryk, ‘three
ncuviduals included in the mem-

bership of the ‘Hollywood 10.' An-
other lecturer was Ben Margolis.

"It provides added interest to

note that he (Margolis) was one
of the three attorneys representing
Lester Cole in the case presided
over by Judge Yankwich.” The
Congressman continued that "ac-

cording to affidavit submitted by
Loew attorneys several weeks prior

to the Cole-Loew trial, Judge Yank-
wich confided to a friend at a party

that he hoped the case would not

come before him because he would
have no alternate but to rule in

favor of the plaintiff, Cole.”

Metro asked Yankwich to dis-

qualify himself on the ground of

pre-trial prejudice, but the judge
refused to do so.

Rep Stockholders
Continued from page 5

because of his honeymoon?” It was

generally agreed by both manage-

ment reps and stockholders, that

this was a legitimate reason for

non-attendance.
Conclave also saw four directors

re-elected to the board by over-

whelming pluralities. They are

William M. Saal, exec assistant to

prexy Yates; John Petrauskas, Jr

treasurer; Edwin Van Pelt,

Chemical Bank & Trust Co. veepee,

and Dougla? T. Yates, a Rep exec.

A stockholder’s suggestion that

some 6f the company’s 4% deben-

tures, which mature in 1965, be re-

tired to save interest was rejected

by the management as an unwise

move. He was told that such a step

could not be made since the fipn

is attempting to conserve its cash

assets.

against a film likely would deter

Government employees from buy-

ing tickets. Under such circum-

stances any film would be fated

for a quick commercial demise, it’s

observed in exec trade circles.

So far picketing has beeji lim-

ited . to only sporadic instances,

such as the recent demonstration

by a dowfitown Manhattan chapter

of the Catholic War Veterans in

protest of Columbia’s "Marrying

Kind” at the Victoria, Broadway

first-run. This, of course, burned

Col toppers for the reason that

Judy Holliday, star of the film, has

denied that she knowingly became
linked with any outfit listed as sub-

versive by the Attorney General.

Also, no one had come up with

any evidence to the contrary, but

still the pickets marched against

the comedienne.

Political Downbeat

Seen by industryites as plenty

detrimental is thfe political down-
beating of films in official publica-

tions and organizational bulletins

put out by an outfit such as the

Legion. An example here was the

Legion’s monthly mag of last De
cember, which listed no less than

50 pix as being objectionable be-

cause of personnel employed
their production.

Legion publication, it's noted,

reaches many subscribers, and con
troversial articles such as those in

volving Hollwood receive further

penetration via the word-of-mouth
routine. Thus, the number of per

sons introduced to the listed pix is

up in the millions. If only 1% re

fused to patronize the product, the

trade clearly loses an abundance

of revenue.
All this, say highly-placed indus-

try men, translates the overall sit-

uation in terms of immediate dol

lars. The long-distance loss in

terms of detrimental public rela

tions through any continued iden-

tification of Hollywood with politi-

cally distastefully persons could be

lots more harmful.

Fact that film company presi-

dents and other topkicks huddled

With Legion toppers this week was

taken to indicate that the industry

has decided on positive actio'n in

combatting the problem. Presum-

ably, the filmites want only the op-

portunity to voice their side in any

dispute. They believe that level-

headed reasoning of the issues in-

volved, with both the trade and

outside groups
‘

Bleak Chi Picture
Chicago, April 1.

While the fear of theatre shut-

terings has lessened slightly here
—in fact, there is talk of several

of the closed houses reopening in

the near future—figures still por-

tray a bleak picture. There are 91

theatres
(

closed now, not counting

the Palace and Grand Loop houses,
which are in the midst of a motion
picture operators' jurisdictional

dispute, and the total number of

idle seats is 58,473. That’s just in

Chicago proper. For the rest of

the area, including nearby Illinois

and Indiana, there are 52 more
houses and 25,248 more seats.

An analysis of the locations re-

veal that most of the closed spots

are in the 300-seat class, but it

doesn’t hold true, especially in

Chicago, where it ranges up. to 2,-

000-seaters and the average is

closer to 600 seats. Vast majority
of the darkened theatres are
indies, with the circuits managing
to’ hang on to their links, 'except

in one or two case5. There’s also

a direct relationship in the areas
of the shutterees, most of them
in transient and . industrial neigh-
borhoods. For example in Ham
mond, Ind., home of steel mills,

four of six houses are closed; near-

by Gary, four out of 14; East Chi-

cago, two out of two. Cicero, 111.,

also heavy industry, has three out
of six.

While there’s much talk about
the influence of television, a statis-

tical breakdown also points out
that it's coupled with the eco-
nomics of the surrounding areas
It’s true that these areas are also

the points of heavy sales of teevee
sets. In addition, there are ^bout
a dozen theatres running on a part
time basis in these spots. Several
have switched to foreign pix.

As for the vaunted hope of drive-

ins, there are 35 in the exchange,
and 10. in Chicago proper. While
those in Chicago average about 1,-

000 cars — the largest, Double
Drive-In, with 1,800 — it's just

about one-sixth of the unused seats.

In the rest of the exthange the
open-airers are much smaller,
averaging about 500 seats, or 12,500

seats against the 25,482 seats—

a

much better percentage.
’

Also there’s talk that the ozoners
are overbuilt' in this area, with
several shuttering early last sea-

son. However, the seasonal lure,

ease of operation and adjacent
food sales, make them profitable

now. This is due partly to the fact

that outdoorers here show first-run

pi.:, doubling right after the Loop,
and also bidding for the first

rights, before downtown showings.

be only a matter of time before
anywhere from six to 12 or more
of the ‘approximate 100 may be
forced to toss in the sponge. Also,
there’s some signs of distress

among 'the downtown first-run

houses in both cities now.
However, the fact remains that,

taking the period from June 1*

1950, to Dec, 1, 1951, as a basis,

the total number of seats, counting
drive-ins, actually has been Increas-
ing substantially, according to fig-

ures gathered by the Minneapolis
Metro exchange. And t;he closings
that have occurred couldn’t have
been blamed in any part on TV
competition, except in a very few
cases.

Part of this relatively favorable
picture may be due to the fact
that outside of the Twin Cities and
its closely adjacent area, the terri-

tory thus far has been completely
untouched by TV. And in the most
of Minnesota and all of North and
Sopth Dakota, still not invaded by
that dreaded boxoffice foe, the bet-
ter film theatres continue to enjoy
much more than normal popular-
ity.

There are two Twin Cities TV
stations—the only ones An the en-
tire terrltory-^-and reception prob-
ably doesn’t extend beyond a 70-
mile radius of Minneapolis. It is

these affected situations, particu-
larly in the Twin Cities and, worst
of all, in the neighborhoods and
suburbs, where suffering is now
acute.

Metro figures show that fr n
June. 1, 1950; to Dee. 1, 19.51, 44
conventional theatres, seating 11,-

327, have gone out of business. At
the same time, 20 new conventional
theatres and 45 new drive-ins, ac-
counting for capacities of 7.845
seats and 5,577 cars, have come
into existence.
The closings have included two

Minneapolis and one St. Paul
neighborhood theatres and one
downtown former first-run house.
Two of these three have been or
will be converted into commercial
properties. The downtown house,
closed since last December, even-
tually may reopen.

Also, since Jan. 1, two St. Paul
"A” first-runs, the" Strand and
Tower, have gpne dark. They had
been sold by.the Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co. in"August, 1950, to com-
ply with the Paramount "consent
decree, and their purchaser is try-
ing to toss* them back into

.
the

MAC lap. When the law courts
finally determine their present
owner they, too, may., be lighted up
again, but that time is well in the
future.

In this connection, it’s also be-
come known that the MAC has
offered one of its four loop "A”
first-run theatres, the Century, for
sale for commercial purposes, al-

though the house continues in op-
eration and has bookings which
should • keep it lighted for many
months at least.

SHU Plenty Healthy
While the non-TV area, compris-

ing more than 99% of the territory
in point of space, undoubtedly, for
the most part, shows a boxoffice

drop from the recent peak periods,
it’s still plenty healthy in the ag-
gregate, acc. .'ding to percentage
picture returns and knowledge
available in the exchanges here.
Also, the outlook is considered
very good.

in a conciliatory

Minneapolis Area Bullish
Minneapolis, April 1.

This Minneapolis film exchange

moX by plenty the !
territory. including Minnesota,

*
# , I ATA»»rh fir

flareups against pix.

What’s specifically feared is any

snowballing of agitation against

pix which indiscriminately are la-

beled anti-American either via

story material or personnel. Since

the Jean Muir episode, it’s ob-

served, right-wingers in various

fields have been increasingly irn
• . . ’ — — 2 w i-1. K

North and South Dakota and west-

ern Wisconsin, hasn't been hit by
abnormal theatre shutterings 6o

far. In fact, it has escaped almost

unscathed from visible damage of

some other areas, where TV has
been getting in hefiy licks. But
in the twin cities of Minneapolis

and St. Paul, some of the fringe

St. Louis Survey
St. Louis, April 1. -

Survey on theatre openings and
closing in the St. Louis trade area
shows that five years ago there
was a total of 625 houses. Of those,

40 were closed; 39 new ones have
been built, making 624 now oper-

ating.

Drive-ins constructed in the past
five years total 87. These are di-

vided into 35 in Missouri (includ-

ing seven in St. Louis County), 43
in Illinois, four in Kentucky, one
in Iowa, one in Indiana and two in

Arkansas. ^
Five years ago there were 110

houses in St. Louis and St, Louis
County. Of these, 28 have closed,

one new has been built and 83 are
now operating.

Television, drive-ins, lack of
grade A films and trend, of popula-
tion to move westward into St
Louis County are blamed for the
shutterings in St. Louis. All ex-

change managers say outstanding
pix will do fine biz; they just can’t

get big grosses for others.

oetuous in p’acing the Communist independent neighborhood and..rii-| .Price of popcorn (buttered) lias

brand oft-times by innuendo, on bui-ban theatres are banging on by
f
risen to 20c per box; other confec-

persons and groups the skin of their teeth, and it may 1 tions also have been hiked in price.
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MAN TIME IS HERE AGAM!
AND THIS YEAR’S ALL NEW TARZAN
THRILLER brings Tarzan fighting his way
against fang/ claw and treachery***

against white killers and the taboo of

a fortune in diamonds!

MM!

Edgar Rice Burroughs

w .\v>.v.

IfX BARKER DOROTHY HART - PATRIC KNOWLES

CHARLES KORvIN .A. TOMMY CARLTON
Produced by SOL LESSER • Directed by CYRIL ENDFIELD

Screenplay by CYRIL HUME and HANS JACOBY & SHIRLEY WHITE

ftittribvhMl by

R K Q
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Col Story Ed
Cdntlntttd from page 2

WnDla Fix for IS, years, fiaving

started in New York as e reader.

Previously she was a secretary for

Pa
wmiam

t

A? Wheeler, committee

investigator who did most of the

Sneer a witness has appeared be-

fore the Committee and has given

testimony to the effect that the

witness knew you were a member

of the Communist Party ^ in New

“I was,” she replied. She said

che ioined about 1935 or 1936, and

ouit in. 1940 or 1941 while still in

New York. She went to Holly-

wood in 1945, but never resumed

association with the Commies there.

She said her unit in New York was

largely composed of film- story

readers. .

“Did you know George Willnei;

in New York City?” asked Wheeler,

referring to’ the Hollywood writers'

agent whont the Committee has

named as a Commie. She. said the

only party member she recalled

from her New York days
,

was Lee
Sabinson. “I have a recollection,”

she testified, “of Lee Sabinson dis-

appearing, and I had a feeling that

he was gone forever. I have seen

him in the years? past; He has come
to Hollywood and he has produced

plays. But there never was a polit-

ical discussion I had assumed that

he was either’ out or gone.”
Knew Sabinson

“You knew Mr, Sabinson In

these groups?” “I knew, him- in*

the beginning of the group or to-

wards the beginning of the group."

Then, she Remembered more.
“I did : know . Nicholas Bela.

did know Lester fuller.”
“Lester . Puller is a writer?”

asked Wheeler,
“Yes, I. did npt.know the man as

a writer. I had a feeling that Les-

ter Fuller was all through. I.hSd
a feeling thakhe was as displeased

as I was, and then I didn't see

him for many years, -- I met him
around Hollywood and just said

‘Hello.’

“Then he was brought into the

studio on a job last year by some-
body else. I didn’t do anything
about it. It was many years since

I had been in the Party. I could
assume that it was many years

since he had been in the Party.

How could I go and say to the pro-

ducer, ‘You can’t hire this man
because he is a Party member,’ be-
cause I didn’t know.”

Miss Ettinger added that she
knew Martin Berkeley as a Party
member in New York, but said she
had never met John Howard Law-
son in New York. In response to

questions, she said that in her ca-

pacity as a story editor she knew
George Willner. -

“Did you "'favor ‘him in any way
in regard to hiring writers?”

“Mr. Wheeler, I never favored
agents. I favored writers with
agents, but it never came abou
because anybody belonged to an
agency.

,
{

“You mention George Willner.
That makes me feel I have to tell

you about a conversation I had at

Columbia with Mr. Kahane, who is

one of our vice-presidents. Mr.
Kahane asked me about my rela-

tionship with George Willner.”
“When?”

.

'

“During the period. I had left

Columbia, which was from May,
1947, until the end of November,
1947. Mr. Kahane said he had
gotten information from somebody
that when I left Columbia it was
for the purpose of going into busi-
ness with George Willner, and I

was going to get young writers to
write scripts and I was going to
sell these scripts to the studio with
the writer, and presumably these
writers were going to be Commu-
nists.

“This is, of course, ridiculous,
and I was amused by it at the time
because I didn’t realize the im-
plications in it.

“But I told him the whole story,
and he knew it,' and I have not only
the man I went into business with,
nut I have people in town with
w hom I discussed relationship with
this job, who knew about it.

’Now, the reason I left is be
cause there was a man who had
worked for Columbia, an assistant
to Mr, Cohn, and he left to join
•^at Goldstone; that is Milton Pick-
man. Milton had a high regard for

I had often talked to him
aoout a dream to buy my own
lones, hiring writers, writing
ci ipts and selling them to studios

^
enormous prices, because an

i

ln town
> Charlie Feldman,

*°uid sell scripts for $100,000 and

of registration of the manuscript
with the Screen Writers Guild.
Strawn *sald he had not registered
the story himself, but would not
answer other questions,
Wheeler interjected, “The logi-

cal person to register this would
$150,000. I had visions of being
very rich.” • _ .

Miss Ettinger explained the de- have J. H. Prior, fie having
tails of her short-lived business an interest in the manuscript.” No
venture aiid said emphatically that comment from Strawn,
Willner had no connection with

‘*sn ’t it -a fact*? continued

any part of it. She said Ctflm kept Wheeler, ‘.‘that J. Redmond Prior
calling her and telling her, “You Lester Cole?” * Strawn claimed
made a mistake,” and that she re- protection of the 5th Amend-
tumed to Columbia.

In response to questions, she ..p° y°u know Lester Cole?” “I

said she knew John Weber, an *be same answer to that

agent, but did not know whether
be had been a Communist in New Wheeler then claimed that

York. Strawn had done a rewrite of “Bad
“Was any pressure ever exerted Men of Tombstone” for Monogram,

on you from either John Weber or 3
JS0,,

W^ Edmond Prior. Srawn
George Willner in regard to hiring answer.

writers?” Mr. Strawn-, have you ever been
“Just the normal pressure of an 3 P3

i?
ber the Communist

agent saying, ‘This is a good Pa“y
.

?
J ™3S the next question,

writer’.” 1 decline to answer,” ^hat

The witness said that, at the re- w°und up Strawn’s testimony,

quest of the committee, she fiad Eugene Fleury, who appeared
gone through the list of all writers without counsel, said he is an' in-
hired by Columbia from 1945 and structor at the Art Center School
that “there are over 900 names on iu L. A. Before going into the
the list.” service in 1943, he had worked five

Wheeler went over the list and years for Walt Disney and then
said, “I have recognized 38 as hav- as a background painter for the
ing been identified as having been Leon Schlesinger unit at Warnei
members of the Communist Party.” Bros.

He continued: Fleury said that before going
“I notice here that on Oct. 24, into the Army he had belonged for

1946, Ben Barzman was hired. Do a short while to the Communist
you recall the circumstances?” Party, then known as the “Commu-
Miss Ettinger said she couldn’t re- nist Political Association. He said

call, and had even called the pro- be had attended meetings at “Bill

ducer in an effort to find out. Pomeraqtz’s home.”
“Who was the producer?” Wheeler asked him, “Bill Pome-
“Jules Schermer. He fs no rantz is the former executive sec-

longer at Columbia. He is at Fox.” retary of the Screen Writers’

Quizzed On Bercovicl Guild?” “I believe he eventually

Asked about the hiring of Leo- became that, yes.

nardo Bercovici in 1950, Miss Ettin- He said there had also been
ger said “a deal was made between meetings at the home of David Hil-

Sylvan Simon and, I think, Ray berman, a former animator for

Stark,” and that she had nothing Walt Disney. The witness said he
to do with it. She couldn’t remem- knew Edward Biberman, formerly

ber details in connection with the a teacher with the Art Center
hiring of Martin Berkeley in 1945 School,

or Alvah Bessie in 1946. He 3ls0 recalled that John Mc-
Wheeler asked about Lester Grew,

^
an * animator with Leon

Fuller, hired In October, 1949, to Schlesinger Productions, had been

work* on an idea called “A Day in *n his unit, which also contained

the Life of a Detective.” She re- other cartoonists, but no other pic-

membered- about this.
*-ure Pe°Ple *

.
“We had a man at the studio who Pay ,J

rank
» 3 n3

J
ive

is no longer there—Erwin Gelsey,” Pittsburgh, told the committee she

she said, “Erwin was a man who worked for Richfield Oil for several

had worked on the script after the years to 1
?
42

. when she worked

writers had worked on it. He *or week, 3S a secretary for

worked very close with Jerry Bres- •ep5.Jf!J2r'
Ifir Jerry lied £?one through severe ^ work for MCA b.s & secretary,

headaches because we had a writer p
ou it for quite a while and nothing Ldlreetnced^nd wa" a cot
bad baPPfn?^,®r come through to

-trit)Ut0r to the F. Hugh Herbert

H » M -M-1

Clips From Film Row
* ****** *«<» 4*4! 4-4-4 4 4 lUUU I HMiU l im ir

NEW YORK
Charles Reagan, Metro sales

chief, this week told branch man-
agers in Atlanta, Dallas, New Or-
leans and Oklahoma City to lend a
hand to any exbibs In their respec-
tive exchange areas who were
seriously affected by the recent
southwest tornado disaster. In tele-

grams to the field men, Reagan
suggested that local exhibitor
eaders be contacted for informal
tion concerning storm victims.
Vincent Jefferds, former veepee

of Times Square Stores, N. Y>-

oined the Character Merchandis-
ing division of Walt Disney Product
tions, to coordinate national ad-
vertising tie-ins with Disney’s up-
coming release, “Peter Pan,” and
other pbc.
Former Shore Road Theatre, in

he Bay Ridge sector of Brooklyn,
converted into Crawford - Clothes
«tore; second story leased to Met-
ropolitan Life.

.

Sales promotional piece in the
« Vertton.

xOrm of a colorful travel folder has
,

Residents in HiKbland, 111,, snap-

been prepared by Columbia on ^d anni of Die Keraaotes fam-

present and forthcoming product. |ly> Springfield, 111 in the picture

•Cover shows the “S. S, Columbia” biz this month. As part of • anni

and copy reads: “Travel Tip. Go celebration, owners of house fixed

Places with Columbia Now. Climb 50c price for an entire family, re-

Aboatd 'Today . . . Smooth Sailing of on Tuesday and
All the Way.” Accordian-typei Wednesday nights this month,

mailer lists 15 pix set for release
up to July and lists five pix either
in production or being prepared

, ....
or the cameras. I

Ed Lurie, United Artists

satisfy Mr, Cohn.
. _ . t . _ -c „ « show, “Meet Corliss Archer.”

Known professionally as Anne Ray,
sard that he thought he was very ^ married Melvin Frank, a writer,
bright, and he talked to. Jerry about -

n
the job. Jerry asked me to call “Have you ever been a member
his agent, who was George Willner, 0f Communist Party?” she was
and have him come jn, He talked

to him and he liked him. Lester «Yes, I have.” She said she
Fuller came to work.

/t joined in 1943 “through a friend

“I again say that I hadn’t talked of mine, Mrs. Meta Rosenberg.”
to Lester in 10 of-11 years. I had. She attended several meetings of

no idea what his party affiliations what appeared to be a unit of radio

were. I occasionally passed him people whom she didn’t know,
in Hollywood and said, ‘hello’. I Then she went to New York. On
had not discussed anything with returning to the Coast she joined

him. I couldn’t go to the producer another Commie unit,

and say, ‘This man is a Commu- Shortly after her marriage in

nist.’ ‘ I didn’t know.”
Miss Ettinger was asked about a

long list of Red front organizations

She said she had never belonged
to any of them on the Coast.

Strawn Called

January, 1944, she told her hus-
band about her Communist mem-
bership.
“Over his strenuous objections,”

she testified, “I continued the

meetings. My attendance was occa-

Arthur Strawn, who had Robert sional and irregular, however,

W, Kenny and Ben Margolis as his amounting to no- more than six or

attorneys, as did the others who seven in all.
, „ .

refused to answer questions, said Because her b}*skand was v -

that after newspaper work and
J*
nt}Lop t̂

e
v
d

..

tl“

M
™y

Frank emit
writing in the east he came fo Hoi- ln

,

the P*”* Mrs. Frank quit

lywood about 1935 or 1938. He early 111 1945 -

said that during the war he pro- Shayne Roughed Up
duced Air Force training pictures Robert Shayne, a film, radio and

at Wright Field, where he left with television actor for many years,

a captain’s commission. another.witness, told the committee

Strawn listed his screen and he had joined the Commies in New
stage credits, and Wheeler asked York in 1935 and had quit after a

him about “Twilight Street.” few months.

Strawn recalled it. Shayne was rough* J up once or

“Did you write this manuscript twice by Rep. Jackson as “not be-

in conjunction with another au- ing completely frank” in his tesu-

thor?” was the next question. mony and, in turn, claimed the

Strawn consulted with his coun- committee’s subpoena had cost him

sel, and then replied to Wheeler: his job.
, . , _ ,

_
“I think these gentlemen are Following day, Prokop Jack Pro-

trving to link me up with someone kop showed up. accompanied by

else who has been mentioned in his counsel, Ben Margolis. The tes-

th-e hearings. I find that I must timony does not disclose the nature

refuse to answer under the 5th of his business, but he said his

Amendment, on the ground that business address was at 10,97^W.

my answer may tend to menminate Pmo in LA.* f2
before coming to the U. S.

However, he refused to answer

questions about whether he was a

member of the party i— L, A. under

the name of Jack Frank. The com-

mittee claimed he belonged to the

Benjamin Franklin Commy Club

in L. A.

new 500-car ozoher for July open-
ing near Metropolis,’ 111.

Donald R. Tolliver, owner of
Ritz, Carmi, 111., purchased the
ozoner near Carmi from Bartls. P.
Williams of Carmi and $. R. Stan-
ley of Crossville, 111,

The Madlsqn, Kinmubdy, 111.,

lighted by Carl ,E>pnlap, owner-
manager, New house was built on
site of the old Kinmundy that was
shuttered when it ran into financial
facelifting.
The Capitol, Benton, III,, a Fox>

Midwest Theatres house, slated for
Easter opening after completion of
facelifting.
Jack Campbell, manager of

Globe in Christopher, 111., elected
head of Merchants and Buslness^-
ttien’s Assn, there.

. Joe Nickolick and associates, Mt.
Vernon, I1L, operating an—ozoner
near Mt. Vernon, Ind,, have pur-
chased a drive-in hear Evansville,
Ind., from Col.' Thomas Baldwin,
now in Navy, and John H. Leffel,

MINNEAPOLIS
... ex-

Maxlne Keith, appointed head of ploiteer beating drums for “Green
radio and TV promotion at United Glove,” current Lytic offering.

Artists* Harry B. French, Minnesota
Phil Cowan* onetime with Eagle Amus, Co. prexy, back from Flori-

Lion, has joined Universal’s da vacation
.
with health restored*

flackery for special job on “Bend Earl Perkins resigned as War-
of the River.” ner office manager to 'return to
Dave Canavan, head of RKO drive-in chain in which he has* a

Theatres -Maintenance and Con- financial stake,
struction Dept., resigned effective More local Independent nabes
Friday (28). However, he’s being admitting children under 12 free
retained as a Consultant. when accompanied by parents,

Irving Sherman, personnel direc- Twin City Rapid Transit Co.,

tor of Columbia, named to serve in operating streetcar and bus sys-

added capacity of office manager, tern, trying to enlist downtown
Leonard Beier, Columbia press- theatre interests in campaign to

book, dept., awarded Citation of induce city council to lift ban on
Merit by Muscular Dystrophy Assn, overweight buses which would re-
for his voluntary work on the place streetcars. Company trying
group’s newspaper. to sell theatres on the idea that
•Norman H. Moray, Warner’ Bros.’ this would improve transportation,

shorts subjects topper and prexy Ralph Maw, Metro district man*
of 'Warnejr Pathe News, to the Coast ager, to Biloxi, Miss., to seek
for talks with Jack L. Warner and asthma relief in clinic there.
Gordon Hollingshegd,
shorts producer.

CHICAGO

me.
“With whom did you write it?”

“I claim the 5th Amendment on

that, too.” , ^ .

“Do you know J. Redmond Prior

—J. R. Prior?”
“I decline to answer that ques-

tion on the same grounds.”

Wheeler produced the certificate

company’s
|

Susan Cabot here this week for
personal appearance at State for
opening of “Battle At Apache
Pass.”

Republic adopted suggestion of
Ray Harrington named manager Joe Loeffler, local branch man-

of the Homewood, which was re- ager, to substitute “Jeannie” for
opened by group of neighborhood “Song qf Youth” as title of its film>

merchants. ^ • about Stephen Foster.
Palace Theatre, which reopens Neighborhood theatre ads more

April 12, will have a new screen frequently offer patrons free tick-
and sound system. ets fan ensuing Show if they don’t
The 32 W. Randolph Corp„ like current attraction,

lessor of the Oriental Theatre Minnesota Amus. has “Quo
grounds, dropped from the $25,- Vadis” set for Duluth, Rochester,
000,000 suit against the major com- Winona and St. Cloud, Minn.; Su-
panies by Eddie Silverman and perior, Wis.; Fargo, N. D., and
Essaness

#
circuit, by the order of Sioux Falls, S. D.

Judge William Campbell; Pie-eating contests are the latest

George Huntsinger unshutter- stunts used by Twin Cities nabe
ing the Woodlawn, closed since the theatres in efforts to bolster biz.

first of year. The independent Royal in St. Paul
Colony Theatre installing a new is first to hold one on its stage

screen. [ once a week.
Dolph Lain named district man-

ager of Encyclopaedia Britannica rnTrcni mr*ur
Films in Oregon with John Hof- * ** IoJ5UKfjrri
strand, who handled both Oregon Edwin P. Brown, son of late Ben
and Washington, now boss for lat- Brown, long-time head of WB
ter only. . sound department here, added an-
Tom McConnell, attorney, filed other theatre to his string, the

a plea for Towne Theatre in the State in Erie.
Standard Theatres’ Riverside case' Manant Family transferred the
asking for dismissal of the suit. Grand in Carnegie to Mrs. C. E.
Riverside is asking that Towne be Herman and sold the Dixie to the
enjoined from asking for prior bid- J. W. Holland Chevrolet dealers,

ding on pictures. The houses are Associated Drive-In Theatre*
in Milwaukee. * here, directed by Norbert Stern,

acquired the new Rose Drive-In at
nrp * tto Harrison City,
jl* L.V-MJ1D Sid Cooper, new UA branch

F. Ryan sold his ozoner in Wau- manager in New Haven, started

kegan, 111., to Wayne Smith, head with company as student salesman
of Egyptian Theatre Corp., and here several years ago.

Frank Glenn, Tamaroa, 111., both Sid Pink, former local exhib

of whom own other drive-ins. who now books UA theatres in Los
Opening night gross of the Gem, Angeles, is on leave of absence

an ozoner near Quincy, 111., do- from that company to handle dls-

nated to Blessing Hospital Worn- tribution arrangements for Arch
en’s Board by Robert Ellery. Oboler’s picture. “The TwOnlcy.’

Seven ozoners in St. Louis John Zommr resigned his sales

County opened March 28. berth at Monogram to go with U

A

The Princess, a unit of the in similar capacity whije Jack

Komm Circuit here, relighted Weltner, ex-Mono salesman, joined

after face-lifting. UA as a booker.

Hall Walsh, Prairie District Harris circut returned Bill Zeilor

manager for Warner, back on job to J. P. Harris Downtown as its

after being sidelined by illness. manager again; replaces .Sam De-
World preem of “Pride of St. Fazio, transferred to South Hills as

Louis,” Dizzy Dean pix, slated for replacement for Joe Biele. Latter

Missouri Theatre, one of Fanchon resigned to go into banking biz.

& Marco’s deluxers, April 11. Warren Wurdoch is back at Unl-
20th-Fox plans saturation book- versal on booking staff following

ings to include 150 other cities in year’s service in the Navy.

St. Louis trade area and 200 others Don C. Hayman, of Uniontown,
in the Kansas City, Mo., district, who owns theatres in Tunnelton and
Screen and baseball stars, includ- Belington, W. Va., off for Holly-

ing Dean, will come here for open- wood to handle personal publicity

ing. for Clyde Beatty for fifth straight

Massac Amus. Co. readying a year on L. A. date of circus.
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MAN TIME IS HERE AGAIN

!

«•

AND THIS YEAR’S ALL NEW TARZAN
THRILLER brings Tarzan fighting his way
against fang, claw and treachery*.*

against white killers and the taboo of

a fortune in diamonds!

Ff’

Edgar Rice Burroughs
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LEX BARKER - DOROTHY HART PATRIC KNOWLES

CHARLES ROM »JS* TOMMY CARLTON
Produced by SOL LESSER • Directed by CYRIL ENDFIELD

Screenplay by CYRIL HUME and HANS JACOBY & SHIRLEY WHITE

Dittributal by

R K Q
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Col Story Ed
Continued from juir* 2

mmWa PI* for 15vye,rs’ Bayta*

Sted in New York as .- reader,

previously she was * secretary for

^wmiM^A? Wheeler, committee

investigator who did most of the

questioning, said to her, "Miss Kt-

Sneer, a witness has appeared be.

fire the Committee and has given

testimony to the effect that the

Witness knew you were a member

„£ the Communist Party-in New
y
°n was,” she replied. She said

<?he ioined about 1935 jot 1936, and

auit in 1940 or 1941 while still in

S, York. She went to Holly-

wood in 1945, hut never resumed
Association with the Commies there.

She said her unit in New York was

largely composed of film- story.

“Did you know George Willner;

In New York City?” asked Wheeler,

referring to' the Hollywood writers’

agent whom the Committee has

named as a Commie. She said the

only party member she recalled

from her New York days
,

was Lee
Sabinson. “I have a recollection,”

she testified, “of Lee Sabinson dis-

appearing, and X bad a feeling that

he was gone forever. I have seen

him in the years past; He has come
to Hollywood and he has produced
plays. But there, never was a polit-

ical discussion* I had assumed that

he was either' out or gone.”
Knew Sabinson

“You knew Mr.. Sabinson in

these groups?” “I knew, him- inf

the beginning of the group or to-

wards the beginning of the group.”
Then, she remembered more.
“I did know,. Nicholas Bela,

did know Lester ^Fuller.”

“Lester. Fuller is a writer?”

asked Wheeler*
“Yes, I did not.know the man as

a writer. I had a feeling that Les-

ter Fuller was all through. I. hid
a feeling that.he was as displeased

as I was, and then I didn’t see
him for many years. I met him
around Hollywood and just said

‘Hello.’

“Then he was brought into the
studio on a job last year by some
body else. I didn't do anything
about it. It was many years since
I had been in the Party. I could
assume that it was many years
since he had been in the Party.
How could I go and say to the pro-
ducer, ‘You can’t hire this man
because he is a Party member,’ be-
cause I didn’t know.”
Miss Ettinger added that she

knew Martin Berkeley as a Party
member in New York, but said she
had never met John Howard Law-
son in New York. In response to
questions, she said that in her ca-
pacity as a story editor she knew
George Willner.
“Did you "favor film in any way

in regard to hiring writers?
“Mr. Wheeler, I never .

favored
agents. I favored writers with
agents, but it never came about
because anybody belonged to an
agency.

“You mention George W'illner.
That makes me feel I have to tell

you about a conversation I had at
Columbia with Mr. Kahane, who is

one of our vice-presidents. Mr.
Kahane asked me about my rela-
tionship with George Willner.”
“When?”
“During the period. I had left

Columbia, which was from May,
1947, until the end of November,
1947. Mr. Kahane said he had
gotten information from somebody
that when I left Columbia it was
for the purpose of going into busi-
ness with George Willner, and I
was going to get young writers to
write scripts and I was going to
sell these scripts to the studio with
the writer, and presumably these
writers were going to be Commu-
nists.

“This is, of course, ridiculous,
and I was amused by it at the time
because I didn’t realize the Im-
plications in it.“But I told him the whole story,
ana he knew it, and I have not only
tne man I went into business with,
nut I have people in town with

y
nom I discussed relationship with

tnis job, who knew about it.
Now, the reason I left is be-

v,

a
«

l

i

e
,

t ^iere was a man who had
*or Columbia, an assistant

v,
,

S'* C°hn
» an(* he left to join

Coldstone; that is Milton Pick-
^n

*

,
M

l
lton a high regard for

*lad often talked to him
<?inru

a
,

d
.

r
?ain to buy my own

BoHrvf
5

' firing writers, writing
P s and selling them to studios

apf.nf°-
rmous Prices, because an

vnnu
In t°wn, Charlie Feldman,

uld sel1 scripts for $100,000 and

$150,000. I had visions of being
very rich.”

Miss Ettinger explained the de-
tails of her short-lived business
venture and said emphatically that
Willner had no connection with
any part of it. She said C6hn kept
callifag her and telling her, “You
made a mistake,” and that she re-
turned to Columbia.

In response to questions, she
said she knew John Weber, an
agent, but did not know whether
he had been a Communist in New
York.
“Was any pressure ever exerted

on you from either John Weber or
George Willner in regard to hiring
writers?”

“Just the normal pressure of an
agent saying, ‘This is a' good
writer’.”

The witness said that, at the re-
quest of the committee, she had
gone through the list of all writers
hired by Columbia from 1945 and
that “there are over 900 names on
the list.”

Wheeler went over the list and
said, “I have recognized 38 as hav-
ing been identified as having been
members of the Communist Party.”
He continued:

“I notice here that on Oct. 24,
1946, Ben Barzman was hired. Do
you recall the circumstances?”
Miss Ettinger said she couldn’t re-
call, and had even called the pro-
ducer in an effort to find out.
“Who was the producer?”
“Jules Schermer. He Is no

longer at Columbia, He is at Fox.”

Quizzed On Bercovlci'
Asked about the hiring of Leo-

nardo Bercovici in 1950, Miss Ettin-
ger said “a deal was made between
Sylvan Simon and, I think, Ray
Stark,” and that she had nothing
to do with it. She couldn’t remem-
ber details in connection with the
hiring of Martin Berkeley in 1945
or' Alvah Bessie in 1946.

Wheeler asked about Lester
Fuller, hired in October. 1949, to

work on an idea called “A Day in

the Life of a Detective.” She re-

membered- about this.

“We had a man at the studio who
is no longer there—Erwin Gelsey,”
she said, “Erwin was a man who
had worked on the script after the
writers had worked on it. He
worked very close with Jerry Bres-
ler. Jerry .had gone through severe
headaches because we had a writer
on it for quite a while and nothing
had happened or come through to

satisfy Mr. Cohn.
“Erwin met Lester Fuller and

said that he thought he was very
bright, and he talked to Jerry about
the job. Jerry asked me to call

his agent, who was George Willner,
and have him come in. He talked
to him and he liked liim. Lester
Fuller came to work.

“I again say that I hadn’t talked

to Lester in 10 of-ll years. I had.

no idea what his party affiliations

were. I occasionally passed him
in Hollywood and said, ‘hello’. I

had not discussed anything with
him. I couldn’t go to the producer
and say, ‘This man is a Commu-
nist.’ • I didn’t know.”
Miss Ettinger was asked about a

long list of Red front organizations.

She said she had never belonged
to any of them on the Coast.

Strawn Called
Arthur Strawn, who had Robert

W. Kenny and Ben Margolis as his

attorneys, as did the others who
refused to answer questions, said

that after newspaper work and
writing in the east he came to Hol-
lywood about 1935 or 1936. He
said that during the war he pro-

duced Air Force training pictures

at Wright Field, where he left with

a captain’s commission.
Strawn listed his screen and

stage credits, and Wheeler asked
him about “Twilight Street.”

Strawn recalled it.

“Did you write this manuscript
in conjunction with another au-

thor?” was the next question.

Strawn consulted with his coun-

sel, and then replied to Wheeler:
“I think these gentlemen are

trying to link me up with someone
else who has been mentioned in

the hearings. I find that I 'must

refuse to answer under the 5th

Amendment, on the ground that

my answer may tend to incriminate

me.”
“With whom did you write it?”

“I claim the 5th Amendment on

that, too.”

“Do you know J. Redmond Prior

. j Prior?”
“I decline to answer that ques

tion on the same grounds.”

Wheeler produced the certificate
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of registration of the manuscript
with the Screen Writers Guild.
Strawn *said he had not registered
the story himself, but would not
answer other questions.
Wheeler interjected, “The logi-

cal person to register this would
have been J. R. Prior, he having
an interest in the manuscript.” No
comment from Strawn.

“
Isi^ it a fact!’ continued

Wheeler, ‘.‘that J. Redmond Prior
Is Lester Cole?” .Strawn claimed
the protection of the 5th Amend-
ment.
“Do you know Lester Cple?” “I

will make the same answer to that
question.”

Wheeler then claimed that
Strawn had done a rewrite of “Bad
Men of Tombstone” for Monogram,
also with J. Redmond Prior. Srawn
declined to answer,
“Mr. Strawn, have you ever been

a member of the Communist
Party?” was the next question.

“I decline to answer.” That
wound up Strawn’s testimony.

Eugene Fleury, • who appeared
without counsel, said he is an in-
structor at the Art Center School
in L. A. Before going into' the
service in 1943, he had worked five
years for -Walt Disney and then
as a background painter for the
Leon Schlesinger unit at Warnef
Bros.

Fleury said that before going
into the Army he had belonged for
a short while to the Communist
Party, then known as the Commu-
nist Political Association. He said
he had attended meetings at “Bill
Pomerantz’s home.”
Wheeler asked him, “Bill Pome-

rantz is the former executive sec-
retary of the Screen Writers’
Guild?” “I believe he eventually
became that, yes.”
He said there had also been

meetings at the home of David Hil-
berman, a former animator for
Walt Disney. The witness said he
knew Edward Biberman, formerly
a teacher with the Art Center
School.
He also recalled that John Mc-

Grew, an .animator with Leon
Schlesinger Productions, had been
in his unit, which also contained
other cartoonists, but no other pic-
ture people.

Anne. Ray Frank, a native of
Pittsburgh, told the committee she
worked for Richfield Oil for several
years up to 1942, when she worked
for one week as a secretary for
Samuel Goldwyn. Then she went
to work for MCA as a secretary.
The following year she began to
write for radio. Mrs. Frank said
she had freelanced and was a con-
tributor to the F. Hugh Herbert
show, “Meet Corliss Archer.”
Known professionally as Anne Ray,
she married Melvin Frank, a writer,
in 1944.

“Have you ever been a member
of the Communist Party?” she was
asked.

“Yes, I have.” She said she
joined in 1943 ‘‘through a friend
of mine, Mrs. Meta Rosenberg.”
She attended several meetings of
what appeared to be a unit of radio
people whom she didn’t know.
Then she went to New York. On
returning to the Coast she joined
another Commie unit.

Shortly after her marriage in

January, 1944, she told her hus-
band about her Communist mem-
bership.
“Over his strenuous objections,”

she testified, “I continued the
meetings. My attendance was occa-

sional and irregular, however,
amounting to no- more than six or

seven in all.”

Because her husband was “vio-

lently opposed to my membership,
in the Party,” Mrs. Frank quit

early in 1945.

Shayne Roughed Up
Robert Shayne, a film, radio and

television actor for many years,

another witness, told ther committee

he had joined the Commies in New
York in 1935 and had quit after a

few months.

Shayne was rough. J up once or

twice by Rep, Jackson as “not be-

ing completely frank” in his testi-

mony and, in turn, claimed the

committee’s subpoena had cost him
his job.

Following day, Prokop Jack Pro-

kop showed up.
.

accompanied by

his counsel, Ben Margolis. The tes-

timony does not disclose the nature

of his business, but he said his

business address was at 10,974 W.
Pico in L. A. A naturalized citizen,

Prokop said he was not a Commie
before coming to the U. S.

However, he refused to answer

questions about whether he was a

member of the party i~ L. A. under

the name of Jack Frank. The com-

mittee claimed he belonged to the

Benjamin Franklin Commy Club

in L. A.

Charles Reagan, Metro sales
chief, this week told branch man-
agers In Atlanta, Dallas, New Or-
leans and Oklahoma City to lend a
hand to any exhlbs in their respec-
tive exchange areas who were
seriously affected by the recent
southwest tornado disaster. In tele-
grams to the field men, Reagan
suggested that local exhibitor
leaders be contacted for informa-
tion concerning storm victims.

Vincent Jefferds, former veepee
of Tirries Square Stores, N. Yr
joined the Character Merchandis-
ing division of Walt Disney Produc-*
tions, to coordinate national ad-
vertising tie-ins with Disney’s up-
coming release, “Peter Pan,” and
other pix.
Former Shore Road Theatre, in

the Bay Ridge sector of Brooklyn,

-

converted into Crawford • Clothes
store; second story leased .to Met-
ropolitan Life.

,

Sales promotional piece in the
form of a colorful travel folder has
been prepared by Columbia on
present and forthcoming product.
Cover shows the “S. S, Columbia”
and copy reads: “Travel Tip. Go
Places with Columbia Now. Climb
Aboard 'Today . . . Smooth Sailing
All the Way.” Accordian-type
mailer lists 1,5 pix set for release
up to July and lists five pix either,
in production or being prepared
for the cameras.
Maxine Keith, appointed bead of

radio and TV promotion at United
Artists.

Phil Cowan, onetime with Eagle
Lion, has joined Universal’s
flackery for special job on “Bend
of the River.”
Dave Canavan, head- of RKO

Theatres -Maintenance and Con-
struction Dept., resigned effective
Friday (28). However, he’s being
retained as a consultant.

Irving Sherman, personnel direc-
tor of Columbia, named to serve in
added capacity of office manager.
Leonard Beier, Columbia press-

book
,
dept., awarded Citation of

Merit by Muscular Dystrophy Assn,
for his voluntary work on the
group’s newspaper,
Norman H. Moray, Warner' Bros.’

shprts subjects topper and prexy
of Warner Pathe News, to the Coast
for talks with Jack L. Warner and
Gordon HoUingshead, company’s
shorts producer.

CHICAGO
Ray Harrington named manager

Of the Homewood, which was re-
opened by group of neighborhood
merchants. «•

Palace Theatre, which reopens
April 12, will have a new screen
and sound system.
The 32 W. Randolph Corp.,

lessor of the Oriental' Theatre
grounds, dropped from the $25,-
000,000 suit against the major com-
panies by Eddie Silverman and
Essaness circuit, by the order of
Judge William Campbell.

George Huntsinger unshutter-
ing the Woodlawn, closed since the
first of year.

Colony Theatre installing a new
screen.

Dolph. Lain named district man-
ager of Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films in Oregon with John Hof-
strand, who handled both Oregon
and Washington, now boss for lat-
ter only.
Tom McConnell, attorney, filed

a plea for Towne Theatre in the
Standard Theatres’ Riverside case
asking for dismissal of the suit.

Riverside is asking that Towne be
enjoined from asking for prior bid-
ding on pictures. The houses arc
in Milwaukee.

ST. LOUIS
F. Ryan sold his ozoner in Wau-

kegan, 111., to Wayne Smith, head
of Egyptian Theatre Corp., and
Frank Glenn, Tamaroa, 111., both
of whom own other drive-ins.
Opening night gross of the Gem,

an ozoner near Quincy, 111., do-
nated to Blessing Hospital Wom-
en’s Board by Robert Ellery.

Seven ozoners in St. Louis
County opened March 28.

The Princess, a unit of the
Komm Circuit here, relighted
after face-lifting.

Hall Walsh, Prairie District

manager for Warner, back on job
after being sidelined by illness.

World preem of “Pride of St.

Louis,” Dizzy Dean pix, slated for
Missouri Theatre, one of Fanchon
& Marco’s deluxers, April 11.

20th-Fox plans saturation book-
ings to include 150 other cities in

St. Louis trade area and 200 others
in the Kansas City, Mo., district.

Screen and baseball stars, includ-
ing Dean, will come here for open-
ing.

Massac Amus. Co. readying a

new 500-car ozoner for July open-
ing near Metropolis; 111.

Donald R. Tolliver, owner of
Ritz, Carmi, 111., purchased the
ozoner near Carmi from Bartis P.
Williams of Carmi and S. R, Stan-
ley of Crossville, 111,

The Madisqn, Kinmufady, 111.*

lighted by Carl Dunlap, owner-
manager. New house was built on .

site of the old Kinmundy that was '

shuttered when it ran into financial
facelifting.
The Capitol, Benton, 111., a Fox*

Midwest Theatres house, slated for
Easter opening after completion of
facelifting.
Jack Campbell, manager of

Globe in Christopher, 111., elected
head of Merchants and Business-
men’s Assn, there,

. Joe Nickolick and associates, Mt.
Vernon, I1L, operating an—ozoner
near Mt. Vernon,, Ind., have pur-
chased a drive-in’ hear Evansville,
Ind., from Col.’ Thofnas Baldwin,
now in Navy, and John H. Leffel,
Mt. Vernon.

Residents in Highland, 111., shar-
ing 43d anni of the Kerasotes fam- .

ily, Springfield, 111., in the picture
biz this month. As part of anni
celebration,

1

owners or house fixed
50c price for an entire family, re-
gardless of size, on Tuesday and
Wednesday nights this month.

MINNEAPOLIS
Ed Lurie, United Artists” ex-

pioiteer beating drums for “Green
Glove,” current Lyric offering.
Harry B. French, Minnesota

Amus. Co, prexy, back from Flori-
da vacation with health restored*

Earl Perkins resigned as War-
ner office manager to return to
drive-in chain in which he has- a
financial stake.
More local Independent nabes

admitting children under 12 free
when accompanied by parents.
iVin City Rapid Transit Co.,

operating streetcar and bus sys-
tem, trying to enlist downtown
theatre interests in campaign to
induce city council to lift ban on
overweight buses which would re-
place streetcars. Company .trying
to sell theatres on the idea that
this would improve transportation.

Ralph Maw, Metro district man-
ager, to Biloxi, Miss., to seek
asthma relief in clinic there.
Susan Cabot here this week for

personal appearance at State for
opening of “Battle At Apache
Pass.”

Republic adopted suggestion of
Joe Loeffler, local branch man-
ager, to substitute “Jeannie” for
“Song of Youth” as title of its film,

about Stephen Foster.

Neighborhood theatre , ad^ more
frequently offer patrons free tick-
ets for ensuing show if they don’t
like current attraction.
Minnesota Amus. has “Quo

Vadis” set for Duluth, Rochester,
Winona and St, Cloud, Minn.; Su-
perior, Wis.; Fargo, N. D„ and
Sioux Falls, S. D.

Pie-eating contests are the latest
stunts used by Twin Cities nabe
theatres in efforts to bolster biz.

The independent Royal in St. Paul
is first to hold one on its stage
once a week.

PITTSBURGH
Edwin P. Brown, son of late Ben

Brown, long-time head of WB
sound department here, added an-
other theatre to his string, the
State in Erie.
Manant Family transferred the

Grand in Carnegie to Mrs. C. E.
Herman and sold the Dixie to the
J. W. Holland Chevrolet dealers.

Associated Drive-In Theatre*
here, directed by Norbert Stern,
acquired the new Rose Drive-In at
Harrison City,

Sid Cooper, new UA branch
manager in New Havep, started
with company as student salesman
here several years ago.

Sid Pink, former local exhib
who now books UA theatres in Los
Angeles, is on leave of absence
from that company to handle dis-

tribution arrangements for Arch
Oboler’s picture, “The TwOnky.”
John Zomnir resigned his sales

berth at Monogram to go with UA
in similar capacity while Jack
Weltner, ex-Mono salesman, joined
UA as a booker.

Harris circut returned Bill Zeilor
to J. P. Harris Downtown as its

manager again; replaces . Sam De-
Fazio, transferred to South Hills as
replacement for Joe Biele. Latter
resigned to go into banking biz.

Warren Wurdoch is back at Uni-
versal on booking staff following
year’s service in the Navy.
Don C, Hayman, of Uniontown,

who owns theatres in Tunnelton and
Belington, W. Va., off for Holly-
wood to handle personal publicity
for Clyde Beatty for fifth straight

I year on L. A. date of circus.



Inside New York— 50 years ago . >

.

Re-creating a corner of old New York for the theater is

a stage designer’s problem.
But re-creating it so that the color camera will see it

and the sound camera hear it as the eye saw it and the
ear heard it 50 years ago is quite another story.

It is in reducing problems of this character that the
Eastman Technical Service is of great service. Their
representatives collaborate with studio technicians;

they scrutinize the scenery, establish light and color

balandes; they help select type of film, color or black-

and-white, best to'use. Special laboratory procedures,

too, may be worked out to ensure precise processing—

*

all to make sure that every foot of film produces
best results.

To maintain this service, the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany has branches at strategic centers ... invites

inquiry on all phases of film use from all members of

the industry. Address:

i
•

.
* i

Motion Picture Flint Department •

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

fctsf Corn# Division

*42 Madison Avtnut, Nr* York 17, N. Y.

Midwost Division

137 North Wabash Avtnw*, Chicago 2, Illinois

W*Jt Coos# Division

6706 Santa Monica JMvd., Hollywood 3i, California
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BOSTON
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and ^‘Souvenir
0

.(Indie) Moderate
£4 500. Last week, "Mill on Po”
7&3E), $3,300 -

^ Boeton (RKO) (3,000: 40-05) —
“Meet Barmy Wilson’* (U) and
“Lady of. Burlesque" (Indie) (re-

issue); Thin. $0,500, Last week,
"Streetcar” (WB) '* and "Bitter

Spridw'Vtlndie), first time at pop

Prre^^OWr) (1,3*73; 40-35) —
“BURlW^W Afternoon” (WB) and
South Caliente” (Rep), Not

had - ‘iHiOOi'- Last week, “Phone
Cail' S^SSer*’ (20th) and "Plight

to MWrfl'iMono),- $6,000,
Memorial ,(RKO) (3,000; 40-85)

—

"Flesh and Fury” (U) and “Waeo”
(Mono). Fast $14,000. Last week,
“Bend of River” (U) and "Can't

Beat Iri$li” (Indie) (2d wk), $13,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 90-

*1 .25)—“Greatest Show” (Pat) (3d

wk). Dipping to $15,000 after socko

$25,000 for second.
Orpheum (LoeW)' (3,000; 40-85)

“African Queen” (UA) (2d wk).

Neat $16,500 after $24,500 for first.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

—“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB) and
“South Caliente” (Rep): Fine
$11,000. Last week, “Phone Call
Stranger” (20th) and “Flight to

Mars” (Mono), $11,500.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85) —

"African Queen” (UA) (2d wk).
Holding at big $10,500 after $16,-

500 for. first.
* 1

'River’ Fast $11,000 In

Buff.; 'Convicts’ Ditto

Buffalo', April 1.

This is a disappointing week all

around, with few new entries show-
ing much. .“The River” shapes tops
With nice session at the Center.
“Big Trees” is rated fairly good
at the Paramount while “My Six
Convicts” is heading for trim week
at Lafayette.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loewi) (3,500; 40-70) —

“Viva Zapata” (20th). Slow $10.-

00Q. Last week, “Wild North”
(M-G), $13,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—

“Big Trees” (WB) and “Waterfront
Women” (Indie). Fairly good $11,-
000. Last week, “Streetcar” (WB)
(9 days, $15,500.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—“The

River” (UA) and “Panelled Door”
(Indie). Nice $11,000* Last week,
“For Men Only” (Lip), and Strong-
hold” (Lip), $9,000. A ,

Lafayette (Basil) &,000; 40W0)—
“My Six Convicts” (Col) and “For-
bidden Land” (Indie). Trim $11,000
or near. Last week, "Steel Town”
(U) and “Great Adventure” (Lip),

$10 ,000 .

Century (20th Cent.) (3,000 40-
70) — “Five Fingera” (20th) and
“Hold That Line',’ (Mono). Oke
$9,000. Last week, “Hoodium
Empire” (Rep) “Pace That Thrills
(BKO), same.

~ 1 1 1 1 - 1

1

‘Streetcar’ Bangup 19G,

Mont’l; ‘ShoV $30,000, 3d
Montreal, April 1.

Figuring to cash in on the Acad
emy awards “Streetcar” was
brought back with big returns at
the Palace. “Greatest Show” is

still smash Jn third Loew’s week
Estimates for This Week

Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60) —
“Streetcar Named Desire” (WB)
Big $19,000. Last week, “I Want
You” (RKO), $14,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60) —
“Decision Before Dawn*’ (20th) (2d
wk). Okay $11,000 following first

week at solid $17,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60) —
“Lone Star” (M-G) (2d ttk). Oke
$9,000 after, stout $12,000 opener.
Loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 75-$1.13) —

“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d wk).
Holding at $30,000 after smash
$34,000 in second.''

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60) —
Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “West
Young Lady” (Col). Fine $11,000.
Last week, ."Flaming Feather”
(Par) and “Whip Hand” (Par),

$8 ,000 .

.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60) —

“Slaughter Trial” (RKO) and “At-
lantic City Honeymoon” (RKO).
Okay $6,000. Last week, “San
Francisco” (M-G) (reissue) and
“Jungle of Chang” (M-G), $7,000

'Port' Paces Portland’s

f
M. t,y YJ.W)

Portland, Ore., April L
Town is still loaded with travel-

ing name shows and advanced-
price pix but biz is still good at all

first-runs. “Quo Yadis” and
“Greatest' Show on Earth” look
great in fifth and third innings at
advanced prices. “Girl in Every
Port” shapes nice in two spots.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
• “Streetcar” (WB) and “Street

Bandits” (Rep) (2d wk); popular
prices. Good $6,400 in’ 5 days. Last
week, $13,800.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 90-
$1.50)— “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (5th

wk). Big $12,000. Last week,
$14,000.
Music Box (Hamrick) (900; 90-

$1.25)—“Salesman” (Col) (2d wk).
Nsg $2,500. Last week^ $3,700.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)

—

“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue) and
“Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono) (2d
wk) (m.o.). Big $1,400 in 3 days.
Last week, $6,500.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2.0Q0;
65-90) “Girl in Every Port*'
(RKO)- and “Chicago Calling”
(UA),T day-date with Orpheum.
Fine $5,500. Last week, ‘‘Viva Za-
pata!” (20th) and “As You Were”
(Indie), $5,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90)—“Girl in Every’ Port” (RKO)
and “Chicago Calling” (UA), also
Oriental. Nice $7,000. Last week,
“Viva Zapata!” (20th) and “As You
Were”. (Mono), $7,500,
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

90-$1.25)
—“Greatest Show” (Par)

(3d wk). Tall $14,000. Last week,
$18,000.
„ United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-
90)—“Bright Victory’ (U). Mild $6,-

500. Last week, “Belle of N. Y.”
(M-Q) (2d wk), $5,800.

Balfo Blah; Town’ Fair

$6,500, ‘Invitation’ 7]/2G
Baltimore, April 1.

Business is taking a dip here this,

week with no outstanding totals re-

ported.
'

“Invitation” shapes mild
at theN Town, but “Flesh and Fury”
is well-placed for daytime activity

at Keith’s. Remainder of list is

uneventful.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

70)—“Steel Town” (U). Fairish

$6,500. Last week, second of “Lone
Star” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-70) — “Okinawa” (RKO) and
“Purple Heart Diary” (RKO). Drab
$5,500, Last week, “Tembo” (RKO),
good $8,800.

tth's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

Studio Publicity Group
Advises on ‘Movietinre’

* Hollywood, April JL
Studio publicity directors com-

mittee of the Motion Picture ‘Assn,
of Ahreriea will function' In an- ad-
visory capacity on public relations
for the “Movietime” tours during
1952, Marvin Schenck, chairman of
COMPO's project, announced.
Schenck finalized the arrange-

ment in meeting with Duke Wales
and Alex Stvfelove, committee’s sec-
retary and 'Chairman, respectively,
and Lou Smith, COMPO's Holly-
wood secretary* Committee func-
tioned importantly in 1951 tour
setup. .;<•

'•

SWG-Highes
Continued from page -
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Kelt
70)—‘“Flesh and Fury” (U). Started
yesterday (Mon.). In ahead, “Great-
est Show” (Par) (5th wk-5"days),
good $8,000 after $10,300 for third

week. Grand total for run at 50c.-

$1.25 was rousing $98,000.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)

—

“Five Fingers” (20th) (2d wk).

Good $5,000 after $9,300 opener.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—

“Big Trees” (WB). Very dull

$6,000. Last week, “Streetcar”

(WB), popsCale, slight $7,300.

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)

—“Invitation” (M-G). Mild $7,500.

Last week, “Salesman” (Col) (2d

wk), $4,400.

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 9)

and “Superman vs. Molemen”
(Lip), $7,300 in 8 days.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,-

366; 65-90)—“Zapata!” (20th) and
“Tony Misbehaves” (Indie) (2d wk).

Fair $7,000. Last week, $9,300.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

—“Rancho Notorious” (RKO) and
“Pace Thrills” (RKO). Mild
$6,000. Last week, “Steel Town
(U) and “Danny Wilson” (U),

$7,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-

90)—“Latuko” (Indie). Solid $7,000.

Last week, “Salesman” (Col) (2d

wk), $3,800 at $1.25 top.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

*90)—“Just This Once” (M-G) and
“Corporal Dolan” (Rep). Dull $7,-

500. Last week, “Quo Vadis” (M-G)

(5th wk), $11,800 at $1.50 top.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65-

90)'
—“Streetcar” (WB) (2d wk).

Good $7,000. Last week, $10,700.

,
Faloxnar (Sterling) (1,350; 75-

I $1.25)—“First Time” (Col) (2d run)

with Andrews Sisters onstage. Big

$15,000 via Andrews' draw. Big-

gest budget show here in swne
time needed new $1.25, top night

admission. Last week. “Red Skies

Montana” (20th) and “Woman Is

Dangerous” (WB) (2d run), $3,200.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

90-$ 1 .25)—“Greatest Show” (Par)

(2d wk). Sturdy $13,000. Last

week, $17,500.

ply the “morals clause” to one of
its stars convicted “of the use of
marijuana.”

In reply to the Jarrico suit,

Hughes made public the following
statement:’

“I address to you, Mr. Jarrico;

“According to press reports, in
your statement to the court you
say that your refusal to answer the
question put to you by the Un-
American Activities Committee
does not entitle anyone to draw the
inference of guilt against you* . , ,

I do not think the public should
be forced to guess or conjecture
as to whether a man is a Commu-
nist. I think the public is entitled

to know. '

“If the public made a mistake in

its. interpretation of your refusal to

answer the committee's question,

then that is truly regrettable, and
it should by all means be correct-

ed. I should think you would he
more anxious than anyone else to

have this mistake corrected.

“If you refused to answer the

committee because of some reason
which we do not understand, won't
you please tell the public now, so

that we may all know the truth.

“Therefore, I ask you the ques-

tion: ‘Are you, or have you ever

been a member of the Communist
pai;ty?’ .

“If you have been misjudged,
there is a simple way to correct

the matter. Just answer the ques-

tion.”

Hughes has, further, publicly

challenged the guild to list all

members whose “political beliefs

might be repugnant”; how many
members have ever been connected

with officially designated Commu-
nist-front organizations; how many
of latter are on the executive

board; how long since these people

have been employed by the stu-

dios; why didn't guild make public

the fact thatian "authorized credit

panel” consisted of three SWG
members only, that RKO wasn't

represented or permitted to pre-

sent its case; whether it was true

that only two or three voted for

Jarrico credit, and who they were.

C0MP0 Prei
Continued from page 5

‘Miracle’ to Supreme Ct.
Continued from pag* i

press before ^publication Films are
a medium of communication within
the -protection of the First and
Fourteenth Amendments but yet
are dehied the press freedoms, the
brief states.

Flints’ ^Danger’
Appellant raps cerisorship ad-

vocates who insist that “the power
and influence of movies present a
danger that cah be met only by
regulation prior . to exhibition.''

This danger simply doesn't exist,

it's stated.
,

Elimination of censorship doesn't
mean, however, that the industry
would duck its responsibilities, the
brief notes, adding: “We are not
here concerned with punishment
after- distribution or exhibition, and
it is not urged that exhibitor?, dis-

tributors or producers of films

should be free from responsibility

for abuse of their constitutional

rights, it Is, on the contrary, urged
that subsequent punishment for

abuse is the appropriate remedy,
and the only remedy consistent

with the constitutional provisions
guaranteeing liberty of the press.!'

Appellant further argued that

the N. Y. decision violated the
constitutional guarantees of sepa-

ration. of church and state, and pf

religious, freedom. “Miracle” had
been found “sacrilege” in the N.Y.

ruling. Considering the beliefs of

the various faiths, London asserts

it’s impossible to be in agreement
with all creeds and equally impos-

sible to- determine where the dis-

agreement constitutes an abuse or

a sacrilege. As a matter of fact,

it’s added, the word “sacrilege” is

vague.
ip the church-state approach,

London declares that the effect of

the “Miracle” ban “was to impose
the religious views of a minority

upon all the citizens of the state.

The intense resentment of ‘ the

members of the other religious

groups in the state was the natu-

ral, foreseeable consequence of

any such intervention by the gov-

ernment in a matter relating to re-

ligion.”

“Only a group within the Roman
Catholic Church found ‘The Mir-

acle’ sacrilegious," it was said in

the appeal.

Barents and Teachers Amer-
ican Jewish Committee, Daughters
of the American Revolution, Prot-
estant Film Council, Father Hal-
loran, formerly president of St.

Louis University, and others. It

also -listed theatre exhibition,
without objection, in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, St.. Louis, Mem-
phis, Dallas and elsewhere.
One of the. exhibits In the ap-

peal papers was a letter from A. J.

Gilbert, of the Porche Theatre,
New Orleans,, to the Hollywood
Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles,
in whioh Gilbert referred to an
advertisement in VARrBTY on a
successful L. A. engagement Gil-

bert wrote that he understood the
picture showed men “stark naked”
and asked what was the reaction
thereto.

Dr. Flick, in an answer to the
appeal, -declared that an exhibition

“*

which includes “views of the gen-
ital organs of nude males” is “a
poor vehicle" through which to ed-
ucate American audiences In the
ways primitive tribes live—as the
museum contended. He continued
that there are “many' subjects of
truth which cannot be questioned,
which mi^bt he satisfactory to por-
tray in the classroom or .lecture
halls,, but- which become indecent

'

when given common exploitation
in places of amusement before
mixed audiences of males and fe-
males, of all ages and degrees of
maturity and understanding.”
The “widespread interest” which

the museum cited was, In Flick’*
opinion, caused by “the nudity pre-
sented herein,” not by the picture'*
“scientific and cultural” vi^ues.
The reviewing staff of the motion

picture department unanimously
turned down the picture when ap-
plication for license was filed In
January,

Balt* Cuts ‘Rashomon’
Baltimore, April 1.

Maryland State Film. Censor
Board was at it again last week,
ordering a slice in “Rashomon" at
the Little,: Cut of some^jtwo min-
utes in which a woman is dragged
into the woods, plus some change*
in subtitles, drew critical comment
by film reviewers in the local Sun-
papers. •

of 20th in its normal operations,

Skouras has been giving much at

tention to day-to-day developments
with the Eidophor theatre televi-

sion system, rights to which are

owned by 20th. *

Mayer has been wanting out for

some time. He even booked passage

for the trek abroad a couple- of

times but cancelled them when it

became apparent that a successor

in the exec v.p. spot had yet to be
selected by the board.

His decision to shove off this

time makes it clear that time is

more important than ever in elect-

ing a president to succeed Ned E.

Depinet, since it already has been
decided to hold off on selecting

the new exec v.p. until the new
prexy moves in.

Mayer’s final day on the job will

be May 2, leaving only four wweks
in which to decide upon the new
slate. Presumably; it would be

desirable tof have the new v.p. on

the scene ' it least two weeks in

advance of Mayer’s departure so

that the latter -could personally

acquaint him with the post.

Meanwhile, Mayer wants it clear

that COMPO is continuing to func-

tion at full steam, despite the ab-

sence of a successor to him or

Depinet. Mayer, special counsel

Robert W. Coyne and ad-pub chief

Charles McCarthy have been press-

ing daily to avoid any lull in

COMPO’s organizational activities,

it’s stressed.

Rap ‘Latuko’ Nudity

Albany, April 1.

“Latuko,” showing the life arid

customs of a tribe iu Equatoria,

cannot be exhibited in New York
State theatres with scenes deplet-

ing nude males and their genital

organs. The Board of Regents so

ruled Friday (28) in voting to ap-

prove a report filed by a subcom-
mittee consisting of Regents Wil-

liam J. Wallin, John F. Brosnan

and Jacob L. Holtzman. They
viewed the picture at a special

screening in New York the week
before.
The Regents' decision called at-

tention to the fact that special pro-

vision is made under Section 123

of the Education La# for an ap-

plication to show a picture, not

publicly, as in. a place of amuse-
ment. The American Mus'eum of

Natural History, which appealed a

February ruling by Dr. Hugh M.
Flick, director of the Division of

Motion Pictures, State Education
Department,, denying a license for

“Latuko” unless all scenes of nude
male tribesmen were- deleted,

asked that the board give the film

special consideration,
.
in view of

its educational, scientific and cul-

tural value.
Museum President White said, in

a letter made part, of the record,

that if the Education Department
granted a license for theatrte ex-

hibition, the museum
,

would be
able to offset a probable $15,000

deficit in operations for the cur-

rent year. He added that denial

of the request would probably
force the institution to curtail Its

worthwhile activities.

The subcommittee's report said:

“The picture presents in color a

cross-section of the life and living

of the inhabitants of a small Afri-

can Village in the Sudan. The film

undoutedly has a certain scientific

and educational .value. In our
opinion, however, the parts re-

quired to be deleted are indecent

within the provisions of Section

122 of the Education Law.'”

The Museum appeal, filed

through Shearman & Sterling &
Wright, N. Y., cited endorsements
of the film—which it described as

a “faithful, authentic documentary”
—by the General Federation of

Women’s Clubs, National Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs, National

Par Case ‘Wedge’
Continued from page I

The jury set the damages at about
three times- the theatre profits, on
the ground that thiS Is what the
forced sale cost the Brookside cor-
poration.
“The trial court,” said the brief

of the majors, “permitted the in-
troduction in evidence of the origi-
nal petition, the bill of particulars,
the amended and supplemental
complaint, the findings of fact and
conclusions of law, the final de-
crees against Columbia, Universal
and United Artists, and the final

decree against Loew’s, Warner,
20th-Fox and National Theatres.

“Throughout the trial the de-
fendants contended that future
profits were not the proper meas-
ure of damages,- but that any dam-
ages suffered by the plaintiff should
be measured as of the date of the
sale. The case, however, was tried
on the theory that plaintiff was en-
titled to. have considered, in deter-
mining its damages, the profits it

might have made down to the ex-
piration of its lease In 1952, and
that these profits could be meas-
ured by the profits actually realiz d
by Fox-Midwest, plus the projected
profits for the remainder of the
lease’ on the earnings realized dur-
ing the first 33 weeks of 1950.”

New York Theatres
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Official Filins, new telefilm pro-

duction firm headed by Ike Levy
and William R. (Billy) Goodheart,

Jr., took the wraps off its produc-

tion plans for the first time this

week, with news that it has set

deals with a number of top Holly-

wood stars and directors for vari-

ous vidfilm packages.
Among those already pacted are

Charles Boyer, Rosalind Russell,

Dick Powell, Joel McCrea, Robert

Cummings and Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr. Alfred E. Green, who directed

“The Jolson Story” for Columbia
Pictures, has been set to direct one

aeries, and Don Sharpe, who pro-

duces the top-rated “I Love Lucy”
show, aired on CBS-TV, will pro-

duce two others, with Fairbanks

producing the fourth. Sharpe also

handles several of the actors in-

volved;
While budgets on the various

packages were not revealed, the

marquee value of the tesps indi-

cates they’ll be among the most
costly vidfilm shows yet produced.

On that basis, Official plans to

pitch them only for national net-

work sales, bypassing the syndi-

cation on a local spot basis adopted

by most other vidpix producers and
distributors. On that basis, OF
will need no distribution for the

packages on a first-run deal, at

iGASt
Tour Star Theatre*

Each of the packages is to be a

half-hour in length, aijd the first

in two of them has been >completed.

First series to be released will be
“Impulse,” a psychological show
based on impulsive acts of people
in various situations. Produced
by Sharpe and directed by Green,
the cast comprises King Donovan,
Paul McVey, Christine Larson and
Tol Avery. Larry Marcus is script-

ing. Series is being lensed at the

Sam Goldwyn studios In Holly-

wood.
Boyer, Miss Russell, Powell and

McCrea will rotate in QF’s “Four
Star Playhouse,” which is to be pro-

duced by Sharpe, also at the Gold-
.wyn studios. George Jenkins will

direct this package, which will

(Continued on page 67)

KNBH Getting 730 Filins

From JIPFT in Record

Video Releasing Deal
Hollywood, April 1.

KNBH, NBC-TV outlet here, has
leased 730 motion pictures from
Motion' Pictures for Television, in

what is believed to be the largest
such pix-to-television deal ever
consummated-.
Inasmuch as MPFT topper Mat-

ty Fox said here recently that his

company had 750 pix altogether,
the KNBH transaction embraces
virtually every pic the N. Y. dis-

tribution company has. Deal is for
a two-year period, and begins
April 14.

Donald Norman, channel sales
manager, announced the deal fol-

lowing successful negotiations be-
tween Robert Guggenheim, Jr.,

manager of film operations for
channel four, and David Wolper,
repping MPFT. All the 730 pix
are American-made product, and
features vary in length from 60 to
80-minute, with no editing planned
on any of the pix to trim" them in-
to identical time segments.
Each night of the week a fea-

ture film will be screened, and the
following ayem the same pic will
be re-run. Pix will be screened
Monday through Friday, from
11:05 p.m. until end; mornings,
10:15 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.; Satur-
day night, 10:30 to end; afternoon,
2:30 to 4; Sunday night, 11 to end,
and morning, 9:30 to 11.

Pictures in the huge block in-
clude “Meet John Doe,” starring
Gary Cooper and Barbara Stan-
wyck; “Sidewalks of London,”
Charles Laughton, Vivien Leigh;
“No Funny Business,” Laurence
Olivier, Gertrude Lawrence; “Get
That Venus,” Jean Arthur; “Life
of Jack London.” Susan Hayward,
Virginia Mayo, Michael O’Shea;
“Adventures of Martin Eden,”
Glenn Ford, Claire Trevor, Eve-
lyn Keyes; “The Beachcomber,”
Charles Laughton, Elsa Lanches-
ter; Hitler—Dead or Alive," Ward
Bond, and “Jamaica Inn,” Laugh-
ton and Maureen O’Hara.

^ °,the4 stars in the 730 pix in-

^ ciude Paul Lukas, Mickey Rooney,

^ (Continued on page 50)

COL NIXES TELE BID'

FOR mONDIE’ SERIES
Hollywood, April %}

Columbia, which previously nixed

a bid for Its library from Motion
Pictures for Television, has reject-

ed a pitch from Stephen Slesinger

for 28 of the “Blondie” pix for

video distribution.

Slesinger has TV rights to the

series, and has made a pilot star-

ring Arthur Lake, who also played
the role of Dagwood in the pix.

Bunin’s ’Alice’ Is First

Color Feature to Be Set

For Release in Video
Hollywood, April 1.

In the first sale of a color feature
film to television, Lou Bunin’s
“Alice In Wonderland” has been
purchased by Crown Pictures In-

ternational for exclusive video dis-

tribution in the western hemisr-

phere. Deal, representing several
hundred thousand dollars in an in-

volved arrangement, was negotiated
by Henry Souvaine, of Souvaine
Selective Pictures, Inc., and Max-
well J. Fenmore, fcrexy and general
counsel of CPI.

Bunin’s ^Alice,” which ’ was in-

volved in litigation launched by
Walt Disney in an effort to block
its American .release, will be shown
only twice this year in the U. S.

Negotiations now are underway for
special Thanksgiving and Christ-

mas beamings on a national spon-
sorship basis. Presumably, since

regular color video still isn’t avail-

able, it will be shown as a black-

(Continued on page 53)

Hollywood
“•That I JJay See” and “Hill

Number One,” hour-long religlpsos

filmed -by Jerry Fairbanks Produc-
tions for Family Theatre are be-
ing re-released for- the -Easter

weekend, with 142 telecasts set on
86 stations ... George Wallace is

set for a role in “Counterfeit
Coin)” first of “Frontier Detec-
tives” vidpix nkedded by Murphy-
Thomas Productions 'at General
Service studios, with Victor Jory
starring. Gordon Avll set as cam-
eraman , . . Lisa Howard booked
for two telepix for Screen Tele-
video, at Eagle Lion studios.* . .

Bob Angus heads newly-formed
Volcano Productions, teleblurb
company at General Service stu-

dios .. . KTLA v.p. Klaus Lands-
berg and vidpix producer Jerry
Fairbanks off to Chicago for
NARTB’s aqnl convention ., . ,

Swanstrom - Tilfner Distributing
Corn, formed to market in the U.S.
motion pictures and vidpix pro-
duced in the Dominion . . . Joe E.
Brown telepix series launched at

Hal Roach studios by Hal Roach,
Jr., Productions, with Sally Fraser,
Anthony Sykes, Griff Barnett,
Helen Spring and Stfsven Geray
in the cast.

Maxwell J. Fenmore, prexy and
general counsel of Crown Pictures
International, formerly Exclusive
Distributors, left on business
junket to Mexico City for huddles
on CJPI’s vidpix distribution plans

. Ely Landau, N. Y. telepix exec,
due in town to arrange production
sked for upcoming series . . . Di-
rector Frank McDonald took cast
and crew* of William Broidy'b

“VEIld Bill Hickok” series to New-
hall area on location shooting.
Guy Madison and Andy Devine
star in series . . . Gordon Thompson
of Jerry Fairbanks’ Cleveland
sales returned to Ohio after home-
office huddles . . . H* W. Dixon,
formerly with John Sutherland
Productions, joins Pennant Pro-
ductions as veepee . . . Scatman
Crothers set for regular role in
“Beulah” series shooting at Hal
Roach studios.

BR0IDY DICKERS FOR
‘

"PROFESSOR’ AS TELEPIC
Hollywood, April 1.

Negotiations for the Joseph
Schildkraut-Arnold Phillips televi-

sion package, “The Professor,” are

under way, with William F. Broidy
seeking the series for inclusion in

the vidpix schedule of Interstate

Television, Mono TV subsidiary.

Broidy began negotiations after

ogling a pair of kines of the pack-

age, which has been showcased on
KECA-TV; Schildkraut and Phillips

are under contract -to ABC-TV, but
deal 'provides, if they sell the show,
that the net gets 50% of their resi-

dual rights in the series
t
which

would be filmed.

Vidpic Royalty Deals

Inevitable But Aren’t

' Dangerous, Sez Labor Rep
Hollywood, April 1.’

Royalty payments on. vidpix to

Hollywood’s talent guilds, sought
in current negotiations, are inev-
itable, but “not as dangerous as
some choose to . believe,” declares
Elliott Kelly, labor rep for Louis
D. Snader and the National So-
ciety of Television Producers.

Kelly’s comment comes in the
midst of deep gloom besieging the
vast majority of vidpix producers
here, who claim that residuals
sought by Screen Actors Guildt and
Screen Writers Guild, and other
terms, plus hike recently granted
IATSE, will “put us out of busi-
ness.”

Kelly terms the latter (and pre-

(Continued on page 42)

TV Films in Production
- V

as of Friday, March 28

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studios, Hollywood *

.

"RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE” 26 half-
hour jungle adventure telepix series be-
gin shooting May 1. Producers: Harry S.
Rothschild, Leon Fromkess.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Lew Lander*

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
Sunset Studios, Hollywood

"WILD BILL HICKOK," half hour tele-
pix series, sponsored by Kellogg's now
shooting third series of thirteen. Guy
Madison and Andy Devine head cast.
Producer: William F. Broidy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonald

RATES" 26 half-hour adventure telepix.
Cast: John Baer, Marl Blanchard, William
Tracy, Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschen.

Producer: Dougfair Corp*
Director: Dick Irving.

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour
drama series resumes shooting mid-April, _
Directors: Derwln Abbe, Arnold Wester *T

i

OV « *1*°
. Durocher and Laralne Day star In a series

FTT.HfORAFT PitAnQ quarter-hour interviews of baseballriLIULKAJ'l IMtUDS. greats. Different guest stars each week.
8451 .Melrose, Hollywood Producer: Marty Martyn, Ted KneelandGROUCHO MARX starred jn 38 half-hour Writer: Robert Todd

audience participation film productions, to

CBS-TV
"AMOS 'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,

Culver City series of charaoter comedy
telepix now shooting.
Sponsored Blatz Beer.
Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles
Corxobeli.

:tor:Director: Charles Barton.
Producer: James Fonda

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios. Hollywood
"SKY KING" series* of half-hour vid-

pix for Derby Foods shooting.
Cast: Kirby Grant, Gloria Winter, Ron
Hagerthy, set leads.

Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: John Morse

be made once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC,. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

"RANGE RIDER" second half of series
of 52 half-hour telepix now shooting.
Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones in fixed leads.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
'BIG TOWN" series of 26 half hour

MURPHY-THOMAS PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"FRONTIER DETECTIVES" half hour

of 13 filnis start shooting April 1.
Victor Jory toplines.
Producer: Stanley Murphy

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

Now shooting "MYSTERY THEATRE"
series of half-hour adventure telepix.
Producer: J. Donald Wilson
Director: Howard Bretherton

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
_ - - — - — - - . - wva v* *v 41UU1 Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

»
e
P.

sponsored by Lever Brothers rolls Half-hour series of adult drama tele-
April 1. Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh Plx resume shooting in April for Revue
set leads. Prods.

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers' Studios

Shooting "Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
Series," 26 15-minute telepix. Noah Beery,
Jr. toplines. Casting for stunt men and
women.
Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moore

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe, Culver City

"REBOUND" scries of half hour adult
dramas sponsored by Packard Motor Car
Corp. currently shooting.
Executive producer: Basil Grlllo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director’ B Girard
"PERRY MASON" series of half hour

mystery telepix will begin shooting
April 7.

Producer: Richard Dorso
Half hour series of adult drama films

for "CROWN THEATRE" resume shoot-
ing May 1.

Producer: Richard Dorso

set leads.
Producers
Krasne

Director: E. A. Dupont.

Jack J. Gross and Philip N. Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Axel Grucnberg, Richard Irving,

Norman Lloyd.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROGERS now shooting ten oater
-" *iva*v» V* AW UAAA* tCifcpiXi Vidpix are half-hour each. Royhour audience participation show for Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat BradyABC web, shooting every other week for 1,1 support. General western parts to fill.26 Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.

Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Laeey
Director: Bob Walker

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS,
...

600 Bldg., Hollywood
WITH LINKLETTER," starring

Art Llnkletter in series of 16 vidpix, balf-
hour au<”
ABC web
26 weeks.
Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atkins

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
SERVICE

.
Studios, North Hollywood

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood

"ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of half-
hour drama telepix resumes shooting"COMMANDO c6dY-SKY MARSHAL *‘VU1 UAdiilB, LClVpiJt

OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 half- ri1 n Hhour scientlAction telepix now shooting. v, *
Ralston

Judd Holdrcn, Aline Towne head cast
director: Victor Stoloff

with William Schallert In support.
Producer: Franklin Adreon
Director: Fred Brannon

DESILO PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy sc-
rles for CBS-TV. soonsored by Philip
Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast: Lucille Ball, Desl Arnez; set leads
with William Frawley, Vivian Vance In
support. No part* to fill.

Producer: Jess Oppcnhclmcr
Director: Marc Daniels
Writers: Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn
Pugh. Bob Carroll

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD" series of half-hour
adventure telepix resumes shooting
April 3.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
6525 Sunset: Hollywood » v.

tomo*row" “ri" 3s$s?-ja
i

&8Si
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director: George^ deNormand*

LANCER PRODUCTIONS
RKO-Path*» f!uTv*Y> CMtv

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills

,
B®*ume shooting (descriptions featur-

ing different artists each week April 11.
Producer: Louis D. Snader

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"GANGBUSTER" series for NBC-TV,*

sponsored by Chesterfield, now rhooting.
Producer: Phillips Lord
Director: Lew Landers

MARTED PRODUCTIONS
Swanstrom Studios: Hollywood

Lo* Angeles, April 1
Efforts By the American Federa-

tion of Musicians to Collect added
revenue from pictures sold or
leased to television ran into a road-
block -when , bankruptcy referee
Benno M, Brink declined4ft issue
an injunction .restraining Nas-
ser Brothers prom making a quar-
tet of pix available for Video dis-
tribution. His ruling greenlighted
the bypassing of the AFM 5% pix-
to-TV formula and the tune union’s
demand for a recording fee on
such films.

' v
Brink told the AFM that its xron-

•tract, with the Nassers was legal
and binding—;but that they could
collect only By assessing damages
and then going to court to obtain
such damages. The ridihg paved
the way for wholesale release of
“distressed” films to video—and
most nf the pix currently being
offered to tele stations fall into
that category.
The AFM contract, Brink held,

constitutes “an agreement to
agree.” Under its terms, “if the
Federation has any claims at all

under the television clause, it is a
claim for damages. 4 If it were held
that the. Federation had a valid
claim for damages, the Federation
would not have any prior claims
on the pictures but would have to
share with the rest of the credi-
tors,”

During the course of the lengthy
proceedings, the Nassers had of-

fered to settle with AFM for a flat

$1,000. for each of the four pix
involved in litigation. The com-
promise was turned down by AFM
prexy James C. Petrillo since such
a settlement might jeopardize the
entire structure of the formula
under which the AFM collects 5%
of the gross revenue of sound-
tracked films released to yideo.

.

Set‘Precedent
George Goggin, attorney for the

Nassers, described the ruling as a
“far-reaching precedent that could
give a producer of motion pictures
the right to recuperate his negative
cost where such cost has-been ad-
vanced by a bank or others and has
been secured by a mortgage.”
“The producers .can, without re-

straint,” he declared, “televise the
pictures. It is practically impos-

( Continued on page 49)

BAGNALL’S PACKAGE OF

RECENT PIX FOR VIDEO
Hollywood, April 1.

Newly-formed George Bagnall &
Associates, * television distribution

firm, has acquired 18 feature films

for immediate distribution to tele-

vision stations. Most of the pix

were United Artists releases in

1950 and 1951.
Sales campaign on the films will

get underway this week, when
sales veepee Jack O’Loughlin
leaves on a tour of- the nation’s

video markets. He will be accom-
panied by eastern and western re-

gional sales veepees Fred Lind-
quist and Ken Hodkinson.
Newest of the films purchased

are “The Hoodlum,” “Korean Pa7

trol,” “Federal Man,” ‘Forbidden
Jungle,” T Killed Geronimo,”
“Timber Fury,” “Fighting Stal-

lion,” “Hollywood Barn Dance,”
“Cattle Queen,” “Badman’s Gold”
and ‘Buffalo Bill Rides Again.”

Prexy George Bagnall, former
UA veepee, and vice president Pat
Campbell, former veepee of Mu-
tual. Don Lee Broadcasting, will

headquarter here.

FRANK rflSBAR PRODS.

DONLEVY CORP.
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT" half*

hour adventure series starring Brian
Donlevy shooting two films a week. 32
to be shot to June.
Producer: Harold E. Knox.
Director: Bill Karn

'CORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour
comedy pix begin shooting April 8.
Producer-director: Bernard Girard
.

U
,
MA" series begins shooting May April.

L Half hour dramas. Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Producers: Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso Associato producer: Sidney Smith
Executive Producer: Basil Grlllo

Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
u "FIRESIDE THEATRE" scries of half*
hour adult dramas resume shooting mid-

ZXV TV

DOUGFAIR CORP.
666 N. Robertson Blvd.: Hollywood

'

Now shooting "TERRY AND THE Pl-

EDWARD LEWIS PRODS. 5255 Clinton St Hollywood
CcntSr ’ Hollywood Five in "UNEXPECTED" Berles° of half-Series of half-hour dramas featuring hour telepix shoot in' April.

88 femcc° resumes shooting Two "CISCO KID" half-hour telepix
Tf-HuLfi

v

.1 r i
scheduled for April shooting.

P™dSction“aSM«°WMiam Steven, ‘Ka? E<M< *»

Telepix Exploitation

As DTP Added Service
Taking another leaf from th<

motion picture Jndustry, Unitec
TV Programs, indie vidfilm syndi-

cation outfit, has established a nev
“sponsor service” to provide

.
a

complete package of exploitatior

aids for all film packages il

handles.
According to Milton M. Blink

UTP exec director, the outfit hai

negotiated arrangements with iti

producers to supply the necessary
material from which UTP make;
up its exploitation kits. Thesa
include stills, mats, feature stories

prepared spots, reviews, etc., whicl
are sent to sponsors immediately
after each sale, much the same ai

the theatrical film distribs providi
exhibitors with press books on ai

products.
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Hard-hitting, merchandise *tech-'

niques at ^e ^om^towd level has

become - the order • of the day for

more and mpre^xadiO station op-

erators, as they realign their strata

ptfV to offset the inroads of tele-

vision and make a pitch for the

national business that's shifting

from network to -spot radio. The
broadcasters’ awareness that an

aggressive. ..promotional ‘follow

through” Is, a, necessary plus serv-

ice for the spot advertisers, was
obvious by the interest sparked

among the attendees of the Na-

tional Assn, of Radio-Television

Broadcasters’ conclave by today’s

(Tues.) merchandising workshop
session chaired, by G. Richard

Shafto, WIS, Columbia, S. C.

With most of the top-dog bank-

rollers . re-examining radio on a

slide rule, “what-are-the-sales-re-

sults” basis, many of them are put-

ting their coin in the local .stations.

And the coin, in most cases, is

going to those operations which
backstop the program contract with

-

grassroots promotion. • and mer-
chandising. .As Shafto pointed out,

“the trend of • station, income is

local. By that I mean it is non-
network. To, bolster- this income,
you must institute for these local

and regional advertisers the same
merchandising, practices that have
made radio economical and profit-

able in the sale of soap, soup and
Wheaties.”

‘Oyer-Transom’ Sales Gone
The lush days with their “over

the transom 'sales” are gone, when
the station manager figured that
all he had to do was to get the
program on the air. This, as Shafto
described it, is 'the era of selective
AM buying, The sponsor demands
over-the-counter results and picks
the station that can deliver not
only circulation but sales.

Significantly, there was an “ac-
cent-the-positive” note at this par-

(Continued
#
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FCC on Hand To

Take a Chi Bow
Chicago, April 1.

If there were any apprehensions
among broadcasters as to new de-
lays on the lifting, of the TV freeze,
they were practically dispelled
when, for the first time, virtually
the whole FCC Commission body
£ . Jn an appearance at ' the
NARTB convention.
With FCC chairman Paul Walker

scheduled to make his initial pub-
lic address since taking over as
successor to Wayne Coy, he was
accompanied to Chi by Commis-
sioners Rosel Hyde, George Ster-
mg, Robert Jones and ,newly-
appointed Robert Bartley. Only

^e?tees were Frieda. R. Henriock

™¥ward M. Webster.

oi^
alker

’,
°* course

» will probably
jaik on the freeze lift, scheduled
*°r

,
a
?
noun-cement next week,

probabiy on Monday (7). Veteran
Droadcasters say they don’t recall

rnmll
a

.

n Ecc chairman was Sc-

bv \° an ^AB convention
/s ‘bodyguard” represen-

anrt *», °, Commission colleagues,

un
*^at *°. many showed

,

Ice appropriate bows was
DflvaH

S
+u^

ear indication that they’ve

television!
***^ th* UHF era in

fonn7 lli
rt

!
ler deli«y* Would have

siilt „,i
C
i
alr

??
an Walker an the

ing kt fhe TV Wt°
adCa,ter!! “braC‘

L’villc~WKYWV5th Anni
WKVW f

^duisville; April 1.
WK.YW, town s all-musical Indie,

hh-?k7
ently whooping up Its fifth

nmin
ay anniversary with spot an-

STnH
Cem

-
ents and special shows,

station is giving away 200 radio

in off
01

*- tlle letters written

sHH?
enng suggestions. on how the

anH
°n can improve its 'programs

years
CC durin* the next five

Fine Fellows
-

‘ Chicago, April 1.
Not generally known is that

Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
prexy, is in possession of a
letter from Sen. William Ben-
ton (D., Conn.), whose contro-
versial radio-TV hill has given
him top billing the past year
as the industry's No. 1 enemy.

Fellows doesn’t show the
letter around because “they
wouldn’t believe it, anyhow.”
Despite his arch-rival status,
Benton goes to great lengths
in the letter to tell what a
great guy he considers Fel-
lows.

White's Status At
*

Mutual Undecided;
* *

Bare Video Plans
Chicago, April 1.

Tom O’Neil, of the General Tire-

Yankee Network empire, and now
master of all he surveys within

Mutual’s far-flung empire (with a

58% control), made his initial ap-

pearance here before the network’s

affiliates and won an endorsement
from the station men on his future

AM and TV plans. O’Neil bared

Mutual’s aspirations for moving in-

to video, with a network of large
and small stations, and although
the official announcement was
couched in unrevealing double-talk,

it’s known that O’Neil’s- plan en-
visions a network of filmed pro-
gramming for simultaneous release
around the country.

Of equal importance but left hid-
den, however, was the future status

of Mutual president Frank White,
whose three-year term -expires

May 1. There has been consider-
able conjecture as to whether
White returns to Mutual, and it’s

(Continued on page 51)

Chicago;* April 1.

“r-Ifi-year-out rump

MULLEN, KERSTA TIE

UP AS CONSULTANTS
Chicago, April 1.

Frank E. Mullen, former exfec

veepee of NBC and more recently

an industry consultant, showed up
at the Chi convention to announce
he is pooling resources with Noran
E. Kersta (also ex-NBC) for an ex-

panded consultancy service for TV
broadcasters, including' “assistance

in financing, application procure-

ment, facilities construction and de-

tailed plans for all phases of sta-

tion operation.” Mullen will oper-

ate out of the Coast, Kersta in the

east.

Associated with Kersta in the

New York office is Ray Kelly, ex-

NBC production director.

Out of the year:

sessions spearheaded by' falter
Damm, rambunctious broadcaster
of WTMJ-TV, NBC affiliatejn Mil-
waukee, has come a permanent or-
ganization, organized Sunday (30)
on the eve of the NARTB conven-
tion here. New association, with
Damm as president, and which won
the backing of 35 of C . ‘48 NBC-TV
affiliates represented, will go to
work on NBC in an effort to erase
what is claimed to be “existing in-
equities.”

Just what recognition it will get
from NBC-TV is something else
again. Web has its Station Plan-
ning Advisory' Committee to han-
dle the grievances of the affiliates,

but the new Damm association,
averring that there are areas in
which SPAC can’t .function effec-
tively, sees need for “further ex-
pression of the affiliates,” which
will work through SPAC in trying
to resolve differences. Nonetheless,
some saw it as a rebuke to SPAC,
as well as the network, with a few
of the key affiliate broadcasters
taking the position that “some of
the SPAC hoys seem to be laboring
for NBC rather than the affiliates.”

Initial campaign to be waged by
the new association will be directed
toward station compensation, with
a committee appointed to evolve a
new formula, which will return a
higher percentage of the overall
network dollar to affiliates. NBC-
TV' affiliates feel that the time has
come to reappraise their sphere of
importance in overall network
scheme. They don’t think the pres-
ent standard formula of shelling
out 24 hours of free time to the
network each month, and receiving
33V6% of their rate card as the
sponsorship spoils, adds up to a
fair shake.

Higher Compensation

They want higher compensation,

-

either through elimination of free
hours, hiking the compensation per-
centage, or both. The committee’s
formula will be taken to the affili-

ates for individual negotiation with
the network. Committee comprises
Damm, Nathan Lord, WAVE-TV,
Louisville; Clair McCullough,
WGAR-TV, Lancaster, Pa.; E. R.
Vadeboncoeuer, WSRY-TV, Syra-
cuse; John Outler, WSM-TV, At-
lanta; Harold P. See, KRON-TV,
San Francisco, and Ray Welpott,
WRGB, Schenectady.

The new association thinks some-
thing should be done by the net-

work about hitchhikers and cow-
catchers, claiming they’re “too
glaring” and should be integrated
more effectively into the program
structure. It will also seek a great-

er voice in the web’s overall pro-
gram operation, move already, re-

flected in its criticism of the NBC-
TV daytime schedule.

The affiliates resent the fact that

NBC-TV is spotting too many of

its strong public service shows In

station time, necessitating local

pre-emptions of. sold periods, and
feel that the web, too, should share

the rap by slotting them in network
time as well.

Storing ’Em Right
•

' Chicago, April 1.

Of all industry exhibits that
attracted steady streams into
Exhibition Hall at NARTB con-
vention headquarters here, it

remained for RCA to pull the
“stunt of the year" and pack
’em in.

Although it’s got nothing to

do with set manufacturing, re-,

.cordings or network operation,
RCA has brought on a live

steer (weighing somewhere in
the neighborhood of 1,200
pounds). Anybody can have a
crack at guessing its weight.
The one who comes closest to

it by convention checkout
time, gets equal poundage in

frozen beef.

Affiliates Sore

At NBC-TV Day

Program Skeds
•Chicago, April . 1,

NBC’s television affiliates are up
in arms over what they character-
ize as the sad state of affairs of
the network’s morning and after-

noon program schedules. They
don’t like it and they want the net-

work to do something about it

—

and fast.

Specifically, the affiliates are
concerned over the long sustaining
stretch extending from 10 a. m. to

3 p. m., and take the position that

if NBC put in stronger shows than
currently exist, it may invite some
daytime advertisers. Criticism of

the web's morning schedule did not
include the 7 to 9 a. m. “Today”
show, which in fact drew favorable
off-the-cuff comment from station

operators.
Some affiliate members didn’t

mince words in protesting that CBS
daytime programming, particularly
in the morning, was far superior to

NBC’s.
The affiliates were also vexed

over the network's holding back on
announcement of its summer pro-

gram plans, criticizing last sum-
mer’s crop of replacements as be-

ing not up to par, and wanting to

know what’s afoot for this summer.

SMITH JOINS GAINES ON

NBC 0.4-0. STATIONS
Carlton D. Smith, until recently

in charge of station relations for
NBC, has been appomted director
of operations for the web’s owned-
and-operated stations, under 0-&-0 .

stations v.p. James M. Gaines.

Smith takes his new post April
14 in the new setup under which
Harry Bannister, ex-WWJ and
WWJ-TV (Detroit) general man-
ager, becomes station relations
chief.

19th Annual

Survey of Radio and Television

To Bo Published

In Next Week'* l**ue of

Mr/FTy

Chicago, April 1.

It was “Hail Fellows well met’*
at this year’s NARTB convention*
as the banner turnout of delegates
virtually agreed that the year-old
regime of Harold „ E. Fellows as
president has vested the parent
trade organization with a new-
found prestige and importance.

In a sense, the Chi convention
this time up, with an agenda root-
ed in a knowhow and appreciation
of what troubled broadcasters want
to hoar about, was In the nature
of a tribute to Fellows. Whatever
the contributing factor, it’s recog-
nized that- the new NARTB. prexy
has sparked a rebirth of and en-
thusiasm for .the organization in
its multiple thrusts to hurdle the
current transitional problems.

Some agreed that, basically, it’s

because Fellows is a broadcaster,
understands his business, and
knows what other broadcasters are
talking about. Others point to his
personality, and cite the -Impor-
tance of “being liked on the hill”

without the need of becoming a
professional lobbyist.

But on an equal level are
,

two
other elements in Fellows’ favor,
it’s pointed out. Unlike his pre:
decessor, Judge Justin Miller (now
board chairman), who had made it

an almost annual practice at con-
ventions to lambast the trade press
and look upon it as a destroyer.
Fellows has a recognition of the
constructive role the trade press*

can and does play on behalf o£
America’s broadcasters, and con-
ducts himself accordingly.

Also, Fellows parlays the attri-

butes of a business man and an ad-
ministrator, capable of making both
policy decisions and business deci-

sions on his own. It’s pointed out
that Judge Miller’s penchant for
putting policy decisions up the
Board would throw the onus on the
directorate when things went
wrong', frequently creating a
“house divided” within the NARTB
organizational structure.

And finally, the broadcasters cite

Fellows’ background as a showman#

NBC-TV Hit On

Cancel Clam-Ups
ChIcago w April 1.

NBC-TV affiliates don't think
they’re getting a fair shake from
the network when cancellations

come up. They’re complaining that

invariably “everybody but the af-

filiate knows about It” when a
sponsor cancels out, with resultant

disruption of their own local

schedules.
The "affiliates assembled at the

Walter Damm rump session

squawked that NBC purposely
holds back on announcing a cancel-

lation, to prevent local stations

from selling the time or packing up
a rival network's show. Cited as a

case in point was Admiral’s drop-

ping of “Lights Out,” with the af-

filiates claiming that although NBC
knew about it weeks ago, the sta-

tions were notified long afterward,

NBC even shelling out four weeks’

extra compensation to affiliates in

a bid to hold the time period.

Linkletter to Bring CBS

$6,000,000 in Billings

Hollywood, April 1.

CBS will have another fair-

haired boy this fall in Art Link-

letter, comparable to Arthur God-
frey in helping to fill the net’s tills.

His 11 half-hours in both radio and
television will account for annual
billings of $6,000,000. This marks
the first time the Coast star on his

own has made a fiscal contribution

of such proportions.
Next season Linkletter will have

his “House Farty” on both radio

and tele five times weekly, plus a
single weekly shot of “People Are
Funny” for teevee.
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By FARRELL DAVISSON -fc-

Chicago, April 1,

Broadcast Advertising Bureau—
the industry’s own "‘sell radio”

urn*—is ' off and running with an

expanded budget, new board chair-

man and enthusiastic endorsement
from broadcasters attending the

NARTB convention. That the

trade’s own advertising adjunct,

now formally divorced from
NARTB, has reached maturity un-

der president William Ryan’s ag-

gressive leadership the past year,

is underscored by - the fact that

membership is at a new high.

BAB boasts membership of 500

stations, with figure expected to

zoom appreciably before the

NARTB conclave ends. It starts

its- new fiscal year this month with

a budget of $468,000—50% over

last year’s. Figure, of course, will

mount as additional broadcasters
climb aboard. In fact, Ryan and
company hope to up the ’kitty to*

$750,000 by Oct. 1 to do the sell-

ing job they figure needs to, be
done.

Small Potatoes?

As new board chairman' Charles
Caley, WMBD, Peoria, pointed out,

this is still small potatoes when
compared with $1,250,000 shelled

out annually by newspaper asso-

ciations to plug their merchandise.
Caley takes over the chairmanship
post from Ed Kobak who is step-

ping down because of press of

other duties. Kobak has been a key
figure in BAB since its inception,

and’ will remain active in the or-

ganization as chairman of the exec
committee.

NARTB ‘Rodeo’
Chicago, April 1.

Broadcast Advertising Bu-
reau provided one of the ma-
jor conversation pieces of kick-
off day of the NARTB conven-
tion, with its western motif
“roundup” session yesterday
(Mon.). Showmanly affair,

masterminded by BAB • prexy
Bill (“Bronco”) Ryan and staff

to offset the usual pewholder
fatigue, combined entertain-

ment and business for one of

the best attended meetings in

NARTB annals.

Show was emceed by WLS
cowboy singer Bob Atcher,
and formal BAB pitches were
sandwiched by a bull-whip
act, lariat .whirlqr and tunes
front a Range Quartet. Shill-

ing the clambake was covey of*

gals outfitted in brief chaps.
Format had Ryan and new

BAB chairman Charles Caley
decked out in western togs,

.

complete with sombrero. Re-
tiring1 chairman Ed Kobak
came dreSsed as an injun. All

in all, it was literally a hangup
powwow climaxed with door
prize drawings—a year’s sup-

ply of beef*broUght in on the

hoof.

Cash & Members

But before turning over the
gavel to Caley, at yesterday’s (31)

cession, Kobak repeated his lec-

ture against deals and rate cuts.

Same theme was sounded by Ryan,
who urged broadcasters to screw
up their courage and nix appea’s
to slice rates even if the turndown
results in lost accounts. He argued
that radio has picked up new mo-
mentum the past several months,
and that the line can be held on

(Continued on page 50)

Murrow Gets Top

’51 CBS Paycheck
Salary of $132,144 paid to news

commentator Edward R. Murrow
topped the list of payments to CBS
directors during 1951, it was re-

vealed in the network’s proxy
statement mailed to stockholders
last week. Board chairman Wil-
liam S. Paley received $100,000,
while prexy Frank Stanton* re-

ceived the same salary plus $51,-

597 in the forms of bonuses and
shares in profits.

Annual stockholders meet, ac-

cording to the proxy, will be held
April 16, at which time sharehold-
ers will vote for seven Class A and
eight Class B directors. One Class
A director remains to be nominat-
ed and may be proposed at the
meet. If no nomination is forth-
coming at that time, it’s proposed
that the CBS board will elect the
eighth member sometime subse-
quent to the meet. “In the opin-
ionf of counsel for the corpora-
tion,” the proxy said, “this proced-
ure is proper from a legal point of
view.”

Statement .also Informed stock-
holders that, pursuant to authoriza-
tion by them at the last annual
meet, Stanton has been granted an
option to buy 100,000 Class A
shares at $26.57 per share. Option

(Continued on page 41)

‘Meeting’ Loses Backer;

To Stay as Sustainer
Reichliold Chemicals, which is

backing the video version of
“America's Town Meeting” on
ABC-TV, is cancelling out. Lost
broadcast of the show, beamed
Sundays at 6 :30 p. m., will be April
20. Sponsor is bowing out alter a
13-week cycle.

ABC-TV at this point has decided
to continue the scries, with George
V. Denny, Jr., as moderator, as a
sustainer. Heichhold reportedly
exited the show to invest more
coin in some overseas plants.

Industry Clover
Chicago, April 1..

-

Healthy state of affairs within
the National Assn, of Radio-Tele-
vision Broadcasters is reflected in

the - organization’s financial state-

ment and the record convention
turnout this year, exceeding by
several hundred the previous top
mark of 1,900 official registrants.

Two years ago the NARTB (then

the NAB) was broke. It even had
difficulty scraping together the
payroll.

Last year it was on the way to

recovery, with $48,000 in the bank.
Today the association has a sur-

plus of $1^8,000, and this in the
face of a 30% cut in dues attend-
ing the complete divorcement of
BAB (Broadcast Advertising Bu-
reau), which has its own dues-
collecting setup.
Veteran broadcasters say it’s a

throwback to an earlier decade in

broadcasting, when station opera-
tors were looking for the AM an-
swers, even as today they’re trying
to cope with TV. Fact tha,t last

year there, were only 1,300 official

registrations, indicates the enor-
mous strides made by NARTB
within a year. Today 9Q of the
108 TV stations are enrolled, 'in-

cluding all the video networks;

SWEZEY RENAMED TV

BOARD HEAD FOR NARTB
.Chicago, April 1.

Robert D. Swezey, of WDSU,
New Orleans, was renamed chair-
man of the television hoard of the
NARTB at the annual election Mon-
day (31). Elected for two-year
terms on the board were Swezey,
George B. Storer, of Fort Indus-
try Co.r Clair McCullough, of
WGAR-TV, Lancaster, Pa.; Harold
Hough. WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, and
Paul W. Raibourn, KTLA, L. A.
Named for one-year terms were

William Fay, WHAM-TV, Roches-
ter, N. Y.; H. W. Slavick, WMCT,
Memphis; Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV. Norfolk, and Ken Car-
ter, WAAM, Baltimore. Board adr
rftinisters television affairs of the
association, of whiefr>88 TV sta-

tions and four networks are mem-
bers.

Giroux for Coast P&G
Hollywood, April 1.

George Giroux, Jr., has been
named Coast TV program super-
visor for Procter &• Gamble.
He had been a staff producer at

KTTV and sets up shop here after
a few weeks of indoctrination in
Cincinnati and New York.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop th« Mu»ic—-ABC

New Complexion Seen For

NARTB Confabs; Sights

Bring Wide-Eyed Ogling
Chicago, April 1. -

NARTB conventions are taking

on a whi)le new com_ ' -xion. A few

short years ago radio broadcasters

would have rubbed their eyes in

bewilderment at the type of people

who now show up, or the veritable

“wonderland” of .nulti-slanted ex-

hibits.

With the advent of TV and the

half a hundred auxiliary operations
that go into the making of video,

“Exposition Hall” at Chi headquar-
ters of the convention looks like a

Jules Verne creation* Everybody
and his uncle’s got an angle and,
surprisingly enough, they’re get-

ting plenty of wide-eyed ogling, so

enthused are tfie broadcasters over
the “new horizons” that seems to

keynote this year’s convention.

McFADDEN TO DIRECT

NBC NAT’L SPOT SALES
Chicago, April 1.

Tom McFadden is being brought

back to N. Y. from the Coast by

NBC to take over as director of

the web’s national spot sales, it was

revealed here today (Tues.) by Jim

Gaines, veepee-manager of the

NBC’s o.&o. stations.

FW the past two years McFadden
has managed KNBH, the web’s
o.&o. video outlet in Hollywood.
Prior to that, he managed WNBC
and WNBT in N. Y. He succeeds
James McConnell,, who was
.dropped last week after 21 years
with NBC. McConnell has since an-

nounced an affiliation with the
John Blair station rep agency.

For the past year, national spots,

which has assumed a growing ma-
jor importance, has come under
Gaines’ jurisdiction. Successor to

McFadden on the Coast has not yet

been determined..

.

Nothing’* Too
;
Good

Washington, April 1.
'

When big -stakes are in-

volved, no expense is too great
in presenting a case before the
Federal Communications Com-
mission. Paramount • Pictures,

. United Paramount Theatres
and ABC have -all submitted
elaborate exhibits in the cur-
rent hearings on antitrust and
related issues.

But when it came time last

week for the CBS end of the
UPT-ABC merger deal, Bill

Paley’s boys stole the cake. To
prove its qualifications to take
over WBKB-TV in Chicago
(a mere $6,000,000 transac-
tion), CJJS provided parties to

the proceeding with blue
lethcroid hatbox-size dossiers,
each containing a set of 24.
handsdnie blue

-
portfolios de-

tailing the web-s record in
broadcasting* various phases
of programming operations
(including the- developmental
story of “See It Now”), and a

complete history of the web’s
o.-and-o. AM station in Chi-
cago, WBBM, which will oper-
ate WBKB if the AB-PT
merger is approved.

The dossier, a 50-pound par-
cc\ was prepared by H. Les-
lie Atlass, chief of the web’s
central division.

\

Whichaway?
Chicago, April 1.

As the “most watched guy”
at the NARTB -convention,

Harry Bannister won by a wide
margin. Bannister, as general
manager Of WWJ and WWJT-TV
In Detroit, has been a “station

"

man” since the early days of

radio. But effective April 15

he moves to NBC as station

relations boss.

Since there's no love lost

today between the stations and
the networks,, and since Ban-
nister's allegiance is still

pledged to WWJ for the next
couple of weeks, delegates
were watching whether Bannis-
ter was “going thataway or
thisaway.”

NBC prexy Joseph H. Mc-
Connell and exec veepee
Charles R. Denny came on to

Chi to toss . a cocktail party
for Bannister Monday (31) to

officially, “introduce” him to

the affiliate station managers.

FM-ers fight Vs.

‘Orphan Status’;

New selling-in-depth concept for
television -advertisers, in which a
sponsor will give viewers a com-
plete, rounded story on not onlv
his finished product but the people

‘

and processes involved in turning
out that product, was proposed thic
week by. NBC-TV exec veepee Syl-
vester L. (Pat) Weaver, Jr.

0 According to Weaver, straight
prodU|fr advertising usually adopt-
ed by sponsor^ reveals a one-di-
mensional, flat and Incomplete pic-
ture- of American business. “This
Is a vital part of the American
economy,” he pointed nut, “but it

is also far more limited than it

need be. Too often it is subjected
to the accusation of ‘huckster’ be-
cause of extravagance of claim,
slickness of outward form, imita-
tiveness and phoniness of story.
Too little pf it in many instances
is real information about the goods
for sale to the American public,
and about the companies that mar-
ket the goods and about the men
and women who produce them.

“That this 'information,” Weaver
added, “must he made into reason-
why copy stories, is granted; that
the advertising should reflect a
character represented by the' man-
ufacturer, is usually granted; that
both must be supplemented in

times to come by a more complete
picture of the whole process, is my
conviction. And the ones who do
it first will gain the most.

Chicago, April 1. ,

FM radio, the industry’s orphan
that refuses to stay lost, was back
at the NARTB convention again
this year, if anything stronger than
ever. New bullish spirit of. FM
broadcasters springs largely from
success of the first trial runs of the
joint NARJTB-Radio & Television
Manufacturers Assn, campaign to
spark interest in the medium.
Evidence of fruitfulness of the

FM drive currently underway in

three sections of country is already
indicating there’s a market for
high fidelity service if it’s aggres-
sively prompted. On the basis of
preliminary successes, NARTB’s
FM committee, headed by John H.
Smith, has set further meetings
with RTMA to work out details for
continuation and expansion of
broadcasters -manufacturers -retail-

ers co-op effort. FM operators and
retailers from practically every
section of the nation have asked
to he counted in on the program.
So far this year’s “Sell FM”

venture has been tried out in
Washington, D. C., Wisconsin and
North Carolina. In latter two
states 6,000 FM sets have been sold
during campaign which is still

underway. Returns from nation’s
capitol are no yet in as project
didn’t get rolling until March 15.

Evidence that FM broadcasting
is still very much alive and kicking
was shown by yesterday’s (Mon.)
overflow meeting. Delegates ex-
tracted a promise from the com-
mittee that a larger hall would be
provided next year.

A heretofore rather hush-hush
angle popped out at the conclave
to give FM enthusiasts further
encouragement. That was reports
from an increasing number of AM

(Continued on page 51)

ED PETERSON JOINS

CBS AS STORY CHIEF
Edgar A. Peterson departs- as

producer-director of “The Faye
Emerson Show” (CBS) within two
weeks to take over at CBS-TV as
manager of the story department.
Peterson's last Emerson show will
be April 12, and he joins CBS
April 15. Story department job
has been open since William
Dozier w.as upped to the post of
exec producer for CBS-TV dra-
matic shows.

Peterson came east from the
Coast a year and a half ago to be-
come producer of “Pulitzer Prize
Playhouse” on ABC. He was pro-
ducer-director of “The Amazing
Mr. * Malone” (ABC) just before
taking over the Emerson program.
For years he was a general pro-
duction executive in the film busi-
ness, as an aide to Dore Schary
at RKO, David Selznick and Frank
Capra.

“As a matter of fact, many com-
panies already recognize that their

position with the consumer de-

pends on more
,
than direct sales

advertising. Hence the support of

public service campaigns via spon-

sored air time and space. But I

am: talking pf fundamentally broad-
ening the depth Of sales appeal

—

of giving the consumer honest-to-

goodness, demonstratable, in-the-

flesh reasons why he should do

business .with Company X—in

terms that are 100% . straightfor-

ward and unchallengeable by the

critics of business and advertis-

ing.”-

To provide sponsors with the op-

portunity to sell their stories in

(Continued on page 51)

Kintner Sees OK

On ABC-UPT Tie

Robert E. Kintner, ABC prexy,

told a meeting of 600 ABC radio

staffers in Gotham Friday (28) that

the FCC hearings on the proposed

merger with United Paramount
Theatres progressed well, and that

there wao no reason to doubt that

the Commission would eventually

approve the consolidation.

Kiptner, speaking on the eve of

the web’s exodus * from the RCA
Bldg, to its new home on West 66

St., said it was expected that the

FCC would okay theABC-UPT wed-

ding as in the interests of better

radio -and tele service. He said

the Commission had been told that

the merger would find ABC in the

Same relationship- to the new cor-

poration as Time or Life magazines

have to Time, Inc/

That would mean, he indicated,

that Robert J. O’Brien and Robert

W. Weitman, UPT execs 'who will

join the web if and when the merg-
er is approved, will work full time

for the network and not be in-

volved in the theatre end. They
will report to him, Kintner said,

and he will report to UPT prez

Leonard Goldenson.
ABC prexy said that the web's

new radio studios in Gotham, Chi-

cago and L. A., costing $3 ,
000 ,

000 ,

are proof of its faith in radio’s

future. He told the radio staffers

that they would be given first

choice on switching' to video, rather

than hiring outside personnel, but

that AM is still healthy and vigor-

ous and is bringing in the coin.

He therefore recommended that

many of those in the radio side

stay where they are.

Zenith Hearing Buy
Zenith hearing aids bought

“Monday Morning Headlines,” with

Don Gardner, for four weeks start-

ing April 20. Program is aired

Sundays at 6:l5 p.m.
Show will be qsed for a month-

long test. Agency is BBD&O.
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Can Handle Public Educl Needs

By SANFOKD MAKKEY
Cleveland, April 1.

Commercial television cs® offer

education the necessary outlete toS the public's needs without

Sklng special educational chan-

nels according to a survey re-

feased to Variety by Western Re-

serve University on the basis of

ife “Telecourse" program started

last September on a haU-hour 9

a.m. WEWS Monday-through-Fri-

day basis.

The survey reached students

Who took courses in elementary

psychology and literature for both

credit (for which they paid a fee)

and for non-credit.’ The survey

reached an estimated 70,000 "view-

dents" of Telecourse and was

conducted by Elroy L. Stromberg,

professor and chairman of the de-

partment of psychology, and Peter

J, Hampton, assistant professor of

psychology; both taught the TV
psych course. _ .. .

The survey showed educational

courses “given on television are

sound and produce good results”

in that:

1 Viewdents scored higher final

marks, had better term papers and

better attendance than campus

students.

2. Courses reached a vast seg-

ment of the population “thirsting

for additional knowledge.”

3. Courses provided a new and

different type of highly approved

programs.
At the same time, both Stroih-

berg and Hampton pointed out

that the half-hour p a.m. program
reached only “an 1 almost exclu-

sively female audience," and

Stromberg maintained that com-
mercial television must provide

that evening time to reach the

“male viewing audience also de-

siring educational programming.”
Both he and Hampton also said

they had received letters from

(Continued on page 48)

Gardner ‘All Star’

Debut Via Film
Hollywood, April 1.

NBC-TV’s “All Star Revue” will

use filmed show for the first time
May 31 when Ed Gardner makes
his video debut in a “Duffy's Tav-
ern" skit. He flatly nixed a live

show. Gardner, just back from
Puerto Rico, owns controlling in-

terest in his show, which will be
budgeted at over $30,000. He's
dickering now for lensing the hour-
long layout at either Filmcraft or

Roach studios. Comedian said he’d
been nixing tele because he pre-

fers film, and because he feels no
comedian can be on regularly with-
out wearing out his welcome.
The May 31 show marks start

of a deal calling for a minimum
of six shows, maximum of 10. Plans
call for a musical story integrated
into the situation comedy, with
Jeanette MacDonald probable
guester on the initialer, which
James Kern probably will direct.
If video works successfully, Gard-
ner plans to drop the AM show,
feeling both would be too much
work. He plans a week's rehearsal,
and two days shooting for the
filmed show, which Leo Morgan
will produce from AM scripts
adapted for the visual medium.

Brief Puff
Chicago April 1.

WNBQ gave its Thursday
night (27) audience a literal

peek at an early-evening hotel
fire. The station poked a
couple of cameras out of win-
dows on the 19th floor of its

^Merchandise Mart studios and
shot the smoke and flames
coming from the burning
building several blocks away.
However, either because the

fire wasn’t considered major
enough or they didn’t want
to break into the regularly
scheduled network shows run-
ning at the time, WNBQ
squeezed the coverage into
two 30-second stations breaks
at 7:30 and 8 p.m. It was prob-
ably the most minute special
eventing on record.

Colgate Worried

On Soaring Costs

Profile of the average daytime
radio listener has been put togeth-

er by Colgate, based on research

of its own, plus census data and
material gleaned from the Chicago
Penetration Study, Horace M.
Schwerin and other audience

analyses.

Using a sample of 8,000, the

analysis found that the average
daytime dialer is a married woman,
between 30-34 years old, who has
been wed for 11 years to a factory
worker. Family’s income is be-
tween $3,683-$5,542 annually, and
includes two kids, a boy and a
girl, aged eight and five.. They
own their own home, which is

valued at $7,500, but they have a
mortgage to worry about.

Study covers* listener’s person-
ality and habits, as a key to slant-
ing programs to appeal to his spe-
cific audience. The target femme
is interested mainly in her chil-

dren and her home, although na-
tional and local affairs interest her
more than in the past, the study
indicated. She reads a local news-
paper, subscribes to one magazine
(probably a home, garden or fash-
ion magazine) and occasionally
buys a fiction or picture mag. She
reads but one book a.year, and her
favorite literature is a light ro-

mance. She doesn’t like stories

with a sad ending.

A high school graduate, she can-
not speak a foreign language and
distrusts persons with foreign ac-

cents—although to a lesser degree
than in the past. She has visited

Of 'Comedy Hour
Colgate, seriously concerned with

rising costs on its NBC-T.V “Col-
gate Comedy Hour,” is reapprais-
ing 6ontinuation of the hour-long
stanza. Sponsor is currently spend
ing around $92,000 weekly for the
package, including both time and
talent, and that figure may soar New York City once, would hate

to over $100,000 for the ’52-’53 to live there, would like to see the

season if the present trends go West,

on unchecked. They Eat Well
Among the plans proposed is „ , „ „

one for a “rubber budget” on the Hausfrau doesn’t discuss world

hour, which would vary the amount affairs very much with her hubby,

of coin spent on production of but she is concerned about his

each telecast. Nut would be geared health and his progress on the job.

to shell out proportionately more She has three intimate woman
coin in the peak viewing weeks, friends, but isn t In* a social club

and less as audience drops. That (later on she probably will join a

is also expected to mean shuffling woman s club or garden club),

the dates on which the various Her health is goocl, but she’s

comics appear, as well as trim- worried about the kids and their

ming production trappings, etc., on future. The family . eats well, al

dates when smaller outlay is called though not lavishly. She buys
for. about four dresses a year, wears
There has also been some dis- very little makeup, and has one

cussion of dropping the stanza en- permanent wave a year,

tirely and subbing two half-hour she is not very sophisticated

s’ c ws in its place. One of these considers most stage and screen
might be a half-hour show built personalities as probably immoral
around Louella Parsons.

/

Weekly School Report To

Be Year-Round Feature

Due to Inside’ Success

To 7:30 Sim., Miner Drama (or Wed.

Stripped Bare
Chicago, April 1.

Red faces abounded at NBC
here last week when the execs
opened their newspaper and
found the WMAQ call letters

prominently featured ‘n a. Min-
sky’s burlesque ad. The ad an-
nounced the appearance of
stripper Sally Sweet, complete
with picture, and billed here
as “Jack (Chez Paree) EigeWs
Telephone Sweetheart — The
Girl You’ve Heard About On
WMAQ."
Eigen has been plugging the

gal for the past several months
on his nightly show aired from
the Chez Parfee over the local

NBC outlet. o

After' some frantic phone
conversations the station got
its call letters out of the^ ad,

but the Eigen mention con-
tinued.

<4- NBC-TV is reportedly planning

two major program shifts for next

fall, moving its high-rated “Red
Skelton Show” down into the Sun-

day night at 7:30 slot and airing

the new hour-long drama series to

be produced by Worthington L.

(Tony) Miner Wednesday nights at

8. Latter period is now held by
the “Kate Smith Evening Hour.”
Questioned about the two moves,
NBC-TV exec veepee* Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver, Jr., answered “No
comment,”

Skelton, now slotted Sunday
nights at 10 under Procter & Gam-
ble sponsorship, has been up among
the rating leaders since he
preemed last fall. With General
Foods opening up the 7:30 period
at the end of this season, by check-
ing off its “Young Mr. Bobbin”
show, NBC is said to think that
moving Skelton into that spot
would bolster its entire Sunday
night linenup. While both “Col-
gate Comedy Hour” at 8 and “TV
Playhouse” at 9 have been outpull-
ing their competing shows on rival

networks, a lead-in by Skejton ex-
pected to give them a stronger hold
on the Sunday night audience.

Skelton’s show originates live

from the Coast, but the coTmic has
been said to be favoring a switch
to film for next season on the as-
sumption that it would be less tax-
ing. If the show continues live at
7:30, that would mean it would be
aired on the Coast at 4:3Q in the
afternoon. To obviate that appar-
ent difficulty, It’s presumed that
NBC would follow the “hot kine-
scope” route, recording the show
on film for a playback on the Coast
at 7:30.

Reported decision to slot the
new Miner show Wednesday nights

Crosby to Decide

This Week on Sub

For Chesterfield
* Hollywood, April 1.

Bing Crosby will make a deci-

sion this week on which of three
interested bankrollers will succeed
Chesterfield as his radio sponsor.
He’s closing out the ciggie firm but
will be on air next- season. Deal
will give sponsor first call on TV
when Crosby is ready for that ?he-

dium. The Groaner and his pro- . . . ... .

ducer-wrlter Bill Morrow are defi-
is reportedly based on the inability

nitely opposed to weekly telecasts. °f ““ Smith s eveplhg show to

and will Insist on filmed showsi Ifs buck ^successfully CBS-TV's “God-

likely Crosby will take a lew guest iSnJwifJ?*™
shots next season while continuing

direotly opposite.

in radio.

If they come up with a good TV
idea this summer, they’ll prepare
an audition. Otherwise they’ll go
along with radio. Schedule favorSd
by both is weekly radio, monthly
tele.

WGAR Adds FM
Cleveland, April 1.

Reversing a trend, WGAR has
^PPRed for and has received an
FM license. Entry of the 50,000
matter into the FM field locally
uiarks the first such new station
since two others (WCUO and
WLAL) folded.

“
A^Pansion involves a cost of

*50,000,” said Carl George, general

?^?a
/>
e
.

r * "and demonstrates our
eiief m the future of the aural

medium.”

objects to swearing and excessive

display of sex. If She likes audi-

ence participation shows, chances
are she doesn’t go for soap operas

She would like to be on a par-

ticipationer, but feels she would
be scared. Her response to quiz-

zers Is directly dependent on her

_ knowledge of the answers. Male
WNBC and WNBT, Gotham flag- emcees are preferred, particularly

ships of NBC, have had such re- sympathetic, down-to-earth per-
sponse from their “Inside Our sonaiities rather than excessive

Schools” series—which involves 70- sm0othness. She objects strongly

odd radio and tele shows in the
to emcees who embarrass contest-

span of a month—that WNBT is antSi

scheduling a weekly report on the
gy contrast^fan mail received in

schools as a year-round feature. . “Young Dr. Malone” and
Half-hour program will be aired

<<Road
J
of Li£e » both backed by

Saturdays in a daytime spot still to procter & Gamble, reveals that

be picked by WNBT program chief
a|most iiajf 0f the letters weremot

Dick Pack. written by housewives. Some 23%
Pack, who joined WNBT after

came from models, teachers and
general manager Ted Cott launched

retjre(j business people,

the “School” operation, finds that

there is a wealth of interesting

caUonaf'systen^ mid^a' 'variety ^of NeW HaZel BisllOp SfaUIZa

—via Torumsf debates, remotes in Bowing to Quick Revise
the classrooms, coverage of par-

jjazej Bishop cosmetics over the
ent-teacher meetings, etc.

weekend completely revised plans
Station, which Is co-operating i

v

0
e

r

eI

[t

e

s
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ne
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ŝ?anza; which preems
with Life mag on the project, s ^ nbC-TV tonight (wed.) at 10

distributing 1,000,000 copies of
J

1

Airer will be “Yotir Prize
checklist, prepared by the weekly» stoiw ” vice “What Shall I Do?”
with which parents and taxpayers

storigS wilj be romantic dramas
can evaluate the schools. 1J>ts based on true experience tales sub-

63 points on which a city s schools
d . viewers. Winners will

can be judged. Citizens are asked
f their yarns which

t? SSSP.?** will be adapted by Margaret Sang-

UCLA-Cornell Study On

5-Branch Merger Ready
^1 | A | ||Wf | I J A I UUliU <% ilV TV Ul.

Shortly; Confab With 4A S her- however, hasn’t been revealed

NBC execs are
said to think that a highiquality
dramatic program would fare bet-
ter against Godfrey’s Informal
comedy-revue format. That would
mean, however, that Miner’s show
would be aired back-to-back with
“Kraft TV Theatre,” also an hour5*

long dramatic series.

Web reportedly still considers
Miss Smith a potentially strong
personality for evening TV’ing.
Whether it would continue her in
an hour format for next fall or
build a new half-hour package for

Enrols Lights Up

NBC’s ‘Lights Out’
Despite indications of a growing

‘softness” in the TV sponsorship

1 u C &

the WNBC-WNBT shows. Ques

tionnaire, besides .getting the citi-

zens’ rating of the schools, will also

serve as a yardstick in

the effectiveness of the month-long

l program series.

ster, soap opera scripter,

Show is packaged by Raymond
Spector, head of Bishop’s ad agency

and former manager of Macfadden

Publications,

College labor relations experts
mulling proposals for a blueprint
under which the branches of the
Associated Actors & Artistes of

America can unite in a five-branch
merger, are expected to announce
their recommendations in a week
or so.

Professorial group, from Cornell
U. and the U. of California in Los
Angeles, confabbed with reps of

the 4A’s last week. They outlined picture, NBC video sales execs this

some of their proposals and dis- week wrapped up a new sale In

cussed procedural questions. near-record time by pacting Pear-

Meanwhile, votes are being son Pharmcal to take over its Mon-
counted in the two referendums be- day night “Lights Out” show. Be-

ing conducted by the American cause of the sale, NBC is able to

Federation of Radio Artists and post the SRO sign again for its

Television Authority on the pro- Class A evening time,

posed two-branch merger which “Lights” had been bankrolled

would take place on July 1, if the this
:
season by Admiral, which^

five-branch merger hasn’t been checked off the show after the 1"

achieved by that time. Deadline in March 24 broadcast. With Pearson,

the referendums was yesterday for its Ennds product, taking over

(Tues.) and results will be an- next Monday night (7), the web

nounced shortly. had an open stanza only last Mon-

There was campaigning on both day night (31). And It filled tnat

sides of the merger issue. Ameri- time, too, by inking Time magazine

can Guild of Variety Artists and to sponsor a special one-shot edl-

Actors Equity each sent out circu- tion of its early-bird “Today’ show

lars,attacking the proposed AFRA- in the “Lights Out” time.

TV wedding as “casting doubt” on

the work of the UCLA-Cornell

study before it is even completed,

and thus making a five-branch con-

solidation less probable. On the

other hand, AFRA and TVA leaf-

lets said that a vote in favor of

the AFRA-TVA constitution “in no

way precludes” the possibility of

five-branch merger, but would

make the July 1 deadline stick

and thus “end procrastination” by

‘the other branches.

Agency for Ennds is Harry B.

Cohen.

CBS-TV Repacts Lews
Mario Lewis was pacted to a new

six-year deal this week by CBS-TV*
He continues as exec producer in

charge of all the web’s musical and

variety shows, and also as co-pro-

ducer with Ed Sullivan of “Toast

, of the Town.”
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Toronto, April 1. 4^

Decision of the federal Copyright
Appeal Board to increase royalties

for performance of copyright mu-
sic, drew howls of protest in closing

sessions of the four-day convention
of the Canadian Assn, of Broadcast-

ers here, which was attended by
over 400 delegates from all parts

of Canada, the membership em-
bracing 87% of the Dominion’s in-

dependent stations.

New formula will now double
the royalty revenue to the Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers
Assn, of Canada (ASCAP affiliate),

with independents and the federal-

operated Canadian Broadcasting
Corp, now ordered. to pay 1 3A%
of annual gross revenue to CAPAC,
instead of the former fee of 7c per
householder set in the station area.

Delegates were also incensed at

the Copyright Appeal Board’s de-
cision that radio stations’ books
will henceforth be liable to CAPAC
inspection.

In concern at a departure from
the previous 15-year-old practice
of collecting music royalties, the
CAB board of directors sent on a
protest to the Copyright Appeal
Board,

'
pointing out that music

publishers should not be entitled
to a percentage of station revenue
derived* from other than musical
broadcasts. According to T. J. Al-
lard, CAB g.m., the indies last year
paid CAPAC some $152,000 in mu-
sic royalties; this year’they will pay
an estimated $350,000,
The future of Canadian radio

looks bright and business is good
and shows prospects of becoming
better, said D. Malcolm Neill,
chairman of the CAB board of
directors. But he also deplored tl^e
fact that Canada has no television,
though private radio has been will-
ing and anxious to develop TV in
Canada at no expanse to the tax-
payer, “A completely unrealistic
and not unselfish national policy
has rendered it impossible for in-
dividual private companies to ob-
tain TV station licenses,” he said.
Though Torojnto and Montreal

will have federal-operated TV sta-
tions in August, .he deplored the
fact that Canadians across the

(Continued on page 48)

More Web Execs

Join Station Reps
Growing importance of the AM

.and •TV spot field is. pointed up
by network execs joining station
representative outfits. Latest to
make the move is James V. Mc-
Connell, for the past 21 years a key
figure in NBC (most recently as
director of national spot sales),
who will become a veepee of John
Blair, station rep, on May 1.

’McConnell started with the old
local service bureau of NBC and
championed the use of simplified
spot rate cards, which differed from
the network rate structure. In his
new job, ’McConnell will work both
on radio and tele phases.
Murray Grabhorn, ex-ABC v.p.,

. left the National Assn, of Radio &
TV Station Representatives last
month to join Edward Petry. Eu
gene Thomas, former head of
WOIC (TV) in Washington and an
exec of WOR-TV, N. Y., recently
moved over to George P. Holling-
berry, another station rep.

What! No Violin?
Jack Benny’#, “secret” yen to

bo a songwriter, which has be- 1

come almost a running gag on
his Sunday night radio show
via CBS, will be carried over
into TV Sunday night (6),

.

when Snooky Lanson sings

“When You Say ‘I Beg Your
Pardon,’ Then I’ll Come Back
to You” on CBS-TV’s “This Is

Show Business.”. Words and
music, it • says, are by Jack
Benny. ’ '

Comic’s AM-TV cleffing par-
lay, of course, is tied in with
the fact that Lucky Strike
sponsors both his radio show
and “Show Biz,” while Lanson
is chief male singer on “Hit
Parade,” also a Luckies show.
According to “Show Biz” pro-
ducer Irving Mansfield, Benny
“is no threat to Cole Porter.”

ABC’s Vm Hon ‘Story’

Arthur Van .Horn, who broad-

cast* a* '’Doan .
Cameron” on W/Z,

N. Y., start* a new aeries on the

ABC flagship Monday (7) at 8:13-

8:30 p.pi. • :

Titled “I Coyered the Story,!’

airer will consist Of interviews With
reporters who have done. outstand-

ing journalistic work in the pre-
vious week.

-S-. -

AM-TV Probe On

‘Kane’ on AM-TV

Over Film Snag

Washington, April 1.

A Congressional investigation of

radio and TV programming may be
voted this week when the House
is expected to take up the Gath-
ings resolution creating a 15-man
committee to inquire into “offen-

sive” broadcasts and literature.

The resolution, introduced by
Rep. E. C. Gathings (D., Ark.), was
favorably reported last week by the
House Rules Committee. It is

identical with a resolution offered
by Rep. Carl Elliott (D.,‘ Ala.) and
similar to one introduced by Rep.
Edward H. Rees <R., Kans.).
The Committee would be author-

ized “to conduct a full and com-
plete investigation” to determine:

1. Extent to which radio and TV
programs “contain immoral or

_ , . „
otherwise offensive matter, or place

Lloyd Nolan is ankling both the improper emphasis on crime, vio-
radio and TV versions of “Martin lence and corruption.”
Kane, Private Eye” at the close of 2. Content of such matter in
the current cycle, because the books, particularly so-called pocket-
show s sponsor has refused to per- size books.
mit him to do the video version 3.. Adequacy of present laws to
on film. Bankroller, U. S. Tobac- eliminate “offensive and undesir-
co, is releasing him from his term able” broadcasts, “and • promote
pact after the May 22 video broad- higher standards for such pro-
cast. Radio show, because it’s grams, and prevent the publication

;
aPe<* a(*vance > W1H continue and distribution of books contain
through June. Both shows are ing immoral, offensive and other
aired on NBC. ' undesirable matter.”
Nolan has both his family and The Committee, to be appointed

home on the Coast, and since the
v

by the Speaker, would consist of
TV show has been originating live four members from the Commerce
in N. Y., he’s been forced to com- Committee, four from the Judici-
mute almost weekly between Hoi- ary Committee, four from the Post
lyvgood and N. Y'. During the last Office and Civil Service Commit
eight months, he’s been forced to tee, and three from the general
turn down proffered roles in six membership of the House, regard-
films, according to Lester Linsk, less of committee affiliation,
his personal manager. Because of The resolution requires the Com-
these factors, and also because he mittee to report the results of its
wanted a participation share, in re- investigation during the present
sidual rights on his projected Congress. Hearings would be held
switch of “Kane” to a vidpix basis, in Washington.
Nolan has been

. insisting on the
video show’s, shift to film. . ,

Sponsor and the Kudner agency. Spittle AFRA ill Sfrikl*
which handles, the account, are ex-

1
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pected to come up with a replace-
ment for him within the near fu
ture. Nolan, meanwhile, expects
to enter vidfilm production with
Linsk under the banner of their
Transworld. Productions, concen-
trating on. documentaries based on
official files of. Government rand stations has been unanimously ap-
civil agencies. He’s the second proved by the membership of the

wrnff™ *?ave show, Seattle local of the American Fed-
William Gargan having created the

Cavalier to Back Irma’

On AM as Well as TV
Cavalier cigarets, which bank-

rolls ”My Friend Irma”on CBS-TV,
will take over sponsorship reins

on the AM version as wfcll, starting

next fall. Cavalier, an R. J. Rey-
nolds subsld, will replace Ennds
on the radio side, to give it a two-

way 'angeling on “Irma,”

Ennds, of course, continues with
the show through the remainder of

this season, and i? reportedly near
the inking stage for sponsoring a
revival of “Inner Sanctum” this

summer. While its plans for next
fall are not finalized, it’s expected
that it will either continue with
“Sanctum” in a new. time slot, ..or

else pick up another show on CBS.

Nothing Could Be

Finah for Dinah

Vote Against Web Locals

For Economy Proposals
Seattle, April 1.

A strike against local network

Dinah Shore’s future status for

radio and television may be re-

solved within a few days. Indica-

tions. at the moment
.
point to a

long-range NBC commitment for

AM and TV, which, if finalized,

Would permit the singer to cushion

her earnings over .a period of years.
Jaffe & Jaffe, attorneys for Miss
Shore, aver that the singer’s per-
sonal take for five years could top
$1,000,000, if she were sold com-
mercially in both mediums, but as a
tax expediency would spread the
payments over a longer period. of
years. In return, NBC would have
an AM-TV exclusivity on her serv-
ices for five years.

Decision is due this week on
whether Chevrolet, current spon-
sors <of Miss Shore’s twice-a-week
early evening TV show,, will re-
new for next season. Lacking its

own contractual arrangement with
Miss- Shore, NBC faces the possi-
bility of Chevrolet moving the pro-
gram ‘to CBS, which is also pitch-
ing for the singer’s services.

Miss Shore is currently a CBS
radio personality, via Procter &
Gamble’s early-evening, cross-the-
board show. Decision is still pend

1-ing whether P & G axes the stanza.
But even if the soap company
sticks, Miss Shor6 Would be obliged
to vamp the program in the event
of an NBC exclusive deal.

role originally.
eration of Radio Artists. The strike

vote was t-ken after, the stations

had proposed a cutting down of

announcing and engineering staffs,

and creation of combination men
to handle both announcing chores

and platter spinning.

AFRA members are currently

WJZ, N.Y., SHIFTING 3

SHOW PERSONALITIES
WJZ, N. Y. key of ABC, is shift-

ing personalities on three shows.
Replacing Herb Sheldon, who was
dropped by the outlet due to his
adding a stint for WNBT, N. Y.,
is Tom Reddy, who formerly was
on “County Fair,” Ladies Be
Seated” and an all-night show for
WJZ. He has taken over the 6:30-
8:15 a. m. stint (with time out for
newscasts), and starts a 2-2:30 p.m.
afternoon strip next week (7).

Eddie Dunn, who is on the Jack
Berch show, is taking over for
John Reed King on “Grand Union
Caravan, ’ due to medicos prescrib-
ing a rest for King. Program chief
Ray Diaz is on the prowl for a disk
jockey to replace Bruce Wendells,
who has been doing the 3 a.m.
insomniac stretch from Birdland
Broadway jivery. Wendells has
been drafted.

WEINTRAUB LAPS UP

BLATZ FOR ALL MEDIA
Weintraub agency,, which has 1

repped Blatz Beer this season
on TV, this week grabbed off the working under terms of the last
rest of the account, which had been contract, which expired Feb. 15,
the subject of spirited bidding and negotiations on a new contract
among some of the top agencies are under way, with George Leon-
during the last several weeks. Un- ard, of Washington Employers, han-
der the new setup, Weintraub will dling negotiations for the stations,
take oyer Blatz’s total billings of Stations included arc KIRO, CBS;
about $6,000,000 per year, picking KJR, ABC, and KOMO, NBC. KVI,
up the prmt and outdoor media Mutual outlet, is not unionized,
biz which had been handled by New contract with independent
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clif- stations, calling for a wage increase

A .
of 4.74% and the inclusion of com-

Weintraub has handled Blatz un-
til now on the TV version of “Amos
’n’ Andy,” a show which has been
consistently among the top 10 rat-
ers this season. It’s believed that
its success with the CBS video show
was one of the primary factors in
its snagging the rest of the ac-
count. Blatz is a subsidiary of
Schenley, and Weintraub also has
several other Schenley products.

World’s ‘Get a Hit’
World Broadcasting System has

released “Get a Hit,” transcribed
baseball series. Each 15-minute
program is designed to feature a
local personality as narrator, with

meniators for the first time, is all
set, with only ratification by the
membership to make it official.

The network stations, saying
they are caught in a “declining
market” with resultant loss of rev-
enue, want to cut down on both
announcing and engineering staffs
to effect operating savings. Mem-
bers of both AFRA and IBEW are
solidly against the proposal.
AFRA officers say that manage-

ment of the indies, who negotiate
directly, are much easier to deal
with than Washington Employers,
a labor-negotiating firm that rep-
resents network stations. They- say
that negotiations would be much
easier and not so drawn out if they

World providing the scripts and
j

could negotiate directly with the
musical elements.

]
network stations’ management.
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WNEW STARTS DRIVE OF

CUFFO CONSUMER PLUGS
Intensive campaign of cuffo

plugs, reminding listeners to buy
various items, such a£ soap, ciga-
rets and cereals, has been insti-
tuted by WNEW, N. Y. Indie is
airing the spots not in behalf of
specific sponsors but to help a long
list of consumer industries. Idea
is to provide general goodwill for
the outlet among clients and pros
pective bankrollers.

Plugs are being integrated into
the entire day’s program structure.
Typical pitch goes, “Going" shop-
ping? Just take a minute to check
your supply of soap, for dishes,
bath, face and hands. If you’re
running low, better stock up.” Re-
action from sponsors and agencies
is that the free commercials will
be a business stimulater .and that
the plan could be adopted by other
outlets.

^
s ^Cigo,'.April 1.

The dusting off of motion picture
oldie* for television salvaging is
highlighting the changes' in stand-
ards of taste that have come up
about the past couple of decades^
Likewise the shifts in the country’s
political climate as reflected in the
video revival di some of the dated
“message” pix that blossomed dur-
ing the ’30s are especially pro.
nounced in the present context
The situation has elevated the

film editors at the four Chi tele
stations to new importance as TV
film distribs reach farther and far-
ther back on the shelf for product
to peddle, to video. The screening
room traffic cops not only have to
be alert for breaches of the cur-
rent standards of decorum. * In
some cases, they also . have been
warned to guard against those
films whose propaganda overtones
have been outdated by historical
changes.

It’s a long and arduous task, this
scanning the flock of shorts and
features that are ground out here
each week. Many of them pre-
date the Hollywood Production
Code, reaching back to the early
’20s. Also there’s been an influx
of overseas product which raise
problems for the- pix editors be-
cause of different notions on the
two sides of the Atlantic as to
what’s proper. For instance, the
“damns” and “hells” that occasion-
ally pop up more or less naturally
in British films cause some head
scratching.
But its- the continental’s treat-

ment of §ex that gives rise to the
most scissoring. Cases in point

are “Opeb City” and “Paisan”
which WGN-TV just bought as part
of an extensive library buy from
Motion Pictures for TV. After the
boudoir and thigh scenes are

erased, film editor Elizabeth Bain
wonders if there will be enough
"eft to run.
Then there’s the Britishers

turned out during the war with a

strong “chin up, tight little island”

pitch that have cued some sensitivi-

ies among midwest Anglophobes.
Not too long ago the Chicago Trib-

une focused editorial attention on
this very point, charging tele sta-

tions with' unduly plugging the

English. However, the sheet’s ire

(Continued on page 39)

“Big Show’ Fate

Hinges on Tallu
i

Whether or not the “Big Show”

returns to the .NBC Sunday eve-

ning radio airlanes next fall is con-

jectural at the moment, with ex-

pectations that a final decision will

rest on whether or not .Tallulah

Bankhead, -femcee of the show,

agrees to a TV showcase. It’s been
indicated at NBC that if Miss Bank-
head does a- TV program, as pro-

posed by the web, it may be eco-

nomically feasible to continue with

the 90-minute radio stanza. Other-

wise, one exec said, the show will

probably .be axed.
Although “Big Show” has been

incorporated into the NBC “Opera-

tion Tandem,” with its participat-

ing sponsors, the program as such

has never paid off. It has a week-

ly budget of about $35,000, making
it probably the most expensive at-

traction on the AM kilocycles.
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Fixers Young, Dunne Yen

Buy of Phoenix AM-TV
Phoenix, April 1.

Loretta Young and Irene Dunne
are reported dickering for KPHO
and KPHO-TV, but station prexy
John Mullins is disinterested in
selling the town's only tele station
Film femmes recently bought

into KRAM, Las Vegas, which has
a tele application on file. They’re
dickering for the Phoenix outlets
via their negotiating reps, William
Myriot and Alfred
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PHILCO ADDING FINK

TO EXPAND RESEARCH
Philadelphia, April 1.

Philco Corp.’s expanding activi-

ties in electronic research and de-

velopment will be given added im-

petus by the appointment of Don-
ald G. Fink as co-director of re-

search operations. President Wil-

liam Balderston announced that

Fink would join the company
June 1.

During the last war Fink headed
the Loran Division of the Radia-,

tion Laboratory at Mass. Institute

of Technology. He was expert

consultant to the Secretary of

War (1943-45) and civilian consult-

ant at the Bikini A-bomb tests.

He recently served as U. S. spokes-

man at the Zurich, London and

Geneva international conferences

.1 op, television.
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BILLION BOOM

If FCC Okays CBS Buy of WBKB
Washington, April 1. *

prS wiU make Chicago an im-

nnrtant source of TV program

originations if it acquires the Bala-

ban & Katz station, WBKB under

the projected merger of ABC and

United Paramount Theatres. Trans-

fer of WBKB to CBS for a con-

sideration of $6,000,000 is contin-

gent on approved by the Federal

Communications Commission of the

ABC-UPT merger.

Testifying before the Commis-

sion last Friday (28) at hearings

on Paramount anti-trust and re-

lated issues, Jack L. Van Volken-

burg, prexy of the CBS-TV net-

work, said he anticipates’ “vastly

expanded use” of Chicago as an
origination point for programs if

purchase of WBKB ‘is approved.

It is not unlikely, he testified, that

two to three studios will be built

for network shows alone, and that

as many as 12 hours a week of

CBS originations will come from
the Windy City.

An owned and operated TV sta-

tion in Chicago, said Van Volken-

burg, will provide CBS' with facili-

ties it needs to reach competitive

equality with other networks which
have five o.-and-o. outlets. Under

' the proposed FCC allocations, he
pointed out, there will be no com-
mercial VHF channels available in

Chicago, and the only way CBS
can have a station there ifc by ac-

quisition.

Discussing the reasons for want-
ing owned rather than affiliated

stations, Van Volkenburg explained
that the economics of TV network

- operations requires * “full come
pliment” (five under existing- FCC
rules) of o.-and-o. outlets. Operat
ing a TV network, he. said, is i

“very . expensive” business and
costs are continually rising.

Profitable Operation

“On the other hand,” he said,
“station operation is now, profitable.
Many stations are operating at a
profit and some stations in the

(Continued on page 39)

Net Execs Map

Chi Video Plans

U. of Utah Now Offering

5 TV Courses for Credit
Salt Lake City, April 1.

The U. of Utah, one of the few
colleges in the west to offer TV
courses for credit, has kicked off

a course in the history of Utah, to
bring its total to five. Class is

headed by Dr. Leland Creer, head
of the history department.

Setup, calls for 11 video lectures,

with students paying $1 for a hand-
book, and submitting 10 brief as-

signments for certificate credit.

Students who -.want college credit
pay $12, submit 15 assignments,
and take a final exam.
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Gillette Soloing

On Derby; CBSTo

Pitch Preakness
* Louisville, April 1.

Gillette Safety Razor, which
bankrolled both the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness last year on
CBS radio and TV, will shell out

a reported $200,000 for nationwide
radio and TV coverage of the
Derby May 3, and so has decided
to bypass the Preakness this year.

CBS, as a result, is out pitching

that race, slated for May 17 at

Pimlico, to other potential bank-
rollers.

Bill Corum, Churchill Downs
prez. last week confirmed reports

that the Derby will be telecast

nationwide by CBS “on an experi-

mental basis,” meaning that the

Downs will study closely effects

on attendance at the track, betting

volume, etc., before committing it-

self to future TV contracts.

Derby telecast will originate

through WHAS-TV, local CBS
affiliate. Special cable facilities will

be set up by the Bell Telephone
Co. to Indianapolis, nearest east-

west link.

Last 'year’s Derby was filmed,

and seen on screens several hours

after the raoe was run. Only pre-

vious live telecast was in 1$49,

made by WAVE-TV.
Downs has consistently refused

„ .
Chicago, April 1.

Windy City network television
output may perk up a bit during to allow a live nationwide telecast
the next few months, if present until it signed CBS last year with
signs are read correctly, NBC-TV a three-year contract, proviso being
has already logged in another Chi that a live showing of the race
show with “Those Endearing could be carried in one of .the

Young' Charms” premiering on years only.
Sunday (30) .and others are in the
works. Also the town is awaiting r\ w 1 i O L
the entrance of H. Leslie Atlass’ (iaiTOWay lOdaV OUDS
CBS operation into TV- which will rr Z i j » cti
come about if the ABC marriage to KnV5HN RuaflY ID uhAFD
United Paramount Theatres is

IVUVdt5k ACdUJ WVUMy
okayed by the FCC.
As a by-product of that deal,

CBS will rrab off the channel pres-
ently occupied by indie WBKB,

Philly Program Shakeup
Philadelphia, April 1.

Sharp local TV -programming
owned by Balaban St Katz, a UPT shakeup took place yesterday morn-
subsid. For the past several ing (31), when WPTZ brought in
jnonths Atlass has been quietly Dave Garroway’s" “Today” as a re-
blueprinting his video plans. Since placement for its own pioneer early
Atlass has an influence in the over- morning show, Ernie Kovacs’ “3 to
all CBS setup beyond the usual Get Ready.” The Garroway show
veepee status, it’s considered a will now occupy the 7 to 9 a. m.
foregone conclusion that he’ll pro- segment, Monday through Friday,
ject the Chi adjunct into the net- formerly held down by Kovacs.
work picture to some decree once Ernest B. Loveman, WPTZ vice-
lts fets rolling. president and general manager, in

y\ hile it’ll be several months yet announcing the change, stated:
before WBBM-TV hits,the air if “While WPTZ is proud to have

_

pio-
the ABC-UPT merger goes through, neered early morning television
most observers feel. the appearance programming with its ‘3, to Get
0

.

a third web-owned tele plant Ready’ show, we feel we are per-
wm have a bullish effect on the forming a service in making ‘To-
local scene, both in terms of origi- day’ available to viewers of this
nanons and hometown activity. area, particularly during this elec-

-then, too, there’s expected to be tion year, when news of great na-
.n uPoeat at the ABC central divi- tional importance is being made

°i?i
Ce

^.ome Coin is macie daily.” .

r,,--

3
!

via melding. As of Kovacs, who launched 3 to Get

setup here, riding Ready” Nov. 27, 1950, as the first

wC 1 16 economy wave, is more or early-morning TV show, has been

^
ssai

.

arhing time with no addition- moved., into the 12:30 to 1 p. m
expected until the mer- segment. Entire Kovacs cast,., in

ser is finalized. eluding vocalist Edythe Adams and
Uver at WGN-TV, the DuMont pianist Fred Shimins, will continue

(Continued on page 50) on the condensed program

Washington, April 1.

- Some conception of the enor-

mous public investment in radio

and television sets was given in a'

report issued last week by the

Radio - Television Manufacturers

Assn., which puts factory value of

production during the last five

years at approximately $5,343,000,-

000 .

Assuming retail price, including

installation and financing charges,

at double the price at the factory,

the report indicates that the pub-

lic has spent around $10,000,000,-

000 for radio and TV receivers, ex-

clusive of repairs, during the pe-

riod from 1946 through lifol.

The RTMA report estimates that
the 75,117,000 radio sets turned
out in the five-year period had a
value at the plant of $2,176,000,000,
or an average of $29 per receiver.
The value of the 17,002,000 TV sets

produced during the period was
estimated at $3,167,000,000, or an
average of $186 per set. The rela-

tively high* average for TV reflects

the trend toward console models,
which comprised 52% of total TV
output in 1951 as compared to 21%
in 1947.

Willingness and ability of the
public to lay out money for fancy
TV sets is reflected in figures that

show that, despite the tremendous
increase in TV production during
the past five years, the percentage
of table model sets—the lowest
price models—has declined. In
1947, when only 178,000 sets were
produced, .table models accounted
for 65% of total output. In 1951,

when production totaled 5,384,000

sets, table models represented only

42% of output.

Thg’report shows that during the
five-year period there were 7,772,-

000 table model sets produced,
7,800,000 consoles and consolettes,

and 1,428,000 phonograph combi-
nations.

Auto Set Upbeat

Although the proportion of^pho-
nograph combinations—the highest

price sets—has declined from 14%
in 1947 to 6% in 1951, the number
of such sets built last year was
greater than the entire output of

TV sets in 1947.

Growing importance of the out-

of-home radio audience is reflected

in the rise of auto set production

from 17% of the total radio output

in 1947 to 36% in 1951. During
the same period, the proportion of

home sets has dropped from 70%
of the total output to 53%;. -Port-

ables account for the remainder.

Report said that TV inventories

at the factory, which reached
-

high point of 801,000 sets last July,

were down to 216,000 units at the

end of 1951.

Promise of a market abroad for

TV sets was indicated in export

shipments of 56,075 sets last year.

Fojreaight
Hollywood, April 1.

A 50-year-exckisive franchise

has been granted by Palm
Spririgs City Council to Tele-

meter, subscription device
video company.
Telemeter v,p. Carl Leser-

man said that as a result of

council’s action, work will be-

gin Immediately on construc-

tion of a master aerial to feed
L. A. video programs Into the

presort town, also on other

cables and antenna needed for

operation, which begins in Sep-
tember, Telemeter plans a

straight diet of motion pictures

for the test, and pix will come
in on an* eighth channel, with
viewers able to get gratis

shows on the seven other chan-

nels.

‘Show of Shows;

No Sub Problem
Libby, McN.eill & Libby, one of

the three participating sp’onsors in

the second half-hour segment of

NBC-TV’s . “Show of Shows,” has
notified the web that it’s checking*

out at the end of the current sea-

son. While this opens up the first

vacancy In the hour-and-a-half Sat-

urday night program in some
months, NBC reportedly has a wait-

ing list of potential new clients for

th'e show. As a result, the finding

of a replacement for Libby is most-
ly a matter of the web’s coming to

terms with the right advertiser.

It’s expected that NBC will give

the nod to a bankroller who’s will-

ing to ride through 'the summer
on the replacement for the Sid Cae-
sar-Imogene Coca* show, which is

to be a Saturday night dance pa-

rade featuring some top name
bands. Show is one of the three

big NBC productions on which it

-has decided that the sponsors, in

order to insure their franchises

for next fall, must stay through
the summer. Other two shows are

the Saturday night “All Star Re-

vue” and the Kate Smith daytime
eross-the-border.

CBS DICKERS MAYEHOFF

FOR NEW COMEDY SERIES
CBS Radio is dickering with Ed-

die Mayehoff to do a weekly situa-

tion comedy series titled “That’s

My Boy,” with Mayehoff to play

the father role he created in the

Dean Martin-Jerfy Lewis film ver-

sion produced for Paramount by

Hal Wallis. Projected show is

packaged by Cy Howard, who
scripted and was associate producer

on the film. Role of the son has

not been cast, but it’s expected

that Artie Stander will write the

show.
CBS, meanwhile, is slated to cut

its audition of the new Frank Fon-

taine show April 17 on the Coast,

and is trying to line up either

Marilyn Maxwell or Lina Romay
to guest on the initialer. Web has

pacted Si Rose and A1 Schwartz

to script the series, which will

make it the costliest new package

in CBS’ Summer plans. Larry

Berns is producing, with Lud Glus-

kin helming the music.

TYA Mapping National

Expansion Drive; New

Local in Philly Okayed
Television Authority, now in five

cities, is mapping an organizational

drive which will spread .the talent

union into other towns. TVA’s na-
tional board meeting met last week
and authorized setting up a new
local in "Philadelphia.

In Philly, TVA will cooperate

with existing locals of other
branches of the Associated Actors

& Artistes of America who partici-

pate in the tele trusteeship. These
will include American" Guild of

Variety Artists, American Federa-
tion of Radio Actors and Actors
Equity. An organizer will be
chosen shortly to get the new local

launched.
National board also approved the

contract TyA linked with KSD-TV,
St. Louis.- Latter is the second

pact won outside the three produc-

tion centres of New York, Chicago

and Los Angeles. Previously TVA
had won., a pact with WDTV, Pitts-

burgh.

Heidi’s 2d Turns
Hollywood, April 1.

Turns and Horace Heidt are

teaming up again, this time on TV.

Lewis-Howe bought half of his

hour variety show on KLAC-TV.
Heidt Initiated the first giveaway

show for Turns years ago. “Pot o’

Gold.”

Philadelphia, April 1.®

The U. of Pennsylvania ha*

threatened to ban television en-

tirely next season over its differ-

ences with the National Collegiate

Athletic Aksn.’s TV program.

Franny Murray, Penn’s athletic di-

rector; said that if the university’s

Athletic Council considered the

NCAA plan “illegal,” Penn would

not participate and would decline

to have any of its games televised.

The NCAA plan for 1952 hasn’t

been fully worked out as yet, but
Indications are that the collegiate

group will air more * games next
season,- and more small colleges

will take part, Penn has been One
of the leaders the fight against

the NCAA program since the start,

and fought the plan again at the
association’s January meeting,

Murray arid
-

his backers have
taken the attitude that any agree-

ment imposing
,
restrictions"' upon

individual colleges is Illegal. The
Red and Blue’s failure to enter into

the agreement might disarrange
the whole program, since Penn
has an Impressive schedule for

next season, starting in September
with Notre Dame.
The Penn athletic boss claims

controlled TV has not' helped the
smaller colleges in this section,

as its hackers intended. Football

attendance figures last year at 14
colleges* in the area covered by
local telecasts show that Penn drew ’

more than the other IIP combined.
Princeton, one of the 13, outdrew
the remaining 12, and what was
left averaged to a very 'small at-

tendance per game for the rest.

According to Murray, the average
decline for these institutions in

1951 under controlled TV was
much greater than in 1950, when
the games were on the air.

LeVenson to Buck

Berle in Switch
CBS-TV this week acceded to a

request by Alcoa that its “See It

Now” show be moved into an

early Sunday evening slot but, as

a result, the. web’s “Sam Leven-

son Show” will be handed the dif-

ficult task of bucking NBC video's

Milton Berle program for a rat-

ing.

VSee "Iti” the Ed Murrpw-Fred
Friendly production, "has been
sponsored by Alcoa Sunday after-

noons at 3:30. Starting April 20,

the show moves into the Sunday
night at 6:30 spot, which * is now
occupied by Levenson. Latter
show, which has been drawing size-

able ratings but is stfll sustaining,

wilj consequently be * moved into

the Tuesday night at 8 period
starting April 22, where it will be
airing directly opposite Berle’s

“Texaco Star Theatre” on NBC.
Frank Sinatra show had been

slotted in CBS’ 8 to 9 period Tues-
day nights, but checked off after

last night's (1) broadcast. Web
plans to fill the hour with film for

the next two weeks, prior to Leven-
son's move-in. Another half-hour

show will take over the 8:30 to 9
slot at that time, but it hasn’t been
selected yet. CBS reportedly con-

siders the Tuesday night setup

only temporary and, while the web
hopes Levenson may show up well

against Berle, it will probably find

another time period for him next

fall.

One sidebar angle in the Leven-

son move, incidentally, is the fact

that Irving Mansfield, who pro-

duces his show, was also producer

of Berle’s radio show at one time.

In addition, both Berle and Leven-

son have been drawing their big-

gest audiences in the key cities, so

the ctrade will be watching to see

whether Levenson can cut into

Berle’* ratings.
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Edocl TV Stations’ Survival: Coy
Educational television stations-^

will better chances for survivalM
they operate on a commercial basis

enough hours a day* to cbver ex-

penses for their own informational

stanzas, former FCC chairman
Wayne Coy told the Cooper Union
Forum Sunday (30). Coy, now an

0AM-TV consultant and 50% owner
of KOB and KOB-TV, Alburquer-
que (subject to FCC approval), was
beamed over WNYC, N. Y.

* In his first public address since

leaving the Commission five weeks
ago, Coy said educational outlets

would be “much happier, do a bet-

ter job” • and last longer with par-

tial commercial operation. * He also

declared that educational tele, sta-

tions should be operated by schools,

colleges and similar institutions,

rather than by states or municipali-

ties, suggesting that operation by
governmental agency might result

in political propaganda.

Coy covered a wide field in the

speech and question period, which
totaled over 75 minutes. He started

out with a self-kidding reference to

his being a “knowledgeable fellow,”

recalling that for the past three

and a half years, since inception

of the freeze on new TV station

construction, he had been regularly

(and mistakenly) predicting a

thaw—“and it still hasn’t happened
yet.”

However, he pointed out, the
freeze has been a great advantage
to educators, having given them
time to study video’s potentialities

and get in their bids for channels.

He said he was “optimistic” for the
future of educational TV, encour-
aged by the interest of some prog-|
ressive educators in tele, but “pes-
simistic” because not enough “real-

istic study” has been made of the
problems of operating tele outlets.

Banding Together

Mentioning the high cost of sta-

tion operation, Coy suggested that

if educators got together to produce
programs and make them available

to commercial outlets, it might be
cheaper than if schools have their

own channels. Former FCC chief

.gave commercial radio and tele a
pat, citing AM’s news and classical

music and the “continuous im-
provement” in .TV’s dramatic fare.

' Coy referred to various ap-
proaches to educational broadcast-
ing such as the concept of the Ford
Foundation, pay-as-you-see tele,

closed circuit instructional
.
tele-

casts, school-owned stations, public
service shows on commercial out-

lets, etc. He said he had “great
faith in the outcome of all these
manifold expressions of interest In

the problem.”

.
Asked whether, since the air is a

public resource, public funds
shouldn’t be used to develop edu-
cational TV (just as the Govern
ment pays for public parks), Coy
replied that such a setup would
have “socialistic” implications. He
also said that the American ap-
proach to radio is better than that
of the British Broadcasting Corp.,
because minority parties have an
equal opportunity to get time,
while in Britain time is apportion-
ed on the basis of voting strength.

On the question of color tele,

Coy said that the FCC had been
asked to approve a color system,
not to take into consideration the
question of compatibility. He said
that many advances, and not only
colorcasting, made present black
and-white sets “obsolete to an ex
tent.” Thus, a big screen could
make a 10-inch set obsolete, the in-
troduction of a new ultra-high fre-
quency station in a community
could make VHF sets obsolete to the
extent additional gadgets are ne-
cessary, etc.

Coy slapped at recent charges
that his co-purchase with Time
Inc., of KOB was “approved” be-
cause Coy was on the Commission.
He pointed out that the’ negotia-
tions were made after he left the
FCC and that the latter has not yet
acted on the application for trans-
fer of the license. Bril.

Detroit—Dr. Hale Aarnes, direc-
tor of education in radio and tele-

Stephens College, Colum-
bia, Mo., will be principal speaker
Saturday (5) at the McCall Mike
Award dinner held in connection
with the American Women in Ra-
dio and Television convention
which convenes heer Friday (4).
Aarnes’s topic will be “The Unde-
fined Impact.”

DOROTHY & DICK
. „

*

With Dorothy Kilfalien, Richard
Kollmar

IS Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:15 p.m.

WOK, New York
Mr, and Mrs. Richard Kollmar,

who’ve become just plain Dorothy

Dick to WOR’s morning dialers

via their informal breakfast-time

patter show, continue in the same

groove with their pre-dinner gab

series which .preemed on the same

station Monday (31). Show is aired^

from their home (as is the a.m.

series), which helps the pair pre-

sent the idle chitchat with, ease

and in comfort.

The gab, of course, is just an
extension of the morning’s discus-

-

sion, covering topics from theatre

news to world events. Dorothy
Kilgallen. N. Y. Joumal-American
columnist and TV panelist; and
husband Richard Kollmar, pro-
ducer-actor, aren’t shy about voic-

ng their opinions, and sound off

at the drop of a topic, For the,

Dorothy Sc Dick devotees who feel

that the 45-minute morning confab
is too brief, this new 15-minuter
will supply some comfort Gros.

MEDICINE, U.S.A,
With Charles Laughton, narrator
Producer; Budd Flshel
Director: John Becker
Writer: Peter Lyon
30 Mins.; Sat., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from New York
The American Medical Assn, has

launched a health education, cam-

paign, via radio and television,

with this six-week-long series

initiating the project. It should

be one .of the AMA’s most fruitful

drives. The kickoff vehicle, a study

of alcoholism viewed through the
eyes of one victim of booze addic-
tion, was a moving document that
also made sense from a scientific

standpoint.

The story was not unusual. In
fact, its very typicalness added to
its point. It told of a young exec-
utive who, given added responsi-
bilities, found that he “lacked in-

stilled confidence” and turned to
the distilled variety. It traced the

S
attern of increased tippling, the
evelopment of guilt feeliijgs, the

reliance on lies and self-deception
and the inevitable vicious circle

—

a problem driving a man to liquor
and the liquor intensifying 'his
problems to the point of physical
and emotional breakdown.
Peter Lyon’s script covered the

psychological aspects of the case,
pointing out how the emotional
mixup led to alcoholism. But it

also stressed that addiction is a
disease in itself, and showed how
this illness is 'handled by the
medicos. Role of Alcoholics
Anonymous was depicted, but the
alcoholic was finally rescued from
slavery to the bottle by the efforts
of his physician, who also called
on the wife for help.

Story effectively made its point,
although it might have had more
impact by providing a deeper in-
sight to the unhealthy relation-
ships which led to 'the man’s es-
cape into drunken irresponsibility.
Program wound with a brief talk
by an AMA spokesmen who point-
ed up the medical lessons, stress-
ing the association’s concern with
a disease that hks claimed 4,000,-
000 addicts in the U. S. alone.

Charles Laughton, who is nar-
rating the series, did a nice job
and show was given an effective
productidn. Bril.

A a 4

Radio Followup

Hy Gardner and Danton Walker
did a nice stand-in-job for Barry
Gray during the latter’s flying va-
cation trip to Israel. Both news-
papermen, after the teeoff night’s
jitters, got the knack of it and
proved an excellent team with
their informal interviews over
WMCA, N. Y. Gardner (N. Y
Herald Trib) developed quite a
style of witty observations to tee-
off their post-midnight stint, and
Walker (News), with his suave man-
ner, also handled his subjects well
For the finale Gardner confessed
that it was agreed neither would
indulge in any “controversial” dis-
cussions since that wasn’t’ their
forte. The columnists obviously
insured themselves by lining up
a generous reservoir of personali-
ties for dropper-inner purposes
and interviewing.

DORIS DAY SHOW
With Ml* Day, grate;

amutineer
Writer; David Grerrwry
Director; Sam Pierce
Producer: Marty Meleher
30 Mina.; Fri., 9 p.m.
CBS, from Hollywood

This is- an okay musical stanza,

eaturing Doris Day vocals to*

gether with a. couple of guest

artists each week. Exclusive asset

of this show is Miss Day, who is

one of the most effective, person-

able song stylists in the business..

The surrounding framework, how-
ever, is bogged down in a script

that shuttles between the com-
monplace and Ctiteness. Session
would be . much improved with
straight introes rather than the

strained “cleverness” evident on
the preem (26).

Opening show was lifted some-
what by the guest appearances of

Mrs. Gus (Grace). Kahn and Danny
Thomas, latter having played the

late Gus Kahn in the Warner mu-
sical, “I’ll See You in My Dreams,”
vis-a-vis Miss Day. Mrs. Kahn
was on briefly in the set-up role of

a plugger for her husband*s songs,

while Thomas joined in a couple
of duets with Miss Day on “Ain t

We Got Fun” and “Making
Whoopee.” These were solid, but
Thomas’ incidental comedy sallies

were mild.
Miss Day carried the show with

her superlative vocals of “Who?
Who? Who?,” “The One I Love,”
“Oops,” “A Guy Is a Guy” and
“Shanghai.” Herm.

NEW YORK SPOTLIGHT
With George' Hamilton Combs,
Norton Mockridge

130 Mina.; daily, 12 Midnight
Participating
WJZ, New York

Latest entry into. the post-mid-
night gab sweepstakes is George
Hamilton Combs, WMGM, N.Y.,

commentator, who has taken over
a six-times-weekly stint from the
Sherbrooke, Park Aye. eatery.
Completing the week will be Nor-
ton Mockridge, N.Y. World-Tele-
gram-Sun * crime reporter, who
will take over the Friday night
editions, when racketeering ex-
poses will be given special atten-

tion. Combs’ background, includ-
ng broad journalistic activities

and a stretch -in Congress, gives
him a certain amount of authori-
tativeness. Mockridge, lending an
assist on the preem, came across
as articulate and poised.

Kickoff show 'Wednesday mid-
night (26) wasn't typical of the
stanza’s approach. Combs started
with an overlong credo, iq which
he stated the aireris purpose: turn-
ing a spotlight on New York, focus-
ing on the excitement of show biz,

the pageantry of Gotham and the
super-charged atmosphere of po-
litical life. Major aim, Combs de-
clared, is not to present a parade
of celebs, but to include “little

people In big jobs,” to point up the
conflict of ideas and causes and
put them in “decent perspective.”
He said he will have only ope cru-
sade—for the right of otKters to

crusade—and that his^open mike
will attempt to make the restau-
rant' the city’s “best-upholstered
soapbox.”

Nevertheless, the initialer had a
lineup of names and semi-names
including, among others, James
Barton,, Vanessa Brown, Lionel
Stander, Georgia Gibbs, Rose Ma-
rie, John Erickson, Millard Mitch-
ell, cleffer Ralph Blane, writer
Ruth Gruber, UN Asst. Sec. Gen-
eral Ben, Cohen, conductor David
Broekman*, etc. Chitchat with the
performers was of the usual va
riety, including plugs for their cur-
rent pix, plays or tunes. However,
the UN’s Cohen, speaking on how
New York’s many nationalities and
creeds work closely together, in-
dicated Combs’ serious approach.
Another similar sign was the dis-

cussion with Miss Gruber on her
experiences in Israel.
Highspot was a panel kick-

around, which' Combs* is pattern
ing after the famous Algonquin
round table, in which the question
was on the. next President’s qualifi-

cations and desirability of a gen-
eral in the White House. Taking
part were Ralph de Toledano, co
author (with Victor Lasky) of
“Seeds of Treason”; Socialist Nor
man Thomas; economist Leo
Cheme; ABC commentator Henry
J. Taylor, and publisher William
Ziff. In the background, and add-
ing their views, were John Vander-
cook and Taylor Grant (both of
ABC), public relationist Edward L
Bernays and military analyst
George Fielding Eliot. It added up
to a lively discussion.
Combs had a fairly wide repre

sentation of opinion, and in this
field the broader the soapbox the
better. He departed from tHfc*

usual cliches of nitery oracles in
admitting he hadn’t previously
met some of the artists guesting

—

and he even called some of them
“Mister.” That’s a welcome evi-

George S. Kaufman doesn’t like saloons, and he has said so in
the past as permanent panelist on “This Is Show Business” (CBS
TV). It can become extremely awkward for the guwt talent on th*
show, most of whom are from or double regularly into nite clubs
And Kaufman really rings it into the niteries.

Derby Wilson’s ‘‘problem” about “not getting paid when ful-
filling nitery engagements” was, generally 'spealdfig, the phoniest
yet projected on this otherwise pleasant Sunday evening (30) half-
hour. The coverup that ‘This isn’t so true nowadays” (mention-
ing AGVA),: and the comment about “what are you gonna do when
some tough guy in the backroom says get out there and do a show ”

sounded like something out of an old Warner Bros, gangster pic-
ture, vintage Volstead. To top it off, Kaufman went into a tirade
against qightclubs. He was in the same sardonic mood with a
successive performer’s “problem”.

“This Is Show Bjfciness,” incidentally, has now become so stylized
as to completely defeat the general intent. Somehow the enter-
tainment values have been ^such that the three specialty acts
presenting their “problems” are not taken too weightily as having
any “problem,” for the obvious reason they are standard and com-
petent performers. In fact, some are so good that they come back
repeatedly (presumably with a different “problem”), but more
obviously booked for the $500 and $1,000 guest-shot fees involved.

Panelist Sam Levenson, at least, has a mama and papa story, or
some anecdote from his Brooklyn schoolteacher days, to throw in
as parallel evidence in answering the “problem”. The deadpan
Kaufman, with his sophisticated approach to it all, has made no
bones about the fact that, he’s doing this for the money involved*
and as for seriously coping with the problems advanced, these are
usually peg# for humor or raillery. Judith Evelyn, as guest-panelist
could have telephoned her .stuff over. Abel!

OLD KENTUCKY BARN DANCE
With Randy Atelier, Janie Work-
man, House Sisters, Tom Brooks,
Shorty Chesser, Tiny Thomsle,
Bemie Smith, Bell Family, Red
River Ramblers (6), Robert
Fischer, Marsic Mae, Bob !Law-
son announcer

Producer* William Aldridge
60 Mins.; Fri., 7 pm.
WHAS, Louisville

This Friday night sustaiher is

really a showcase for WHAS radio
talent, and is one of the station’s

top-budgeted sessions. Bill Al-
dridge has assembled the pick of

the hillbilly talent in this area,

and has injected a change of pace
with baritone Robert Fischer and
the House Sisters trio, to give list-

eners a lively one-hour show.

Bam dance music segment is

strong with Red River Ramblers
(6), sparked by “Sleepy Marlin’s”
fiddling. Guy has won numerous
fiddling contests in the area, and
really goes to town on the catgut.
Tiny Thomale, accordian, and
"Bemie Smith, guitar, are standouts
in • the instrumental department,
and a strong vocal entry is Fischer,
who came through with a slick

rendition of “I’ll Take You Home
Again, Kathleen” at show caught
Friday (28). House Sisters, femme
trio, have smooth, arrangements,
and register with their harmoniz-
ing. Bell Family, mother, dad,
Bonnie and Mike, juves, offer
listeners something folksy in a real
family musical group. They go over
big with the listeners.

Comedy portion of the show is

capably handled by Tom “Cactus”
Brooks, in his w.k. whiskered char-
acter; Shorty Chesser, 4 pint-sized
comic, and Maggie Mae, hillbilly

gal who get the yocks with her
twahgy delivery, and corn-belt
vocals.
Nice production job is turned in

by Bill Aldridge, station’s radio
program director, who has deftly
managed to get the various turns
on and off the stage, without any
lost, motion, 'And keeps the enters
tainment tempo moving to make a
fast-paced air show. Bob Lawson,
staff announcer, handles the in-
troes briefly and to the point. Ef-
fort Is good all-round showcase for
the station's array of talent.

Wied.

| dence of humility. Bril

FASHION, FOOD & FRILLS
With Eileen ’ Burr, Betty Myers,
Anne Summers, Howard Masch-
meier, others

15 Mins.; Mon.-thm-Fri., 8:45 a.m.
FORST PACKING CO.
WPTR, Albany
An authoritative, brisk and

light-touched program on subjects
of interest to .women originates
from the Albany Times-Union
plant, with five of the Hearst
paper’s femme writers featured.
Howard Maschmeier, director of
news and special events for WPTR,
emcees it and handles the adver-
tising.

Mrs. Eileen Burr (whose^nom de
plume is Prudence PennyV editor
of the women’s pages, andrMasch-
meier form the axle on which the
program rotates. Miking on alter-
nate days are Anne Summers, fash-
ion editor; Betty Myers and Jeanne
Arnold, society reporters, and
Betty Hunt, travel editor. Mrs.
Burr had done other work on ra-

dio and tele; Mrs. Myers, tele-
vision only (originally with a de-
partment store show). The for-
mer is knowing and friendly, if

sometimes dry $nd flat in delivery;
the latter is easy but slightly hesi-
tant. Miss Summers talks articu-
lately about her field. Maschmeier
registers deep-voiced and sure, al-
though in spots he over-presses a
bit. ' Jaco.

STARS IN KHAKI ’JSP BLUE
With Faye »Emerson, femcee; Pvt.

Efffile Fisher, Bemie Leighton
orch, guests; Jack Costello, an*
nouneer

Writer: Bob Condon
Producer-director: Parker Gibbs
30 Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from New York
NBC has whipped up a fairly

interesting G.I. show in “Stars In
Khaki ’n’ Blue,” which preemed
Sunday (30). Femcee Faye Emer-
son dubbed ‘the entry as “Opera-
tion Entertainment” and the ini-

tialed was all of that.

.

Format is a conventional one, in
that talent, at camps and stations

Is auditioned by the net, which
culls four or five turns to appear
on • the airer. Best of these is

chosen by the studio audience as

“champ of the week,” and defends
the title the following week.

Inaugural dished up a versatile

musician from Mitchel Field, L. I.,

who played vibes-piano-drums; a
baritone and two dramatic players
from Fort Dix, N. J., as well as

the Sampsonaires, a 35-voice vocal

group from the Air Force base at

Sampson, N. Y. Every contestant
had some professional experience,
on the basis of capsule back-
grounds read off to listeners.

Miss Emerson, per usual, proved

a gracious hostess and Bernie
Leighton’s band supplied good
musical backing. This airer, as far

as quality is concerned, is much
better than radio amateur shows.

However, it erred in selecting

Army and Air Force talent ex-

clusively on 'the kickoff. Surely,

there must be someone in the Navy
who can play a musical saw.

Future shows would do well to

mix up the participants on an equal

proportion among all branches of

the service. Each week’s winner,

incidentally, carries off a Ben-Rus
watch, an RCA radio-phonograph
console and a .Pvt Eddie Fisher

album. Warbler Fisher was piped

from Washington to croon “Any-
time” and plug the Red'Cross blood

donation drive. * Gilb.

YOUR MONEY AT WORK
With Milton Fox-Martin, guests
15 Mins.; Sun., 10:15 a.m.
KIDDER, PEABODY & CO.
WOfc, New York

(Daremus )

In an attempt to increase the

flow of the public’s savings into

investments, Wall St. firms have
been taking the airlanes on a

finance orientation operation.

Latest investment ' house to come
into the picture is Kidder, Pea-

body Sc Co., which preemed its

series, “Your Money At Work,
on WOR Sunday (30).

During the course of its run,

program will call on top finance

men and management heads to dish

out views on economic and finan-

cial topics. Plan
-

has solid Informa-
tion values, but since It’s presented
like a college economic lecture, it

falls into a pedagogic groove that

dissipates entertainment • appeal.
On the preem stanza, Milton Fox-

Martin, who’ll emcee the senes,

interviewed Hugh W. Long, pre&

of Hugh W. Long Sc Co., mutual
fund firm. Long spoke at length

on the advisability of investment
dispersal and the best way to get

the best return from the invested

dollar. Neither Fox-Martin nor

Long are showmen, and the ques-

tion and answer period came across

sans pace or excitement.
If series expects to nab a wide

Sunday morn listening audience,

it’ll have to blend the schoolroom
technique with show biz values.

* » r Gros*
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Tele Followup Co imi
CAFE CONTINENTAL

Uc aiSto circuit. Actually, Uiough

SSt in the "Where Do You Stand.’

Sot this show was a one-shot stab

capitalizing on the stunning presi-

dential .announcement of the pre-

yious’ night.

CBS staff, which was taking its

turn in the video pool found itself

with a scoop on its hands, since

none of the other TV webs earned
the now historic Jefferson-Jacksoh

dinne? in D. C/s National Guard

Armory. With the biggest story of

this or almost any other week on

its hand, producers and director

of show scrapped the scheduled de-

bate and managed to bring an 11th

hour roundup of Presidential

sweepstake principals to the

screen. In some cases, they had to

resort to the not-so-satisfactory

subterfuge of telephone interviews,

shice a number of the aspirants

are in the field campaigning. . Gen-

eral effect, though spotty, was con-

vincing and dramatic. If nothing

else, it proved again that video has

become almost as flexible as radip.

Walter Cronkite, an old hand, at

the game of analyzing national

news, did a polished job of com-
mentating and steering his guests

into the most effective channels.

He teed off the show with a film

pickup from the big Demray din-

ner, building, with his comments,
a rather routine presidential- speech

to the highly dramatic finale where
Mr. Truman threw his verbal
bombshell. Aptly dubbing the an-

nouncement a “President’s valedic-

tory,” Crohkite aided the camera
as it picked up audience shots

showing the stunned reaction of

spectators’.

Roundup of opinion was more
routine, but cannily tossed together

to give an impression of top level

reaction. Sen. Richard Russell

(D., Ga.) was sole avowed candi-

date to actually be interviewed in

person, but Illinois’s Gov. Adlai
Stevenson, in the news as pos-
sible draftee, and Eisenhower man-
ager Sen. Henry C. Lodge (R„
Mass.) were on hand to grind their

own special axes. Via phone, there
were muffled interviews with reps
from the Taft and Kefauver camps,
as well as a ph6ne reaction from
Demmy candidate Sen. Robert S.

Kerr (D., Okla.). Except for lend-
ing an air of completeness and
authenticity to the proceedings,
the telephone -interviews were of
little practical impact.

Show was a good example of the
increased scope of TV since the
last national campaign. It revealed
quick brain and foot work on part
of the staff, and is definitely a
forerunner of things to come in
the succeeding months of political

news. L-rotoe*

Okay change of pace down about
the middle. The comedy team’s
strong one was their buffooning
medley on the piano. Here they
were functioning in their old
smash fashion instead of being
weighted down with material not
appropriate to their talents. Al
Goodman’s ' batoning was hep
throughout.

PICTURE PAYDAY
With Tommy Bartlett, Pris Hen-

ricks, Frank Sweeney, Harold
Turner

Director: Frank Palmer
SO Mins.; Mon.-thm-Frl., 15:30 p.m.
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
WGN-TV, Chicago

( Caster
, Hempstead A Hanford )

There’s been a marked shift to
Video recently by the Chi daily
newspapers, the latest being this
audience participation strip under
the auspices of the Chicago Trib-
une. While it’s hardly a prestige
snow, it’s buttressed by affable
Tommy Barlett as emcee and it

Bhotfld serve as an adequate vehi-
cle to reach the hQiis'i',”'fe clien-
tele at which it’s targeted. An
added selling point is the fact the
quiz elements are directly tied in
with readership of the- paper.

It’s a two-way quiz with the stu-
dio guests competing for a string
of prizes with the home viewers]
who send in the questions. The
queries are based on Tribune pho-
tos sent along by the home con-
testants.

On session viewed (10) partici-
pants were given picks at four
questions, using the stills as visual
clues with organist Harold Turner
PJ^ding additional musical tips,
it the studio guesser flopped the
prize went off to the person who
sent in the query. There was also
a jackpot prize but, despite the
grade school elimination questions,

J!
on

,

e .°f the four studio guests got
that far.

*! was nothing elaborate, except

S5?ups tbe giveaway boodle
£hich was unusually lush, but Bart-

£ept things moving along
Host was assisted by Pris

r.;^
n

.

cIcs
, who introed the as-

s and handed out the swag,

riiil TO. cuffos and the single

arWn Tnb selling spiel were
deptly worked by Frank Sweeney.
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Special one-shot airing in cap-
sulized form. ' of NBC-TV’s early-
bird “Today’’ show Monday night
(31), evidenced the same good
features and drawbacks that have
marked the show in its cross-the-
board 7 to 9 a.m. airing. NBC
slotted the show Monday night, in
the- time usually occupied' by
.“Lights Out,” to give viewers, as
well as agency and client execs
who might not have a chance to
see it in the mornings, an oppor-
tunity to get acquainted with it.

New viewers must have carried
away the impression that ’’Today”
proves what a great means of com-
munications TV can be, but that
NBC has not yet fully tapped its

fullest potentialities.

Originating from the special
communications centre set up by
the web in the RCA Exhibition
Hall, N. Y., with all available
communications tools in use, the
show still did not capitalize as
much on those tools as CBS-TV’s
“See It Now” has done, for
example. Swing of the lenses
around the Manhattan skyline,
with the lighted windows forming
a neat pattern, formed an interest-
ing camera feature, but little else.

And the film footage of the various
candidates in tt\e Wisconsin and
Nebraska primaries looked as
though it might have been gleaned
from the cutting-room floor during
the recent

.
New Hampshire race.

News editor Jim Fleming, assistant
to “chief communicator” Dave
Garroway on the show, hit closer
to the requisite timeliness on this
feature by conducting two-way
phone interviews with NBC com-
mentators in Milwaukee and
Omaha.
• Another feature bore out Gar-
roway’s contention -'that the TV
cameras can take viewers into
“exciting places,” by cutting to
Philadelphia for a live pickup of
the traditional testing of the fire

prevention facilities at Independ-
ence Hall. While the sequence
itself might not have been earth-
shattering in importance, it was
interesting and indicated how the
show will be able to cover an on-
the spot event—if that event
occurs during its air time. Again,
on the drawback side, was a too-

often repetition of the' night’s

headlines,, with Fleming at one
time reading them immediately
after they had been flashed on the
screen. On the credit side again
was a live cut-in to Clement
Attlee's speech-making in Philly.

Otherwise, the show followed the
same basic format of the morning
edition. Garroway delivered a

solid pitch on how it’s conducted
and the facilities it has available,

emphasizing its basic purpose of

filling in viewers on what s going
on in the world “now.” Jack
Lescoulie interviewed a femme
.milliner on what to expect in

Easter bonnets, which emerged as

an innocuous bit of fluff. And
Garroway ran through his usual

weather reports, time signals and
playing of new pop records. Show
was bankrolled by Time magazine,
which also sponsors five-minute

segment of the morning show.

Garroway pitched the Time blurbs

in
ft

his competent salesmanlike

manner.

With Billy Daniels, Benny Payne,
George & Bert Bernard, Arnaut
Bros., Pedro de Cordoba, John,
Seven Ashtons, Warren, Latona
& Sparks; Pere August, emcee;
Helene Cordet, femcee

wasn’t a convincing sales pitch. Producer: Henry Caldwell
There was a clear distinctloh in 00 Mins.; Sat., 8:50 p.m.
tone of piano and disk, despite the Sustaining
salesman’s denial. BBC-TV, from. London

Since the postwar resumption of
More lieat than light was shed TV, “Cafe Continental” has been

on “U.S.A. Confidential,” the Jack one of the major light entertain-
Lait-Lee Mortimer bestseller, on ment attractions. Program was
“Author Meets The Critics” (Du- conceived by Henry Caldwell as a
Mont) last Thursday night (27), but wartime offering for the forces in
once again this show was the arena the Middle East, and has since
for the most exciting verbal slug- clicked on the halls as well as
fest on video. Mortimer and young video. A monthly feature, it has
Yale author Wm. E. Buckley, Jr. brought many continental vaudo
(subbing for the reportedly ailing artists to British screens ^gainst
Lait) were on the receiving end of an authentic nitery background,
slashing attacks on the book made ‘Current bill, which very closely
by authoress-critic Virgilia Peter- resembles a topline Palladium pro-
son and N. Y, Post editor James gram, suffers from one major de-
Wechsler. Faye Emerson, as usual, feet. Most of the talent is now
was in the middle as moderator, standard in this country, and only
and in this instance at least, sue- one act, a 12-year-old Danish acro-
ceeded in moderating a discussion, bat named John, has the novelty
which threatened to fly apart in a value which this program de-
storm of bad-tempered name-call- mands, and usually supplies,
ing. . * There are very few current TV

Wechsler needled Mortimer by features that could attract a galaxy
demanding proof of several alleged of artists such as Billy Daniels,
disclosures in the book. The Post Bernard Bros,, Arnaut Bros., Seven
editor asked how Mortimer could Ashtons, Pedro de Cordoba, and

Auto - Lite’s “Suspense,” that
hardy thriller-diller in both the
sight and sound media,, did a
Charles Dickens tale in a two-part
wrapping via its Tuesday-9 :30 p.m.
grooving on CBS (March 18-25).
“The Mystery of Edwin Drood” is

no whodunit and, as unfolded in
its adaptation by Halsted Welles,
bore little suspense. In fact, a look
at the first chapter*would hardly
persuade the average viewer to
wait with baited breath for the
concludes

It had a lot of Victorian trap-
pings and assorted characters, in-
cluding a declaiming witch and her
cauldron, some tense moments,

quota of corpses thrown into a claim he was “dragooned” into the Warren, Latona & Sparks in a

church crypt with fine regard for Newspaper GuUdat a time when single bill. That these name at-

the appetites of bloodthirsty the N. Y Daily Mirror didn’t have tractions have been brought to-

videoglers. a contract. Mortimer claimed he gether in a 60-minute transmis-

The theme was simole enoueh was dragooned into the union “so- sion is a tribute to its pulling

John Baragrey, town’s choirmaster cially.” Wechsler asked how come power and the public reaction to

6nd music instructor, murdered his Mortimer dldn t (at Hie time it oc-* Caldwell s monthly TV feature,

nephew (Drood) in order to marrv curred) print his allegation that For Billy Daniels, the program,

fhe lXrt betrou"ed Su/n Dm? the late Mayor Fiorello LaGuardl. coming 48 hours before his Pal-

las, over whom he exercised domi- had ^weekly supper sessions with ladium debut, marked his intro-

nzin£c To cover hi*! crime ho was Frsnk Costello* Mortimer s&id ductiow, to British audiences And
obliged to do away with ’ another ' It was not his beat, since he acted as a much-needed booster for

gent (in love with Miss Douglas) was working on the N. Y. Mirror s his vaude stint. It left little doubt

who had unearthed evidence link- Sunday staff. Other such col- as to his talent and established his

ing Baragrey to the Drood killing., loquxes were attempted amidst a standing with millions of viewers.

He was about to choke his wife as writer of mutual accusations be- Many^ of the other acts, like

well since .she was bv now con- tween Mortimer and Wechsler, George Sc Bert Bernard, Arnaut
vinced-of his dastardly deeds, when 'latter at one point con- Jj^^^^^htons, and Warren,
thp locals ^tornicd his coding tli&t h© hnd been a rnem* IjAtonA cc SpsiKs f wore sufficiently

residence and he scrammed. In the her of the Young Communist well-known to most 'viewers and

end, he himself died, due either to.
League when he was at college.

an overdose of the witch's brew, a .
Miss Frierson and Buckley con* Orient to underline their appeal,

broken heart or some such inven- d£cted their exchanges on « more £edro de
< \

howeve^ whg
+ion dignified level, although Miss Pet- was first introduced to the British

Baraerev gave the Dart the old erson did. not hide her complete public via “Cafe Continental” and

menacing touches and Miss Douglas distaste for the book, which she recently scored a major hit in “Ex-

looked pretty fragife andSensitive! tagged as “yellow journalism at its citement” brought his intriguing

Others cast were william Sraithers* mos.t yellow,” Buckley countered' ac^before a much wider audience.

Brito ^Sinclair mid Elizabeth Jolm- by bating that the book was mere-
t

Technically, the“Cafe” program

son who labored valiantly
n
All of ft reporting the facts of life, s presented with a degree of

them deserved a better framework At several points where the dis- The set resembles^ a

for their efforte^der the direction mission threatened to foeus on the smart nitery and kn invited audi-

of Robert Steves who aSoprod^ vice aspects of the book, Miss <mce filUng the table space* pro-
01 Kooert btevens, wn p q Emerson warned that the program vides an authentic touch. Lenslng

pitch in the first would be yanked off the am if any
uced.

Auto-Lite’s

Last Sunday’s “Colgate Comedy
Hour” on NBC seemed to operate

on the theory that filling out the

required 60 minutes was the basic

consideration. Most of the block

was a hodge-podge that did not

sustain sufficient Interest to merit

Its bigtime groove. This is noth-

ing against Tony Martin, who cap

sell songs, nor against his guest,

Kay Starr, who can ditto. But
some of the business involving

Chico & Harpo Marx would have
been unworthy of low comics at

scale' pay.
Opening silverware thefting skit

following Martin’s “Great to Be
Alive” chirp was strictly a

warmed-over affair that died. The
comedy duo’s western saloon slap-

stick contiguous to Miss Starr’s

“Wheel of Fortune” song was ex-

tremely unfunny. Incidentally,

the singer’s big “Wheel click

sounds better on her hypoed Capi-

tol recording; such comparisons

between straight live and tricky

wax are inevitable.
.

Among the best work m the

frame was Martin’s medley from

his pic, “Two Tickets to Broad-

way, mated to an Italo rendering

from “Pagliacci.” He also scored

in “Begin the Beguine” afront

tropicana trappings, a surefire

“Ave Maria” supported by the St.

Paul Choir (to rush the Easter sea-

son), and in a cute duet with Miss

Starr at the finale wherein they

interpolated bits of business while

belting “I Cried for You.”

A “Little Dreamer” ballet with

Dave. Harpo Marx on his instrument was

spoice. a vast improvement was on mm-* fimiruv
the second block, when Arthur though, Miss Emerson acted with ™re familiar doseups and two

Godfrey made an effective plea for firmness and intelligence in con- snots -

safety in behalf of the National trolling the show’s participants. lwn T
Safety Council, pointing to his own :{** jAN® LEARN
auto accident sojme 20 years ago in Msrilii Rave has achieved a fair— j—

.

u *.«
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Saturday (29) session for the “All WNBQ, Chicago
A program of distinction in the Star Revue’’ was as good as any- It's encouraging to see a station

longhair vein was offered viewers thing she has done in this medium, grab by the nettles the thorny
of the “RCA Victor Show” last Leo Morgan surrounded her with problem of how best to purvey Jin

Friday (28) on NBC-TY, when the ®°m®
. educational format via television,

show’s star, Ezio Pinza, did the writ!ng by Nat Hiken aiid and to dish out practically undi-
Death Scene from Moussprgsky’s JJrieaDerg. luted pedagogy for adult viewers,
opera, “Boris GodunoV,” supported There was a thread of conti- WNBQ's public affairs and educa*
by orchestra and chorus. It may nuity so that there was no need tion department headed by Judith
not have been the answer to the *or many variety acts. As a mat- Waller is doing just that with this

show’s sponsors, who have been J
er °* mri* the only outside vaude series featuring lectures by profs

floundering around trying to find J
urn L°s Per" from the various Chicago univer-

the best format for the ex-Met formed their acrobatics with pre- gities. It's high level stuff and
Opera basso, but it was an inter- cision ana were off

: patently doesn't spring from the
esting change from the usual song- Very staunch assist was by Sarah school of video thought that educa-
and-sketch routine. To longhalrs, Churchill, who performed her tional subjects have to be eased
and likely to many others, the £

h
?,
r
.

e
? ^e11 - Daughter of the

jn under the guise of “entertain-

presentation was a TV treat. British prime minister enacted the ment.” Actually, the series comes
Unusual for TV, the 22-minute role .of a Park Ave. dweller who closer to living up to the high-

scene was -given in its entirety, becomes Miss Raye’s room-mate faiutin “Operation Frontal Lobe”
without interruptions for comincr- in an effort to pick up enough tag waved by the parent NBC-TV
cials or narration. RCA got in its lcar

!L^ n
ro

.i
e web than most of the network's

sales pitch first. Then Deems Tay- Adelaide in Guys and Dolls. It s own attempts in this field. “Live

1^ gave a brief explanation of the essentially a.funny idea and Miss and Learn” won’t boost WNBQ’s
operatic scene’s action and back- PbJ?J£hl11 fel1 ' into the groove Sunday morning Nielsen but it -

ground Then caine the Death - ,
. .. . . . certainly will boost .prestige.

Scene in a memorable perform- Probably one of the funniest March 16 lecture was delivered

ance.
6

’ Striking sets and ?ostumes ™»“j£ StineXl ’^The En? £y
Dr

' n
S

' }'rK"*'
established the mood and flavor ^

fte continental. ine Ji.ng- known U. of Chicago semanticist.

of the scene at once, and the ma- liah la
^
s chimed in on that slat, jt was the third portion of a four-

lestio orchestral score with an ex- after
J'
he

u
n
h
00
u

and t
5
e Part scries on semantics and with

l
e
enent ma1e cho™° %rning in at “^

Rave
been establlshed by a fine choice of the topical the

the start carried tho, scene for-
M

ls£ way®*
. . ..... , author-prof offered a talk on “How

ward iSresrively
**ye

v.

ls an unmhibit
1
d to Listen to Campaign Oratory.”

Whaf made the nrofjram how- comedienne who can be genuinely It was neither stuffy nor too rari-

pvpr^was^he distin^uish^Lsinring
fu™y * IJ^low °omedy a blgh fled. After all, the prof has de-

Anting of Pinza as the half-
order, and heir show on this stanza voted his professional career to the

anA ^^-SLsSen murderer-
Indicated that she can hold atten- study of words and their mean-

mon’arch/B^^s.^Phi^a
1

dominated 0W" °r beUer Part ln% 80 the Sunday morning video
’ - * ^ ^ oi an nour. audience presented no serious

communications problem.
In words as simple' and a lot less

ambiguous than those used in the
ordinary TV commercial, Dr. Haya-
kawa analyzed such political spiel-

ing traits as the use of scare
words, black and white arguments
and high-sounding but irrelevant

truisms.
It was a meaningful topic,

adeptly presented in a classroom
setup, complete with students and
charts. And it went a long way
to fulfilling WNBQ’s responsibility

to a community that has made it

one of the most financially suc-

cessful TV operations in the

country. Dave.

the proceeding from his first im
pressive entrance, through the ABC-TV’s “Paul Whiteman Re-
priestly accusation and plea to his

vue>
t» cance lled by Goodyear,

heir, to the
^ staged a tuneful and entertaining

ended suddenly with his A valedictory Sunday night (30),
striking makeup job enhanced

Sparked by the solid thrushing of
Pinza’s dramatic deportment and peggy Lee jn the guest spot. While
fine vocalizing. Basso Nicola Mos-

sign_0ff sh0w obviously wasn't
cona was also as

. .

m^n budgeted as high as some of those
tenor Alessio de

f
wAs

.

g9?d aired during its two-and-a-half
as Prince Shuisky. Fact that the

year tenure on the air, it was
group

.,
tbe Russ*an work m

nonetheless backgrounded by one
Italian (as its don® JrS”; of those lush-looking sets which
didn’t seem too incongruous under won jQr program much of its

its dramatic impact.
, fame. Whiteman chose to reprise

RCA s commercial, ^W?arL! the numbers, which he considered

performance of a tune.luhough an were the beet done during the

hiterestingly - staged video ad,» (Continued on page 42)



from— The Staffs of. PSI-TV and their affiliated company, PROCKTER PRODUCTIONS, Inc.,

producers of “BIG STORY” and “TREASURY MEN IN ACTION”

» •«>

to— The Producer, Director, Writers, Actors and entire production staff of

to-— The staff of the CBS Network

to— The MCA Organization

and— Our SPONSORS ENNDS and EYE-GENE
i

for— T.he new documentary drama

planned— To entertain the public

and— Express their appreciation

The men and women of the law enforcement agencies who sacrifice their time and human

comfort as public servants in behalf of crime prevention and the protection of lives and

homes

On

u
The Premiere Performance of

POLICE STORY
Friday Night, April 4th, 1952, at 10:00 P.M,. E.8.T#

on

THE CBS NETWORK

Prockter Syndications, International, inc

- EXECUTIVE OFFICES -
221 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

JUdson 6-4830 q
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and his weekly commercials on the
“Ford Festival.”

Coni’I Stations Should Be

.. ...
Educ. Mediums: Marshall

1U=* contlnu.4 ir.m *«. >» J
Philadelphia April 1.

large cities have l^en operating
^ The pr0posal that commercial

a very considerable profit
^
(WBKB stations rather than professional

made *n tlXe n ne teachers be used to develop tele-

months of 1951).
.

vision's potential as an education

In radio as well as in TV, Van medium, was voiced by Dr. Roy K.
Volkenburg pointed out, the major Marshall, scientist and TV person-

nortion of CBS profits has come ality, speakings before a school

from its o.-aiid-o. stations and the group in Haddon Township, West-

high cost of TV network opera- mont, N. J.

.tions, including cable costs. is like- Dr< Marshall' received the organ-
ly t0 accentuate this situation

ization ’s first' annual achievement
in TV. Van award

-
in recognition of his popu-

it cost CBS b
with

Prizing scientific subjects on tele-
1951 to feed 52 stations, with vision. Dr Marshall declared TV’s
charges f?r Clucago-Coast re- great potential as an educational
lay included only during the last

force can only reaiize(j it*s
Quarter. In contrast, Bn«e costs to pr0perly utilized. He said he was
feed the net^ork s 187 rad f not in sympathy with plans to re-
filiates were only $1,433,000. serve a number of TV channels ex-
' Acquisition of WBKB (which will clusively for educational stations,

become WBBM-TV under CBS),
^s. educati0nal director of the

said Van Vo]k6nbwcg, will be! an WFIL stations, Dr. Marshall super-
important step toward achieving

vises the WFIL.XV “University of
nationwide competitive TV service, the Air„ and the “studio School-
strengthen the networks program- house” programs. He is known to
rning. locally as well as nationally, network

P
Ty viewerS for his own

and substantially strengthen CBS program> “Xhe Mature of Things,”
financially. and his' weekly commercials on the

Okay Balance Sheet “Ford Festival.”

As evidence of CBS' financial

qualifications to operate WBKB,
Van Volkenburg pointed to the net-

work’s balance sheet showing as-

sets of CBS and its domestic sub-

sidiaries of over $98,000,000. Com-
pany’s net profits, after taxes, dur-

ing 1950 totaled $4,105,000. Profits

in 1951, he said, will “at least”

equal that of 1950.

H. Leslie Atlass, general man-
ager of the web's o.-and-o. radio

station in Chicago, WBBM, ’and

veepee of the CBS western divi-

sion, told the Commission the net-

work plans to make WBKB the

“television counterpart” of WBBM.
Atlass pointed out that WBBM was
responsible for 1,^34 originations

in 1951 to the CBS network.

If purchase of WBKB is ap-

proved, he said, operations of the

station will be directed" by key
executives of WBBM. An operating

staff of 167 persons is contemplat-

ed, he disclosed, exclusive of sales,

accounting, maintenance, traffic

and publicity staff, and. exclusive

also of WBBM’s 45 musicians who
will perform for both stations. He
added: “It is our desire to retain

the services of as many of the

present employees at WBKB as is

possible.”

In addition to expansion of facili-

ties, Atlass testified, CBS plans to

add a number of network public
service programs to the WBKB
schedule, cut down the length of

some of the commercials, provide
more local shows, add an agricul-

tural program, add a TV documen-
tary, and subscribe to the TV code
of the National Assn, of Radio
and TV Broadcasters.

Pre-Code
— i ..... Continued from page 34

against British pix has apparently
not extended to its own station
WGN-TV, which still runs an oc-
casional overseas film.
The differences in humor that

have come about since the days of
the silents is underscored by the
passle of Mack Sennett and Hal
Roach shorts being screened by
WNBQ. Since some" of them are
being beamed in a noontime show
targeted at the kiddies, the film de-
partment has been going over
them closely. Some of the comedy
has been cut as being a bit too
earthy for modem moppets. Also
any stereotyped handling of mi-
nority groups has to be eliminated.
The degree to which certain seg-

ments of the viewing audience get
excited about pix which might be
construed as propaganda was the
aftermath of the unreeling of a
film about White Russia recently.
The station beaming the pic re-
ceived a number of calls asking

come. The distinction between
White Russia and the Soviet Union

(

apparently wasn't understood by
the beefers.

Fort Arthur, Tex.— Jim Toth,
Louisiana hillbilly disk jockey, has
joined the staff of KPAC here as
dee] ay.

5-OUTLET UTAH-IDAHO

WEB GETS UNDER WAY
Salt Lake City, April 1.

.

New Beehive Radio Network,
with five outlets in Utah and
Idaho, kicked off operations today
(Tues.), with Frank B. McLatchy as

manager. Flagship <?f the web is

ICSL, CBS 50 kw station here.
Others, in the tieup are KSUB,
Cedar City, Utah; KEEP, Twin
Falls, KEXY, Pocatello, and KID,
Idaho Falls, Ida.

Beehive, with its name taken
from the symbol of the old terri-

tory of Deseret which once includ-

ed Utah and parts of Idaho,

Wyoming and Nevada, will be rep-
resented nationally by CBS Radio
Spot Sales, and will go heavy on
merchandising promotion. KSL
has a two-man staff for merchan-
dising, and each affiliate will have
one man for the job.

Offices of the net will be located
here in the Union Pacific Bldg.
According to McLatchy, the net
will offer complete coverage of the
Intermountain area.

on
NBC, Life magazine and the

League of Women Voters are co-

operating in an unusual special

event whj.ch will bring almost, all
J

the major Presidential candidates

together on a single platform to

discuss issues raised by citizens

themselves. \

Event was suggested by NBC’s

exploitation section, which is head-

ed by Norman Pader, as a promo-

tion feature for Robert Montgom-
ery’s five-minute “Citizen Views

the News” strip, sponsored by Life

on the web. The candidates will

appear at the LWV convention in

Cincinnati on May 1, with the skein
airing the discussion ifi a half-hour
live broadcast, probably at 10:30

p.m. Nominees to take part include
Gov. Earl Warren, Sen. Estes Ke-
fauver, Harold Stassen and Sen,
Robert Kerr. A representative of

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower will

appear. Web hasn’t yet heard from
Sen. Robert A, Taft. Other candi-
dates will be added as hats are
tossed into the ring.

As part of the promotion, forums
to discuss the questions and issues

to be placed before the candidates
for their comment will be held
under LWV auspice ' in at least 25
cities. One major department store

in each city is cooperating. The
sessions Will open with a short
film in which Montgomery outlines

the purpose of the project. It’s

likely that NBC affiliates will beam
the local discussions in their areas.

NBC program veep Charles (Bud)
Barry went on the closed circuit

Monday (31) to gain the affiliates’

support.
*

The NBC-Life-LWV tieup is also

expected to stir up added femme
interest in the election race, thus
helping the chain’s airing of the
convention and election coverage,
for which Philco is picking up
the tab.

HARPO MARX
NBC -TV

RCA-VICTOR
Mg}.: GUMMO MARX
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Mutual’s Mister PLUS is
*

» < *

more proficient than

ever before at the job

of opening doors... to

U. S. homes where buying
o

decisions are made...

and to U. S. offices

where selling decisions

.
are made. He opens the

family door with better
4

shows on nearly twice

as many stations as any

other network-and wins

a larger audience-share

than ever (NRI, full-

year, ’51 vs. ’50). He

opens the office door

with new ways to use

the sellingest medium of

all-and wins the only

gain in client billings in

all network radio (PIB,

full-year, ’51 vs. ’50).

A tap on our door

can open doors-by-the- «

million for you !

.

The MUTUAL Network

of 55P Affiliates

VV AVA •
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Tele Followup Comment ISs-ratt as “s_. „!=—=— --•-—- > 1 ss-Ve tfe-'jpss s&ssrtsnsas
show’s history, ymd while some inhabited by characters that one ^vln<ing their assignments, clever ^technique.^This was one high key, but in keeptag with the
steady viewers might not have instinctively likes. Curt Conway's direction, sustained spot, though, where color TV w mood of the yarn. Film quality

agreed with his selections, they The yarn which marked -the
Dacer and tise of excellent urgently needed. on this segment of the Ziv-pro-

made for a well-paced half-hour. “Claudia" moveover had the newly-
£amera angles. Carteh Products is With Miss Gish etching a W*rm- duced series was good.

vinccd her that she was old and
SlC

^ick w« aided in the slick colorful American primitive, after pipped up by his own con-

Continued from page 37

made for a well-paced half-hour. “Claudia" moveover had the newly-
£amera angles. Carteh Products is With Miss Gish etching a Warm- duced series was good.

Miss L6e who concentrated weds Claudia and David entertain-
pft>fcing up the tab for the series, ly human characterization of the —-

—

heavily on ballads rather than the j«W Datfd's brother and sisterdn- &hich’ll be aired on i bi-weekly nice.old tady who was as eager to
. ..Ne# uimenelens" oh TOST

current novelty .pops, Registered Iaw- Story bad its amusing schedule. receive compliments for her atcaw
y., lest Saturday (29) was con-

solidly with her dramatic rendi- hnSm? s?s *
* berry preserves cemed with the Catholic Charities

ami Maureen'cmnon^Sfrs
1^ te^taiaw. Jwn McCr^ckw and EddieFoy, Jr., Roaematy Clooney Jiomesvun Guidance Institute and its handlingEddie roy, Jr„ nosemary uiooney Mows* simple, homespun xiancuing

V witil‘K shared
3

the** potlight
r
'on

1

Sunday’s l^dfco»
tured

3U
pianfst

3I

Eari
a
wild*

1

playhi
a

g "an^fca iKMy'SdS~ ^ 1^
his “Variations on Funiculi, Funi- |”L-Y do weU asHhe ’vfsmn? in- ing knockabout

7
takeoff on a con- *w'.nj?r were^omoete^as the of the Institute, in spotting and at-

cula,” was over-produced Terpers, g^ers do well as the visiting m ng^ ^ tery enthusiast
.
^“.d

t

er
t fiVe ond 12,

tempting to solve the emotional
choreographed by Frank West- laws.

Clooney had the solo part in ^ .Tohn. disturbances of the youngest gen-
brook, merely gestured and the . .TenW ,™a - dance - oreheatral

-respectively, and Gforglanne Jonn
eratlon>

choreographed by Frank West- laws

brook, merely gestured and the
number would have had just as «<• S

r
.F
h%sB?} son turned in a sympathetic por-IIUUirLITu

;f
-City Hospital," which had a run suitet “Manhattan Tower" Suite r-~ yof MrV Mnce* at the age of First portion consisted of a

JJ
uc!h \^?£

C
wuVi

cameras had Of several months on ABC-TV, had been played before (oh the Ed
Russell Hardie was good as panel discussion eliciting the

stayed with Wild;
. shifted to the CBS-TV web Tues- Sullivan show), but here had a full - •

i,ushand and Sidney Smith opinions * of a staff psychiatrist,
" Producer Frederick Hieder and day (25). If the top quality blend- -production treatment, in an elabo- limned an ^av role as the art con- whose npe was not revealed, as
director Babette Henry, ABC video ing of yarn, thesping and produc- rate> lengthy presentation that in- who discovered her ar- Per ethical, considerations, and the
staffers who took over when tion displayed in the preem con- voived intricate scenery/ large

aiscover a n
. organization's chief psychologist,

Young & Rubicam withdrew its tirues throughout the series, show sin ^ing and dancing chorus, and
TnqSh Scibetta reined both the Mrs. Marion Topping. Under

production staffers from the show, will nab plenty of viewers. several leads. Lively and ‘senti-
afi(

?®ep?nd the eameras through Rather Gallagher’s cuing, they de-
did the most with what they had, Yams, which are set against the mental by turn, the Work proved to

, naces m fin* stvle Sets and scribed the various steps taken to
although they piayed aroqnd too backdrop of a city hospital, run be good, conventional Manhat- ™eir paces m^esiyie. oe is

teSt babieg and older children for
much with their crane camera, to the gamut from- mellers with medi- taniana, smoothly and expertly standout Durward Kirhv again aptitudes, coordination, logic, so-
*5®.,®**®?* Jhe cleverness of cai overtones to • mysteries with done. Arthur Partington’s, danc- handled the Schlitz commercials lution of problems via use of
of their lens work often distracted psychological twists. Scripted by ing and miming as the central ?v£« thehi in cleveidv with the blocks, etc.

musi9* ,
Wl

,

thal
J’.,.
th^ s

.
ho^ Julian Funt and Robert Newman, figure were standout.

. .. . nlav
y

There were also “frustration**
George Abbott was again the af-

sets from ^did itself proud during the time it the tales unfold with -clarity and. George Abbott was again the af-
was on the air, and its cancella- filtrate dramatic values. On show fable emcee, for a pleasant half-
tion win undoubtedly leave a void caught, Dr. Barton Crane, the hos- hour.
in the Sunday night viewing habits pRal director, permanently played -
of a number of TV set-owners. by Melville Ruick, was involved

,

Autobiography of Grandma

There were also “frustration"
tests—these and others being on

Die emcee, ior a pieasani nan-
, tmcMnocc 'haottfround fibn ^he- second part. Watching

,ur‘ T
<fe

,

a
bc^^S

>» the babies work out the problems
of Fury End Sounds 0110 of tl^G tirovidcd 3 bit of ftdncfltioTifll pn«

Autobiography of Grandma releases *on “The Unexpected" se- Ctainm^ent esDeciaRv for fam1?vncpc tYiP artist rl^s last WpdnMd^ on NRH- l
T
riainmeilv eSpeCiaUy .T™ 1

”

— ^ V Cwi ^ uiuaj. uci. AiJLaxAcxAtij' uxa.j^\.\ vj. ^ vx ‘nrovlnpn a hit of oriiiMtional on-
of a number of TV set-owners. by Melville Ruick, was involved

.

Autobiography of Grandma releases *on “The Unexpected" se- tertainment esDecialiv fo? fami?v
with a middleaged femme whose Moses, the nonagenarian artist, ries, last Wednesday (26) on NBC- viewers jt waa agreed that “the

Rose Franken’s “Claudia" stories physical ailments were caused via emerged as pleasant but lacklustre TV, provided an excellent setting earRer 'we them the more we
have been circulated in virtually mental unrest rather than organic video entertainment as staged on for a well-constructed yam. Story dn for ^ them ” uartirularlv aq
every medium, and have collected trouble. With the aid of the CBS-TV’s ‘

“Schlitz Playhouse of dealt with a temperamental' radio aDt)ijed *.0 children with deviation*
a batch of adherents who should femme’s Gal Friday, the Doc was Stars” Friday night (28). Adapted director who made life miserable in behavior,
follow along with, Monday’s (31) able to prove that her ill- by David Shaw from Mrs. Moses* for his assistant by belittling him n -

. _ - on i «
shift from NBC-TV to CBS-TV. It’s health was being caused by her recently-published autobiography, in front of the company and then
a pleasant, charming series. The scheming husband, .who, through the play had Lillian Gish in the making a play for his wife. The C

fnr Sr
V1
v

stories- are slight, but the series is ' the power of suggestion, had con- title role spinning tales to her assistant, with the aid of a super- Prrtv/L

J

j
radio and TV director for N. Y.
Catholic Charities, who wrote and
directed the . film end, with overall
production-direction by Hugh Mc-
Dermott. Tacked on for five min-
utes to bring the frame to the
2 p.m. mark was a description of
the 'organization’s scope, climaxed
by a cellulojd ‘speech by Francis
Cardinal Spellman appealing for
funds.

When STANDARD offers the most:

ACCEPTANCE:
1. STANDARD reports are prepared in accordance with specifications laid down and

approved by the joint efforts of advertisers, agencies and broadcasters.

2. Your report is assured of acceptance by the fact that nearly 400 of the nation’s top

buyers are using this type of data now.

UNIFORMITY:
1. Your STANDARD report is being prepared under completely uniform conditions,

all stations being measured at the same time in the same way.

PROTECTION:
1. The audience STANDARD reports is your TOTAL audience—not just your audience

for a network show or listening at a particular time of day.

2. Your audience is computed from the latest available data for your area—Radio and
TV ownership from the U. S. Census and total households from the Sales Manage-
ment 1952 figures.

*

Continued from pare 30

QUALITY:
1.

BONUS:

670,000 ballots have been mailed to every nook and cranny of the country. This means
ALL 3,000 counties, 17,000 villages, 1,700 cities. People have told us which stations

they hear—and how often.

You get a county-by-county and place-by-plaee report.- No other coverage measure-
ment offers this detail.

1. In those counties where you have an audience, you get also tjie audience to competing
signals.

2. Your STANDARD report will be tailor-made. It will fit the individual characteristics

of your own coverage pattern and your own program structure and your own promo-
tional efforts and your own audience acceptance.

,

We invite you again to participate in this huge, industry-wide effort to supply your cus-
tomers with reliable, timely and uniform circulation data for your station .

It’s never too late to subscribe . Contracts are still being accepted. Ken Baker is at the
Conrad Hilton td answer your inquiries.

STANDARD audit and measurement services, ing.

IT IROAD STREET, NEW YORK 4. N. Y.

WHITEHALL 3-I3T0

vailing) viewpoint as “nonsense,"
asserting the producer must rec-

ognize the “inevitability of royalty
payments in the future," and adds
they will not' prove harmful.

. Kelly, who reflects the Snader
viewpoint, claims vidpix producers
are unduly concerned at the de-

mands by the SWG and SAG for

residual percentages of the vidpix.

“These demands are not as dan-
gerous as some choose to believe,

because of the tax situation, be-

cause* the producer pays his tax on
the net profit. As a result, money
'for the residual is taken off the

profit side, and the tax bite isn’t

so big," Kelly explained.

“Television production as of now
is too young to accurately compute
profit and loss,’’ Kelly asserts,

“You must anticipate increased la-

bor costs, and provide for them.
We’ve gotten a lot further ahead
by dealing with the unions on the
table, instead of fighting, them un-
der it.

“Unions are entitled to just de-

mands. I don’t say they’re entitled

to everything they ask for, but
there is always a basis for compro-
mise. We must compromise with
them, and never lose sight of the
fact that the unions have the big-

gest stake in this business. After
all, there are more of the workers
than there are of us. It’s to the
unions* interest to preserve jobs,

and they are hot out to jeopardize

|

employment." 1

Eileen BARTON
m

Coral Recording Artist

Dir»ction: MCA
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than those

of the next 2 St. Louis stations

COMBINED... in metropolitan

St. Louis alone. Projected to BMB {50% to 100%) listening areas, KMOX

daytime audiences are bigger than those of the next 3 stations combined.

*The Pulse of St. Louis, Jan.-Feb. 1952—6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday

*GB$ Owned • Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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fiV /VEJP YORK CITY
The Carl Bixbys, soaper scripters, arrived from Europe on the Lib-

erte Monday (31) Byron Price, assistant secretary general- of 'the

United Nations, talks on international understanding at the Radio

Execs Club lunch at the Waldorf tomorrow (Thurs.) Vim Stores has

bought 18 10-minute shows weekly over WMCA, their largest cam-

paign in almost a year, via Frederick Clinton agency Dolcin Corp.

to back WJZ’s 7:10 a.m. weathercast six days weekly, starting Monday
(7) ...George T. Duram has resigned as account exec with C. E.

Hooper.

Jacqueline Billingsley added to the cast of “The Strange Romance of

Evelyn Winters” Florida Friebus, Athena Lorde and Billy Gray

with “Young Widder Brown” Poggy Lobbin featured on “Theatre

of Today” Saturday (5).

Broadcast Advertising Bureau veep Kevin B. Sweeney addresses

Frisco Ad Club today (Wed.). . . .Hal Tunis, WMGM disk jock, with a

patch over his eye; eye was scratched accidentally by a six-year-old

-quiz guest . . Jan Miner has taken over a lead on ABC's “Against the

Storm” . . .New Jersey Broadcasters Assn, to hold its spring meeting

in Atlantic City May 5-6 Hank Sylvern signed as musical director

for CBS' “Give & Take” “The Passover of Rembrandt Van Rijn,”

starring Lee J. Cobb and written by Morton Wishengrai, will be broad-

cast over WOR, N. Y., Monday (7) and rebroadcast over Mutual net-

work Thursday, April 10 . . . Powell Ensign, sales manager of Everett-

McKinney, station reps, elected a veepee .... Nathaniel -Frey, who
played in “A Tree Grows in Brooklyn” on Broadway, will be featured

in the Theatre Guild of the Air’s production of “The Silver Whistle”

Sunday (6). Jimmy Stewart will star and the program will originate in

Youngstown, O.

/TV HOLLYWOOD ... ,

NBC will keep “Father Knows Best” going for the next cycle after

Crosley signs off . .
-

. Stu Wilson, 20-year veteran of radio and TV,
joins KBIG as production manager and director of special events. . .

.

Clarence (“Mike”) Eliason, formerly with Gunther Brewing in Balti-

more, named CBS personnel director in Hollywood. Edith Todesca,
with KNX since 1932, will be his aide as supervisor of employment. , .

.

Guy della Cioppa, Coast radio program head for CBS, is casting for

a comic to play the Jerry Lewis role in ‘That’s My Boy.” Network
acquired rights to the title when Cy Howard, CBS staffer, was loaned
out to Paramount to screenplay the Martin it Lewis picture . . . . Curt
Massey was felled by chickenpox .... Dori Quinn, scripter of "Halls of
Ivy,” flew to Chicago to accept a citation from the National Society of
Crippled Children .... Fran Allen, former Chicago radio-TV actress,

back from Korea to resume her career here . . . A1 Kabaker out of the
hospital and back at his Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample work bench ....

Paul Scanlon named resident auditor „for CBS.

IN CHICAGO ...
A1 Farber now second in command under John Van Zant, manager

of the J. Walter Thompson Chi public relations department. . . .Edwin
(Pete) Peterson upped to veepee rank at the Keystone Broadcasting
System. William Bayer named Coast rep for the transcription web ....
Henry Flarsheim ankled Ruthrauff & Ryan for a veepee post at Bozeli

P43SSEff

it Jacobi. . . .A1 Morgan, WBBM staffer, doing a Navy hitch aboard the

U, S. destroyer James E. Keyes.,. :Vet radiolte Charles P. Hughes
hosting WGN's “The Chicago Train,” bowing Friday (4) for the Keeley

Brewing Co.. .. .Howard Miller has replaced John Bryson on WENR’s
10;15 p.m. "Sports Highlights” Chicago National Bank bankrolling

Julian Bentley's 6:30 -p.m, newscast via WBBM. < . .Dick Smith, ex-ABC
scripter, now with the O. B. Motter agency. . . .Bill Despard subbing

for. Austin Kipllnger while ho takes a three-week hiatus from his

WENR nightly news show . , . - Henry Browe named radio division pales

manager for Admiral Corp., . . .WBBM producer Hal Miller vacationing

in New England. .. .Myrtle. Stahl, WGN education director; Elisabeth

Bain, WGN-TV film director, and Gloria Worhmaster, publicity staffer,

attending the Rational convention of American Women in Radio A
Television in Detroit this week. . . .Den McNeill takes his ABC “Break-
fast Club” company son the annual eastern jaunt April 21. Show will

air from Boston, Hartford, Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia

the first week and will originate in New York the second week,

IN WASHINGTON . . .

WWDC sportscaster Bob Wolff returned to. Florida and the major
league baseball spring training camps last week in preparation for his

radio coverage of the Senators, local ball club. Wolff teams with
WTOP’s Arch McDonald for the series .... Peter Jamieson, ex of Broad-
way and Hollywood, has joined staff of WTTG-DuMont as announcer
....Mike Hunnlcutt, WOL-Liberty d.j„ running a special interview
series for town’s Cherry Blossom Festival .... Jim Gibbons, WMAL-
ABC ayem man, teeing, off a weekly achievement award to local public
schools in civic tie-in. with PTA’s and Board of Ed. , . .WCFM-Conti-
nental FM network, broadcasting a special performance of “The St.

Matthew Passion” by National' Symphony and Cathedral Choral So-
ciety on Good Friday (1-1) . . . . LatesCPulse rating gives WTOP-CBS top
rating here, with 25JL% of listeners', an increase of 0,5% over Novem-
ber-December rating Lee Hamilton, Montreal radio and theatre
emcee, has joined the staff of- WMAL-ABC as announcer WAC
Capt Pat Griffith, ex of NAB, is official delegate or the local chapter
of American Women in Radio and Television at current Detroit confab.

KSTP Needs City Okay

To Take Many Pictures
Minneapolis, April 1.

In a move to limit KSTP’s ac-
tivities, the city Council's police
committee' has requested the city

engineer and city attorney to noti-

fy the TV and radio station to get
city permission before taking pic-

tures on city property. '

Action followed' a- letter from
AFL. City and County Laborer's
Union, stating that KSTP had
taken pictures of Ice jams and
other activities at Mississippi
River city docks. Letter asserted
that unionized employees resent
the intrusion, and the pictures
could show - some municipal em-
ployees and officials in an un-
favorable light. KSTP has been
involved in a labor dispute with
the AFL Technicians Union for
two years.

Studio Schoolhoiise*

'Now Set to Woo FM’ers
• Philadelphia, April 1.

WFIL’s prize-winning “Studio

Schoolhouse” radio series, present-
ed Monday through Friday from
2:15 to 2:3(5 p. m.,- has been made
available for FM reception, as of
this week,

The program* designed for in-'

school listening, are in their ninth
year on the station and have been
sponsored continuously by RCA
Victor since 1949. “Studio School-
house” is heard in public, private
and .parochial school classrooms,
and during the 1950-51 terms more
than 154,000 public school students
listened to at least one broadcast
each week.

The programs are produced by
members of the Temple U.’s Radio
Workshop for the Philadelphia
Board of Education.

. . —

ACLU Asks FCC to Study

Monopoly Questions In

Par-DuM, ABC-DPT Cases
Washington, April 1.

American Civil Liberties Union
today (Tues.) congratulated the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
for the scope of its hearings on (1)

relations between paramount Pic-
tures and Allen B„ DuMont Labor-
atories, and (2) the proposed mer?
ger between ABC d United Par-
amount Theatres. ACLU,

. which
had an observer at the hearings
bbt has not taken a stand yet, un-
derlined certain questions on which
it wishes the FCC to give “consid-
ered study.”
In a letter to FCC chairman Paul

Walker, ACLU said thAt the Par-
DuMont inquiry should “determine
the amount of parallel or competi-
tive operations in the two compa-
nies,” so that restrictive economic
practices, “which are a barrier to

diversity in Communication, will

be avoided.” It also urged study
of the question of free access to

raw materials, particular raw film

stock. Free speech, ACLU said,

“may be affected by raw material
problems of this kind, as well as by
patent problems relating to the
new color, subscriber and theatre
television developments now In

progress.”
Regarding the URT-ABC merger

proposals, ACLU stressed two
problems: (1) would the merger
override considerations set forth
by the Supreme Courts the effect

that “a person may not be both a
producer and exhibitor at the same
time”; and (2) would approval of

the merger, in the short run at

least, strengthen ABC-TV “and
make £ better able to compete with
the .two dominant networks and
thus enlarge the area of diversifi-

cation?”
ACLU said it will give its views

to the Commission at the hearings’

conclusion, after it has fully

studied the testimony.

Boston—Robert E. Bousquet, ex-
Lever Bros., appointed director of
media and research for John C.
Dowd agency. E. D. Parent, exec
v.p., was lipped tq general man-
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.HO if producing thf pullions of wMipom out* AfumJ Forcci hmJ to dtftnd America?
Tbe uuwer k • * * all lands of companies , . * big and little « • » in mil sectioni of the country*
Tket^ are, of course, companies like RCA, with fine laboratories, skilled engineering staffsand mass production facilities,^ Aere are also thousands of little companies run with skill and courage by men like Don Mossman, who tackled

and lkked a mighty tough job for our Nary,

Who is Don Mossman?

*

Don Momsman has been o landlubber all fus 43 years*

Born in Nebraska, he was educated in Missouri* He stuck to the land, even when it came time to go to war, join{fig the
Army as a 2nd Lieutenant in 1942 and coming out as a Major in 194$,

4

Now he manages D, P, Mossman, Inc*, a small switch manufacturing plant employing only 45 people, that is located
in Joliet, Illinois « . which is just about as far as you can get from the sea in this Country,

Even though he proudly states that he makes more different types of push, turn and lever switches than any other com-
pany in the world,,it is probable that until recently the Navy knew as little about Don' Mossman as He knew about the Navy,

But because of the teamwork that exists between America's industrial firms, big and little, Don Mossman right now is

making a major contribution to the effectiveness of every Navy task force and the safety of all the men in them,

The Navy Needs Information Fast
*

TheCombat Information.Center ofmajorNavyships is the very heart,
brain and nerve center of a modem task force* Called the C.I.C. for

short, it is the central point to which is funneled all vital battle informa-
tion from radar, radio, telephone and other new, secret types of elec-

tronic equipment.

That information must be assembled and analyzed^instantly and
sent out with the utmost speed to every element of the task force • »

«

ships, aircraft and submarines.

Even a few seconds delay in getting this information out can mean
the difference between victory and disaster— and the loss of ships and
American lives*

Three years ago the Navy askedRCA to design and build a communi-
cations console that could send out such information in exactly the time
it takes to pash a button . Our top engineers went to work on this and
finally designed a model that would do the job.

Their design, however, called for a very complicated switch that just

didn't exist.

The RCA purchasing department went to companies experienced
in complex switching devices. Many of these; companies said it was too

complicated— it required up to 889 different parts. Others said it was
impossible. And still others were too busy with defense work of their

own t6 divert their skilled manpower to our switch.

Only two firms expressed any interest in the switch at all. D. P. Moss-

man, Inc., of Joliet, 111*, was one of them.

Mossman’s Switch Does The Job
t ,

To Don Mossman oar sketch presented a challenge, With the help of
fus father who Had founded the company, he made up a rough sample
and our engineers saw at once that he was at- least a year ahead of the
only other company willing to try.

From that time on, Mr. Mossman and RCA engineers worked closely •

together, ,

At least once a week for the next three months, Don Mossman came
to our engineering headquarters in Camden, N, J«, to coordinate the
development work* on the switch.

To speed the work and get closer to RCA, he went up to Danbury

,

Conn,, and made arrangements with the Capitol Machine Company of
that city to produce the switches. Capitol itself is a small machine manu-
facturer and makes spray baking equipment for such things as fountain
pen cases, lipstick holders, and clock parts. It had exactly the right kind
of tools and skilled craftsmen needed to build the parts for the switch.

UnderDon Mossman’s direction, 18 of Capitol’s 25 employeesworked
in shifts for 60, 70 and 80 hours a week.

Because of the Navy’s urgent need for the new console, we assigned
an expediter to the job, and he went all over the country in search of the
necessary materials.

After four weeks of this intensive effort, the first engineering model
of the switch was completed at 3 a*m, ot

j
a Monday and delivered that

same morning at 7 o'clock in Camden. By the next morning We had Nav?
approval, and production of the new CJ,C, console was started,

/
rj

119 Other Companies Are On The Team
THE combined skills ot Mossman and Capitol and RCA ... in Joliet and Danbury and Camden , • , made the switch that had

to ho made.

But, these companies are only three members of the team producing the new C.I.C. console for the Navy.

In allf we have called on 119 other companies to supply us with parts or materials in connection with this order.

63 per cent of these suppliers, like Don Mossman, are classified by our government as 4<smdtl business
’
' firms. They

receive 71 per cent of ear purchase orders.

These companies are located in all parts of the country, because no one region has a comer on production facilities,

skilled management and skilled workmen needed to do the job.

In all, there are more than 5,000 suppliers with whom we are working day in and day out producing quality products for

both the Armed Forces and the nation's consumers.

Many of these are very small companies* Actually, 70 per cent of all the companies who supplyvarts and materials to

ns ore classified by the government as small businesses. About half of our suppliers employ less than 100 men and women

But no matter whether they are large or small ... no matter where they are located • . .the members of this All-American

Industrial team pool their skills and their resources to get the job done. Together, in peace and war, we serve America!

World Leader in Radio-First in Television
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Television Chatter

Ballerina Maria Gafiiharelli

guesting on. NBCs “Kate Smith
Show" tomorrow (Thurs.), when
she’ll do two special dances . . .

Dione Lew*s, formerly of the CBS-
TV casting department, has joined
the Kenneth Later agency, to han-
dle video legit chores , . . Theodor
Megaardcn, formerly of the Law-
rence Goldei. office, has joined the
Harry S. Goodman radio-TV pack-
age firm . . , Bob Monroe ankling
General Artists Corp.’s TV guest
shot department to join the Bul-
lets Durgom office . . . Jack Wilson
named sales chief for the newly-
created Solow - Stark- Productions
. . . Hank Sylvern adding another
show to the string on which he
serves as musical director, taking
over on CBS’ “Give and Take" . . .

Robert F. Adams, formerly with
the Raven agency, joined WABD
as an account exec . , . Julie Ben-
nett pacted for a role on the new
Hazel Bishop show, which preems
on NBC tonight (Wed.) . . . AI
Capp, creator of “Li’l Abner,"
guesting on re,

ec Granik’s “Youth
Wants to Know" Saturday (5) via
NBC . . . Starting date for “Candid
Camera" on WCBS-TV .moved
back to next Tuesday (8), with
Knickerbocker Beer sponsoring
. . . With Gian-Carlo Menotti’s
“Amahi and the Night Visitors"
plated for a repeat Easter Sunday
In the 4 to 5 slot on NBC, Revere
Copper’s “Meet the Press" and the
“Hallmark Playhouse" are vaca-
tioning that day only. Hallmark
is sponsoring the Menotti opera
. . . Edith and Dick Barstow,
brother and sister who have staged
and choreographed a number of
TV shows and nitery acts, teaming
for a new writing-directing-chore-
ography service for the video net-
works.

Mildred Demby, film contact gal
for the Demby Co. on WJZ-TV’s
“What’s Playing?," out for fort-
night due to surgery; Barbara Co-
burn is subbing-, , . Tidewater pil
and Melville Shoe Corp. are shar-
ing Happy Felton’s “Talk to the
Stars," post-game feature on WOR-
TV. That sells out the indie's
stanzas before and after the Dodg-
ers’ ballcasts . . . John G. Preston
named director of engineering

facilities and general services for

ABC. New post covers the web’s
building maintenance and opera-
tion, purchasing, telephone service,

central typing, mailroom, guest re-

lations and staging divisions . . .

Tele thesper Jay Barney doubling
in “Grass Harp" on, Broadway . . .

“Video Chef" has moved over to

WJZ-TV as a thrice-weekly fea-

ture, 5:30-6 p.m.

Eurene Francis into the cast of
“One Man’s Family" on NBC-TV
; . . Frank Moriarity upped from
writer-contact to TV directorship
for WCBS-TV and assigned to
handle “Sports of the Night,"
“Rain or Shine" and the Roller
Derby. He replaces Frank Harms,
who’s joined Louis G. Cowan to di-

rect the Bert Parks show.

Hollywood
Warbler Joe Graydow launched

new 15-minute show on KLAC-TV,.
with Bobby Hammack at the 88 . . .

Sen. Wayne Morse (R., Ore.) ap-
peared on KTTV’s “770 On the
Air," and answered queries from
viewers phoning in for half an
hour . . , Tennessee Ernie returned
to “Hometown Jamboree" on
KI/AC-TV, following a month in

Detroit and Tennessee . . . Fran
Warren set as guest on Abbott &
Costello’s May 4 video stint from
N. Y., with Kate Smith booked fqr
A&C’s April 6 show . . . Owl-Rex-
all picking up tab on 30 minutes
of Eddie Albert show on KLAC-
TV, and Turns taking 'ticket on
Horace Heidt show, same channel
. . . Betty Garrett guests on Danny
Thomas’ NBC-TV show April 12
. . . KNBH dropped Tex Williams’
hour-long show from Riverside
Rancho, after Bendix Washers
bowed out as sponsor of half the
show. Price-tag for program was
about $2,500. Williams retains
deejay stint on channel . . . KHJ-
TV teed off “Fan in the Street,"
preceding telecasts of Hollywood
Stars and L. A. Angels.

Chicago
NBC-TV’S “Hawkins Falls"

notched its first anni on the web
Monday (1) with Lever Bros. back.

on the Tuesday and Thursday chap-
ters for a cross-the-board ride on
the afternoon serial . . . Bob Mur-
phy and Kay Westfall swamped
with over 10;000 entries for their

Panama vacation contest, which,
finaled last week oft their WENR-
TV “Bob and Kay" strip .

“Kukla, Fran and Ollie" will take
part in “Royal Showcase" via a
special cut-in from here April 13,

The Burr TiUstrom company is

planning a two-week New York
visit inter in the month ... WGN-
TV chief engineer Carl Meyers is

putting the finishing touches to the
station’s third mobile unit which
it’s building itself . . . Dally News
city editor Clem Lane now a reg-
ular member of WENR-TV’s “Im-
pact" cast. Vet newsman is also
subbing for Austin Klplinger while
latter vacations from his 10 p.m.
WENR-TV newscast.

Walt Durbahns “Walt’s Work-
shop," marking* its third anni on
WNBQ Friday (4), cited by the
Illinois Vocational Assn, for “pro-
moting the cause of education in
television" ... Hal Tate’s Chicago
TV Directory now being “distrib-
uted . . , David Hayes now produc-
ing Quincy College’s “Armchair
Philosopher" on WGN-TV . . .

WBKB has picked up another ten-
ant for, its Garrick studio with
Mages Stores beaming . “Sporting
Chance" . from there Tuesday
nights . . . WNBQ newsman Jack
Angell working a special “How to
Vote" show Saturday (5), demon-
strating the use of voting machines
. . . Russ Reed in the “Hawkins
Falls" cast.

London
An adaptation of Henri Gheon’s

“The Marvellous History of St.
Bernard” is being produced by
Miohael Barry on April 11 . . . Rob-
ert Barr, is -directing a documen-
tary, “Dangerous Drugs," on Mon-
day (7) . . . E. H. Debenham’s “The
Green Hill" is being screened for
the children April 11, with Fran-
ces Perry and Red Streeter . . .

Film and stage stars James Donald
and Eleanor Summerfield have
leads in Eric Linklater’s “Love in
Albania" Sunday (6) . ... Another
play for the children is “Emil and
the Detectives" April 8. Rex
Tucker is producing the Erich
Kastner piece . . . Eric Fawcett has
the production chore on “George
and the Dragon" Tuesday (8) . . •.

Anne Shelton guesting on the
“Starlight" program Tuesday (8).

Wednesday^ 'April 2, 1952

Radio Luxembourg’s weekday audiences in Great Britain total around
6,000,000 adults, according to the survey by British Market Research
Bureau. However, Radio Lux points ou$ that it doesn’t outpuli the
British Broadcasting Corp. in Britain, an impression which might
have been conveyed by Variety’s March 12 article.

Five-day averages show Radio Lux with 13.0%.of the total audience.
BBC’s Horae Service drew 28.4%, BBC Light Program drew 44.2%
and BBC Television Program got 9.2%. *

Bertram Lebhar, Jr., director of WMGM, N. Y.. and Simon Rossant,
account exec with the indie and M-G-M Radio Attractions, captured
the 1952 East States Pair bridge championship over the weekend. The
broadcaster-bridge experts are also on the team defending the Reisinger
Cup team-of-four championship. Another^show biz bridge champ is

N. B. (Nate) Spingold, Columbia Pictures veepee, who incidentally is a
friend of Lebhar and frequently plays bridge with the WMGM exec.

Mac McGuire, WIP, Philadelphia, disk jockey, beams a musical
show via Mutual to servicemen around the world through Armed
Forces Radio Network. Recently in the mail he received the following
'from a civilian listener in Japan, It was datemarked “Nakano-ku,
Tokyo," and read, “Dear Man: I often hear you people say ‘Join the
March of Dimes;’ I didn’t know what was meant by this, but now I
know that it is to help the unfortunate people. As I am a Japanese
and haven’t? any dollars or dimes, I would like to make my contribution
in yen. It is only 200 ydn, but I do hope you can use the money for
the purpose. I am sorry if - this may re^h you too late. Thank you.
With best wishes and good luck, J. I. K.” McGuire’s only problem is
how to exchange it into U.S. money. Girard Trust-Corn Exchange

;

bank reported it could not help, as Japanese currency has no exchange
.value on the U.S. market. If exchangeable the 200 yen would be

i

worth 56c.

Purvis Planning Bid

For Augusta, Ga., TV’er
• Washington, April 1.

Melvin Purvis, ex-FBI agent and
chief counsel for the Senate Sub-
committee on Federal Manpower
Policies, plans to. apply for a TV
station in Augusta, Ga., immediate-
ly following the lifting of the TV
freeze, Purvis is part owner of
Garden City Broadcasting Co.,

which operates WAUG and WAUG-
FM -in Augusta.

Purvis’ company will be the sec-
ond applicant for Augusta, which
would be assigned two VHF chan-
nels under proposed allocations.-

Radio station WJBF, headed by
J. B. Fuqua, is the other. It is ex-
pected that additional applications

0

will be filed, necessitating hearings
before the Federal Communica-
tions Commission.

CLEM RANDAU GROUP

BUYSKXOB, STOCKTON
Stockton, Cal., April 1.

Purchase of KXOB was an-
nounced over the weekend by a
group headed by Clem Jr Ran-
dau, assistant administrator of
Civil Defense in Washington,. Oth-
ers in the ayndicate include Coast
exhib Sherrill C. Corwin, film and
television financier Ralph Stolkin
and oilman Ed Burke of San
Antonio.
New owners plan a. television

station for stockton in addition to
the AM operation. KXOB was
founded in 1947 by Lincoln Dellar,
who owns a string of stations on
the Coast.

Deal, subject of the usual FCC
approval, was handled by Albert
Zugsmith, prexy of American Pic-
tures, who also has extensive radio
and newspaper Interests nationally.
I1M I W ,

I "" ' ’ *

Judith Waller It Director

•f Public Affair* and

Education for WMAQ, WNBQ
and NBC-Chlcago

.sV.v.v.S 1 .•

Waller and
• <c

On April 1 3 of this year, radio station WMAQ in Chicago will

be just thirty years old. On this very same day, Judith Waller

celebrates her thirtieth year with "Q”. Is it any wonder that to

countless hundreds she is WMAQ in Chicago?

Pioneer and perfectionist, teacher and taskmaster. Miss Waller

personifies that essential ingredient of radio that has made

WMAQ an outstanding station

—

service. Service to the public.
|.‘;s /..

| Service to advertisers. Service to the industry. These thre&

above all else.
W..7V

•X \ *• •.
;

.

us this once to wax just a little bit sentimental

aboi/t-Vbyr business. Permit us this tribute to a great lady of

broadedstmg and to the ideals and standards which she has set

for WMAQ.: Qdd-the industry.
M • • 1 * V. *.

Serving and sem|gi|he midwest market..

WMAQ
NftC RADIO IN CHICASO
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CBS-TV Sets Saturday

Kite Spot (or Politicos

s
In line with its recent decision
sell time to political parties

prior to the Chicago conventions
practice of comedians giving this summer, CBS-TV has set aside

Sc®°
‘tS ni«ht «=30 to 7 slot

Colgate to memo NBC-TV that if
for such Purpose. Time has been

any comic lapses into an unauthor- occupied on the network by “Meet
ized pitch on “Colgate Comedy Corliss Archer,” which checked off

Hour” the audio is tp be cut off.
last Saturday night’s (29) broad-
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zine etc. Sponsor, feeling that this but this time is being

not only diminishes the value of gratis to pe parties. Web’s

its paid-for spiels but also cuts .

and special events depart-

down on the show’s entertainment 8S?
,
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srs break the rule agains

the slyly inserted “commercials
if performers break the rule against .

VL u!?*r representatives

it.. incortort ‘VftmmprHflls” state their qualifications to the vot

with their payola flavor.

Bankroller feels it is taking a

drastic but necessary step. It- fig-

ures potential -offenders will be

curbed by fear of getting their

voices stilled. -

Mansfield Method
“This is Show Business”, has no

problem of performers putting in

unauthorized plugs, according to

Irving Mansfield, show’s producer.

Mansfield revealed that he solved

that problem last September by
inserting a clause in the contract

stating that any performer who de
parts from script to insert com-
mercial mention of other products,

agrees to accept scale salary for

the show no matter what figure

was previously negotiated. Con-
sequently, a performer who brings

in the plug for a product may get

$170 instead of $1,700 or whatever
other figure was previously agreed
upon.

Mansfield stated that his show
was also plagued by performers
ringing in plugs for Knickerbocker
Beer, Hess Bros. Department Store
in Allentown aiid -Hadacol. He con-

s-quently went to the CBS legal

department for advice and soon
afterward inserted* the scale clause.

Mansfield stated that he hasn’t

been bothered since.

“Show Business” producer was
especially bitter at the Knicker
bocker Beer plug inserted by Romo
Vincent in the Ed Sullivan show
March 9. Mansfield stated that the
brewers do not spend a nickel on
CBS. On the other hand, Pabst,
Anheuser-Busch and Schlitz spend
millions on that network and must
be protected against free encroach-
ments.
Mansfield said that performers

sometimes have legitimate gags
tied onto product names. Acts must
get permission to use these gags
on his show.
At the same time, George Heller,

Television Authority executive sec
retary, declared that his union
could take no action to protect
performers who depart from script
to insert commercial products in
a routine.

ing-viewing public. Saturday night
half-hour will be sold on regular
time and facilities charges to the
politicos.

ARMED FORCES HYPOING

PUB RELATIONS VIA TV
Pointing up the growing empha-

sis placed on television as a public
relations medium by the various
branches of the Armed Forces both
the Navy and Air Force are cur-
rently pitching series of films based
on their activities to networks and
local video outlets across the coun-
try. Army, meanwhile, will preem
its second 13-week cycle on “The
Big Picture,” a- film record of the
war in Korea, April 13, on WCBS-
TV, flagship station of the CBS-TV
web in N. Y,

WCBS-TV gained an exclusive
on the first “Big Picture” series,
but it’s believed the Army will
make the second cycle available to
all stations on a day-and-date basis.
Federation Bank & Trust Co. of
N, Y., which sponsored the initial
series on WCBS-TV, is currently
mulling the bankrolling of the sec-
ond series as well. Films will con-
tinue in the Sunday afternoon 2
to 2:30 period.

With all major league baseball markets are Involved. Sponsors,

teams except the Pittsburgh Pi-

rates being televised again this

year, the TV networks will be

forced to rebate thousands of "'dol-

lars ih time costs to their sponsors

for network time pre-empted by

local affiliates, in order to air the

ballcasts. Rebate tariff will be ex-

ceptionally heavy this year because
of the number of scheduled night
games, which means pre-empting
Class A time periods.

As with most such cases when
network time is taken over by the
local stations, the nets pay back
full time costs to the sponsors, but
rebate nothing ori program costs.

Since the 16 major league teams
represent only 10 cities, and since

the Pirates permit no TV, only nine

consequently, get their regular cov-
erage in all other markets, except
for localities where the local affil-

iates might cover minor league
clubs.

Web’s pre-emption notices signify
that all network programs will be
carried as scheduled in case of
rain-outs or rescheduling of the
ball games. In addition, a number
of stations plan to air kinescopes
of the network shows affected by
the ballcasts, providing the spon-
sors are willing to accept kine air-

ings in time periods different from
those in which their shows are
usually aired.

Houston — Tom Cavanagh has
taken over duties as manager of
KLEE here. He was formerly .as-

sociated with KXYZ here.

WFAA, Dallas, ‘Early Birds

Fete 22d Year on Air
Dallas, April 1.

The WFAA » “Early Birds” have
completed their 22nd year on the
air—one of the oldest breakfast
time shows airing. Show observed
a week-long birthday party with a
host of its. early stars dropping in
for a visit. -

Present cast includes Claire
Stewart, .vocalist; Charlie Good-
win, accordionist; John Allen, m.c.;
Billy Mayo and the WFAA orch;
Bob Shelton and Norvell Slater;
Little Willie Cplayed by Ben Mc-
Cleskey), Hack Berry (played by
Elmer Baughman), and others.
“The Saturday Night • Shindig,”

originating In the WFAA studios
each Saturday night and fed to the
Texas Quality Network, observed
Its eighth anniversary Saturday
(29),

Now stirrlnn on NBC's
ALL STAR RRVUR

Saturday's l-» p.m./ KST
Mgt.t William Morris Agoncy

«TH£V REALLY WATCH SARRA COMMERCIALS*

New York: 200 East 56 Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

4*
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Can. Blasters Sore
—

. Continue# from page 34 ====
country are being taxed millions

of dollars for establishment of gov-

ernment TV stations but have no
TV facilities themselves/.

Other topics dealt with the value
of trade associations, radio sales

pitches, prograin research, person-
nel selection; and cost controls.

CAB officers elected were D. Mal-
colm- Neill, CFNB, -Fredericton,

chairman; F. H. Elphicke,
.

CKWX,
Vancouver, vice-chairman, and di-

rectors Gordon Love, CFCN, Cal-

gary; William Speers, CKftC, Win-
nipeg; E. A. Rawlinson, CKBI,
Prince Albert; Ralph Snelgrove,

CKBB, Barrie; J. Arthur Dupont,

CJAD, Montreal; Kenneth- M.
Soble, CHML, Hamilton; Henri Le-

Page, CHRC, Quebec; E. Finlay

MacDonald, CJCH, Halifax.

SC Louis—Robert Ingham, sports

gabber for KSD-TV and veteran
boxing referee, has been selected

to the the third man in the squared
circle at the Olympic games in Hel-
sinki next summer. Ingh§m was
selected by Dan Ferris, sec.-treas.

of the American . Athletic Union,
New York, from a list of 119 can-
didates.

NEGRO SET AT FRISCO’S

KNBC AS ANNOUNCER
San Francisco, April 1.

The employment of Wallace G.

(Wally) Ray as KNBC staff an-

nouncer, according to Lloyd E. Yo-

der, KNBC general manager, marks

the first time a Negro has held such

a position in the San Francisco

Bay area radio.

Ray resigned as assistant man-
ager of station KBLF, in Red Bluff,

Cal., to join the KNBC staff. A na-

tive of Los Angeles and a graduate

of Manuel Arts High in that city,

Ray served as a Marine Corps anti-

aircraft gunner in the Pacific dur-

ing World War II.

they did an unprecedented job
%

of public service . • .
”

Below is a copy of a letter released to the press by the Memphis-Shelby County

Chapter, The American Red Cross. It shows conclusively once more in an

emergency how WMC and WMCT rise to the needs of their area.

PRESS RELEASE

RELEASE DATE: SUNDAY, MARCH 23, 1952

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

T*
When the disastrous tornado struck the Five State area Friday night, March 21,

the services of Radio Station WMC and Television Station WMCT were made
i

immediately available.

The entire staff and facilities set up for the -general disaster emergency aid pool

began immediately cooperating with the Red Cross, civil authorities and de-

struction workers in the area. WMC, WMCF and WMCT were the only stations

which maintained a 24-hour service, .remaining on the air after midnight and

throughout the night of the tornado. The value of this service is inestimable,

for it meant a source of consfant contact with the Red Cross office, dispensing

information, clarifying the news for many who had relatives and friends in the

stricken area, and helping to avoid panic and false rumors.

They threw open their channels to the Red Cross, transmitting calls for assist-

ance and bulletins to the general public.

*WMC’s Chief Engineer quickly established short wave amateur communications

through ham networks throughout Arkansas and Tennessee and served as a

communication center between the Memphis Red Cross headquarters and. the

stricken areas.

The stations greatly facilitated the disaster operation in the early hours of the

disaster by announcing the proper telephone numbers to be called for specific

information, reducing the load on overtaxed switchboards.

Each news announcement was carefully weighed and handled in such a way as

to best interpret the true picture to the public. There was no sensationalism.

The meticulous accuracy of the news reports aided all agencies concerned. Every

report was double checked.

WMC and WMCT staffs stayed on the job all night long, right along with Red

Cross workers. They did an unprecedented job of public service.

(Signed ) Leslie R. Boyd, Manager

Memphis-Shelby County Chapter

The American Red Cross

Wednesday, April % 1952

Inside Stuff-Television
In an effort to lick rapidly-rising production costs, Frank Wisbar is

planning virtually uninterrupted *shootlng-#n the next 40 films in the
“Fireside Theatre’' series. Wisbar will laukich the first 13 April 14 and,
with but brief interruptions, will follow the 'first group with 16 and
then 11 more. Same production personnel Wilt be kept on the payroll
throughout the period to maintain a compact working group. Wisbar
hopes by this method to keep costs at last level, or perhaps even
reduce the outlay on individual telefilms. v'

Students in the American Theatre Wing's television lab will partici-

pate. in the N. Y. City civil defense organization's TV unit. They will
serve as volunteer writer-producers, working On a series of seven half-
hour shows dealing with atomic effects, first aid, fire fighting, etc.

Programs will be a combo of liye and film and will be beamed on a
network outlet in N. Y., and later made available* to other stations.

George Wallach, head of the Wing’s TV lab and a staffer of WNBT,
N? Y., was appointed executive producer for the civil defense organi-
zation’s tele unit. Students in the ATW tele course will work under
his supervision.

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chief consultant to RCA, is slated as the
principal speaker at the National TV Film Council’s quarterly forum
next Wednesday (9) at the Hotel Warwick, N.Y. He’ll talk about color
TV and also describe some new contributions to the future of the
medium. All-day forum will devote most of its time to the growing
importance of film in the over-all industry picture, with a number of
other guest speakers also scheduled.

70,000 ‘Viewdents’
-- Continued from page 33 -

;

student expressing hope “that
J

these courses will continue, and
not be just a passing event.’’

Dr. John White,x vice president
of W.R.U., declared the university

is convinced that the public “can
best, be served by having educa-
tional 'institutions develop pro-
gram attractive to commercial
stations’’ rather than compete with
commercial stations.

“Education,” he said, "missed
the boat in movies, and radio. Now
TV is here, and we have another
opportunity; an opportunity we
cannot afford to miss.”

Procluction-\/ise, colleges would
find themselves “hard-pressed” to

program for a complete day on
their own TV station, according to

Dr. Barclay Leathern, the univer-
sity’s producer of television activi-

ties. He also questioned whether
educational institutions could com-

pete successfully with commercial
outlets for audiences.

The educators agreed that, if

necessary, colleges could buy
evening time for programming and
seek .sponsors, and that this would
“benefit the community to a far
greater extent than to have educa-
tional institutions build, operate,
and attempt to promote their TV
stations that would in effect be
tax-supported.”

Weslaco, Tex. — KRGV, owned
by the O. L. Taylor Co., Inc., ob-
served its 25th anniversary last
week. It was the first radio outlet
in the Rio Grande Valley, the first

to become affiliated witih a major
network and the first to establish
a complete news * department.
Byron W. Ogle is general manager.
Future plans call for a television
affiliate.

ry wisN
Ipppll Is Proud

Jr To Have Given

30 YEARS OF

PUBLIC SERVICE
\v 1 To Milwaukee!

Yes, 30 years in radio is a

long time. And in this, our

30th anniversary year, WISN
renews Its never-broken pledge

to always program in the

public interest.

Milwaukee knows that it cati

look, to WISN«—first in public

service—for the finest in local

and network [CBS] radio.

WISNVVIUI1
MILWAUKEE'S PIONEER RADIO STATION
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>v Milwaukee, April 1. i

WISN here celebrates its 30th <

anni June 22, with a mpnth-long
i

aeries of special programs and
4

events set during June.

Milwaukee’s hrst AM station, <

nwned and operated by the Hearst <

Corp.? joined CBS in June, 1929, 5

and has • been Columbia’s outlet <

here ever since, Gaston W. Grig- *

non has been associated- with the «

station since it was launched in

1922, and has been general mana- <

ger for the past 20 years. . Some 13 :

staffers have been with the outlet
]

for 15 years or more. .
3

The 5 kw operation has stressed <

public service. On June 4 it marks J

the 10th anni of its “Know Your
'

Druggist Better,” a weekly drama ]

devoted to the profession of phar- 1

macy. -Another vet stanza is “Your -

Question, Please,” panel discussion !

by teenagers, which has won the '

Milwaukee County Radio Council
'

award for the ' past three years.

“Your Common Council” has a

panel of aldermen view current :

community problems. This year
the station launched two shows de-

signed for in-school listening

—

“Radio News Roundup” and “Ra-

dio Art Class,” beamed in coopera-

tion with the city’s public schools.

KIRO, Seattle CBS Outlet,

Links Up With Daily For

Pubservice Programs
„ Seattle, April 1.

KIRO, CBS. outlet here, has
inked a contract with the Seattle

Times, afternoon daily, for cooper-

ative work in the held of public

service. Saul Haas, president and
general manager of KIRO worked
.out the agreement with H, H. Ca-

hill, general manager of the Times.

'

First joint undeiiaking was the

reporting of recent city elections,

with coverage of Republican cau-

cuses the -second.
According to the agreement be-

tween the tw.o media, thdy should
be mutually helpful “especially in

the field of public service; the pro-

motion of good citizenship, and the

promotion of each by the other as

outstanding institutions.”

‘The agreement marks the first

time the Times has agreed to co-

operate with a • radio station, al-

though the morning Post Intelli-

gencer, other daily here, has agree-

ments with KOMO and KRSG at

the prrttent time, and also owns
25% orKING-TV, only local tele-

vision station.

TVA COLLECTS $26,000

IN CLAIMS ON COAST
Hollywood, April 1.

-.Television Authority here has*

collected approximately $26,000
in claims from local video stations

and nets, from December, 1950, to

the present time, Coast rap Wayne
Oliver reported to TYA's exec
board. Payments garnered were
due under the code, but had been
held up due either to protests or
requests for clarification.

One of the largest items was a
claim for $1,300 against Bob Clam-
pett Productions by Daws Butler
and Stan Freberg, voices on Clam-
per's “Time for Beany” show on
K.TLA. Claim was on basis that
the pair wasn’t paid ‘ commercial
fees, and didn’t get coin for
doubling.

Also included were, two hefty
chunks of sugar held in escrow "un-

til WSB had okayed the new TVA
Code. KTTV released $5,020 for
staff mikesiders, and Mike Moser
of Terra Productions* released
$5,122 to cast members of ABC-
TV’s “Space Patrol.”

Chicago — First member-elected
Central Region reps on the Tele-
vision Authority national board
were picked here last week. They
are Harry Elders and Muriel
-Bremner. Sam Siegel and Dean
Almquist were named as alter-
nates.

Serve on Your Income Tax
SpBcia/itt for the Entertainment Field

federal and n. y. state

DONALD B. HILLIARD
lptn Public Accountant
sr. *t 3 l*t *t., N»W Y«rk li. N.Y.

7-5726 HOOK till
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is irrevocable and may be exercised
in whole or in part any time before
its expiration date of May 2, 19 c

8.

Option was granted, according to
the proxy, to encourage Stanton
“to increase his proprietary inter-

ests in the corporation as an In-
centive in the performance of his
services.” Class A stock, on the
date the option was granted, sold
at a high of 31%, and closed at
38V£ Friday (28).

Fourth in the list of salaries to
directors of the company was the
$65,000 paid exec veepee Joseph
H. Ream, who also received $17,475
in bonuses and shares in profits.
Other, execs whose annual pay-
ments were listed included James
B. Conkling, Columbia Records
prez, with $45,833, plus $10,000 in
bonuses and share in profits; Bruce
A Coffin, Hytron prexy, with $26,-
922, plus $25,000, and Lloyd H.
Coffin, Hytron board chairman, and
David H. Cogan, CBS-Columbia
prexy, who received the same as
the Hytron prez.

MMMAMONG 'AMERICA’S

12 MASTER SALESMEN’
Mary Margaret McBride, ABC

network femme gabber, was among
a group of 12 American business
personalities toasted at the Hotel
Roosevelt, N. Y., yesterday (Tues.

)

by the Sales Executive Club. Event
was timed with the publication of

the book, “America’s 12 Master
Salesmen” by the B. C. Forbes Co.
Harry White, exec secretary of the
sales exec club, authored the
book’s foreword.

Miss McBride was the only
woman included in the group of
“master salesman,” the others
being Thomas J, Watson (Interna-
tional Business Machines), James
A. Farley (Coca-Cola), Alfred
Lyon (Philip Morris), Red Motley,
(Parade mag), Elmer Leterman
( insurance

) , Winthrop, Smith
(Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &;

Beane ) , Alex Lewyt (.appliance
manufacturer), Bill Zeckendorf,
(Webb & Knapp realty), Conrad
N. Hilton (hotels), Max Hess, Jr.
(department store) and the Rev.
Norman Vincent Peale.

ItAMO-lTRIJKVISfON

Nassers Bypass AFM
Continued front puge 30

sible for the AFM. to claim dam-
ages because the musicians have
already been paid in full for their

services u \ n* prevailing union
wage scales. How can there be
damages when they’ve already
been paid.”

Virtual Impossibility of assessing
damages had' been admitted by
Phil Fischer, AFM veepee, during
the course of testimony in the pro-
ceedings.

Brink’s decision that the AFM
has no property rights in the pix
was seen as an open invitation to

other producers to begin dickering
for video rights to their own films.

The bankruptcy referee held
that the Nassers cannot reject the
tele clause in the contract. How-
ever, he added: “I can’t Imagine
why businessmen would make such
a contract because it leaves the
matter to litigation.”

He interpreted the Contract to

mean that the producers and the
AFM would negotiate and arrive at

terms and conditions fair and
equitable to both parties for the

use of sountracks on television. Tin-

der this interpretation, “the sound-
tracks can be used and the only
remedy to the AFM is a claim for
damages.”

However, the challenge to the
[formula upsets AFM’s long-range
plans for collecting a revenue from
the ure of motion picture films on
television. No decision has been
made as yet on an appeal but it’s

expected the subject would be
thoroughly discussed by AFM execs
this week. Under the law, a Fed-
eral judge can be asked to review
the findings and appeals can be
taken, if desired, all the way to

the Supreme Court.
The four pix which the Nassers

are trying to peddle to video are
“Don’t Trust Your Husband,” wflfik-

Fred MacMurray and Madeleine
Carroll; “Cover Up,” with William
Bendix, Dennis O'Keefe and Bar-
bara Britton; “Without Honor,”

^
with Laraine Day, Dana Clark and’"
Francho.t Tone; and “A Kiss for

Corliss” with Shirley Temple and
David* Niven.
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HOOPER PROVES IT!
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The above charts show the Omaha, Council Bluffs Hooper Share -of

-

audience for 8 A.Ml— 6 P.M., Monday through Saturday, from October,

1951, through January, 1952.
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Gaylord Avery
trogrgm pirfcfof

Jim O'Noill

l - 2 r.M.

Johnny Poarion

« • 10 A.M.
Sandy Jocki.n

2 • 4 P.M.

4) LttfPiit total audience of any Omaha station,

8 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday through Saturday!

hardest share of audience, both morning and

afternoon, of any independent station in all

America!
.

(Hooper, Nov.-Dee., 1951).

TODD ST0B2, General Manager

Represented Nationally By

€».
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Hard-Hitting Technique
Continued. from par* 31

ticular powwow that was + notice-

able at other meetings of reps
from the AM side of the industry.

Originally this panel was to have
been devoted to the radio rate com
troversy, but the topic was drop-
ped in favor of the more “con-
structive” examination of merchan-
dising tactics.

One of the most elaborate mer-
chandising setups in the country—,
that developed over the past 12

years by Crosley’s WLW, Cincin-

nati—was outlined by merchandis-
ing director Jack Zinselmeler.
WLW and its sister video plant,

WLWT, both pioneers in this field,

now have 26 different promotional
and merchandising services avail-

able as “extras” for their clients.

Station has 26 staffers working on
the “plus” campaign, which in-

cludes such things as retail store
field work, distribution checks, at-

titude surveys, mailings and spe-
cial display material.

Heavy Tie-Ins

The Crosley operation has tie-in

arrangements with 2,500 grocery
and 1,000 drug stores. Zinsel-
meier reports that in two years of
operation, over 65% of the special
display material sent out by the
stations has been used by the re-
tailers.

The special' need of a station in
a mid-size market for an effective

merchandising formula was spell-

ed out by Lester Lindow, general

manager of WFDF, 'Flint, Mich. To
offset any tendency by the national

spot advertisers to bypass the mid-
dle-size cities, the importance of

the particular market has to be
strengthened by the use of mer-
chandising and promotion tools, he
said.

F, C. Sowell, manager of Wl^AC,
Nashville, stressed the need for
additional hometown 1 selling ’“ex-

tras” to keep the particular account
aboard into the next option cycle.

He reminded the broadcasters
that they frequently forget about
their own medium for promotion-
al use. He advocated liberal

“plugging” of major clients’

shows. Also on-the-scene airing
of store openings and other spe-
cial retailers events has proved
successful for WLAC,

Sowell summed up the thought
of the afternoon session by point-
ing out “the, secret lies not in how
Lmany listen,* but how well you sell

those who are listening.”

Detroit—“Open House,” WWJ-
TV’s audience participation show,
has a new emcee—"Paul Luther,
formerly of WLW-TV, Cincinnati.
Ted Johnson, former emcee, had
to quit because of his disk jockey
duties at WXYZ!. Show is spon-
sored by Hotpoint, Inc.

Serializing fig
Problem,bf how to comping#

an "* hour-and-a-half or two-
hour featur* film oldie into 55

'

minutes of television time
without emasculating the pic-
tures, has been solved by
WCBS-TY, CBS-TW N. Y.
flagship, through the simple ex-

*

pedient of serializing such fea-
tures on two succeeding days.
Station has found the pix re-

ceive much greater audience
acceptance that way, than if

they were edited down to the
requisite single-day running
time.

Move has been made neces-
sary by the station’s recent
trimming of its cross-the-board
“Early Show,” which com-
prises feature films, to 55 min- •

utes. During recent weeks,
WCBS-TV has programmed
both “Man in the Iron Mask”
and “Son of Monte- Cristo” as
two-part serials in order to pre-
serve their original length,
and is prepared to follow the
same procedure on other plx if

they run long enough.

Chi TV Set Sales Perk
. Chicago, April 1.

'

Television set sales perked up a
bit during -February, according to
the latest Electric Assn, tally.

Sales . during the ‘month .totalled

21,201, compared to 17,368 in Jan-
uary.

Survey shows a total Chi-area
circulation of 1,116,386.

\

t

(
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Naturally,

The Nation’s

Station deems it a great honor

to be numbered among the members of

Hji

Lam . CttutiirtiHl w Baikal

affiliate, there'* also the possibility
the station may be asked for more
web productions.* The Chi Tribune
plant has the most extensive studio
facilities in the city and has had
good success with its DuMont
shows. Three of the five programs
WGN-TV’ sends along the cable are
currently sponsored.
Meanwhile, things have bright-

ened up at NBC. Tele chief Jules
Herbuveaux has been scanning new
show ideas in the hopes of getting
an opportunity of slotting some of
them in the open time that’s pop-
ping up on the parent web.

Besides “Charms;” which the
local NBCers feel is a sleeper,
the wraps are being taken off other
new packages. An audition version
of a show, featuring commentator
Alex Drier and using a news-drama-
tization format, was shown to In-
ternational Harvester and agency
reps yesterday (Mon.). Web is also
pitching a couple of show ideas, in-

cluding “Short Story Playhouse”
used last season, as a hiatus filler

for Standard Oil when the Wayne
King group takes its summer vac**
tion.

BAB Girding
’ Continued from page 32 ^ ' I

rates if station men refuse to be
bluffed by threatened cancellations.

Radio i* still the best buy per
dollar despite the" insistence for
further rate reductions from “peo-
'ple in high places,” Ryan said.
Radio’s national circulation is 105,-
000,000, comparedYo newspaper’s
50,000,000. There were 12,000,000
AM sets sold last year and 9,200,-
000 of these went into new radio
homes, the BAB proxy stated.

BAB plans to continue ,to focus
emphasis on the local retailing
sales level, with 42 sales clinics
set to kick off later this month.
With a hefty new budget—‘and
prospects for more—outfit plans
to step up services for the coming
year. BAB’s financial hacking
come* from member stations who
pay .monthly dues based on one-
half of highest hourly* rate.

KNBH Film Buy
="• Continued from pas* 39 „
Humphrey Bogart, John Wayne,
Bela Lugosi, Edward Arnold hnd
Wallace Ford. Many of the pix
have been screened locally previ-
ously. None, however, is being
spotted in Class A time.
Channel has given advertising a

bonus pitch on the pix. An ad-
vertise^ buying five spots on the
nighttime screenings during the
week will be given bonus blurbs
the following morning on the same
pio. The “ten-for-five” pitch, i.e.,

paying for five spots and receiving
10, is expected to help tremendous-
ly toward paying the freight.

Wednesday, April 1 *1952

In an attempt to beat the pall
of baseball pickups carried on lo-
cal stations during the summer
months, CBS Radio will launch a
.new series of Sunday afternoon
shows during July and August
grooved specifically for listeners
who might be on the beaches, driv-
ing their cars, on vacation, etc.
Tentatively titled “On a Sunday
Afternoon,” the show will present
two or three hours of music, both
live and on- disks, combined with
frequent safety pitches in associa-
tion with the National Safety
Council.-

. Idea was 'conceived by program
veepee Lester Gdttlieb, who point-
ed out that most listeners tune
into either baseball or music on
Sunday afternoons in the summer.
Since it’s impossible for a network
to air baseball, CBS has decided on
the music. With a wJk. disk jockey
as emcee, Gottlieb plans to in-
clude, in addition to recordings,
music by studio orchs both in N.y.
and Chicago and pickups from
bands in amusements parks,^such
as Atlantic City's Steel Pier. Mu-
sic, Gottli-ebsaid, will not be
tossed on the air indiscriminately
but will range, in a planned, setup,
frpm the. more popular symphonies
through pop songs to show tunes.

For the safety end Of the show,
the top CBS stars will cut safety
%logahs.jwhich will be inserted pe-
riodically during the program. In
addition, a certain amount of time
will be turned over to local affili-

ates every half-hour for local in-
sertions on weather and traffic
conditions. It’s also planned to
present short newscasts and base-
ball scores. Show will be offered
as a special package deal to clients,
with CBS considering it a good bet
for an outfit such as a gasoline
firm, tire manufacturer, etc.

AFRA ASKS LA. INDIES

FOR 10% PAY BOOST
Hollywood, April 1.

American Federation of Radio
Artists, now negotiating with
L.A. indie radio stations, seeks a
10% overall wage hike, health and
welfare plan to be paid for by em-
ployers; severance pay based on
one week for each year of service,
with minimum of two weeks no-
tice; special conditions covering
employment of part-time mike-
slders, with premium pay tf time
and a. half, and a minimum call
provision, announcers to get full
day’s pay for part time work.
Present contract with the sta-

tions. expires April 30. Claude
McCue^ Coast rep for AFRA, is

handling negotiations with KFWB,
KMPC, KLAC, KFAC, KFVD,
KGER, KRKD, KFOX, KIEV,
KWKW, KALI and KGFJ.

3

that exclusive group—“The Thirty

Year Club” of Radio.

Yet, what has gone before is but a prelude

of the future. Since the call letters, WLW,
were first heard on the air in 1922

, one

increasing purpose continues to permeate

every policy, every^activity at WLW—to

become and remain America’s finest radio

station in every phase of operation.

5 Kilo is Killo-Dillo

In WFIL-adelphia

I

You can’t stand on ceremony
if you ant to be heard by shop-
pers in all 14 counties of Phila-
delphia’s $6 billion market-zone.

Best way to break the ice in
this area of 4,400,000^ people
and $6 billion in buying power,
is. to get ’em at home, where
more radio owners tune WEIL
than ever before.

BMB says two-thirds of all-

radio-equipped homes listen
regularly to WEIL—5,000 watts
at 560 kilocycles. Xou- bit hard,
fast, and clean—not only in

• Philly but in oil 147 “home
markets” outside city limits
where a majority of the area's
population lives and shops.

Andthese same fl re kilos sweep
way out into a huge bonus area
inmany nearby counties

,
giving

WEIL total coverage of 6,800,000
people withmore than *9 billion

effective buying income.
* /»

To be first on the dial in
America’s third largest market,
schedule WEIL.
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For N.Y.’s WNBT
The male touch I« hetn* applied

t0 WNBT's <N. Y.) femme-slanted

daytime sked, since Dick Pack, ex-

Stmitw has taken over the pro-

Shelm. Herb Sheldon; added

ffweeks ago to the Eve Hunt®
Sow, will do the stop solo tort,

fnc next Monday (7), with Miss

Hunter resigning.

Pack has also booked John Con-

te who formerly had his own show

for Stokely-Van Camp on NBC-
Sv to be host-narrator on a strip

to the 12:30-1 p. m. period. New
Sries will spot old films, with each

feature edited down to fit the half-

hour span. Conte will bridge gaps

in the narrative. .

Concept behind the moves is that

hausfraus prefer the mascuHne* ele-

ment on the daytime stanzas. Same
theorv cued the outlet’s skedding

of Richard Willis’ “Here’s Looking

at You” and recent slotting of

Jlorey Amsterdam on the 9 -

a.< m.

airer.

NBC-TV flagship, is also going in

for top foreign film product. New
Idck starts tomorrow (Thurs.),

when Roberto Rossellini’s “Paisan”

will be screened at 11:1.5 p. m. Up-

coming pix include Rossellini’s

“Open City” and Vittorio De Sica’s

“Bicycle Thief.”

White’s
Continued from pare 31

WIT MAYOR SETS

TV FIRESIDE CHATS
- Philadelphia, April 1.

Mayor Joseph S, Clark, first
Democrat to hold the top Phila-
delphia office in 67 years, will
stage a series of television fireside
chats over WFIL-TV, beginning
April 9. On each of his appearances
the Mayor will reply to adherents
and opponents alike, explaining his
personal views and those of the
city government of questions, sug-
gestions and criticisms directed at
him by the public.

In certain cases, he will invite
critics and supporters to appear
on the program ‘ for further dis-
cussion.- A corps of telephone op-
erators will be on duty at WFIL-TV
to accept calls during Mayor
Clark’s telecasts. Programs, to be
given twice monthly, are called
“Tell It to the Mayor.” They will
run 30 minutes, Wednesday eve-
nings at 8. District Attorney Rich-
"ardson Dilworth, Clark’s running
mate on the ticket, currently re-
ports to the people on the conduct
of his office once a month, Sundays
at 2:15 p.m.

COAST TVA ELECTS
Hollywood, April 1.

Elected members-at-large to the
board of Television Authority here
were Lee Hogan, Peter Prouse, Vin-
cent Price and Lee Millar.
Kay Boley and- DeLores Crane,

who had been ousted from the
board as AGVA reps by that guild
for supporting the AFRA-TVA mer-
ger move, were among the nomi-
nees, but failed to make the grade.

WNBQ Gets NBC TV Okay

On Summer Local Sales;

Lines Up Two Sponsors
Chicago, April 1.

With the parent web opening up
a few segments of unsponsored
prime time for summer local sale,
WNBQ, the Chi NBC-TV station,
has been busy pitching the Wednes-
day and Sunday night 9:30 to 18
Class A periods. Just a matter of
hours after the “sell locally” or-
der came through last week, WNBQ
peddled the Sunday slot to Louis'
Mllandi Foods, who will put in
Frank Wisbar’s “Story Theatre”
telepix, starting April 20.

John McPartlin's sales crew also
got the station off a big sustaining
hook by selling the half-hour
“Noontime Comics” strip to Jewel
Food Stores. Jewel long has been
a hefty user of local teevee, being
the original sponsor of “Zoo Pa-
rade” when it was first aired in
Chicago only. Store chain Is also
bankrolling the Friday night weath-
er show on WNBQ.

Nelson Bros., currently shifting
pretty much from radio to video,
has signed with WNBQ to bankroll
a special 90-minute primary elec-

tion telecast April 8.

known that he’s had three outside

offers, all of which he’s rejected.

It’s understood there are several

areas of Indecision involving

White’s future operational sphere,

plus a financial arrangement under
a new contract Which would permit
White to spread his income. With
Mutual now committed to a TV
network role; White wants the
presidency to be all-encompassing,

and it’s on this particular point,

it’s ^reported, that a stalemate cur-

rently exists.

The situation will be resolved
o. ? way or the other by the time
the board of directors meets the
latter part of April.

Contract of Bill Fineshriber, Mu-
tual programming 'exec veepee, also

expires same time as White’s, and
it’s understood the White-Fine-
shriber deal will be treated as a
“package,” giving both the same
wide areas in which to operate.

FM’ers
Continued from page 32

station men that they’ve had to
turn to their FM transmitters to
furnish reception im sections of
their coverage area blanked, out by
interference. Postwar upsurge in
the number of AM stations has
increased interference problem, it’s

claimed.

FM group, chaired by Ben-
Slrouse, WWDC-FM, Washington,
w it has in years past threw some
how come?” questions at manu-
facturer reps sitting in. Perennial
query as to when TV set makers
jre going to install FM tuning
hands was again phrased as a for-
mal resolution. Also manufacturers
were* asked about FM car radios

tSlr .

continuous tuning bands in
iM-AM sets. Manufacturers said
these matters are being studied.

San Antonio—C. A. Harrell, city
manager °f San Antonio, will make
hi

S

+?tT
b^t on KTSA in a series to

he titled Your City Government.”
w ai

j
ln

2.s win be a public serv-
will report how the local

ty government operates. Harrell
i.;*

con^ct all the programs and
s*ars

» and other city of-

»iring’
*rom ^me ^me °n the

Salt Lake City—Ben Burnette,
KSL transmitter technician for 14
years, has won a degree in business
administration at the U. of Utah,
and has switched to the station’s
sales department. Ruth Farr has
left KSL’s program department and
has been replaced by Georgia
Reed.

Selling-in-Depth
Continued from page 32

this fashion to viewers, Weaver

,

proposes they buy all available
time on “Today,” NBC-TV’s 7 to 9
a.m. cros$-the-board show.

Behind the Scenes

“Should an advertiser on Today’
show the broad canvas of' his in-

dustry as it solved its problems of

product quality, attractiveness,
uniformity, manufacture, distri-

bution and salesmanhisp,” Weaver
said, “we believe that he would
feel a Htroundswell of appreciation
back from the people. It would
be an earnest of American indus-
trial thought.”

Since NBC’s “Today” is devoted
essentially to depicting “what’^
new,” it provides sponsors with a

“perfect pattern” to utilize this

selling-in-depth technique, ' the
NBC video chief declared. Within
thfe show’s format, based on the
theory that when a person, place

or thing is in the news, then peo-
ple will have an interest in it,

Weaver said, “we can relevantly

•cut to the factory, the testing

grounds, and board room, too.

Here we can one moment hear why
the goods are being made of .this

fabric, and why in that color; next
we can see the window display

being put into a window In a fa-

mous store, to illustrate which of

the sales points shown earlier was
being concentrated on for the cam-
paign.
“Here we can look, over the

shoulder of a corporation presi-

dent as he addresses his dealer and

retailer organization, with apolo-
gies to the public for a 90-second
intermission. But will the public
look away when real life is being
enacted before them? Of course
not.”

Broader Aspects

Weaver pointed out that, with
about 25% of “Today” now sold,

there is still about an hour-and-a-
half of time available on the show
for an advertiser to utilize such a
technique. With this, the sponsor
gets some 12 minutes of commer-
cial time. First advertiser who
buys this time “on' the occasion of
his breaking a new advertising
qampaign, the introduction of a
new model, announcement of a
new price cut, or even on issuing
an annual statement, is going to
make history,” Weaver said. He
concluded:

“Advertising is popular with

Americans. Handled right in TV,
the broader aspects of marketing

will be" fascinating to most people.

Product selection is going to call

for more than ordinary reason.

—

why copy in the days ahead. The
kind of people who make the prod-
uct is going to be a real factor in
moving goods, And here, selling

in depth will begin *a foundation
of public faith In a company’s sin-

serity, honest and -skill that prod-
uct advertising cannot sway. The
possibilities are so thrilling that
for a minute I wish I were an ad
man again.”

Merchandising Magic in Baltimore!

[fcV

^faction: QAC •

WENT GUNTS
Baltimore's lop M.C., a favorite with

the ladle* who pay $1 .00 to see him

ar for the lunch (we don't know

which).

JOE CROGHAN
Announcer and right hand man to

Brent Gunii, has a quick sense of

humor and a winning touch with

commercials.

DON REDDING
•WBAL's Sales Service Manager,

whose primary function is to corre-

late the terrific power and effect of

"K. K." with the effort of the manu-

facturers' own local broker or

representative.

RILL MASON
Merchandising Manager, carefully

plans the campaign and promotions

for sponsors. He sets up luncheons,

show* and displays, and personally

visits dozens of chain and indepen.

dent stores weekly.

JIM MARKIEWICZ
Another experienced grocery detail

man. Full-time on the street, achiev-

Jng distribution, stimulating sales,

setting up displays, -obtaining bona-

fide orders for K,” products.

Weekly written reports to sponsors

on activities.

IVitchea Karnival, WBAL’s outstanding daily half-hour

festival of fun, offers participating sponsors guaranteed, concentrated
r

merchandising for their products in the Baltimore area food stores.

Your product is exposed to thousands of customers. For instance:

Your product is mass displayed at luncheon broadcasts and at church

and civic broadcasts in and around Baltimore; it is sampled by

luncheon guests and audiences numbering over 500 each week; it is

given as prizes at every broadcast; it gets special point of sale display

and active in-store promotion from full-time merchandising men.

50,000 Watts • NBC in Maryland

Nationally Represented by EDWARD RETRY A Co.

***'



'Cut Out Kadio-TV Confusion’
etmtlttnid from page 1

“big business” thinking, otherwise
|

they’ll be left "holding. the radio

bag."

Radio's 'Hold the Line'
.

4. With radio advertisers pres-

suring anew for a cut in nightime
rates, broadcasters fear the ’ AM
industry may crumble prematurely.

With growing evidence that TV
and AM are distinct mediums and
an awareness that the "rich TV
economy" pre-guarantees a radio

resurgence, AM broadcasters are

determined to "hold the line" be-

fore it's too late.

5. An awareness that a united

organisational front is more nec-

essary than ever at a time when'
there are 88 separate pieces of

legislation before Congress having
a vital bearing on the future of

the radio and television industries.

Thus, broadcasters moved in on
the “crossroads” convention in

quest of ‘answers that will have a

far-reaching effect on both the

radio and TV industries. In con-

trast to recent previous conven-
tions in which the-NAB could easily

have''spelled out: "Nothing About
Broadcasting,”- the agenda for this

year’s three-day meet was jam-
packed with panels, workshops, ex-
hibits and smoke-filled chamber-
huddling designed to help broad-
casters out of their current confu-
sion as the AM-TV transitional era
poses multiple problems.

AM's "Declaration of Faith*
Responding to this "industry

alert,” th NARTB convention has
been productive of constructive
moves having a vital bearing on
pocketbooks of static owners. The
convention wasn’t a day old before
Paul W. Morency’s all-affiliates ra-
dio committee, on the first anni-
versary of its inception, crystallized
its long-standing fight to perpetu-
ate radio’s bigtime status in the

face of rate cuts and bargain base-

ment deals, and pame out with a

"Declaration of Faith" calculated

to give the medium new-found
stature.

Network brass made itself con-

spicuous throughout, the conven-

tion, with an awareness of a grow-

ing need to court favor with their

TV affiliates, now that national

spot and local business is making
increasing inroads on their pro-

gramming. The cross-currents and
conflicts of an industry still a-bom-
ing were everywhere in evidence

—

in the pitch of TV film packaging
operations, station reps who are

moving into a new sphere of ihflu-

ence with the national spot busi-

ness .upbeat, and in activities of

equipment and other allied fields—-

all seeking a stake in the expand^
ing TV horizons, now that the UHF
is about to become reality.

Walker Holds Key

And not least of all was the

scheduled appearance tomorrow
(Wed.), as the "main attraction,” of

FCC chairman Paul A. Walker,
who probably holds, the answer to

the immediate future. While at

preconvention time the lifting of

the TV freeze by next week ap-

peared a fait accompli, there have
been disturbing reports circulating

at the convention of’ an indefinite

holdoff. Walker, who came on the
Chi scene yesterday (Mon.), has re-

fused to dip anything about the

freeze or what he intends to say.

Not even his FCC colleagues had
an inkling of anticipated rev-

elations, with result that by today
many of the broadcasters seeking a

place in the. UHF sun had devel-
oped the jitters.

Morency’s "statement of.faith” to

the radio industry will be remem-
bered as a cherished document.
The WTIC, JJEertford, and industry

factotum-won m ovation from as-

sembled broadcasters that topped
anything within memory of NAB
convention vets, as he summed up
the "radio story" and laid down
the gauntlet to those who are send-

ing radio to an early grave. He
cautioned against the coming criti-

cal year in radio, when all affili-

ated stations must examine their

operations critically and carefully;

he cited the responsibility of iiet-

works in contributing their share

toward stabilizing the industry; he
warned of the confusions in which
radio has been "trapped" by "rat-

ing concepts” and called for an end
of all the phony research that cur-

rently leads to a mass of misinfor-

mation and contradictions, and
pleaded for a united, stand against

rate card chiselling*

Morency Resolution
I

The resolutions adopted by the

all-affiliates committee best reflect

the healthy strides made toward
achieving the Morency objective to

attain for radio a high degree of ac-

ceptance, stability and real appro-;

ciation of its worth as an adver-

tising medium.
The resolutions follow:

Whereas? It has been noted that

. there have recently been, increas-

ingly frequent attempts on the part

of several large national advertisers

and national advertising agencies

to make purchases of time on radio

networks and individual radio sta-

tions on terms that would result in

considerable discounts from the es-

tablished and published rates of

those networks and Stations; and
Whereas: It has also been noted

that there has been a tendency on
the part of certain Individual sta-

tions, involved in competitive situ-

ations, to look with favor on such
proposals to desert their, published
rate cards, in fact in some cases

to have approached both local and
national advertisers with solicita-

tions for future business at rates

well below their published figures;

and
Whereas: It is considered that

such practices’ on the part of radio

stations, on the one hand, or their

willingness to accede to such pro-

posals, on the other hand, have as

their ultimate result the depreci-

ation of the value of individual
radio stations in the field of ad-
vertising and the confirmation of

the belief already held In some
quarters that radio as a medium
is in desperate circumstances and
that Individual^ station operators
are ready and 'willing to prosti-

tute their properties in order to
obtain revenue, the combination
inevitably leading to the ruination
of the industry;

Therefore: Be it resolved that
all radio station operators give
thought to this dangerous situ-

ATTENTION TV PRODUCERS!!!
& EXTRA LARGE RALL ROOMS 40 SMALLER ROOMS

NOW AVAILARLE FOR REHEARSALS
Since Converting t« This Use These Outstanding

C.I.S. TELEVISION Skews Are Currently Rehearsing Hare
STUDIO I SUSPENSE

TELEVISION WORKSHOP
mmrrwi , i i ,,,« A

Modern Spacious . Clean
Well Ventilated Elevator and Switchboard Service

Moderate Rentals Centrally Located
CENTRAL PLAZA, 111 2nd Avenue, near 7th Street, New York City

2 Blocks East oPWanamakers AL 4-9800 B. BIrns, Mgr.

we've been captivating audiences with program merit The policy

has been healthy for business—our sponsors ,
and our own .

For full details
,
trap a Katz Agency rep (they capture easy).

WMT Cedar Rapids • Basic CBS Radio Network'
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ation; ink* eifoctlv* ate**uto«\to
insure th* miintohiuc* of their

own rat* cards, and use such
methods of persuatlon as seem
most desirable to inhibit such
practices.

Net Relation* proposal
Resolution on* network relations:

In considering the relationship

of the hational networks to their

affiliates and to the industry at

large, your committee concludes
that' as a necessary incident to

their dominant position in the ra-

dio industry, the networks must he
prepared to accept commensurate
responsibility of leadership id all

appropriate measures calculated to

reserve and strengthen that indus-

try.

We are inclined to believe that

the networks are cognizant of their

responsibility and willing to- ac-

cept it. We are aware, however,
that particularly in view of the
current uncertainty among many
of radio’s principal clients as to

the extent of the Inroads which
television will make upon other
media including radio, there is a
considerable question concerning
the proper steps to he taken to in-

sure the continued strength and -

prosperity of radio.

We believe that, by and large,

the affiliates throughout the coun-
try, with their hundreds of mil-
lions of dollar* invested in radio,
are perfectly willing to consider
open-mindedly any suggestions
made by the networks with a view
to improving network service or
increasing ’ its value. *to the public
and to advertisers.
We also believe that those affill-

!

j

ates would ask in return only that

I

the networks approach in the same

,

manner suggestions and proposals
made by the affiliates to the same
end. As affiliates, we have no de-
sire to regale ourselves with self-

deceptions, nor do we ask anything
more of the networks than a full

disclosure and. an opportunity for
frank discussion of their objectives
in making any changes in the pat-
tern of network broadcasting and
affiliation arrangements’. We. want
only to face with them the full
facts and to arrive at mature, im-
partial conclusions.

Seek Nets* Reaffirmation v.

Therefore he it resolved, that
the network affiliates in meeting
assembled, reaffirm their con-
fidence^ in the power and efficacy
of network radio, and assert their
willingness fairly and objectively
to consider any and all efforts rea-
sonably calculated to strengthen,
improve or protect the position of
network radio as a public service
and advertising medium, and;

Be it further resolved, that said
affiliates earnestly petition the
networks to refrain from any ac-
tion which might in any respect
modify the pattern of network
radio or the basic arrangements
between networks and their affili-

ates, without full and frank con-
sideration with their respective af-

filiates of the reasons for such ac-
tion. and the end to' be attained
by it, with due regard to long-term
industry .values as compared with
immediate competitive gains or
curtailment of temporary losses,

and with like regard to the en-

Chlcago, April 1.

Roth the AMC and TV ABC on.
erations here are losing their pro
gram directors, Dick Woollen has
notified the.web he’s checking out
of his radio program director berth
May 81 to make his home in Los
Angeles. Earlier, James Poliak, TV
program chief, handed in his resig-
nation as of May I.

Woollen came into the Chi AM
post in March a year ago, after
a six-year hitch with ABC’s Coast
plant. His pending move to return
to- California isn't connected with
the web’s current economy cutback.
He’s anxious to get into television,
and he and his family haven’t
found the Windy City climate to
their tastes.

As in 'the case of the TV pro-
gram job, the AM post may not be
filled, pending the outcome of the
ABC-United Paramount Theatres
merger.

couragement of the solidarity of
the -industry incumbent upon them
as a dominant factor in it; and
further petition the networks to

exert their greatest efforts to re-

establish the essential dignity,

prestige and stability of network
radio.

Whereas: Your affiliates Com-
mittee has consulted with a num-
ber of research experts during the
past year; and
Whereas: These consultations

have convinced your\ committee
that the radio broadcasting indus-

try in the period of its existence
has spent more money and has
been more conscientious than any
other advertising medium in sup-

plying to its buyers and their

agencies minute data concerning
radio; and

Whereas: Despite all efforts to

supply complete information, no
study, or combination of studies,

even purports to measure the true

and total value of radio, but

rather has resulted in a mass of

contradictory information leading

to unprecedented confusion In

evaluating the medium; and

Whereas: For the proper sta-

bility and acceptance of radio

broadcasting as an advertising

medium, it is imperative to have

available valid information accept-

able to all interested parties:

Therefore,* Be It Resolved: That

the affiliated stations, in meeting

assembled, recommend the forma-

tion of a committee composed of

representatives of affiliated sta-

tions, independent stations, sta-

tion representatives, networks, ad-

vertisers and advertising agencies

to pass on the acceptability of any

research to be undertaken to in-

sure acceptability on the part of

all interested parties, and that no

research, unless given the endorse-

ment of this committee, he gen-

erally acceptable. *

Be It Further Resolved: That

action toward this end he insti-

tuted by the research committee

of the Broadcast Advertising

Bureau.
om

!

A radio headliner for 20 year*, Joe Gentile Is featured on the WJ8K
"Gentile and Binge Show" where he is' well-known for his unconven-

tional . , . and tremendously successful ... rendition of commercial*.

Let Joe give your product the WJBK sales panels . . . that pays off!

WJBK-DETROIT
TOPS IN MUSIC—NEWS—SPORTS

Nfltisnd Seles Heedgymters:
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22 ® Eldorado 5-245S

S« proAonJiRd. NjtUeun 8 lir fey THE K AT Z. AAE.M £¥„.*** C.
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Washington, April 1.

Chairman Edwin C. Johnson

(D Colo.) of the Senate Commerce
Committee, told the FCC yester-

day (Mon.) he is against proposals

to allow networks to have more

than five owned And operated TV
stations. In any event, he said

in a letter to Commission Chair-

man Paul Walker, consideration
j

of the question should be deferred'

a year, so the agency can concen-

trate on more urgent problems

connected with lifting the freeze.

Slapping at efforts of NBC, ABC
and DuMont to raise the five-sta-

tion rule to encourage building of

UHF outlets,* Johnson declared:

“Perhaps revision of the multi-

ple ownership rule might accele-

rate development of UHF, blit will

it be done at the terrific price of

still further concentrating TV in

a few powerful hands?. To alfot

five VHF stations to one network
is being most generous with the

people’s property, and it is very
valuable property too. How, in

good conscience, can1

- any network
ask. for more?"

Johnson charged the nets with
using “the old rush act" on the
Commission in making their pro-

posals just as the agency is in > the
process of lifting the freeze. He
urged that such “a drastic step" as

revision of monopoly rules be
given “very careful consideration,"
and that ho action be taken until
next year, “when all phases of this

problem can be explored, and
when the agenda of the Commis-
sion is not so crowded - and con-
fused."

While he was at it, Johnson took
a dig at opposition of manufac-
turers to lifting the NPA ban on
color TV, on grounds that such
action would divert engineers from
defense work. “I notice," he said,

“that some of the interests desir-
ing to increase their TV network
holdings are complaining that our
current supply of electronic engi-
neers is so short, that any addi-
tional use of engineers would
amount to a diversion of engineers
from defense work, and would seri-
ously affect our defense produc-
tion program. If there are no
engineers to work on color tele-
vision, how can they be spared
for the proposed UHF develop-
ment at this particular time?"
Johnson suggested that the Com-

mission put first things first. “The
vital matter right now," he said,
“is lifting the freeze and alloca-
tion of channels to a large area
of U. §. long denied the* benefits

j

of TV."

BREWERY AXING HITS

PITT RADIO FURTHER
Pittsburgh, April 1.

Local AM, is continuing to take
a shellacking from the big brew-
eries here, radio’s longtime bread
and butter -in these parts. Latest
to retrench, with most of the money
going into TV, is Pittsburgh Brew-
ing Co., which has dropped Mildred
Don and the Men About Town com-
pletely.

Program, which had a continu-
ous run of around six years, was
15 minutes on a three-times-weekly
basis, and a couple of months ago
the suas®people; repped by Smith,

* **enkins agency, notified
^JpKA that it was cancelling out,
effective March 1. Then, at the
mst minute, the bankroller had a
change of heart and decided to
drop only the Friday segment,
hanging on to the Monday and
Wednesday slots.

Last week the ax fell on those
two quarter-hours cr well, the show
winding up with tomorrow’s (Wed.)
program. It was timed perfectly for
Miss Don, well-known Pittsburgh
smger, since she was retiring, any-
^'ay, at least temporarily, to await
the stork.

for rcnt
Private office, suitable any business

°r agent. Services optional. Rea-

sonable. m West 57th Street,

Suite 1013. fL 7-319f.

Bunin’s ‘Alice*

t-wiWirbSS Continued from page 30 — i

and-white offering. Cutting of the
film now is underway. Prints al-

ready have been sub-titled in Span-
ish for distribution in the South
American market, which is in-
cluded as part of the deal.

“Alice” is . a combination live-
action and puppet feature with
such top British stars as Pamela
Brown, Steven Murray, Felix Ayl-
mer and David Read heading the
cast.

Jack Covel, CPI veepee, reported
that the firm intends to acquire
other top recent pix to add to its
distribution list. Firm, long known
as Exclusive Distributors, Inc., has
been selling features to video’ for
some time.

Fenmore, meanwhile, took off for
Mexico City over the weekend to
huddle with film and TV execs
thpre on distribution outlets. He
will also eye several south-of-the-
border film packages for possible
.release in the U. S.

Providence—WHIM, Providence
indie, will cover the Republican
and Democratic National Conven-
tions in Chicago. Newsman will
tape-record a 15-minute program
daily, which will be flown back to
WHIM for airing next day. Re-
corded telephone interviews and
reports have also been planned by
station.

Video Luck
Washington, April 1.

It was just pure luck which
gave CBS a TV beat on Presi-
dent Truman’s address here
before the Jefferson-Jackson
Day dinner Saturday night
(29) announcing he would not
accept renomination. The
speech was offered to all TV
nets, but only CBS took it,

never suspecting the President
would use the occasion to say
whether he would run again.
CBS also broadcast the

speech by radio, as did NBC,
ABC and Mutual.

Seattle’s KOMO Names

New Gen. Mgr. in Shakeup
Seattle, April 1.

W. W. Warren has been named
general manager of KOMO, NBC
outlet here, replacing O. W. Fisher.

Fisher will remain president of the

company, a position he has held
since 1926. He has been general
manager since 1944. Warren has
been program manager and ‘treas-

urer of the company.

Other changes at KOMO make
Frederick Patterson program man-
ager, replacing Warren; George E.
Dean, switching from public rela-

tions manager to public service
manager; Ray Baker, commercial
manager, named a vice-president,
and Kenneth Fisher made treas-

urer and assistant secretax*y.

pur toFdm Seen in Celluloid TV

In what may offer further incen-

tives to TV sponsors to convert

their shows from live to film, the

latest Nielsen ratings for the met-
ropolitan N. Y, area reveal three of
the top 10 shows are film programs,
with a fourth now prepared to

switch to film this week. Line-
up is topped by CBS-TV’s “I Love
Lucy," which has been produced On
.film since its inception.
Number of TV bankrollers, par-

ticularly those with dramatic;
shows, are reportedly Closely inter-

ested in the pattern being set by
Lever Bros, with its “Big Town,"
which goes from live to film on
CBS starting- this week. Under a
deal set up by Lever and its agency,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, the bankroller
is expected not only to recoup its

budget costs on the show, but even
to make a profit during the first’

run of the films through permitting
them to be syndicated to stations

it does not cover under sponsor-
ship of non-competing advertisers.

In addition to “Lucy," the Niel-

sen N. Y. ratings show “Big Town,"
“Fireside Theatre" and the
Groucho Marx show (“YOu Bet
Your Life") as other film programs
among the top 10. In addition, the
Red Skelton show, in 10th position,

is expected to shift to film next

fall, spearheading the possible con-
version to film of a number of
name personality programs, Auch as
Burns Allen. *'

Following are the Nielsen top 10
for the N. Y. "area for the four
week ending March 0:

1 Love Lucy (CBS) .... 53;1

Talent Scouts (CBS) .... 48.2

Show of Shows (NBC) . . . 44,8

(3d half-hour)
Colgate (NBC) ... 44.8

*

Show of Shows (NBC) . . . 42.2

(2d half-hour)
Texaco Theatre (NBC).. 40.2

Big Town (CBS>. . 37.5

Fireside Theatre (NBC). 36.8

Groucho Marx (NBC) . . . 35.9

Red Skelton (NBC) 85,7

Dallas—Jack Saunders has been
appointed sales promotion man-
ager at WFAA-TV. Harry Koenlgs-

berg continues as publicity direc-

tor of the recently divided opera-
tions of WFAA radio and WFAA-
TV. He has moved his office from
the studios to the Dallas Morning
News, stations’ owners . .Carol C.
Weaver has been named radio and
television director of DeLoach Ad-
vertising Agency, Mrs. Weaver
was women’s director at WRR here
for the past three years.
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WDEL-TV
f • -

Channel 7

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
Delivers to advertisers the Wilmington,
Delaware, market—flr*t in per family buying
income -in U.S. metropolitan cities 100,000
to 250,000 (Sales Management Nov. ’51).

Yours this superior audience—consistently—
thanks to NBC and Dufylont network shows,
and skillful local programming. Write for

information.

of. . .

WGA I -TV
Channel 4 Vf j

!

'

'

The only television station serving thousands

and thousands of- viewers- in this broad mid-

Pennsylvania market. The WGALrTV audi-

ence has proved its responsiveness for hun-

dreds of national and local advertisers- Dst

it sell for you.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

I

Johnnie Ray: “What’s the Use?’’-

“Mountains in the Moonlight" (Co-

lumbia). .Johnnie Ray’s current

wax momentum should carry this

coupling into the? top bracket?.

“What’s the Use" is a novelty itpm
that blends a wry lyric with an
Armenian-Arable flavored melody
for- sock, results, Although it’s a

change of pace from his usual
frenzied pyrotechnics, he handles
it with a deft styling and an in-

fectious humor that should please

the Ray rooters. On “Moonlight,"
Ray gets back into the familiar

emotional groove that will net it

plenty of spins.

De Marco Sisters: “Goin’ on a
Hayride"-“Festival” (M-G-M). The
De Marco Sisters jump into the
pop wax sweeps with a pair of gay
tunes that make their M-G-M
initialer a potent disk entry. Gals
project a youthful ebullience and
a musical savvy for solid impact.
“Hayride,” from the “Three Wishes
for Jamie" score, is a charming
rhythm number which the De
Marco femmes deliver with zest.

Flipover is bouncy enough to nab
a good share of the juke play.

Trudy Richards: “I Don’t Mind”-
“I Never Loved Anyone But You'"
(Decca), Trudy Richards’ work-
over of “I Don’t Mind" gets her
solo preem on the Decca label off

to a fast start.’ The multiple-
voiced waxing gimmickry comes
into full play here but it's ' used
cleverly and serves to hypo over-
all effect. Miss Richards hits with
a strong, appealing voice that’ll

sell the fast-paced number to the
jocks and jukes. Sy Oliver’s orch
and George Barnes' guitaring hypo
the side’s topflight production. Re-
verse, an okay blues entry, dis-
plays her versatile style but it has
less commercial appeal.
Jack Haskell: “Be Anything"-

“Come Back" (Coral); Jack Has-
kell continues to impress as a wax
potential but he’s held back on this
coupling by the material. “Be
Anything," a big ballad that’s re-
ceived *top diskery coverage, shows

. off his pleasant, baritoning but it’s
1 out too late to overtake the rival
etchings. Haskell is out early
with “Come Back,” however, but
it’s a routine entry with little com-
mercial appeal.

Dick Beavers: “It Must Be
Spring"-“I’d Be Lying" (Capitol).
“It Must Be Spring," also from
the musical, “Jamie," doesn’t have
the commercial potential of “Goin’
on a Hayride," tune from the same
show currently getting a strong
wax coverage. Despite the pleas-
ant quality of its melody, it's mod-
erate fare, at best, and Dick
Beavers gives it an okay rendition.
Good for occasional spins. Ballad
item on the Capitol reverse is

nicely handled and should get
some plays.
Perry Como: “One Little Can-

dle”-“It’s Easter Time" (Victor).
Perry Como has come up with a
good commercial side in “One Lit-
tle Candle." Although it’s a song
with a message, the unpretentious
lyric and captivating melodic line
give it plenty of pop appeal, Como
supplies a tasteful treatment. *A
sure 'bet for jock and juke spins.
“Easter Timp" is an unimaginative
holiday item that will have little
impact on the pre-Easter market
despite a. firstrate Como workover.
Vera Lynn: “A House Is a

Home"-“Blue Fool" (Londo n).
Vera Lynn, one of England’s top
songstresses, gets across more of
her silken piping style on this
coupling. Although tunes aren’t
standout items, Miss Lynn’s
melodic voice shows to advantage.
“Home" is a fair ballad which she
sells winningly While “Blue" Fool,"
although a bit on the heavy side,
is enhanced by her top vocaling.

Stuart Fo s t e r: “Tak? Me"-
“Chiminey £moke" (Abbey). Stu-
art Foster displays okay platter
potential on his Abbey initialer.
Foster’s has lots of wax savvy and
knows how to get the most out Of
a lyric. His preem sides, which
show him off in a straight ballad
and in a lighter folksy vein, aren’t
strong enough to ride out the cur
rent competition. On “Take Me,"
Foster projects a romantic
“Smoke" making it a better spin-
ning bet.

Rosemary Clooney: “Poor Whip
« Poor-WiH"-“Half As Much" (Co-

lumbia!. Miss Clooney builds
“Whip-Poor-Will," a fair item of
the folk genre, into a click etch-
ing via her fancy piping. Thrush’s
rendition on this side is her best
in some time. It’ll probably get a
hefty number of spins on all
levels. The Col flipover is unex-
citing and has slim chances. How-
ever, Miss Clooney projects her
serious mood styling with effect.
Percy Faith’s orch offers a top-
arawer backing on both sides.

Robert Merrlll-Roberta Peters:

“Indian Love Call"-“So In- Love
(Victor). In an attempt to cash in

on the recent publicity given Rob-
ert Merrill and Roberta Peters on
their marriage, Victor has paired
the two Metop stars on two solid

romantic items. Platter, however,
will have trouble edging its way
into the pop market. Both Miss
Peters and Merrill have strong,

well-trained voices but they come
across on wax as stiff singers. The
classic “Indian Love Call" fails to

ignite while Cole Porter’s charm-
ing “So In Love" lacks spark.

Jane Turzy: “The Boom Song’’-
“Little Train A-Chuggin’ In My
Heart" (Decca), “Boom Song," is -a

cute novelty number which Jane
Turzy styles into a click potential.
The catchy melody Is enhanced by
a sprightly lyric with- ribald over-
tones. Miss Turzy supplies a simul-
taneous finish of propriety and
naughtiness. A sure bet for thel
juke trade. Reverse is another
well rendered novelty but’ll take
second place to its mate for top
spins.

Harry James Orch-Kitty Kallen:
“When I Dream”-“To Be Loved
By You" (Columbia). Kitty Kallen
teams up with Harry James for
the first time in six years (she re-
cently wound up her solo Mer-
cury Records pact) on a pair of

f
food commercial bets. Miss Kal-
en and the James crew get

(Continued on page 60)

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week Ending1 March 22)

London, March 26,

Unforgettable Bourne
Always Our House .. Connelly
Little White Cloud. . * . .Spier
Mistake? Wright
Cry F.D.&H.
Slow Coach . Sterling
Loveliest Night ’Year F.D.&H.
Down Yonder Feldman
Domino Leeds
Saturday Rag Fields

. Why Worry . . .

.

Macmelodies
I Wanna Say Hello .... Sterling

Second 12

Enchanted Eve. . . .Williamson
"At Ehd of ,Day ...... Chappell
Love’s Roundabout. Cinephonlc
Only Fools ’ Sun
Oodles of Noodles Cox
Because of You Dash
Rollin’ Stone Kassner
Won’t Live in Castle . Connelly
Tell Me Why Morris
Charmaine Keith Prowse
At Last Pickwick
Then I’ll Be There iToff

Paul Winchell Set

By RCA for Kidisks
Continuing to latch onto video

personalities for its kidisk artists

roster, RCA Victor has inked ven-
triloquist Raul Winchell to a term
deal. Winchell and his dummy,
Jerry Maloney, will be assigned to
pop novelties.

It’s planned to issue the initial

slices on both the regular pop and
the juve labels.

jz*

RUSS CARLYLE ORCH (11)

With Gloria Fatry
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City

It’s been several years since

Russ Carlyle has played, a location

date here, his previous stand being

in the early post-war dayarin the

same Terrace Grill of the Muehle-

bach. The three-week stand 'here

is proving an .okay engagement for
orch and hotel alike, . dinner-
dancers finding the orch one of

the classier crews with its rhythms
and melodies and with entertain-
ment appeal to boot.

’ Musically the Carlyle style is

soft and sweet, favoring the alto

lead. Line of sidemen includes
four reeds, pair of trumpets, trom-
bone, piano, string bass, and
drums, doubling at times Rushing
the reeds to’ five. This set up pro-
vides melodies in .the sweeter vein,

with accents on rhythms for danc-
ing, and leaning on current pops
and established faves for its selec-
tions. This is rounded off by a
sprinkling of Latin rhythms.

Carlyle gives featured play to
vocals, dividing the assignment
with blonde Gloria Patrv. She adds
a. good deal to the orch with her
looks and her warbling of rhythm
and cuter tunes, with an occasional
ballad for good measure. Leader
himself handles a major share 'of

the vocals, giving them a person-
able baritone style and snowing
versatility in mimicry of the Ink

Scoreboard
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
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- as Published in the Current Issue
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merated above. These -findings are' correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of points scored : two wuyb in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three idays in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).
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ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE
Kay Starr (Capitol) Wheel of Fortune

I

Cry
Little White Cloud
Please Mr. Sun
Brokenhearted

Leroy Anderson (Decca) Blue Tango

tfmrr Ar>oe iTTWr»ji\ fTell Me Why
our Aces U-^cca)

) Garden in the Kain

Ella Mae Morse (Capitol) ...» * Blacksmith Blues

Eddie Fisher (Victor) jffibWhy
ftay Anthony (Capitol) At Last
Patti Page (Mercury)./ Come What May
Doris Day (Columbia) A Guy Is a Guy
Weavers-G. Jenkins (Decca) ••#••••••••• Wimoweh

TUNES

TUNE
y PUBLISHER

Wheel of Fortune Laurel
Blue Tango Mills
Tell Me Why * Signet
Cry

* .Mellow
Anytime .... Hill-R
Blacksmith Blues . . . Hill-R,

Please Mr. Sun . Weiss-B
Little White Cloud That Cried , Spier
A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow.
Slow Poke .Ridgeway

Spot? and other turns.
. Combo offemme and leader hold the vocals

up to the smooth music level of
the orch. At times the pair work
in a duet to vary the stylings, and
generally front the crew. There is
some specialty work on trombone
by Billy Lang and at the piano by
.Mike Caranda which round out the
orch’s versatility.
Following stand here, Carlyle

takes the crew east for television
show in its home area of Cleve-
land.

• " Quin.

WILL OSBORNE ORCH (12)
Adams Hotel, Phoenix

Current edition of Will Os-
borne’s band is virtually intact

version of crew that played this

circuit last year. Only major ad-
dition is the anchor man -in the
brass section, a strong department
that complements the five reeds,

bass, drums, and piano, rounding
odt a conventional Osborne layout.

Band, which checks put after
two-week stay here for extended
stand at the Golden Hotel, Reno,
has been toned down somewhat to
fit the confines of the Corinthian
Room, but Osborne let all the
stops out when outfit switched
over to. a seven-man Dixieland
kick. * It makes for an interesting
departure from the slide music
routines and gives maestro a
chance to work out on the skins.

Portfolio harks back mainly to
the “memory" tack, giving Os-
borne frequent opportunities to
vocalize such oldies as “They’ll
Never Believe Me,” “The One I

Love Belongs to Somebody Else,"
and “Trail of the Lonesome Pine."
Leader’s highly stylized baritoning ,

packs a romantic wallop that
bridges the past with .the present.

Band opened on a Tuesday night
(a switch from the usual Thurs-
day) to fairish biz, but favorable
word-of-mouth accelerated subse-
quent trade despite rainy spell

that put quietus on most of the
local night spots). Jona.

JIMMY PALMER ORCH (11)

With Joanne Lynn, Gene Long
Melody Mm. Riverside, HI.
Jimmy Palmer, who started in

the band business a decade ago as

a sideman, is currently at the

scene of his first click. Maestro,

who during the war fronted a

swing band in the east, started a

sweet combination in this Chicago

suburb about a year and half ago,

and since then has been on the up-
grade. Palmer now has several
good disks on Mercury. While still

under the tag of territory band,
with a few more platters under his

belt, genial bandleader should be
ready for the Coasts, both east

and west;

Return here marks his sixth

date for this dancery and when he
pulls out April 12 he’s inked for a
repeat April 30 for an indefinite
stay. His success, of course, is due '

to his book, modeled on the
Sammy Kaye- style but with some
additional drive from the brass.
Not too much, but enough for the
lift that has the young dancers
jamming this spot. Instrumenta-
tion of four saxes, two trumpets,
and two trombones with rhythm
section, fits most of the dance ar-
rangements. Signing titles are eith-

er done by Palmer or Gene Long,
and there’s the title gimmick of
“dancing shoes" with the proper
shuffle effect gotten through slid-

ing two wood blocks together.

Most of the members double on
other horns and are well trained in

the choral work. Joanne Lynn, pert
blond, has a light voice which reg-
ister well on the ballads^, Xong
belts'across several dramatic tunes
in fine style. However, he’s a mike
hugger and could get better results
with a little more stage presence.
Rotund Nick Daniels steps out of
.his trumpet chair to get some
laughsr with his comedy songs.

Zabe.

SAMMY PAGNA QUINTET
Latin Villa, Kansas City
One of the newer small groups

to be heard out this way the

Sammy Pagna quintet also is one
of the most youthful. Outfit has

nearly five years under its belt and
is beginning ' to shape up as one
of the more promising and smooth-
er combos.

*

Unit is built around Pagna’s ac-
cordian, with Gene Roberto on
trumpet, Gerry Bond on clarinet.
Tommy Terry on string bass and
Tony Conte on drums. It’s an un-
usual setup without piano, guitar

(Continued on page 60)
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Cincy Area Gets Payola Rap
4

One of the most flagrant payola situations in years is currently

dominating the Cincinnati area, according to publishers and major
diskers in New York. It's become virtually impossible to get a
tune played in that territory unless -cash or equivalent considera-

tion is thrown in, they claim.

Situation is doubly acute because ''most of the disk jockeys are

on the take along with the jukebox operators." It’s alleged that

the latter are refusing to include tunes on their machines unless

they either get the disks on the cuff or get substantial deals on
the price.

It’s the first time in years that a city has been pinpointed for its

payola proclivities on such a wholesale scale. While the payola
exists nationally, pubs have rarely faced a situation wherq they
are locked out of a city unless they come across with favors. This
has been particularly murderous on new tunes since the current
hits are being Spun normally as required program fare.

Likelihood of D.C. Action on Juke Bill

Fades in Shadow of Prez Elections
Washington, April 1.

As Congress, its mind on the

coming election campaign, heads
for adjournment by July 1, there

appears" little likelihood that it will

pass legislation making the juke
boxes subject to the ‘copyright

laws. Best guessing by legislators

is that the Bryson bill, and the
three proposed alternates to it will

be shelved with hundreds of other
bills.

Last week’s hearings before a
House Judiciary sub-committee
considering the measures, did
nothing to hasten the bill on its

way but merely added confusion.
Spokesmen for the record manu-
facturing companies continued to
insist there should be no change
in the present copyright laws. They
were just as opposed to the three
amendments as to the Bryson bill

itself.

On the other hand, spokesmen
for the composers and music pub-
lishers urged Congress to get busy
and vote a law. They favored the
Bryson bill. But if they couldn’t
get it, they endorsed the third al-

ternative, which would require the
production of specially marked
records, carrying higher copyright
charges, to be sold for juke box
use.

The witnesses;—Herman Finkel-
stein for ASCAP; Sidney Watten-
burg for the Music Publishers Pro-
tective Association, and John Shul-
man, for the Songwriters Protect
tive Association—were in emphatic
harmony on one point. They were
against alternative No, 2, which
calls for a general hike in the 2c
record side royalty for all purchas-
ers. They said they wanted jus-
tice from the juke box operators,
not more money from the person
who buys records for home use.

‘Confusion & Monopoly'
Shulman said the composers

should get more royalty but that
Was something to study at another

(Continued on page 56)
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Townsend Gets top

Col Promotion job

As Earle Moves Up
In a reshuffle of Columbia Rec-

ords ad-promotion setup, Irving
•townsend has been stepped up into
me company’s top advertising-pro-
motion post vacated by A1 Earle,
vno was named exec assistant and
mrector of consumer research. In
ms new spot, Earle will be assigned
tc special projects and will coor-

Kvv
te

.
inter-departmental ac-

serviRg as liaison between
P

®xy Conkling, and exec

nth
Pee

j-
Goddard Lieberson and

other divisions of Columbia.
®arl

f.
had been with Col's ad»

Pi«v?°^
on Apartment for the past

roc
t yfars * having been with the

5
e

fi

search division of E. I. duPont
tuae

mours before that. Townsend
uvnm

U
?-
ped froln his post of sales

tim!^
10n,.^anaSer and will con-

wpii
6 *° dire°f this department as
as auPervise album cover de-

Shs and packaging.

Sammy Kaye’* $4,300

*r
aye tossed over $4,300

stapp/?
ay

<.

&bt (29) at a one-niter

4L
d at tile Mosque, Newark.

Stand drew 2,500 payees.

Kessler Quits 3 Suns
^

To Handle 4 Aces
Herb Kessler, manager of the

Three Suns for the past couple of
years, has severed his ties with
the instrumental trio for fulltime
handling of the Four Aces, vocal
quartet which has been clicking on
Decca disks.

A1 Nevins, accordionist with the
Three Suns, is taking over the
trio’s management.

Local 802 Execs

Balk at 5-Day

Week, Like Chi
A move to establish a five-day

week for musicians in the New
York area is. being opposed by
execs of Local 802, American Fed-
eration of Musicians. A resolution
for a five-day week, emulating the
action of the Chicago AFM local,

has been introduced in the N. Y.
branch by some rank-and-filers
but is not likely to be okayed in

view of the boarc^ opposition.
Local's exec board, while in fa-

vor of a five-day week in principle,
contends that such a move would
be impractical in the light of cur-
rent economic circumstances in

show business. Such a step, it’s

felt, would only cut down areas
of employment opportunities which
are already narrow enough for mu-
sicians.

Same reasoning prompted the
local’s board to reject resolutions

for increasing the scales for sin-

gle engagements, parades, fiestas,

weddings and other such occasions.

The exec board, however, passed a
motion to increase rates for ar-

rangers and copyists on single en-

gagements by 15%. New rates

will be effective May 1.

COAST AFM LOCAL PUTS

BOB KIMIC ON BOARD
Hollywood, April 1.

American Federation of Musi-
cians Local 47 exec board has ap-

pointed Bob Kimic to the board, to

fill vacancy created by Bob Hen-
non, newly elected financial secre-

tary. Hennon was elected to com-
plete unexpired term of A1 Meyer,

who died recently.

At April 28 membership meeting
tunesters will elect member to exec

board in spot now held by Kimic,

with Kimic likely candidate.

TOP SONG BALLY
' t

-f

ASCAP Prexy Race Narrows Down

To Harbach and Hammerstein

Although the music industry has
generally been lagging behind
other show biz media in sizing up
video’s potential, some of the top
publishers are now starting to re-
convert their operations to give
TV its right plugging weight. One
of the major firms is already set-
ting up a special video department
with a staff that will 'concentrate
exclusively on TV programs, art-
ists, producers, etc.

At the present time, video plugs
are handled on the same basis as
radio. Many of the contactmen,
however, have grown up with the
radio techniques and have tended
to brush off TV as unimportant in
th^ process of building a song.
Video, moreover, has brought new
problems for songpluggers, since
tunes have to be angled for sight
values on the new medium. Few
of the publishers have been con-
cerning themselves with this aspect
and have taken the easiest way
out by sticking to the standard live

AM show and disk jockey channels
for their exploitation.

Video’s steady emergence as a
dominant show biz medium has
finally forced some of the bigger
firms to start stressing TV song
promotion. Before long, it’s ex-

pected that the pubs’ special de-
partments for TV will be building
script and production ideas to en-

hance chances of getting their

songs showcased on video.

One of the factors tending to-

wards a negative attitude towards
TV by publishers has been the fail-

ure of any song to emerge as a hit

as a result of being launched on
TV. Several tunes have made some
stir following their TV debuts but
none has broken through into any
sizable sales factors/ While taking

that into account, the new attitude

tends to stress TV as a valuable ad-

junct to other exploitation chan-

nels, with the sight values of TV
able to supply that extra kick need-

ed to lift a tune into the hit lists.

Cap Inks Sablon
Capitol Records has inked

French singer Jean Sablon to a

longterm pact.

Sablon formerly recorded under
the RCA Victor label.

Flamingo Records Co. chartered

to conduct a recording business in

New York. Capital stock is 200

shares, no par value. Directors are

Sidney Kraft, Theodore Karlins

and Herman Panitch, N.Y.

'Variety Music

Cavalcade Set

For May 12 Pub
Prentice-Hall has scheduled the

“Variety Music Cavalcade," com-

piled by CBS musicologist Julius'

Mattfeld, for May 12 publication

at $10. This is the anthology of

American popular music from 1620

to 1950,- and was originally pub-

lished in the Variety Radio Di-

rectory, and later serialized in

these columns.

Dr. Mattfeld has updated and
revised the historical (current

events) information that accom-
panies his cavalcade of music from
the days of the Pilgrims, to mid-

20th century. He has also expanded

it generally. It’s designed for usage

in film, radio and television studios,

by ad agencies, program builders,

musical, conductors, copyright re-

searchers, attorneys affiliated with

music and general show biz, and

kindred sources. Abel Green, ed-

itor of Variety, has written a spe-

cial introduction to give it the

amusement industry flavor and
merchandising potential.

King Inks Winner Of
‘Talent Scouts’ Show

In a move to augment its pop

artists roster, King Records last

week inked vocalist Steve Law-
rence to a longterm pact. Law-
rence is the first pactee to be ac-

quired by Dewey Bergman, disk-

ery’s recently appointed artist and
repertory topper.

Lawrence, a 16-year-old, was a

winner of Arthur Godfrey’s “Tal-

ent Scouts" show several weeks
ago.

Mills Music Expands

Disk Artists’ Stable
Mills Music, which has been

spearheading the drive of pubs in-

to the waxing field with its Ameri-
can Recording Artists sub^id, re-
cently bolstered its artists stable
with the pacting of the Starnoters,
house band at WGN, Chicago; and
pianist Bill Krenz. Sidney Mills,

ARA v.p., who’s been waxing his
own tunes on intermittent treks
around the country, peddles the
etchings to diskeries on a royalty
basis. *

Pair of Krenz sides, waxed by
Mills in Chi, were picked up for
release by M-G-M Records.

BMI Has Deals

With 6 European

Performing Assns.
During the* past year, Broadcast

‘Music, Inc., has wrapped up agree-
ments with four European perform-
ing rights societies. BMI inked
deals with the French (SACEM),
Belgian (SAB AM), Spanish
(SGAE). and Austrian >(AKM) so-

cieties in addition to having pre-
vious agreements with the Italian

and German. societies. Jean Geir-
inger, BMI veepee over foreign re-

lations, is currently dickering
agreements with other Continental
societies.

BMI foreign agreements provide
that BMI will administer the per-
forming rights in the U. S. of all

the overseas works which BMI af-

filiates will publish in this country.
At The same time, these societies

will represent the rights of* BMI
affiliates in their respective coun-
tries and account to BMI for the
rights of the BMI publishers and
writers.

Series of BMI foreign deals
stems from the two-year-old anti-

trust consent decree under which
the American Society of Compos-
ers, Authors and Publishers is pre-

vented from having exclusive deals
with overseas performing rights so-

cieties.

With elections of officers of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers slated
shortly, the race for the prexy spot
has narrowed down to two possi-

bilities—incumbent president Qtto
A. Harbach and Oscar Hammer-
stein 2d. It’s understood that Har-
bach can have the job if he con-
sents to serve for a third term, hut
there’s a strong possibility that the
vet lyricist will refuse to serve
again because of the taxing char-
acter of the post.

Hammerstein is. the only other
prominent ASCAP figure who can
command unanimous support from
the ASCAP board which must
elect the officers no later than
June. Hammerstein had indicated
several years ago; when the job
was offered to him, that he could
not take over ASCAP’s presidency
because it would prevent him from
working on his legit musical inter-

ests, old and new. Some support-
ers of Hammerstein, however, are
talking of creating an exec vlce-
prexy post, 'which would Involve
the detailed administrative work

[,jand thereby allow the president
free to act as spokesman for the
Society only. That was the po-
sition of ASCAP prexies when the
late John G. Paine served as gen-
eral manager of the Society.*

As a dark horse candidate, the
stock of writer Jack Yellen was
boosted considerably as a result of
his speech before the annual meet-
ing of ASCAP In New York last

week. Yellen's plea for peace In
the ranks was favorably received
by both publishers and writers,
and his name has been mentioned
as a possibility for the ASCAP
prexyship.

If Harbach consents to run, the
board will have to rescind a reso-
lution limiting any .president to
two one-year terms. Since it’s only
a resolution and not an amend-
ment to ASCAP’s constitution, the
revocation of the two-year ruling
will need only a two-thirds vote
of the board.

PEGGY LEE IN SWITCH

FROM CAPITOL TO DECCA
After close to 10 years as a Cap-

itol Records pactee, Peggy Lee
ankled the diskery Friday (29) to

ink a longterm pact with Decca.
Although Miss Lee’s current con-

tract with Cap had more than a
year to run, she was released by
Alan Livingston, diskery’s artists

and repertory chief, after an amica-

ble confab.
Miss Lee, who was one of Cap’s

first major pactees, cut her first

sides for Decca this week. Cap
also has several of the thrush’s

sides in the can waiting for release.

Levant’s Rubinstein
Oscar Levant, who played the

Rubinsteip Concerto in D Minor
with the N. Y. Philharmonic under
Dimitri Mitropoulos at Carnegie

Hall, N. Y., last weekend (29-30),

recorded the work with the same
support for Columbia Records on

Monday (31).

Piano opus is a concert rarity

now, not having been performed in

N. Y. since 1938, and not done by

the Philharmonic since 1920.

Low-Priced, 3-S*eed

Playback „For Col

As Promotion Device
Further pointing up the grow-

ing inroad of the 45 rpm speed
platters in the pod field, Colum-
bia Records has designed a low-
priced playback machine which will

47

be geared for that speed as well as
the 33’s and 78's. One of the last

majors to adopt the 45 rpm sys-
tem, Columbia formerly

^
concen-

trated on Its own 33 rpm develop-
ment with the distribution of
single-speed long-play record ma-
chines.

,

•

New machine will probably be
priced at slightly under $13 and
will not be an automatic changer.
It will be handled as a promotional
device, with Columbia selling it at
a price to cover manufacturing and
distribution costs. Col’s machine
parallels a similar device being
packaged by RCA Victor in- the
three-speed category except that
Victor’s instrument will have the
automatic feature.

Paradoxically enough, Columbia
is also reviving its seven-inch 33
rpm pop releases although the
diskery is now committed to the
45’s in this field. The seven-
inchers were virtually abandoned
by Columbia last year after an at-

tempt was made to buck the 45’s

and institute a single-speed stand-
ard for the industry. Currently,
however, ^Columbia is issuing five

top current hits on the small-sized
long-play disks.

New G-ramcrcy Label

Singer Frank Stevens has organ-

ized his own Gramercy Records,
1 with headquarters in N. Y.

I He is recording the first of four
i new Bob Merrill songs, “Desire
' iv n'*es For Me," for release in mkl-

I
April.

M-G-M Builds Roster
Further augmenting its rhythm

i and blues roster, M-G-M Records

j

last week pacted vocalist Johnny
King and the Budd Johnson orch.

Their initial pressings will be re-

leased in several weeks.

Alee Templeton will commence
! his Australian tour in Melbourne
! June 14, and his Sydney season on
1 July 3.
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Current pop music trends were taken to task last week by Harriet

Van Horne and Robert C. Ruark, N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun col-

umnists. Miss Van Home, W~T & S radio-TV critic, said that ahe

didn’t like ,the current state of popular music, as evidenced m radio

and television programs. In particular, she deplored the crying songs,

the clap-hands songs and the twanging hillbilly laments. Where,

she asked, “were the sweet singable songs of yesteryear? Had music

publishers abandoned all standards of quality?”

Columnist Ruark commented, “I have just bashed in my radio with

my scout axe, because I do not think I can live through vOry much
more of this maudlin mood music which torments us these days.” He
added that “the busted heart has always enjoyed a pretty steady play,

as the basis for versifying, but I swear I don’t recall a comparable

period of downright dolor. In passing through several eras-—the early

Gene Austin, the Nick Lucas, the Bing Crosby and Sinatra-Como-Billy

Daniels epochs—considerable capital was made of grief, but.not in such

Job lots, to such dreadful music.”

Johnnie Ray, whose sixmonth rise into the bigtime via click wax-
ings has been a show biz phenomenon, is piling up added revenue
from his songwriting. Of the eight sides already released (two on the

Okeh label and six for Columbia), Ray has used four of his own com-
positions. Ray. penned “Whiskey and Gin,” “Tell the Lady I Said
Goodbye,” “Little White Cloud That Cried” and his latest release,

“Mountains In the Moonlight.” Ray’s credited with the words and
music on all. Larry Spier, with whom Ray has a five-year pact, is the
publisher.

Further evidence of the potency of a disclick in boosting the stock of
performers on the vaude and nitery level, is seen in the swift come-
back of singer Ella Mae Morse. Miss Morse, who retired six years
ago, scored effectively on her second Capitol Records waxing, “Black-
smith Blues.” Disk topped the half-million mark in about six weeks
and has brought in bookings which'U keep her busy until June, Miss
Morse begins an engagement at the Warner Theatre, N.Y., April 7. It’ll

mark her first appearance in Gotham since 1944.

New Dance Ne«WTo
Revive Terpery Biz,

Arias from popular operas are currently being overhauled en masse
for pop consumption. Latest longhair entry is “The Bigger the Figure,”
which was adapted by Marshall Barrer from Rossini’s “Largo al Fac-
totum,” from “The Barber of Seville.” “Since My Love Has Gone,”
which Tony Bennett kicked off several weeks ago bn the Columbia
label, was adapted from an aria fronr Verdi’s “La Traviata.” Howie
Richmond is publishing both tunes.

Andy Razaf, lyricist, who suffered a paralytic stroke on the Coast
recently, has penned the words to a new tune despite paralysis from
the waist down. Tune, “My Faith,” was written in collaboration with
TerLJosefovits. Razaf had previously written lyrics for such tunes as
“Honeysuckle Rose” “Ain’t Misbehavin',” “Stompin’ at the Savoy”
and “In the Mood,” among others.

Tommy Dorsey has made an unusual tieup with the Damon Runyon
Memorial Fund by which the maestro has agreed to donate 5c for each
disk jockey spin of his Decca platter, “Hambone.” Deejays have been
Circularized with the pitch and are asked .to mail back cards indicat-
ing the number of times the side was played per week.

Juke Bill

Continued from page 55

time and should not be considered
as a substitute for the Bryson bill

which specifically places juke
boxes under the copyright laws.
Of all the witnesses on both sides,
Shulman was the only one to en-
dorse the first alternative. This
would eliminate the section of the
copyright laws whieh says that if

a composer permits his song to be
used by one record manufacturer,
all the rest of the record manu-
facturers shall also be entitled to
make records of the number, pro-
viding they pay the statutory roy-
alty. Most speakers "contended
elimination of this provision would
cause confusion and monopoly.
Shulman said it would open the
way to free competition and put
the composers in better bargain-
ing position.

Frank Walker, general manager
of M-G-M Records, changed the
issue by urging an overall study
of the royalty situation to provide
more money for everybody. If the
composers are to get theirs, he
said, then the performing artist
and the recording company which
provides special arrangements
should also’ get more. He said the
pending bills are “quickies” and
that the entire situation requires
additional study.

William H. Fowler, vice presi-
dent of Capitol Records, charged
that speakers for the composers
and music publishers have “mis
led” the House committee on facts
of the record manufacturing busi
ness. He said the suggestion that
different color labels on records be
used for juke boxes was highly im-
practical since the manufacturers
had no control over the purchases
by the juke box ops. He said the
plan would provide one more kind
of record to be scrapped as ob-
solescent when the manufacturers
guessed wrong about the popu-
larity of a song. This, he contin-
ued, could put some of the record
companies into the red ink column

‘Obsolescence Hazard’
“Y 0 u l* proposals,” he said
would add extra operations in

manutacturing, extra operations in
handling, extra operations in ship-
ping and warehousing, and you
would add extra operations at the
distributor level. Finally you

would add a whole new obso-
lescence hazard.”
Samuel Yamins, secretary of

Decca Records, fought all three
alternative proposals. Which pro-
posal would be the least obnoxious
to you?” a committee counsel asked
him. “Each of the proposals is
obnoxiou? and would cause eco-
nomic disaster to the industry,”
he Applied.
John GriffLi, executive secretary

of the Record Industry Association,
spoke for the small record com-
panies. He was asked the same
question about which would be
"least obnoxious.” Griffin thought
a while and replied, “I guess the
third proposal would be least ob-
noxious. The third proposal only
tills our juke box business. The
others kill our whole business.”

Hollywood, April 1.

Budding dance band renaissance

won't get very far unless a new
dance craze is created,' That’s the

opinion of Vaughn Monroe, cur-

rently punctuating a decade in the

band business with a series of

shots in a Republic oater, “Tough-
est Man in Tombstone.”

“Television has hit the dance
band business hardest,” Monroe
declared. “If we’re going to get

the youngsters back into the ball-

rooms, somebody will have to cre-

ate a dance. In the past, such
dances as tfce Charleston, Black
Botton and others always brought
a spurt to band .business. I'm
thinking of talking to Arthur Mur-
ray about creating a new step that

will revive interest in dancing.”

Band biz Is better today than it

has been, Monroe pointed out, but
it still doesn’t compare with pre-

war conditions. Number of band
locations is steadily diminishing,

especially In the west, and the

growing expense of touring a hand
makes it less feasible for name
crews to travel as they did ten or
a dozen years ago. One-nighters
still can keep a band fairly active

if they are properly routed.

Majority of these, hqwever, are in

the east.

Monroe indicated his band work
will be cued to television in the
future. He flatly denied recur-

rent reports that he might break
up the band he has fronted since

1940.

We’ll work out of- New York
next winter,” he declared, “so that

we can do television. When the
summer rolls around again we’ll be
available for' ballrooms.”

Monroe rejoins the band,
which has' been fronted by Zizzy

Talent In his' absence, next week
for a two-week stand at the Fla-

mingo, Las Vegas, Ork then
moves slowly east and will settle

down in the fall at the Waldorf-
Astoria.
Current film chore- is his second

at the valley studio; and he has
three more to go on a five picture
contract that spans five years. In-
itial oater- WaS “Singing Guns,”
which earned a gftod reception for
a new cowpoke character*

' New York
The Charioteers, ’ vocal combo,

pacted by General Artists Corp, . .

.

Tex Beneke orch guests on CBS-
TV’s “Songs For Sale,” May 5 . , .

Sarah Vaughan opens at the Town
Casino, Cleveland, April *11 . . »

Billy May orch guests on Ferry
Como’s CBS-TV show April 9 . . .

Nat (King) Cole into the Earle
Theatre, Philly, April 18 , . .

Erskine Hawkins orch heads out
on a one-niter swing through the
south tomorrow (Thurs,). Tour
Winds June 1 . . . Maurice Creton
has taken over the baton of the
former Lenny Turcotte orch . . .

Bullmoo'se Jackson orch opens at

the Glass Bar,* St. Louis, April 18.

. . . Sol Yared jazz combo playing
at the Chantilly, Greenwich Village

spot, on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday eves . . . songstress Anita
Ellis opens at the Blue An&gL N.Y.,
tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . British
singer Alan Dean, begins a two-
week engagement at the Chez
Paris, Montreal, April 15 , , ,

Marty Forking now managing
singer Bobby Colt . . , Austin
Powell orch begins a two-week
engagement at the Ebony Club,
^Cleveland, April 21 . . . Ink Spots
into the Chicago Theatre, Chicago,
April ‘25 . . . singer Danny Scholl
pacted by General Artists Corp.

PitUburgh
Larry Faith’s band back into the

Vogue Terrace until June 1, when
they go back to the Melody Mill
Ballroom in Chicago again. Faith
has added Eddie Dacho, formerly
with Tommy Carlyn, to his trom-
bone section •. . . Howdy Baum
outfit bonked for Concordia Club’s
annual Easter Dance on April 12.

. . , Danny Conn, trumpet man who
used to be with Clyde McCoy and
Claude Thornhill, has joined Baron
Elliott .crew . . . Organist . Tony
Little’sT option has been picked
up again at Ankara for another
indefinite stretch . . . Jimmy
Gamble’s band spotted into Bill

Green’s week of April 14 when
Ames Bros, come in to headline
floor show . . . pianist Joe Vera
winds up at the William Penn
Hotel’s Banzibar on April 12 . . .

Tex Beneke orch set to open spring
season of one-nighters at Sunset
Ballroom in Carrollton.

Don Reid to Europe On
Abbey Distrib Deals

Don Reid, artists and repertory
topper of Abbey Records, indie
label, headed out on a two-week
European trek Saturday (29) to set
up distribution of the diskery’s
current long, play release, “The
Second Elizabeth.” Platter is a
tcnc-edited story of Queen Eliza-
beth II with David Niven narrat-
ing.

Reid also expects to acquire
European-made^ classical

.
masters

for release on the Abbey* label in
the U. S.

Chicago
Jimmy Ille dixieland group take

over at tile beehive . . . Rancho
Grande has now brought in enter-
tainment with Eliseo Garza head-
ing the Latin American.music . .

Buddy De Franco set for a month
at the preview April 5 . . . Irving
Daye Quartet are going into the
fourth year at the Vendome Hotel,
Evansville, Ind. with another six
month renewal . . . Helen Scott
has been held over at the Custer
Hotel, Galesburg . . . Don -Ragen
takes over the baton at the Con-
gress Hotel April 9 . . . Gene Krupa
with Charlie Ventura and Teddy
Napoleon did a three day stand at
the Club Silhouette last weekend

1 .

I 2. BLUE TANGO (6) (Mills)

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines week of Mar. 29

3.

4. TELL ME WHY (13) (Si-ne*)

5.

6 .

7.

4- 8.

9.

10 .

COME WHAT MAY (6) rwro-

CRY (13) (Mellow)

BE MY LIFE’S COMPANION (1)

ANYTIME (11) (Hil!-R) . .

-H-H
Kay Starr

j
Leroy Anderson .

.

|
Les Baxter

Ray Anthony . . .

.

Capitol

J
Four Aces

| Eddie Fisher

Ella Mae Morse .. Capitol

Patti Page , . . . . Mercury .•*

Johnnie Ray , *. Okeh
f Rosemary Clooney Columbia i
] Mills Eros Decca --

Eddie Fisher . . .

.

Johnnie Ray .... Columbia ‘ ‘

Second Git up
PERFlDIA (Peer) Four Aces . . . Decca
PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVA??J \ ( Oxford) ‘ Guy Mitchell-M. Miller . Columbia
A GUY IS A GUY (Ludlow) .* Doris Day Columbia

I WANNA LOVE YOU (Finbur.lt) .... !
Am2s Bros Coral

| K^y St^rr Capitol
** BERMUDA (3) (Goday) Bell Sis.-H. Rene . . Victor

LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (13) 1 '''"*•) Johnnie Ray Okeh
-» TULIPS AND HEATHER (Sh-'*- .'„) Perry Como Victor

PLEASE MR. SUN (Weiss-B)

TIGER RAG (4) (Feist)

STOLEN LOVE (5) (Parliame

GARDEN IN THE RAIN (M-

SHRIMP BOATS (6) (Disney) . .

(HARMAINE (Lion)*

[Figures in parenthesis ’

i-tit-f-Htt i t f M M H H * .

Johnnie Ray Columbia
Les Paul-Mary Ford . . . Capitol

Eddy Howard Mercury
* Four Aces Decca

[ Jo Stafford Columbia
I
Dolores Gray .......... Decca
Mantovani London

rate number ol weeks song has been vn the 7’o*' IO.J

>Ht 4-4-t f +tm-H

on way to Honolulu . . . Muggsy
Spanier returns to the Blue Not*May 2 with Dinah Washington
show; Jackie Davl». Trio precedes
ytth Sarah Vaughn bill
April 18.
Buddy Charles set for the CadiU

lac Club April 21, Cumberland
Md. . Phil Spitalny orch inked
for the Edgewater Beach May 9
for five weeks . . . Cy-Clowns go
Morey’s, Rochester, Minn. April 5
for five weeks and then - to the
Club i Rich, Clear Lake, Iowa to
open' the summer season . . . Bob
Vincent into the Lullaby of Broad-
way April 9 . . . Bob Crosby will
organize- a local dixieland group
for his stand at the Chicago April
11 and the Ink Spots headline
there April 25.

Kansas City
Stan Kenton in at the Pla-Mor

Ballroom last Saturday (29) again
gave the house one of its top
nights. . This has always been a
hep spot for Kenton, who holds
the record of over 4,000 payees
there. Manager Will Wittig has
lined up Paul Neighbors band for
a one-nighter April 5, as the crew
is enroute from Coast to the East.
He has set Hal McIntyre for April
19, his first date here in four years,
and Vaughn Monroe for a return
date April 26 . . . Chuck Foster
orch in the Terrace Grill of the
Hotel Muehlebach for a four-week
date . . . Tommy Reed orch opened
at the Chase Hotel, St. Louis,
March 28 . . . Frontier Four, west-
ern music outfit, pulling out of
KCMO here where they've been
for several years . . . Miles Davis
combo making their week-end
stands at Tootie’s Mayfair.

Dallas
Lenny Herman orch opened a

month’s stand at the Baker Hotel

. . . Ray Anthony playing one week
at Sky Club . . . Joe Reichman
orch set for three frames at Ci-

pango Club, opening April 28 . . .

Tex Ritter due at Greater Dallas

Club later this month . . . Sky
Club has pacted one-week $tands

for Clyde McCoy orch, May '17-23;

Stan Kenton orch, June 15-21, and
Johnnie Ray, Sept. 22-28 . . . Char-

lie Spivak orch booked to appear
at Showland, local nite spot, April

25 and 26 . . . Ray Anthony will

appear at the Sky Club here

April 2-6.

Cleve. ‘Moondog’ Dance

Promoters Cleared Of

_ 'Oyerselling’ Tix Rap
Cleveland, April 1.

Legal proceedings have been

pigeon-holed against three persons

who fire officials sought to have

arrested in connection with the

“Moondog Coronation Ball” staged

at The Arena March 21.

. Fire officials sought to have war-

rants issued against WJW deejay

Alan Freed, Leo Mintz find Milton

Kulkin, • the latter two record

dealers. A. fourth promoter, Lewis

Platt of Akron, told Variety he

was the promoter of the event:

that the others were merely hired

by him or were assisting him.

Platt, ' veteran Akron dance pro-

moter. was not named by fire

officials.

Battalion Chief Bernard Mul-

cahy told Assistant Police Prose-

cutor Bernard Conway the three

Cleveland men oversold the Arena
by selling more than 17,500 tickets

to dance. Promoter Platt denied the

accusation, saying only 8.600

advance tickets had been printed,

and that total sale had been just

over 9,000. The Arena holds 11.000.

When facts were presented to

Conway he' indicated there had
been no violation of city laws, but

that he would “study the State

code to see whether an infraction

h^d taken place.” Fire officials in-

dicate this mirks an end to the

affair.

Estimated crowd of 20,000 that

flocked to the dance resulted only

from radio plugs by Freed over

his late evening disk show. Crowd
beat down Arena doors in effort

to -get into the hall, necessitating

emergency calls for police and fire-

men. One person was injured in

the bustle and elbowing. The dance
was cancelled.

GILBERT EXITS KASSNER
George Gilbert ixited his con-

tactman post with Ed ICassner Mu-
sic last week. t

Gilbert was with the firm 10

weeks.
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C«o) Jazz in Germany, Like in U.S.,

Played Only for Kicks to Tepid B.O.

Harold fields to N.Y.
' 7 London, April 1.

I ugj , , w A Harold Fields, John Fields Music
’§*Hk I O 11 sails next Wednesday (9)

UKo 10 I CDlfl D.Ua f
or a four weeks’ New York tripr™ lVl to promote a batch of new British

Tvcev riunc:«; 4—. tunes already issued by his com-*
By CEL. GROSS T pany in London.

Bad Kreuznach, Germany, gt. LoO Syitiph Season This ''will be Fields’ first business

Drpdnminately influenced by the • mo aaa n triP to America and he intends toPredonUMw DrEWS 178,000 Payees take over between 12 and 14 new
Steteade Platters «« st. Louis A ril j numbers to U. S. publishers,

tano, Miles Davis, Stan Getz,
attendanoe of home c(m. .

George Shearing and other expo- certs of the St. Louis symph orch , . h «
of “modern” music, a smalt during the 1951-52 season just IrVIllff iJPllKfh

E"rab
I r nonulariring this

as ““P"ed with the previous sea- A. RnUine Mtfk Inconcentrati^ on P P „ son, an increase of attendance of ™ IwDDIHS ill

0ff-beat rr pv the road engagements resulted in a to- Da*L,WI V**. D
Western GerW Howe^*e:i, the

tal of 178>000 persons attending Reshuffle, VlCe ROSS

biUetTover

0
here, is still a iongway

1 950^51 ’totef
56 °f 25,000 °Ver the

1,5 an organization reshuffle of

frnm being profitable, with audl- oJil .™! fK„ M ....
the J. J. Robbins &> Sons Music

inces limited mostly to members of b lott?i
U
s

rib* Co- setup’ IrvinS Deutsch stepped
?" dubs, of which there are about L » 7nn

ra
Z~ into the post of general profes-

fttfSta ^non-Soviet controlled see-
3
£?°J

ay
?
eI ° rional manager last week, repine

Irving Deutsch Set

As Robbins Mgr. In

Reshuffle, Vice Ross
Ip an organization reshuffle of

the J. J. Robbins & Sons Music

• Pop music biz in England,* which
v .v ,1 , ^ i i* 1 bas been on the skids for the past
JLllyann Carol, Belafonto couple of years, has taken another

hv Victor downward turn after a short up*dirucu oy v lc^or
surge during Iast year»s Ghristmas

Building its roster via .vocalists buying spree. Heath of King George
geared for the current ‘new VI recently brought everything to
sounds’* market, RCA Victor has * standstill and the music bis
inked Lilyann Carol and Harry hasn’t pulled out yet,
Belafonte to term pacts Miss sheet sales are currehtty at its
Carol, former vocalist with Louis lowest point with the number on#
Hfbu® s or<Jb» will be featured on ^citing up a maximum of only
rhythm material. 9,000 copy sales a week as com-

Belafonte has been working the
9,000 copy sales a week as com-
pared with the 35.0Q0 to 40,000

nitery route as both a crooner and^ ab
~

t Big*
folk balladeer. gest hit' in England during th#

"
‘ post-war era was “The Third Man*

f* ra 1 which clicked along at a 60,000

See Replacement
"ales p,ce for“ thre*

r Another detrimental factor to

ha ik v sheet sales in England today Is

fli 7Vr* lair In that the life of the hit tunes hav#

til iOS DV ^iJS ill been shortened by many months,
J Only in few instances does a hit

mv M w T remain on top for more than six
0 Nnvf 17avat VAnvo weeks, “Too Young,’’ one Of 1951’s

116X1 rew 16dlS biggest hits both in the tj.S. andaiwm* « v»f
iQ England^ totatied only 250,000

Complete displacement of the
conventional 78 rpm disks by the J
newer 45 rpm platters in the juke- n?w N^w York, the limited song

box field was predicted last week Pegging outlets there keep sheet

bv John W Haddock o?exT of sales « * minimum. "Give us

AMI one ot t£ largest coi^ma- l >m <«sk Jockeys,” he said, “and

chine manufactu^rs H^d^ck sbeet biz wUl be booming again.”

stated tSTS ^ Shover would England currently has two working
^

Ske ulace over thriext few years deejays, whose combined air time'take place over tnenext tew years.
totals ^ mimies The necessity

Figures from the Music Perform-
£or jlve concentration length*

ance Trust Fund roundup on reo ens th time in which it takes a
ord production over the past few song ^ buiid there. “Slow Hoke”

arS
A?*
n^el

Ti
ne

i Sio *7ft*Y
a
^.

S which hit the top brackets here in
the 45 s. In 1949, the 78 s ac- about two weeks via several disk
counted for over 94% of the total

clicks is 4ust about sbowlntf soma
! of 188 435,054 put on the “gg £ gfStSSB““k*4 “ aAai

?
E‘ 10 weeks of concentrated plugging

1950 total of 184,037,054 platters. Main plug outlets in England ar#
The decline represented relative h pantomime' troune*
gains for the 45’s in the juke field. c£ 5nd
Haddock said that the long-play artists. British contactmen - con-

disks would play no role in the sider Anne Shelton, Vera Lynn
juke industry due to the impos- an(j Donald Peers as the top artists*
sibility of making individual se- plugs. Placing songs with them W
lections on such disks. The ad- as important to the building of a
vantages of the 45 s, however,

.

are iune in England today as a Rudy
numerous, according to the juke Vallee or Kate .Smith air plugs was
ops, who prefer the new systems in the U.S. lathe 1930s.
longer-wearing vinylite platters, .

greater fidelity, flexibility and eas- u*j|r p g IT A DTD ^
ier handling. The juke ops, in- BIPl (nCtS NAKIB UK^Y
cidentally, account for about 20% a ‘ . i a *

of the total sales in the pop field. • (jfl braSSfOOtS DflYCS
Financial report for AMI showed m .

the company netting $461,00(5 in |q AwJ IndUSuY OtUSB
1951 after taxes, compared to a

jam wmiwuj Mviuy

1950 net of $504,475. The com- Chicago, April 1.

pany’s working capital, however, Broadcast Music, Inc.’s “Grass- _
rose to $904,125 in 1951 from $819,- roots'* promotion projects to ce-

800 a year earlier. At the close of ment industry relations at the

1951, total assets were $1,811,000, Hometown level, which got rolling

rising from $1,627,154 in 1950. • at last year's NARTB gathering
— when 12 state broadcaster assocjta-

Mitck Miller, Columbia Records tions agreed to. take part, now en-
artist and repertory chief ,

returned compasses 38 state groups. Reps
to the N. Y. homeoffice this week from all state associations attended
after a 10-day Jamaica, B. W. I., the annual luncheon yesterday
vacation. > (Mon,) sponsored by the music li-

censing outfit, and heard prexy
Carl HaverliiTs report oil promo-
tional values that have accrued to
date through various BMI-sparked
projects.
Rising importance of state groups,

several of which have sprung
into being the past year largely be-
cause of BMI program clinics and
camoa^ns, was acknowledged by
NARTB prexy Hal Fellows. He
pledged support of the National
Trade Organization, pointing out
there are many significant industry
problems, such as a punitive state

legislature, that can be best fought
by state broadcaster groups.

Haverlin reported his pet proj-
ect-expanded airing of longhair
music—is not paying off promo-
tion-wise for stations, but is prov-
ing sound business. Under prod
n* BMT’r concert music drive, over
800 outlets last year beamed 6.2

Murs weekly of highbrow music.
He notnted out that sponsored
longhair last year fetched in &45,-
00fl 000—a bigger take than base-
bp”

Besides 42 BMI clinics spanning
the country the next two months,
the firm has set a weeklong sum-

seminar for August in Denver.
RMT a!«o has skedded TV clinics

durin^ May in New York, Chicago
and Hollywood.

Sra clubs, of which there are about into the post of general profes-

uln the non-Soviet controlled sec- !ci
?
1
,.

aer^- sional manager last week. S-eplac-

tors of Germany. dosed the stfsS « “ “*= Charles Ross. Latter moved

indicative of this trend towards courts, topped aUothe/aSlste EdVass'ner MSric^cfand fgVb*aSSHSrS
muslcalizlng Is the recent tour un- b.o. draw.

ftODDins are in partnersmp, ana

Sken by the Joe Klimm Combo. move was intended to give greater

Comprised of six men, Including | wv
, . . to the &ra s subsidiary

Klimm, group went out on a week' I 1/ *%vr i il aaa activity.

of one-niters earlier this 'month, J# lYdy ullU 1 XlLvS Deutsch, at the same time, will

under the management of Hans head a new firm, Deutsch Music,

Rossbach, prexy of the Jazz Club m T v . also affiliated with the Robbins

of Koblenz. Tour, which teed off ||lllcrt*olA IaaIta group * Firm wiU be associated

March 10 in Koblenz, also, took in llluMl dlC JUl/lVo withL Broadcast Music/ Inc., al-

Neuwied, Mainz, Bad Kreuznach, though no coin deal has as yet

Ludwigshafen, Kaiserslautern and «« m vt i
been inked. Deutsch will alter-

Idar-Oberstein, and iji most situa- KoIIitIiaa I/aIiva nately operate on both coasts, fill-

tions only drew half-filled houses, DdllVUUU T dlll6 in® the gap* left in Hollywood by

according to Rossbach. ^ the recent exit of Goldie Gold-

Poor business done by the group By MORT NUSBAUM mark from the Robbins firm ‘

was attributed to, among other (WHAM Disk Jockey) Deutsch was formerly associated

things, the lack of lure names. The
Rochester N Y Anrti v ??

th
,

Hed
.
d Evans ln the Jafterson-MSm“ MUSIC

&?hVSr£S t«^e«nLZu
d hC AFM okays damone

for dubbing vocals
turnout of pressings by U. S. art- ac^ like Johnnie Ray, and the Chicago, April 1.

ists, Rossbach noted that German Four Ace^ H DJs need any vmdr-
ch, Local w> Amerlcan Federa.

recordmg outfits give praeticaUy
d
a

, thJt
1

.Tj™ tlon of Musicians, has given Mer-
no play at aU to German musicians <£>. this ?™ves that, as a group,

Records VIc Damone
of the “progressive” school. This, *ne aisjc jockeys are one of the

ri2ht +0 wax vocals in Belgium and
Rossbach reasons, is a- reluctance most potent forces for good in show S^TOStia here. Da-
on the part of waxeries over here bu

f“®
s

D
s

those who mone, who is in the European oc-
to gamble with new names, special- , \ suppose mere are tnose wno armv hasn’t cut anything
“yta a field that caters to a

aebusTneTs “s^noi S the last sfx'months and the^AFM

resldt^ fhe ^uslicfans^hav'e theZ good

"

b^ in a w”atter?n°g board said that '-hardship” was evi-

hands’ tied in that they can’t pick the old traditions of veterans, and
f®”!’ aSer^ix months before he

up a large enough following to ere- ?! will be back in the United States,
ate record company interest and I don t think many could find fault

m,-,*** +v.« MArmtrv
thev can’t get the needed waxings with a system which allows un- Jacques Kluger of the Mercury

to help promote a larger audience, knowns to become hits practically ?elg^ °f
rfv

ce
fl̂

1

i
1

St^Talm^dg?~ overnight, when they have the tal- in Germany and Art Talmadge,
Prior to the concert tour, which

t it takes disker artist and repertory head

7fi

0U: Your story did not actually say here, will supervise the tracking

??’ S1® so in so many words, but is there here, probably with Ralph Martiere

nnnairtnntt
r ° anyone to deny the fact that John- orchestra. It’s one of the longest

appearances mostly to American
ni| Ray> the Four Aces> and many distance backing jobs in the pop

pinhc
1

PiSSSStv' others who could be named, sky- field, although it's 'been done sev-
clubs.^ Practically all of these Ger-

r0cketed to fame purely on the eral times in 1

*the classical catalog.
man jazz clubs, incidentally, now g^ength of their records? And as Damone. will do at least six sides

linn il?’? a corollary ’to this, it goes without at the first cutting.

saying that their records would

Federation never have been heard were it not Burke-Van Heusen Music has
federation, formed in October of £—

See Replacement

FOR DUBBING VOCALS
Chicago, April 1.

Chi Local 10, American Federa-
tion of Musicians, has given Mer-

Next Few Years

tu

A
A I

°W W

Federation Ootnhpn ^of never have been heard were it not Burke-Van Heusen Music has

last year, is to build an interest
for Conclusion: the changed its name to Burvan Music,

in jazz in Western Germany and to (Continued on page 62) Firm a Paramount music subsid. vacation. ,

further the authentic playing of the ' « »

music, which a large number of m wmwm.
the clubs feel has been given detrl-

r
--- - PIIIfPT DUCT vl>I I kllC

com
- BETAIL antLl dLpi dllllho

Typical Concert .

Typical of the dates played on
the one-niter tour was the recent ^
performance given at the Kursaal — p^AfSIETY “
Theatre here. House, which seats „

'

.

about 900, drew in about 400 pay- Survey of retail sheet music

ees, with tickets selling for 3.50 salest based on, reports obtained
and 1.50 Deutsche Marks, the

from leading stores in 12 cities
equivalent of about 80c and 40c . .hnnivn mmvarativt sales
respectively. Program, incidentally,

®nd *holom
? .

eomvarmvt *a*i
^

also included Raft Luederitz’s Boo- rating for this and last weeK.

gie Woogie Trio, composed of Lue- ,
, ,

- — 11

deritz, Hans Krrsse and Rudi Seh-
rmg. Luederitz handles the ivories, ___ 1 <n Jl *

whUe latter two, bass player and VfQBK tllCllIlQ
drummer respectively, also play National w
with the Klimm unit. Also in the Rating fUT V* QQ
sextet, besides Klimm at the piano, jyjLQXwXI. '^w
m Werner Fink on trumpet, Albert

“d * Title and Publisher

Repertoire of the Klimm outfit - '

«wheel of Fortune” (Laurel).
included “I May Be Wrong,” “Pen- 1 ±

1 (Hiii;jt7 t

—
nies From Heaven,” “Ornithologie” 2 2 Anytime Hill

and “Perdido,” while the trio’s ses- 3 4 “Cry” (Mellow) • Mil
sion eluded “Honky Tonk Train 4 3 ^Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B). .

.

Boogie” and “Hamp’s Boogie.” Au- -g
5 ^Tell Me Why” (Signet)

aience reacUon to- the offerings of ; —
^ Pokt> (Ridgeway). . .".TT . .

.

iJoth combos ranged from whistling S £. . .

»nd stomping to shouts, which were 7 7 “Little White Cloud <SPler) •—
Probably the equivalent of “go 8 .11 “Blacksmith Blues’ (Hill-R)

man” back in the U. S. cool joints. “q 5 “Blue Tango” (Mills)

done rEL^h
th*
wS

U
rendered

a
ta 10 8 “Be My Life’s Companion" Uto55j

“eet fashion hy Luederitz, who, in- 11A 13 “A Guy Is a Guy” (Ludlow) ..

^dentally, also knows his Way HB .
“Pittsburgh Penn (Oxford)

d a keyboard. Freund handies ^2 12 “w»nm«da” ( Goday) • * y ‘

ne tenor sax, despite having had «Rtolrn Love” (Parliament)

fagerfS
0
^-30^ ff 5 *7 0f tte

!
”

"Tenderly- IE. H. Morris,...^
tatecT

3 °f hl3 flgbt hand amPu" 14 Acnaerxy

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
March 29

f K
.

1 «

8 11

J) 9_

10 8
_

11A 13

11B ..

12 12_

13 ..

14

Title and Publisher

“Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel).

“Anytime” (Hill-R)

“Cry” (Mellow)
~

^Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B) . .

.

“Tell Me Why” (Signet)
~

“Slow Poke” (Ridgeway)

ittlr White Cloud” (Spier) . . • • •

“Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R)

“Blue Tango” (Mills)

“Be My Life’s Companion” (Morris)

“A Guy Is » Guy” (Ludlow) . . .TT

“Pittsburgh Penn” (Oxford)

“Bermuda” (Goday) _

“Stolen Love” (Parliament)

“Tenderly” (E. H. Morris) *•

» 2o oo ^1

n . *

To Aid Industry Setup
Chicago, April 1.

Broadcast Music, Inc.’s “Grass- _
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A Nation-Wide Hit !

FRED WARING
and His Pennsylvanians

TULIPS AND HEATHER

and

YOU'LL NEVER
4 '•

4

WALK ALONE
DWeea 27M4 (7« RPM) and 9-27944 C45 RPM)

One of America’s Top-Pop Pianists !

CY COLEMAN
IN A LITTLE

SPANISH TOWN
('Twas on a Night Like This)

and

SOUTH

V SA\

•.V^Wj-.WNvv

;\'o

srvK?

Decca 28093 (78 RPM) and 9-28093 (45 RPM)

Dick Scores Again !

DICK HAYMES
.

%
4ka

I AM A HEART

and

AND SO

\J*y I WAITED AROUND
Dacca 28087 (78 RPM) and 9-28087 (45 RPM)

Single Records B5c (plus tax)

- t c ° ^
America's Fastest

““Selling Records!

j£lb ;
Wednesday,' ApVU ^ X9S2

BETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Nation*!

Rating;

This Last
wk. wk.

“ i^lkTEty
Survey oj retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-

parative sales rating for this

and last week.
4 , -

Week Ending

March 29

Artist, Label, Title
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13B 10
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15B ..

15C 18

10 16

KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Wheel of Fortune”—1964 1 2

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

“Blue Tango”—40220 2 1

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
_

’

“Cry”—6840 9 -

ELLA MAE MORSE (CapitolP
“Blacksmith Blues”—1922 7 4

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Anytime”—20-4359 10 3

WEAVERS-G. JENKINS (DeccaT
“Wimoweh”—27928 4 8

•FOUR ACES (Decca)
:

^

-“Tell Me Why”—27860 8

DORIS DAY (Columbia)
<‘A Guy Is a Guy”—39673 6 5

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Please Mr, Sun”—39636 5 ..

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
“Little White Cloud”—6840.
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Perfidia”—27987 . . 3 7

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol

“At Last”—1912
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
“Ay-Round the Corner”—39653

EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
“Stolen Love”—5771 .. ..

HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)

“Blue Tango”—20-4518 .

.

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Brokenhearted”—39636

LES BAXTER (Capitol)
“Blue-Tango”—1966
G. MITCHELL-M. MILLER (Col.)

“Pittsburgh Penn”—39663

LOUIS ARMSTRONG (Decca)
“A Kiss Build Dream On”—27720
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Tell Me Why”—20-4444

1 5 2 4 2 1

4 1 6 £

29,... 4 .

2 7.. 7 .

5. 3

8 7. . . 9 3

3 10 10

6 107

_5 75

J 46

7 45

2 44

3 34

5 .

7 8 3

8 5 4.

5 .. 8 5

6 4

2 .. 10

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1 2

AMERICAN IN GUYS AND DOLLS
PARIS

Hollywood Cost

, M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

Broadway Ca»l

Decca

DAr825
9-203

DLP-8036

YMA SUMAC
Logond of Sun

Virgin

. Capitol
L 299

DDN 299
KFD 299

GLENN MILLER

CONCERT

Victor

LPT-10 .

WPT-25
P-25

3 .. .

SHOWBOAT

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
•M-G-M84
K 84

E 559

Jocks, Jukes
—- Continued from page 54 —I

enough zest into “Dream” to make
it solid spinning fodder. Miss Kal-

len’s wax charm gets a top show-

casing on this side and brings her

into the femme disk sweeps with

force. Janies’ trumpet licks also

get a top display; Bottom deck is

another potent' entry which rates

spins because of the topflight orch

work and piping.

Platter Pointer*
M-G-M Records has packagetj a

sparkling soundtrack album of the

score from the Metro filmusical,

“Singin’ In the Rain.”.Gene Kelly,

Donald O'Connor and Debbie Rey-
nolds split the assignments on the
Arthur Freed-Nacio Herb Brown
oldies with an enchanting gaiety.
Such tunes as “Good Morning,”
“Fit As a Fiddle,” “All I Do Is
Dream of You,” “You Are My
Lucky Star” and the title song
are excellently executed and
should help put album into the
top-sales class . . . Bernie Mann
orch has a fine rendition of
“Waitin’ ” (King) . . . Tony Man-
go's W9rkover of “Water Under
the Bridge,” a slick commercial
number, on the indie Rainbow
label rates plenty of spins . . .

Edmundo Ros orch scores with
“She Met a Handsome Banker”
(London) . . . Margaret Whiting is
warmly effective on the oldie, “My
Ideal” (Capitol) .

'. . Liberacc fails
to impress on “September Song”
(Columbia) . . . Ken Griffin dis-
plays some fancy organ work on
“Put Your Little Foot” (Colum-
bia) . . . Stan Kenton does an
okay job on “Delicado” (Capitol)
. . . Tony Bavaar dishes out plenty
of wax charm on “I’ll Sing to You” <

(Victor) . . . Tommy Dorsey orch
has one of its best etchings in
some time in “Keel Row” (Decca)
. . . Sunny Gale and the Eddie
Wilcox orch have a strong etch-
ing in “A Lasting Thing” (Derby)
. . . Charlie Barnet impresses with
his sax* licks on “These Foolish
Things” (A b b'Fy) . . . Burl Ives
makes “One Hour Ahead of the
Posse” on the • Decca label a top
bet ... Bill Snyder’s keyboarding
on .“Ravioli Rag” on the same
label is firstrate.

,crew handles a sweet top 10 tune

as well as it does the traditional

rhythm and bounce numbers, and
adds a sizable store of - Latin num-
bers. In addition to their fine in-

strumental work, they show a

wide variety of vocals, with spe-

cialties by Pagna, Terry and Conte,

by trio work,and by group vocals.

In whatever they do there is a

good deal of pep and vinegar
which sparks the proceedings.

Following the date here unit

heads east for dates around New
York. Qum.

Band Reviews
- Continued,, from page 54 I

or other such rhythm sources, hut
depends for the essential beat on
the drums and. bass and the par-
ticular stylings of the group.
With its youthful approach the

A Great Song for

Your Easter Program

“Somebody Bigger
Than You and I"
BULLS EYE MUSIC CO.

4526 Solmo Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

o I a e

(FATHER)

and his World Famous Sextette featuring

BENNY GREEN on Trombone JONAH JONES on Trumpet

1 ' 11 Engagement* Just Concluded" ' 1,111

RtiuUzYous Club, Phila.—Bluo Note, Chicago-
Colonial Inn, Toronto—Coltbrlty Club, PrOYidonce

- IMMEDIATELY BOOKED FOR RETURN ENGAGEMENTS!

Qptning April 3, BLUE MIRROR, Washington, D. C

h x : / u <• i v c M o n o c v m i. n t

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. P
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late Percy

Tops for

In

By JIM WALSH

vinal curtain fell within six days

eJ both members of a one* great

* Jetting pair when Percy Wen*

^Sdeath in NeW'York on March

17 followed Ed Madden’s March 11

hi Hollywood.

Although Wenrich was one of

versatile of pop cleffers andX just about every sort of num-

w he should be specially well re-

membered as tunesmith whomade
SSSr use of American Indian

££» ton «*? other. Epidemic

‘J Bed Man tunes in early 1900s

JL kicked off by Neil Morel’s

"Hiawatha” and “Anona,” by Mabel

McKinley Baer, niece of President

MfKinley. Vincent Bryant and Gus

Edwards followed with “Tam-

ttiflnv”* Moret had another in “Sil-

ver Heels”; Charles Johnson did

S with ‘ Iola,” and Ered Hager

with -Laughing Water.” Kerry

Mills had perhaps the biggest hit

of the lot, the still popular “Red

wine” and followed with moder-

ately ’successful
“Lily of the Prai-

rig

But Wenrich was only one of the

Indian idolators who came through

yith three smashes—“Rainbow”
(recently revived by* Del Wood on

Tennessee platter) in 1908; “Sil-

ver Bell” (still a big one with hill-

billy bands), 1910; “and “Snow
Peer” (currently available in 88-

note thumping by Joe “Fingers”

Carr on Capitol), 1913, Victor rec-

ord of “Rainbow,” by Billy Mur-

ray and Hayden Quartet, was a big

seller for almost a generation. Co-

lumbia dish was by Frank Stanley

and Henry Burr, and when the mas-

ter showed defects many years

later, demand was still great

enough for it to be remade by Burr
and Edgar Stoddard. “Silver Bell,”

by Ada Jones and Murray, was the

HAYE YOU HEARD?

o

'h\

M 0.0

TA •y
LEROY

ANDERSON
MILLS MUSIC, Ine.

It's Music by

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yostorday's

FIAPPERETTE
COLUMBIA #39464

PAUL WESTON a.d OUCH
MERCURY #5754 HARMONICATS

(Mills Music)

$Baby

|. Doll
EG

u

Lhtofi to

dean martin
Sing His •

CAPITOL RECORDING

PRETTY AS
A PICTURE

t ,
.^ar^n & Lewis Show

Evening, April 4, NBC. Radio

*r^1UESTONE MUSIC CO.
Selma Av*., Hollywood. Calif.

n

biggest selling Edison cylinder for
years.

Am far as can be traced, Wenrich’s
j

nrst* recorded song was “What's
]

the Matter With the Mail?”
which late Arthur Collins sang for
Columbia and other companies in
1905. (For the first few years,
Columbia appeared to have trouble
spelling genial Percy’s la£t name
rights It appeared many times on
labels as Wendriek.) “Mail” was
a typical example of the once pop-
ular but now frowned on “coon
song.”

Born in Joplin

Wenrich was born in Joplin, Mo.,
in an area where ragtime was popu-
larly supposed to have originated.
Rudi Blesh and Harriet Janis, in
“They All Played Ragtime,” credit
him with being one Of the - best
white rag writers. Compositions
in this genre include 1906 “Smiler
Rag” (included in Fred Van Eps’
current “Five-String Banjo” al-
bum); “Red Rose Rag” and “Alamo
Rag,” both around 1911. Wen-
rich also appears to have been first
popular writer to see possibilities
of what developed into Hawaiian
music craze. He wrote “My Hula
Hula Love” in 1911. It led pro-
cession of thousands of other dit-
ties dealing with charms of palm
trees, white beeches and hula
maidens.
Percy did justice to lure of South

in numbers such as “Dixie Gray”
ancl “Kentucky Days,” which were
rough drafts for his terrific 1914
opus, “When You Wore a Tulip
and I Wore a Big Red Rose.” Lo-
cale of all three was Kentucky.
Couple of years after “Tulip” he
came through with another in sim-
ilar vein, “Sweet Cider Time When
You Were Mine.”

But judging by total number he
wrote, songs about moon and moon-
light were Wenrich’s favorites.

These include ‘ possibly prettiest

melody he ever did, “Moonlight
Bay” (many collectors consider
the Edison record by Billy Murray
and Premier Quartet to be the
finest old-style male quartet record-
ing ever made), “Jungle Moon,”
Sugar Moon,” “In the Glory of

the Moonlight” and “It’s Moonlight
All the Time on Broadway.” The
west was paid tribute in

“ ’Way
Out Yonder in the Golden West.”
Ditty whose title included nearly

all the seasons was “Goodbye, Sum-
mer, So Long, Fall—Hello, Winter
Time.” Attractions of beautiful

feminine eyes were hymned in

“Spanish Eyes” and “Open Your
Eyes” (recorded on one Columbia
record by Wenrich’s wife, Dolly

Connolly) and “Naughty Eyes.”

Topical Hits

When the nation entered first

World War, Wenrich had a topical

hit, “Where Do We Go From
Here?” Prohibition was joshed

with “How Are You Goin’ to Wet
Your Whistle (When the Whole
Darn World Goes Dry?”) Percy

kept in step with jazz era, produc-

ing such complex dance tunes as

“All Muddled Up” throughout ’20s.

Apparently, Wenrich never made
any records, hut his wife, who sur-

vives (however, she has been in

poor health for years), was a Co-

lumbia and, later-, Emerson star.

She specialized in recording her

husband’s compositions. Of course,

the pair was also big-time in vaude.

Probably Wenrich song that will

last longest is “Put On Your Old

Grey Bonnet,” now considered a

true folk classic. (There was an

English song of about same pe-

riod, 1909, titled “Put On Your

Old Green Bonnet.”) Some years

ago, a French collector of what

he thought were folk tunes told .of

listening to girls far back in moun-

tains singing lovely things with

words, “you picked me and I picked

you in berry pickin’ time.” Wen-

rich wrote “In Berry Picking Time

in 19-18. (Savant also said two

finest Elizabethan folk songs he

heard in his mountain journeys

were “After the Ball” and “Two

Little Girls in Blue.”)

Percy Wenrich died on St. Pat-

rick’s Day. With his unfading vir-

tuosity, he had written, in 1915, a

number that could be appropriately

sung while sons of the ould sod

were marching. It combined two

of his favorite themes, beauty of

moonlight and girlish eyes, and

was called “When It’s Moonlight in

Mayo,” referring to County Mayo

in Ireland.

G-ray Promotes M-G--M in N.Y.

Sanford Record .

Distributors,

M-G-M Records distnbs in the New

York area, appointed Gordon Gray

sales promotion and publicity

manager last week.

Gray was formerly sales promo-

tion manager for Sunland Music

Co., M-G-M’* Los Angeles distnbs
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Fiddler’s Suit Vs. NCAC

Thrown Out of Court
The $100,000 damage suit

brought by violinist John Creigh-
ton Murray against National Con-
cert & Artists Corp. ’was dismissed
in N. Y. Supreme Court last week
by Judge Eugene Brisach who
ordered the jury not to consider
the case. Attorneys for Murray
are planning to submit an appeal.
Murray, who pacted with NCAC

in 1947, claimed that the agency
did not use its best efforts to fur-
ther • his • professional career. In
June 1949, the suit asserted, NCAC
sent a notice to its field offices
stating “please remove Murray
from the NCAC list immediately

. . . he’s no longer available under
NCAC management abd as. far as
we know he's bot available under
any other management ” The dis-

tribution of the notice, Murray
asserted, violated the 1947 pact
and wrecked his career.

Violinist also sought $4,250 from
NCAC as monies due him from
appearances on the Civic Concerts
series from Nov, 8, 194$, through,
April, 1949. Of this Murray was
awarded $2,193 with $1,068 going
to NCAC for payment of monies
it shelled out to promote his tours.

HILO HATTIE REJOINS

OWENS’

Ralph Peer, head of Peer Inter-
national, returns to his New York;
headquarters from Europe Monday
(7). Peer wHi abroad for six
months.

Hollywood, April 1.

Hilo Hattie rejoined Harry
Owens and his Royal Hawaiian on
KTLA on her own terms after *
five-month absence.

Hattie (Mrs. Frank Nelson)
ankled the Owens crew after *
10 year association when Owens
nixed her plans to p.a. between
teledates. During the last five

months she’s been heading a troupe
of her own in a trek around the
country. When she returned to the
Coast for a spot in U-I’s "‘Mi and
Pa Kettle Go To Waikiki,” she and
Owens got together and arranged
a settlement.

sensuous

mm euaa *mbmm 9*ife

startling

sensational

% Ujeiwl of ft

M'n
. . . climbing to a top position

in sales alongside her first

record-breaking success,Vo/ce

of the Xtabay.

Aloises Vivanco

Moises Vivanco, talented and

famous South American com-

poser, has written inspired

music that serves as an ideal

vehicle for Miss Sumac’s thrill-

ing performance.

album no. 299
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Coutlnutl from fitfi W 1 I
platter-chatterers have made it pos-

sible for heretofore undiscovered'

talent to suddenly become fabulous

successes.

Even the greatest diehards can-

not raise the cry, this time, that

any payola was involved in the pic-

ture, Nor were there even any

“pressure groups" or gimmicks.

The boys around the country who
spin the platters latched on to

something they felt was good, and

the public agreed. Do you know
of a fairer or better system for

newcomers to get a break?

Actually, I believe that we are

now on the threshold of a new
era, because while this “newcomer
business" actually has been going

on for quite some time, your recent

Variety story has pinpointed the

situation, and painted a clear pic-

ture of it. The reason I refer to a

“new era" is a letter which I re-,

ceived this week from Sidney

Nathan, president of King Records.

A year ago, a letter such as this

would have“ been unprecedented.

As it is now, it merely seems like

normal procedure. The letter (ad-

dressed to all disk jockies), pointed

out that King was "only too happy”
to listen to any new artists or com-
posers. Prior to this new era, how
fcould an unknown ever get his song

or voice into the inner offices of a

recording company? Unless he had
a first cousin or "knew someone
who knew someone," his chances

of being heard were practically nil.

I day hurray for this new situation!

I say hurray for Ihe fact that one

of the major labels (Decca), sent an

a.&r. man to Rochester a short time

ago to ask me if I knew of any
unknown—but good—singing talent

in this area. That was the first

time in my 15 years in radio that

a record company ever came here

actually looking for talent. Again
I say, this is a healthy situation,

and part of this new cycle of "siz-

zling newcomers."

Incidentally, aside from’ the fact

that all of this is opening doors

for new talent, I think it is a

healthy hypo to some of the old-

school talent who- have been living

in an ivory tower.
I think it is making them more

careful in the tune* they select for

waxing, and, incidentally, is mak-

ing them a blt more conscious of

the fact that they do have a public.

The Pour Ace»r for example, m
addition to having best sellers on

wax, are smashing littery records,

and are really knocking themselves

out to be cooperative with personal

appearances on the jock shows.

Witness on the other hand, the re-

cent debacle when a top artist

failed to show up at a sellout house

a couple of weeks ago here in

Rochester. After a near riot in

which the police had to be called,

and all patrons refunded their

money, the vocalist casually wrote

it off with a statement to the local

papers that he would “make it up

to them, (the publieKsome time.

Those ivory towers aren’t going to

last very long with public relations

like this.

So. a final tip of the hat to your

“sizzling newcomers”—and to the

DJs who make it possible!

Froman’s Sock Cincy P.A.

For Music School Fund
Cincinnati, April 1.

Jane Froman packed the 2,500-'

seat Taft Theatre Monday night

(31) for an appearance with a spe-

cial showing of her 20th-Fox

biopic, “With a Song in My Heart."

Top was $2.50. Proceeds will start

scholarship fund in her name at

Cincinnati Conservatory of Music

where she, too, studied on a

scholarship.

Screening was followed by sing-

ing of several of 28 numbers she

did in picture. She was accom-

.panied by Bert Farber, WLW staf-

fer.

Martiere to GAC
Chicago, April 1.

Ralph Martiere has been pacted

to a three-year contract by General

Artists Corp. After breaking in at

the Lake Club, Springfield, 111.,

April 8, band comes up to Melody
Mill, Chicago, for two weeks, start-

ing April 1,8. Group is then slated

for Meadowbrook, New Jersey

dancery, May 3.

Orch is also inked for Les Paul-

Mary Ford show at the Paramount,
N. Y., in June.

t&Jt *

FRAN WARREN
SINGS

I HEAR
A

RHAPSODY
MGM 11190

K 11190

MOTHER
MOTHER

78 RPM
4$ RPM
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Songs With Largest
Survey Week if March tl

The top 30 toner* of week (more to

copyrighted Audience Coverage -Index * p
published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman

,

Director,
Alphabetically listed.

After I Say I’m Sorry * ‘"umi »
Anytime 'Frank *
A-round the Comer ****'iEwr?«
Be My Life’s Companion *

Jjorrw

Bermuda.,, ,

*

ggllf-

Come What May

Dikii' Me Loose V.'.V.V.'

Did Anyone Call

’ I Could Write a Book—*“PaI Joey” iIarDls
I Hear a Rhapsody—t“Clash By Night” • • Eroad

I’ll Walk Alone—t“With a Song In My Heart".... Mayfair

Life Is a Beautiful Thing—1“Aaron Slick" .... Famous

Marshmallow Moon—t“Aaron Slick" • • famous

Noodlin* Rag
Oops—t“Belle of New York" Feist

Perfidia Pe*r
, „

Peter Cottontail "pi & K
Play Me a Hurtin’ Tune -£j

ckwl
£
k

Please Mr. Sun ^Y?
1SS"B

Silly Dreamer •

15f
l
u
1

?i
ar*c

Singin’ In the Rain—t“Singin’ In the Rain” Robbins

Slow Poke Ridgeway

Tell Me Why ?i!net J
Trust In Me Advanced
Until (Anema E Core) Leeds

Wheel .Of Fortune Laurel '

Wishin’ Midway

Second Group

A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow
Always Berlin

At Last At Last Duchess

Believe It Beloved ?Tr.?,ad0
waJ

Blacksmith Blues Hill & R
Down Yonder. LaSalle

Glorita Life

Goin’ On a Hayride—“Three Wishes For Jamie” . . Chappell

Grand Central Station Harms
Homing Pigeon Shapiro-B

Honest and Truly Lion

How Close Lrtfe

I Wanna Love You ‘ Finfrurgh

I Wanna Say Hello. Johnstone-M

I’ll See You In My Dreams—1“Sfee You In Dreams" Feist

Jack and the Beanstalk—t“Jack and the Beanstalk”. Harms
Mistakes • Mills

My Love •,
Life

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania Oxford
Silver and Gold Blue River

Would You—t"Singin’ In the Rain" Robbins

Top 10 Songs On TV
Anytime ' Hill & R
Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B
Cry Mellow
Dance Me Loose Erwin-H
Festival Bourne
Please Mister Sun Weiss-B
Tell Me Why : Signet
Undecided f. Leeds
Wheel Of Fortune Laurel
When I Take My Sugar To Tea : . .

.

Famous

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
By the Light of the Silvery Moon Remick
Give My Regards To Broadway. . .

* Vogel
I Wonder What’s Became of Sally Advanced
That Old Gang of Mine ! Bourne
There’s No Business Like Show Business Berlin

: , : \ A V E NEW yQRK ' ^ N

t Filmusical. *Legit musical.

Queen Elizabeth Biog

Put On Wax by Abbey

In Solid Production
Against an historical backdrop

covering events of the past quarter-

century, Abbey Records has knit

together a topflight long play'etch-

ing relating the story of Queen
Elizabeth, from her birth to her

ascension to the throne. Platter,

titled “The Second Elizabeth," is

produced a la Columbia’s “Hear It

•Now” arid Capitol’s “Hark, The
Years," with narration, taped re-

cordings and musical backing but it

confines its material to the voices

and events
.

pertinent to the story
|

of England’s new Queen. It’s a

well-produced, excellently doc-
i umented piece which capsules the
world in which Queen Liz grew up
with sock entertainment and infor-

mation values.

David Niven, in the role of nar-

rator, handles his assignment with
sincerity and authority. The taped
voices of such historical figures as

the late King George VI, Duke of

Windsor, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,
President Truman, Dean Acheson
and Winston Churchill are effec-

tive. The few tapes available of

the Queen’s voice which are spotted
throughout come across with im-
pact. Best of her tapes is the first

radio speech she made in 1940 (at

the age of 14) to the children of

Great Britain. Minor flaw in the

album is that the Queen isn’t heard
often enough.

Behind-the-scenes staff headed
up by Don Reid, exec producer;
Bernard Green, musical conductor;
and James Paul Terzln, scripter,

rate plaudits for a firstrate produc-
tiont Gros.

Kay Starr, Morse Top
Paul-Ford in.Cap Sales

After more than a year of pacing
Capitol Records sales, Les Paul-
Mary Ford and Nat (King) Cole
have dropped down to third and
sixth position, respectively, with
Kay Starr and Ella Mae Morse
taking over the one, two spots.

Miss Starr is rolling along in high
gear with her etching of “Wheel
Of Fortune," while Miss Morse is

clicking with “Blacksmith Blues."
“Fortune" is Cap’s best selling

disk with more than 800,000 sales

racked up in about two months.
“Blues" has already passed the
500,000 mark. Paul-Ford follow in

Cap’s listing with “Tiger Rag" and
Ray Anthony’s workover of “At
Last" has taken over the fourth
spot. Les Baxter’s “Blue Tango" i

and Cole’s “Unforgettable" the
diskery’s clicks, in fifth and sixth
positions, respectively.

i — k

Cooper Joins Redd Evans
Stan Cooper has joined Redd

Evans’ Jefferson -Music firm as

contactman.
Cooper formerly ran an indie

publishing company on his own.

Vedawdiy, April 2i 1953

Cuudiu ASCAP to Get

Uppd ’52 Revenues From

Radio Under New Ruling
Ottawa, April l

Composers, Authors and pib*
lishers Association of CanaH*
(Canadian ASCAP) is due to get a
handsomely upped 1952 revenue
under a ruling of the Copyright Am
peal 3?oard. Boaird switched the
system for CAPAC’s collections for
music in its repertoire played by
radio stations with the estimated
result that privately-owned sta-
tions will double their collective
sum and the public-owned Can
Broadcasting Corp. will pay around
$25,000 more than last year.

Fees to, be .paid by private sta-
tions under the new ruling, which
is retroactive to Jan. 1, 1952, are to
be based on gross revenue of the
stations. CBC fees will be based
on gross revenue and population.
Private Station fees will amount to
13A% of the gross revenue it re-
ports officially to the federal
Transport Dept. CBC, with consid-
erably less commercial broadcast-
ing, pays 1%% of gross revenue
plus 1% per capita of population.

Previous system based fees on
the number of radio receiving sets
in Canada at 14c. per set, CBC pay-
ing half (seven cents) and the
private stations, as a group, the
other seven. *

Unofficial estimates

set the new rap. at $350,000 for the
private broadcasters ($152,421 last

year) and $175,000 for CBC ($152,-

421 in 1951). CBC pays its per-
centage fee only Ton commercial
revenue and no fees on revenue
Jrom acts of parliament or radio
licenses.

6

Jack Meyerson Forms

New Low-Priced Label

Another entry into the low-price

long play disk field, Plymouth
Records, was formed recently to

peddle classical and pop etchings.

Plymouth's Initial catalog contains

50 classical
. works which were re-

corded in Europe. -

Diskery’s operations will be 1

headed up by Jack W. Meyerson,
former prez of the now defunct
Musicraft Records.

A NEW

MERCURY

ARTIST

with a New Hit

RUSTY

DRAPER
Six Feet~of

Red-Headed Dynamite

Currently Appearing

HERMIE KING’S

RUMPUS ROOM

SAN FRANCISCO

'

Currant Ralaut*

“JUST BECAUSE’

#5029

1 t bit ' ;•'! <;*
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With 1951 as Basis
Washington, April 1.

New ceiling price system for res-

taurants, announce*! ,
last Friday

(28) by Office of Price stabiliza-

tion, has specific sections applying

to cover charges, corkage, etc., es-

pecially where there are floor-

shows. Language covering these

says:

“If you made a charge for en-

tertainment on only certain days

of the week or at certain times

of the day during 1051, you may
make an entertainment charge on
other days of the week or at other

times of the day for the same type

of entertainment" as long, 'as that

charge is no higher than the high-

est charge made for that ty^e of

entertainment during 1051,

“If, during 1051, you varied your
charge for entertainment in ac-

cordance with the type of enter-

tainment offered, you may continue

this practice, provided the charge
you make for any given type of

entertainment does not go above
the highest charge made for that

type of entertainment during 1051.

“You may apply to your OPS
district office for permission to in-

stitute or increase an entertain-

ment charge in the following cir-

cumstances: (1) if you did not offer
entertainment during 1051, and
you how wish to do so and make a
charge for it; or (2) if you offered
entertainment but did not make a
charge for it during 1951, and you
now wish to replace the entertain-
ment offered during 1951 with an-
other type of entertainment and,
by reason of the change, to insti-

tute an entertainment charge; or
(3) if you offered entertainment for
which you made a charge during
1951, and you now wish to replace
the entertainment previously offer-
ed with another type of entertain-
ment and, by reasons of. the
change, to increase your entertain-
ment charge.”

Regulation states further that
for new restaurant and niteries
opened in 1951, the ceiling price
for cover charge for entertainment
must be made by application to the
OPS office.

Exemptions from the restaurant
and eatery ceilings are provided
for stands, such as those ha theatre
lobbies, which sell candy, nuts,
gum, pretzels, ice cream, coffee,
soft drinks, etc., and also the sale
of food and: beverages in vending
machines.

Warner, N.Y., Completes

Bill for Yande Return
Lineup for the opening show of

the Warner Theatre, N. Y.; has
been completed with Ella Mae
Morse and Harvey Stone signed
for the return of vaude ’ at this
house next Monday (7). Previous-
ly pacted were Gene Nelson and
Louis Jordan;

On the following layout, starting
April 23, the Ballet Theatre will
oe the sole stage attraction. The
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet isEGntly ^ a legit

Warner Theatre has been with-
out stage shows for nearly a year.
The straight film policy didn’t work
out too well.

Mastin Trio’s 60-Hr. Ttei
To Make Pitt Copa Tee<

Pittsburgh, April 1
Will Mastin Trio* with Sami

fJavis, Jr., had a pretty hectic t
making their date last week at 1

U>pa here. Threesome had a
jo finish up for the new Tony M

Pic» ‘‘A Song of Forever,”

-P»
following their second '

shot with Eddie Cantor on I

Comedy Hour” and tl
t set through with it until 1

Fnday night; (22). They were c

>*} on Monday* (25) and sii
Mastin and the Sammy Davi
<Jont fly

, they hopped into th
ar early Saturday morning and

’ driver» »nd pound;
“e highways continuously mi
ne cross-country trek in about
urs. They reached the Copa o

minutes before the first dim
Was ficheduled and went

thout even a music rehearsal.

tu««i
Ct

-i?
ave the c°Pa the

i

^ s had in months, and sp<

sori
6 for ~*ny Lenten 2

Omaha’s Gourmet Unopen
Since Recent Fire Damage

^ Omaha, April 1.
The Gourmet, deluxe night spot,

has not been* touched since it was
gutted by fire on the eve of its
skedded opening recently. The
place, which cost “Tiny” Barnes,
local sports figure, more than $150,-
000 to furnish, never opened. It’s
on Omaha’s busy Dodge St., east-
west artery.

Authorities have no idea whether
Barnes’ possible enemies could
have had something to do with
the blaze. It’s still a local mys-
tery.

Cafes Eye That Old

In-the-Black Magic

After Easter Period
New York, nitery business still

has not recovered from the ailment
that comes annually on March 15,

namely incometaxitis. The bulk of
the business is still divided be-
tween two cafes, the Copacabana
and the Lathi Quarter. Business
elsewhere is spotty and much of
the b.o. in the other cafes is coming
in tthrough the efforts of banquet
managers.

Bonifaces feel that there will be
some pickup after Easter Sunday
(13), but aren't too optimistic over
the immediate .prospects. They
point out that the garment centre,

from which the niteries draw much
trade, hasn't had too good a season.
On the other hand, New York has
been designated as a “distress

area” in the allocation of defense
contracts. The Government will,

consequently, allocate more war
work for this area than it has been
getting to date. Business mig’-ri

pick up when that happens.
But at this point bonifaces are

banking on a summer pickup. They
hope that tourists will hit town in

sufficient numbers to effect a hypo.

JANEFROMANTOTOP

N.J. RIVIERA’S 1ST BILL
Jane Froman will headline the

first show of the season at the
Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., April 22.

She was signed late last week by
Bill Miller, cafe’s boniface,- after

the William Morris Agency’s
George. Wood set up the deal.

Miss Roman’s film, “With a
Song In My Heart” opens at the
Roxy, N. Y., Friday (4). Cafe run
is expected to reap added publicity

benefits because of the biopic.

Singer played the Riviera several
seasons ago. She’s in for 16 days at

around $8,000 a week.

U.S. Revs Hit St P. Flame

With 3G liens; File Appeal
Minneapolis, April 1.

Internal Revenue Bureau has
slapped liens totaling $3,000 on the

St. Paul Flame. Spot was the town’s

No. 1 nitery and only one playing

name acts until its licenses were
revoked last week after conviction

of owner Henry, Greene and a bar-

tender for selling liquor to a minor
later involved in holdups. The Gov-
ernment alleges arrears in with-

holding and excise cabaret and
floor taxes.

Greene, has appealed minor-sale

convictions to the state supreme
court. If latter reverses them, the

city council, has made known the

spot’s licenses will be restored.

Morgan’s Stceltown Pair
Pittsburgh, April 1.

A1 Morgan has been booked into

the Twin Coaches in Belle Vernon
April 28 and three weeks after that

plays Bill Green’s on Route 51.

Two spots are only .a half-hour

drive from each other.

Just a month*ago, Morgan played

the Monte Carlo downtown and

gave that room the biggest,week in

its nearly three-year history. At

that time, management wanted him
for a return engagement this sum-

mer, but that deal hasn’t been set

yet, and may not jell because of

his two engagements in April and

May so close to downtown Pitts-

i burgh?

Philly Op in Jam.
On Sale to Minors
Philadelphia, April 1.

Testimony of two 16-year-old
girls involved in the fatal stabbing
of a sailor resulted in the holding
of William Kranick, proprietor pf
the Top Hat club, in $1,000 bail for
the Grand Jury (30) on charges of
permitting the sale of liquor to
minors.

Magistrate James McBride
scoffed at counsel’s pleas that
“Kranik ran a respectable place.”

Hamid Wins CNE

Contract Vs. AGVA

Toronto Opposition
Toronto, April 1.

In the “Canadianizing” of the
Canadian National Exhibition, “or-
dered” by Mayor Allan Lamport,
the George A. Hamid agency, N. Y.,
has beaten the rap on being “ruled
out” >as booker of the afternoon
vaude show in the grandstand, plus
the evening show. Reprcsentatipns
by the Toronto branch of the
American Guild of Variety Artists
that Hamid is not an accredited
AGVA agent and, therefore, could
not line up CNE talent, went to no
avail when Hamid was awarded
the contract last week (26).

On claim, that Canadian talent
agents had been given the brushoff
and the intimation that everything
already had been set, Mayor Lam-
port stressed that he had*just dis-
covered that the Hamid-'deal had
been set up by Elwood Hughes,
CNE g.m., last December. (Hamid
said in N. Y. that no papers were
signed until last week. He has
had this contract for some 25
years.) Lamport is still “ruling”
that only Canadian agents can
book CNE acts, J>ased on fronting
by Bob Logan, Canadian repre-
sentative of AGVA.
Admitting that he was inexperi-

enced in show' biz technique, but
insistent that the CNE get away
from American agency “domina-
tion” of the past, Mayor Lamport
had agreed with Hughes that Ha-
mid line up the afternoon and
evening grandstand shows but
changed his mind when George
Taggart and Norman Harris, Toron-
to talent agents, with the reported
hacking of Logan, protested that
Hamid does not hold an AGVA
franchise. Mayor . Lamport hotly
insisted that Hamid should have
been properly accredited before he
(Lamport) had given his okay prior

to the “revelations” of AGVA. • ,

It was reported that Hamid’s
contract, received the unanimous
vote of the CNE committee' in

charge. His Canadian rep is Len
Humphreys, who is also his stage
manager at CNE.
Hamid gained the contract in the

face of bitter political opposition

as well as a campaign against him
by AGVA, with which he has been
feuding on the union’s insurance
scheme.

Martha Raye’s L.Q. Date

1st N.Y. Cafe in 2 Yrs.

Martha Raye will play her first

New York cafe stand in two years

at the Latin Quarter, starting Aug.
31. She previously played- the

Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., and prior

to that had a long run at the now
defunct Harem.

Latin* Quarter boniface Lou
Walters occasionally puts names in

not only to buck the competition

of the Riviera and the Copaca-
bana, but in this instance so that

he can nab additional coin because

of the influx of tourists over the

Labor Day weekend.
Walters is currently in Las

Vegas and is expected back later

this week.

Givot * N.Y. Concert
George Givot will give a concert

at Town Hall, N. Y., May 5,. The
former nitery and vaude comic has

been essaying longhair stands for

some time. He recently coneert-

ized at the Wilshire Ebell Theatre,

Los Angeles.
Givot will give selections which

will include lieder by Schubert,

Wagner, Handel, Mozart, Mendels-

sohn and Jacques Wolfe. Ivory

backgrounding will be by Ralph

Linsley.
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Angelo’s, Omaha, Pacts

Series of Name Bills
Omaha, April 1. ,

Angelo’s only local nitery book-
ing high bracket acts, will continue-
that policy. Next three bills are
the* Mary Allen quartet, Peewee
Hunt and his show and the George
Shearing outfit. Marquee acts In
the immediate past at this spot in-

cluded Nellie Lutcher and Willie

Shore.
In going in for names, Angelo's

is now expertiraenting with a 50c

cover on Saturday nights only, but
may be -encouraged to a nightly

tariff if the response is good.

Lena Horne Ups lido

. 3G Per Day in Paris

Stopover on Big Tour
Paris, April 1.

. Lena Horne, booked for the

week she is' spending in Paris on
her way to Israel by Pierre-Louis

Guerin as a hypo tor his. Club Lido,

would still be giving encores if

she had heeded requests of the

patronage which would not- permit

her to leave the floor. Advance
reservations for the engagement
jammed the nitery.

At opening (25) she appeared in

a fetching white gown and with

Arnold Ross at the piano, Joe Ben-
jamin as bassist and Bill Clark as

drummer, she sang nine songs. For
her next appearance she switched

to an equally effective black gown.
Reception wis such that it shows

potency of’talent here provided it

really is first-class and a sure draw.
Otherwise it means a deep dip in

the red. Hypo at the Lido can be
estimated as an increased take of

$3,000 per day.
Her Paris date is to be followed

by others in- Monte Carlo, Milan,

Genoa, Florence, Rome and NapleS.
From there, she and her troupe
sail April 27- for Israel for a series

of concerts and then to London for
•

two weeks at the Palladium, fol-

lowing with Glasgow, Liverpool,

Dublin, and spots in Norway, Swe-
den and Denmark.

JOSIE BAKER SCORES

IN MEX CITY NITERY
Mexico City, March 25.

Top recent socko in niteries

here, for the first time in Mexico,
is Josephine Baker's presentation,
“Chez Elle,” at the newest after-

dark spot, Rumba Casino. Opening
night drew turnaway trade. That
is continuing. *

Miss Baker had intended to play
Havana this month. But the Batista
coup obliged her to cancel and con-
tinue here indefinitely.

Rumba Casino is yet another try
where two very good" niteries, the
Minuit and Claridge, born of the
extraordinary wartime boom here,
had flopped. La Bake*, reportedly,
is taking 20% of the gross.

Agency business is - hitting its

annual crisis, with commissions
reaching their lowest point of the
yearj Agency toppers are looking
over every department for econo-
mies, and some minor help have
been let out, with others slated to
go. Jn one agency, assistants have
been demoted to secretaries. Some
cuts are expected later this month.

In several offices, th* execs have
been giving staffs pep talks in an
effort to line up some new source*
of revenue. At one office, fo% ex-
ample, signing of new ringers was
stressed. It was pointed *out that
this type entertainer Is the most
easily developed these days. . A
record contract is sometimes all
that’s necessary. At this office, it
was held, the lead in this depart-
ment has passed onto General
Artists Corp., which has been most
successful in building singers. It
was indicated that should there be
no improvement in this direction,
there would be some changes
made.

Th* agency crisis I* in a great
ineasure due to the decline in
nitery and vaude revenues during
the past4

season. There has been
an appreciable slide in video reve-
nue during the last few months,
which has deepened the w overall
percenjtery emergency.
The agencies are not willing to

hold onto the present number of
employees over the summer, even
though there Is some indication''
that there will be a pickup In th*
fall. The major offices have had
some minor housecleanings, but
nothing approaching a major r*r
trenchment wave In any depart-
ment.

Not too many economies can bo
made in the Vaude and nitery sec-
tors since these were cut to the
minimum some time ago. However,
other divisions can be tightened up
and it’s likely that unless there is

an appreciable pickup, more 4^^-
pprtments will be working with'"
minimum personnel.

Henie’s $67,000 Refund

On Bronx Cancellation
Task of refunding money for the

cancelled Sonja Henie engagement
at the Klngsbridge Armory, Bronx,
is more than half completed. Ticket
takers, as of the weekend, had re-
funded $j57,OOO of $90,000 advance.
Refund booth located at the

•Bond clothing store on Broadway
will stay open until Friday (4) to
take care of stragglers. It’s likely
that refunds after that will be done
through* a postoffice box number to
be set up.

Miss Henie was slated to start
at the Armory last Wednesday (26)
but called off the show ostensibly
because Armory officials demanded
a $1,000,000 bond. Miss -Henie
opens at the" Teatro Blanquita, Ha-
vana, this month.

Ralph Slater Loser In

Hopnotism Damage Suit

Wirtz leer’s 2 in Canada,

Closing Season in Cincy
Chicago, April 1.

Arthur Wirtz’s “Hollywo’od Ice
Revue” is doing two repeat dates
before swinging into Canadian ter-

ritory. Show goes back to Indian-
apolis for five days starting April
12 and also Detroit for five more
beginning the 18th. First north
of the border engagements will be
at Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto,
April 24-30, and the Forum, Mon-
treal, May 4-11,

Blader swings back into the

States to Cincinnati and plays the

Garden there week of May 14 to

close the season. Plans for the 1953

tours are now being made with
Barbara Ann Scott as headliner

again.

Cafe de Pari* Lineup
London, April, 1.

Hermione Gingold is booked to

open at the Cafe de Paris April

21, for one month following Dwight
Fiske. Hildegarde follows on May
19, also for one month, after which
Noel Coward returns for six weeks
starting June 16.

Cafe then closes for six weeks
for redecorations, reopening Sept.

[15 with Jack Buchanan.

London, April 1.

Ralph Slater was ordered to pay
$2,800 damages and costs to a 23
year-old girl who alleged negli-
gence and assault after she had
been hypnotized on the stage at a
Brighton Theatre in. December,
1948. The plaintiff, Diana Grace
Rains-Bath, complained of anxiety
neurosis after the stage incident
and was treated subsequently by
a medical hypnotist. It’s believed
that this verdict eliminates any
future possibility of hypnotism acts
playing British vaude.
The hearing at Sussex Assizes

lasted three days. During the last

two days, Slater conducted his own
defense after his attorney had
asked to withdraw, complaining
that he could not agree with
Slater’s procedure for defense.
During the hearing, Slater was fre-
quently called tp order by the
judge for . using Americanisms. •

1

While making his final address, he
was prevented from walking
around the court and facing the
jury. Slater argued he was not on
trial for stage hypnotism, but for

negligence and assault.

Attorney for %the plaintiff asked
substantial damages.
The case drew frontpage news-

paper coverage, because the hear-
ing followed attempts .to introduce
legislation in Parliament to pro-
hibit stage hypnotism.

i
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Question of whether the Ameri-

can Guild of Variety Artists will

defend Vic Connors in a suit

brought by David Cohen/ who
claims to have originated the plan

used in the AGVA insurance pro-

gram, will be decided ‘ by the

union’s board. Union counsel, Sil-

verstone & Rosenthal, are said to

be opposed to the step, inasmuch as

such assignment to the defense
may automatically mean that AGVA
assumes responsibility for the acts

ofJConnors as an individual.

Union has been served witji pa-

pers in which Connors; Henry
Dunn, former national administra-

tive secretary, now heading the

Lew & Leslie Grade office in Hol-
lywood; Matthew M. Adler, broker
on the AGVA insurance program,
and Fred J. Kothe, a licensed N. Y.
broker. Who fronted for Adler until

latter obtained his license in that
state, are being sued by Cohen for
$150,000. Adler is collecting com-
missions on the deal and Cohen
feels that the cut is rightfully his.

Alan Corelli, ex-Theatre Authority,
served the papers. It’s believed that
he brought Cohen together . with
AGVA.
Union counsel have brought up

the question of responsibility be-
cause pf a letter written to Silver-
stone & Rosenthal by Connors stat-
ing that inasmuch as he was acting
for the union, it is up to the union
to 1 come through on his behalf.
However, It's noted that AGVA was
not named as a defendant in the

suit, and feeling among counsel is

that the" union should not enter a

situation which may cost them a

good deal of* money. Some feel that

•the union, in supplying counsel,

might be considered responsible
for any damages that may be
awarded to Cohen.

It’s expected that a hot fight will

take place when the AGVA board
meets to discuss the issue.

Court Limits Suits Vs.

Heme to Current Claims

In Huge Balto Actions
Baltimore, April 1.

Judges of the Supreme Court
last week stayed the filing of any
more pleas In connection with the
damage suits against Sonj a. Henie
over collapse of stands at the 5th
Regiment Armory, here March *6.

Court froze all further pleadings
because of the large number of
suits involved. About 230 claims,
amounting to more than $5,000,000,
have already been placed before
the courts.

Jurists explained that they
wanted to hear one phase of the
case at a time in order to expedite
matters. It was also pointed out
that depositions will be taken from
Miss Henie next Monday (7) before
Judge Emory H. Niles. .

Miss Henie is currently in Ha-
vana for her icery date at the
Teatro Blanquita.

LANDRE and VERNA
AMERICA'S MOST EXCITING DANCERS

CURRENTLY

PALMER HOUSE
CHICAGO
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OPENING MAYFLOWER. Washington, D. C., April M
JEFFERSON HOTEL. St. Louis, May 23

DIRECTION:

HANS LEDERER
LEW AND LESLIE GRADE, INC., LTD.

Mull ‘Jewel Box Revue’

For Showcaser in Pitt
• Pittsburgh, April 1.

It begins to look like the Miami
Beach “Jewel Box Revue,” which
•has spent the last two summers
here at Balconades, about 10 miles

from downtown, will get an even
better break locally this year
following the sale of Balconades
for its conversion into a business
property. Negotiations are under-
way for the Doc and Danny show
of femme impersonators to be
berthed within -five miles of the
Golden Triangle, in East Liberty
at Johnriy Brown’s' Club.
Although Brown's doesn’t have

the capacity of Balconades, it’s

better located and seats as many
as the Jewel Box in Miami Beach.
In past years, Brown’s usually has
been closed during the warm
months except for occasional week*
epd operations. J

IBEW s Name Bills

In Midwest For

Member Pitch

Chicago, April 1.

International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers here is putting
an unusual twist on recruiting
drive * for new members in mid-
west cities. If plan is successful,

it will be adopted on a larger scale.

AFL union is packaging a vaude
revue headlining Beatrice Kay and
Jack Durant and will present show
before telephone operators in St.

Paul, Minneapolis; Sioux Falls,

S. D.; Omaha and Des Moines
starting April 7. If the scheme
works before the CIO hellpers,
more shows will be sent out and
repeat entertainment will be given
in the Tspots first visite^. •

Deal has been worked out with
Phil Lampkin of the William Mor-
ris office here and Frank Darling
of the IBEW. Local here is * the
largest in the country, mainly due
to area’s huge radio and TV fac-
tories. Union presents vaude shows
here twice-monthly, buying head-
liners like Jimmy Durante to top
the bill. Last week Pat O’Brien
was in the star niche.

Ohio Ct Rules for Patron

Who Forgot to Duck Puck
x- Cqlumbus, April 1.

In a decision of interest to arena
managers and others operating ’

similar facilities, the Ohio Su-
preme Court last week (26) upheld
a $22,500 verdict, awarded a spec-
tator for injuries sustained in
Cleveland while watching a hockey
game between the Cleveland
Barons and a Philadelphia team in

1948.
Herbert W. Morris, of Lakewood,

won the verdict from the Cleve-
land Hockey Club, Inc., as the re-

sult of a compound ffacture of the
skull suffered when he was struck
in the eye by a puck.

In upholding the lower courts,
the Ohio Supreme Court held that
a patron occupying a reserved seat
who has never seen a flying puck
does not, in the absence of any
warning, assume the risk of be-
ing hit by a puck 'flying from the
arena during the game. The judges
went further, to hold that the dan-
gers to spectators at a hockey game
played in an arena 200x85 feet are
not so general as to be matters of
common knowledge.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., April 1.

The John Van Burens in from
N. Y. for a weekend chat with their
son, Ray (IATSE), whose progress
heads the list of comebacks.
Thanks to Jim Walsh, cx-Variety

mugg now with station WSLS,
Roanoke, Va., for the rare oldtime
phonograph records. Ditto to A1
McRea, Sr., Westville, N. J.

Ann Ducey and Edward (ABC)
Davidson shot in from N. Y. to
celebrate the occasion whereby
Grace Davidson rated an up from
the observation routine to the
ambulatory department.
Helen Vick, in from Dallas

(Warner Bros.), registered as a new
* guest ior observation.

Two newcomers here who are all
elated over their progress are
Thomas Lewey Burlington and
Helene Baugh.
* TYrlt*s to those who* are ill.

‘BAGELS’ BAGS 231G

IN 2D PHILLY WEEK
“Bagels and Yox” pulled -$23,500

during its second week at 'the For-

rest. Theatre, Philadelphia. Show
closed there Sunday (30), will open
tonight (Wed.) at the Mosque The-
atre, Newark, for four days and
continue with dates in Washington,
Baltimore and Norfolk before com-
ing to the Flatbush, Brooklyn,
April 9, and the Wincjkor, Bronx,
April 16.

It’s slated to open May 11 in

Chicago for a run.

Harlem Globe Trotters

Make B.O. Bonanza As

Basketeering Barnums
Like professional wrestling, bas-

ketball as played by the Harlem
Globe Trotters is in that twilight

zone between sports and show busi-

ness. The fanciest crew of ball-

handlers In tfie business, the all-

Negro Trotters, have parlayed

their court finesse and circus

antics Into a worldwide boxoffice

phenomenon under impresario Abe!

Saperstein.

At a $6 top, the Trotters packed
Madison Square Garden, N.‘ Y., last

Sunday (30) to capacity twice in
an afternoon-evening doubleheader
with a collegiate all-star aggrega-
tion, which was beaten in both
games. For the crowds, however,
the contests themselves were strict-

ly subsidiary to the Trotters’
clowning before and during the
games.

. Although Saperstein arranged
for a top-drawer vaude show be-
tween the halves, it was the Trot-
ters who supplied most of the kicks
at the Garden in the warmup pe-
riod' with a spectacular exhibition
of ball-passing to the tune of
“Sweet Georgia Brown,” the team’s
theme song. High point of this act
was the dimming of the Garden
lights with a beam spotfighting the
Trotters’ phosphorescent gloves
and ball while they beat out the
rhythm.

The half-hour intermission was
covered by a good lineup of acro-
batic and juggling turns with the
addition of a glamor angle via the
appearance of French actress Gaby
Bruyere in a song and can-can hoof-
ing act. The Garden, unfortunate-
ly, was not the best showcase for
Miss Bruyere, whose singing was
lost in the ' unstoppable audience
shuffling and noise. The other acts
included a first-rate trampoline
boy-girl team from Cincinnati
Univ.y the juggling Rudy Cardenas
and a Chinese, hand-balancing, trio,

the Tong Bros., all of whom clicked
solidly in’ the general circus at-

mosphere.
• llie Trotters, incidentally, took
off from the Garden for . a cross-
country '

toiir with . the collegians,
following with an overseas trip to
the Far East, India and Europe.
The team, headed by the crowd
favorites, Goose Tatum and Mar-
ques Haines, is the. steadiest work-
ing troupe in show business with a
*51 .week circuit guaranteed each
year. , Herm.

HAL ^ GEORGIA

BARBERS and DALE
* it *

NOW
CAR1BE HILTON HOTEL

San Jnan, Puerto Rico

Dir.: Frad Harris—A. J. Greshler Agency

HELENE and HOWARD
HELD OYER .

EDDY'S, KANSAS CITY
Dir.t M.C.A.

Per. Mgr. TOM SHEILA
i
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MpJs. Tables Bill

On Cafe Finances
Minneapolis, April 1 .

The combined city council
health and hospital and ordinances
and legislation committees voted
down a proposed amendment to
the city’s liquor ordinance de-
signed to disclose multiple and
concealed ownership of local niter-
les and other establishments dis-
pensing alcoholic beverages.
Action followed a public hearing

at which particular objection was
voiced to a clause which would
have required a financial state-
ment of income and expenditures
from .all liquor license holders
specifying all parties receiving
any part of the revenue and the
amount.

After the committee voted 6 to 2
to table tyie proposed amendment,
its authors announced they’ll re-
introduce it in a revised form, with
the objectionable clause elimi-
nated.

Meanwhile, one of the city’s
largest niteries, Curly’s, is still

shuttered following revocation of
its licenses for selling liquor after
hours, and the council hasn’t yet
made known if it will permit the
establishment’s sale for a report-
ed $100,000 or throw the valuable
liquor license on the open market.
Also, a municipal court judge
hasn’t rendered his decision in the
case Of Vic’s, another leading
nitery, charged with selling liquor
to a minor, and in St. Paul the
license of the Flame, top bistro, is

hanging in the balance following
conviction on a similar charge.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals

GLASON'S FUN-MASTER
me oihginm show biz mc nu

(Thm Service of the Stars)
35 ISSUES $35

First 13 Files $7.00. All 35 issues $25.00
Singly; $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Beginiittng with No, 1—No Skipping)

• 3 Bks. PARODIES per book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ee. bk. $25 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES^

(reissue), $3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

NO C.O.D.'S .

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St., New York 1 9 Dept. Y

Circle 7-1130

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

[It's m Small World

)

C/O IVAN CHARNOFP
Chicago
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- Paris, April 2. H

Not until AGVA or Equity open

a Paris office and secure the serv-

JLs of a hep lawyer to protect the

interests of visiting U. S.. talent

will American performers get a

fair chance here. When something

coes wrong, either in payments or

in other contractual- matters, all

the- performer does—or can do

most of the timer-is to complain

to his agent. Latter takes up the

matter, and in some cases very per-

functorily, since he stands to lose

more from a dissatisfied permanent

booker than from a transient art-

ist In many cases the agent has

not taken the. trouble to get the

performer his working papers,

placing him in a condition where

he can’t even start to sue if he

wants it. In other cases, such im-

portant matters as payment of re-

hearsals, or permission to double,

or billing, are settled on a hand-

shake, which for the U.S. per-

former turns promptly into a head-

ache.

All Paris operators and agents

are not black sheep. Operators like

Pierre Louis-Guerin of the ’ Lido,

or agents like Felix Marouani (rep-

resenting the William Morris

agency) or Dave Stein of MCA, are

strictly on the up and up. But too

many localites resort to practices

Which, to say the least, are un-

ethical.

An American actress* booked to

star in one of the biggest shows in

Paris, found herself compelled to

quit before opening when no suit-

able material could be found for

(Continued on page 66)

Talk Krupa Jap Trek
Deal is on for Gene Krupa to

tour Japan following his current
stand in the Hawaiian Islands.

Upon completion of negotiations,
Krupa would tour military bases
in that country and also play
civilian promotions.

Joe Glaser, head of Associated
Booking Corp., is making the deal
for Krupa.

Pitt Penn’s Names
Pittsburgh, April 1.

Penn Theatre, Loew de luxer
which had the Tony Bennett-Toni
Arden stageshow knocked out last

week when Bennett fell ill, has re-

booked another act which has been
on and off for some time. It’s the
unit headed by Les Paul & Mary
Ford, featuring Richard Hayes, and
comes in week of May 3.

• Package of Four Aces and Mar-
garet Whiting set for Penn June 6
and Johnnie Ray is slated to fol-
low them a couple of weeks later.
Stanley thought it had Ray tied up
for a date early next month, but
the Penn won out in the bidding.
Stanley, which played Gene Nel-
son-Connee Boswell recently for
its first flesh in nearly a year, has
nothing in sight for immediate
future.

Havana Montmartre Acts

Make Hay by Doubling
Acts playing the Montmartre,

Havana, will be able to pick up
some additional change by dou-
bling at the Radio Centre Theatre
there. George Prentice has been
pacted for the dual chores starting
May 8.

Last season, Mario Aguerre
Madrano, Montmartre boniface, set
up deals whereby acts would play
his cafe, the vaudery and would
work a radio station. It was thus
possible to get acts for less coin
at each spot since the overall was
more than they could make in any
one medium. In addition, each com-
ponent chipped in on fares.

System didn’t stay in effect too
long, but it has apparently been
revived with the theatre and cafe
doing the importing. Leon New-
man agency set up the Prentice
deal.

PSftlEff

Miller 3’s San Antonio Bow
After Crash in Denver

San Antonio, April 1.

.The Johnny Miller Trio opened
at the Tropics here after a narrow
escape near Denver, where their
auto and trailer slipped off the icy
highway and crashed into a ditch.'

Miller is the original bass player
with the Nat “King” Cole Trio.

Hub’s Old Howard Throws

In the Sponge But May

Reopen in Midsummer
Boston, April 1.

Due to a severe nosedive in biz,

a combination of the general slump
hypoed by-the recent cleanup drive

set off by Archbishop Cushing,
Hub’s oldest burley. theatre, the
t>ld Howard, shuttered last week
(29). While the theatre usually
suspends activities for about six
weeks during the summer, this is

the first time that conditions have
forced such an early closing. Ac-
cording to present plans, the house
will reopen in August, but a re-
cent announcement that owner A1
Somerby, who has operated the -

spot for 50 years, is ready to re-
tire and wantf^jut may change the
entire picture^It’s reported that
several operators would like to
take over the lease, but Somerby
figures 50 years in the biz is long
enough and intends to dispose of
his entire holdings.

While peelers, in accordance
with the laws dusted off following
the cleanup drive, are supposed to
stick to a “modified” strip, a
glimpse of Rose LaRose, featured
in the windup bill, indicated the
heat is off. But even that is ap-
parently not enough inducement to
lure sufficient customers to the
boxoffice to offset the red ink.

Ray’* in Texas
Dallas, April 1.

Johnnie Ray has been booked for
Texas dates from Sept. 22 to 28.

Singer will play Joe Bond’s Sky
Club here, Sept. 25-28, after the,

Plantation Club in Houston, Sept.
22 to 24.

Ray Will receive $7,500.

VADIEVIUK

attop Follies 'Battle Atmosphere

Greets USO Unit on Berthed Carrier

Tony’s Vegas Windfall
Las Vegas, April 1.

Abe Schiller, entertainment di-

rector of the Flamingo Hotel, Las
Vegas, apparently believes that one
good turn*deserves another. Schil-
ler agreed to let Gene Nelson go
four days before expiration of his

contract so that he could open at

the Warner Theatre, N. Y. where-
upon Tony Martin agreed to step
in for the four days starting tomor-
row (Thurs.).

.In return for that favor, Schiller

has been lettering disk jocks, and
newspapers to do everything pos-
sibly for Martin, and extending
the hospitality of the Flamingo to

recipients of his missives.

Fate of Cleve. Pettibone,

4th Raided, Up in Air
Columbus, April I.

Future of the Pettibone Club,
plush Geauga County nltery and
gambling spot in the Greater
Cleveland area, is again in doubt.
The spot was closed by Gov. Frank
J. Lausche’s Raiders in June, 1950,

and the state fire marshal’s order
to raze the establishment has since
been the subject of court tests.

Most recent decision came last

week (24) when the fire marshal’s
order was

.
reversed in Franklin

County Common Pleas Court . at

Columbus by Judge Joseph M. Clif-

ford, The fire marshal’s office has
not yet decided whether to appeal.

Closing of the Pettibone marked
the fourth and last raid on gam-
bling spots singled out by Govern-
or Lausche. The Mounds Club in

Lake County was clqsed July 9,

1949; the Jungle Inn, Aug. 12, 1949;
and the Colony Club in Lawrence
County, Dec. 20, 1949.

Liberace, pianist, has been signed

for the Emerald Room of the Sham-
rock Hotel, Houston, June 10.

By JOE COHEN
If USO-Camp Shows execs had

been deliberately looking for a
situation whereby CS troupes
would have simulated battle. condi-
tions, they could hardly have found
a better basic training ground than
that under which Unit 1021 broke
in Thursday (27) on the USS Orisk-
any, docked at the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. It was probably the closest

to such conditions available in

stateside entertainment.

The setting itself was sufficient-

ly rugged to pass muster for the
mccoy, with the troupe working on
a canvas-covered lift which brings
planes onto the»flight deck of the

carrier. However, the greatest

preparation for rough work came
during the opening act when loud-
speakers instructed the fire-fight-

ing crews to report to stations

pronto. Several gobs rushed off

to fight a blaze which had broken
out because of some welding be-

ing done aboard. Shortly after-

ward, an officer announced that

none of the assemblage was in any
danger and “Please enjoy your-
self.” The acts were later inter-

rupted occasionally by loud ham-
mering backstage,
With these unscheduled gim-

micks, this troupe would have had
the best training for work near the

Korean battlelineg. However, the
outfit is slated to. -work the North-
east Theatres and afterward in

Africa and the Caribbean.
Show, doe# On and On

The unit, once it gets some kinks
ironed out, will offer some prime
entertainment. Show comprises
good acts, but on night caught, they
were probably testing all their ma-
terial, and each turn performed
for interminable lengths. Running
time was accentuated by the fact

that most Of the .chairs were un-
comfortable, and also because- a

large number of hostesses had
been assembled on board for a
dance, and the show would be cut-

ting into the terping time.
Debbie Hadley, who works with

(Continued on page 66)

FRANK FONTAINE
Picture Representative: MARK NEWMAN

Management: G. A. C. — Thanks Milt Krasn#
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balloons and has a pleasing line ot
gab, started the proceedings. Aside
from the interruptions that broke
tip her turn, she held the gpbs
nicely. She make* some fancy
formations on the balloons and
hits it off with an okay reception.

The Fontaines, comprising two
boys and a girl, couldn't show their

best terp steps on the floor on
which they were working, but their

aero work went Over exceedingly
well. They have some picturesque
and difficult tricks that win mid-
term applause and they1 look like

the type of turn that can meet
visual requirements in all situa-

tions.

Chester Dolphin, who works as
.emcee, is a vet juggler who has
integraded a line of chatter with
his manipulations. Dolphin’s lines

aren’t for the east side trade, but
they have sufficient laugh content
to hit the maritime tastes. His
juggling is good and his emceeing
gives the acts proper buildup.
The magic by Kismet is standard

for the course. The tricks and gab
are okay and hit the mark. How-
ever, there could be some prun-
ing so that the stint would have

Columbia Racords

KEN

GRIFFIN
On* Night Theetre T*ur: Palace The-
atre, South Rend; Palace Thaatra,
Pe*rla; Orphtum Thoatra, Springfield;
Rialto Thoatr*, J allot.

Direction: MILO STILT
Mutual Cnt*rtalnm*nt Agency

10) N. Wabash Chicago 1, Ul.

Presently, redecorating my
dressing ream

JAY SEILER
11th wk. MERRIEL ABBOTT

REVUE
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL

CHICAGO
Available June 6th for Florida,

Cuba, South America or Rockford.

Direction:

New York Max Novell*
Chicago Sidney Page
England Otto Lute

B0M
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THE SEN YOSTS'

„ ROYAL GUARDS
Currently

Aid* Show, Seattlo, Washington

Laurence
THEATRICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
111 E. Oak St. Ml 2-7931

Chicago, III.

greater punch. He works with

members of the audience .for addi*

tional laughs.

Hoy Smeck, who has, w.orked

most USO-Camp Show* routes,

shows a fine line of string instru-

ments. He works out on the banjo,

uke and guitar for trick visual and
musical effects. It’s another item

that the sailors liked. *
Accordionist Lola Jay, backed by

sax, drummer and piano, does an
occasional song acceptably and a

good job at showbacking.
Unit is so constituted that it can

be split up for duty in hospital

wards. Overall design of this lay-

out is good. A job of editing is

needed, to put it on a par with

some of the better layouts master-

minded by Abe Lastfogel, Jim
Sauter and Lawrence Phillips.

—- s

Cole Circus Programs

TV Acts for Chi Sure;

Road Tour Cancelled

Chicago, April 1.

. Cole Bros. Circus, which will

not tour this year as a unit, is mak-
ing a special pitch in the act de-
partment, buying several because
of their TV popularity. While
most of the 52 acts, largest num-
ber the circus has had, have, not
appeared on video due to produc-
tion problems, there are a great

many that have and_j;he‘ Arthur
Wirtz-controlled aggregation is

putting special emphasis on those.

There Will be no headliner on
the bill which opens April 18 at

the Chicago Stadium and runs
through May 4. Circus decided
not to try a tour as railroad ex-

penses were too high and has
desposed of all rail cars except
one, converting to 12 trailer

trucks.
After the Chi run, management

will lease equipment and animals
to fair and circus groups. Sam
Levy, of Barnes-Carruthers, again 4

has set the talent which will fea-

ture Unis, Elly Ardelty, Baudy’s
Greyhounds Sc Monkeys, Professor
Keller's? Cats, Natal, and 12 work-
ing elephants. Bill Burke - pro-
duces.

- London, April 1.

Because of rise in production
costs, Covent Garden Opera House
has upped admission prices for
ir.ost parts of the theatre. Increase*
range from 7c. to 20c.

Orchestra sest$ will now have a
top price of $2.70 as against $2.50.

Grand tier seats jumped from
$2.80 to $3.00. Increased admisL

sion prices will add approximately
$280 to the gross Capacity of the
house.

Laine Pays 60G

Hollywood, April 1.

Frankie Laine, ’who recently dis-

missed his managers, has settled

with them for $.60,000, represent-
ing their potential revenue for the
pact’s remaining 30 months. In
addition, he’ll pay disbursements
and general bookkeeping items ac-

crued in the past.

Under their deal with Laine,
Sam Lutz, Dick Gabbe and Sey-
mour Heller were receiving 1216%
of his gross eahiings. The trio’s

attorney Max Fink, commented
after the Settlement, "we’re satis-

fied, although we think the amount
is less than would have been
earned in that period.”

Singer, booked by General Art-
ists Corp., "is witnout a manager
at present.

Most Equipment Sold
Peru, Ind., April 1.

The Cole Bros. Circus, once
billed as "the world’s second
largest,” has dwindled to little

more than a sideshow of horses,
ponies and elephants, and a spokes-
man in Chicago said the show’ will

not go. on tour this year. Last year
the road tour was discontinued for
the first time since it was organized
in 1934 at Rochester, Ind., by Zack
Terrell and Jess Adkins.
Most of its major equipment Is

sold or up for sale. The circus
weathered bad business, frequent
changes of ownership, bankruptcy,
and a $150,000 fire in 1940 that
destroyed nearly 150 of its animals.
At times it employed up to 700
persons, featuring Clyde Beatty,
Terrell Jacobs, Ken Maynard, and
William (Hopalong Cassidy) Boyd.

Boyd, Arthur Wirtz, and James
D. Norris, an associate of Wirtz,
bought the show in 1950 as it faced
a new set of bankruptcy proceed-
ings in Indianapolis Federal Court,
Winter quarters were moved
here with several thousand dollars
spent on the new quarters, much
of it for a new elephant barn.

William B. Horstman; Chicago,
vice president, said the show -sold

its 29-car train and was substitut-
ing motor trucks. Company plans
to accept advance engagements
rather than gamble on tours, he
said. Most of the show’s parade
menagerie has been sold, and only
performing animals1

’ were retained.
The animals will be billed under
the Cole Bros, title at an annual
spring show at the Chicago Sta-
dium, April 18 to May 4.

I

MARJORIE

GARRETSON
With Alex Studer at the piano

OPENING APRIL 3RD
RICE HOTEL

HOUSTON,
TEXAS

H’wood Savoy Now Troc

In Steinman Takeover;

Eckstine as Teeoffer
Hollywood, April 1.

Harry Steinman, husband of
singer Fran Warren, and Bernie
Ebbins, brother of personal man-
ager Milt Ebbins, are taking over
the Sunset Strip eatery now known
as Savoy and will reopen.it May 8
as an intimate nitery called Troca-
dero, with Billy Eckstine as initial

attraction. Eckstine will play the
spot almost three weeks before
heading east for his N. Y. Oopa
stand.
Steinman plans

,
no dancing

policy, with Dave Barbour combo
furnishing show music, and en-
tertainment will be along the lines
of the N. Y. Blue Angel. Name
singer policy is being set, with
Miss Warren probably playing
there later.

Duo took over the spot last
weekend and shuttered it for re-
furbishing. They are paying off
the Phil Ohman hand which had
been playing there. Nola Hahn,
longtime local club and restaurant
operator, who’d been running
Savoy, is not in the Trocadero
setup.

*

Benny Sticks to Radio
Continued iron* page 1

Pitt Singer Pacted For

Featured Coast TV Spot
Pittsburgh, April 1.

Johnny Kirby, local radio-TV
singer; has pulled stakes for Holly-
wood, where he’s been signed as
featured singer on A1 Jarvis’ two-
hour daily TV program over KECA-
TV. Kirby landed the job recently
while vacationing on the Coast. He
heard Jarvis was looking for a
new vocalist, made an audition and
was promptly tagged.

Last yeajr, Kirby took a trip to
the Coast and that time landed
the juve lead in the Paula Stone-
Michael Sloan musical, "Little Boy
Blue.” What that flopped, he re-
turned to Pittsburgh and for the
past several months has. been
under contract to Duquesne. Brew-
ing Co. as singer on its Slim' Bryant
programs on both AM over KDKA
and TV over WDTV. Kirby came
back from the Coast to do his last
Bryant "Dude Ranch” TV’er last
Wednesday night (26), 'on which
Rosemary Clooney guest-starred,
and returned to Hollywood imme-
diately after. He was due to join
Jarvis yesterday (Mon.),

Stepin’g Texas 2
. San Antonio, April 1.

Stepin Fetchit has been booked
for Don Albert’s Keyhole here,
April 16-17, in line with new policy
of "special attractions.”

Ernie Fields’ orch has opened -at*

the spot with Frank James, one-
legged dancer.

considerable discussion with top

CBS and American Tobacco brass,

to do whatever was desired by< the
tobacco firm’s prexy, Paul Hahn.
An (j Hahn, it’* understood,, gave
-the nod to AM, on the assumption
thit video does not yet offer the
same mass circulation coverage re
quired by a product seeking mass
consumption as that offered by ra-

dio. Whether .the budget of

Benny’s show will remain at $30,-

000 per week hasn’t been -divulged,

but it’s believed that the comic
will receive, the. same payment
next season, under his Amusement
Enterprises deal with CBS and
Luckies.

Luckic* Needs Radio

On the basis that the manufac-
turer of a mass consumer product
in a highly competitive market still

needs radio to hit the requisite
m&ss audience, it’s pointed out,

Luckies was swayed by the fact that
Benny’s radio show has been at or
near the top of most rating surveys
all. season. H the comic abandoned
radio to concentrate on TV,
Luckies would be ' left with vir-
tually no - radio . representation,
since its **Hit Parade” and Ken-
neth Banghart news show, both
aired on NBC, hit nowhere near
his rating. That’s the factor which
is expected to influence other top-
spending AM advertisers who are
also considering dumping some of
their costlier packages.

Whether the other sponsors In
CBS’ potent Sunday night lineup
will now swing, immediately into
the renewal field remains to be
seen. It’s been generally conced-
ed, though, that the top-rated

Yank Acts
Continued from page <5

her because the house wanted to
promote one of its own babes.
That same actress, now duetto

open in another show, has a
strange feeling that the man in
charge of rehearsals is doing all he
can to cut her material to such an
extent that she will hardly be able
to make any impact on the audi-
ence.
Another case in point is that of

an American dance act, originally
booked into another spot at about
half its U. S. salary with the idea
of doubling elsewhere.
When a chance came for that

act to get such work in a big
show, which it is currently stealing,

and where it had been promised

-

adequate billing and publicity, it

found itself compelled to agree to
pay the management a kickback
amounting to 25% of its salary
there to be permitted to double in
the big show, and unable to obtain
from latter the right kind of pub-
licity and billing. The act, not hep
to French practices and chary to

resort to a lawyer to get the mat-
ter straightened out, since the
agent did not idsert the necessary
provisos in the contracts, is now
unable to protect itself, and the
agent fears that pressing the mat-
ter might irk a couple of his’ local

big buyers.
There are plenty cases when op-

erators would find honesty pays if

they were sure that some big or-

ganization, with plenty of coin to

back its claims, and able to enlist

the right kind of legal talent to

insist on enforoing them, could be
resorted to by visiting U. S. talent

currently not operating as a unit

and consequently weak.

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
Presents

Currently
ABC THEATRE

CopoakagoR, Danmark
American Rep. m MORRIS AOKNCt
TAVRL-MAROUANI AOINCY. PARI*

YOUR CHANCK
in TV and YODVIL 1$ as geed as
anybody's if y*u have the right geode.
To get the MOST *f the BEST comedy
material fer the LEAST money, be
sure te send for a copy of COMIDY
ROUTINES and HURLKSOUK— *3.

A. GUY VISK
Writing 'Enterprises

Liberty Strict Trey, N. Y.

•Beany show anchored the rest of
the evening, and thus his decision
would. pull the rest . into line
Others in' the Sunday night lineuo
are ."My Friend Irma” at 6, which
has already been pacted for next
•season by Cavalier cigarets; Col-
gate’s ’"Our Miss Brooks”; Rexall’s
"Amos ’n’ Andy”; Coca-Cola’s Ber-
gen-McCarthy show, and Philip
Morris’ "Playhouse on Broadway.
Of these, Edgar Bergen is con-

sidered most up in the air at this
time, since he has not signed for
next season yet. add both NBC and
CBS are pitching for him. Benny’s
TV shows next season, incidentally
will continue to be- aired Sunday
nights at 7:30, in the time held the
other three Weeks each month by
Luckies’ "This Is Show Business.”

Benny Dropping Harris
Hollywood, April 1.

Jack Benny is reported dropping
Phil Harris from his radio show
at close of this* season, after 15-
year association, with Bob Crosby
the likely replacement. Under-
stood Benny favored Crosby since
latter appeared on Bis telecast,

which Benny considers his best
yet.

Relations ^between Benny and
Harris became strained when the
latter refused to guest with the co-
median on his teleshow. '
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HEW YORK CITY
Music Hall HI ®

Gertrude- Lockway
Sdrea Dancer*
Patrick Drylle

Edward Runl
Bela Kremo

BSfffw*
6jpjraMount (P) 1

Frank Sinatra

Frank Fontaine

June Hutton
Buddy Rlch O/c

Roxy (l) *

BUI Hayes

Nanci Compton

Underwater^ Ballet

Loews <L> 7-2
.

Frankie Carle Ore
CHICAGO

Chicago <P) 4
Larry Storch
Lew* Jk Yam
Zita 4c Peppl
Grad* Barrie

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 2

Clro Blmac Co
Rudenko Bros
Bill Lawrence-
Sheet Minton
Ben Wriscley Co

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 11-13

Marino Si*
Low. Hite 4c

Stanley
Harmonitone*
Claude Arwood
WASHINGTON
Caplfor (L) 3

Conner Boiwell
Norman Evan*
3 Kamazawas
S 4c S Arthur

AUSTRALIA

Melbourne
Tivoli <T) 31

Jimmy Hanley
Babs Macklnnon
Boseinary Miller

John Clifton
Kevin Miles
Valerie Keasrt

June Lansell
SYDNEY

Tivoli <T) 31

Ko«er Ray M
Marquis 4c Family
Wally Boa*

,

Boslta Alexander *
VUette

Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lloyd Martin
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron

i
Charlotte McGuire
Dancing Boys
Tivoli Ballet
NEW ZEALAND
AUCKLAND

St James (T) 31
Armand Perren
3 Faye*
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chxibi
Marika Saury
Phillip Tappin
Wim de Jong
Jacque* Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whltehouse
Cissy Trenholin
Terry Scanlon
Guiis Brox 4c
Myrria

BRITAIN

ASTON
Hippodrome <l) 31
Tanner Sis

Yale 4c Diane
Hal Allen
Billy O'Sullivan
2 Aristocrats
BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome -<M) SI
Naunton Wayne
Alfred Marks
Julie Andrew*
Paddle O'Neill
Ossie Noble
Patricia 4c Colin
S Fisher girls

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 31

Tom Moss
Basyl
3 Karloffs
Silver Chords
8 De Vere Lovlies
Betty Slade
4 Watergoons
2 Aqua Maids

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 31
Johnny Dennis
Vogelbeins
Bears
Lyndons
George E. Black

|

Hlntonls
Bob Nelson v

Texan Belles
BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M) 31
Klima Sc Karen
Max Bygraves
Curzon 3
Nitwits
Locky & Henry
BUly Russell
4 Demos
Joan Turner
Walthon &
Dorraine

,

BRISTOL I

Empire (I) 31

'

Sam Kern
Peggy Bailey
De Yong & Desiree
Terry Moore
Dunn & Grand
Gaye & Van
Parisian Model*

BRIXTON
Empress (I) 31

Ted Heath Ore
Jean Kennedy
Amazing Briton
Joe Black
Mundy & Earle
Lucille & Diane

CARDIFF
„ New (S) 31
Ronnie Ronalde
Gladys Morgan 4ic

Laurie
A & v Farrell
Gold 4c Cordell
Freddie Harrison
Harvards
Doreen & Victor

CHELSEA
- Empire (I) 31
Fred Ferrari"
Ken Morris
Len Marten
Cassandras
Downey & Daye
De Vere Dancers
Gordon & Colville

east ham
rt ?C?.

nada (l) 31
Girl Pipers
Jackie Trevor
Stuart Gordon
Dowle & Kane
4 Fredlania
Metropolitan (I) 31

Mitchell 3
Kddle Calvert
Morjls & Cowley
Dick Emery
* Yolandas
Les Murphy
Alan Kay St Gloria
Lirry Gordon Girls

a t
P
«acc (,) 41A J Powell

JfcSS Dai
>CInK

^«.
l

Parry
ar*r

Stan Stafford
Aio Angels
Mandalay Singers

3 Palmers
PipefS

tJD'NB u RGH

{.« fSTeV*" 31

& Bel>ta
& Austin

A rfi}
er Jackson

rthur Worslev
fjMa K SlSt

Emn^r PARKEmPlr« (M) 31

Bei-elc Roy
3 Falcon*
Le* Marchant

,
Bel Argay
F Whltely Girls
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 31
Arthur Lucan
Macey A Mayne
Stuart 4e Gray
4 De Lislies
Marney Bro*
'Whltely Girls

SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 31

Dave Morris Co
- Allen Bros 4c June
3 Lesters
Ruddy Bolly
Alex Sc Nico
Bette Lee
WALTHAMSTOW

Palace (I) 31
Peter Kent
Charles Cole
Shiela Daly
Edna Taylor
Peter 4c Wendy
Glen Michael
Edna Dean*
Johnny Law
Lynn Harwood
Renee Lennard
David Royal
Premier Peaches

WOLVER-
HAMPTON
Grand (I) 31

Squadronaires
Hal Miller
-Cynthia 4c Gladys ,

Ford 4e Renner

Swan 4k Leigh
Verd Bradley
Hippodrome (I) 31
Jimmy Gay
Barbara Ford
Jean Dene
Anita 4c Charles
Terry Stunt
Michael Ormand
Margor Austin
Benny Humphrey
Derek Dene
Marie De Vere

Midianettes
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 31

Syd Seymour Sc
Madhatters

Mooney 4e King
Kitty Bluett
2 Dandy Mery
Eddie Reindeer
2 Sterlings

WOOLWICH
Granada (I) 31

Les Trois Poupee
Arthur Dowler
Cycling Brockways
Freddie Sales
Nino -

Billy Cotton Bd
YORK

Empire (I) 31
Rhodes 4c Lane
Gay Eurldge Co
Melody 4c Joy
John Baldwin
•Denwys Hecklt
Marche 4c Bourn
Carolyn 4c Richards
Sydney Glen
Girls Co

Cabaret Bills

SEW YOEK CITY
Renee Dymott
Dorothy Squire*
HarryWorth
Radio Revellers
Roslnas
Patterson it

Jackson.
Dick Henderson Jr
Rudy Horn
7 Ashton*

. GLASGOW
(Empire (M) 31

G 4c B Bernard
MacDonald it

Graham
2 Angelo*
Rlchman 4c Jackson
Eddie Gordon 4c

Nancy
Lowe ‘it Ladd
Musical Elliotts
E 4c J Slack

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 31

BUly Whittaker
Mlmi Law
Eric Marsh
Jack Lennard
Gradlner 4e Baxter
Frances Whitmer
Lillian Brow
Windmill Follies
Debs
HACKNEY

Empire (S) 31
Phyllis Dixey
Billy West Co
Billy Danvers
Morecambe 4e Wise
George Martin
Jack Tracey
Ballet Parrilenne

LEEDS
Empire (M) 31

Winifred Atwell
Jack Jacksob
Christine Norden
Jimmy Wheeler
3 Monarch*
T It G Durante
Peter Raynor
R 4c M Lamar
. LEICESTER

Palace (S) 31
Joe Stein
Louis Hayden
Fred Sloan
Max Carole
Eric Lloyd
Melville Birley
Vicky Raymond
Tih-Boult
Dumarte 4c Denzer

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 31

Peter Brough
Tony Hancok
Harold Taylor
Ronald Chesney
Peter Madden
Ravio 4c Rene
Jack Crisp 4c Jets
Edward Victor
Hattie Jacques

LONDON
Palladium (M) 31
Billy Daniels
3 Wlere Bros
Knles Chimpanzees
Vic Hyde
Warren Latona St

Sparks
Bernard * Miles
Fayne 4c Evans
Alexander Tp
Palladium Girls
P Grant Ballet
Skyrockets Ore
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 31
Carroll Levis Co
Michael Bentine
Tommy Jovcr
Raf Pat 4c Julian
D Sc J O'Duffy
Moxham Bros
Martcll Sis

NEWCASTLE
EtnpIrddM) 31

Max Wall
'

Dick James
Beryl Reid
Hedley Ward 3
P &+P Ppgo
Sherman Fisher Gls
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 31

Vic Oliver
Les Raynor 4c Betty
Seaton 4c O'Dell
2 Eddies
GaU Kendall
Victor Seaforth

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 31

Maurice Franch Co
Spanglers
Potter 4c Carole
R 4c J Penn
Vic Lennard

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 31

Blrdtand
Ravens
Stan Gotz Ore
Bill * Davis 3

Blue Angel
Arthur Blake
Harry Belafonte
Harmonlcaires
Stuart Ross
Ellis* Larkin Trio

Bon Soli*

Alberta Hunter
Kirkwood 4c
Goodman

Mae Barnes
Jimmy Daniel*
Three Riffs
Norene Tate
Chateau Madrid

De Castro Sis
Bergazza 4c
Tarrazza ,

Copacaptna
Jimmy Durante
Rosetta Shaw
Mayo Bros
Elaine Dunn
Harry Snow
M Durso Oro
F Marti Ore

El Chico
Roslta Rios
Ruth Vera
Ramonlta y Loon
Los Xey
Enrique Vlzcano O
Eduardo Roy

Havana-Madrfrf
Lao 4c La Minerva
Julie Mitchum
Don • Reynold*
Duffy Dcr*
Reyes Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Blltmore
Michael Kent Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Teddy Powell Oro
Rookies
Adrian Rollinl Trio
Nadine Sc Ray
"Schramm

Manuel Del Toro
Hotel Pierre

Yma Sumac
Mario 4c Floria
Chico Relli Ore
Stanley Melba Oro

Hotel Plaza
Evelyn Knight
Hocter 4c Byrd
Mark Monte Oro
Dick LaSalle Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Freddy Martin Ore,

Hotel St. Regis
Russell Nype
Yvette
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Oro
Sherry-Netherland
James Symington
Emil Coleman Ore

Hotel Statleri
Blue Barron Oro

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopoz Ore

Hotel Warwick
Three Suns

Latin Quarter
Joey Bishop *

Trio Bassi
Fcdl 4c Fed!
Costello Twins

Corliine 4c Tito
LaUa 4c Steffen
Ralph Young
Ebony Stevens
Pamela Dennis

La Vie En Rose
Jan Arden
Jana Jones
Dorothy Dandrldge
Phil Moore Trio
Le Ruvan Bleu

Patricia Bright
McCormicks
Bill Jacoby
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3
Leon A Eddie'*

Eddie Davis
Penny Copper
Roma
A1 Dellay

|

Argo 4c Faye
Oliver Dcrs
No. 1 Fifth Ave

Louise Howard
Mitchell Gregg
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster

Old Knick
Dick Bernle
Dolly Dawson
Dick Diana
Jerri Talbot

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Bob Melvin
Bobby Colt
Monica Lind
Nadya
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore

Park Ave.
Monique 4c Luchin

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields
Mimi Warren
Ernestine Holmes

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Two Guitar*
Arena Rane
Elena 4c Anatolt
Eli Spivak
Mischa Usdanoff
Michel Michon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles
Carmen Torres
Beverlee Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Tower*
Gene Rowlands
Two Shirts Sc Skirt
Bill Norvos 4c

Upstarts
Geo Hale Revue

|

Emile Petti Ore
Panchlto Ore

Village . Barn
Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Bourbon Sc Balne
Zeb Carver Ore
Pete Rubiiro
Village Vanguard
Albert Dckkcr.
Oscar Brand
Gloria Warner
Clarence Williams <•

Waldorf-Astoi la

Kyle MacDonnell
Ryan 4c McDonald
Nat Brandwynne O
Mischa Borr Oro

Wival
Sal Noble *

Bob Lee

UTMMT.MTAMI BEACH

Albion Hol.l
Sam Bari
Rose Gallo

Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
David Elliott
Arne Sultan
Beth Chnllls
Harvey Bell

Beachcomber
Bubbles Darleno
Mona Corey
Bonnlo Drake
Toni Bari
Mystory Girl
Jessica Rogers
Dave Tyler Ore
Doric Dale
Baby Dumplin
Vicki Guy
Maxic Furman
Mary Jo Ball
Jean Adair
Lilli Marlyno
Brook Club-Lounge
Chris Columbo
Skcets Minton
Stan Free Trio
Dory Claire
Zig & Vivian Baker
Helene

Willie Hollander
Tommy Nunex Ore
... Jehnlrt* Natal

. Michael strange
Tony Matas
Marlon Page
Jimmy Wood*

. Jewel Ben
Jackie May*
T C Jones
Art Weat
Mickey Mercer
Danny Sc Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie's

Murray Swanson
Eddie Guertin
Jackie Gordon
Jaclde King
Chuckle Fontaine
Gaby DeLane
Babe Baker Revue
Martinique Hotel

Allami A Dlard
Helen Aimce
Manolo A Ethel
Danny Yates Oro

Mother Kelly'*
Ann De Don
Melo-Tonts 3
Seers A Haymer

Mont* Carlo
Steve Gainer
Gomez A Beatrice
Arne Barnett 3

*

Nautilus Hotel
Jackie Winston
Jinnle Lowry
J Sc S Reyes
Freddie Calo Ore

La Rue's
Emil Coleman Oro
Chuy Reyes Ore

Paddock Club
Lois De Fee
Diane
Dolores Roselle
Stacy Calhoun
Marilyn Shaw
Flash Lane
Rusty Ambers
Bob Morris Ore

Park Avenue
Charlie Farrell
3 Continentals
Alfredo Seville
Joe Sodja
Robert Richter H't'l
Don Lanning
Roberta Sherwood
Charles Castel 3
Rohey Plaza Hotel
George Hines Ore
Sans Soucl Hotel
Alan Dale
Eddie Snyder
Sacasas Ore
Herman-Majner
Dancers
Saxony Hotel

Henri Rose
Jose Cortez Ora
Connie Howell
Tano Sc Dee

Sea Gull Hotel
Faith Condullo

’Charlie PaW*
Mae Sllvi Deri
Johnny Silvers Ore
Nlrma Cordova
Norman Lester
Tiny Kay#

tea isle Hefei
Frances Lager
Seymour Hoffman O
Shelbeum* Hotel
Juan 4wMarilyn "

Alan Kola Ore •:«

Shore Club
Sager Dancer* *
Arthur Warren Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Johnny Morrison
Toni Rave
Lillian Lee
Nella Apollo
Haveler Dcr*
Barry Mills Ore

Sorrento Hotel
Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club

Vagabonds (4)
Marla Neglla
George Horton
Sunnysldera*
Trlni Reyes
Morro-Landl* Dcrs
Preacher Rollo 5
Frank Llnile Ore

Golden Slipper
Bagels A Borsch Rv
Marty Gayle
Bernle Sloane
NIrma Cordova
Seldln A Winters
Johnny Silvers Ore
Sherry Frontenac

Four Bits
Lee Kobrin
San Kanez Ore
Frank A Lita
Leonora A Stan

Lord Tarolton
Michael Selker Ore
The Carltons

Allison Hotel
Beachcombers (4)
Enrico A Novello

Tony Pastor's
Louise Angel
Jackie Small
Noma MahlJIa
Linda Fonte
Diana DeVon
Joan Campbell
San Marino Hotel
Mgc Pepper
Qulntones (5)
Jackie A Michael
Larry Seldln Dcrs
President Madison
Stan Barrett
The Martins (2)
Sandra Starr
Brady A Barbara
Bob Regent Ore

Five O'Clock
Martha Raye
Gene Baylos
Rivleras
Ben Yost 5
Len Dawson Ore

New Ads

CHICAGO

Blackhawk
Bobby Wayne
Dick Hayman
Patrice and Russell
Jerry Glidden Ore

Chez Pare*
Carol Bruce
Cy Reeves
Son and Sunny
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables
Brian Farnon Ore
Edgewater Beach

Georgle Gobel
Tom. Dick A Carrie
D. Hild Dcrs (10)
Benny Strong O (14)

Conrad Hilton Hotel
Arnold Shoda *

Phil Romayne
Terry Brent
Threo Reporter*
Andrea Kckcsy
Jay Seiler
Scotty Marsh
Boulve-dears (8)

Orrln Tucker O '12)

Palmer House
K Thompson A .The
Williams Bros (4)

Pierre D'Angelo A
Ana

Martin Bros (2)

M Abbott Dcrs (8)

E O'Neal Ore (12)

LOS ANGELES

Ambassador Hotel
Carl Ravazza
De Marcos (2)

Eddie Bergman Ore
Bar of Music

Elsa Lanchester
Bobby Short
Felix pecola
Benno Rubinyi
Johnny David Oro
B Gray's Bandbox

Betty Reilly
Alan King
Hannon A Ryan
Bob Durwood

Blltmore Hotel
Anthony. Allyn Sc

Hodges
Weldler Bros (3)

Gall Gall
George Milan
Hal Derwin Ore

CIro's
Pearl Bailey
Dick Stabile Oro
Bobby Ramos Oro

Mocambo
Dick Contino
Eddie Oliver
Latln-Aircs

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Flamingo
Apr. 3-6

Tony Martin
George Moro Dcrs
Matty Malneck Ore

Apr. 7-20

Vaughn Monroe Ore
Ziggy Talent
Moonmalds
Moonmen
George . Moro Dcrs

Desert Inn
Lou Walters’ Latin
Quarter Rev

Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
Darvas A Julia
Marilyn Ross
Collette Fleurlol
Andre Phillippc
La 3 Pablos
Geneve Dawn
Gay A Harry Wells
Wallen Twins
Mullen Sisters
Lyn Allen
Lee Perkins

Latin Quarter Line
Carlton Hayes Ore

Thunderblrd
Jean Carroll
Napoleon Reed
Gehrig A
Weismuller

Duffy Dansations
Johnny O'Brien
Christina Carson
Normandie Boys
A1 Jahris Ore
Jack Martin Five
El Rancho Vegas
Samla Gamal
Tony Bennett
El Rancho Dcrs
Joy Walker
Jerry Pedersen
Louise Burnett
Ted Fio Rito Ore

Last Frontier
Modernaires
Rubinoff
Gil Johnson
J Devlyn Girl Rev
Bob Millar Ore
Don Baker

Casablanca Hotel
Lenny Kent
Beth Hunter
Alex Shey 3
Tito Puente Ore

Celebrity Club
Freddie Stewart

..

Ted Dorian
Alan Gale
The Haydocks (2)

Teddy King Ore
Clover Club

Nov-elltes 3
Edwards A Diane
Selma Marlowe Line
Tony Lopez Ore

Gaietv Club
Tommy Raft
Zorita
Rita Cortes
Marie Stowe
Gilda Rogers
Rusty Russell
Gaiety Girls
Ernie Bell Ore

Deauville
Joe Mooney
Hughie Barrett

Delano Hotel
Carolyn Wood
Zina Reyes

Official Series
"

,

- Continued from page 30

utilize various scripters. Sharpe

will also produce the “Robert Cum-

mings Show/' in which Cummings

will portray a real-estate agent

whose efforts to solve other peo-

ple’s problems result in amusing

consequences. This series will be

directed by Fred Guiol and script-

ed by Mitchell Lindeman, with

Julie Bishop cast as Cummings' vis-

a-vis.

Fourth series will be “Terry

and the Pirates,” produced by

Fairbanks' Dougfair, directed by

Richard Irving and scripted by

John and Gwen Bagni. Cast in-

cludes John Baer, Mari Blanchard,

Gloria Saunders, William Tracy

and Jack Kruschen. Based on the

comic strip, this series will be

grooved for an adult, rather than a

kid audience.

ALBERT DEKKER
Reading*
20 Mina.
Village Vanguard, N. V.

Albert Dekker, of legit and
films, Is continuing the trend in
nitery readings started here re-
cently by John Carradine. And,
incidentally, it's a revival of an old
Village Vanguard tradition. This
room at one time was an important
centre of Greenwich Village cul-
ture inasmuch as poets and litera-
teurs read their output here.
Dekker’s voice has the resonance

to fill large auditoria. : In this

situation he shows a reverence for
Edgar Aljen Poe, starting off by
telling something of the itragic life

of the poet-author. He provides
some further insight by reading
one of Poe's letters to a friend
in which he told of the tragic
death of his wife.
Dekker does 20 minutes in all,

impressing with an edited version
of “Tell-Tale Heart,” which builds
suspense and dramatic impact. In
the poetry department, he reads
“Annabelle Lee” and “Bells” as

the major works. He stresses the
dramatic side of these works too
much as it affects the essential

j

lyric content of the poems.
The success of two declaimers

in a row at this spot indicates that
there's something to this reading
racket. The literary life is again
being "discovered after all these
years. And it has its possibilities.

Just as the art houses are one of

the more profitable aspects of the
film exhibition business. Van-
guard bortiface Max Gordon may
have set in motion forces* which
may bring about a cafe version of
the sureseater. It 'may be an
American version of the political

cabinet in Europe. Jose.

DENNIS & MAXINE
Dance
12 Mins.
Prince George Hotel, Toronto
Dennis & Maxine, pair of Ca-

nadian kids, have been in revues,
plus the U. S. nightclub routes,
but arc now breaking in a new
routine strong on technique, com-
edy, youth and polish. Glide open-
ing in waltz time* is standard but
the one-arm lifts and centrifugal
spins scored begoff when caught.
With Maxine stacked in the

proper places, youngsters also dis-

play plenty of versatility, particu-
larly in their bouncy Castle Walk,
the male’s softshoe waltz-tap to
“Tea for Two” in the Pat Rooney
style while his partner is making
a costume change, their brisk and
vigorous Charleston, and a wow
finish in which the diminutive
brunet perches on her partner's
shoulders for stilt-walking effects.

Pair have looks and youthful en-
thusiasm, plus flash wardrobing,
and are okay for any entertain-
ment medium. McStay.

BIBI JOHNS
Songs
10 Mins.
Blue Angel, N. Y.

Bibi Johns is a pretty, whole-
some-looking little blonde whose
main shortcoming at this stage is

an apparent lack of experience.
Her soprano voice is pleasant, but
she could get much more out of
the lyrics; that factor is particu-
larly noticeable when she does
“Love.y There is a lot of sex to

be gotten out of the “Love” lyrics,

but Miss Johns, instead, gives it a

little-girl connotation.
Miss Johns does numbers in

English, her native Swedish and
in French. Surprisingly enough at
show caught, she shqwed more fa-

cility with the latter, her finale,

than the others, but that may have
been because she was warmed up
by then after an initial nervous-
ness. Kahn.

MITCHELL GREGG
Songs
15 Mins.
One Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

Mitchell Gregg is a virile-ldok-

ing singer with powerful pipes and
expressive phrasing* which should
makq him a good bet for musicom-
edy, vaude and vaudeo, as well as

niteries, once he gets more experi-
ence. He did considerable TV and
nitery work on the Coast prior to

returning to New York last year
for a role in the revival of the
Kem-Hammerstein “Music in the
Air.”
Gregg has a wide tenor range

that gets full dramatic play here
in a neatly-varied selection of

standards and pop oldies. Opens
with “Go On and Sing, My Heart”
and then hits paydirt with “I’ll Be
Seeing You,” which he milks for

romantic expression.- His “You’re
Breaking My Heart,” in Italian,

gets neat treatment but the tune
itself has become hackneyed and
so misses fire. Closer is “One for

the Road,” which again spotlights

his dramatic ability with a song.
Stal.

GLORIA WARNER
Song*
U Min*.
Village Vanguard, N. Y.

Gloria Warner, until recently a
schoolteacher in Florida, is a Wal-
ter Wlnchell discovery of last sea-
son who has just gotten around to
her N, Y, nitery bow. Miss War-
ner indicates that she can maltie

|

good on the commercial cafe cir-
cuit.

This room, is not a fating test
of her true potential inasmuch as*
the Vanguard draws an “intellect-
ual” clientele and Miss Warner's
routining is designed for the com-
mercial spots. She's got a good
voice, is personable, and has good
projection, though lacking in
warmth. Her talk is charming and
there is a nice quality to her sing-
ing. She’s well colffed and garbed.

Miss Warner needs a few more
dates before she’ll he eligible for
work in other media. x As it is,

she can hold down,'* a spot nicely
on the intime circuit. Jose.

OSCAR BRAND
With Phil Raiguel
Songs
15 Mins
Village Vanguard, N. Y.

Oscar Brand is known around
the offbeat entertainment centre*
and has appeared, on N. Y. radio
stations. He impresses as a capa-
ble balladeer, but needs season-
ing.

Brand has some good jnaterial
and has the feel of what to do with
it, but there’s a variance between
conception and execution. For
this occasion, he does some lighter
works with a comedy vein running
through. He’s aj>le to his
theme across, but- deliveries lack
the depth and maturity of some
predecessors who have worked this
spot, namely Richard Dyer-Ben-
nett, Harry Belafonte and Josh
White. Brand, however, display*
some personable traits that experi-
ence will develop. He’s assisted
by Phil Raiguel, who accompanies
him vocally and with the guitar,
banjo and violin. Jose.

TINA DIXON
~

Songs
6 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Portly Tina Dixon is a Negro
songstress whose repertoire leans
mainly toward blues. Her voice
doesn’t match the quality of some
of her contemporaries. However,
what she lacks vocalistically she
makes up in salesmanship.

In warbling such standards a*
“Jelly Roll Blues,” Miss Dixon
lingers on the lyrics in an interest-
ing way. A low-cut gown display*
her visual assets to advantage.
But whether these compliment or
detract from each number depends
upon the individual patron’s reac-
tion. She’s okay for theatres and
cafes in the Harlem idiom. Gilb.

ANTON Sc ANITA
Dance
8 Min*. '

Casino,- Toronto
Hungarian team of Anton &

Anita look set for the cafe and
video field. Their spins and lifts

are startlingly different, with
plenty of that no-hands technique

.m fullstage whirls, with girl hori-
zontal across her partner’s shoul-
ders.
Adagio work, unrelieved by any

comedy, packs plenty of thrilling
punch climax in the various rou-
tines, with pair also potent on
European deportment and ^offbeat
dance styling based on speed and
obvious danger. McStay.

HARMONICAIRES (2)

Harmonica
10 Mins.
Blue Angel, N. Y.

The Harmonicaires, tuxedoed,
personable two-man harmonica
team, go through the standard in-
strumentalizing, during which they
interpolate some light comedy.
Their payoff is the satire on the
Spike -Jones musicalizing. In the
latter they bring out a set of gadget
instruments which they blow for
laughs, and it's a good bow-off bit.

They're okay for the visual me-
dia, on the lower half, though they
could use some more special ma-
terial. Kahn.

GAIL MEREDITH
Songs
20 Mins.
Ritz Carlton, Montreal

Gail Meredith, Canadian-born
chirper, returns to Canada after a
song stint in the U. S. to make her
first Montreal appearance as an
intimery songstress at the Ritz
Cafe. Of medium height, blonde
and with an okay utardrobe, Miss
Meredith essays plenty of show
savvy to make her a cmch on the
boite circuit.

Leaning more to the special-

material type of number, Miss
(Continued on page 69)



6S NVOHT CLUBI REVIEWS
1952

Jimmy Durante with Eddie

Jackson, Jack Roth,. Jules- Buffano,

Candy Candido; Rosette Shaw,
Bros. (2)', Elaine Dunn,
Carr, Barry Snow, Copa
(8), Michael Durso and
Marti orchs; songs, Joan

Edwards & Lyn Duddy

;

$3.50-$5

minimum.

Mayo
Helen
Girls
Frank

Jimmy Durante is in for a

. quickie at the Podell-Entratter un-

derground mint and the place is

vibrating. This is no act; this is

a full-panoplied invasion with

large overtones of the charge of

the light brigade, and maybe even
Hannibal’^ promenade over the

Alps.

Entry of the Cyranpse some 30 “Acapulco. Polka;” Voice i$ steady
minutes after the prope* an(j pieas^nt. Her best is "‘The!
teed off post-midnight Thursday

xtivet* Seine” done in French and
(27) was signal for a vociferohs English. For a Latin medley, she
ovation by an SRO houset UK*

| ,^/swi +« Ufn «n/1 taVnc riff hv
comic acknowledged by personal-

ized greeting of ringsiders and
then went into his long “Gotta

rlne virtuoso who look* ipectacular

in hi* violent spaiikinjf of the in-

strument—jumping, and throwing

—rand goes over with hotter than
average success. ,

Senor Wong is new to the show
—a Chinese with a Latin in-

fluence. Material is really corny
but the effect of this odd mixture
of Orient and Latin makes for

plenty of laughs.
The Barrancos, mombo team,

sell flash and precision in first

minute on floor, and they stay

through two long and accelerated

numbers. They make a great im-
pression.
Abbe Lane looks delicious in

strapless stuff. All gowns fit snug
and show off her beauty. Tanned
and in a soft light, she opens with

comes .to life and takes off briefly

on a little rhumba. Sells in inti-

mate and friendly manner,
~ ' ittht. A* Show wraps up with another

Start Each Day With a Song de-
cllck routine by starlets, in stun-

vice that has served him so s^®sh- njng costumes, who tango with
ingly. in all media. If there complicated interweaving. Closing
suggestion of his tour de mayhem
being culled from his TV stints, it

didn’t seem to matter. These were
round hats, three - dimensioned
pianos and solid, touchable instru-

ments. The interrupted songs, the

timely placed gags, the shenani-

gans with the tooters and be-

sweatered Copa cutles,
-

including a

wrestling set-to with the latter,

drew salvo after salvo. Drummer
Jack Roth, long a Durante stal-J

wart, and pianist Jules Buffano
contributed telling assists.

The meotf bit with Candy
Candido hit the laffmeter jackpot

and then Eddie Jackson tied to-

is cleverly done as Cugat plays
theme, cast comes aboard and
dances to it, and light faded down
to spot which finally twinkles out
on maestro's fiddle and hands.
Whole show is fast moving and

interesting. It’s the first good
business since winter set in.

Mark.

Cagfthlanca., Miami B’ch
.
Miami Beach, March 30.

Lenny Kent, Beth Hunter, San
iCanez Orch; $2.50 minimum.

Playing his fifth date within a

cefher the last half of the 50-min-
1 year in this area, Lenny Kent has

Durante excursion with tan 1 - * * * " ^
ute _
dem items. It was one of those

click nights when the Jackson
cakewalk was good for a begoff

—

that and his song pairings in jump-
ing jack movements In the final

minutes, there was nothing that

could top the troupe's “Umbrlago”
reprise with the musicrew march-
ing off and on as cued by the
Schnozzola’s mock commands. This
was perhaps one of Durante's
greatest entertainments, played
against a minimum of “new” ma-
terial. However, a pat hand is

still the one to beat.

The precede to Durante was an
extremely pleasant display. The
Mayo Brqs. (2) showed over the
mark taps highlighting slides and
splits done on a small platform.
Followup comedy stuff was weak,
but they got back in stride with
some more leg fillips that put them
ahead. Production numbers of the
Copa Girls and singers Helen Carr
and Harry Snow pinpointed the

Hollywood, March 2L
Dick Contino, Eddie Oliver Orch

(6); $1.50, $2 minimum.

Current stand marks a return to

show biz for Dick Contino, but it s

a short-lived^one;. he's awaiting,

a

draft ' call that will put him in

service* probably within the next
fortnight. The Mocambo visit,

hdwever, should do much for Con-
tino's morale and convince doubt"
ers as to his future prospects.

Opening night turnout was hefty

and friendly, paced by a Danny-
Thomas introduction.

Stint is Contino’s first since his

draft law difficulties last year but
the layoff actually seems to have
improved

r
his Stuff. He’s never

been better ,and the fingerwork
that lifts Ids turn above the realm
of ordinary accordionistics has
never been more agile. For this

Sunset Strip spot, he’s offering a

bit of singing as well as squeeze-

box serenading and it’s worked In

to good effect. Crowd returned
him peak plaudits for every offer-

ing, and though this isn’t normal
entertainment fare for this room,
business should be pleasant.

.

Excellent backing of Eddie Oli.-

ver’s musicrew counterpoints Con-
tino’s stuff and the band also does
its usual good job on dance
chores. Kap.

Mount Royal? Mont’l
Montreal, March 26.

Pierre Cartier, Jo Sullivan, Max
Chamitov Orch (8) with Norma
Hutton, Dick Marshal Trio; $1,50
cover.

shifted his wares to the Morocco
Room of this big North Beach ho-
tel from what was his regular
stand, the Sans Souci Blue Sails
Room. From biz over the weekend
he looks to pack them in as heavily
as during his runs downtown-.

It’s a granted fact hereabouts
that Kent is one of the better
draws— for his dough— around,
given the right room and setup.
Where at the Sans Souci he played
one show nightly, in this 400-seater
he is setting up two shows, dinner
and supper. Essays the same rou-
tinings he’s projected before and
garners the same yocks, with aid of
new twists, in his

- now standard
Texan routine, plenty cleaned, up
and much more effective.

r Tiling Galled Love** aiidi

th* Thing* Yom A**.'' IWpatfg froih

ballad* to forge dr*matlc
1<Toreador

$o«g,” and legit “Serenade” from
‘Student Prince.”
> Followup tosses him among Fla-,

mingo Lovelies in special Sant Cos-

low tune, “Look Younger, Love
Longer.” Vehicle is more for the
femmes who. exercise some calis-

thenics, mutter doggerel* as Sher-
wood knits idea through production
chant. With, background of Lou
Holtz’ .“Merry-Go-Round,” plus,

this nitery date, Sherwood
,
can hit

theatres, TV, etc., for all-around

experience. He possesses above-par
voice and ability to deliver.

Panto’maniacs are pair of new-
comers to footlights saddled with
the almost 'passe record act. Nov-
elty of such mimicry has worn off,

making for extra hard work to get
over. One lad muggs Frankie
Laine’s “jezebel” to distaffer ring-
side for fair returns, and later
singles a Judy Canova in costume
while plainting “I Ain’t Got No-
body.” Best laughs emanate from
workout of “Go to Sleep,” using
man and wife hijinks.
Flamingo Lovelies put show on

the road With “Manhattan Sere-
nade,” backgrounded by Wayne
Sherwood’s offstage narrative of
New York folkways. Matty Malneck
orch sounds* solid, with "Nelson’s
conductor, Frank Perkins, giving
steady guidance during headliner’s
terpery. Will.

- /

Village Vanguard? N. V
Albert Dekker, Gloria Warner,

Oscar Brand with Phil Raiguel;
Clarence Williams Trio

;

$3.50 mini-
mum.

In their last show before they
shutter for Holy Week (starting

April 7) the Normandie Room of

the Mount Royal Hotel introduces
a new entry to the local cafe belt,

Jo Sullivan, and brings back Pierre
Cartier for his fourth stand in town

Combination of Cartier’s glib

magic and Miss Sullivan’s healthy
piping is solid hotel fare and sure-
fire in this room, which is patron-
ized for the most part by the
transient house guests, the more
sedate tourists and the expense-
account crowd.
Miss Sullivan takes the opening

slot and the tiny chirper comes
through with a group that is varied
hut at times a bit out of her range
despite a voice of better than aver-
age quality. An aria from “Romeo
and Juliet” draws a nifty reception;
likewise her interp of “Over the
Rainbow,” but a special-material

Emcees the proceedings, coming j^em went overboard and gal had a

Ti® °| P^er time trying to get back to the crowd
when caught.at risibilities of the familiars in the

room and. on general topics, for
the warmup. In own slot, he builds
to his Texan routine with takeoff
on Jack Cole after ad libs with

Cartier, as usual, exhibits the
old savvy that established

.
him

solidly in. previous spots around
town. He reprises the sword and

This Max Gordon operation
should draw from1 a comparatively
wide audience. The three- .per-
formers on this hill, each making
local nitery debut,' are sufficiently
diversified to draw from many
taste categories.

Topper is Albert Dekker, the ac-*

tor who does readings from Edgar
Allen Poe, with staunch support
from Gloria Warner, the ex-school-
marm who was the subject of Why
chell columnar, adulation for i

time, and balladeer Oscar Brand,
w.k. to many through radio and
dates off, the .commercial trails.

All are reviewed under New Acts.

This bill is the second to head-

UVU ei *#*e,Na *
. (fQtWWW) ^

This Manta Pro*er Hospict is In
the midst of* one of tha stronger
comebacks to h*v# been registered
on the cast *ld* this season. Since
the advent of Dorothy Dandridge
this spot hag been doing an SRo
trade. Surrounding show gets an
occasional refurbishing, hut the
Ndgro songstress remains the focal
point of the display.

N Newcomer on this occasion Is
Jah Arden, a younger brother of
singer Toni Arden, who impresses
with a set of well-developed pipes
Arden is growing as a singer and
stylist. His voice is essentially
warm, but his concentration on
style cause* -him to lose some of
the color. Nevertheless, the net
effect is more than enough to meet
this intimerie’a requirements.
Tunes include a good assortment
of ballads and rhythm. All his
selections are from the ranks of
standards, which in his case seems
to be good overall strategy. He
gets prolonged mittlngs at the end
of his turn.

‘

Miss Dandridge, with Phil Moore
Trio backing continues to Impress
with a sexy delivery and gowns
and chassis to match. With each
succeeding'Tperformance, she seems
to learn more about the room. She’s
mastered this cafe to the point
where she can project virtually
every gesture and npte to maximum
impact.
Other holdover is Robert Clary,

the petit piper kom Paris. Under-
sized tunester sells his stuff with
an,, exuberance worthy of Mickey
Rooney. He has .a good sense of
impish comedy. There are times
when he goes somewhat overboard
on pixie mannerisms, ‘but the mob
doesn’t seem to mind and he too
gets a hot palming.
Jan Jones is the -added singer

who works 2 a.m. show. Jose.

Giro9
*? London
London, March 26.

Katherine Dunham with Len-
wood Morris, Vanoye Atkins,
Lucille ElUs, Wilbert Bradley,
Ricardo Avalos, Arthur Bell, Lavi-
nia Hamilton, Leu Camacho, Lucie
Giiannel, Frances Taylor, La Rosa
Estrdda, Albert Laguerre, Rosalie
King, Miriam Burton, Milton Gray-
son, Victor M'Unn, Gordon Simp-

Choreography and direction,son.
line a reader, John Carradine hav- Katherine -Dunham; costumes, John
ing just completed a run here. It Pfdtt; musical direction, Bernardo

graceful tern-chirn reoertoire of r JTJ * town - He reprises tne sword andSeK
fn\

r
0
d^ten by Joan Edwards & Lyn Duddy nn tiniv rumble thf*n hie ,2 i, *i

ass routine easily ana
helDed liven the nroceedings. 2

n ^ „^
nlels ’ tfte

2 ir
s

u
na

* lards all stanzas with his fast patterneipea
__
nven tne __proceeamKs, double-talk resume of the show for w nVn*r

especially .lyric-wise. Rosette Shaw
is good when bouncing out such
numbers as “You're the Top” and
“Old Black Magic,” but can omit
the dramatic, overstylized cleffings
without hurting her future in the
thrushing sweepstakes. Still, her
serious stuff represents a laudable
try. Trau.

Riverside Hotel? Reno
Reno, March 26.

Xavier Cugat, Abbe Lane, Eddie
Garson, Dulcina, The Barrancos

,

Diablito, Senor Wong, Orch (12),
Starlets ( 12 ) ;

no cover or mini-
mum.

This show has distinction of be
ing the first to fill the house nightly
since the record snow-pack stopped
traffic from entering Reno this
winter. .

From Cugat’s opening gun, even
including the second Monday night
show which has a rep in all local

spots of resembling a morgue, the
show has been capacity. George
Moro’s Riverside Starlets turn out
with two of their best routines yet.

They open show with a fast and
involved dance to “Cumana.”

Cugat’s teeoff number, “Begin
the Beguine,”. has all the trim-
mings of flute, fiddle, and special
lighting and is nicely staged and
mqkes good listening. Band then
reVs up on ‘‘Mombo No. 5,” a
frantic thing that turns Dulcina
loose. Dulcina and Diablito flank
the band and are phenom in speed
and grace.

Eddie Garson is a ventriloquist
who comes on with Congo drum,
chants a moment, and out springs
his Chico Chico. Chatter is cute
and Garson is flawless in his ven-
tro. The conversation is some-
times so fast it appears the voices
are overlapping. When Garson
carries on a four-way conversation
with Chico Chico, his sister Chi-
quita, a telephone operator, and
another gent on the phone, talent
Is really shown. Illusion is perfect
and draws top returns. Act bows
off with a Latino duet.

Dulcina comes back for>a fast
song and prance through ‘Oye
begra.” El Gringo is the tambou-

latecomers for a wrapup.
Beth Hunter (worked here last

season in “Borscht Capades” and
at Copa City) is a much* Improved
thrush with a high ranging and
well versed -set of pipes. Only fault I

is continued top-note punching
where more shading on lyric in-
terps could add to impact. Withal,
she belts them with mixture of
standards which include a solid
“My Man” with dedication to late
Fannie Brice; a Negro spiritual,
“Lucky Ol’ Sun,” and for the top-
per, her Yiddish lieder done in
typical cantorial style. She's
gowned and coiffed in smarter
manner than last season. A potent
bet for video and cafes once she
gets that shading into her arrange-
ments.
San Kanez orch oleay on the

backings. Lary.

accented effectively for okay yocks.
The Chamitov band backs entire

revue with style and Nick Marshall
cuts the interlude music handily.

Newt.

Flamingo, Las Vegas
Las Yegas, March 20.

Gene Nelson, Wayne Sherwood,
Pantomaniacs (2), Flamingo Love
lies (8), Matty Malneck Orch ( 10 )

;

no cover or minimum.

may reach trend proportions. After
all it’s a gimmick to utilizb some
of the* world’s greatest writing,
and it’s a method of showing that
the human voice is a highly ex-
pressive instrument.' Dekker com-
municates a mood that starts with
his own reverence for Poe and then
delves into his interpretations of
various works of this master. Dek-
ker not only holds the crowd bilt
hits a jackpot mitting.

Miss Warner indicates that she’ll
work out well on the commercial
nitery stands and Oscar Brand
shows a potential for a limited
number of cafe situations.
The Clarence Williams Trio

showbacks and provides the dansa-
patien. Jose,

Noriega; Ronnie O'Dell Orch,
Ramon Lopez Rhuma Band

;

$6.50
minimum.

Barlmry Room? Boston
Boston, March 28.

Nitery operators have been fac-

ing a critical period during the
past few weeks, particularly with
the decline in society patronage as

a result of Court mourning. Man-
agements have been undecided on
the best method to be adopted to

stem the depression. Mostly, there
has been a tendency towards cau-
tion, and many of the cabaret
attractions during the past few
weeks have Had all the appearance
of a stopgap approach.
Now, in the midst of this period

of uncertainty, Giro’s has come
through with an* expensive name.
The Katherine Dunham troupe has
been booked for four weeks on

If

Gene Nelson’s arrival via pix
into nitery terps has been accom-
plished through vaude preeming of
his act. Inserted between theatre
dates in this Flamingo fortnight
which promises to lure heavy traf-
fic.

Nelson has assembled his choreos
into a class display

'
good for top

rooms anywhere. Youthful appear-
ance, warm manner of gab delivery,
plus knowledge of terp craft melt
frost present, if any. “Lullaby of
Broadway” warbled and then lightly
legged, gets him Underway. Clever
idea of solving breathers between
rounds is lacing on of several
types of dancing shoes for each

The current engagement of Jack turn. Exhibits some extraordinary
Si Eddie Eden can only be regard- leaping and lfegmania when he
ed as a stopgap for this de luxe zooms to top of a spinet for smash
Mayfair cafe. Offering is below close of “Zing Went the Strings
standard in quality and has little of My Heart.” Unusual brief session
value as a drawing card. This was has him, dancing with spotlight

Bagatelle, London
London, March 25.

Jack & Eddie Eden, Edmundo
Ros Rhumba Orch, Arnold Bailey
Swingtet; $5 minimum.

guarantee and percentage.

,
opening-night business (at upped

Paul Clement Trio, Harrington- prices) is a guide, the booking
nf7i TVin / l Justifies the confidence of Theo,

who major domos.at this chic West
By an odd quirk in booking, the End nitery. Advance reservations

popular. Darbury Room is current- insured capacity house and about
ly showcasing two local musical 200 were turned away,
groups, the Paul Clement Trio and The elegant room, decorated
the Harrington - Pauli Trio, both with palm leaves for the occasion,
with the same instrumentation, was filled with show biz personali-
piano, bass and vibes. It’s seldom ties who came en masse to par-
that a spot will book in two similar tipate in Miss Dunham’s first

groups, but it appeal to click okay European cabaret date. The com-
here, for the combos have diversi- pany has had a lio. 1 reputation
fied repertoires which do not over- since it first played London four
lap and q^tch has a. distinctive style, or. five years ago, and currently is

The Clement Trio, comprised of winding a three-mouth season at

leader-bassist Clement, pianist the Cambridge Theatre.
Leo De Carlo and Vibranarpist Lou For this nitery engagement, half
Magnano, has been together for a,dozen pop items from the Cam-
more than five years and during bridge show have been selected to

that time boys h&ve dreamed up provide a contrasting, yet invigor-
an assortment of musical gimmicks ating, entertainment. Inevitably,

I 1 1 . 1 . A • I «
*

reflected on opening night wheq
biz was not up to average.

Although the audience was more
restrained than usual, the Edens
did little to raise their spirits. The
dud—one at the piano and the
other standing alongside—special-
ize in original material, but a few
of their numbers have topical al-

lusions which are out of date. The
humor is a minus quantity and an
attempt to emulate the Ink Spots
registers only moderately.

If thq Edens are hoping for a
click in their forthcoming Ameri-
can tour, they must launch a quick
rewrite job on their lyrics. They
are not made of the stuff to com-
mand public favor.
The two resident orchs, Ed

mundo Ros and Arnold Bailey,
provide the terping music in fine

style. Myra.

beam to “Laura.” Pace changer is
“Wine, Women and Song,” sung
first and then frisked neatly. A gin
mill scene with terps to “St. Louis
Blues” is tops in his packet of well-
wrought routines.

Fine technique in leaps, butter-
flies, and sustaining of mood lifts
this one into fine art category. Ad
lib sesh with ‘Tea for Two” is by
way of begoff and receives peak
encomiums after Nelson rounds
stage whipping himself into many
spot butterflies.
Wayne Sherwood, another nitery

tyro, clicks with song session dem-
onstrating clear, baritone pipes. Al-
though he is presented to disadvan-
tage by having to gab as emcee
forcing a self-intro, young warbler
surmounts to finish way ahead
Puts every ounce of feeling into

I each number,' coupling -“What Is

suitable for intime rooms. Guys
handle pops and standards in slick
fashion, vocalize singly or as a
group, honor customers’ requests
and in general dish out a neat
brand of rhythms and music. Mag-
nano is particularly solid on the
vibes and occasionally 'gives out
with an uninhibited sesh of pound-
ing reminiscent of Lionel. Hamp-
ton.

"

The Harrington-Paull Trio, oi>
ganized a couple of years ago, is

a disciplined unit which showcases
trio vocalizing. The instrumental
arrangements, while subdued, lean
slightly towards the bop depart-
ment. Boys vocalize such stand-
ards as “Basin St.,” “When You're
Smiling” and insert an instru-
mental “Symphony Sid” for change
of pace. Lineup consists of bassist
Steve Harrington, former vocalist
with Baron Hugo orch, and the
Pauli Brothers—George on the 88
and Ralph on vibes and drums.

Both groups score nicely with
patrons. Elie.

customers who have seen both
shows may complain that their

particular favorite item has been
omitted, but a sincere attempt has
been made to offer a balanced
show within the confines of the
more limited floor space. For pop
consumption the dance routines
include. the Latin stuff, and for a

touch of nostalgia there are
snippets from a bunch of early

20th-century 'tunes followed by
terps from the '20s.

Presentation has been given all

the staging qualities of a full-scale

production. Wardrobe is colorful

and varied and one . of London s

leading lighting experts, Robert
Nesbitt, has been called in to

insure the pro technical touch so

frequently lacking in ' West End
niteries. The Ihusical background-
ing also represents a ./departure

from normal routine with the two
house orchs combining with native

musicians to provide a vivid,

rhythmic— and somewhat noisy
I accompaniment. ; Myro.
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Atte With IT- *>
1T-,{-e Howard, Mitchell Gregg,

nob Dome^ Harold FonoiUe,

Biael Webster w cover cr mini-

mum. . .

t nnise Howard, one of the

oerennials at this Manhattan in-

FSie is hack for her ninth or

infhstand, and she's using almost

Jhfsame comedy materialW she

broke in oh here. As a result, ex-

cept for- the yocks frpm her few

fnns who apparently are amused

no matter what she does, her spot-

fighting at the top of -the bill slo^s

the pace. Mitchell ' Gregg, new
male singer, holds down ’the other

folo spot, with regulars Hob
Downey & Harold Fonville, at the

twin pianos, *and Hazel Webster,

with her 98’ing interludes, round-

ing out the lineup. . ..

just back from a European tour,

Miss Howard is as raucous and un-

inhibited as ever, giving evidence

that she could Stand up with the

best of the belt-’em-out comedi-

ennes provided she had the right

material. After a mildly funny
opening in which she kids Paris,

she swings into a takeoff on “Old

Soft Shoe” as the groundwork for

some satire on oldtime vaude. It’s

a clever idea but suffers
1from tired

gags.
*

On the more impertinent side is

her rendition of a tune which she

claims to have picked up in Eng-
land, titled “Everybody Wants to

Go to Heaven,” on which she ac-

comps herself on a uke. It’s okay

for a pace-changer. She closes

with her standard bit on a floozy

speakeasy pianist during. the Pro-

hibition era. It’s still • good for

some laughs but is weighed down
so heavily by antiquated jokes that

it never gets rolling. Miss Howard
4s a talented comedienne, hut she

should see about some new mate-
rial, and fast.

Gregg, who pleases with a round
of standard tunes, is reviewed un-
der New Acts. Downey, the
genial manager of the room, teams
with Fonville for some solid

pianistics, socking across
4

such
things as Richard Rodgers* “King
and I” score and “Slaughter on
10th Avenue.” Due take turns
backing the solo acts. Miss Web-
ster fills in competently on the in-

between music. Stal.

Chez Farce* Montreal
Montreal, March 28.

Deep River Boys (5), June &
Martin Barrett, Don Dellaire, Boots
McKenna Line (7), Palm de Luca
Orch (8), Peter Barry combo (5);
85c admission.

TBFr NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 69
iugly fine dramatic soprano and
smartly routined, act.

As a sirenish satirist, this weil-
stacked 1 chanteuse carries enough
tangy individuality to keep blase
gadabouts bug-eyed-and-eared. Her
impish, excellently voiced “.Car-
men ’ number, in a costume that
doesn t hide her beautiful under-
pinnings, immediately breaks down
audiences to point of guffaws.
More obvious is her striptease

version of “Sweet Mystery of
Life,” but it has the same air of r
frothy, knowing mockery she puts,
into her impressions of Hildegarde
and Ethel Merman. Her metier
lies more in operatic satires on the
order of “Habanera” and “Gypsy
Song.” Her show-piece, “Love for
Sale,” is given a tremendously
vivid, sexy dramatization. Leonard
Kobric is her personal accom-
panist.

Circus flavor creeps into the Al-
pine revue when Lalage, formerly
of the Ringling big tents, performs
nimble nipups and. drops on a tra-
peze. With a nice sense of dra-
matic timing she does about 60
spectacular giant one-arm swings
on X web. Two new banks of
floodlights above the hydraulic
rising stage are used effectively
in this stunt. „

Freddie Michael is a disarmingly
youthful aero wonder-boy in hand-
stands, lifts and contortionists
feats, all handled with easy grace.
Boy has to take extra bow after
Herman Pirchner, club owner and
emcee, explains that Michael was
a bedridden victim of- polio up to
age of 14.

Seven Tanzarettes, a dance line
organized here, cut a bright im-
pression although working too hard
and nervously on opening night.
Their jungle fantasy looks too
gaudy in costuming but the comely
gals hoof with steaming vitality

and smilingly.
Dave Ennis’ orch, a veteran

group, in briskly cueing shows, gets
together with dancers in one of
those bucolic 'audience - participa-
tion numbers that still go over
with visiting firemen. It segues
into Ennis’ “lead-a-band” switch-
eroo that is also so popular he
couldn’t drop it if he wanted to.

Pullen.

Nothing helps biz and gives the
Chez Paree a lift like a stint by
the Deep River Boys. Just returned
from a click tour of the British
Isles, the Deeps (with new. tenor
Carter Wilson) have as solid a
songalog as ever.

Riding out with a rollicking
“Lucky Old Sun” as an opener,
the group maintains a' fine tempo
from the pops to such clinchers as
“September Song” for plenty of
palming. Of all the similar outfits
who have played this room in past
couple of years, this combo has
the edge from both the visual, and
vocal angles. Instead of glomming
the mike throughout, they move
around the floor and break away
from the static presentation .of like
entertainers with some good ' vis-
ual patterns that sell but never get
in the way of general harmonizing.
Terpsters June & Martin Bar-

rett do well in a short session that
is mainly tap stuff. The male half
of duo tends to predominate with
his over-enthusiasm ana pacing is
in need of overhaul for better ef-
fects.

The Boots McKenna girls come
to life in preseht show with their
best routines to date. Their “Pre-
lude to the Blues,” with baritone
Don Dellaire setting the mood,
P,lc k’s up more than the usual
plaudits. Palm de Luca batons ade-
quate show music and the Peter
parry rhumbaists keep the Latin-
inclined customers satisfied.

Newt.

Copm? Pitt
„rl„ „

Pittsburgh, March 27.
Will Mastin Trio with Sammy

Davis, Jr.; Jackie Kahane, Miriam
Sage Dancers (4), Hy Edwards
Orch (5); $l.75-$2.50 minimum.

Copa pulled a lD-strike in grab-
bing the Will Mastin Trio with
Sammy Davis, Jr., for the usually
weak Lenten season. On the heels
of their two TV guest-shot clicks
on Eddie Cantor’s “Colgate Com-
edy Hour,” only one of which
came through here, act’s hotter
than a pistol. Not only that, but
hoys deliver in spades. They're
givmg Lenny Litman’s spot a week
such as this room hasn’t had in a
long time.
Of course, young Davis is the

sparkplug of the Mastins, which in-
clude his uncle, Will Mastin, and
his father, Sammy Davis, Sr., and
he’s probably one of the outstand-
ing talents extant these days.,
Junior Davis has everything; he’s
i terrific hoofer, his pipes are
op drawer, his comedy timing is
practically perfect and his mimicry
is tops. Takeoffs aren’t just passed
out willy-nilly, but. they’re . neatly*
worked into the routine, and his
Mario Lanza, Jimmy Stewarjt, Jim-
my Cagney and Jerry Lewis, espe-
cially the latter, are sock. Davis
is currently polishing up an im-
pression of Johnnie Ray doing
Cry” that should be great for

iiim.

Mastin and the older Davis do
some okay hoofing during the turn
and manage to stay nicely in the
background without making a show
of it' while Davis, fils, is doing his
stuff. And he does plenty. Crowd
here simply refused to take no
for an answer even though kid
was begging off out of sheer ex-
haustion.

Jackie Kahane m.c.’s the layout
and he’s a glib, engaging comic
with an easy delivery, an ingratiat-
ing manner and a nice gift for the
easy throwaway. Material-wise,
Kahane’s still looking, but even so
his stuff has improved over his
last few vjsits to the Copa and so
has Kahane himself. He could be
right up there in a short time with
the proper guidance. Miriam

Ruby Foo’s* Montreal
Montreal, March 26.

Lucille & Eddie Roberts, Len
Berger, Fred Toldy, Joska de Bar-

bary; no cover or minimum.

The Starlight Room at Ruby
Foo’s is an ideal layout for the
.thought-transmission gimmicks of

Lucille & Eddie Roberts, and duo
sell -act as strongly as before de
spite frequent appearances in this

town. Leading off with a few card
and magico items as a warmup,
team segue into their mental mo
ments with male touring the room
as femme stands on the small stage

and, blindfolded, identifies any
object given to him; calls out

patron names, tells where they’re

from, and generally baffles every
one.
Combo have socko showmanship

at all times; patter by the guy is

brief and salted with an occasiona 1

gag to keep interest going through
out the room—no mean chore in

this rather awkward, layout plus

competition frpm the bar.

Between productions, pianist Len
Berger and violinist Joska de Bar-

bary team up for some okay in-

terlude music with Fred Toldy
spelling Berger for the nostalgic

and semi-classical stuff. Newt.

mechanically with gestures and
movement almost pat. Of course,
show has been playing to half a
room most the time, but effort
still should be made, Her poten-
tial is undoubted.
She does a half-hearted Sophie

Tucker and Beatrice Kay—both
naturals for her—but again, she
seemed to be holding back. Her
“Them There Eyes” brings nice
returns.
Honey Bros, are a shot in the

arm 'as they charge on for some
violent dipicing and comedy. Trio
does some sensational tossing
around of each other, all with
tongue in , cheek. Efforts leave
even the. customers breathless.
Some clever dialog fits into the
acrobatics and dancing.
Ben Lessy & Patti Moore are

an energetic combo with all the
vaudevillian flash and vivacity.
Most of their stuff is singing
standards—with their own lyrics

—

sometimes double entendre. *but
never crude.

Lessy does a piano stint • with
his accompanist, ^Martin Denny,
playing things like “Chinatown,”
and even a few bars with his nose
on the keyboard. He and Patti
Moore then swing off with “Sweet
Violets,” better than the usual
lyrics, and “Wait Til the Sun
Shines Nellie..” A final bit to

“Melancholy Baby” has the Honey
Bros, come on stage behind them,
in long underwear, engaging in aj
quiet little sequence of hilarious
poses—with no apparent rhyme or
reason. Lessy & Moore are on
stage about 40 minutes but' never
lack for a bright moment.

Mark.

Washington, London
London. March 27.

“Ballerina On Ice,” starring Maj
Britt with Bennett, Margaret Elli-

son, Shelly Trice; choreography,
Maj Britt; Al Tabor Orch, Jose
Trio; $4 minimum.

Ice cabaret is an innovation for
British night spots and its inau-
guration, with Maj Britt as prin-
cipal dancer, at the Washington
Hotel is an experiment that com-
mands wide interest. A miniature

Sage Dancers, a long-running unit rink, measuring 10 by 10 feet, has
here, always deliver. Gals are been installed in the restaurant
goodlooking, attractively costumed, and the company includes a trio of
expertly trained, and their routines girls. * ~
have plenty of zip and class Hy* The experiment has a poten
Edwards only has five men on the
bandstand, but no act or dancer
has yet complained. Cohen.

E«14yg% E* c*
Kansas City, March 28,

The Honey Dreamers (5), Buster
Shaver & Olive, Tony DiPcwdo
Orch (8); $1 cover.

Return of the Horiey Dreamers
here is more thlui an ordinary
booking, since they had to cancel
out last summer In the midst of
the July flood. This engagement is

a followup to that interruption,
and the singing group is making up
for what the house missed last
summer. Biz is buxom, attesting
the worth of the Dreamers' name
and TV rep.
The Eddys have set this one up

as a two-act affair, with Buster
Shaver and his cute little girlfriend
in a standard song and dance turn
of their own. They lead off with
midget -Olive warbling with Shaver
at the piano, then swing into ball*
room terp with aero work and win
with rhythmic “Ballin’ the Jack.”
They do their work in accomplish-
ed manner, scoring On the novelty
appeal of the unusual partnership.

In their 30 minutes, Honey.
Dreamers (Marian Bye, Patty
McGovern, Bob Davis, Lou Ander-
son and Bob Mitchell) combine
their rhythmic vocals with ex-
pressive choreography to earmark
their work as among the finest of
singing ensembles today.
As starters they pick a couple

from the current pop* list, doing
“Please ,Mr. Sun” in. slower ballad
fashion, then switching to a bouncy
version of “Tiger Rag,” both draw-
ing nice mitt. “It’s Curtain Time”
midway is a montage of Broad-
way showtunesj “Another Open-
ing, Another Show,” “Wonder-
ful Guy,” “Whistle a Happy
Tune,” “Bewitched,” “Hostess with
the Mostest,” “Top Banana,” “The
Dog. Song” and “Guys and Dolls”
make up a neat resume of-musicals
neatly done.

“Chicken Song” fills the novelty
hill and “Pretty Eyed Baby” is a
rhythmic holdover from previous
hit parades, one of their best bits.

With Bob Mitchell leading the way,
they give a choral effect to “You’ll
Never Walk Alone.” Then switch
to an energetic “Shadrach” and
close with “Home Town Band” in
which Davis and Andersoh add to
the proceedings with instrumental
work. It’s classy entertainment
and heartily approved by the cus-
tomers throughout. Quin.

Torch Cluli,.N. Y®
Ray Bourbon, T. C. Jones,

Mickey Mercer, Juan Luis &
Lenora; $3.50 minimum.

novelty value, but the restricted
space gives the artists little or no

j

opportunity to 'demonstrate their
prowess* on the blades. The grace
and glides normally associated
with ice shows are neces*sarily ab-
sent, and the repertoire has been
adapted to fit the severe limita-
tions of the rink.

Within those limitations, the
company puts on a brave show.

This new east side drinking
spot, oh the site of the defunct ,, ...

Jack Eigen club, is dipping into en
°Sfl

1
c

1

dangerous waters for its pulling ^gbjy competitive^days. The

The lavender-scented poll- modified routinespower.
cy might work as a penny-catcher,
once word gets around the so-

prano-hipped circles that new
camping grounds have been estab-

do not match
the undoubted talents of Miss
Britt, and although she was re-

sponsible for the choreography,
has not been able to do justice

i,,hed On owning niSt“(28)“it to herself - A floor at least twife

least, the joint was loaded with ^
hesi

J
G °f

tn
G
achieve

6
the °a

1

nt*cf
ambig“°us characters of both ‘“d^gorathrg enter!

„orLify
Ie

identifle
U
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but ’ the ^"e star's three solos, the

tertainnSent results 'can
11

be cate- most Pleasing is her Can-Can ren-

lorieSw defined as negative Rky dition, but although she has the

nnnrhnn the Siow^s tooliner sets floor to herself, the restriction of“e ^hS^ott S
an‘l -—‘J

New Acte
Continued from page Q1

together, seven routines are in

eluded in the stint, running just

under 30 minutes, but all suffer

from the same handicap. Myro.

Alpine Village* Clove®
,

Cleveland, March 27.
.
Ernestine Mercer, Leonard Kob-

nc. Lalage, Freddie Michael
,
Tanza-

rettes (7), Hans -Reiss, Dave Ennis
Orch (7); $1,50 mlnirfium.

For the last two- months Alpine

Hu ba
.

s
.

been experimenting
vith Hawaiian and Chinese pack-
age revues which didn’t come upm the standards of this theatre-
lestaurant, It gets back in its
stride with Ernestine Mercer sex-
mg up a revue that has everything
from real talent to colorful novel-
ties and a punchy closer.

.

* or this, Miss Mercer 6f the
Amazonian curves rates most
judos. Sultry . songstress, who
clicked at New York’s Latin Quar-
ter, bowled over first-highterfc with
aer\ Dagmar-llke .charms* .sprpsis-

Clover* Portland* Ore
Portland, Ore., March 26.

Joaquin Garay, Heller & Helene
Herman Jobelman Orch (.5); no
minimum; $1'20 cover, $1.80 Sat.

Bossmen Ferguson and O’Hara
have booked themselves an SRO
show this inning despite the un-

usually Jheavy traffic of sock name
attractions in town this week.
Joaquin Garay is making his

Pacific Northwest debut at this ace

nitery and smashed over on open-

ing night for more than an hour
with his golden pipes, gags, im-

pressions, and polished showman-
ship. Handsome guy comes on with

a song' and has the house in his

mitt from entry.

He chirps in Spanish, French,

Italian, Yiddish, Mexican, and'

Irish; sprinkles the tunes with

original lyrics; and adds plenty of

zoom to establish himself as one

of the finest all-arpund entertainers

ever to appear in this city. His

best bets were “Clancy Lowered
The Boom.” “Enjoy Yourself' and

“Smoke, Smoke, Smoke.” He gra-

ciously begged off after an hour

and 20 minutes.
Heller & Helene open the show

with some nifty barroom stuff. Guy
puts the orb-filling gal through

some difficult lifts and spins. Better

than average team, they show class

and skill. Herman Jobelman’s boys

back deftly and set the temoo for

dajncing. -
*

female characterizations. This sort

of thing can be done with some
taste and finesse, but Bourbon
misses.- His routine tires after 20
minutes, but the fans adored him.

T. C. Jones, another female im- Contment&I* Moncrecal
personator, has a more legitimate Montreal, March 26
turn in better taste, but he only Pierre Dudan, The Caribbeans
has fair capabilities. Jones does

( 3 ) # Chris Cross, Leon LachaAce,
takeoffs on Katharine Hepburn, Johnny di Mario Orch (6), Bill

Bette Davis and Edith Piaf in suit- Moody Trio; 85c admission.
able coifs. However, he drags out
each impression way beyond what Paying little heed to the gloom
they’re worth and his carbons only sters who use the Lenten season as
have superficial accuracy. an excuse for empty tables, boni

Juan Luis & Lenora, in the face Jack Horn breaks out extra
opening spot, are a standard Latin <\0in t0 0ffer 0Ile 0f the best shows
hoofing team unfortunately lim- seen in the Continental Cafe for
ited by the small size of this room s sometime
floor. . Their flamenco-styled terp- current headliner, the man-
ing is neatly handled. Luis, how- agement introduces Pierre Dudan
ever, should cut down his vocal- to localites and this tall, amiable
ling stints, particularly that stale Frenchman has no trouble selling
KCn.ntfl. Urkrttfio Wnnoip” number. j j;_- u:„Spanish Boogie Woogie
Mickey Mercer doubles as emcee

and vocalist in acceptable style.

Mercer’s high tenor voice fits the

atmosphere and he delivers a

brace of standards with moderate
impact. Herm.

Mapes. Skyroom* Romo

his songs and spreading his charm
around this big, low-ceilinged

boite.
Kickoff in this neat showcase

goes to the Caribbeans, tv;o guys
and a gal, who set patrons in a

good mood with polished hoofing.

General choreography is a cut

above the usual and despite an

Reno, March 28. apparent glut of this type dancing

Ben Lessy & Patti Moore, The (a la Jack Cole) the Caribbeans are

Honey Bros. < 3 ) , Josephine Eon- right up there with the best. Most

taine Hal Pruden’s Orch (8); no of their sets feature the femme

cover or minimum. member of troupe and the reason

is obvious when the clientele views

This show was unfortunate her physical attributes. She can

enough to get* in on Reno’s first also terp.
.

bad winter. Business was off and Ventro artist Chris Cross scores

houses were empty most the time, with his collection of dol
{j?

P?r"

Pnntfline onens show ticularly his life-sized Mae Westish

Meredith scores with such items as
“How I Got My Start” and ‘“That’s
All You Were After.” Segueing
into the pop field, she creates only
a so-so impression with a thread-
bare Galypso, “Never" Too Tired,”
which has a tendency to be labored
for obvious yocks, and a torchy
“St. Louis Blues,” which could
stand a more sophisticated inter-
pretation in this sort of room.
Gal has smooth manner and an

easy approach to each song. The
experience nnd training gained
tyom singing- with bands, in the-
atres and on TV is evident at all

times. Occasionally, some of her
stures are oleyed too broadly

for a small
there.

cafe but the basis is

Newt.

Josephine Fontaine opens show

and pulls eyes with a well-filled

strapless. She sings with a nice

.huskiness but gives impresh she

l could do
,
pwefc. pore*

,
sejl/s I t\p^.

,

ticularly
, , .

character. Material is okay and his

payoff, a tiny figure under the

trick lights, garners hefty ^ocep-
N.cwL :

DANNY ALEXANDER
Dancing
5 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Danny Alexander has a fine

noyelty turn in hi's rope-dancing.
In bowing at the Apollo, the Negro
lad opens briskly with some
snappy hoofing sans rope. Then
seizing the manila, he gets off
spirited stepping while simultane-
ously jumping the line.

Alexander 'occar’onory drops to •

his knees without a miscue. His
is a neat exam ole of muscular co-
ordination, and he rates as a sight
act suitable for most visual m"d«*a.
He’s also well groomed in light
trousers, white shoes and E’sen-
hpwer jacket. Gilb.

STANLEY* BAXTER
Comedy
9 Mins.
C'tizcns’ Theatre, Glasgow
Young Scot is new on the com-

edy horizon, ! avintf sw’tched lately

from legit to dame comedy and
burlesque c’.owning.

He reveals ton ta’cnt in takeoff
of middle-class gentility and snob-
bery. Femme impersonations are
ton-rate, though restricted in ap-
peal through comedy use of dia-

lect. Facial humor has much pos-

sibility for. video work.
Okay for general vaude dates

and intimate revue, and also pos-

sible nitery spottings where Scotch

is understood. Gord.

Pat Henning to London
Pat Henning has been signed for

the Palladium, London, starting

Monday (7).

He’ll be on the bill headed by

?P, >••••
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assist from accompanist Benny
|

Payne, #ock#d with ft flow »£ l^ne*
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“Glory of Eastef* tplth’Miirtc gSgS^’ OWfc pX^bSifo^ ThTdiii* fiE*
ffall Symph {Raymond Paige, al- a balance of now and old matexiaL

( 15)
• "Meek Danny Wilson (U),

J^ange on the comedy bits, to add
rector), Music Ball Ensemble, The bouse orch was on stage to rslewed in Variety Jan. 16, 195^,

continued aud interest. Tall crew-
’

. cutted lad whb does the lfitros Is

Blanketing both the stage and an intelligent looking guy who adds
. • « «% jJ. _ - • . * • J 1. f .. ±w1S-
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Gertrude Lockway

;

“Spring Song back the artist in their renowned

with Carla Willyoung,
Grace fashion.

Thomas, William Maun, Loretta

Hamilton, Patricia Drylie, Corps de

Ballet, Andrea Dancers (3), Ed-

ward Ruhl, Choral Ensemble, Bela

Kremo, Rockettes; entire produc-

tion staged by Leon Leonidojf;

settings, James Stewart Morcom

;

costumes designed by Frank Spen-

cer ( executed by H. Rogge ) ;
light-

ing, Eugene Braun; special lyrics,

Albert Stillman; "Singin* in the

Rain” (M-G ), reviewed in Variety

March 12, '52,

After a long season in Peep

Show,” the three Wiere Bros.,

assisted by Mildred
t

Seymour,
enhance their already high reputa-

tion with their laugh loaded

film- shows at the Paramount, Frank cjasg ana contrast via his talk.

Elissa Jayne has herself a twist

on acro-dancers with her patter

that leads into a “can Bette Davis”
do this idea for her eventual tfpins

Sinatra is making a solid ‘come-

back” in the current layout with

the strong b.o. fully credited to

^xx „ — v- . . him. That “comeback” role is a w *„* *—
routine. Their top-grade precision unique spot for any performer ^ flips> Balancing work of .Re
work and perfect timing, coupled grossing over $600,000 in all show nald & Rudy sets well, with their
with their unmistakable sense of Wz media last year, but coming muscular control work bringing the
humor, gives the act a distinctive after j^g recent agency, video and
gloss. domestic hassles, Sinatra is proy-

AIso playing a Palladium return ing that he’s still a potent marquee
visit is multi-instrumentalist Vic factor. • *

Hyde, who plays several brass This, of course, ' iSn’t lp years
simultaneously and winds with an

ag0 when lean kid with the bowtie
, ingenious one-man-band, control-

an(j reiaxed, voice set a new bobby-
Come Christmas and Easter, the ling drums with one foot, cymbals gox yogue- for romantic crooners..

almost duty-bound ^th another, piano with one hand
styles have changed _slnce Sinatra

„ v*— • V -

gasps. Les Rhode and house orch
are okay on the backgroundings^

Lary.

* Apollo, N* Y.
The Clovers (3), James Moody

Orch (11), Eddie Heywood Trio,

Music nail is amostauiy-oounu *£5^ theother Act Ge^miUhifeT
to repeat the awe-inspiring reli- makes solid impact and registers

a neyr
.

generation of kids are now Bandits” (Rep),
gious pageants that have been its in encouraging style. screaming for other idols. But,

holiday forte for years. “The Na- The Palladium Tiller Girls, per despite all that, Sinatra is * still Traditional pre-Easter amuse-i
tivity” is the Hall’s strong point at custom, open the show in a routine pulling the customers and showing ment biz <-iimip finds the Apollo
the Yuletide, and now, again, for 0f moderate appeal, but soon give more b.o. stamina than most of the ^th a lightweight bill this week.
Easter, it’s “Glory of Easter” that way to the Great& Alexander freakish and ephemeral song styl- Moreover, the theatre temporally
. m ~

ists 0f the day. drops vaude starting Friday (4) ahd
From the ranks of show busi- resumes April 11. Holy Week

ness, a flock of celebs, including shelving of stage entertainment has
Jimmy. Durante, Phil Silvers and long been a house policy.

is the religious spectacle to pro-

vide the lure for the tourists. And
with good reason. For no matter

how often it has been presented
here it remains a lesson in show-
manship and entertainment.

How producer Leon Leonldoff

and his able staff are able to ma-
neuver the series of turntable
stages; the complex lighting sys-

tem; the beautiful costuming; the
musical integrations—all these es-

cape to a considerable degree. the

casual layman eye witnessing the

finished product. They must cer-

tainly be part of a great ingenuity
in order to achieve the effects that

draw customer ohs and ahs.

There is. little that can now be
said of “Glory of Easter,” the al-

Troupe, a sextet of springboard

acrobats with a boisterous and
j

energetic routine. Impressions by
Tony Fayne & David Evans are

mainly of local appeal with sport-

ing characters predominating. They
have pleasing style and their ma-
terial is more than adequate.

KSiie’s Film Chimpanzees are an
endearing bunch of animals who
cover a lot of familiar ground, -but

specialize in some novel hand
balances. They* applaud them-

Although the current stanza

lacks a top marquee name, the
session nevertheless adds up to fair

entertainment. -James Moody band
starts the. layout rolling with a
brassy opener; “Mad Wednesday/*
With three rhythm, three reed, and

Jackie Gleason, turned up on open-
ing day (26) for brief on-stage in-,

tros. It was an infra-trade “vote

of confidence” in Sinatra.

Still a slick piper of songs in

his" own genre, Sinatra over the
years hias developed a stage polish •

, , - ,, , , -

hflinnpes ’inew aupiaua mem- and overall showmanship savvy five brass, the* neatly attired crew

selvM— iust tT show they taow that add importantly to his selling is inclined to oyerahress tte noise

thevYe eo^d qualities. That savvy, incidentally, to the detriment »f the melbdy.
tneyre gooa.

in tmnrinv during his current In contrast to the volume of
Bernard' Miles one of Britain s .

. h he
y
has to face the in- Moody’s crew is the soft Instru-

most versatile artists (he’s a film L
c£un« from the juves mental work of the Eddie Heywood

actor, director and producer, as
audience who have - been Trio. Long a top pianist, Heywood

well as a vauder), makes a Pleasing
gllow!ne the ^cSudes of Ms deftly caresses-the ivories to de-

impression with his out of-the-rut iv-
+ qinatra handles all of velop the maximum audience po-

wavs ^mD^ssive°iO^minute specta- *ct as a rustic - He }s an accom“
thiJ 'lu^elV^nd“with a genial tential on suchtunes as “Cheek to2? gfp enSe Music Hall plished raconteur and rates a non-
corned? flawor I?one of the heck- Cheek” “Jealousy” and “Begin

ensemble takes part. Gertrude vlc,ous sort the Begulne." Bass and drum give

Lockway is the soloist on “Kam-
enoi Ostrow,” a vocal touch to an
exciting pageant of religious faith.

The variety portion of the bill

follows, after an intermission/ and
it’s a potpourri that socks home.
There’s a pastoral scene in which
the ballet corps is importantly in-

volved, after which follows the
“Window Shopping” fashion pa-
tade of models, attired in the lat-

est spring numbers submitted by
the top couturiers. It’s an obvious
plug for the designers, but an in-

teresting show nevertheless in the
manner in which it is all staged.

The Andrea Dancers, two men
and a femme, do an exciting bal-

ancing act in which the girl is

mostly, tossed around like a rub-
ber ball. They’re show-stoppers
with intricate stunts and showman-
ship.

The show’s other outstanding

Latona & Sparks, firm faves here,

qualify for another clicko reception
with their standard routine.

Major innovation in the current
bill is the inauguration of the
Pauline Grant Ballet troupe, with
ex-Sadler’s Wells terper Gillian

Lynne featured. The opening
routine, with the accompanying

Sinatra is delivering .a straight

song turn this time which^Qontrasts
with his last appearance on this

stage with Dagmar. • Probably,
Sinatra would do better in punch-
ing up his turn with the same
kind of gag-and-song routine in-

stead of banking solely on the
vocals. It would give him more

music by Leroy Anderson, attains
ofPPortunities for a well-rounded

fine standard. Principal dancers aC£ an(j would cut ‘down any in-
have style and poise and the vi(B0US comparisons with the cur-
choreography combines charm with rent crop 0f vocalists.
simplicity.

him fine backing and the overall-

result is hefty.
The Clovers, who are handed

top billing, are a vocal quintet
showing considerable improvement
over their last date here. Boys are
developing more of their own style

and their arrangements likewise
are better. Accomped by a guitar,

they warble “Needless,” “Fool”
and “Love You Heart and Soul,”
among others.

Introed as “King of the tenor
sax returned from. European

MV™' Sinatra’s repertory is heavily ac- triumphs,” Moody is spotlighted in

Chicago Clil
Chicago, March 28.

Lewis & Van, Nita & Peppi,
Grade Barrie, Larry 'Storch, Louis
Basil Orch; "Wild North” (M-G).

cented on the standards with such
numbers as “World On A String,”
“Could Write A Book,” “Black|
Magic,” ‘'Hear- A Rhapsody’’ and
“Birth of the Blues.” For hi£ en-
cores, Sinatra handles requests
from the audience including the
inevitable “Nancy.” The distance
that Sinatra has travelled over the

a couple of instrumental tunes at
the finale. Working with a smaller
unit culled from his band, he dis-
plays a fine sense of rhythm and
improvisation on ^Body and Soul"
and “Moodi for Love.”

Songstress Tina Dixon and terper
Danny Alexander are reviewed
under New Acts. Sandwiched in

While this stageshow might hot decade is sharniv oointed ud the session are a couple of standard

feature is the novelty juggling of be sockhoxoffice these two weeks the appearance on stage of a comedy bits supplied by George
Bela Kremo, whose occasional before Easter, it has all the ele-

misses at show caught failed to dis- ments of a fine revue. It s bal-

tract from the overall socko of his anced fare and plays smoothly,

performance. Kremo could pick Lewis & Van ar& good openers
up stronger comedy bits to detract with "their taps. Especially bright

young “Danny Wilson” vocalist Wiltshire, Vivian Harris, Dusty

prize winner, Ted Sanford, who de- Fletcher, et al. Though timeworn,
*. - ... _ » . . J.U A AM MMMM A J. Alt* A|««a4>A M4.

livers one tune with unsophisti-
cated uncertainty.
The rest of the show provides

the routines reap a fair quota of
laughs. Gilb.

from the misses, but otherwise h$’s is their unison work on the minia- firm backing to Sinatra. Frank Fon-
a strong crowd-pleaser."

An apt trailer for the picture

—

“Singin’ in the Rain”—is the finale

“rain” number. Kahn.

Palladium, London
London, March 25.

Billy Daniels (with Benny
Payne), Wiere Bros. (3) (with

ture stairs. There could have even
been a little more of this stint.

They follow with some excellent
steps and then come back with
strawhats for reprise of the “Old
Soft Shoe” which gets them off

strongly.

Nita & Peppi are a youthful bal-
ancing team who haven’t been
around before but are a smash act.

Mildred' Seymour), Pauline Grant ^ther
Ballet (16), Vic Hyde, Tony Fayne 2
& David Evans, Great Alexander lass doing twists while youth

- - — - is straightening from a bend. Roll-
ups off and on a table and back-
off are punchy, capped by boff
finish via femme doing some run-
ning flips and male palm-catching
her aloft and carrying her offstage
for heavy applause.

Grade Barrie is a welcome re-
peat, but her intro is somewhat
mothy. ' She does the ballad,
“Cry” in okay fashion, but it’s the
special material the seatholders go
for. She has a new- bit about the

Troupe (6), Knie’s Film Chimpan-
zees, Bernard Miles, Warren,
Latona & Sparks, Palladium Tiller
Girls (16), Woolf Phillips Sky-
rockets Orch.

With its second vaude bill of the
season the Palladium gets into its

normal stride, having an American
headliner and a couple more U. S.

acts in the bill.

Engagement of Billy Daniels as
the starring attraction represented
a bold gamble on the part of im-
presario Val Parnell. The vocalist
was largely an unknown quantity
to British audiences. Few of his
disks have been widely circulated
and little was known of his style
and talent beyond a favored record-
ing of “Black Magic.” Latter had
been aired on a aisle jockey pro-
gram, and a TV preview two nights
before his Palladium debut.

taine hits his string of carbons,
running the gamut of standard im-
pressions from Arthur Godfrey,
through Winston Churchill to Billy
Eckstine, Vaughn Monroe and
Johnnie Ray. His special material
takeoff on a sweepstakes winner is

particularly effective. Fontaine,
however, seems lost without his
script, and his ad libbed comments
are limply unfunny.
In the opening spot, June Hutton

hits with a brace of pop tunes.
Blonde looker has a neat rhythm
attack that sells in surefire style.

Her book includes “Tenderly,”
“Just A Little Girl” and a medley
of show tunes.
Drummer Buddy Rich heads a

good orch and emcees the -bir with
a clever line of chatter! Herm.

Empire^ Glasgow
,

Glasgow, March 27.
Two-a-night Variety, with Jack

Crisp & Jeta, Harold Taylor, Ravic
(2), Tony Hancock, Ronald Ches-
ney, Edward Victor, Peter Brough
& “Archie Andrews,” with Hattie
Jacques, Peter Madden; Empire
Orch under Bill Matthew.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, March 30.

Alan Dale, Paul Gray, Merry
jl \jxt k/uc juaa a Aft^vr mu omvuv uic | * * . «-ii» ' w 1 -t A

hillbillies in the mountains since Elissa Jayne, Renald &
made inroads there- and
with paraphrase, with

m aa /\-P

TV has
follows
slightly salty lyrics, of “I’m Going
to Live Till I Die.” Comely songs-
tress also registers with another
takeoff on “Sunday Kind of Love.”

Larry Storch has discarded

Rudy, Les Rhode House Orch;
"Bugles In The Afternoon” (WB).

Accent is on comedy in the line-
up this week. Overall it’s divert-
ing vaude.

Topliner Alan Dale makes for a
many of the- standard motion pic- solid song salesman who also ap-
ture apings he once did with re- plies his vocalistic talents to take-
suit that stint seems much strong-

m1 .
.
er. He has some amusing quickies

That the gamble looks like pay- before going into his English fight
dirt was indicated by the roaring
first-night reception. Daniels got
the boflo Palladium treatment
when he wound his 30-minute stint
with his two best tunes, “My
Yiddishe Momma” and “Black
Magic.”

Daniels opened his act cautious-
ly. and with his first couple of
numbers, “Just One of Those
Things” and “September Song,”
was obviously feeling his way.
Then he showed a firm mastery of
tlie audience and in his own exu-
berant fashion, with tremendous

announcer, by now almost a clas
sic, and follows with some more
quick dialect bits. There’s a real
staunch piece about a dancer from
pic, “David and Bathsheba,” with
a Bronx accent, but payoff is less-

ened with abrupt ending. “Darkest
Africa” sketch is a groovey thing
with comic doing a few bars on
the sax and strutting off. He closes
with another old but still hardy
bit on a lady barfly. Louis Basil,
per usual, does a bright job as
emcee and band conductor.

Zabe.

offs on the better tunestars for a
well received turn. Mixture of the
pops is adroitly handled to *add to
impact.

In the top comedy slot, Paul
Gray impresses with his quietly,
albeit effectively delivered melange
of mostly original ideas that start
them giggling and build into laugh
elements. Stuff is off-trail and de-
liberately zany. This usually tough
house for a comic went for him all

the way at show caught.
Merry Mutes added to show

build with their recording-pantos.
Looking like a pair of fugitive Ivy
Leaguers, they turn up a consist-
ent array of special platters using*.

1

Britain’s top radio vent, Peter
Brough, is here currently with his
doll of equal fame, “Archie An-
drews.” Show is obvibusly aimed
at moppets and falls down badly
on adult appeal, being thinfiish in
parts and drawn out.
The doll dons Highland dress to

become a real Scotch laddie as a
kind of Archie MacAndrews.
There’s no doubting the talent of
Brough, a most pleasant and relax-
ed ventriloquist. An “Educating
Archie” sketch, with able support
from Hattie Jacques, Peter Madden
and Tony Hancock, Is included to
maintain the radio flavor.
From Hancock, rising name in

British vaude, there are comedy
impersonation’s, notably one of a
James A. Fitzpatrick travelog, and
Ronald Chesney entertains in ac
complished fashion on the har-
monica. *

Curiously, the best act is from
one of the smaller names, the good
old-fashionecLshadowgraph turn of
Edward Victor, making all kinds
of characters and animals with deft
manipulation of the hands. Ravic
and partner offer acrobatic -thrills

on roller skates.
Verdict must be this Is a slight

show, ending on a contrived party
note by inviting members of the
audience on stage.
When variety does this, it’s prac

tically certain it must be short of
good material. There has been
increasing evidence in recent weeks
that British vaude is getting
shorter of good entertaining acts
to buttress touring bills fully,

Fluke success of many performers
via radio i§ one reason. Gord.

Washington, March 30.
Johnnit Ray, Joey Adams with

Al Kelly, Rollo fc Bonnie Pickert
John Tio, Sam Jack Kaufman
House Orch (161; “Japanese War
Bride” (20th),

Show biz is traditionally a busi-
ness of overnight phenomena, of
seven-day wonders. Johnnie Ray,
current rage of the jukeboxes and
teenagers, defies description or
analysis. An indication of the
singer’s appeal lies in fact that
town’s critics who might be ex-
pected to tear apart this unortho-
dox product of the sticks, unani-
mously showed their fascination
for the guy in rave reviews.

Whatever else Ray is, he’s un-
doubtedly a slick showman. Having
hit on an attention-getting ptyle,
he plays it to the hilt, working
himself and his 'audience into a
literal frenzy 'of emotion. He al-
ternates between the essentially
homey, humble farm hoy of his
patter, to the schizophrenic of his
songs. He bounds on stage, leaps
off, and punctuates his self-accom-
panied tunes with unrepressed arm
flinging, tossing of his body, and
finally a single dramatic gesture,
sometimes dropping to his knees,
dther times sagging in his piano
chair in exhaustion. As he wails
and emotes, hi? youthful fans sup-
ply a Greek chorus of shrieks.
Though customers are largely be-
low voting age, the elders who
wander in react with equal be-
wilderment and fascination. It all

adds up to boff biz for the Capitol.
Rundown of the Ray routine is

as follows; '“Walking My Baby
Home,” sung with tragic effects;
“Faith and Hope,” a Ray original,
introduced with a canny “This
is my Ma and Fa’s favorite”
pitch; “Please Don’t Talk About
Me When I’m Gone”; “Broken-
Hearted,” with overtones that
bring tears of sympathy from the
femmes; “September Song,” an
offbeat version that impressed as
tasteless and not up the Ray alley;

and, finally, “Cry, the. tune with
real tears and the works. Voice-
wise, singer has an unusual quality
and plenty of warmth', but no real
depth-- or lasting value. Actually,,
he’s sounder on the ivories than
singing. Total effect is amazing.
Backing up headliner is as solid

a lineup as Capitol has had in
weeks. Joey Adams, with his cur-
rent teammate, Al Kelly, has an
act with far more universal ap-
peal than his former Tony Canzo-
neri-Mark Plant comho. Though
essentially a comic with adult ap-
peal, Adams seemed to

.
reach the

level of his juve audience at
show caught and clicked straight
through. With the borscht belt

gags eliminated, he impressed as
consistently funny and in control
of the galleries. Al Kelly, with his
double-talk and sandpaper voice,
makes a good foil for Adams’ em-
ceeing. Together, they’re a hep act
and rate the fine reaction they
garner.

.

Rounding out this solid layout
are two acts with accent on novel-
ty. John Tio, the little man with
the talking bird, delights in the
special way that only animals and
moppets can. His act is good hu-
mored and tops of its kind, with
his feathered partner coming
through on cue with a routine of
whistles, talking, takeoffs on ani-

mals and humans, and tricks. In
he curtain-raising slot are two
bright, bouncy terpfcrs, Rollo &
Bonnie Pickert, whose enthusiasm
almost convinces one they’re first-

rate. Actually, they’re fairly rou-
tine, except for their bounce, and
for some catchy stunts. Best of

these is their terping on stilts.

Lowe.

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, March 28.

Guy Mitchell, Bamberger & Pam,
The Elimars, Anton Sc Anita, Jesse,

James & Cornell Trio, Jimmie
Cameron

, .
Archie Stone House

Orch; "Magic Face” (Col).

Husky-voiced Guy Mitchell is

packing in the teenagers, plus jam-
ming the stagedoor alley, for a
song sesh that looms big at the
Casino. With Joe Antman, his

pianist-arranger, in the pit, Mitch-
ell whams over his “Liberty Belle’

and then into tempo changes with
a log of “Charmaine,” “The Rov-
ing Kind” and “My Heart Cries for

You,” all fo sock returns. Kids
induced to come in for handclap-
ping and community sing partici-

pation. Bouncy “My Truly. Fair”
and “Keep on Smiling” ' rated a
rousing begoff finish when caught.
Whole 65-minute stage stanza has

plenty of speed and diversity, with
Anton & Anita (New Acts) over
big for their dancing; the Elimars
for clever juggling on the slack

wire; Freddie Bamberger & Pam
for patter, plus burlesqued classics

and boogie-woogie • at the grand;
Jesse, James & Cornell, with their

twirling tray dance, tap challenges,
glides and leaps. McStuy.
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Pacific,’ ‘King'in Colossus Status

Payoff on Duo to Date
“South Pacific” and “King and**

T-- current Kodgers-Hammerstein « . <n . ,
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c^- Hylton Gets Remains’;

Schedlhe sSue of™ industry Talks ‘Wagon’ for London
in themselves. As of March 3, the Jack Hylton has acquired the

former paid another $200,000 dm- London production rights to “Re-

dend, bringing its total distributed mains to Be Seen” and is reported-

orofit to $2,795,020.93. At the same ly working out details of a deal

time,
' “King” issued a $100,000 foi “Paint Your Wagon.” Former

dividend as its initial profit dis- show, a comedy by Howard Lind-
tribution. .

say and Russel Crouse, was pro-

With two • companies, SP has duced by Leland Hayward. It’s

been netting an average combined currently touring a 198-perform
profit of about $17,000 a week re- ance run on Broadway. “Wagon,’
cently, the accountant's statement a musical with book and lyrics by
shows. “King” has been netting Alan Jay Lerner and score by
around $11,000 a week. “SP” will Frederick Loewe, was produced by
be three years old next Monday <7). Cheryl Crawford. It’s at the Shu-
“King” was one year old last Sat- bert, N. Y.

urday (29). “SP” was capitalized Hylton’s London edition of “Call
at $225,000 and cost $185,000 to Me Madam” had a smash opening
produce. “King” was financed at recently. He previously had pro-
$360,000 and cost $131,000 to pro- duced such Broadway hits

“Kiss Me Kate” and
Shoes” in London.

as
‘High Button

‘Remains’ Vamps

With 30G Profit

duce,
Accounting discloses that the op-

erating profit of the original Broad-

way production of “SP” was $34,-

838.05 for the four weeks ended
March 1, bringing its total net to

$1,370,811.53 for 152 weeks’ opera-

tion. For the same five-week period

the touring edition earned $51,-

270.16, bringing its total profit to

$1,330,814.77 for 98 weeks’ opera-

tion.

In addition to the combined “Remains to Be Seen,” which
total of $2,701,626.30” operating started a road tour last week in
profits on the two productions, Cleveland, represented a profit of
there was $220,302.65 revenue about $30,000 on Its 198-perform-
from South Pacific Enterprises, in- ance run, ended March 22. That
eluding recording royalties, fees for included the show's 40% share of
use of the title, etc. After deduc- the $125,000 film sale. Thus far,
tion^ of $29^219.29^ paid /to Coast $25,000 has actually ‘been distrib-

uted on the $75,000 investment.
According to the most recent

accountant’s statement, the How
ard Lindsay-Russel Crouse farce
had earned back $74,020.07 of its

$88,727.68 original cost as of

March 1, leaving $14,707.61 still

to be recouped. However, operat-
ing losses for the final three weeks

Philadelphia, April 1. of the run, plus closing expenses,

The Council of the Living The- are estimated to have totaled

atre will link forces with the around $3,500

Theatre Guild and the American At the moment, the liquid assets

Theatre Society in organizing a of the Leland Hayward production
festival season of plays here with include around $10,000 undistrib-
a view to restoring the “road” and uted cash balance, plus $12,000 in
revitalizing the stage on a nation- bonds and $10,000 sinking fund,
wide basis. Film proceeds are still due.
Kickoff will take place April 15,

with ceremonies at the 143-year-

producer Edwin Lester (in con-
(Continued on page 76)

Festival Season Prepped

For Philly to Hypo Legit

Subscriptions Setup

old Walnut Street Theatre. Kath- WiVNF VIGF WAIST0N
arine Cornell, national chairman

"A**™1 ifAliOUln

FOR LONDON ‘PACIFIC’
of the Council, will unveil a plaque
(donated by her co-chairman Rob-
ert E. Sherwood) honoring the
Walnut as “the oldest structure in
the U. S. wholly devoted to the
living theatre.”

Festival season has another tie-
in locally with the comitiemoration
of 200 years of the living theatre in
America, because founders of the
professional stage first found en-

Fredd Wayne, who clicked on
Broadway two seasons ago in “Tex-
as, Li'l Darlin’,” sails today (Wed.)
on the Liberte to take over the fea

tured comedy role of Luther Billis

in the London production of

“South Pacific.” He’ll go into the
cast April 14, succeeding Ray
Walston, who’s withdrawing, re-

N.Y. City Ballet Visit

To Spain Stirs Protests
Visit of the N. Y. City Ballet to

Barcelona this month, as first date
of a five-month European tour, has
aroused protest from several politi-
cal groups and individuals. Some

|

50 well-known dance-world names i

signed one protest petition. Basis
of protest is their anti-Franco feel-
ing.

Three-week Spanish engagement
was pencilled in by Leon Leoni-
doff, Paris impresario, who is book-
ing the troupe through Europe, and

Another 20G Divvy Paid
Another $20,000 dividend on

^
Gentlemen Prefer B'ondes” Was

company sees no politics involved.
! [

s
^
ue(* l^st

,jy
eek ’

tal profits thus far to $460,000 on
the Herman Levin-Olivcr Smith
production. Show is currently play-
ing the second week of a fortnight
stand in Pittsburgh.
The musical version of the Anita

Loos original, with book by the
authoress and Joseph Fields, tunes
by Jule Styne and lyrics by Leo
Robin, had operating profits of

$20,866.03 for the four weeks end-
ed March 15. That brought the to-

tal net on the show to date to

$511,657.43. The production, fi-

nanced at $200,000, actually cost

$208,000 to bring in.

Still due are the proceeds from
the $150,000 sale of the screen
rights to 20th-Fox. Initial payment
of $29,375 of the show’s *40% share
•of that is du* next Sept. 1, and
the $30,625 balance is due in Janu-
ary, 1953.

Playwright’s 600G Estate

Entangled in Confusion

Of Four Separate Wills
Playwright Le Roy Clemens,

who died in St. Petersburg, Fla.,

last December, left an involvement
of wills. Four wills have been dis-
covered, and a Connecticut court
is expected to hand down a rulin'?,

around the end of the month
whether one of the testaments
should be okayed. Estate involves
around $100,000.
The 63-year-old Clemens either

wrote or collaborated on more
than a dozen full-length plays, in-

cluding “Aloma of the South
Seas,” “Alias the Deacon,” “Tin
Pan Alley,” “The Hurdy Gurdy
Man” and “Let Tommy Do It.” He
turned out three film scripts as
wejl as a number of vaude sketches
and one-act plays.

First will of Clemens was mad a

in 1932, but later was cancelled.
He drew up another in 1944 in

which he. left $5,000 to Mrs. Eliza-
beth Miele of Colemans Station.
N. Y. However, attorney Jerome
F. T. Tobin, who represents Clem-
ens’ brother, Victor, is seeking to
have th’s document set aside.

Clemens also made a will in
1947 in Hot Springs, Ark., which
bears signatures of two witnesses
under Arkansas law. Last will was
made in Connecticut with two wit-
nesses on April 28, 1949. But
when executors Jack Connolly and
Grant Woods attempted to have
the 1949 testament probated, it

was tossed out by a Connecticut
court, since laws of that state call

ior three witnesses on a will.

Connolly, incidentally, is a film
executive with- the U. S. State
Dept, and was named Clemens’
executor, since he was an old class-

mate of the playwright. Woods,
the other executor, is director of
the Skowhegan (Me.) Players.

In attempting to set aside the
1944 will, Tobin has submitted a
duplicate of the original of the

L949 Hot Springs will to a Wash-
ington, Conn., court for approval.
Decision was reserved on whether
this document should be admitted
to probate. Residuary estate, it’s

understood, goes to Victor Clem-
ens, the sole survivor. Playwright
Clemens never * married.

— 4- Ralph Bellamy is set to be the

mi l 9 ft • it I
next president of Actors Equity,

Blondes bain Now 4b0b; Star- has agreed to serve, is
7 figured certain of election. He will

succeed Clarence Derwent, whose
third two-year term is about to
expire and who has declined to
run again. The union's annual
membership meeting and election
will be held on a Friday, the last

week in May or first week in June,
at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.

In addition to Bellamy, the full

ticket announced yesterday (Tues.)

by the nominating committee in-

cludes Maurice Evans, first vice-

president; Raymond Massey, sec-

ond v.p.; Frederick O’Neal, third
v.p.; Margalo Gillmore, fourth v.p.*

Paul Dullzell, treasurer, and Holm
Effrat, recording secretary. „•

For the council, to serve five

years: John Drew Devereaux, John
Forsythe, Mariorle Gateson, Rich-
ard Gordon, Juanita Hall, Kath-
erine Meskill, Claudia Morgan, El-
liott Nugent, Kent Smith and
Frederic Tozere. Council replace-
ments, to serve three years: George
Britton and Rusty Lane, Council
replacement, to serve two years:
Dort Clark.
The second vice-president of

Equity for the last several years,
$pllamy previously refused to be
a candidate for the presidency two
years ago, when he was approached
as a possible successor to Derwent,
who expressed the wish to step
down at that time. However, Bel-
lamy has now agreed' to run in
order to work for the five-branch
merger plan, of which he’s a strong
advocate. As a former member of
the Screen Actors Guild board and
a current star in television (“Man
Against Crime,” on CBS-TV), he’*
figured in excellent position to
bring 4 the various union faction*
together on merger.

Swire to Coast;

Simou With 4A’s

couragement in this city in Wil- portedly for a film assignment.
!
iaiV Plumstead’s warehouse, back while appearing in the Rodgersm 1752. • Hammerstein-Logan musical, the
A committee of 500 locals will actor plans to double in nitery en-

act as a liaison group between the gagements in a comedy sketch rd*-
ttieatregomg public- and the pro- cently written by Roger Adams and
ciucers m formulating a subscrip- Doro Maugham,
tion program. The Philadelphia
committee will hold a luncheon at w , a «, n
the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel fol- 16111 UpCmlE DCftSOIl
lowing the ceremonies at the .. „ . .

^r^,fb:taugi
e
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MuDe<I^
resentative Broadway delegation Danbury,* Conn,, April 1.

will be present at the luncheon. Tent operetta and musical com-
Actually, the festival season edy season is being projected on a

locally will be largely an extension Route 7 site north of Danbury,
of the Theatre Guild-American next to the White Turkey Inn, by
Theatre Society’s present program. James Westerfield, actor-producer.
It will raise the number of produc- and Stephen Rose, TV producer,
tions given here on subscription Theater-in-round plan, similar
from six to 12, Test campaigns to that which has operated on the
this year, in three “pilot” cities Danbury Fair Grounds the past

(Cincinnati, Cleveland and Pitts- two summers and with which Wes-
hurgh) proved encouraging and led terfield was associated in -the first

the Council, et al., to plunge season, is being promoted among
ahead for 1952-’53. The- Phila- potential investors in this area,
delphia program wall be followed Norton Levine of New Haven is

next in Minneapolis and other key repping Westerfield.
Clt’es. Capacity of 1,500 and six-time-a-

Spokesmen for the festival sea- week sked is aim, starting June
son say Philly will need to raise 30. Pencilled season includes
aoout 12,000 subscribers to carry “Show Boat,” “Naughty Marietta,'

A?r°o
Week bo°kiugs. Present Guild- “Annie Get Your Gun,” Tinian's

£ k.
subscription is about 8,000. Rainbow,” “Rosalinda,” and “Car-

uascriptions wall guarantee pro- men Jones” with all-colorcd cast,
ucers against loss, and an active Robert Q. Lewis has been men-

«roup of 12,000 committed to tioned for a stellar week.

‘WAGON’ EARNINGS 85G;

$171,098 STILL TO GO
.Operating profit on -‘Paint Your

Wagon” totalled $18,679.07 for the

five weeks ended March 1. That
brought the total earnings to date

on the Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick
Loewe musical to $84,971.97, in-

cluding $2,495 advance on sheet

music royalties. It left a balance

of $171,097.91 still to be regained.

Incidentally, the $40,000.05 gross

for the week ended Feb. 23 was
overquoted.
The Cheryl Crawford production,

capitalized at $225,000, plus $22,-

500 overcall, has returned $22,500

to the backers. The show is in its

21st week at the Shubert, N. Y.

Willard Swire, who w'as recently
“reinstated” as assistant executive
secretary of Actors Equity after a

mixup over hi* “resignation,” has
been temporarily reassigned to the
union’s Coast office. He planed out
to resume the post last Friday (28)

and to continue “as long as his

services are required.” According
to council members, it’s hoped that

a.permanent representative for the
Coast office can be found within
the next month. .

Robert Carver, the union’s busi-

ness rep who had been holding
down the Coast spot since Swire
came east several weeks ago dur-
ing the internal row leading up to

Louis M. Simon’s exit as executive
secretary, returned over the week-
end to New York, and has since

resumed his regular duties in the
homeoffice. Swire, who was sent

to the Coast temporarily last

January, after Christopher O’Brien
was relieved of his duties there,

indicated on his arrival there
Friday, that his first move would
be to arrange a general meeting
of the local memberships of Equity
and Chorus Equity,
Meanwhile, it has been learned

that although Simon is no longer
an official of Equity, he will con-
tinue indefinitely as exec-sec of the
parent union, the Associated Actors
& Artistes of America, There’s
apparently ample precedent for

such a course, a current example
being Dewey Barto, who has con-
tinued his 4A’s spot although he’s

no longer executive secretary of

the American Guild of Variety
Artists. It remains to be seen
whether the Equity council will

name another delegate on the 4A's
board to replace Simon.
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p *ays should stimulate entire
theatrical scene.

l1
,.^?ry Chase Marionettes, Inc.,

airing
611 bartered to conduct the-

al
» tnoving picture, 'television

Y,y,,
ra?i° enter, ainment in New

inn ci^erome Gold is a director
* 1(1 filing attorney.

PAPER MILL PREPS 13TH YEAR
Frank Carrington will inaugurate

his 13th musical season ; l the

Paper Mill Playhouse, Millburn^

N. J., April 14, with “K>s Me,

Kate.”
“Whcnc’s Charley” will follow.

Neway, RcthmuIIer in U.S.

Preem of ‘Wozzek’ Opera
Patricia Neway, last seen on

Broadway in “The Consul,” will

have the femme lead in the U. S.

stage premiere of Alban Borg’s

controversial modern opera, “Woz-

zek,” with the N. Y. City Opera

Co. at City Center, N. Y„ tomor-

row night (Thjjrs.-). Name role

will be sung by Marko Rothmuller,
RnfT _ lo Anril 1

who flew in from London (where -
,

Apnl 1 ’

.

he’s singing at Covent Garden) Firm of Maude Franchot and

for the preem. He flies right back I
Richard Weep, which angeled the

to resume with the British Opera 1 '1 ,ri"M '-,st

Sadler’s Theatre Ballet

Bows in Okay B’way Style

Despite Its Overtouting
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballot, ar-

riving at the Warner, N. Y., last
Tuesday (25) for its Gotham debut
after a sock 25-week tour of the
U. S. and Canada, made a pleasing
if unexciting bow. Somewhat over-
sold and suffering from compari-
son with its big-sister troupe, the
Sadler's Wells Ballet, which had.
had sock tours of the U. S. in two
previous seasons, the highly-
touted troupe left some viewers
last week feeling a little let down.
Opening-night crowd, in particu-
lar,. a benefit society audience sim-
ilar to a Broadway first-night list,

sat on Its hands, while subsequent
audiences of balletomanes were
more cordial.

Troupe garnered a sock net of
$80,20.0 for nine performances at
a $6 top, ending Sunday night (30),

with sellouts every evening but
Sunday, although that night was
good. Matinees -were a little light,

Sol Hurok is impresarioing.
Troupe, consisting of youngsters

all under 25, is a good one, and
without the shadow of its more
glamorous big sister, would shine
more strongly. It has a couple of
fine ballerina leads in Svetlana
Beriosova and Elaine Fifield, good
supporting femme leads in Patricia
Miller and Maryon Lane, and a
strong male contingent, with star
David Blair and supporting talent
like Pirmin Trecu, David Poole
and Donald Britton, quite outstand-
ing.

Troupe is weighted down by
some indifferent ballets, some
stodgy direction and a relaxed
British approach. But repertoire
on the whole is good, and troupe is

accomplished enough to hold its

own in the ballet field as a major
company and a good concert at-

traction.

Sadler's revealed a creative find

in its young choreographer, John
Cranko, whose “Beauty and the

_ ~ t -r» i Beast,” “Harlequin in April” and
Buffalo Suburb Barn

;
“Pineapple Poll” show imagination
taste and versatility. Frederick
Ashton’s ballets, like “Les Ren-
dezvous” and “Capriol Suite,” are

interesting but not inspiring.

Troupe does a classic like the short

Swan Lake” and a full-evening-

W REGAINS 50G OF

88G PRODUCTION COST
“Gigi,” Anita Loos dramatization

of the Colette story, has reportedly
earned back about $50,000 of its

approximately $88,000 production
cost. The Gilbert Miller produc-
tion, starring Audrey" Hepburn, is

currently in its 20th week at the

Fulton, N. Y., and is earning a

steady profit at a gross that has re-

cently been topping the $17,000

1

gross mark.
Comedy is expected to lay off

for the summer and probably tour

next fall, with a possible London
engagement a year hence.

Franchot-Wesp to Run

Niagara Falls (Ont.) players last

summer, Is reported to have closed

a lease for the Glen Casino at
,

.

Williamsville (nearby suburb) for a
|

length “Coppelia very well. Such

strawhat this coming summer. !
works as TJntwneVpr andand

Co., making the same round-trip

flight later this month for another

scheduled performance of “V7oz-

gE. VeTlu, "“Ralph SStafS 1

Tor miiiyTvcoTs has been
|

“Facade” seem dated either in

David Llovd will have oilier roles, a popular night spot operated by
;

staying or costuming. Some of the

with Joseph Roscnstock conduct- . Harry Altman, partner in Buffalo’s costuming is very chichi and bad.

I Town Casino. * Bron.
ing.
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Poster Afien Bet; ‘Joey
1

N. Y. Dram* Critics Circle ap-+~ 5K2
parently faces a slim choice in Theatrd Unit tired
nicking the best play this season. AA * 1 neairo unu tirec

Selectfon is apparently wide open, A special Theatre Arts

with no outstanding candidate and Group of Alcoholics Anony-

. nosstbllity that the aisle-sitters mous—devoted to men and su
£

may pass up an award. Same situa- women of the theatre—has re- d sk

Son only more so, exists in the cently been formed in New Play

mimical field. However, “Four- York. _ hous

poster” is rated the leading entry Louis Cline, manager of aiso.

fn the foreign classification, with The Lambs Club, is the unit's ing

an outside het. liaison to be contacted by any Zori

On the basis of reviews there is prospective members. adm

little prospect of how the balloting
,

,

<iss Stag

may go. Richard Watts. Jr., of the

Post, has indicated he favors “I Am 1 (n 1. , » Nca
a Camera" as the best play, and I/aaJ K ftIIPftQ Few
he’s expected to have some sup- Iv an{j

port. But at least scattered votes Bed
are*presumably due for Mrs. Me- * 1\1 1 cai
Thing,” “Point of No Return and

\ {<,111 Kl21Plr AN-
“The Shrike.” According to his 111 DlyA/IV ury
reviews, Brooks Atkinson, of the stat

Times, may pick “Grass Harp” or since starting its current-season foil

“Jane.” wnnHntf tour last fall, the road edition of J*ac

However, last season s balloting
M__4

. P,ay

IT , —„

—

—* First hinterland Show Train, aside from the one that plies occa-

mth no Broadwav openings this globally between .New Haven and New York, will be run by the Penn-
NX Times sylvania H.R. from Altoona to Pittsburgh April 24 for "South Pad™"

critic Is at Durham, N.Y., with au- at the Nixon. Altoona is the home town of Janet Blair, who is starred

thoress Oriana (Mrs.) Atkinson to in the national company, and 'that date is not only the second anni-

open their summer home;'. .He- versary of the touring “SP” but also Miss Blair’s birthday. Show
tired scenic designer Watson Bar- Train is being sponsored by the Altoona Mirror, city’s big newspaper
ratt is selling his New York apart- ^d town has reserved the entire capacity of the Nixon for that night*
ment and is opening a hotel at his when more than 1,700 of Miss Blair’s fellow townsmen are coming in
summer place at Highlands, N.C.

to pay her homage. PER has set up a special deal for Altoona, be-
.. .Stage_ Managers Club has a

caus.e that’s where the railroad’s big Central Works division is located

AA’i Theatre Unit I tired scenic designer Watson Bar- Train is being sponsored by the Altoona Mirror, city’s big newspaper

*
*

. , «*._*«* Arf- ratt is selling bis New York apart- town has reserved the entire capacity of the Nixon for that night!A special xneatre Arts
ment d is openjnJ? a hotel at his when more than 1,700 of Miss Blair’s fellow townsmen are coming inGr0UP summer place at Highlands N.C.

to

n
pay her h0mage. pee has set up a special deal for Altoona be-

nf tb^theatr^has re- V \stage4
Managers Club has a

cau|e that
-

s where the railroad’s big Central Works division is located.~ flamed In New Jesk and telephone at the ANTA
Round trip fare ordinarily is $8.90, but it’s being cut to enable Altoon-

cently been formed Playhouse, NY., as a clearing
ang tQ get the train ride hack and forth and an orch seat, scaled atYork. . house for Jobs. The organization

"Pacific” for £10 For those huvinc seats in m»»
Louis Cline, manager of aiso. holds its weekly council meet-

Ja
5^0 for South for *or those buying seats in mez-

Sison
a
to
b
be
C
contacted

e
by

D
any Zorn^nd^Barn^t^wen have^een Performance will have all of the aspects of a gala event, with show’s

Secttve n»mbOT
d y *

admitted to full membership in the authors, Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein 2d, producer Lelandprospective memPer .

Managers Club, while Ray Hayward and director Joshua Logan coming on for the anniversary
" J

'

Malow, John Sedgwick* Eugene fete. They’ve reserved Jackie Heller’s Carousel, downtown Pitt nitery,

. Lerner, Norman Hall, Walter L. for a party honoring Miss Blair and the entire cast as well as Altoona

f) 1 1 9 Neal, Everett Dwight and Pat civic leaders, after the performance. Show Train will be tagged the

KA2ff KfmPrrc Fowler are new associate members, “Janet Blair ’South Pacific* Birthday Special.” Deal for it was workedIIUQU llvMvlW and Charles Jared, Henry How out with the PER by J. E. Holtzinger, general manager of the Mirror;
Beckman and Robert H. Burns are Qahe Rubin, owner of the Nixon, and A1 Butler, “South Pacific” ad-

OO/^ * I>1 1 candidates for membership . .

. vance agent.
' ul. in K|OPIT ANTA plans to appeal to the Treas-

tW\J ^ W*
statu^as

1

* non-pro^^organbsatkuf, “Tony” awards, in memory of director Antoinette Perry, were pre-
33G in Black

Since starting its current-season

TWrvn*bn«<!*» drama col- efft oo lWavnii i *; us snows, wiio iuc ngurea as rim Slivers r±op uanana musical ,percormance, maie star; Marian
tton. Ward Mor^ouse, drama col of «3,610.28 through March 15, missloni ’2c as tax and 54.33 as winters ("Camera"), supporting performance, femm'e; John Cromwell
umnist of

hnUne Circle
Added to the previous earnings on donation to ANTA. (“Point of No Return”), supporting performance, male; Helen Gallag-

Sun, has Been tonnoi s
. the venture, that brought the total Alan Schnebbe. formerly treas- her (“Pal Joey”), supporting performance, musical, femme: Yul Brun-

do'™
his weekly thus far, and there are bonds and man-Mosa Hart syndicate owned Romert "Alton “(“Joey”) 'choreographer; Max Meth rJo’ey"), mi'sirai

2S?,mn in the .loumal-Amlrioen.
dep

,

os’‘5 "mounting^to $12,225 and the house, is now in the bn, ut director. Peter peiler (“Call Me Madam”), stage technician: Pius specialcolumn tn th
. ..

,
a sinking fund of $10,000, leaving Madison Square Garden, NAT. . .

. awards t0 Edward Kook, “encouragement and development of stage
haw^ wbS’s

d
been l “Pal Joey” *,

61 .493 -70 available for distnbu- Robert Woods stage manager of
nghting”; Judy Garland, “important contribution to revival o£ vaude-

ro^ef ever slncf the Rodgers-
t!on

- uate^To^^Sftal^^PMIadeiphia 4h a
vilie,” and Charles Boyer (“Don Juan in Hell”), for “assisting in a new

Hart-O’Hara show was tot pro- The Thomaa Heggen-Joshua Lo- “a‘e «
sptaal disk . ^iegler En- theatre trend ” The annual presentations were made by Helen Hayes

duced in 1940-41, has touted the San comedy-drama, staged by Lo-
ter

P
p
P
rlses .

p
Inc„ has been chartered at 3 dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.

1 . 1 t ernn jirtH Ttrnrinppn nv 'TJalann Hnv- .. *» « ’ :

owned Eomert Alton (“Joey”) choreographer; Max Meth (“Joey”), musicai

of the season Otherwise, there’s ward, had an 1,157-performance dent of show-of-the-Month Club, Recent story In Variety about how local papers are increasingly

been little sDeculation about a pos- run on< Broadway, with- Henry Fon- to operate a ticket selling gim- brushing off legit, brings to light an incident last summer in Trenton,

aible choice in that category. John da as star until the final few mick and general theatrical store when The Trentonian, a tab and the pnly local morning sheet, allegedly

ni.orttm.ri rtf fhp "NTpw«? suverested weeks. A second company was sent in New York . . Charles Mulligan, was pressured to stop reviewing weekly shows at the Lambertville
5l
n

ft

p
/.niiimn some time aco that on toilr in spring of 1948, company manager of Cornelia Otis (N.J.) Music Circus and the Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.,

“RYmrnnctfer” hardlv rated as best shortly after the original produc- Skinner’s “Paris ’90,” out of action both about 15 miles away. Thereafter, the sheet merely gave space
A: UU W

.. * . . .. « m fiftM awrl Avnnnf $r\v cum- irltfl O ATllflp PfOnllCGr- fnr* truiftlrLr o/^iro t>aa ntY ffn w\MAnnnjYA«%f>M -Cam 4<1\a mmaXa

selections ?or vote to skip it in any show will probably 'be sent but slianel of ^Topbanana ” leaves
fill

,
the gaP with weekly backstage interviews taped opening nights for

or all categories). * again next fall, possibly traveling today (Wed.) for the Coast, to be
su&sequent-day broadcast,

by bus and truck, with the idea of gone about two weeks. .

ATNEVBAPNPT AKIQ 1 A playing numerous spUt-weeks and George Banyai Gilbert Miller’s Paul.Vroom, general manager for the touring “Affairs of State,”

ULPIlI DillVn riihlltJ one-nighters which rarely see Paris representative, arrived from leaves Friday (4) for a 10-day vacation in Bermuda in preparation for
^ IaI^U Dl'lwk «•? rtfUlai 4-A ilt A J nib ? . -

9 • - « 4-U A AAtVblM +* rtAAAAM. i J. . I* 11. ^ 1 _ I 11 A A J _ *

Olney

tre will start operation June 6 for in such a deal,

a 14-week season. Although no r '

Hayward may- now be interested Incidentally, Miller has acquired touring editions of “Affairs,” Richard Krakeur’s musical production of
I— _ J _ _ 1 IT. _ XT n !-,Ll_ J. _ 11 XI • 1^11 44/^1 X H *r» .1 t t « . ... A.. - . . ...

bookings are set. a possibility for PUL. .,.. 1,. V.
j.

the season finale is “Cornin’ OlldhCSpcaiC TCSl

Through the Rye,” the Warren P. Cpi fft
- AntJnp|| fnllptTA nSn

l
co

?^i074.3 *2
S

ieaiving ?48,- Mail order response for the Los Angeles Civic Light Opera Assn.
Munsell, Jr., play about the life of IOl AntlOCIl tOiiegC

q
6
5
0
gtiji

J® baa
season has already topped the $500,000 mark—almost half the poten-

Robert Burns, with traditional Dayton, April 1. haver^ tial caPaclty for 22-week season. CLO tees its 15th anni program
Scotch songs as incidental nwsic. ^ Shakespearean Festival, in venture ... Monty’ Shaff, general w

!
th

4

Judy Garland April 21 and follows her four-week vaude stand
For the first time, the spot will whicli the seven historical ,plays of manager of "Guys and Dolls,” back W1^ ‘Song of Norway,” “Call Me Madam,” "South Pacific” and "Jolly-
have apprentices. the Bard will be presented in in New York after a Coast business anna.” Same program will be staged for the San Francisco Civic Light
Kenneth Banghart, radio-TV an- chronological order, has been set trip and brief vacation in Mexico Opera season. Normally, season ticket sale for CLO averages 60% of

nouncer-commentator and a prolif- by the Antioch Area Theatre, An- ...Elias Golden is general man- the total gross. This year it’s figured the package deal sales may go

ic legit investor, will be partnered tioch College, Yellow Springs, for ager for “New Faces.” higher than 75%.
with Washington radio actress July and August production. Film actor Robert Young will
Evelyn Freyman hi the operation The plays "King John ” "Rich- turn ta le6it as star of the Paula

.

Ernest M. Rawley, manager of the Royal Alexandra, Toronto, was
of the strawhat, having bought a ard jj » “Henry IV ” "Henry V ” Stoms-Mike Sloane touring edition given the annual “Heart Award” of Tent 28, International Variety
major interest in the venture last “Eichard III

” "Henry IV” and of cl
.

Wford Odets’ “Country Girl,” Clubs, for his welfare efforts in behalf of "Variety Village,” residen-

fall. Eichard Skinner, manager for ‘Henry VIII ” will be given out-
opening Labor ”Day on the Coast, tial and vocational training school for handicapped youngsters, this

the last three years, will not be doors on sfeps 0f the C0Hege
Meanwhile, he s being submitted financed by trans-Canada leaders In the entertainment industry. With

back, but is reportedly set for a adm inistration building, erected HaviHand
6
^^

Lamport present at the dinner in the Royal York Hotel banquet
similar assignment at either the when Horace Mann was president Thomas*H^nJmcSd^s^e v of’

resenta
{
ion was made to Hawley by J. J. Fitzgibbon, president

o'r’the ^Falmouth* pSI S °f the College ' “Sandida/’ ^l ttar next "fall m ?eadtoTthe cRation
(Canadian)

- Wlth Reuben Bolstad
.
Chief Barker,

rtD ^ lwifrtrtAra+AH hv First Play is set for July 9, with the same manager’s production of ? 1_

ptrtha
S
r
S
H
et

AiHl?rtU*
b(>th operated by

a new play weekly and occasional "Portrait of a Lady,” which Wil-
xuenara Aiancn.

reprises of those already given. 11am Archibald is dramatizing from the touring “Cocktail Party,” has Light Opera this summer, has ob-

Plays will be of professional cali- the Henir James novel. Herman been given co-star billing . .Press- tained a release to succeed Sam
TtSDD Family Finishes bre, the. college sponsoring them Shumlin is announced as stager. .. agent Ned Armstrong has gone to Weller, who has withdrawn as pa.
_ _x_ , « •* m i and providing operating funds nec- Pew Marine Stadium at Jones Santa Fe for the summer . .Dur- of "Guys and Dolls” in Chicago to

* our-Week Hawaii Irek essary. Administrative staff in Beach, L.I., is due for completion ing her vacation from "King and take a rest. Helen Hoerle, cur-

Trapp Family Singers returned charge consists of Paul Treichler, ^ this Gertrude Law- rently ahead of the touring “C°ck-

to the Coast over the weekend drama instructor at Antioch, and summer^ run
6

Sf
nCC W

-% £
GSt at East Dennis, tail Party, will probably take the

from its first tour of Hawaii. Song Arthur Lithgow and Meredith Dal- do^ AnsMn' was rtven / ni
alS

;;a
Vlt

l‘,j
,

f^
pr
S
d
?
ce,

i;

husban^ w ,

aS
,
Slgnm

“f’ ? m
ernun <mpnt f«iir wapW in thA it inc nf thA VaIIow Snrinec Arpa ,

e APslcln . was given a work- Richard Aldrich, but she won’t had last summer ... Designer Leo

UrtHc
P

aivirti fl,?A ArtrtrtSti fiirtrtA In ThAf.tra
th Yellow bPrlngs Area sliop presentation by the New make a guest appearance at either Kerz has retained attorney Erwin^ea^re * Dramatists Committee last night of his Cape legit spots. Feldman in connection with his

Honolulu for $8,000 gross total. (Tues.) and will be repeated to- Arthur Lesser, producer of "Two contract violation claim against
Trapps also give 11 concerts in p , t>? P L J 1

night (Wed.) at the Palm Garden, On the Aisle,” has acquired the Leonard Sillman, producer of the
the outer islands. Tour, booked fUtUrC D W&V tjCI16dUl6 N *Y Mcl Ferrer oil the Coast rights to Pierre La Mure’s drama- forthcoming "New Faces of 1952,
by Columbia Artists Mgt., was un-

,
is. conferring by phone and wire tization of h<s novel, "Moulin and John Murray Anderson, stager

der the local management of Dean "
f

1 neaire maicaxea

,

ij sen with Les Thomas on plans for the Rouge.” and plans a fall produc- of the revue . . . Roger Dann will

& George Oakley. La Jolla (Cal.) Playhouse season, tion, in addition to his proposed succeed Richard Eastham when

Groun is dup east for a TV aD- “Brass Ring,” Lyceum, week of Thomas, currently company man- musical edition of "Seventh the latter withdraws from the top-
VklUUfcJ Id UUC CflSl AVI a A V ay f n<Ta-» -fn-n 4-1-.^ 4 ^ n w TT_ M /Ml m . r J. J . _• Tir^/1/.rrt ’*

the U.S. rights to the Paris hit, “Casey Jones,” Robert Joseph's presentation of "My Darlin’ Aida,” a
"Cuisine des Anges” . "Rose Tat- new play to be produced by Anthony Parella, a new musical to be^ an opeprtiHg l°ss of $10,- produced by William Hellinger, plus tentative projects of several other
401.74 for the three weeks ended managements.
March 1, bringing its touring defi- *

950.68 Utm' to“

,

be
a
regafned

n
on
?
th’e se^on has^lreadv’totiDed the Sfinn min

geleS
v
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C
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UU1US
' -n-jJAii a. h rpppived £40 000 bark on flip

,'*ai uie ^-weex season. ULaU tees its lotn anni program
songs as incidental nivsic. ^ Shakespearean Festival, in venture ... Monty’ Shaff, general w
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Judy Garland April 21 and follows her four-week vaude stand
‘ first time, the spot will which the seven historical .plays of manager of "Guys and Dolls,” back W1^ ‘Bong of Norway,” “Call Me Madam,” "South Pacific” and "Jolly-
.nrPnrlPPR. u m I I. J nr *, m .. . /-I i m • nnno yf fiama npArtmn, 2? /.I n an l /Mf..: — Y

Richard Aldrich.

Trapp Family Finishes

lands, giving five concerts alone in Theatre.
Honolulu for $8,000 gross total.

Trapps also give 11 concerts in „
the outer islands. Tour, booked fUtll
by Columbia Artists Mgt., was un-
der the local management of Dean " fThi

& George Oakley.

Group is due east for a TV ap-
,

‘?,ras
;

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre indicated, if set)

Dearance on the Kate Smith Hour APril 14 -
for tbe touring "Cocktail Heaven” . . . Clarence Taylor, featured part in "Call Me Madam,”

Am-ii q Thpr» if has enme t-PPrtrH "Four Saints in Three Acts,” Party,” is general manager for the company manager of “Affairs of effective June 2, when the musical

ins section^ ^hpfnrs^ dinartine April 16 -
Fcrrcr-Doroihy McGuirc-Grcsrory State.” has switched to a similar opens in Pittsburgh. Alexander

“T» b® Continued,” week of Feck stock venture. . Producer assignment with “To Be Con- Clark will succeed Alan Hewitt at
its summer singing camp at Stowe, ^prd 21.

' Richard Myers vacationing . at tinued,” with Mory Efron taking the same time.
~~

^ A M TVT rt AM ol A n»$l 1 oo Ailrprt K C*. I Ai/or fVtn ^Awnnw r»V» I i • • , « x ^

is summer singing camp at acowe,
A.prii 21.

' Richard Myers vacationing at tinued/ 1

with Mory Efron taking the same time.
~~

Vermont. “Candida,” National, April 22. Aiken, S.C. over the former show '
. With Curtain time at the Locust

" "Hook ’n’ Ladder,” April 29. Robert Preston will co-star with the closing of the "Darkness at (Philadelphia) for "The Chase” >o-

Unions Aid Cincy Ams !!i
osePh

j
n
J
c ’

,

\^pri1 . SSS? .
Nuge

.
nt ai

?
d Martha Scott Noon” tour soon, John Montague day (Wed.) has been advanced to

Cincinnati Anril l a
“Much Ado About Nothing,” late in Male Animal, opening April 30 will take over as advance man for 7 ;30 p .m . Early rise will permit

Cincinnati, April 1. April. as the first in the three-play com- the Katharine Cornell Constant Kim Hunter, costarred in the show,
Concessions by musicians, stage- “Of Thee I Sing,” Ziegfeld, edy series at the N.Y. City Center Wife” tour, succeeding Sol Jacob- to return to New York by mid-

hands and treasurers unions paved May 1. . . .Campbell Williams, managing son, who will then concentrate on night to receive an Oscar award for
way for Stage, Inc., amateur dra- “For Crying Out Loud,” week of director of Keith Prowse, largest “To Be Continued.” Montague her film performance in “A Street-
matic group to rent the Cox thea- May 5. ]b

ondon ticket agency, arrived will be ahead of Miss Cornell for car Named Desire” Early curtain
ire for presentation of “Goodbye “New Faces,” week of May 12. Monday (31) on the Liberte to her nationwide tour next season, js for the one performance only
Mv Fancv” Mav 14-17 “Circus of Dr. Lao,” ANTA catch the Broadway shows ..Com- too . . . Current issue (March 31) during show’s stav in Locust . . •

Fxr**ni frtr a cirtoia J*rt tvvo
Playhouse, May 14. poser-producer Riohard Rodgers I

of Time mag carries *a lengthy joe Franks treasurer of the Shu-

Di-odnoHnn°
r s I

J?
le “First Lady,” City Center, May ! left Monday with his wife, who’s ’ piece on Charles Laughton and hert Theatre and veteran Philly

S
“dW ™ at the Netherland 28. I convalescing £rqm a recent illness,

j

“Don Juan in Hell," giving the boxo£fice man wiU switeh to the
’

:

a
.

ttotel s main dining room,
: "Shuffle Along," May 29. ! for two weeks' vacation in Palm • front cover to the star. same Dost at the National Theatre,

all of the groups plays have been i “Wish You Were Here,” Impc-I Beach . Neva Paterson, who re-! Howard Newman, who was set to nr. ri,ao 7fustaged in the Art Museum. I rial, June 25. I cently succeeded J.ulic Haydon in pressagent the Pittsburgh Civic |

(Continued on page
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Lent Shrinks Chi Biz, But ‘Guys’

Gets Record $56,916,M $23,500

LEGITIMATE

As Robinson Has Hu

‘Boat’ $17,500, St. Pete;
Hurley Planning Tours
St. Petersburg, Fla., April 1.

‘Show Boat" grossed a ship-
shape $17,500 last week at the St.
Petersburg Operetta. "Roberta,1"

starring Victoria Sherry, Earle Mc-
Veigh and Robert

. Smith, opens
tonight iTues.) and plays the regu-
lar schedule through next Sun-
day (6).

Pat Hurley, Operetta producer,

Janie’ Big $45,600, Egypt’ $16,100,

Day $15,200, ‘Jane’ 14y2G, ‘Joey’ 40G
Business generally eased a bit on i trude Lawrence), Capacity again,

Chicago, April 1. 4 :——

-pjfiSSTiSS 'Darkness’ $4,900 for 2
Tenten doldrums. -However,

Sioon Is Blue" has-been helped

ti the early curtain-Tuesday nights.
Portland Anrll 1

me presentation of operetta on a ,puVw'Tu » v /0 . .

*

ii TJnnir and Candle was off, ,
-roruana^ April i. 30-week schedule fnr ft* wav+ or less followed the traditional pat- "Long Watch,” Lyceum (2d wk)

"B
f
U
;ii?nrofiS)le^ Show will move nl

?,
ess of Edward G. Robinson

yearn The onS-kSnT?* tern for pre-Easter. Most shows <CD-$4.80; 995; $22,845). First full
jut still pr

x 000-seat Selwyn, was disastrous last week for ‘Dark- December ^953 and the Dlan felt the sHghtly slower pace, with week, around $2,500 (previous
5
Toin Bennett and Zachary 5?* Noon after show grossed

is to play T
’

Da 'st Petersburg a C0UPle of entries taking sizable week, first four performances

Speeding Rosalind Russell $2 *200 Sunday night (23) at the an(j Memphis
m
The producer fie-

dr°PS and a few reversing the gen- grossed $3,200); closed Saturday
Sc

S
t
noinis Price as co-stars. Show Civic, San Jose, Cal., and adding ures on doing original musicals eraI trend - Attendance was re- night (29) after 12 performances,

and Dennis Hrice
‘
gnne Its tour to $2,700 Monday night (24), at the portedly 0ft slightly again Monday at a loss of about $90,000.

Ln
°Coast, then wk back" .Auditorium, Sa"amcntothe star

“d 15 —

-

f
Smt?Me SCriptS

’ ?4|M ffV of this week with little “Moon Is Blue/- Miller (56th wk)

trdviathe south. ^
had an attack of flu and was un- „ „ Smf

U°“ ° ^ B^-

G^d« 'dom^Coo^bS
"?eMa

mfav
t0

(7)

B<
at
S
the Erlanger Sift *?. Iff

bala“c
f

e of the Untrnn \IJf-. 17C The total arose for all 26 Nelson). Over $16,800 (previous
ti^tiM-onday

the Aisle^^WiJd ^nove
week,

11(1VOC 1illIV I 111. shows last week was $700,500, week, $17,800); will have 7;30
and

‘ Two on the ^?ie wu move
t the Mayfair here Thursday- 11WTVV X1“V or 79% of capacity* Week be- starting curtain Monday nights,

in the Selwvti Saturday (27-29). s * * « • _ fore last the corrected total for “Mrs. McThing,” Morsoco (6th
“Bell transfers to vry •
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‘Aisle’ $35,706, Hub
Boston, April 1.

Only two legits are alight here
this stanza, “Two on Aisle” in

third week at the Shubert and
"Affairs of State” in fourth week

night (31) of this week, with little "Moon Is Blue,” Miller (56th wk)
indication of immediately improve- (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Barbara
ment. - Bel. Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry

The total gross, for all 26 Nelson). Over $16,900 (previous
shows last week was $700,500, week, $17,800); will have 7;30
or 79% of capacity* Week be- starting curtain Monday nights,
fore last the corrected total for "Mrs. McThing,” Morsoco (6th
all 26 current shows was $724,- wk) (CD-84.80; 912; $26,800) (Helen
664, or 81% of capacity, rep- Hayes). First week at this smaller-
resenting a jump of 7% from capacity house, almost $22,000
the previous week. (previous week at Martin Beck,
A year ago last week the $33,000).

total for all 24 shows was "One Bright Day,” Royale (2d
$652,100 or 86% of capacity, a wk) (D-$4.80; 1,035; $27,000). First

top of 7% from the week be- full week, nearly $15,200 (previous
fore (Easter Week). week, first five performances,
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Richmond, April 1. for three weeks, has extended vious week’s “Three Wishes for 000) (James Barton). Almost $37,-

Olivia de Havilland in “Candida” another two, and “Affairs” has like- Jamie” had a hefty gross, with 000 (previous week, $36,500).

racked up a hefty $4,900 for a wise tacked on a couple of weeks parties a factor, while “Flight Into “Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (13th wk)
Tuesday night and Wednesday and possibly more. Egypt” and “One Bright Day” re- (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602). New
matinee (25-26) at the WRVA The- “To Be Continued” opens next main uncertain prospects. Last high for run, at $40,024 (previous

atre here. Prior house commit- Tuesday (8) at the Wilbur and week’s only closing was “Long week, ,,39.997).
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performance. Show played to ca- at the Colonial.
' Principal conventions and shows 900; $20,235) (Cornelia Otis

(with respective dates and prob- Skinner). About $8,400 (previouspacity (1,265 seats) for the night
presentation, while matinee also.— ...
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Plymouth (3d yide patronage this week and next on
fAv» tKic fnum nrL ntraninff cViautc Wk) (1,200, June
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repeated its healthy biz for its

second sesh. "Brass Ring,” ohe of

three shows which arrived last guestE (Mon) cut downiSoriginal- Ssixth^rek ^son about ^OOO aW $4 8(^6) Bert Lahr- CanaV5i7 aales meeting .31-4) Judith Evelyn,. Almost

irscSidtwoTekstodat in the red, according to Jack Stone, |g)
and N. Y. Antiques Fair ,31-5) again

,

Walnut to one. Other openuigs “anager. Total_©»» amounted tc *1,week, also continuing (60,000). So^h Pacific, Males

$23,300

Walnut to one. Other openings ™a°aser. xmai gross amoumea 10 through ADril W
last night were "The Chase ” at $16,100 and pre-estimated nut of through April ra*

the Locust, and "Member of the $22,000 did not include house rent-
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el
Iaries o£ regular theatre

‘TAH00’ BRISK $19,200,
"Cocktail Party,” Walnut *(2d wk) Kay Francis, guesting with the m I DDV? (Cl 1 AAA PDICAA

"Theatre/ HAPPY .$11,000, FRISCO

(60,000).
’ "Soifth Pacific,” Majestic (154th

T mo± xv^ir Wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Mar-
Estimates for Last Week

tha Wright( George Britton). Over
Keys: C (Comedy), D. (Drama )

, $44,400 (previous week, $45,000).
CD (Comedy-Drama ) , R ( Revue )

,

“Stalag 17,” 4?th St. (47th wk)
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi- (004.80: 912, $21,547). Nearly

pace with a tasty $18,400. week (March 17-22) in “Theatre ”

drew a gross of $3,490 for seven

cal Drama), O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations

$14,700 (previous weak, $14,200).
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden

arew a gross ot_?3,syu tor seven San Francisco, April 1. (Hndlcates using two-for-ones ), $5inB8i')'(Phii~Silvers~)
^ Just topped

CDA tCQ two
S
forSne

<4RoSe Tatt0°” with Maureen number of
m
seats, capacity gross and $4L500 (previous week, $41/70(5).

TACIFIC SR0 $53,620 & . *U0
Stapleton and Eli Wallach, stepped pars Preclude, 20% am Jrmie Hel-

refer, respectively, to top price;
(22d wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519:

(indicates using two-for-ones J, $51,881) (Phil Silvers). Just topped

inaianapous, Apni x. ~ rrV* ir0u n ariri uniICQ uom wiu x.^uu; ouu ^previous wees, uiree mjiuiui-
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d hyP°* House ls (Ethel Merman). Nearly $45,400 performances and three previous
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C
o ran through March 22. Bills m- scaled to $3.60. - (previous week. $45,500): closine 1 crossed $41,000).

i6git attractions ncrc. « Resident company included Tru- beyond here is Questionable.
Murat has the Shrine Circufc in man Gaige, Eugene Stuckmann,

for annual 10-day stand starting Lynn Kendall, Mark Hopkins and
^ f

this week, then a run of conven- Cynthia Latham with Judith Paige K l/Tarn UHlUv IT100I1
*

tions until "Mister Roberts” plays in for four weeks. Bertram Yar- .
J

return engagement May 5-7. That borough was director-producer. Q C< (M A 2!AA !n ||

looks about all for this season. s* ^lT'yUUU 111 1'

17,500 in 6 Shows Minneapolis, Apr

Thomas Hammond’s ’ revival of Arriving on the heels o
‘Roberts’ Nearly $17,500

So-So $14,600 in Mpls.
Minneapolis, April 1.

Arriving on the heels of the

closing April 12.

"Constant Wife,” National (17th

REOPENED THIS WEEK
"Don Juan in Hall,” Plymouth

wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000) (CD-C4.80; 1,063; $29,019) (Charles
(Katharine Cornell, Brian Alierne, Boyer, Charles Laughton, Cedric
Grace George).

.
Nearly $15,000 Hardwicke, Agnes Moorehead).

(previous week, $14,800; closing Paul Gregory’s "reading” produc-
next Saturday night (5), to tour. tion of the excerpt from Shaw’s

"Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box “Man and Superman” opened Sun-

(2d wk) (D-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000). day matinee (30) for a return en-
1.1 IO AlVjflllV ml M. I .tfUV Xliv/iuao u . , , , . rr jlv/ r

. j* <• i^viw «Candid »» starring Oiivia de Hav- winter’s worst blizzard, when First full weekt almost $16,100 gagement announced for eight

WpAir illand, nabbed a hefty $8,300 “in transportation still was crippled, (previous week, $20,500 for seven weeks, but subject to extension;
une-nigmers nCCIV two evenings and a matinee at the

and minus any marquee names, the regular performances plus pre- show can break even at around

Joplin, Mo., April 1. Community Theatre here last Fn-
third conu)any 0f "Moon Is Blue,” view). $11,000. ^aopun, mo., Apru x. x “ oo >vu Ti, r third con\pany or ’ Moon is uiue,

t
"Mister Roberts" maintained day-Saturday^ (28-29). That gave

at the 1>9oo-seat Lyceum at $3.60 "Fourposter,” Barrymore (23d

headway last week with a gross of the show a total of $22,400
^0p £or sjx j^gh^ and two mati- wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (Jes-

nearly $17,500 for eight perform- aiAhi;P x
rform^CG

i
nees, started slowly, but built sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Nearly

ances in a string of one-nighters. $4,100 for a
p
Sh

Auditorium" steadily by reason of laudatory re- $22,500 (previous week, $22,600);

The stands included Sunday (23), *5LaJ2*> tfv?'.jftft £?vora-
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‘BLONDES’ $36,309, PITT;

ThTstands Included StaSaSnS&T. .
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4> at

vS“.ndttl00taf Sd' '7a'vorable*^Word-e£- the Cronyns leave June 7 to do the STEEP SCALE HURTING?
winding up a four-show stand at Charleston, W. A’

^ (27) at mouth. Its closing night gross was show on the road, with replace-
Pittehnr^h Anril t -

the Auditorium, Memphis; Monday two Pe^m^ces Thursday (27) at ^ engagemerit‘s best and attrac- ments not yet set.
hot-

(24) at the Robinson Auditorium, the Center, Norfolk.
tion finished to a fair $14,600. “Gigi,” Fulton (19th - wk) (C- i__^enil?i^,enI^ Pr55fr .?I

G
u
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Little Rock; two nights and a mati- j- 7Tnn Passing, up St. Paul entirely, show $4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hep- tered $36,300 lari week at uie

nee Wednesday-Thursday (26-27) Venerable LadbieS 17G played its Twin Cities engagement burn). Almost $17,800 (previous ^xon but that wm a bit below

at the Convention Hall, Tulsa; and , -v r o*n~L- Revival exclusively here, and St. Paul week, $17,500). SfSj at f somSvhat
two nights and a matinee Friday- In K.C. btOCK KCVlVai newspapers, as usual, refused its “Golden Boy,” ANTA Playhouse grossed mow* at a

Saturday (28-29) at the Convention Kansas City, April 1. advertising and permitted no news (3d wk) (D-$4.80; 925; $23,000) £ Wp?A5 85 S4 50 clus 2o”o
Hall here. Ornheum here had surprisingly column mention of its local pres- (John Garfield, Lee J. Cobb), ^ight. were $5.85 ($4.50 plus

_ In K.C. Stock Revival "y_ ^ ANTA Playhouse«Saturday ,33-38) at the Convention K^as City Apn.
1

^s^^pe^tted^o news ^
For the previous week the Tod good bix last week with “Good ence. Nearly $17,500 (previous week, $21, ^le ’ehraner dSate^weS clean at

Andrews sterrer puUed «1,800 to Site Ladies,’
1 the venerable farce. Soie underiine is ‘darkness at -000

; conjmuta* at this house to- Sm0st perforSee, some
eight performances split between T

.
hrea"acte

£ a2!?f0?^the Noon,” with Edward G. Robinson, deiimte^.
customers wouldn’t buy downstairs

Atlanta. Nashvin#. anH Mpmnhis. nlaved to hefty attendance for tne
due Aprji 9 for five nights and two . _

"afP' _ peck jiw umalronrl Wuor) fhfl>Atlanta, Nashville and Memphis* played to hefty— ' seven-day stan

Waters $21,600, Balto jHS
Baltimore, April 1. grossed $17,000.

orf the amiounced top S $3?66, and ^Ing of the season.

w«iwu«n.c, *. grossed $17,000. j i-ti nr*i • e

.
“Member of the Wedding,” star- Town Las Mull in legit until King WUmM£[LQH

nng Ethel Waters, hung up a re- "Mister Roberts opens Friday **5 t „ -
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sounding $21,600 at Ford’s here (4) for a three-aay swna, U,ls Wilmington, April 1.
t‘

1
trnqt s.“o 400 d1us S2 800 night’s (5) performance until “SP”

last week as the fifth and final of- switching to the Music Hall, un „Brass Eing,. drew falr $5,000 grossed almost $10,400, plus $2,sou
21 for four weeks,

fering this season under American derthe John Antonello banner, for
,n four periormances last Thurs- “r °ne preview, production was

,
*

Theatre Society-Guild subscription, the return engagement here. day-Saturday (27-29) at the 1,223-
(excludinc $19 000 tryout <D • 7 T i

.• j.!-. — PiavTiniicp bpre. Irvine Elman ?oo,000, (exeiuamg ?iy,uuu iryoui ‘Unmeiiiic I I AlIT*

X mico;. UlAw AAixAVi aui/iurai V f I avui, ^ ,;i.L **

Post), and six pans (Chapman, ?^l

i
rda3' s ’

Wlth a

News; Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins, $5;?
0 Aop ^

'

e tho
World-Telegram Si Sun; McClain, Pretty fair advance sale for the

Journal-American; Pollock, Com- current final week of Blondes,

pass);
_
first

_

four
_

performances Nixon j?oes dark after Sa y

deck currently or
/»r*i* ? 1 4P Ci T

herlf
for the immedlate future Tidings 14b, St L.

St. Louis, April 1.

C.J # 1- Ann T A -With the local legit field to lt-

'-‘ft'Il iD&d *p I j *14/1/7 L.A* self last week, the Empress Thea-

Hollywood, April 1. tre had neat Liz during a one-

Local legit limped along last frame stand of Glad Tidings,
jveek with only one small house, with Melvyn Douglas and Katn-
the 334-seat Ivar, alight. Tally for erine Sergava as Visiting stars,

the first frame of "Assembly Call," Eight performances with $2 top

i* j *|
i a o, T seat

prior to Philly |foss’°and $14^000 ?n bonds) andean I ‘Remains’ Launches Tour
Tidings 146, St L. pla

J
r

,Tf„
b^^rlnP break even at around $17,000 gross. „n n

St. Lotos, April 1, tocal schedule Is the
|

With Mild 13G, DfitrOlt

.With the local legit field to it- tryout of "Hook ’n Ladder, due
, $44 400

’ ’ ’
’ Cleveland, April 1.

self last week, the Empress Thea- April 10-12. ’

«i a Camera,” Empire <18th "Remains to Be Seen,” launching

tre had neat Liz^during a one- -
^ . wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24.908) :

a road tour last week at the Hanna
' ' -----

‘Stude 16G, Toronto (Julie Harris). Almost $18,200 !
here, grossed a mi. d $13,000.

Toronto April 1. (previous week, $19,300). (Jackie Cooper and Jams Paige are

Despite bad weattmr.
"Student 'C^°

2
n
7?

t
g^ooT^EdS “il^d Lindsay-Russel Crouse

’ince did a fair $16,000 at the $4.«u i.ujw, ^i.uuuj
i nnmnHv nrnrlilf’fsfl V)V T.ftlatld HaV-

<Stude
> 16G, Toronto

Toronto, April 1.

dm iu
Ctlon continues tnls week, jvunam xiuimms m ''-

R _vival ^ SDlitting this week
he onJy legit offering save opens a one-week engagement to

Buffalo and Rochester,for the usual intimate group shows, night (Tues.). 1
tween Buffalo ana (MD-$7.20; J.,571; $51,717) (Ger-.1 cage for a pm.
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Plays Out of Town
The Chaise
Philadelphia, March 31.

Jose Ferrer production of melodrama

In three acts (nine scenes) by Horton

Foote. Directed by Ferrer; associate pro-

ducer, Milton Barron; settings and llght-

Ini, Albert Johnson; costvmes. George

Hamilton, ICim St«nley. IUIph pe»aoro
Sam Byrd. At Locust Street, Pnna.,

March 31, *32.
,

I^HaWo
WriwMin Stewart Sum Byrd

|
d
r
wl
So“'r

: : : : :: : : : : : : S5»5
Kmib McDermott ...’...Lenny Chapman
Bobber Beeves ^"Ted^ryanHawkes Damon Tea xaryan

For a good part of Act One
(first of three) it looks as if Jose

Ferrer has once again hit the jack-

pot he has been cracking so con-

sistently. After that start, how-
ever, Horton Foote’s new play,

“The Chase” shows signs of uncer-

tainty. Acts two and three, as now
written, directed and played, have
moments of high dramatic excite-

ment and, very often following di-

rectly after, scenes that offer

cliches reminiscent of such oldies

as “Trail of the Lonesome Pine”

and “Girl of the Golden West.”

From the start, the audience is

alerted to the idea that Sheriff

Hawes has one deadly enemy, a

certain Bubber Reeves, whom he
has been responsible for putting

behind bars. When it is learned
that Bubber has escaped in a par-

ticularly vengeful mood for the

sheriff, the audience has every
right to expect a showdown right

in the sheriffs office. Every time
the phone rings or the door opens,

the natural expection is that “Bub-
ber” has arrived.

counters*wlth such,human frailties

as stupidity, hypocrisy and intoler-

ance are made vivid and meaning-
ful to pinpoint the allegory. There
are other good performances from

i and daughter. The son also is on
charles Calloway, Charles Buchin-

the realistic side, while the daugh-
sky and Ward wood, among others,

ter is a dreamer like her father. and the level of the ensemble work
Not too much happens in the way js far above average,

of action, Westman makes a futile Symbolistic skeletal sets by
attempt to shed his shackles, even Christine Dailey enhance the pro’

to the point of making a plane re- auction. Kcp.
sei'vation for Paris, where he hopes

to pick up the threads of his

dreams, but in the end decides

life must go on as usual. At the

end he makes it possible for the

daughter to follow heif will-of-the-

-wisp trail, while the son settles

down to a business career.
t

The play’s main appeal, however,
is the way the fragile story is told,

and the succession of scenes which
build audience interest in West-
man’s dilemma. All the characters

are carefully defined, emerging as

flesh-and-blood people.

Brilliant staging' and direction

are definite assets. A reviving
stage permits quick changes, as the
incidents making up the plot move
from bedroom to kitchen to com-
muter train and business office.

Showh in bold relief is a modern
city skyscraper—the real villain of

Westman's life. The dream se

Assembly Call
Hollywood, March 25.

William Jarvis (in association with
Glen F. Hardin) presentation of drama
In three act* <12 scenes) by John Pres-

ton. Staged by Jarvis. Incidental music
by John Lee. At Harout*s Ivar Theatre,
Hollywood, March 25, *52; $2.40 top.

Jeanne Madeleine Holmes
Albert Malcolm Peters
Noel Wade Hamilton
Jim Taylor • BUI Erwin
Zcb ...Louis Johnson
Kathleen Lois Austin
Sola • Maty Scott

Airie ....Cynthia Newby
Maria Tara Summers
Leiand Chester Darbee
Bob Douglas YorJce
Silvio Ted Sinnella
Elias Walter Chilsen
>»r >vd6t Douglaa Wood
Eric ......Carl H. O'Bryan

There’s no chance that either

the stage or the screen will re-

.. spond to this “Assembly Call.”

quences are admirably presented The Tuesday Night Players of some
as an expression of the hero’s sub- smalltown church group might es-

conscious yearnings. Incidental say it, but even their audiences
music by John Barrows heightens
the effect.

Sidney Blackmer is an excellent
choice for the Westnian role.

Always belieyeable as the tortured
executive, he gets across the inner
conflict of a man ,who finds that
business success cannot erase boy-

hood dreams.
Carol Goodner is fine as the wife

who takes life as she finds it.

Bethel Leslie doubles as the daugh-
ter and the dream sweetheart of

her father’s youth who kicks over
the traces for a “free life” in Paris.

might find it unpalatable.

Plotless, pointless and puerile,

this interminable three-acter was
written in 1943 after author John
Preston's only son was killed in

a wartime bomber crash. A similar
incident serves as the springboard
for some philosophizing about
after-life. Incidental organ music
lends an additional lachrymose
touch to the discourse, which
ranges from the ridiculous to the

The Same Sky
* London, March IS.

Tennant Productions* presentation of

drama in throe acts by Yvonne Mitchell.

Stars Frederick Valk. Thora Hird. Di-

rected by Daphne .Bye. At Duke of

York's Theatre, London, March IS, 52.

$2 top.

Momma Brodsky • -Thora Hird
Poppa Brodsky Frederick -V»lk

Reeny Brodsky • Joy
Esther Brodsky Frances Inland
Manny Brodsky Alarie Cotter
George Smith Robert Dickens
Doreen Betty McDowall
Sammy Peter Hutton
Jeff Smith Vernon Greevgs
Porter Bertram Shuttleworth
Old Woman Margaret St. Barbe-West

Film and stage actress Yvonne
Mitchell has now turned her hand
to writing and this first effort de-

serves commendation. It
,
is a

human story of the breakup of a
Jewish family through intermar-
riage, and was. successfully tried

out at the Lyric. Hammersmith,
before it was transferred to the

West End. Traditional problem of

the hide-bound orthodoxy of the

old, clashing with the modern,
freer attitude of the younger gen-
eration provides adequate scope
for pathos and humor. Although
somewhat disjointed, the story pro-
ceeds in an interesting form, tug-
ging at

.
heartstrings and public

conscience. Its appeal looks
limited,

Frederick Valk and Thora Hird
share equal honors as the doting
parents of three children, living in

London’s East (End during the
hazardous period of the recent war.
They are heartbroken at the re-

fusal of their elder daughter to ac-

cept a Jewish boy friend. When
she marries a Christian soldier,

her father disowns her. although
allowing her to shelter in their
home while her nusband is over-revolting.

‘ wnuo-m Tov-iric roiioc seas, but refuses to speak to her.

This suspense is all to the good, the traces for a “free life" in Paris.
01ftrick Sighting in”! futile effort

The Pro6Pect of a grandchild grafi-

but' isn’t borne out by the action She is attractive and competent m ?n2 ually softens the old mans heart

that follows^iherUf Hawes—plus both rotes. Douglas Watson alsi ° ^barS' c^tVaTdTrs and>hen the tragic ‘'killed ini ac-
_ i _i nn^nni. iTYvm-Aqcoc oc +1ia qa« Pnin-fi/i .Tflnis iy cinoduaaacu w « « u c t a

telegram arrives, coincidinga good-size posse— finally corner impresses as the son. Conrad Janis

and overwhelm Bubber in his steals the office scenes as an irre-

squalid cabin and Hawes shoots pressible but jaded junior execu-

him down cold-bloodedly OS he tive. Others rating bows in the

comes out topnotch cast are Patricia Benoit,

It is impossible to feel the sym- Helene Dumas and Joseph Leber
pathy here that one did for Sid- man.

through the 12 scenes as quickly as
possible. There's nothing about the
production that can be singled out
for favorable mention. Kap.

ney Kingsleys cold-blooded but
inwardly warm-hearted “Dick” in

“Detective Story” because after
> the first act, despite adroit and ad-
mirable playing by the films’

John Hodiak. The character of

Sheriff Hawes is neither sympa-
thetic nor believable. The busi-

ness of his shooting a pet dog in a
moment of tense (we might say

hysterical) emotion in Act Two is

perhaps the first piece of business
tending to alienate audience feel-

ings from this character who
should have them eating out of his

hand from the first, the deliber-

ate killing of Bubber, granted its

full justification as far as the
man’s crimes are concerned, con-
tinues to lessen the onlookers sym-
pathy for the sheriff.

For analogy with plays of the
present era, “The Chase” presum-
ably comes closest to Sherwood’s
“Petrified Forest.” Unfortunately
it doesn’t hold its suspense as that

one did.

In addition to Hodiak’s reserv-
edly good performance as the
sheriff, Kim Hunter gives a glow-
ing and magnetic portrayal of his

wife and credible jobs by a

Elfi Von Kantzow’s settings,
lighting, and costumes are all in
the A-I division, and Stanley
Gould’s direction is sympathetic
and well-paced. As for films,- this
one is right up Hollywood’s alley.

Klep.

The (»reat Highway
- Pasadena, March 28.

Pasadena Playbox production of drama
in seven scenes by August Strindberg,
translated by Arvid Paulson. Directed by
Bobker Ben All. Settings by Christine
Dailey. At Pasadena (Cal). Playbox,
March 27, *52; $2.40 top,

.Hunter Simon Scott
Hermit J.--Rogers Wood
Wanderer Charles Calloway
Miller A Lyle Kirk
Miller E Christopher Manos
Wife of MiUer A Lois Lindley
Girl Fran Lindsey
Schoolmaster Charlie Martell
Smith . . . ; ...Charles Buchlnsky
Tho Nation Gene Mlnney,

Thomas Grimm, Sheila Cameron
Waitress Sheila Cameron
Photographer Donald Meyer
Eufrosyne Betty Flint
Gnttliard Heber Hogan
Klara Emily Beery
Old Japanese Ward Wood
Murderer Mollcr Paul Gartelz
Blind Woman .Kathle Hayes
Tempter Grosvenor Glenn

Current Road Shows
(March 31-April 12)

“Affairs of State” (June Havoc)—Plymouth, Boston (31-12).

“Bell, Book and Candle” (Rosa-
lind Russell, Dennis Price)

—

Great Northern, Chicago (31-12).

“Brass Ring” (tryout)—Walnut,
Phila. (31-12). (Reviewed in
Variety this week).

“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)
(tryout)—Klein Aud., Bridgeport,
(31); Court Square, Springfield
(1-2); Metropolitan, Providence
(3); Memorial Aud., Worcester (4>;

Bushnell Aud., ^Hartford (5); Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (7-12).

“The Chase” (tryout)

tion’

with the baby’s arrival, a general
reconciliation occurs with both
families.

Frances Hyland and Vernon
Greeves win sympathy and under-
standing as the defiant young cou-
ple while Joy Rodgers registers
breezily as the adolescent younger
sister. Alaric Cotter gives a sim-
ple, endearing performance as the
kid brother and Peter Hutton
makes the most of the self-effac-

ing role of the unlucky suitor.

Bertram Shuttleworth turns in a
gem of a characterization as a sub-
way attendant. Play is capably
directed by Daphne Rye. Clem.

L,c Monlin de la Galettc

„ „„ _ Classicists will hail this transla

shrewdly selected cast highlighted I
tion of Strindberg’s last play, but

by Eugenia Rawls (as the killer’s 1 ^
mother), Kim Stanley as his

frightened wife, and by Sam
Byrd. Murray Hamilton (Bubber)
and Ted Yaryan.
With all the inherent melodi'a-

matic merit in the script of this
play, it so far hasn’t completely
clicked and it’s going to take a
lot of work to make it come off.

Waters.

The llrctfts King
Wilmington. Del., March 27.

Donald Wolln (in association with
Donald Flumm) production of drama in
two acts by Irving Elman. Features Sid-
ney Blackmer. Directed by Stanley
Gould. Settings, costumes and lighting by
Elfi Von ICantzow. Incidental music by
John Barrows. At Playhouse, Wilming-
ton, March 27, '32; $3.C0 top.

George Westman Sidney Blackmer
Maruirct Westman Carol Goodner
Herbert Westman Dougins Watson
George’s father Charles Thompson
George's mother ... .Margaretta Warwick
Joan Westman . . Bethel Leslie
Conductor Joseph Lebcrinan
Rosemary Adams Patricia Benoit
Charlie Butler Conrad Janis
Spence Fred Irving Lewis
Cora Potter Helene Dumas

.Irving Elman has written a play
of considerable charm in “The
Brass Ring.” It’s big-league stuff
all the way—script, physical pro-
duction. acting—and as such im-
presses as having a better than
even chance.

there’s nothing here for the com-
mercial theatre. An absorbing al-
legory, it is too abstract'for regular
U. S. presentation. The sheer
weight of its physical production
would make it a dubious venture,
even if the theme and dialog were
defined in the crisper structural
blueprint of contemporary dramat-
ics.

“Highway” is called a drama of
a pilgrimage, with seven road
stops. As brilliantly translated by
Arvid Paulson, it is a script of ex-
ceptional verbal beauty. It is part
prose and part blank verse—and
studded with lengthy flights of rhe-
torical' fancy that are perfectly in
keeping with Strindberg's criss
crossed map of the road of life.

As presented here at the semi
invitational Pasadena Playbox (a
wing of the Pasadena Playhouse),
it emerges as a compelling theatre
evening. It has been excellently
directed by Bobker Ben All, whose
feeling for the lines and under-
standing of the allegorical basis
for the play shine through in
series of highly competent per-
formances.
He has skillfully led his actors

away from the pitfall's of scene-
chewing to give each role the ne
ccssary reality to underline the al-

>

legory. In keeping with the sym-
bolism of the play, virtually none

The plot embraces 24 hours in of the characters is identified by
the life of George Westman, a name. Chief protagonist is called
successful, but frustrated business simply The Hunter, and his perc-
executive whose basic conflict in- grinations provide the action.

Hodiak, Kim Hunter) — Locust,
Phila. (31-12). (Reviewed in
Variety this Week).

“Cocktail -Party” (Dennis King,
Estelle Winwood, Neva Patterson)—Gayety, Wash. (31-12).

“Darkness at Noon” (Edward G.
Robinson) — Metropolitan, Seattle
(31-5); Aud., St. Paul (8); Lyceum,
Minneapolis (9-13).

“Gentlemen • Prefer Blondes”
(Carol Channing)—Erlanger, Phila.
(31-12).

“Guys arid Dolls”—Shubert, Chi-
cago (31-12).

“Happy Time” — Geary, San
Francisco (31-12).

“Hook ’n’ Ladder” (tryout)

—

Playhouse, Wilmington (10-12),

“Member of the Wedding
(Ethel Waters) — Forrest, Phila.
(31-5); Lyric Richmond (7-10);
Center, Norfolk (11-12).

“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
--Forum, Wichita (31-1); Aud.,
Salina, Kans. (2); Aud., Topeka (3);

Music Hall, Kansas City (4-5);

Stuart, 'Lincoln (7-8); Coliseum,
Sioux Falls, S. Dak. (9); Orpheum,

Paris, March 18
Yvonne Printemps production of three-

acts (one set), comedy by Marcel Achard.
Directed, Pierre Fresnay. Stars Yvonne
Printemps and Pierre Fresnay. Set by
Wakhevitch. At Michodiere, Paris.

(John I Isabelle Yvonne Printemps
Auguste Pierre Fresnay
Olivier Renaud-Mary
Chariot Pierre Mondy
Sophie Melina Mercouri
Lulu Francette VernUlat

beauty. It is in keeping, too, with
the rest of the production for
which the Printemps-Fresnay cou-
ple have spared nothing to give
the play a chance. Fresnay’s direc-
tion often is a lifesaver for the
script. Matf.

Under IHe Skin
London, March 5.Desmond O’Donovan production ofdrama in three acts by Hurford Janes

Stars Louise Hampton. Directed by John
Sykes. At Embassy Theatre. London.
EUa Jessop. Louise Hampton
Thomas Jessop Oliver Johnston
Bonny Jessop .....Anne Hayes
Jos* Kimber Rory MacDcrmot

* *' Diana Johnson
Dotty NichoUs ....June Petersen
Willy Chapman James de la Mare

1

This is a variation of the current
teenage delinquency trend in stage
and screen entertainment, involv-
ing seduction during alcoholic am-
nesia resulting in perpetual black-
mail. . It is a well-knit, moralizing
story, good 'enoughs in itself, and
natural in treatment and portrayal.
As a candidate for wider audiences
't is,doubtful.
Locale is a farm house run by

grandparents' of a young girl. She
Is led Into mischief by an older
friend who takes her dancing with
mixed foreign servicemen at a
nearby town, where she passes out
through unaccustomed drinking.
She confesses to her grandmother
that she is going to have a child.
The old folks stand by her and ar-
range td have the infant adopted
right after birth. The son is a
colored infant. The foster mother
demands extra money and from
then on bleeds the pair of their
entire sayings. The girl, ignorant
of all this, marries her grandpa’s
young partner, and is grieved to
learn that she can give him no
children. Driven to ruin by the
blackmailer, the grandparents are
forced to confide in tfie husband,
who forgives the deception and of-
fers to adopt the child.

Louise Hampton makes a mov-
ing figure of the self-sacrificing
old lady while Oliver Johnston
supports her as a typically forth-
right farmer. Anne Hayes earns
sympathy as the betrayed young-
ster and Rory MacDermot enacts
her loyal husband with touching
sincerity. Diana Johnson is excel-
lent as the foster-mother. June 1

Petersen makes a brash imperti-
nent figure of the older girl. John
Sykes directs the play with intelli-

gent insight. Clem.

The High Hid
London, March 10.

Armada Production (by arrangement
with Peter Cotes Production!) presenta-
tion of play in two acts by Henry James.
Directed and edited by Barry Ashmore.
Settings. Kenneth Lawson. At New Bol-
tons* Theatre Club, London.
Mrs. Gracedew Hermione Hannen
Ohlvers Gordon Phlllott
Cora Prodmore Jenny Laird
Young Man Dennis Goacher
Mr. Prodmore D. A. Clarke-Smith
Captain Clement Yule Hugh Burden

Except for the • wonderful draw
of the Yvonne Printemps and
Pierre Fresnay team, local equiva-
lents of the Lunts, this play would
not have had a chance. Two very
boring acts follow the brilliant
first one, evidencing once more
that the current crop of French
playwrights is running short of
ideas. However brilliant a writer
Marcel Achard may have proved
himself, a few sparks in the last
two acts do not suffice to kindle a
fire that appears extinguished
after the first curtain. Nothing
likely here for either Broadway or
Hollywood. The charming middle-
age couple of Fresnay and Prin-
temps live in a Montmartre apart-
ment. He is a musician, she? makes
art ashtrays. They have a real
friend and a rich but nasty cousin
whom they ask to lunch with his
frivolous wife, in playing up
to him. Unknown to them,

C ; rtl1v n m. Tr'uTvrrn
- he overhears what they really

SiOUX City (10), KRNT Radio think of him and hp qpptrq r^vpnpp
Tiifln r>ac Tvrnincc xihiik oi mm ana ne seeks revenge

by trying to make Miss Printemps.Then., Des Moines (11-12).

“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.)—Har
ris, Chicago (31-12).

“Moon Is Blue” (3d Co.)—KRNT
Des Moines (31-1); Orpheum, Sioux
City (2); Omaha, Omaha (3-5);

Forum, Wichita (7-8); Convention
Hall, Tulsa (9-10); Home, Oklahoma
City (11-12)

They throw him out. Balance of
the play turn, into a cheap meller,
resorting to all sorts of corny
tricks.

Fresnay and Miss Printemps, as
a team, have never been better.
She has never been more alluring.

Regarded as one of Henry
James' unactable plays, “The High
Bid,” which survived four matinee
performances in 1909, has been
taken off the shelf and an edited
version staged at this intimate
club theatre. It is an enterprising
venture which will have appeal to

a very limited audience. It could
not hope to survive as a normal
commercial production.

It has the flimsiest of plots, with
its charm and entertainment de-

rived from. the wordy and flowery
language in which James indulged.
Story describes the attempts of a

businessman to exchange his

daughter for a mortgage he holds

on a country mansion. He is, hovv-

ever, outbid bjr a wealthy Ameri-
can widow who just loves every-

thing English.
The cast does excellent work.

Hermione Hannen plays the widow
with all the airs and graces of the

period. D. A. Clarke-Smith is the

hearty, plain-speaking business-

man, while the not-so-meek daugh-
ter is played pleasingly byJenny
Laird. Hugh Burden is top/diffi-

dent as the radical thinking owner
of the mansion. Myro.

“Of Thee I Sing” (tryout) (Jack The way they handle not only the

volvos the rosy dreams of his vouth
and the hard-headed realism of
modern life. His male is a (low -

to-earth housewife, who.-e life is

Role is a tour de force for Simon
Scott, an actor of feeling and sen-
sivity who commands interest even
>n the sometimes lengthy solilo-

'wruuDcdc, „ud in her liusbawi, son. '..quhjs .that stud the script,
,
. His, gu-J (.31-12).,. . ._

Carson, Paul Hartman)—Shubert,
New Haven, Conn. (7-12).

“Remains to be Seen”—Cass, De-
troit (31-5); Erlanger, Chicago (7-

12 ).

“Rose Tattoo”—Curran, San
Francisco (31-5).

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
Webb Tilton)—Palace, Columbus
(31-5); Taft Aud., Cincinnati (7-12).

“Student Prince” — Erlanger,
Buffalo (31-3); Aud., Rochester
(4-5>.

“To Be Continued” (tryout)

—

Wilbur, Boston (7-12).

“Two on the Aisle” (Bert Lahr,
Dolores Gray)—Shubert, Boston,

A. l? (ft *

well-paced first act but manage to
keep the audience attentive dur-
ing the dragging remaining por-
tion is a wonder. As the faithful
pal. Pierre Mondy is topshelf sup-
port. Renaud-Mary and Melina
Mercouri give a very good account
of themselves in very unsympa-
thetic parts. As the Bohemian
couple’s little slavey, Francette
Vernillat, has vivacity and charm.
The title refers to one of the old

Montmartre windmills, now a caba-
ret. The Wakhevitch set, showing
the couple’s cheap living room
with a window opening on. a bal-
cony revealing the distanf roofs

t Tarlempion
,

(John Doe)
Paris, March 5.

Dollie Falrlie & Andre Puglia produc-
tion o£ comedy in three acts by Frederic
Dard and Marcel E. Grancher. Stars

Jeanette Batti. Directed by Pierre Valde.

Set by Aime Bazin. At Theatre Fontaine.
Paris.

.
_ ...

Melodic Jeanette Batti

Felix Lcgras. Jean Brochard
Colonel Charles Dechaitips

Jeremie Jacques Dynam
Mrs. Legras Germaine Ri«s«

Napoli Jean Claude Deret

Tartcmpion’s father Pierre Nau£.
ic

l,

Postman Pierre
Legras’s daughter Francoise Dclbau

This comedy should have been

written under a capsulized form
as a curtain-raiser and it would
then click. As is, diluted into three

acts, it drags a lot and is unlikely

for a long or profitable run.
The story concerns the cafe

ISffflflWA 9SJKSe. .

7?t«»t Ha. «%«
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I may be a hick from the sticks of Small

Rock, but there’s nothing small in the way

I feel about what you’ve done for me.
%J &

If ever there was
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a Cock-Eyed Optimist—THIS is it!

Happy South Pacific Birthday!
Ill/

I love you wonderful guys

Nellie Forbush
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Plays Abroad
O Distant laml, Sc All 7

Tarleinpiott
owner and mayor of a village who
succeeded, with the help of a colo-
nel, in obtaining an appropriation
to erect a monument, to the war
dead of the village. There happen
to be none. So he manages to claim
as dead one Tartempion (Jeremie
in the play), who was only missing
and happens to turn up just as
the monument is to be dedicated-
bad political business for the
mayor. Inevitable comic situations
ensue.

Description of village politics is

funny, as well as the antics of a
prostitute and her “manager/’ But
there is too much political talk,
which leads Jean Brochard to the
border on overacting. Jeanette
Batti and Jean Claude Deret are
fine, while other parts are good.
Germaine Risse’s part is unimpor-
tant, while her daughter is very

g
rettily handled by Francoise Del-
art.

Could be turned into an mriusing
graft story in a small U. S. town,
with considerable sapolio on the
prostitute's part. ^ Maxi.

Tflae ^esiiSe Maiden
Dublin, March 25.

Irish National Theatre production of
comedy-drama in two acts by Dpnal J.
Glltinan. Directed by Rla Mooney; set-
tings, Vere Dudgeon. At Abbey Theatre
(Queen's), Dublin, March 24, '52.
EUeen • Maire O'Donnell
Tim Began Liam O. Foghlu
Mr. Clarke M. J. Dolan
Joe Mullen Harry Brogan
Julia

J Maire Kane
Guard Gcaney Ray McNally
Guard Timmons Philip Flynn

While this play hardly furthers
the basic principles on which the
Abbey Theatre was founded, it
does prove to be an entertaining
comedy-thriller. Two prisoners on
their way to jail, under guard meet
at a country railway station. The
young girl aids the moderateiy-
successful exponent of the art of
larceny to escape and is, in turn,
released on bail to a strange old
gentleman whose pleasure it is to
wait at the railway station for the
return of a loug-lost daughter who
never comes,

Maire O'Donnell, as the girl,
gives a fine performance and*the
other woman in the piece, Maire
Kane, makes a believable character
of the housekeeper.** The comedy
relief Is provided by the station-
master of Harry Brogan, which is
a particularly clever characteri-
zation while Ray McNally and
Philip Flynn are the two guards
in charge of the prisoners. Liam
O. Foghlu, criminal from the city,
and the rather strange character
of the train-meeter, played by
M. J. Dolan, both give sound per-
formances.

Vere Dudgeon’s two settings
captured the mood of the play
which looks set .or a run. It should
attract interest as a possibility for
production outside of Ireland.

Mac.

La Mare Aux Canards
(The Ducks' Pond)

,
Paris, March 10.

Denise and Marcel Maurey production
of three-act comedy (one set) by MarcCab and Jean Valmy. Directed by
Jacques Cliaron Features Genise Grey.At Theatre des Varietes, Paris.

Arlette Poirier
Christian Alers

ric«ii
ane Robert Murzeau

Mi?itM-'ri’
' Denise Provence

Thi
tr
o..Psereau tfacques MorelThe Prince Gregolre Aslan

This comedy, which has 'an amus-
es first act and slower action there-
after, has a few funny lines but
goes over mainly because of the
ex

* j
e
i]
en^ ac^n8* Story reveals a

middle-aged woman whose life has
been devoted to playing backseat
to a impecunious prince. Latter’s
whole life has been devoted to
marrying rich women. Her brother,
nephew and the latter’s wife all
live on her and wonder when the
divorced prince again will be in a
position to support the family.A crazy toy manufacturer, so
rich and bored with life that he
wants to commit suicide and of-
xei s to make the woman his heir

if she will permit him to use her
apartment as his final resting
place. However, he meets a young
airplane hostess there and takes a
new* lease on life. The arrival of
the prince complicates matters. .

Denise Grey, whose illness post-
poned the opening in Paris a few
days Jtfter a successful trybut in
Brussels, is fine as. Suzanne. The
family consists of fat good natured
Felix Oudart; the son, Christian
Alers, and the latter’s wife, Ar
lette Poirier. Robert Murzeau, as
the wealthy top merchant, is sen-
sational and underplays a difficult

role. His love interest is the very
personable Denise Provence, as
the air hostess. Jacques Morel, as
the Prince’s business manager
shows considerable ability, Su-
zanne Bara is excellent as a maid.
The Prince, who appears only in
the last act, , is done by Gregoire
Aslan, nee Coco Aslan of Ray
Ventura's orchestra. Maxi.

Play on B’way

the league of

PRESENT DAY ARTISTS
pointings and iculpturo on

“SHOW BUSINESS”
march 31 - april 25, 1952
monday thru friday, 1,6 p.m.

ANTA PLAYHOUSE, 245 W. 52 St., NYC

Available Immediately for

part time work
temporary or p.rm.n.nt, noon-4 p.m.
womAn en *' reliable youhe
Sir executl?

* r*U*vin3 busy Show
duties nL V* scme

u ‘dmlnlstratlv*

offorV; p| 0a°se
°9raphV ° r cl * rk,nC

Call SChuylcr 4-B007

The Grass Harp
Salnt-Subber, In association with Rita

Allen, production of drama in two acts
(five scenes) by Truman Capote. Features
Mildred Natwick, Johnny Stewart, Russell
Collins, Georgia Burke, . Alice Pearce,
Ruth Nelson, Jonathan HarriB, Lenka
Peterson, Sterling Holloway. Directed by
Robert Lewis; musical score, Virgil
Thomson; scenery and costumes, Cecil
Beaton. At Martin Beck, N. Y., March
27, '62; $4.80 top ($6 opening).

Catherine Creek Georgia Burke
Collin /Talbo Johnny Steward
Dolly Talbo Mildred Natwick
Verena Talbo Ruth Nelson
Dr. Morris Ritz Jonathan Harris
Reverend's wife Susan Steell
Reverend Ralph Hertz
Barber Sterling Holloway
Baker's wife . . .

Gertrude Flynn
Postmaster Jay Barney
Sheriff ' ,.Val Dufour
Judge Cool Russell Collin;
Choir mistress Jane Smith
Big Eddie Stover Anthony McGrath
Brophy .. Jules Racine
Sam Larry Robinson
Maude Riordan Lenka Peterson
Baby Love Dallas Alice Pearce

Truman Capote, whose stylistic
stories of boyhood reminiscence
have drawn marked critical atten-
tion and an intense following re-
cently, has made .a weirdie drama-
tization of his most recent one,
“The Grass Harp.” As esoteric sort
of combination Tennessee Williams
and William Saroyan, it lacks the
vitality of the one and the effort-
less whimsicality of the other.
Despite a few disarming touches,
it appears to have limited Broad-
way potential, and is negligible
screen material.

The play, reportedly adhering
closely to the first half of the book
but having a substantially altered
second part, deals with an assort-
ment of “characters.” These in-
clude two spinster sisters, one
grim and positive, the other shy
and vague; a gabby family retainer
who insists she’s Indian, not Negro;
a misfit cousin ward with a pre-
cocious enthusiasm for floosies and
likker; an eccentric ex-judge; a
timid, gossipy barber; a meek
preacher and his pugnacious wife,
and a giddy cosmetics peddler.
There are elements of fantasy

and presumably symbolism in the
yarn as one of the spinsters, rather
than tell her domineering sister
the secret formula of her dropsy
nostrum, runs away with the maid
and the young cousin to live in a
treehouse. But after a fairly prom-
ising start the fable disintegrates
in the second act, as a member of a
comformist posse shoots the rebel-
lious boy, a patent medicine hustler
swipes the tough sister’s $5,800
nest-egg and the meek sister turns
down the ex-judge’s proposal.
Moreover, the piece as a whole
seems self-conscious and precious.
The arty style of presentation

hasn t helped. For example, Robert
Lewis’s humorless staging, varying
from over-niceness to dver-empha-
sis, tends to aggravate the spe-
cialized aspect of the script. That,
plus the apparently inconclusive-
ness of the characters, appears to
limit the individual performances.

Thus, even such an expert actress
as Mildred Natwick doesn’t quite
succeed in resolving the diffuse
part of the indecisive sister, but
Georgia Burke has it easier with
the better defined role of the serv-
ant, as do Alice Pearce as the
cosmetic saleswoman, Jonathan
Harris as the crook, Lenka Peter-
son as the boy’s sweetheart and
Sterling Holloway as the scandal-
loving barber. Johnny Stewart as
the boy, Russell Collins as the
lonely ex-judge and Ruth Nelson
as the determined sister, make
admirable attempts to clarify dif-
ficult roles.

Virgil Thomson has provided the
fragile theme music (for flute
harp, fiddle, viola and cello), and
Cecil Beaton has designed the
elegant decor, with Edith Lutyens
executing the costumes. Kobe.

God’s CMXliut Got Wings
(LENOX HXLLffa. Y.)

At Equity Library . Theatre’s

Lenox Hill Playhouse, N. Y., the

actors score over the director and
playwrights in a twin bill, “O Dls

tant Land,” a neW play, and “A1
God’s Chillun Got Wings.” The
former is Stanley Richards’ still-

born “One Third of a' Nation,”
the latter Eugene O’Neill’s unre
lieyed and overlong scrutiny of
miscegenation.

Composed of a frame and a se-
ries of scenes, “O Distant Land

'

is a choppy one-acter dealing with
a young colored boy in Brooklyn
during the depression. He dreams
of Studying playwrlghting with
Walter Prichard Eaton at Yale and
going to live in the oft-repeated
“distant land” of- the title, Manhat-
tan. Rosetta Le Noire brings va-
riety and sympathy to the role of

the boy’s mother, and Frederick
O’Neal is, as usual, topnotch as
the lad’s saloon-keeping father
who buys a bar refrigerator with
the money the mother had saved
for the son’s education. Ed Cam-
bridge; as the aspiring son, and
Vinnie Burrows, as his steadfast
girl, are both’ good. Reginald H.
Fenderson is not very convincing
as the family doctor.

The 30-year-old psychological
and social tragedy . by O’Neill
seems to need more expert direc-
tion than that provided by Ella
Gerber to be effective theatre and
to avoid the ludicrous. Neither of
these was achieved in this produc-
tion, marked by heavy-handedness,
slow pace and lack of restraint
Despite the direction, two out-
standing performances were con-
tributed by Earle Hyman as the
sensitive Negro boy Jim and by
Patricia Ferris as the white girl
Ella, who marries Jifh and whose
mind is destroyed- by the conflict
within her between her love for
him and her hatred of the colored
race he belongs to.

Gertrude Jeannette reveals a
-much-needed restraint as well a's

understanding in the role- of Jim’s
sister Hattie,- and Cecil Scott plays
his mother with -dignity and gen-
tleness. Andy Milligan overplays,
but effectively, as Shorty the pimp,
while Bert Rems&i is somewhat
stereotyped as the gang-leader who
seduces Ella and then deserts her
before she turns to Jim. Ed Cam-
bridge has a good bit as Joe, the
Negro who beats Jim for being too
uppity, and Janine Chapman, ap-
pealing as young Ella, is the best
of the moppets, most of whom act
too much like stage children.

The play benefits by the rich
singing voices of Don Felasco, Mil-
ton Barrows and Ed Cambridge.
Roger Furman’s realistic street-
corner set cramps the actors in the
first act. His second-act interior
is more adequate. Vene.

Off-B’way Show

All Aroimd the Town
(BARBIZON-PLAZA, N. Y.)

Produced by Juliet Bridgman,
"All Around the Town,” a new
musical revue which opened and
closed at the Barbizon-Plaza The-
atre last week, was • ambitiously
and perhaps naively announced as
a “pre-Broadway tryout.”

According to the program, the
chief culprit for this tasteless pot-
pourri seems to be Larry Parke,
who directed the production, wrote
most of the lyrics and some of the
music, and assisted in the choreog-
raphy. The songs and sketches,
familiar and fuzzy fifth carbons of
recent Broadway revues, strove to
be amusing on such subjects as
politics, suburban living, the sub-
conscious and Mack Sennett bath-
ing beauties.

Faintly humorous were the
blackouts on expectant fathers and
Pre-Marriage Counselling,” skits
done often and better in burlesque.
Among the unfortunate young peo-
ple in this pallid pastiche, Frank
Moore, Bob Christie and Ilene Leh-
rer gave promise of better things
undgr happier circumstances.

Vene.

BALLET THEATRE’S D.C. BATE
Ballet Theatre will commence its

14th tour of the U. S. and Canada
next fall, with a full week at the
National Theatre Washington, be-
ginning Dec. 29.

This will mark the first time for
a ballet company in a legitimate
theatre in D. C„ previous engage-
ments being in Constitution Hall or
film houses.

Legit Bit*
Continned from par* 72
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two busloads of actors and staffers

of his current Broadway hits, “The
Shrike” and “Stalag 17,” to Philly
Sunday (30) to catch, the evening
dress rehearsal of his latest -pro-
duction, “The Chase,” current at.

Locust . . . Sudden shuttering of
“The Long Watch” (29) which, left

the Lyceum Theatre available
sooner than was - expected, is

credited with cutting down the
Philly run of “Th Brass Ring”
from two "’to one week at the Wal-
nut. “Ring” is skedded as next oc-
cupant of the Lyceum.

Jose Ferrer will play the lead
role in “A Child Named Lisa,”
original Passover radio drama by
Millard Lampel), to be presented
by the United Jewish Appeal Sun-
day (6) over ABC . . . Bill Hayes
will, costar with Shirley Booth in
“A Tree Grows in Brooklyn” at
the State Fair Auditorium, Dallas,
June 23-July 6 . , . Arthur Gregor’s
“Fire,” a play in verse, was select-
ed for production in the 1952 U.
of Illinois Festival of Contem-
porary Arts, and will be show-
cased at the school for four days
starting tomorrow -(Wed.). New
Yorker’s drama is about a- Cartha-
ginian dictator, with special music
by Ben Johnston, Illini' composer.

Carl Sham arrived in Albany
Saturday night (29) to take over
the direction of “The HaDpy Medi-
um,” farce-comedy spoofing tele-
vision, which will premiere at Mal-
colm Atterbury’s Playhouse April
15. Eugene O’Sullivan, director of
the. stock company since January,
retired from that role to concen-
trate on rewriting the opus with
the co-playwright, Allen Sherman.
It went into rehearsal Sunday (30).
Shain directed “Magnolia Alley”
on Broadway two years ago.
Margo Jones has drooped plans

for a summer season of Theatre '52
in Dallas. No suitable space is
available, and her playhouse is
committed each June as chorus
rehearsal room for State Fair Mu^
sicals . . .Rose Marilyn Frank has
assumed flacking chores for Dal-
las’ State Fair Musicals. Hal LeRoy
ispsought for the scarecrow role in
“Wizard of Oz,” for Aug. 4-17. Jed
Mace will costume the first pro-
duction, “Porgy and Bess,” open-
ing June '9

. . Dallas' Ray Brock,
foreign correspondent, has optioned
Edwin Justus Mayer’s “Sunrise in
My Pocket” for musical conversion
. . . Theatre ’52, Dallas, will stage
Vera Marshall’s comedy, “So in
Love,” April 28, f6r three weeks,
as its final production of the winter
season.

Harry L. Young. Mary Farrell (his
wife), Duncan Baldwin and Nancy
Cushman (his wife), former mem-
bers of The Playhouse Co. in Al-
bany, and now doing television in
New York, appeared on the final
telecast of “Backstage With the
Atterburys” over WRGB. Schenec-
tady, Sunday (30) . . . Ewan Mac-
Coil. author of “Uranium 235,”
has written a new play, “The Trav-
ellers,” for this fall’s Edinburgh
Festival . . . Demctrios Vilan set
as resident director for the Laguna
(Cal.) Playhouse summer season
which opens June 24 for 10 weeks.
Don Jessec is business manager.
„ Winifred Heidt, N. Y. City Opera
Co. lead, will appear in two of the
musicals slated for St. John Ter-
r
f}}’3

Music Circus at Lambert-
vilie, N. JM this summer, having
been signed as Nettie in “Carou-
sel and Aunt Minnie in “Roberta.”

Five §hows New to Pitt
In A1 Fresco Opera Setup
_ .

Pittsburgh, April i.
-Five shows new to outdoor audi-

enpes here,- find four repeats win
ma|ce..up the nine-week series of
the summer opera company at Pitt
Stadium this season. Oldies are
‘Desert Song,” which brings Ed
.ward Roeker back as the RedShadow again; “Annie Get Your
Gun,” with Sandra Deel doing the
title role she first played at the
Stadium in 1950; “Rio Rita;” which
is to star- Met soprano Brenda
Lewis, and “Babes in Toyland.”

Schedule opens June ' 16 with
“Carousel,” featuring Dorothy Mac.
Neil, followed by “Desert Song”
“High ’Button Shoes,” which will
co-star Tim Herbert and Don Sax-
on; “The Firefly,” “Rio Rita,” “One
Touch of Venus,” “Annie,” “The
Student Prince,”’ with the Met’s
Brian Sullivan ^s the prince, and
“Babes in Toyland.” William Wy-
metal, managing director of the
Civic Light Opera Assn., expects
to have the leads lined up for
“Firefly,” “Venus” and “Toyland”
within next couple of weeks.

‘Pacific,’ ‘King’
Continued from page 71 ;

Stock Bills

(March 31-April 13)
% -

“Heiress” (Miriam Hopkins)—
Empress Playhouse, St. Louis
( 1 -6 ).

,

Am Laughing” (tryout)—The-
atre '52, Dallas (31-13).
“John Loves Mary” (Joanne

Dru) Empress Playhouse, St. Louis
(8-13).

“Light Up the Sky” (Margie
/

E

i
a
5f

)
"“Arena Theatre, Memphis

“Room Service” — Playhouse,
Houston (2-6).

.. “Streetear Named Desire”

—

Playhouse, Houston (8-13).

ZaSu Guesting; in Dallas
Dallas, April 1.

ZaSu Pitts will recreate her role
of Belinda Pryde in a Civic Play-
house production of “Ramshackle
Inn,” scheduled for six perform-
ances here, April 7-12.
Jonathan

.

Seymour is directing.
Jack Reed is Playhouse managing
director.

nection with arrangements by
which Ezio Pinza was signed as
original co-star), the total net
profit came to $2,892,709.66.

, No III Wind
“King” had an operating profit

of $57,576.34 for the five weeks
ended March 1, the net going as
high as $15,173.40 for one week
when* Gertrude Lawrence was ill

(as stair, she gets 10% of the gross,
so that $5,170 was saved when she
was put out of the cast). That
brought the total net on the pro-
duction to $138,265.54 for 49 weeks’
operation, less $6,913.28 paid to
Miss Lawrence, representing her
5% share of the show.

Accounting for the week ended
March 8 (subsequent to the above
summary) reveals that the touring
“SP” netted $15,101.89 on a gross
of $52,476.50 at. the Lyceum, Min-
neapolis. The theatre share was a
straight. 25% of the gross. In-
cluded in the $24,255.40 company
expense were $7,190 cast payroll
(the amount was reduced because
co-star Janet Blair was on vaca-
tion), $1,735.54 for musicians,
$1,750 for company crew, $339.20
for extra stagehands, $5,247.65
author royalties (including
$1,049.53 to Rodgers and Ham-
merstein as “managers”) and
$1,311.91 director royalty.
The “South Pacific”-“King and

I” anniversary party April 12 will

be at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.

Shows>in Rehearsal
Keys: P (Play), M (Musical).

“For Crying Out Loud” (P)—
Michael Midas, prod.; Edgar Mc-
Gregor, dir.

“Four Saints in Three Acts”
(M)—ANTA, prod.; Virgil Thomp-
son, dir.

“Hook ’n’ Ladder” (P) — A1
Moritz, prod-dir.
“New Faces” (M)—Leonard Sill-

man, prod.; John Murray Ander-
son, dir.

“Of Thee I Sing” (M)—Chand-
ler Cowles, Bennett Segal, prods.;
George S: Kaufman, dir.; Jack
Carson, Paul Hartman, stars.

“Shuffle Along” (M)—Irving
Gaumont, prod.; Jack McGowan,
dir.

“To Be Continued” (P)—Guthrie
McClintic, prod.-dir.

Vienna Loses Lilt
Vienna, March 25.

Vienna closed its last musical
comedy theatre, because of “lack
of public interest,” last week (22 >.

Classical operettas such as
Strauss’ “Fledermaus” still will be
performed in the government-op-
erated Volksopera.

AUDITORIUM ATTRACTIONS
and established personalities wanted (or con-
cert promotions

. In Texas, Louisiana, Okla-
homa and Arkansas. If desired, can set 3
months ft personal appenranoos. In Seuth and
Sbhthwest. You furnish the entertainment,
I It furnish the promotion and datos.

k. d, Mcelroy
4547 Westway, Dallas, Texas

(March 31-April 13)
“Chicago” — Lenox Hill Play-

i
house, N. Y. (8-12).

WANTED—For Tomr of State Fair*

Sales Promotion Director
$300 wk. plus $150 wk. Expenses and

25% Commission
WANT SUMMER STOCK COMPANY

$t. Louis Theatre—St. Louis.
WANT TOP STAGE UNITS

Fox Theatre—St. LeUli
F&M STAGESHQW5, INC.

Paramount Phone
Rids., N.Y.C. DOC HOWE CH 4-395*
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And How They Grew
(Or Th* Bobbtey Twin* at Menninger**

)

P By KEN ENGLUND
, Oh. friend*, what in *xcitmg day

this has been in Hollywood! Now
far be it from me to violate a con-

fidence, but Morty Hackmeyer,

America's sweetheart of a screen-

writer, told me personally that he

has an idea! Not his own, of course,

but he does show splendid initia-

tive to have thought of taking and
making something out of such a

flimsy springboard as “War and
Peace” by Leo Rplston.

His studio naturally doesn’t want
war in it and yet is afraid of a

pacifist angle, but Morty, in the

treatment he has knocked but be-

tween buffalo hunting trips to

Idaho with Gary and Clark (he’s

a great shot you know) thinks he
has the story licked. He assured

me personally ‘that everything
would be done in good taste and
will be tentatively titled “Ma and
Pa Kettle in Mittel .Europe.”

And speaking of romance, what’s
with Morty and Countess Betty
Von Sauerbraten? They were seen
dancing together while his treat-

ment was being typed. Oh, our
boy does get around and not just

on the typewriter keyboard. Be-
lieve you me, he’ll have to work
fast on Betty for he flies June
first to Scotland to pick up his

annual supply of Black Angus cat-

tle. Morty won three ribbons at

the Pomona County Fair last year,

you know. He never lets any grass
grow under his feet where cattle

are concerned.
—Sample gossip item from the be-

loved pen of KEN ENGLUND,

NEW 'PUBLICATIONS
Again The Wild Goose Pfess an-

nounces its spring line, hurling the
following titles into the teeth of
Television, secure in the 'knowledge
that reading is still man’s best
friend.

„ Non-and Part-Fiction
“Square Dancing Confidential,”

by Jack Spratt and Mortimer
Snerd. At last the whole truth
about squares! If you have built
a house by the side of the road,
Madame, this book has your num-
ber!

“I Was A Counterspy at Macy’s,”
by A1 Bloomingdale. Now it can
be told—if you’ll only sit still and
listen!

“Red Cells In the Sunset.”
“I Was a Square Peg in a Round

Hole for the F.B.I;”
“Dagmar Unmasked — The

Woman Underneath,” a titillating
biography.

“I Was a Big Frog in a Small
Pool for the F.B.I.,” by Esther
Williams.

“I Was a Gremlin for the
Kremlin.”
“Buddy Rogers,” by Mary Pick-

ford.

“Mary Pickford,” by Buddy Rog-
ers.

“I Was a Serf for Bennet Cerf,
A romance of the literary game.

Fiction
The Elusive Antimacassar,” b

Truman Capote.
“Was Rommel Really Cor

quered? by Kurt Kaput.
House and Garden^

The Rake’s Progress.”
Serious Drama Student

So You Want a Career—Wb
Doesn’t?”
“The New Approach to Stanis-

lawsky.”
“I Served at Childs Between

Shows.”

cu"* served at Schraffts Between
Shows.

“I Served at Longchamps Be-
tween Shows.”
Get the Whole series. The author

Is now at Sardi’s getting material
for his next effort: “I Studied Yul
Brynner Between Courses” and
Yul Brynner made Easy”

—

Anomyous.
Serious New Playwright

. Rejected Feeling—What
t0

.,
o. About it?”

'

Suicide is Not the Answer.”
I Served at Childs While Wait-mg to Hear From the Guild.” *

,xr
* Served at Schrafft’s While

Waiting to Hear From Joe Kip-
ness.”

“Chandler Cowles-Unmasked!”

Bestry ”
S a ^ardi s Spy f°r Harry

Write That Play!”-
Tote that Bard.”
Lift that Idea.”

Self-Help Shelf
The Psychopath to Hj

gers ”
B°kksey .Twins ai

“Pick Up Your Feet!”
“Inside Dale Carnegie.”
“Gayelord, Hauser — Man or

Mousse?”

Higher Finance
“A Penny For Your Thoughts,”

a compilation of homey case his-
tories of tax evaders, prepared by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
“The Latin Quarter” or “The De-

ductible Doll ”

{Pookends Included )

Scripter . Lester Velie reports no
disagreement with Collier’s editor
Lou Ruppel. Claims he wanted his
name off the Collier’s masthead
so that he could feel free to write
for other mags as well.
Hubert Griffiths elected new

prexy of the Critics Circle of Lon-
don at their annual meeting held
last Thursday (22). Stephen Watts
was made vice prexy. A. E. Wilson,
Star drama critic, was re-elected
treasurer and John Parker contin-
ues as secretary.

New Pocket-Size Mag
A pocket-size mag is planned by

a new firm incorporated in Topeka,
Kans., a fortnight ago. Firm' is
Now Publications, InqM with mag
to be called Now Magazette. It’s
due in April.

Incorporators include Henry
Haldeman-Julius, son of the fate E.
Haldeman-Julius, publisher of the
Little Blue Books. Other incorpor-
ators are Ray L. N.ewberrt and
Martha N. Hennessey, G i r'a r d,
Kans. Ben L. Humphreys, Girard,
is resident agent for the new firm,
with authorized capitalization of
$50,000,

Publication is described as a
current feature magazine. Firm

:

expects to purchase the Little
Blue Books from the Haldeman-
Julius firm, and distribute them
with the national magazine as a
“free book of the month” feature.

Reuters Chief’s Autobiog
Sir Roderick Jones,- a former

correspondent in South Africa for
the news agency, and who took
over Reuters and reorganized it in
1915, has written his autobiog-
raphy, “A Life in Reuters,” the
news agency now owned coopera-
tively by the British press. Double-
day will publish.
When German refugee Julius

Reuter- first founded the press
news bureau in 1848 he first used
carrier pigeons and later the wire-
less to relay information from all

comers of the world.

Ireland Bans Ilka Book
Ilka Chase’s novel, “New York

22,” and Paul De Kruif’s “Life
Among the Doctors” are among 33
books just banned by the Irish Cen-
sorship of Publications Board.
Two U. S.-published periodicals,

American Photography and Popu-
lar Photography, were among four
nixed at the same time.

Bill White's New Chore
•On April 2, and oh each Monday,

Wednesday and Friday thereafter,
William Chapman White’s column,
“Just About Everything,” will ap-
pear on the editorial page of the
New York Herald Tribune. For
the past three years. White has
written many of the Topics of the
Times, which were published on
the editorial page of the New York
Times.

Boxtop Baedeker
Contests are a staple method for

hypoing the boxoffice, whether it

be in the filmeries (Council of

Motion Picture Organizations, for

example,0 has been been mulling
a national contest that would bring
more patrons into theatres) or On
the air (Ralph Edwards’ “Miss
Hush” or more recent Mr. Dimes
stunts are- classic examples). Get-
ting the customer to tear off a

boxtop and write why he likes

Wheat Treets in 25 words or less

is a promotional technique that

has been used with good payoff

by companies of every type—big,

little and in-between. But many
a prize project’ has fallen short

of its objective, or failed to
#
real-

ize its full potentialities, which is

why “Successful Prize Contests”
(Prentice-Hall; $7.50) is a welcome
addition to the how-to tomes on
advertising and selling.

Book is by a pair of knowing
specialists. Lester M. Cone, Jr.,

merchandising account executive

for McCann-Erickson ad agency,

and Zenn Kaufman, sales and ad
consultant now merchandising di-

rector for Philip Morris. (Ciggie

exec, incidentally, yesterday <Tues.)

addressed the Sales Executives
. . . . .

« • • •

Club in N. Y, on “Showmanship in
Business.”),
Manual, which run* to 567 pages,

not only covers all phases of its
subject but make* entertaining
reading. It serves as an excellent
guide to use of the contest tech-
nique-studying the primary and
secondary objectives, selecting the
theme, strategy or prizes, contest
promotion, selection of judges,
framing*of rules;, etc. One chapter,
‘Keeping out of Jail ” is a top-
flight summary of regulations and
decisions of the Post Office, Fed-
eral Trade Commission, Federal
Communications Commission and
the various courts, advising those
staging contests on legal pitfalls.

Especially valuable is a 2p0-odd
page appendix -which gives the
case histories of 44 contests. Lat-
ter will prove provocative to those
looking for inspiration and prac-
tical experience. Inclusion of
plenty of charts and illustrations
and a complete index also help
make this a sock boxtop Baedeker.

Bril.

‘Confidential' and the Trade
Skyrocketing from 12 to No. 2

bestseller, Jack Lait and Lee
Mortimer’s “USA Confidential”
(Crown) is' the butt and the envy
Of the trade. Most “reputable”
publishers scoff at the legal in-
volvements they fear the book
will incur, plus -also the ethical
aspects bom of the general
squawks, but the piore frank execs
among these “old line” publishers
wonder if they’d “act so superior
if we were the lucky publishers.”
Apart from local defenders, such

as the Dallas and San Francisco
'press, some of the reviews have
been on the favorable side. As for
the sundry libel suit threats,
Crown in N. Y. avers that, despite
the repetitive reports of such ac-
tions, which may or may not come
to pass, so far they have yet to be
served with one suit. The book’s
four printings now total 180,000
copies. At the -moment it’s a phe-
nomenal bestseller.

Prolific Max Shulman
Max Shulman is back at home

in Westport, Conn., after having
been in Hollywood since last Jan-
uary, writing the screenplay,
“Steaks for. Connie,” for Metro.
It’s an original story by Shulman
and Herman Wouk,*and last year
the former did the screen treat-
ment at M-G.
While he was in Hollywood, Met-

ro bought the screen right of Shul-
man’s last book, “The Many Loves
of Dobbie Gillis,” and engaged
him to do the screenplay. He also
sold to Universal-International an
original story, “Ivan's Left Hand,”
written by him in collaboration
with Leo Lieberman. Paramount
is negotiating a deal with Shulman
to write one screenplay a year for
five years.

Follctt Award Winner
Chicago publishers Wilcox &

Follett will announce In June the
winner of the 1952 Charles W. Fol-
lett Award of $3,000’ “for worthy
contributions to children's litera-
ture,” prize going to Reba Paeff
Mirsky of -New York for her novel,
“Thirty Brothers and Sisters,”
about a young Zulu girl. Publi-
cation is set for late this summer.
Writer’s rep is Larney Goodkind.

Author teaches at the New
School for Social Research, N. Y.,

h§r husband, Dr. Alfred Mirsky
being a research MD with the
Rockefeller Institute. Their world-
wide travels resulted partly in this

novel from Mrs. Mirsky.

CHATTER
Gilbert Seldes’ “Television for

the Writer” due from Doubleday
presses Aug. 21.

Permabooks has issued a special
50c edition of Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower’s “Crusade in Europe.*”

World Pub’s new veep, Bill Targ,
acknowledges the new title, “After
all these years of virtue, it’s nice
to have a vice!”

Legit producer Leland Hayward
is profiled by George Frazier as
“The Great Loafer” in the current
(April), Esquire mag.

Kimball Flaccus has been
awarded a- $2,500 Neberry Library
(Chi) fellowship to complete a
biog of Edgar Lee Masters.

Music publisher H. W. Hein-
sheimer (Schirmer) who authored
“Menagerie in F Sharp” in ’47, has
a new one due via Doubleday titled

“Fanfare for Two Pigeons.”

Benjamin Epstein and Arnold
Forster, national director and gen-
eral counselor for the Anti-Defa-
mation League, have authored
“The Troublemakers” which
Doubleday will publish in May.

Last newspaper to be published
on historic Park Row, once the
capital of metropolitan N. Y. pub-
lishing houses, becomes lost when
the Journal of Commerce moves to

a new Varick St. site from the

old World (63 Park Row) Bldg.
»
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Hollywood.
As long as people have to compete against animals for public atten-

tion, it’s silly to talk about this being a man's world. In one of the
publicity devices connected with the exploitation of “Blessed Mother
Goose,” It was thought it would be a smart tieup to bring in Hollywood
Park's Goose Girl and her pet goose.

I didn't'exactly leap at the idea because I know geese to be mean as
snapping turtles. But the goose was brought into town anyway and
proceeded to raise hell at the comer of Hollywood and Vine. She
hissed, pulled at, a’rope that would have hung a horsethief, and snapped
at children who sought to pet her.
A four~dayk>ld lamb, which was the cutest thing seen on Hollywood

Blvd. that day, had to be warned not to sniff the goose or he’d- get his
Levantine schnoz bobbed. I picked up the lamb and played with him,
but the goose was something I wouldn’t have touched with anything
less than hot tongs.

I ran into Guy Bates Post, who on seeing how the goose was acting
up feared the worst. Next year he celebrates his 60th year of trouping,
incidentally, because he began with Mrs. James Brown-Pottdr (Cora
Urquhart) in “Charlotte Corday” in 1893. He told of a gazelle he had
in “Omar the Tentmaker.” Richard Wallah Tully, the author of
-“Omar,” added the animal to the cast. It was one of those touches
which an author thinks will add not only realism hut an irresistible bit
of charm to a* play.

But, as most actors know, animals as part of a play are a great
scene-stealing trial and not infrequently a nuisance. Trainers must be
paid to handle them when they are offstage and in transit, and must
rehearse them in their tricks so that their timing is not off when action
calls for them to perform.

Persia, ^Before Oil Derrick*
In “Omar the Tentmaker,” which Post played 959 times without

break just before World War I, the play opened’ with an elaborate
Prolog. The scene was set in a Persian garden. There was a balcony
scene. It was the garden of the beautiful Shireen, Omar's love. The
garden was enclosed by a# high, wall. There 'was a lily pond in the
centre of the stage and a marble figure standing in the middle of the
pond. Under Shireen’s window was a creeping vine which Post used
to climb to her balcony for their love-scene. There were roses bloom-
ing over the wall and large Persian jardinieres standing about as
decorations. Beyond and over the wall were minarets, not oil derricks.
As things went in those days, it was mighty romantic stuff.

It was one 6£ the premises of the play that the greatest honor which
can come to A Persian girl is to be called by thb Shah to his court
(slang for harem).

This, of course, meant her boyfriend would have to give up the love
of his life, and vice .versa. In “Omar” this meant that the tentmaker
had tet relinquish his love for Shireen so that some fat Shah could add
her to his herd of heifers.

This idea was an oldie even when Tully wrote “Omar the Tent-
maker,” biit you can find it in “The King and I,” if you’re still starving
for this sort of frustration.

In “Omar,” however, „the Shah wanted to prove he was not without
fineri feelings. So he sent along if’ gazelle to Shireen as a token of his
love. What he sent Omar I’ve forgotten. A beaker of hemlock, prob-
ably.

-Emissaries, attendants and palanquin-bearers arrived with the Shah's
gift. The royal train went up to Shireen. The Shah's emissary placed
the gazelle at her feet. She was expected to embrace it and find that
this token had softened the loss of her Omar. At least that was the
author's idea of how it would all wprk out.
But Richard Walton Tully didn’t realize that the search and pur-

chase of a beautiful young gazelle would not be a matter of minutes.
They are not common around New York, Africa, maybe, but not New
York. It took weeks to fend one. It was discovered in, of all places,
Schenectady.

It had to be petted and fondled by the various members of the cast
to get over its fear of strangers. Then it had to be included in re-
hearsals and cured of stage fright. Its needs had to be catered to so
that no accidents ""would happen while it was on stage. And, being
basically a wild animal, all this was not easy.

In time it became domesticated to Broadway, Then it was taken to
Montreal, where the show was to open.

. The Gazelle Goes Gaga
“We had a very big opening night,” Post remembered. “The curtain

rose on my prolog. If was my last night with Shireen and I played a
farewell love scene with her. The royal procession arrived. Shireen
was placed in her planaquin to be carried away aind her little gazelle,
whose soft brown eyes would melt the heart of anyone, was brought
to her. She reached to pet him. But he scented an unfamiliar smell.
He scented an audience. Not only an audience but an out-of-town
audience. Instead of going to Shireen, he jumped over the lily pond
to the footlights and stood there for a few seconds wondering what
next to do.
“The gazelle sniffed and looked for an opening. Maurice Nitke, the

musical director, was scared stiff the thing would leap over the foot-
lights, crash into him and ruin his priceless Stradivarius. He began
playing like a fighter trying to protect his jaw.
“One false step and the gazelle knew he would be in trouble up to

his frightened ears. He stepped forward and, bang, went three electric
light globes in the footlights. That made him leap hack toward the
actors. They scrambled for their lives. He kicked the Persian jardi-
nieres all to pieces. He booted the statue out of the lily p'ond. He
headed for Shireen, who jumped out of her palanquin, Shah or no Shah.
“Not even Omar, it appeared, saw this as an opportunity to seize

her and escape to the hills with her. He, too, stood dumbfounded as
the gazelle kept leaping around the stage. Finally some attendants
tried to corner him. He dashed against the creeping vine and under
the window. He broke the strap-hinge supporting the balcony and down
came everything. By now the poor thing was frightened beyond con-
trol. The actors couldn’t comer or hold him. Beautiful costumes were
ripped to shreds. The stagehands rushed on stage and threw a net on
him. Curtain.”
By this time the audience was rolling in the aisles, and though he

never planned to be a comedian, Guy Bates Post saw possibilities that
night. After a lot of coaxing and petting and feeding the little fellow
quieted down. The curtain was ordered raised again, and the play
proceeded. This time, however, without the gazelle.

Even Birds Can Be Beasts
That ended the Shah’s generosity. He never sent another gazelle.

Post played “Omar the Tentmaker” nearly 1,500 times before he put
the play on the shelf, but never again with a gazelle, and the animal
was never missed.
As for our goose, she disappeared while Post and I were discussing

birds and beasts in general. All efforts to find her failed. The Goose
Girl was in tears. Since, to Hollywood Park at least, the quacking pest

was a bird of paradise, the police had to be called in to find the feath-

ered rattler. This in turn brought the matter to the attention of city

editors.

“A plant, or we don’t know Scully,” they said as one man.
Nothing was further from the truth. If the pest had tangled with a

tractor I wouldn’t have called in an embalmer.
After hours of hunting, it was found. Some mean widdle kid had

snapped a chain link on its beak and carted it off to fatten it for Easter.

He cried and bit her on having to give her up. She’s now back in

Hollywood Park. Snapping at gazelles probably.

>/ • • » » k ,
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Aptor -Glenn
B
ford and band-

leader Raymond Paig* enroute to

' Europe on the QueenMnry.
former mans# of

.

J^^^d
Jim" Brady at Sk te-

comes perjfuwtf Michel Pnunulw *

ne
Tim?i Sq. Hotel to have a Col-

umnists Corner in its proposed

new Headline Room, the hostelry s

^Brandt* Theatres exec Martin

Levine nominated for presidency

of the Cinema Lodge of B nai

B’rith for second year.

Kirsten Flagstad retired from

opera in America with Perform-

ance last night (Tues.) of Glucks

fii
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“Alcestis” at the Met Opera House

Joseph A. McConville,
3W

,h A. McConville, prez of

Columbia Pictures International

Corp., back Monday (31) from a

periodic visit to the European

market
Virginia Davis, soprano daughter

of maestro Meyer - Davis, to give

her “Portraits in Song” program

at the 92d & Lexington Ave. YM-
YWHA, April 19.

“‘Bullets
1
’ Durgom, the agent-

talent manager, who becomes a

benedict shortly, and his prospec-

tive bride being partied Sunday
night (6) at a buffet supper.

Dame Ninette de Valois, direc-

tor of the Sadler’s Wells Theatre

Ballet, who flew in for last Tues-

day’s (25) ballet opening at the

Warner, returned Sunday (30) to

London. '

_
t . .

Dr. Roger Manvell, director of

the British Film Academy* London,

this week begins a six-week U, S.

lecture tour, beginning at N. Y.

University. Subject is “Style in

British Feature Films,” *

Bud Abbott & Lou Costello do-

ing a personal at the Fabian Thea-

tre, Paterson, N.J., Saturday 15)

when their latest pic, “Jack and
the Beanstalk” (WB), preems. Pa-

rade goes with it. Costello is from
Paterson.

G. Ralph Branton and Barnett
Shapiro, respectively veepee and
assistant secretary of Monogram
pictures, returned to the Coast

last week after a brief stay, to

negotiate deals for Interstate Tele-

vision, Mono’s vidpix subsidiary.

Sidney B. Pfeifer, Buffalo attor-

ney and Variety mugg, named
chairman of the ninth annual
United Negro College Fund drive

in western New York. Pfeifer Was
appointed to the post by John D.

Rockefeller, Jr., national council

chairman.

gave Eddie Specter, retiring a*

manager alter 15 ydars, J»i* recep-

t*<

Howard Newman coming back

after an abeence of one season to

preeeagent the summer opera com-

P#
patrice Munsel comes to Mosque

Saturday (5) for concert post-

poned last fall on account of her|

Penn got big coverage in papers

for “Greatest Show on Earth’
r when

,

theatre screened it. at Children s

A1 Butler in town, heating the

drums for “South Pacific,’' which

opens four-week stay at Nuton
|T

2J
William Warfield last-minute sub

for ailing Vladimir Horowitz with

Pittsburgh Symphony over the

New Carlton House’s first name
Broadway guest, was Carol Cnan-

ning of “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes.” , . ,

* .

Two local sisters singing In

Broadway shows, Michele Burke in

“Three Wishes for Jamie” and
Marian Burke in '‘Top'Banana.
Paul Koerner, Monte Carlo

headwaiter, leaving there to be-

come a captain at Carlton House S

new Town & Country restaurant.

Paris

By Maxime de Beix
(33 Bd.'Montpantesse; Littre 7564)

Edith Piaf doing nicely at the

Drap d’Or nitery.

Ballerina Ludmila Tcherina to

Hollywood for a quickie.

Borrah Minevltch getting his

watermill ready for the spring sea-

son.

Lena Home hooked at
.
Pierre

Louis-Guerin’s Club Lido for 10

days.

Irene Hilda doubling from the

Theatre de l’Etoile into the Villa

D’Este nitery.

Cynda Glenn is wondering
whether her ABC shbw will open
as anticipated.

“Feuille de Vigne” (Fig Leaf), by
Jean Bernard Luc, to open soon at

the Madeleine.

John Ohl here from London to

confer 'with Georges Maurer on
Benagoss Productions biz.

Jan J. Letsch, former Metro
exec in the Netherlands, returning
to his current film distrib biz in

Sao Paulo.

Palm Springs
By1

Marjorie* G. Pohl
Irving Rothschild orch at Bilt-

more Hotel.
New Yorkers continue big draw

Racquet Club.
Matt Dennis now appearing at

Howard Manor.
Earle C. Strebe Theatres cele-

brating 25th anni.
Jimmy Ritz, Carl Lessermans,

Jerry Lewises staying Racquet
Club.
Ralph Kiner east with Pirates.

Nacy Chaffee Kiner to }oin in

week.
Easter Ball for Desert Inn on the

10th. Paul de Kruif departed after

rest there.
Edwin Silverman, Chicago Es-

saness Theatres, returned to winter
home here.
Jack Withers (Bonita Gran-

ville) return L. A. this week after

couple months here.
Rudy Vallee replaced Sally Rand,

Willie Shore on Chi Chi Starlite

Room bill Friday (28).

Senator William Knowland (Cal.)

to speak Riverside County Repub-
lican fund-raising $100 .

dinner at

Racquet Club today (Wed.)*
Harry Joe Brown, William Perl-

berg, Sol Lesser, Bob Welsh among
judges for Circus Queen contest at

Racquet Club last week (29).

Phil Harrises (Alice Faye), Nor-
man Taurog, * Dean Martins at

Morton Phillips party honoring
Gordon MacRaes at Rogers Ranch
Club.

16th annual Desert Circus with
Stewart Hopps as chairman gets
underway tomorrow (Thurs.) and
continues through Sunday with
bigtime talent.
Bing Crosby to originate radio

show Saturday (5) from Polo
Grounds as part of Desert Circus
activities. Bob Hope to guest-star,
also Kay Starr and Phil Harris.
Two-hour benefit to follow.

II

“Dernier* Outrages” (Rape) by
Robert Beauvais, after opening in

rovincial Lyons, goes into the
‘ .eux Colombier here.
Gertrude Stein’s and Virgil

Thompson’s opera, “Four Saints in

Three- Acts” to be given at Thea-
tre des Champs Elysees.

Eight more countries entered
the Cannes Festival. They are Aus-
tria, Belgium, Israel, Morocco,
Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and
Switzerland.
Laudy L. Lawrence, former part

ner o*f the late Fritz Stranholt, go-

ing regularly to Holland to help
clear up the’ various interests left

there by Strenholt.
Loys Masson’s “Resurrection of

the Bodies,” which opens at the
Oeuvre soon, has a cast that in-

cludes yOung Dominique Chau-
temps, a niece of the former Pre-
mier.

LmmIoh
'Seagulls Over Sorrento” reach®*

Its 750th' performance at Apollo

April i.

Jack- Buchanan closed deal with

Cafe de Pari* to play there in

September. »

Vic Hyde signed for seven weeks
in Sweden following ,his current
Palladium stint. .

'
' *

Val Parnell and Hyman Zahl off

to Berlin and-Hamburg pn quickie

trip, to see some acts.

Prince Littler changed the name
of His Majesty’s Theatre; will be
known as Her Majesty’s.
Danny -Hoctor & Betty Byrd

inked for four-week cabaret date

at the Savoy beginning April 21.

Robert S. Woolf, RKO managing
director, back at his desk after his

annual trip to New York and
Hollywood.
Katharine Hepburn' arrived here

over the weekend to take up her
role in the legit production, “The
Millionairess.”
Walter R. Fuller, Cinematograph

Exhibitors Assn, general secretary,

on sick list since beginning of year,

now hack at work.
George Martin, resident comic

at the Windmill fai* the last two
years; spotted on his first TV* ap-
pearance and given full Moss and
Stoll tours.
Lou Folds, American juggler,

signed for season at the Windmill
Theatre by Vivian Van Damm. He
is first American ever signatured
for this house.
Tony Hancock replacing Dick

Bentley in the new Jack Hylton-
George & Alfred Black revue,

“London Laughs.”
Orson Welles joined ..the cast of

the Herbert Wilcox production,
“Trent's Last Case,” in which
Michael Wilding and Margaret
Lockwood are starred.
John Calvert, U.S. magician,

tried out in the -provinces for one
week by Harry Foster. After open-
ing show, he' Was given contract
for Moss Empires and Stoll cir-

cuits.

After finishing four weeks dou
bling at the Astor and Colony,
Susan Miller has been hooked for
the Cabaret Follies, Barcelona,
opening April 12 for two weeks
with options.

Billy Banks, U.S. comedian, who
was tried out by Lew Grade for
one show in ' Hal Monty’s vaude-
ville unit; booked for one year’s
cabaret and vaudeville. Opened at

Selby’s nitery for four weeks, with
Stoll and Moss Empires tours to

follow.
Campbell Williams, managing

director of Keith Prowse, leading
ticket brokers here, who sailed last
Tuesday (25) will particularly. Idok
at four shows which may come to
London. They are “King and I,”

“Guys and Dolls,” “Gigi” and
“Remains To Be Seen.”

Shine tcurrentlY Jfct ChuW’l). for

the Riviera, Ft/ Lee, N. J., on th*
Lena Horne bill in September.
They had to put Johnnie R^y in

a police uniform to aget him out

of the Ritz Carlton Hotel and .elude

the crowd of fans, when he left

early (27) for Washington, D; C.,

by auto. ' ...
Jose Ferrer brought in' casts of

“The Shrike” and “Stalag 17’J frpm
New iYork (30) to see dress re-

hearsal of “The Chase,” at the
Locust, which he is producing and
directing.

Dallas
By Bill Barker

Margo Jones staging “I Am
Laughing” for three weeks at The-
atre ’52. v

A1 Kahn to produce second
annual Press Club gridiron show
due May 2.

Virgil Miers, Times Herald nite-

ry columnist, hospitalized in Tex-
arkana, Tex,-Ark, by surgery.

Carmen Qavallaro in for two
frames at Baker Hotel’s Mural
Room, with Lenny Herman Orch.

Qlin Downes, N. Y. Times music
critic, with pianist Leonard Eisner

in fob lecture-recital at McFarlin
Auditorium..

Raymond * Willie,
y Jr.,, named

assistant to E. B. Coleman, Metro’s
•divisional press rep and dean of

Texas film flacks. j
. Magician Blackstone, cancelled

from a week’s theatre showing,
gave three ’ shows Saturday (29) in

SMU’s McFarlin.
t . ;

Jerry Doggett, sportscaster,

started his 11th year of play-by-

play airings • of Eagles baseball

games,, via KLIF.
William McCraw, exec secretary

of Variety Clubs-Intematiohal,
underwent an eye operation at

Medical Arts Hospital. •

Aldo Ray visited Variety Club’s

Boys Ranch with chief barker
C. A. (Pappy) Dolsen while on
drumbeating date for his pic, “The
Marrying Kind.”

India

Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. George Sidney In

seeing relatives;

Shepard Traube back in town to

oversee “Bell, Book and Candle.”
Jerry Giesler, Hollywood attor-

ney, giving lectures to legal

groups.
Harry Davies in ahead of “Two

on the Aisle,” due at Great North-
ern May 5.

Sam Gerson, Chi manager of the
Shubert theatres, back after Flori-

da vac&tion.
Palace Theatre reopens April 12

with “Singin’ in the Rain” after

being shuttered since Dec. 23.

Vera-Allen, film actress, in town
visiting the stockyards with friend,

Ernie Byfield, son of the late hotel
owner.

Jeff Chandler and group of In-

dians in for preem of “Battle of
Apache Pass” at the State-Lake to-

morrow (Thurs.).

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Sammy Siegel advancing
“Okinawa.”
Tony Buttita to L. A. for Civic

Light Opera.
Lee Berryhill new chief engineer

for KRON-TV.
Jack Fina set for St. Francis

Mural Room, April 23.
Joan Caulfield highlighting Jew-

ish Welfare Drive dinner.
Carleton Smith and Lester

Blumberg doing the seven hills.

Marguerite Higgins inaugurates
weekly news closeups via KPIX-
TV.
Johnny Hodges at the Blackhawk

and Harry the Hipster and Connie
Jordan into the Say When.

Philadelphia

By N. V. EsWar
Harlem Blackbirds, U, S. singers

and dancers, in Madras on their

way to Calcutta where they are

set to play. • ,r . -

The two performances for vio-

linist Yehudi Menuhim at Madras
Museum Theatre were sold out 10
days in advance.
Two amateur film-makers from

Ceylon, Lester Peries and Here-
ward Janz, have been awarded
British prizes for their pictures,

“Farewell to Chiihood” and
“Soliloquy.”
Producers have been, informed

that regional censor boards in the
future will not be hurried in cen-
sorship of pictures by having to
look at last-minute rushes. This is

because in some cases producers
shoot pix until dawn and rush the
films reel by reel to a theatre
where censors are asked to pass on
them immediately. The censor
board has , notified all producers
that release date of a film should
not be announced until th® board
has passed on the product.

Reno

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Dave Wagner, .Carousel head-
waiter, broke his left arm in a fall
from a chair.

Alan Young and Joan Taylor in
town couple of days plugging
Stanley’s “Aaron Slick.”
Comedian Rummy Bishop quit-

ting Allen’s Cafe after four-year
run to hit the road again.
Hank Henry, last here at Nixon

Jn Kiss Me, Kate,” playing bur-
lesque at Casino this week.

Pittsburgh Symphony • board

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

New York Post managing ed
Paul Sarin at Grossinger Pancoast
Journal-American’s Jack O’Brian
spent coupla weeks at Lord Tarle
ton.
Martha Raye reopened her Five

O’clock Club after 10-day hiatus,

yesterday (Tues.) with Gene Ballos,
the Rivieras, Ben Yost Royal
Guards in support*

Nov-Elites, season holdovers at
Five O'clock into the Clover Club
in featured spot supported by Ed-
wards Sc Diane and Selma Marlowe
production with Gene Griffin.
George DeWitt added attraction in
comedy spot, * * -

•

,

• *
•
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By Jerry Gaghan
Dagmar in Monday (31) for ap-

pearances at Red Cross drive.
The' Anchorage, Fairmount Park

spot, held 10th anni party yester-
day (Tues.).

Issy Bushkoff celebrated sixth 4

anni of his New Town Tavern,
Delair, N. J.

Chuck Bednarik, Philadelphia
Eagles grid star, doing disk jockey
show for WGPA, Bethlehem, Pa.
Marilyn Petite, songfetress at

Palumbo's Cafe, lost end of index
finger when digit was crushed in
car door.
Ed Sullivan will emcee Philadel-

phia Inquirer’s Music Festival,
huge charity show staged in June
at Municipal, Stadium.

Jeanette MacDonald and Betty
Garde attended reunion at War-J
wick (29) of their graduating class
at West Philadelphia High School.
Manager Jack Rael; in town for

Patti Page’s date at Chubby’s
(West Collingswood, N? J.), planed
for Florida (28) due to serious
illness of his mother.
Robert Montgomery will give a

talk tomorrow (Thurs.) at historic
Christ Church, the sixth in the
series of laymen to occupy the pul-
pit during Lenten season.

Bill Miller has signed comedy

By Mark Curtis
Andy & -Della Russell nej;t up

(3) at the Riverside.
Hal Pruden's orch entering sec

ond month In Mapes Skyroom.
George Moro’s chorus lines now

being requested for Flamingo in
Lcis Vg^s.

Bill Clifford's band off the River
side stand for short breather. Back
tomorrow (Thurs.),
Arthur Lee Simpkins in at Sky-

room of the Mapes, with Sheppard
Bros., Swiss Bell Ringers.
Xavier Cugat’s Latin Revue play-

ing to full houses at Riverside
despite bad slack in season.
Hotelman Frank Hofeus’ new

purchase, the Golden Hotel, under-
going complete facelifting. Thea-

|

tre-restaurant due for a midsum-
mer opening with Cab Calloway
booked for teeoff.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Barney Balaban a weekend
visitor.

“Three Men on a Horse” break-
ing all records in sixth week at

Arena Theatre.
Victor Borge, current at Hote

Statler’s Embassy Room, inked for
the Philadelphia Inquirer Music
Festival June 13.

Pfc. Eddie Fisher skedded to
highlight weekend’s Cherry Bios
som festival with the Alan Zee
tune, “Spring is a ’ Wonderfu
Thing.”
Women's Army and Navy

League, composed of distaff side
of Pentagon brass, sponsoring a
“1952 Broadway Revue” benefit
show April 25, with Russell Swann,

Pat Wymore planed to Nassau.

_Patsy Lydon divorced Johnny

*
p®11

, „
Ne*ri ^turning to Europe

April 15, .

Satnmyf Cahn in the hospital for
observation. '

• Acquanetta filed suit to divorce
Henry Clive.. .

Sol Leasers celebrated their 39th
wedding anni,

Rita Hayworth and her secretary
touring Mexico,

Charles Lamont vacationing at
Borrego Springs.
Bob Hope planed to Honolulu

for a five-day rest.

Hatfie McDaniel on the mend
after a serious illness.

Ilona Massey in town to visit her
niother for two weeks.

Richard Boone hospitalized with
pneumonia in Phoenix.
Ginny Simms finalized her di-

vorce from Hyatt Dehn.
Jean Hersholt to San Francisco

for the Danish convention.
Gary Cooper back in town after

an operation Ip New Orleans.
Duncap Sisters heading the L.A.

Press Club’s April Fool show.
Sam ZimJjalist checked in at

Metro after six weeks abroad.
Paul Dickson in from London

for his first Hollywood gander.
Janis Carter picked up her final

paper* unhitching Carl prager.
Michael Powell in town briefly

on his way from London to Tokyo.
Clifton„Webb back to work after

three weeks out with knee trouble.

Lionel Lindon. celebrated 30th

anni as a Paramount cameraman,
. Debbie Reynolds entertained sol-

diers at Camp Roberts and Fort

Ord.
Moss Hart and Kitty Carlisle in

town as guests of Samuel Gold-

wyn.
Y. Frank Freeman to Washing-

ton to gander the political situa-

tion.

Lana Turner returned to Metro
after a two-month vacation in Palm
Springs.
Ron Ormand in town after con-

fabs with his bankrolled in New
Orleans.
Walter Pidgeon to Sacramento

as guest of honor at the annual

AFL dinner. , , _
Lisa Ferraday and John Raven

tn town after entertaining at Army
camps ih Arizona.
Harry Cohn returned to his Co-

lumbia desk after a-three-week
siesta in Phoenix.
Alfred Wallenstein decorated by

the French government for his

work as a conductor.
,

Crusade for Freedom cited

Lewis J. Rachmil for his short

subject, “The Big Truth.”
John Charles Thomas will make

his 10th Easter appearance at the

Motion Picture Country House.

Hearing on the fate of Hollywood

parades and* preems will be held

today (Wed.) in the L, A. City Hall.

Eddie Cantor faced the motion

picture cameras in “The Story of

Will Rogers” for the first time

since 1947.

Portland, Ore.

,
By Ray Feves

Patti Moore and Ben Lessy

opened a two-weeker at Amato s

Supper Club yesterday (Tues.).

Moro & Yonconelli and Claudia

Jordan in at Clover Club for one

week. Andrini Bros, set to follow.

Duke Ellington orch gave a con-

cert at Auditorium last Monday
night (24) and only pulled a fair

house.

Danny Martyn, Burns Twins &
Evelyn, and Nick Lucas will head-

line the Home Show at Portland

Arena this month.
“Darkness At Noon” was can-

celled when Edward G. Robinson

became ill with influenza and was

confined to a hospital in L. A.

Show was skedded to start March
27.
“Quo Vadis” held for a fifth

week at $1.50; “Greatest Show On
Earth” stays for a third at $1-25*

and “Death of a Salesman” is held

for a second at $1.25.
The Motor Show drew over

100,000 ‘persons in nine days. Stage

show featured * Preston Foster,

Sheila D’Arcy, Jack Marshall,

Tucker Trio, Moro & * Yonconelli,

and Henry Busse orch.
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Paul Bensoh, Chaz Chase, Rigoletto
•danc® * team Bert

,
Stoat- & » Eddie I Bros., and other* in lineup.
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Atlantic City

By Joe W. Walker
Jackie SCelk (TV’s “Mr. ’Bobbin )

mid-week visitor here.
„ . ,

,

Singer Bob O’Neill .celebrated

15th year in show biz with party

at Ricky's Hialeah club.

Bath & Turf club, once top re-

sort nightclub and gaming spot,

opened by Alfred Jackson as At*

Villa

Haddon Hall site of second In-

ternational Fashion Revue, witn

creations of 78 topflight designers

of 18 nations represented. Yyvyan

Donner directed and was com-

mentator.
. „
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Verenc Molnar, 74, Hungarian-

born playwright, died in New York
April 1. Oitc of his biggest hits,

“Liliom,” 'inspired the Rodgers &
Hammerstein musical “Carousel.”

Molnar penned more than 4Q

days and 70 books, including

novels, sketches and short stories.

Among his stage hits were. “Thfe

Guardsman,” “The Devil,” “The
Good Fairy,” “The Play’s The
Thing” and “The Phantom Rival.”

His plays were translated into

every major language.
His wife, actress Lili Darvas,

and a daughter by a former mar-
riage survive.

ROLAND WEST-
Roland West, 65, retired film di-

rector, died in Santa Monica, Cal.,

March 31 of a heart ailment. In-

active since retirement 15 years

ago, West entered show biz in

Hometown, Cleveland, as an actor

in “The Volume.” At 17 he played
the lead in “Jockey Jones.” After
several seasons in vaUde, author-

ing his own sketches, he joined the
Loew circuit as producer of short
dramatic acts and comedy skits.

West started in films through
association with Joe .Schenck, co-

g
roducing and directing “Lost
ouls” as his >flrst pic, He made

several Norma Talmadga' starrers

including “The Dove.” His first

talker, “Alibi,” marked Chester
Morris’ film debut, in 1028. He also

made “The Monster,” “Unknown
Purple” and “The Bat.*

K'

His wife, actress Lola Lane, sur-
vives.

JOSEPH HEPPNER
Joseph Heppner, 43, motion pic-

ture publicity photographer, died
April 1 in Scarsdale, N. Y. He was
owner of the Metropolitan Photo
Service, N. Y., and former weepee

„
EDWIN S. MeCLURE

Edwin Stewart M'cClure, 70
newspaper syndicate exec, died in'
Mount Vernon, N. Y., March 28.
He began his newspaper career in
1899 with the McClure Syndicate
(founded by his cousin, the late
S. S. McClure). He promoted such
byliners as Dorothy Dix, Irvin S.
Cobb, Will Irwin, Booth Tarking-
ton, Kathleen Norris, Angelo Patri,
Ring Lardner, Bud Fisher and
Fontaine Fox.

Surviving are his wife, a son, a
daughter, stepson, stepdaughter
and two sisters.

FRANK G. THOMSON
_ Frank G. Thomson, 57, former
Toledo radio station' owner, and
his wife were killed March 23 in
an auto crash’ near Indianapolis,
where he had been in the building
business. He operated WTAL,
Toledo’s ftfst station, later selling
it ,to George' B, Storer, who
changed the call letters to WSPD.
Thomson was a former president

of the Ohio Assn, of Boxing and
Wresthng.
Two daughters and three sons

survive.

JOHN P. McGOWAN
,
John P. McGowan, 72, motion

ricture pioneer, died March 26 at
lis Hollywood home. In his ear-
lier years he had appeared in legit
with Robert Mantell, William
Faversham and other stars. He
performed in numerous silent
films, directed Eddie Polo and
other oldtimers and produced the
Helen Holmes Cliffhanger*. He
was executive secretary of the
Screen Directors Guild from 1939
to 1950 and was press representa-
tive of that group at the time of
his death.

His wife, survives.

of the N. Y. Press Photographers
Assn. .

s

During his years with MPS,
Heppner was associated with vir-
tually every motion pic company,
photographing Hollywood celebri-
ties. He also served on a special
assignment with the Hal Horne Or-
ganization in connection with Walt
Disney’s “Fantasia” and several
other films.

His wife, a son, a daughter, a
brother ana a sister survive.

WALTER W. SHUTTLEWORTH
Walter W. Shuttleworth, 69, re-

tired legit actor and stage man-
ager, died of a heart attack in New
York March 25. Among the pro-
ducers for whom he was stage
manager were A. H. Woods, Cros-
by Gaige and Sam Byrd.
Shuttleworth began his career

in 1901 as a pianist in vaude. He
later became a stage manager and
actor. Among the plays in which
he appeared were “Young Sin-
ners,” “An Undesirable Lady,”
‘Queer People,” “Silence,” “Fly-
ing High,” “Lady of the Lamp”
and “Brothers.” In recent years
he had directed stage shows for
the USO.
A brother survives.

^ GEORGE HIRLIMAN.
TT
G
,?
orge Hirliman, 50, head of

Hirliman Productions, vidfilm
firm, died in New York March 30.
fhrliman began his career in 1925
in Fort Lee, N. J., with his broth-
er, Charles J., as operators of Hir-
ngraph Studios, processors of mo-
tion pic film. They sold out to
Consolidated Films in 1930. He
worked in Hollywbbd as a producer
tor Republic and as-an indie pro-
ducer. He also founded Hirliman
Productions and .Film Classics, a

librarY later sold to United
Artists.

In addition to his brother, his
wize, a daughter, a son and two
sisters survive.

HENRI ROSTAND
Henri Rostand, 83, former vaude

Performer, died in Stillwater,
( K'a., March 27. He was billed as

ci-
daredevil and roller

Starr
1** rea* name ,was Harry

A brother survives^
*

ERIC H. PALMER
Eric H. Palmer, 64, publicist

who was prominent in radio dur-
ing the early days of broadcasting,
died in Brooklyn March 31. In the
late 1920s, Palmer was veepee of
the Allied Broadcasting YJompan-
ies, Inc., Brooklyn, radio mediator
to adjust broadcasting time among
the several Brooklyn stations, ana
American rep at- the European in-
ternational broadcasting tests in
1926. He was publicity director for
the Cigar Institute of America un-
til 1950.

His wife, two sons, a daughter
and a brother survive.

MAUDE DURAND
Maude Durand, 86, retired legit

actress, died
,
March 25 in San

Francisco. She retired in the mid-
1930s after more than 50 years in

the theatre.
Miss Durand’s first role was in

“She” and her last was in the road
company of “Strange Interlude.”
She also appeared in such plays as
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” “The Mask
and the Face” and “The Jest.”

Her sister survives.

ALEX.F. DURLAUF
Alex F. Durlauf, 63, owner of

the Durlauf Music Shop, died
March 22 in Louisville. He played
in Louisville theatres, having been
pit. drummer at the old Macauley’s,
National, Strand, Mary Anderson,
and Brown. He also appeared in

Lexington, Ky„ and Birmingham
theatres and ’later had his own
orch.

Surviving are his wife, two sons,

two daughters, five brothers and
two sisters.

WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.
Wallace H. White, Jr., 74, former

U. S. Senator, died in Auburn, Me.,

March 31. He was the author of

the first radio regulatory legisla-

tion which later was developed in

the Federal Communications Com-
mission.
One-time chairman of the Sen-

ate Commerce Committee, he was
a member of Congress for 32

years, including 18 years in the

Senate.

GEORGE F. MORLEY
George F. Morley, 63, operator

of a ticket agency in New York,

died in New Rochelle, N» Y.,

March 28. Morley was a former
manager and treasurer of the

George White “Scandals” produc-

tions and some years ago was
treasurer of the Palace Theatre,

N. Y. - _
Surviving are his wife, three

sons and four daughters.

SAMUEL SABINSON
nuel Sabinson, 73, former
;ville performer and father of

producer Lee Sabinson and
agent Harvey Sabinson, died

h 26 in New York after a

illness. He was a member of

itpjnjm* ^P^n^Ely^Q, mr§.
but left snow business to be-

come a salesman when he got mar-

Daughter also survives,
•

.
t ...

RAYMOND WETLAND
Haymond Wqyland, «, member

of the- Four Raymils, . trapeze act,
died recently In VUlemonble, a
Paris

.
suburb, during, a .perform-

ance in the local circus. W.heh he
noticed that the staff 'supporting
his daughter was giving way, he
jumped to his' death attempting to
save her. The daughter escaped
with minor injuries.
His wife and' son-in-law, who

made up the rest of the act, were
unhurt.

FOSTER MAY
Foster May, 46, former midwest

radio newscaster and commentator,
died March 31 in San Diego, Cal.
He was with WOW, . Omaha, for
many years, during which he spe-
cialized in man-in-the-street inter-
views. He was Democratic candi-
date for U. S. Senator in Nebraska
in 1942,

Wife, two daughters and his pa-
rents survive.

GEORGE A. CAVE
George A. Cave, veepee and

Hollywood sales manager for Tech-
nicolor, died in Hollywood March
30, of a heart attack. He had been
with the tint firm since 1921 and
was a member of its management
committee.

Wife, daughter and brother sur-
vive.

CLAUDE FLEMMING
Claude Flemming, 68, Australian

actor, died in Sydney March 23
after a long illness, His last Syd-
ney appearance was in “Annie Get
Your Gun,” in which he played
the role of Buffalo Bill for over
three years under the Williamson
management.
Wife survives.

Louis C. Helm, 47, secretary-
treasurer of the Hollywood AFL
Film Council and business agent
of Laborers Union, Local 724, died
of a heart attack March 25 in
Hollywood.

Rupert L. Hayes, 42, radio en-
gineer at the WFAA-WBAP trans-
mitter, Dallas, died in Arlington,
Tex:, March 27.

Andrew Prentice, 51, general
manager of Palace Cinema Co.,
Ltd., died in Rothesay, Scotland,
March 18.

Michael A. Romano, 54, attor-
ney and actor, died in Chicago
March 29. He had appeared in
radio and’ TV. Survived by wife.

Henry Lindenburn, 78, Missis-
sippi riverboat captain who piloted
the steamer in the film, “Gone
With The Wind,” died in Cincin-
nati March 28.

Mrs. Elizabeth Keen Coniston,
35, singer who toured with USO
troupes during World War II, died
in Philadelphia March 30.

Florence Barr, 56, Paris offied
manager of Motion Picture Assn,
of America, died in Lesins,
Switzerland, March 13.

Stedman Buttrick
,
Brimblecom,

81, retired scenarist and composer,
died March 26 at his home in San
Jose, Cal. He authored several
volumes of western ballads.

Gordon Crossley, 49, Gomedian,
formerly of Crossley & Rae, died
in Glasgow March 16.

Prof. Victor Biart, 75, musician-
conductor, died in Norwalk, Conn.,
March 26.

Mrs. Marie Schulz Renner, 89,
retired concert singer, died in
Pleasantville, N. Y,, Match 27.

Miriam Runyan, 80, a voice
teacher in St. Louis for more than
35 years, died in that city March
24.

Mother, 89, of Burt Squire, mid-
west station relations rep for
Broadcast Music, Inc., died in Chi-
cago March 25.

Elizabeth “Tiny" Jones, screen
extra since the days of silent pic-

tures, died March 22 in Hollywood.

Mrs. AIic$ Palmer French, 41,

former' actress, died in Chicago
March 26. Survived by husband.

Ed Hammerlee, 72, who had op-
erated the Walnut Theatre, Walnut,
111., for the past 30 years, died in

that city March 21.

Dudley Porter, 48, camera tech-
nician, formerly with Metro, died
March 23 in Hollywood.

Moses Ottcnheimcr, 76, whole-
sale book publisher in Baltimore
and former rep of Julius Cahn’s

..Tbpatjfeal Mmn&j.-I -
Picture

Guide, died March 24 in Baltimore.

79

MARRIAGES
Roberta Peters to Robert Mer-

rill, N. Y., March 30. .
. Both are

stars 'with the Met Opera.
Barbara Stalberg to* Ernie RudL

sell, Jr., New York. April, Groom
is a drummer who joins Blue Bar-
ron orch in a couple of weeks.

Celine *Reizen to Theodore Asch,
Brooklyn, N,Y., March ,22. Bride
Is with ; NBC transportation; he’s
technical director of the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts.

Jorja Curtwright to Sidney
Sheldon, Las Yegas, March 28.
Bride is legit actress; he’s a pro-
ducer at Metro.
Susan Sulzberger to W. Anthony

Rolfe, New York, March 30. Bride
is Susan Dean professionally.
John Hall to Betty Ledair,

Darlington, • England, March 22,
Both are members of Burton Les-
ter’s Midget Co. %

Betty Reilly to Charlie Barnet,
Las Vegas, Nev., March 26. Bride
is a singer; he’s an orch leader.

Roberta Epstein to Victor Ghi-
dalia, New York, March 30. Groom
is with Warner Bros, homeojfflce
pressbook department.

Lois Moss to Dick Sloan, Pitts-
burgh, March 23. Bride is on staff
of WDTV there.
Trudy Gooch to Don Covert,

New York, April 1. Groom .is

singer in Broadway musicomedy,
“Top Banana.”

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ross, daugh-

ter, Hollywood, March 23. Mother
is a former radio actress; father is

a radio writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Clark, daugh-

ter, Hollywood, March 26, Father
is a radio director.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Peary, son,

Hollywood, March 26. Father is

Coast TV producer.
Mr. ana Mrs. Frank Copper,

daughter, Hollywood, March 25.
Father is head of the Personal
Management Agency.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Jenkins,

daughter, Dallas, March 25. Mother
Is Terry Lea. radio-TV . singer at
WFAA there.
Mr. and Mrs. Ian

1
* Gourlay,

daughter, Glasgow, March 20. He's
singer, composer and clarinetist
with BBC’s Scottish Variety orch.
Mr. and Mrs. Spero Kontos,

daughter, Chicago, March 28.
Father is sales manager there for
Abbott Theatre Supplies.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Cooler,

daughter, New York, March 29.
Mother is the daughter of Jules
Levey, film producer; father is a
TV writer.

~ Bell-Ringers

Far Hungs
|

fro** page 4 —
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lieved, may be more important
than anything which has been yet

brought out in determining the

outcome.

Among witnesses to be recalled
will be Par prexy Barney Balaban
and Par veepee Paul Raibourn. It’s

expected they will be questioned
regarding theatre acquisitions ' by
Par prior to the consent decree.
Also to appear for similar testi-

mony will be UPT directors A. H.
Blank and Robert B, Wilby, both
of whom were associated with
Pair’s theatre operations.

The commission will also hear tes-

timony from Gordon Brown, owner
of radio station WSAY, Rochester,
N. Y., whose petition to intervene
in the case was denied but who
was allowed to appear as a witness,
Brown who has been battling
the so-called “monopoly’’ of the
networks over advertising, will op-
pose the merger.

UPT prexy Leonard Goldenson
was subjected to .an exhaustive
questioning yesterday (Mon.) by
Mirton Galane, counsel for Du-
Mont, which is opposing the
merger because of its effect on
DuMont’s competitive position in
the network field.

Galane wanted to know if. UPT
is “giving ABC anything more than
money.” Goldenson admitted that
the only person with TV experi-
ence whom UPT is supplying is

John H. Mitchell, general manager
of WBKBf Chicago, but he pointed
to the caliber of UPT’s manage-
ment as reflected in its directors.

Under persistent questioning,
Goldenson said he could conceive
of no conflict of interest between
theatres and TV for feature film
because, of Government require-
ments for competitive bidding pic-

ture by picture and theatre by
theatre. On the TV side, he said,
there will also be competition in
sale of pix,

Galane also questioned GoldA*
son’s reliance on legal counse' to
protect JGPT against possible
monopoly practices in TV in view
of advice given Paramount, prior
to consent .

decree, that it was not
in violation of antitrust act. Gol-
denson had been in charge- of thea-
tres for Par previous to forma-
tion of UPT.

Continued from pa Z

belittled this mere -ability to reach
out and pick up the right bell. He
pointed out that they once had a
fellow hereabouts named William
Tell who hauled off, with the sun
in his eyes, a hundred yards inter-

vening, with an audience tougher
than a sponsor’s wife, and bow-and-
arrpwed the core out of a crabapple
which was riding squat on the cow-
lick of his towheaded son.
Booking offices which have been

in business for years in Zurich and
Geneva claim no knowledge of ever
marketing this kind of musical
novelty act to foreign lands.

Yodelers they know about. Flag-
waving acts, too. And Alpine horn
players.

But, Swiss Bell-Ringers, no.

“Dey vas nicht Suisse,” said one
oldtimer from the 'border Canton
of Appenzell. “Dey vas uf Oster-
reich (Austria);”
He took another long swig from

his stein, and then ventured a

clue.

He allowed as how they might
have come from Austria through
Switzerland on the way to the boat
and 20 consecutive weeks from
Binghamton to Dubuque.
Come to think of it, that's about

all that would have mattered to the

guy who wrote up the three-sheet

rosters of variety bills in those
days.

At request of Commission coun-
sel Frederick Fojrd, Paramount put
In the record aii analysis of dis-
tribution of Par stock based on the
dividend lisf of Dec. 1, 1949. It

showed that. 31,123 individuals, or
96% of stockholders, held 40% of
stock, none holding more than 500
shares, while 1,500 individuals each,
holding over 500 shares, held the
remaining 40%.

New Radio Co-op
= Continue* from page 1 ss

‘Aerialisi’ Law
Continued from page 1

well-informed individual char-

acterizes it as “impractical.” Lined
up against it is booker George A.

Hamid, New York, who returned
from his South American trip too

late to take concrete action. -

The Board of Standards “may
make rules supplementary to this

section designating safety devices

of an approved type, strength and.]

location and otherwise effectuating

the purposes hereof.” The Board
may also grant “variations.”

A test may come when Ringling

Bros, and other
this state plus countyinty lairs.

pickups from the U. S. Naval
Forces in' the Mediterranean, Ma-
rines in Korea, GI outposts in
Alaska, Air Force bomber groups
in England, etc. Emcees would be
rotated among such top stars as
Bob Hope and Jack Benny.

Last fall Coca-Cola agreed to
underwrite the first few programs,
up to $30,000, but thus far the idea
has not been picked up. Paul
Warwick (& Legler agency), Is en-
thusiastically behind the plan. Ted
Ropplier of the Advertising Coun-
cil is also a strong backer and has
written Paul West, prez of the
Assn, of National Advertisers, who
is circularizing his membership on
the project.

Blueprint tentatively suggests
that whichever network picks up
the show should provide the talent,
including staff orch, male chorus,
producer and traffic control peo-
ple who would work closely with
the Armed Forces communications
setup. Cost of network time would
be borne by the sponsors. It was
also suggested that a different
sponsor pick up the tab each week.

Col. E. M. Kirby, chief of the
Army’s radio-tele branch, has been
pushing the idea as a means of

stepping up morale and public in-

terest in defense problems. Main
intent is to project to the at-homers
that “this trip was necessary,” i.e.

to the war fronts. In turn, the
at-home bickering on the whyfore
of Korea, etc., and its attendant
undermining of. GI morale would

ad’

vantage.
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* THEATRES—'Toronto Telegram says,

"Gree© is a fine artist with equipment In

every deportment. Greco slugs with m good
musician's ear for fund aad metro . . . &m
®f tltfftnesf example* of ballad sieging w#°ve

beard in & long while. —STAN HELLEU1,

* TELEVISION— "For my money th©

smoothest young man on anybody's screes

those days Is Mr. Buddy Greco. Ah amiable

manner plus complete showmanship put his

romantic halladfering in TV's own magi©

* NIGHT CLUBS- ’'»«*»»«« H..f m<*m
the hoeifaces beam—that's Buddy Grtto4

*

contribution to Philadelphia ulghf Ilf*. The

fan dub antics wh*n ha plays thetb+efr*

remind of Valle* or Sinatra followers in;

years gone by."

s^URRY GAGHAN,
Philadelphia Dally News,

•
'?''<>.
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.
>

* DISC JOCKEYS pray for platters life©

luddy Greco's 'It's a Sin to Tell a Lie*

[Coral I that special quality that puts per-

lonality ©a wax and makes records popular."

—BILL RANDLE. WERE. Cleveland.

RECORDS— "Singer-Pianist of the year
Is Ruddy Greco who has matriculated to the

big name class himself after a distinguished

apprenticeship In the Goodman piano chair.

Records with 8. G. hove earned him & de-

voted audience." —DOWN BEAT.
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ARlISTS*^ On* of the most musical

minstrels of recent years, he is in the Crosby*

Come tradition ,derof*d to the melody, m
anlque point of view In these troubled times.”

—PRANK BROOKHAUSER,
Philadelphia Inquirer.

^ RADIO— "Talent will
_
out! His sew

record CCorai: It's a Sin to Tell a Lie) Is a
blue chip performance any singer in the

world would be proud of."—MARS© LANZA.

. . .

CORAL

^ PICTURES—'"Ruddy has been coming

on. But now he's here—one of the cleverest

young men In the business."

—BILLY ECKSTINE.
latest Release

IFS A SIN TO TELL A LIE
Backed with

NEVER LEAVE YOIIR SUGAR
COut In the Rain)

203 N. Wabash

Exclusive M
Avenue CHICAGO

: ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

745 fifth Avftnuft, NEW YORK

Glaser, President

k J*l* SHRsokf Bivd., HOLLYWOOD
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IX AND SHOPS TEAM TO NIP TV

ks LikeW$ on 1st’

For A&C in Ownership

Of 2 Warner Releases
|

Ownership arrangement behind
He two new Bud Abbott-Lou Cos-
etlo films looks like a financial
ounterpart to the comics* old rou-

W^h
R
h
tX,

b
^
gillS

’

“Wh°’S 011

„
rst
n ,

fioth pix are on the War-
'***«*- releasing slate.

fa
,{* first

> “Jack and the Bean-
now swinging into distribu-

1

u
owned 100% by Costello,

dfoott has full ownership of “A.
= U Meet Capt. Kidd,’* which
°es

°“f
la
r
ter ^ the year. WB has

rfimti.
0* tbe unique ownership

3> other than releasing rights.

eal

W3S 8 Haight distribution

Beantffu
nging tbe financing for

ban
k
^cACostell° obtained a

’rust r ^50-°00 from Bankers

Se 1°: N,
f
Y* As a team, A&C

lit dpf^
n
i
or $259>°00 as salary

hrn
r
i??.

collection - The fiBn

1 »t/n at ^boufc $750,000,

mShL
defer?ents

, with C°stel-

,i 2 U
P

about $50,000 of his

etw
to provide the balance2 „

th
?
bank money and im-

cash required.

NhriI2
ng “CaPt. Kidd," Ab-

al/inShfi*
Were dually identi-

H arr^
lng th® $450,000 bank-

'»%?
8ement and4he $750,000

ns.

Phone Strike Disrupts

Cleve. TV Transmission
•

Cleveland, April 8.

Local NBC television cables
were cut here this morning, dis-

rupting video transmission from
the web’s WNBK transmitter. Cut
is believed due to the telephone
strike here.

Since no network programming
originates from Cleveland,, there
was no interference along the web.
WBNK, however, was forced to

switch to an emergency micro-
wave link between, its studios and
transmitter, in order to get its

signals on the air.

NBC’s ‘Situation

Comedy (TV) Kick
NBC-TV has embarked on a new

.situation comedy kick. Web to date
has lined up both Joan Davis and
Mickey Rooney to star in projected
half-hour series, in addition to its

recent buy of the William Bendix-
starred “Life of Riley."

While NBC’s top-name comedy
shows are still among the rating

leaders, CBS-TV’s situation come-
dies have been taking considerable
play away from them. Latter web’s
“I Love Lucy," the Lucille Ball-

Desi Arnaz starrer, in fact,, has
swung into No. 1 position on the
national Nielsens.

Miss Davis is now completing a

picture and will turn to TV there-

after. NBC recently completed a

long-term leasing deal flrith “Riley”
packager Irving Brecher for the
Bendix show, which is also slated

for a fall teeoff.

Schnoz Bids Adieu to N.Y.

Cafe Work After Copa
Jimmy Durante’s closing show

at the Copacabana, N. Y„ Sunday
(6) may mark his last nitery ap-

pearance in New York. The grind

of three shows nightly, he stated,

was too much for him and long-

time partner Eddie Jackson. He
might consider an appearance, in

N. Y. at the Palace Theatre two-a-

day, however.
The Schnoz was reluctant to

play the Copa this trip. He took

the 10 days to oblige his friends

(Continued on page 65)

PITCH TO GET FCC flaws TV Next Week, Adds 2,000

STAY HOME' BIZ
^ew Stations. Educators to Get 230

By MIKE KAPLAN

Hollywood, April 8.

Pix and department stores

—

hardest hit by the “stay at home"
atmosphere created by television

—

are teaming in a cooperative cam-
paign designed to revive lagging
business in both industries, pitch
to the hibernating housewife will
be built around a “shop and see a.

picture” theme.
Plan is basically, a switch on the

“shop and park free" policy which
has been worked with great suc-
cess in most major cities. Details
now are being worked out and the.
scheme will probably get a tryout
in Pittsburgh next month in a tieup
between exhibs there and Spear's
Department Store. If it clicks, it

will be offered on- a nationwide
basis. It has already received en-
thusiastic support from scattered
members of the National Retail Dry
Goods Assn., who see in the co-
operative effort a chance to “get
’em out of their homes to where
they might spend some money."
Crux of the scheme is a free

ticket to a film house to purchasers
of a stated amount of merchandise
in participating stores. It can be
keyed either to afternoon Shopping
and theatre matinee business, or
adapted for those nights when
stores are open. Exactly how the
“ticket validation” scheme will be

(Continued on page 74)

ACLD Asks FCC

Probe ‘Blacklist

9

By Nets, 2 Outlets

Issue of blacklisting in radio

and tele was placed before the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion yesterday (Tues.) by Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union which
filed a complaint against ABC,
CBS, NBC and DuMont networks

and WPIX, N. Y. and KOWL,
Santa Monica.
Demanding a general investiga-

tion of blacklisting and regulations

to end the practice, ACLU as-

serted that blacklisting of writers

and performers in broadcasting is

against the public interest and that

operators who condone it “lack

proper qualifications to hold li-

censes."
ABC was cited for “possibly bar-

ring two outspoken anti-Commu-

( Continued on page 50)

Ball-Desi Soar Toye Lucy’

To Juicy 57G for Roxy 2
A striking example of tele-

vision’s ability to ‘ boost personal
appearance salaries is reflected in

the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz book-
ing at the Roxy Theatre, N. Y., in

mid-July. Team, - heading their

own -layout, will be getting $57,000
for two weeks, plus overages on
$100,000 weekly. It’s their high-
est salary to date.

They have previbiisly appeared
In New York individually, but not
as a team.

The couple’s
’

“I Love Lucy," a
filmed series on CBSrTV, is now
in top position pn the tele ratings,
having nudged out Milton Berle,
who got more coin during' his re-

cent Roxy appearance.

The next explosion of the atomic
bomb may be televised on -an all-

network basis, if certain technical
problems can be worked out. In
order to do the telecast, the net-
works may have to invest con-
siderable coin to redesign some of
the mobile equipment. Another
factor entering into network con-
sideration is the probability that
the cameras will not be able to

focus directly on the explosibn,
and a rigid schedule will have to
be worked out for the cameramen
so that they will not train the
lenses on classified equipment.

The Government has offered the
telecast to the industry, but pet-
work officials haven't fully ac-

( Continued on page 27)

Esther Williams Eyes

Todd’s Water Show
Deal is being negotiated for

Esther Williams to play the water
show slated by Mike Todd in the

amphitheatre at Jones Beach, L. I.,

this summer. Todd has been to the

Coast to talk to Miss Williams, and
William Morris Agency’s general

manager, Abe Lastfogel, is hand-
ling it for her.

Todd will run a water show in

the afternoon, operettas and musi-

cals evenings, and concerts Sun-
days.

Washington, April. 8.

The three and a half year old
freeze on new television stations
will be lifted by the Federal Com-
munications Commission next
week with the issuance of the final
allocations table providing chan-
nel assignments for approximately
2,000 stations in some . 1,200 com-
munities, Variety learned today,.

FCC will announce the action f6r!

release Monday (14) in a summary
statement listing the highlights of-

its decision in the TV rulemaking
proceeding the freeze instituted
September, 1948. The decision will
be embodied in. a 60Q*page report
carrying channel assignments for
specific cities, policies to be fol-

lowed in handling applications,
reservations for educational sta-

tions, technical -standards
r

etc.

With relatively few exceptions,
the number of commercial VHF
channels, approximately 556, pro-
vided in major cities under the
proposed allocations issued a year
ago will be retained In the final
plan.

The report will provide fori
1. Reservations for approximate-

ly 230 educational stations, more
than was specified in the proposed

(Continued on page 50)

Shed Nervous Tension
Detroit, April B.

Television has so relieved ten-

sion for mental and indigent pa-
tients at the huge Wayne County
General Hospital that attendants
say they now whistle while they
work.
The attendants were so encour-

aged with the results after TV sjsts

were placed in some of the- wards
that they raised $2,000 at a recent
party to buy additional sets.

“We, better than anyone else,

realize the good television has
done for our patients," Mrs. Marie
Galloway, supervisor of attend-

ants, said.

“The nervous tensibn and
twisted tempers which we encoun-
tered so often before are seldom,

seen now. It’s wonderful to see
our patients smile and chatter. We
only wish they all could have the

benefit of television.”

The hospital, one of the largest

mental institutions in the coun-
try, bought several television sets

18 months ago to see what effect

It would have on the mental pa-

tients.

19th ANNUAL
1 Television

(Rage 31).
.. •slAHJLJL
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By KURT SINGER

The days of speeches for ’ pea--

nuts are overi Even the » smallest

Rotary, Lions *0d Kiwani? clubs

can’t get a speaker any longer for

$25, as they could a few years ago.

The minimum fee paid by Amer-
ica’s service clubs for .a 30-minute

noon talk is now $50 and many
of them pay up to $75 .and $100.

The average fee from, women’s
clubs, town halls, college* and in-

dustrial clubs for after dinner

speeches now ranges between $100-

$500, plus expenses. The, expense
account is a new item on the plat-

form, as lecturers could not other-

wise meet increased transportation

costs.

Agents and managers have start-

ed to ask the newcomers for 35%
commission. The big guns, how-
ever, still refuse to give more than
at 25% cut. Ten-percenters are

definitely out of the American plat-

form picture. Smallest commis-
sions are taken in California, as

the state law sets 25% a* the max-
imum. Wised-up eastern managers
now lend their talent to the Coast
Akidnet a 7-10% ’lending fee.”

Even high schools pay more than
ever for their school assembly pro-
grams. The old rate* of $20-$50
have been boosted to $35-$60 for

speakers, glass-blowers, snake
Charmers, dancers, magicians and
other, assembly performer*. The
musicians’ union has tried to or-

ganize the school assembly talent

but has received the brushoff so
far.

Oldtimers Strong

Burton Holmes, the dean of all

illustrated lecturers, is still lead-
ing the field, far ahead of all, with
10 programs going simultaneously
in the bigger cities. He’s retired,
but co-workers show his films and
give his talk. Thayer Soule is be-
ing groomed to inherit Holmes’
production and leadership. Illus-

(Contln'ued on page 75)

J. RAY’S $1,750 AT COPA,

VS. 8G AT B’WAY PAR
iVhile the Broadway Paramount

gave Johnnie Ray a deal on which
he can gross up to $8,000 weekly,
when he opens May 28 and while
the sudden disk flash haS been gar-
nering fancy fees on his recent
personals, the Copacabana, N. Y., is

paying him only $1,750. He 'opens
there tomorrow <Thurs.). Jack
Entratter, co-managing director of
the bistro, could have had him at

$300 but through one of those cir-

cumstances where the contract had
been lying on' his desk and it re-

mained unsigned, A compromise
was worked out at the $1,750 with
General Artists Corp..
New show, including Jane and

Betty Kean, the DeMarlos and
Jimmy Nelson, is set for three
weeks and may stretch to five.

NVA s Jolson Tribute

The National- Variety Artists’

36th annual benefit show wilt be
held Sunday night, April 27, at.the
Imperial Theatre, N. Y. It will,

mark the NVA’s tribute to At Col-

son.

George Jessel is chairman.

*

Lunts, Soph Among

Hie Divine Sarah!

-By JOE5 LAURIE, JR.

Seasonal upswing in transatlan-

tic travel is reflected in the heavy
%t of showfolk who sailed for

Europe from New York early today
(Wed.) on the Queen Elizabeth.

Among the contingent of 10 stage

and . screen people were , .
Alfred

Lunt and Lynn Fontanne-as well as

John G. McCarthy, director of the

Motion Picture Assn, of America’s
international division.

The Lunts are en route to a va-
cation in, Spain. Later, they will

star in Noel Coward’s ’’Quadrille,!’

which will be unveiled, in.. London
this spring. * - _

McCarthy expect* to be abroad
about six weeks. He’ll survey the
market for Hollywood films in some
eight countries including Britain,

France, Germany, and Italy. Another
film exec abroad is Sam Eckman,
Jr., Metro’s managing director In

Britain. In the U. S. for the past
five weeks for Jhomeoffice huddles,
he ’ also underwent treatment for
an eye'ailment, at the Presbyterian
Medical Center, N. Y. Condition
reportedly is much improved.

Others heading Europeward are
Sophie Tucker, film actress Gloria
De Haven, British comedian Tom-
my Trinder, concert pianist iQame
Myra Hess, photographer-scenic de-
signer- Cecil Beaton and Sir Alexan-
der Aikman, chairman of the Elec-
tical & Musical. Industries, Ltd.

Sailing today (Wed,) on the lie

de France are W. Ray Johnston,
board chairman of- Monogram-Al-
lied Artists; Mike Levee, talent
agency exec; actor Louis Jourdan
and ballerina Yvette Chauvire.

CHARLES SANFORD
MUSICAL DIRECTOR '

“YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS”
’ WNBT

Harry Jolson ‘Resting*
Hollywood, April 8.

Harry Jolson was reported rest-

ing “as well as can be expected”
at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital fol-

lowing amputation of the left leg
above the knee last Saturday (5).

He has been suffering from a cir-

culatory ailment.
Seventy-year-old brother of the

late A1 Jolson entered the hospital
shortly after publication of his
book on Jolie’s life.

‘We Want You But Not At
These Prices'—Bookers

Theatre bookers admit that
names are scarce but. still will turn
down submissions because of price.

Warner Theatre, N. Y., bookers
recently nixed Jerry Lester,* who
asked $10,500 and overages. Lester,
of course, would have to ‘pay the.

surrounding talent to be selected
by him.

This is not Sarah Bernhardts birthday or anniversary, so reallyrha

no reason to write this column about the Divine Sarah, except that th

comeback of the Palace’ on Broadway as a two-a-day vaude house Cl
started discussions of the "good old* days.” The* boys and gals put 0nl
their rose-colored glasses and write to the columnists about the 0u
Palace and how they worked on the bill there with the great Sarali
and how tough she was to follow*- It’s an occupational disease to brae
about knowing #nd playing on the bill with great names. They even
brag about knowing gangsters. Why I knew .-AI

. Capone and—(oous
'scuse me please). Some really did meet' the great stars, and even
played on the bill with them. But truth is, playing on the bill with!

stars of the -Bernhardt calibre is like standing on line to shake the

hand of the President who goes through the political motions and has
forgotten you even before you let go his hand.. , The stars also g0

through being a good-fellow-artist -motions, and may make a feu!

friends on the bill that they remember, but in majority of cases, after!

the week is over, all is forgotten. Not by the act,- but by the star.

And so I have checked with my records, programs, Varietys and
1

newspapers and find there is no record of those who wrote in claimini!

to be “bn the same Palace bill with Sarah.” Maybe you don’t car!'

about this, but this column will save answering many letters and if

may even come in handy to show any guy who makes those claims. Hi’

may holler, “That guy is all wrong,, why I can prove I was there,"etc,

but I .am sure they won’t bother you again; which is something, si

here goes:
First, would . like to tell a few interesting facts about one of the

greatest actresses of our time. She was born Roslne Bernard in 1841

and went “Upstairs” in 1923. She first appeared on the stage in 1862,

She married a Greek actor; Jacques Damala, in 1882, and they sep-

arated in 1883. In 1889 she leased the old Theatre de* Nations, Parii,

rebuilt it and renamed It Theatre Sarah Bernhardt. She had her lq

amputated in 1914, and. was also made a member of the Legion of

Honor in that same year. Her first American performance was in 1906,

She,was a fine painter. and sculptress, also wrote a drama, “L’Aveu,H

and a volume of reminiscences. She was always ’’good Copy” besides

__ -fmrvi being truly a great actress. About 90% of her audiences in Americi

th^maior^Dublisher^ and disked couldn,t understand a word of French, and she still jammed the th*

Lw atres because they knew they were watching a great artist.
CBS Songs for Sale video snow

jyiajestic Before Palace
is currently snowballing into a Madame Bernhardt; appeared in vaudeville In London, and also ap

peared at the Majestic, Chicago, before she made her Palace, N. Y,

appearance. There is no *.doubt she put the Palace on the theatrical

map. The few months that the house was open,, before her appear-

ance, it did Yery poor business. When she opened they raised thi

prices and on her first week she did $22,000, which was quite a vaude-

ville gross in 1913, for that is when she opened at the Palace, May 9,

1913. Frank Thompson was the house manager and Paul Schindler

was the leader with 20 men under his baton.

For her act, Mme. Bernhardt had Lou Tellegen as her leading man

(his first appearance in America), in two playlets. One sketch was "On

Christmas Night Under the Terror” and she changed later in the week

to “Thedre.” To honor her and themselves, Lauretta Taylor, Jaw

Cowl and Elsie Janis played the parts of Ladies in Waiting in thii

sketch (all bit parts without any lines) for one matinee.
The rest of the bill (not in the order of their appearance) comprised

Joe .Welch, the famed Hebrew comedian; Bartholamae Players in *

sketch, “And They Lived Happy Ever After”; Ignatius Cardosh, i

piano virtuoso; Val Harris, Rita Boland* and Lou. Holtz, in songs and

dances (presented by Elsie Janis); McMahon, Diamond & Clemenc*

in. their “scarecrow” dance. Mile. Fregosleskay a Roumanian nightin-

gale, followed Mme. Bernhardt, who, in turn, was followed by Pad

SeldLon’s “Poems in Marble.” Mme. Bernhardt complimented Seldom

on his act* and he had ads- in the trade papers quoting the words the

Divine Sarah uttered.
The Madame’s second week had (again not in order of appearance)

Mr. & Mrs. Voelker, Vera Michelina (singing star of the Follies), Nat

M. Wills, the great tramp comedian; Clayton White & Georgia Caine,

fine sketch artists; Van ’Hoven (“the mad magician”); Millership Sif-

ters, and Miss Bernhardt played “Lucretia Borgia,” again switching to

As Big Source

prime source of song material for

the top firms. Since the outset

of this year, a number of songs
from the show have been etched

the top labels in addition to

bidding
on
spurring competitive
among major pub firms.

Tipoff on the show’s click with
Tin Pan Alley has been the pro-
gram’s cessation of wires to pub-
lishers asking them to view the
program. That has proved to be
,no longer necessary as a result

(Continued on page 74)

DEFER UNTIL JUNE 16

COAST COMMIE PROBE

munist leaders would stretch out
another 60 days. Committee
doesn't

- want to start its sessions
until trial is completed.

Coast sessions were originally

Froraan Finger* Farber
Cincinnati, April 8.

Jane Froman, here last week to

appear at a special $2.50 top show-

ing in the Taft Theatre of her 20th-
Fox biopic, “With a Song in My
Heart,” was so impressed with
work of Burt Farber, WLW con-
ductor and pianist, that he will be
her accompanist for a two-week
engagement at Bill Miller’s Rivi-
era, Ft. Lee, N. J., opening April 22.

Robert E. Dunville, .. Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. chief, consented
to the singer’s request for services
of the Farber fingers on that one
date.

Subscription Order Form
Enclosed find check for $

Please send VARIETY for g

4/9

(Pleosa Print Name)

Street

City. . Zone . « , • State

,

Regular Subscription Rate*

One Year—$10.00 Two Y«ars—$18.00
Canada and Foreign'—$1 Additional por Year

PfiRIETY Inc.
154 West 44th Street New York 34, N. Y.
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Washington, April 8.

House Un-American Activities
Committee postponed until June 16
its next scheduled Cqast hearings
on Red infiltration of the amuse-
ment industry. Radio and. televi-

sion will get careful- scrutiny at

that time. -
Latest postponement was occa

. . ^ _ .

sioned by reports from the Coast another act for the last part of the week. She did this throughout her

that current trial of Coast Com- engagement. She was followed by The Stanleys who, in turn, were

followed by the Edison’s Kinetophone. (Yeh, a moom pitcher.)

On the third week and a half (the Palace closed 'for the summer on

March 27, 1913 and she had to catch a steamer to London where she

had a previous commitment) the Bemivici Bros., opened, but becausi

of a conflietloq, oil tne bill were out after the first show and were re

skefided for early part of the year, placed by Hopkins Sc Axtel, a travesty team. Lyons & Yosco weri

with few filmites subpoenaed to No. 2, followed by a pretty good comic juggler, W. C. Fields. Owen

wind “odds and ends” of the film McGivney, in his great protean playlet “Bill Sykes,” next, and then

probe. Subsequent developments, came Billy Gould & Belle Ahlyn; and a magic act, LeRoy, Talma 4

however, indicate more filmites Bosco-. By. the way. Miss Talma did the canary cage disappearing trick

that week. Miss Bernhardt played Borgia and was followed .by song-

stress Bessie Wynn, while Robbie Gordon closed in a posing act.

The Divine’s Return in 1917 _

On Dec. 17, 1917, Mme. Bernhardt returned to her vaude triumpMl

at the Palace. Her opening show, then consisted of Gordon &
bicycle act; Ed Gallagher Bill LeMaire in “The Battle of Whatsthcl

use?” [Gallagher later became part of the famous Gallagher & (Al)

wmuv wvuuAVAAtj* v uwyVV4 MW v
I

Shean team and Bill LeMaire was the brother of the famous Georg*

eral radio writers and performers (Conroy &) LeMaire.3 Lyons & Yosco (who appeared with her in 191a

have, already been subpoenaed; came next, ^followed by the Gameron Sisters in their fine dancing act

also doctors, lawyers and union with Burton Daniels at the piano ’(Madeline Cameron is now W-
leaders in defense and waterfront William Gaxton) who closed intermission. Frank Carter (who vii

activities. As usual, committee is Marilyn Miller’s husband) reopened the second half and Sarah B-eifr

discreetly silent on the identity hardt (now with her leg 'amputated) did “From the Theatre to tM

of those subpoenaed. Reportedly Field- Of Honor” and “Camille”. El Brendel & Flo Burt (doublum

a full committee will go to the from the Colonial) followed and Mario Lo, posing act, closed the shofi

Coast; last fall only a five-man sub- The second week’s show was opened by Hon. Francis P. Bent,
jj

committee made the trek. Brooklyn, alderman, who had an illustrated lecture about the war; RalpJ

Dunbaris Mississippi Maids, a dancing and musical act; Eddie Borden*

Metro Pic Troubles Killer’s James Dwyer (at the piano); Emmett Corrigan Sc Co., in a shriek

• TT r\ • tt “War Ballads”; -Robert Emmett Keane (who was doubling at the Lyn

Conscience; JHe Ixives Up in the musical, “Grass Widow”) told his great stories and recited, 2D

Marion, O., April 8. Dorothy Jardon with A1 Frankl at the piano, closed intermission. V

Credit a film with moving an un- Lydell Sc Bobby Higgins reopened after intermission and Miss Be

detected killer to confess.
" hardt did “Field Of Honor,” switching with “Camille.” Belle BaK

Recently Paul Richardson, a followed, singing “There’s Millions of Heroes in Every Comer of

steward on leave from his job at USA” and introduced “A Baby’s Prayer at Twilight,” and scored o

the U. S. Naval Academy in An- of the biggest hits of her career. A posing act again closed the sno

again Mario Lo (second week). ,

For her third and last week Parish & Peru opened and Donahue
Stewart deuced. (This was the same Jack Donahue who later becam

a great Zlegfeld star.) Miss Hamko Onuki sang ballads, Robert Emme

will -be called although radio and
video still will probably play a
dominant role.

Apparently any decision on sup-
plementary committee report on
Red infiltration of the film indus-
try will be held up until after the
Coast sessions. Understood sev-

1 V »M :

napolis, sat through two showings
of “The Wild North” (M-G) at a
theatre in Mansfield, O., and then
came straight to the sheriff’s of-

fiee here and confessed a slaying Keane (his second week) did war recitations, and Paul Diekey &
committed on May 18, 1951. bi his sketch, “The Lincoln Highwayman,”, closed intermission,

Richardson said the pic’s dialog Kooney & Marion Bent reopened intermission in tbrir new act,

troubled his conscience. Twice he town,” and then came the Divine Sarah (73 and with one leg) this we

heard the line: “The world is too to play “Jeanne D’Arc”—the role of an 18-year-old girl and looked

wide to run away from sin.” He William Gibson read a short synopsis before the act. Harry Fox. w

then confessed the murder of Dou Pollack at the piano, followed her and Mme. Jewel’s “Circus U£»)

Jimmy Keys, 40, whose body was Toyland” (marionet act) -closed the show. j
found by hunters last Aug. 31. “The A lot of actors claim they were On the bill With the Divine sa

^

Wild North” involves a murderer who weren’t. It is' just like the hundreds of actors and manager

who runs away from his crime, have met^who claim that they were the ones that got Will Rogers*
1

cohfess'es ahdris-Weqtdtted; r - -{talk ’fir his AW, wlii'cft 4s—^a'hbthe^ t,
cc0utoi‘ri.

•'* *’
1 • : -
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in Its Attackers

Council of Motion Picture Or-
ganizations is going on the aggres-

sive with a campaign against in-

dustry maligners whose attacks

center on charges of “Un-Ameritfan-

ism ” The counter-offensive will be

a part of the outfit’s overall public

relations program.

As the plan is now shaping up,

trade execs on lecture tours under

COMPO’s speakers’ bureau opera-

tion and members of the “Movie-

time” troupes on hinterland treks

from Hollywood, are all prepared

to discuss the industry af; a defi-

ne part of the American system

—

and that it is certainly not ‘under

any Communist influence.

Some film- toppers are wary of

continually denying charges of%
any

fled taint, reasoning this would

have the effect of allowing an old

sore to fester. As a result, it’s un-

derstood, the COMPO approach

will be to talk up Hollywood and

the trade in general as a capital-

istic enterprise and an important

element in the nation’s economy,

i’here would not be. the direct de-

nials anent subversives in the fold,

per se, but rather the spotlighting

of the film business as a wholesome
operation.

First two industryites set to hit

the gab circuit are Robert W.
Coyne, COMPO’s special counsel,

and Maurice Bergman, Universal’s

public relations director. Coyne
will tour Virginia and Bergman
Will cover Ohio, both next month.
' Media other than the speakers’

bureau and the “Movietime” treks

likely will be used in the future
for the job of building public good
will and confidence* but these have
yet to be decided.

In the past, COMPO has done
some work in combating the trade’s

(Continued on page 29)

GOP Convention This Yr.

Makes Film Biz Wary Of

Usually Choice July 4
While wary of next July in gen-

eral because of the two national
political conventions, some (iistribs

now have all but decided that July
4, once every four years, will cease
to be the choice date it has been
in the past. Income instances al-

ready release schedules have been
reshuffled so that big pix will not
open around Independence Day.
Feeling is that the Republican con-
clave, as covered by radio and TV,
will take the fireworks out of the
b.o.

The July 4 weekend expectedly
will be big. In the past few years
a substantial business climb started
around that day after the tradition-
al summer slump. But the new,
adverse factor this year is that the
GOP convention opens July 7 and
promises to take the nationwide
spotlight. Consequently, business
could be as great as ever for the
July 4 weekend but it would last
only three days. Preeming a pic
for the holiday could be hazardous,
as a result, it’s figured in some
distrib quarters.

Politico conventions always have
taken place abdut mid-summer, and
radio coverage provided some the-
atre competition. TV is the big con-
sideration this year as never be-
fore.

Marlene Wooed by RKO,

UPT for ‘Rancho’ PA
Both RKO and- United Para-

mount Theatres have joined in ef-
forts to obtain Marlene Dietrich
for a two-week personal appear-
snce stint at the Paramount, N. Y.
faring the showing of RKO’s
fiancho Notorious,” in which
Oietnch stars. Pic is slated to
at the Paramount May 15.
b o. success of Miss Dietrich in

« one-day, four-timj appearance
uunng the film’s preem in Chicago

both companies to p—
ue the star for the p;a. Stint. M

u-
c ^l s asking price is held .to

0 high to consummate a deal

pur-
Miss

be.

‘Won’t Stop Picketing’

Despite Suits, WEC Sez
Hollywood, April 8.

Wage Earners Committee will go
right on picketing theatres, re-
gardless of the Dore Schai^ and
Stanley Kramer damage suits. That
statement was made by Norman S.
Smith, WEC prexy, who declared
his group will picket any film
house in which persons listed as
subversives appear on the screen.
WEC members have been parad-

ing in front of several local thea-
tres and carrying placard^ attack-
ing Schary’s loyalty.

Adolph Zukor

Gets COMPO Eye

As Next Prexy
While election of the next presi-

dent of the Council of Motion Pic-
ture Organizations continues in a
state of uncertainty, awaiting at

least one more meeting of the
nominating committee, Paramount
board chairman Adolph Zukor is

being talked ‘ up in top - echelon
trade conversations as a likely can-

didate for the job.

Members of the COMPO nomi-
nating group, following a get-

together in N. Y. on Monday (7),

disclosed that “several industry
leaders” had beOn considered and
another meeting will - be held
shortly. The nominators declined
to name names.

Others believed in the running
for the role of COMPO’s chief exec
are Gus Eyssell, president of

Rockefeller Center, and George J.

Schaefer, prexy of Stanley Kramer
Distributing Corp.

Zukor’s name was introduced at

a COMPO meeting, some -time ago
but. the idea of his taking over

(Continued on page 13)

Indiana Allied Scores

Wadis’ Sales Policy

In Tieups on Mdse.
Further charges that Metro’s

selling, policy on “Quo Vadis,”

coupled with the merchandising
tieups for the pic, were endanger-
ing exhibs’ relations with local

merchants were made this week
by the Allied- Theatre Owners of

Indiana. Exhibs state that local

stores, stocked with special “Quo
Vadis” items, have been unable to

promote and move the merchandise
because the picture is still unavail-

able to many small situations.

Allied of Indiana’s blast is based
on three counts: “First, in creat-

ing a situation where an exhibitor

loses the goodwill of important
merchants of his community. This

situation is created by Metro in-

spiring the manufacturer to prom-
ise the retailer that the local the-

atre will play the picture ‘Quo
Vadis’ without any authority from
the local exhibitor for such a state-

ment.
“Second, creating a situation

(Continued on page 75)

In the midit of the .
cuttent

hullabaloo about Communiduv in
Hollywood, a check -on the trade’s
answer to the recent House Un-
American Activities Committee re-

port disclosed this week that the
organized industry came off strong-
ly on the press relations aspect of
the report. Editorial Writers across
the country generally took Holly-
wood’s side in the controversy. Ad-
ditionally, numerous dailies car-
ried the United Press’ account of
the Council of Motion Picture Or-
ganizations’ comments on the
House appraisal of Hollywood.

Following the last COMPO
board meeting in N. Y., all mem-
ber groups of the outfit pledged
that they’d work for the big news-
paper play as a means of building
public good will. The hinterlands
were ‘ welh covered by exhibs
aligned with either Theatre Own-
ers of America or Allied States
Assn
COMPO toppers in N. Y. this

week claimed the results were
highly satisfactory and that a sub-
stantial segment of the public was
reached via the pro-Hollywood
editorials. Also, it was added, the
widely published news reports
doubtless served to stave off 4
any uncomplimentary observations
which some editorialists might
have had in mind.
For • instance, in a lengthy

“think” piece, the Meriden (Conn.)
Daily Journal asserted that while
there might have been Reds in
Hollywood, their influences “never
have been strong enough to stain
the product with their red dyes.’.’

Science Monitor’s Treatment
Christian Science Monitor, Bos-

ton, gave the squabble a straight
news . treatment Excerpts from
the House Committee’s report on
Hollywood’s alleged inadequacy
in coping with Communism were

]

printed along with parts of the
COMPO reply and statements
made by Eric A. Johnston, presi-
dent of the Motion Picture Assn,
of America, and Allen Rivkin,
president of the Mption Picture
Industry Council.

Citizen-News, Hollywood, spot-
lighted in an editorial that there
“are few organizations of any size

that haven’t got some Communist
party members on their payrolls.”^

(Continued on page 22) I

To Exit RKO;

RKO’* 20 Pix Due
Hollywood, April 8.

Howard Hughes, RKO’s
controlling stockholder and
studio head, and prexy Ned E.
Depinet began huddles- this
week on setting a releasing
schedule for 20 productions
to carry the company un-
til the studio resumes nor-
mal operations.

In addition to the releasing
sked, the confabs also will
take in o t her distribution
problems, it’s believed. In a
statement last weekend,
Hughes expressed confidence
that the 20-pic backlog will
be sufficient for operations
until shooting resumes at the
end of the summer.

Video Needs

A Boxoffice,

Sez Sidney
“Television will never come into

its own until it has a boxoffice.”
That’s the opinion of George Sid-
ney, Metro director who’s turned
out “Annie Get Your Gun” and
“Show Boat,” among others.
When some practical form of

“pay-as-you-see” TV is developed,
Sidney observes, it will be the
“greatest boon to the film indus-
try,” for producers will then gain
a wider market for their product.
Existing audiences will be aug-
mented by shut-ins and a variety
of others who are unable to attend
theatres regularly.
“A ‘pay-as-you-see’ device,” says

Sidney, “will also lead to a new
form of film distribution. But all

this won’t, be realized for at least
five to 10 years, because the entire
industry will have to wait until
science catches up.”
Asked what will happen to ex-

hibitors when science fitfdg-the an*
swers, Sidney holds “that’s a prob-
lem they alone will have to face.

(Continued on page 74)

Sues Gable for 20G
In

?

51 Auto Crash
Tucson, April 8.

Suit for $20,000 was filed against

Clark Gable here Thursday (3) as

aftermath of two-car accident near

Marana on Dec. 7, 1951.

Plaintiff is Mrs. Mary Lemme,
operator of one of the cars in-

volved in the sipashup, who
charges actor with driving his con-

vertible in a “reckless” manner.

Mrs. Lemme claims she suffered

r
n£rv,pus. shqe&y a»A - abdominal,
chest, leg and hip injuries.

National Boxoffice Survey
Pre-Ea*ter Trade on Skid*; ‘Apache’ New Champion,

‘Show’ 2d, ‘Queen’ 3d, ‘Snow White’ 4th
Traditionally one of thoughest

business weeks of year, key city

trade as usual is feeling the in-

fluence of Holy Week this session.

Only the very strongest pictures

are breasting the downbeat. The
few entries to do well currently

are the exception rather than the
rule. An added handicap is mild
weather.
New champ this stanza is “Bat-

tle At Apache Pass” (U) despite

the fact that this is first week to

be in release. Playing in 10 rep-

resentative keys covered by
Variety, the Technicolor western
thriller is fine to smash in most
situations. “Greatest Show on
Earth” (Par), which has been tops

for six weeks in a row, is a strong

second-place winner.
“African Queen” (UA), second

last round, is managing to grab

third position although now mostly

on extended-run. “Snow White”
(RKO), on reissue and playing in

some localities fpr a third time, is

roaring ahead to fourth spot, only

a step behind “Queen.”
Fifth money is going to “Quo

Vadis” (M-G), which is nearing the

end of current batch of top first-

run engagements. “Five Fingers”

(20th) is moving up from eighth to

sixth spot. “Steel Town” (U) has

perked up from runner-up category

of a week ago to seventh while

“Streetcar” (WB) is eighth. Ninth

place goes to “Death of Sales-

man”:
at Fair”‘(U) taking 10th. Some biz

Howard Hughes’ announcement
of curtailed production activities at
RKO was viewed by trade hepsters
this week as foreshadowing other
major changes in the near future,
possibly including a reported sell-*

out to Louis B. Majrer.

'

Persistent Wall St. reports have
it that the former Metro studio
head and a groun of close as-
sociates hhve had conversations
with N. Y. financial men looking
to the acquisition of a production-
distribution company. RICO, it is

said, measures up to .what Mayer
has in mind.

Indicating that a deal Is in almost
immediate prospect is the fact that
Louis A. Lurie, San Frpmcfeco
realtor and one of Maver’s closest
business associates, is due in N. Y.
shortly to look in on arrangements
so far. Mayer priced him to make
the trek east, it is understood, and
Lurie set quick plans to be in
Gotham on April 24. fGrowing a
Chicago stopover. Mayer, at the
moment, is vacationing In Florida.
With a lensing lull at the Gower

Street lot, it is figured that Hughes
would be mordfcHuenable than ever
to the idea of bowing out. His
aviation, oil

y
,and other Industrial

interests have beim demanding
more of his time because of the
national defense effort and this was

(Continued on page 29)
s

Johnston to Meet

With Studio Chiefs

On Commie Issue
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture

Assn, of America prexy, leaves for
the Coast Sunday (13‘). MPAA
topper will be in Hollywood Mon-
day (14) and Tuesday (15), re-
turning to Washington Wednes-
day (16).

Specific purpose of trip is to
address the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce Tuesday. However,
it’s expected that Johnston will
meet with studio chiefs to discuss
the industry's problems and poli-
cies regarding the Communist is-

(Continued on page 25)

is being done by “Something To
Live For” (Par) and “Wild North”
(M-G), but most of it so disappoint-
ing that it will keep them from
runner-up classification.

Some new product, launched
this stanza, shapes • promising.
“Captive City” (UA), given a fine
campaign, is doing nicely in Bos-
ton. But the real stalwarts are
“Encore” (Par) and “Man in White
Suit,” (U) both being smash in N. Y.
Latter is hanging up a new open-
ing week record at the small arty
Sutton. “Anything Can Happen”
(Par) is only fair in N. Y.

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB),
which opened at N. Y. Warner
Monday (7), is great in San Fran-
cisco on preem week. “Song in

Heart” (20th) is doing big on first

session at N. Y. Roxy,
“Sword’s Point” (RKO) looks

pleasing in Washington. “Bugles
in Aftepnoon” (WB) is hefty in

Toronto. “Young Man With Ideas”
(M-G) looms lean in Frisco. “Mar-
rying Kind” (Col) continues sock
in N. Y. Victoria.

“Green Glove'’ (UA), okay i»

Washington, shapes nice in Toron-
to. “Lady Possessed” (Rep) looks

fine in St. Louis. “Sailor Beware”
(Par) is terrific in Portland. Ore.

“Room For One More” (WB) is

sturdy in Toronto. "Girl in Every
Port” (RKO) is fancy in Montreal.

“Cimarron Kid” (U) is rated big in

same city.
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Chicago, April 8. --

Theatre TV interests apparently

are being by-passed as far as the

video coverage of the presidential

nominating conventions to bh held

here in July is concerned. Dis-

closure that big-screen tele has not

been taken into consideration by
the various committees rounding
out plans for the event—billed as

the TV industry’s biggest show to

date—came out during a panel dis-

cussion at last week’s National

Assn, of Radio-Television Broad-
casters’ annual conclave.

The “what, about theatre TV
question” significantly was posed
by Ben Cottone, general counsel

of the Federal Communications
Commission. Query was tossed at

SIg Mickelson, CBS news director

and chairman of the TV network’s
.convention pool committee; Ken-
neth Fry, radio-TV director of

Democratic
.
national committee,

and Edward’ T. Ingle, Republican
counterpart. Trio tacitly admitted
prospects of feeding the coverage
to theatres looks dim at this time.

Both reps of the political parties

expressed doubt their groups
would okay the. beaming of the
show into places where admissions
ate charged. Mickelson was more
explicit, saying there’s been no pro-
vision for theatre TV pickups of
the webs’ joint telecasting of the
powwows.
FCC legalite, l^^vever, warned

there may be a question of
monopoly involved if the telecasts
are denied to the big-screeners.
Three tele networks are setting up
to spread the event cross-country
to 'their affiliates and independent
stations, via American Telephone
Sc Telegraph’s cable and micro-re-
lay system. Cottone asked if

AT&T, as a common carrier, might
not have a responsibility to make
the service available to other in-

terests.

He was thinking specifically of
requests from non-TV cities along
the west-bound relay such as Den-
ver. The World Series telecast last

fall was tapped off .the AT&T cir-

cuit and piped into Harris and John
Wolfberg’s Broadway fllmery in
Denver. But conceivably, " tele-

equipped houses along the AT&T
route both east and west of Chi-
cago might decide to put In a bid
for the telecasts.

It’s not believed likely the two
political parties would turn down
any concerted bids for admission-
free big-screening. But at this late
date, the complex financial ar-
rangements that would have to be.
worked out with the networks who
are bankrolling the joint coverage
apparently preclude any significant
theatre TV participation.

Projectionists Get

5-Year Pay Hikes

From 4 Coast Chains

Los Angeles, April 8.

Theatre projectionists on four
circuits in this area have been
granted wage increases that will
mean a top scale of $3.04 an hour
in three years. Top scale for first-

run projectionists up to June 30,
this year, will be $2.77 an hour.
After that it goes up 15c an hour
for a two-year period. Another 12c
an hour will be added for the two
last years of the five-year agree-
ment.

Deal was made by the Moving
Picture Operators, Local 15 0,
IATSE, with Fox West Coast,
Warner Theatres, United Artists
Theatre Circuit and RKO. Repre-
sentatives of two other circuits,
Metropolitan Theatres and Fanchon
& Marco, ankled the meeting. They
declared they were not empowered
to grant the increases, as their
cir t fits were economically unable
to do so at this time. Understood
they will have a separate meeting
With Local 150 chiefs in two weeks.

Cowan Names Cook
Norman Cook has been named

general manager for the produc-
tion of Main Street to Broadway,”
which Lester Cowan is to produce

N
\
Y - f°r the Council of Living

Theatre.
Cook is due in N. Y. this week

from the Coast, where he had been
working with the Jerry Wald-Nor-mam Krasna'uiik tkfl'RKO.*’

'

Weinmddyj April'
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13 More *51 Foreign Pix
Than ’50 Got Breen OK

Sixty three foreign films re-

ceived the American film lndiis-

ry’s production code certificate of

approval in 1651, an increase, of
3 over the film imports approved
n £he preceding year and almost
double the 33-picture average for

orelga product during the past
decade.

This is • revealed in an annual
report to” Eric Johnston, prexy of

he Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica, from Joseph !. Breen, admin-
istrator of the industry’s voluntary
system of self-regulation. Report
indicates that an overall total of
432' features received the MPAA’s
okay last year.

UPT Mulls Buying

Big Hunk of Its

Common Stock
United Paramount Theatres is

considering reduction of its capi-

talization via buying a hefty

chunk of its common stock issue

on the N. Y. Stock Exchange, ac-

cording to Wall St. reports. UPT
issue on the Big Board was sell-

ing at $18 this week, generally
regarded as a deflated price, and
it’s felt that a capitalization shrink-
age program would have a 'bolster-
ing effect.

UPT has about 3,260,000 shares
outstanding, including some rep-
resented by certificates of interest.
That’s roughly the same number
which the corporation started out
with when independent operation,
apart from par production-distribu-
tion, began on Jan. 1, 1950.

Paramount Pictures, of course,
began its independent operation
with the same number of shares
outstanding but subsequently cut
these to 2,300,000. Largely as a
result of this, according to financial
observers, the Par stock has been
strong at the Exchange, bringing
a price of over $27. It’s noted that
UPT and Par each has been main-
taining a $2 annual dividend rate,
and both are; in strong shape
financially.

Gould Snare* Right*

To Sanders-Manshall Pic
Walter Gould; former foreign

sales manager for United Artists

who’s now importing and export-
ing films on his own, bast picked
up rights to “Captain Jack Black,”
which he’ll release through Classic

Pictures,.

Julien Duvivier produced and
directed the film, which has George
Sanders, Herbert Marshall, Patricia
Roc and. Agnes Moorehead in the
leads, It was leased at Majorca.

Loews Reveals

Receipts Cut At

Home, Abroad
Loew’s domestic and foreign the-

atre receipts have been on the de-
cline over the past few years, while
worldwide film rentals have been
picking up, it’s disclosed this week
in figures made available by the
company. v
Theatre business fell to $43,600,-

000 in fiscal 1951, compared with
$46,500,000 in 1950 and $50,000,000
in 1949.

. Rentals climbed to $107,000,000
in ’51, against $102,800,000 in ’50

and $98,400,000 in ’49.

MPIC Members Mull

Outfit’s Continuance

Due to Its Ineffectiveness
Hollywood, April 8.

Continued existence of the
Motion Picture Industry Council,
recently weakened by the, desertion
of the Screen Directors Guild, is

currently under discussion by its

members.
Mary McCall, Jr., representing

the Screen Writers Guild, pointed
out: “The faults of MPIC are the
faults of all its members. We have
a limited staff and budget-, for a
very large job. If we find our pres-
ent operations unwieldy, then we
must work out other methods of
implementing and making MPIC
effective.”

At an. executive committee meet-
ing, with Gunther Lessing pre-
siding, it was emphasized that
MPIC had failed to take action
against theatre picketing and un-
founded charges of Communist in-
fluences in the film industry. Miss

“If the MPIC is impotent in these
matters, then we are wasting our

Warner Bros, continued Its capi-lfe JL
U*J*£liration mittW nvpf fh* ^cffW.

nUe .^e^ ^ TCal hoP.e
.

1,1 such atalization cutting over the past
couple of weeks with an invitation
to all stockholders to tender their
holdings for purchase by the com-
pany at up to $15 per share. The
outfit announced Monday (7) that
the entire amount of $10,000,000,
which had been allocated for the
purchases, had been used.

WB is buying in 669,150 shares
in the- tender operation at a price
of $14,99 per share and under.
An additional 31,035 United

Paramount Theatres certificates of
interest have been converted into
regular shares of common stock,
as permitted under Paramount’s
antitrust consent decree.

UPT’s issue now comprises 2,-

888,290 regular shares and 415,641
interest certificates. Until they con-
vert their certificates into the
standard shares, investors have no
voting privileges and collect only
50% of the dividends declared,
with the balance held in escrow.

See K.C. Pic Censor

Abolished by Council
Kansas City, April 8.

The action whereby the position

of city film censor will be abolished
is expected to take place in the

public improvements committee of

the city council here April 11.

As earlier proposed by the pic
ture industry here and approved
by the council for budgetary -rea-

sons, the change will relieve the
city of reviewing films, most of
which already have been censored
by other agencies. The change will
also relieve distributors of the ex-
pense pf special screenings for the
censor, but will not relieve

,
them . been set for July 8, 1952, in WiJ

lieense fee. * t* mingt3tf.
l,J0: '

*
r ^ •; i»,of a per reel

council. Certain vexatious ques-
tions are before us. Our industry
was the only one singled out by a'

Congressional Committee, and a
recent . report of that Committee
was unfavorable to Hollywood. Still
no effective action to counter it

has been taken by MPIC. There is

a certain amount of unwieldiness of
procedure and divergent points of
views involved, but we must take
action. It must be demonstrated to
us between now and June 1 that
the MPIC can function in the field
in which it was set up.”

$304,305 QTRLY. HIKE

FOR U OYER 1951
Universal’s consolidated earn-

ings for the first quarter of this
year show an increase of $304,305
over the corresponding period of
1951. Net profit for the 13 weeks
ended Feb. 2, 1952, was $411,435,
after provision of $280,000 for es-
timated Federal taxes. For the
corresponding period of last year,
the total was $107,130, after pro-
vision of $55,000 for estimated
taxes.

Following deduction of divi-
dends on the preferred Stock, con-
solidated earnings £pr the quarter
just concluded, ar,e 7 equivalent to
37c per share jpn the 960,498
shares of common stock outstand-
ing. For the same period of the
previous fiscal year, earnings
equalled 5c. per share on the com-
mon stock. U noted that these
figures are preliminary and sub-
ject to verification by independent
auditors and to' year-end adjust-
ments.
Company reported that its an-

nual stockholders meeting has
Wil-

Publicists? Mail Ballot

Set for first Time
. Hollywood, April 8.

• Publicists Guild is ‘ holding its

annual election by mail, rather

than at the annual June member^
ship meetings, for the first time.

Guild changed constitution in

hopes it would bring more ballot-

ing.

Deadline for voting is May 28,

With results to be announced at

June 16 meet. Steve Miller,
Metro, and Dan Thomas, UI, are
competing for the presidency now
held by Kenneth Carter, UI. Nat
James, RKO, and Marty Weiser,
Lippert, nixed nominations.

FCC Forced to

Defer Theatre

Hearing Indef

Washington, April 8.

Pressure of other matters has
caused the Federal Communica-
tions Cdmmission to abandon its

plans to hold hearings on theatre
television next month. The hear-
ings have been put off Indefinitely

since the Commissioners were un-
able to agree on a date. However,
they plan to hear the ease in the
fall. A series shortage of staff,

aggravated by reductions in ap-
propriations, is a contributing fac-
tor in the postponement

Important problems connected
With the lifting of the TV freeze
and a heavy backlog of radio work
which accumulated during the past,

few months of deliberations on the
freeze made it impossible for the
agency to meet the May 5 sched-
ule for the theatre tele hearings.
Because of the naturq of these pro-
ceedings, which involve proposed
changes in use of radio frequen-
cies, it’s required that the commis-
sioners themselves sit in to hear
testimony.

Relative quiet on the theatre
tele scene and testimony of, UPT
during recent Paramount hearings
that it sees only limited possibil-

ities for, the medium may be con-

sidered in 'deciding whether there
will be a further postponement.
A major TV question which may

get priority over theatre tele is

the move to revise agency’s mo-
nopoly rules and permit networks
and others to have more than five

o and o stations. NBC, ARC and
DuMont have petitioned the Com-
mission to raise the limit to seven,

but to keep “rule of five” on VHF,
(Continued oh page 29)

* With the announcement of theAcademy Awards,.* temporary lull
has set in dUTihg the film-accolade
season. Although the Oscar derbv
is the climax to the award season
there are probably many more un-
heralded groups which have yet to
bestow honors bn individual pic-
tures or players. To this group can
be added the 50 or more organiza-
tions which have already an-
nounced their motion picture cita-
tions.

Europe to N* Y.
John Boles
Carlo Buti
Andr,e Dassary
Pierre Galante
Julliette Greco
Milton Kirschenberg
Vittorio Manunta
Felix Marouani
Rodney Millington
Tino Rossi
Tamara Toumanova

N. Ye to Europe
Sir Alexander Aikman
Claudio Arrau
Fedora Barbiere
Cecil Beaton
Truman Capote
Yvette Chauvire
George Cukor
Thomas Quinn Curtiss
Gloria DeHaven
Sam Eckman, Jr.

Lynn Fontanne
Jules Goldstone .

Clairette Gorgonl
Paul Hahn
Dame Myra Hess
W. Ray Johnston
Louis Jourdan
Nat Lefkowitz
Mike Levee
Bill Lewis -

Alfred Lunt
.

John G. McCarthy
Ricardo Odnoposoff
Ted Patrick
Roger L. Stevens
Tommy Trinder
Sophie Tucker
John F. Wharton , .

Stanley Young** 0,1

Granting an award to pictures
appears to have become a popular
pastime, with more and more out-
fits joining the honor-giving parade
each year. To the film industry all
awards are Welcomed and treas-
ured, but to the general public the
plethora of “bests” can become
confusing, especially when there is
a wide divergence in the selection
of films for placing in the award-
giving category.

The importance of an award, of
course, depends' on the popularity
and influence of the organization
o: group making the presentation.
However, accolades from small,
generally unknown outfits can be
valuable in that they serve as part
of the overall public relations gim-
mick for the industry. Presenting
an honor to a film or a player has
also been 'used as a method to
gain a degree of recognition for
a special group by cashing in on
the popularity of motion pictures.
To the industry,

,
from a b.o.

angle, the two most important
awards are those Of its own Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences and of
the New York Film Critics. Acco-
lades from these outfits can be
employed to hypo the b.o., and re-

sults - over the years have shown
that honors from these groups,
when promoted and advertised,
serve to draw added customers to

the pictures.
In the award category may also

he placed the “10 best” lists which
more and more newspaper film

editors are running each year.

Further welcomed by the industry
is the increase in .citations from
national magazines. Some of the
latter have developed into bigtime
affairs with dinners, the presenta-
tion of plaques and other hoopla.

Although there has been con-

continued on page 29)

N. Y. to L. A.
A1 Calder
Mindy Carson
Ralph Cohn
Clarence Derwent
Charles Dreyfus
Jimmy Durante
Ken Englund
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Eddie Jackson
Dorothy Jarnae
Eddie Joy
Danny Kaye
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.

Joseph A. McConville
Guy ^Mitchell
Abe Montague
Alexander Paal
Jack Roth
Abe Schneider
Nate Spingold
Francois Szoqy
Giselle Szpny

L. A. to N. Y.
Lola Albright
Lew Ayres
Erik Bruhn
William Campbell
Kitty Carlisle.

Hoagy Carmichael
Norman Cook
Robert Cummings
Arlene Dahl
Faith Domergue
Ava Gardner
Moss Hart
Peter Lind Hayes
Mary Healy.
George Jessel
Louis Jourdan
Julian Lesser
Robert Lippert
Frank Loesser
Dick Moore
Gene Nelson
Lindsey Parsons
Lily Pons
Vera Ralston
John Rawlins
Henri Rene
Robert R'ossen
George Sanders
Dorothy Shay
Robert E. Sherwood
Robinson Stone

. f
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9 TOP COS. GOT $880,200,000
’51 Rundown on Major Cos.

\

Here’s the rundown on the gross revenues raked in by the nine

™n?or film and theatre corporation in 1951, as compared with

5v orevious year. 'Figures are from official sources, excepting

Paramount and EKO Pictures, where Wall St. estimates are used:

1951 ® 1950

„ t $55,400,000 $57,200,000

* 176,200,000 178,000,000
*”

9^,500,000 81,800,000
* 117,000,000 107,300,000

Hi 163,800,000 162,400,000
65,200,000 55,600,000

JL* 125,300,000 135,300,000

vrca Piets r... 50,000,000 46,500,000

RKO Theatres 32,800,000 37,200,000

Totals .$880,200,000 $861,300,000

Rackmil Sees Top Merger Plan

So Far Is For U to Buy Decca Assets

Purchase of Decca Records’ as-

rpfc hv Universal Pictures is in the

forefront of several plans being

considered to effect a consolidation

of the two companies. Decca stock-

holders were so told at the firm’s

annual meeting held in N. Y. yes-

terday (Tues.).

Advantage of one company ac-

quiring corporate assets of the

other, Decca prexy Milton E.

Rackmil explained, is that such a

move would require only .51%
stockholder approval. On the other

hand, an exchange of stock would
necessitate an okay by two-thirds

of the shareholders.

While the . merger won’t be ef-

fected “unless feasible from the

standpoint of both companies,”

Rackmil declared, “I think it has a

pretty good chance at present.”

Through purchases last summer
Decca acquired 263,700 shares of

Universal common and 32,500 of its

warrants equivalent to a 26% vot-

ing interest.
* Separate committees represent-

ing both Universal and Decca,
Rackmil said, are investigating the

various amalgamation plans under
consideration. Ebasco {Services, he
added, has been retained in a con-

sultative capacity and has already
made a preliminary appraisal of

Decca assets.

Just what the value of the ap-
praisal is Eackmil declined to. say.

However, he noted that “within the
next month or so’’ if the merger
is possible at all a report on the
situation may be. made. Beyond
this, the Decca topper said, “there
is nothing more I can add.”
Meanwhile, for the second time

(Continued on page 12)

Italy’s Studio Labor,

Materials Up 15% In

Year, Moguy Reveals
Although wages for studio labor

In Italy have remained fairly con-
stant, costs of materials have risen
from 15 to 20% in the past year,
according to* producer - director
Leonide Moguy. Particularly af-
fected by the upward trend in

.
prices, he said, is raw stock and
sundry other physical items.
Moguy recently turned out the

Italian-made “A Hundred Little
Mothers” (“Cento Piccole Madri”),

which Columbia Pictures has a
70% interest. He’s now negotiat-
ing with Columbia in a deal where-
by Col would back another of his
halo pix.

In New York for the past week,
Moguy has been participating in a
round of radio, tv and press inter-
views to help plug "Tomorrow Is

,i
00 Late” (“Domani e Troppo

rardi’), which is slated to preera
Jt Loew’s State, N. Y., Saturday
nz] ' A sex-education picture, “To-

(Continued on page 13)

L.A. B.O. Up 7% For

First Quarter of 1952
Los Angeles, April 8.

First quarter of 1952 in Lds An-
geles first-run theatres showed a
boxoffice increase of 7% over the
first 13 weeks of 1951. This is the
first upswing in the de luxe houses
since the downward swing began
in 1948.* This year’s 13-week
grosses were $2,417,100, compared
with $2,239,400 last year.

An important factor in increased
receipts was the showing, at in-

creased admissions, of such pic-

tures as “The Greatest Show on
Earth” (Par), “African Queen”
(UA), “A Streetcar Named De-
sire” (WB), “Quo Vadis” (M-G)
and “Death of a Salesman” (Col).

Fiscal 1951 brought the nine
major film a'fid theatre corpora-
tions a combined total gross reve-
nue of $880,200,000, representing
a gain of about 2.32% over the pre-
vious year. The total for 1950 was
$861,300,000,
While the percentage is slight,

the fact that there actually has
been an increase is heartening to
execs. Gross income had been on
the decline since the peak
years immediately following World
War II.

Spveral of the ouflts have yet
to issue their annual statements
for ’51, and their precise financial

status is not reflected in the
amount of total income. However,
adding to the upbeat is the fact
that expenses continued to be
lopped off by various of the com-
panies, consequently operating
profits on the overall probably
were slightly ahead of ’50. On the
minus side were the increased cor-

porate tax rates.

Universal’s total of $65,200,000
was viewed as especially Impres-
sive. That’s a record high for the
company. U still was on- the up-
trend going into its 1952 fiscal

year, grossing $13,400,000 in the
first quarter, a jump of about

State Dept Taking Big Part in Film

Negotiations Abroad (or U.S. Cos

ton Back to Coast
in
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Rackmil Defines

‘2 Lines of Mdse:

For Exhibs, Vidpix

Decca .prexy Milton Eackmil,

who heads for the Coast next week
to huddle with Universal Pictures

prez Nate J. Blumherg, will further

go into the Decca-U interlocking

interests deal. It is no secret by
now that the merged disk and film

company interests have a big TV
in their future, and Eackmil makes
no bones about the fact any vidpix

activities by U-Decca need not irri-

tate the exhibitors who have long

been Universal’s customers.
He is committed to the ideas of

“two linfes of merchandise.” So
long as the personalities, budgets,

craftsmanship and techniques are

different, and the theatre product

gets the ‘A’ treatment, there should

be no vexation by theatre owners
over vidpjix, made on budgets of

about 10% of a feature cost and
constituting a separate and distinct

business.
“Once the pendulum swings in

favor of TV,” says Eackmil, “and

we allocate the quality to video,

then the exhibitors may be justi-

fied in squawking. But we all

know that can’t happen. If ad

agencies, sponsors and independent
(Continued on page 27)

Ray* Hendry Named
V.P. of Intermountain

. Salt Lake City, April 8.

Bay M. Hendry, associate gen-

eral manager of Intermountain

Theatres since 1950, has been

named v.p. and general manager
of the chain, following resignation

of Sidney L. Cohen as the other

associate general manager.
• Hendry’s appointment marks

the first time the theatres have

been under complete local man-
agement since the local interests

were merged with Paramount-
Publix in 1929. Hendry started in

show business 32 years ago as an

usher, and since that time has

served as manager of a number
of local theatres.
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Still Peddling
Samuel Goldwyn’s N. Y. of-

fice encountered some surpris-
ingly enthusiastic support in

one instance when it undertook
to have the mayors of numer-
ous U.S. cities issue proclama-
tions honoring Hans Christian
Andersen, tying in with the
producer’s film on the Danish
fairy-tale author.
Elmer Lux, acting mayor of

Buffalo, quickly wired that
he’d be “very happy to cooper-
ate.” Before he went political,

Lux was a salesman for EKO
and, as such, peddled Goldwyn
product.

See Banks Easing

Indie Financing In

230G to Gottlieb

Strong suggestion that banks
$700,000 over the corresponding may be loosening up on indie film

period in *51. production financing was seen this

While its gross was off a £hade, week in a $230,000 loan arranged
Loew’s has been marking gains in by film-maker Alex Gottlieb with
operating revenue. This amount- Chemical. Bank 8c Trust, N. Y.

ed to $163,500,000 in 1951, $161,- Chemical demanded collateral for

700,000 in 1950 and $160,182,015 in only $50,000, which investor Elliot

1949. Accounting for the dip in Hyman provided, and accepted
overall gross was the slight de- Gottlieb’s note for the balance, ac-

crease in non-operating income, cording to the producer. Borrowed
such as from investments, profit ‘coin covered the major/ part of the

on sale of assets and dividends budget for “The FigMer,” which
from affiliated companies. United Artists will release. Richard

United Paramount Theatres Conte, Vanessa Brown and Lee J.

looks good to some observers in Cobb have the leads,

N. Y.’s financial area. They figure An added and important factor,

UPT will have better control over of course, is that the relatively new
costs because of its consolidation United Artists management under

of theatre properties, and this will prexy Arthur B. Krim has the in-

mean a- slight increase in operat- die distribution outfit operating on

ing profits. UPT’s gross of $117,- a sound basis. Hard-headed bank-

000,000 in ”51, it’s anticipated, may ing men, who had adopted a wait-

be exceeded by $3,000,000 in ’52. and-see attitude toward UA, appar-

Twentieth-Fox’s overall increase ently are growing confident that

for ’51 was due to gains marked in the company is now in good shape,

film rentals, which more than com- A bolstering factor in this respect

pensated for a decrease in theatre (Continued on page 12)

receipts. Rentals accounted for

$92,500,000 in the past year, up
. # ,

from $90,800,000 in fiscal 1950. (i||rnr hype Krih^n
Tfieatre receipts fell to $58,100,000

v/UKUr EJCb DIIUM1

in *51, compared with $60,100,000

in ’50. •

e

+ State Dept, cooperation on a
high level is expected in forthcom-
ing talks with foreign governments
on renegotiation of pacts on Amer-
ican film imports. It’s anticipated
that Ambassador James Dunn will
participate In confabs with the
French for a new agreement to re-
place the one which expires on
June 30. Other State Dept, offi-

cials are seen ’taking part in talks
with some of the other countries.

Meanwhile, John G. McCarthy,
Motion Picture Assn, of America
v.p. in charge of international af-

fairs, leaves today (Wed.) on the
Queen Elizabeth on a six-week mis-
sion on foreign problems. Before
he returns in the latter part of
May, he will have conferred with
officials in Spain, Italy, Austria,
Germany, Holland, Norway, Bel-
gium and France. There is a pos-
sibility that McCarthy will be
joined in Europe early in May by
Eric Johnston, MPAA prexy, and
Joyce O’Hara, v.p. McCarthy and
possibly Johnston and O’Hara may
visit the Cannes International Film
Festival. It’s believed that Mc-
Carthy also will sit iri on a meet-
ing of the International Federation
of Motion Picture Producers.
Group, among other things, will

discuqs ways of reducing or elimi-

nating taxation on films in various
countries.

Meanwhile, preliminary talks on
the British and Belgium situation

have been held by Fayette H. All-

port, MPAA’s rep in London, Pres-
ent pact with Britain expires in Oc-
tober.

Locations for ‘Rachel’

States Rights Deals

For ‘Latuko’ After

Director George Cukor, who re-

cently completed' the Katharine
Hepburn-Spencer Tracy starrer,

“Pat and Mike,” at Metro, planes
to Britain this week to scout loca

M V P r*
|

tions and backgrounds for a film

PLY. tensor uQ&K version of the Daphne du Maurier
* novel, “My Cousin Rachel.” In

„ .. T .- r Anfm. a three - and - a - half week stay
N. Y., the Irving Lesser-Seymour

abroad> be also plans to visity Italy
p

.

0<
r,

0U
J
fit

find the south of France,
rights to Latuko, documentary Nunnally Johnson is producing
film owned by , .the American Mu- «Racbe.][” for 20th-Fox release. A
seum of Natural History, is making Metr0 contractee, Cukor was given
deals for the pic with states rights

stu(Ro permission to do the outside
operators throughout the country. venfure# jt's tentatively scheduled
Outfit has concluded Pac^s ror al-

j.Q roR a j. 20th in May. Johnson is

most every section of the U. S., the
scripting. Cast not yet set.

only territories still open being

those controlled from Memphis,

Washmgton, D. C., Milwaukee and
‘Movietiine’ to Double

Present selling method was ar- Teams, Blanket Country
rived at following talks with the Hollywood, April 8.

established distrifcs of offbeat pix, cOMPO's “Movietime U. S. A.”
who supply bulk of indie product

teams wU1 be doubled in 1952,
to “states franchise-holders. Les-

accor(bng f0 Marvin Schenck,
ser and Poe figured they could

chairman< jn R letter to Ronald
make better percentage deals on

Reag screen Actors Guild
their own.

Yiti^^New
1

York Prexy» Schenck clarified a “mis-
censorship difficulty in New Yor

, conception >* concerning the selec-

ce“ orsMp M a result. Pro- ttan o£ players fSr the tours. He

ducers Reps has been able to set sal“*
, have been over.

svffls -SS-S.S
s;“»“ :s!«“ -"vSt.TX’.a ,.i
unaer ^ not slight anyone. We expect to

Pic. a documentary on African cover the entire country in 1952

tribal life, was turned' down last; Last year more than 125 stars and

week by the New York State Board personalities made the tours. This

of Regents. Basis for nix are year we will double that number,

scenes in the pic depicting com- We are now forming groups to

pletely nude males. Film is cur- tour Atlanta, Albany, Buffalo

rently running in about 30 situa- Richmond and Memphis in Apii

tions throu&hdut'' the county^,,^ ,
land May.‘Vo 1 v>j '••v, *. <; .. 1:

Fabiola’ Being Released

In Spanish, Italian By

UA in 3-Hr. Version
“Fabiola,” Italian-made epic

which, in its English dubbed ver-

sion, chalked up a surprising do-

mestic distribution gross of $1,050,-

000 for United Artists last year,

wifi now play for Italian- and Span-
ish-speaking elements in the U. S.

in its original three-hour form.
Dual-languager was made in those
two tongues.

UA execs this week said they
anticipate that the pic, which Jules
Levey is presenting in the states,

ikely will run about six months
at the Hispano Theatre (Spanish)
n upper Manhattan. It opens at

that house and the Cinema Verdi
(Italian), also N. Y., On April 12.

Runs in other areas which have
sizeable Italian and Spanish popu-
lations are now being lined up.

Film company's sales department
is eyeing the southwest for a big
play with the Spanish edition.

“Fabiola” had been cut to about
two hours for its first time out
lart year.

Million Feb. Tax Rise

In Amus. Over Jan.
Washington, April 8.

Uncle Sam took in $23,891,000
in collections on the 20% gen-
eral admissions tax during Febru-
ary, an upward jump of about $1,-

000,000 from the January take.

February tax receipts normally re-

flect January at the boxoffice and
it is estimated that about 80%
of the total comes from motion
pictures.

The February figure also ex-

ceeded February, 1951, by about
$900,000.
There was also some pickup in

the nitery biz. The 20% bite on
nitery tabs brought the govern-
ment $3,965,000, more than $800,-

000 greater than, the preceding
month and about the same over

J'the February, 1951, receipts.

MG-M Tinting 11 of 18
Hollywood, April 8.

With 18 pictures slated to start

in the next 14 weeks at Metro, a
total of 11 will be tinters—-two in

the company's own Ansco color
process au4{*i*£iin;
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BellM Om Their t«ii
<C*lor)

|«tulUnf folltwup to tih* Me*
"Chtip**1 By ill* Difr*

(D#," word-of-mouth Md
fco. potential,

Hollywood, April 3.

Twentieth-Fox Tele*** of Samuel Q.

Engel production. 8t*r* Jeanne Crain,

Myrna toy. D«bra Paget, Jeffrey Hunter,
Edward Arnold; feature* Hoagy Car*
micbael. Barbara Bate*, Robert Arthur,

1 1] vii jd fJ| I

Screenplay. Phoebe -and Henry JEphrom
baaed on book by Frank B. Gilbreth, Jr.,

and Erneetlna Gilbreth Carey; camera
(Technicolor), Arthur K. Arling; editor,

Robert Fritchi music. Cyril Mockrldge.Robert Fritchi music, Cyril Mockrldge.
Previewed March 28, '82. Running time.
at mini.
Anne GUbreth , .Jeanne Crain
Mr*. GUbreth .Myrna Loy
Martha Debra Paget
Dr. Bob Grayson Jeffrey Hunter
Sam Harper .Edward Arnold
Tom Bracken Hoagy Carmichael
Ernestine Barbara Bates
Frank GUbreth Robert Arthur
Cousin Leora Verna Felton
Bob GUbreth ...Roddy McCasklU
LUy GUbreth., Carole Nugent
Jane GUbreth Tina Thompson
Jack GUbreth Teddy Driver
WUllam GUbreth Tommy Ivo
Fred GUbreth Jimmy Hunt
Dan GUbreth.,'. Anthony Sydes
A1 Lynch Martin MUner
Martin Dyke* .....Clay Randolph
Jane (age 22) June Hedin
Franklyn Dykes Robert Easton
Emily CecH Weston
Cdb driver Syd Saylor

20th-Fox has a good followup to

The ¥r«ii«iw^ Stet'y
i

' «

jSifgui entry for action market,

with names of Joel McCrea,
Yvonne de Carlo giving It lift.

• v *»

Hollywood,' April *t\

Warner Bro*. release of Howard Welsch
(FideUty-Vogue) production. Star* Joel

McCrea, Yvonne de Carlo; feature* Sidney

B&ckuer, Richard Ertitaan, Fjbt*nc*

Bate*. Onslow Stevens. Directed by Rob-

ert Parrish. Screenplay, D. D. Beau-
champ; story, Richajd Summers; camera,

John Seitz; editor, Otto Ludwig. Pre

viewed Apru 1. '52. Running time.

%hr
S?» Reviewer added that “bril- «• min*.

i*2«r^
r
*camera ant technical assets and fine Rick Nelson

Arling; editor, stylized direction by Alf SjO- And^w* Caln^ .’.Sidney Blackmer
ril Mockrldge. berfv make this a good entry Shorty” TV. .7.7. Richard Erdman
Bunntog um«. j*r* 0

”
e cinemas.” Anita sSEE*! ".7.7.7.V. 7 . . . •"«««»>*«

Cr.in Bjork, cast in the title role, J'*m B»T*S
... Myrna Loy was described as a “striking JgJg^ //./. o. z. Whitehead

rp'Stv^wSntS actress" who brings strength winReid Holhcrt #SSk
sdward 3585 to the part Trans-Global Pic- ........ *.'**.’ Lwn^Chandler
gy Carmichael tures is distributing in the

"J. ‘.\\7.\7 Trevor Bardette
Barbara Bates vr c * John Boucette
Robert Arthur u

* Peter Virgo

jddy McCasklU SlSk ’ Tom Johnson

'tBtt°Thomp*on *»«Ck. «»«l **»• fgfd 777.7. **« Onlam

.Teddy Driver (SONGS-COLOR) *

Jim#
(Trekea Julie).

'Miss Julie," Swedish im-

port which prtemed Monday
(7) at the world Theatre,

N. Y„ was reviewed by
Variety at ‘last year’s Cannes
Film Festival. Writing in the

issue of May id, 1051, Mosk
called this celluloid version of

the August Strindberg play a
“somber study of heavy pas-

sion and conflicting social

mores on an estate,”

Reviewer added that bril-

ant technical assets and fine

stylized direction by Alf Sjo-
berg make this a good entry

for some art cinemas.” Anita
Bjork, cast in the title role,

was described as a “striking

actress” who brings strength

to the part. Trans-Global Pic-

tures is distributing in the

XJ. S.

*, April 9. 1953

hdian cliffsiwell.
ings^ lend authenticity to the t?
seph SUtrom production
of credence is further enhanced
a cast of unfamiliar faces and r ?

tb. hard-hitting direction o£XHopper, who makes a topnotcmegger debut on this SvdiSBoehm script,
yQne

starred m tms JMai nronsien napping %y ^wig^agents^f
production, which Uppert Pic- J T
tures is distributing .in- -the 1 physicist at Lag Alamo*;
U S Original running time fhe boy's retu™ iitte foS S*
of 86 minutes has been trim- manufacturing atom hnmhc r»L

Vallejr of the Eagle*
“Valley of the * Eagles,"

BritishrUnade film scheduled to
preem tomorrow (Thursday)
at the Rivoli Theatre, N,
was reviewed from London by
Variety1

in the Issue of Oct. 10,

1951. Jack Warner, Nadia Gray
and John McCallum are
starred in this Nat Bronsten

Abbott and Costello in take-

off on the old fairy tale. Slant-

ed for kiddie appeal and gen-
erally oke b.o. where comics
go well.

Hollywood, April 3.

. A vivid and expert glimpse of

the Golden Gate city in 1856, dur-

ing the days of the vigilantes

when California- was undergoing

political growing pains, is provided

in this fast-paced melodrama, with

names of Joel McCrea and Yvonne

med to 82.

“Main feature of this adven-
ture opus,” Clem opined, “is

its’ unusual background” of
mountain scenery in* Sweden
and Lapland. Plot revolves
around a secret invention sto-

len but recovered after a chase
through the Arctic wilds. Critic

felt that the entry was a fair

supporting feature for the
duals. However, it also has a
wealth of exploitation values
if exhibs are inclined to push
them.

Sound Off
(.Color-Music)

Mickey Rooney toplined in en-
joyable musicomedy; word-of-
mouth appeal will help b.o.

considerably.
rfuiu-riM. ild* d kuuu ivuuwuy ™

Warner* releaae of Alex Gottlieb (Ex- "
.

, d for *ood
its successful Cheaper By the elusive Production*) production, stars de Carlo to act as araw s
_ .... _ Bud Abbott, Lou Costello; feature* Shaye rAfiTrnr ;n fV,e action market.
Dozen” of two seasons ago. Delin- cogan, JaiAe* Alexander, Buddy Baer, returns m tne auiou luaiKK .

f„W-W aHuAntnrpe .of th#* Dorothy Ford. Directed, by Jean Yar- Solid values are COntalneU ID

manufacturing atom bombs. DramS
is strong in that the first concern
of the EBI is the capture of the
spies, with the boy’s safety second-
ary despite the parents’ natural
instincts.

I

Hopper’s .direction gets a tight
1

grip m the plot and.injects a con-
tinually building suspense as the.
FBI and the father grasp for clues!
that might’ lead them to the bop
and ’ the kidnappers. The hunt;'

brings them to Los Angeles, when*
methodical and thorough police'
work turns up the first lead. Chase'
returns again to Las Alamos, afte$
the gang successfully eludes cap.

1

ture, and a chance clue from tour.
5

ists' tips that the boy is a prisoner'
in an old Indian hut atop a high;
mesa,.

J'

The kid’s escape from his jail.fi

ers and flight into a mountain!’
crevice,, the arrival of rescuers tot!

save him after he dangles for lonfll

1rir?p hrnnd It offers the sjune tvDe son^sj Bob Hunstll* Lester Lee. v m^xcd by ft QllGl OH H r
large Drooa, 11 oners tne same type viewed April 2, '52. Running time, 7* , . , MhPrpa and Sidnevof warm, clean entertainment and mins. back between Mcurea ana raianey

carries a good word-of-mouth and Dinkiepu** Budd Abbott Blackmer, state political ‘boss who
grossing possibilities. inckx « Xi0^^05^110 is attempting to gam control of the

This time Samuel G. Engel is at
S'r“*n

‘.
,U

?

ey
::::::.P«??t1$' US state tor his own selfish interests

the production helm with Henry ?
r
r{S«“ Ai.x^nd" an^e^^ewpVe^^dtiS^OnsTow

Levin directing Both just as gjttg
Stevens’ plea to

S
help him and the

smartly project the humor and The King william Famum vigilantes whom he captains .rid
heart as did their predecessors on Johnny Conrad and Dancers. California of Blackmer’s machina-
the original screen adventure with _ . , . _ . .. tions, is strongly cast in one of his
the Gilbretbs. The script by Phoebe This classic fairy tele gets the

{,etter roles. Miss de Carlo fur-
and Henry Ephron, based on the Abbott and Costello buffoon treat- njshes plenty of sex appeal and in-

book by Frank B. Gilbreth Jr., and ment in a version shaped for lad- terest as Blackmer’s girlfriend,

Ernestine Gilbreth Carey, picks up dle appeal and the A&C following, wjj0 jaus jn, jov^ with McCrea, and
the family where the first ended indicating an oke boxonice re- principals are furnished with
right after the death of the father, sponse in the situations, where the smart, brittle dialog which pur-
It comes over in the same style, comics generally do business. Else- chases attention for every scene,
concerning itself more with punch- where, adult draw possibilities are with arrival in Frisco of McCrea
ing delightful episodes than fol- thm. and his- sidekick, Richard Erdman,
lowing a straight story line. There s Neither the production concep- after five years’ absence at his
rewarding hilarity in the humor, tioh nor scripting is very imagina- mine Blackmer becomes immedi-
a touch of heart-tug here and tive, both following a rather ately interested in the former
there, and, overall, the warmth of standard course, but A&C antics vigilante and sets Miss de Carlo on
genuine entertainment for mass are good enough to bring it off his track to learn exactly why he
appeal. satisfactorily. Opening sequence,

is in town. Blackmer is buying
There are many repeats from filmed in sepia, Kets into fairy votes for his man, to send him to

the cast of “Cheaper” to be found st0]^ w
t

h«n £?n?Jcs ***** XJ. S. Senate, and he doesn’t want
in “Belles On Their Toes,” al- sitting job. While Costello reads his applecart upset by • anything
though quite a number of switches the tale .{*> charge he falls McCrea and Stevens may accom-
in character assignments among asleep and the fable begins in piish. Meeting between Miss de
the younger Gilbreths. Jeanne SuperCinecolor. Latter s tints help Carlo and McCrea leads to their
Crain is again seen as Anne, and dress UP the production but aren t falling in love, although femme has
Myrna Loy as the mother. New particularly good.

. him shanghaied after he spurns
among the principals are Debra Costello is the dimwit Jade who her. McCrea manages to escape
Paget-as Martha and Robert Ar- trades his cow to Abbott, the vil- from ship before it sails, and
thur as Frank, Jr. Barbara Bates lafle .

s avaricious butcher, for five throws in with Blackmer as his
delightfully repeats Ernestine, and ma8ic beans. The beans are planted own means of helping Stevens.
Hoagy Carmichael has taken over overnight a stalk grows into McCrea delivers handily in a
the handyman character. Each one the skies, where the cruel fitent, convincing '’performance, scoring
helps to make the film a solid P! flye<

J
by Buddy Baer, lives with particulariy in his fight scenes, and

round of fun. Others scoring in- “.1S statuesque housekeeper, Miss de Carlo parallels him in in-
clude Jeffrey Hunter, very good as Dorothy Ford, The hen, that lays terest. Blackmer is smooth* and
the young doctor who gets Miss golden eggs and the talking harp. Persuasive in hefty footage, Erd-
Crain; Edward Arnold, elderly James Alexander, the prince, and man gives a good account of him-
suitor of Miss Loy’s; Tommy Ivo p^ayc Cogan, the princess, are seif as the whisky-guzzling pal,
and Jimmy Hunt, two of the kids; d

1

*1 a P PJp d by the giant. Jack Stevens makes his part count,
Martin Milner, a wow as a slangy climbs his beanstalk to rescue the Florence Bates-is colorful as pro-
collegian, and Robert Easton, very F°?ai.

PauY * 0 * * ,° ^.e d by the Prietor of a saloon who arranges
funny as a^ 'courtly southerner. butcher, who wants the feathered for men to be shanghaied, and

Script problems are concerned The a°dventurP«; in riant land
Ral

?
h D

<?
mke is good as Black’

with the mother trvinc? to ^unnort ,

adventures in giant land, mer s Senator.

her ehilctien af Urlhe toffert rf hi •
Howard Welsch's producerlhelm-

riffS'n'wAh^ Eol
a film and do the most ¥owards de- }ffes

ls
,h?,

d¥5^lo"SA<32S.nSjlP
an(i lie veloping fun tor moppet viewers.

i?.£2S
Se
Jii

n
,i
hIS
K
thr2”6i

1 proces
5 Jack's outwitting of the giant and w* ?ffootage), and the breaking away of nf +hp. roval hair .

s situations and characters. Tech-
Misa Crain to start, family of her the help “of thehoSeepIl Sg1?°™* ** BeneraUy

c°mes to the rates broad chuckles. Costello
‘ Whit

by ®xc®llel]tly used flash-' also sings the Bob Russell-Lester 1
1

' -
back via Miss - Loy s reftiembrance T ee tune “I Fear Nothing” while

vear^a^S^i^wriobln^the
1 Miss Cogan and Alexander supply Tomorrow Is Too Tate

. graduation youngett ^f1 m0“ a
®omani & Tropp. Tardl)’

offsnring
youngest Alex GottUeb’s production and “Tomorrow Is Too Late,”onspnng. Jean Yarbrough’s direction per- Italian-made film scheduled

Picture is loaded with, a Succes- mit the film to meander slowly to preem Saturday (12) at
sion of risibility-tickling episodes, through the first half, but the pace Loew’s State Theatre N. Y.Remembered will be the bathroom pickup in the second half is good. was reviewed by Variety at
sequence in which the Gilbreth Abbott and Costello rate accepta- the Venice Film Festival in
kids start a family parade that sue- ble support from Baer, Miss Ford the issue of Nov. 1 1950.
cessful rids them of Milner’s pres- and Barbara Brown, as Jack’s Leonide 'Moguy directed this
ence. The beach picnic, in which mother. Miss Cogan and Alexan- Vittorio De Sica starrer. Jo-
Debra Paget, keeper of the family der are adequate as the romantic seph Burstvn. Inc. is distribut-
purse, arranges it so all will have team.
free steaks has a round of group The Nat Curtis screenplay, from
singing led by Carmichael and a story by Pat Costello with added
danced by Miss Paget that listens comedy by Felix Adler, was inde-
and watches excellently. The kids’ pendently filmed under the Exclu-
stealthy visit to the hospital to see sive Productions banner for War-
their mother, Carmichael brewing ners release. George Robinson’s
of corlt-popping, forbidden alco- camera and other technical work
nolic beverages in the cellar, fam- help get over the fantasy. Brog.

ily councils and the many little r

-*'-v
— '— —— „

— —i

—

JT~Z ... „ 0 minutes from the Bide of the mesial

Columbia r.uS^rJom.'T^loduc-
tlon. Star* Mickey Rooney; features Anne Shaking tension that Will havt <3

James, Sammy White. Directed by Ri<*ard audiences, particularly femmes,
'

Quine. Screenplay, Blake Edward*•and biting their nnita !

Richard Quine; camera, Ellis W. Carter;
W

“fi j K
editor, Charles Nelson; music, Morris sto- performances are naturally dfrg
loff. Freddie Harder, Paul Mertz, George livered by all concerned. Barry U
Dunlng. Previewed AprU 1, *52. Running sh0WS Up Very Well as the father,

writ* and Lydia Clarke is equally goods

L^Co^ieen lufferty ‘ .* f;.’ .‘^ Anne Jame* as the mother. Young Lee Aakei
Joe Kirby a...Sammy white registers strongly as the boy,
Major Paul Whiteside John Archer Michael Moore FBI agent* Nanot
Sergeant Crockett Gordon Jones Q TurnHITony Bacdgaiupi ........ ...Wally Cassell Gates, a schoolteacher, Milburj

^

Barney- Fisher Arthur Space Stone, in charge of the hunt; Berts

L7.
eArV^s«rrtraying *

'

Mr*. Rafferty Helen Ford SP^®,® a
f®

*** effective. >

Evelyn Amts Mary Lou Geer - Charles B. Lang, Jr., contribute]
M* p Boyd^ "Red” Morgan excellent camera work, and the

j

^ r". . . , editing is tight at 84 minutes,!
Columbia has a bright filmusical Leith Stevens’ music score is busy,

5

Republic release of Sidney Picker pro*

in “Sound Off.” It’s filled with fun, Brob. £

songs and. a dance or two, and
,

boxoffice prospects look good, . es- _ „ _ „ M
pecially once word-of-mouth boost- Oklahoma Annie
ing gets underway. (SONGS-COLOR)
The life-In-the-army gimmick has

proven itself for comedy screening Judy Canova in broadly-played
in the past, with majority of the comedy for combelt trade.
big-name comic* having been . I

“inducted” at one time or another.
This time- around it’s Mickey Republic relcaa® of Sidney Picker pro*

Roonev who socket over his everv ffuction. Star* Judy Canova; feature!r ^ John Ruasell, Grant Wither*. Roy Bai*
Scene and song. croft, Emmett 'Tappy” Lynn, Frank Fc>

Tale, neatly scripted by Blake guaon, Minerva XJrecal, Houseley SWven*

Edwards and Richard Quine, spots *°“* Se**i°n*. Directed by k. g,

„

t

_ Sprlngateen. Screenplay, Jack Townlejj
Rooney as a mtery entertainer who story, Townley and Charles e. Roberta
suddenly finds himself in the army, camera (Trucolor), Jack Marta; editor,

Situation comedy mixed up with A^*
some songs dominates the footage, R^^g^LS, i?mins.

’

wnicn hfts actor in one scrape after ou^cn of Gowflirii* • •Judy canovi

another. He’s finally able to Dan Fraser John Russell

straighten himself out, however, 51111
. *£sc.t*ady

and fadeout finds him headed pSdirt
8

.

1**1
.7 V/.Emmett ’"Pappy"^ Lym 1

overseas with a special service Eldrldge Haskeil Frank Fergusos

unit to entertain the troops, Mr*. Fling wLN^v^teSfso!
Rooney, who sparkplugs footage Snjjudgu V.’.’.V.V.V.^Eimir^sessioni

throughout, gets good support from Bartender AUen Jenklni

Anne James, femme interest who ,*^ -— •J?^|
r

ne
PS.ne‘i]

plays a mirse lieutenant, and & By™e
*. :.\\r.V.*.V.-:. Denve

P
r Pyi!

Sammy White, as a 10%-er. Re- TuUet’t House Peters, Jr,

maining roles are all minor. An
1?*^v

T
K2i5i

e

i!li;

Film shapes up as an especially oid^an
‘

* .*
’ ‘ ’ * *

‘
.*

*
.’

* .’ .*

.

. si Jonh!

good credit for Jonie Taps, who’s
—

’

—

stacked film with a top entertain- Judy Canova’s country dravf

ment potential despite its limited win enable “Oklahoma Annie” to:

budget. Richard Quine’s direction piay 0ff satisfactorily in the corn'

is equally first-rate, especially in beit market. Broad hokum, sev<

the way he’s kept film at a fast eral songs and slapstick action ar»

cl
ipv«§uP^Cinec<?or can

?
era work dished out for the hoedown set n

of Ellis Carter is good, as are a Trucolor dressing. However,
majority of the technical credits. fnm could have used more spot!

Among the tunes, “My Lady pf genu?ne mirth, and it is greatly

Love,’ by Lester Lee and Bob overlong at 89 minutes.
Russell, and Rooney’s own “Blow « .

® .„ramwP fran*

Your 6wn Horn” make the best p !
CT8

f thl film
imnresslnn. I>«1. bcally through most of the mm
impression.

touches of healthy, happy living
add to the film’s charm.
Laughs are to be found in mam

Feb/* Peak Pic Pay .

Sacramento, April 8.

ftf fhf ££5*' a
,
nd male

>.
costeynes

. Workers on the motion picture

are beautiffili^^ntfiS
6”0^*;!16® *ots c<>tiected weekly paychecks!

color by Arthur E ArlSg?caS- averaging |112.19 daring February,
eras. Robert Fritch gives the film

acc°rdm8 to ^ State Labor
excellent editing, and there are Statistics Bulletin,
nostalgic values to be found in This is a new high, compared
Cyril Mockrldge’s music score. with $110.90 for January and $99.69

*'•
‘

* f- Bro& * for February, ^ ' »*' f ’

(Domani Sc Troppo Tardi)*
“Tomorrow Is Too Late,”

Italian-made film scheduled
to preem Saturday (12) at
Loew’s State Theatre, N. Y. #

was reviewed by Variety at
the Venice Film Festival in
the issue of Nov. 1, 1950.
Leonide 'Moguy directed this
Vittorio De Sica starrer. Jo-
seph Burstyn, Inc. is distribut-
ing in the U. S.

“Touchy theme of sex edu-
cation for children,” Hawk
wrote, “is handled frankly but
with delicacy.” Critic added
that with “proper launching it

looks good for European dates
and perhaps will be okay for
XJ. S. art theatres where De
Sica’s name should provide
added ballast.”
Both De Sica and Lois Max-

well, Hawk noted, appear to
advantage” as the liberally
minded teachers who teach
the facts of life to Anna Maria
Pierangeli and Gino Leurini.
But, he emphasized, “it’s the
youngsters’ picture mostly, for
director Moguy, aided by De
Sica himself, has aqided.them,
with cOnSMbrah^^aM ' ''

The Atomic City

Good suspense thriller for reg-
ular duals.

Hollywood April 8.

generating some chuckles alonj

me way by virtue of the broade?

kind of physical antics. Mia

Canova is an asset, selling the cori

In her familiar gallus-snappinj

manner and giving the countrj

touch to such tunes as “Blow tw

Whistle,” “Have You Ever Beefl

LOnely’* and “Never,
.

Never,Paramount release of Joseph Sistrom Y.hnriv” and '‘Never. Never,
production. Feature* Gene Barry, Lydia r^cnprt.ivelV bj
Clarke, Mlcliael Moore, Nancy Gates, Lee Never, written, respectl y,

Aaker. Directed by Jerry Hopper. Writ- S. SherWin and Harry McClllUOC»i
ten by Sydney Bocbmj camera, Charles Georre Brown and Peter De Rose,
B. Lang, Jr.; editor, Archie Marshek: ® v Vllln+f tmd QnmiV Burke,
music, Leith- Stevens. Previewed April and Jack Elliott and t>Onny
3, '52. Running time, 14 mins. lightweight story finds IVIJS

Dr. Addison Gene Barry Canova, a rural shopkeeper,
Martha Addison Lydia Clarke vrinrnTU? a ven for the county s

Russ Farley Michael Moore veiopmg a yen au* ^ he&
Ellen Nancy Gates new sheriff, John Russell, ^wu

•. Tommy Addison Lee Aaker he is brought m as a replacemeu
Harold Mann MUbum Stone for 4.i. G D -id • crooked official.
Emil Jablons Bert Freed x°r iae 0

« iomitv her*
Weinberg Frank Cady also has a yen to be a '

deputy I

Gregson Houseley Stevenson, Jr. self and captures a bank rouu
Clark Leonard Strong fnr Ruqsen S0 she can wear *

Pattiz Harry Hausner Jr, nllgnm) caW'
Peter Rassett John Damier badge. Pair go on a cleanup
Rcfbert Kalnlck .....George M. Lynn paign to rid the county 01

Mr. Fenton Qian Soule rrooirAd noliticians who Sponsor*
Ami. Ajithony w.ra. aKoo„ operate

Taut suspense and an interest- ^heritt
ing setting are features that make

JJ’.
ook5

n c0Unty'J

“The Atomic City” an effective spy Mus®
^.
a®oy

f £-ds a raid

thriller for the regular dual mar- I
n^ The den ii

ket. Story is laid in Las Alamos, oa Withers Pla®®‘
jailed,

N. M„ where atomic science is be- f”f
asl

J?
d
^J^^^S^^^iheriff

J

whil<
ing advanced, and gives film an ^J

iss Canova becomes s
over

up-to-the-minute dateline for the Russell Ji?
to

f om pran)
runoff of tight action and a satis- £

ou
2
ty SU

?S
rvis

J?^J5t oalit { cian.
factorv nlot Ferguson, the corrupt poiiLcw»

The Las Alamqs,, filmlgg*, jalus Overlength footage
<

an

scenes in Los Angeles ana id New (Continued on page amscenes

erguson, the corrupt ponuc.“it "u

Overlength footage
<

and ag*

(Continued on page 22)
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Surrey Shows Canada on Upbeat,

AddedHouses in D.C., New Haren
Continuing check on exhibition’s

welfare over the past few years

further shows that there have been

relatively few theatre "closings due

to business failure, and in many
areas the number of new houses

swinging into operation has ex-

ceeded the shuttered spots, Exhibs

may be having their financial dif-

Acuities but the fact remains that

they’re still in business.

D. C.’s Net Increase —
Washington, April 8.

Four D. C. theatres have closed

in the past year, but- half a dozen

now ones have opened in the same
period, to give the nation’s capital

a net increase of two flicker houses.

Thus, this area with four tele-

vision stations, legit theatre and a

wide variety of other .entertain-

ment, does not indicate that film

business has suffered any sharp

loss of patronage in the recent

past.

In the last year, the local Kogod-
Burka chain has unveiled . three

new houses—the Slower, Langley
and Ontario, the last a first-run

house despite its nabe location.

The Sidney Lust chain opened the

Allen; and exhibitor Sam Both has
given the town an additional art

house, the Plaza, as well as a new
nabe house, the Park.
Meanwhile, thfc Ashley, an old

sub-standard theatre, folded. War-
ner Bros, withdrew two of its

houses, the York and the Holmes,
from white clientele because of

neighborhood population shifts,

and leased them to the District

Theatres chain of house? catering

to Negro clientele. In January,
District Theatres felt neither house
was doing too well and cancelled
the lease. District Theatres also

closed its Rosalia Theatre.
"None of these,” says Morton

Gerber of the District- circuit, “was
shuttered because of bad business.
They were closed because of geo-
graphic problems—.the continual
changing of neighborhoods.” Dis-

continued on page 22)

Paal Seeking U.S. Stars

On Coast for 2 British

Pix, 1 to BeMade in India
Indie producer Alexander Paal,

who plans to roll two films in
Britain this summer and one in
India next fall, planed to the
Coast from. New York Friday (4)

to line up American stars for the
trio of ventures. He expects to be
in Hollywood about two weeks on
the talent search.

- First to go before the cameras
is "Hounded,? Screenplayed by
Paul Tabori from a novel by .Ellis-
ton Trevor, it's .scheduled to start
at a British studio June 15 with
Terence Fisher directing. Lois
Maxwell has been set as one of the
principals.

Second British project will he
a film version of the William F.
Temple novel, “The Four-Sided
Triangle.” Tabori is also scripting
this one and Fisher will direct.
Shooting starts July 28. Both pix,
said Paal, are privately financed,
and Exclusive Films, Ltd., will dis-
tribute in the United Kingdom. Re-
lease deals elsewhere haven’t been
set yet.

Picture to be made in India will

^ u
story of the famed Taj

Mahal. Lensing is tentatively
slated to get underway Nov. 1 at a
newly-completed Bombay studio.

will produce in association
with Indian film-maker Bishu Sen.
budget has been set at $1,000,000
which the Govindram Bros., Indus-
trialists and owners of the studio,
eportedly are financing.
Dunng Paal's Hollywood stay, he
xpects to confer with Hedy
a
_
m

.^
rr with a view to her assum-

the top femme role. Likewise,
5?JV°Pe? to ink Fritz Lang to

4u n
ect- George Tabori may handle
Jcr®enPlay. Technicolor com-

von<
nen

^it
as keen secured for the

u*c +

ur®* the producer revealed, and

Hindustani
011' b°th EnglWl “d

• •
‘

!
» r *? 'tfbr.r. jt

t
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Nathanson TJA Pub Chief
With Tamarin’s New Job
Formal announcement of Alfred

H. Tamarin’s appointment as as-
sistant ad-pub director of United
Artists is expected to be followed
shortly by the naming of Mort
Nathanson to succeed Tamarin as
publicity chief. Tamarin’s upped
status was announced Monday (7)

- N. Y. by Francis M. Winikus,
head of the -department.
Nathanson, formerly Paramount’s

eastern publicity topper, is now
repping indie producer Sam
Spiegel in the promotion of
“African Queen.”

Unfair’ Tax-Free

Competish Gets

Exhibitor Raps
“Unfair competition” in the form

of screenings and theatrical shows
of various types presented in “tax-
free” institutions was vigorously
attacked on two fronts this week
by as many exhibitor organizations.
Both Independeht Exhibitors, Inc.
of New England, an Allied affiliat-

ed group, and Allied Theatre Own-
ers of Indiana are polling members
to compile data on what they' re-
gard as a menace to their own
operations.

“There are reports of an increas-
ing number of public institutions
gping into the entertainment busi-
ness,” the New England org asserts.

“There’s a greater variety in the
attractions they offer and more
frequent presentations. It is one
thing to match your experience,
talents and efforts agair^t a com-
petitor in a contest where the same
rules apply to both, but it is an-
other matter if that competitor
doesn’t have to pay taxes, doesn’t
have to realize a profit, can afford
to outbid you. ; .

Returns to
^
its questionnaire,

states ATOI, indicates that com-
petition from tax-free institutions
is a problem to many exhibs. One
theatreman complained: “We have
a school gymnasium which seats
about 3,000 people and which is

available to professional promoters
for a nominal rental fee of $25. I

(Continued on fcage 27)

20th-Fox, U Won’t Allow

Other Pacts to Serve As

Model for N.Y. Publicists
%

With pacts already signed with
United Artists, Columbia and War-
ner Bros., the Screen Publicists

Guild, District 65, - Distributive,

Processing and Office Workers of

America, is continuing negotiations
with 20th-Fox and Universal. En-
tering talks at 20th, which resumed
Monday (7), were two representa-

tives from District 65.

Although it’s anticipated that the

Col and Warner pacts would serve

as patterns for 20th and U, both
units report that they are negotiat-

ing with their own individual prob-

lems in mind. Main issue at 20th re-

volves around the maintenance of

the present staff, with ad-pub mem-
bers seeking assurance that duties

of the department would not be
transferred to 20th’s ad agency, a

move the company was reportedly

contemplating.

Truth Hurts
Hollywood, April 8.

Realism in battle scenes for “The
Snows of Kilimanjaro” at 20th-Fox

was too realistic to suit four play-

ers, who were doctored for cuts

and abrasions.
Casualties were Ben Frommer,

Dan Numez, Dick Chenney and

,*Ray „ J . > 1 -

,-E D Declining Costs, Added Facilities

f Seen Cueing AO Tinters in

Charles P. Skouras, National
Theatres prexy, hopes to nab 10 of
the nation’s top circuit men for
$50,000 each as part of a fund to
be used in embarking on an all-

industry sponsored scientific re-
search institute. The exec, who's
also board chairman of Theatre
Owners of America, also wants
film studios to contribute a total

matching the exhib offerings; that
is, $500,000 from exhibition and
the same from production.

In relating this, Skouras' associ-
ates said that the NT topper has it

figured that the projected research
center would operate on a budget
of $1,000,000 annually for a three-
year period, at least. The initial

$1,000,000 would cover the first

year’s expenses.
Skouras is said to feel there’s a

pressing need for scientific experi-
ments looking to the development
of third-dimensions films in sight
and sound.

,
Also, to look to all

theatremen 'for financial assists

would require too much time and
likely would have doubtful results.

As a consequence, it’s said," he’ll

ask the limited group of circuit

ops to invest $50,000 each *to get
started with the project immedi-
ately.

Skouras himself, in private con-
versations with intimates, pledged
the initial $50,000 contribution.
It’s believed that he has 20th-Fo'x
production chief- Darryl Zsfnuck
interested in the plan to the ex-
tent that' 20th would contribute the
same amount.

Idea for the ambitious under-
taking was broached at a TOA
board meeting on the Coast sev-
eral months ago. Plan at that
time envisioned a possible tieup
with the California - Institute of
Technology. The industry would
set up its- own research building

—

Palo Alto, Cal., was mentioned as
the site—but the Institute’s facili-

ties would be available under the
proposal.

In addition to A probe .of ’elec-

tronics for the key to third-dimen-
sion pix, the program also would
include experiments in merchan-
dising films and determining pub-
lic tastes.

Office Help Need

A N.Y. Problem
Obtaining and Bolding on to

office clerical help has become an
acute problem for film company
homeoffices. Lure of jobs outside
the industry, which pay on the
average of $5 to $10 above film

scales, has brought about a situa-

tion for personnel directors.

Although the film companies of-

fer rates which have been estab-
lished following negotiations with
Motion Picture Homeoffice Em-
ployees Union, International Al-
liance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees, these salaries, especially

those for newcomers, are below
those offered in other fields. For
example, union rates for stenogra-
phers are between $41 and $55.85
while those for typists range from
$37.50 to $48. However, the film

companies have found it almost
impossible to obtain help at the

$41 and $37.50 .figures, even for

beginners.. As a result they- have
been offering novice stenographers

$45 and beginning typists $40/
Even at these upped rates film-

ites are meeting wtih resistance

since beginners on the outside

have been able to obtain $45
(typists) and $50 to $60 (stenogra-

phers).

Lanza as ‘Prince’

Hollywood, April 8.

Mario Lanza, instead of Ricardo
Montalban as originally an-

nounced, will star in Metro’s “The
Student Prince” as his next film.

Jane Powell Will be fSmme lead,

Robert Z. Leonard director and
Joe Pa^tcrhak.

[

Riigoff-Becker Opens
Beekman in N. Y.

Beekman, eastside 550-seat
house in New York, officially opens
April 28. Hpuse is part of the
Rugoff & Befcker chain.

'
' '

'

Project, financed by the New
York Life Insurance Co., has the
latest equipment.

TheBetekman, like Its neighbor-
ing Manhattan House, swank new
apartment building, is built of
white brick with glass and stainless

steel. Its entrance forms the cen-
terpiece to a three-store unit facing
on Second Ave. and running the
entire block. Fellheimer & Wagner
were the architects.

Col Talks Deal

For 40% Control

Of Cartoon Co.

United Productions of America,
the cartoon outfit which releases,
through ColumbiaN may become.; a
wholly-controlled subsidiary of the
latter: If Col goes .through with
the deal, it ha? until"next Tuesday
(15) . to buy sufficient UPA stock,
on which it has first call, to give
it about a 40% control.

Col has been UPA’s main source
of financing for several years and
has been closely tied with Col in
cartoon shorts production aiid with
Col’s subsidiary Screen Gems^ in
the production of animated spots
for video. In fact, UPA maintains
a N.Y. studio exclusively for Screen
Gems’ work, and the N.Y, office

has been known as Screen Gems’
division of UPA. Although most
of UPA's work has been for Col
or Gems, company has made ani-

mated pix for outside commercial
firms and even has done an ani-

mated sequence for an upcoming
20th-Fox film starring Dan Dailey.

UPA has been interested for
some time in entering the feature-

length cartoon field, but has been
balked by lack of financing. For
some time It has had an option on
a flock of stories by James Thur-
ber, but has been unable to pro-
ceed on this project because of

lack of coin. Col turned down the
Thurber yarns as too “highbrow”
for a full-lengther, but is willing

to undertake a feature-length car-

(Continued on page 29)^“ 1 T I” -
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COL HOMEOFFICE EXECS

TO COAST FOR CONFABS
Wholesale exodus of Columbia

homeoffice execs to the Coast took
place over the weekend for con-
fabs with prexy Harry Cohn and
other studio toppers. Contingent
included Nate Spingold, v.p.; Abe
Schneider, v.p. and treasurer; Abe
Montague, v.p. and general sales

manager; Leo Jaffe, assistant treas-

urer; Joseph A. McConville, inter-

national topper; Paul N. Lazarus,
Jr., N. Y. studio rep, and Ralph
Cohn, head of Screen Gems, Col’s

vidpix subsid.
Discussions will center around

Col’s forthcoming product, with
the toppers setting up a program
for sales,, distribution and exploita-

tion. In addition, McConville will

report to Cohn on the results of

his recent four-week trip to the
continental market, on which he
was accompanied by his assistant,

Harry Kosiner. It’s understood
McConville lined up several Eu-
ropean dlstrib deals for Col.

Other matters reportedly on the
palaver agenda include the con-
templated buyout of United Pro-
ductions of America, cartoon outfit

closely associated with Col, and
the possible financing of a full-

length cartoon feature which
would be made by UPA for dis-

tribution by ffoh . vJji i

• Complete production of all Hol-
lywood films in color, predicted on
and off for the past five years, Is

nearing
,
reality, Main drawback to

a full switch to tinted product is

the cost, the lack of sufficient raw
stock for the color processes and
enough laboratory facilities' for
handling many-hued films.

As soon as the prime manufac-
turers of raw stock are geared to
turn out enough film for color and
the costs take a notable decline,
industryites feel the color band-
wagon will begin in earnest. At
the beginning of this year studios
announced color schedules of be-
tween '^0% to 40%. However, in
four months the majors have upped
their tinted product to almost 50%
of their output, with one studio
even announcing a color sked of
75%. Metro, for example, has set
11 productions In color to go be-
fore the cameras within the next
three and a half months. During
the same period, there will be
seven black-and-white pix put into
production.

In light of these increased color
slates, insiders are predicting the
complete switch to the spectrum
in from one to three years, with
the more conservative technical
men more inclined to the latter
figure, Meanwhile, there have been
a series of developments which are
seen hastening the changeover.
Most significant has been the in-

stallation of processing facilities

for color films right at the studios.
Metro has constructed a processing
machine for Ansco color films,

Warner Bros, has facilities ‘for de-
veloping and treating the recently-
developed WarnerColor (Eastman)

(Continued on page 13)
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Only 3,558 Amus. Cos.

Report Selves in Black

During ’49 Operation
Washington, April 8.

Of 5,811 corporations in all

branches of motion pictures mak-
ing income tax reports to the Fed-
eral Government on 1949 opera-
tions, only 3,558 said they operated
in the black during the year,. The
figures were made public by tht
Treasury Department.

These firms said they did a gross
business of $1,731,826,000, Qn this

they netted $182,736,000 and paid
Uncle Sam taxes of $60,683,000.
They also paid stockholders $,75,-

263,000 In dividends.

Another 1,967 corporations said
they operated at a loss during the
yeaf. They grossed $313,393,000 on
which they had .an aggregate defi-

cit of $22,770,000. Several of them
paid dividends totaling $764,000.
TJie remaining corporations report-
ing were inactive and did no busi-
ness during the year.

In the field of amusement other
than pictures, 7,555 corporations
reported. Of them, only 2,822 said
they made a profit during the year.
They grossed $505,034,000, netted
$62,262,000, and paid income taxes
of $23,955,000. They cut a melon
of $15,055,000 for their stockhold-
ers.

Another 4,008 corporations said
they made no profit during the
year. They reported aggregate
receipts of $178,909,000, on which
they lost ' $19,188,000. They paid
their stockholders dividends of $1,-

171,000. The remaining corpora-
tions were inactive.

Wald Joining.Krasna

In Europe for ‘Model*
Jerry Wald joins Norman Krasna

in Europe within the next two
weeks to complete plans for filming
of their “Exclusive Model” in
France and Italy.

Krasna, who will direct, has been
setting preliminary arrangements
for shooting abroad. Film is ex-
pected to go before the cameras
this summer, with Barbara
Stanwyck slated for one of the
thre* top femme roles.
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‘fingers Fat 31G, ‘Apache'

‘Sound Of* Soft 21k ‘Salesman 14G

Los Angeled April 8.

Easter week school holiday* are

perking matinee trade here cur-

rently although the overall box-

office is spotty. Nice $31*000 is

sighted for “Five Fingers” play-

ing in four theatres. Another win-

ner is “Battle Apache Pass” which

is heading for a big $22,000 in a

small three-house unit. .

‘‘Sound Off” is rated quiet $21,-

1

000 in two sites while “Death of'

Salesman”- is dull

spots. “Ma and Pa Kettle at Fair

looks medium $13,000 in

houses. Most extended-runs

beginning to drop off this frame
Estimates for This Week

Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Broadway Grosses
V *

Estimated Total Gross'
This Week ........ $478,000

(Based on 21 theatres)

Last Year $507,800
(Based on 19 theatres )

‘Apache’ Best Bet

In Buff, Big 13G
Buffalo, April 8.

t

Biz is dragging here this stanza
but it is not preventing “Battle at
Apache Pass’

1 from turning in a
smash session at Lafayette. “David

__ .. and Bathsheba” is rated fairish on

7k£
w
T757* 7041.10)—“Salesman*’ I

popscale run at Paramount while

two
are

LiOS Angeies, ~

Loyola, (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

1,248; 70-$1.10)—“5 Fingers” (20th)

and ;‘Jet Job” (Mono). Nice $31,-

000. Last week. “Viva Zapata] (20)

(3d wk-5 days), $18,600, inoluding

7 days at Ritz,

Hollywood, Downtown, (WB) (2,-

(Cob. ’Dull $14,000. Last week,

“Streetcar” (WB) (2d wk-5 days),

$20,000, including full week at

Wlltern where "Streetcar” holding

over for third frame at $5-,500.

Loew’s State, EgjT>tian (UA)

(2,404; 1,538; ™4L10)—“Wild
North” (M-G) and “Young Scar-

face”^ (MIe) (Loew’s only) (3d wk- OTA), $10,200.

Lone Star” is mild at the Buffalo.
“The River” is staying only six

days of second week at Center.
Estimates lor This Week

Buffalo .(Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)

“Lone Star” (M-G). Fair $13,000 in
9 days. Last week, “Viva Zapata!”
(20th) and “Three. Steps North”

5 days). Thin $8,000. Last week,
sad $12,800.

HiHstrect, PantageS (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 70-$l)—“Sound Off

(Col) and “Yank iff Indo-China”
(Col). Mild $21,000. Last week,
“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “First

Time” (Col), $20,300.
Hollywood Paramount (FAtM)

(1,430; 6541.20) —“Lady Pos-

sessed” (Rep). Mild $6,500. Last

week* with L.A. Paramount (UPT)
<3,398; 85-$l,10), “Something Live
For” (Par) and “Wings Danger”
(Lip) (L.A. Par only) (2d wk-5
days), $8,'500.

feawiii, United Artists, Rita
(G&S-UATC-FWC) (1,106; 2,100;

1,370; 70-$1.10)— ‘Battle Apache
(U) and “Blondie’s ServantPass’

Trouble” (Col) (at Hawaii and UA),
and “Oklahoma Annie” (Rep) (at

Ritz). Big $22,000 or near. Last
week (Hawaii and UA), “Thief
Damascus” (Col) and “Okinawa”
(Col) (10 days), $11,600.
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro-

politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; S5-$1.50)—“Greatest Show’* (Par) (7th wk).
Modest $18,000. Last week, $21,900.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 70-$1.10)

—“Miracle Milan” (Indie) (3d wk).
Light $2,000. Last week, $2,200.

Fine Arts (679; 80-$1.50) •

“Browning Version’1
(ID (2d wk).

Slow $2,000. Last week, $3,100.
Wilahlre (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)

—“African Queen” (UA) (15th wk).
Good $9,000. Last week, $11,300.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20) —

“Rashomon” (RKO) (4th wk). Prof-
itable $4,500. Last week, $6,000.

Iris, L. A. Paramount, (FWC-
UPT) (814; 3,398; 65-$1.10)—“Ma,
Pa Kettle at Fair” (U) and “Okla-
homa Annie” (Rep). Medium $13,-
000, including 3 day* at Ritz. Last
week, also at Iris, “Steel Town”
(U) and “Bitter Springs” (Indie)
(2d wk), $1,200.
Vogue, El Key, Globe (FWC)

(885; 831; 782; 70-90)—“Snow
White” (RKO) (reissue) and “Alad-
din and Lamp” (Coi) (2d wk). Okay
$13,000. Last week, $17,000.

‘Snow White’ Terrif In

Mpk, $17,000; ‘Kettles’

12G, ‘Apache’ Hep 11G
Minneapolis, April 8.

•

Some boxoffice-powered new-
comers are demonstrating vita-
mine qualities for the turnstiles.
Out in front is the reissued “Snow
White.” But nearly as strong is

“Battle at Apache Pass” with sock
session at smaller State. “Steel
Town” looms good at Gopher.
“Ma and Pa Kettle at Fair” shapes
good at Radio City. Tough oppo-
sition for pix are the “Ice Follies”
and the Sportsmen’s Show, draw-
ing thousands nightly.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 85-$1.25)—

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (6th wk). Forte
$7,000. Last week, $7,700.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)

—

"Steel Town” (U). Well-liked pic-
ture aided by heavy exploitation.
Good $5,000. Last week, “Viva
Zapata!” (20th) (3d wk), $3,600.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)

—

"Mutiny” (UA). Okay $5,000. Last
week, "Green Glove” (UA), $6,-
000 .

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)

—

(Continued on page 27)

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“David” (20th). Fairish $12,000 in
8 days of popscale run. Last week,
“Big Trees” (WB) and “Waterfront
Women” (Indie), $11,000.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70) —

“The River” (UA) and “Her Pan-
elled Door” (Indie) (2d wk). Down
.to $7,000 in six days. Last week,
fancy $11,000. ,

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Apache Pass” (U) and “Pool of
London” (Indie)., Socko $13,000 or
near. Last week; “My Six Convicts”
(Col) and “Forbidden Land” (Col),

$10,500.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40

70) — “Lady Says No” (UA) and
Japanese War Bride” (20th) (5

days).* Slow $6,500 in 5 days. Last
week, “Five Fingers” (20th) ahd
“Hold That Line” (Mono), $9,000.

Queen’ Great $17,000;

port*; ‘Sailor* Hep 15G
Portland, Ore., April 8.

City is just recovering from Rav-

ing a slug of transient name at-

tractions and advanced priced pix,

“Sailor Beware” is the terrific new-
comer but “African Queen” also

is big in two spots, “Ma, pa Kettle

at Fair” loom* strong.
. „

Estimate* for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)—“Ma, and Pa Kettle at Fair” CUJ

and “Treasure Lost Canyon (U).

Strong $12,000. in <9 days. Last
week, “Streetcar” (WB) and “Street

Bandits” (5 days) (2d wk), $6,400,

Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)— “La
Ronde” (Indie) (2d wk). Off to $2,-

0Q0 in- 5 days: Last week, Okay
$3,000.*

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)

“Sailor Beware” (Par) and “Lady
Possessed” (Par). Terrific $15,00Q.

Last w6fek, . “Quo Vadis” (M-G)
(5th wk), $12,000—at upped scale.

Music Box (Hamrick) (900; 65-

90)—“Native Son” (Indie) and
“Gods of Bali” (Indie). Mild $1,-

500, Last week, “Salesman” (Col)

(2d wk), $2,500 at upped scale.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)—
“Streetcar” (WB) and “Street Ban-
dits” (Rep) <m.o.), popscale run.
Good $4,500. Last week, “Snow
White” (RKO) (reissue) and “Al-
addin and His Lamp” (Mono) (3

days) (2d wk) (m.o.) $4,800.
Oriental (Evergreen) . (2,000; 65-

90)
—“African Queen” (UA) and

“Cloudburst” (UA), day-date with
Orpheum. Smash $5,000. Last
week, “Girl In Every Port” (RKO)
and “Chicago Calling” (UA), $4,800.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90)—"African Queen” (UA) and
“Cloudburst” (UA), also Oriental.
Socko $12,000. Last week, “Girl
in Port” (RKO) and “Chicago Call-
ing” (UA), $7,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

6,590)—“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and
“Whistle Eaton Falls” (Col). Okay
$7,1)00. Last week, “Greatest Show”
(Par) (3d wk), $14,000 at upped
prices*
United Artist* (Parker) (890; 65-

90)—“Just This Once” (M-G). NSG,
$4,70Q. Last week, “Bright Victory”
(U),- $5,800.

‘Apache’ Hangup

$9,000 TopsCincy

Apache’ Great $18,000 in

‘Salesman’ Sluggish 10G, ‘Scandal’ 6G

Estimated TotalGro**
This.Week .. ,

.

.. .$2,045,700

(Based on 22 cities, 214 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, include

ing N, Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . . . . .$2,346,600

(Based on 25 Cities, and. 208
theatres.)

‘SNOW WHITE' PACES

1NDPLS., FINE $12,000
Indianapolis, April 8.

Pre-Easter lull is holding grosses
to modest level at most first-runs
here this stanza. Exception is “Snow
White,” playing reissue at Indiana,
with sturdy takings via school kids
on spring vacation. Will lead town.
“Death of* Salesman” at Loew’s
shapes okay. “5 Fingers” is disap-
pointing at the Circle.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;' 50-

76)—“5 Fingers” (20th) and “Fabu

' Cincinnati, April 8.

No downtown harsh biz com-
plaints for Holy Week. -“Battle at
Apache Pass” is the town topper
with socko round at Keith’s.
‘Phone Call from Stranger” shapes
slow at Albee. Other new hills are
“Red Skies of Montana” in Palace,
“Just This Once” at Grand and
‘Return of Texan” at Capitol..

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—

“Phone Call From Stranger” (20th).

Fairish $8,500. Last week, “Quo
Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk) at 90-$1.25
scale, oke $12,000.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)—“Return of Texan” (20th).

‘Snow White Sock

$8,000,Omaha Ace
Omaha, April 8.

Return of stage bands to the

Orpheum; with Tiny Hill and revue

on new show rekindled interest

there. Paired^"with “Here Come
ie Nelsons,” a good session looms.

'One of week’s surprises was show-

ing of “Snow White,” here for
third time. It i* giving the Braudels
a sock session, and is standout in
city. “Steel Town” looks fair at
Paramount. With sudden influx of
stage shows, ice show? indoor
circus and- opening of drive-ins,
downtown houses look in for tough
sledding.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 25-

90) — “Here Come Nelsons’* <U)
and Tiny Hill orch and revue on-
stage. Fairish $17,000. Last week,
“Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick”
(Par) and “Hold Line” (Mono),
-$9,200.

-

Braudels (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
‘Snow White” (RKO), Surprisingly

,

fine $8,000, best at house in weeks. . “Little Ballerina” (U) and
Last week, “I Want You” (RKO),

“ " “ ““ “

$5,000.

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-
70)—“Steel Town” (U). Fair $8,000.
Last week, “David” (20th), only
$8,700 at popscale.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100: 16-70)—“Hunchback Notre Dame” (RKO)
and “Cat People” (RKO) (reissues).
Fancy at $9,000. Holds. Last week,
“Bright Victory” (U) and “Her
Panelled Door” (Indie), mild
$6,000. The _ _

8]**® (Goldberg) (865; 35-$1.25) dissipating the summer tempera-

Fine $4,000, »nd holds fifth week.
“Bd

M J
s
,.
p?5

dl"2
along the line. Both “Snow White”

Kansas City, April 8.

Some moderately good product
in town, but It Is tough going with
usual pre-Easter week slump and
other distractions. “Battle at
Apache Pass”* is giving four Fox
Midwe& houses a lively time but
“Death of a Salesman” at Midland
is Ughtweight. “Scandal Sheet” at
the Missouri looms slow. Fourth
annual Home Show ended Satur-
day after drawing more than 90,-
000 attendance for week and hurt-
ing biz.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50-75)—“Gung Ho!” and "Eagle

Squadron” (reissues) light $1,800.
Last week, “Lost Continent” (Lin)
and “Unknown World” (Lip) (2d
wk), so-so $1,000 in 4 days.

Klmo (Dickinson) (504; 75-99)
“Quartet” (Indie) and “Salt of
Devil” (Indie). So-so $1,500. Last
week, “La Marie Du Port” (Indie),
same.

Midland (Loew’s) ($3,500; 50-69)
“Salesman” (Col) and "First

Time” (Col). Sluggish $10,000. Last
week, “African Queen” (UA) and
Big Night” (UA) (2d Wk), $8,500.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650, 50-75) —

“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Bare-
foot Mailman” (Col). Light $6,000.
Last week, “Big Trees” (WB) and
“Pardon My French” (UA), ditto.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;

50-90)—“Hong Kong” (Par) and
“Silver City” (Par). Average
$7,000. Last- week, “Streetcar”
(WB), at popscale, $8,000.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 50-75)— “Battle at
Apache Pass” (U) with “Great Ad-
venture” (Lip) added at Tower and
Granada. Smash $18,000 or near.
Last week, “Viva Zapata” (20th)
$11,000:

Vogue (Goiden) (550; 75-85) —
London” (U). Medium
Last week, “The Titan”
(2d wk), $1,500.

‘Pool of

$1,500.
(Indie)

‘Beanstalk’ Lofty 21G

In Frisco; ‘Snow White’

Wham 20G, Texan’ 12G
San Francisco, April 8.

always reliable fog here is

Last week, $5,200.

‘Canyon’ Lofty $14,000,

Toronto; ‘Bogles' Hefty

15G, Urns’ Slick 12G
I &E? W
at Golden Gate and “Jack and

Beanstalk” at Paramount are turn-

ing in sock sessions, former being

particularly big for such an oldie.

“Young Man With Young Ideas”

lous Senorita” (Rep). Slow $8,000. Thin $5,000. Last week,. “David and
Last week, “I Want You” (RKO) Bathsheba” (20th), $7,000.
and “Pace That Thrills” (RKO),
$10,000.

Indiana (C-D) <3,200; 50-76)—
“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue).
Very nice $12,000. Last week,
“Bugles in - Afternoon” (WB) and
“Jim in Forbidden Land” (Col),

$9,500.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—

“Salesman” (Col) and “First Time”
(Col).* Okay $11,000. Last week,
“African Queen” (UA) and “Magic
Carpet” (Col) (2d wk), neat $10,000
and $23,500 for run.
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Flam-

ing Feather” (Par) and “Corporal
Dolan Goes AWOL” (Indie). Fair
$5,000. Last week, “Aladdin and
Lamp” (Mono) and “Konga, Wild
Stallion” (Col), tepid $3,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“Just This Once” (M-G) and “Talk
About a Stranger” (M-G). All right
$7,000. Last week, “Hoodlum Em-
pire” (Rep) and “Young Scarface”
(Indie), $8,000.

-

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-
75)—‘

“Battle at- Apache Pass” (U).

Socko $9,000. Last week, “Viva
Zapata!” (20th) (2d wk), $5,500.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“Snow White” (RKO) (m.o.). Okay
$6,000. Last week, “Okinawa” (Col)
split with “Streetcar” (WB) (m.o.),

$4,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75) —

“Red Skies of Montana” (2Qth).

Moderate $7,500. Last week, “Snow
White” (RKO) (reissue), b i g
$13,000.

Det. Marks Time Albeit ‘Snow White

Fat 18G, ‘Skies Dim 17G, ‘Trees’ 12G
Detroit, April 8.

Despite Holy Week, 1 “Snow
White” looks great currently at the
Michigan. “Greatest Show” at the
Madison and “Quo Vadis” at the
Adams are slackening a little hut
both are still very strong on their
longruns. “Red Skies Montana” is

dull at the Fox; ditto for “Big
Trees” at the Palms.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)—“Red Skies Montana” (20th) and

“Stronghold” (Lip). Show $17,000
or near. Last week, “5 Fingers”
(20th) and “St. Benny the Dip”
(UA), $16,000 in second week.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—“Snow White” (RKO) (re-

issue) and “Treasure of Lost

Canyon” (U). Swell $18,000. Last
week, “Bugles in Afternoon” (WB)
and “Mr. Lord Says ’No’” (Lip),
$10,000.

' ’

Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—“Big
Trees” (WB) and “Smith vs. Scot-
land Yard” (RKO). Slim $12,000.
Last week, “Tembo” (RKO) and
“Pace Thrills” (Mono), $15,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—

“Greatest Show” (Par) (7th wk).
Sturdy $13,000. Last week, $14,-000.

United Artists (UA) (1,900; VO-
95)
—“Something to Live For” (Par)

and “Fort Osage” (Mono) (2d wk).
Down to $8,000. Last week, oke
$11 ,200 .

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90-$1.25)— “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (6th wk).
Steady $12,000. Last week, $14,000.

Toronto, April 8,

In unexpected exhibitor switch,
“Greatest Show on Earth” ha's
been yanked after setting house
record for the Imperial, largest
cinema in Canada. Thiid week
saw continued smash business hut
“Show” has been replaced with
“Bugles in . the ‘Afternoon,'” * this
currently topping the town hut
not approaching the “Show” biz
even in third week. “Green Glove”
is also hefty among newcomers,
with “Treasure of Lost Canyon1

big. Top holdovers are still “Room
for One More” and “5 Fingers,”
both in fourth frames.

Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May-

fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)—
“Treasure Lost Canyon” (U) and
“Stronghold” (Indie). Big $14,000,
Last week, “Retreat, Hell!

7
’ (WB)

and “Lady Says No” (UA), $16,500.

Eglinton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)—“5
Fingers” (20th) .(4th wk). Good
$8,000. Last week, $9,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-85)—
“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB). Hefty
$15,000. Last week, “ Greatest
“Show” (Par) (3d wk), $27,500.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,743; 90-$1.50)-
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (8th wk). Nice
$10,000. Last week, $13,000.

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
1,558; 40-80)—“Room for One
More” (WB) (4th wk). Still swell
$13,000. Last week, $15,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—

“Green Glove” (UA). Nice $12,000.
Last week, “High Treason” (U),

$9,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-80)—“Girl

in Every Port” (RKO).. Satisfac-
tory $11,000. Last week, “Streetcar”
(WB) -(2d wk), $12,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)—

“Love Better than Ever” (M-G).
Weak $5,000. Last week, “Steel
Town” (U), $6,000.

“Greatest Show” still is

seventh St. Francis ses-

pheum.
sturdy in
sion while “African Queen” con-
tinues big in fifth week at United
Artists.

• Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-95)

—“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue).

Big $20,000. Last week, “Mummy”
(Indie) and “Mummy’s Curse” (In-

die) (reissues), 5 days, $9,500.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—“Re-
turn of Texan” (20th) and “Japa-
nese War Bride” (20th). Thin $12,-

000. Last week, “Viva Zapata!”
(20th) and “Hold Line” (Mono) (2d
wk), $10,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)

—-“Young Man With Ideas” (M-G).
Lean $12,000. Last week, “Lone
Star” (M-G) (2d wk), $11,000.

.Paramount (Par) (2,646; .65-95)—
“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB). Great
$21,000. Last week, “The Sell-out”
(M-G) and “For Men Only” (Lip-

pert), $13,500.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1.25-
$1.50)—“Greatest Show” (Par) (7th

wk). Sturdy $9,000. Last week,

$11 ,000 .

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

95)—"Okinawa” (Col) and "Thief
of Damascus” (Col). Okay $12,000.
Last week, "Ma. Pa Kettle at Fair
(ID and “Holiday Cruise” (Indie,

$11,500.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

($1-$1.25)—“African Oueen” (UA)
5th wk). Held at $13,000. Last
week, hefty $15,000.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—

-

“Isle of Sinners” (Indie) (2d wk).
Held at $2,500. Last week, fine

$2,800.

Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—
“Rashomon” (RKO) (2d wk) (m.o.).

Nice $2,800. Last week, $2,700.

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (375; $1-

$1.20)—“La Ronde” (20th wk). Oke
$1,200. Last week, $1,400.
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Lent Storm Slongh Chi Bat ‘Apache’

Wow $32,00(h ‘North’-Vande Slight

20G in 2d, ‘Queen’ Bright 17G, 7th
Chicago, April 8.

Loop houses are being stunned

this week by the Lenten doldrums,

with stormy weekend weijtter md
threat of steel strike (many plants

Ire near here) contributing to the

Jloom. Only saving grace seems
fup longrun pictures and the one

new opener, “Battle at Apache
Pass

” “Apache” at the State-

Lake benefited by world preem
hoopla, bringing in Jeff Chandler

and some Apache Indians to spark

the preem. It was a new opening

day high for U pix there, and week
will be greatest, for any Universal

film there. Smash $32,000 looms.

*‘Quo Vadis” at the' Oriental is

staunch with $23,000 shaping for

eighth week while 74African

Queen” at the Woods in seventh

frame appears equally strong with

$17 000. The Japanese import,

“Rashomon,” in fifth stint at Zieg*

feld still is neat $3,000.

“Model and Marriage Broker*

at Grand looks slight m second
week. “Hong Kong” and “Dan-
gerous Ground” at Roosevelt

shape lukewarm. “Big Trees” and
“Captain Blood” at United Artists,

also two-weeker, is disappointing.

“Wild North” at the Chicago, also

in second, looms drab though
backed by vaude.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)—

“Wild North” (M-G) with vaude (2d

wk). Blah $20,000. Last week,
$32,000.
Grand (RKO) (1.500; 55-98)—

“Model and Marriage Broker”
(20th) (2d wk). Not too much do-
ing here with $7,800. Last week,
$12,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)

—“Quo Vadis'* (M-G) (8th wk).
Holding strong with $23,000.- Last
week, $25,450.
Roosevelt (B&K) <1,500; 55-98)
— “Hong Kong” (Par) and
“Dangerous Ground” (RKO) (2d
wk). Minor $7,000. Last week,
$11 ,

000 .

State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 55-98)
—“Battle at Apache Pass” (U) and
“Here Comes Nelsons*' (U). Pre-
mier here is helping to grab smash
$32,000. Last week, “Girl in Every
Port” (RKO) and “Sword’s Point”
(RKO) (2d wk), $9,000.

„
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

08)
—“Big Trees” (WB) and “Cap-

tain Blood (WB) (reissue) (2d wk).
Weak $8,000. Last week, -$12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

—

“African Queen” (UA) (7th wk).
Award winner is still staying up
there with lush $17,000. Last week,
$21 ,000 .

'

,
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“St.

Matthew Passion” (Indie) (3d wk).
Nifty $3,500 for final frame. Last
Week, $4,000.
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (480; 98)—

“Rashomon” (RKO) (5th wk.)
Picked up slightly from awards to
fast $3,000. Last week, $2,800.

L’ville Lagging Albeit

‘Apache' tasty $13,000;

‘Aaron' Slick With 9G
Louisville, April 8.

Current biz outlook at first-runs
»s for slow trade, with a few weeks.
Roly Week is poorest stanza of
year for film houses here, and this
year likely will run true to form.
One exception is the State, where
Jji

e a* -^Pache Pass” is over-
fiaing the pre-Easter sag with a
lively $13,000 in sight.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75)- Indian Uprising” (Col) and
Magic Face” (Col). Puny $3,000.

f9mlx
Week

’ “Hed Skies Montana”

$4000
3nd 4<First Le«ion” <UA) »

ir.^JpVy Anderson (People's) (1,200;
Trees" (WB). Slow

WBw. ,
LIst

,
week. "Streetcar"

date
11 days\ $9,000 for popscale

K
^U° (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;

Aaron Slick P u n k i n
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and “Wings of Dan-
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,

lp^ Heat $9,000. Last week,
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“Rat?f
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Queen” (UA)

15? t
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3" With Cloak” (M-G) (2dWK '. $11,000.

tunf
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d
m (1?A) a >200 '> 54-75—“Re-
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” (20th) and “Waco”
Week

0
; */r
S1

£ ggish $3,000. Last
and Settle at Fair” (U)

$4,000
HO d Llne” (U) (2d wk) ’ okay

&
Estimates Are Net
film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share op net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however,* as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax

City’ Standout in

Hub, Bright 14G
Boston, April 8.

c Holy Week and bus strikes will
combine to hop biz this stanza with
first run activity, largely slow.
“Captive City” at Boston looks
best with solid session. “Steel
Town” at Memorial is below hopes.
“Big Trees” at Paramount and
Fenway is slow. Return of “The*
River” at Beacon Hill shapes
sturdy. “African Queen” in third
stanza at State and Orpheum is
skidding.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-95 —

“Something to Live For” (Pah)
(2d wk). Dived to $6,000 follow-
ing oke $10,500 first-round.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;
50-90)—’“The River” (UA) and “The
Guest” (20th). Nice $8,500 shapes
for second time around here. Last
week, “The Medium” (Indie) and
“Souvenir” (Indie), $3,400.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85) —
“Captive City” (UA) and “Dark
Man” (Indie). Solid $14,000. Last
week, “Meet Danny Wilson” (U)
and “Lady of Burlesque” (Indie)
(reissue), $8,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80) —

“Rashomon” (RKO) (3d wk). Off
to about $5,000 hut still good. Last
week, $6,000.
Fenway (NET) <1,373; 40-85) —

“Big Trees” (WB) and “Hangman’s
Holiday” (Indie). Mild $4,000.
Last week, “Bugles in Afternoon”
(WB) and “South of Caliente”
(Rep), $5,300.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Steel Town” (U) and "Kisenga”
(Indie). Moderate $12,000. Last
week, “Flesh and Fury” (U) and
“Waco” (Mono), $13,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,3.67; 90-

$1.25) — “Greatest Show” (Par)
(4th wk). With two days added
shapes about $17,000 on final 9
days. Last week, $18,000,
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

—

“African Queen” (UA) (3d wk).
Off to about $11,500 for final

stanza after nice $16,000 for
sefcond.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—’"Big Trees” (WB) and “Hang-

man’s Holiday” (Indie). Slender
$9,000. Last week, /‘Bugles in
Afternoon” (WB) and “South of
Caliente” (Rep), $11,000.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-05) —
“African Queen” (UA) (3d wk).
Final frame shapes about $6,000.
Last week, fairish $9,000.

‘APACHE' GREAT 11G,

SEATTLE; ‘OSAGE' 8G
Seattle, April 8.

Biz is not so strong here this

session albeit “Battle at Apache
Pass” is faring well. It is great at

the small-seater Liberty. “Snow
White” also looks big while “Fort
Osage” is rated nice.

Estimates for This Week
BJtfb Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65-

90)—“Streetcar” (WB) 1 (m.o.). Big
$5,000: Last week, ‘“Steel Town”
(U) and “Danny Wilson” (U) (2d

wk), big $3,800,

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90) — “Ft. Osage” (Mono) and
“Hold Line” (Mono). Nice $8,000.

Last week, “Rodeo” (Mono) and
“Jet Job” (Mono), $6,700,.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,-

366; 65-90) — “Something to Live

For” (Par) and “Dark Man” (In-

die). Thin $7,500. Last week,
“Zapata!” (20th) and “Tony Misbe-

haves” (Indie) (2d wk), $7,400.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

—“Battle at Apache Pass” (U).

Great $11,000 or near. Last week,
“Rancho Notorious” (RKO) and

(Continued on page 27)

PITT WAY OFF ALBEIT

‘SHOW' BIG $20,000, 2D
Pittsburgh, April 8.

Two holdovers, “Greatest Show
on Earth” at Pehn and “Five Fin-
gers” at Fulton, are beating the
customary Holy Week blues, “but
there isn’t much doing elsewhere
here. “Big Trees” is very slow at
the Stanley. Harris is in the dol-
drums with dual reissue of “Laura”
and “Snake Pit” and Squirrel Hill
doesn’t look for much from its new
one, “The Last Holiday.” \

Estimates for This Week
' Fulton* (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—
'“5 Fingers” (20th) (2d wk). Holding
up very well at $5,000 or over, best
Holy Week figure here in years..
Last week,, fine $8,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; (50-85)—
“Laura” (20th) and “Snakfc Pit”
20th) (reissues). Sad $4,000 or less.
Last week, “My Six ‘ Convicts”
(Col), nice $7,500.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-$1.25)—

“Greatest Show” (Par) (2d wk).
Still strong and will stick through
Easter week, probably moving to
the smaller Ritz then. Great $20,-
000 on top of $30,000 last week.

Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
“Last Holiday” (Indie). Thin- $2,000.
Last week/ “Mr. Lord Says No”
(Indie), $1,500.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-75)—

“Big Trees” (WB). Slight $8,000.
Last week, “Aaron Slick Punkin
Crick” (Par), only $6,000, poorest
here in some time.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—

“Slaughter Trail” (RKO) and “On
Loose” (RKO). House is merely
holding its franchise, modest $4,-
000. Last week, “Flaming Feather”
(Par), $6,000 in' 10 days.

H.O.s Bop Philly;

‘Fingers’ Hot 12G
Philadelphia, April 8.

Near tornado last Saturday (5)
and the usual downbeat of Holy
Week are putting skids Under
trade here this session. An over-"
supply of holdovers also is clip-
ping biz. Of the new entries, both
“Les Miserables” and twin bill of
“Tale of Five Women” and “Royal
Journey” are doing well. “Rose of
Cimarron” is rated okay at the
Stanton. “Snow White” is hold-
ing very well in third round.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99) —

“Streetcar” (WB) (3d wk). Oke
$5,300. Last week, $7,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.50) —

“Greatest Show” (Par) (7th wk).
Held at $6,500. Last week, big
$8,500.

Earie (WB) (2,700; 50-99) —
“Wild North” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
$8,000. Last week, $12,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Five

Fingers” (20th) (3d wk). Good
$12,000. Last week, $13,Q00.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)
—“Sniper” (Col) (2d wk). Nice

$11,000. Last week, $16,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 90-$1.50)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (9th wk).
Held at $8,000. Last week, fine
$9,500.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-

99)—“Tale of Five Women” (UA)
and “Royal Journey”. (UA). Oke
$6,000. Last week, “Meet Me St.

Louis” (M-G) and “Babes in Arms”
(M-G) (reissues), $5,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—“Snow White” (RKO) (re-

issue) (3d wk). Off to* $7,500. Last
week, bright $15,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99) —
“Big Trees” (WB) (2d wk). Down
to $5,500 in 3 days. Last week,
dull $10,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99) —
“Rose of Cimarron” (20th)’. Okay
$7,000. Last week, “Hoodlum Em-
pire” (Rep) (2d wk), $5,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)—“Detective Story” (Par) (21st-

final wk). Okay $5,500 in 8 days.
Last week, $5,400.
World (G&S) (500; 50-99)—“Les

Miserables” (Indie). Good $4,300.
Last week, “Hotel Sahara” (UA),
$3,000.

‘David’ Trim $14,000,

Mont’I; ‘Kid’ Fancy 12G
Montreal, April 8.

Following success of bringing
back “Streetcar,” Consolidated
Theatres has returned “David and
Bathsheba” at popular prices to

Loew’s, and it is doing well. “Girl
in Every Port” at Princess is fine

but standout of newcomers is

“Cimarron Kid” at the Imperial
with big total.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60) —

“Streetcar” (WB) (2d wk). Off to

$12,000 following nifty $19,000
opener. »

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60) —
“Something Live For” (Par). Fine

(Continued on page 27)

‘Song’-Vande

• Despite five new bills, the cur-
rent session at Broadway first-runs
is feeling the effect of Holy Week
as usual.* The weather also has
proved no help, with rain last Sat-
urday washing out most of the
matinee business. Mild tempera-
tures also cut in Sunday (6). How-
ever, an improved tone is antici-
pated starting today (Wed.) when
most schools start

1

Easter Week
vacations. Influx of out-of-town
visitors and the end of Lent also
are expected to perk up trade for
the coming stanza.

Biggest money for a newcomer
goes to “Song In My Heart” with
Easter show headed by Bill Hayes
and Divena at the Roxy. It is head-
ing for big $90,000 in first week.
“Anything Can Happen” looks like
only fair $14,000 or less at the
Mayfair. “Hong Kong,” also new,
shapes mild $12,000.

Limelight- for new films current-
ly is being taken by the arty thea-
tres. “Man in White Suit” wound
up its first week with a terrific

$18,500 at the Sutton, a new open-
ing-week record for house. “En-
core” is finishing the initial session
at the Normandie with a sock
$16,500.

‘ ‘

“Singin* In Rain” with annual
Easter stageshow, is holding al-

most even with' the first week’s big
total, with $144,000 in prospect at
the Music Hall. Trade slipped last
Thursday and Friday along' with
the rest of the Street, but the
weekend soared. In fact, last Sat-
urday’s total topped the corres-
ponding day of the initial week.
“My Six Convicts” dipped to a

nice $17,000 in second Astor round.
“Marrying Kind” continued to run
ahead of it, with fancy $19,000 in

sight for fourth week at the Vic-
toria.

“African Queen” wound up its

seven-week run at the Capitol last

night (Tues.) with a surprisingly,
robust $28,000 for final stanza. “My
Son, John” replaces today (Wed.).

“Meet Danny Wilson,” with Frank
Sinatra heading stageshow, is off

to okay $54,000 in second week at

the Paramount. “Rend of River,”
]

with Billy Eckstine and Fran War-
ren topping stage hill, opens at Par
flagship today.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25-

*1.80)—“My Six Convicts” (Col)

(2d wk). Second round ending to-

day (Wed.) is off to nice $17,000
after great $23,000 opener. Stays.

Baronet (Keade) (430; 74-$1.20)—

-

“Pardon My French” (UA) (2d wk).

Initial session ended last Friday
(4) very disappointing $3,200. * Pas-
sion for Life” (Indie) opens Satur-
day (12).

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)—“My Son, John” (Par). Opens
today (Wed.). Last week, “African
Queen” (UA) (7th wk) wound up
highly successful run with $28,000
after smash $40,000 for sixth

St^tQZH

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)

—“Sword’s Point” (RKO). Opens
today (Wed.). Last week, “Captive
City* (UA) (2d wk) off to about
$6,500 after mild $10,500 opening
stsnzR

Guild (Guild) (565; 74-$1.50)—
“Royal Journey” (UA) (6th wk).
Holding at about $5,000 after $5,300
last week. Goes seventh round.
Globe ^Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)—“Hong Kong” (Par). .Initial week

ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
mild $12,000. Holds. In ahead,
“Red Skies Montana’' (20th) (2d
wk), $6,500.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U> (26th
wk). The .25th round ended
Monday (7) pushed up to $6,700 af-

ter solid $5,700 for 24th week.
Holiday (Zatkin) (950; 50-$1.80)—“Outlaw Women” (Lip). Week

ending tomorrow (Thurs.) heading
for $6,000, fine. Holds. Last week,
“Lili Marlene” (RKO), light $3,000
and below hopes.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.80)—“Anything Can Happen” (Par).

Week ending today (Wed.) looks
only fair at less than $14,000, re-
views apparently not helping. Way
below hopes in view of extensive
advance ad campaign. Holds. In
ahead, “Sailor Beware” (Par) (9th

wk) $13,000, winding up highly
profitable run.
Normandie (Normandie Theatres)

(592; 95-$1.80)—“Encore” (Par) (2d
wk). First session ended last
night (Tues.) hit sock $16,500. In
ahead, “Something to Live For”
(Par) (4th-wk-5 days), $3,200.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)—‘‘Bend of River” (U) with Billy

Eckstine, Fran Warren, Bobby
Sargent, Will Bradley orch on-
stage. Opens today (Wed.). Last

i week, “Meet Danny Wilson” (U)

‘Encore* 16%G
with Frank Sinatra, Frank Fon-
taine, Buddy Rich orch heading
itegeshow (2d wk), off to $54,000
after good $84,000 opening week.
Fark Avenue (Reade) (583; 90-

$1,50) — “Faithful City” (RKO).
Opened Monday (7). Last week,
“Just This Once” (M-G) (3d wk),
held at $4,000 after big $4,200 for
second' round.

Faria (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
“The River” (UA) (31st wk). The
30th frame (fourth of continuous-
run) ended Sunday (6) held at $6,-
500 after fine $7,000 for 29th

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-12,40)— “Singin*
In Rain” (M-G)- with annual Easter
stageshow (2d wk). Holding at
great $144,000 or near. Last week,
big $145,000.- Stays indef, Starts
using extra performances on Fri-
day (11) to continue through
Easter Week.

Rtvoll (UAT-Par), (2,092; 90-
$1.80)—“Viva Zapata!’* (20th) (9th-
final wk). Holding at $8,200 in final
eight days after $9,000 for eighth
session. “Valley of Eagles” (20th)
opens Friday (11).
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20) —

“With Song in Heart” (20th) plus
Easter bill including Bill Hayes
and Divena onstage. First week
winding up tomorrow (Thurs.)
heading for big $90,000 or close.
Holds, of course. In ahead. “Dead-
line—U.S.A.” (20th) with Gloria
De Haven, Noonan 9c Marshall
topping stageshow (3d wk), off to
$50,000 despite previews of
“Heart.”

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.25)—
“Flesh and Fury” (2d wTO. Stanza
ending today (Wed.) is off to
around $10,000 after fine $18,000
opening round. Stays two extra
days, with “Tomorrow Is Too Late”
(Indie) opening Saturday (12).
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2) —

“Jack and Beanstalk” *(WB) with
Gene Nelson, Louis Jordan and his
Tympany Five, Ella Mae Morse,
Harvey Stone onstage. Opened
stoutly Monday (7). Last" week,
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet
wound up two-week run on stage.

.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50) —

“Man in White Suit” (U). First
week ended Monday (7) terrific
$18,500, new high for opening ses-
sion here. Long lines over week-
end. Stays indef. Last week,
“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (14th
wk-6 days), $4,000.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453:

90-$1,50)
—“Murder in Cathedral’*

(Indie) (3d wk). Second round
ended Monday (7) dipped to $4,-
200 after okay $8,000 opening
w&slc
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) <540; 90-

$1.50)
—“Young and Damned” (In-

die) (3d wk). Second round ended
Saturday (5) held at $5,500 after
nice $7,500 for first week.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-
$1.80) — “Marrying Kind” (Col)
(4th wk). Present stanza ending
today (Wed.) is holding at fancy
$19,000 after $23,000 for third
round. Stays.,

Prov. Perks to Normal;

Town’ Tall at $10,000,

‘Young Man’ Dull $9,000
Providence, April 8.

Week’s takes are closer to nor-
mal again. Leading the list is
Majestic’s “Steel Town.” State is
in second place with “Young Man
With Ideas,” only moderate. RKO
Albee’s “Highwayman” looks fair.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; *4-65) _

“Highwayman” (Mono) and “Alad-
din and Lamp” (Mono). Fair $7,-
000. Last week, “Sword’s Point”
(RKO) and “Pace That Thrills”
(RKO), good $8,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
“Steel Town” (U) and “Waco”
(Mono). Fine $10,000. Last week,
“Bugles in Afternoon” (20th) and
“Secret Flight” (Rep), same.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65) — “Captive City” (UA) and
“Stars and Guitars” (Rep). • So-so
$4,500. Last week, “Ft. Osage”
(Mono) and “Newshound” (Mono),
same $4,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,200; 44-65) —
“Young Man With Ideas” (M-G)
and “Shadow In Sky” (M-G), Slow
$9,000. Last week, “African Queen”
(UA) and “Panelled Door” (Indie)
(2d wk), oke $9,200.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

“Knock On Any Door” (Col) and
“Tokyo Joe” (Col) (reissues).
Opened Monday (7), Last week,
“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d wk),
still good at $8,5(50.
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M-G-M’s GIANT NEW AD
CAMPAIGN BEGINS!
M-G-M has met the challenge of the times with

Here is the most exciting and effective advertising plan

in 10 years! It’s the talk of the industry!

BIG pictures merit BIG promotion!

M-G-M is investing a fortune in the biggest nationwide

saturation plan ever devised to help theatres everywhere.
&

M-G-M has launched its "Movie-of-the-Month Calendar
*

ads in leading national

magazines with multi-

million circulation.

Full-page ads in four

colors are telling your

patrons about M-G-M’s

reat attractions;

(To the right is a small

reproduction of a typical

full -page, four -color

M-G-M Calendar ad.)
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JULY MAGAZINES

M-G-M CALENDAR ADS PLUG
EACH PICTURE FOR 3 MONTHS!

The ad page layouts above show the contents of"M-G-M Movie*
of-the-Month Calendar” ads for four months. Study the titles and
you will see how this unique rotating plan pre-sells three impor-

tant M-G-M pictures at the same time, and finally during the month
of release brings the picture of that month to a prominent spot

at the top of the advertisement.

156,370,000 READERSHIP FOR EACH
BIG M-G-M PICTURE ADVERTISED!

I A

Here are the magazines that M-G-M is using to span the nation:

McCALL’S

WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION
LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL
AMERICAN
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
TRUE STORY

REDBOOK
COSMOPOLITAN
MODERN SCREEN
SCREEN STORIES

SCREENLAND
SILVER SCREEN

PHOTOPLAY
-fdm

—

PARENTS’ MAGAZINE
MOVIE LIFE

MOVIESTARS PARADE
MOTION PICTURE
MOVIELAND

And remember that M-G-M’s new Calendar ads are in ad-

dition to pur many other promotional activities: Picture-of-the-
* V

Month column (62 million readership), newspaper teaser ads,

regular spot radio announcements in 33 cities, full-page color ads

in American Weekly, Pictorial Review, Parade, This Week.

ONLY ONE COMPANY DOES IT!
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Briefs From the lots

Foreign product is getting anf
unusually strong play in American

'

theatres. Of 29 New York arty

theatres currently playing 'outrof;

ordinary product, generally first-

run, 15 are showing foreign fare.

Of this total, perhaps 10 are rated

a chance of getting additional

bookings in key cities of the U.
some on big circuits.

Hollywood product has always
been able to find a market in for-

eign territories, but foreign pix

have found it tough going in this

country, largely because of their

limited story scope. The swing to

stories and pictures of American
acceptability in recent years has
met with a sharp upbeat in book-
ings. Probably the outstanding
ex-ample of how far the pfendulum
has swung towards U. S, public ac-

ceptance of foreign films is “Rash-
omon.” Fundamentally a melo-
drama understandable to most au-
diences, Japan-made picture is a
long step from product formerly
turned out by Nippon producers,
when the staid, -ancient form of
drama was employed. “Rashomon”
is being distributed in America by
RKO and already has played well
in numerous key arty theatres.

The old complaint of foreign
companies that they were unable
to get playing time in the U. S.

was partially answered by the for-

mation of the Advisory Unit for
Foreign Films of the- Motion Pic-
ture Assn, of America. This was
created to wipe out the feeling that
the U. S. was a field that could not
be penetrated by foreign pix, as
well as to make better relations in
the world market. Group has tried
to act as a guide on what will and
won’t go on the screen here. *

This unit has aided foreign pro-
ducers in obtaining outlets for
their product or actual deals. It

also has assisted* them to study
U. S. production methods as well
as permit them to bring in films
In bond. Latter has enabled them
to attempt deals and, if failing, to
be able to take their films badk
without paying duty here.
Besides “Rashomon,” “Fablola,”

distributed by UA; “Tomorrow Is

Too Late,” the N. Y. State’s Easter
picture; “The River,”' also UA;
“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) and
“Royal Johrney” are examples of
foreign product now getting a
break here or about to get exten-
sive playdates.

Insistence in turning out what
ever subjects they want to and not
following the cultural acceptance
of most American audiences ap-
parently put the brakes on “Los
Olivldados,” Mexican meller,
which now is playing at N. Y.
Trans-Lux 52d St. under the title

of “Young and Damned.” Pic was
launched in several . foreign-lan-
guage houses about three months
ago without creating much stir. A
production code seal was never
asked of the MPAA, and the bru-
tality, moral aspects and generally
sordid angles cited by crix, prom
ise to give it tough sledding if ever
submitted for PCA approval. I

is to avoid repetition in the pro-
duction of this type of films that the
Mexican government now is insist-

ing on screen vehicles which will
measure up closer to Legion of
Decency rules and make for
stronger U. S. boxoffice.
The boxoffice for foreign pic-

tures at these arty houses has been
so consistently good in recent
months that the old tag of “sure-
seater” has been tossed into the
discard. Simply because a patron
no longer is sure of getting a seat.

U Stars to Mex. City Fete

Hollywood.

Gerald Mohr signed to star in

Albert Zugsmith’s “I n v a s i on
U. S. A.,” replacing Michael

O’Shea, who has a prior commit-

xy • a ii « taeht . . . Gail Davis, will ride
Mexico City, April 8, with Gene Autry in “Wagon Team”

Universal stars Ann Blyth, Shir- at Columbia . . . Scott Brady and
ey Winters and Piper Laurie and kjj renewed their two-pictures-a-
some top U execs are to feature year deal for another year , . .

;he annual city govemment-spon- “The Lusty Man” is third and final

sored Spring Festival, April 19-27, tag on Wald-Krasna’s “This Man
for the benefit of undernourished Is Mine,” originally “Cowpoke” . .

.

children. Tita Grey, local beauty, Leon Shamroy assigned as camera-

was elected festival queen. man on Tonight We Sing at

Personals in top cinemas here by paramount terminated .their con-
visiting stars have been arranged

tract> effective April 30 . . , Leo
by Alfredo Holguin, local U man- $R0lem signed a term director
ager.

Trans-Lux Optimistic

Despite 1951 Loss; -

* Economies Effected]

(For the Week ending Tuesday (g) ^
Weekly Weekly Weekly
Vel. in High Low
100s

N. Y. Stock Exchange
ABC .88 11% 10
CBS, “A” 129 38% .34%
CBS, “B” 55 3814 34%
Col. Pic 14 12% " 12%
Decca .... 31 8% 8%
Eastman Kodak 105 44% 43%
Loew’s 119 16% 16%
Paramount 45 28% 27

Tnes,
Close

10%
37%
36%
12%
8%
44%
16%
27%

Net.

Change
for week

—1
— %— %— %
4- %
+ %
+ %

RCA

ville, N. Y. community, has been
averted by the high school students

ticket at UI . . . Metro assigned
Keenan Wynn to “Sky Full of
Moon,” with Norman Foster di-

recting.

. “Monkey Business” is the. final
tag on 20th-Fox’s “Darling*, I Am
Growing Younger” . . . Dorothy
Jarnao signed as choreographer
on two ballets in Metro’s “Lili”

, .. , ^ Aram Katcher plays a spy in.
Although operations of Trans- American Pictures’ “Invasion, J

Lux Corp. and its wholly owned Um S. A.” . . . Republic borrowed
subsidiaries in 1951 resulted in a John Derek . from Columbia for
loss of $30,648, board chairman “Citizen Soldier,” to be produced
and president Percival E. Furber and directed by John H. Auer . . .

points out in the company’s an- Script changes in 20th-Fox’s

nual report that overall activities “Bloodhounds of Broadway”
for the first quarter of 1952 have caused Frank Fontaine to with-

indicated a “favorable reversal” draw from the cast to await an-

in tr-end compared to last year. other assignment . ... Joseph Mell
. , ^ t , signed to appear in two Metro

Report, released this week, In- pictures, “The Prisoner of Zenda”
forms stockholders that a number an(j “a Letter From the Presi-
of steps have been taken to effect dent” . . . Elsa Lanchester will
economics in the firm’s theatre de- play a housekeeper in “Pleasure
partment. Trans-Lux Monroe The- Island” at Paramount,
atre, N. Y., has been leased to CBS . Sol. Lesser bought 30,000 feet of
for a five-year term on the theory 16m film, shot by Dana and Ginger
that disposal of the Monroe would Lamb in Central American jungles,

benefit the b.o. of two nearby T-L which will be turned into a tea-

houses, the Colony and T-L 72nd time titled “Quest for a Lost City”
Of Theron Warth set a May 10 start

*/
,

• ... , . ,, for “Return to Paradise,” which
Company s consolidated state- will be filmed in Samoa, with

ment of profit and loss shows that Mark Robson directing ... /Elaine
gross income from its theatre divi- Stewart joined the .“Tribute to a
sion amounted to $1,268,035. Op- Bad Man” cast at Metro . . .

erating expenses of $1,242,634 RalphsMoody shifts from radio for
trimmed the total to $25,400. Pro- a featured Spot in Metro’s “Let-
vision for depreciation and amorti- ter From the president*’ . . . An

-

zation resulted in a net loss of *ela Stevens will play femme lead

$6,679. Outfit’s ticker and news- £ “Kid From Broken Gun,”
sign division fared better, racking Durangb Kid oater, at Columbia
up net income, of $271,232.' ^ • •,

HeP“bIlc
.
completed • "The

Deduction of general admims- layed by snowdrifts at St. George,
trative expenses, income taxes and Utah

rT}tedJn “The Treasure of the Golden
Sit*.

0 ne
r£iJ

0SS for Condor” Is final tag on “The
year of $30,648. This compares 'Condor’s Nest” at 20th-Fox . . .

^jj-h a net profit for 1950 of Mauro Murphy drew the femme
$50,850. Report also revealed dhat lead in Family Films’ “But One
William M. Girden, presently a di- Way Out,” with Sam Hersh pro-_
rector, will not run for re-election, ducing and -Sam White directing/
Board thus will be reduced to 14 • • Fat Buttram repeats as Gene
directors, all of whom are up for Autry’s comic. podner in “Wagon
re-election. Team” at Columbia . . . Ann Doran

j • joined the “Rose Bowl Story” cast

Jm/51
S0 1

£
v<

?
lv®d

}
n
.,
a at Monogram . . . Hanne Axman

pioxy fight which seeks to oust the signed for a featured hole in Sam
existing management. Leading the Katzman’s “The, Pathfinder” -at
group of minority stockholder dis- Columbia . . . Ted .Sebum resigned
sidents is George G, Mason, a di- after 13 years a? an assistant di-
rector of the Tuxedo, N. Y., Na-‘ rector for Walt Disney . . . Jay
tional'Bank. It’s charged that the Novollo signed for “danger For-
managemerit is guilty of “.waste of ward” at Warnerd . : . Republic
assets.” Mason has set himself borrowed John Barrymore, Jr.,

and six associates as nominees to f9F a. costamng role in

replace the present board. Latter Citizen Soldier - . . . Dick Jones,
now comprises Harry Brandt, Mil-

former child actor, drew a featured

ton C. Weisman and Lee Shubert
role Columbia s Wagon Team.uucu

’ . . . Jules Schermer will produce
“The Texas Rangers,1” aimed as a
starrer for Gary Cooper at 20th-
Fox.

,

Nancy Olson will costar with
John Wayne in “Jim McLain/’ to
be co-produced by Wayne and
Robert Fellows for release by

the Universal annual stockholders’ Warners ~
. . Jules Buck . leaves

meeting has been postponed. Orig- 20th-Fox next month to set up his
inally set for the first Tuesday 'in own lndie production company . . .

March, it was moved back to the £r
nn®. Bancroft assigned “Tonight

last Thursday in April and is now We
,

Sl?g at 20th-Fox . Estelita’s

slated
8

t° be held in Wilmington Jg/
_ , *

. ,
UI signed Mari Blanchard for

Trade observers feel that by July the Leonard Goldstein production,
the respective committees for Uni- “Willie and Joe Back at the Front.”
versal and Decca will have decided . • . Joan Leslie costars with Ster-
upon a practical means of effecting ling Hayden and Ward Bond in
" r 1— ’ ” “Hellgate” for Commander Films.

. , . Mary Cast’e's first film under
her new UI contract is “Bad Man
With a Gun” . . . Chill Wills signed
for a key role in Republic’s “Ride
the Man Down.”

Alfred Hitchcock signed Mont-

Univ. .....
Univ. pfd.

N. Y. Curb Exchange

UA Theatres.

110 30% 28% 30 + %
573 27% 25% 26% — %— %103 3% 3% 334
203 3% 3% m
31 4% 4% m + %
6 10% 10% 10% — %

95 17% 17% 17% -j- %
77 18% 18 18% + %
22 12% ^11% 12% + %

.8 60% 57% 60% +3
144 14% 14 14% — %
46 78% 74% 763/4 —1%
72 17% 16% 17
92 223A 20% 2034

. —2Vi
92

i

223/4
.
20%
Bid

\ 2034

Ask

• — .%

.. 1% 2%
. 4% 4% — %

5 6 — %
. 7% 8%

( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Lichtman, Wolfson, Levy,

Sullivan at Ga. Meet
Atlanta, April 8.

A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox sales
chief, will he the sole rep of' the
production-distribution- wings of
the industry at the fifth annual
convention of the Motion Picture
Owners of Georgia to be held at
the Biltmore Hotel here April IS-
IS. Among others scheduled to ad-
dress the conclave are Mitchell
Wolfson, Gael Sullivan $nd Her-
man Levy, respectively prez, exec
secretary and general counsel of
the Theatre Owners of America.

Meet is slated to start Monday
(14), when both distribution and
exhibition are to attend an open
session. For the following morn-
ing' a closed meet for exhibs has
been pencilled in to discuss trade
practices and elect new officers
and directors. During the; after-
noon the first '{grievance panel”
meeting for the Atlanta area will
be held. Convention will wind up
.in the evening with a banquet and
dance.

among others.

Rackmil Sees
Continued from page 5

Students Take Over
Upstate N.Y. Theatre > merger of the twa companies. If

Buffalo, April 8.
j JS°

rked 9^ ?5
n then

Abandonment of the May Thea-
j

submitted for stockholder ap

tre, only show place in the May-

Upstate N. Y. Ozoncrs Open
'

,

*
’ Albany. •

Michael Zala, former New York
circuit manager, and a Johnstown
exhibitorw for several years, ap-
pointed manager of Harry La-
mont’s Overlook Drive-in, Pough-
keepsie. ‘

•

Clifford .Swick, former Smalley
Theatre manager, will have
charge of Lamont’s Vail Mills
Drive-in near Gloversville this
season.

v
The three area Fabian outdoor

theatres, Mohawk, Saratoga and
Auto-Vision, reopened. George
Seed, manager of the chain’s Co-
hoes Theatre, is supervising the
drive-ins this year. He replaced
Leo- Rosen, now working on tele-
vision for Fabian in New York.

Peck Hurt in Fall,

Delays 20tb’s ‘Snows’
Hollywood, April 8.

Production on Darryl Zanuck’s
production of “Snows of Kiliman-
jaro” will be delayed while Greg-
ory Peck recovers from atom liga-

ment and ruptured blood vessel
in his* left leg, suffered when he
fell while, carrying Ava Gardner
across a rough terrain. He’s
bedded at home.
• Length of. delay is not yet de-
termined.

Bank Financing
. Continued from page 5

proval.

In line with the closer relation-
! ship between U and Decca, Rack-

of the MayvillVand Chautauqua ' mU revealed that the companies gomeS^lSuo star i
”

Central Schools, who have taken are jointly producing a series of based on a French novel by Paul
oyer the house on a year-round “lm Programs for .TV. Distnbu- Anthelmc . . . Bert Freed plays a
plan of operation.

.

tl0n and sales organization of Dec- soldier of fortune in “The Snows
Under a setup approved by the ca W0ldd be primarily used to han- of Kilimanjaro” at 20th-Fox . .

die such product to allay possible Metro assigned Kurt Kasznar to
exhibitor enmity against Universal, the Sigmund Romberg role in “The

Stockholder meet, which lasted Sigmund Romberg Story” . . .

, only 15 minutes, also .saw re-elec- £5.t
rlcs S*ev™s celebrating his

.
- - of the five-man Decca board. 4lm„sb.

y Playing the
by the student body, plus an adult

j

They are: Leonard W. Schneider, IuS,
Vy

>.TVoi!b.
I
v^I"

h0maS
nP-^°

l

r,
UC"

hoart of areetors. Blatt Bros. Corp. I Decca .exee^reepee; Major G. L. -
• • Bl* Bo3’

Mayville Chamber of Commerce,
Community Theatre, Inc., a non-
profit organization, has been incor-
porated to operate the house under
the direction of 12 students elected

i
Bonzo Goes to College” at UL

was Krim’s announcement last
week officially Confirming that UA
operated in the black last year,
and he and his pards now pocket
50% of the outstanding stock un-
der their agreement with co-owners
Charles Chaplin and Mary Pick-
ford.

Gottlieb’s borrowing from Chem-
ical also was seen indicating that
the banks, in relaxing their pre-
vious demands of a 100% guaran-
tee by indie producers, might now
rely substantially , on film-makers’
records'. Gottlieh, who formerly
produced for Warners, Universal
and RKO, consistently lenses low-
budget product, such as “Fighter,”
and he claims an impressive profits
record.
The producer switched to indie

production,' he said, because of
“controls” at major studios. Indie
filming, he added, provides him
with full freedom of action and
he finds this plenty desirable. Next
on his sked is “Billy Rose’s Broad
way Tales,” which will present four
short stories by Rose, who also will
appear in the pic. Gottlieb’s wife is

Polly Rose, Billy’s sister.

Portlarid, OTe., Censors

Relax Toward Art Pix
Portland, Ore., April 8.

Portland’s cinema censors have

quietly remodeled their code. The
Guild Theatre's current showing of

“LaRonde,” *a French film, is the

proof.

In June, 1950, the city censors

got into a big fuss, when they or-

dered a scene cut from the Italian

film, “The Bicycle Thief.” The en-
suing "fi^ht, supported by consider-
able public opinion and editorial

support,, was carried to court by
the Guild Theatre manager, Marty
Foster, and they ruled in favor of

the film.

A resulting Change in the atti-

tude of the censors, particularly
toward the “art” theatre is evi-

dent. “La Ronde” was banned
from many cities/ and was viewed
by the local censor board three
times. With a few slight adjust-
ments, the film was passed for the
Guild Art Theatre.

The censor board is still in ex-
istence, but will be more lenient
for pictures showing at the Guild,
due to the specialized patronage.

Tf Moscow Strikes
5
Set

For M of T Release

March of Time has re-entered

the theatrical pix field with the

company’s announcement that it

has set for release “If Moscow
Strikes,” a new feature-length jour-

nalistic film. Pic will preem at

the Guild Theatre, N. Y., follow*

ing the run there of United Art-

ists’ “Royal Journey.”
MOT will handle sales and dis-

tribution of the film on its own,

with National Film Service han-

dling the actual physical distribu-

tion. Film and title have been

tested by MOT in several situa-

tions.

According to Phil Williams,

MOT’s theatrical sales topper,

Time-Life subsid is mapping an ex-

tensive national advertising and ex-

ploitation campaign for “If Russia

Strikes.”

Souvainc Names Tunick
Eugene Tunick has been appoint-

ed midwestern sales manager for

Souvaine Selective Pictures, head-

quartering in Cincinnati. He had

been Cincinnati’s branch manager

for Lippert.
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Pictures

with ten ptmnilftirt In New York for promotional activity for six

„Mnre* within a i<M*y period, Universal’* flackery had to adopt a

ESornon complex to soap tho greatest rewards from the presence of

«?rh a large contingent. Not wishing to wear out its welcome with

ft* New York newspaper, magazine, radio and television contacts, de-

;;Vfment faced tha task of spotting and spreading the players around

thevariou* media in order to obtain maximum number' of breaks.

Yn New York during the 10-day period were Tony Curtis and Jan
Stirling for “Flesh and Fury/* Ann Sheridan, Howard Huff and John
Timd for “Steel Town,** .Frank Sinatra for, “Meet Danny Wilson/* Susan
rvbot and Jeff Chandler for “Battle of Apache Pass/* Julia Adams for

^Bend of tha River** and Joyce Holden for “Bronco Buster.’*

Distributors* complaints that most tradescreenings, particularly in

the midwest, have been poorly attended may be easing off shortly, at

least in the northwest Iowa area. Exhibs in that section have come
no with a plan which calls for mass regional screenings at regular

intervals. Idea provides for three full-length features to be run off

—

one in the morning and the others after lunch. It was felt that in th.e

nast a screening Of only one Jilm wasn’t worth a theatreman's time to

travel a great distance. “Pride of St. Louis’’ (20th), “With a Song in

My Heart” (20th) and “Sound Off” (Col) were tradescreened at the

Uptown Theatre, Sioux City, last week, under the scheme.

Humphrey Bogart may walk off with one of the heftiest payoffs to a

star for a single film in recent history, via his participation deal with

the Sam Spiegel-John Huston indie, “African Queen,” which is being
distributed by UA.
Bogart is receiying 17% of the net distribution profit. On the basis

of the film’s current big b.o. performance, “Queen” is headed for a net

of over $2,000,000. That’s after negative, prints, distribution and ad-
pub costs are recouped* Adds up to $340,000 for Bogart, whose pro-
ceeds are being aided, of course,' by fact that he recently won 1

the
Academy Award for “Queen.”

Heated protests in Congress recently that the Defense Dept, was
wasting taxpayers’ money in buying radio and TV time: to help recruit-

ing is indirectly benefiting the film industry. Squawks of several law-
makers resulted in cancellation of three radio shows bankrolled by
the Government.
Loss of air time, plus the knowledge that good public relations must

be maintained, has resulted in a greater spirit of cooperation between
the Defense Dept, and the major Hollywood studios—at least as far as
exploitation tie-ins are concerned.

Chorines are flocking to Hollywood again after an eastward surge
for television. LeRoy ' Prinz, currently lining up dancing talent for
“April in Paris” at Warners, reported that the westward movement is

due to two reasons—one is that the major film studios are concentrat-
ing on high-budget musicals with plenty of song-and-dahee numbers;
the other is that eastern TV is already crowded with .femmes estab-
lished in the N. Y* musical comedy field.

20th-Fox’s “David^and Bathsheba” has been offered at flat rental to
two Iowa situations, current bulletin of Allied of Iowa, Nebraska & Mid-
Central advises its membership. It points this out “just to show that
sometimes it is only ’must* percentage as long as they (the distribs)
can get takers.” Bulletin goes on to assert that “no smalltown theatre
can tie up any portion of its playing tiftie with percentage pictures
and show a profit.”

“No small-town exhibitor should play percentage pictures” was the
recent opinion reached at a Little Falls, Minn., North Central Allied
regional meeting, attended by 35 of the surrounding territory’s theatre-
owners. There was no formal action, however, putting the exhibitors
on record to boycott percentage deals.

All Tinters in 3 Years
' 1

- ^ Continued from page 7 —
process, and 20th-Fox is reportedly
working on its own process.
In addition, Technicolor is in-

creasing facilities for the treat-
ment of its own as well as other
processes. '

While Techni continues to domi
cate the color field, some advance
ment has been made by the othe:
color processes. This year wiH sei
an increasing number of films un
der the labels of Supereinecoloi
Natu

f
al Color, Tru-ColOr, Ansci

and WarnerColor. During 1951, 7i
feature-length pictures were pro
duced in color by Techni, as com
Pared to a total of 70 in 1950. De
spite an increase of color picture

ot^er tint companies, it’;

tilat Techni’s output fo:
AS53 will be considerably higher.
A prediction that all profe&siona

films will be in full color in thi

h
ea

.T £
u ture was voiced last wee!

ny John Nickolaus, superintenden
« Photography of Metro. M-G exei
made the forecast following a visi

?, Rochester, N. where he stu
“le latest -color films devel

.
oped by Eastman Kodak.
»

interest and turn to colo:

_J
e
“.ec

.

te<i in the upbeat financia
port issued by. Techni. Repor

' operating profit of $5,

*4 ^o
3
oo
for 1951 as compared t<

nmm
8,822

L
for 195°- Report an

unces that Techni’s expansioi

th ft

^ra
i
n *s expected to increasi

KiioP

ra
^r annual volume o

44ft nn? AA?
osi^ve Prints to abou

19^9
°

°

0,?°0 feet the middle o

N early 19
0

53
abOUt 600

’000 ’000 fee

notes that despite In

and ik
ln cost of raw material;

du?tiin
boi

i
during 1951, price re

ine thH
S lad keen instituted dur

a di-nr,

e
-

yc
^
r

* most important beinj

Prim J
b&se Price for releali

foot t°a

£

,

fr°m 5 -48c * t0 5 -33c - Pei

Wei net sales for 195:

$23 4'u"o-a
98,343, as compared t<

*“.454.200 for 1950. Repor

further points out that though in-

come taxes had been increased ap-
proximately $2,000,000 over 1950,
the net profit after taxes for 1951,
as compared with 1950, had de-
creased by only about $300,000.
Net profit for 1951 was $1,918,537,
as compared to $2,216,173 for 1950.
Net earnings per share of capital

stock were $2.06; in 1950 it was
$2.40. Dividends were $2 per share
of capital stock for a total of

$1,855,406.50.

Italy’s Labor
,

1 7- Continued from page S —
morrow” was directed by Moguy
from his own story.

Broader U. S. Market
Rome, April 1.

Arthur M. Loew, president of
Loew’s International, declared here
this week that he sees a broaden-
ing market for Italian films in the
U. S. “Certain" Italian pictures
must be treated the same as our
own product and play the major
circuits instead of art theatres,” he
stated.

Loew commented that Leonide
Moguy’s “Tomorrow Is Too Late,”

which has been booked by Loew’s
State, N. Y., plus the chain’s met-
ropolitan circuit, likely will be fol-

lowed by other Itaio pix in major
circuit runs. The market is widen-

ing, but gradually *so, he said; LoeW
viewed the establishment of Italian

Films Export, N. Y. outfit designed

to help market Itaio pix in the

U. S., as a “healthy development
which will secure good results pro-

vided these are not - expected at

once.”

Loew was here for the company’s
international convention at which

sales and ad-pub plans were

mapped for “Quo Vadis.”

Roberts-Conim-Kase

Nab Ray-Rocky Rights
Joe Roberts, film industry pub-

licist, and sportswriter* Bill Corum
and Max Kase this week picked
up theatrical filming rights to the
Sugar Ray Robinson-Rocky
Graziano middleweight champion-
ship bout from Chicago Stadium
April 16. Trio formed the partner^
ship about two years ago and since
have been lensing 'sports events for
telecasters, mostly horseracing.
Robinson-Graziano fight is set for

telecast over CBS under Pabst
Blue Ribbon sponsorship for all
areas except Chi and the Coast.

Balto Bootbmen’s Local

Eyes Indie Union After

NLRB Disbanding Order
Baltimore, April 8.

Move has been started by Local
181, Projectionists Union, Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
[Employees, to take over the mem-
bers of the former Motion Picture
Projectionists Union of Baltimore
City, Inc., which has been disband-
ed as a result of an order by the
National Labor Relations Board.
Latter, an indie group with 95
members, has been in the field for
some 25 years and held bargaining
rights in about 50 theatres.

Disestablishment of the indie
group came as a result of a settle-
ment agreement between the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners of
Maryland and the NLRB. Action
stemmed from charge that indie
outfit was a company-dominated
union. An unfair labor practice
charge, filed by attorney Marvin C.
Wahl on behalf of Julius Gessin, a
member of the union, alleged that
the theatreowners* group had “in-
terfered with and dominated the
formation And administration” of
the union, and was contributing
financial support to it in violation
of the NLRB act. In affidavits filed

with the NLRB, it was alleged,
among other things, that Harry
Cluster, paid biz agent of the
union, was also on the payroll of
the theatreowners’ association. Ac-
cording to Wahl, Cluster an-
nounced that he is now on the
payroll of the exhib group as its

fulltime labor advisor-

In the settlement agreement, the
employers group agreed to disband
the union and not to recognize a
"successor” Iabbr organization. It

also agreed that it \yould not inter-

fere with any employees in the ex-

ercise of their right to join a lahor
organization of their own choosing
and to bargain collectively through
their own representatives.

Wahl charged that an attempt Is

being made to reorganize the

union under a different name. He
termed the move a defiance of the

NLRB order and said that he was
gathering evidence to prove that

“paternalism and cooperation have
continued.”
Meanwhile, the IA is attempting

to clear the air by bringing in the

disestablished group. Joe Basson,

IA international representative,

has made' several trips to Balti-

more to weigh the situation and to

advise the local IA projectionists.

See Mpls. Strike

Minneapolis, April 8.

Unless an agreement is reached
meanwhile, projectionists in all

Minneapolis .
independent theatres,

including three downtown (two of

them first-runs), will walk out.

Under the state law, all required

efforts for a settlement of the wage
dispute having failed, the AFL
booth operators are privileged to

start their announced strike now.
The union reached an agreement

several weeks ago with the Minne-
sota Amus. Co. (United Paramount
Theatres) and the two local RKO
theatres, winning a substantial in-

crease.

London Tent to Help

Duke’s Playing Assn.
1 London.

The London tent of the Variety

Club is sponsoring a midnight

gala June 12 to aid the National

Playing Fields 'Xssii., of which the

Duke of Edinburgh is president.

The Duke has promised 1 to attend

this function, which is being held

a few days after the expiration of

court mourning.
Film and theatre for the gala is

being donated by Metro. The
screening will take place in its

main West End showcase, the Em-
pire, Leicester Square.

Set O’Donnell Award
Dallas, April 8.

“The O’Donnell Theatre Award”
of $1,000 and other valuable con-
siderations, to begin in ’53, has
been announced by Paul Short for
Texas COMPO showmen. Award,
in honor of exec veepee-general
manager Robert J, O’Donnell, of
Interstate Circuit, was voted by
exec chairmen of Texas COMPO,
Karl Hoblitzelle, Col. H. A. Cole,
H. J. Griffith, Edward II. Rowley,
Phil Isley, Claude Ezell, Henry
Reeve and Julius Gordon.
Annual award will go to an in-

dividual making his livelihood in
the Texas pic industry, for out-
standing contributions and efforts
to the film biz during the year.

Crime Groups All-Out

For UAVCity’ Bally

Via Josephy, Forsythe
Continuing the high tempo set

by Max Youngstein, United Artists
veepee, Fran Winikus, recently ap-
pointed UA ad-pub^director, reach-
ing for incisive material for “The
Captive City” and other UA re-
leases to crack both metropolitan
and small town r. edia (newspapers,
TV-radio) hit the jackpot by har-
nessing Alvin Josephy, Jr., Time
mag editor, who wrote “City,” and
John Forsythe, who stars, for barn-
storming “purposes.

Fast on the heels of crime head-
lines Josephy. on a one-man crime-
busting crusade, quickly surpassed
the original drumbeating objegtive
and is now in demand by citizens

crime committees throughout the
U. S. Latest is invitation from the
citizens crime committee in Cleve-
land. whom he was asked to ad-
dress today (Wed.). .

Hitting wire services and news
[

pages in key cities, after special
showings of “City” for crime re?
porters, editors, public prosecutors
and citizens’ committees, Josephy
teed off in Washington with an AP
dispatch resulting from questions
posed during a D. C. press confab
held by Senator, Estes Kefauver,
netting space across the country.
(Kefauver, in reply to a query, said

he received -$2,000 for a two-minute
bit -in “Captive City” plus 2% ef

the net, all being donated to the
Cordell Hull Foundation for World
Peace.)
Josephy later moved into Boston,

getting important city-side news
coverage after talking with the
Citizens’ Crime Committee of Mas-
sachusetts, and was then set for

Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, St.

Louis, Chicago and Cincinnati.

Citizens crime committees in some
of .these cities have already asked
for Josephy to address their mem-
bers.
Further supplementing the crime-

busting approach was a deal made
by Winikus with John Scarne, gam-
bling expert, who served as gam-
bling consultant to the U. S. Navy
and several foreign governments,
setting a “Chumps Carnival” for

the opening of “City” at the Cri-

terion, New York, to demonstrate
how the $2 bettor supports the na-
tional crime syndicate. Scarne dem-
onstrated why suckers can't win,

using loaded dice, marked cards,

crooked wheels, etc., for this pur-
pose.

Forsythe, after garnering im-
portant space in Boston, where he
appeared in advance of the New
England preem at RKO Bostbn,
April 2, 'was followed up in New
York with UP, AP, N. Y. Times and
other big circulation interviews.

Approximately 48 TY-radio plugs

were set for “Captive City” in New
York on network and indie stations

with innumerable breaks in Wash-
ington and Boston, where the com-
bined newspaper-TV-radio satura-

tion coverage blanketed the New
England territory, where “City” is

now booked.

Pre-Sell Disney Pic

A 15-minute black - and - white

film, “The Riddle of Robin Hood,”
is being employed to pre-sell Walt
Disney’s Technicolor all-live-action

“Story of Robin Hood,” which
RKO will distribute early this

summer.
Short, which discusses fables

concerning Robin Hood, is being
shown in schools and on TV.

To dub or not to dub foreign

product appears to be a moot point

among distributors of overseas

films in the American market. Pro-
ponents of dubbing" hold ijhat th«
technique will' tap new audiences
that hitherto have been untouched,
thus leading to a bigger gross po-
tential for imports..

Perhaps the most successful for-
eign film to hit U. S. screens is

the * Italian-made “Bitter Rice,”
which is said .to have grossed $1,-
250,000 to date in A subtitled ver-
sion. Dubbed prints will go into
release. June 1, and a spokesman-
for the picture’s distributors, Lux
Films, is confident its eventual
gross will exceed $1,500,000.

Other notably successful sub-
titled foreign pix are Roberto Ros-
sellini’s “Paisan,” which reaped an
estimated $1,000,000 U. S. gross.
The Anna Magnani starrer, “Open
City,” and Vittorio .De Sica’s “Bi-
cycle Thief” were slightly under
the “Paisan” tally. All three were
distributed by Joseph Burstyn.

In voicing his opposition to
dubbed films, one distrib expressed
the belief that a foreign-made pic-
ture would lose a great deal of its

sensitivity and peculiar qualities
that help mark it as a continental
feature if it were dubbed. But, he
added, the system of voice synchro-
nization is a complicated one that
can’t be decided by rule of the
thumb decisions.

It all depends, declared the dis-

trib, upon whether the individual
picture lends itself to the tech-
nique. He challenged recent asser-
tions of others in the foreign film
field that dubbing of imports would
more or less automatically lead to
a broader market.

Boosters of dubbing, it was
charged, are partially motivated by
intimations that Hollywood will

sharply reduce its crop of ,“B”
films. Theory is that dubbed for-

eign” product will largely fill the
void resulting from the triih in

American secondary product.

But this is merely wishful
thinking, say some observers, for

[

American exhibitors play Holly-
wood films—good. or bad—because
no matter how thin the budget the
picture invariably has one or more
stars in its cast who are known to
the filmgoing public. Few over-
seas pix have stars who can equal
the marquee names which appear
on the credits of an average Holly-
wood effort.

Meantime, an English subtitled

version of the Italian-made “To-
morrow Is Too Late” is scheduled
to preem at Loew’s State, N. Y„
April 12. Fact that this Joseph
Burstyn release is gaining a ma-
j6r Broadway showcase is another
indication of the steadily expand-
ing market for the art film.

Dr. Manvcll Honored
Screen Director^ Guild of N. Y.

presented Dr. Roger Manvell, di-

rector of the British Film Acad-
emy, with a certificate of honor
and an. honorary life membership.

Presentation was made Monday
(7) at N. Y.’s Museum of Modern
Art on the occasion of Dr. Man-
veil’s lecture on “British and
American Films.”

Zukor-COMPO
1 1 77 Continued from page 3 f

—
, [P

the reins hadn't progressed to any
extent until ‘the past few days. It's

said to have reached the point now,
however, where the industry
pioneer reportedly has indicated
he Would be available.

Important factor on Zukor. is

that he could have the added as-
sistance of another Paramount-ite
who's well backgrounded in indus-
try organization work. He is Robert
J. Rubin, assistant to Par president
Barney Balaban. Rubin, prior to
his Par association, was top coun-
sel for the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers.

Both Balaban and Rubin sat in
at last Monday’s nominating meet-
ing. Other participants were Jack
Alicoate, committee chairman;
James Mulvey, Harry Brandt, Gael
Sullivan; Wilbur Snaper, Chick
Lewis, Oscar Doob and D. John
Phillips.
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jMOuto Rickard, Latta-Am?rtaul

"i? the Motion HetUl-ea Assn,

America, who has arrived here

tSfected to Iron out Mveral

iLdaches that have been botheir-

American distributors in Aiv
h1

® Outstanding one is the
fe
ri?Szihgof $isCW),000 of distrib

unf
£ff coin dul for- transfer to the

under to' Jdtaston-Care«o
u
;„; fiigned last July. One clause

?n this a^eemebt calls .for that

fJJnt being transferred to Amer-.

ica every year.

Rickard, whoW been absent

«srx months/ went - into parleys

{dth distribs about oiling Oogs in

5,e machinery of this pact which

appear to need basing. He will

&ss unfreezing with Ernesto de

ofiveria,
Entertainment Board

chilf aid Presidential Press Bu-

reau Raul Apold.

The recent decree, to become

effective April 1, which bans all

imports of foreign newsreels, also

will be taken up. This ban does

not apply to nations which permit

an equal number Of Argentine

newsreels into their country This

i, regarded as ft contradiction of.

the terms and spirit of the John-

ston-Careijo pact.

Probably the most pressing IfesUe

Is that of getting the Entertain-

ment Board straightened out on

handling American product- re-

leases. The board obviously has

been dilatory in. issuing release

permits after the Yank pix have

been passed by the censors, . At

the current rate of -handling these

permits, the U.S. distribs may haye

to fall back on reissues because

the arrival of cooler weather will

open up better playing time and

possibly additional strong play-

dates.

Rickard also is expected to bring

up the question of promised hikes

In admission prices. Although the

government has launched a new
plan calling for greater austerity

and freezing of prices, the wages1

,

of all state workers have been

boosted r ^.in along with hikes in

postal rates, rail fares and taxes.

Hence, the argument will be that

it is unfair to ignore the exhibitor

pleas for increases in film theatre
• wales.

The “austerity”- regime means
saving on electric power, with ex-

hibs told to watch their power con-
sumption and some talk of chang-
ing theatre program times. . How-
ever, exhibs have opposed all sug-

gestions on changing schedules of

playing time.

GERMAN FETE REJECTS

MOSCOW STATE BALLET
Wiesbaden, April .1.

Moscow State Ballet offered to
come to Wiesbaden's May Cultural
festival gratis, but the city’s' parlia-
ment voted against it. German
officials announced that Russian
talent would not ' be included' at
the fete, even if paying their, own
way. The reasons are that- East
Berlin recently - rejected the
(West) Berlin State Opera, and no
cultural offering can be accepted
while there are still German priso-
ners of war in Russia:

'

Berlin State Opera will open the
Wiesbaden festival May 10 with
Salome.” Vienna State Opera has

three days of Mozart after which
the Rome Opera takes over for
five days with works of Verdi.
Zurich City Opera is scheduled for
Stravinsky’s “Rake’s Progress”
May 28 and 29. Spanish Ballet of
Barcelona is booked for May 5H
»fid June 1.

Warns Brit Covt Won’t

Ante More Film Coin
London, April 6.

Warning that no more govern-
ment finance could be expected to
stippbrt British film product n was
given in the House of Lords last
Thursday (3) when Lord Swinton
moved the second reading of the
bill which provides an additional
$5,600,000 for the National Film
Finance Corp. The government
spokesman said this was definitely
intended to be the last of spon-
sored finance.

-K

It was the government’s hope, he
said, that, they would not have to
guarantee the additional coin al-

though there was power for it to
do so.

Elaborating on the measure of
state aid provided to production,
with the. Eady fund yielding close
to $10,000,000 a year, Lord Swin-
ton added that the country “cbuld
not afford more dollars for foreign
films.”

Scot Canvas Strawhat

Opens With Bridie Play
Pitlochry, April 1.

Mn
C »^ands canvas “theatre in the

tent season of drama by
w Scot John Stewart, tees off

17, opening play beingW i

S
»^ndie

’

s “Tobias and the

Sl/w u Ticvorgoil,” Scot oldie by

here
W
May

r

24
COtt

’ WUl W°rW preem

G«Sr»
er

kP
lays ^ the repertoire are

to il
g
r.^

ernard Shaw’s “Too True

BnitiicS
0^’’ J - Barrie’s “Dear

g?n ; Witch,” by H. Wiers-
translated by John

bffk d: and “Double Redou-
by Ben van Eysselsteijn.

Yoshida Slows Up

Japan’s TV Boom
Tokyo, April 1.

Prime Minister Shigeru .Yoshida
put the brakes on the TV boom
in Japan last week when he told
the Upper House budget commit-
tee in the Nipponese Diet (parlia-

ment) that he thought it was too
early to introduce Video in Japan.
Premier said he based his recom-
mendation on the prohibitive price
of TV sets here (about $450 for
native makes) which would make
home video available only to the
wealthy few.

Yoshida revealed that the Radio
Regulatory Commission, govern-
ment control agency, is stalling

on the video issue. The commis-
sion announced the adoption of

U. S. tele standards for the embryo
Nipponese industry in February,

and indicated it would be ready
soon to grant provisional licenses.

This week, however, the RRC an-

nounced it would delay licensing.

• Two organizations in Japan are

ready to take the TV plunge as

soon as they get the commission’s

nod. They are the 27-year-old

Broadcasting Corp. of Japan, the

nation’s biggest, and the newly
formed Nippon Television Network
Corp., which is backed by Japan’s

three largest picture studios and a

trio of leading newspapers. BCJ
presumably would have the edge in

a TV race since it has been ex-

perimenting with the medium for

several years.

Local radio manufacturers are

reportedly tooling up for TV set

production but are not yet turning

out the new receivers. Only sets

currently used in Japan, a couple

hundred in the Tokyo metropolitan

area, are U. S.-made ones.

Commons Told Brit Govt

Can’t Control Hypnotism
London, April 1.*

Sir David Maxwell-Fyfe, Home
Secretary, - told the 'House 'of Com-
mons last week that the govern-

ment had no power to control stag^

hypnotism as a form of public en-

tertainment. He affirmed that he

was not satisfied it was desirable

to have legislation, and it would be

impossible to find time for such

legislation during the present ses-

sion. The Home Secretary had been

questioned by „John Rogers, Con-

servative MP, who asked for public

protection in view of the fact that

several people had been' hospital-

ized as a result of hypnotism.

When the Minister was pressed

to give facilities for a Private

Bill on stage hypnotism, Sir David

promised to consider the matter,

but would not go further than that.

Questions were also directed to

the Minister of Health in regard to

the girl who was taken seriously ill

after being hypnotized on the stage,

but the Parliamentary Secretary

said cases of this kind were hap-

pily rare.

Rep’s 5th Far East Branch
Carrying on a policy of world-

wide expansion, Republic Pictures
International Corp. has opened an
office in Singapore with Siegfried
Weening as manager. New outlet,
Malaya, Inc., marks the fifth Rep
branch to be set up in the Far
East in the last few months.

In revealing formation of the
Malayan subsidiary, Republic In-
ternational prez Richard W. Alt-
schuler also pointed out that the
company has established new
branches in Japan, Philippines,.
Hongkong and Thailand. By the
end of May, it will have one in
Indonesia.

Cannes Film Festival

Nearly Killed by Row

Over Rooms for Guests
Cannes, April 1.

After near cancellation because
of the reluctance of Cannes hotel
proprietors to give free accommo-
dations to festival “invitees,” this
difficulty has been overcome and
the International Film Festival will
open as skedded . April 23. Early
last month the organizing commit-
tee was informed by hotel keepers
that this year they could only make
a reduction in prices as a conces-
sion to the fete; Many other French
cities were anxious to get this busi-
ness so the Cannes town council
after several meetings decided to
contribute an extra 1,000,000 francs
($2,500) towards financing the fes-

tival.

The -secretary general has an-
nounced the preliminary list of
films to be shown. He said that this

year there is an overflow of entries
from nearly 30 nations, excluding,*
up to now. the Soviets.' However,
Poland ana Yugoslavia , are among
the certain starters, and for the
first time Japan will send entries.

The following countries have an-
nounced these films for the fes-

tival:

U. S.: “An American in Paris,”

“Detective Story,” “Viva Zapata!”
and probably “The Medium;” Great
Britain: “Cry Beloved Country,”
“Encore,” “I Believe in You,”
“Sound Barrier” -and probably
“Tall Headline;” Spain: “Sucres,"
“Maria Morena;” Mexico: “L’Ab-
sente;” Japan: “Romance of Genji,”
“The Wave” and ‘.‘The Foghorn;”
Poland: “La Jeunesse de Chopin;”
Sweden: “She Only Danced One
Summer;” Yugoslavia: “On Front-
ier” and “La Vie des Fresques;”
Holland: “Panta Rhei ” “Throw th'e

Nets” and “Elle, Lui et le Port de
Rotterdam;” Canada: “New Found-
land,” “The Bird man” and “Man
in the Tower;” Argentine: “Paso
en mi Barreo;” Brazil: “Tico Tico;”

Germany: “Herz der Welt,” “Die
Stimme der Andern” and “Das
Letzte Rezept.”

ITALY’S POLL NAMES

BERGMAN, PECK TOPS
Rome, April 1.

DOXA, Italy’s Gallup Poll, has

issued findings on i(s surveys on

top film choices, Ingrid Bergman

being selected as, the No. 1 actress

by both men and women. Alida

Valli and Rita Hayworth follow in

that order as femme favorites.

Italian women selected Gregory
“Peck as their favorite actor, fol-

lowed by Gary Cooper, Italian ac-

tor Amedeo Nazzari and Spencer
Tracy. Men voters picked Gary
Cooper as tops trailed by Robert
Taylor and Spencer Tracy.

Script Austrian Opera

Strictly for Airwaves
Vienna, April 1.

“John Maynard,” the first Aus-

trian short opera written especially

for the radio, was broadcast re-

cently by the American sponsored

Red White Red network. Music by

Otto Walter and a libretto based

on the ballad by the German poet

Theodore Fontane were adapted by
Hans Herbert. It is the story of

John Maynard, who held coura-

geously to the wheel of his burning

ship on its way across Lake Erie.

The excellent cast included

Julius Patzak, Alfred Jaerger and

Alfred Poell, all from the Vienna

State Opera.
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Menotti, Weill Preems

Set for Paris in May
Paris, April 1.

Works by Gian-Carlo Menotti
and Kurt Weill, as well as Darlys
Milhaud, Henri Sauget and Mrs.
C. P. Simon, will be performed at

the Theatre de I’Humour for a
special season arranged by Ray-
mond Massiet, with Walter Macran
as producer and Victor de la Fosse
as artistic manager.

Menotti’s “Amelia Goes to " the
Ball” and Weill’s “Down in the
Valley” will be done for the first

time in France, opening May 19.

The three ‘Minute Operas” of Dar-
ius Milhaud will also get their first

presentation, as well as Mrs.
Simon’s “The Marchand de Re-
grets” (“The Dealer in Regrets”).

Menotti himself will direct his

“Amelia.” Wendy Toye will di-

rect Weill’s “Valley.”

‘Quiet’ Scores On

German Revival
+

Frankfurt, April 1.

Banned for 20 years, Universal’s

“AU jQuiet oh ‘Western Front” be-

gan an expected year’s run here
this week in some 4,000 West Ger-
man picture houses. Revival of

this war picture is being greeted
here as an event by the press and
the public, and also is being
watched on its political impact.

“Nothing New in the West,” as

it is called here, was first shown
in Berlin in 1931. Goebbels' men
released white mice in the thea-

tre in protest. It was banned soon
afterwards, and remained on the
ban ‘list during the Hitler era.

Communists are officially publicize
ing the picture, purportedly for

1

pacifist reasons. German reviews
have been more than favorable,

some calling the picture “cine-

matic history.” Others claim it

should be seen by all who may not
have “experienced the first world
war, knew the second world war,
and now want to 'prevent the next
world war.”

A few months ago, High Com-
mission officials turned thumbs
down on “All Quiet” being shown
to Germans, on the grounds that It

was the wrong kind of picture to

show during the wooing of Ger-
mans for NATO membership. Nix-
ing by Hicog is merely an advisory
ruling however, and Universal-
International decided to show it

after it- was passed by the German
Control office. So far biz has been
excellent. /

.— . tj

Scot Exhibs Cite Brit.

Films as Unprofitable
Glasgow, April 1.

Scot exhibitors sent a deputa-
tion to the British House of Com-
mons recently to explain about pix
they can’t show profitably. All were
British. -Exhibs pleaded for, aboli-

tion of the film quota system, un-
der which they are compelled to

show British and U. S. pix in fixed

percentages. They also cited how
they are often force.d. to show
films which audiences don’t want to

see. The quota system doesn’t
operate in .northern Ireland, and
Scot exhibs say this Is unfair.

Films, listed as being entirely un-

suitable for Scot audiences includ-

ed ‘‘Black Out,” “Portrait of

Claire,” “The Vatican” (a docu-

mentary), “Let Us Have a Mur-
der,” “‘Quiet Woman,” “Old Moth-
er Riley’s Jungle Treasure,” “Talk

of a Million” and ‘The Scarlet

Thread,” all British.

India Exbib Back to Bombay
Col. Geoffrey Boret, general

manager of Globe Theatres, Ltd.

of India, sailed from New York
over the weekend enroute to his

Bombay headquarters via London.
Col. Boret had been in New

York for the last two months to

negotiate product deals for the

Globe loop.

London, April 1.

An upswing in Yank-sponsored
production in Britain is forecast
by leading local industry chiefs.
Three factors are said to be re-
sponsible for inspiring this new
development.
During the last two years, Anglo

U. S„ production has been main-
tained on a modest scale although
there has been an increasing trend
towards co-production. Majors as
well as independents have seen the
'advantages of dividing the produc-
tion costs as well as the territories.

During these last two years none
of the majors have launched a big
scale production program in
Britain and filming has mainly
been maintained on a spasmodic
scale. .Warner Bros, filmed two
last year while Metro’s main effort

was its production of “Ivanhoe.”
Paramount had only one joint ef-

fort with the J. Arthur Rapk Or- •

ganization. RKO has done nothing
on its own* volition but financially

was interested In Walt Disney’s
live action “Robin Hood.”
There is now evidence that this

will be changed. After *his New
York visit, Sam Eckman, Jr., Me-
tro’s local topper, Indicated that
the British studios were contem-
plating five to seven pix in the
coming year. The first is already
under way and the second is being
lined up for summer production.
Robert S. Wolff, RKO’s boss in
London had confabs in N. Y. and
Hollywood, arid is expected to re-
veal an enlarged British film pro-
gram in the next few weeks. WB
is swinging back into activity late
this spring, teeing off with Robert
Louis Stevenson’s classic “The
Master Of Ballantrae,” a techni-
color opus with Errol Flynn as
probable star.

20th-Fox To Resume Production
2Qth-Fox, which quit British pro-

duction last year after it had filmed
“A House on the Square,” Tyrone
Power-Ann Blyth starrer, plans to
resume studio activity this summer. •

Two films are being readiedt One
is C. S. Forrester’s naval story,
“Single Handed.”

Halting of production by 20th-
Fox last year led to the closure of
Dcnharii Studios which has re-
mained' dark ever since.

In addition to the majors, a num-
ber of independents are also eye-
ing the local scene with a view to
embarking on British ventures. Jo-
sef Shaftel has. a program in
preparation and Milton Sperling is

giving the British studios the once-
over with a European property in
mind.
For the majors, there are three

good reasons why increased British
film activity ’ is * of extreme im-
portance. Firstly, they can look
forward to the Eady coin, which
adds something like 40% to the
distributors’ gross. Secondly, . an
increased program enables them to
reduce overhead, which may be-
come inflated with limited output.
In the third place, they feel

that evidence of greater activity,

coupled with' the using up of fro-
zen assets will help the American
side when Eric Johnston and his
associates come to London this

summer foi* negotiations on a new
Anglo-American monetary agree-
ment. For the indies, the main
draw, of course, is the extra Eady’
gravy.

SHAFTEL TEES OFF ON

FIRST TV PIX SERIES
London, April 8.

Lensing started here yesterday
(Mon.) on the -first three in a se-

ries of 30-minute TV films spon-
sored by Josef Shaftel in associa-

tion with a British syndicate. Se-
ries will have a Scotland Yard
background, scripts being versions
of real life cases. John Laurie has
been inked to star in the series.

Under the financial setup, the
series is being financed by the Brit-
ish partners in sterling with the
American and offering a Letter of
Credit based on dollar currency as
its contribution.

Shaftel has arranged American
distribution through Jules B. Weill
while his British associates retain
local rights, including theatrical
distribution. If the films are
booked as supporting features they
will, of course, qualify for the Eady
fund subsidy. Acting as production
associate to Shaftel on this .series

is Henry Tauber. A permanent
technical crew ha* been lined up.
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MayBoost lLS.-Franco FilmProduction
Paris, April l.

French “and Continental co-pro-

duction starring U.S. talent are

expected to get a hypo from the

new law exempting from taxation

the earnings of U.S. citizens re-

maining abroad 17 but of 18

months.
Although most worthwhile actors

Berlin Opera Dance Duo
To Tour TJ.S. This Fall

Berlin, April 1.

First German dance team to visit

the U. S, since the end of the last

war is slated to leave here this

hardly would be likely to expatri- »“ American tour of *t

If* nwtmcpivp* that lone out of a ^ast two months. Liselotte Koester

It I. felt here that Jacket Stahl, Of Berlin’s City

the first step Opera Co., will make a U. S. tour,

towards easing the tax bite for Jncluding stops ln about20 cities

those who can not make the same
J
n the

.,.
U" S" an<* Caftada. The

amount In dollars here that they ‘our w*'1 »e sP°“f?re^ % A'e*an-

mlght at home. This goes double der Parkson with the National Con-

for writers, directors and others cert -and Artists Corp.

on the production end. .
German cultural authorlties liere

Even If production Is cheaper as have put their weight behind the

a rule in Europe than in Holly- Project in the belief that It

wood, consideration must be taken ther cement ‘he cultural

of the fact that film-making here ties between the U. S. and Ger

is fraught with more difficulties.

This is because U.S. producers have

to get adjusted to local procedure.

But local producers agree that

native production .would get a big-

ger chance to break into the inter-

national market If getting the ben-

efit of known American names in-

stead of just locally known players.

One of the great drawbacks that

local product experiences in for-

eign sales is the lack of star names

that mean anything on the mar-

quee outside of their home country.

Also the Financial Hurdle

Another hurdle that stands in

many."
Koester and Stahl are regarded

here as Europe’s leading dance
team.

Emelco in Arg.

Does Folderoo
Buenos Aires, April 1.

Emelco, one of Argentina’s larg-

est and best equipped film studios,

the way of international and espe- has filed jts petition in bankruptcy
cially U.S. co-productions is the here after being shuttered for sev-

financial one. While the dollar ex- eral months, excepting for leasing

pense in the U.S. can be handled out to other outfits. This^ is the
by a Yank backer and francs second shuttering of a major stu-

drawn here against his N.Y. bank dio (San Miguel was the other)
guarantee, the problem involves this year, and is symptomatic of

the refunding of this guarantee the crisis in the industry here,

after the picture has been made. In its first four years of exist-

In addition, there is the export ence, Emelco paid 16% dividends
of necessary coin to pay for the on its common, but that was before
amount originally paid for in dol- the director and star fees soared
larg at home. Not only does this so high that they made produc-
mean that the rpte of exchange has tion unprofitable. Company owns
to be considered (if it goes too

fine studio buildings in the suburb
much against N. Y., It might entail 0f Martinez. This year, Emelco’s
ya big loss), but it also supposes that

j0ts have been under lease to Hugo
at the time the dollars are to be del Carril for shooting of “Aguas
remitted the continental author!- Turbias” and to Int'eramericana-
ties will permit the transfer. The Mapol for sequences of *“Deshon-
French Office des Changes, which ra .*» Originally this company was
is responsible here for such per- formed by German refugee broth-
mits, can not give a guarantee that ers> Kurt and Fred Loew for the
it will have dollars available at all production of advertising shorts,

times for transfers of this kind. Last year, Emelco produced few
Nor will it promise to give a per- pjx> an(j no successes.
mil for the transfer whenever it

becomes desirable.
Lumiton Studios also is in finan-

cial trouble, while government in-

spectors are probing the accounts
of Argentina Sono Film, seeking
olit alleged black market dealings

foreign coin earnings. San
1 GERMAN PLAY CLICKS

IN PARIS: 2D ONE NSG
9 shuttered, have been leased by
Paris, April 1. Electra, a new production unit, for

Two Germanic Imports, opening shooting of “Death in the Streets”

In Paris this week, were received from the book by local novelist

very differently. The first was the Manuel Galvez.

Erik Charell and Jurg Amstein

a
P
Marighy Theatre presentation in

|
Berlin Does Rave Over

French by Jean Boyer and Pierre

Destailles. It stars Suzy Delair

(Jenny Lamour). Although she is

a Paris fave, the production opened
inauspiciously

The other is the Viennese play

by Fritz Hochwalder, "On Earth
Like in Heaven,” adapted by .R

Revival- of ‘Boccaccio’

Berlin, April 1.

Berlin crix, slightly more reserv-

ed than local patrons, enthusias-
tically applauded the preem of

Boccaccio,” Viennese revival of a

directed, for an_i^?
enee e

here scored before a packed house.
production. It s^s ^r

.

a
,

" Including an assortment of clas-

t
C
?‘ sic Italian love-stories taken from

er
|n?n^r^

g
?n

y
i 7?n Boccaccio’s naughty “Decameron,

yield to the Spaniards In 175
, the yienna production was describ-

beautifully done and acted. There
ed with many superlatives. The

is a woman in the ®as!L°* ®0, most enthusiastic strains of first-
the play grips the audience from

. M writers d from „it was
start to finish. Advance sale is

n ^,nw i

snowballing.
a wow . . . ! It pearls and foams
like champagne” to “the City
Opera need not worry about its

boxoffice on this job
The reviewers freely admitted

Crix Pick Miss Corona
Top Mexican Actress that the fans soaked it up. Even

Mexico City, April 1.
^e lone slightly sour critic had to

,, , .. ... admit that it drew from the open-
The three toppers or the Mex- ing_nlght audience ..much applause,

loan stage in 1951 were Isabella
encores, and many, many

Corona, actress; Jose de J. Aceves, -

producer, and Rodolfo Usigli, play-
wright, according to the vote of
the theatre crix. Miss Corona was
selected by acclamation. There was
one vote against Aceves and three
against Usigli.

Winners will be awarded tro-

curtains.”
“Boccaccio” stars Switzerland’s

Erich Arnold alongside a fine

array of Viennese singing and
dancing talent. It is directed by
Adolf Rott, to whom the umpires
tendered the palm for the produc
lion’s artful Viennese re-creation

phies at a special function April 12 of the air and spirit of Renaissance
in ine reatro Colon, newest the- Florence. Composer Franz von
atre here All won their awards Suppe also was accorded generous
for Vsigh's “El Nino,” “The Boy praise.

Cloud,” a heavy drama. “Boccaccio” concludes several
°l<

u
ia

*.

ls Mexico’s top tra- months of doldrums during which
fiime

n(
’ a so °^en Plays in no good operettas have bden pre-mms

* sented.

Wants Vi. Films Banned
Dublin, April 8.

Dollar-saving, biggest Current

problem of the Irish government,
produced a suggestion in 1 1* i s h
Senate from Senator P. F. O’Reilly

that the importation of American
films into Ireland should be
banned. His idea found little favor
and was not further discussed by
the senators.

Dollar payments for films ex-

hibited in Ireland come out of a

joint pool in Britain, all remit-
tances being sent to London offices

of distributors. Hence, no direct

dealings in dollars arise from film
imports.

Jooss Ballet Again. Tours

Europe; Makes Imprint

In Yisit to Switzerland
Zurich, April 1.

The Kurt Jooss Ballet, having
been banned by the Third Reich,
spent 14 years abroad, toUring Eng-
land, the U. S., Chile, Holland, Bel-
gium and Switzerland. In- 1949,
Jooss decided to return to Ger-
many to rebuild and reorganize the
Folkwang Dance .Theatre at Essen,
where his first postwar perform-
ance on German soil took place last

summer. Now he’s touring again.
Troupe stars Ulla Soederbaum,

Hans Zuelllg, Roger George, Noelle
de Mosa and Rolf Alexander 'and
features Walter Kuhn, Beatrijs
Vitringa, Wiga Schade, Alfonso
Unanue, Kurt Paudler, Lydia
Daniel, George Frosher^ Rjranziska
Tona, Michelle NadaD anci Joan
Turner. It appeared at the Corso
Theatre here March 27 and 28.

This Swiss tour, . starting in

Zurich and skedded- for several
•ther Swiss cities, is the troupe’s
first here In years. They chose a
mixed program of repertory • and
new ballets by Jooss and Hans
Zuelllg, with most of the male
leads danced by the latter.^ Way
on top of the list is still Jooss’
famous ballet drama, “The Green
Table,” which was awarded the
first prize at the International
Dance Festival in 1932. It shows,
choreographically; how wars are
made by diplomats at the “green
table” who only do the talking
whereas, in the meantime, men go
to war and are killed, leaving
their kin behind in misery and
want.
Of the remaining six ballets pre-

sented in two performances here,
most impressive are “Big City
1926” (the only one done on both
nights) and Colombinade,” Former
is the story of a poor girl in love
with a young worker, but who Is

seduced by' a rich dandy and goes
away with him Into the wild night
life of the big city. When she is

fed up and wants to return to her
first love, it is too late; she has lost
him forever. “Colombinade” has
no story line. Contrary to some of
the more symbolic and tragic Jooss
ballets, it shows the gaiety and joy
of living during carnival time. Ex-
cellently performed and full of
light-hearted charm, this is one of
the most enjoyable of the ballets
shown.

“Dithyrambus,” one of Jooss’
latest creations, set to Handel mu-
sic, fails to convince. Done in
pseudo Greek style, it is little more
than a pretext for a number of
solos, pas de deux and ensembles
which, however, are taken advan-
tage of in grand style, technically
as well as artistically.

“Phantasy,” inspired by music
of Schubert; “Le Bosquet,” with
Rameau music; and “Ball jn Old
Vienna,” using the waltzes of
Josef Lanner as musical back-
ground, are all standard, although
equally well performed. ' “Old
Vienna” stands out by its ironic
undertone, distinguishing it from
the usual “sweet and lovely” Vien-
nese ballets. Mezo.

At 2d Inti Jazz Festival in Paris

Col Takes Over Control

Of Its Danish Branch
Copenhagen^ April 1.

Three years ago . the • Danish
branch of Coluinbia Pictures was
taken over by Preben Philipsen,

independent him distributor and
head of Constantin Films, but this

month it returned to direct Col-
umbia operation. Personnel of the
branch was kept intact and Hans
Malmstrom continues as manager
while being run on guarantee and
percentage deal.

There were some difficulties with
the Danish valuta commission over
the renewal of the contract and
therefore Columbia and Philipsen
decided to return to the old setup.
Malmstrom, who has been * with
Columbia since 1938, continues as
manager. Some of the 1951 prod-
uctions, not yet rele^ed here, how-
ever, will be bro’ out by Con-
stantin Films.

BBC's TV Show

‘Othello’ Scores in Lisbon
Lisbon, April 1.

Metropolitan tenor Ramon Vinay
scored in “Othello” at the San
Carlos Opera House here. The two
performances he gave/ Vere sold
out a week in advance.
Duarte de FiguCjftedo, manager

of the San Carlos-"Theatre, is suc-
cessfully putting, this century-old
opera house back on its feet via
offering international type of en-
tertainment. He plans to book a
larger percentage of American and
other foreign singers next season.
The Sadler’s Wells Ballet Co.,
headed by Margot Fonteyn and
Rassine, will appear at the house
April 15-25. Then it will give six
performances in Oporto.

London, April 1.
*

“Current Release,” the TV fort-
nightly program boosting upcoming
filth product, which was launched
at the start of the year on a trial

basis, is to continue Indefinitely.

The British Broadcasting Corp. is

pleased with, the- results,' and the
program has proved popular with
viewers.
With the exception of Para-

mount, all the major companies are
cooperating in the feature and of-

fering extracts of their pix for
inclusion in the program. In the
early days, three companies were
kept off the program by copyright
and contract difficulties. Two of
them, Warner Bros, and Metro, it

is understood, now are a£le to sub-
mit their product, Paramount hopes
to get legal clearance at an early
date.

Launching of “Current Release”
represented the one major success
of the British Motion Picture In-
dustries’ “Better Business” com-
mittee. The preliminary talks ex-
tended over 18 months and several
pilot scripts were prepped before
a basis of cooperation was achieved.
Now, in the words of a BBC offi-

cial, cooperation between the cor-
poration and the film industry has
never been on a healthier footing.

NEW TV STATIONS

.

PREEMING IN BRAZIL
Rio de Janeiro, April 1.

Three- new TV stations are ex-
pected to start operations here
soon, making a total of six televi-

sion outlets in Brazil. The Emis-
soras Unidas network, of Sao
Paulo, plans to get its outlet in
work by end of April. The govern-
mentrowned Roquette Pinto Broad-
casting Co. will get under wa^
within the next few months, While
a third new station will operate
at Belo Horizonte. Last-named is

part of the Assis Chateaubriand’s
network which already runs two
TV stations, one here and another
in Sao Paulo. Radio Sociedade of
Sao Paulo is the third station

o
al-

ready operating.
Two other TV licenses have been

granted; to Radio Maua of Rio de
Janeiro and Jornal do Comercio
of Recife. Latter is aif indie, while5

!

Kadi Maua is government-owned.
Seven TV channels have been made
available here, six in* Sao Pablo
and one each in the* other 20
Brazilian states. Most advertisers
restrict themselves to short com-
mercials.

Yaude Acts Gotta Pay
If They Play in Brit.

London, April* 1.

American vaude acts playing
Britain in the future will have to
pay $11 for a six-month subscrip-
tion to the Variety Artists’ Federa-
tion. Extensions granted after the
expiration of 26 weeks will entail
a further $11' payment.

This decision was taken by the
VAF at its annual meeting. It is

in line with the general union
policy on union dues by foreign
artists.

“* GENE MOSKOWITZ
Paris, April l

Th« Second International
Festival' utarted March 29 with a
jaw concert at the, lhassive Sail#
Pleycl auditorium. The full house
attested ia the big. Gallic jazz fol!
lowing which the Ministry of In-
dustry was trying to tap in under-
writing the fest. The jazz fete will
run for nine days, until April 6th.
Coincident with the jazz concerts
of selected international artists
there are .also side .industrial and
commercial exhibits showing new
disks, instruments, recorders and
all the jazx publications which
have grown considerably here
since ..the war.
There is also an art exhibit in-

spired by jazz which includes con-
tribs by stateside . artist Testor
with three canvases dedicated to
old New Orleans style greats, and
color photos by Robert Parent, of
N. Y., featuring the top jazz
names. There is also an amateur
jazz tournament with prizes con-
tributed by the leading music
houses and Coca-Cola. The tourist
biz houses are also in on the deal
with specially conducted Paris-by-
night tours of the assembled fans.
Tour allows visits to three niteries
for a flat 1500 francs ($5).

This year the* organization is

much better than the last fiasco

and the two featured styles, New
Orleans and bebop, ate being kept
apart for special ^concerts. Dizzy
Gillespie is the - top bop draw and
rep, with Sidney Bfechet, long a
Paris resident and. fave, doing the
honors for the New Orleans way.

First concert opened (29) to a
full stomping, spirited crowd,
mostly the young jive set and the

hep, appreciative oldsters. First

part of show featured a Spanish
band, the Cuarteto de Be Bop; a

French band, the All Stars Fran-
cais; an English outfit, Ronnie
Scott and His All Stars; and a

Franco-American combo, Nelson
Williams and th« Art ~£immons
Trio. The European element
showed themselves to be predomi-
nently imitative of stateside disks

and thin in power, color and. im-

provisation with a good soloist

standing out here and there. Best

sounding among, them was the

Ronnie Scott All Star with meat-
ier rhythms and solos.'

• Noisy Crowd
Crowd was noisy and forward,

hungry for good music and razzed

mediocrity and mitted, the good.

Then came the Dizzy Gillespie out-

fit which he recruited here. On
tenor sax was American Don Byas;

Hubert F'ol, alto sax; Bill Tamper,
trombone; Raymond Fol, piano;

Pierre Michelot, bass, and Pierre

Lemarchand, drums. Though the

outfit was' still hot completely
smooth, the Gillespie horning,

showmanship, hep clownery and
warbling were big time. His good
humor, fractured French and
brilliant trumpeting had the crowd
all the way.

The second night (30) had the

Italian element repped by Nun-
zio Rotondo and the Colltette De
Hot Club De Rome. They were
competent but ordinary with no
top players. Ronnie Scott All

Stars definitely, proved their top

playing over the other smaller

outfits. Bernard Peiffer Trio sup-

plied somq hne rhythming. Peiffer

is one of the top. Gallic keyboard
men and a fave here,

Aime Barelii, one of the lead-

ing commercial outfits here, fin-

Ushed the first half of the show.

[This led to some incidents with

^vociferous youngsters hooting the

commercial arrangements. Hoot-

ing finally led to some expulsions

by the ever-present gendarmes.
Second half again brought on the

crowd-pleasing Gillespie for re-

peat sock results. However, one

flaw was the complete repetition

of the first show which gave what

was spontaneous a stale air. Gil-

lespie should have realized that

a good part of the second night

crowd would be the same as the

first. Gillespie pulled some good

showmanship in doing a couple of

numbers with the Aime Barelii

orch and making a big show of

Franco - American amity. The

crowd liked it.

April 3rd will have a special

night devoted to film jazz shorts.

(Continued on page 18)





INTERNATIONAL

London, April 0.

Discussions held in London dur-

ing the past week on a revision of

the Anglo-Italian film agreement
may result in more favorable con-

ditions for the export of British

product to this Continental market.
Tentative agreement has been
reached dealing with financial as-

pects for exchange product which
will need ratification of the Italian

government.
Under the original scheme . an

arrangement was made ‘whereby
the dubbing tax of 2,500,000 lire

(approximately $4,000) could be
waived for each Italian film dis-

tributed in Britain'. Last year 23
British pix were shipped to Rome
and nine Italian films were shown
in London, Although the market
for Italian product is expanding
gradually, distribs are still finding

it an uphill struggle. Ther dubbing
tax was paid to the Italian govern-
ment and gave no practical help to
them.

*

Italian producers and distribu-

tors are therefore proposing that
instead of the"payment of a tax in
lire, a sum- in sterling should be
deposited with them in .respect to

all British films, sent to Italy. This
would be a virtual subsidy for the
Italians and enable them to -be

more expansive in the handling
and distribution of Italian pix in
Britain.

The amount proposed in sterling
is far below the dubbing tax and
the idea has been favorably

1

re-
ceived by British producers. Italy

is regarded as a good market with
a potential earning capacity up to

$120,000 per picture. There are
no restrictions on the transference
of earnings from lire to sterling,
although Hollywood distributors
have part of their revenue iced.

\

Despite Lent, Pix, HCL,

Mex City Legit Perks;

'Merry Widow’ Standout
Mexico, City, April 1.

Despite, heavy competition from
pix‘j soaring living, costs, and Lent,
the' legit theatre here ;

is doing sur-
prisingly well. The stage is .sup-
ported by four theatres regularly.

Historic Teatro Arbeu is doing*
"The Merry* Widow/’ ‘ first of a
series of Viennese operettas

,
twice-

a nighf. Produced in Spanish by
Miguel de Grandy, it has a $1.38
top. Teatro Ideal, exclusive com-
edy house, is continuing with stock
headed by Isabela Blanch, „vet
comedienne, with a top of $1,15.
Dramatic stock is being offered

successfully by a company pf the
National Actors Union, directed by
Luis G. Basurto at the Teatro
Colon, former cinema house. ‘ It
has a 92c top. Charles Rooner. is

producing Christopher Fry!s “The
Lady's Not for Burning” in Span-
ish at the intimate Sala Moliere.

Besides these houses, art plays
are frequently presented at the Pal-
ace of Fine Arts (National Thea-
tre) with $1.15 top. Exhibitors are
watching this legit upswing with
some alarm.

TV BOW DRAWS SPOTTY

REACTION FROM SCOTS

« ip...«| i I i

Edinburgh Film Fete

Slated for Aug. 17-Sept. 7
.. London, April 1.

Sixth International Edinburgh
Film Festival will be held' Aug. 17-

Sept. . 7» -Though no prizes or
trophies are offered, a certificate

is awarded all films selected for
screening at the festival.

Since 1947 the event has been
held annually in association with
the International Festival of Mu-
sic and Drama. Screenings will

place special emphasis upon scien-
tific, educational and children’s
films.

New Film Season

Looms Big in Arg.
Buenos Aires, April 1.

With the ne/v picture season
started last week, both exhibitors
and distributors anticipate better
grosses, although biz has dropped
below average during the past
summer. Cooler weather and some
rain, latter bringing relief to the
parched-country which has suffered
since early last fall, are expected
to bring much - better weekend
crowds.

Experience over the last 75 days
indicates that Argentine film pa-
trons do not go for war-theme pic-
tures. This was particularly point-
ed up by the small biz done by
"Battleground” (M-G). While disk
sales for Frank Sinatra are good
here,, but not up to Bing Crosby,
his films fail to draw well.

j

Cinemas suffered during the tor-

j

rid weather because of high cost
of living, the heat, which sent
thousands to the outdoors, and the
lesSer quality of product. While it

is natural hot to bring out the best
films during .the -off-season summer
period, patrons obviously were dis-

appointed with some fare unloaded
by disjribs,. especially after having
to see 'old jreissue? for two years,
because film imports from the U.S:
were banned.

However, no fault could be
-found with "Father of Bride”
(M-G), which- was the top summer
grosser. It did $89,125 in the 10-

week first-run engagement., It
probably would have gone higher
if released earlier, last’ year. "Ham-
let” (U) was just behind with $83,

*

950 in a first-run date of eight
weeks.

Other top grossers included
"Born Yesterday” (Col), seven
weeks; . "Male War Bride” (20th),.
three weeks; "The Window”
(RKO), 11 weeks and still running..

London Film Notes
London, April 1.

Warwick Ward trying to per-

suade Donald Wolfit to play lead
in ABPC’s new pic, "Uncle Willie

and the Bicycle Shop” . . . Lucie
Mannheim, wife of Marius Goring,
latest to he added to the cast of

Glasgow, April 1.

British Broadcasting Corp. has
preemed its TV service in Scotland
with routine ceremonies in Edin-
burgh. Transmission, from the new
Scot station at Kirk o’ Shotts, Lan-
arkshire, was reported seen in Bel-
fast, 117 miles away. However,
first-class reception 'was recorded
only within a 30-mile radius.

Initial Scot reaction varies from
boring to not so bad. Canny Scots
are holding off buying TV licenses
until they make up their minds.
Film theatre trade was not
changed, excepting in some wealth-
ier neighborhoods.

First program included a British
comic, George Moon, and actor-
comedian Alastair Sim.

Mex Biopic on Nun
Mexico City, April 1.

tien. Juan F. Azcarate, ex-diplo-
mat, ex-commander of the Mexi-
can army air force and now a
newsreel producer, is making a
biopic of Juana Ines de la Crui;,
Rlexican nun of the 16th century,

stiir

aria A ba
’ S l;)anish actress, will

Raymond Stross’s film, "Man Who
Watched the Trains Go By,” which
already has Claude Rains, Marta
Toren, Simone Simon and Goring
as stars . . . William Gell, head of
Monarch Productions, to film
Stanley Houghton’s classic, "Hin-
dle Wakes,” which will be directed
by Arthur Crabtree when it goes
into production . . . Ivan Foxwell
to do pic for ABPC titled, "Line
on Ginger,” based on novel of
same name, with Richard Todd
likely in stellar role.

Geoffrey Household’s new book
"A Rough Shoot” has been ac-
quired by Raymond Stress for a
film to be made in August in asso-
ciation with UA. Expects to bring
over Joel McCrca and Evelyn
Keyes from Hollywood to star . . .

After lengthy illness, Basil Rad-
ford returns to pictures to star in
the new John Blakely comedy
which starts shooting in Manches-
ter in April . . . Frances Rowe,
who scored a hit some four sea-
sons - ago on Broadway with
Maurice Evans in Bernard Shaw’s
“Man and Superman,” makes her
Him debut as the lead in “Miss
Robin Hood,” a film sponsored by
Group Three. Donald Wilson is

I producing.

Row Over Music in Pix

Ended Quickly by Mex
Mexico City, April 1.

Exhibitors and the song writers

division of the Mexican Society of

Authors, Composers and Publishers

of Music are at peace, and sooner
than generally expected. Agree-
ment was reached early in the 30-

day Truce period arranged by the
Ministry of the Interior which in-

tervened in the "war” which pro-
voked the exhibitors into closing

all the 115 operating cinemas here
March 11. This was in protest

against the tunesmiths causing the
arrest of exhibitors for nonpayment
of royalties on tunes and songs In

.

pix they exhibited.
Agreement was based on the so-

ciety’s acceptance of a flat pay of

$690 per film. Detail of just" who
would pay that amount was cleared
up by Manuel Espinosa Iglesias,

chain operator, arrested for non-
poyment of royalties on two pix
used in his first-run cinemas here.'

He said the producers had agreed
to make the payment and to de-
liver all Mexican films for exhibi-
tion without that added cost. Tune-
smiths waived their demand that
payment of royalties on two pix
claimed $1,150,000 for royalties
over the past four years.

Shows Abroad

.

LONDON
(Week 'ending April 12)

(Figures indicate week* of -.run}' ^

"And to to Bod," Strand (2S).
"Hot Your Uf#" Hippodrome X7).
"Blue tor Boy/' Her Majeaty'a <71}.
"Call Mo Mad*mo," CoUaaeum (4).
"Doe? Blue to*," Ducheu (5).
"Excitement," Caelno (5).

"Figure of Fun," Aldwych (25).
"Gay** the Word," Saville (60).
"Hollow," Ambassadors (45).
"Knights of Madnoss," Vic Palace (lOU).
"Uttl# Hut," Lyric (79).
"Leva of 4. Colonois," Windham (47).
"Lyric Revu*," Globe (28).
"Much Ado Nothing," (13).
"Navy at Soa/^-Comeay (6).
"Nightmare Abbey." Westminster (©.
"Panny Plain," St. Martin (41).
*"R#d Letter Day," Garrick (7).
"Relative Valdes," Savoy (18).
"Reluctant Hgroos," Whitehall (9l).
"tamo Sky," Duke of York's (3).
"Seagulls Over Sorrento," Apollo. (92).
"South Pacific," Drury, Lane, (23).
"Waters of. Moon," Haymarket (S3).
"Whit* Sheep Family,". .Piccadilly CKO.
"Winter Journey," St. James'* (2).
"Women of Twilight," VaudeyilM (25).
"Young Klliaboth," New (2).
"Zip Goes a Million," Palace (25). ' i

(CLOSED LAST WEEK)
"King Lear," Old Vic (5).

*

"Stateley Homes,’" Embassy CO.
"Third Parson/' Criterion (13).

(OPENING THIS WEEK)
(Figures denote preem dates)

^"Othello/' Old Vic (7).
"Vortex," Criterion (9).
"Paris to Piccadilly/' Prince W*le* (12).
"London Laughs," Adelphi (12L

austAAiia
(Week ending April 4) •

"Brlgadoon," Royal,. Sydney.
"Peep Show," Tivoli, Sydney. .

"Kiss Mo, Kate," Majesty's, Melbourne.
"King Lear," Comedy, Melbourne,
"To. Dorothy, • Son," Tivoli, Melbourne.
"Merchant of . Venice," Royal, Adelaide.
"Naughtlcal Nudes/' Royal, Brisbane.

TAMS
(Week ending,’ March 29)

"Afgar," Moonceau.
"Belle Rombiefe"-"bebarras," Oeuvre.
"Caprices de Vlchnou," ^Etolle.

.

"Ce Solr a 2amarkand/' Renaissance.
"Chanteur de Mexico," Chatelet.
"Congres de Clermont," Potlniere.'
"Cuisine des Anges," Ambadsadcurs.
"Don d'Adele," Wacram.
"Double Blanc,"- Bouffes.
"Herltlere," Mkthurins.
"J* I'Aimals. Trap," St. Georges.
"Jesus la Calllo," Gramonf/
"J'y Suls i'y. Rests," Gymnase.
"La Ftullle de'VIgne," Madeleine.
"La LIberte Dlmanche." Hebertot.
"Liaisons Dangereuses/' Gaston Baty.
"Lorsque I'Enfant Paralt," Nouveautes.
"Main da Cesar," Theatre de Paris.
"MangerqnbitsT" Gaite Montparnasse.
"Mar* aux Canards," Varjetes.
"Mon Marl at Tel," Capucines.
"Moulin de la Galatte," Michodlere.
"Notre Dame H*Vt," Vieux ColOmbier.
"Occvpe Minimum," Palais Royal.
"Ombre Cher*," Edouard VH.
"Payvr* Monsieur Dupont," Amblgu.
P*y* du Sourlrl*/' Gaite Lyxique.
Prefer*," Rochefort.

"Profaneteur," Antoine.
"Quarant* at Quatr*/' Michel.
"Revue Libertine/' Casino d« Paris.
Sur Terr* Comm* del," Athene*.

"Tarfemplon," Fontaine.
"Tet* des Autre*/' Atelier. «
''J/®l* Mousquetalres," Porte St. Mart,
".Vais* Toreadors," Comedie C-E.
"Veuve Joyeuse," Mogador. 1

Vral* Foil*," FoUeg Bcrgere.

STOCKHOLM;
... .

(Week ending March 22)
"Antony and Cleeipatra," Royal.
"Cafe Lunchrasten," Intimate.
"Kiss Me, Kate," Oscar's.
"Love of Four Colonels," New.
"Patty," ("Moon Is Blue*0,.Alle.
"Reigen/t Boulevard.'

«f.?.y
rp

?
s*er'/ ,

(smal$> stage).
"Who Is Sylvia?" Vasa.

'

glasg^;
;

.._ (Week ending April 312)
"Cupid and Psyche," King's. Glasgow.
"Flouers o' Edinburgh," Citizens. Glas.
Importance Earnest," Alhambra. Glas.

BUENOS AIRES
(Week ending March 22)

"Darling Burglar," Grand Splendid.
"Don Guzman the Good," Liceo.
"Eyes Full of Love," Versailles.
"Lost Face," Buenos Aires.
".-’eh in My Life," Smr.ri.
"Tesrs Also Dry," Ateneo.
3 Cries Over Sea," Politeama.

'VARIlYY'i' LONDON OF'Flei
9 it. Martin’s Pl«c*> Trafalgar Jhtwira

German Ballet Set For

4 Weeks in Mex City

Mexico City, April 1.

The Haller German Ballet, noy^
in Lisbon, has been inked by Felix.

Alarcon for a four-week date here
with options. It will appear at the
Teatrtf Margo, * local vaude-revpe
theatre, doubling in at the El Pa-
tio hitery.

.

Opening date for the troupe of
14 femmes and six men has not
been decided.

Arg. TV Makes

Slow Progress
- Buenos Aires, April 1.

Although TV programs were in-

augurated officially here ih Oc-
tober, *51, and for commercial pur-
poses a few mohths later,- backer*
of the new media " are very ' dis-

appointed with progress. Tele ha*
failed to produce any advertising,
revenue, while costing

,
a terrific

amount of money to operate. The
only break they have received ia

in getting talent for almost noth-
ing, the. government, which con-
trols -all entertainment matters,
permitting the industry to get tal-

ent ’ service* cuffo .thus far.'

Trade is watching to see ^ho
will become leader in the TY-r.adio
biz since the death of Jaime. Yank-
elevich, operator of Radio Bel-
grand, which set up the first Argen-
tine, tele transmitter. Thus far, suc-
cessor looks to 'be Pablo O. Valle,
his nephew, who worked for nearly
30 years in Argentine radio.

Latest plan to make video pay,
or at least distribute its heavy cost
among all ' broadcasters, ’is to
permit each big networkTp operate
a TV transmitter a certain numbed
of hours daily. This would force
the various nets to break the cost
of putting- on tele programs, insure
greater variety of shows and permit
all of them to learn something
about TV production. The main
objective, of course, would be to
force advertisers to pay for video
time, something they have held
out against thus far. They fight
against paying for TV shows by
saying the tele programs are too
poor in quality.

London, April 1.

I First pictyres completed by
Group Three, The production unit
sponsored by the National Film
Finance Corp., and financed with
government coin from the film
bank, it is understood are running
into booking difficulties. Trio of
film finished some weeks back and
trade shown

,
niore than a month

ago so far have failed-to get circuit
releases.

Associated British was reported
prepared to take-the films: but was
only willing to offer second feature
billing. This was rejected by As-
sociated British Film Distributors,
which is handling the Group Three
output. It insisted , on top billing,
although it may be ready to com-
promise on a co-feature basis.

The two circuits controlled by
the J. Arthur Rank organization,
the Odeon and Gaumont British,
are reported to have given a direct
thumbs down to the first films,

and are unlikely to continue nego-
tiations.

The Croup Three product is

strictly in the modest budget cate-

gory. The company was founded
mainly to give opportunities and
encouragement to new technical
talent. Average cost is between
$80,000 to $130,000, and with that
capital outlay, could not recoup
negative costs on a second feature
basis domestically.

The local industry is watching
the situation with keen Interest be-

cause of' the government's stake in

financing the program. If nego-
tiations', which are still in progress,

do not yield a more satisfactory

outcome, it is likely the pix will

be submitted to the Board of

Trade Selection Pailel which has
statutory powers to order a cir-

cuit release.

Gallic Hcpsters
Continue* from page 1« j

EDINBURGH ’51 FEST HIT

BIGGEST DEFICIT, 119G
Edinburgh, April 1.

Expenses incurred in bringing
over the N. Y. Philharmonic' Sym-
phony and the Yugoslav Ballet to
last year’s International Festival
here caused the Edinburgh Fes-
tival Society to have its biggest
deficit, $119,000, since this cultural
arts junket was launched.

Loss would have been greater
but for a contribution of $45,000
from the Arts Council of Great
Britain and increased financial
support from private donors. Fes-
tival exchequer now stands at
$}50,000. Engagement of the Phil-
harmonic Symphony Orch cost over
$150,000.

At the last Festival both' drama
and ballet were run at a loss, total
deficit here being $18,000. -But sol-
diers, sailors and airmen who took
pari in a spectacular military tat-
too brought in no less than $45,000.
At the 1952 Festival opening

here in August, nearly 30 ambas-
sadors of nations throughout the
world will be present for the open-
ing. The Royal Philharmonic Or-
chestra, under Sir Thomas
Beecham, will open the Festival.

New Novello Musical
Planned for Next Year

Manchester, April 1.

Plans are going ahead for a new
musical plan composed of music
written by the late Ivor Novello.
It is set to open here in 1053.
The play will feature stars as-

sociated with Novello productions,
including Zena Dare, Olive Gil-
bert. It is being pieced together
from unpublished scores and libret-
tos of the late actor-composer. Tom
Arnold will tour the musical prior
to a London opening.

Featured will' be Don Byas. and
Roy Eldridge in "Around A Trum-
pet,” Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan
and Bessie Smith in “The St.

Louis Blues,” "Salute To Duke El*

lington,” and the brilliant Gjon
Mill ’pic jam session with Illinois

Jacquet "Jammin’ The Blues.”

April 5th will see the finals of

the amateur tournament to be held,

at the Cite Universitaire. Wind-
up will be April 6th with two con-

certs to follow each other at the

J Salle Pleyel, First will be the

New Orleans^ night featuring Sid-

ney Bechet .and his leading dis-

ciple, Claude Luter and orch. Sec-

ond concert Is the Norman Grans
Jazz Concert .starring Ella Fitz-

.
gerald, Roy Eldridge, Lester

Young, Filp Philips, Hank Jones,

Oscar Peterson, Irving Ashby and
Roy, Brown.. .. Tickets are already

at a premium for the windup.

Jazz, which was one of the

babies of a select intellectual sect

(Le Hot Club De France) before

the war, has gotten a big popular
impetus here. Record shops have
mushroomed and 12 record com-
panies here turn out from 30 to

500 jazz records a month. Spe-
cialized niteries featuring known
jazz musicians get a big play here.

Le Sieux Columbier featuring Sid-

ney Bechet is usually packed. Don
Byas and "Fats” Edwards get good
crowds at L’Harlequin.

The younger set are actively in-

terested in the music and per-

sonalities apd the welcome mat is

out for stateside names. Many
American players have stayed on
here and a look-see shows such
long time stayees as instrumental-
ists Dob Byas, Sidney Bechet, Bill

Coleman; Art Simmons, Nelson
Williams, Mezz Mezzrow (whose re-

cent book is a best seller here),

Ernie Royal; warblers Inez Cavan-
augh with her own club, Quentin
Foster, Jimmy "Lover Man” Davis,

“Fats-” Edwards, and the recently
gone home Honey Johnson and
Eartha Kitt.

Small Scot Town Votes Snn. Pix
Whithorn, Scotland, April 1.

By 240 votes to 158, residents in

this small South Scotland town
voted in favor of Sunday cinemas.
Whithorn is Scotland’s oldest

royal burgh and is known, as the
"cradle of Christianity in Scot-
land.” Result of public plebiscite

came as a surprise.
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this editorial telling why

the alert showman .can

make this “the outstanding

engagement of his

movie season.”

the boxoffice results of'

the World Premiere

Engagement which

STARTS TODAY,

CAPITOL THEATRE,

NEW YORK CITY..*

v

- i

Here is a picture with a top potential that must be
realized by showmanship ability and ingenuity of the

theatremen who book it* On its own, it will do a great

business, benefiting from strong word-of-mouth praise*

But, intelligently sold in the community, there is no
telling how tremendous the box-office results may be*

c Built around a theme that
t
is constantly front page

news and the topic of conversation wherever you go;

enacted by one of the finest casts ever assembled, plus

the direction of a master craftsman like Leo MdCarey,
the showman can pull out all the stops and make "My
Son John" the outstanding engagement of his movie
season*

It is mighty rare that we develop the urge to look
at a picture a second time, but since viewing this one
we are eagerly awaiting the opportunity of seeing it

again*

The theatreman need do no exaggerating when he
builds a campaign around "My Son John." There is no
advance praise that could be too enthusiastic in promis-

ing grand entertainment* It is a truly great picture and
one in which the entire industry should take great pride*

CHICK LEWIS
Showmen’s Trade Review

I 1 us? 1 ‘-.-l

•> J.h -
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Tax Formula to Lighten B.O. Load
London, April 1.

Since the rejection of, the indus-

try’s new tax formula, which aimed
at the introduction of the Ameri-
can percentage system in calculat-

ing ' admission tax, -exhibitors

throughout the country have been
submitting alternative -schemes to

the Treasuary, all of which aimed
at providing additional relief for

small theatre operators.

The proposals so far submitted
are similar in principle, but vary
in detail. For example, theatre

owners in one area advocated that

the first $168 should be exempt
from admission taxation and the

duty should be calculated on re-

ceipts above this figure. In another
district, exhibs felt that the first

$280 should be free of tax.

The original industry plan . ad-
vocated tax free admission up to

and including 14c., while duty on
admissions in higher brackets
would be 'calculated by deducting
8c. from the gross and Imposing a
50% tax on the balance. This was
turned down in last month's budget
because it would have left exhibi-
tors with an additional $3,000 and
would have involved higher earn-
ings by American distribs, with a
consequent drain on dollar re-

serves.
Although the Chancellor is pre-

pared to consider a new basis of

taxation, his budget statement
made it clear that he could not
contemplate any additional relief

for the trade. The two-way affect

on the treasury could not be con-
templated under present circum-
stances.

Bulgaria Must Pattern

Pix After Red Setup
Sofia, Bulgaria, March 25. .

Bulgaria, trying to build up. its

film production industry, must take
the Soviet industry as its model
and see that a strong brand of
Marxist philosophy is included in
the product,, declares an officially

inspired editorial in “Rabatniche-
sko Delo” here. Editorial also dis-
closes that there are now 1,045
film theatres in the country com-
pared with 213 ,in 1944.
“Our film workers,” editorial

says in part, “have been assisted
and inspired by the Soviet film
masters whose fijms are the pattern
for the Bulgarian movie workers.
But much still has to be done to
improve our methods of work. Film
producers must depict the success
achieved by the farmers, the heroic
efforts of the Bulgarian people,
and the heroic struggle of the
workers against fascism. “One of
the main problems concerns the
writing of scenarios. The Scenario
Committee is responsible because
it does not properly assist the
authors. It is evident that without
a drastic change in the work of the
Scenario Committee, the problem
will not be solved properly.”

Japanese Radio Revives

Beaming Shows to XJ.S-
• Tokyo, April 1.

Broadcasting Corp. of Japan, re-
cently reorganized into a semi-
governmental “public service” cor-
poration, has resumed its interna-
tional broadcasting service halted
by the Occupation order immedi-
ately after the Nipponese surren-
der. Web, which had its 20-year
monopoly of Japanese airwaves
broken last year when the govern-
ment authorized the nation’s first

commercial radio, has started
broadcasts beamed to the U.S.

Other one-hour daily programs
are beamed to North China, Cen-
tral China, the Philippines and In-
donesia. The' net broadcasts 90
minutes daily to India.

Pascal Wants Bergman
For Lead in ‘Candida

9

Rome, April X.

Gabriel Pascal due here this

week to discuss the production of
George Bernard Shaw’s “Candida,”
with Ingrid Bergman sought for
the name role. Miss Bergman says
that she is interested in resuming
her career soon after the birth of
her child probably this summer.
Bergman and Pascal, who have
been friends for many years, have
discussed the possibility of making
“Candida” for several years.

Robert Donat, Robert Newton
and Paul Scofield are possibilities
for. the. other main roles, but no
deals fiave been set. Pascal, would
direct as well as produce. Robert
Goelet, Jr., has been signed as Pas-
cal’s assistant.

Austrian Feijime Played

In Commie Pic, So She

Has to Plug Soviet Gas
I

Vienna, April 1.

Marianne Schonauer, Austrian

film player who recently played

leads in several Soviet-made pro-

ductions at local Russ-operated

Rosenhugel studios, came in for
raps from the western press when
she helped in the promotion/ of a
new gas station operated by Rus-
sian oil monopoly. It is on the
property of the studio in Vienna’s
Soviet sector.

The situation reflects the dilem-
ma some players find themselves
Jn here when they choose to take
roles with Soviet-operated pip or
radio, outfits. Once they are in the
act, although parts they play, may
he entirely harmless politically,

they are gradually pressured into
more and more pro-Red activities
on both cultural and commercial
side. -In this case- resentment was
especially marked because of the
Austrian feeling over the fact that
the Kremlin operated “Orop” oil
monopoly has seized this country's
Oil wells and denies the Austrian
state any income from the prop-
erties. '

• \ ' •*

Miss Schonauer posed for pix at
the gqs station preem and .pumped
gas into the first customer’s cars.
Ads said: “If you want to talk with
Marianne Schonauer buy your gas
from Grop-Rosenhugel.”

Old Vic Sets ‘Athens’

For Season Windup
• London, April 1.

Current Old Vic season will wind
with the presentation of “Timon of
Athens” which opens May 28.
Name role will be played by Andre
Morell and the production will be
directed byvTyrone Guthrie.

Succeeding the current presenta-
tion of “King Lear” will be a re-
vival of “Othello.” This will run
for one week only and will be fol-
lowed by James »Forsyth’s new
play about Francois Villon and
Katherine de Vausselles entitled
“The Other Heart.” This preems
April 15 and is set for a five-week
run.

Teddington to Plane Co.
London, April 8.

Negotiations extending over sev-
eral months were concluded here
last Friday (.4) when a deal was
signed for the leasing of Tedding-
ton Studios to Hawker Aircraft
Company. The lot will now be used
for storage purposes under a five-
year deal.

Official confirmation was accom-
panied by an announcement from

arner Bros, that in future it will
use Associated British Elstree stu-

?,

1

1

os
1
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11 British production. WB
likely will lens “The Master of Bal-
lantrae there in the summer.

‘In Paris
9
Day-Dating

In 7 Aussie Ist-Rtms
Sydney, April 8. .

Metro's Oscar prize-winner, “An
American in Paris,” preemed
simultaneously in four Metro
houses April 25, Liberty, St. James,
Minerva and Manly here. It also
opened day-date ill three key Mel-
bourne houses April 4, giving this
musical terrific Aussie coverage.

“American” is expected to play
longruns here, as it did in the U.S.

Harlequin Prods. Launched
Lpndon, April 1.

Harlequin Productions formed
here as a new lensing outfit to
poncentrate on supporting feature
product made on modest budgets.
Company has a schedule of a mini-
mum of three-a-year at a total cost
of $170,000.
The new venture will be launch-

ed with “Appointment in Amster-
dam,” wrhich is set for early film-
ing. Max Anderson has been inked
as director.

^erlin^Scoubng Site

London, April 1.

Milton Sperling, production chief

of United States Pictures, has been
touring the main European film

producing centers to decide the'

most suitable location for a pro-

duction with a marked European
accent. After extended stays in

Rome and Paris, the
.

producer
checked in here Monday (31), and
is staying long enough to visit

principal, studios.

If the deal matures, the picture

will be distributed on both sides

of the Atlantic by Warner, and will

have Associated ' British release in

Britain. The film is budgeted at

around $850,000. He will decide

on the production setup before the
end of April.

Eros Films Using U.S.

Stars for Series of 4

Pix Being Done in Brit
London, April 8.

Julian Lesser has returned here
from Hollywood to finalize ar-

rangements for a group of joint

productions to be made in associa-

tion with Eros Films. First picture
in deal is completed and three
others are scheduled to follow.

Initialer of series isJo be known
in America as “Suicide Smith,”
British title being “The Lost
Hours.” Mark Stevens came from
Hollywood last year to star in this,

playing opposite British actress
Jean Kent.

Stevens is due to return here
soon to play the lead in the next
two production^ based on the “De-
tective X” series.

John Rawlins, Lesser’s business
associate, who is on the board of
Royal Productions, arrived last

Saturday (5) and will stay to work
on the entire group. The Lesser in-

vestment is mainly a dollar con-
tribution for stars, story and other
U. S. personnel. Although there is

a division of territory, each part-
ner shares in the other’s profits.

This deal does not follow the more
conventional formula of a co-prO-
duction pact.

’

London legit Bits

London, April 8.

Joe Pole, publicity chief for U. A.
pictures, whose play, “The Hungry
God,” was recently tried out by
Jack <ta Leon at his “Q” Theatre,
with option to produce It in the
West End, has had the option
picked up by de Leon.
Edward Dryhurst’s show, “The

Moonracker/’ by the British film
censor, A. L, Watkyn, which has
been touring the ’ provinces to
healthy takes, is ^feeing held Up be-
cause Jean Kent, femme lead, quit
to take up film commitments. Her
place will be taken by Yvonne Mit-
chell, with Griffith Jones, the male
lead, staying^ After a couple of
weeks’ rehearsals, show resumes
tour.

Charles Killick has acquired the
touring rights of the .current Picca-
dilly Theatre

.
hit, “The White

Sheep of the Family,” and wants
Carl Bernard tp play the Jack Hul-
bert role in the provinces . . . Lee
Shubert has taken option of Lee
Ephraim’s new play, “Night of the
Fourth,” for Broadway . . . Agatha
Christie’s “The

.
Hollow” folds at

the Ambassador May 3, being re-
placed by new play by Diana Mor-
gan May 8, with Margaret Rawl-
ings and Marie Ney as stars.

Constance Cox’s dramatization
of Ivan Turgenev’s “Fathers and
Sons,” which has been * retitled
“Spring At Marino,” has been ac-
quired for production in Copen-
hagen, Madrid, Amsterdam and
Vienna . . . Actor-playwright An-
thony Verney has completed new
play, titled “Where the Mistral
Blows” . ... Alfred Esdailc, who
just completed repairs of the Court
Theatre, Sloane Square, which are
badly damaged by last war’s air
raids, and renamed it the London
Theatre Guild, reopens with his
new policy, with John Ru*£in’s old
classic “Bride of Denmark Hill,”
sometime in June.
“The Mortimer Touch,” new

Eric Linklater comedy, • starring
Roger LIvescy, w It Pamela
Brown, was originally known as
“The Atom Doctor” and had its

world preem at Lyceum Theatre,
Edinburgh, at International Festi-
val of 1950. Play is now touting
Britain, by-passing Edinburgh and
playing to Glasgow audiences.
Livesey has role created by Scot
actor Duncan Macrae. Others in
cast are Mervyn Johns, George
Relph and Mollie Urquhart and
George Devine directed . . . Citi-
zens’ Theatre of Glasgow will stage
“The Highland Fair” at the Edin-
burgh Festival this fall.

Adult Rating of Films by British

Viewed as Oby by Distribs, Exhib

London Exhibs Squawk
On ‘Don9

t See9 Reviews
\ 4

London, April 1.

Representations ar^to be m$de
by London exhibitors to national
press critics urging them not to
use such direct phrases as “don’t
waste your time by seeing this
film.” The London branch of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn,
took the initial step on this at its

executive meeting last week. It

now wlll.be submitted by its two
(•representatives on the joint indus-
try committee to the Critics’ Circle.
Arthur Taylor, secretary of the

London CEA, said that several
branch members had objected to
the use of such phrases which
didn’t help the trade or the public.
They were all in fayor pf film
criticism* but felt it would be ad-
visable to bring this up before the
film scribes. • 1

Buenos Aires Niteries'

Ready to Quit Business

If Rules Get Tougher
Buenos Aires, April 1.

Niteries here are operating un-
der handicaps which are enough
to make some operators agree it

would be better to become, farm-
ers. Apart from having to share
out 65% of their . receipts with
their waiters and kitchen" staffs
and having to serve liquor off the
cuff for union bosses, and their
friends as well as government ty-
coons, the operators are now faced
with having to keep candles and
paraffin lamps ' ready in case the
city power supply fails. This al-

ready has happened several times
as the power supply company cuts
off electric power alternately ; in
different sections of the city to re-
lieve the tremendous overload on
the antique' turbines.
About five years ago the govern-

ment nixed an import permit for
new power generators, and now
the people are suffering.

Because the authorities enforce
severe regulations about night-
clubs being fully illuminated to in-

sure “prevention of immorality,”
the operators fear that the power'
shortage could hand them further
penalties.
The regulation calling for over

60% music by national composers
being played is rigidly enforced by
the police, which has shuttered
Goyescas for 30 days for not living

up to the rule. This is one of the
more popular cafe-concert type of
nitery, which specializes in pre-
senting Hispano acts which ‘find it

difficult to use the Argentine
rhythms.

Londonjilm Notefc

London, April 1.

Film producer Mario Zampi un-
dergoing minor eye ‘operation. -

ABPC’s “The Yellow Balloon,” di-
dected by Jay Lee Thompson, goes
on the floor at Elstree rearly in
May, with Andrew Ray, son of
radio comic Ted Ray, signed- for
stellar role. . .Michael Anderson,
who directed “Water Front” for
Paul Soskin (J. Arthur .Rank re-
lease) and “Hell’s Sol<\ ’Out” for
Eros Films, given longtermer by
ABPC.

Victor Saville due here from
Hollywood to direct “The Direc-
tor” by L.A.G. Strong, .with entire,
location of pic injreland ... .Mario
Z am p i’s “Top Secret* film for
ABPC skedded for shooting April
21, with* Oscar H om o 1 k a and
George Cole costarring. . .Naun-
ton Wayne, skedded to feature in
Group Three’s production of “Miss
Robin Hood,” being made by John
Grierson and Donald Wilson, has
had to give up the part due to pre-
vious commitment to star in tour-
ing revue. Richard Hearne has re-
placed him.

U.S. Films Dominate Burma
Washington, April 1.

While Hollywood pix represent-
ed about 75% of those shown in
Burma during 1950 and 1951, there
has been a steady increase in In-
dian and Chinese films shown, re-

ports the U. S. Department of Com-
merce.

Last year, Burmese censors
looked over 197 Indian pictures
and 101 from China, as well as. 99
produced in Burma. The combined
U. S.-British total was 1,041.

_ ,,
London, March 25.

In the 15 months since the in-
troduction of the new.“X” censor-
ship category, which forbids the
admission of persons under lfi
eight Hollywood pix out of a totaf
of 31 have been placed in this
class. The remainder were con-
tinental films. It was mainly to
facilitate dhe importation of these
films that the new certificate was
introduced tyt the beginning of last

' The Industry first reacted cau-
tiously to the introduction of the
“X” category* Exhibitors who of-
fered product with this classifica-
tion feared that it might result in
sacrificing the normal family trade
but the view How current is that
this, new grouping has played an
Important paft in elevating films
to the adult'class. -

Of the Hollywood films that have
been classed as “X,” the most
notable are “Quo Vadis,” “Street-
car Named Desire,” “Detective
Story,” “Murder, Inc.” and “The
Well.” Two' of thbse were seen in
London as legit productions, both
catering to mature audiences, and
their transition to the screen is
seen as an indication that the U. S.
film industry Is not shrinking from
making controversial, subjects.
The original exhibitor reaction

of fighting shy of “X” films has
now relaxed. Several recent films
given circuit bookings have done
substantial business, and both dis-
tributors and exhibitors believe
there is a substantial market for
“X” pix.

Prior to the introduction of the
“X” category, the only method of
barring juves from films was to im-
pose an “H” (for horrific) certifi-

cate, but it was felt that many pro-
ductions unsuitable for children
could not fairly be classified as hor-
rific.

During the past year, the British
Boqrd of Film Censors rejected
five films and)ordered cuts in 353
others. Altogether they passed
354 as “U” (Universal) and 257 as
“A” (Adults).

Toronto Melody Fair

Sets 2d Season Sked
Toronto, April 8.

Leighton K. Brill and Ben Kams-
ler have completed details for a
second season of their Melody Fair
theatre-in-the-round setup, which
was a financial success here last

summer at a $3.40 top with tax.

Gold and blue tent in midtown
Dufferin Park again has a 1,640
afinchair-seat capacity.
With stage and front-office per-

sonnel set, plus 18 dadeers and
chorus of 12, musicomedy guestars
schedule is: Week of June 23,

“Merry Widb.W,” with Irra Petina,
Robert Shafer, Lois Hunt; June 30,

‘Kiss Me, Kate,” Martha Errole
and Ted Scott; July 7, “Great
Waltz,” Irra - Petina, Lawrence
Brooks, Lois ;Hunt; July 14, “Red
Mill,” Bustfer West, Lucille Page,
Pat Rooney, Jr.; July 21, “Carous-
el,” Dbrothy MacNeil, Jack Kilty;

July 28, ‘'Finian’s Rainbow,” Kaye
Connor, Fred Thomas; Aug. 4,

‘Where’s Charley?,” Gil Lamb;
Aug. 11, “Naughty Marietta,” Ma-
ria D’Attili, Iggie Wolfington; Aug.
18, “Wizard of Oz,” Jean Rogers;
Aug. 25, “New Moon,” Ann Ayars,
Clifford Horvuot; .. Sept. 1 (two

weeks), “Annie Get Your -Gun,”
Marylin Day, Earl Covert.

. Arthur Lief has been inked as

orchestral and choral conductor;
Bert Yarborough as director; Bet-

tlna Rosay as ballerina and chore-
ographer. Season resident players
include Harold Brown, tenor; Caro-
lyn Adair, soprano; Andrew Gai-

ney, baritone; Gean ^Greanwell,
basso-baritone; and Cynthia Lath-
am, character woman. ^

1st Italo Tinier Delayed
Rome, April 1.

“The Golden Carriage,” first Ital-

ian Technicolor picture, currently
in production at the Cine-Citta

Studios here, is running behind
schedule. Anna Magnani, the film’s

star, was ill for two weeks.
More recently, the male lead,

Michael Tor, was replaced by Brit-

ish thespian, Duncan Lamont.
After seeing the first rushes, the

producers had decided Tor was not

suited for the part. This means
that all the scenes with the former
must be shot again.
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third time it has done this for any.
picture*
With a series comprising en-

tirely documentary, “highbrow”
AU»w*vT x . and arty films, instead of the usual

ftistory>st’m^t (Tww.incipea preponderance’ of name pictures

tee off Greater N. Y. Fund s 1952 ['the XT. of Minnesota Film Society

NEW YORK
Special screening of th* ftaUan

import, “Tomorrow Is Ton Late,

•t American Museum of Natural

campaign,.

Jack Cohn, president of Motion

Picture Pioneers and Foundation

of Motion Picture Pioneers, has

David’A
6
Badert. ihlfistiy publicist

to the post of national publicity

director of both organizations.

First returns from theatres in

entertainment Industry's participa-

tion in 1952 fund-raising campaign

of the- National Conference of

Christians and Jews shows $1,000

turned in by Montague Salmon,

managing director Of the Rlyoli

Theatre Expanded Industry goal

for 1952 is $150,000,

Si Lipson, former Detroit the-

atre operator and associated with

Realart Pictures . since . the firm’s

inception, now headquartering in

New York as assistant to company
veepee Budd Rogers,

Society
is going into -the red for the first
tinie, according to Tremaine
McDowell, chairman of the Pro-
gram in American Studies, which
presents the “seasons.” The series
is open to the general public as
well as the student body.

Several local independent neigh-
borhood and suburban exhibitors
are contemplating a variable ad-
mission scale, basing the price on
the film's boxoffice value, instead
of adhering to a fixed schedule as
at present.
Reducing admissions at Alham-

bra, local deluxe nabe, from 40c to
25c, and underselling the competi-
tion, increased patronage but not
sufficiently to bring the theatre
out of the red. So says Charles
Rubenstein,- co-owner of this the-
atre, who is being assailed by
some fellow independent exhibi-
tors for upsetting the Minneapolis
clearance-admission applecart.

PITTSBURGH
Joel Golden resigned booker’s

berth with WB Theatres to join

Monogram as salesman? replaces

John Zomnir, who quit Mono to go
with UA.

Bill Brooks,, general manager of

Bert Steam’s 'Cooperative Theatre
Service, elected exalted' ruler of

BPOE Lodge No. 1090 in Cora-
opolis.

Ted Grance has • added another
drive-in, the Penn-Lincoln,’ to his

string, -giving him seven- ozoners
and one indoor house, in Everett,

Pa. -

WB moved Paul Williams, man-
ager of the Enright, to the Etna,
sending Jack Kiefer, Etna pilot,

over to the Enright.
Jack Barthollc resigned as man-

ager of WB Liberty In New Ken-
sington to join staff of the Daily
Dispatch there.
James C. Sanders quit as mana-

ger of the Manos in Tarentum and
returned to Norfolk, Va., for a job
with the Levine circuit.

Laskey Brothers Enterprises ac-
quired the Rainbow Drive-In on
Route 51 north of Uniontown. J

D. F. Moore, Jr., son of district

sales chief for WB here, now op-
erating a nabe film house.
Columbia Pix stunt in Pittsburgh

area of dualing two first-runs in 20
nabe houses was so successful that
the exchange has set up three other
bookings for next few months. Col
decided on this to get its backlog in
release since company has been
finding it tough around Pittsburgh
to line up downtown dates.

MINNEAPOLIS
In its large Minneapolis news-

paper ads for “Battle at Apache
Pass,” playing at

.
State here,

Minnesota AmUs. Co. i&~listing 12
other circuit towns where it will

subsequently, be shown, along with
the theatres where it will play
and the dates.
The 400 -seater independent

World here, which- grabbed off

“American in Paris” on competi-
tive bids with United Paramount
circuit for its first loop run, also
has landed another big Metro mu-
sical, “Slngln’ in Rain” in similar
manner.

Ivan Fuldauer, one of five ap-
pointees to newly created Metro
press relations department, here to
aid exploiteer Louis Orlove by
taking over direct contacts with
territory’s newspapers.
Ralph Maw, Metro district man-

ager, back after a week in Beloxi,
Miss., for his health, with W. H.
Workman, branch manager, going
on month’s Florida vacation*
Head booker Gertrude Guimont

named Warner acting office man-
ager and is expected to retain post
permanently, in addition to her
other duties; succeeds Earl Per-
kins who resigned to enter other
business.
RKO branch here has reissued
Snow White” spotted into 18* of

the territory’s key situations this
month.

Republic’s “Hoodlum Empire”
into State here, one of the United
Paramount* circuit’s ace houses.
Verne Skorey, former 20th-Fox

Calgary. Can., branch manager,
assigned temporarily to sales staff
here.

Independent circuit owners Ben
Freedman and Don Buckley back
from Florida and California va-
cations.

Gilbert Nathanson, circuit own-
er, back from Mexico vacation.
..Attesting to its confidence in
Song in My Heart,” United Para-
mount circuit is giving it an entire
circuit*. '

“sattfratioh campaign,”

BOSTON
House Bill No. '961, which would

prohibit issuance of original li-

cense for ozoners located within
2,000 feet of a recognized school,
hospital or . church, was defeated
at rehearing in the Massachusetts
Senate by a rollcall of 17-10 last
week. BUI, previously defeated in
the Senate, was forced into a re-
hearing when Senator Keenan
moved for reconsideration. This
action, however, kills its chances
as far as this legislative session is

concerned.
Martin J. Muljin, prez of New

England Theatres* and ChUdren
Cancer Research Foundation and
trustee of • Variety Club of New
England, appointed Arthur Lock-
wood (Lockwood &t Gordon) and
Louis R. Perini, (Boston Braves
topper) as co-chairmen of the 1952
Jimmy Fund Drive. Drive, con-
ducted annually in the fall, is the
pet charity of the Variety Club and
Boston Braves. „

’’’Ed O’Neil, formerly assistant
manager of Loew’s Orpheum and
more recently in same post at

Loew’s State, Providence, ap-
pointed manager of Guild and Nor-
wood theatres. Located in nearby
Norwood, the houses are operated
by Smith Management Co.
Ray Feeley, executive secretary

of Independent Exhibitors. of New
England, was featured speaker ‘at

last week's luncheon meeting of

the Malden Rotary Club. Feeley’s
topic was “The Motion Picture In-
dustry Today.”
Annual Cinema Club dinner

dance slated for May 17 at Hote
Bradford’s Circus Room.
The Latchis Theatre, which was

swept by fire at Milford, N. H.,

March 21, with a loss of $25,000,
will be rebuilt as soon as possible,

the owner Peter Latchis revealed.
The Latchis was the only pic house
in town. Blaze is believed to have
started by a cigarette discarded by
a patron.

duster McKee, The ozone? I* cur-
rently operating ’ Friday through
Monday.

.

The Strand at Franktton, for-
merly operated by Buddie .and E,
L. Harris q( Dallas, bought by Tom
Terrell.
Twin palm Drive-In opened at

Corpus, Christi, being the only
twin-screen ozoner there. Film, is

projected from, a central booth
onto two screens. John C. Blocker
is manager,

A. M. Whitcher, former office
manager at Columbia exchange,
Dallas, promoted to salesman
handling circuits in Fort Worth
and Dallas. E. H. Smithson, for-
mer head booker, upped to office
manager,

A, Benavides, house manager of
National and Zaragoza theatres,
San Antonio, recalled to active
Army duty.

i
1 ‘

KANSAS CITY
Commonwealth Amus. Corp. re-

opened its Uptown Theatre in Car-
rolton, Mo., with some of the brass
from the homeoffice here.
For the third straight weekend.

Commonwealth also had a special
sports event on its big TV screen
at the Granada, Lawrence, Kans.,
University of. Kansas hometown.
Theatre has been a sellout each
Saturday for- the last two as the
K.U. game -was picked up via
WDAF-TV from the Municipal
Auditorium here. Ashland Thea-
tre here carried the first two
games, but dropped out last Satur-
day because big screen tele and
basketball seeihed to mean little

to grosses.
Fox Midwest begins its art-film

policy at the Warwick April 10
with “Navajo.”

Personals are scheduled for Jo-
anne Dru, John Ireland and Con-
stance Smith at the Uptown and
Tower here in connection with the
opening of “Pride of St. Louis”
April 17 in the Fox Midwest first-

runs.

ALBANY
Paul Shiffrin made -new booker

and office manager for Columbia,
succeeding Bill Hanley, resigned.
Shiffrin was Metro booker in New
Haven for 10 years.

George Seed, a Fabian manager
in the Capital District for 15 years,
promoted to supervisor of circuit’s

three drive-ins in this area. Seed
succeeds Leo Rosen, who Was given
another assignment at home office,
and will continue to direct Cohoes
Theatre in Cohoes.
Max Friedman, chief buyer and

booker for Warner in upstate ter-
ritory since 1935, has resigned,
with Lawrence Lapidus, his assist-
ant moving up to his vacated spot.
Helen Wisper, former 20th Cen-
tury-Fox head booker and more
recently a booker for Perlmutter
Theatre Service, replaced Lapidus
as short subject date-setter.

Frisina Amus. Co., golfing in
Florida,

Exploiteer*. In town cooking up
bally for world prdem of “Pride of
St. Louis,” Dizzy Dean/film, at the-
Missouri, Saturday <12).
The Lyn, * midtown house* built

originally for grand opera, re-
lights Saturday (12) with a
skedded four-week run of UAls
“The River.” The house owned by
Harold Koplar, operator of the
Chase Club, hotels is later to - be-
come a TV theatre first in city,

Current plans are for it to show
art films with a 75-90c scale.

LOUISVILLE
George Settos, of Indianapolis,

owner of an Indiana and Kentucky
theatre chain, will build a $500,000
shopping center here as soon as
steel and other critical materials
become available. Settos holds a
29-year lease on a three-acre tract
in Shively, Louisvlle suburb. Settos
originally leased the - land in 1946
as a theatre site, but changed his
plans in favor of a shopping center,
Morton Weinberg, operator of

Crescent and Shel-Mar, nabe
houses, starting first-run policy at
Crescent, with .opening of “Laven-
der Hill Mob,” scaling house at
54-70c. House has tried spot book-
ings of art films, revivals, and for-
eign-releases. “Browning Version”
and “Rashoinon” are scheduled for
future dates at the house.

INDIANAPOLIS
Norman Linz, formerly sales-

man, succeeds Embleton as Mono-
gram branch manager here.

Allied Theatre Owners of Indi-
ana .will hold their spring conven-
tion at French Lick Springs Hotel
May 6-7.

Guy Hancock, Plainfield exhib,
named local Variety tent’s dele-,
gate, to Las Vegas convention.

Bill Reisinger, formerly with
LoeW’s, now ad manager for Great-
er Indianapolis group here.
• Charles Acton, film salesman,
moved from Republic to Para-
mount.

CHICAGO
George Weinberg rejoined War-

ner Bros, sales staff.

March amusement tax receipts
for theatres showed less than the
usual decline with $93,900 re-

ported against the $94,212 last

year.
Judge Michael Igoe, Chi federal

district court, last week gave the

Government until* April' 18 to an-

swer the motion for the release

of Paul Ricca, now free on bond,
who- was paroled in 1947 after serv-

ing a sentence on charges of ex-

tortion from the film industry.
Lee Theatre in Three Oaks,

Mich., reopened last week after be-

ing closed since last fall.

RKO Palace here has been re-

dubbed Eitel Palace. Theatre re-

opens April 12 and will play only

single features, it also will try

to run Technicolor product only

Lucille Ballentine was named
public relations director of the

house.

DALLAS
E. B. Coleman promoted to Met-

ro divisional press rep with St.

Louis, Kansas City, Denver and

Phoenix added to his old territory

which includes Dallas, Oklahoma
City and New Orleans. Raymond
Willie, Jr., named his assistant.

Louis Novy, Harold C. Novy and

Earl Podolnick granted a state
charter to operate as Trans-Texas

Theatres, with headquarters m
Austin. . , ,, ^
J T. Jackson purchased the

Eden Drive-In at Eldorado from

LOS ANGELES
Campbell Meiklejohn, formerly

with Fox West Coast, moved to
United Artists Theatre Corp. as
manager of Four Star Theatre.
Fox West Coast reopened its

1,142-seat Costa Theatre in Rich-
mond, Calif., after a $5,000 re-
modelling job, renamed Fox Thea-
tre.

Realart will reissue “Canyon
Passage” and “Frontier Passage,”
made by Universal about six years
ago.
RKO is lining up ad-publicity

material for reissue of “King
Kong,” produced in- 1932. Other
forthcoming reissues by the same
company are “I Walk With a
Zombie” and “Body Snatchers.”

TOLEDO
Village Council at Bluffton, O.,

has repealed the 3% municipal ad-
missions tax folibwing the lead set
by Bucyrus, O,, where a similar
levy was recently repealed.

Robert L. White, projectionist at
Far Hills Theatre, Oakwood, O.,
yarned manager of the Dale, Day-
ton, operated by Midstates The-
atres, Cincinnati, succeeding Jacob
T. Coffman, named business man-
ager of the Dayton Art Institute.
Ohio Drive-In Theatre Owners

Assn, will hold its annual meet-
ing in Cleveland May 20.

NEW HAVEN
In ah attempt to hypo film

grosses,, Warners1 New England
Theatres is conducting a contest
Eor managers with an exploitation
and showmanship theme.

Vincent E. Palmeri, former gen-
eral manager in Mexico and -Cen-
tral America for Universal-Inter-
national, joined the A. C. Gilbert
Co., of New Haven, as export man-
ager. Film makes toys and appli-
ances. Prior to his association
with U-I, Palmeri was in charge of
the Ecuador, Peru and Bolivian
erritories for Warners.

SALT LAKE CITY
Bud Austin, branch manager of

United Artists here, transferred to

Denver to head the office .there,

replacing Clarence Olson, who is

switching to Paramount. W. W.
McKendrick, former Utah sales-

man for UA, now in Los Angeles,
will replace Austin here.

Sidney L. Cohen, associate gen-
eral manager of Intermountain
Theatres, Inc... resigned, and an-

nounced he would set himself up
in biz as Film Service Corp.
Norma Palosky, who assisted

Cohen at Intermountain, will move
over to the new organization.

ST. LOUIS
Joe Sarafy, Columbia salesman,

in a local hospital convelescing

from injuries suffered in auto ac-

cident near Belleville, 111., several

weeks ago.
John Wilborn, Naylor, Mo., now

sole owner of town’s only film

hou$e, having purchased interest

of his former partner, Marvin

A. H. Boemler, manager-lessee

of the Norside, North Alton, 111.

resigned to take over an ozoner

near Woodriver, 111. Boemler re-

placed by H. F. Elfgen.

Jimmy Frisina, film buyer for

COLUMBUS, O.
Mark C. Bowrhan, for two and a

tialf years manager for Fox Thea-
res in San Bemadino, Calif.,

named manager of-Uptown house.
The Dixie, ' oldest nabe film

house here, closed after 45 years
of operation. It is the 10th house
shuttered here since end of the
war.

OMAHA
West Dodge Drive-In, operated

by Tristates Theatres Corp., opens
for the season April 4 with Ber-
nard Dudgeon, now manager of the
Omaha Theatre, in charge.

Allied of Iowa. Nebraska & Mid-
central holding its annual conven-
tion here April 15-16.

Johnston Meets
Continued from page 3

MPAA Educl Unit

Marks 15th Anni
Teaching Film Custodians, a non-

profit and little-known affiliate of

the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica, marks its 15th anni this month.

Although its activities have re-
ceived scant publicity, TFC is the
main tie between the motion pic-

ture industry and the nation’s edu-
cational institutions. Purpose of
TFC is to make available to schools
commercial films which can be
used as part of classroom instruc-

tional programs.

Bulk of the TFC library con-

sists of, shortsvHowever, since 1946
the companies connected with TFC
have permitted the use of excerpts
from feature pictures. Latter, for
example, are used to show cus-

toms, manners and clothing of dif-

ferent historical periods or to pre-
sent scenes from famous literary

works.

A former Governor of Maine,
Carl E. Milliken, is managing trus-

tee of TFC, No footage is dis-

tributed by his organization until

the films have been completely
played off commercially. TFC prod-

uct Is selected by various commit-
tee* that view the output of all the
majors and determine which shorts
or feature pic excerpts will be
most useful for school audio-visual
purposes.

Excerpts are cut to .allow for
their use within the usual 40-min-
ute class period. Teacher guides
have been prepared for some., ol

the films, and are made available

to school film libraries In quantity
at a nominal charge. Individual
teachers can obtain single copies
at no cost.

TFC distributes its film through
a licensing method to local, state
and regional educational film li-

braries, which in turn rent the
films to Individual schools. Fees
charged are inexpensive and aimed
merely at maintaining the activi-

ties of TFC.
Officially Under Way 1939

.
The brainchild of Mark A. May,

director, Institute of Human Rela-
tions of Yale, TFC officially got
underway in 1939 although organi-
zational activity had begun in 1937.

May, now chairman of TFC board
of directors, contacted the picture

companies and suggested that many
of the films lying idle in their

vaults might be Qf educational
value. Through the MPAA the or-

ganization was officially launched
when Will Hays, former MPAA
topper, appeared before the con-

vention of the National Education
Assn, in 1939.

Authorities connected with TFC
read like a Who’s Who of U. S.

education. In addition to May, the

board consists of Frederich H. Bair,

education dept., State of New
York; Karl T. Compton, former
president of Mass. Institute of

Technology; Stephen* M. Corey,

Teachers College, Columbia U.; Ed-

mund E. Day, former president of

Cornell; Royal B. Farnum, exec.-

v.p., Rhode Island School of De-

sign; Willard E. Givens, National

Education Assn.; Jay B. Nash,

NYU; Francis T. Spaulding, com-
missioner of education, State of

New York, and A. L. Threllceld,

superintendent of schools, Mont-
clair, N. J.

TFC distribs the films of the fol-

owing majors: Columbia, Metro,
Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, Univer-

sal and Warner Bros. To mark its

15th anni and as a tribute to the

cooperating majors, TFC is throw-

ing a dinner on April 18 at the

Hotel Biltmore. At that time TFC
will present to the prexies of the

cooperating companies and to

MPAA’s prexy, Eric Johnston, cer-

ificates of appreciation.

sue. There has .been no indication
whether the MPAA topper intends

to meet with RKO chief Howard
Hughes regarding the latter’s re-

cent statements on the Communist
problem.

Johnston, in New York Monday
(7) to attend a reception for

Queen Juliana of Holland, will be
in N. Y. April 22 to preside at

the arbitration confab between
exhibs and distribs. With the FCC
hearing on theatre television in-

definitely postponed, Johnston
leaves for Europe in May to par-

ticipate in negotiations with sev

eral governments on film impor'

agreements.

‘WAC’ Lenses at Disney,

Studio’s First Outsider
Hollywood, April 8.

For the first time in history an
outside company will invade th«
Walt. Disney studio to make a pic-

ture. This week Independent Ar-
tists Pictures, Inc., headed by
Rosalind Russell and Frederick
Brisson, will move In for pre-pro-
duction work on “Never Wave at

a WAC,” starring Miss Russell.

Unit will 'occupy one entire
wing of the Animation building.
RKO will release the film, which
starts June 16 with location shots

at the WAC Induction Center, Fort

kLee, Va.'J 3 - 1 Q *
1

' - 5
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EE IT NOW" on
SUNDAY, APRIL 13

12*30-1:00 pm PST

KNXT, Hollywood, Calif.

KFMB-TV, San Diego, Calif.

KPIX, San Francisco, Calif.

1:30-2:00 pm MST

KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, U.

230-3:00 pm SST

WOI-TV, Ames, Iowa

WAFM-TV, Birmingham, Ala.

VVTTV, Bloomington, Ind.

WBKB, Chicago, III.

WFBM-TV, Indianapolis, Ind.

WHAS-TV, Louisville, Ky.

WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, Minn.

KMTV, Omaha, Neb.

WHBF-TV, Rock Island, III.

3:30-4:00 pm EST

WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.

WMAR-TV, Baltimore, Md.
WNAC-TV, Boston, Mass.
WBTV, Charlotte, N.C.
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati; O.

WEWS, Cleveland, O.
WBN5-TY, Columbus, Q.
WHIO-TV, Dayton, O.

WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.

TELEVISION
WFMY-.TV, Greensboro, N.C.
WMBR-TY, Jacksonville, Fla.

V/KXO-TV, Kalamazoo, Mish,
WJAC-TY, Johnstown, Pci.

WCB5-TY, New York, N.Y.
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, P«,
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«Ma Pa Kettle it Fair” <U). Play-

ing one. of this popular series here

represents an . experiment house

Jiving gone, in preyloualy lor dii-

ferent type of picture. I^oks as.

though no mistake' was made, Big
XSrfoo. Last week, "Bugles in

Afternoon" (WB), $8.000>A
EKO-Orpheum (BKO) (2,800;

50-76)—"Show White" (RKO) (re-*

jeeue) Great $17,000, Last week,

‘^Rancho Notorious^ (RICO), $7,000-

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,000; 40-76)—
“Frankenstein” (Indie) and “Drag-

ilia” (Indie) (reissues), ^ce $7,**

ffi Last week,. "Okinawa” (Col)

and "Whistle Eaton Falls” (Col),

“state ' (Par) (2,300; 80476)— 'Bat-

tie Apache Pass” CUD. Sock $11,000,

Last week, “Girl ,in Every port”

(RKO), $7,000.
,

|

.
i

* r
:
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?oint’ Sharp $10,000,

D.C.; ‘Joaraey’ Fast 5G
Washington, April 8.

This is one of dullest sessions

in weeks, due mostly to predom-
inance of holdovers and partly to

competition from town's Cherry
Blossom Festival, Sole newcomer
to make much impression is “Royal
Journey,” at Ldpert’s Dupont.

Estimate* for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—

“Steel Town” (U), plus, vaude. Fair

$18,000. Last weekr^'Japanese War
Bride” (20th) plus vaude topped
by Johnnie Ray, wham $36,000
thanks to Ray:
Dupont (Lopert) (37-2p 50-85)

—

“Royal Jourhey” (UA). Fine $5,000
for this small house. Last week,
“Rashomon”. (RKO) (2d run), so-

so $2,200 in'6 days, with Academy
award not helping.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 60-85)—
“Sword’s Point” (RKO). Sharp
$10,000. Last Week, “Rancho No-
torious” (RKO), so-so $9,500,
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 50-

80)—"Hong Kong” (Par). Okay
$6,500. Last week, “Sea Hornet”
(Rep), $3,000.
Ontario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)—

“Green Glove” (UA) (2d wk).“Helfi
at $5,000 after big $7,000 .

opener.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)

—

“Sailor Beware” (Par) Od-final wk).
Steady $12,000 after nice $15,000
last week.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 9Q-$1.25)-^-

“Greatest Show” (Par) 44th wk).
Good $12,000, especially .consider-
ing day and date run with a War-
ner nabe. Last week, $18,000.

*

Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-85)—
"The Sniper” (Col) (4th wk). Okay
$4,000 after $4,500 far third round,

“SEATTLE"
(Continued from’ page 9)

"Pace That Thrills” (RKO), slow
$5,000.

Music Hall (Hamrick) <2,282; 65-
90)—“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB)
and "Stronghold” (Lip). Mild $7,-
000. Last week, “This Once” (M-G)
and "Corporal Dolan” (Rep), $6,-
800. •

Paloinar (Sterling) (1,350; 40-70)
—"Snow White” (RKO) (reissue)
Big $6,000 or over. Last week,
"First Time” (Col) (2d run), and
Andrews Sisters onstage, sock
$15,500 at $1.25 top.
^.^ramount (Evergreen)" (3,039:
®M»L25)— “Greatest Show” (Par)
(4th wk-9 days). Great $13,000
Last week, $14,000.

New York Theatres
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THEATRES

{’ SOLID

15G, ST. LOO; TADY’ 9G
St. Louis, April 8.

Usual Holy Week observance in
this heavily Catholic populated
city is sloughing hi* generally this
round. “Snow White” is going
against tide to land a big total at
Loew’s. “Greatest Show on Earth”
still is big in second round at the
Missouri. “Lady Possessed” shapes
fine in two houses.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75)—“Streetcar” (WB) apd “Wom-
an Is Dangerous” (WB). Fair $11,-
500. Last week, “Aaron Slick”
(Par) and “Flaming Feather” (Par),
disappointing $10,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Jack

and Beanstalk” (WB) and “Fort
Osage” (Mono). Opened today
(Tues,).. Last week, “Hong Kong”
(Par) and “Silver City” (Par), mod-
est $13,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue).
Solid $15,000. Last week, “Sales-
man” (Col) and “First Time” (Col),
$10,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 75-$l)

—

“Greatest Show” (Par) (2d wk.)
Held at big $17,000 after socko
$21 ,000.

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (800; 75-
90)—“Lady Possessed” (Rep).
Good $4,500 or close. Last week,
“Rashomon” (RKO) (3d wk), fancy
$3,000.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-90)—“Lady Possessed” (Rep).
Fine $4,500. Last week “Rasho-
mon” (RKO) (3d wk), good $4,000.

'Belle’ Rousing $17,500,

Denver; ‘Retreat’ 15|G
Denver, April 8.

“Belle of New York” is. turning
in the top gross here this week, and
holds at the Orpheum. Also hold
ing is “Rashomon” at the bandbox
Vogue. “Return of Texan” looms
good in three houses.

<• Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85) —

“Return of Texan” (20th) and
“Married a. Witoh”-c.(Indie), day-,

date with Tabor, Webber. Good
$7,500. Last ’ week, “Streetcar”
(WB) and “In Padded Cell” (Indie),

fine $9,000 for second week.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-

85)—“Invitation” (M-G). Fine $10,-

000. Holding. Last week, “Sales-
man” (Col) (2d wk), $7,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-85)—“Greatest Show” (Par) (6th wk).

Good $12,000, and stays for a few
days of seventh week. Last week,
$13,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85) —

“Retreat Hell!” (WB) and “Go
West, Young L^dy” (Col) (2d wk).

Fair $13,000. Last week, big

$23,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85) —

“Retreat Hell!” (WB) and “Go
West, Young Lady” (Col) (2d wk),

also Denver. Fair $2,500. Last
week, big $4,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—

“Belle of New York” (M-G) and
“Talk About Stranger” (M-G). Fine
$17,500. Stays. Last week, “Snow
White” (RKO) (reissue) (2d wk),

$11 ,000.

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85) —
“Return ' of Texan” (20th) and
“Married Witch” (Indie). Good
$8,000. Last week, “Streetcar”

(WB) and “In Padded Cell.” (Indie)

(2d wk), $8,500.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 40-85) —

“Rashomon” (RKO), packing them
in at this bandbox. Socko $3i500,

and holds. Last week, “Browning
Version” (U), $1,800.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85) —

“Return of Texan” (20th) and
“Married Witch” (Indie). Good
$4,000. Last week, “Streetcar”

(WB) and “In a Padded Cell”

(Indie) (2d wk), $4,500.

MONTREAL
(Continued from* page 9)

$17,000. Last week, “Decision

Before Dawn” (20th) (2d wk),

$11 ,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60) —
“Girl In Every Port” (RKO). Fancy
$14,000. Last week, “Lone Star”

(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65) —

“David” (20th). Good $14,000 on
popscalerun. Lastweek, “Greatest

Show” (Par) (3d wk), great $28,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (2,839; 34-60) —
“Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Danger-

ous Passage* 1 (U). Big $12,000.

Last week, “Scandal Sheet’ (Col)

and “.West Young Lady” (Col),

$10,000 .

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60) —
“Bannerline” (M-G) and Inside

Straight” (M-G). Mild $6,000. Last

week, “Slaughter Trial” (RKO) and
“Atlantic City Honeymoon” (RKO),

$7,000.

the problems,
One of the major problems to he

worked out is the elimination of
all oscillating equipment in the
cameras. It’s* feared that any os-
cillations may interfere with
electronic devices in or near the
bomb, and may cause a premature
or a delayed blast.

It’s still to be determined how
close camera crews are to be near
the explosion. It’s virtually agreed
that camera crews will be housed
in a gigantic pit fairly near the
site. This is ib insure maximum
protection for, the crew. Leases
will be trained on a series of mir-
rors and televiewers will get a re-
flected image.

Further details are still to -be
worked out between the networks
and the Government It’s expected'
that h. few weeks will be neces-
sary to work out security details,

once the networks agree to take
on the show. Another detail still

to he ironecl out is the time of the
explosion.
The first atomic explosion to

receive full press coverage was at
Bikini. Event was covered by ra-
dio, but interference was so bad
that most stations were forced to
jettison the show,

<>
j
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Seven L. A. Stations In Poo!
Hollywood, April 8.

With a greenlight from the
Atomic Energy-Commission, seven
Los Ahgeles tele stations will pool
a telecast of an atomic bomb ex-
plosion at Las Vegas in late April.
Despite the AEC greenlight, its

contingent on a national telecast is

the Las Vegas-Los Angeles linkup.
Phone company nixed the project
which, it’s estimated, will cost be-
tween $50,000 - $75,000. Klaus
Landsberg, KTLA topper, will di-

rect.

Channels are also working out a
pool on the arrival of Queen
Juliana of the Netherlands' April
19. Chief obstacle at the moment-
is the Nevada pool, which would
be around the same time. It would
tie up much equipment.

Rackmil Defines
Continued from page 5

TV producers want to utilize our
facilities for video purposes, it

doesn’t cut any ice with the exhib
who wants top product.”

Rackmil accents that recording
is still a solid business but that
the Universal stock buy-in was part
of the plan to “diversify” interests

and “extend the scope of our hori-

zons.” The 78 rpm platter remains
mostly in use, but Rackmil, like

every diskery vet, roots for the day
when “the industry will be back
to one speed, be it 33 or. 45 rpm.
Fact that such major manufactur-
ers like RCA continue to produce
more and more machines to accom-
modate all three speeds, and also

simplify the techniquesvfor rapid
interchange of all-speed platters to

be played on the one instrument,

is very healthy for the business all

around, Rackmil feels. It will per-

mit the 78 fans to retain their vast

libraries and have them, available

for usage, at will and at the same
time it expands the orbits for the

newer speeds so that the swing-

over to the LPs (33) or 45s is grad-

ual and painless on the ultimate

consumer.”

Unfair Competish
Continued from page 7

know of one engagement there that

grossed almost $2,600.”

In sifting the replies, ATOl feels

that two possible approaches can

be made. “First,” says the exhib

group, “can the theatre work with

some of these local organizations

in a plan that will in the final

count give the spbnsoring group a

better return than they get from
the trick deals they make with pro-

fessional promoters and thus make
local sponsorship difficult to ob-

tain?
“Secondly,” ATOI asks, “can a

group of local taxpayers who, so to

speak, own shares in the public

building protest to the authorities

the inadequate rental they are

charging? Considering rent, light,

heat and cleaning it would seem
that the taxpayers should be en-

titled to at least 15 to 20% of the

gross. A fair charge might make
the deal less attractive to some of

these outside promoters.”

HCTCHISS

Chicago^April 3.

Undoubtedly spurred by inter-

pretations of the Paramount de-

cree, which limits the 'action

against some of its defendants to

April 8. of this year, a swarm of

lawsuits were filed here during
the last week. Seymour Simon,
film attorney, brought five into Chi
Federal court which total $2,085,-
000. Three of the actions name
the majors, Balaban & Katz chain
and the Warner Theatres circuit

as defendants.

Glen, Glen Ellwyn, 111. claimed
it was held bhek to first-week gen-
eral release from 1937 to 1948 and
is asking $600,000 treble damages.
Second, Tivoli, Downers Grove, 111.,

said it was hurt from August, 1944,
to January, 1948, by being forced
to play in “C” week. It’s seeking
$330,000 treble damages. Third,
Harvard Theatre, Chicago, wants
$390,000 triple reparations for be-
ing held to first-week general re-

lease from 1937 to 1948. Eastside
Theatre, Chicago, in addition to
the majors and theatre circuits,

also names the Commercial Thea-
tre as alleged co-conspirator and is

suing for $630,000 triple Injuries
for being forced to. play behind the
Commercial, ownedf by Manta and
Rose circuit, James C, Coston, then
head of the WB Circuit, and H&E
Balaban chain. Period covered is

from September, 1937 to J*anuary,
1948. State Theatre, Sycamore,
111., wants $135,000 treble .darrt
ages from the .majors on the
grounds they sold the Anderson
Theatre, DeKalb* 111., prior runs
over the State> from August,- 1944,
to September, 1947,

Richard Orlikpff, .lawyer,-also Is

seeking an injunction and equi-
table relief for Charley and Abra-
ham Auerbach, operators of the
New Strand Theatre, Chicago. . In
case filed last week in Ghl Federal
court, attorned said that house was
forced to compete with theatres
really not competitive* and’ that the
booking- system was designed to
favor B&K and Essaness chains.
Case has been assigned to Judge
Michael Igoe’s court.
Attorney Simon represented five

more plaintiffs in trust suits filed

yesterday (Mon.) against the ma-
jors. First, filed in Northern In-
diana Federal Court, is on behalf
of Jerome Schimbach and wife,
Lucille, operators of the Granada
Theatre, South Bend, from 1935 to
1940. Schimbach, now division man-
ager of RKO Theatres, Chicago,
claims that because his spot charg-
ed 25c, Warner Bros, and United
Artists refused to sell him. product
before the Buckllh, Orpheum and
Elko, all in Elkhart, Ind. All these
houses charged 35c. Granada,was
forced to play in first week gen-
eral release ind after Elkhart lo-

cations. Also named in the action
wterfe the.Hlinois-Indiana chain and

6*

Manta-Rose Circuit. Treble dam-
ages of. $75,000 are asked.

In an accompanying action, tho
same plaintiffs are asking $150,000
from Loew’s, 20th-Fox, Columbia
and Universal, charging, that the
majors conspired with Great States
and Paramount circuits to pre-
vent them from getting product
before first and second-run, gen-
eral-release dates from 1935 to
1940.
Milton D, Levey and Bess Kes-

ser, cp-partners of the Music Box
Theatre, CM, say that they were
forced to play }ri first week, gen-
eral release, due to “conspiracy”
that existed since April 1, 1945,
among the majors, Warner Bros.
Theatres, and the Balaban & Katz
chain. Partners, in suit filed in
Chi Federal Court are ’ asking for
$150,000 treble injuries. In a re-
lated action, Southport Amus.
Corp, which operated the same
house from 1920 to April 1, 1945,.
is asking from Hie same defend-
ants $510,000 for similar damages.
Simon also filed in Chi Federal

Court an action for the Lindy The-
atre, Chicago, against the majors,
Warner Bros, circuit, and Balaban
& Katz, alleging that it was forced
to play in third week, general re-
lease, from 1930 to 1943, Operators
Elmer and Beatrice Benesch are
asking $330,600 treble damages.
Tom McConnell,, film attorney,

slapped the major* film companies
with another antitrust suit yester-
day. (Mon,), Filed 4n Chi Federal
District Court, the suit asks $1,950,

-

000 in treble damages foi^ Viking
Theatre Corp., Appleton,

. Wise.
Lawyer claim that the theatre
was forced to play in second and
third week* release through re-
strictiops under the Wisconsin zon-
ing system since 1942. Besides
the .majors, Warner Theatres of
Wisconsin, which operates the Rio
and Appleton, Appleton, is also
named. McConnell won the Towne
case, Milwaukee, in -April 1950,
upon which the present action Is

patterned. a

5 Indies Sued by Govt
As Trust in Terre Haute

Washington, April 8.

Five indie theatre corporations
were on the receiving end Of an
antitrust suit filed in Terre Haute,
Ind., last week by the Justice De-
partment.

'

The companies are Alliance The-
atre Corp., Chicago; Fourth Ave.
Amus. Co., Louisville; and the
Grand Theatre Corp., Terre Haute
Amus. and Tri-Theatres, all In-
diana corporations.
Complaint says they eliminated

competition by their pooling for
operating and sharing the profits
of the houses.

3

Are you interested in movies

-

seriously?

If so, you art eligible for membership in the]

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

Be part of this independent, non-profit organization

founded in 1909 to promote the public understanding
of movies as entertainment, as education, as art, as a
factor in social progress.
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Your dues entitle you to

FILMS IN REVIEW
the only U. S. monthly dealing authorita-

tively with every aspect qf the motion
picture.

Your dues also entitle you to

a WEEKLY GUIDE to
MOTION PICTURES

which each week brings you
intelligent, incorruptible rc-

°<
**

1 views of the better filr&s.

FMME
and receive

Send now!coupon

FREE the Garbo!

and Valentino Issues of films

m

I

NATIONAL SOARD OF RIV1IW
31 Union Square West, N. Y, 3

I want to be a member and en-
close $5.00 for one year’s dues*

Name

jin Review, each containing 26£

’stills” from all their pictures.^

Address

City.
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The Inside Story of Today's

Most Despised RACKET 1

George

is a GREAT7T7MOVIE

!

Excellent, ranks with, if not topping, best of foreign
award winners,” -variety

Great off-beat film.,. exquisite, pictorially beautiful,

dramatically fascinating,” *»holiywood reporter

...Different from mn-of-the-mine. . . rich in audience
reward.” "

-motion picture daily

Written and filwM ky WRMAH FOSTER • Ff»duc«d ky HiH Sirtlelt
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Spectacular Scenes

NEVER

BEFORE

FILMED

GIANT EAGLES
in screaming -

attack on
savage wolves!
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A RON ORMOND PRODUCTION starring

M»ri« WINDSOR ® Richard ROBER
C*rl* BALENDA ® Jacki® COOGAN • Allan NIXON

Introducing Jacqualixi® FONTAINE
Produced by Ron Ormond • Directed by Semuel Newfield • Screenplay by Orville Hampton

W I

PAUL

HENREID
LIZABETH

SCOTT
in a story of

s: r '?ciminq s u s p v n s o

R 0(j Cesar Marie

CAMERON • ROMERO • WINDSOR

" the

JUNGLE
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HAYDEN • LESLIE • BONO » nCLLwAIC
Written end Directed by Chortw Marquis Warren • Produced ky J»bp Champtt#
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Hughes
7

Commie Blast

Active RKO Trading
Announcement by Howard

Hughes of RKO’s suspended

t, -~r caOmt m j»j» s
, , ,

-.
atcly. followed by^ most^c

seen as further cueing the decision pictures. This is not true and never - tive trading in the film com-

to relinquish the film operation. was.” pany*s shares on the N. Y.

Lurie, Ford, Keller Long one of the staunchest anti- Stock Exchange in months.

Af this time last vear Lurie Red fighters in Hollywood, Brewer ^°tal of 13,500 shares war ex-

. t a syndicate which had a said bG was well aware that Com- changed on Monday (7), a vol-

^ut^wrauued un for the nnmisrn is a serious problem, “but ume exceeded by only seven

SL“ '

: STbk£ control * «*r judgment It can be dealt other Big Board listings.

WArw Tnck and Albert War- with rather simply if people in The stock closed the day at

ne
“ teii’s p?ans Vcluded the “n‘rol

,

®* the Iatetry face up to 3% polnts for a H gain. At

of Maver as studio ii. deal squarely with it and meet one point, it was down to 3Vi %

bSfs“on as he Suld sever hls * head »n _I don't think it's nee- lowest for the year.

connections with M-G. Major part essl^ to ®lose do™ » studl°” v ",
, uimim-hsma,

of ' the overall deal had been Gunther R. Lessing, prez of the n „ n , ,

worked out when Harry M. Warner Motion Picture Industry Council, i,«l PfotfcSlS rrOD6 S * *
made an 11th hour decision scut- board chairman of the Society of „ _ „ _ „„

tling the whole idea.
' Independent Motion Picture Pro- l™>f UpA Nfrihi^

That Lurie is sufficently well- ducers pnd Walt Disney veepee- v* ntu W
heeled to buy out Hughes, in part- general counsel called the Hughes 1 ¥|wf* ¥mtti;raf;nn
nership with Mayer, is reflected in statement a “distinct disservice” to Jt^ IHUall HUpilLallUlX

the fact that he and his associates tbe industry. Hollywood, April 8.

apparently had little trouble in While Hughes had every right Columbia Pictures issued a Dro-
raising $25,000,000 for the project- to exercise prerogative of man- v i u
ed WB acquisition. Hughes' 24% agement, said Lessing, VI do not test aflaulst What it termed wholly

stock ownership has a market val- agree with his implications that -unwarranted - implications” in ro-

ue of less than that sum. Mayer there are many more Communists ports of testimony which named 38
»lso has Henry Ford. 2d. and K. T. and disloyal persons in the Indus- former writers for the studio as
Keller' (Chrysler) capital at his try than my Investigations and nnrnvn„ntp(. „
disposal. knowledge of the situation lead me Communist members or sympa-

iv v Rp&jittmii to believe. thizers. Studio spokesman said:

Gol Talks Deal
Continued from pag* ? =-r=

list of Red Scribes

As Unfair Implication

Hollywood, April 8.

Columbia Pictures issued a pro-

Rcstctiou
I

Meanwhile. numerous-N. Y. in-
‘‘
I

.
b?‘7e that Hughes is doing

' 38 w«e employed

Hustrv-ites let it be known in nri- the industry & distinct disservice ^ 1946 3nd 1947
t before tile

vate^conversations that they're in spreading the impression that it •*“*§<»& Was alerted to the -threat

plenty unhappy over Hughes' pub- jj*

.

in
.

fil
*Fated with Communists,

licly-stated ‘ reasons for limiting ^bl
,

s just the sort of thing we bia m
.
u^ emphasize that each and

production. He said he took thl * C°?bat in
i

the F.IC7Tthe
drastic step as a means of weeding fallacious impression that Com- * th^Tnh?
out Communists. This, said .ob- muni*ts influence our industry. and that to not one stogie instance

servers, gives thp impression that “While I do not minimize the \nv
y
r^miinf«sf

b

Hollywood is abounding with sub- need for ridding the industry of
propaganda in

versives. any Reds within it, I cannot agree
us intent.

Others take the more cynical with Hughes that Communist in- ,

view that Hughes, faced with a pro- fluence is so great that it could ac- pi £Q n ^ 9

duction dilemma, decided on the tually contribute to the closing of I
s

jyitH HS 5CE flO£U6
near shutdown in order to straight- a studio;”

, ‘ TTollvwnnd Anrti ft

en out studio affairs. Another Hughes' recent statement that „—, W1 _ ’ ’

,

thizers. Studio spokesman said:

“Many of the 38 were employed

fooner on what it might consider

more popular fare.

Meanwhile, in connection with

the latter, Steve Bosustow, UPA
proxy, met in N.Y. this week with
Leo Jaffe, Col pursestring exec,

concerning production of a full-

length feature. Subject of talk, it

was said, included possibility of
converting the stage success, “Fin-
ton’s Rainbow,” to a full-length
animated feature or a combination
live-action-cartoon production. Un-
der the deal, Col would contribute
the major portion of the financing
and supervise the releasing. Out-
come of talks was not indicated.
However, . it’s expected that sub-
ject will be more extensively dis-
cussed on Jaffe’s arrival on the
Coast this week for the annual pal-
aver of Col h.o, .and studio execs
on forthcoming product and other
company matters.

Tied up with UPA’s contem-
plated entry into Col’s official fam-
ily are several other considerations
involving Col’s video subsid, Screen
Gems. Latter, which has been re-
ported entering TY production on
a large scale, has been seeking in-

creased office and studio facilities.

SG is reportedly weighing the shift

of -all its production activities to
the Coast and maintaining only a
sales office in the east. Ralph
Cohn, Gems’ topper, is expected to
take part in the studLo confab,
leading to the supposition that
Gems and UPA biz will be on the
agenda.

If SG decides to close down pro-
duction in New York, it’s expected
that UPA will follow suit. Ed Cul-
len, UPA’s sales chief, may become
overall Screen Gems sales topper
under the new arrangement.

Starrett Rides Away
From Col and ‘Durango’

'

Hollywood, April 8.

After 16 years with Columbia,
Charles Starrett galloped that-

away off the lot with the comple-

tion of “Kid From Broken Gun,”
in which he made his last ride as
the Durango Kid.
New oater series, costarring Jack

|

Mahoney and Smiley Burnette,
starts next month with “Panhandle
Territory.”

Flynn as ‘Sea Rope’
Hollywood, April 8.

film exec said, “It looks like a move thertTare stm ^'substaiitiaT" num- Errol Flynn goes to England
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Theatre Hearings
Continued from page 4

influence these

Subversive's Under Control

in order to give UHF a boost. Sen.
Edwin C. Johpson (D-Colo.),
chairman of Commerce Committee,

Bending nroduefcion and throwing “Are these subversive elements urged the agency last week not to

100 decent people out of work the under control? The motion pic- act on this question without full

Ineptitude he displays is his stock- ture industry probably more foan hearings.

holders’ concern, not mine. any other industry to the U. S. can Commission also has before it a

“The American picture industry ” affirmatively answer this question, petition by Zenith Radio Corp. to

Miss McCall emphasized “can say 1 firmly believe also that Holly- institute hearings on commercial

to the American public that not wood labor unions have success- use of Plmnevision system of sub-

one subversive syllable was ever *uliy barred all subversive influ- scription TV. It s likely that agencyone subversive syllable was ever ^ „
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tween the Guild and RKO. Ceci1 DeMille and many other schedule.

“Arbitration is guaranteed us,”
fine Americans in our industry Motion picture industry had

Miss McCall said “in a contract who “ave been fighting this battle planned all-out presentation, with

which came into being after an for us under terrific obstacles gi witnesses lined up, to back up
election conducted under the Taft- s“Ould be commended by us all. exclusive channel bid at project-

Hartley law, as the result of col-
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hey have
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so
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d®?pite a lack ed May 5 hearings. Those who
lective bargaining. We believe in

of appropriate legislation, despite had contemplated summer trips

the sanctity of contracts and intend quibb
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?g by tbe courts, and irre- abroad will now be able to go

to enforce ours with RKO.” sponsible attacks by many persons ahead with plans.
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attackers, such as the Widely pub-
licized all-industry answer to the

House Un-American Activities com-
mittee’s report on Communism in

Hollywood. Also, some “Movietime”
participants had been briefed on

dealing with the “Un-American-
ism” charges. Under the new plan

activities to thto field will be

stepped up considerably.

At the last-COMPO board meet-

ing, exhib leaders showed active

concern with the subject, whereas
earlier the general attitude was
that the problem of dealing with

detractors was one for Hollywood
to handle, via the Motion Picture

Industry Council and the Motion

Picture Assn, of America.
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VARIETY CLUBS
INTERNATIONAL
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siderable disparity this year in

naming the “bests,” the choices in

general centered around .the films

which gained the most attention

in the Academy balloting. “An

American in Paris” (M-G), “A

Place In the Sun” (Par) and “A
Streetcar Named Desire” (WB) re-

ceived the most Citations, although

there were many other pix that

received .the top rating.

Foreign; groups have also joined

the award battawagon, with press

associations, magazines and festi-

val groups taking special cogni-

zance of pictures. Unusual aspect of

some of the foreign awards is that

films already played out in this

country have been cited for awards
abroad.
Among national magazines Red

Book, Modern Screen, Holiday,

Scholastic, Parents Magazine,

Photoplay and Look are prominent
sponsors of film awards.

Is deeply proud of Its Heart Fund activity

—the building and perpetual maintenance
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NBC Mulls $2^00,000 Korda

Deal for Exclusive fix on TV
NBC-TV* is mulling an offer by+

Sir Alexander Korda to put oyer
1

$2,5fl0,000 in financing of 26 fea-

ture films to be produced by Kor-
da in England, in return for which
the web would have exclusive

video rights in the U. S. NBC execs

this week confirmed that the deal

has been presented to them, but

said it has not yet reached the

negotiation stage.

Plan, if it goes through, would
mark the first time that a major
TV network has combined with a

name theatrical film producer to

supply the net with good feature

product. It's understood .that some
of the 26 films have been com-
pleted by Korda but that the re-

mainder of his production schedule

is contingent on NBC's signing.

Under deal being disdussed, the

web would put up $100,000 for each
film, for which it would get "the

TV rights, while Korda would have
the global theatrical distribution

rights. It’s reported the British

producer figures to bring in the

pix at around $300,000 each, and
with the coin from NBC plus coin

Korda would receive from the Eady
plan* would be in healthy financial

condition.
. v

For NBC, on the other nhnd, it

would mean a flow of quality first-

(Continued on page 59)

BRENT SETS
1

OWN TV,

PIC PRODUCTION FIRM
Hollywood, April 8,,

George Brent has formed his

own production company and, part-

nered with William B. White, will

produce theatrical film and* vidpix..

Brent will star in some of the pix

and vidpix, and direct others.

.First telepix series on agenda of

George Brent Productions is “Ad-
dress Tangiers/’ by -Robert Blees.

Blees is now scribbling -26 scripts

for the series, will turn in three by
May 1, Bren£ is financing the com-
pany. 50% himself, and plans to

negotiate with Chemical Bank and
Trust Co. of N. Y.-for rest .of the
coin. He is negotiating with Jack

Transfilm’s TV Readings
Transfilm, Inc,, has completed

the first in a projected new series

of TV films in which name stars

read well-known literary works, in

line with the recent popularity of

such readings. Initialer has Basil

Rathbone reading Robert Louis
Stevenson's “Sire de Maletroit's

Door.”

Coming up are Madeleine- Car-
roll doing Guy de Maupassant’s
“Diamond v Necklace”; ’ Burgess
Meredith in a selection from Mel-
ville’s “Moby Dick,” and Boris

Karloff reading Edgar Allen Poe’s

“Tell-Tale Heart.” Other actors

inked for the series are Walter
Hampden and Monty Woolley.

Jake Wilk Exits

WB for TV Films

Jake Wilk, vet film story editor

and longtime eastern studio rep
for Warner Bros., has decided to

exit the company and concentrate

on story properties and story ideas

having to do With vidpix. . He al-

ready has network and ad agency
interest in his consultative services

on film series for television.

He will continue to work with
the Warners. He grew up-with all

three Warner Bros, and was also

an intimate of the late Sam* War-
ner even dtiring his (Wilk*S) start

with Lewis J. ’Selznick in the old

World Film days dating back to

1914.
'

He was the first to visualize the

value of TV rights, and about 15

(Continued on page 67)

^ New York
INS-Telenews has wrapped up

two new sales on its TV newsreels,

with WLW-TV, Cincinnati, buying

the daily reel and WDTV, Pitts-

burgh, taking the weekly, under
Duquesne Beer sponsorship , * «

Fred Ferramano has opened N, Y.

offices as eastern rep for Studio

Films, Cleveland’ outfit, making
musical TV shorts ,,, . Neel
Charles, formerly British film, at-

tache in Rome, has joined Ted
Baldwin, Inc., as coordinator and
personal rep for the company m
buying feature films and produc-

tion of new vidpix in various Euro-
pean countries . . . Ted Bolsunieaii

and Tom McManus have
.
joined

Telenews as sales reps.

Hollywood
Paul Keast set for role in “Coun-

terfeit Coin,” Murphy-Thomas
“Frontier Detectives” vidpix series

now shooting . . . Fred Messeii**r

and Jack Murton organized Talent
Associates to cast exclusively for

TV producers . . . “Boston Blaclde”
series renewed for 13 weeks on
KNBH by Milani Foods . . . Hyman
Marcus is prexy, Herman Webber
v.p. and Max Fink secretary-treas-

urer of newly-formed Television
Varieties. Inc., vidpix company
with initial capitalization in .excess

of $200,000 . . . Ray Montgomery,
James Fairfax and Jon Hall set

for leads in Arrow Productions’
“Ramar of the Jungle)” rolling May
6 at KTTV studios, with- Leon
Fromkess as exec producer . .

.

New Radian ’ Productions ..on. Gen?
eral Service lot, produced Stanton
Kramer prepping series, including
offbeat oater and- musical, Law-
renoe Raimond scripting, David
Buntzman also associated with
Kramer ... Bob Stack starrer,
“The Phantom Pirate,” rolls April
28 under aegis of William F.
Broidy Productions . . . “Rebound”
and “Crown Theatre” series of
Bing Crosby Enterprises resume
shooting at RKO Pathe . April 25,
and first of “Perry Mason” series

• (Continued on page 55)

WCBS-TV’s British Pix
New packageuof 14 British-made

features never before shown on
television in .the U. S. has been
bought for exclusive N. Y. video
showing's by WCBS-TV, flagship

station of the CBS-TV web, Pix
were produced, by British National
Films, Ltd., which went out of

business in 1948.
Deal was set by David Savage,

manager ofv WCBS-TV's film de-
partment, with M.&A. Alexander
Productions, which is handling TV
syndication on the films. First in

the series, titled “The Common
Touch,” is to be aired on WCBS-
TV’s “Late Show” Sunday (13).

DuM Suit Settled;

‘Royal’ Resumes
DuMont network this week set-

tled out of court the breach of

contract suit brought against it by
Bing Crosby Enterprises, with the
result that BCE's “Royal Play-
house” series of vidpix has re-

sumed on the web.
DuMont originally signed for the

series on a long-term basis but,

after playing 26 of them,, cancelled
out on the remainder, claiming ex*
emption under the war clause in

its contract. Vidpix had been
sponsored by DuMont Telesets,

with the web citing the restriction

of materials for receiver manufac-
turing 'as the basis for its claim.

BCE, as a result, brought suit.

Under terms of the settlement,
DuMont reportedly is paying the

(Continued on page 58)

TV Filins in Production
"ti as of Friday, April 4 - - =

Bachman for rights to the series,

“Valerie Dean—Visiting Nurse,”
which he and White will produce
for TV.

Brent plans to produce three
low-budget exploitation -pix within
18 months, will star in two and di-

rect one. The indies will be made
without a release, the company lin-

ing up distribution later.

Hour Glass Schedules

Heavy Location Leasing
Hollywood, April 8.

Taking a leaf, from the major
film* studios’

.
books, Hour ' Glass

Productions is planning four loca-
tion trips during the next four
months for vidfilms on its schedule.
Project tees next month and will

continue through August.
Hour Glass already has complet-

ed 13 13-minute vidpix lensed in
16m Kodachrome. Upcoming are
“Huck Finn Day” to be made in
Denver in May, “Ham Radio” in

Nebraska in June, “Basque Sheep
Boy” in Idahb in July and “Page
Boy” in Washington in August. Pix
are slanted at the teenage market
by writer producer Wanda Tuchock
and director George deNormand.

Already completed are “Road
Runners,” .“Kid Rodeo,” “Pet
Show,” “Hallowe’en,” “Homing
Pigeons,” “Newsboy Story,” “Ca-
mellia Parade,” “Rock Hounds,’’
“Soap Box Trio,” “County Fair,”
“High Flyers,” “Sailing Snowbirds”
and ‘Knuckles Down.”

‘Annie Oakley’ Set

For, Vidfilm Ser?es
Hollywood, April 8.

Gene Autry’s Flying A Produc-
tions this week pacted Gail Davis,
who’s been the femme interest in
a number of cowboy films, to star
in a new half-hour vidfilm series,
“Annie Oakley.” With Miss Davis
in the title role, the first in the
series rolls next week and will be'
used as a pilot for pitching to agen-
cies and clients.

Wallace Fox will direct, with
Lou Gray producing. Initialer,
Bull’s Eye,” was scripted by
Dorothy Yost. Series is the third

l?
be Produced by Flying A, with

the- Gene Autry show and the
Range Rider” series already on

the air.
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ARROW PRODUCTIONS
* KTTV Studio*. Hollywood

"RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE" 26 half-

hour junale adventure telepix series be-

gin shooting May 1. Producers: Harry S.

Rothschild, JC.eon Fromkes*.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: L«?w Lander*

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
Subset Studios, Hollywood

• "WILD RILL HICKOK," half hou* tele-

pix series sponsored by Kellogg’s now
shooting third series of thirteen. Guy
Madison and Andy Devine head cast.

Produced: William F. Broidy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonald

CBS-TV
"AMO* 'N* ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,

Culver City series of character comedy
telepix now shooting.
Sponsored Blatz Beer.

*

Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles
Correll.

Director: Charles Barton.
Producer: Janies Fonda

JACK CHERTOK PRODS,
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"SKY KING" series of half-hour vid-

pix for Derby Foods shooting.
Cast: Kirby Grant, Gloria Winter, Ron
Hagerthy, set leads.

Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: John Morse

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers Studios

Shooting "Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
Series," 26 15-minute telepix. Noah Beery.
Jr. toplines. Casting for stunt men and
women.
Producer-director: .Terry Courneya
Supervising film editor: Jimmy Moore

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
R'.IO-Pr’hc. Culver .City

"REBOUND" series of half hour adult
dramas sponsored by Packard Motor Car
Corp. resumes April 23.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Dire^’-r B ,

"PERRY MASON" series' of half hour
mystery telepix will begin shooting
April 25.
Producer: Richard Dorso
Half hour series of adult drama films

for "CRO.WN THEATRE" resume shoot-
ing April 25.
Producer: Richard Dorso
Producer: Richard Dorso, Bernard Girard,
John Nasht.

DESILU PRODS., )CNC.
General Service Studios', Hollywood

"I LOYE LUCY" half-hour comedy se-

ries for CBS-TV, 'nonsored by Philip
Mortis. Shoots to June.
C?si': Lucille Boll, Dssl Arnex; set leads

with William Frawley, Vivian Vahc* In
support. No parts to fill.

Producer: Jess Oppenhcimer
Director: Marc Daniels
Writers: Jess Oppenhelmcr, Madclyn
Pugh, Bob Carroll

*

DONLEVY CORP.
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"DANGEgOUS ASSIGNMENT" half-

hour adventure scries starring Brian
Donlevy shooting two films a week. 32
to he shot to June.
; rnUlcer: liarok. E. Knox.
Director: Bill Karn

DOUGFAIR CORP.
. 666 N. Robertson Blvd.: .Hollywood

Now shooting "TERRY AND THE PI-

RATES" 26 half-hour adventure telepix.

Cast: John Baer, Marl Blanchard, William
Ttacy, Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschen.

Producer: Dougfair Corp.
Director: Dick Irving.

JERRY FAIRBANKS '

6052 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood
"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour

drama series resumes shooting mid-April.
Directors: Derwin Abbe. Arnold Wester

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
6431 Melrose, Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC. DeSotd-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Gucdel
Film producer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset. Blvd., Hollywood

"RANGE RIDER" second half of series
of 52 half-hour telepix now shooting.
Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones In fixed leads.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" serle* of 26

half hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick McVcy and Jane Nigh
set leads.
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Krasne

Director: E. A. Dupont.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood f

"LIFE WITH LINKLETTER," starring
Art Linkletter in series of 16 vidpix, half-
hour audience participation show for
ABC web^ shooting every other week for
28 weeks.
Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedcl
Director: Irvin Atkins

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
SERVICE

Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL

OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 half-
hour scientlfictlon telepix now shooting.
Judd Holdren, Aline Towno head cast
with William Schallert in support.
Producer: Franklin Adreoh
Director: Fred Brannon

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
6525 Sunset: Hollywood

Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW" series
of 15-minute telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director: George deNormand

LANCER PRODUCTIONS
RKO-Pathe: Culver City

"THOSE WERE THE DAY*" half hour
telepix series starts shooting April 25.
Producers: Bernard Girard. Richard Dorso
"CORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour

comedy pix begin shooting April 25*
Producer:director: Bernard Girard
„
"TRAUMA" series begins shooting May

1. Half hour dramas.
Producers: Bernard Girard. Richard Dorso
Executive Producer: Basil Grillo

EDWARD LEWIS PRODS.
Motion Picture Center, Hollywood

Series of half-hour dramas featuring
Irene DunJde as femcee resume* shooting
mid-April.
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"GANGBUfTER" series for NBC-TV,

sponsored by Chesterfield, now rhooting.
Produepr: Phillips Lord
Director: Lew Landers

MARTED PRODUCTIONS
Swanstrom Studios: Hollywood

"THE HOT *TOVE LEAGUE," Leo
Durocher and Laraine Day star in a series
of 104 quarter-hour interviews of baseball
greats. Different guest stars each week.
Producer: Marty Martyn, Ted Kneeland
Writer: Robert Todd

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach ''Studios: Culver City

Now shooting "BEULAH" series of half-
hour comedy telepix.
Producer: Tom McKnlght
Director: Abby Berlin.

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

Half-hour series of adult drama tele*
pix resume shooting for Revue Prods.
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROGERS now shooting ten oater
telepix. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill.

Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood

"ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of half-
hour drama telepix now shooting.
Producer: Gil Ralston
Director: Victor Stoloff

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD" series of half-hour
adventure telepix shooting.
Producer) Hal Roach, Jr.: Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tlnling

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hill*

Resume shooting telescriptlons featur-
ing different artists each' week April 11.
Producer: Louis D. Snader _

FRANK WISBAK PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

^ "FIRESIDE THEATRE" series of half-
hour adult dramas resume shooting mid-
April.
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

3KIV TV
5256 Clinton St., Hollywood

,
Five in "UNEXPECTED" series of half-

hour telepix shoot in April.
Two "CISCO KID" half-hour telepix

scheduled for April shooting.
Director: Paul Landres. Eddie Davis, So-
bey Martin

Wathifettlay, April, % 1952

fits Alerted

• With new television station
coming on the air when the FCC
freeze is lifted expected to be in
desperate need of good program-
ming, the TV film syndication out-
fits have already launched a heavy
push to get their product into the
upcoming new markets. Since
most of the new stations will not
be tied down to netwqrk affiliation
pacts, the syndicators figure such
outlets will give them their first
big chance to coin the heavy dough
and /some of them have already
sold their shows.

Chief problem facing the vidpix
syndicators is how to price their
product for the new, untapped
markets. United TV programs, for
one, has set up a pricing structure
under which each new market will
be able to buy .UTP packages at a
certain minimum price. UTP deal
permits the stations to preem each
series within 90 days after they
take the air and to re-run the films
at no additional cost anytime with-
in a year after the first run. Ac-
cording to UTP sales chief Aaron
Beckwith, the ipinimum price is an
arbitrary figure based on the price
under which his outfit would lose
money on a sale.

Making the top vidfilm pack-
ages available to the' new stations

as soon as they launch operations,
Beckwith said, will give them an
immediate advantage in building
their audiences and lining up spon-

( Continued on page 58)

VIDPIX GO BIGTIME; 2

SKED FOREIGN LENSING
Hollywood, April 8.

Two vidpix series will be shot

out of the U. S., beginning next
month, with one skedded for loca-

tioning in Mexico, the other in

British *East Africa.
George Breakston and John

Stahl, leaving May 4 to film a the-

atrical picture, “Morassi,” in Africa,

will also shooj; 13 half-hour telepix

during their safari. Mattha Hyer
has the femme, lead in the video
series, tagged “Safari Bill.” Irene
Breakston Is associate producer,
John R. Carter technical exec. A
United Artists TV release is set.

Les Mitchel will produce and di-

rect “Guest Star Theatre,” shoot-
ing skedded June 1 in Mexico City’s

Churubusco studios* Budd Lesser
is working on scripts.for the series.

Mitchel is now contacting Andy
and Della Russell, Lee Bowman,
Ginger Rogers, Gloria Swanson,
Bobby Driscoll and Constance Ben-
net for the series.

KTLA Gets 26 Rep Pix

On 2 Year TV Deal
Hollywood, April 8.

KTLA has acquired 26 pix from
Hollywood Television Service, Re-
public studio television subsidiary,

shortly after leasing of 20 pix by
the channel from Robert L. Lip-

pert. Negotiations for the block, of

pix were finalized by Klaus Lands-
berg, KTLA v.p. and general man-
ager; L. G. Muller, film director

for the station, and HTS prexy
Earl Collins.

Unlike the Lippert pix, which
were releases of 1950-51 vintage,

the new block of product, all Re-
public pix,. and mostly whodunits,
were released from 1938 through
1945.
While Landsberg did not disclose

lease price, it’s known the sum in-

volved was not large, in keeping
with the station’s announced policy

of buying modestly, not seeking
pix which Landsberg feels won’t

pay off.

Will Cowan Into Telepix

With ‘Sgt. Nelson, USA1

Hollywood,* April 8.

Will Cowan, Universal-Interna-
tional producer-director, who has

handled thfe studio's series of mu-
sical shorts, has branched out into

the Valley lot’s television activity,

directing tests of various un-

knowns. Studio is hunting* a com-
parative newcomer for the title

role in “Sergeant Nelson, U.S.A.,’

its first video project which rolls

late this month.
Potential talent is first screened

by George Bole, who heads U-I’*

TV department, and Phil Benja-

min of the casting department.
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Radio in 1951 was a smooth running, highly tem-
pered medium. America's broadcasters produced
their shows, presented the news, took care of the na-

tion’s entertainment—just as though the TV Bikini

_ had never exploded. Their know-how and technique,

sharpened through the years, had permitted them to

take ’51 in their stride. Some, still zestful enough to

get excited about radio, did more than this. And for

their efforts, Variety has singled them, out for ac-

...claim and acknowledgement.

«

Television in 1951 could take its first breather,

having set most of its patterns the year before. With
the two coasts finally linked by microwave relay and
major programming originating on both ends, TV
began to ape its AM parent and settle for the status

quo. Like radio, it was operated with a mechanical

finesse which left no doubt that it had hurdled its

operational problems. Program formulas were ac-

cepted, video practically became a round-the-clock

operation, station profits - soared to unbelievable

heights, in most cases far surpassing radio. There

was not too much imagination, very little experimen-

tation. Certainly nothing startling.
,
But then again,

TV. had been shelling it out for years, and if they

were inclined to play it safe in ’51, they were riding

the crest and had no fears of the future.

Radio after 30 years is confronted with a dilemma.

. And it has taken television only five years to be faced

with problems of equal magnitude. Both are at the

same crossroads, and neither can see the forest for

the trees.

Since TV came into view, radio has been steadily

fashioning for herself a pair of blinkers to obliterate

the monster. Instead of acknowledging the new com-

petition and patterning its formula for the future,

radio has been resorting to temporary palliatives.

Throwing rate cards out the window, by
.

accepting

deals was one way of pushing off the inevitable. Es-

tablishing lower rate structures was another. There

were stations that kept faith and refused to concede

_ a rate cut was justified. Some even went the other

way and upped the ante, thereby demonstrating that. <,

in 1951 there was plenty of advertising coin around. ^

This same faith that won’t sell radio short must

plan for- its future. Obviously radio, in the face of

TV’s emergence as a glittering, fabulously-priced

medium, must inevitably embrace the low-cost kilo-

cycle band. This doesn’t mean bargain basement
deals or leftovers; rather a medium that’s provoca-
tive and exploits to the fullest extent its potentialities.

The lush years, of AM stopped its creative ventures.
But the capacities of its operators are again chal-
lenged, and real faith in the continuance of radio’s
power will disclose new paths, methods of presenta-
tion and areas of concentration.

There was, for example, the small Hartford indie
that made no attempt to ape a big station’s methods
but evolved its own TNT (time-news-temperature)
formula and then, wrapped it up with maximum
showmanship. There was another Hartford station
and a major league Chicago operation that assumed
their responsibility to the community effectively, con-
structively, and sensationally. Yet within the con-
fines of a limited AM budget they established an im-
portant place for radio. There was the New York
multi-lingual station, faced with the dual competition
from radio and television in the world’s largest mar-
ket, that jumped the gun on all of them by making its

own unique niche in* establishing direct relationship

with^the homeland in serving its 2,000,000 listeners.

Here was ample testimony that radio has its place,

and the people with the know-how to maintain this

place.

• —
- %

Despite its ascendancy into kingpin status, tele-

vision is confronted with as important a decision.

Stratospheric billings and profits in 1951 had hidden
the portent of the. future. Already TV was begin-

ning to price itself out of the market for too many
advertisers. Unprecedented fees for talent and shows
began to frighten off even the big spenders. Pro-
grams were becoming too pat and stylized. Major
‘personalities were startled to learn how quickly TV
wore out their repertoire. The frenzied tempo of TV
has brought the video enterpreheurs to the forest at
a clip that’s created an electronic puzzlement.

Yet, paradoxically, TV has just begun to scratch

the surface. Education by television has limitless pos-

sibilities. New centres of program originations for
local color and talent have just begun to pop up. The
vast realm of news and special events has only been
tapped. Television and its leaders must look over
the top of the trees and plan and envision its future.
Like radio, it must create its own pattern for this

future, but it must have faith that its viewers will go
along with the untried and the new, the unproven and
the unfamiliar, and so broaden its scope and horizon.

4
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Responsibility

To Commnnily
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WTIC* Hartford

WBBM9 Chicago^

To deal effectively and con-

itructively with so sensational a

problem as the narcotic trade and
drug addiction, and to tackle these

headline problems without melo-
dramatics or hokum, calls for rare

maturity and perception. This year

two stations did just that, demon-
strating thereby a sense of social

responsibility that reflects consid-

erable credit on themselves and
American broadcasting.

WTIC, Hartford, led the way by
initiating and carrying through to

a successful conclusion a campaign
to have the State of Connecticut
put on its books a new law which
imposes stiff penalties for the sale

of narcotics to minors. The cam-
paign was integrated into the
WTIC-produced and originated

network show, “Mind Your Man-
ners.” Arrangements were made
for Allen Ludden, who conducts
the series, to visit a Connecticut
correctional . institution, where he
recorded a moving interview with
a 16-year-old girl who had been
convicted of drug addiction;. .At
the end of the program, listeners
were urged to do something about
the problem of drug addiction, to
expose the dope peddlers, and to
work for more stringent narcotic
laws. A repeat broadcast added
to the impact of the original pro-
gram.

But that was only the beginning.
Next, Paul W. Morency, the ag-
gressive manager of WTIC, or-
dered a study of both Federal and
state narcotic laws, which reveal-
ed that most state narcotic laws
were woefully inadequate—partic-
ularly Connecticut’s. As a result,
he decided that “Mind Your Man-
ners" could not effectively con-
tinue its campaign for better leg-
islation throughout the country

—

until his home state of Connecticut"
did something concrete in the way
of leadership.

Accordingly, Morency enlisted
the aid of Governor- Lodge and
the State Police Commissioner in
preparing, with WTIC, a long-
needed revision of the state’s Drug
Act. But‘there was a big hurdle
in the way: the State legislature
was close to adjournment. Could
a new drug bill be written and
passed in the short time left? . . .

If the bill did not pass at this ses-
sion, it would be two years before
it could be brought up again!

So Morency and his staff, like
all veteran radiomen used to fight-

• against time, got to work fast
to beat the deadline. Morency
sent urgent special delivery letters
to every radio station in Connecti-
cut, urging their aid in the battle
to get the new narcotics bill
through the legislature. Not only
that—but he sent hard-hitting ra
dio copy along with the letters . .

spot announcements which called
upon listeners throughout the state
to “Act now! Wire or write your
-representative fn the

-

State Legis-
lature. Tell him to support theNEW AMENDMENT to the NAR-
COTICS LAW!”

ment, because Wolff probed deep-

ly and meaningfully into all phases
of the narcotics problem, including
desire and addiction, supply an<j

demand, treatment, police enforce-
ment—and even alleged police

shakedowns of junkies by Chicago
cops.
In addition to interviewing Chi-

cago addicts, Wolff also recorded
grimly realistic first-person stories

by inmates of the Chicago House
of Correction, the Women’s Re-
formatory, the Illinois State Prison
and the Federal Hospital for drug
addicts, at Lexington, Ky.

Indicative of the mature ap-
proach taken by Wolff was the fact
that his attitude was always con-
structive, within the limits of the
problem, and he brought to his
microphones psychiatrists, law en-
forcement ind judicial • officials

and others who are professionally
concerned with the narcotics''prob-
lem. At the same time, listeners

time and temperature service that

is the basic ingredient of early

morning programming at most sta-

tions, apply this wake-up format
throughout the entire broadcast
day, with the exception of .Sunday.
Martin built his entire schedule
around the challenging tag of

“T.N.T.” . , . “Time-News-Temper-
ature.” Quarter of, on the hour,
and quarter after, WCCC broad1

casts time, temperature and
weather, and a 40-second news
summary. On the half hour, the
same service plus five miputes of

hews. W'CCC’s slogan is\“Every-
thing you need to know, when you
want to know it.”

Behind this successful new for-

mat, was this reasoning by Mar-
tin: In large markets like New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los
Angeles, the local independent
usually can get enough for its air

time to cover costs of comparative-
ly high-priced talent. ’ In the

participate in affairs of public in-

terest.”

What WCCC did was to offer the
members of the Connecticut State,

County and Municipal Employees
Union of the A.F. of L. an hour
and three, quarters of free time,

provided all sides of the contro-
versy were aired. For more than a

year, these civjl workers had been
trying to get a: cost of living wage
increase, and were apparently get-

ting a runaround from the State
Legislature and administration.
The newspapers, they claim,

weren’t even presenting their side
of the issue.

Martin not only arranged for
this special broadcast which
brought the entire issue dramatic-
ally to public attention, • but also
lined up a statewide radio hook-
up for the event. To give the
broadcast a d d e d impact, it was
staged from the Hall of the House
in the State' Capitol itself. Largely

WBBM

Showmanager Award
CARL HAVERLIN

la Carl Haverlin, president of Broadcast Music, Inc., the broadcasting in-

duslry has a leader of genuine stature* Haverlin has made a notable success
of his assignment of building and strengthening BMI's importance in the music
business. But more than that, he has used his position as BMI boss to advance
the creative and cultural frontiers of American radio. He has done a unique
public relations and public service job for, broadcasters when they most
needed it

More and more, good programming has the answers to radio's problems.
To spread the know-how of programming experts in all fields of radio, to share
with broadcasters in every section of the nation the programming experience
and ideas of the nation's best program men,^from the networks, and from
every type of smart station operation—Carl Haverlin conceived and initiated

the famous BMI Program Clinics. He organized top men into traveling teams,
which, during 1951, hit the road, and hit it hard, bringing BMI Program Clinics

to 35 states, Puerto Rico, and Canada, covering all phases of programming as
well as related subjects like news, sales, sports and station management.

At these clinics, radiomen got an invaluable chance to learn from each
other, to swap ideas, to gain fresh inspiration, new drive for the even tougher
competitive radio days ahead. For the first time little guys, the 250-watt
operators, were able to get first-hand program info and guidance from some
of the big network and major station experts—and not a few of the big-league
programmers brought home With them from BMI CHnics some useful ideas,

picked up from their minor-league colleagues. The Clinics enriched radio, and
gave long-overdue recognition to the importance of programming in station

operations.

This was also a big business year for showman Haverlin—the year
BMI-licensed tunes held first place in "Your Hit Parade" 26 times, with 24 times
in second place.

Paradoxically, it was Haverlin, who likes a symphony as much as a hill-

billy hit, who enlisted the force of BMI and- its members behind a flock of im-
portant projects to advance the cause of longhair music in America. BMI
started a "Young Composers Radio Awards" to encourage the original com-
position of concert music by students in high schools and colleges. To get

more radio stations to use longhair music—or concert music, as BMI calls it

—

' BMI began issuing a monthly "Pin Up Sheet
1
' of new and outstanding sym-

phonic record releases, a discount buying service for stations which wanted
to increase their classical disk libraries, and a Concert Music Packet, contain-

ing scripts for 12 broadcast hours, plus other special scripts and service. Al-

ready these projects are paying off in increased broadcast of symphonic
music by stations all over the nation.

eral other communities have since
adopted it.

Idea stemmed from Life maca.
sine, but WHAS-TV developed and
staged the shown and bore the en-
tire cost of the' operation. For 14
hours that week, the -station fo-
cused its lenses on the schools
pointing up teaching techniques’
physical plants, school system otl
ficials, teachers, pupils and gen-
erally, the good and the bad in
Louisville’s educational sphere
Cameras roved from kindergarten
to high schools, from white class-
rooms to Negro, from public
schools to parochial. Pickups often
showed the same subject being
taught in two separate schools to
point up the difference in teach-
ing methods.

Letters from viewers, educators
and civic dignitaries following the
week's sessions indicated the series
had accomplished its objectives in
building a new sense of duty and
alertness among both parents and
non-parents on the conduct of
their school system.

were warned not to expect easy or
quick solutions.

“The Untouchables” produced
results.

Still another station, WBBM,
turned its attention to the narcotic
problem, and did so in a way that
demonstrated the immense .power
of radio, when given a challenging
subject, superb craftsipen, and the
will to do a real job. In “The Un-
touchables,” WBBM investigated
the problem from a different angle,
using the documentary essay tech-
nique which this station has used
before to such good effect.

It was another winner for pro-
ducer-writer Perry Wolff, who last
year won a Variety award and
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Small Station

Showmanship
i + i t+++t++++++++++++

WCCC, Hartford
The problem of a small low-

powered indie making a firm
place for itself In a tough, com-
petitive market in this era of AM
and TV is increasingly difficult.

In Hartford, Conn., this past year
an imaginative young man who
manages just such a station, de-
veloped a fresh and effective way
of building audience and revenue
for WCCC, a 500-watt postwar
daytime operation. Essentially,

what Paul Martin did was to take
an old formula, give it new dimen-
sion, and dress it up in a show-
manly package that combined
listener and sales appeal.
The idea was lo take^the news,

medium market and the small
market, the chief advantage of the
local indie is a $3, $4 and $5 spot.

“Anything higher than that prices
us oiit

„
of the market,” Martin

claims. “Therefore, stations like

ours in the medium and small
markets must build station loyalty
rather than ‘program’ loyalty ac-
centing service rather than person-
alities.”

*

In short, WCCC adapted the con-
ventional music-and-news idea and
gave it new vitality, new useful-
ness for small stations in small
markets, by making a hard core
of service as important as the mu-
sic.

On the public service side,

WCCC produced some outstand-
ing programs, notably in an

%
issue

involving the state’s civil service
employees. As Variety reported
at the time, “By seizing on an issue
that has been footballed by both
major political parties and pussy-
footed by all the newspapers in

the state, WCCC has added a new
chapter to the treatise ‘How to Win
Friends and Influence People’ and
at the same time pointed out the
extent to which radio stations can

as a result of WCCC’s activity, the
Connecticut state employees got
their wage increase.

4++++++++» »*
Education By

Television
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WIIAS-TV, Louisville

Where other television stations
have attempted to teach home
viewers via video, Vic Sholis and
his^WHAS-TV boys put their me-
dium to a new purpose to raise
the educational standards of their
community. Tieing in with Na
tional Education Week last Novem-
ber, they took their cameras into
classrooms throughout the city to
televise teachers and pupils going
through their daily study routines.
Purpose was to punch home to pa
rents and taxpayers, by bringing
the schools to them, exactly how
their school systems operate. That
the idea was successful is proved
by the fact that TV outlets in sev-

WEU, New Haven
When the story of UHF is final-

ly inscribed, the role of Station
WELI in New Haven toward mak-
ing broadcasters UHF-conscious
through persistent promotion and
education, will occupy a prominent
niche. Taking advantage of its

close proximity to -the RCA-NBC
experimental station in Bridgeport,
WELI decided to find out if all

the theories against this new sys-
tem were in effect true. It received
UHF converted receiver from

RCA, installed this in a station
wagon and weht into the field to
make tests. To its amazement
WELI learned that UHF was in
comparison, to VHF on a par^ and
in many respects superior to VHF;
it learned that the original limita-
tions were far too conservative.
Even with the limited power of
the experimental station it found
that it was able to pick up the sta-

tion with serviceable pictures at

distances up to 40 miles. And it

found that there were no man-
made disturbances which would
disturb the UHF transmission.
Where shortwaves, diathermy, au-
tomobile ignition and neon signs

deteriorated VHF transmission
these same disturbances did not
affect UHF. Furthermore, the sta-

tion stayed on the air, it had no
breakdowns of tubes and equip-
ment as had been predicted.

All of this was too good for
WELI to keep to itself. It decided
to. tell other broadcasters of what
it had learned.
As a further service to the in-

dustry, WELI is conducting semi-
nars around the country, sending
its people to tell the story of UHF
to broadcasters and prospective ap-
plicants anywhere in the country.

Television

Originations
+» +* 44~H 4-

WCAU* Fhila.

The graveyard reputation of a

Philadelphia Sunday doesn’t hold

true for television. WCAU-TV’s
recent addition of its fifth and
sixth network originations, both on
the Sabbath, has virtually given

the station exclusive property
rights to CBS-TV’s Sunday day**

time schedule.
Activity from the staid Quaker

City on the normally quiet First

Day has the trade doing a double-
take. Never much of a figure in

network radio, Philly and WCAU-
TV are now a serious challenge as

a network telecasting centre.
Latest WCAU-TV additions to

the CBS line-up are “Junior Hi-

Jinx,” a moppet show starring

“Willie the Worm,” and “Ranger
Joe.” “Hi-Jinx” came to the at-

tention of CBS, when it constantly

outpulled other network puppet
standbys in the race to hold Phila-

delphia’s juve audience. Program
drew as much as 15,000 pieces of

(Continued on page 36)





WSB, Atlanta—In a campaign
designed to regenerate listener

and sponsor interest
w
in radio in

the face of TV competition, this

station launched a bold, aggres-

sive approach to the problem by
re-emphasizing local programming
at a “point-of-home” level. Under
the hep supervision of J. Leonard
Reinsch and John Qutler. WSB
during the year introduced new
station breaks, 18 new local shows
tailored to the needs and wishes of

its audience, special advertising to

promote radio as “your best enter-

tainment medium,” realignment of

network sustainers to develop block

programming, etc.

With the emphasis on “people”
—getting them into the programs,

into the studios, into the entire

campaign to build a new audience

for radio, WSB topped its drive

with a series of newspaper ads,

fo£ which cameramen went into

listeners' homes to get shots of

them listening to their radio for

station endorsements. Final results

aren't in yet, but early indications

point to the campaign as a socko

job of hep showmanagement.

WAAM, Baltimore — WAAM
needn’t ever take a back seat when
it comes to enterprising public

service-minded programming, for

the record speaks for itself: the

continuing impact of the Johns
Hopkins Science Review, which has
played a unique role in advancing
such program projects as cancer,

polio, heart, cerebral palsy and
blood donations, and which so ef-

fectively illustrates the
1

research

being done to eradicate these dis-

eases: station’s creation of a $10,000
grant to Johns Hopkins University

to be used during 1952 for fur-

ther extension of television activi-

ties at the university and* further
development of the “Science Re-
view.” A new type of fellqwship
for a new industry, it was created
in order that one mature person of

high standing, and currently active

in television work, may have nine

No Tennessee Walts
In the forefront in the

battle against AM rate cutting,,

was aggressive WNOX, the
Scrlpps - Howard outlet in

Knoxville, which took up the

cudgels against the rate-*slash-

ers with a vigorous ad cam-
paign which sounded out:

“WNOX—an outstanding CBS
station announces Rate In-

creases!”

Station reaped consider-

able praise from other broad-
casters, from reps, and even
from agencies and advertisers

—and helped swell the tide

against selling radio short.
rAnd WNOX’s own sponsors?
Not one complaint about the

Increases, not one went off the

air because of upped rates. In
fact, today the Tennessee sta-

tion has more advertisers than
before.

months free from professional

duties to pursue special studies of

his own choosing.

KCBS, San Francisco—When
Art Hayes pulled the big switch
on its 10-fold power increase to

50,000 watts, it was not only an
occasion for considerable Frisco
hoopla as the station came within
range of 4,000,000 Northern Cali-

fornians, but it was the signal for
an effective promotional job de-
signed to woo customers for ad-
vertisers and higher ratings for
shows that had already climbed.
The results were more than grati-
fying, for KCBS is the most lis-

tened to station, leading nearest
competitor by 11.1%, plus fact that
KCBS has seven out of Top 10
daily shows.

WHDH, Boston—In a unique sys-
tem of pitching a specific show to
a specific bankroller, WHDH, the
wide-awake Boston indie, lined up
an entire year’s promotion of the
RCA Victor 45-rpm records to lure
RCA into sponsoring its recorded
“Vaughn Monroe Show”—which,
naturally, relied also on 45-rpm
disks. Station turned over 45 min-
utes of its four most popular disk
jockey shows three days a week
to the exclusive playing of 45’s.

Idea was given fullscale on-the-
promotion via the .deejays

themselves, was pushed to radio
and record dealers via mailing
pieces and window-streamers and,
for an added fillip, was suggested
to other stations and their man-
agers apd disk jocks via direct let-

ters to each. In addition, consid-
erable paid space was taken in
Boston newspapers and the trade
press to promote the 45’s.

Result; WHDH got jhe job, with
RCA picking up the $35,000 tab
for its “Vaughn Monroe Show.”

WBAL-TV, Baltimore—Total of
•12 universities in the Baltimore
area have joined in the station’s

Sunday night “TV Campus” series.

On Tuesday nights, in cooperation
with the Univ. of Maryland, station
presents “Live and Let. Live” as
the answer to WAAM’s “Johns
Hopkins Science Review.” Radio
adjunct’s “Operations Chain Ac-
tion” explored the merchandising
field and the combined AM and TV
adjuncts did a notable job.on emer-
gency service.

WAVZ, New Haven—This winner
of "a Variety Showmanagement
Award last year continued its lead-

ership in radio journalism, prompt-
ing queries from dozens of other
radio stations on what is being done
at the Newspaper of the Air.

WAVZ operates on the assump-
tion that a radio station can and
should-'be a potent editorial force
in attacking the problems of its

community, particularly in a com-
munity where a monopoly news-
paper ownership curtailed effective

competition. Thus the station dis-

tinguished Itself with a documen-
tary, “The Story qf a Boy, a Neigh-
borhood and a Dream,” which
sparked a movement to rehabili-

tate a blighted area; it waged a
campaign to eradicate an antiqua-
ted city charter; it squawked over
gambling and vice conditions, and
it stirred community action to rem-
edy a serious shortage of off-street

parking facilities.

WTRF, Wheeling, W. Va.—Man-
agement aimed to make station an
even greater news force in the Ohio
Valley region, and did so .by add-
ing new recorders, assigning addi-
tional men to local news and in-
creasing special events coverage.
Station was among few to do a real
job of programming its FM affili-

ate, and emphasized local sports
coverage on FM, plus symphony.

KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.—1951
was a big year in the life of Ar-
thur Church, one of radio’s real
pioneers and top station operators.
His station celehrated its 30th an-
niversary, and at the same time
opened its new building and stu-
dios, which give it one of the best
equipped setups in the region. Big-
league promotion drive boomed
both the new headquarters and the
station’s 30th birthday.

WMCA, New York—Provocative
Barry Gray was a double-barreled
asset to this N.Y. indie—an audi-
ence builder for the late hours,
and a commercial attraction, which
put the SRO sign on the usually-
unprofltable midnight to 3 a.m.
time slot. Station this year set up
special mail-order division with
special telephones and operators to
attract additional revenue from
sponsors who want direct selling
and low-cost saturation advertis-
ing. Nathan Straus-owned indie
also maintained its long-standing
public service tradition with new

CBS 9 iNation 9
s Nightmare 9

The Kefauver crime show on TV was a tough act to follow. But
not long after the Kefauver,’ Costello, Halley troupe had left the
stage, CBS Radio had the courage and inspiration to tackle the
national crime problem through the medium of sound. Although
the techniques employed were different and the format the radio
documentary rather than a video pickup

,
of a special event, the re-

sults in many ways were equally impressive, the impact as stun-
ning. “The" Nation’s Nightmare,” - a series of six reportorial-edi-
torial programs on syndicated crime and its political alliances, was
radio journalism at it? creative, crusading best.

It was public service qf high order. For while the Kefauver hear-
ings were still shocking the American public, ,CBS Radio saw an
opportunity to keep up the momentum of this nation-wide battle
against bigtime crime. CBS realized that there would likely be the
usual “cooling off” period after the end of the hearings, during
which crime conditions would return to a business-as-usual basis.

So, in order to keep public interest aroused, and to uncover new evi-

dence of organized crime, CBS assigned a team of radio research-
ers, investigators and reporters to produce “The Nation’s Night-
mare.”

The- series was in the great tradition of the radio. documentary;
what’s more, it carried

1

the documentary- form to new levels of
achievement. Here was a shocking, exciting, disturbing true crime
story whose authentic drama far outdid the manufactured melo-
drama of radio and video crime shows. The recorded truth of the
tape machines was stranger than the fiction of the script writers.
Here was the raw drama of the real underworld—the actual

voices of hoodlums, gamblers, goons, racketeers, dope peddlers, and
assorted other underworld characters and their stooges etched
with unforgettable realism on the sound tracks of CBS; What made
the voices of crime even more compelling was the fact that the' CBS
staff, headed by writer-producer Irving Gitlin, and chief reporter
Dave Moore, did not use the microphone merely as interviewer, but
as eavesdropper: recorder and mikes hidden in cars and under
tables made It, possible for radio audiences all over the country to
listen in on the actual buying and selling of dope, payments for
police protection, and even threats of murder.
This was sensational stuff. But it was never sensation—for - sen-

sation’s sake. The impact of the programs was tremendous—so
much so that

,
CBS rebroadcast three of the programs several

months after the original series,
• ‘‘Nation’s Nightmare” fully rates

the nod.

series like “Inside New York” and
revival of its famous “New World
A’Comin’ ” program.

WCPO-TV-Cincinnati— Increas-

ing success of station’s TV deejay
Paul Dixon is impressive

,

evidence
of manager Mort- Watters* convic-
tion that elective techniques for

inexpensive daytime video can be
developed. Dixon'S

7 pantomime
platter^spinning techniques are
now being copied by TV jocks all

over the country, and the original

himself is getting a good ride on
ABC network.

KVOO, Tulsa—In an era when
many stations even in the rural
areas are brushing off service to
their farmer listeners, this 50,000-
watt clear-channel operation has
paced the great southwestern agri-

culture territory with a farm serv-
ice department which has become
an institution in that part of the
country. Department, under the
direction of Sam B. Schneider,
chalked up its 10th anni last year.
Because of its standout work as
liaison between the farmer, the
aggie colleges in its area and its

advertisers, the station has script-

ed a new definition for the word
“service” among its listeners and
advertisers.

WLIB, New York—How can a
small daytime station compete suc-
cessfully in the tough, crowded
New York market with its dozens
of radio stations? WLIB, man-
aged by Harry Novik (with co-
owner brother Morris doing some
master-minding behind the scenes)
was . starting to - find one of the
answers—building a station de-
signed primarily' to serve a large
Negro community. Station devel-
oped new commercial personalities

Year of the Merchandising
It's a cinch that 1951 will go down as the year in which radio

saw the merchandising light; the year in which the stations through-
out

rn£
-country, groping for new formulas and patterns to meet

the TV inroads and combat the growing situation where video-
happy advertisers were siphoning off more and more coin into
the new glamor medium, began keeping steady company with the
local retailer.

Credit WNBC, the Ted' Cott-piloted Gotham key of NBC, with
setting the pace on the new merchandising concepts, parlaying a
terrific job into $600,000 in additional billings and, more impor-
tantly, sparking carbon copies in more than 50 stations around the
country. “Chain Lightning” was what WNBC called it, with the
station tying up more than 1,400 supermarkets representing the
cream of the crop (A & P, Bohack, Grand Union, Kings, Food
Fair, Diamond K, Safeway, etc.). What WNBC got for its adver-
tisers was guaranteed position promotion, end positions, basket
displays, window displays, store posters, space in the chain news-
paper ad. WNBC horse-traded for these positions with station break
announcements, supermarket opening entertainment, and general
promotion of the chains. Twelve advertisers paid $1,500 a week
to qualify for Chain Lightning.

in NIpsey Russell, Ruth Ellington
James, Poppy Cannon, and won ad-
ditional audience with special
events and public service features
also aimed at Negro listeners. Sta-
tion prepared “City Within a City,”
outstanding job of sales promotion-
research in a largely unexplored
field.

^ -

WMGM, New York—Two major
: alliances solidified this Loew’s-
owned 50,000 Gotham watter

—

namely, the contract negotiated
with Mutual Broadcasting System
to provide the network with eight
half-hour and two full-hour radio
shows a week (MGM Radio Attri-
tion), and the station's affiliation
with Liberty Broadcasting System.
Station can take a bow for its

“American-Jewish Caravan of
Stars,” which recently celebrated
Its first anniversary. Sunday pro-
gram has climbed high in the
Gotham listener ratings and has
done an effective job, aside from
its entertainment quotient, in pro-
moting greater interracial and
Jewish cultural understanding.

-

WHLI, Hempstead, L. I.
—“Com-

munity Service, A La Mode WHLI”
is what Public Affairs Director
Arthur E. Paterson, Jr., called his
entry to Variety, and, indeed, the
station’s public interest program-
ming during the past year repre-
sents community service a la mode.
It shows the extent to which radio
can be a monumental public serv-
ant in the strictest sense. The com-
munity service programs ran the
full gamut from free-time religious
broadcasts to representatives of all
faiths, ta roundtable discussions on
matters of local public interest, in-
terviews with Long Islanders in
the news of the day and on-the-
spot coverage of local events.

WXYZ-TV, Detroit—Always alert
for new programming techniques
and new ideas in entertainment,
this ABC o.&o’er preceded NBC-
TV’s “Today” operation by insti-
tuting its own news-time-weather
show from 7 to 9 a.m. cross-the-
board last May. Titled “Flying
Start,” the strip was all the more
imposing, since it originated via
remote pickup from the Willow
Run airport, 35 miles from WXYZ-
TV’s studios.

KNXT, Los Anrelcs — When
CBS-TV bought KTSL from the
Don Lee network last year, the
station was last among Los An-
geles video outlets in both audi-
ence and sales. Problem: How
not only to retain the current
audience but build a new audi-
ence, while changing 'the call let-
ters to KNXT and the transmitter
site from Mount Lee to Mount Wil-
son in order to' provide a stronger

n^l0n
‘S?

air pl
2BS* nwsS

Smi. ^Wespi'ead publicity
billboards and’ point-of-sale meiv
chandising, plus trade ads and du
rect mall. Pegged to the theme“Now Look at the New ChannS
2.” Entire pitch pointed to 0ct
28, the day of the changeover
when the station aired special pr£
gramming all 'day, topped bv a
45-minute all-star variety show
featuring a number of CBS Holly!
wood personalities. Result* Th*KNXT audience has more tfiS
doubled and the volume of national
spot advertising Increased 342%
It was an effective showmanship
campaign. F

KNBC, San Francisco — ThisNBC o.&o.’er is basing its claim
to fame this year on the highly
successful launching during 1951
of the “Judy Deane Show.”
Through a standout local promo-
tion job, highlighted by its tie-in
with the Frisco and Oakland
Shopping News, the station has
made Miss Deane almost a house-
hold word in the area and, more
important, is dusting off its SRO
sign for the hour-long cross-the-
board music and chatter airer.

WNOE, New Orleans— Beverly
Brown, station’s program director,
has excited considerable local at-
tention with her “Ideal Girl
Friend, Boy Friend” contest, now
in its fifth year, and has garnered
for the station reams of publicity.
Briefly, a panel of four girls,

chosen from four separate high
schools, determine the 10 qualifi-
cations of the Ideal Boy Friend. In
similar manner, a panel of four
boys determine the 10 qualifica-
tions of the Ideal Girl Friend.
They are sent to all participating
high schools who nominate candi-
dates. Over a period of weeks the
candidates meet for interviews on
the air, are featured at a dance,
and then the candidates them-

FM: Cantonese Style
Taking a cue from his suc-

cessful New York City for-
eign language AM station,
WHOM, Fortune Pope, who
acquired the frequency modu-
lation channel last spring, al-

locates about 50% of his FM
time to language shows which
have either no representation
or very little on the AM band,
thereby attracting listeners
who can hear this language
only on WHOM-FM.
A Chinese disk-jockey

scheduled for an hour a, week
last June proved so popular
with New York’s Cantonese
set that he is now heard five
nights a week for an hour and
a half. Not only has the show
boosted FM set sales in China-
town, but has paid off hand-
somely both promotion and
sponsor-wise. Major advertis-
ing agencies with accounts
seeking an Oriental market are
regular clients.

selves vote for opposite sex. The
winners are acclaimed and feted
in various ways.

WLDY, Ladysmith, Wise.—In a
town of under 5,000, this 250-watt
independent annually creates lots
of local noise with its “March of
Dimes Auction of the Air,” using
items donated by local business-
men for auctioning, with proceeds
going into the polio fund bank.
Staff announcer Jeff Evans talks
for 10 hours, selling items to the
highest bidders, and a crew of 20
works tef handle hundreds of calls.

WQUA, Moline, HI.—In an am-
bitious undertaking for a local
operation, WQUA airs a 15-minute
“Quad City Newsreel” each Sun-
day, presenting a week’s roundup
of the local news spotlighting the
actual voices of the people who
made the news. Show, produced
via transcription, is a good ex-
ample of a local station's public
service programming with an em-
phasis on local events.

KLX, Oakland, Calif. — Station
devoted a total of 22 hours, 48 min-
utes of air time to coverage of the
Japanese Peace Treaty Conference.
From Sept. 1 to 4, ’51, the four
days preceding, the cqnference, a
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,v(i to 15-minute ’‘Man on the

Street” program was aired giving

rLp nublic’s views and ideas on the

Sent From Sept. * to (f, the entire

news-gathering faciUties of atafion

were turned over to the Conference

meetings.
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Special Citations
SEE IT NOW

WSRY-TV, Syracuse—When you

tfet 15,000 pieces of mail in a one-

week contest on a local show, that’s

news ... on either AM or TV. And
that’s just what happened in Syra-

cuse on WRSY-TV, in connection

with its “Canyon Jack” contest run

there recently. The object of the

contest was to choose a name for a

Welsh pony which would be the

nrize for the contest-winner./ Sta-

tion’s promotion manager, Caley

Augustine, exploited it to the hilt

and it paid off handsomely for

this basic NBC affiliate.

Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

—

Group of Coast stations, which in-

cludes KXL and seven other “XL”
stations in Washington and Mon-
tana, is among most enterprising

In developing and encouraging new
sales tdols for its staffs, and in

using marketing and merchandising

research as aids to programming

and selling, particularly in con-

vincing local retailers of selling

power of radio. Under alert man-
agership of Ed Craney, the “XL”
group also came up with novel

"American Radio Awards” gim-

mick to recognize long-term spon-

sors and generally promote U. S.

system of commercial broadcast-

ing. Another effective Craney proj-

ect was continuing school in all

facets of stations operation for per-

sonnel at all “XL” stations. Al-

though group is not yet in TV, a

camera chain and touring truck

was purchased, and put on the

road, touring the area, demonstrat-

ing video through closed Circuits.

Tours had potent triple purpose:

to train personnel in video opera-

tions, to promote TV among its

potential audience, and partly to

pay cost of equipment by selling

experimental commercials on closed

circuit to local advertisers.

WQXR, New York—The nation’s

pioneer longhair music station,

racked up its 15th year of opera-
tion, with its position stronger than
ever before, since video can make
no dent in the ranks of listeners

who want serious music and plenty
of it. In fact, more stations are
beginning to pattern themselves
after the WQXR format. The N. Y.
Times outlet this year also ad-
vanced the cause of classical music
programming .by organizing and
leading “Good Music Broadcasters,”
organization composed of more
than a dozen AM and FM stations
allied to sell advertisers who- want
to reach the symphonic music en-
thusiasts in key areas afound the
country.

WNAX, Yankton, S. D. — This
Cowles station (one of the few left)

was especially promotion-minded
in ’51. WNAX promoted itself and
its programs with a variety of tech-
niques, including a very effective
five-state bowling contest, and hit-
ting the road to cover all the coun-
try fairs in its -listening area. Sta-
tion also went in for plenty whoop-
de-doo to publicize the big switch
when it became a CBS affiliate last

summer. Keeping in step with the
merchandising parade, WNAX de-
veloped a standout project of its

own in a “Sell With The Stars”
that resulted in hundreds of gro-
ceries and drug stores in its area
getting behind the station’s mer-
chandising campaign.

Mutual Ne:work—Last year Mu-
tual copped a Variety Showman-
agement Award for its outstanding
Mister Plus promotion. The ani-
mated trademark, apparently, is

busier than ever today along Ad-
vertising Row, ‘embarking on a
full-scale project of audience pro-
motion, in sight and sound at the
local level. That it’s paid off thus
far is reflected in the fact that
MBS closed ’51 with, a 12% gain
ln billings for the year—and in a
year which saw network radio bus-
iness tobogganing alarmingly,
fnere’s no doubt that Mutual’s
Mister Plus adds up to forceful,
consistent promotion and the pro-
motion boys at the network can
take a deep bow.

St. Louis—Although it’s
ine second oldest station in the
nation, this university - operated

Thera can be no question, about the most original, informative and enter-
taining type of journalism now riding the video airwaves—that award goes
hands down to Edward R. Murrow's "See It Now" on CBS-TV. At a time when
not only viewers but most industry toppers had started to believe that video
had exhausted all possible facets of programming, Murrow and his co-pro-
ducer, Fred W. Friendly, jolted them into discarding that cliche with this en-
tirely new approach to news reporting—an approach which uncovered a
power in TV's ability to report the news which most of them had never even
suspected.

Where it had been generally accepted that video could never equal
radio's job of reporting, Murrow and Friendly exploited to the full TV's sight
impact, projecting with unique showmanship the drama and excitement in-

herent in the news. Instead of attempting a spot reporting job, they ferret out
the interesting feature stories, with Murrow's perceptive commentary tying the
features into a lucid and penetrating whole. The subject range is a wide one,
from the peacetime uses of atomic energy to the Brooltiyn Dodgers' training
camp and the problems of the West Virginia mine workers. Result has been
an unbiased and enlightening type of editorial coverage, which delivers for

viewers a new perception of the world in which we live and the general tenor
of our times.

I LOVE LUCY
The Lucille Ball-Dezi Amaz situation comedy on CBS-TV is more than good

entertainment. It's no freak of circumstance that the series has, in the span of

a few months, climbed to the top of the Nielsen heap. It merits that distinc-

tion, for week in and week out it has achieved a comedic quality all its own,
with Miss Ball in particular bringing to the show some clownish attributes that

are thoroughly refreshing and delightful.

But of equal importance, from a long-range viewpoint, is the fact that

"Lucy" is already establishing a wholesome pattern for TV. To CBS goes the

credit for patterning its video programming designed to achieve a warmth and
intimacy, without losing grasp of comedy values. Thus in the network's "My
Friend Irma," "Mama," "Bums and Allen," "Amos 'n' Andy," in the projected

"My Favorite Husband," "Life With Luigi" and "Our Miss Brooks,". CBS has
hit on a formula that, given the same qualitative production that pertains to

"Lucy," cannot but help enrich video's entertainment roster.

RED SKELTON
To Red Skelton goes the salute for ripping the did off a whole new barrel

of yocks to inject a much-needed new note of comedy into a medium almost

satiated with comedians. Eschewing the "stand-up-and-belt-'em" patter tech-'

nique. and the lushly-produced sketches spotted on other TV comedy shows,

Skelton parlayed his own socko ability to make like a clown (in the literal

sense of the word) and his slapsticking facility into a half-hour of unadulter-

ated hilarity. Fact that he bowed into TV a year or two after most of the

other top-name comics didn't deter him. from zooming into the upper brackets

and cementing his hold there on NBC.
On the basis of- his previous success in radid and films, Skelton preemed

in TV under almost a handicap—that of living up to advance expectations.

But the addition of sight values to his string of zany AM caricatures, such as

Willy Lump-Lump and Cauliflower McPugg, made 'em even funnier. His

ability to bring the human equation into comedy by spotlighting with telling

satire its foibles and human characteristics, embellishing these with his own
brand of pratfalls and mugging, also registered solidly week after week.

CELANESE THEATRE
In a season which saw television's hour-long dramatic shows come into

their own, pushing aside the big-budgeted comedy shows as the best in quali-

tative TV programming, ABC-TV's "Celanese Theatre" quickly established

itself as tops. Much of its success, of course, was due to its tie-in with The

Playwrights Co., which made available the oustanding works of Maxwell

Anderson, Eugene O'Neill, Elmer Rice and others. But it takes more than just

a good script to stage a top video show. It takes imagination, plus produc-

tion and direction know-how, and these qualities were handed "Celanese" in

spades by producer-director Alex Segal and exec producer A. Burke Grotty.

Besides eliciting some top-drawer performances from film ancUegit stars

to sparkplug his productions, Segal also embellished for "Celanese" the com-

paratively new concept of camera technique-1—-that of shooting from all .four

sides of a set. The smooth and easy flow of his camera movements,often com-

pensated for static qualities in a script. Even more important, it traced a new

pattern for TV drama, removing the last inhibitions of legit and motion Picture

technique to provide a type of staging unique to video. To Segal and his

"Celanese Theatre," consequently, goes this salvo for turning out the best in

a super-crop of TV dramatic presentations.

NHC TELEVISION OPERA
On. of the more lofty attammente of television during the past year was

he presentation last Christmas Eve of the Menotti one-act opera. "JUnahl trad

he Night Visitors." Commissioned by NBC especially for TV, it brought a

trandeur and a new accomplishment to a medium that had yet to achieve it

•ulturaUy and artistically. It rated Page One critical appraisal m the daily

iress and brought to TV, and more specifically to the NBC Television Opera

>ept., an acclaim which elevated video in the realm of the arts. That the

denotti work merits a place in the standard operatic repertoire is a tnbute

a NBC's faith and courage in commissioning a contemporary composer to

,rea

jn ^ jtg ventures this year, the NBC Television Opera Dept., under the

sxpert guidance of producer Samuel Chotrinoff and his associates, has proven

hat opera belongs on TV, when supenor artistry is utilised to restyle and

idapt for the more intimate medium. The imaginative productions, the flaw-

ess casting, the artistic settings, the overall technical perfection—all bespeak

he serious intent of the NBC entrepreneurs to create for the connoisseur as

veil as the TV novitiate.
_

outlet was a second-rater until thin

year, when it completely revamped
its program format. Station bravely
gave up its hillbilly shows, etc.-—

and lost lots of revenue thereby

—

and then built a completely new
perspnality for itself as a music and
news station, with emphasis on
symphony music. This advisable
venture is starting to pay off—for
new format is winning new listen-

ers, and sales are starting to climb.

And St. Louis has a long-nfeeded
“Good Music” station.

KPQ, Wenatchee, Wash.—Good
example of building promotion
project out of local conditions and
needs was this station’s “Ski
School.” In a region where there’s

good skiing and flock of ski en-
thusiasts, this idea was a natural.

XJSeful guide for other small sta-

tions might well be philosophy out-
lined in sales manager Pat O’Hal-
loran’s memo to Variety: “. .

,

Pro-
motion is a staff enterprise for
KPQ. We have no promotion de-
partment as such, and promotion
ideas are developed by all of us
on the staff.”

WNEB, Worcester, Mass. — A
music-news-sports block program-
ming format has helped this post-
war baby—only five years old

—

compete successfully as ah indie
against bigger and older stations.

Ratings and billings are going up,
even in face of TV competition,
with Boston video stations putting
strong signals into Worcester area.

KFH, Wiohita—This station took
a national campaign of National
Conference of Christians and Jews
and translated it Into particularly
effective local terms by cutting spe-
cial spots in which 30 typical Wich-
ita mothers of all races and" creeds
voiced pleas for elimination of
prejudice. Spots were used on a
daily schedule throughout the year.

WGAR, Cleveland — Westward
rolled the course of radio merchan-
dising this ’y6ar, as techniques and
gimmicks originated largely

,
in

#

East spread throughout the nation.
'

WGAR was no exception, and
cooked up a “MerCHAINdising”
plan which tied up nearly 200 chain
stores in integrated merchandising
campaign.

KLZ, Denver—One of best radio
news staffs in West, kept the Hugh
Terry-managed station on top of
every major newsbreak in its area.

KLZ is only Colorado station ever
to win four awards from Denver
Press Club for radio news cover-

age, with staffmen Sheldon Peter-
son and Jim Bennett among major
award winners in 1951. Although
station has no TV—there' are no
video outlets yet in Denver—Terry,
conducted unique educational cam-
paign designed to inform public,

appliance dealers and local adver-
tisers and agencies about TV prob-
lems, techniques, and spread latest

info on when Denver might get

video. Station booked program se-

ries answering listeners queries on
TV, conducted closed circuit TV
demonstrations and even published
“Television News Letter” for lis-

teners and trade.

WHK, Cleveland—Boosted, and
boasted of its brand-new ultra-

modern studios and building. Most
stations promote through call-letter

identification, but WHK also used
campaign around its self-dubbed
tag of “Radio Cleveland,” name
which was also given to its new
headquarters. Station also went in

for heavy promotion of its new
deejay, Bill Gordon.

WQUA, Moline, 111.—Setting-up
full-time news bureau staff by two
veteran newsmen and five corre-
spondents, paid off with bigger
audiences for station’s newscasts.
Tape machines and recorded tele-

phone device were utilized to add
plenty of voices of locals who made
news to all news programs. •

KGVO, Missoula, Mont.—Novel
project to build good will and in-

crease revenue was development
of annual KGVO Better Homes
Show, centering around new mod-
els of various home appliances.

CROC, Hamilton, Ontario—One
of. most promotion-minded of Ca-
nadian stations, CKOC won sta-
tion promotion contest sponsored

(Con’tinue’d on page 36^

<
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mail for one advertiser in re-

sponse to a one-time announce-
ment.

*

The two shows join three other!

WCAU-TV originations already on
net’s Sunday roster: “In the Park,”

another puppet offering with adult

as well as Idd appeal; “Candy Car-
nival,” now in its 14th week on!

the web, and “What in the World,”
1

much publicized combination of ed-

ucation and entertainment aired in

conjunction with the University of
Pennsylvania.

Coupled with the fact that

WCAU-TV is originating five web
programs, four of them back-to-

back in the 11:30 .a.m. to l'p.m.
time slot, is the local simulcast of,

the city’s largest live studio show!
at the same time, the Horn & Har-
dart “Children’s Hour,” which goes
on here while three of the web
shows are being fed to the coun-
try-at-large. Two of the live net
shows are repeated later in the
day for local consumption.

Man credited with this eye-open-,
ing Philly activity on its. alleged'
day of rest is Charles Vanda, v.p.

in charge of TV operations at
WCAU. Vanda has no doubts about
Philadelphia’s future as production
centre. With WCAU-TV's limited
facilities, he has already proved
station can match, or better, New
York and Hollywood in the pro-
duction of low-budgeted, top-rated
TV shows. He is also convinced
the day is not far off when stage
and screen personalities will be
glad to beam their talents from the
Philly environs.

Cementing

International

Relations
Mltuunuft

WOV, N. Y.

The Ralph Weil-Amold Hartley
management - programming team
clicked on all fours again in 1951
via their specialization in Italian-

language broadcasting, which has

put it in the forefront among multi-

tongued U. S. stations. Truly WOV
projected itself commendably in

the realm of “International Public

Service” with a three-ply thrust.

This included: (1) “A regularly

scheduled six-days-a-week broad-

cast of “La Grande Famigia” (“One

|

Big Family”)-. This is transcribed

[ “on location” in Italian towns and

villages from which the principal

emigration to the United States

has come, with WOV tape recorder

equipment spread throughout the

length and breadth of Italy end

Sicily; (2) WOV’s instantaneous ac-

tion in emergency fund raising

during the disastrous Italian floods

in the fall of ’51; (3) WOV’s bang-

up job on collecting Christmas

clothing for the maimed war or-

phans of Italy.

What, however, distinguished

WOV's public service as distinct

from other station programming
was the manner in which the Weil-

Hartley enterprise .
accomplished

the penetration of American good-

will into areas in Italy and Sicily

where the average person has

never even spoken on the tele-

phone. Handling production on

the WOV transcribed series is Giu-

liano Gerbi, formerly of the Voice

of America as the famous wartime
shortwave commentator “Mario
Verdi.” The basic theme of the

program is that of human interest.

!

A preponderant portion is devoted

to interviews with persons having
relatives or acquaintances in the

U.S.
Between March, 1950, and Octo-

ber, 1951 (to isolate a period for

examination) Gerbi covered .944

centres in Italy and Sicily. For the

most part the. work has been car-

ried on in small villages and in all

cases he comes as a welcome vis-

itor from America, one who revivi-

fies ties of friendship, of kinship,

or simply of interest, between per-
sons and places in Italy and Italian-

speaking radio audiences in Amer-
ica. Thus “One Big Family” has
successfully developed a direct and
intimate relationship between the
two countries. This is not a “mes-
sage” show, but a program featur-
ing people whose lives, by their
human sameness and difference,

are of interest to other people. It

is an emotional experience drawn

CBS' TV City: 'Housing ail Orphan'
Any reference to television’s growth during the past year must

of necessity include the precedent-making TV City now under
construction by CBS in Los Angeles. Behind the venture, with its

initial $12,000,000 investment—with an ultimate expenditure of

$35,000,000—lies a basic understanding and realization of the fact

that while TV is still a makeshift industry in its infancy and an
orphan without a home of its own, new and greater standards for
good programming within the framework of a sane economy can
only be achieved by producing the best in entertainment at low
operation costs.

Thus CPS envisions in its TV City (which officially preems on
Oct. 1) a healthy development of the television industry whereby
efficiency of the medium may constantly increase while costs
steadily decrease.

from life, reflecting Gerbi’s day-to-

day rapport with grassroots atti-

tudes and emotions. As such it is

a show rare in radio experience.
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KSTP, KSTP-TV,
Minneapolis

These twin stations in the twin
cities of Minneapolis-St. Paul aptly

defined with their news coverage
during the last year what the FCC
means by programming “in the
public interest, convenience and
necessity.” With a king-sized

crew of hep, imaginative newsmen
who are armed with the best
equipment and facilities available,

the stations not only beat their

competing broadcasters but. scored
several major news beats on daily
newspapers in the area.

Under the alert guidance of Stan
Hubbard, prexy of the two outlets,

and radio-TV news chief Dick
Hance, KSTP has built its news
coverage system to the point where
it can compete favorably with the
networks. Staff operates much
the same as a daily newspaper,
covering local politics, civicr organ-
izations and the U. of Minnesota,
etc. Each newsman, who spends
his full time on the job of news
coverage only, is a graduate* of
some university journalism school

and is also required to attend Min-
nesota's “refresher courses in ra-
dio news” each year.

From this staff has come such
spectacular news, breaks as the St.

Cloud reformatory scandal, in
which the stations’ spotlighting of
the peddling of dope to prisoners
brought on a fullscale investiga-
tion by the governor; the Bistrom
brothers manhunt, in which re-
porters of KSTP and KSTP-TV
were instrumental in tracking down
a quartet of criminals, etc. Sta-
tions received nationwide publicity
for their parts in such stories and
enconiums from top government of-
ficials, 'the FBI and their competi-
tors.

Newsmen are also almost always
first on the scene to cover fires and
other local disasters. And the long
lineup of daily news shows pin-
points local interest by devoting a
full 50% of each show daily to
local events.
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WNYC, N. Y.
In 1951 WNYC maintained its

reputation for being America’s No.
1 non-commercial radio station.
Operating with a limited budget,

cne mumcipauy-ownea station un
der the guidance of its hep direel
tor, Seymour N. Siegel, parlayed
its day-to-day, week-to-week oper-
ational pattern, its dramatic one-
time presentations, into one of the
unique broadcasting services in
America—all for the benefit of its
owners, the 8,000,000 inhabitants
of New York City.

That’s a tough assignment for a
station bereft of any sponsorship
spoils. But it’s not a new role for
WNYC. For years it’s been the in-
cubating ground for some of broad-
casting’s major operating brains
today, and there is hardly a radio
station in New York City today that
does not have an alumnus ofWNYC working in high level po-
sitions.

To solidify that standing, Direc-
tor Siegel was on the ball in 1951,
as witness the following accom-
plishments: With its 13th edition
the American Music Festival, as
one of WNYC’s major showcases,
crystallized itself as an American
institution, rendering a distin-

guished service to American com-
posers and contemporary music in
general, an accomplishment for
which it received the first annual
Koussevitzky Award. In 1951
WNYC projected itself as a key
station in .furthering the cause of
the National Assn, of Educational
Broadcasters, sparked by the ener-
gies of its own Director Siegel,

who is spearheading the NAEB
movement. In 1951 WNYC be-
came the showcase for British

drama in America, picking up se-

ries of dramatic programs with
England’s foremost actors, writers
and directors; it dittoed as Goth-
am’s showcase for the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., with full-

length operas originating in Mon-
treal and Toronto carried exclu-

sively in New York by the station.

As a companion series to the Amer-
ican Music Festival, WNYC went
into a second edition of its Amer-
ican Art Festival, with 100 special

programs originating from all the
N. Y? ‘'-museums, art galleries and
art schools. With its own TV film

unit, WNYC produced 12 half-hour
programs on commercial television

stations and turned out almost a

dozen films on city government.

Highlights: ’51- ?52 Showmanagement Review
(Continued from page 35)

by Colgate with its hep use of on-
the-air • plugging, display space,
printed media and other facilities.

On the public service side, this

alert Canadian operation utilized

tape recording most effectively in

the cause not only of local civic

problems but of issues affecting

Dominion as a whole.

WHAM - WHAM-TV, Rochester,
N. Y.—Another station that really

knew the score in knowing how to

promote itself, its programs and
its clients. Station did a first-rate

job of program promotion, and in-

tegrated this with intensive pro-
motion to the wholesale and retail

trade, designed to give extra point-
of-sale potency to air advertising.

KOTA-KOZY, Rapid City, S. D.
—Fortunately for AM there are
still stations, far from the big pro-
duction centres, that don’t rely
solely on records or a network line
for the core of their programming,
and KOTA and its FM affiliate,

are among them. They did more
live shows in a month than some
broadcasters do in a year, making
good use of a mobile unit to cover
such events as the annual West
River Music Festival.

WSNY, Schenectady—Concept of
the .five-minute program as an ef-
fective and economical vehicle for
local advertisers was developed
here to new degree. Station built
stable of more than 50 five-minute
show formats of all types, and
backed them up with hard-hitting
sales campaign that boosted bill-
ings.

KFMS, San Diego—The “KFMB
Editorial Page” series racked up an
impressive success in local cam-
paigns. under the scripting-editing
aegis of Paul White, the ex-CBS
news director. • Station sticks in its

oar whenever it feels it can serve
the public interest, and such items
as restoration of rent controls in
San Diego; saving of a home for a
Chinese-American war hero; par-
ticipation in a professional golf
tourney by Joe Louis; prevention
of enactment of special legislation
aimed at a State College professor,
played a major role in contributing
to San Diego’s public maturity.

KEEN, San Jose, Cal.—Reflect-
ing a sound and showmanly sense
of public responsibility, this sta-
tion rolled up a good list of public
service

WBKB, Chicago—This pioneer
video operation made its pitch to
Variety primarily on the basis of
its series called “Assembly,” an
across-the-board daytime sustain-
ing feature in the interests of na-
tional defense and Armed Forces.

WFIL, Philadelphia—In one of
largest single-station trade paper
ad campaigns in the history of
broadcasting, this Philly outfit
spent plenty dollars to demonstrate
its conviction that "radio is the
most effective, most economical of

all of advertising’s mass circula-
tion media.” Campaign which will
run for at least two years, is in-

tended to sell radio, and also the
Philadelphia market and, of course,
WFIL.

WLW, Cincinnati—To catalog
the endless stream of talent that
has emerged from Cincy’s WLW
would be a man-size job. Many of
the greats of the medium were in-

cubated at the “Vital Voice of the
Big Midwest”. WLW never knows
when to call quits. It’s still on
the job, as hep as ever, and its

“programmed* panorama of the
Middle - West,” as reviewed for
Variety Showmanagement, reflects
a healthy awareness of the ever-
changing, ever-growing needs and
interests of its WLW-land audi-
ence.

KNX, Hollywood—A four-part
programming plan was successfully
launched by KNX during the past
year to meet the. changes in radio
programming patterns and tastes.
Specifically, KNX (1) made a bid
to more strongly identify itself
with the life of its community
through more specialized use of

News Bureau and Public Affairs
programs; (2) developed KNX per-
sonalities as community entertain-
ers as replacement for more costly
variety-type program fare; (3) in-
tegrated recordings into programs
that utilized KNX production ex-
perience; (4) developed such proven
forms of radio entertainment as
audience participation and mys-
tery-drama into forms that would
fit local station production budgets.

1

WWRL, Woodside, L. I.—Winner
of a Variety Showmanagement
Award last year, Long Island met-
ropolitan area station continued to
do a bangup job in selling the
sponsor by helping to merchandise
products, with accent again on the
Negro market. WWRL disk jock-
eys were effectively tied in to pro-
motional projects on behalf of ad-
vertisers.

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee — The
Walter Damm-operated station
made a lot of noise in the public
prints this year, getting the For-
tune magazine treatment with a
full-length exposition on how to
successfully operate a video sta-
tion. WTMJ-TV turned in a pretty
financial statement, reflecting the
managerial capacities of Damm
and his associates.

KTFI, Twin Falls, Idaho —
Through its “Let’s Talk City Busi-
ness,” station did a fine job on
advising the public of what is hap-
pening in the city administration.

KMOX, St. Louis—At a time
when pessimists in the industry
were worrying about the future of
radio, KMOX last spring set out to
see what could be done about bol-
stering its billing^ during the rela-
tively weak summer quarter. Sta-
tion found not only that its aver-
age daytime summer audience was

I as high as during the rest of the

year, but also that retail sales in

its area ran as high during June,
July and August as in the other

months. With these facts to work
from, KMOX sent its salesmen out

to blanket -the territory with a se-

ries of bulletins and a well-pro-

duced presentation titled “The
Good 01’ Summertime is a Good
Time to Sell on KMOX.”

Not So Amateur
Both J;he radio and TV ver-

sions of Ted Mack’s “Original

Amateur Hour” continued to

pace the broadcasting indus-

try in 1951, not only in pro-

viding showcase opportunities
for tyro talent, but also in of-

fering fund-raising- and public

relations opportunities to lead-

ing local and national organi-

zations in behalf of charity and
public welfare projects. In

both fields, of course, Old
Gold, which sponsors the two
shows, receives a tremendous
payoff in local, point-of-sale

ballyhoo.
Program’s weekly selection

of an “Honor City,” from
which the radio show origi-

nates as often as possible, has

led to the best Iq local exploit-

ation. Such other stunts, as

the annual VIP amateur show
from Washington’s Constitu-
tion Hall and the national ama-
teur . talent championship
shows at Madison Square Gar-
den, N.Y., have drawn tremen-
dously for their respective

charities. And the initial spot-

lighting of new talent under
Mack’s guiding hand, from
which several currently stand-

out show biz personalities

have emanated, continues as a

valuable service not only to

the entire entertainment in-

dustry but to the public as

well.

‘RichestStation in the World ?

WNBT. the NBC New York owned-and-operated video showcase,
grossed $10,000,000 in 1951, thus earning for itself the distinction

• of being the biggest and richest TV operation in the world. The
figure represents a 130% increase over 1950 in a stepped-up com-
petitive market with a full quota of seven TV stations.
The $10,000,000 gross for ’51 points up anew the fact so well

established in the industry—that as network operations become
more and more of an economic problem, the gold lies in the 0 & o
possessions. Thus NBC is in the enviable position of knocking the
ball over the financial fence to the sweet tune of $40,000,000
through its strategically-spotted AM-TV owned-and-operated setups,
With ’51 profits for the 0 & o’s totalling in the vicinity of $8,000,000.
If the network, as such, took a beating in AM and just managed to
hurdle the red ink stage in TV, the o & o bonanzas more than
compensated for the network headaches.
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TV Code Just a 'Station Break'
Chicago, April 8.

The tightly-programmed National Assn, of Radio-Television
Broadcasters convention, which rang up a record attendance of

over 2,000 delegates during its three-day stand here last week, was
generally conceded to have been one of the best organized get-

togethers in the trade group’s. 30-year history. The various panels

and workshops covered most every major facet of broadcasting

and, in the main, sent the conscientious conventioneer home feel-

ing the expense account was justified.

But the TV code wound up as a serious casualty on the crowded
agenda. The report from the review board was squeezed into
practically a “station break” spot on the final day between the
luncheon and the debate on the televising of congressional and
courtroom proceedings. Final day’s jampacked schedule left only
12 minutes for a discussion of the code, causing some daily press
comment that the industry has already buried its highly-touted
guardianship over program standards.

But, all in all, delegates agreed that convention chairman James
D. Shouse and his committee, C. E. (Bee) Arney, Jr., and Bob
Richards and crew of NARTB staffers, had put together a fruitful
production.

NARTB Meet, While Not Core-All,

Helped dear Air on Major Issues
Chicago, April 8. 4

Not all of the myriad number of

problems confronting broadcasters

in this transitional period, with
television on the threshold of be-

coming a truly national medium
and radio fighting to hold its own,
were solved at the 30th annual
National Assn, of Radio-Television
Broadcasters convention here last

week. But a majority^ of the rec-

ord number of 2,000 delegates

checked out with the feeling that

the three-day meet served to clear

the air on several important
issues.

Running perhaps one-two in the
minds of the industryites when the
parley kicked off were questions
about the FCC's timetable for the
lifting of the TV freeze and how to

bulwark the AM side ag&insft fur-
ther attacks on its rate structure.

Initial appearance of recently ap-
pointed FCC chairman Paul A.
Walker before a trade gathering
with his assurance that, baring last-

minute snags, the channel thaw
would start next week, served to
kindle hopes that the • video day
will soon be dawning for the
eager applicants. And the ringing
“Declaration of Faith” for the
future of AM broadcasting that
came out of Paul W. Morency’s af-
filiates group sparked a reaffima-
tion of radio’s vitality that’s fig-

ured to answer those who hVve
been attempting to downgrade the
medium.
The FCC chairman sounded a

warning to the tele aspirants that
the actual processing of the appli-
cations for the 2,000 stations in-
corporated in the final blueprint
may be a long, drawn-out affair.
Although Walker didn’t -say so in

(Continued on page' 52)

Mr. D. A.’ to Take

His First Vacation
“Mr. District Attorney,” backed

by Bristol-Myers on ABC radio,
•plans taking a hiatus this summer
for the first time in its long his-
tory.

Reason is that in past years the
sponsor was unable to take a sum-
mer layoff due to a policy of NBC,
on which the program was berthed
until last fall. NBC some years
back had adopted the policy that
no new laxative accounts would be
accepted on the chain, although
those then on the air would be al-
lowed to remain. Since B-M was
Plugging Sal Hepatlca on “Mr.
rv A.,” bankroller didn’t take a
niatus on that series to permit the
Product’s franchise on the web to
continue in force.
fji^uicnlly, after B-M moved from
jjBC to ABC, the former relaxed
us stand on laxatives, and Ex-Lax

^s

.p
bought a late afternoon soaper

Ann^Version of “Mr. D - A .” on
AUL-TV may also take a hiatus.
ponsor and Young & Rubicam,
ne agency, are currently mulling
ne status of both shows.

Camera Finish
Because it’s impossible,, un-

der existing TV relay facili-

ties, for Louisville to feed the
network, viewers in N. Y. will
actually see the Kentucky
Derby before viewers in Louis-
ville see the race. Difference
in time, of course, will be only
a fraction of a second.
TV pickup of the Derby, to

be aired by CBS-TV, May 3
under Gillette Safety Razor
sponsorship, will be fed from
Louisville to Indianapolis,

then to Dayton and from Day-
ton to N. Y. Show will then
be piped from N. Y. out to the
network, which includes Louis-
ville. -

Y&R Axe Falls

On 12 in Wake

Of TV Cutbacks
Young & Rubicam has notified

about a dozen of its radio and tele

staffers to start looking for other
jobs. They are being dismissed as

of June 1, although some have
been given earlier and others later

terminal dates. They’re also get-

ting hefty severance pay settle-

ments.

Behind the moves is the fact

that Y&R has lost several tele

shows and the $6,000,000 Schlitz

billings. Some new biz it was
angling for (such as Blatz business)

hasn’t materialized.

Y&R personnel affected include
several names with important ra-

dio-tele credits. Among these are

Ed Duerr, who had been program
supervisor on ABC-TV’s Paul
Whiteman show; Paul Franklin, in

a similar spot on the same web’s
Herb Shriner show; James Shel-

don, staff producer-director who
most recently had been a trouble-

shooter for Nat Wolff; Bob Schuler,

who had been working on the
Schlitz “Playhouse of Stars”; com-
mercial writers Bill Scudder, Dave
Pollard and Dirk Van Slyk; and
Felix Jackson. Latter, who had
been exec producer on “Schlitz

Playhofise,” it's understood, may
continue at the agency, but in a

lesser position.

Bannister a Yeepee
As originally anticipated, Harry

Bannister, new chief of NBC’s sta-

tion relations department, was
elected a veepee at the regular

monthly meet of the NBC board
Friday (4). Bannister, former chief

of the three WWJ stations in De-
troit, assumes his new NBC post

Monday (14), succeeding Carleton

D. Smith.
Smith, meanwhile, has been

named director of operations for

NBC’s o.&o. department, under

veepee Jim Gaines.

There’s a growing concern
among the sponsors and agencies
that* TV commercials are still In

embryonic stage and that the me-
dium has much to learn toward
achieving maximum efficiency in

selling the clients’ wares.

This concern, in turn, is already

being translated into some exhaus-
tive analysis and study which may
have a far-reaching effect in bring-
ing about the “TV commercial of
tomorrow.”

Kenyon & Eckhardt, for one, has
made it one of the major orders
of the day, having launched full-

time researching on a continuing
basis in an effort to determine the
most satisfactory types

,
of commer-

cials and how best to incorporate
them into a program. Every as-

pect of TV advertising is being
carefully sifted and studied,- with
an eye toward analyzing cross-pat-
terns of viewer likes and dislikes,

in the agency's bid to find the right
answers.

Similarly, Colgate, which has
one of the major sponsor stakes in
television, . is undertaking one of
the most intensive researching jobs
to determine the impact of live vs.

filmed vs. animated commercials,
their length, manner in integra-
tion, etc;

Among all the major agencies
and bankrollers, research staffs are
being augmented at a fast clip with
one motive—to ferret out qualita-

tive analysis on what type of com*
mercial sells a product.

The whole movement toward
bigger and better research of com-
mercials' stems from the clients’

growing apprehensions over mount-
ing program-production-time costs

on television. Now that they're
committed to the medium with
multi-million dollar budgets an-
nually, such bigtime spenders as
Colgate, Procter & Gamble, etc.,

are still unconvinced that such fab-

ulous coin expenditure is paying
off. Colgate, with a $6,000,000 an-
nual investment alone in the Sun-
day night NBC-TV “Comedy Hour,”
wants additional evidence that one
single hour per week is worth
that kind of coin. P Sc G, the big-

gest spender of them all, radio and
TV alike, has been engaged for

some time in researching “the

video picture” in its quest for an-

swers and to determine just how
far it wants to move into the newer
medium next season.

Ed Chester’s CBS

Exit for Cuba Job
" Edmund A. Chester, CBS Radio’s

news and special events chief, is

ankling the web within the next

two weeks to take over as general,

manager of Cuba’s RHC-Cadena

Azul (Blue Network). Web, which

is the biggest competitor to Cuban

radio magnate Gore Mestre’s "op-

eration, was recently purchased by

a syndicate of North American and

Cuban financiers. Chester, in ad-

dition to serving as g.m., will also

represent the North American
capital.

Chester’s replacement has not

been set, but it’s expected that T.

Wells (Ted) Church, now editor-in-

chief of the department, will take

over. Chester, who will headquar-

ter in Havana, was news director

for the Latin American network
conducted by the major U. S. webs
during the war in conjunction with

the Government. When that was
abandoned at the war’s end, he be-

came CBS news chief. Prior to

CBS’ split-down-the-middle, he

served as TV news and special

events director, taking over the AM
job when latter division was sep-

arated from TV.

Merle Millers Chapter & Verse

Appraisal of Radio-TV Blacklist

Godfrey Gets Earful
Columbus, April 8.

Arthur Godfrey fell afoul of
a zookeeper here (and maybe
the SPCA) after telling three
little girls to whom he gave
live Easter rabbits on his Wed-
nesday night CBS-TV show
that they should be picked up
by the ears.

Earl Davis, superintendent
of the Columbus Zoo, called
Godfrey, and talked to Bar-
bara Scott, his secretary.

“Rabbits,” said Davis,
“should be picked up by the
nape of their necks. Picking
them up by the ears will break
the cartilege and will leave
them with broken-down, flop-

py ears.” (Davis didn’t remark
that Fletcher Rabbit on
“Kukla, Fran and Ollie” has
been having this trouble for

years.)
Reason for trying to correct

Godfrey’s wrongie is that, in

view of the number of his

viewers, it could have a ruin- -

ous effect on hundreds of rab-
bits this Easter.

CBS Returns Sun.

Aft. TV to Stations

In Economy Move
In * move apparently dictated

by ecoriomy r&otives, CBS-TV has

decided to abandon temporarily
network programming for its 2 to

5 hours Sunday afternoons. Local
stations will assume.their own pro-
gramming through the summer,
until the netork picks up the time
again next fall.

Move means that “Quiz Kids”
and “CBS Television Workshop,”
both sustainers, will be axed, at

least until next fall, after next Sun-
days’s (13) broadcasts. With Good-
year having pacted to air its

“Greatest Story Ever Told” in the
“Workshop” time slot for one Sun-
day a month * during April, May
and June, however, the web will

recapture that time from its

affiliates on those Sundays. Pro-
gram veepee Flubbell Robinson, Jr.,

stated definitely this week that
“Workshop” would return in the
fall, and it’s expected that “Quiz
Kids,” which CBS recently took
over on a long-term deal from
Louis G. Cowan, will also return.

In line with the move, the net
is also reshuffling its early Sunday
evening shows. “What in the
World,” “Man of the Week” and
“Lamp Unto My Feet” will hold
down the time from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
“Mr. I.

.
Magination,” now aired

Sundays at 6, moves back to the
Saturday afternoon 1 to 1:30 slot.

WCBS-TV, the web’s N. Y. flagship,

has not yet decided how to fill

the Sunday afternoon hours.

CBS’ 1\% PAY HIKE

IF OKAY WITH WSB
CBS has decided to grant all em-

ployees a 1Vz% cross-the-board
wage hike, retroactive to March 31

but subject to approval by the
Wage Stabilization Board. Decision
followed a special session of the
web’s employee-management com-
mittee, with the employee members
having originally petitioned for a

10% boost.

There has been a great deal of
attempted private blacklisting, both
organized and unorganized, in
radio and television, it’s reported
in “The Judges and the Judged,” a
study by novelist-correspondent
Merle Miller made for the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union and pub-
lished today (Wed.) by Double-
day ($2.50).

Introduction by Ernest Angell,
prexy, and Patrick Malin, execu-
tive director of the ACLU, de-
clares:

1

—

Those publishing the lists

have done a "woefully inadequate
job of establishing the accuracy,
fairness, relevancy and significance
of their findings.”

2

—

National security In AM and
TV should be protected “by deci-
sion of government security agen-
cies as to when the industry is

‘sensitive’ and who is a security
risk.”

3

—

“Loyalty” oaths or “clear-
ance” plans are “ineffective,” be-
cause a subversive will “perjure
without hesitation,” and are “un-
wise because the conscientious per-
son will be outraged and the ordi-
nary person will be intimidated.”

4

—

“Best safeguard” for AM-TV
is the “determination to hew to
the line of honestly offering the
best available talent.”

5

—

Those who regard a perform-
er as “obnoxious because of his
real or alleged” pro-Communist as-

sociations Should ’do “exactly what
a Communist would not do—act
In accordance with democracy and
civil liberties.”

Work on the tome was started by
Miller in fall of '50 when the ACLU
hired him to investigate 'Counter-
attack, the weekly anti-Communist
newsletter put out by three former
FBI agents, and “Red Channels,”
213-page book published by Coun-
terattack listing 151 AM-TV per-
formers, writers and execs with
the alleged pro-Cofnmunist organi-
zations and causes they were re-

ported as supporting or having

(Continued on page 44)

McCormick Exits

WTAM in Cleve.

Cleveland, April 8.

Hamilton Shay, assistant to NBC
Vice President James Gaines, has
been named general manager of

WTAM-WNBK, succeeding John R.
McCormick, who resigned effective

May 1. In announcing his resigna-

tion (4) McCormick said he is

“resigning in ordei to make a
change.” He did not state his fu-

ture plans, but he is severing his

connection with NBC.
Shay, who had been with the

advertising department of Emer-
son Drug Co., joined NBC three
years ago, succeeding Charles Bev-
is, who now heads the NBC o.&o/
station in Denver. Shay also has
been controller of the o.&o. sta-

tions.

McCormick had been with NBC
for 12 years, joining the network
in Chicago, where he served with
sales except for a brief stint as
director of radio during the Re-
publican convention in 1944.
McCormick was named general

manager in Cleveland about four
years ago, replacing Vernon H.
Pribble.

JOS. KATZ CO. NAMED

AS AGENCY FOR DEMS
If the WSB nixes the proposed

pay hike, CBS will revive its merit
plan, under which employees will

receive the difference between the

7V£% proposal and the amount of

merit increase allowed by the WSB.
Some 22% of the web’s employees,
however, are currently above the
maximum wage in their classifica-

tion and so would not be eligible

for merit increases.

Washington, April 8.

Joseph Katz Co., of New York
and Baltimore, has been appointed
advertising agency for the Demo-
cratic National Committee in the
1952 campaign. It will buy radio
and television time and handle
other media problems.
Robert Swan, Katz £o. radlo-TV

director, will, work directly with
the national committee.
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“The Egg and I” is now daytime television’s fourth most popular

program, with a 16.7 Nielsen, and a 78.8% share of audience.

Procter & Gamble* who know a good egg when they meet one,

sponsor the show twice a week... but you can buy it for Monday,

Wednesday, and Friday. This might be a very good way

for you to guarantee yourself a Happy Easter right straight

through the year...

CBS TELEVISION



CBS’ ‘NO SOAP’ TO P & G ON RATE COT

BRINGS MAJOR VICTORY FOR WEB RADIO

Network radio won its most

heartening victory of the season

last week with the decision of Proc-

ter & Gamble, pace-setter among

AM’s top-spending advertisers, to

renew for another full year its

three quarter-hour early evening

strips on CBS—and with no rate

cut involved.

P&G move, following by a week

the decision of Jack Benny-Ameri-

can Tobacco to continue on CBS

with no changes next season, staves

off any imminent threat of a forced

cut in time costs, which could have

tossed the industry into a bargain

basement category. It also bul-

warks the nets’ contention that

radio, far from being on the down-

grade, is still a potent ad medium
and one that’s necessary to an ad-

vertiser seeking full national cov-

erage.

Three /P&G shows involved are

Lowell Thomas, “Beulah” and Jack

Smith, which represent a yearly

time and . talent outlay of

$5,000,000. CBS and the soap out-

fit had been locked in battle for

several weeks over P&G’s demands
that the web, because of TV’s

breakthrough, pare its nighttime

rates down to the daytime level.

On the basis that capitulation

would undoubtedly lead to similar

demands from other bankrollers,

which could have undermined the

entire industry, CBS stood pat.

And, last week, PG came through
with its renewal order.

Web is making some concessions

to the advertiser, including a re-

adjustment downward on the

client’s Coast repeats. But the

fight over rate cuts was the
most important issue involved and,
and on this count, CBS won a clear-

cut decision. New deal, on a 52-

week basis with the standard op-

tions, is effective June 30.

With Jack Benny also back in the
AM fold now to anchor CBS' other
Sunday night shows, web execs
pointed to growing indications of

a resurgence of interest among a
number of AM advertisers in the
medium. Several bankrollers, they
said, are already dickering for next
season’s programs, a move which
usually doesn’t occur until late

May or early June. Cavalier
cigarets, for example, has already
pacted to pick up the tab on the
radio version of “My Friend Irma”
for next fall. Ennds, which has
“Irma” this season, is contemplat-
ing sponsorship of “Inner Sanc-
tum” for next fall.

Such factors emphasize, accord-
ing to CBS radio execs, that
sponsors, in reassessing AM’s
value, now realize they need the
medium and so are guaranteeing
that they’ll continue to be repre-
sented next season.

Norman KNBH Manager
Hollywood, April 8.

Don Norman, sales manager of

NBC-owned KNBH, has been
named manager of the TV station

to succeed Tom McFadden, who
moves to N. Y. as director of na-
tional spot sales.

Norman came to the Coast last

July after heading up sales for

NBC’s radio and TV stations in

N. Y.

WOR-TV Legiters

Get Ciggie Coin
R. J. Reynolds is picking up the

tab for half of “Broadway TV
Theatre,” stanza which will give

five “repeat performances” of for-

mer legit hits on WOR-TV, N. Y.,

starting Monday (14). Sponsor will

plug Cavalier cigarets, via William
Esty agency. Previously General
Tire & Rubber, which owns WOR-
TV, had announced it would back
the entire- 90-minute show or share
sponsorship with another adver-
tiser.

Warren Wade, who is packaging
the program, told Variety that he
has- been talking to some legit pro-

ducers who would like to have
their shows do their last week of

tryout on the tele stanza rather

than in Boston or Philly. Since
the Broadway season is drawing
closer to the end, there’s not too
much likelihood this will come to

pass shortly, but the plan might
evehtuate toward the end of

summer.

Wade also said that he has re-

ceived commendations from play-
wrights favoring hi* plan to tele-

vise the shows as written, rather
than have them adapted for the
medium. William Saroyan, Wade
said, has offered some of his plays
because of this factor.

Among the plays Wade plans do-
ing after “Trial of Mary Dugan,”
kickoff vehicle, are “Jazz Singer,”
“Angel Street,” “Angel in the
Pawnshop,” “The Noose,” “Potash
and Perlmutter,” “The Bat,” “It’s a
Boy,” “Tiger Rose” and “The For-
tune Hunter.” All have had suc-

cessful Broadway runs.
Producer expects to draw on

Hollywood stars coming east to

do summer stock. The series will

give them a chance for a broad
showcasing in proven vehicles,

Wade said.

SEE SINATRA WINDING

UP WITH AN NBC DEAL

BOB RUSSELL
"Bi» Top”—CBS-TV

for Sealtest
“To««t of *h* Town”—CBS-TV

for Mercury

NBC Affiliates Cry

‘Foul’ on Weather

Sale for ‘Today
Some NBC-TV affiliates are grip-

ing at network’s proposal to sell

the four weather reports in the

Dave Garroway “Today” stanza to

Armour for Dial soap. .NBC wired,

outlets for approval on selling the

35-60-second temperature reports,

with a mention of Dial at the start

and a 15-second plug at the end.

Armour would pay the cost of a

five-minUte segment daily, but sta-

tions would get one-third the

quarter-hour rate. On outlets car-

rying only one hour of the two-
hour show, these figures would be

i halved.

Those stations and their reps

who object claim that NB.C would
be “getting into the spot-carrier

business,” which they feel properly
belongs to the affiliates. In the
original “Today” deal, complaining
outlets say, stations were given the
right to sell local and national
spots in segments the web couldn’t-
peddle. Further, it’s said, they’ll
be getting about one-quarter of
what they’d get if Armour bought
the spots directly from the affili-

ates. Network, of course, answers
that it is trying to sell as much of
the show as possible, which is to
the affiliates' interest.

Goodrich Tags On

To Burns & Allen
Hollywood, April 8.

CBS-TV’s “Burns and Allen”
show, now aired alternate Thurs-
day nights, goes weekly next sea-

son, with B. F. Goodrich picking
up the tab every other week to
rotate sponsorship with Carnation
Milk, the program’s present spon-
sor. Goodrich has not yet decided
whether to continue with its “Ce-
lebrity Time,v also aired on CBS
video.

B&A plan to film their show
next season. Carnation renewal
came through well in advance this
spring, tying the comedy team for
a full year, starting in October. In
addition, plans have already been
set for the summer of 1953, which
will have Burns and announcer
Harry Von Zell teaming for a light
dramatic series for nine weeks
while Miss Allen vacations.

Erwin, Wasey, agency for Ca:
nation, is now negotiating for tli
filming, which is to be done befor
a live audience. B&A go throug
this summer under Carnation spoi
sorship on their regular alternat
week schedule.

Frank Sinatra, who recently
parted ways with the CBS web, is

likely to wrap up a radio-TV deal
witlj NBC following current talks

with RCA execs. An RCA Victor
disk tieup, however, will not be
involved since Sinatra has another
17 months to go on his present
Columbia Records pact.

Sinatra is also going with the
William Morris agency for book-
ings formerly handled by the
Music Corp. of America. Mean-
time, Ava Gardner arrived in New
York from the Coast yesterday
(Tues.) to join Sinatra, who wound
up at the Broadway Paramount
the same day.

Pact Margaret Truman

For NBC Guest Reprise
New contract signed by Mar-

garet Truman last week with NBC
calls for her to do a minimum of
nine guest shots during the year
on either AM or TV; While no
minimum fee has been set, she’ll
receive from $2,500 to $4,000 per
shot, depending on the budget of
each show.
Miss Truman has no programs

scheduled on the web in the im-
mediate future, indicating she
probably won’t do another show
until next fall. Her last appear-
ance was as guest on Jimmy
Dur ite's show on the TV “All
Star Revue.”

Talk ABC-TV’s Program

Glamorizing Between

Kintner-Jordan’s Golf
ABC prexy Robert E. Kintner

and Wally Jordan, head of the Wil-
liam Morris agency's radio-TV sec-
tor, are leaving Friday (11) for
Ponte Vedra, Fla., for 10 days of
golf.

Between niblicks, Kintner. and
Jordan are expected to continue
talks on ABC’s showmanship ex-
pansion plans, expected to be an
outgrowth of the United Para-
mount Theatres-ABC merger deal
currently before the Federal. Com-
munications Commission. Bob
Weitman, UPT veepee, and Abe
Lastfogel, Morris agency’s general
manager, have previously dis-

cussed showmanship possibilities
inherent in the merger.

100,000 TV Sets a Week
Washington, April 6.

Television manufacturing indus-
try is turning out around 100.000
sets a week despite cutbacks in
supply of materials, according to
preliminary estimates of the Ra-
dio-TV Manufacturers Assn. Pro-
duction, it’s reported, is being
geared to demand for product
nether than factory capacity.

Topi ' 10 Femmes
Detroit, April 8.

The American Women in Ra-
dio and Television convention
named the following 10 women
for outstanding achievement in
1951:
Gladys Blair, radio-TV ac-

count executive, Young & Ru-t

bicam, Chicago; Kathleen Lar-
die, of the Detroit Board of
Education’s Radio Station,

WDTR; Agnes Law, CBS li-

brarian, New York; Elizabeth
Marshall, assistant director
WBEZ, Chicago; Christime
Miller, of General Foods Corp.,
New York; Bette Doolittle, as-

sistant to the director of TV,
National Association of Radio
and Television Broadcasters,
Washington; Joyce Smith, of
WDSU-TV, New Orleans; Jose-

.

phine Wetzler, director of edu-
cation WLS, Chicago; Geral-
dine Zorbaugh, legal counsel,
ABC, and Norma Young, of
WHJ, Hollywood.

Alcoa Home Base

Can’t ‘See It Now’
Pittsburgh, April 8.

Aluminum Co. of America,
which has its headquarters here, is

plenty upset because there won’t
be a home-town outlet for the Ed
Murrow program, “See It Now,”
when that half-hour switches to
CBS-TV in a 6:30 Sunday evening
slot late this month. Impossible
for Alcoa to get a clearance on
that time here in this single-chan-
nel market because Wilkens Jewel-
ry Co, has the 6-7 period on Sun-
days tied up solid for its Amateur
Hour. That was the first live pro-
gram WDTV ever carried, and is

a fixture.

Alcoa’s particularly interested in
seeing “See It Now” continued in
Pittsburgh since organization is al-

most entirely a local institution

and is even, right now completing
an aU-alumihum^skyscraper on the
site of the old Nixon Theaitre,

whiph will further plant its roots
in this town. WDTV has been car-

rying “SPe It Now" ’in its current
Sunday afternoon slot, but can’t
possibly give Alcoa 6:38 on Sun-
days.

Some sort of deal may be
worked out for a delayed kine, but
so far Channel 3 hasn't been able
to come up with any choice half-

hour A time.

FREEMAN SERIES ON

‘SING SING SURGEON’
New television series based on

the experiences of Dr. Charles C.
Sweet, who served for 25 years as
chief medical officer at Sing Sing
penitentiary, Is being wrapped up
by Charles K. Freeman, legit pro-
ducer. Freeman has exclusive
rights to all Dr. Sweet’s memoirs
and is now scripting a story for
Collier’s based on some of the
highlights.

Video package, to be titled “Sing
Sing Surgeon,” will dramatize the
background of the doctor’s work
and, with the help of the prison
chaplain and psychiatrist, stress
the moral and physical rehabilita-
tion of the case histories involved.
Freeman, who’s done TV work
both in the U.S. and abroad, will
produce and direct.

NBC Nearing Pact

On MacDonald Carey
Hollywood, April 8.

NBC is reportedly near the ink-
ing stage with MacDonald Carey
for the actor to star in a new ra-
dio series to preem this summer.
Deal is also in the works for the
actor to do a TV version of, the
same show next fall.

New series, titled “Jason and
the Golden Fleece,” is labeled a
“modern adventure” show. Herb
Ellis and Cleve Mermann will
script, with Ellis also- directing.
Initial show has been taped and
NBC is said to be ready to put it

on the air this summer as a sus-
tainer if no sponsor is forthcoming
by that time.

Carey recently turned down an
offer to star in NBC-TV’s “Martin
Kane, Private Eye,” taking over
the role to be vacated next month
by Lloyd Nolan, in order to re-
main on the Coast.

Vedactdiy, April % 1952

Femme B’casters

Future in AM-TV
By FRED TEW

Detroit, April 8.

About 300 delegates to the an-
nual convention of the American
Women in Radio and Television,

held here last weekend, picked up
a flock of ideas of how femmes can
increase their sphere of influence

in radio and television, in an ad-
dress by Dr. Hale Aames, chairman
of the Department of Radio and
Television at Stephens College.
Columbia, Mo.

Dr. Aarnes, who delivered the
principal address at the McCall’s
Mike Awards banquet Saturday (5),
uttered a “new” idea or project for
his listeners in almost every sen-
tence. Most speeches go from one
“point” to another, but his went
from one “idea” to another.
From the way the femmes ap-

plauded, it would seem that Dr.
Aarnes may have started the
AWRT on an ambitious program
of putting at least some of his
ideas into practice.

Dr. Aarnes feels the AWRT
should sponsor statewide contests
to select a high school boy and girl
who make the best speeches on
American opportunities and a high
school boy and girl who write the
best essay on the same subject.
The four winners from each state
then would be brought together for
three weeks during the summer
for Americanism conferences, un-
der Dr. Aarnes’ plan. Near the
end of this conference, business,
union, political and entertainment
leaders would be brought in to talk
to and confer with the youths. He
said he felt that sponsors of radio
and television programs would be
“glad” to help out with necessary
funds.

'Operation Opportunity*

The conference, Dr. Aarnes said,

would make women in r$dio and
television a more vital force in
helping a new generation carry on
the American way of life. He
called it “Operation Opportunity.”

Dr. Aarnes also said the radio
and television industries should
support the FCC better than they
do, so that the FCC would get
enough money to expand. Three
new FCC bureaus are needed, he
said: (1) educational; (2) broadcasts
for overseas use, and (3) a research
bureau to serve the entire industry.

.

Dr. Aarnes said he thought there
should be national, regional and
local boards to discuss program-
ming with radio and television sta-
tions. “They would act not as cen-

( Continued on page 50)

TV 'Immorality
9

Study Hits Snag
Washington, April 6.

A juridictional hurdle prevented
expected action in the House last

week on the Gathings resolution to

set up a 15-man committee to in-

vestigate TV programs for im-
morality and offensiveness. The
measure, introduced by Rep. E. C.
Gathings (D-Ark.), had previously
been reported favorably by the
Rules Committee.

Rep. Gathings told Variety that
the Interstate Commerce Commit-
tee, which has jurisdiction over the
FCC, has indicated that it should
decide on the merits of the resolu-
tion and wants to consider it be-
fore letting the matter come be-

(Continued on page 52)

'Aldrich’ Back to Radio

On NBC This Summer
“Aldrich Family,” absent from

AM since last season, returns to
radio via NBC this summer. Web
will start the show as a sustainer
until a bankroller is inked.

It has not decided yet whether
any of the present “Aldrich” video
cast will double into the AM ver-
sion. Show is now aired Friday
nights on NBC-TV. under Camp-
bell Soups’ sponsorship,

'’*
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TV’S RED INK RAP ON POLITICOS
NBC-Phflco ‘Preview’ Conventions
Philco Corp. and NBC teamed last night (Tues.) to preview the

web’s coverage of the political conventions from Chicago this

summer, which Philco will sponsor. In a coast-to-coast closed

circuit transmission originating from NBC-TV’s Center Theatre,

N. Y., NBC prez Joseph H. McConnell and Philco prez William
Balderston, along with other top brass of both organizations, filled

in Philco dealers and distributors along the microrelay link on
convention plans.

Show was aired from 6 to t p.m., with the dealers invited into

NBC studios in all cities along the route to watch the proceeedings

on TV inonitors. Philco also took the occasion to unveil five new
TV receivers it’s putting on the market this month. NBC was able

to get the microrelay facilities, at the time, since the 6 to 7 hour on
all nets is reserved for local, non-network programming.

TVA, AFRA Members Vote Merger

In Event Five-Branch Tie Fails

Memberships of Television Au-

thority and American Federation

of Radio Artists have voted over-

whelmingly to merge if there is no

blending • of the five eastern

branches, of Associated Actors &
Artists of America ^y July 1.

Separate referendaums were
conducted by AFRA and TVA on

the draft constitution of the pro-

posed American Television & Fed-

eration of Radio Artists. AFTRA
setup was favored 1,254-269 in the

TVA poll, with 82% of the mem-
bership voting affirmatively. In

AFRA the results were 2213-79, or

97% in favor.

The AFRA poll approved, 2164-

90, the proposal that representa-

tion for the next AFRA convention

be on the basis of one delegate for

every 50 members instead of one

delegate for every 25 members as

currently provided in the rules.

Commenting on the results, TVA
exec secretary George Heller told

Variety that-Video performers are

for a five-branch merger, but feel

that if there is no five-branch or

large-scale merger by the July 1

deadline TVA-ers want a wedding
with AFRA. He said the vote was
significant in view of the opposi-

tion of some organizations to the

AFTRA setup. Actors Equity and
American Guild of Variety Artists

had argued for a “no” vote as a

sign that five-branch merger was
desired. Heller said that the poll

was a “challenge” to those oppos-

ing merger of the talent unions.

A. Frank Reel, AFRA exec secre-

tary, said that the almost unani-

mous vote indicates that if
.

five-

branch merger cannot be achieved
the radio performers feel there

should at least be a complete wed-
ding in the electronics field. He
said that such a get-together would
give AM and TV artists greater

bargaining strength and permit or-

ganization of the entire U. S.

About 50% of those eligible

voted in the AFRA poll.

A1 Fresco Bouts

For PabstrCBS
Chicago, April 8.

With the assurance of a regular

radio-television sponsor, the Inter-

national Boxing Club has decided
to extend its Wednesday night
bouts through the summer. Pabst
Brewing Co., which has bankrolled
the IBC midweek fights on CBS
radio and TV for the past three
winter seasons, has signed, with
the boxing group for a series of

15. fights to be staged at the Chi-
cago Stadium this summer. CBS
will beam the cards via AM and
TV.
Brewer is understood to be pay-

ing the IBC $16,500 for broadcast-
rights for each fight in the regular
series with a chance to bid for any
niajor. outdoor contests on the sum-
mer. docket. The Stadium is in-

stalling an air conditioning plant
for the hot weather cards.
The summer schedule opens

June 4 and runs through Sept. 24
but excludes the two weeks in
July when the political conventions

holding forth in the Windy
ty. New arrangement gives Pabst

an aromd-the-calender spread with
the IBC.

Jo Dine to Ziv

Jo C. Dine, director of NBC’s
press department, has moved over
to Ziv Television Programs as pub-
lic relations director, and will head
a newly-created department.
Dine had been witl NBC for six

years.

Radio Doubles Up

On Personalities

To Shave Costs

Radio networks, by doubling up
on the work of their contract per-

sonalities, have come up with a

new and inexpensive way of build-

ing new shows with name value.

Latest to follow that path is NBC,
which has set both Ralph Edwards
and Meredith Willson for new
shows in addition to those they al-

ready have on the web.
Idea behind the plan is that it’s

less expensive to build a show
around a personality already un-

der contract than to go out to sign

a new name star. CBS Radio has

adopted that course in the past by
expanding Robert Q. Lewis’ “Wax
Works” into additional time pe-

riods each time a new late-evening

half-hour has opened up. Art
Linkletter has also spread out on
both radio and TV for CBS via his

“House Party” show, but his cross-

the-board stanzas, slated for the

dual route in the fall, have already

been sold.

At NBC, Willson’s “Music Room”
has been aired all this season

Wednesday nights from 10:35 to

11, at one time under RCA Victor

sponsorship. Starting Monday (7),

the web also put the Willson show
into the 2:15 to 2:30 daytime strip.

Edwards, who’s been doing a cross-

the-board show for NBC on both

radio and TV. is slated to head up

a new Saturday evening show
starting May 3, which he’ll do in

addition to his other duties. Both

the new Willson and Edwards
shows so far are sustaining.

Edwards’ new show will take

over the Saturday night at 8T30

slot now occupied by the “Bob and.

Ray” show. Latter will move back

to Friday nights at 8:30, as sum-
mer replacement for the Dean
Martin-Jerry Lewis program.

Pitt Loyes ‘Lucy’

Pittsburgh, April 8.

The Lucille Ball-Dcsi Arnaz se-

ries, “I Love Lucy,” which has

heretofore been carried by WDTV
in this single-station market only

on alternate weeks, has landed a

straight ride on Channel 3. With

the cancellation of the Paul White-

man program Sunday nights at 7,

DuMont station here has allotted

that slot to “Lucy” on a regular

weekly basis.

“I Love Lucy.” incidentally, is

directed by a Pittsburgh boy, Marc

Daniels, who was known as Danny

Marcus when he went to .school

here. Another Pittsburgher. Herb

Browar. who graduated" from the

Carnegie Tech Drama School, is

also on the production staff.

Chicago, April 8.

The televising of the Republican
and Democratic national conven-

tions here in July looms as the

most costly special event in the
young medium’s history. Now that
actual details of the scope of the
project are starting to jell with the
preliminary surveys and blueprints
already completed, network execs
are becoming increasingly doubtful
the sponsorship coin earmarked
for the coverage will cover the
final cost figures.

At this early stage they’re talking
in terms of a final tab hovering ‘be-

tween $1,750,000 and $2,000,000 for
out-of-pocket expenses for the net-
works involved. That’s just the cur-
rent estimates for the costs of put-
ting the show on the road and
does not include the pre-emption
rebates to regular sponsors who
will be dislodged by the special
telecasts. Just whgt this will add
up to depends upon the length of
the conventions and the number of
steady clients riding through the
summer. However, both NBC-TV
and CBS-TV are bracing them-
selves for at least $400,000 In re-
bates during the two-convention
package.

These figures were brought out
at last week’s National Assn, of
Radio-Television Broadcaster’s an-
nual conclave during a forum de-
voted to AM-TV’s political plans.

Taking part were Sig MIckelson,
CBS news director and chairman
of the webs’ video pool committee;
NBC’s William McHenry, chairman
of - the radio pool; Kenneth Fry,
radio-TV director of the Demo-
cratic national, committee, antFEd-
ward T. Ingle, Republican national
committee radio-TV director.

500G For NBC-CBS
NBC-TV and CBS-TV are now

calculating their convention costs

sheets at $500,000 each for the two
shows. This includes their share of

facilities’ construction at the Inter-

national Amphitheatre, pegged at

$250,000; day-to-day production
outlays, and transportation and liv-

ing expenses for the myriad num-
ber of technicians, commentators
and factotums who will take part

in the affair. NBC-TV is figuring

it’ll cost $1,000 for each staffer as-

signed to the conventions.

ABC-TV and DuMont’s costs are

reckoned to run close to $750,000

between them. DuMont is not send-

ing out its own feed but will help

staff the pool coverage so its share

will be relatively small.

NBC, ABC and CBS have long

since inked bankrollers for their

pool and individual coverage and
now that their slide rule experts

are really getting into the logistics

of the convention telecasting it’s

recognized the sponsorship revenue

may finally add up to only a par-

tial subsidy.

ABC-TV’S ‘STOP MUSIC’

MAY BE PRUNED*
ABC-TV’s “Stop the Music” may

be cut to a half-hour shortly, oc-

cupying the 8:30-9 p.m. Thursday

slot instead of the full 8-9 p.m.

hour. Reason is the recent can-

celling out of Hazel Bishop lipstick

and Toni home permanents,* which

had alternately backed the first

30 minutes.

There has been some question

as to whether Old Golds, which

sponsors the second half-hour of

the show, would renew. However,

inking for another cycle is ex-

pected. OG would stay in the lat-

ter portion, which has gained

higher ratings than the first seg-

ment (due to the latter's heavy

opposition from CBS-TV’s “Burns

and Allen Show” and NBC-TV s

Groucho Marx layout).

Radio edition will continue on

ABC in the 60-minute 8' p.m. Sun-

day period. OG has the final quar-

ter-hour of this series, with an-

other portion being included in

the web’s
1 “Pyramid Plan.”

TV Tab, On Cost-Per-Thousand Basis,

Dropping Sharply; Lower Costs Seen

4A’s Elect Cunningham
John P. Cunningham, exec v.p.

of Cunningham & Walsh, was
elected chairman of the American
Assn, of Advertising Agencies at
the latter’s annual parley in White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., last
week.

Henry M. Stevens, v.p. of J. Wal-
ter Thompson, was voted vice-
chairman. Harold Cabot, of the
Cabot agency, was elected secre-
tary-treasurer. Cunningham suc-
ceeds Louis N. Brockway, exec
v.p. of Young & Rubicam.

20#G Wall St. Coin

BehindAP Venture

Into TV Newsreel
Associated Press moves into tele-

vision for the first time next week
with the launching of a weekly
TV newsreel for sale to local sta-

tions throughout the country. AP
is the third of the major wire serv-
ices entering the TV newsreel field,

since International News Service
and United Press have been serv-
icing video outlets with daily or
weekly reels for some time.

Top AP execs are keeping their
plans under wraps, but it’s report-
ed the first issue is scheduled for
release Mbnday (14). AP is, put-J
ting none °of its own money

4

Into
the project, which is to be bank-
rolled by $200,000 in Wall Street
coin. Wire service, with its reps
and stringers stationed throughout
the world, will reportedly operate
much the same as its competitors
by. providing subscribing stations
either with a finished reel or ma-
terial

4 for insertion in their own
productions.
New AP reel will be staffed by

a number of former Telenews pro-

duction personnel, with Jack
Tobin, formerly of Telenews, as

general manager. Tobin is head-
ing up the newly-created Spot
News Syndicate, which is to be the
corporate name of the AP reel,

which will both produce and, syn-

dicate the footage to video stations.

Price structure has not been di-

vulged.

INS was ' the first of the wire
services to enter the TV newsreel
business, and now services stations

in almost every TV market, either

with its daily or weekly reel or
with its INP still photos. UP re-

cently closed a deal with 20th-Fox
for servicing TV stations with
newsreel footage. Among the net-

works, NBC has its own newsreel
setup, which provides footage for

its cross-the-board “Camel News-
reel Theatre” and' other shows.
Number of local TV outlets, of

course, also have their own news-
reel cameramen, turning out foot-

age such as that used nightly by
WPIX, the N. Y. Daily News’ sta-

tion.

The tab in television won’t get
too high—and, in fact, costs per
thousand viewers are dropping
sharply, the American Assn, of
Advertising Agencies annual con-
fab was told last week in White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

In a study of what has happened
to advertising costs, Melvin Brorby,-'
veepee of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, showed that the cost-per-
thousand of all media went up in
the past year—except for video.
Breakdown by media, Brorby de-

clared, shows that cost-per-thou-
sand circulation for consumer
mags rose 7% in 1952 over ’51,

and was 18% higher than in ’41;

c-p-t for trade publications was up
1% over ’51 and up 21% over ’41;

milline rate for daily papers was
up 7% over '51 and up 18% over
’41; outdoor boards c-p-t climbed
5% over ’51 and 20% over ’41; net-
work radio c-p-t was up 16% over
’51; and spot radio was up 20%
over ’51.

By contrast, tele presents a
brighter picture, Brorby said. Time
cost index was up 30% in ’52 over
’51. However, the circulation was
up 50%, which nie'ans that cost-
per-thousand viewers was’ down
14%. Similarly, the cost of TV
spots was down 5% during the
year.

These figures don’t include
talent and production costs. How-
ever, Brorby figures, there was no
increase in the talent charges for
Television Authority or American
Federation of Musicians TV per-
formers. Rising prices of name
talent and other production fac-

1

tors weren’t taken into account by
the agency topper. However, he
pointed out, production costs for
composition, electro-typing, en-
graving and artwork in printed
media have more than doubled in
the last 11 years.

On an overall basis, he con-
cludes, the cost of advertising
products has gone up, but not as
much as the products themselves.

J. H. E. Davis, v.p.-director of
Foote, Cone & Belding, doesn’t
think the tab in TV is going to be
too high. The reason, he told the
agency man, is that “you and I will

not permit it. We are the buyers.

(Continued on page 51)

O’Connor Asks 25% Hike

For Next NBC-TV Season
Hollywood, April 8.

Negotiations are being conduct-
ed forilew pact for Donald O'Con-
nor for next season on NBC-TV,
with Jaffe agency asking a 25%
salary hike for the young comedian.
Fred Hamilton of agency reps

O'Connor in the talks with net

execs in N. Y.
While O’Connor hopes to con-

tinue next season’s sked on teevee

on a one-a-month basis, feeling this

arrangement is ideal for video, his

many pix commitments may pre-

clude this. O’Connor is now wind-
ing a pic at Metro, then goes to

UI, from there reports to 20th-Fox
for “Call Me Madam,” and then
heads Hollywood way, for a pic at

Paramount.
'

$8,000 Lopped Off

Benny Radio Show
‘ Hollywood, April 8. •

AU contracts for the Jack Benny
radio show next season have been
signed and Ken Yourd, director of

business affairs for CBS, has
planed back to N. Y. Show,
which is an Amusement Enterprise
(CBS-owned) package, has had its

budget trimmed from the current
$26,000 to $18,000 weekly. All
hands took a cut, including Benny.
Next week either William Paley,

CBS board chairman, or Frank
Stanton, p r e x y, will submit the
1952-53 budget to Paul Hahn, prez
of American Tobacco Co. It is be-
lieved the new price will be ac-
ceptable to Hahn, although there’s
the possibility he may ask for
deeper cuts.

SACKS TO COAST TO

FINALIZE DINAH DEAL
RCA veepee Manie Sacks leaves

for the* Coast over the weekend' to
sign Dinah Shore to a longterm ex-
clusive deal for NBC radio and
TV.

It’s still undetermined whether
Chevrolet, currently bankrolling
Miss Shore’s twice-weekly 15-min-
ute show on NBC video, will re-

pact for next season. Songstress, of
course, is expected to bow off her
early evening, cross-the-board
stanza on CBS Radio for Procter &
Gamble. Sacks expects to remain
on the Coast about

1

two Weeks/ ’*
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To kick off start of its fourth

year for B, F. Goodrich, “Celebrity

Time’' dropped the quiz format on
Sunday (61 at 10 p.m. to go into a

name parade gala on CBS-TV. By
go doing, it racked > score both

qualitatively and quantitatively,that

the regular frame seldom can reach

under its rigid pattern.

Happiest in the processional

seemed to be Conrad Nagel, who,

separated pro tern from his regular

quizmastering role, was quite at

home in the romp. So was regular

Herman Hickman, who bubbled

over even more than per usual in

pairing with guest Steve Allen to

mike-greet “drop-ins" a la Holly-

wood preem.
Some of CBS’ fanciest house-

holders—and others—helped give

an aura of festiveness to the half

hour. These included (in addition

to Allen) Clifton Fadiman, Irving

Mansfield, Sam Levenson, Bert
Parks, Mario Lewis, Jarmila No-
votna, Mel Torme, Paul Tripp, Ken
Murray, Mike Wallace & Buff

Cobb, and Jackie Gleason. Latter

was spotted for informal comedy
business with Frank Sinatra, who
himself stinted via “Old Black
Magic" on the way over from his

Paramount, N. Y., chores.
Mary McCarty, who recently

replaced Jane Wilson as chirping
regular, did a salvo rendering of

“Flaming Youth,” complete with
frantic terp. The big smash was
Victor Borge, who took off on
88’ing “Happy Birthday" interpola-

tions during classical and pop ex-

cursions and earned the equivalent
Of a video begoff, “Aside from
“Polonaise," Brahms’ “Lullaby"
and Pilgrims Chorus from “Tann-
hausdr," he cleverly worked in

other kibitzing via “Moonlight
Sinatra" by “Harry S. Beethoven"
and slasticked “Shrimp Boats" and
“Third Man Theme," Sammy Kaye
came on to baton the Alvy West
orch in the birthday song amid a
giant horseshoe spread for the
feedbag and cake-cutting.
“Celebrity Time" preemed in ’49

as “The Eyes Have It" and went
through a series of other labels
before adopting current title.

Richard Lewine is the producer
and Herbert Hirschman directs.

i
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Ed Sullivan collected one of his

stronger displays on Sunday’s (6)

edition of “Toast of the Town" on
CBS. The show indicated that the
N.Y. Daily News syndicated col-

umnist spared no expense or effort

to get a prime batch of talent. The
principal headliners were Sophie
Tucker and elements of the Sad-
ler’s Wells Theatre Ballet, which
on same night played its fare-

well performance at the N.Y. War-
ner Theatre, and the Tuskegee In-
stitute Choir under direction .of

William L. Dawson.
These three items seem suffi-

cient to make any program both
in name value, entertainment and
variety content. Miss Tucker had
previously appeared with Sullivan
and repeated her strong impact on
this occasion. She started with a
number that should have come
midway, but It didn’t dim the re-
ception. Theme of her appearance
is her golden jubilee in show biz,

which will be marked shortly. Her
“Yiddishe Mama" and impressions
of some of her better known show
biz contemporaries and her “Some
of These Days” were the stronger
parts of her turn and brought a
full-fledged mitt.

Presentation of Sadler’s Wells
Theatre Ballet at the start of the
show, was, as Sullivan explained,
not in the best interests of routin-
ing hut the crew had to make -an
8:30 curtain at the theatre. This
troupe gave a matinee and eve-
ning performance in addition to
the shot on “Toast,” which gave
the kids a strenuous day. Every
segment of their presentation was
good. Especially good was the pas
de deux by Elaine Fifleld and
David Blair, the “Coppelia" ex-
tract by Svetlana Beriosova and
a Sailors Dance by a trio. The
camera work during the corps de
ballet presentation was not up to
the level of the dancing. The long
shots, while encompassing most of
the scene, tended toward monot-
ony.
The Tuskegee choir put over

some excellent harmonics. The
deep tone and impressive voices
provided a rich vocal tapestry.
There was appreciable pickup in
camera work during this session.
Comedy by Mickey Deems hit a

high laugh quotient and the acro-
batics by Montes de Oca duo went
off well.

“Songs For Sale" came up
a crackerjack session on CBS
Saturday night (5) when a
panel of judges passed on a
of competing tunes which had

viously copped prizes on this series.

Comprised of Celeste Holm, Meyer
Davis, Howard Dietz and deejays
Doug Arthur and Barry Gray, this

panel was supplemented by emcee
Steve Allen for a witty, breezy and
ofttimes biting critical approach.
At one point, for example, Dietz
dismissed a tune by cracking: “Ire-

land is a great country—it’s even
survived the songs written about
it.” Dietz and Davis were hard to

please but it was their tough stan-

dards that gave an edge to the
panel’s chatter.
One of the difficulties in judg-

ing the merit of a tune on this show
is the superlative arrangements
given them by Bay Bloch and the
equally class productions in which
they are framed. On the past ses-

sion, Teresa Brewer, Eileen Bar-
ton, the Mills Bros., Danny O’Neil
and Tex Beneke’s orch gave the
entries the best possible showcase.
Added factors are the scenic ballet

backgrounds, all contributing to

some of the best song productions
on video currently. The tune ma-
terial on “Songs For Sale," des-
pite the fact that no hit has been
firthed on this series, is surpris-

ingly good and, especially in the
present market, are on the level

with most of the numbers on the
hit lists.

NBC-TV’s “Lights Out,” which
took a week off for a change in

sponsors and producers, returned
to its regular 9 o’clock spot Mon-
day night (7) hut with a misfit

show. Adaptation of Edgar Allen
Poe’s “Pit and the Pendulum" had
none of the finely-scripted horror
of the original nor the terrif sus-
pense which has marked “Lights
Out" in the past. Show emerged as
only another adventure story, well
enough produced but minus the in-

terest and impact it should have
had.

Pearson Pharmacal, for Ennds, is

the new bankrolled having re-

placed Admiral. Caroline Burke
has taken over production reins
from Herb Swope, Jr., who ankled
the series ^to start work on his
own vidfilm package, “Fu Man-
chu "

Murvyn Vy.e starred in “Pit,"
turning in a solid performance as,

the Spanish nobleman sentenced to

death in the pit by a court of in-

quisitors. Despite the inadequacies
of the script, penned by Gene
Hurley, he managed to make be-
lievable the sanity-shattering tor-

tures he underwent. -Norman
Rose overplayed his role of the
power-hungry . inquisitor. Miss
Burke and director Clay Yurdin
put to good use a number of spe-
cial effects to help depict the tor-
tures, with the razor-sharp pendu-
lum, swinging back and forth over
Vye’s body while he lay roped to
a plank, coming off best.
Ennds commercials, playing up

the anti-personal odor function of
the product, were way out of line
with the show’s format, with the
result that the middle plug jarred.
Frank Gallop did his usual solid
job as the spooky narrator.

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello
came up with one of their better
television stints of the season as
stars of NBC-TV’s “Colgate Com-
edy Hour" Sunday night (6). In
in the usual A&C idiom, the
comics stressed their knock-about
slapsticking while building almost
an hour-long plug for the N. Y.

HERB SHELDON
THE HERB SHELDON SHOW

WNBC-TV, 1-1:30 P. M.,

Mon. thru Fri.

THE HERB SHELDON SHOW
WNBC-Radio, 9:30-10:00 A. M.

Mon. thru Fri.

THANKS TED COTT

opening this week of their latest

film, “Jack and the Beanstalk."
For once, though, the show had
some entertaining moments for

other than the rabid A&C fans,

even though some of the skits and
lines were played too long. Show
originated in N. Y.

Charles Laughton, in the top
guest spot, entered into the spirit

by gagging it up with the comics,
to the point of even taking a prat-

fall for his walkoff. He negated
most of this impact, though, by
swinging into a dramatically legit

recitation of the Gettysburg Ad-
dress’ in the middle of the sketch.
He did a good job on it, but the
buildup certainly* didn’t motivate
its inclusion. A&C, on their own,
scored with an ice-cream vending
routine and in a satiricHjit on how
to borrow money from Jaek* L^
Warner, in which an ‘ actor im-
personated the WB chief. (War-
ners is releasing “Beanstalk”)
Best of their material was their
skit on picking up a couple of
blind dates, in which the fragility

of a prop car helped draw laughs.
Isabel Bigley was only so-so in

her rendition of “Our Love Is

Here to Stay,” probably because
she was given no production back-
ing. Johnny Conrad and his
Dancers turned in a well-routined
terp spot, which was almost lost

because of .some unwise camera
placements. A1 Goodman and his
orch, who came on from the Coast
to do the show with the comedians,
did their usual top job of show-
backing.

CBS-TV’s “Suspense” hit a new
low for cream evening time pro-
gramming iakt Tuesday night (1)

by attempting a remote pickup
from the auto show at the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., as a salute
to the car manufacturers who use
Electric Auto-Lite products. (Auto-
Lite sponsors “Suspense.") Perhaps
the date of the broadcast had some-
thing to do with what appeared on
the viewing screen, but it seemed
actually unfair to- inflict such a

show on unsuspecting viewers who
might have tuned in expecting to

see the usual “Suspense" mystery
meller.
With Ken Murray emceeing,

idea was apparently to mix a

variety show around the new auto
display, with the “Glamourlovelies"
from his own Saturday night show
on hand to recite a little poem
about each car. Deadpan song-
stress Virginia O’Brien and whis-

tler Minda Lang were also on
the hill but their talents were
wasted: Not only did most of the

gals fluff their lines and, while on
camera, look desperately around
for someone to toss them a cue,

but Murray himself got caught in

the middle. For most of the show,
he trailed around the room in com-
pany with Auto-Lite prexy Boyce
G. Martin to talk about the cars
and Interview various execs of the
different manufacturers. Their talk

was of the lowliest non-sequitur
type and, to top it off, the cameras
missed the entire point by failing

to give a good closeup of a single

one of the autos displayed.

Ed Wynn has been one of the
more amiable performers for the
past half-century. He’s been enter-
taining in virtually every media
from live to film to electronic and
has been an important personality
no matter where he worked.

In recognition of his 50th anni
in the business, the Lambs Club
awarded Wynn a scroll which was
presented by Pat O'Brien on the
“All Star Revue" Saturday (5).

Wynn is one of the preformers
who has never been known tor ut-
ter a blue line. He’s a meticulous
and clean entertainer who has
earned the respect of the industry.
For his anniversary show, Wynn

called on the services of Dinah
Shore, who, as always, registered
strongly. She provides consider-
able listening pleasure whether
she’s on her own show or enriches
other displays through her guest
shots. Other brief spots were by
the Mandarins, who did some okay
acrobatics, and Bud & Cece Robin-
son, who scored with a picturesque
Charleston. Anthony, Allyn &
Hodges were okay in a comedy
ballroom number.
Wynnn’s writing could have

been stronger, but he can be for-
given this lapse on his anni dis-
play.

NBC-TV’s “Martin Kane, Pri-
vate Eye" offered a surefire drama
Thursday evening (3), with Paul
Dudley’s script having some ef-
fective gimmicks. Story dealt
with the head of a crime syndicate
who rubbed out one of his hench-
men and eventually was tracked
down by Kane (Lloyd Nolan).
There was good shock effect in the
scene in which a milkman, who
witnessed the murder, awoke after
a beating in a hospital room and
was urged to identify the killers
by the cops. Latter, however,
proved to be the fingermen in the
police masquerade, and they cold-
ly pumped him full of lead. Sud-
denness of the plot twist registered
potently.
Another angle, somewhat far-

fetched but nevertheless intri-
guing, had Nolan knock out the
racketeer (Bruce Gordon), truss
him up and put him in a coffin at
a funeral chapel, to get him to con-
fess when he came to. Gordon’s
mobsters attacked the undertak-
er’s place and in the gunplay their
leader was hit—while still in the
casket. It was* corny, but it came
over.

Nolan, who replaced William
Gargan in the title role last fall
and who leaves <the show at the
end of the current cycle for pix
and vidpix work, handled the gum-
shoe assignment acceptably. He
was given some excellent assists,
particularly by Haila Stoddard as
the racketeer’s femme, Dennis Bo-
han as the milkman and Helen
Baron as the latter’s wife. Gordon.
John Marley, Sal La Pera, Sam
Gilman, Harold Gary and John
Pavelko also supported well. Reg-
ulars on the show are Walter Km*
sella, in whose tobacco shop some
action takes place and who puts
across the U.S. Tobacco commer-
cials, and King Calder, as Lt. Gray.
Frank Burns’

-

production-direc-
tion was good, and Charles Paul’s
music rounded out an entertain-
ing mysterioso.

NBC-TV’s “Philco Television
Playhouse" came up with a sock
script by Thomas W. Phipps on
Sunday (6). Titled “The Room
Next Door," it -had some of the
social satire and careful depiction
of upper class manners that dis-
tinguishes F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
work. Incidentally, two of the
thespers who were on “TV Play-

The TV Forum Shows
One of the more interesting and enlightening commentaries on

present-day TV is the mental stimulation provided by the forum
shows. The fact that these represent non-show biz facets of TV
programming and the fact that each week finds their audiences
growing is a healthy reflection of the intellectual curiosity of the
nation’s video viewers.
The “no holds barred" content and impact of “Author Meets the

Critics," particularly since the program’s switchover to DuMont’s
(as reflected in the recent Tex McCrary-George Sokolsky-Sen.
Robert A. Taft set-to and the upcoming John Crosby vs. Theodore
Kirkpatrick appraisal of Merle Miller’s answer to “Red Channels"),
have given that program a new zest and sense of importance as a
sounding board in the overall realm of public affairs and enlight-
enment.

Similarly, George Denny's “Town Meeting of the Air” and “Meet
the Press" offer further evidence of the exciting and provocative
nature of these Page 1-slanted forum shows circuiting the video
channels, particularly in a Presidential election year when so many
vital issues are at stake.

Last Sunday’s “Town Meeting" on ABC-TV was another ex-
emplification of a spirited gathering of the minds, with the pitting
of Doris Fleeson and Sen. Charles W. Tobey (ex-Kefauver col-
league on the Crime Investigating Committee) in a slugfest on the
harm and/or good effects of the multiple House-Senate probings
into D. C.’s administrative conduct, political leanings, etc. Like
other forum programs of recent vintage, it carried the desired
wallop.

1

TV has brought the forum shows a long way—and they’re re-
» sponding in kind.
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“Rich Boy," Robert Pastene and
Gene^ Lyons, were also in the cast

Plot* itself wag slight. A wealthy
couple grimly and with tense de-
termination were priming their
daughter for marriage into high
society. They subjected her to les-
sons in French and etiquette,
grooming by exclusive dressmak-
ers and hairdressers and tossed a
succession of lavish parties to
which eligible bachelors were
craftily invited. The girl, a. pathetic
figure couldn’t land tne well-heeled
catches, hut fell in love with a jazz
pianist-singer. The snobbish
parents, of course, turned thumbs
down on this match, resulting in
the tragic drowning of the lovers
during a yachting fete. *
What gave the airer its depth

and Jnipact was the penetrating
view of Southhampton-Newport-
Palm Beach set. Framework was
the unfolding of the story by Pas-
tene, as an actor doing freelance
buttling at the coming-out and
fancy-dress parties. The comment
by Pastene and by Arthur
Treacher, as a veteran butler who
knows the foibles and limitations
of his employers, put the events
into a clear social perspective.

Both Pastene and Treacher
turned in excellent performances,
as did Jenny Egan as the daughter
and Lyons as the musician. Dorothy
’Elder and Ben Lackland offered
properly stylized portraits of the
social-climbing parents. Fred Coe,
doubling as producer-director,
wrapped up one of the best offer-
ings this series has presented.
Treacher was charmingly witty in
an after-curtain chat with an-
nouncer Jay Jackson. British star
said he considers TV work merely
“dusty dress rehearsals," because
“I always feel I could have done
better." He also remarked that he
hadn’t seen the Olivier-Leigh pro-
duction of “Caesar and Cleopatra"
(he had been in an earlier produc-
tion of the Shaw play), “because
the performer in my part might be
doing a better job." He quipped
that he had outgrown the youthful
days “when I went to see better
actors."

Maria Gambarelli lit up the
“Kate Smith Hour" on NBC-TV
Thursday afternoon (3) with her
sparkling ballet technique. In the
“A” spot (Miss Smith’s classifica-
tion), Miss Gambarelli worked
through a pair of sprightly num-
bers that showed off her dance
styling to best advantage. She
opened with a charming item called
“Belle of ,the Ball," in which she
relayed ah aura of simplicity and
beauty. For a pace change. Miss
Gambarelli segued into a lilting
interpretive dance called “Banjo.
Here she blended fancy classical

-

footwork with a high stepping
cakewalk for sock results. The*
shapely Gambarelli gams enhanced
viewing appeal. Only flaw, in an
otherwise standout turn, was the
between-dance in which she had
to make a minor costume change
in camera view. Production setup
should have allowed her some time
off screen to make the change and
catch her breath.

Rest of the hour was rounded
out nicely with a discussion be-
tween Ted Collins and California
Congressman Samuel W. Yorty; an
aria from “Carmen" sung by Vera
Bryner and David Polerir and a
musical session by the Dell Statten
Trio. The Collins-Yorty gabfest
offered .some good inside stuff on
party shenanigans in Washington.
Yorty, a Democrat, cited several
cases of Republican trickery that
was enlinghtening as well as en-
tertaining.

Miss Smith knit the show togeth-
er with her relaxed intro gab and
gave the flock of sponsors okay
service.

CBS-TV’s “Schlitz Playhouse of
Stars," preeming in a new half-
hour version last Friday night (4),

indicated that it will run into the
same scripting problems that have
plagued a number of half-hour
dramatic shows. With no basic
peg on which to hang each week’s
yam, such as is done on the mur-
der mellers, private eye shows,
etc., this one's going to have to
rely either on adaptations of one-
act plays or good, concise orig-
inals. And while “Experiment,"
an original penned by Joel Ham-
mill, managed to hold interest in
Friday night's broadcast, the string
of events became slightly con-
fusing at times because of the lack
of more time to anchor the yam.

(“Schlitz" decided about a
month ago to cut back from its

original hour form to a ha^f-hour,
for economy reasons. There’s

(Continued on page 52)
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FOtJK-SQUARRCOUET
with Bertha Bdbwarta* Nathan
Feder, Dr. Henry Dfewty, Chris

j DeProspo; Carl Bbcby, emcee
Producers: David Lowji, Albert T.

Knndaen *

Director: Seymetir Kobbie

30 MbMJ Snst*» 7:39 p.m.

Sustaining
ABC-TV, from New York

This stanza pointy tip the. ‘fact

that in spite of the large number

of panel shows on the airjhe for-

mat has appeal when significant

subjects are discussed interesting-

ly,
“Four-Squard Court,” which

has been on for four telecasts, has

a quartet of experts discuss vari-

ous aspects of crime, crime pre

vention, penology and rehabilita-

tion. An unusual aspect is inclu-

sion of ex-convicts on the board,

adding the experience of those

.who have broken the law and
have a first-hand view of the way

*justice works' (and doesn’t work).

On the edition caught Sunday
<6) the topic- was mental retarda-

tion in children and juvenile de-

linquency. Panelites were N. Y.

City Councilwoman Bertha
Schwartz; Board of Education
child guidance specialist Dr. Henry
Drewry: Nathan. Feder, father of

a handicapped child and an offi-

cer of the National Assn, for Re-
tarded Children; and "Mr. Lingo,”

a former prison inmate who wrote

a dictionary of underworld jargon
and who was masked to conceal

his identity. Also masked was one
witness, "Jack,” a mentally back-
ward young man who at 16 got

into trouble with the police but
who was put on probation after the

Board of Education interceded.

Second witness was Chris J. De-
Prospo, of the school system’s
mentally retarded children’s divi-

sion, who told how the under-
standing shown Jack had led to

his successful readjustment with
a good job and a happy marriage.

Discussion centered around the
question of whether mental re-

tardation (having an intelligence
quotient under 75; the "average”
is 100) leads to criminality. Coun-
cilwoman Schwartz and Mr. Lingo
pursued the line that those with
lower IQs were more susceptible
to suggestion and .thus might be
pushed into lawbreaking. Others
on the stanza v stressed that the
mentally weak-1 Were generally
friendly and not vicious, and that
with understanding " and special
training they could he guided to
healthy adjustment to life despite
their handicaps. Basically there
was agreement tha.t discovering
"dull” children early and giving
them special attention is neces-
sary—and society’s responsibility.

Broadcast was informative, hut
some of the questions could have
been sharpened. Some unfamiliar
words, such as "recidivist” and
"permissive,” with scientific con-
notations, should have been
avoided. Carl Bbcby, soap opera
scripter, showed understanding of
the problems but was overly for-
mal and roundabout in his moder-
ating chores. However, he was
only pinchhitting for Norman
Brokenshire, regular emcee. Bril.

GIVE AND TAKE
With John Reed King, Bill Cullen,
guestr

Producer: Jack Carney
Director: Frank Satensteln
Writers: Cullen, Jack Roche, Mark
Humboldt

SO Mins.; Thurs., 3:30 pjn.
CANNON MILLS
CBS-TV, from New York

(Young A Rubicam )

"Give and Take” follows the
general pattern established by ra-
dio and video giveaway shows and
should have no trouble winning
viewers who go in for this sort of

entertainment. It has all the in-

gredients—an ebullient emcee, co-
operative guests, lots of noise
coming from both participants and
studio aud, bountiful prizes and
simple queries.
John Reed King hosts the

quizzing shindig with an assist
from Bill Cullen. King essays the
*«!? of

,

big, loud-voiced buffoon

£1 it on strong enough to

fvf
iP the contestants go through

their paces with a minimum of re-

.
The uninhibited gaiety

winch he projects seems to infect
guests (mostly femmes) who

giggle and cavort in front of the
cameras without embarrassment.
HJ}ves veiwers an uncomfortable
leellng of superiority. ‘

Questions aren’t too taxing and
?vtn

rewards *or * right answer or

Yronff guess are generous
Kf-int I the participant’s

before- the camera worth-

J* t
manages to keep the

nvfi
12
? i^bigh gear via. low comedy

^boisterous tomfoolery. Com-
IS’i^ are P‘t<*ed in , light-

arted manner for okay effect.
. » i •* Gros.

POLICE STORY
With J>me< Gregory, A1 Kamsen,

tV I*"! Stengel, Sara
Floyd, MauHce Schrog, Truman
Smith; Norman Rose, narrator

Producer: Jerome Robinson
Director: David Rich
Writer: Jack Bentkover
3# Mins.; Fri., 10 p.m.
PEARSON PHARMACAL
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

(Harry B. Cohen)
CBS-TV, in "Pplice Story,” has

come up with one of the more in-
telligent and interesting entries in
the long string of cops-’n’-robbers
shows currently spread out over
the video program logs. Packaged
by Prockter Syndications, Inti.
(PSI), the- initiator last Friday
night (4) evidenced that the show
will be as well-produced as indie
packager Bernard J. Prockter’s
"Big Story,” except that this one
is based on police files rather than
on the crime-solving jobs ‘turned
in by working newspapermen.

Friday night’s preem, dealing
with a murder case in Nashville,
Tenn., indicated the producers
have wisely chosen to steer clear
of the gunfights, on-screen killings
and gore which have aroused the
ire of so many viewers. Instead,
tiie show was a factual display of
how a bright detective sergeant
and his assistant plodded along in
their day-to-day routine with the
available clues until they finally
cracked the case. Story naturally
was embellished beyond the
original police record on which it
was based, but the Jack Bentkover
script stuck to the facts. Result
was not only an entertaining half-
hour but one that was interesting
and informative as well.

Cast worked well under the
skillful direction

, of David Rich.
James Gregory, as the police ser-
geant, was not only competent but
evoked the human qualities of
such an officer. AI Ramsen was
slightly flamboyant as the youth-
ful killer, but Leni Stengel turned
in a neat job as his mother. Joe
Helgesen underplayed his role
deftly as the young patrolman and
Sara Floyd. Maurice Shrog and
Truman Smith Were good in lesser
roles. Productionwise, the show
was standout in all departments,
from the opening film clips
through the sets, music backing,
etc.

Series is sponsored by Pearson
Pharmacal, which picked this one
up in place of its former "Holly-
wood Opening Night” vldpiX series
on CBS-TV. Plugs for Ennds, the
new deodorant, were a little off
base in that fractured-romance-
due-to-b.o. routine. Stal.
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RAIN OR SHINE
With Jim McKay
Director: Frank Moriarty
5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:25 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBS-TV, N.Y.

Formerly a Baltimore sports-
caster, Jim McKay came to CBS In
New York last year and the net
has attempted to build him into a
TV personality. He’s currently con-
ducting a five-minute sports stanza
at 11:10 p.m. across-the-board

-

as
well as the five-minute Monday-
thru-Friday "Rain or Shine”
weather airer.

Five minutes really doesn’t offer
anyone much opportunity to dis-

play personality especially when
dishing out such vital statistics as
the temperature and atmospheric
conditions prevailing in a half-
dozen or so eastern cities. However,
McKay managed to inject an in-

formal, chatty touch at least to
Monday’s (7) show.

After the camera faded from a

rotating weathervane, its tons
moved to McKay who pitched the
breeze about golf over the past
weekend and - his forecast which
called for inclement skies during
that period. Although touching
brieflly on conditions out-of-town,
he wisely concentrates on what the
score is locally, for after all that’s

what the viewer is most interested
in. Gilb.

HUMOR WITH CHARLES J. STE-
VENSON

5 Mins.; Tues.-and-Tliurs., 9 a.m.

ALLEN’S APPLIANCES
WRGB, Schenectady

Charles J. Stefenson, veteran
small-town publisher, featured for

six years on "The Chanticleer”
sunrise program via WGY, carries

over his radio characterization into

a new television capsuler. Shirt-

sleeved, suspendered and bespec-
tacled, Stevenson rocks a chair in

a living room, as he reads humor-
ous stories from a newspaper, tells

jokes and cracks puns. It is a dif-

ferent, and homey, approach for

local television, but the material

registers as rather mild.

Twangy and nasal, Stevenson
possesses a personality and man-
ner that hold a particular appeal

for rural and small-town folks. Ste-

venson also handles the advertis-

ing, illustrated live or filmed.

. . . Jaco.

TELEVISION newspaper
With Barry Gray
Producer: Buddy Allen
Director: Harry Shear
Writer: Gray
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 11 pmi.*
SEALY MATTRESS; MICHAELS
BROS.

WARD, New York
( Getschal & Richard)

Barry Gray, WMCA’s post-mid-
night gabber, has added an 11 p.m.
cross-the-board newscast for
WABD, Gotham key of the Du-
Mont web. Gray makes a com-
petent news spieler, although he’ll
need to grow into the reportorial
format.

Airer kicks off with the late
headlines and after a pitch for the
sponsors Gray covers the top items.
In keeping with the TV newspaper
approach, sectional sub-heads such
as "The Front Page,” "Sports
Page” are superimposed as Gray
moves into the various depart-
ments. Preem on Monday (7) had
only a few still photos as visual
aids and more of these, plus charts,
maps and other pictorial devices
should be utilized. This would also
give Gray a chance to read his
script without the cameras trained
on him.
As a newscaster Gray presents

a pleasant personality. However,
his delivery lacks sufficient varia-
tion in rhythm and intonation, a
flaw he can overcome by ad libbing
from notes rather than straight
reading. He shows to much better
advantage in the latter half of the
stanza, when he uses two good fea-
tures, a "totter to the editor” and
an "editorial page/'’ Letter on the
initiator was from a

-

father whose
year-old child died and who had a
strong gripe against the. group
medical plan because the docs
didn’t respond quickly. Editorial
was a call for a sober approach to
air safety, with Gray arguing
against "hysterical” appeals for
airports near big cities to he shut-
tered.

Commercials for Sealy mattress
and Michaels Bros, stores were
deftly handled. Bril

CROSSFIRE
With Elmer Davis, Martin Ajrron-
' sky, Bert Andrews, Henry J.

Taylor, Gunnar Back; Sen. Rich-
ard B. Russell, truest

Producer: John Madigan
Director: Milton Komtio.
30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.m.
CO-OP
ABC-TV, from Washington
ABC has brought in some of its

big guns in a new simulcast that
latches on to public affairs and the
Presidential sweepstakes in an
orthodox panel session. Regular
question-flrers are Elmer Davis,
Martin Agronsky and Bert An-
drews, latter also chief of the N.Y.
Herald Tribune, D. C. bureau, with.
Henry J. Taylor as guest interrog-
ator and Gunnar Back moderating.
First name up for dissection was
Sen. Richard B. Russell of Georgia,
long since an avowed candidate for
tapping by the Demos.

After quickie mood-setting ques-
tions by the group, the initiator
took a curious turn by cutting in
a spot plug (on N. Y. end) by
Shasta Cream Shampoo that seem-
ed to come from the outfield, and
provided a sudden irritant before
the block was on its feet. It re-
covered lost ground when the
quartet shot leading questions 1 at
Sen. Russell, such as opinion of
his chances for the nomination
(good), whether he would accept
second place on the ticket (no),
whether HST’s -support would be
an asset or liability (the former;,
and name value vis-a-vis nomina-
tion (Sen. Russell thought his
chairmanship of the MacArthur
hearings last year gave him mar-
quee strength).

The most insistent pitcher was
Taylor. Responding to questions
on current Government corruption,
Sen. Russell cited the Teapot Dome
scandal in the ’20s as not prevent-
ing the election of Republican
Calvin Coolidge in 1924. Taylor
rode hard on this, stating that
some of those involved had com-
mitted suicide and others had been
caught up with later through legal
means. About midway, the Senator
was caused to expound on states
rights (violently for), compulsory
FEPC (violently against) and other
hot topics. His comment, albeit
comprehensive, was too long in this
area of questioning, particularly on
the alleged invasion of Federal
power. He stated that the FEPC is

an emotional and political issue.

In being permitted a "parting
shot,” Sen. Russell got opportunity
to express his chagrin at not being
quizzed on his views of foreign
policy, defense, inflation, steel

crisis and other issues. Apparently,
however, the quiz quartet pre-
ferred to take the more merchandis-
able Presidential line. Toward the
finish, an inane jingle on Naval
Aviation Cadet recruiting was good
for selling blades or beer.
Next up, today (Wed.), is Sen.

James H. Duff (Rep., Pa.), for the
Eisenhower camp, Trau.

YOUR FRIER 1TORY
With Patricia Remiek, Richard

Coogan, Julie Bennett, Scott
Forbes, Rene Paul; Ted Brown,
Anne Russell, announcers

Writer; Margaret $angster 4

30 Mins,; Wed., 10 p.m.
HAZEL BISHOP
NBC-TV, front New York

(Raymond Spector)
Theory behind this stanza indi

cates shrewd advertising strategy,
but the potentialities weren’t real-
ized on the preem Wednesday (2).
Since the appeal of the product
pitched. Hazel Bishop lipstick, is
to femmes, the airer is wisely
slanted to the distaff audience via
tales of the true confession type.
Viewers are asked to submit* their
own stories, for adaptation by
Margaret Sangstei;, with yarns se-
lected collecting a $1,000 prize.
Contest angle should give the
agency an idea of dialer prefer-
ences, a yardstick of the audience
reached and also hypo tune-in
from would-be winners.

Initial entry didn’t show Miss
Sangster, a veteran soaper scrip-
ter, to good advantage. Opus dealt
with a. femme incensed by her
hubby’s dancing with his secretary
at an office party. There was an
overlong argument in which .the
frau accused the spouse of neg-
lect, philandering, not buying her
clothes and finally dared him to
slap her. Then there was the in-
evitable break, followed by her
flirtation with an old flame (the
husband’s best friend), the hus-
band’s j ealousy and eventual
crawling back to ask forgiveness
after canning the stenog. Charac-
terization was on a’ superficial
pulp level.

Within the framework of this
cliche triangular plot the produc-
tion was okay and thesping ade-
quate, with Patricia Remick as the
missus, Richard Coogan as the
husband, Scott Forbes as the other
man, Julie Bennett as the office
siren and Rene Paul as a maitre d\
Commercials by Anne Russell and
Ted Brown were effective demon-
strations of the lipstick’s no-smear
quality. Bril.

MARGUERITE HIGGINS
Director: Walter Laidlaw
Producer: Sandy Spillman
15 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.
KPIX, San Francisco

.
Advance billing and listener an-

ticipation of this mews melange
and commentary may have handi-
capped femme spieler who was jit-
tery in her handling of text. Mar-
guerite Higgins ranged major
news events and devoted hefty at-
tention to Gen. Eisenhower, called
from- a personal interview with the
NATO chief in Paris, but §haky
delivery reduced impress of facts
and interpretation involved. This
hurdle may be cleared on acquir-
ing of further ease in the video
medium as content indicates she
knows whereof she speaks.

Her appearance is favorable,
though the voice impact is of the
femme bracket which may pose a
problem of weight of material be-
ing understated by pulchritude.
It’s easier to look in this sense
than listen.
Technique includes use of films

as a step-off to ehatter With per-
sonality concerned in brief flash.
These included Pres. Truman and
Eisenhower as a duo in Washing-
ton, and General Ridgeway in
Korea. A telegram from General
Van Fleet also paced a portion of
the commentary.
As added appeal there is a play

for inquiries from listeners. Set-
ting is .effective with Miss Higgins
seated at a desk with notes at
hand for reference.
A quarter-grain of phenolbarbi-

tol would have helped the opener.
fed.

PRESIDENTIAL TIMBER
With Sen, Estes Kefauver; Robert

Trout, Moderator
Producer; David Zellmer
Director: Don Hewitt
39 Mint, Fri., 19:39 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from New York
CBS-TV, in a commendable ges-

ture, has opened up the Friday

night 10:30 to 11 period for a
weekly "Presidential Timber” se-

ries (with, time and program cuf-

foed to the candidates), designed
to permit each of the declared can-
didates for Presidential nomina-
tions in both major political par-
ties an opportunity to present his
case to the electorate.

How widespread an audience it

will get is something else again,
for the slotting of the program in
so-called "station time” throws the
onus on the affiliates on whether
they wish to pick up the public
service network series or preempt
local sponsorship programming. A
lot of stations resent the fact that
the webs are showcasing such
politico-public affairs program-
ming in fringe period "station
time,” totting the affliates "hold
the bag” on preemptions, and it
would be regrettable If "Presiden-
tial Timber” were given a brushoff.
Not that the series would pro-

vide the viewing electorate with
sensational revelations or even con-
tribute immeasurably toward clar-
ifying the issues involved, From
that standpoint, last Friday night’s
(4) premiere was pretty much of
a dud, with Sen. Estes Kefauver
(who wop the teeoff spot on a draw-
ing of 'straws), saying little or
nothing that will be remembered.
But "Presidential Timber” has a
virtue of Its own which in a TV
era, can play a major role in win-
ning friends and influencing vot-
ers. That is in the personal equa-
tion, the ability of video to prac-
tically bring the candidate into the
living room and vest him with a
warmth, and revealing traits and
characteristics heretofore denied-
the average American voter.

"Presidential Timber” has a suf-
ficiently flexible format to permit
the individual candidates to choose
their own TV techniques and de»
vices in making their presentations.
As such, Kefauver’s wasn’t the
happiest choice, simulating a bunt-
ing-decored rallying hall In minia-
ture form which was rather pallid.
The small audience’s applause sug-
gested, rather, county sheriff elec-
tioneering.

A more intimate TV framework
to accent the "homey” qualities
that Kefauver himself exemplifies
certainly would have served him m
better stead. Appearing with him
were his wife and 81-year-old fa-
ther, who were both an asset in-
sofar as- keynoting the Kefauver
Americana background and Ideals.
It’s to the crime-busting senator’s
advantage that he has a clear and
warm diction; with none of the
stigma of the politician’s vocab-
ulary.

Robert Trout is the moderator of
the series and his ability to coor-
dinate and highlight the important
facets in a professional and unob-
trusive manner is a definite plus
factor.

Rose.

CAPSULE .CLASSROOM
With Peter Miller
10 Mins.: Mon.. 9:35 a.m.
WRGB, Schenectady
An arresting title has been

chosen for a hew program by
Peter Miller, of the Schenectady
public school system. It will briefly
cover events and subjects of gen-
eral interest, including those for
which the video audience shows
preference. Premiere telecast dealt
with the first battle in history be-
tween ironclads—the Monitor and
the .Merrimac, during the Civil
War. , Miller gave it a current twist
via a lead-comment that a large1

part of the money paid in our in-
come taxes goes for national de-
fense, including the Navy. He
skillfully added two local angles;
the plating for John Ericsson’s
Monitor w.as fabricated in Troy
and the ship’s revolving turret was
made in Schenectady.

Miller employed a semi-class-
room technique, with a blackboard
(for sketching) and two books
(showing pictures). He demon-
strated a flexibility and a person-
ality that should eventually fit him
neatly into the video pattern.

Jaco.

THE FOUR QUESTIONS
With RabM , Philip S. Bernstein,

others
Director: Lee Polk
30 Mins,, Mon. (7), 9:30 p.m.
DuMont, from New York
DuMont came up with a worthy

If not altogether professional

stanza in its religious programming
schedule Monday (7). Program,
produced in cooperation with the
American Jewish Committee, help-
ed kick off the Jewish Passover
season which begins officially
tonight (Wed.).

Session was a capsulized version
of the Passover feast ("seder”)
beginning with "the four ques-
tions” concerning the Passover
customs and winding with the saga
of the Jews’ flight from . Egypt
relayed in story and song. Although
the program gave viewers good
inside info as to what goes on and
why at a "seder” affair, the slip-
shod production minimized overall
effect. Script was loosely written
and the "seder” participants seem-
ed uncomfortable and ill at ease
throughout the half-hour. Camera
moved awkwardly through the
various long shots and, closeups
and, at times, a videohand would
destroy the illusion by letting an
arm or foot fall into camera, range.
Rabbi Philip S. Bernstein, pres-

ident of the Central Conference of
American Rabbis, conducted the
"seder” with authority and sin-
cerity. He and the others on the
show blended the Hebrew text with
enough English patter to make the
program understandable to all. The
traditional Passover music was
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Merle Miller
Continued from page 37

once supported. Due to the large Miller reports, plus Isaac Don Le-

volume of data collected, Miller's vine, veteran anti-Communist
writer and editor; Christopher

Emmett, another antt-Communist
writer; and, ‘'most important, Al-

fred Kohlberg, the importer who
has been one of Chiang Kai-shek’s

report was turned over to Double

day for publication rather than be-

ing released immediately by the

ACLU.
Muir Case Analyzed

pp most active backers in the UnitedM
.
u
l
e
,.

,

nf States and was one of the principal

supporters of the charges made
against the State Department by
Senator Joseph McCarthy, the

Wisconsin Republican."

‘Time Factor Ignored'

Miller criticizes "Channels" for

of a blacklist. In an analysis of

the case of Jean Muir, dropped

from NBC-TV's “Aldrich Family,"

he cites a release from the sponsor

which read:
"Such reaction (-unfavorable

criticism
1 from viewers) injures

both acceptance of our products falling to take into consideration

and our public relations. General the time factor and changes In pub-

Foods advertising, therefore, He attitudes to Russia and Com-
avoids the use of material and per- munism. He declares, "In ‘Red

sonalities which in its judgment Channels’ the man who in 1939

are controversial." signed an ‘Open Letter for Closer

Reciting, how Miss Muir an- Cooperation with the Soviet Union’

swered the "Red Channels" or a petition condemning Nazi

charges and recalled her partici- atrocities is listed side by side with

pation in anti-Red activities, Miller the one who in 1949 signed a peti-

quotes an interview between the tion protesting the ‘prosecution of

actress and the General Foods top-. Cdmmunist Party leaders’ — not

per. According to Miss Muir',' that the, latter is necessarily a

when she asked Clarence Francis, Communist or even a Communist

“Suppose I get cleared, would you sympathizer."

give me a job?", the chairman of Noting that there are many
the executive hoard of General "verifiable examples of clear-cut

Foods replied: "Don’t

question like that."

However, "Judges" points out,

against rightwingers. He cite* al-

legations that Lois Wilson, Maria

Monte* and Franklin Pulaski have

been discriminated against because

of their anti-Red sentiments. Lat-

ter, for example, said he was dis-

charged by the United Nation* ra-

dio division because “I’m fighting

the Commies tooth and nail." How-
ever, Miller writes, Pulaski bad
only • "suspicions." In the weeks
which were concerned with this

"Red blacklist" phase of the, probe,

Miller asserts, "not a single in-

stance of such proof was uncov-

ered. ... Of course, if there is a

Communist blacklist, it, like the

Party itself, operates in secret.”

WDGY Sale Tag
»

«

Reflects Healthy

State of Radio
Minneapolis, April 8.

Official announcement that the

purchase price of WDGY here was

$425,000 makes evident anew that,

regardless of television, radio sta-

tions need not be a drug on the

mafket, local trade circles point

out. The sale netted a $100,000

profit for James Stuart, he having

Inside Stuff—Televisdn
Stop-motion films using puppets and lensed in two studios in Munich

Germany, are being peddled by WOV, N. Y„ multilingual radio outlet*

The indie has been screening samples of the studios’ work to prospec-
tive clients, and is offering them to American bknkrollers and agencies
at prices considered highly favorable when compared with animation
costs in the U.S. • The Bavarian -studio* have a capacity of 130 vidpic
commercials, a year, although this can be expanded if new capital, is

invested. Plan envisages the German outfits working , from layouts
sketches and sculpt provided by the American ad agencies, submitting
photos of the completed puppets before lensing starts, and WOV foot-
ing the bill to fly an agency supervisor to Germany to approve work
in progress. These steps would guarantee that the product would have
the American, flavor and specific action sponsors . desire. Price would
include music soundtracks provided by top German orchs.

ask me a I
anti-Communist activity" by some
of those denounced in Counter-
attack and listed in "Channels,"

lifter the furor over Miss Muir sub- Miller writes that in the latter. _

sided General Foods announced a "of the 151 persons named, only paid $325,000 for WDGY in 1946.

policy change, saying it henceforth two are credited with such activ- Fact that WDGY has an applica-

would not drop performers merely ity,’’^Alfred Drake and John Gar-
j.;on for a >pv permit pending un-

because they were "controversial" field. doubtedly influenced the Twin
and that all complaints regarding Full cooperation was given Mil-

Cities group that bought it. How-
their loyalty would have to be let

reports He descrlbes
ever, the Twin Cttijs now have two

several “inconsistencies" between
the "Ghannels’’-Cfmnterattack pol-

icies as given in the publications
and in interviews with .him and
others. He finds "inconsistency" in

the “Channels" attitude to "clear-

ance." For instance "on the Te;c

and Jinx NBC radio program,"
Miller says, “Counterattack topper
Theodore Kirkpatrick was asked by what made the buyers more anx-

Tex McCrary, ‘is there any other I°us to acquire WDGY is the fur-

move into a building owned by the way in which people listed in ‘Red ther fact that in this territory AM
insurance corporation when an ex- Channels’ can be cleared through is more than holding its own in the

ccutive of the firm called the Counterattack?’ Kirkpatrick re- face of TV and because, during the

couple’s lawyer to see if the two plied,' ‘Yes, positively so’.’’ past year particularly, WDGY has
would agree not -to occupy the On the*,other hand, Miller notes, made tremendous strides in this

apartment. When the lawyer Kirkpatrick had written in a letter highly competitive radio and TV
asked why, the insurance official to the New* York Herald Tribune, market. As a result of the past

I should like to make it very clear

that no one, including myself, has
a right to ‘absolve’- or ‘condone’
anyone of Communist leanings. .

I have never said that I have that
right. ..." A Tribune editorial had

backed up by "proof."

Personal Consequences

Many "Red Channels" listees

have suffered in personal ways as

well as economically, the tome says.

For instance, late in the summer
of 1951 a large life insurance com-
pany tried to cancel the lease of a

famous theatrical man and wife,

both of whom are "Channels" list

ees. Couple was preparing to

TV stations and during the present
defense emergency period it’s un-
likely that more permits will be
granted here in the near future, at

least until after the many non-TV
station areas are accommodated
and essential materials become less

scarce, trade leaders point out.

These trade leaders believe that

Jackie Gleason’s last-minute decision not to appear on CBS-TV’s
"Suspense" last night (Tues.) caught several metropolitan N.Y. news-
papers with their captions down. N.Y. Times’ Sunday (6) amusement
section, for example, had a picture of Gleason in the role. When it

was learned late ’Thursday that he Wouldn’t be on the show, the Times
had no time to kill the picture but rewrote the caption to the effect
that Gleason is starred in DuMCont’s Friday night "Cavalcade of Stars.”

Comic, who was to have made his TV dramatic how on "Suspense,"
explained that he was to have had script approval. He said he didn’t
see the final script until last Thursday and decided at that time that
it wasn’t right for him. Chester Morris took over as replacement.

In view of the current downbeat reports on the state of television’s
sponsorship picture, many of which have been exaggerated, the trade
considers an ultra-smart piece of promotion the lengthy statement
issued by CBS-TV sales veepee Fred- M. Thrower over the weekend.
In an attempt to lay to rest the ill-founded rumors. Thrower pointed
out that CBS-TV’s number of sponsored nighttime quarter-hours is

the same this year as last, while the web has almost doubled its day-
time business over last year.

Story was* carried at length by most of the N. Y, dally newspapers in
their financial sections and was also moved on the AP and UP wires
over the weekend, for national newspaper coverage.

What was probably a new speed record for filming, developing and
airing newscast film was clocked Thursday (3) when WPTZ’s news unit
in Philadelphia, lensed the new U. S. Attorney General James P. Mc-
Granery, between 7 and 7:20 p.m. and had the films on the NBC "Camel
News Caravan" between 7:45 and 8 p.m.

President Truman announced Judge McGranery’s appointment shortly
before 4:30 p.m. He was not available, for an. interview and didn't
return to his home in the Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia, until 7. 'News
editor- George Skinner interviewed the new attorney general on film
until 7:20, at which time cameraman Carl Voelker raced back to the
studios to develop and process the film. It was ready for use on the 7:45
network newsreel, a clean beat over the rest bf the industry on the
story.

said, "Well, they’re in that ‘Red
Channels,’ and we don’t want any
trouble."

Miller cites a revealing state-

ment from an actors’ and writers’

agent.
.
(Latter’s identity is * not

given, and the book deems it as a stated that Kirkpatrick had been
significant point that many black- “quoted as announcing that none

months’ WDGY gains, the new
owners come into a property with
a large backlock of profitable ad-
vertising contracts and great poten-
tial earning power even without
TV, it’s pointed out.

Of course, the entire area,

blanketed by the 11 commercial

"Blacklist" fact-finding committees of six unions in radio and tele
had a joint meeting in New York on Monday (7) and voted to ask the
guilds represented to okay establishment of a liaison group for the
exchange-

of information on the question. Liaison body would consist
of the chairman of the fact-finding group of each union plus one other
member-Jrom each union. *

t .

Unions participating were American Federation of Radio Artists,
Television Authority, Radio Writers Guild, Radio-Television Directors
Guild, Actors Equity ASsn. and. Authors League of America. Chairman
was George Heller, TVA executive secretary.

listees were afraid to permit use whom he suspects will be absolved and one non-commercial Twin Cit-
of their names lest there be fur- until they come to him with posi-

ther reprisals. "Judges" names tive proof of their innocence.’
only a handful of those mentioned
in "Channels.") The agent said,

"You see this list? There are 17

names, some of the biggest names
in the business. Why, I don’t even
bother suggesting them any more.
I know better. I've had too many
turndowns. They’re in ‘Red Chan-
nels.’

‘The other day I got a call from

"Judges" also goes into brief

case histories of: Paul Draper,
whose performance on CBS-TV’s
"Toast of the Town" was deleted
from the kinescope recording; the
barring of Rev. Clayton Russell
from KOWL, Santa Monica; nixing
by WPIX, N. Y., of a series of
Charles Chaplin pix made in

ies’ radio stations, along with nu-
merous others in various towns,
presently possesses only two TV
stations, both located in Minnea-
polis and St. Paul. That may help
to account for radio’s continued
local prosperity, some think.

In all this connection, the small
likelihood of more TV station per-
mits for the Twin Cities in th§
near future' is thought to haye been
the main reason why CBS decided1916-7; the resignation of William

this producer, and he says he wants Sweets after six years as director itrexceedincY^nrofitahie
somebody for the leqd in one of his of “Gangbusters” and "Counter- “ tlon WCCO whh WTCN-
shows. He asks me Who ve you spy ;

disappearance from the mr- Ty wjth the latter’s owners getting
got like . . . (the name of a prom- lanes of the tune, Old Man Atom, „AMan,inB

vrritten five years before the Stock
holm peace petition with which
some protesting listeners linked it;

the attacks on the Weavers, folk-

inent Hollywood star named in the

booklet)? I say, ‘What do you
mean, who’ve I got like . . ? I’ve

got the boy himself. Why don’t

you use him?’ And this producer singing quartet; the attacks on the

says, ‘We just can’t do it, I’m sorry,

but we just can’t, and you know
why we can’t’.

Also given is the experience of

a comic who suddenly was told his

part had been deleted from a TV
show and who was paid the full

$500 fee, anyway. The comedian
told Miller, "I just casually

dropped into the producer’s office

and, just casually, I asked the sec
l clary, ‘Why was I cancelled?’
"She said, ‘I don’t know;’

said: ’Well, 1 do. It’s Red Chan-
said: Well, I do. It’s Red Chan-
nels. isn’t it?’

"The secretary got white, and
she said. ‘My God, how did you
find out?’

"After that, I didn’t need to
vait around and see the producer.”

‘Too Young or Too Old’
After the publicity which the

Muir case received, Miller says, a
frequent device of those rejecting
"Channels” listees is to find some
"excuse.” The refrain, according
to one performer, is "You’re either
loo young or too old,” but in
either case you don’t get work.
The plan to launch American

appearance of Lena Horne on
"Toast of the Town”; the "loyalty

oath” instituted by KFI, L. A., and
KRNO, San Bernadino; and the
CBS loyalty questionnaire.

Also discussed is the clearance
plan adopted by AFRA, the broad-
casters and agencies. Miller quotes
the union’s exec secretary, A. Frank
Reel, as saying, "It* is perhaps too
early to tell, but in my opinion it

[the clearance plan] has been a
failure.”

- Sherwood Foreword
In his foreword Robert E. Sher-

wood quotes Fortune mag: "It

makes all the difference whether
our business world merely pays lip

service to the Bill of Rights and
to. such words as ‘freedom’ and
‘non-discrimination,’ or actually

lives by the principles inherent in

them.” Sherwood also tells of

Elmer Rice’s experiences on ABC-

the majority control in something
like a 52-48% proportion. WCCO
is without TV and was eager to

have direct television representa-
tion along with its radio in this im-

portant market and to get a better
break for its TV network show's.

While WCTN operations have been
highly successful they’re believed
to have trailed those of WCCO sub-
stantially. Now, as soon as ‘ FCC
approves the merger, it will be
both CBS radio and TV for the
combined WCCO and WTCN-TV
On its radio end, WTCN has been
an ABC affiliate, but it has been
using CBS and come DuMont net-
work show's for TV.

RCA will stage a closed-circuit demonstration of its all-electronic
compatible color television system next week. Radio Corp., which has
been quiet on the colorcasting front for some jweCks, staged a demon-
stration of the big-screen color on Monday (7) at former RKO Colonial
Theatre, N. Y. RCA execs attending said that there have been
several improvements in the system.
Demonstration next week will be a show produced by Ernest Wall-

ing, color programming supervisor, with lyrics and a script outline by
Norman Zeno and Bill Deman. Latter, incidentally, have been added
as writers on NpC-TV’s James Melton stanza.

WWL Marks 30th Anni
New Orleans, April 8.

WWL, owned and operated by

Loyola University of the South,

marked 30th anniversary yesterday

(Mon.). Station, a 50,000-watter,

marked occasion with little fanfare

TV’s "Celanese Theatre,” when on airwaves. However, it drew
some of the playwright’s casting salutes from CBS and Arthur God-

suggestions were turned down be- frey, Art Linkletter, Robert Q.

cause they were in "Channels.” Lewis and others. i

How'ever, Sherw'ood adds, Rice has WWL grew from 10-watter in

since reached an amicable agree- 1922 to 50,000 watts, cleat chan-

,

ment with Celanese, which "de- nel, during period. Station i.s man-
Busmess Consultants, which pub-

j
serves honor for creating a prece- aged by Howard Summerville, with

lished Counterattack, emerged 1

dent by repudiating blacklisting " Larry Baird as commercial man-
from a meeting early In 1946 be- Miller also discusses rumors of ager, and Ed Hoerner, program di-

iueen. the three former FBI agents, 1 a Communist or leftwing blacklist rector.

Reps from seven tele outlets which will present local "Inside Our
Schools” series, in conjunction with Life mag, met in Gotham last*

week to view the "IOS" programs aired on WNBT, N. Y., and to con-
fab on details of the project. They were briefed by Ted Cott, veepee-
general manager; of WNBC-WNBT, and Andrew Heiskell, publisher of

Skeds for the various stations include: WEWS-TV, Cleveland, from
April 11 to end of school year; WDTV, Pittsburgh, daily program,
April 27-May 3; WJBK-TV, Detroit, April 28 to end of school year,
with daily program week of April 28; WFBM-TV, Indianapolis, April
28-May 9, with remotes from a different school every day; and WCPO-
TV, Cincinnati, May 5-11, with six remotes (each two hours long). Plans
are still to be wrapped up for KNBH, L.A.; WPTZ-TV, Philly; WSPD-
TV, Toledo; WTOP-TV, Washington, and WLW-D, Dayton.

Kate Smith used the preceding week’s Variety as a prop on her
past Wednesday night show, because last week’s headline about "end
radio-TV confusion” (NARTB convention story) might not have been
generally understood by the at-homers. Frank Warner, as a vet stage
doorman, foiling for Benny Fields in an effective nostalgic routine,
topped by "Old Soft Shoe,” utilized the paper as the prop.

"Tales of Tomorrow,” George F. Foley, Jr., package on ABC-TV, is

launching a talent search for "unknown" actresses. Hunt is restricted
to 20-25-year-old thespers who have never had a speaking part longer
than five lines on TV.
Winning gal will get the lead on "TOT” May 9 and four others will

get roles in other productions. Judges will be Thomas Mitchell,
Jessyca Landau, eastern talent head for Universal-International; and
Charles Underhill, ABC-TV program chief.
Prelim auditions are being held at the Sherman Square Hotel from

7-10 p.m. Monday-Friday, through April 28. Foley said he hoped the
project would "dramatize to others in the industry that there is a log-
ical way of giving young talent a chance.”

Scheff Exits WPTR
Albany, April 8.

Walter Scheff, who sang with
Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians and
appeared in "Brigadoon” on Broad-
way, resigned effective Saturday (5)

as operations manager of WPTR.
Brought to Albany three years

ago as featured artist in the Rose
Lounge of the Ten Eyck Hotel,
Scheff had been heard on evening
programs over the 50,000-watt sta-
tion.

Del. Mattress Co.’s 30G

Sponsorship of TV Pix

Detroit, April 8.

Sealy Mattress Co. of Detroit is

spending more than $30,000 for

onee-a-week feature films over

WXYZ-TV in a 26-week period.

Sales pitch is directed at "friendly

Sealy dealers” rather than the

"Sealy Mattress Co.”
Program cost is entirely as-

sumed by the mattress firm.
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Employees, Gabbers on Bargaining
Washington, April 8. 4

Over the strong dissent of one

of its members, the National Labor

delations Board today rilled that

Programming employee* - should be

inmoed with announcers in setting

J.

' collective bargaining units at

+wo small radio stations in the Nor-

folk. Va. t
area. Action was taken

S two decisions ordering elections

at WNOE in Norfolk and WGH in

Newport News to determine wheth-

er announcers, continuity and traf-

fic employees desire to he affiliated

with the American Federation of

Radio Artists. AFRA sought units

limited to announcers while the

stations wanted, the units to in-

clude all employees engaged in, any

aspects of programming opera-

ti0

In its decision in the WGH. case,

the Board majority held that '‘in

view of the small size of the radio

station involved, the apparent mul-

tiplicity of duties performed by

each of the employees and, on the

whole, the integrated nature of the

employer’s broadcasting opera-

tions . - • the record establishes

clearly, in our opinion, jl strong

community of interest between the

announcing and programming em-
ployees which should not be dis-j

regarded in determining the appro-

priate unit for collective bargain-

ing purposes.”

However, the Board rejected the

stations’ contentions that the units

should Include receptionists, com-
mercial employees and program
supervisors.

In his dissent to the WGH case,

which also applied to WNOR,
Board member Paul L. Styles said

that he could see “no warrant” for

rejecting the AFRA position sim-

ply because “there is a fair amount
of integration” in operations at

small stations as in most small

businesses.

In all stations, small or large,

Styles asserted, “the functions per-

formed by the announcers are par-

ticularly integrated with those of

the other program department em-
ployees. But all of .

this does not

. . . destroy .the fact that' the an-

nouncers perform a kind of work,
requiring a kind of talent, . experi-

ence, and background which is dis-

tinguishable from that of the other
program employees, and which
gives rise to interests in the terms
and conditions of employment
which are sufficiently different

from those of other employees to

warrant separate representation
for collective bargaining.”

Winchell Layoff Gives

Carter-Pearson Option

On Sun. at 9 Till fict. 1.

Carter Products and Drew Pear-
son have the option to remain In
Walter Winchell’s 9 p. m. Sunday
slot on ABC until Oct. 1,

Should Winchell, who has sus-
pended his high-rated broadcasting
activities because of illness and to
await full recovery, return before
Oct. 1 and Carter decide to keep
Pearson in the 9 p. m. slot, ABC
will have to find a new time for
WW during the interim. Winchell
may resume his daily column on
Monday (14), although definite de-
cision has not been reached.
Due to Winchell’s desire for' an

extended vacation, Warner-Hudnut,
which has been backing the stanza,
155 giving up the period. In tlj$
program reshuffle, with Carter’s
Pearson show moving from 6 p. m.
to 9, George Sokolsky’s 10:30 p.m.
co-op newscast is being pushed up
to the 6 p. m. opening. Web hasn’t
decided yet what it will do with
the 10:30 hole, but the new show
tvill not be a newscast.
Decision for Winchell’s layoff
as made by mutual agreement be-^.the gabber, ABC and Hud-^

.

11 s understood that Winchell’s
ngterm contract with the network
temporarily suspended until the

' Y
;
Daily Mirror syndicated col-

unxr
can resume his broadcasts.

t.
ww first discontinued his gab-

nrv
g C0 umn

.

ch°res late in Janu-

vhA
on medicos’ orders, and the
was taken overlay entertainer

thn
S

-
March 9 he returned to

inu .

air
’ bu t had a relapse the fol-

i-v«
ng Sun(lay and the stanza was

l<*Ken nvn** — -t j , *

ABC’s Sex & Corn
ABC is building a show with sex
appeal for the hausfrau. Tagged
“Valentino,” it will feature Barry
Valentino*, a baritone who will also

give out with romantic pitches
“personalized” to the individual

listener. It will be beamed in an
afternoon half-hour strip.

Web is also scheduling a novelty
hillbilly show, “Lone Pine Moun-
taineers.” Program exec Ray Diaz
feels that country-style musical
airers have been limited to the’
south. For this series he’s going
north, picking up authentic moun-
tain music from a Maine troupe
on WABI, the chain’s Bangor af-
filiate. Show will be heard Satur-
days at 4:30-5 p.m., starting April
19.

Faye’s Pepsi Fade;

pruT
(

iY
er *n subsequent weeks by

tiaiTc ?anham . editor of the Chris-
c
i
ence Monitor, Taylor Grant

andled the spot last Sunday (6).

Pepsi-Cola future plan* for

television, in line with the outfit's

decision last week to drop its Faye
Emerson show on CBS-TV, were
still unresolved as

,
of yesterday

(Tues.). Pepsi cancelled Miss Em-
erson’s “Wonderful Town, U.S.A.”
on the basis that the show, com-
peting against the top rating Sid
Caesar-Imogene Coca display on
NBC-TV, cannot achieve a suffi-

cient audience to pay off.

Outfit is committed for the Sat-
urday night at 9 slot through June
28, but is reportedly trying to work
a deal with CBS either to close

down in advance or else move to

another time period. If no such
arrangements can be worked out,

it’s expected that Pepsi will fill

the half-hour .with film until it goes
off the air in June. CBS, for its

part, is pitching up either “Quiz
Kids” or “I’ve Got a Secret,” a

new Goodson-Todman package, to

Pepsi.

Pepsi officials emphasized that

they were well pleased with Miss
Emerson’s work, citing the fact that

their earnings have doubled . dur-
ing the last year and that at least

a part of the profit record is at-

tributed to the show. They point-

ed out, in addition, that Miss Em-
erson’s junkfets to Pepsi dealer
meetings around the country repre-
sent solid public relations. But,

they said/ the show’s under-16 rat-

ing, compared with the 47s and 48s
being racked up by Caesar-Coca,
makes the investment too costly.

Cancellation of the show gives

CBS a chance to step up its plans

for a super-extravaganza, which it

has been mulling as the only way
to cut into the NBC Saturday night

video audience. With Ken Murray
holding his own against NBC’s “All

Star Revue” in the Saturday night

8 to 9 period, the web reportedly
feels that a top-budgeted show in

the 9 to 10 period might be able

to turn the trick. “Songs for Sale”

now goes from 9:30 to 11, but, it’s

still sustaining, CBS could trim it

as it desires.

Peck to Pilot Hearst

Station in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, April 8.

Harry D. Peck has resigned as
veepee and manager of WDGY,
Minneapolis, to take over May 1
as station manager of WISN, the
Hearst-owned CBS affiliate here.
Peck will report to Gaston W.
Grignon, WISN y.p. and general
manager.
A veteran of 20 years in radio.

Peck has been president of the
Nebraska Broadcasters Assn. And
a director of the Minnesota broad-
casters group.

Major Campaign

May Force Vote

On Comml BBC
London, April 8.

With a considerable amount of
kite flying, a new high level po-
litical campaign favoring spon-
sored radio and TV is being
touched off in Britain. Concentra-
tion of political and business forces
are being lined up in an endeavor
to force a vote through the House
of Commons when the British
Broadcasting Corp’sr charter is due
for renewal this summer.

In the year that has elapsed
since the publication of the report
of the Beveridge inquiry into the
future of the BBC, reaction in fa-
vor of commercial broadcasting'
has undergone a subtle change. By
a majority decision, the Beveridge
committee rejected all forms of
sponsorship, but a minority report
was signed by Selwyn Lloyd, MP,
who was then a back bench Con-
servative member.
Now, with the Conservative

party back* in power, Selwyn Lloyd
has been elevated from' the back
benches to a Government post and
now holds the important office of
Minister of State. Around him, on
the Conservative benches, particu-
larly, is a group of influential
MPs Tyho have made known their
preference for a break in* the
BBC’s monopoly of broadcasting
and TV, and who favor a direct
competitive outlet which would be
available to advertisers and other
commercial interests.

FRIGIDAIRE EXPANDS

WITH ‘SHOW OF SHOWS’
Frigidaire this week expanded

its television bankrolling by ink-

ing with NBC-TV for the 10-min-

ute. segment of “Your Show of

Shows” being given up by Libby,

McNeill & Libby. With Libby com-
mitted for the remainder of this

season, Frigidaire will move in on

the show’s summer replacement in

June, which automatically guaran-

tees its franchise on “Show of

Shows” for next fall.

Speed with which NBC-TV
wrapped up the deal was cited by

web execs this week as further

proof that there are plenty of

sponsors available for a good pro-

gram which delivers a good rating.

Frigidaire currently sponsors
“Pulitzer Prize Playhouse.” aired

alternate Wednesdays on ABC-TV,

and is expected to continue with

that.

CARSON VICE ABBOTT.

ON ‘ROYAL SHOWCASE’
Jack Carson has been tapped as

new emcee of NBC-TV’s “Royal
Showcase,” sponsored Sunday,
nights at 7 by U. S. Rubber. He
takes over this week (13), replacing
George Abbott, who held down the
spot during the show’s first 13-week
cycle.

With Carson co-starring with
Paul Hartman in the legit revival
of “Of Thee I Sing,” which opened
in New Haven Monday night (7),

he’ll be confined to an ultra-tight

rehearsal schedule on “Showcase,”
being available only on Sunday
afternoons. Comic is under contract
to NBC but, with the legiter and
“Showcase,” he’ll bow off the web’s
Saturday night “All Star Revue,”
on which he’s been spotted this

season.

‘People’s Choice’ to Get

ABC-TV on-Air Audition

Jack Barry-Dan Enright Produc-

tions will have a one-shot audition

of their package, “The People’s

|

Choice,” on ABC-TV tomorrow

; (Thurs.) at 9 p.m. Show features
i amateur talent impresarioed by

|
members of Congress.

|

On the tryout Senators Charles

i

Tobey, Olin Johnston and Harry B.

: Cain will intro talent from their

j

constituencies. This is the second
: Barry-Enright project to get an on-

the-air audition by ABC-TV in past
I few weeks, the first being “Stars

and Starters.”

Radio, TV Hit in $45,000,000

Lopoff on U.S. Propaganda Budget

McCarthy-Less Derby
Sportscaster Clem McCarthy will

be absent from the Kentucky
Derby microphones this year for
the first time in a number of sea-
sons. Gillette Safety Razor, which
is bankrolling both AM and TV
coverage of the Derby on a na-
tionwide basis via CBS, has tapped
Fred Capossela, Mel Allen and
Phil Sutterfield to handle .the com-
mentary for radio, with the TV an-
nouncing crew to be set next week.

Caposella, who will call the race
itself, which is the job usually han-
dled by McCarthy, has been official

announcer at the three N. Y. tracks
for the last eight years. Derby will
be run May 3, with CBS scheduled
to be on the air with the race for a
half-hour.

Framer Strikes It

on
Underlining the fact that it

doesn't necessarily- have to take a
top^budgeted television show to
win a heavy audience rating,
“Strike It Rich” which costs less

than $10,000 per week for five half-
hours, has wound up at the top of
the latest national Nielsen daytime
TV ratings. Show is packaged by
indie producer Walt Framer, whose
“Big Payoff,” which-is also brought
in for less than $10,000 for five

half-hours, Is in fourth place.
In coming up with a 17.3 to top

the daytime TV parade, “Strike It”

is almost two points ahead of the
Kate Smith show, which Is prob-
ably the most • expensive pre-din-
nertime program on video. And
“Big Payoff,” in fourth place, is

ahead of such costly daytime en-
tries as the Bill Goodwin and Bert
Parks shows. According to

Framer, the rating records of his

t$o packages proves that his idea
of producing audience participa-

tioners with “heart” pays off

solidly.

All of the four soap operas
aired cross-the-board on CBS-TV
made the top 10, including “Love
of Life,” “Search for Tomorrow”
and “First Hundred Years,” and
“Egg and I.” Colgate, which bank-
rolls “Payoff” three days weekly
on NBC-TV, is reportedly so im-
pressed with the rating that it’s

now considering slotting the show
Sunday nights this summer as re-

placement for its “Comedy Hour.”
Top 10 lineup does not include

kid shows. If they were included,
“Howdy Doody” would be far out
in front with a 26.3; and the Gabby
Hayes show would be in second
place, ahead of Kate Smith; with
a 16.3. Following is the Nielsen
top 10, cpvering the first two
weeks in March rating /period:

Strike It Rich (CBS) . .

.

Egg and I (CBS)
Love of Life (CBS)
Big Payoff (NBC)
Kate Smith (NBC)
Search Tomorrow (CBS)
Hawkins Falls ' (NBC) . . .

Bill Goodwin (NBC) . .

.

First 100 Years (CBS) . .

Bert Parks (CBS)

17.3

16.7

16.4

16.3

15.4

14.7

13.5

12.3

10.2

10.1

WMRY’s Rate Hike
New Orleans, April 8.

WMRY has announced a 15% to

! 25% rate increase both local and
i national, the first increase since

May, 1950, when the station went

into all-Negro programming.
: Since that time, the station has

, increased its overall audience and

J
feels the rate hike justified.

ERNIE K0VACS EXITS

PHILLY FOR WCBS-TV
Ernie Kovacs, Philadelphia com-

edian, whose early-morning show
was bumped off Philly’s WPTZ last

week to make room for NBC-TV’s
“Today,” is anlding that station to

move his show to WCBS-TV, the
CBS video web’s N. Y. flagship.

Kovacs preems on WCBS-TV April

21, taking over the 12:45 to 1:30

p.m. strip formerly occupied on the
network by the Steve Allen show.
Move indicates that WCBS-TV,

which has relied heavily on film

shows to fill its local programming
hours during recent months, is re-

turning to live programming on a

bigger scale. Station is pitching

the Kovacs show to interested cli-

j
ents on a participation basis, at

j
$200 per one-minute spot, its regu-

l lar card rate fee.

!
Kovacs will import his entire

;

show from Philly to N. Y., includ-

. ing vocalist Edith Adams and

j
pianist Eddie Hatrack.

Washington, April 8.

Radio' and TV programs will both
be curtailed under the $45*000,000
bite which the House of Repre-
sentatives took out of the budget
for the State Department’s over-
seas > pfopaganda program. The
House Appropriations Committee
recommended $131,666,000 for the
next fiscal year. However, the full

House, in an economy mood, threw
out the $20,500,000 recommended
by the committee for new radio
transmitter construction and also

reduced the operating budget by
$24,500,000.
There was no indication of where

the $24,500,000 cut should be made
in the program. Presumably State
Department would have to spread
it around in the various branches
of “Voice of America” so that
radio and pictures would both
suffer.

Springboard for the reductions
was the public disgust of the House
with the way the program has been
operating. Many members of Con-
gress feel the State Department
has been blundering and wasting
money. They feel the Russians are
much more effective.

Senate still has to act on the
State Department budget. Nor-
mally, the Senate increases the
amount approved by the House.
Then the two chambers compro-
mise the difference.

Henry Morgan Set By

CBS-TV for Panel Show

As Berle Competition
Henry Morgan returns to tele-

vision as moderator of a new panel
show, “Draw to Win,” which CBS-
TV will slot Tuesday nights from
8:30 to 9, starting April 22. Show,
formerly titled “Draw Your Own
Conclusions,” will remain -in that
period until June, when it’s ex-
pected to move over to Sunday eve-s*

nings as summer replacement ' for
Alcoa’s “See It Now.”,

“Draw” will be back-to-back on
Tuesdays with the Sam Levenson
show, which moves into the 8 to
8:30 slot the same evening. Two
shows are filling the hour formerly
occupied by the Frank Sinatra
show, which was axed after the
April 1 broadcast following CBS’
inability to find a bankrolled Web
has filled the hour with film since
Sinatra’s checkoff.
New show was packaged by Win

Elliott and Joel O'Brien and devel-
oped for TV by Mario Lewis, CBS-
TV’s exec producer in charge of

music and variety programs. Per-
manent panel will include cartoon-

ists Abner Dean and Bill Holman,
with the guest panel spot to be
rotated among a number of name
cartoonists.

CBS-TV, incidentally, is mulling
the idea of giving its projected
“Big Store” audience participation-

er a
#
cross-the-board ride in the

morning starting in May, as a show-
case to interest bankrollers. Show,
starring Lew Parker, was created
by Irving Mansfield and also devel-

oped by Lewis.

MAGGI AND JOHNNY’S

‘WALDORF’ TV PACKAGE
Maggi McNellis and Johnny

Johnston, who both recently left

; Music Corp. of America, have been
..earned to head a video package
by the William Morris Agency,
labeled “Meet Me at the Waldorf.”
It is still to be sold.

Herman Hickman, the Yale foot-

ball coach who has been a per-
manent panelist on “Celebrity
Time,” has also been added to the
Morris talent stable for a show on

i
his own.

Morris Office Agenting

Universal TV Camera
William Morris office is agenting

the Universal Focus Camera for
Television, which is specifically
keyed for presentation of TV com-
mercials. Camera can spotlight
the product being plugged while at
the same time keeping all back-
ground subjects in universal focus.
Morris office is currently dicker-

ing with the Young & Rubicam
agency to take over the camera on
an exclusive basis for all Y&R
clients.
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BATTLE FOR THE SCHOOLS
With Dorothy Dunbar Bromley
Producer-director: Leon Glodsttla
Writer: Mrs* Bromley
SO Mins.; Mon.. Fri., 9:30 p.m.

Sustaining ,
*

WMCA, New Fork
Indie, currently airing an expose

of crime and racketeering on the

New York" waterfront, has

launched another documentary-
type series. Objective of this group
of five half-hour broadcasts is to

probe recent local attacks on the
public education system made un-
der the guise of anti-Communism.

Editorial airer reported that in

Pasadena, Cal., last year a small

group of “super-Americans" suc-

ceeded in upsetting the local

school board’s policies of inde-

pendent, progressive educations.

They succeeded in ousting an offi-

cial on charges that too much
money was being spent, that Negro
and white children were being
taught together, that progressive
education leads to delinquency,
and that children were being taken
away from their parents. Text-
books were attacked as “subver-
sive," teachers smeared as "pro-
Communists," etc. The result of

these blasts, the broadcast stressed,

was to weaken the schools.

WMCA's series is being con-
ducted by Dorothy Dunbar Brom-
ley, writer for the N. Y. Herald
Tribune. On Monday (31) she in-

terviewed Arthur Morse, author of
“Who Is Trying to Ruin Our
Schools?” in McCali’s mag, and
Richard B. Kennan, of the National
Education Assn. Morse cited the
background of Allan A. Zoll, whose
National Council for American
Education is reportedly behind
many of the attacks on the schools,
reporting that he was a Christian
Fronter and member of the de-
funct American Patriots (organiza-
tion listed as fascistlc by the At-
torney General). Dr. Kennan said
educators welcomed criticism but
not dishonest attacks, and cited the
mushrooming of attacks oh thp
schools all over the U. S,

Initialer was largely of an .in
troductory nature and was over-
long on straight gab by Mrs. Brom
ley. The interviews livened the
program considerably, but more
on-the-spot tape recording and a
-more down-to-earth approach
would have sparked the show. That

~ was evidenced in the finale, with
brief excerpts from six critics and
supporters of the schools in three
.suburban N. Y. communities

—

Scarsdale, Port Washington and
Englewood—which have witnessed
skirmishes in this “battle for the
schools"’ in the past few months.
All in all, this represents a worth-
while endeavor by the indie. The
Gotham broadcasters’ interest in
the schools, as shown also by
WNBC-WNBT's extensive series of
programs is a healthy trend.

Bril.

CBS Radio Caffo* Time

To Politicos for Brace

Of Candidate Series

Realizing radio’s public service

duties, especially in an election

year, CBS has programmed two

half-houf series to acquaint Its

dialers with the 1952 Presidential

aspirants. Between now and. fhfe

political conventions in July,, the

publio’s. interest in the credocs and
platforms of the campaigners will

be on a steady increase so the web
has latched on to solid dialer bait

with the two shows. And should
build as the race for nomination
goes into the final lap.

.

On “Candidates and Issues,”

aired Tuesday evening ,at 10 p.m.
candidates are a$ked to voice their

views on issues of national impor-
tance. Preem stanza (1) brought
on Gov. Earl Warren, Sen. Estes
Kefauver, Sen. Richard B. Russell,

Sen. Robert S. Kerr and Harold
Stassen for their answers to “Is
Our Foreign Policy Working?” It

was an enlightening session marred
only by the absence of such other
contestants as Gen. Eisenhower
and Sen. Robert A: Taft. Series,
however, promises to nab as many
of the politicos as possible for one
30-minute . session. It should get
livelier as the race g£ts hotter.
OU “Presidential Profiles," aired

Thursday nights at 10:30, web
allows contenders to address the
public in any way they choose and
on any topic relating to the cam-
paign. Opening session (3) picked
up an on-the-spot address by Sen.
Taft to a Republican conclave at
Springfield, 111. Both parties and
all aspirants will receive their turn
at bat on this “Profile” stanza.
Both series are produced by the

CBS Radio Department of News
and Public Affairs, under the su-
pervision of Edmund A. Chester.
It’s a commendable effort that
rates plaudits from the political,

parties as well as the public.
Gros.

LOUELLA PARSONS SHOW
With Yerne. Smith, amveimeer
Producer; Dl*k. Diggs

"
3 Mins., Toes., 9:30 p.m.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET .

CBS, from Hollywood
(Lermen & Mitchell)

• Louella Parsons was back on
tjie air last Tuesday 11), as-warmly
and "breathlessly as ever, to give
her eager fans the lowdown and
inside on what had been happen-
ing, was at the moment happen-
ing, or what was sure to happen,
to a galaxy of film stars. It was
surprising how many items and
people were crowded into a five-

minute stretch, and how sure Miss
Parsons was of so many personal
or intimate details.

Her first exclusive was that Wal-
ter Wanger would plead guilty to
the w.Tc shooting, despite an ear-
lier reverse stand, Lana Turner,
she* added, was in “for a big sur-
prise,” and. June Haver faces a se-
rious operation. Miss Parsons dis-

cussed Clark Gable’s alimony; thp
frantic film bidding for Whittaker
Chambers’ “Witness"; Darryl Zan-
uck’s grandfathersbip (second
time), and fact that June Allyson
wants to do TV, despite studio
policy. And Ginny Simms is not to
marry the guy accused of beating
up Ann Sterling.

Miss Parsons ended up with a
reference to Ruth.Roman’s glisten-
ing hair, made so by; Lustre-
Creme Shampoo, which incidental-
ly is a product of the show's spon-
sor. Program was breezy and in-
teresting enough, and to Parsons
fans must have been manna.

Bron.
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hom the Production Centres

STRICTLY SPEEGLE
With Paul Speegle
Producer-Director: Speegle
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 6 p.m.
Participating
KNBC, San Francisco

Pitching an easy, mild and
pleasant compote of chatter, this
assortment of airy bon mots, in-
cidental news bits, platter spin-
ning and interviews, will win its

listeners by reason of a liking for
casual gabbing rather than impacf
of content. Speegle has a smooth
style and a neat sense of humor
which is rewarding in a minor key
entertainment - wise. Whimsical
twist is easy to take, if not of em-
phatic importance.
Range of items is a garden

variety with platter interludes of
pop standard. Interview caught
showed a savvy insight* in art of
querying with local appeal high-
lighted for maximum listener ac-
ceptance. Subject concerned show-
boat sunk at pier, which head-
lined papers previous week.
Gabber has charm, delivery and

Intelligence but tempo of show has
ycsterdayish overtone in light of
present popularity of copy which
lias pace and drive as well as meas-
ure of provocative content. This
is acceotable if not outstanding
fare which will need *some added
ballast and dramatizing to cut a
swath.
Commercials well handled.

Ted.

BALTIMORE 1090
With Walter Liuticum, David Con-

nor, Joseph Croghan, Carl Skyt-
te, Galen Fromme, Flo Ayres, AI
Ross, B 3c O Glee Club, D. L.
Provost, Gov. T, R. McKeldin,
Walter Maloney

Director: William Rock
Writer: Katherine Tyson ®

30 Mins.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from WBAL, Baltimore

Half-hour airing marking 25

years of the station’s association

with NBC, taking a cavalcade-type

of format, played well and built to

a strong climax employing saluta-
tions from Gov. T? R. McKeldin
and D. L. Provost, veepee and gen-
eral manager of Hearst Radio and
TV.
Breaking up dramatizations of

the city’s historical highlights and
current importance as a world port,
the well-timed musical interludes
utilizing the B & O Glee Club as
well as groups from the nearby
Naval Academy in Annapolis made
for a good change of pace.
Fed to the network, the program

proved an effective buildup for the
station and the city, as well point-
ing up the importance of WBAL’s
network affiliation. It was com-
pletely professional and smoothly
played throughout. Burm.

QUIZ KIDS
With Joe Kelly, JaeLKttppennan,

Pat Coition, Naomi Cooks,
Frankie V4n de

r

Floeg, Gail
Dytch

Producer: Larry Woolf
Director: Jim Ramsey
30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 a.m. CST
Sustaining

*

CBS, from Chicago

Although presently being show-
cased in a rather awkward mid-
morning Saturday spot, this col-
lection of mental marvels Junior
size, shouldn’t long be without a
sponsor on its new network. After
more than a decade as an NBC
staple, Louis G. Cowan’s “Quiz
Kids" are now wearing the CBS
colors. Unlike the CBS video ver-
sion, which is featuring a younger
group of brainsters, the CBS AM
edition” is pretty much unchanged
from the format developed over
the years on NBC. But it still

makes for an entertaining — if

somewhat envious— half-hour . for
the setsiders. .

Joe Kelly continues as the jovial
quiz chief. Back on chapter heard
(5) were “oldsters” Joel Kupper-
man and Pat Conlon, both in the
high school category. Repping the
kindergarten set was Gail Dytch,
age five. Also on hand were
Naomi Cooks and Frankie Vander
Ploeg, sartorial star of the TV
portion. Mental honors were about
evenly divided, with Joel and Pat
embarrassingly accurate with their
mathematics and Naomi and
Frankie scoring on the musical
questions. Latter also displayed a
knowledge of astronomy that
shouldn’t happen to anyone less
than a college student. Little Gail
was along for the ride and the
laughs.
At midpoint there was a special

cut-in from New York with James
A. Farley coming on to plus the
American Boys Clubs. Dave.
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fJV NEW YORK CITY ...
George Brown tipped ^to manager of the WOB newsroom Maxine

Keith joins. George Hamilton Comb** “New- York Spotlight" show on
WJZ to do a fialf-hour weekly stint on the entertainment world. Her
segment, Thursdays at* 1-1:30 a.m., kicks off tomorrow night. . . .Frank
Nesbitt named sales presentations director for CBS Radio Radio
Writers Guild today (Wed.) resumes negotiations with ABC, CBS and
NBC for staff scripters.*. . .Brand Names Foundation will stage its

annual dinner at the Waldorf April Iff, with Sid Caesar, Imogen© Coca
Marguerite Piaftxa and other “Show of Shows" personalities entertain-
ing Tekla Bond has obtained exclusive radio and tele rights for
stories from the files of the Surete, the French Scotland Yard ....

Jan Miner into NBC’s “Big Story" April 23.

.

..Chick Vincent to pro-
duce and direct Mutual’s “The Shadow”. . . . Charles Irving has picked
up AM rights to the soaper, “Bachelor’s Children” Eldon Hazard,
CBS Radio sales manager, hack Monday (7) after three-week vacation
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla Also back in' town, Red s

(CBS) Barber
after five weeks with the Dodgers in Florida.

Les Harris, AM-TV head for Colgate, flies today (Wed.) to Florida
for confabs with E. H. Little, head of the soap outfit, then wings to
the Coast on Friday (11) WHOM will beam the Easter message of
Pope Pius XXI on Sunday (13) at 12 noon .... Peg Morris, secretary of
WOE’S Jack. Poppelc, phoned the station Saturday (5) immediately
after the tragic air wreck in Jamaica, giying the outlet a fast report.
WHLI, Hempstead, also got a call from an eyewitness five minutes after
the event and before wire service bulletin came in Willie Bryant
and Ray Carroll, who do the nightly “After Hours Swing Session" on
WHOM, add a six-times-weekly “Swing Matinee" at 1-2 p.ip. Monday
(14) amid the Indie’s foreign-language block George Wolf, man-
ager of AM-TV programming for Foote, Cone & Belding, to Florida
for shooting of “I’m No Angel,” which he scripted and which United
Artists will release. . . .Added to “Front Page * Farrell": Jacqueline
Billingsley, Sarah Burton, David Gothard, Ann Burr and Richard
Newton. . , .Margaret Burlln has joined “Young Widder Brown". . .

.

Bobby Readlck, Dick Yorke, Joseph Boland and Ann Sterritt into “Ro-
mance of Helen Trent" Wendell Holmes with “Stella Dallis"
WINS engineer Frank Caplan has penned song titled “Choo Choo
Train" Eva Langbord, Canadian-born radio-TV-legit actress, to To-
ronto to join Canadian Broadcasting Corp. as TV producer.
Bob Elliott and Ray Gouldlng have launched an art contest for car-

toon impressions of the characters on the WNBC morning strip

WLIB has two- men dressed as “Easter bunnies’’ handing out 10,000
bags of candy on Harlem’s 125th street this week Dorothy (Kil-
gallen) and Dick Kollmar originating their Easter Sunday WOR brunch
show from the Hotel Plaza RCA had declared a 50-cent common
stock dividend, payable May 29, to holders of record on April 18; divi-
dend of 87^» cents was declared on first preferred stock for the April-
June quarter Maxine Rowland named ad manager for Shulton, Inc.,

vice Elizabeth Shoemaker, resigned to do. freelance scripting John
Gambling, Ted Haig and Ruby Mercer are taking over on WOR stanzas
for A. L. Alexander, during the latter’s illness Bob Trout to cover
the atom tests in Nevada for CBS Radio late this month Advertis-
ing Women of New York holding cocktail party graduation for students
in its ad course at the Waldorf Monday (14) WMGM’s Marty Gllck-
man starts another year of* beaming the trotters from Yonkers Raceway
on Tuesday 1 ' (15) through May 24.,

v
t

J-

American Tobacco prez Paul Hahn sails for a European vacation to-
day (Wed.), after having finalized plans for Jack Benny to return to
CBS Radio for Lucky Strike next season.

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Hats went in the air at KNX last week when Ed Buckalew gave out

the news that sponsors were landed for three Coast network shows.
And all for the good old summer time .... Audrey Lives has been writ-
ing documentaries so long that she’s taken the opposite tack and is

now whipping out light comedies for television Hal Lewis, whose
“J. Aku Head Pupule Show" (calling Harry Owens) is a hot fave with
Hawaiians, passing his vacation in plushy Bel Air Hugh Murchison,
owner of KPOL which takes to the air July 1, says his programs will
be slanted at those 45 years and older because they dominate the age
groups in this sector .... Marty Sperbcr is now hustling the radio list

for Frank Cooper .... Elbows were bent last week for a grand gal,
Alice Tyler, who started her second quarter-century with NBC ....
Jerry Hausncr, whose poke is groaning with dough from making like a
crying baby on radio, sooir starts a six months* course in painting at a
Paris academy under the .GI Bills of" Rights. . . .Gus Bayz, soundman
on “Suspense," thought he’d try his hand at writing script and after
five rejects finally sold one. Dinty Moore, ABC attorney, who clears
the “Defense Attorney" scripts, had better luck and sold the first one.

1

INVITATION TO LEARNING
(Man and Nature)
With Dr. Lyman Bryson: Joseph
Wood Krutch. Edwin Way Tcale

Producer: Dr. George Crothers
25 Mins.; Sun., 11:35 a.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from N. Y.

CBS Radio launched a new 13-
week scries on its “Invitation to

«
discussioner Sunday (6).

in ‘Man and Nature.” A discussion
of great books that lean to nature
fors subject matter or inspiration,
tne senes (judged by the opener)
Uss a timely subject, and should

tContinued on page 51)

H. V.’s 30th Amu Salute
i

H. V. Kaltenborn, 74-year-old NBC commentator and acknowl-
edged dean of the whole radio gabbing clan, was given a warmly
human all-network salute Friday night (4), the occasion of his

30th anni in broadcasting. Although aired over NBC, such star

commentators from other webs as Edward R. Murrow (CBS), Bob
Trout (CBS), Mary Margaret McBride (ABC), Elmer Davis (ABC)
and Bill Henry (MBS) joined in paying tribute to the man who
made news analysis big business on the airlanes.

^

Via reminiscences of his confreres and recorded clips from his

old broadcasts, Kaltenborn’s role as the daddy of them all was
delineated against a background of his beats and his boners.
Among the latter, H. V.’s persistent wrong guessing on 1948 elec-

tion night was reprised as well as President Truman’s ribbing take-
off on Kaltenborn following his surprise victory.

On Kaltenborn’s more imposing credit side of the ledger was
his marathon chore during the Munich crisis when he made over
100 broadcasts in a week. Kaltenbom’s audience impact during
this period was the all-time high for the gab industry, not to be
exceeded even by the broadcast reportage on the progress of World
War II. It was this stint, morover, which put over the airlane com-
mentators on a regular, solid and high-salary basis. Murrow’s tribute
to H. V. graciously pointed out this aspect of Kaltenbom’s many-
faceted career which antedates the invention of radio.
Kaltenborn closed the show with an intimate resume of his own

biog as radio commentator. As he disclosed, he has been called
every name in Hie political dictionary from Fascist to Communist
and in the zoological lexicon from snake to pig. Those epithets,
however, came from the crackpot fringe and bear no relationship
to his monumental rep among his fellow craftsmen and his regular
listeners, even though frequently disagreements with his contro-
versial opinions.
Ben Grauer emceed the show in ingratiating style with Jack

Gerber’s production and direction rating a nod for avoiding the
usual ceremonial air for this type of show. Herm.

Ford .<& Glenn (Ford Rush and Glenn Rowell) hack together as a
singing duo after 20 years to take part in WLS’s National Barn Dance
28th anni April 12. Also returning for the affair is square dance caller
Tom Owen .... Norman Anderson joins Leo Burnett's stable of account
execs. ...Doug Johnson has scripted special WMAQ salute to its listeners
to he aired April 13 when station marks its 30th birthday....Cliff Johnson
and family airing their breakfast table show from New York this week....
Fritz Slcgal, concertmaster of the Chi CBS orch, will appear as con-'

Boston Pops for five weeks, starting April 27 ...

.

WMAQ awarded Sigma Delta Chi’s distinguished service award for
Len O Connor’s narcotics series Ed Smith, Chi ABC radio topper,
departed for a two-week vacation on the Gulf John Gibbs new
member of NBC’s newsroom scripting crew WBBM gabber Jim
Conway preemed an additional twice-weekly afternoon airer last week
.....Pure Oil has re-signed NBC’s “News Time," featuring H. V. Kal-
tenborn and Richard Harkncss, for another year Chi CBS pro-

Hooper White will interupt his vacation to fly back to handle
the Ray Robinson-Rocky Graziano fight pickup next Wednesday (16)

. . .Sports Spieler Tom Duggan invading the haus frau field with a
noontime strip on WMAQ, bankrolled by the Rutherford Sales Co.

Fifield Fall-Off

Hollywood, April 8.

Since he’s been told he must
work by a script which has been
checked carefully beforehand, that
ad libbing Is nixed, and he can’t
identify himself with a church or
religious group, the Rev. James Fi-
field, Jr.’s, TV b.o. draw has
dropped to almost nothing on his
KECA-TV shows.

Channel put strings on the con-
troversial minister because his
“non-political" telecasts aroused
considerable comment. First time
Fifield was on, last Feb. 17, chan-
nel received over 350 letters. Last
time around, he drew three.

U.S.-ANGL0 2-WAY

TELECAST VIA FILM
London, April 8.

A filmed and recorded two-way
exchange program between NBC
and the British Broadcasting Corp.,

will be aired on the British T*V

network on April 30* This is the

first time"* program of this type

has been teeveed in this country.

Program will be introduced by

Romney Wheeler, NBC rep in Lon-

don. It will include filmed se-

quences Of Caledonian Market in

London and recordings made in

the lower East Side market in New
York.



When it came to radio, there was only one choice

“Who is the top salesman in your field?” That was the question put to hundreds

of executives by Forbe9, distinguished publishing firm, in a recent informal poll.

The answers are now out, for everyone to read, in a fascinating new book,

“America’s Twelve Master Salesmen,” Here, the greatest salesmen ol our time —

in real estate and retailing, cigarettes and securities— tell their secrets ol getting results.

When it came to selling by radio , the master salesman turned out to

be a woman . . . MARY MARdARET McRRSJ)E,
o

That’s no surprise to Mary Margaret’s millions of faithful followers ... to her happy

sponsors ... or to ABC. First Lady of Radio, Lady Aladdin of Broadcasting,

number-one miracle of modern radio—whatever she ha9 been titled —

Mary Margaret McBride, is undoubtedly the greatest single selling force in radio history*

She is believed and beloved as no other person in advertising.

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if you could hire one of America’s twelve master salesmen?

It so happens, you can! Mary Margaret McBride is now available for sponsorship-

local, regional or national—on all ABC Radio Stations except in the Chicago area!

For details, get in touch with The ABC Cooperative Program Department.

RADIO
American Broadcasting Company
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New York
John Crosby will be pro critic

and "Red Channels” co-publisher,

Theodore C. Kirkpatrick will op-

pose the book, when Merl*.Miller *

"The Judge and the.JjidgetL- Jl *£*

port on the effects bf ‘‘Red .Ghah^

nels” and Counterattack onjgje
trade, is • discussed on .

Author
Meets The Critics” tomorrow
(Thurs.) on DuMont.
Producer Max Liebma

n

and

stars Sid Caesar and Imorene Coca

will be cited by the Pennsylvania

Society for the Advancement of

the Deaf for their work in further-

ing pantomime on NBC-TV s

"Show of Shows.” Trio will be
presented with a sculpted pair of

hands, suitably engraved, on the

show May 10 . . . CBS-TV’s Donald
Davises (Dorothy Mathews) cele-

brating their 20th anni April 25,

just lrdays after taking over pro-

duction reins on "Studio One.”
. . . Robert Clear, formerly with
Young & Rubicam, has joined the
radio-TV department at Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield . . . Everett
Chambers set for a feature role

on NBQ’s "Kraft Theatre” next
week Wednesday night (16) . . .

Jack Bittner playing "Arun, the
Mute” on "Medea Cup,” slated for

airing on NBC’s "Goodyear Play-
house” Sunday (13) . . . Fedders-
Quigan air conditioners picked, up
the Saturday editions of WCBS-
TV's "Sports of the Night” and also
pacted for participating spots in
the same station’s "Late Show.”
Agency is BBD&O.

Barbara Joyce to double in an
acting-singing role oni DuMont’s

"Plainclothesman” Sunday night

(13) . . . Frankie Thomas, video’s

"Tom Corbett, “Space Cadet,” aban-
doning the scicntification realm
temporarily for a one-shot thesping
job bn- CBS Radio’s "Mr. Chamele-

tomorrow pight (Thurs.) . . .

Tlaryey’s Seafood. Restaurant has
pacted to, bankroll WARD’S "Spojrt-

scop^j”’ 15-minute show featuring
Guy Xebow . . . Johnny- . Olsen
signed to emcee WOE-^V’s "TV
Auction Club,” which proems to-

night (Wed.). •
•

Murray* Jordan, WLIB disk jock,

has added announcing chores on
Bea Kalmus’ WPIX stanza .

NBC-TV’s . "Rootle Kazootie” has
made a tieup with Gimbels, with
the kid-viewers hunting for Easter
eggs in the department store,

Gimbel’s is plugging the weeklong
event with heavy newspaper ads.

Airer, incidentally, moves from
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday (12)

to permit a cross-cduntry hookup
. . . Veronica Lake and Bert LyteflL

guest on fourth anni show of ABC-
TV’s “Hollywood Screen Test”
Monday (14).

Hollywood.
Peter Godfrey has been inked to

direct Ed Gardner’s upcoming
filmed "Duffy’s Tavern,” to be on
NBC-TV’s All-Star Revue May 31

. . , Gene Norman signed five-year

pact with KHJ-TV, and- is ankling
KNBH. He began his cross-the-
board stint on KBtJ-TV this week,
drawing salary pips participation
; . . Gould Investment Co. of Bev-
erly Hills signed 11-week pact for
main boxing event on KECA-TV’s

dp
A

San Francisco’s

TOP DAYTIME

TV SHOW

(CHANNEL 5)

COURTNEY
TOPS IN RATING FOR

1 1th CONSECUTIVE MONTH
(TELEPULSE)

Mon. thro Fri., 3-4:45; Sun., 1:30-4:30

Saturday night telecast from Le-
gion stadium in Hollywood . , . El-

mer Peterson News renewed for 52

weeks on KNBH by Carnation Co.

. . . James Mason and his wife,

Pamela, .guest on Danny Thomas’
NBC-TV show April 12 . . . "The
Thin Blue Line,” public service

series featuring L. A. Police Chief
William Parker, teed off on KNBH
. . . Meglin Studios sponsoring
"Meglin Kiddles,” 15-min. show be-
ginning April .

12 on KLAC-TV . . .

Allen Buckhantz set to produce
Peter Potter’s Party on KNXT , . .

Charlie and Mary Davis returned
to KHJ-TV with "Fishing Pals”
series, sponsored for 26 weeks by
Western Fishing Line Co, . . . TV
director Bob Finkel handed seven-
year contract by ABC-TV in Hol-
lywood . Frank Cooper packaged
new adventure series, "The Chase,”
for NBC-TV, with video phase, to
be on film, to begin shooting in
N. Y. in May . . . Frank Jalfray,
fishing-hunting scribbler, packaged
for teevee by Christ-Koplan Pro-
ductions, and show teed off as 5-

min. cross-the-boarder on KEGA-
TV . . . Seaboard Home Improve-
ment Co. inked 13-week pact for
semi final fight on KECA-TV’s Sat-
urday night telecasts from Holly
wood Legion stadium . . . Don
Forbes has been named exec direc-
tor of KLAC-TV . . . Betsy Mills
launched new 15-min. show, "You
Alone,” on KTTV . . . KTLA v.p.
Klaus Landsberg back from
NARTB convention in Chicago.

Chicago
Fred Freeland, formerly with

Paramount and Rauthrauff &
Ryan’s TV department, joined
Kling Studios tele staff .

WBKB’s "Assembly,” Armed
Forces pub-service beaming em-
ceed by Chief Petty Officer Joe
Corey, plaqued by the Veterans
Administration . . . Winifred Taft
added to WNBQ’s programming
crew . . , Dick Hutter ankles his
WGN-TV continuity post next week
to report to Ft. Sheridan for an-
other army hitch . William
Jones,- ex-Henri, Hurst & Mc-
Donald radio director, now Chi rep
for the Charles Michelson AM-TV
transcription and film outfit . . .

WBKB. scored a scoop Sunday (6)

by lining.up presidential aspirants
Estes Kefauver and Harold Stassen
for a special interview by Sun-
Times columnist Irv Kupcinet and
attorney Joseph Jacobs, WBKB
news chief XJlmer Turner rode
herd on the panel . . . Frank
Kolar added, to the Chi NBC-TV
engineering staff .... Dean Linger,
Chi 'ABC promotion director, and
wife off to Panama with the win-
ners of the "Bob and Kay” contest

. . Harry Coon, former Muntz
TV regional sales director, added
to the WBKB payroll . General
Cigar latched onto the Friday
night chapter of Tom' Duggan’s
sportscast via WNBQ . . . WGN-
TV to telecast Easter Sunday Mass
from, the Holy Name Cathedral and
will set up outside the church to
lense the parade.

Inside Stuff-Radio
Continuing its romancing of affiliates, NBC has come up with a nu

for its exploitation unit to dispatch teams to help local outlets wit£
the publicity-promotion problems. _

Wlltt

Unit won’t be able to guarantee that it will be available at anv
tolar date, but where it can’t send out staffers it will aim to wSE
with' the local operations to gamer national press coverage, including
wire service photos, trade press stories, etc,

New department, which Is headed by Norman H. Pader has w
issued the first- copy of an "Exploitation Bulletin,” which includes new«
of program developments that lend themselves to local exploitation

8

The New York State Radio Bureau distributed 1,667 spot announce,
ments to 152 stations during .the past year, the State Department of
Commerce reported Monday (7). Covering 40 different State agenciM
they represented "an estimated $1,000,000 worth of time” allotted bv
broadcasting stations as a public service. y

One hundred fifty-nine scripts—4V6 minutes in length—-were dis-
tributed in the weekly radio packet. A total of 245 hours of program
time was allotted by New York State radio stations to state govern-
ment aircasts during the year.

Five Chi-area colleges have accepted the offer of WBIK, Balaban &
Katz owned FM station operated by WBKB, tp use the station for adult
education programs. Institutions will each present 10 weeks of edu-
cational programs, starting next Monday (14) using WBIK’s entire
operating schedule from 3 to 9 p.m.
Each college will use the station one day a week for a specific course

of instruction. Taking part are: U. of Illinois, Lake Forest College
Illinois' Institute of Technology, Roosevelt College and Loyola.

’

WNBC, N. Y., has signed three new food chains to participate in its
"Operation Chain Lightning,” bringing the total of chains involved to
12 .

"Lightning,” which starts its second year May 1, has nine sponsors
inked for the merchandising aids the NBC outlet gives them in the
supermarkets. The participating sponsors are spending $1,500 weekly
apiece.

N.O. AFRA Elects
New Orleans, April 8.

Roger Wolfe, WDSU spieler, was
elected president of local AFRA
.unit at meeting In St. Charles
Hotel Thursday night (3). Other
officers are John Kent, WWL, sec-

retary; Irwin F. Poche, Jr., WDSU-
TV, treasurer.
Board is composed of Foodrich

Flowers, WTPS; Bill Elliott,

WNOE; Betty Hugh, independent,
and Lee Grevemberg, legal coun-
sel. Wolfe succeeds Jimmy Steele,

WNOE, as president.

COAST CBS-TV TESTS

SUMMER SHOWS

Mow in Third Year in TV

Completing 2,000 Hours!

DEL COURTNEY AND ORCHESTRA
Now 16th Week - ST. FRANCIS HOTEL

7 NBC NETWORKS PER WEEK

Easter week programs will- in-
clude a series of Church services
and talks on the meaning of Holy
Week . . . Plays during the holi-
days will include "The Marvelous
History of St. Bernard” by Henri
Ghcon to be produced by Michael
Barry, and "The Green Hill” which
Pamela Brown handling the -pro-
duction chore . . . Herbert Lomas
and Beatrice Varley star in John
Drinkw. iter’s "Bird in Hand” which
Dennis Vance is producing Sunday
week (13) . .a new TV series
"Know Your Partner” tees off
Monday week (14). Interesting
couples and celebrities will be in-
vited to the studio to answer ques-
tions about their partners . . .

“Young Chippie” first teeveed in
the kids’ program in ’48 and rep-
resented for aduws a year later,
comes back as an afternoon attrac-
tion on April 17. Joy Harington
will be producing ... A tribute
to Leonardo da Vinci will be aired
on April 15 in a program pre-
sented by Peter Thompson and
Peter de Francia . . . Originally
slated during the period of na-
tional mourning and consequently
postponed, "Public Enquiry,” fea-
turing three prominent MPs from
ri ai parties will now be televised
April 17.

ABC an Summertime

Audience Participation

' Binge to Plug Holes
ABC program veepee Leonard

Reeg is auditioning several audi-
ence participationers for insertion
in the v<eb’s afternoon lineup, as
part of the summer overhaul and
due also to cancelling of some aft-

ernoon soapers.
Among the packages being tried

out is "That’s My Baby,” wrapped
up by Ed Wolfe. Strip would fea-

ture paired contestants, each vying
for prizes for an infant in the fam-
ily Johnny Olsen is handling
Qmcee chores.

"Balance Your Budget” is a
Louis G. Cowan production, with
Todd Russell pencilled in as quiz-

master. Prize-seekers will be com-
peting for coin to "balance their
budgets.” Another participationer
being mulled is Dick Lewis’ "Post-
mark, New York.” Strip would be
set in a mythical department store
in Gotham, with dialers choosing
a friend living in the metropolitan
area to represent them. If • the
friend answers ^all questions cor-
rectly, he keeps the smaller prizes
when the letter-writer gets the big
one. If he muffs, the firifil query,
the smaller prizes go to the letter

writer.

Reeg is also considering a re-

prise of "Ladies Be Seated,” an
ABC series which formerly was on
the web. Jimmy Blaine,' who has
been vocalizing on "Stop the
Music,” is being tabbed as emcee.

Openii

Berkeley, Calif., April 22nd

WELI in Negotiation

For WBIB Takeover
New Haven, April 8.

What is regarded locally as a
step to strengthen its bid for a TV
permit here is the announcement
by Richard W. Davis, general ntan-
ager of WELI, that his station has
signed an agreement to take over
WBIB, New Haven’s pioneer FM
itation.

Move has been sanctioned by
WBIB stockholders but final ao
ceptance awaits an okay from FCC,
as well as stockholders of WELI.

Hollywood, April 8.

Three shows for summer testing

have been put in the works by

Harry Ackerman, CBS-TV program

topper in Hollywood. Ready to go

before the cameras within the next

few weeks are an hour rodeo,

"Passport to Danger” and “The

Amazing Mr. Tutt.”

Assigned to the rodeo in the

south part of town are Jack Dona-
hue as director and Danny Dare,

producer. "Passport” will star

Cesar Romero in a mystery-adven-

ture series to be filmed by Hal

Reach.

CHI’S STORMY WMOR
INTO RECEIVERSHIP

Chicago, April 8.

WMOR, plagued by a recurring
series of management upheavals
since it went on the air in 1949,
has gone into receivership. Staftion

has been off. the air for ther past
two months and the FCC has been
investigating the situation.

WMOR was launched with a cap-
italization of $104,000 by a gijoup
of veterans with the partial back-
ing of restaurant owner Dario Tof-
fenetti. Last fall he and a couple
other stockholders sold their inter-
ests to attorneys Nathaniel Revel
and Abraham Tietelbaum, giving
them controlling shares.

Attorney Arthur Morse has been
appointed receiver and will seek a
buyer, or failing that, will sell the
equipment piecemeal.
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Femme Broadcasters
3 Continued from pa*t 40

sorship boards, but to .
help the

stations get the views of their con-

sumers."

He advocated commercial spon-

sorship of public service programs.

He asked the radio and television

industries to provide funds to help

schools and colleges to develop ra-^

dio and television courses to better

equip youth for careers in those

media.

Dr. Aarnes suggested that radio

and television stations sell colleges

and universities time—in good seg-

ments—just like they would sell

time to the regular commercial
advertisers and help the schools

prepare programs. “Then we will

have real and effective educational

programs," he added.

Nepd Public Relations

. He said that both radio and tele-

vision need to do an industry-wide
public relations job" to inform peo-
ple of the great job. you are doing.

You should tell your own story as

well as you tell the story of the
Red Cross or some other organiza-

tions."

Dr. Aarnes expressed the belief

that "in the next few years we will

find that 50% of selling on tele-

vision will be done by women be-
cause they are better announcers
than men—besides, they look jiicer,

too."

Other speakers at the banquet
were Bette Doolittle, assistant to

the TV director of the National
Assn, of Radio and Television
Broadcasters, who warned the au-
dience to "work sincerely to make
the new television code work so
that we won’t have censorship,"
and Geraldine Zorbaugh, acting
general attorney and secretary
ABC, who warned of the various
legal pitfalls in radio and tele-

vision.

A “Good Citizenship Project"
was adopted at the business meet-
ing Sunday (6).

The year-long project will be
aimed at better informing the na
tion’s women of their duties as*citi-

y*sns, according to Miss Henritte
K. Harrison, radio-TV director for
the YMCA, YWCA, ASPCA, and
chairman of the special committee
which formulated the project,
"The AWRT will furnish mate-

rial that will enable our members
-- --- ' *•

to enlist active support and under-
standing of women in communities
throughout the U. S. to better

1

in-

form them regarding their citizen-

ship responsibilities as women and
how important, they can he in the

scheme of things," she said,

Texaco-Berle To
*

Bypass 1 in 4
While new contracts haven’t

been signed yet' for next season,

Texaco will trim Milton Berle’s

"Texaco Star Theatre" to three

weeks out of four ‘ on NBC-TV
starting in the fall. NBC will con-
sequently be forced to find an-
other bankroller to come in with
a new show for the fourth stanza

each month. Because of the tre-

mendous audience pull Berle has
established for the Tuesday night
at 8 spot, however, it’s expected
that the web will have little dif-

ficulty In selling the hour.
Texaco move is seen as an econ-

omy measure, in line with a num-
ber of similar cutbacks effected by
other TV sponsors during the last

few months in trimming their

hour shows to a half-hour or switch-

ing from weekly, broadcasts to an
alternate week setup. Kudner
agency handles the Texaco account.

Now starring on NBC's
ALL STAR RKVUK

Saturday's *-t p.m., KST
Mgt.t William Morris Agency

Steel Strike Threat

Snags ’Theatre Guild’

Origination From Ohio
Youngstown, April 8.

Threat, of the steel strike was
seen as the reason for postpone-
ment of the broadcast of U. S. Steel

Co.’s "Theatre Guild on the Air”
from the.Stambaugh Auditorium in

Youngstown Sunday (6).

U. S, Steel executives and other
personnel had been in Youngstown
working on the show for several
months, and the company had
planned to bring nearly 100 per-
sons, including a supporting cast

and technicians, to this city for the
broadcast. More than 5,000 tickets

for tht afternoon and evening
shows already had been dis-

tributed.
Instead of. coming from Youngs-

town, the play, ."The Silver
Whistle," starring Jimmy SteWart
and Diana Lynn, was broadcast
from its usual originatibn point in

New York at 8:30 p.m. Sunday, over
the NBC network.

Women Blasters Name

* Doris Corwith as Prexy
Detroit, April 8.

Doris Corwith, supervisor of

talks and religious broadcasts for

NBC, was elected president of

American Women in Radio and
Television at the group’s second

annual convention. She succeeds

Edythe J, Meserand, of WOR, New
York, the’ organization’s first presi-

dent.

Other officers named are Doro-

thy Fuller, of WBET, Brockton,

Mass., veepee of the Eastern area;

Alice Freiberg, of WCYB, Bristol,

Va., veepee of the Southern area;

Elizabeth Marshall, of WBEZ, Chi-

cago, veepee of the Central area;

Molly Morse, of KGB, San Diego,

Calif., veepee of the Western area,

and Jane Dalton, director of wo-

men’s programs for WSPA, Spar-

tanburg, S. C., secretary-treasurer.

KMTV, U ofOmaha

TV College Course
Omaha, April 9.

KMTV and the Univ. of Omaha
have made a deal for a series of

six-week college courses to be of-

fered on TV. Announcement was
made last Saturday (5) by Presi-

dent Milo Bail of the municipal
university and Owen Saddler, gen-

eral manager of KMTV. First of

the series is skedded to begin
about April* 26 and will be con-

ducted by Dr. Wilfred Payne, pro-

fessor of philosophy and chairman
of the university’s humanities de-

partment.

The television classroom will he
aired in a choice morning quarter-
hour time segment, Monday
through Friday. First agreement
will he for ' a 52-week hookup.
Saddler says this pioneering move-
ment in the mid-west is an experi-
ment in teaching and in furthering
of TV.
University now preparing an en-

rollment plan whereby any KMTV
viewer may receive credits for
viewing the TV classroom and pass-
ing special examinations. Other
credits plans are pending.

Memphis—Jack Brooks, program
director of WHHM, is leaving be-
cause of illness. Bob Jones, news
director, takes over program
duties.

TV Freeze Thaw
Continued from p&ge 1;

allocations, hut provision for UHF
rather than VHF channels for edu-
cation in some major cities.

2. Preemption for education oi

the remaining unasslgned VHH
channels in Chicago, Boston, Sari

Antonio, Birmingham and Dallas

3. Reservation of VHF channels
for education in the one-statior
markets of Pittsburgh, New Or-
leans, Memphis, Milwaukee, Hous-
ton, Tulsa, Nashville, Miami, St,

Louis, Seattle, Albuquerque and
Oklahoma City.

Whiz Biz When 560

Hits WFIL-adelphia

!

The "hard sell’’ boys know
they have to talk loud to be
heard in Philly’s hotly competi-
tive market. These wise birds are
telling each other that WFIL’a
voice penetrates all the vast

14-County Philadelphia Retail

Trading Area and reached
far beyond.

Two-thirds of the radio-
equipped homes seem to have
their dials stuck on WFIL, says

BMB. WFIL, with 5,000 watts,
yanks in more regular tuners
than 50,000 watts in most of
this $6 billion market area,
BMB reveals.

Trouble is, say the market-
wise, too many people think of
Phiily radio only in terms of the
city. They forget that half the
sales, half the profits show up in
147 towns outside city limits ,

but
still comfortably within Philly’s
trade area—WFIL-adelphia.

Engineers
, both sales and elec-

tronic, agree that WFIL-5,000
watts at 560— is worth 20 times
the power at double the frequency
in Amer^qa^ ttytypl market.

560 k c

<Tlif |Otiil.itirlpl)ia
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4. Provision for UHF educational
stations in New York, Phiily, L. A.,
Washington, Baltimore, Detroit,
Omaha, Salt Lake City, Cincy,
Columbus, Buffalo, Rochester,
Norfolk, and many others.

'

5. Provision for four VHF and
three UHF commercial stations
and one VHF educational outlet in
Denver, largest of the non-tele
cities.

6. Provision for three VHF and
two UHF commercial stations and
one educational VHF channel for
Portland, Ore., second largest
non-tele city.

7. Handling of applications on a
channel-by-channel basis and
granting of permits without hear-
ing where channel bids are uncon-
tested, regardless of total number
of applications from a community.

8. Resumption of processing of
applications for new stations in 10
to 12 weeks following the thaw.

9. Shifting of channels by most
of the 31 stations listed in the
proposed allocations.
The plan represents a distinct

victory for Commissioner Frieda
B. Hennock, who aroused educa-
tional forces to organize in support
of her demands for a set-aside of
channels, VHF as well as UHF, for
non-commercial outlets. The Com-
mission’s decision to reserve VHF
channels in some 50 cities, despite
protests by commercial applicants
in some *.reas, reflected the FCC’s
dissatisfaction with the character
of TV programming and its hope
that educators will pave the way

,
to higher standards. * » „ , ( .

,

ACLU-FCC
Co&tittuAii Irani »af« 1 -^.1

nists," Ralph de Toledano (co-

author of "Seeds of Treason") ind
Ben Gitlow (ex-Communist leader

now a confirmed anti-Red), from
the' demised "Cholly Knickerbock-
er” (Igor Cassini) stanza on’WJZ,
N. Y. The other broadcasters were
accused of "refusing to permit per-

formances by persons allegedly

pro-Communist."

Complaint was prepared by
James Lawrence Fly, former FCC
chairman now member of ACLU
board; John F: Finerty, ACLU
board member, and Herbert Monte
Levy, ACLU counsel. It was based
on Merle Miller’s “The Judges and
the Judged” (see Separate story).

ACLU complaint argued that
blacklisting is "against the public
interest" because it denies the
public "the right to see or hear
artists or their works because of

irrelevant considerations." 1

1

stressed that .
the complaint was

not filed on behalf of any indi-

viduals mentioned and that the
latter were not involved in pre-
paring the action. 0

Ask ‘No Blacklist’ Pledge

FCC was asked to deny license

renewals tp the defendants unless
they pledge not to "discriminate
upon the basis of alleged or real
associations and beliefs, whether
past, present or future" or to per-
mit such discrimination by any
advertiser or packager.

WPIX was charged with cancel-
ling a series of 35-year-bld Charlie
Chaplin films. KOWL was accused
of barring Rev. Clayton Russell.
NBC was listed for allegedly can-
celling the Weavers quartet from
a Dave Garroway telecast and
permitting Jean Muir to be
dropped from '

"Aldrich Family"
by General Foods. CBS was ac-
cused of cutting a dance by Paul
Draper from a kine of "Toast of
the Town” and DuMont was said
to have nixed pianist Hazel Scott’s

show after her listing by "Red
Channels."

ACLU letter raised three legal

issues: (1), whether blacklisting is

against the public interest; (2)

whether lice^sqqs hay^ “improperly
delegated programming power”
and then "improperly acquiesced
in or endorsed blacklisting”; and
(3) whether conditional renewal of
licenses is appropriate. On the
latter point it cited the FCC case
against the G. A. Richards stations.

At a press conference yesterday,
question .was asked whether the
ACLU complaint,* wasn't "weak”
because it didn’t include affi-
davits or other detailed evidence.
Attorney Levy answered that com-
plaints don’t contain evidence and
that the "proof could be furnished
if a hearing is held and the ACLU
gets power of subpoena.”

Pat Frank’s ‘Night’ As

Davis’ ‘Studio 1’ Teeoff;

Slates Future Stanzas
In one of the first instances 6f a

novel being adapted for television
within a few weeks after Its publi-
cation, Pat Frank’s "Hold Back the
Night” will he staged on CBS-TV's
"Studio One" April 14. Date also
marks the first "Studio” show to
be produced by Donald Davis,
who’s replacing Worthington L.
Miner, with the latter moving over
to NBC-TV under a new long-term
pact.

Davis, who had been exec pro-
ducer in charge of all CBS dra-
matic shows, disclosed this week
that he’s coming onto "Studio"
cold, with no backlog of scripts to
work from. On the theory that
he'll haye 'fewer worries if he can
be at least four scripts ahead, he’ll
set a • Paul Gallico story, "Lilly,
the Queen of the Movies" for the
April 21st show, and "Montana In-
cident," a mine disaster story
adapted from a factual account of
an actual disaster, for the follow-
ing week. After that will be Charl-
ton Heston starring in "Captain-
General of the Armies."
Davis will retain intact the CBS-

TV production unit built by Miner
for "Studio," Including Paul Nick-
ell and Franklin Schaffner as ro-
tating directors.

Columbus—Mack J. Gilbert,
Cambridge University grad, and
Jack Hansen, formerly with the
American Theatre Wing in New
York City, have joined the direct-
ing staff of. MfTYN here. , .m> i «

.

r
» •<

Incedey, April 9, 1952

^ Albany, April 8.
Gov. Dewey signed Saturday

(5 )

an Assembly Rules Committee bill
establishing a temporary 15-mem-
ber state commission to make a
"comprehensive" study of the use
of television for educational and
cultural purposes and to survey the
feasibility of a proposed statewide
TV educational network of 11 sta-
tions. The measure, strongly advo-
cated by the State Education De-
partment, is a followup to the
Board of Regents’ proposal for
a non-commercial web costing
$4,400,000 and covering about 92%
of the State’s 14,000,000 population
The Regents would supervise the
chain and coordinate programs
The study commission, which

will work on a $25,000 appropria-
tion and report its findings to the
Legislature next February, is to
comprise Senate and Assembly
leaders, a Regent, a member of the
State University board of trustees
the State Budget Director, State
Commerce Department Commis-
sioner, and seven persons appoint-
ed by the Governor.

Public and private hearings,
within and without the state, are
authorized by terms of the new
law.

Summer Break-In For

Goodson-Todman ‘Secret’
The Mark Goodson-Bill Todman

package team, which has made a
specialty of panel shows, has come
up with another entry in associa-
tion with CBS-TV for a potential
break-in on the web this summer.
Titled "I’ve Got a Secret,” the
half-hour series will be pitched to
bankrollers as a prospective sum-
mer replacement for about $9,500.
Format will have a moderator,

not yet selected, and four panelists
who will be divided into two two-
man teams to compete against
each other. Guest from the studio
audience will whisper a "secret"
into the ears of the moderator and
the home viewers will also be let

in on the secret, via a superimposi-
tion or some other means. Panel-
ists must then ask questions, which
can be answered by only a "yes"
or "no,” and the first team to crack
the secret wins a prize.

w ju-ju. me jtxaminan au agen-
cy in New York, has joined the
WISN sales staff.

De MAN in DeMANd

MERRILL E. JOELS
Actor-Annoiincer-Narrcitor

Radio * TY Stag#
Commercials - Spots

Slide Films - Kiddle Discs

Trick Voices

MUrrdy Hill 8-6600

FO* TOUR T.Y. FILM DEPT
17 years experience, top N.Y. commer*
dal film studio. Executive, salesman,
director, writer, producer. Special
know-how with budgets and schedules.
Highest references, 3t and married,
with twa children.
Ready to organize or assist In your
T.Y, film plans.

Sox Y-I0964, Variety,

154 West 46th Street, New York 36

RADIO-MUSIC QUIZ!

Who does the music for “DREAM
HARBOR”—Heard Mon., Tues.,

Wed., on ABC?
See Page ????
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1,000 TV Hopefuls In

Lamb's Script Contest
Columbus, April 8.

More than 1,000 applications for

entry into WTVN’s television script

contest were received by the Ed-

ward Lamb station when the dead-

line arrived on April 1. Contest

offers $1,000 for the best script,

nnlv those who made application

to enter are eligible. All who ap-

plied must have scripts in by Julf

31
Applications were received from

43 states, oife from London, and

another from the Korean war front.

A number of manuscripts have al-

ready been handed in.

t

Radio-Reviews

s
Continued from page 4

C

make a very interesting, informal

and educational program.

Opener was a wise choice, in

Thoreau’s “Walden." With such
literate but down-to-earth partici-

pants as Dr. Lyman Bryson,, as

ehairman, and Joseph Wood Krutch
and Edwin Way Teale, as guests,

the book was used as jumpmg-off
point for pertinent comments on
present-day civilization, leisure,

reading, education and philosophy.

Talk was always cloaked in plain

language, never complex or eru-

dite. Bryson made a hep, literate

moderator, feeding questions well
and guiding the discussion securely.

Krutch, drama critic and Columbia
prof, and Teale, author of “North
With the Spring,” had things to

say and a way of saying them.

Guests discussed Thoreau’s phil-

osophy on nature, on civilization,

on simplified living, on the encum-
brances of a complex modern so-

ciety, and branched off from there.
Krutch thought Thoreau had had
quite an argument, that there
came a point of diminishing re-
turns, when one paid too high a
price for what we call conveniences.
Teale thought that as civilization
;ot more complex, nature got away
rom a man, and that it was nec-
essary for us to get back to primary
sources.

There was more of this, in in-
triguing fashion. A serious but
deftly-handled subject, ideally
suited for a late Sabbath mom.

Bron,
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Radio Followup

“Theatre Guild of the Air,”
U. S. Steel’s hour-long NBC dra-
matic show, came up with only a
mildly amusing program « Sunday
night. (6). Evening’s bill was an
adaptation of Robert McEnroe’s
“The Silver Whistle,” a 1949
Broadway presentation of the
Guild.

Although film stars James Stew-
art and Diana Lynn attempted to
inject some snap and dash into the
comedy, i,t nevertheless emerged
as a quiet excursion into a hoih'cr
for the aged devoid Of teal belly
laughs. Supporting cast, which
included Parker Fennelly and Eric
Sinclair, among others, helped
give the piece an authentic at-
mosphere,

^

Play of this nature, it would
seem, depends more upon visual
values than the voice alone. A
quizzical expression, a leer, or a
countenance of one of the aged,
changed from a reflection of resig-
nation to a feeling of joy, can only
Partially by transferred to the
dialer by the spoken word.
Stewart did his customary good

job in handling the role of a 40-
year-old tramp who became an in-
nate of a welfare home under
false pretenses. But even his ex-
cellent interpretation of the au-
thor’s lines failed to get more than
a chuckle out of the varied situa-
tions.

.
Likewise, Miss Lynn tried

hard in the romantic spot with
only varying success.

Moreover, several announce-
ments by .gabber George Hicks
that U. S. Steel prez Benjamin
^
airless would make an address on

the
^
threatened steel strike im-

mediately following program
tended, to some extent, to make
.The Silver Whistle” merely a
ttage wait for the Fairless talk.

New Orleans—Rick Adams, radio
yet, Wednesday (2) assumed duties

neW general manager of WJMR.
f|e is now in throes of reorganiza-
lon. Adams came here from Chl-

hinv JNew staff additions include

T *
"arron

* Announcer, from Don
ne

1l

tw°rk, and Harry Gage, Juil-
Ntusic School grad, as disk

Bill Protects Missouri

Broadcasters on libel
Kansas City, April 8.

The approaching political cam-
paigns heighten the importance of
a bill passed by the Missouri House
April 2 to protect radio and tele-

vision broadcasting companies
from possibly libelous material of
campaign talks.

Since the broadcasting com-
panies do toot have the right, under
regulations of the FCC, censor
political material, and since they
are required to give equal time to
each party, relief from the threat
of libel was sought and sparked by
radio interests here. The bill was
passed last Wednesday in a matter
of minutes without debate.
The bill then went to the gov-

ernor, ‘ and is expected to receive
his signature in routine fashion.

Cleveland—Russ Carlyle started
a half-hour show on WXEL, Mon-
day-through-Friday, with show fea-
turing his band, songstress Gloria
Gale and Mike Caranda. Sidney
Nadler has been named film .direc-
tor at WXEL . . . Danny Landau
has been sold for a five-minute
“Sports- Scene,” 11:05 p.m. sports-
cast on WNBK, for American Ra-
diator and -Standard Sanitary Corp.
with Axelband, Brown & Gardner
handling the TV account.

MPLS. RADIO UPBEAT

AS SPONSORS RETURN
Minneapolis, April 8.

While TV points a problem for
radio here as elsewhere, station
KSTP, which has television as
well as AM-FM, reports that a
number of important advertisers
are “returning” to radio and sev-
eral new big ones just have been
lined up.
The fact that there .are two TV

station outlets In the Twin Cities
hasn’t prevented Sears Roebuck
from just buying heavy AM satura-
tion and from Hills Bros. Coffee
from upping the number of its ra-
dio spots from five to 20, for ex-
ample, according to Joe Cook,
KSTP. promotion and sales mana-
ger. Hills, he says, ' returned to
radio last year.

Utah Baseball Coin
Salt Lake City. April 8.

For the fourth consecutive year
Utah Oil Refining Co. and Utah
Power and Light Co. have picked
up the tab for broadcast of Pioneer
League baseball games over Inter-
mountain Network’s KALL in Salt
Lake, and KLO in Ogden. Deal
was inked by Lynn L. Meyer, web
sales veepee and Gillham Agency,
with the nut running to about
$46,000.

TV's Cost-Per-Thousand
Contmicd from page 41

And, as always, it Is the buyer who
ultimately sets the price.”

Davis crystal-balled that the
time-and-talent nick for a weekly
nighttime half-hour in tele might
soar to $5,000,000 a' year. “But,”
he added, “we are not going to
pay that price unless we get our
money back, and a good profit be-
sides.” Only leaders in- the mass-
consumption field may be able to

afford such a price tag, and others
will use low-cost tele or other
media with less coverage and less

impact, he forecast.

Prices Will Come Down
However, If even the “big boys’?

cannot afford TV, Davis opined,
they won’t buy—and the price will

come down. Nets will put the
screws on the high-priced pack-
ages, and their tags will come
down. - •

“But I’m sure this will not hap-
pen,” Davis said. “Even if none
of us are today certain whether
TV is two, three, four or more
times as potent as any other
medium, and thus worth

.
far

greater cost, all of us before long
will have conclusive proof from
our own experience. Then we
will be sure what is the right rent

to pay for advertising greater
shows. It’s up to us to determine
what is the right rent, because TV
is the only medium where you
can show them and tell them at

the same time.”

In other talks, Arno H. John-
son, J. Walter Thompson, v.p., said

that advertising and selling are
needed to build markets that can
absorb increased production; Mc-
Cann-Erickson, v.p. J. N. Reagan
touted the advantages of Holly-
wood vidpix production over live

TV; Benton & Bowles, v.p. C. A.
Pooler urged merger of Standard
Audit & Measurement Service
with Nielsen Coverage Service;
and L. O. Brown, Dancer-Fitz-
gerald-Sample v.p., said radio is

being “short-changed” by research
services that fail to cover out-of-

home and secondary set listening.

Peoria—John Leslie, presently

assistant manager and program di~

rector of WDGY, Minneapolis?

moves to WMDB, Peoria, as pro-
gram director April 16, according
to Charles Caley, g.m. of WMBD,
Leslie joined WDGY five yearn
ago, and previous to that was new*
director of WOW, Omaha,

Robert K. Richards,* Chairman, National Vole* of

Democracy Committee, and Director of Publk

Affairs of the NARTB, whose enthusiastic and vlgorou*

leadership of the contest is reflected in the gratifying

Increase of contestants from 30,000 to over oi^«

million in the five years since the, contest began.

. . . and the National Association of Radio and Television Broadcaster* let*

them be heard. Again this year . . more than a million high school student* throughout

the nation competed in the NARTB Voice of Democracy fifth annual

contest. This important competitive event encourages young people to think about

the democratic form of government, and to express it* philosophy

well in spoken words. The contest also furthers the use* of radio and

television for such expression—freely and in the public interest.

Steupnan Stations salute the Voice of Democracy Committee and its

able chairman, Robert K. Richards. They pledge the continued

availability of their broadcasting and television facilities to the

young men and women who "Speak for Democracy.”

‘/A
v/k

AM
WDEL r=M

TV
Wilmington,

Delaware

WKBO
Harrltbwrg,

Pennsylvania

WORK
York,

Pennsylvania

AM
WGAL fm

TV
Lancaster,

i Pennsylvania

WRAW
Reading,

PeMsyhrantft

WEST

Easton,

ip«sruyhrcnl«

Dwight Clark, Jr., aged 18, from

fort Collins, Colorado

Mara Gay Majsellnk, aged 16, from

Burlington, Iowa

The four co-equal national winner* fn the Vole*

of Democracy Confeit meet President Truman.

George A. Frilot, III, aged 17, from

* New Orleans, Louisiana

Thaddeus S. Zolklewlcz, aged 17,

’ from Buffalo, New York

STEINMAN STATIONS

Clair R. McColIough, General Manager

Represented hy

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
- - e ~ • Gb I oft go » Lo« AngoloB • San Francls^fd ‘ V N*sw"York ;
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Greenville, S.C,~~Dave Moss,
program director of WESC, Green-
ville, has added two men to 1;b<i

announcing staff, Fred Huckman,
previously with WOOK and
WTDX, Washington, and Hugh* Jar-

rett, announcer and vocalist from
Nashville.

Dallas—H. W. (Bob) Bumpas,
veepee in charge of programming
and production for Liberty Broad-
casting System, resigned to join

the Texmen Corp. of Dallas. Prior
to joining LBS, he was manager
of KOAT, Albuquerque.

Salt Lake City—Nat Berlin, for-

mer head of continuity for KALL,
hsa been named head of radio and

t
television for Adamson, Buchman
and Associates.*" Agency recently-
absorbed Ad-Craftsmen, second I

oldest agency here. '

!

Minneapolis—Robert N. Wold,
WTCN promotion manager for the
past year, has resigned to become
sales-service and merchandising
manager for CBS station WBBM,
Chicago. Prior to joining WTCN
he was with Knox Reeves Adver-
tising, Inc., local agency, and' had
done radio work with KROC,
Rochester, Minn.

Denver—On Good Friday (11L
Ray Perkins will again, for the
sixth consecutive ye?r. pro^-m
Handel’s “Messiah” in lieu of his
usual popular record snov/ on
KFEL. The two full hours of the
show (2:30-4:30 p.m.) will be de-
voted entirely to the oratorio.

Minneapolis — According to "the
terms outlined to the FCC, whose
approval is being sought, the $425,-
000 deal for a Twin Cities business
men group’s acquisition of WDGY
from the Stuart Investment Co. of
Lincoln, Neb., involves purchase of
a $330,000 Twin Cities group's note
from the seller at a discount, for-
$250,000—$160,000 cash and $90,-
000 in six-year 4% notes, and pur-
chase of all the Twin Cities group’s
stock from Stuart for $175,000, to
be paid in six years, with 4% bi-

tterest . . . Stewart MacPherson,
WCCO (CBS) announcer, off for
.England to answers a lawsuit
brought " against him 'by Maurice
Winnick, London theatrical agent,
who alleges MacPherson is still un-
der contract to him and owes him
a percentage of his earnings. Mac-
Pherson asserts the oral agreement
with Winnick was terminated be-
fore he, MacPherson, came to the
U. S. in 1950 . . . WTCN-TV has
cancelled out Celanese Theatre
April 16 for the Robinson-Grazi-
ano championship fight . . . For the
present, WDGY doesn’t contem-
plate appointment of a successor to
John Leslie, assistant manager and
program director, who resigned to

HARPO MARX
NBC-TV

RCA-VICTOR
Mgf.: GUMMO MARX

assume similar dutie* at WMBD,
Peoria, 111. .... Dick "Horning,
WTCN news staffer, former mem-
ber of the U. S. foreign service in
the Far Bast, addressing local
luncheon clubs oil "The War of
Ideas in Asia” . . . Betty Ann Mc-
Call, local 13-year-old accordionist,
in New York to appear on the Ted
Mack and Paul Whiteman TV net-
work shows.

I m

Pittsburgh—Burt Harris has re-
signed from the WDTV director
staff and Vic Skaggs is now guiding
Bill Brant's daily hour-long “Stu-
dio Control” program „ . . Eugene
Koen, formerly of the Blaw-Knox
Co., has joined the. WCAE sales
staff' . . . Hamburg Bros., RCA-Vic-
tor distributors here, have renewed
“Si Steinhauser’s Scrapbook” on
WJAS every Sunday night at 10:45
for another year. Steinhauser is

the veteran radio-TV editor of the
afternoon Press . . . Rosey Rows-
well and Bob Prince off for New
Orleans to broadcast eight of the
Pirates' exhibition games over
WWSW, four from that city, two
from Memphis and another

.

pair
from Washintgon . . . David Greg-
gory, former Pittsburgh boy, writ-
ing the new Doris' Day radio show
over CBS . . . Mead Mulvihill, KQV
announcer, and his wife have a late
summer date with the stork.

Kansas City—Arthur B. Church,
Jr., has been named administrative
assistant of the Midland Broad-
casting Co., which owns and oper-
ates KMBC here and KFRM, Con-
cordia, Kans. Announcement was
made by Arthur Church, Sr., presi-
dent and founder of the two . sta-
tions.

•u
r ^

Minneapolis—Radio and Ty sta-
tion KSTP has added to its staff

announcer Paul Denault from
WCOW, South 'St. Paul, and news
writer Don Wright, formerly in.

the Duluthr Herald and News Trib-
une editorial department. .

“Sports Hot Seat” WTCN-TV
show that has a panel of St. Paul
sports writers sparing no punches
while firing questions at guest
sports celebrities, had a “ladies’
day” for the first time, with four
woman, instead of the. usual males,,
submitting to . the queries. T h'e
quartet comprised a professional
ice skater, a professional • wrestler
and prominent golfer and tennis
player.

Minneapolis—As of April 1, TV
sets installed in the Twin Cities
area numbered 321,400, compared
to 318,200 on the first of the pre-
ceding-month, according to KSTP-
TV. Latter's operations .have
reached a new high of 116% hours
per week... Earl A. Peterson re-
signed as Montgomery Ward's ma-
jor appliance division manager to
join the TV and radio station
WTCN sales staff ... Further ex-
panding its TV news service,
KSTP’s latest strip is a quarter-
hour at 12:30 p.m. Monday-thru-
Friday with one of its ace person-
alities, Bill Ingram, starred.

Pittiburah—WPIT has added an
evening disk^jockey show for Jay

t t •
* your

STAR SALESMAN

in DETROIT!

s

f
DON McLEOD^ -v I STAR SALESMAN for you

on WJBK!
ConsitUrad ont of Detroit's top commarctol man, Don McLeod has a
tromoNdoMi appaal to tho hoNsowifo. HI* mid-day .Hot of made, hows
end chattor cats into a big slico of tho 5-bIlllon dollar Potrolt market.
McLtod s smooth commercial treatment and engaging personality can
put your message across for sara-ftra sales result*.

f
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T0PS IN MUSIC—NEWS—SPORTS

National S*ln Heodgworttrs:
4ii Madison Avenue, New York 312 * IMerode 5-2455

‘Represented Nationally by TW* KATZ A 0 INCY, INC.

Michael In addition to hi* morning
and afternoon platter-opina. . JRoy
Ferree, manager of WHODt

hag ap-
pointed Bey, Charles . Tame, of
“The Happiness Hour,* director of
religious programs for the station
...Jim Westover, KDKA an-
nouncer, vacationing in Chicago
and Ed Schaughency and John
Stewart are dividing his station as-
signments . . . Duquesne . Brewing
Co. bringing Denise DarceJ here
to gues-star on its teevee “Star-
light Revue” program over WDTV
next Wednesday (16). . .Kaye. Les-
lie, TV actress, making hfer debut
with the Pittsburgh Playhouse in
“Voice of the Turtle”. . .Announcer
Bob" Lloyd handling “Coffee With
Carol” on Channel 3 until its pres-
ent commitments run Out, Carol
Mansfield had to retire under doc-
tor’s orders.

Tir o • • IT
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Plastic Props, Sets
New development in plastic

manufacture, which is expected to

save considerable money for tele-

vision networks and their sponsors,

was unveiled this week by NBC-
TV, which has video rights, and
Studio Alliance, set-building out-

fit which designed it. Web has al-

ready started to build sets, props
and other items from the new
plastic.

Besides being extremely light in
weight, which in itself will cut
down on trucking and handling
charges, the plastic is also vir-
tually indestructible. As a result,
according to NBC staging services
chief . Ben Webster, props built
with it can be used over and over.
If a prop does get broken or
marred, it can be repaired at a
fraction of the cost of repairing
those made of wood, papier mache
and other compounds used pre-
viously.

Number of other advantages to
new material,

known as reinforced plastic, were
cited by Wade. It’s waterproof,
fireproof .and warp-proof and can
also be (repainted repeatedly in
different colors. Props molded
from the new plastic showed up in
much greater detail on a TV moni-
tor than similar ones made of
wood. In addition, the plastic can
also be flexible for use ifi costum-
ing.

Material can be made translucent,
with color impregnated as desired,
or it can be made transparent for
the building of “crystal” chan-
deliers, etc. As an indication of
its uses, NBC has cast some an-
tique vases in the plastic. To rent
the original museum pieces would
be exorbitant but the replicas look
as well on the viewing screen and
can also be stored for repeated
usage.

CBS’ ‘listen While You

Work’ Promotion Drive

As Soap Opera Come-On
On the assumption that radio now

needs round-the-calendar promo-
tion, CBS this week launched a
fullscale campaign to plug its day-
time soap operas, pegged to the
housewife-rslanted theme of “Listen
While You Work.” In preparation
is a campaign to boost summer lis-
tening, titled “Summertime—When
the Listening Is Easy,” which is
slated to break next month,
Web’s program promotion chief,

Charles Oppenheim, pointed out
that the networks usually saved up
their ballyhoo for one big splash at
the end of the summer to plug the
new fall season. Now, however,
it s realized that radio, must be

months a year. As a
result, the CBS soaper campaign
will run through the end. of May,

the summer listening
pitch which will carry through
August. At that time, the web will
launch Its usual fall campaign.
CBS has sent out to its affiliates

a hefty promotion kit on the soap
opera theme, including ad mats,
photos, newspaper stories and sug-
gested radio spots. Web finances
the ad-publicity aids, but will not
share in the cost of affiliates’ ad-
vertising. Web will also promote
the campaign via on-the-air plugs
on sustaining shows, plus a series
of recorded star spots on each of the
14 soapers now on the CBS day-
time schedule.

MRTB i

tsssai Cottthnmi from page $t » -

so many words it’s generally, as-
sumed that few, if any,, new sta-
tions will get on the air this 'year.

Fact that most of the applications
will require city-by-sity hearings
and with the agency under-staffed
with only seven examiners will
cause' the processing to move at a
snail’s pace, Walker said.

TV 'Confessions'

Television pretty much took over
the final day of the convention,
what with Walker's speech, and the
preceeding morning “Confession
Session” which featured 10 video
veterans recounting the hazards
and benefits of the sight-plus-
sound medium. Such matters as
amount of space needed, labor
dealings, rate structures, program-
ming schedules and equipment
necessary for the embryonic sta-
tion were given a full airing in one
of the most productive “brass
tacks” panels of the entire con-
clave.

That the arrival of video into a
market has an effect on radio was
candidly admitted by a couple of
AM-TV operators. Walter Damm,
general manager of WTMJ -and
WTMJ-TV, pointed out' his tele
plant grossed $2,196,000 last year
as Milwaukee’s sole station butAM biz is off this year. Local rev-
enue is holding up but national
spot is down 16%, while network
coin is about 22% lower. Harry
Bannister, who is departing his
general manager post at WWJ and
WWJ-TV, Detroit, next week to
join NBC, pointed out that WWJ’s
revenue is down 20% in a three-
station tele market.
Windup panel featured a debate

between attorneys James M. Landis
and Louis Waldman on the mat-
ter of whether congressional hear-
ings and judicial proceedings

i * , ... was Lan-
dis position that they should be,
to give governmental and judicial
processes the widest possible dis-
semination to inform the public.
Waldman, as chairman of the New
York State Bar Assn.’s civil rights
committee, argued that the use of
radto and TV in such hearings is a
dangerous infringement of pers mal
rights. s

Margaret Arien’sM
Emily Kimbrough has been

-ed a* two-week replacement
58**'

Margaret Arlen on \he latwI
radio show v.JWCBS, flagship station of the rnoweb lnN. Y starting Monday (5?MisiArlen is heading for EmrtiJj

t0 toP* interview.
7^3* British government dlgni.
taries for playing on the ahZwhen she returns.

B snow

Sam Slate, WCBS program chiefaccompanies her on the junketDuring her sojourn abroad, Ms,Arlen will do a two-way hookup
£°S £ondon with Harry MarbteN- Jean.Porter Is to sub torMiss Arlen on her cross-the-board
show via WCBS-TV.

DOar(1

mHiTala Fallowups
Continued from page 42

TV Immorality’
Continued from page 40

* v°te of the House member-
ship. He said he wAs hopeful, how-
ever, that the resolution will be
approved soon. The House leader-
ship, he said, Is behind it.

Gathings said he has been study-
ing the question of immorality ofT

_i?
ro

,

grams for *wo years. He is
particularly concerned with films
on crime which are shown on TV
and their effect on children. Even
though . such programs have a
C
fi
me does not pay” theme, he

said, they .portray scenes of law-
breaking, shooting, thievery, etc,,
which have a bad influence.
Gathings said he has discussed

this subject with FBI chief J. Ed-
gar Hoover and that the latter has
indicated agreement with his
views.

The Gathings resolution provides
.for a committee composed of equal
representation from the Judiciary,
Interstate Commerce, and Post Of-
fice Committees (three from each)
and three from the general mem-
bership of the Houses. The Commit-
tee would look into radio and TV
programs containing “immoral or
otherwise_offensive matter, or place
improper' emphasis on crime, vi-
olence or corruption.” It would
also.be required to determine ade-
quacy of existing laws in eliminat-
ing such broadcasts and promoting
higher, standards for programs.
The Committee would be author-

ized to hold hearings this summer
and make recommendations to the
present Congress.

Felton** ‘Ladle* Day*
Happy Felton, who emcees two

baseball shows on WOR-TV, N. Y.,
will produce “Ladies Day,” a
quarter-hour stanza which will fol-
low his post-game “Talk to the
Stars” airer. Indie hopes to get
show on the air when the Brook-
lyn Dodgers’ season starts.

Talent hasn’t been selected yet,
but WOR is considering Bud Pal-
mer and Fred Robbins for the stint
which will feature interviews with
women athletes and femme view-

ta£jhat the series may
‘Shift to film before the end of th®
season, but that hasn’t been defi-
nitely decided yet. Sylvia Sidney
starred in Experiment,” indi-
cating the series can still follow
its star system” even in a half-hour version.)

Hammill’s story dealt with afemme medico, who had come un
with a serum to cure a new
disease afflicting American sol-
diers in Korea. She worked a deal
for a convict to volunteer as a

u
m

4.l
n

£}L
inea Pte to determine

whether the serum was safe forhumans hut, when the prisoner
turned out to resemble her own
son, who had been killed in Korea
she couldn’t go through with it and
so took the serum injection her-
self. Naturally, it worked and she
completely recovered.
Miss Sidney turned in a com-

petent performance as the medico,
with her tight-lipped method of
actmg a natural for the role. Alan
Marshall was good as her colleague
and Terry

(
Becker came through

with
.
a fine thesping job as the

convict. Larry Fletcher was equal-
ly good as the prison warden. Pro-
ducer-director William H. Brown.
Jr., carried the show off nicely,
except for the contrived flashback
technique which tended to be con-
fusing. Glenn Osser’s score backed
the aption neatly. Durward Kirby <

a£ain handled the Schlitz com-
mercials, which have been cut to
one main blurb at the half-way
point in the new half-hour version.

San Antonlo-r-Pat B o y e 1 1 is

frS^duled to join the staff of
*£®YL-TV here as chief announcer.
He was formerly with KONO and
KTSA and newscaster and an-
nouncer. •

Eileen BARTON
o

Ctwif Appoaranca

'

"KEN MURRAY SHOW"
CIS-TY April * 1 2th

Carol Recording Artist

Direction: MCA

GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT
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HARIOR*’ on ABC—T 0:1 5 p.m.
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Out Scouting Eccentric’ Songsters
With an ey£ on the Mgh-riding-f’”"”"

newcomers who’ve stepped into

Sie bigtime via disclicks* talent

agencies are double-alerting their

staffers to be on the lookout for

vocalists with unusual and eccen-

tric styles. In an interoffice memo
gent around one of the agencies re-

rently. the record department head

pointed out .that "straight” singers

are losing ground on all show bias

fronts to the "voice with ah odd

sound."

Although record company artist

and repertory toppers have man-

aged, in the past, to create "sound"

via waxing gimmickry, there, is now
little chance for. a "straight" singer

to nab a record pact. The memo
pointed out that the a.&r. toppers

don’t want to gamble on anyone

who doesn’t fall into the . "new

sound" groove.
Agencies point out that? it’s just

anther cycle in the recording field.

Last year every agency and record,

man was looking for "a Mario

Lanza type," while this year John-

nie Ray is setting the vogue. As
long as records continue to build

the earning capacity of a per-

former, one agency man said, we’ll

have to give the record companies

•the kind of singers they want.

Shaw’s Don Juan’ Begins

Disking By Drama 4
Cutting sessions on the First

Drama Quartet’s rendition, of

George Bernard Shaw's "Don Juan
in Hell" opus are slated to begin
this week in New York at the Co-
lumbia Records studios under the
production aegis of Col "exec vice-
prexy Goddard Lieberson. The
quartet comprises Charles Laugh-
ton, Charles Boyer, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke and Agnes Moorehead.

It’s the first time, incidentally,
that the Shaw estate has okayed
a commercial recording of a Shaw
work.

SPA, Top Pubs

Resume Confabs

On Problems

Report Juke Operator

Trying to ‘Organize’

Cincy Jocks for Tix’
Cincinnati, April 8.

Variety story last week about

New York publishers and major
diskers putting.the finger on Cincy
area payola. situation.created a big

stir in music and radio circles at'

this end. AU three dailies grabbed
the story. •

- . .

Payoff denials were general un-
til Mary Wood, Post radio column-
ist, reported the trade- rumor that

a jukebox operator was trying to

organize local- disk -jockeys for the

fix, with himself in • the in-between
spot. She stated that one of two-

diskers who discussed the plan with
her and "begged me not to use
their names;" said "the guy behind
this deal is tough. I don’t want a

bomb tossed into my house.”

The femme' columnist opined
that if the "ugly story" had the re-

motest possibility of being true, “it

is high time the radio stations do a
little investigating.”

Printed denials of the New York
charges were made by officials of

four stations arid these jocks: Will
Lenay, Jack Remington, Nelson
King, Rex Dale,' Paul Dixon,' Don
Davis and Walter 'Phillips. Other
diskers were ’not contacted.

Charles Kanter, head of the Cin-
cinnati Automatic Phonograph Op-
erators Assn.’, was quoted as saying
the payola' reports

'

"just' ' aren’t'

true." He also writes tunes, one of
which, "Just* Believe’ In' Me," re-
cently was recorded with "Goody,
Goody," a revival,

.
on the* other

side. Platter-spinners here gave
the Kanter number a whirl and
made varying reports on reaction
of listeners.

Charles Topmiller WCKY mana-
ger, asserted that the station’s mu-
sic librarians, not the jockeys, line
up the record shows.

CORNBALL MUSIC NETS

STONE 74G IN YEAR
Hollywood, April 8.

Corn-off-the-cob capers of Cliffie
Stone, who specializes in music
played country style, have netted
him about $74,000 the past year.
Stone’s breakdown of sugar shows
he grossed $140,000 from his video
Program on KLAC:TV, netting
$39,000 the past year; gets $15,00*0
for an hour-long cross-the-boarder
on KXLA; his Central Songs pub-
hery grossed $25,000, netted $6,00’0';

for personal management* of Ten-
nessee Ernie, ‘the country singer, he
drew $8,000; and his Capitol wax-
mgs brought in about $6,000.

Stone, who began With Stuart
Hamblen in 1984, gambled his last
?2,000 two and a half years ago by
buying time for two 'programs on
KLAC-TV, but before his first tele-
cast he had nabbed’Gold Furniture
for sponsor of the show, and he’s
naa the same angel since. Package
Price for the hour-long, weekly
Program is $2,700.

In an effort to clear up several

persistent Writer -publisher prob-

lems, the Songwriters Protective

Assn, and a group of top publish-

ers will resume their confabs next

Wednesday (16) in New York.

Previous conclaves, held early in

March, were not productive of

concrete results but SPA execs
are optimistic that something posi-

tive will still come out. Meetings
are being held in a wholly amica-
ble atmosphere.

Two major problems facing the
huddles are payments to song-
writers- for lyric magazine inclu-
sions and how far back SPA should
be entitled to go in its audit of the
publishers’ books. Several pubs
have asked for a five or six-year

deadline in a move to block SPA
from combing through their en-

tire histories.

All decisions made at these ses-

sions will be of a recommendatory
nature only, since the writers must
get approval from the full SPA
council and the pub reps must get

an okay from he board of the Mu-
sic Publishers Protective Assn.
Latter then will request Its mem-
ber firms to follow the interpreta-

tions agreed on at the joint meet-
ings.

M-G-M Packages

Pops on Long-Play
In an effort to widen its long-

play platter market, M-G-M Rec-

ords has begun packaging Its pop

releases on LP disks. The LPs,

which’ll be compiled periodically,

will include eight of the diskery’s

top pop sides. New series will be

labelled "Pop Parade."

The pop packaging plan already

has been initiated by Capitol, Co-

lumbia and RCA Victor. • Com-
panies expect to nab that part of

the record-buying market which
owns 33 rpm attachments only

* with the new LP records.

M-G-M’s initial "Pop Parade" re-

lease includes etchings by Fran
Warren, Bill Hayes, Art Mooney
orch, Ted Straeter’s orch, Tommy
Edwards, the De Marco Sisters,

Alan Dean and LeRoy Holmes
orch.

Hub Jazz Spot Veers

To Folksong Talent
Boston, April 8.

The solid biz pulled by Josh

White during his recent stint at the

Storyville Club has resulted in

Boniface George Wein departing

from his usual showcasing of jazz

vocalists, progressive and (Dixie-

land groups to spot several more
exponents of folk lore.

Currently, Sam Gary, a protege

of White’s is splitting the bill with

John Carradine and Johnny Wind-
hurst’s Dixieland band. The Weav-
ers are slated for stanza starting

April 20th with Shoshanah Damari
inked for the following week.

DA Music Files 40G

Antitrust Suit Vs. BMI
U. S. Music filed suit in Federal

Court last week against Broadcast
Music, Inc., charging violation of
the Sherman antitrust act. Pub-
lishing firm, which had been a BMI
member since 1949, alleges that
BMI owes the firm more than $25,-
000 on performance payoff.
Pub is also asking for $15,000 in

damages.

Small Pubs Set

Own Deals With

Indie Diskers
Problem of small publishers in

getting their songs on major rec-
ord labels has gbown to such an ex-
tent during the past few months
that many of the pubs are begin-
ning to reeprd their own tunes or
make deals with the small disk
companies to assure at least a sin-
gle wax. version. These pubs are
willing to gamble their own coin
for a platter because they hope
they’ll be able to hypo a. disk
jockey ride that’ll force the major
diskers to get on their tune.

Although the vet publishers are
running into the same waxing dif-
ficulties, situation Is confined to
the smaller pubs only because
their income is usually limited to
the current plug number. With
major diskers recording about
10% of the 100 new tunes that
are submitted weekly, the' indie
pub has decided to buck the shut-
out by Investing his own monies
to get a recording.

In the past few months several
pubs have cut their own tunes
with pickup orchs and vocalists
and have followed up with per-
sonalized disk jockey promotion to
get the record aired. In some in-
stances, the deejays have built so
much interest in the tqne in local
areas that major company distribu-
tors have pressured their diskeries
to rush put a release of the
number. x
Along the same lines, the pubs

are using the indie disk label to

get their tunes heard. They’re
making deals with the indies to

pay for all or part of the recording
session for a waxing of their tune.
They figure it’s Worth the outlay
because a platter still remains their
most effective medium of song
plugging.
Major companies, meantime, are

becoming increasingly wary of dis-

tributor reports that a tune is

breaking out on an unknown or
small label in special areas. Before
hopping on the song, they’re in-

vestigating possibilities of an un-
natural hypo which may have been
caused by payola or favoritism.

CAP REISSUES SERIES

OF STANDARD HITS
In a move to streamline record

dealers’ inventory, Capitol Records
has initiated a special reissue se-

ries of its standard platter clicks.

Cap disks, which are more than a
year old and have had at least a
200,000 initial release sale, are put

into reissue so that retailers will

always have the diskery’s hits

available.

Although retailers are only

asked to stock up with one 45 rpm
platter and one 78 rpm disk of

each reissue, Cap sales execs re-

port that the plan has brought in

at least 100,000 more sales on the

reissued waxing. They’ve discov-

ered that there’s a steady market
for etchings which were made sev-

eral years ago.

Top sellers in Cap’s reissue se-

ries have been Les Paul’s coupling

of "Lover" and "Brazil," Tennes-

see Ernie’s etching of "Anticipa-

tion Blues" and "Shotgun Boogie,"

and Pee Wee Hunt’s workover of

"12th St. Rag" and "Charleston.”

So far Cap has reissued 72 plat-

ters which the sales department

has cataloged as the "1600 series."

Warren, Morris to Europe
Among the flock of music indus-

tryites heading for Europe this

month are Coast writer Harry War-
ren, publisher E. H. (Buddy) Mor-
ris and his attorney* Lee Eastman.
Jack Mills, Mills Music prexy, is

going Coastwards this week
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Grean Sells Masters Of His

Charles Grean, former RCA Vic-

tor pop artist and repertory chief

now running his indie Comet Rec-

ords label, has, sold the masters of

his company’s first platter, "I Don’t

Mind” and "Smokin’ and A’dream-

in’,’’ to M-G-M Records. “Mind,”
also written by Grean, has been
breaking for a hit both on the
Comet label and on the Trudy
Richards’ version for Decca.
M-G-M has also pacted Grean to

produce four more sides with The
Street Singers, vocal group fea-

tured on the Comet release. Combo
is managed by Grean and Jimmy
Leyden.

Breaking With

EMIk Britain
%

London, April 8.

A further ihakeup In the British

disk industry setup is anticipated

shortly in, wake of reports that

RCA Victor, which distributes here

through His Master’s Voice label,

an Electrical at Musical Industries

affiliate, is on the verge of break-

ing with EMI. Such a develop-

ment would gd a long way in un-

dermining the position of EMI as

one of the dominating British plat1

ter companies, British Decca being
the other top company.
EMI has already lost important

footing in the disk field with the
recent exit of Columbia Records
in the U. S« from its distrib and
exchange deal with BMI. Colum-
bia switched to a pact with the
Philips electronic * equipment
manufacturers of Holland, which
has been making a bid in the Euro-
pean platter market. Once Col’s

deal With Phillips is put into the
works, the latter company will en-

ter the British market with Co-
lumbia’s catalog, the largest in

existence in the long-play field.

Lewis Plays Hometown

First Time ia 40 Yrs.
Cirdeville, O., April 8.

Ted Lewis, born Jn this Pick-

away County community, whose
name he seldom fails to mention,
will come home to perform for the

first time in 40 years on April 25.

Lewis has agreed to bring his mu-
sicians* to Cirdeville that day to

play a benefit in the county fair-

grounds coliseum. All proceeds
will go to Berger Hospital and
Ted Lewis Park*

This will mark the first time
since he has become famous that

Lewis has played in his hometown.
In honor of the event Mayor Ben
Gordon has declared • April 25 as

.

Ted Lewis Day, the town will be
decorated, city coundrwill hold a

special Session and the town's Ohio
National Guard unit will take part

Fn the celebration. Lewis is a life-

time honorary member of the coun-

cil.

Special ’51 Henderson

Disk Gets Col Release
A recording of a special 1951

Martin Block show on WNEW,
N. Y., in benefit for the then-ail-

ing arranger-bandleader Fletcher

Hendefrson, will be issued by Co-

,

lumbia Records on a 12-inch long*

!

play platter this summer. Disk will

feature the old Benny Goodman
trio, including Gene Krupa and
Teddy „ Wilson, and several mem-
bers of the old Goodman band, fgr

which Henderson arranged.
Except for the artists' royalties,

which will go to Henderson, plat-

ter is being handled as a regular
commercial enterprise, with pub-
lishers of the standard tunes used
in the set getting the regular 2c

..rate. 1

Efforts of the American Society
of Composers, Authors

, an<J Pub-
lishers to collect a nominal fee
from film theatres using intermis*
sion and exit music are being
nixed by exhibs, who are switch-
ing to Broadcast Music, Inc., and
public domain tunes. Under the
antitrust consent decree,, which
bars Ihe former seat tax oh exhibs
as performance fees for music syn-
chronized on pix, ASCAP is en-
titled to ask for licensing arrange-
ments on houses playing tunes
aside from film exhibition pur-
poses, such as live shows and in-
cidental record music.

As part of Its aggressive pro-
'

f

gram of getting its catalog maxi-
mum showcasing, BMI has been
cooperating with exhibs on draw-
ing up programs for the incidental
disked music used in theatres.
BMI has made available a flock of
its current hit tunes for this pur-
pose without charge although per-
mission has to be obtained. In ad-
dition, BMI has been drawing up
musical programs composed of its

own tunes plus the p.d.’s which are
being made available to exhibs.

About 150 indie exhibs in the
New York area are already taking
advantage of the BJVU offer and
using the planned programs. Lo-
cal exhlb organizations, moreover,
have been cautioning exhibs
against playing ASCAP tunes since
that makes them eligible for a
licensing arrangement. New Eng-
land and Indiana exhib associ-
ations arc also listing the available
BMI tunes In the monthly bulletins
to members.

Special attention is being paid
by these organizations to drive-in
theatres thatr play recordings dui>
ing the concession break.

Hub Hot for Hillbillies; .

Capacity Crowds Pays $1 **

For Cider Cutting Sesh
Boston, April 8.

An indication of the extent of
folk music’s popularity in the Hub
area was demonstrated Friday (4)

when a near-cao*».city crowd paid
75c and $1 to attend a recording
sesh of WCOP’s Nelson Bragg and
his "Hayloft Jamboree" at the 2,700
seat Symphony Hall. Program is

aired nightly over the station and
affair was plugged almost exclu-
sively via air mentions although a
one-shot new. .;sr ad appeared in
one of the local dailies.

.

While none Of the barnyard units
appearing had any national rep, the
enthusiasm of the cornball music
fans was comparable to that gener-
ated at the occasional jazz concerts
held there. This was the second
"jamboree" sponsored by the sta-

tion, the previous one, held three
weeks ago (resulting in a sellout)

at the smaller 1,000 seat New Eng-
land Mutual Hail*. Another clam-
bake Is skedded'oy the station for

April 25th, presumably at Sym-
phony Hall.

PUB WAILS HIS ‘CRY’

INFRINGED BY ‘TRY’
Hollywood, April 8.

Mello Music, publishers of "Cry,”
have squawked to Central Songs
Co., Hollywood, for publication of
its parody, "Try," written by Stan
Freberg and Ruby Raksin and
waxed by Freberg for Capitol
Records, claiming the takeoff Is an
infringement, and "unfair compe-
tition."

Central publisher Cliffie Stone
has offered Perry Alexander of
Mello, in N. Y., a split down $he
middle for publishers' royalties on
"Try," but hasn’t been given a re-
ply yet on his suggestion. Mello
beefed at satire of Johnnie Ray’s
version of "Cry.”

Hoagy’* Ft* Wayne .Date
Fort Wayne, April 8,

Indiana-born Hoagy Carmichael
will be soloist for the pop concert
by the Fort Wayne Philharmonic
Orchestra next Tuesday (15) in
Quimby Auditorium, -under direc-
tion of Igor BuketofiL

Orchestra will play" two of Car-
michael’s songs, and accompanied
by a drummer and string bass, he’ll

present * half-hour specialty.
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By HEEM SCHOENFELD.

Bob Eberly: ‘‘Tattle Talef,-“Any-
thing That’s Part Of You” (Capi-

tol). ‘Since his recent comeback,
Bob Eberly has been saddled with
mediocre material but in “Tattle*

Tale” he gets a solid chance to.

climb into the hit lists. It’s a nov-
elty rhythm item* with a catching

beat and clever lyric, Eberly
swings it out brightly against a
snappy background. Reverse is,an

okay ballad, also delivered neatly

but with only moderate chances.

'Mary Small: “A Beautiful Waste
Of Time”-“Dldja Ever” (King).

“Time” is an okay ballad entry
which could move out via Mary
Small’s slick piping. Miss Small,
who steadily impresses as a top
entry in the femme disk sweeps,
gives this side a pleasing, related
vocal. Vic Mizzy’s orch supplies a
good production framework. “Did-
Ja Ever” has an attractive bouncy
lilt and rates plenty of spins.*

Eileen Barton: “To Be Loved
By You”-“Wrong” (Coral). Eileen
Barton has a potent side in “Loved
By You.” It's a driving rhythm
number which she socks over with
an infectious gaiety that enhances
its jock and juke values. Miss Bar-
ton changes paces on the Coral
flipover for fair results.

Lisa Kirk: “I Thought Of You
Last Night”-“Look Up”. (Victor).

Lisa Kirk is, another warbler who
has needed only the right material
to break through. “Last Night”
could be it, a class ballad rendered
in excellent style by Miss Kirk
with a superb baskground by the
Dave Terry orch. Flip is 4 medi-
ocre tune in a folk format that’s
become over-familiar in the last
couple of years.
Martha Sc Lii: Tilton: “Am I In

Love? ’’-“There’s A Cloud In My
Valley of Sunshine” (Coral). Cou-
pling of tunes from the Paramount
film, “Son of Paleface/’ by the Til-
ton Sisters has excellent chances
for solid jock and juke spins.
“Love” is a sprightly item which
the Tiltons deliver with a capti-
vating.. charm- Cute lyric arid catchy
melody should keep it high on the 11

lists for some time to come. Re-
verse, a cornball grooved effort,
fits into current market pattern.
George Cates orch backs up sriap-
pily.
Georgia Gibbs: “Kiss Of Fire”-

“A Lasting Thing” (Mercury).
Based on a well-known tango
theme, “Kiss of Fire” is a neat pop
adaptation along the lines of “I Get
Ideas.” Georgia Gibbs rides it with
plenty of steam and could drive it

into a big etching for jocks and
jukes. “Lasting Thing” is a slower-

S
aced ballad with a fine melodic
ne that could build Into an im-

pressive entry.
Nellie Lutcher: “That’s How It

Goes’V‘Keepin’ Out Of Mischief
Now” (Capitol). Nellie Lutcher gets
the pulse of the current pop mar-
ket with her dramatic delivery of
“Goes,” a number with standout
potential because it’s also designed
to the going pattern for click tunes.
Billy Daniels also socks across
“Goes” with lots of power on the
Mercury label. On the Capitol flip,

Miss Lutcher gives one of her more
typical workovers on the old stand-
ard, Harold Mooney orch backing
up with suitable drive.
Freddy Martin Orch: “Am I In

Love”-“Wing-Wing Tonight” (Vic-
«tor). Merv Griffin, Freddy Martin
band vocalist, socks over “Love”
in surefire style with an important
assist from the instrumental-choral
arrangement. Tune, from the Para-
mount pic,J‘Son of Paleface,” is a
snappy rhythm novelty with a
clever underlying idea. Reverse,
also from the same pic, is in a
more conventional groove with
fewer chances although Martin’s
crew and Griffin 'give this tune an
attractive commercial framework.
Cy Coleman: “In A Little Span-

ish Town”-“South” (Decca). “Span-
ish Town” gets a strong push to-
ward a comeback click via Cy
Coleman’s topflight keyboard etch-
ing. Coleman hits the 88 with deft
fingerwork and musical inventive-
ness. It's a solid cut which should
get a good ride on the coinboxes.
Coleman is equally effective on
“South,” again bringing verve and
Imagination to an oldie.
Gene Ammons: “I'll Walk

Alone”-“01d Folks” (Decca). Rid-
ing on the click revival, “I’ll Walk
Alone,” Gene Ammons offers a
solid sax interpretation that should
break away in areas where the in-
strumental is more important than
the lyric. Ammons’ smooth sax
work hits with impact and builds
the ballad into an exciting platter.
Bottom deck displays more of his
firstrate reed technique.

Platter Pointer*
Capitol has packaged an excel-

lent sampling of circus music as
belted out by the Ringring Brosy

and Barnum & Bailey Band, ba-
toned by Merle Evans, In a long
play platter

'

“Circus Parade.” . .

.

Connie Haines has a good side In

“It’s So-Long and' ‘Good-Bye To
You” (Coral) . . ..Larry Fotine orch
gives “Wonder” on the King label
a rhythmic ride .. .’Louis Jor-
dan has a fair novelty item in
“Never Trust A Woman” (Decca)
. . . Woolf Phillips orch creates ex-
citement in “Dancing Bells” (Coral)
Francis Craig, who clicked several
years ago on indie Bullett label
with “Near You,” reprises the num-
ber for good results on Decca . .

.

Victor Young orch has a fine side
in the theme music from the Para-
mount pic, “A Place In The Sun”
(Decca).
Doris Day and Guy Mitchell team

up with only fair results on “A
Little Kiss Tonight” and “Gently
Johnny,” latter being an adaptation
of an old folk ballad (Columbia).
. . . The Balladeers, an appealing
choral group, impress with their
inital cuts for Victor, “I Wish * I
Was Single Again” and “Goodbye
Little Girls”. ... On the same
label, Ralph Flanagan orch scores
with a solid instrumental on “Bal-
timore Rag” . . . Sarah Vaughan is

in her best form on “If Someone
Had Told Me” and “Corner To
Comer” (Columbia) . . . Pete Daily
Chioagoans beat out some fine jazz
sounds in “North” and “China Boy”
(Capitol) . . -. Also in thje jazz vein,
Roy Eldrldge’s trumpet gets a fair
workout on “Easter Parade” and
“I See Everybody’s Baby” (Mer-
cury).

Standout western folk, polka, re-
ligious, blues, rhythm, etc.: Jimmy
MoPhail, “You * Can’t Imagine”
(Victor) . . . Jess Willard, “Cadillac
Blues” (Capitol) . . . Gene Parrish,
“Screamin’ In My Sleep” (Victor)
. . . Carl Story, “When The Pearly
Gates Swing Open” (Mercury) . . .

Neal Burris, “There’s No Reason”
(Columbia) . . Roy King, “Then
You’ll All Be fyllne”, (Mercury) . . .

Faron Young, “Tattle Tale Tears”
(Capitol) . . . The Carlisles, “Ten-
nessee Memories” (Mercury) . .

Ray Price, “Talk To Your Heart”
(Columbia) . . . Curley Williams,
“We’ve Come A Long Way To-
gether” (Columbia). *

Serkin Digit Burn Snarls

|

. Philly Concert, Disking
Philadelphia, April 8.

Benno Molseiwitsch acted as
pinch-hitter for the Injured Rudolf
Serkin as piano soloist at the Phil-
adelphia Orchestra’s weekend con-
certs (4-5). Serkin, whose hand
was burned in Montreal when a
match-book ignited, was forced to
cancel the engagement when a
finger failed to heal in time.

Moiseiwitsch was heard with the
Philadelphia ensemble in the Rach-
maninoff Second Concerto, and
conductor Eugene Ormandy had
to make a quick switch of the en-
tire program for the new guest
star. Principal losers were the
orchestra men, who were slated to
record for Columbia Sunday (6) the
Brahms First Concerto and the
Beethoven Third Concerto, which
Serkin was to have performed here.

Mpls. Symph Launches

$250,000 Fund Drive
Minneapolis, April 8.

Minneapolis Symphony orches-
tra will pay less than half of its

own $400,000 way next season and
contributions will have to make up
the difference. Orchestra earnings
are estimated at $150,000 from
ticket sales, record royalties and
tours. The drive to raise the re-

maining $250,000 from contribu-
tions started this week.
During the past two years, costs

have increased and revenues de-
clined, according to orch officials.

During the 1948-49 season, it cost

$38,000 less, for example, to run
the orchestra, and record royal-
ties were higher and touring ex-
penses lower. In recognition of
the otch’s' problems, tfre Minneap-
olis Musicians Union has with-
drawn a demand for a $15-a-week
salary increase which would have
added*$34,000 to the 1952-5$ sea-
son expense, total.

Bourne Adds Haber
Spearheading 'publishing firms’

drive for stronger plugging on re-
motes ‘and TV, Bourne Music last
week added BertHHaber to its cou-
tactman staff.

Haber was formerly with Ted
‘Mnfck Music; 1'**!’

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending March 29)
London, April 2.

Unforgettable Bburne
Always Our House. .Connelly
Mistakes Wright
Cry F.D.&H.
Little White Cloud. , . .Lennox
Slow Coach ....... v Sterling
-Saturday Rag Fields
Domino . ....Leeds
I Wanna Say Hello .... Sterling
Loveliest Night Year F.D.&H,
Down Yonder Feldman
Why Worry .... Macmelodies

Second 12

Only Fools Sun
Won’t Live in Castle . Connelly
Enchanted Eve ..... Williamson
Rollin’ Stone Kassner
Love’s Roundabout . Cinephonic
At End of Day Chappell
Be my life’s Companion.Morris
Because of You Dash-
Tell Me Why Morris
Charmaine .... Keith Prowse
At Last Pickwick
Oodles of Noodles Cox

Band Review

CHUCK FOSTER ORCH (11)

With Eddie Allyn, Deloris Randall
Hotel Mueblebaeh, Kansas City

It’s been a couple of years since
Chuck Foster was seen in this de-
luxe dinner room of the Muehle-
bach. Biz during the pre-Easter
season is moderately good, about
all that can be asked under the
circumstances. Crew is well
rounded to the music in the Foster
fashion and carried a good .share
of entertainment in its own right.

Instrumental setup features the
reeds with alto lead, Foster some-
times chiming in to make a fifth
reed with his tenor and clarinet.
There are also a pair of trumpets,
trombone, drums, piano and string
bass, with Bobby Reed dqing fea-
tured work on the ivories. As he
has for several years in the mid-
west area, Foster goes in strong for
the most dansable rhythms and a
wide variety of tempo, with Latins,
novelties, pops, and generous
sprinkling of established faVes and
show tunes.

'

In the vocal department, he is
well set up with Eddie Allyp doing
featuring work in baritone .stylings
and blonde Deloris Randall to
chirp on ballads and show tunes.
Foster adds his own vocals now
and then, and between the three of
them a lively show is presented a
couple of times during the evening.
The 20-minute show opens with

some “Annie Get Your Gun” tunes,
Allyn,. Foster and Miss Randall
giving the songs creditable treat-
ment. Pianist Reed has an inning
to lead out on “Cumina” with
strong backing from the band for
the only instrumental entry. Eddie
Allyn warbles “As Time Goes By”
and “I’ll Get By” in his very listen-
able stylings. Foster takes over
for a Ted Lewis routine, complete"
with top hat and clarinet and pat-
ter. Show is a pleasant interlude
of the evening.

Following its three weeks here
crew is off for one-jnighters and
then heads south. Quin.

Disk Jockey Review

BOB REID
55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 8:05 p.m.
Participating
WGRC, Louisville

After hitches at local stations,
and air spots at other midwest
outlets, including a several months
sustaining spot on CBS originating
in New York, Bob Reid has com-
pleted the cycle and is back with
his own disk show on WGRC, Mon-
days through Fridays, for just
short of a full hour nightly.

Reid, baritone vocalist, has a
well-rounded set of pipes for the
vocals, which he intersperses be-
tween spinnings. Has a smooth
way with a lyric, and comes over
nicely with the recorded back-
grounds. His chatter is friendly,
and his ether approach to the
home dialers is folksy but not too
gabby. His previous activity as a
band vocalist, and front man for
touring bands, stands him in good
stead as he gives interesting bits
of info about the numbers, orchs,
and his hep line makes for inter-
esting listening. At show caught:
•Reid had Les Paul and Mary Ford
as guests. Threesome had a nice
time chatting about various angles
of the record biz, all adding up to
a sparkling air sesli.

Reid’s choice of records is not
slanted, he apparently selects wax-
ings for good general listening,
mixing the old with the new.
Played a Glenn Miller record, sand-
wiched between newer numbers,
to give the show a change of pace,
-notsh -level, > * v « i,<
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Seen Key to Overall Lag in Sales
• ^ With music business way off for

Terp* Into Trailer* ^ past several weeks, trade execs

mm, O., April 8. ^ Sales

The Tri-Lan Ballroom at McKln-
t d ..

0 any sta&dout hit

ley Heights, near here, built after
aW
_Jr

6 cus*omers into the

World War II, has been purchased stores. While several numbers are
by the Fruehauf Trailer Co., which selling strongly, no single entrv
is converting the building into a has stepped out as pacemaker
factory branch. national scale, a sure tinoff
Firm plans to move its Youngs- poff on »

town branch to the new quarters
by early May. “Wheel of Fortune” is closed

- wu a
national scale, a sure tipoff on a
smash hit.

by early May. “Wheel of Fortune” is closest to———————— meeting the bill as a cross-country

. n m . (t
click but even this tune is hotter

Another Kobbins bon in the than it iS in other re.

I »> 1 fi
"gions where other tunes are

Joins Paxton Pub Co, favored. Such tunes as “Black-

Marshall Robbins, Jack Robbins’ ^inith Blues,” “Anytime” and

son, who has been working on the “Slow Poke” are also getting
Coast recently as a‘ disk jockey heavy regional play without beinn
promotion man, joined George ablt to dominate the overall ta£
Paxton’s music firm in N, Y. this ture.

p

week as a songplugger.
. While other'tunes such as "Pitts.

Another son of Jack Robbins, burgh, Pennsylvania” and “A Guy
Howard (Buddy) Robbins, also Is a Guy” are also showing sales
works at Paxton Music as general strength, the rank-and-file num-
professional manager. Both sons bers are being hit by the trade’s
left the elder Robbins shortly after failure to come up with a number
the latter’s partnership deal with like “Tennessee Waltz,” which
Ed^Kassner. lifted business across the board.

"s * 1

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
Survey Week of Maroh 28

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.

Published py Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.

A Guy Is a Guy ...» Ludlow
Anytime Hill & R
Ay-round the Corner Frank
Be' Anything (But Be Mine) *% Shapiro-B
Be My Life’s Companion v . Morris
Blacksmith- Blues Hill & R
Blue Tango . Mills »
Broken Hearted . . DeSylva-B-H
Come What Ma^ *, .Shapiro-B
Cry Mellow
Did Anyone Call i ..............

.

Remick
Gandy Dancers’ Ball. Disney
Glorita ; Life
Honest and Truly Lion
How Close Life
I Could Write a Book—*“Pal Joey” .Harms
I Hear a Rhapsody—t“Clash By Night” Broadcast
I Talk To the Trees—*“Paint Your Wagon” Chappell
Marshmallow Moon—t“Aaron Slick” Famous
Noodlin’ Rag BVC
Oops—t“Belle of New York” Feist
Perfidia Peer
Peter Cottontail Hill & R
Please Mr. Sun Weiss-B
Singin’ In the Rain—t“Singin’ In the Rain” Robbins
Tell Me Why Signet
Trust In Me Advanced
Until (Anema E Core) Leeds
Wheel Of Fortune Laurel
Would You—t“Singin’ In the Rain” Robbins

Second Group
Always
At Last
At Last At Last
Believe It Beloved
Dance Me Loose „ ,

.

Doesn’t Make Sense To Me -

Forgive Me
Goin’ On a Hayride—*"Three Wishes For Jamie”.
Homing Pigeon

;

I Wanna Love You
I Wanna Say Hello
I’ll See You In My Dreams—1“See You In Dreams”
I’ll Walk Alone—t“With a Song In My Heart”....
Life Is a Beautiful Thing—t“Aaron Slick”
Little White Cloud That Cried
Play Me a Hurtin’ Tune
Si^ly Dreamer.

.

Silver and Gold
Slow Poke
Tulips and Heather .

My Love

.Berlin

Feist
Duchess
Broadway’
Erwin-H
Beacon
Advanced
Chappell
Shapiro-B
Finburgh

,
Johnstone-M
Feist
Mayfair
Famous
Spier
.Pickwick
Witmark
Blue River

.Ridgeway
Shapiro-B
Life

Top 10 Songs On TV
Anytime Hill & R
Be My Life’s Companion Morris
Closer You Are Morris
Cry Mellow
I Whistle a Happy Tune Williamson
Manhattan Marks
Please Mister Sun Weiss-B
Slow Poke ....Ridgeway
Tell Me Why Signet
Wheel Of Fortune Laurel

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
April Shdwers Harms
Because Of You Broadcast
Easter Parade .Berlin
Lady Is a Tramp Chappell

1 You'll Never Walk Alone Williamson

t Filmusical. *Legit mtisical.



PfiBBEff Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING APRIL 5

NOTE: The current comparative sale*'strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-
merated above. These .findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT' de*
veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent {disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of times (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.

1 1

2 3

3 4

4 2

5 5

6 7

7 6

8 9

9

10

POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

6

5

3

9

4

7

•

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL
Kay Starr (Capitol)

Leroy Anderson (Decca)

Four Aces (Decca)

Johnnie Ray (Okeh)

.

Ella Mae Morse (Capitol)

Ray Anthony (Capitol) .T

Eddie Fisher (Victor) *•

Doris Day (Columbia)

Les Baxter (Capitol)

''Guy Mitchell-M. Miller (Columbia)

TUNE
, . Wheel of Fortune

. . Blue Tango

(Tell Me Why
”

/
Perfidia

I Cry
I Little White Cloud
[Please Mr. Sun
[Brokenhearted

. . Blacksmith Blues

. . At Last

(Anytime
. .-(Tell Me Why
[Forgive Me

, . A Guy Is a Guy
.. Blue Tango

. . Pittsburgh Penn. -

TUNES

TUNE
Wheel of Fortune

Blue Tango
Blacksmith Blues

Anytime
Tell Me- Why
A Guy Is a Guy
Cry
Please Mr. Sun
Perfidia

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania

PUBLISHER
Laurel

Mills

Hill-R

Hill-R

Signet

Ludlow
: Mellow

.... Weiss-B

Peer

Oxford

ymmr 10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines Week ofw 5

++ * M M M-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

0.

7.

8 .

9.

10.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (8) (Laurel).

BLUE TANGO (7) (Mills)

AT LAST (3) (Feist)

Kay Starr Capitol <-

( Leroy Anderson Decca "

\ Les Baxter • Capitol •<-

Ray Anthony .. Capitol *>

1
2^01x7* Accs •»»*• JDccctt

H **

TELL ME WHY (14) (Signet) Eddie Fisher ‘.‘.Victor

A GUY IS A GUY (1) (Ludlow) Doris DaV Columbia I

BLACKSMITH BLUES (3) (Hill-R) Ella Mae Morse Capitol ^

PERFIDIA (1) (Peer)
Fou

\
Aces ..Decca

COME WHAT MAY (7) (Shapiro-B) Patt
\
Pa

^
e .....Mercury ..

ANYTIME (12) (Hill-R)
Eddie Fisher Victor

CRY (14) (Mellow) Johnnie Ray Columbia “

Second Group

“ PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA (Oxford).

- BE ANYTHING <Shapiro-B)

^ I WANNA LOVE YOU

BE MY LIFE’S COMPANION (1) (Morris)

-- BROKENHEARTED (5) (DeSylva-B&H)

3 BERMUDA (3) (Goday)

TULIPS AND HEATHER (Shapiro-B) *

-- LITTLE „ WHITE CLOUD (13) (Spier)...

t PLEASE. MR. SUN (Weiss-B)

STOLEN LOVE (5) (Parliament) * -

f TIGER RAG (4) (Feist)

-- GARDEN IN THE RAIN (Melrose)..

t TENDERLY (E. H. Morris)

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song

M 4 ft
-IS <jM. M » t

Guy Mitchell-M. Miller . Columbia

Eddy Howard Mercury

( Ames Bros Coral

| Kay Starr Capitol

] Rosemary Clooney . .Columbia
(Mills Bros Decca

Johnnie Ray Columbia

Bell Sis.-H. Rene Victor

Perry Como Vidor

Johnnie Ray Okeh

Johnnie Ray. Columbia

Eddy Howard .Mercury

Les PauVMary. Ford Capitol

Four Aces Decca

Rosemary Clooney . . . Columbia

has been in the Top 10]

By VINCE WILLIAMS
(WJZ, N.

.

Y., Disk Jockey ) -

Most commonly used "pleas” by songplugger to fht disk jockey*

musical director and bandleader:

"I need one more to make the sheet,”

"The tune i$ breaking big in Fairbanks* Alaska.”

**My bos$ will fire me if I don’t get your plug.”

"My song just made the rack,”

"This song will make the artist.”

"My song sold 1,000 copies today.”

"This song is really, selling in Cincinnati.”

"Whatever you do, don’t curve me.”

"This song will make you a big man.”
"You’re the first to play this song.” (Oh, Yeah??)

"The song finished No. 1 on the sheet last week.”
• "You don’t know what this means to me.”

"Your show is really great” ... (Your theme sqpg??...Oh, I *
missed that part.) .

*

"This song will be a bigger standard than ’Stardust’,”

**Would you like Joe Doakes for a guest. . .he does a great job
on my song.”

"When can we get together for dinner or lunch?”

"You told me yon cleared my song, but It didn’t show in the
clearance.”

"What show, fight, ballgame or movie would you like to see?”

"I know you don’t like the song, but just this once* please?”

"We’re going off the song. . .but. . .can you give it just on©
more shot?”

"Every label is covering, this song.”

"This song is so pretty ... it makes me cry,”

"I saw you on TV the other night . .
.
you were terrific.”

"Let me tell you about the old days of songplugging.”

"What do you ‘Johnny-Come-Latelies’ know about music, any-
how?”
"What do you mean you don’t like the song. . .Joe Disk-Jockey

picked it No. 1.”

"This song is moving like a cyclone in the midwest,”

"Sure the song’s a ’turkey’. . .but I have to make a living, don’t
I?”

"Please play the song . . . help ease the pain of jny Ulcers.”

"Let me show you what the trade papers think of the song.”

"This is our ’Drive Week’ . .
.
give the song a couple of shots,

huh?”
"It isn’t a drive, but we want to keep the song moving.”
"This song will make the ‘Hit Parade’.”

"I know you don’t' have a lot of air time. . .and you don’t like
the song, but just play ONE CHORUS!!”

"If you can’t play it. . .please mention the title !1” ^
"I also have another song... we’re not working on it now...

we’re just experimenting with it to find its potential ... but if

you^jt tlye.time and feel like it. . .give it a sh<>t,,”

"I don’t want to pressure you like the other boys, but this song
will really make your show. By the way. . .how’s the family?”

"You told me you’d have my song on your show, but you didn’t
play it, I figured you’d run out of time... so give it * couple of
shots next week?”
"Everyone says you’re the greatest guy In the business.”

i i
.

---i"— i.«m

Gilbert Back to Coast
L. Wolfe Gilbert, chairman of

the Coast writers committee for

the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers,
planed back to the Coast yester-

day (Tues.) after attending a series'

of classification committee hear-
ings for the past couple of weeks.
Main point on the committee’s
agenda is still a discussion of the
proposals to amend the current
60-20-20 payoff plan.

Committee has been at work on
a revised plan for more than a

year-and-a-half without coming up
with any specific recommenda-
tions. It’s felt now among some
ASCAP execs that the new payoff
plan is here to stay despite
sporadic squawks from the ranks.

Vidpix Chatter
— Continued from page 30 -J

is slated for end of April start . . .

Frances Rafferty emerges from
three-year retirement from films,

for rote in "Big Town,” produced
by Jack Gross and Phil Krasne at

General Service for Lever Bros.

. . . Marcia Jones has femme lead

in "Racket Squad” vidpix shooting
at Hal Roach studios . '. . Ralph
Cattcll, v.p. of Jerry Fairbanks
Productions, left .on business trek

to Indianapolis . . . Mona Freeman
and John Hudson are starred in

"Meet the Little Woman,” Revue
Productions’ telepic rolling at

Eagle-Lion studios, Norman Lloyd
directing . . . Jack Mahoney, the
"Range Rider” in vidpix, left on a

20-city personal appearance tour,

and returns for his next Columbia
picture May 6 . . . Jack Chertok
Productions will shoot 52 "Lone
Ranger” series at General Service
studios . . . Gayle Gittennan will

produce "The Dramatic Hour,”
four-segment, hour-long series for

Hal E. Roach, with shooting date
skedded May 19 at the RoachPlot.
Roach is now putting polishing
touches on recently finished "The
Children’s Hour,” four-segmenter
starring Maui;***/

i.

Coast Palladium

MuOs Switch To

Vocalist Policy
Hollywood, April 8.

Hollywood Palladium, longtime
dance band stronghold on Coast is

|

mulling a policy change to add
name singles, especially vocalists.

Spot pitched a four-frame deal at

Liberace, pianist, starting June 17,

concurrent with the Benny Strong-
orch stand. Spot is also seeking
Johnnie Ray for October and
Frankie Laine for November.
Palladium toyed with the same

idea three summers ago, hut while
using single singers along with
orchs, did not use names of po-
tency of those now sought.
Terpery Monday (7) inked deal

with Tommy Dorsey for a five-

week roost starting May 13 at
guarantee and percentage-. It’s his
first stand there since December,
1943. Since then he’s confined lo-

cal bandstanding to his own spot,
Oa s i n o Gardens, Ocean Park,
which he bought in 1944. He has
sunk a total of $350,000 into Gar-
dens, which was shrouded more
than a year.
Jimmy Dorsey precedes T.D. into

Palladium Tuesday (15), following
current stand of Buddy Morrow.
After Strong, Ray Anthony comes
in for four frames, starting July
15, followed by Les Brown.

Disk Ives’ London Concert
London, April 8.

A complete ^recording of Burl
Ives’ Royal Festival Hall concert
tomorrow (Wed.) is to be taped.

Ives’ recordings are normally
distributed, through Decca, which*
it is understood, will be offered this
complete version' of his London
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Own Branches
Launching a major expansion for

Dacca’s subsid label, Coral Rec-
ords, prexy Milton R. Raekmil is

initially planning a string of Coral-

owned distribution branches in key
cities. The branches will operate
in New York, Chicago and possibly

Newark at a later date. New dis-

trib outlets will also handle a lim-

ited number of outside indie labels,

including specialized items in the
kiddie and folk lines.

New units will be operated by
Coral personnel, completely sepa-
rate from the Decca setup. Frank
Holland, eastern and southeastern
division manager for the past two
years, will head the N. Y. office

while Charles Michaels, currently

manager of the Tell Music . Co.,

will act as Coral distrib in Chicago,
with A1 Oldrich operating as mid-
west division manager.

Formed by Decca slightly more
than three years ago, Coral has
emerged as one of the leading
labels in the pop field. Company
now has more than 40 indie distrib

agencies in the U.S., Canada, Alas-

ka and Hawaii, plus distrib deals

with foreign outlets. Greater in-

dependence to Coral was cued last

year with the naming of Jimmy
Hilliard as the subsid’s vice-prexy
over artists and repertory, with
Mike Ross as veepee-general man-
ager.

Solomon Batons N.O. Pop*

Izler Solomon has been re-en-

gaged as conductor of the New
Orleans Pops for the 1952 summer
Season.

HAVE YOU HEARD?
+ <rT #

•y
LEROY

ANDERSON
MILLS MUSIC, Inc.

It's Music by

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

FLAPPERETTE
COLUMBIA #39646

PAUL WCSTON and ORCH '

MERCURY #5754 HARMONICATS

(Mill* Music)

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS

PftRlETr~
Survey dj retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-

parative sales rating for this

and last week.

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Week Ending

April 5

Artist, Label, Title
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KAY STARK (Capitol)

1 1 “Wheel of Fortune”—

1

964 18 1 4 2 5 211241 100

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

“Blue Tango”—40220 4 1 2 84

ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol), -

3 4 * “Blacksmith Blues”—1922. . .

.

» «

*

5 •

«

-

»

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)

4 3 “Cry”—6840 . 9 P 2

9 8 8 6 47

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

5 5 “Anytime”—20-4359 . . .

.

10 S

.. 5 31

5 2 28

FOUR ACES (Decca)

6A 11 “Perfidla”—27987 . . . . . 3 3 8 9 27

. FOUR ACES (Decca)

6B 7 “Tell Me Why”—27860 8. 27

DORIS DAY (Columbia)

7 8 “A Guy Is a Guy”—39673 2 » » * < 10 9 26

WEAVERS-G. JENKINS (Decca)

8 6 “Wimoweh”—27928 ..8 S 7

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)

9 9 “Please Mr. Sun”—39636. . 7

6 25

9 4 21

10A
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Forgive Me”—20-4574 ..

6

6 6 8 20

10B
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
“Gandy Dancers Ball”—39665. .

.

6 6 20

10C 15
LES BAXTER (Capitol)

“Blue Tango”—1966 1 20

iod ii
RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)

“At Last”—1912 3 5 . 20

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
11 12 “Ay-Round the Corner”—39653

.

D6N CORNELL (Coral)

3 17

12A “I’ll Walk Alone”—60659 . . . 10 13

12B 15
G. MITCHELL-M. MILLER (Col.)

“Pittsburgh Penn”—39663 ...... 13

13
PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Tulips and Heather”—20-4453.

.

10 1 - 10 .V 12

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
14 10 “Little 'White Cloud”—6840 8 .. 7 9 9

15
LES. COMPAGNONS (Columbia)
“Three Bells”—4105F 8

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS"

1 2 3 4

AMERICAN (ii GUYS. AND DOLLS YMA SUMAC GLENN MILLER
PARIS Broadway Cast Legend of Sun CONCERT

Hollywood Cast Decca Virgin
Victor

M-G-M
E-93

DA-825 Capitol
L 299 -

LPT-15

K-93 9-203 DDN 299 WFy-25
M-93 DLP-8036 KFD 299 P-25

SHOWBOAT
Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
M-G-M84
K 84

E 559

Film Syndicators
Continued from page M

sors. He said that some potential

station operators have already sold

vidfllm packages they leased to

local advertisers, who are anxious

America's Ncwtif Vocal Group

THE DOMINOES
Writer* of "40 MINUTE MAN"

whose sensational recording was a top sailer

Opening (Apr. TO) BIRDLAND, NEW YORK

KINO RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY

Evolutive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER. Pres

New York
|

CHicaqo I Hollywood
74S 3?i« A.,. p.„ 0 .1600

| 203 No \V a b.nh |
=

>

America's Fastest

- Selling Records!

to slake but their time franchise.

Broadcasters can then take such

contracts to their local banks as

collateral for loans necessary to

get the stations on the air.

With network advertisers cur-

rently complaining about TV’s sky-

rocketing costs, Beckwith said the

potential new market for vidpix

should .be highly lucrative. Addi-

tion of new stations to a network
lineup would zoom a bankroller’s

cost even more, whereas he can

buy vidpix properties for the new
markets at fraction' of the cost.

In order to move UTP packages
as fast a* possible with the new
outlets, the outfit has prepared a

brochure listing its entire lineup

of properties with a price-tag on
each. Brochure is beiftg distribut-

ed to all station applicants who are

expected to get their C.P.’s with-
out FCC hearings. In addition,
Beckwith, UTP prez Jerry King
and exec director Milt Blink plan
to visit each station personally as
soon as it takes the air to wrap
up all deals.

DuMont Suit
Continued frtfta page 30

Crosby Arm $70,000, representing
the money still owed on those films

already played. In addition to re-

suming the series,, the web also

gets the right to sell “Playhouse”
for a period of one month in the
13 markets in which- the series had
been bankrolled by the Telesets di-

vision. If the web fails to come up
with a sale, United TV ^Programs,
which syndicates the Crosby prod-
uct, will take over.

“Playhouse,” .which is the origi-
nal “Fireside Theatre” series aired
originally on NBC-TV under Proc-
ter Sc Gamble sponsorship, takes
over the alternate Thursday night
at 9 slot on DuMont.

Southern Shuts Chi

Office in Economy Move
Additional evidence of the music

industry’s tightening of its piug.
ging setup., is Southern Music’s de-
cision last week to close down its
Chicago office. Although Bob Cole
who headed the Chi branch, will
cofitinue to plug the midwestern
territory for the firm, he’ll head
quarter from his home instead of a
business office. Reason for the
shift, according to Ben Selvin
Southern’s general manager ia
fact that m’ost of that area’s 'con-
tact work is done on the road
visiting local deejays. Upkeep of
a business in .Chi had become an
unnecessary expense to the firm.

Along the same lines, other New
York pubs are sending an increas-
ing number of pluggers on special
deejay treks to New England, the
southern and midwestern states
Firms, which heretofore concen-
trated their plugs in a few key
cities, have hopped on the hinter-
land bandwagon. Chappell and
the Warner Bros, firms, for exam-
ple, are now sending their pluggers
on the road to push the plug tune.

Geo. London Set

By Col Records
George London, American-born

bass-baritone who made his debut
at the Metropolitan Opera in No-
vember, 1951, has been inked to a
term pact by Columbia Records.

He debuts on the diskery’s label
with an album of French and Rus-
sian operatic solos.

Direction: GAC #

CUt**
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Music engraving

As specialists In Maslc Engraving

and Lithographic Printing, wn arc

able to quote lowost prices for the

highest standard of work. High-

grade negatives can be supplied

from ongravod plates If necessary.

I

URGENT JOBS A SPECIALTY

All onquirioK to—

THE SOHO PRESS
36 Doan Street, London, W.I, England I
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Breaking Big

PRETTY AS
A PICTURE

Recorded by

DEAN MARTIN
Capitol

MILESTONE MUSIC CO.
6526 Selma Av#„ Hollywood, Calif.

i*LL- » - •*>

4*»<**r BMI Ph-flp Hit
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YOU’RE' NOT WORTH
MY TEARS

Published by Mark*

« R,C0^'“,, * ....I Victor I

THREE (Dacca)
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

MffirsFf
Survey of retail sheet music

sales, hosed on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Batin*

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
April 5

Title and Publisher
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1 1 “Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel) .... 1 1 1 3 5 6 1 7 2 1 1 2 ESI
2 2 “Anytime” (Hill-R) 2 2 4 1 3 2 3 9 7 5 5 4 85

3 4 “Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B) 8 3 6 • « 1 4 • » 4 8 2 6 • * 57
'4 8 < “Blacksmith Bines” (Hill-R) 6 a 2 9 2

'

9 7 • • 1 4 • » 6 56

5 9 “Bine Tahro” (Mills) 4 5 • • 8 & 1 • • 5 3 • • 1 52

6 3 “Cry” (Mellow) .' j® 9 6 6 10 1 • • • • 2 8 37
'7 5 “Tell Me Why” (Signet) 4 • » 2 • • 8 6 • • 6 7 • •

" 34

8 7 “Little White Cloud” (Spier) 7 • • 3 • • • • Kfl 5 • • « • 4 • • 29
' 9A 6 “Slow Poke” (Ridgeway) 6 5 • • • » 3 - • * « 10 3 • « 28

9B 10 *Be My Life’s Companion” (Morris) .. 7 7 • • • • 5 .

.

8 9 7 8 9 28

10 ir “Pittsburgh Penn.” (Oxford) • • 8 5 • • • • 8 • • 3 • * « • • • 20

11 11 “A Guy. la A Guy” (Ludlow) 3 • • « • • • 10 • • 6 • • • • 8 • 0 18

12 • • “Tulips and Heather” (Shapiro-B) .

.

• • • • 4 • » • • 9 « • 4 • • • • • 0 16

13 • • “Easter Parade” ' (Berlin) 5 • • • • • • • • • • 2 • • • « • • • • 0 0
' 15

14 12 ” (Goday) 10 9 11

New York Frontier, Las Vegas, until April 17
• • • Sarah Vaughan opens at the

Jim Grohman, former WCAU, Town Casino, Cleveland, Friday
Philadelphia* disk jockey* now m) . . . Tommy Tucker orch play-
latter spinning at WMID, Atlantic jng for the North Jersey Shore
!lty . . . France* Wayne and Neal Merchants’ talent hunt show at As-
Hefti orch head put on a string hury Park, N. J., April 16 ... Ink
of one-niters May 15 . *_. Jo® Holl- gpota into the 'Chicago Theatre,
day orch into the Circle Theatre,

Cleveland, April 12 . . . Dick Gard-
ner* Spike Jones .orch sideman;
back into the Army . « * The
Modernairea hold at the Last

A

MERCURY ARTIST

more . . . Tommy Tucker slated for
series of college dates throughout
New England during May . . . Soft
Winds Trio returning to Darbury
Room in mid-April . . . Earl Bostic
combo into Hi-Hat, for 10 days,
starting April 11 . . . Jimmy Archey
band returning to the Savoy. April
14 for an indefinite stand.

Kansas City

it tt

JUNCO PARTNER

Now Appmariag

YANKEE INN
Akron, Ohio

Lafetf ftefeas*

‘JUNCO PARTNER”
'‘SUMMERTIME’'

Rtcord He. 5833 and

5833X45

Chicago, April 25 , . . Nat (King)
Cole into the Blue Mirror, Wash-
ington, May 5 . . . Dave Shapiro
pacted to manage singer Donald
Richards . . . singer Vinni De
Campo inked by General Artists

Corp. . . . Henry Okun, disk flack,

lectured on record promotion and
duties of advance man last week at

Fairlee-Dickinson College, Ruther-

ford, N. J pianist Stan Freeman
heads for Europe June 4 for sum-
mer engagaments in London and
Paris . . . Frank Culley orch opens

at Speedy’s, Philly, April 14,

Chicago
Herb Carlin is bringing in “Piano

Parade’’ package with Art Tatum
Trio, Errol Garner Trio, Meade
Lux Lewii and Fete Johnson at the

Civic Opera House April 20, He s

also promoting the Patti Page-

Frankie Laine bash at the Civic

May 10 , , . Lee Bennett, onetime

vocalist with Jan Garber and now
on WGN announcing staff, has own
band at Oh Henry ballroom . ; .

Joe Sander and Dee Carpenter’s

bands inked for Cotton Carnival,

Memphis, week of May 10 ...
Louis Armstrong does theatre date

at Fox, Detroit, May 30; goes to

the Seville, Montreal, June 12 for

a week, and then plays the Colo-

nial, Toronto, July 2 . < . Bill Dar-

nell has been set for the Es.quire

Grill, Akron, April 28.

Betty McGuire’s orch has a three

weeker at Walker Air Base, Rose-

well, New Mexico, April 30 . . .

Pee Wee King plays the Capitol

Theatre Detroit, May 7 and then

has another vaude date at the

Orpheum, Omaha, May 16 . . .

Lionel Hampton has long weekend
at the Rainbow, Denver, July 3

through 6 . . . .George Shearing

returns to the Blue Note June 13

for two frames . . . Tommy Dorwy
cut six sides for Decca here last

week. He also hired a new male

chirper, Dan Forbes, here . . - Don
Reid booked for Muehlebach,

Kansas City, May 28 for three

weeks.

Boston

Harry Marshard will baton aug-

mented orch at the MIT Assembly

Ball at Walker Memorial Hall,

April 18 . . . Jack Edwards slated

to play the Harvard Jubilee, April

19 . . . Baron Hugo prch to play the

Braves-Brooklyn opener at Braves

Field, April 15, with Bill Boyle,

ditto at the Red Sox-Philadelphia

lid lifter at Fenway Park, April 18.

Guy Lombardo inked for concert

at Symphony Hall, April 20 . . .

A1 Tine Trio, recently concluded

three-month stint at the Cactus

Room, opened at the Baccard1

Room of Providence Sheraton Bllt-

Kirby Stone Quintet comes into
Eddys April 11... Billy Williams
has left the Southern Mansion
where he has had the orch for
many months. Jim Feeney at the
piano heads the quintet which con-
tinues in the Mansion. . .Lou Math
foursome opened in Drum Room
of President Hotel Monday (7), re
placing Don Roth Trio which held
the stand for more than six months.
Roth takes over at The Oaks, Win-
ona, Minn, . . . Ray Dugan trio

moves from Penguin Room of the
Continental Hotel here to the Hol-
lywood Bar, Rochester, Minn., to
open April 28 . .

.

Gene Meigs and
His Cheshire Cats (3) open, at the
Riverside Club, Casper, Wyo.,
April 8, replacing Virgil Mason
who takes off for 11 weeks of
hookings in Florida, after which
he returns to the Riverside . . . Em-
ma Pritchard back in town after li

spell of warbling at the Pines
Club, Hot Springs, Ark. . . . Ruth
Royal returns to Tropics of the
Phillips Hotel ... Chuck Foster
orch set for the Rice Hotel, Hous-
ton, opening May 1 after a spell at

the Hotel Muehlebach here- and
string of one-nighters ...Denny
Beckner replaces Foster at the
Muehlebach.

Pittsburgh

Billy May, whose band plays .The
Gardens night of April 25 with
Patti Page and Fratolcie Laine, will

be back for a dance date, at West
View Park on May 14 . , . Dorothy
Scptt is the organist at bandleader
Tommy Carlyn’s new restaurant

and lounge in the Brentwood dis-

trict . . . Johnny Pineapple’s band
and show opens eight-week stay at

Colonial Manor on Saturday (12).

. . . Whitey Scharbo’s band closes

at Ankara on Saturday (12) and
Walter Gable goes back there the

following Monday for five weeks.
He’ll be replaced on May 19 by
Baron Elliott, in for an indefinite

stay . . . Tommy Carlyn and Baron
Elliott play for Amity Lodge at

Danceland on Monday (14) . . «

Maurice Spitalny again named con-

tractor for summer opera company
orchestra.

Inside Orchestras—Music
Recent film short for the benefit of the polio fund, in which. Richard

Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein 2d,and singer .Bill Tabbert appear, has
kicked .off the revival of “You'll Never Wall; Alone,” Tune, penned
by Rodgers .& Hammerstein for the legit musical, “Carousel,” in 1945,
was reprised by Tabbert in the pic short.

National distribution of the short has upped sheet sales and sparked
new etchings by Fred Waring on Decca, Perry Como on RCA and
Victor Marches* for M-G-M. Chappell Music is publishing. Incident-
ally, “Walk Alone,”' a ' 1941 oldie, is

.
currently hitting the comeback

trail Via display in the ’20th-Fox pic, “With a Song In My Heart.”
' 4 -

Because some longhair critics contended that all the tenors on RCA
Victor’s new album release, “10 Tenors—10 Arias,” sounded alike, the
diskery conducted a blindfold test last week for a group of trained
musicians to determine whether the charge was true. Critics’ group*
consisting of Rise Stevens, Mischa Elmaii, Regina Resnik and Man*
guerite Piazza, among others, were asked to identify various tenor
voices on wax, including those of Mario Lanza, Jussi Bjoerling, James
Melton, Jan Pearce and Ferruccio Tagliavini. Score for the whole
group was about 75% accurate.

Don Cornell played the Twin Coaches near Pittsburgh several weeks
ago at $1,000 for the week. Management asked the singer if he’d come
back in a month or so at the same money. Cornell said that was okay
with him. In the meantime, however, his Coral recording, “I’ll Walk
Alone,” started to climb up among the bestsellers. Wben Twin Coaches
contacted Cornell’s agent the other day about returning for the verbal
commitment, the ex-Sammy Kaye vocalist’s asking price had gone
up to almost double the previous salary—$1,750 to be exact.

A special program to mark the 25th anniversary of Bing Crosby's
first recording to have been aired over the British Broadcasting Corp.
network will take place next Thursday (17). The original disk, “Side
By Side,” recorded with Paul Whiteman’s orchestra, will introduce the
program. Recordings will be a selection of top recordings made with
Johnny Mercer, the Andrew Sisters, Louis Armstrong and Bing’s 19-
year-old son, Gary Crosby.

In transmission, the Broadcast Music, Inc.’s “Grassroots” story in
last week’s Variety was garbled. One sentence read, “Haverlin re-
ported his pet project—expanded airing of longhair music—is not pay-
ing off promotion-wise .for stations, but is sound business.” It should
have read, . . is not 6nly paying off, etc.”

NBC-Korda
SS Continued from page

run features at a time when such
film is becoming increasingly dif-

ficult to obtain in the pix-to-teevee
market. Inasmuch as the net would
get video rights from the pix, it’s

believed that the runs would be un-
limited, and this is probably where
the web would get off the hook
financially. .

Korda plans to import at least

two American stars for each of his

pix, to give the product b.o. value
in this country.

If the deal is consummated, it

would mark the first time first-run
pix were ever shown on television.

Both Korda and the net would es-

cape any difficulties with the
American Federation of Musicians
or the talent guild on coin, since
their regulations don’t apply to
films made abroad.

ODHOPOSOFF TOUR
,
Violinist Ricardo Odnpposoff is

leaving today (Wed.) for a Euro-
pean tour.

Abel’s ‘David’

Walter Abel, who appeared on

Broadway recently in “‘The Long

Watch,” will show up in a new

guise next Tuesday (15) at Car-

negie Hall, N. Y.

Abel will be narrator with the

Philadelphia Orchestra in a per-

formance of Honegger’s symphonic

psalm, “King David.” Theodora

Branton, Bevely Anne Wolff, David

Poleri and Helen Colbert will be

song soloists, and Eugene Ormandy
VilKconduct.

BILLY ECKSTINE
SINGS

KISS
OF

FIRE
MGM 11225

K 11225

NEVER
LIK
THIS

79 RPM
45 RPM

M G M RECORDS
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Night Chit Reviews

ItI ii^ Angel? IV* V. •

Les Freres JcCcques (4), Queenie
Leonard, Anita Ellis, Harry Bela

-

fonte; $5 minimum.

This
1

class eastside boite has
come up with an unbalanced and
mediocre 'show currently! Layout
is short on comedy turns, over-
board on vocalists and snagged by.

language difficulties supplied by
an imported French turn,.' Les
Freres Jacques (New Acts). Queen-
ie Leonard, a British songstress, is

also reviewed under New Acts.

Most effective on the bill IS

Anita Ellis, who debuted earlier

this year at La Vie En Rose, an-
other eastside club. Miss Ellis is

a solid song stylist with a bright
delivery both on ballads and the
rhythm items. A looker, she also

shows considerable savvy in pitch-
ing up her numbers for this room's
clientele. Her best, which she uses
for a finale, is “Put The Blame On
Marne,” clever ditty.

• Held over from the last few
shows for another week, Harry
Belafonte also impresses with his

repertory of folk songs. Belafonte
has a suitable dramatic style on
such items as “John Henry,” Ca-
lypso tunes and an Afro-Brazilian
chant. Once a pop tune cropner,
Belafonte has found a surefire for-
mat for class niteries with liis folk
tune pitch. Herm.

Ainbassttflor Hotel? L. A.
(COCOANUT GROVE)

Los Angeles, April ,3.

The Continentals (4), udth Ivan
MacIntyre; Walter Gross

}
Eddie

Bergman Orch (16), with Bob
Lido. $1.50, $2 cover.

One of the better new singing
groups to come along in a consid-
erable period, the Continentals are
sparking Coast interest in this
western bow. Initial reaction in-
dicates they can develop a follow-
ing although their current stand,
spanning Holy Week, probably
won't be a good indication of their
draw.

Quartet works well, packing a
load of entertainment -into a 30-

Columbia Records

KEN

GRIFFIN
Currently

ORPHEUM THEATRE
Omaha, Nebraska

Direction: MILO STILT
Mutual Entertainment Agtncy

203 N Wabash Chicago 1, 111.

minute stint as topper of current
bill. Harmonics are topnotch and
they pace the stint’ effectively with
good special-material stuff. There's
nostalgia value in their “Wizard
of Oz” and “Barbershop'” medleys
and the stuff, is well sold. An oc-

casional .
whistling solo by one of

the lads highlights their orchestral
effeots to good response. Act hits

a peak with a song version of

“Casey at the Bat” that’s acted out
for added yocks, and though there’s
a resemblance to Red Skelton’s
familiar baseball player routine, it

doesn’t jar.

Pianist-composer Walter Gross
is badly spotted as an opener.. His
initialer “Rhapsody in Blue,”
comes- too soon after Eddie Berg-
man’s house orch delivers “Swed-
ish Rhapsody” ana is vitiated by
a . full-length and somewhat over-
orchestrated treatment. He scores,

of course, with his own “Tenderly”
to bow off and return to his regu-
lar chores in the hotel’s smaller
Casino Room. Opening-night stint

was badly lighted to make it more
difficult

7 for him to showcase
properly.
Bergman crew is, as always, im-

peccable in backing the Continen-
tals and the well-stocked library
of danceable arrangements insures
pleasure for the terp-happy
patrons. Kap.

Hotri Nicollet, Mpls.
(MINN. TERRACE)

Minneapolis, April 5.

Beachcombers (4), Cecil Golly
Orch (9) with Mildred Stanley;
$2.50-$3.50 minimum.

On their first Minneapolis ap-
pearance, the Beachcombers have
no difficulty in establishing them-
selves among the^ top-drawer
groups of their kind’ to play this
chichi room. They deliver a fast
and lively potpourri of song,
fancily dressed up with accom-
panying business, that makes for
solid entertainment. Customer ap-
proval comes easily.

Bringing new and. original treat-
ment to surefire numbers, they in-
terject enough nifty dancing and
clowning into the vocalizing to
give their offerings the sort of pro-
duction proportions which are es-
sential for lifting such singing
units into the higher brackets.
Along with neat lighting and
clever routining that provides
'change of pace, it all spells boff
showmanship.
The three personable young men

and the tiny, dainty Hawaiian miss
lean toward songs of the island,
but the performance includes suf-
ficient musical diversification to
avoid satiation. Their Voices blend
well, the high spirits and anima-
tion aren’t overdone, and the in-
troductory verbiage for the songs
is meritoriously brief and pat. At
show caught, they did “Sands of
Waikiki,” “Mahdy,” “Maui,” “That
Lucky Old Sun,” “Skip to My
Lou,” “Hallelujah,” “You’ll Never
Walk Alone” and “Hawaiian War
Chant” without wearing out their
welcome.
The Cecil Golly orch and its

singer, Mildred Stanley, continue
as prime local favorites. Rees.

Hotel St. Begin, N» Y.
(MAISONETTE)

(Followup)
The intimate class dining-supper

spots are Yvette’s metier, and her
date at the St. Regis’ Maisonette
points up that factor strongly. The
blonde songstress, singing better
than ever and with ever-increasing
showmanship, has been doing a
distinctive job in her-four-weeker
here. Add to this -her nifty gown-
ing, overall attractiveness and good
routining.

In a class spot such as the St.

Regis there can be no room for the
ordinary run of tunes by a song-
stress, especially when she is the
bill’s sole interest. Singling and
playing the dinner show only,
Yvette has been wise in doing prac-
tically all special material num-
bers, and she sells them* strongly.
Her opener, a paraphrased “You’re
Lovely to Look at, is a greeting to
her audience and sets her solidly.
She next does “Sur les Quais du
Vieux Paris," which is done well
and is important in that spot be-
cause it strengthens her Gallic
billing. “Hotels Smarter Than
People” is something from which
she extracts the comedy inherent
in the lyrics, always making it cute
and never giving it the vulgarity
*that some singers elect. Her South
Afipcan folk, medley is a good
change of pace, and so is the fol-
lowup “Movie House on Park Ave.”
The latter, too, is something done
with good taste and achieving the
necessary lyrical comedy.

“Shall We Dance,” from “King
and I,” is likewise effective, and
her walkoff number is the amusing
fractured-French .polyglot of the
girl who loved unwisely.

,

RusseH Nype. doubling from
Call Me Madam, handles the solo

spotting for the supper show (Re-
viewed in issue of March 12).

Kahn.

Bescrt Inn, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, April 1.

Lou Walters’ {,Latin Quarter Re-
vue,” with Frank Libuse & Margot
Brander, Darvas 3c Julia, Marilyn
Ross, Collette Fleuriot, Andre
Phillipe, Les Pabios (2), Geneve
Dorn, Gay & Harry Wells, -Enid
Wallen, Mullen^ Sisters, Lyn Allen,
Lee Perkins, Latin Quarter Line
(20); Carlton Hayes Orch (11),
conducted by Walter Nye; staged
by Natascha Kamarova; costumes
by Freddie Wittop and Elizabeth
Adlon; . no qover or minimum.

Lou Walters obviously spared no
pains or moola to make this new
“Latin Quarter Revue” his most
lavish production to date. 'Poten-
tial audiences here will obviously
spare no extra effort or moola to
trek to the Desert Inn for the next
four frames'. What the magic name
already doesn’t mre, word-of-
mouth will assure in ropes-up biz.

It happens with this revue that
the local viewing is one of the rare
instances where outlander audi-
ences have first gander before New
Yorkers—other than those who
made Miami Beach their home
during the recent season. This

• revue was the big money-maker
at the Florida spa, with its combo
of sock acts plus spectacular cos-
tuming, all in spicy Gallic flavor-
ing.

Darvas Sc Julia are all that has
been raved and more. Through-

THE

MANDARINS
Just Concluded:

Television

ED WYNN SHOW
FRANK SINATRA SHOW

Motion Pictures

"HONG KONG"
(Paramount)

HI

%

Mandarins hava Oriental polish and perfection in all
acro-nipups. Three guys and gal set up pyramids,
break to duet arm balancing, single plate spinning
daxzler while headstanding on turning divot. Spec-
tacular divo through hoop of knives and burning torches,
gives thrill. One momber exhibits peak ability on hori-
zontal bar, others hoadsiand on pate sans holding,
twirling rings. All tricks receive well-earned mitts."

—VARIETY

"HOLIDAY RHYTHM
(Lippert)

Night Clubs

Representation:
MCA

FLAMINGO HOTEL
(Las Yegas) .

MATES HOTEL
(Ran*)

out the pair's- amazing, six-minute
dazzler, each trick electrifies with
segue Into another even more out-
standing. ’ From Darvas’ rapid
whirling pf his partner into some
difficult warmups for mounting
thrills, the act never stops. Darvas
at one point holds Julia on ' ex-
tended arm while she contorts
backward, with torso at complete
right angle to her gams. Flip-off
and recovery are masterful bits

of timing.
Tension from audience is evoked

during the highspot, when the
couple mount an elevated platform
and Darvas holds Julia aloft via
one arm. He gives her a fling
into a parabola of 10 feet where
she lands in a split. Deafening
ovation greets showstopping team,
Frank Libuse takes over his cus-

tomary role before showtime with
zany mad waiter frantics for good'
warmup. Returns for closing slot

aided by his excellent foil, Margot
Brander. With latter’s mock
coloratura trilling broken up con-
stantly by ribtickling Libuse slap-

stick, house is kept in constant up-
roar. Marilyn Ross is a fine addi-
tion to the revue. Her brassy
tones etch production numbers as
well as medley from “42nd Street,”
blending with “Place Pigalle,” “La
Vie En Rose.”

Delightful Collette Fleuriot adds
sexy zing with legit French music-
hall color. Startles with her half-
and-half sailor Sc girl terps, plus
later near-nude parade and song
duet with Andre Phillipe, “Mile.
Du Paris.”' She becomes a main
focal point in finaie with torso ex-
posure while * reining a papier-
mache horse and chirping. Andre
Phillipe clicks with warm per-
sonality while warbling “C’est Si
Bon” and pairing with Mile.
Fleuriot.
Les Pabios offer offbeat terpery

with male’s mechanical soldier an-
tics which -allows for some knock-
about of cute femme partner. Gay
& Harry Wells dish up some clever
footwork as intro to Collette
Fleuriot’s half-and-half exhibit.

Seldom before—at least not
here—has a line been shown- to

such advantage. In spite of crowd-
ing 18 femmes on floor many
times, display is tops. Opening
“Artists’ Ball” is eye-popping
melange of gorgeous frames well
revealed. Featured showgals—and
draped to show fine points—are
Lyn Allen and .Lee Perkins. Tra-
ditional “Can-Can” features aero
work of Mullen .Sisters, squeals
and flings of Enid Wallen. Finale
of harlequin costumes, with added
carousel effect beneath stroblight-
ing, is magnificent curtain to a
well-integrated 70 minutes' of top-
flight production. Geneve Dorn
has her moments in this with some
baton flinging among line terps
with bells and still more revealing,
perambulations. Will.

E<l«lys% K. €.
Kansas City, April 2.

Helene & Howard; Charles Fred-
ericks, Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1
cover.

t
‘

The Lenten season notwithstand-
ing, the Eddys have gone ahead
with their lineup of strong book-
ings and are giving the customers
two-ply entertainment this session.
The combination blends. songs and
comedy antics in generous propor-
tion arid holds a lively pace
throughout.

Musical portion is ably handled
by Charles Fredericks who .goes
right to work singing them straight,
but good, with addition of good i

deal of personality and infoririality i

to his well-rounded baritone. He
leads off with “I’d Like To Get
Acquainted,” his own tune, offers
a powerful “Because of You,” and
switches to a spiritual, “G.l o r y
Road,” in a more conversational
style.

Second
.
set is at the keyboard

where he vocals a trio of folk
songs. Finishes with session of
sweeten tunes, doing “Make Be-
lieve” from his Broadway “Show
Boat” stand and “Loveliest Night 1

of the Year.”

As with Fredericks, it’s a first
club, date here for wacky duo of
Patrice Helene & Jan Howard and
their sessions of satire and zany-
isms. Their straight ballroom terp
start quickly breaks away 'into pan-
tomime and satire with femme
taking the comedy lead. There’s
an inning of gypsy ribbing and
toying with the ringsiders, and
then a dialog bit in guys and dolls
fashion which is good for hearty
response.

Howard has an inning to kid
Frankie Laine and Billy Daniels
and gives the shock treatment a
la Johnnie Ray. Two then swing
into their new • bit with gal ifl

shaggy wig and male getup and
store of gags which runs their tom-
foolery to new highs. There’s a
session of takeoffs on Truman and
Churchill, Barry Fitzgerald, “De-
tective Story” and a final terp in
which they reel off some genuine
rhythms and acrobatic work. Plenty
of laughs in this one,

.
Quin.

April 9, 19j>2

Falmer IKoiise. Oil
(Empire room)

_ _ .

Chicago, April 3.
Kay Thompson 3c Williams Bm

(4), Pierre D’Angelo & Ann
tin Bros. (2), Merriel Abbott n?

r'

cm (8), Eddie O'Neal Orel
$3.50 minimum, $.1 cover. *

There’s a show biz adage which
is one- of most over-used and°bvi™s lead-ins that thereis—its the “I was on the wav tomy dressing room when I heard
the applause and had to come
5?

C
i

kV*Ti

he ba?kneyed and non!
real bit has taken on new glosshere with the appearance of KavThompson & the Williams BrosSwank c

Jl
arit^ crowd

. normally a
cold audience cheered, stamped!
and whistled, holding up proceed

i
ngS

,o°w
the °PeRinS night Thurs-

^a3m 3 m
r2,
re than three minutes

until Miss Thompson came back
on the floor. It was not only a
tribute to the chanteuse

. but also
to the Williams Bros., who are
more than ever an integral part
of her act. There’s nothing new
in her stmt this time around ex-
cept the welcome back of the freres
and also Miss Thompson’s new
hair-do, which is less harsh and
more feminine. She. seems to have
more vitality, if that’s possible
cavorting for over 30 minutes with
no apparent letup.

After the special “Hello” intro,
she socks across the hilarious story
of the poor little kept girl, who
aspires to the ballet and makes it
the hard way. Laughs are hard and
•heavy with blonde giving forth with
the delicatd bumps and rolls. Dance
and choral backing on this and

,

other numbers by the Williams
Bros., is pretty close to the old
Greek chorus ensemble idea.
“Suzette ” also the tale of a way-
ward miss and her numerous
swains, ends in a jive session and
hefty handclapping. There’s a
quick one about life and then a
sharp cutting about various phases
of show business with the males
hawking chocolate bars at a burley
show and finally acting as the un-
derpining of a high wire act.

It’s all clinched tightly by th®

(Continued on page 62)

JAN PEERCE
TV Appearances

BURL IVES
Florida Engagements

TONY and
SALLY DE MARCO

Florida Engagements

RHYTHM ON ICE

REYUE
Casablanca Hotel*

Miami Beach
Olympia Theater, Miami

Rtcmntly Booked hy

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
152 W. 54th St. I 400 Lincoln Rd.

Haw York I Miami Beach

HERBERT MARKS
wish** to thank th* following op-

erators for tiles* ricent bookings

POLLACK BROS. CIRCUS
Whit* Plains Auditorium, N. Y.

Gasparilla Festival, Tampa
Entertainment

Latin American Fiesta, Tampa
Mm*Ic

s
and Entertainment

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
152 W. 54th St. 1500 Lincoln Rd.

New York Miami Beach

JACK DENTON
LPf GREATEST COMEDIAN
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Increasing importance of theatri--

cal time on the arena* circuit is

illustrated by the fact that the

Arena Managers. Assn, ha* called

its first semi-annual booking meet-

ing for April 22 in New York.

Gathering will discuss a prospec-

tus of attractions which AMA has

lined up for fall and winter book-

,D

It’s expected that 32 members
arenas will attend, and affrmative

decision to buy the names being

offered will provide the nucleus of

a long tour. In addition* AMA
routes for other auditorium owners
and thus will be able to work up
a juicy trek.

This month's powwow will be in

addition to the annual AMA* con-

fab which takes place in August in

Atlantic City. Theatrical bookings
have always been discussed at the

resort palaver.

Names of the shows being lined

up for prospective arena tours
haven’t been divulged, but it’s

likely that a lineup such as the
Frankie Laine-Patti Page show
which opens the arena circuit

Saturday (12) in Washington will

be discussed. . Shows - accepted at

this meet will probably get the
cream AMA bookings..

Lillie Delays N.Y. Palace

Stand Till Late in Year;

Hutton Advance Near 40G
Beatrice Lillie, who was slated to

follow Betty Hutton into the Pal-

ace, N. Y., two-a-day, has post-

poned her date at the theatre, and,
will appear there in the fall. No-
replacement has- been set yet. Miss
Lillie, who was to have started
May 10, prefers to do video dates
during the spring and summer and
save her personal appearances for
latter part of -the year.
Meanwhile, the advance for Miss

Hutton’s Palace date starting Sat-

urday (12) is expected to hit
* around $40,000. This would be
more than the pre-opening sale of

Judy Garland, who holds the house
record for both grosses and lon-

gevity of run. Miss Garland’s ad-

vance amounted to $29,000.
Rest of the bill will include Herb

Shriner, Borrah ’ Mlnevitch’s 'Ras-
cals, Skylarks, Dassie Bros., and
Andre, Andree & Bonnie. Latter
were slated for a previous bill, but
were forced to postpone the date
because of illness.

Palace has been closed for near-
ly three weeks after the run of the
Jose Greco, Olsen & Johnson and
Jackie Miles layout.

Booking Conflict Steers

Johnnie to Pitt Stanley
Pittsburgh, April 8.

It’s the Stanley, the WB de
luxer, and not the rival Loew’s
Penn that gets Johnnie Ray, the
“Cry” baby. Stanley had Ray orig-

inally set for early in May, but
when that conflicted with an
earlier booking for him at the Ori-

ental in Chicago, rumors arose
here that Penn had outbid the
Warner house for his package. .

That’s not so, however. Stan-
ley merely pushed the date back,
and Ray’s signed, sealed and de-
livered for week of June 20 with
his regular unit, headed by Joey
Adams and the Pickerts. ' Stanley
has nothing set for its stage until

he comes in. Penn, on the other
hand, has one presentation—Les
Paul & Mary Ford and Richard
Hayes—set for May 3, and Four
Aces and Margaret Whiting for

June 6.

Pitt Ankara Returns

Ge(h Arnold Ice Unit
Pittsburgh, April 8.

Ice shows go back into the An-
kara next Monday (14) for a sum-
mer and fall run. The last rink
unit at Charlie Jamal’s big room
on Route 51 stayed there from
Easter through New Year’s—with
frequent changes in personnel, of
course—and the same thing's ex-
pected to happen again this year.
Units will be produced by George

Arnold, who also staged previous
frosted entertainments at Ankara,
and he’ll also be featured along
with Phil Richards in the reopen-
ing revue. They’ve been big b.o.
consistently for Jamal.

Tex. Circuser Out on Bond
In Ex-Pard’s Theft Rap

Austin, Tex., April 8.
Benjamin C. Davenport, a circus

owner, was bound over to a Fed-
eral grand jury last Thursday (3)
after his former partner, Harry
Hammill, of Hondo, testified Dav-
enport was the only one who could
have stolen $83,750 from him in
1950.

Davenport was released on $10,-
000 bond following a preliminary
hearing. The case will probably go
before a grand jury which con-
venes May 5. in San Antonio,

The duo. operated Austin Bros.
Circus and Dailey Bros. Circus,
Hammill now is owner-operator of
a Hondo drive-in theatre.

Mastin Banned

In Canada; Trio

Shuffs to Butf
The Will Mastin Trio was pre-

vented by Canadian immigration
authorities from playing a nitery
date in Canada last week. For un-
disclosed reasons involving Mastin,
entry into that country was not
permitted.

Trio was to have played the
Chez Paree, Montreal. As a result,
Larry Adler, appearing at Seville
Theatre, was pressed into service
for the first two performances and
Blackburn Twins with Pam Cavan
came in after Adler. The Mastin
Trio went into the Town Casino,
Buffalo, instead, although only the
one member of the act was in-

volved in the ban.

An ironic angle is^that the Chez
management two'years ago booked
the trio into the spot at $750
weekly for two weeks. As events
turned out, the cafe was unable to
play the act. Mastin Trio went to
arbitration and Chez was forced to
pony up $1,500. It’s the manage-
ment’s feeling now that if they
were able to play the act at that
time, they would have saved the
$1,500 since the performers
couldn’t have come in anyway.

Jan August to Preem

Del Cafe’s New Location
v Detroit, April 8.

Yeamans’ Supper Club moves
across the street from its present
location in downtown Detroit

next Monday (14), with Jan Au-
gust headlining the housewarming
show. Move was necessitated when
lease ran out.

It cost $100,000 to refurbish the

new quarters. Main dining room
seats 180 persons, about the same
as in old spot. Stage is attached

to
f
,the bar. There are also a stag

bar and banquet rooms.
Yeamans’ will continue its policy

of one-act name entertainment
plus music for dancing, with three

shows nightly.

Thugs Take 2 Cafes

In Philly for $5,100
Philadelphia, April 8.

Bandits had an active weekend,
knocking off two cafes in the

Philadelphia area. At the Old
Mill Inn, near Media, three thugs

escaped with $1,800 in cash ahd

jewelry valued at $2,100, early

Saturday morning (5).

The Chimney House, in Penn-
sauken Township, New Jersey,

was held up early the next morn-
ing (6) by a pair who got away
with $1,200 in cash.

REY-G0MEZ RECITAL
Federico Rey and Pilar Gomez

will give a dance recital at Central

High School of Needle Trades,

N. Y. t
April 19.

Rey designed all of the costumes

for this recital.

April Stevens, vocalist, has

opened a two-weeker at the Sham-
rock Hotel, Houston, supported by
tapster Johnny Mack and Henry
King orch.

Ethel Smith’s NX Cafe

Debut at Pierre Hotel
Ethel Smith and Nelle Fisher A?

Jerry Ross have been signed for
the Cotillion Room of the Pierre
Hotel, N, Y., starting May- 6.

It’s Miss Smith’s first cafe date
in New York. Fisher & Ross,
dancing regulars on tele’s “Your
Show of Shows,” previously played
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.

A.C. Awaits Key

Easter As Wmds

Chill Palm Draw
Atlantic City, April 8.

Chills, winds and overcast skies
cut the Palm Sunday (6) crowd con-
siderably here. While the weather
worked against the resort, the
crowds were called “very good” by
Chamber of Commerce officials.

Despite the gusts, the city’s pro-
motion of selecting the 10 best
hatted women went forward as
planned. Those picked by the
judges appeared at Press Club
headquarters in Convention Hall
and were awarded diamond-stud-
ded gold bracelets.

Hotel reservations had been good
for the holiday, the loss coming
from influx of the one-day visitor
who drives down to enjoy the Palm
Sunday parade. Bad weather out-
doors meant better

,
b.o.‘ for film

theatres, bars and restaurants,
With a break in the spring

weather, some indication of what
kind of a season Is in store for this

resort will be on the books after
next Sunday night (13) as the an-
nual Easter parade is staged. For
years a good Easter crowd has been
indicative of a good summer sea-
son and in most instances the
Easter forecast has been found to
be very accurate.
Most businessmen ' here are

watching the Weatherman with one
eye but meantime making plans for
the biggest Easter of them all.

Top spot to open for the Easter
weekend is George A. Hamid’s
Steel Pier, with Frances Langford
headlining the stage show, sup-
ported by Berk & Hollow, Pat Hill

and Larry Delma, Milt Douglas and
Priscilla and the Ming Sing Stars.

Tony Pastor orch plays the Marine
Ballroom.
The best dressed woman in the

Easter parade will be selected dur-
ing the height of the promenade.
Both nightclubs and hotel grills are
preparing to capitalize on the holi-

day crowds, arranging special

Easter Saturday night entertain-

ment which includes late supper at

prices ranging from $20 down.
Pic houses will offer usual mid-

night jshows and there will be
scores of private parties on the isl-

ands and in spots along the main-
land.

Steel Pier will be the locale of

the annual Absecon Island sunrise

service, while off shore a similar

service will be held at Reade’s
drive-in theatre.

AGVA NIXES WAIVERS

ON ICER’S NAVY DATE
Hollywood, April 8.

Ice-sliow promoter George Ar-
nold’s request to American Guild

of Variety Artists for waiver of

salaries for eight performers in

three-day show before U. S. Naval
Base at San Diego was nixed last

week, with Arnold ordered to post

a $500 bond.
According to Eddie Rio, AGVA

Coast rep, Arnold said he had been
given $1,200 by the Naval base, but
wanted to rent equipment for $250,

use the rest of the coin to send
for his own equipment in Miami,
and his pitch to guild was that in

this way he could provide work
for the eight But AGVA put the

brakes on that plan, made him
cough up for the performers.

Hamilton’s Comeback
Halifax, N. S., April 8.

After being on the shelf as an
entertainer for about 30 .years,

Ross Hamilton, of Great Village,

N. S., has launched a comeback.
He started acting as a professional

while a soldier in the Canadian
army overseas, his groove being

femme impersonation. He was a

member of a troupe which loured

army camps.

I

New York.

Bartender’s Widow Sues
St. Loo Cafe for 30G

St Louis, April 8.

Alleging that a section of the
floor behind the bar in the Cotton
Club, midtown nitery, collapsed
June 18, fatally injuring her hus-
band who was on duty a* a bar-
tender, Mrs, Ruby Hursey last week
filed suit in the local Circuit Court
asking for $30,000.
Mrs. Hursey’s petition claims

that as a result of a broken ankle
her husband’s left leg was ampu-
tated and he died on May 2, 1951,
while still under treatment. Frank
Muchnick, operator of the club, and
Pearl Gordon, owner of the build-
ing, were named defendants.

Equitable’s 'Work

Or Walk’ Edict To

Texas’ McCarthy
Glenn McCarthy's battle with

the Equitable Life Assurance So-
ciety, which holds the liens on the
Shamrock Hotel, Houston, has
reached the point where the insur-
ance company has told the hotelier
and oil .magnate to concentrate on
these two holdings or get out of
the operation. McCarthy Oil &
Gas Company is also involved.
McCarthy owes Equitable $34,-

000,000 and is in arrears on amor-
tization payments. The insurance
company stepped in and took over
the properties which McCarthy is

managing.
Recently, McCarthy started or-

ganization of a new company which
was being underwritten, by the
Houston investment’ firm of Chris-
tie A Co. Equitable then told Mc-
Carthy that he couldn't devote full

time to the holdings which he is

now managing and the new firm as
well. Ousting of McCarthy from
the hotel and oil firm’s manage-
ment would be a prelude to fore-

closure.

The Shamrock Hotel is one of

the more important talent buyers
in the southwest.

Jo Stafford a Smash In

London,Palladium Debut
London, April 8.

Jo Stafford, making heij Palla-

dium 'debut, scored a boffo recep-
tion and drew capacity business at

her opening performance yesterday
(Mon.). The singer received a

mounting ovation for an 11-number
routine of contrasting tunes. Ac-
centing charm and style, she did

a solid 40 minutes and begged off

with customers clamoring.
Pat Henning, who was booked

in almost at the last minute, clicked

In a laugh-laden routine, while
Frank Ross & Anita La Pierre got

a nifty reception.
Bill also included Salici Puppets,

Peter Sellers, Five Talo Boys,
Pauline Grant Ballet, Louise and
her Dogs and Pony, and the Pal-

ladium Tiller Girls. Layout is in

for two weeks.

To Audit Canton Aud.

Editor. Variety:
Perhaps X should pay no more

attention to George Kaufman’s
stated aversion to night clubs than
I would to any other uninformed
person. I doubt if Mr.. Kaufman
has been in a night club in Iff

years. I have never seen him In
the Latin Quarter, the Copacabana
or the Riviera. Apparently Mr.
Kaufman gets his information from
the reading of lurid, dated litera-

ture of the prohibition era when
every hack-door speakeasy, which
Mr. Kaufman may have visited,

was called a night dub. Even irt

those days there were many fine

establishment*, with well-produced
shows, which seiwed good food,*
kept within the limit of every law,
kept-" their self-respecting head*
and showed a profit,

The Shuberts, Flo Ziegfeld, Earl
Carroll, George White, Billy Rose
and Michael Todd all ran and some
of them got their starts in night
clubs. Monte Proser, the producer
of several shows, Including “High
Button Shoes,” ran and is running
a night club.

It is difficult to see a Broadway
musical, a television or radio pro-
gram, or a motion picture without
seeing artists who received their
start, schooling, became famous
and made a pot of money out of
night clubs: * Jimmy Durante,
Sophie Tucker, Beatrice Lillie,

Betty Hutton, Martin & Lewis,
Milton Berie, Sam Le^enson,
Martha Raye, Danny Thomas,
Danny Kaye, Arlene Dahl, Virginia
Mayo, Frank Sinatra, Paul White-
man, Guy Lombardo, Jack Cole,
Lena Horne, Carmen Miranda, Can-
men Amaya and many others.
The night clubs have brought to

America more stars than any other
branch of show business: Maurice
Chevalier, Edith Piaf, Charle*
Trenet, Jean Sablon, Victor Borge,
Grade Fields and dozens of other*.
The night dubs' of New York are
as necessary to the attraction of
visitors as Is any other one factor,

(Continued on* page 05)

Tommy Trinder’s Big B.O.

Trans-Canada Rates Him

Dominion Repeat in ’53

Toronto, April 8.

With a fortnight’s big gross of
$43,560 at the Royal Alexandra
here, plus a four-week whirlwind
cross Canada tour of split weeks
and auditorium one-nighters for

$127,940, Tommy Trinder, cockney
comedian heading his “Royal Com-
mand Music Hall Varieties,” will

be back next season for another
Dominion junket. Meanwhile,
after his first visit to Canada,
Trindler immediately embarks on
a six-month toui of Australia and
New Zealand, set by Lew & Leslie

Grade Agency.
Trinder tour was' the brainchild

of Ernest Rawley, manager of the
Royal Alexandra. On a recent trip

to London, he induced the comic
to make a ' trans-Canada tour on
behalf of Variety Village, the resi-

dential vocational school • in

Toronto financed by Tent 28 of the
International Variety Clubs. With
Trinder taking a 50% cut in

salary, plus other British vaude
acts, something over $30,000 will

be turned into the Variety Village

coffers.

" Books on City’s Request
Canton, O., April 8.

The municipal Memorial Audi-
torium here was reported about
$15,000 ahead of expenses in its

first six months of operation by
Ralph Smith, manager, after City

Councilman Herbert Buker asked
that a three-man committee be
named to investigate the financial

condition of the million-dollar

building.
Buker proposed an increase in

auditorium rates, and suggested
that the books of the L. C. L. Pres-
entations, Inc., the auditorium’s
majpr booking agency, be ex-

amined. The latter is fighting any.

increase, and offered its books to

Buker to bolster its stand.

Smith said an immediate audit

of the auditorium’s books would be
made.

Jackie Kannon will make his
N. Y. bow at the Latin Quarter
May 11 following the |

,un of Joey
Bishop.

Lent, Holy Week Give

N.G. Complexion to N.O.
New Orleans, April 8.

Biz In niteries, theatres and
other entertainment centres is way
off this, week due to Lent and es-
pecially Holy Week. Bourbon St.,

in the historic Vieux Carre, where
the city’s hot spot and swing
places are a# numerous as flies, i*

taking it off the chin as a result.

Faring much better are top spots,

but they too are way down.
Weekenders have been keeping

most of the smaller niteries liv-

ing, if not thriving, past few
months. Most of the bistros are
content to rock along minus out-
standing attractions until after

Easter.

Biggest draw presently on strip

row is Kalantan, who has been
more or less the magnet since the
Mardi Gras season, attracting

steady flow of male trade.
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; Falwer Hvhm, Chi
usual English drawing room patter.

Where Miss Thompson's act was
(characterized with more choreog-
raphy last year, now it's a better,

sharper and more commercial
presentation, with the lads back
again.

Pierre D'Angelo Sc Ana are tal-

lormade for this room with the pair

scoring on straight baliroomology*

Duo is making its third visit here

and cop lush hand with lilting

“Holiday For Stringy” Team al-

most has the room- down to. a hush
as they twirl to “Speak Low," and
follow with “Clair De Lune."
There's a little afterpiece done to

a French medley for a neat bqwoff.

Martin Bros, have some clever

marionettes starting out with Conga
dancers and skeletons,' but a de-

jected clown is still the best

crowd-pleaser of them all. Buffoon,

whose broken balloon sets him
crying, is almost lifelike. Abbott
dancers repeat one number and
have another which serves as an
intro to the main act, with lasses

wielding brooms and feather dus-

ters.. Eddie O'Neal ties the show
together as emcee and does equally

well fronting the orch. Zabe,

\ Steuben,9*, Boston.
Boston, April 5.

Don Dennis, Lauretta St Clymas,
Neal Stanley, Chia & Somay, Tony
Bruno Orch (6), Harry Fink Trio

;

minimum $2,501

Current layout at this popular
Vienna Room stacks as above aver-
age and should help offset biz
doldrums synonymous with Holy
Week when the word gets arOund.
It's fast, bright and with no dead
spots.

Bill tees off with the boy and
girl Oriental duo, Chia Sc Somay,
In a nifty sesh of hand balancing,
lifts, back flips and aero tricks.

Highlight of stanza is furnished' by
the lad, who dives through three
hoops into which 24 knives

, have
been inserted, barely missing the

HENRI
FRENCH
Currently Appearing

HENRY GRADY HOTEL
Atlanta, Georgia

#

Persona! Management

SAM ROBERTS
203 N. Wakeuh Aye., Chicago

blades in flight. Trick grabbed neat
reaction.

Neal Stanley, who quit show biz

for a brief fling in the business
world, is back, and uncorks a series

of impreshes for neat results. By-
passing' many of the hackeneyed
subjects for carboning, he scores

okay with Donald Duck, Red Skel-
ton’s “little Boy;" Akim Tamiroff,
Groucho .Marx! and Frank Fontaine.
However, at request of ringsiders,

he includes impresh of conversa-
tion between Bette Davis and Jerry
Lewis,

.
winding with Cagney- as

George M. Cohan.

In closing spot are Laurette &
Clymas, a satirical terp duo who
poke- fun at their more serious
counterparts cavorting through a

South American routine, the cur-
rently popular East Indian terping,
and include their version of actions,

of a dance duo, newly married and
after three

,
years, (In circa '90 cos-

tumes), they enter on a wheelless
bike frame for a zany panto bit

while seated- on a park bench,
hypoed by the musical cues adeptly
handled by the Tony Bruno crew.
Gal's mugging and deadpan intro-

ing aid the overall Impact with
pair grabbing nifty mitt action
throughout. Wind with a straight
version of Viennese waltz, just to

prove tbay can be serious.

Bill is, as usual, slickly emceed
by Don Dennis, who grabs the spot-
light for vocalizing of “Swanee,"
“Wheel of Fortune" and “Babalu"
for oke results. Backgrounding is

neatly supplied by Tony Bruno who
splits customer terping chores with
subtle’ Latino rhythms of Harry
Fink's trio. Elie.

Cafe de Paris, Condon
London, April 4.

Dwight Fiske, Sydney Simone
and Winston Lee orchs; $5.50 mini-
mum.

Current attraction at this chic
nitery is American Dwight Fiske,
a newcomer to the local scene with
an act that breaks away from most
conventional standards. Artist -re-

lies entirely on original material,
has the stage to himself and pro-
vides ’his own piano accompani-
ment for routine of sljt numbers.
Humor and sophistication char-

acterize the material. And each
number is a separate and distinct
performance with Fiske enacting
all the situations. His timing and
gestures are immaculate and the
show receives an appreciative mitt
from a receptive audience.

Pattern of the act is clearly set
with his intro number, “Stella, a
Pure White Mouse," a sad tale of a
rodent who strays from home m
search of romance. From there he
follows through with other lyrics
iii the same key, including “Case
142," the story of a

.
psychiatrist,

and winds up with “Sunday Morn-
ing Hangover" and “Mrs. Pelty-
bowl." Latter number has an in-
digo streak which is enjoyed by
this smart sophisticated patronage.

Terping music is ably contri-
buted by the two resident orchs
maestroed by Sydney Simone and
Winston Lee. Myro.

IAb Rubra Bleu, IN'#

(FOLLOWUr)
Tony and A1 Mfcle hivt refur-

bished their show of" lottg standing
so that accent is now on comedy.
In place of Ronnie Graham, who
has left the proceedings to assume
a role in the Leonard Slllman legit

musical, “New Faces of 1952,"

Mickey Deems and Patricia Bright
have eotne in with a vivid line of

gab and tunes to continue the en
tertainment oil an extremely high
level,. However, Graham has left

behind his wife, Ellen Hanley, to

continue in this bistro. Miss Han-
ley Is a likeable' singer and ..con-

tinues' to score.

Miss Bright is a familiar on -the

intime circuit. Her material is ex-
cellently tailored to achieve ybeks
in virtually any setting. She’s add-
ed some new numbers' for this
stint. Her recital of the southern
gal is on the same. high level as
her other material* Rib of the
Gallic ehantopseys is still the
hlghspot of her turn and it’s just
about reached the status of a
saloon classic. She gets rewarding
palms after her stint.

Deems, on his first date here, in-
dicates that he can also make good
in the intime inns. He highlights
his efforts with dissertion on han-
dling his brat on a day off. It's

been his mainstay in theatres and
it’s similarly good for laughs here.
He has some . long and rambling
routines, but they are so designed
that interest is never lost. He
throws in a fast line as soon as
there’s the slightest danger pf an
interest lag, and as a result walks
off a hit.

.

Other performer is Ray Raydell,
who was Rascha of the former
team of Rascha Sc Mirko.. He sells
songs with his own guitar accom-
paniment and hits it off nicely with
his multi-lingual offerings. The
Norman Paris Trio showbacks and
does the lull music, while Julius
Monk, the robm’s artistic director,
emcees affably and similarly works
the ivories. Jose.

Blmbo’e 305 Club, S. F.
San Francisco, April 5*

Mr. Ballantine, Day Dreamers
(4), Jacques Cordon, Alan Cole,
Dorothy Dorben Dancers J 10)-,
Bonnie Sc Jimmie, Derle Knox Orch
(8); $1.50 minimum.

This spot has hypoed its enter-
tainment policy since its moveover
to new premises, and all to the
good. Current bill is breezy and
bright with sheaf of girls (six

ponies and four tall stems) in pep-
pery routines aided by borealis

costuming. It's solid standard
nightspot fare.

Opening item is gay “Easter
Time" prance with balloon be-
decked showgirls backing pony’s
carnival terping, and Ronnie &
Jimmie in ballet bit at fade. Can-
Can music in this provides sparky
tempo.

Jacques Cordon, working unicyle
on table, turns in a flashy juggling
routine to perky kudos. This is
dicky standard talent that shoves
the specialties off to good start.

Second up are Day Dreamers,
three boys and a gal, who offer a
foursome of tunes, some of them
in close harmony, that brings a

good mitt. Stepoff la “Great Big
Beautiful World," followed by
“Sorrento" with, operatic twist,
“Nothing Like a* Dame," and “A
Wonderful- iGuy," which is amort
Chirping and strong bowoff, En-
core “Old Man River" passes mus-
ter hut 'Is let down by contrast to
previous items.

Mr, Ballantine is the main pitch
in a -smart, novel, gag-magiciaii
stance with a lot of bellylaugh con-
tent.* Groomed in tails, eomto tos-
ses off routine of faat hoke which
leads nowhere., magico-wise, but
combines a lot of Lindy chatter
with pure com for maximum Im-
pact, Lot of talent here which
scores- even river dinner dish clat-
ter. Ballantine has mucho on the
hallo and is grooving 'himself for
an 'upstairs berth in the nitery cir-
cuit. Big hand rewards him for
his stuff, < and deservedly.

Finale, of :gal$, specialties arid
orch, is a punchy period to pro-
ceedings. Ted.

FlamlMgOj-IjM' Aegra
Las Vegas, April 3.

Tony Martin; Pantomamacs (2),
Hal Borne, Flamingo Lovelies (8),
Matty Malneck Orch ( 10 ) ; no cover
or minimum,

EUROPE'S TOPHAT JUGGLER

CHRISTMAS SHOW:

ROXY, NEW YORK
EASTER SHOW:

RADIO CITY, n. y
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Filling a brief span of four days
between Gene Nelson and belated
appearance of Vaughn Monroe Sc
Co., Tony Martih stepped in to aid
management. Weekend biz boomed.
The Martin pipes and presence

are smoother, than ever. With the
greatest of ease, he purrs forth a
collection of songs encompassing
jump to ballads. His flagwaver
start, “Great To Be Alive," is sup-
erseded by, the applause-whipping
“I Get Ideas." Another Martin air,
“Domino," receives the velvet
treatment as does a combination
from his latest pic, “The Closer
You Are," blended with “In Old
Manhattan" and spiced with a bit
of clogging: The w.k. “Enjoy Your-
self" bubbles with extra fancy
verses, while “Without a Song" is
belted .straight from the shoulder.

In a departure from customary
lyrics of “I Got Rhythm," Martin
indulges in repartee with accomper
and conductor Hal Borne. “Sep-
tember Song" is tenderly depicted,
and requests for “Bells of St.
Mary's,” “There's No Tomorrow"
are answered for peak applause.
Following casual invite for patrons
to Come up for dancing while he
croons oldies the floor groans with
its capacity of shufflers.
Pantomaniacs are held over with

their miming of various record-
ings. Flamingo Lovelies under
aegis of songsmith Sam Goslow bid
adieu following the Martin filler,
and maestro Matty Malneck takes
a fortnight hiatus while Monroe
handles all music chores.
Flamingo bonifaces are in hopes

that Martin's pic commitments will
allow his return for period encom-
passing Variety Club's 16th anni
convention, April 28-May 1.

Will.

San* Soucl, Miami B’cli
Miami Beach, April 7.

Alan Dale, Sacasas Orch, Her-
man-Magner Dancers

;

$2 minimum.

This room, one of the top earn-
ers on a comparative basis along
hotel row, is doing okay with book-
ing of Alan Dale. Youngster is a
personable lad, who puts over a
well versed and highly acceptable
songalog via warmth of personality
and delivery of special material.
Includes the pops and standards
for build to. his toppers, vocal im-
pr6Sll65fl

,
SUndouts are his versions of

“With A Song In My Heart" and,
for change of pace, “Darktown
Strutters Ball" and a recent re-
cording, “Broken-Hearted." Works
in special on “Oh Marie" to lead
into vocamimings of Sinatra, Mon-
roe, Tony Martin and Eckstine.
From reception, looks a solid bet
for the better spots.
Ann Herman Sc Magner dancers

set up jhe Latin ballroom terps that
a considerable element who come
into this room look for, with Saca-
sas and orch, longtime holdovers,
keeping them hip-swing happy and
adding zing on the backings.

Lary.

Itiverelde Hetrl, Reno
' Andy T* Delta Buss^llf^Carilin
k Dale,, Bermdem-Phelan Danced
(3); Riverside Starlets (12) rut

Orch; no coveror’rrdl

.
AHh»U*h this show has only

three acts, It ran an hour and a
halt optnia, night It's since beentrimmed and now makes a neatand tight package. *

Riverside Starlets have two pro-
duction numbers, a rain theme in
transparent, short slickers, and a
filmy, dream thing in white gowns,
done with big white fans. Both are
up to the usual George Moro pro-
duction standards.

.
OrcWs vocalist, Mary Marshall,

is featured in opener and gals hud-
dle and run around in a flashing
rainstorm. Then, as Mary Marshall
chirps Slngln’ in the Rain,"
chorus settles down to pleasant
little precision tap routine . with
twirling umbrellas.

Befnadette-Phelan dancers, two
boys and a girl, terp to tone poem.
“Vanity.” Narration is by a
scratchy recording which could be
better produced. The males toss
her around, she with an aluminum
wheel which supports a supposed
mirror. Act is smash at times, but
all three participants seem to be at
limit of endurance and a little un-
steady in some of its more spec-
tacular parts. The stint seems to
be breaking in, and shows improve-
ment with each show.
Gene McCarthy & Jimmy Dale

were in this spot last summer with
Frank Sinatra. They’ve added a
lot of new material for their com-
edy routines, and have kept the
best of last year's stuff. Act still

opens with McCarthy and dummy
singing “I’m Gonna Live 'til I Die."
A duet here throws the customers
until Dale steps from behind cur-
tain with mike. Dale is a fine
singer, and some of the material
is built around his pipes.
Some new . routines by Max

Schulman have added to the act.

“Great Moments .in History" fea-
tures a skit in Washington throw-

(Continued on page 64)
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WALTER WXNCHELL

“An orchid to Arthur Blake for his impersona-

tions.”

EARL WILSON

“Bravo!”

RADIE HARRIS
The Hollywood Reporter

“Not even snow and sleet, Lent and the im-

minent Ides of March (Income tax day!) kept

a capacity crowd including Rosie Dolly and Irving

Netcher, Phil Silvers, Odette Myrtil, Stanley

Logan, Yul Brynner, Joen Baruch, Eddie Dow-

ling, Portia Nelson, John Conti, Whit Cook and

Verne Alves from overflowing the ‘Bine Angel’

for Arthur Blake’s dehut. Having seen Arthur at

the Bar of Music in Hollywood, Cafe Society in

N.Y., and the Colony, Astor and Empire Music

Hall in London, I can attest to the fact that he

is at his brilliant best here. Not only are his im-

presssions devastating, but accompanying

patter is equally clever. After. the first show.

Herb Jacoby quickly tagged him for a return

bow in the fall, following his Palladium debut

in London.”

“This Herbert Jacoby-Max Gordon oblong in-
timer^ continues its pace of presenting one of
its superior entertainments . . Arthur Blake, a
brilliant personator.

“Blake, a veritable darling of Coast bistros, is

just about knocking 'em dead with, his long line

of pasquinades. His route of personalized por-
traiture covered some 4-5 minutes at show caught.
He was evidently shooting the works in a tre-

mendously biting one-man production that was
sometimes staggering in realism.
“The Blake gallery is wide. What’s especially

special about it is that each etching is exten-
sive, not a mere quickie that almost every im-
pressionist has in his book. The key grimace or
other physical reflection of a character he
essays remains to continue the illusion when the
establishing factor is dropped during the un-
folding. That’s possibly the secret of his power
to create devastating portraits.

“Of the 18 or so characters up for caricature,

a good dozen are femmes. The Laughton is pre-

cise, the Soph Tucker developed more on voice

than manner, while the Clifton Webb is typically

sardonic and the Gloria Swanson doing Norma
Desmond is a throwaway that can be spared,

along with Margaret O'Brien.

“About midway, the big fellow launches his

big bertha, Tallulah Bankhead at rehearsal of

her ‘Big Show.’ This provides opportunity for a
long and surgical excursion into Tallu Guests.

Series encompasses Jimmy .Stewart, Beatrice

Lillie,' Sydney Greenstrect-Peter Lorre, Barbara
Stanwyck; segueing into Ethel Barrymore as

Nellie Lutcher, a real stiletto; and then La Bank-
head’s ‘Good Lord’ ^finale score in which each

principal takes a lick at the lyric. Finely wrought
is his Bette Davis on nursery rhymes, and follow-

up Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt is designed with

sweeping liberties.
• “For his closer, Blake pours the acid on
Louella Parsons via a program beihg taped at

Blue Angel. It’s possible it can be improved
upon—but by whom? Som.e of the stuff is brashly

blue, but this is no kiddie playground. To show
himself in the thesp range, Blake also manages
to slip in, Jose Ferrer as Cyrano, assisted by an
offstage voice ..on dialog. The Gascon costume

• is perfection and the speech from theoplay done

straight and surefire.” Trau.

DANTON WALKER
New York Daily News

“For this week’s Preferred List, the outrage-

ously funny lampoon of Tallulah Bankhead and
her ‘Big, Show* guests by Arthur Blake at

the Blue Angel. In a long list of good mimics,

including Sheila Barrett, Dean Murphy, Florence

Desmond, et al, Blake takes the lead because he
somehow manages to look as well as sound like

his victims.”

DOROTHY KILGALLEN
New York Journal-American

“Tops in Town”
~

“Arthur Blake’s mad impetuous Imitation of

Tallulah at the Blue Angel.”

BILL SMITH
Billboard

“Arthur Blake’s talent for rapier-like mimicry
puts him head and shoulders over his com-
petitors. His take-off of the National Broadcast-

ing Company’s ‘Big Show’ with an uninhibited

Tallulah, tho almost vicious in Its aping, showed
acting of a high order. Blake’s best, however, Is

his Louella Parsons. At times it seems almost

libelous, but there’s no denying that It’s funny.”

Pictures in Release:

“CYRANO DE BERGERAC”
starring Jose Ferrer (UA)

“HAREM GIRL”
starring Joan Davis (Columbia)

Soon to be released:

“DIPLOMATIC COURIER”
starring Tyrone Power (20th-Fox)

Recent TV Appearances:

KEN MURRAY SHOW (CRS-TV)

THIS IS SHOWBUSINESS CNBC-TY)

FRANK SINATRA SHOW CCBS-TV)

tm

NOVEMBER I -4th Return Engagement

BAR OF MUSIC, Hollywood

Extended

RETURN

ENGAGEMENT

Opening APRIL 26th

CHURCHILL’S
LONDON
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IRVING COHEN
1479 Fountain Avonno

Hollywood, Calif.

Eastern Representative:

KENNETH LATER
Warwick Hotol
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EDDIE SHERMAN AGENCY
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Nite Club Reviews
Continue* Jfrom pa ire <2

jdiv«rsi<le9 Reno
Ing a dollar across the Potomac.
The boys still do some pantomim-
ing to recordings—best being a
holdover of Ezio Pinza and Mary
Martin singing "Some Enchanting
Evening."
Andy Bussell bows in with "The

One I Love,” looking boyish and
friendly. He medleys ‘*Besaiiie

Mpcho,” "Amour," and “Cielto
Undo" to a good score and then,
with a bit about the "Andy Russell
Story," he brings on blonde Della
for a "Thou' Swell” duet.
Most their numbers are novelty.

wYou Could Be Replaced" finds
him imitating Billy Eckstine, Tony
Martin, and Mario Lanza, with
some talk by Jimmy Stewart and
Clark Gable. "Roaring Twenties"
puts the Russells in costume, and
brings on a soft-shoe. “The 'Honey-
moon is Over," another novelty,
gets good reception. They're a
fresh and entertaining combo—put-
ting over their act with warmuess.

Starlets wind up the show with
fan number which solos Marie Roe,
a fetching dancer. Bill Clifford's
orch is tops on the showbacks.

Mark.

Chez Paree, Montreal
* Montreal, April 5.

Blackburn Twins & Pam Cavan,
Tom & Gerry, Don Dellaire, Boots
McKenna Line (7), Palm de Luca
Orch (8), Peter Barry Combo (5);
85c admission.

Current layout at Chez Paree

BILLY
GLASON'S

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
me ORIGINAL SHOW III GAG Flit

(Ths Servlcs of fh« Stars)
35 ISSUES $25

First 13 Files $7.0$. All 35 Issue* *23.00
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping)

9 3 Bks. PARODIES Per book $!• •
• MINSTREL BUDGET $25 e
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk. $25 oHOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(reissue), $3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS> $300. Worth over thousand

NO C.D.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
100 W. 54 St., Now York 1 f Dept, V

Clrtle ,7-1130

took a few days to get going this

week due to last-minute cancella-

tions, substitute acts and replace

merits. Originally, show was to

have opened last Tuesday (1) with

the Will Mastin Trio starring.

Sammy Davis, Jr. (see separate

stoty). Instead, on opening night,
Larry Adler, playing at the Seville
Theatre, doubled for two! perform
ances tn socko manner while mzyia
ger Jerry Taylor hurried in the
Blackburn Twins, originally shed-
dedoto :show April 15.

Despite poor Lent and pre-Pass-
over biz, the present revue, sparked
by the trim hoofing and vocal an
tics of the Blackburn duo with pert
Miss Cavan, is drawing better than
expected. The Blackburns, who ap-
peared* here several years ago at
the now defunct Samovar* have im-
proved immensely and the addition
of a little femme ‘ interest has
•boosted overall impact nicely.

The Twins have added several
new items with the emphasis on
the song stuff since last viewing,
but their old standby, the mirror
routine, is still their best seller.

Used- wisely at the beginning of
stint, this particular bit of business
establishes them solidly . and guys
follow neatly with "Too Wonder-
ful" which introes Pam Cavan and
then <a so-so interp of "Baby, It's

Cold Outside" which starts big but
fades, to* a tagless finale. "Movies
Are Better Than Ever," with the
gimmicked closer, Shows threesome
to best advantage and gets them off
to a rousing reception.

Opening slot goes to Tom &
Gerry, agile acrobats who wham
over some nifties on the parallel
bars, mixing the comedy and
straight stuff with precision and
finesse. This sight-type perform-
ance, although seldom used in this
cafe, is a

- natural here and is a
.standout starter for any revue.

The Boots McKenna line, sport-
ing several new faces, do well with
all routines, looking best in the
"Slaughter on 10th Ave.” produc-
tion. with

_
vocals by house singer

Don Dellaire. Palm de Luca waves
a firm baton over all music and Is
spelled by Peter Barry’s Latin-mad
Rhumbaists for the dansapation
sets. ‘ Newt.

NEWEST VERSATU ENTERTAINMENT—

POSITIVELY I

ALAN CARRIER

Currently

HELD OVER

Bradford Hotel

CIRCUS ROOM
BOSTON

GEORGE CLARKE — Around Boston:
Boston Daily Record (Apr. 4, 1952)

TRICKY WHISTLE . .
.
young Mr. AUn Carrier, a pleasant littU man with

a fabulously tricky whistle is making his initial appearance in the Circus
Room at the Bradford ... his versatility is amazing and entertaining.

L*! ..L
mu9 s

‘ gives impressions and whistles—h» even does a
bit with a phonograph record. He ha* an engaging personality and
was woll received.

,

Thank You, MR. CLARKE

• . Recent Engagements . . m
THEATRES CLUBS

cimo'f'wT' !

la
* n -

V,NE GARDENS
'

u
Wcul* ,n9»on, D. C. LAKE CLUB,. Springfield

ORPHEUM
r

n° V
C0
^V CLUB CHARLE5

'ORPHEUM, Omaha, Neb. MONTE CARLO, Pittsburgh

Special Material by Lee Morris, Jess Rand, Bobbie Ryder

Personal Management—PHIL-WEB ATTRACTIONS, Inc
4S West 41th Street, New York 34, N. Y.
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Hollywood

Hollywood, April 4.

Divena, Jackie Kannon, Los
Gatos (3), Dick Stabile Orch (3);
Bobby Ramos 'Rhumband (5)1
$1,50, $2 cover.

Last year, when Herman Hover
booked Lili St. Cyr, the novelty of
an ecdypiast within the swanky
confines of Sunset Strip, brought
both customers and the sheriff to
Ciro’s, Divena, who peels under
water, doesn't stand much chance
of drawing either. '-There wasn’t
even winch of an opening-night
splash.

Act-Mine of several under the
Divena tag—is a novelty that soon
wears thin and the latter half of
the seven-minute .stint in a 500-
gallon tank on stage seems repe-
titious. Gal, a comely blonde,
arouses some interest by the
length of time she stays under
water. The hubbies she generates
just before she rises to the' top tq
gulp more air provide an interest-
ing effect, enhanced by judicious
use of colored spotlights. Despite
the underwater ballet billing, it’s

nothing but a strip and the rou-
tining doesn’t seem particularly
effective.

Current layout, as a whole,
hardly seems the thing to combat
the Holy Week letdown. Comic
Jackie- Kannon, though highly
touted from the east, fails to gen-
erate the expected salvos and only
Los Gatos, a fast aero team, earn
real response. Kannon’s material
is overly familiar, by all defi-
nitions, and the few good bits he
shows aren’t enough to overcome
the generally mild impression.
Even a dressmaking bit with a bolt
of cloth and a curvaceous blonde
foil he introes as his wife fails to
lift the level.

Los ' Gatos provide a whirlwind
opener with a five-minute series of
stunt stuff that evokes continuous
applause. It’s shrewdly handled
and merits better spotting.
Dick Stabile orch continues to

back the show and alternate for
dancing with the Bobby Ramos
rhumbandi Kap.

El Rancho, Las Vegas
.

Las Vegas, April 2.
Sarnia Gamdl, Tony Bennett,

Lord Buckley, Jerry Pedersen, Joy
Walker El Rancho Dancers (9),
Gene DiNovi, Billy Exiner, Ted Fio
Rito Orch ( 10 ) ; no cover or mini-
mum.

April 9, 19S9

Cresting the wave of a potent
publicity splash, coochy Sarnia
Gamal is attracting the curious
into El Rancho Vegas. Also present
and accounting for some draw is
warbler Tony Bennett, another of
the current emotional breast-
thumpers from Columbia’s disk
stable.
Miss Gamal gives a brief yet

compelling ramble about the floorm what is described asjhe "dance
ttw King's"—meaning fox' one.

King Farouk of Egypt. Propelled
from the midst of Oriental terps
by line setup, her entrance is
heralded by sepulchral tones of
Jerry Pederson, in sophisticated
barker fashion. Ensuing wriggles
and undulations show off the ana-
tomical display for which she has
been well touted. Figure is pleas-
antly rounded and gal is easy on

£v?s ‘ 'At close of number

—

which titties at around four minutes
—-Miss Gamal thanks her audience
first in Arabic, then English trans-
lation. Although expectations are*
geared for a sexier display, Miss
Gamal wins with her agreeable
personality ahd aura of authenticity
surrounding her terps.
Tony Bennett’s youthful charm

and sense of vitality are in his
at outset when he rips into

Taking a Chance on Love." Gets
into some pash bleating with
Since My Love Has Gone" with

currently popular overtones of
emotional upheaval. Sequel is neat
change of pace presenting pseudo-
spiritual chant,- "Sing You Sin-
ners. Good response is gathered
when he measures off for "Because
of You. Dishes up plenty hokum

uarration, slicing choruses
of That Old Gang of Mine." Re-
ception above .par all the way.
Lord Buckley, with his mad

mouthuigs and British peerage
posturing, takes off in impresh of
Louis Armstrong grunting "Can’t
Give You Anything But Love."
Then howls begin as he gathers
four people from audience for his
very funny hitch of Amos ’n’ Andy.
Uses four males, one femme to
panto mouthings while he vocalizes

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's th9

HOTEL AVERY
Avery 9, Washington Sts.

Tbe Hornet of Show Folk

fall charade** dtom A Me A *k*tdfc.
Winds up by retaining on* par-
ticipator for yockworthy hat-ex-
change bit and retire* well ahead,

• Jerry Pedersen and Joy Walker
team neatjy during line’s curtain-
raiser, "Salute to April,” Ted Flo
Rito orch capable, with assists from
Bennett’s accompers, Gene DiNovi
‘at the keys and Billy Exiner at th«
tubs. Will.

BUtmqre Hotel,L A*
, (BBLTMORE BOWL)

Los Angeles, April I^>

. Wideler Bros. (3), Anthony,

Allyn Sc Hodges, Gali Galt, Dorothy
Dorben Adorables (10), with Jane
Fischer and Wilson Morelli; George
Milan, Hal Derwln Orch i 13) ; $1,
$1.50 cover.

The transients and conven-
tioneers who’ll be turning up in
increasing numbers in the next
few weeks, should find the current
layout palatable, though not stand-
out, entertainment. Highspot is
the familiar but ever welcome
prestidigitation of Gali Gali.

Egyptian magico trots out his
usual bag of tricks with just
enough of a switch here and there
to add’ interest even for those
who’ve seen it. • The multiplying
chickens and the 'plight of audi-
ence stooges still serve to spice
the mysticism with mirth and it’s

all well sold. As usual, the napkin-
waving finale gets him off solidly.

In deuce, the team of Anthony,
Allyn & Hodges scores strongly
with a comidance routine that’s
effectively handled. They segue
Into the buffoonery from a straight
start, early "mishaps" keeping the
audience jguessing. Wisely, they
let their audience know that the
kidding disguises some deft ball-
roo'mology and .earn a solid re-
sponse.

Wideler Bros., the opener, are
a hard-wdrking trio with Songs,
patter and instrumental novelties
to sell.

.
Close harmony is okay

and there’s some effective sax stuff
including some substitute finger-
ing work 'that rates attention.
Finale, a "Hopalong" takeoff,- is
weak and overlong.

Dorothy Dorben dolls peddle
three okay routines, although
opening show looked like it could
stand a little more rehearsal. Fea-
tured ^.dancers Jane Fischer and
Wilson Morelli occasionally seem
uncomfortable in the Spring, Bali-
nese and Carmen routines and pro-
duction bleater George Milan has
a few uncertain moments with the
special tunes. Hal Derwin orch
does its usual good job of show-
backing and terplaying. Kap.

Hotel K««U*mn, Mpls,
(FLAME ROOM)

- .
Minneapolis, April 2.

Whats
. New', with Elise

Rhodes, Hal Hackett, Jack Marlin,

Richard Goltrctf Doris Schmitt,
Billie Hayes Sc Wilson Stoner
Arthur Ravel Orch (8) ; $2.50-$3.50
minimum.

"What's New!", a lively succes-
sion of original song and dance
numbers by a sextet of hard work-
ing young people, packs diversion
for this plush spot.

‘

Hardly measuring up to its self-
designated "intimate revue’’ classi-
fication it bypasses skits entirely.
Unpretentious, offering neverthe-
less gets far away enough from
even nitery group presentations, to
afford at least a slight touch of
novelty for cafe society. And its
songs and dances lend themselves
niceiy to this spot of class bistro.
Umt runs mostly to ensemble

number*, but there il*rt

*r*l duet* and a *ingi* bv* Y
S
»
e
t

Marlin who dick* with imnrLi!
acl£

of;L.ln* Eckstln*
>
i;

1

nd Vafl?e
SS

feWilson Stone long* *r#

arilh. .Iso authored,
devor comedy overtones In JseUrtcel vein. Incidentally, Wilson*at the piano, conducted the p»ftformance caught. por

Ln Elis* Rhode* and Hal Hackett
the show ha* a particularly attr3

<a.sa
gjy

v
‘,
deokper* of the cast, amusinciv

lampoons the present TV ragevU
song,

^
Another of the eight num-

kove Is a Sure Thine"
with five performers, also Is along
production lines. The costuming in
all instances passes muster.
The Arthur Ravel orch plays the

$th
W
usu,

d
IXCUSt0mer &TS

Wilts's Detroit Repeat
Detroit, April 8.

In a precedent shattering move,
Olympia' Stadium has booked
Arthur Wirtz’* "Hollywood Ice

Revue” for a second skating in
one season. Show comes back
April 18-21.

When icer was here a couple
of months ago, it racked up the
largest gross of any skating
troupe.

PATRICK JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
HELD OYER

KDDY'5, KANSAS CITY
Dlr.t M.C.A.

F«r. Mgt. TOM SHEILS.

IAY MARSHALL
Better than
many

—

Cheaper than
moat.

M«HM9*m*ntc
7 MARK LEDDY

Grant’s Riviera
restaurant and bar

TS8 W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488

WHEIUC SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

*TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
frill* PnfmMMimnat Engagnmitit

PurtUet* frlzM AwarM la the Cm* if Tli»
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01

... a smash hit.”

—VARIETY

. . . a crowd plsaser
”

—BILLBOARD

Currently

Chicago Theatre

Chicago

NIT* *» PEPPI
Thanks to MARCUS GLASER
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Walter’s Pro-Nitery Stance
- Continued from Kale Cl r:_

including tlie theatres * or Radio

City and, in Radio City, inciden-

tally, there is a night club. The

Empire Room is as important to

the Waldorf as is any other of its

service-giving functions.

The New York Central, Penn-

sylvania Railroad and all other

railroad companies coming into

New York recommend night clubs

as do the airlines and other trans-

portation companies. No Tourist

Bureau .anywhere in the United
States plans a New York tour with-

out including a night clulj in its

itinerary. The Latin Quarter, dur-

ing the past 10 years, has grossed

over $25,000,000 and played to over

5,000,000 customers. Evidently

many people find as much enjoy-

ment in night clubs as they do in

theatres. The biggest hit on Broad-
way is just finishing its third year

while the Latin Quarter is finishing

its tenth. The Latin Quarter out-

grosses “South Pacific” week after

week.

In Mr. Kaufman’s revival of “Of
Thee I Sing,” incidentally, one of

the leading stars, Paul Hartman,
got his start in night clubs and
cabarets. Mr. Kaufman directed

“Guys and Dolls.” Its stains Vivian
Blaine, Martha Stewart, Robert
Alda, Pat Rooney, B. S. Pully,

Stubby Kaye, all appeared regular-

ly in night clubs. What, that show
would be Without these artists is

beyond my comprehension. Where
would “Top' Banana” be without
Phil Silvers? Tony Bavaar, the
romantic lead of “Paint Your
Wagon” is working in a night club,

Celeste Holm and Alfred Drake,
stars of the original “Oklahoma”
company, worked regularly in night
clubs.

People have a good time in a
night club. Mr. Kaufman’s TV
show’s sponsor, Lucky Strike, is

happy to have its products Sold in

night clubs. Where CBS or NBC
would be without night club en-
tertainers on their programs is

pitiful of reflection.

Derby Wilson has played night
clubs for years. I doubt if he has

ever
.
lost one cent through any

defection of a night club owner.
The American Guild of Variety
Artists looks after its members and
sees that they get paid. Usually
they require a cash bond. Equity,
the dramatic artists’ union, also
requires a bond, so that, evidently,
the dramatic union has as many
problems as the night club union.
It happens that, with my payroll
of $20,000 a week, I do hot have
to put up a bond with AGVA be-
cause they trust me and know that
my artists get paid. Most night
club operators, when they open or
operate a night club, do so with
their own money and the money
they lose is their own. How long
is it since a legit producer has
spent his own money to produce
a show? I just wonder. Performers
and chorus girls in night clubs are
better paid than they are in Mr.
Kaufman’s brahch of the entertain-
ment world, and night clubs cer-
tainly give more for their money
to the customers than do many
legit shows. At least, if you do see
a bad show in a night club, you at
least get a meal and a couple of
drinks for your money.

Lou Walters.

Sctyioz Adieu
Continued from pa*e 1

of long standing, Jack Entratter

and Jules Podell.

Durante has been concentrating

on NBC video. Next show is April

19 when he’ll have Bette Davis

as his guest.

Retirement from New York

nightclubs doesn’t mean that Du-

rante will leave cafes completely.

He’ll continue with occasional

cafes in other cities. There are

other Manhattan clubs which will

permit Durante to do two shows
maximum nightly, but Durante
\ ".1 not play away from the Copa,
which was instrumental in spark-

ig his “comeback” a little more
.than 10 years ago. -

Saranac Lake
By Happy Beitway

Saranac Lake, N. Y,, April 8.

Robert Lewis Dutton, manager
of the Sunrise Theatre, Southern
Pines, N. C., registered as a new
guest for the observation routine.
Walter (CBS) Romanik was

handed a green light to go to
work after a siege of surgery.

Birthday greetings to William
Joyner, Eddie (IATST) Stott and
Edwin Rowland.
Jean Ellis, Interstate circuit, all

agog over her recent top clinic
which rated her a 10-day furlough
which she will spend in Houston.
William Butler in from N. Y.

for a weekend bedside chat with
his wife, Hattie, whose progress is

tops.
Write to' those who are ill.

N. J. Riviera’s

Name Splurge
Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., will again

go heavy on names this year. Bon-
iface Bill Miller already has signed
as headliners Jane Froman for the
opening show April 22; Jean Car-
roll and Redcaps, May 6; Ritz
Bros., May 20; Tony Martin, June
3, and Will Mastin Trio, July 3.

Opening parlay will have, in ad-
dition to Miss Froman, Phil Foster,
Fecundo RiVero Quintet and the
Cabots. Walter Nye orch and Pupl
Campo will supply the music. Donn-
Arden is again staging the show
and Miles White is doing the cos-

l tumes.

‘Glory’ Opens 6th Season
At Williamsburg July 1

Richmond, April 8.

“The Common Glory,”' Paul
Green’s symphonic drama, will

open its sixth season at Lake Ma-
toaka Amphitheatre, Williamsburg,
July 1. Play is to run through
Aug. 31,' with performances each
night except Monday.
Howard "Scammon will direct.

Myra Kinch is set as dance direc-

tor. and choreographer.- Auditions
for all speaking roles are now tak-
ing place and rehearsals *arc sched-
uled to start on June 12.

Nikol&idi’* OJy<»ey
Elena Nikolaidi

v; Greek- Met
Opera contralto, is leaving May 20
for Australia, where she will sing
in 40 concerts, booked (and also to
be aired) by the Australian Broad-
casting Co.

From Australia, singer flies to
Athens to sing the title role in
“Carmen,” and from there to' Is-

rael, where she will give two bene-
fit concerts.

Larry Adler s

D.S. Comeback
Harmonica player Larry Adler

will make his first U. S. appear-

ance in several years at an all-

classical matinee concert at Town
Hall, N. Y., May 3. He’s also been
signed for Orchestra Hall, Chi-
cago, May 10, and is attempting to
get other stands.

Adler has been touring Europe
for the past couple of years and
recently returned to the U. S. He
has played several dates in Canada.
.While overseas, he toured for XJN
troops in Korea under British
auspices.

Adler, together with PaulDraper,
left the U. S. more than two years
ago after a widely publicized libel

trial in which they sued a Green-
wich, "Oonn,, housewife who linked
them to Communists. Case ended
in a hung jury.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

New York -

Frankie Laine opens at the Pal-
ladium, London, Aug. 11. .

Herb
Jeffries left Music Corp. of Amer-
ica to sign with Lew Leslie
Grade . , . Jackie Miles into Town
Casino, Buffalo^ M&y 5. Ha*el
Scott follows on May 12 . . . Clif-
ford Guest, current at the Roxy
Theatre, opens ai the Palladium,
London, June 2 . . . Caro! Bruce
pacted for the Shamrock, Houston,
June 24 . . . Les Compagrnons dc
la Chanson to return to the U. S.
in the fall for an Oct, 1 date at
the Hotel Wa.Idorf-Astoria, N. Y.

VAIWBV1IXJR *5

No. 1 Industry;

A.C„ $786,000,000
Atlantic City, April 8,

Some 15,000,000 visitors here in

1951 left $’786,000,000, or more than

half of the business done by all the
resorts in the state combined, ac-
cording to statistics gathered by
the N. J. Dept, of Conservation Ac

Development, *-

The survey reported a statewide
gain of 15 to 20% in New Jersey
resort business last year, and
showed that the entertainment in-

dustry tops the statewide list, with
the $900,000,000 chemical industry
second.

Survey was prepared at the re-
quest of the N, J, Resort Assn. The
state will spend $75,000 on resort
advertising this year, an increase
of $25,000 over last.

Member Questions AGVA

Defending Individuals

New Haven.
Editor, Variety;

As a member of the American
Guild of Variety Artists and a
reader of Variety, I. wish to thank
you for the. April 2. story, “AGVA
to Mull Defense of Connors vs.*

Suit by Insurance “Originator.” If
this had not appeared in Variety
it is doubtful if the AGVA mem-
bership would have been informed
of this Issue.

I base this on the fact that I

attended a recent meeting of AGVA
in which the membership Was in-

formed by interested AGVA mem-
bers (pot union elected members)
that the National Bbard' of AGVA
had voted to pay all expenses qf
ex-president GUS Van in a personal
lawsuit Of George Ross vs. Gus
Van. It is purely a private suit.

Why must AGVA assume responsi-
bility for an aqt of an individual
since the union is not being sued?

\ 'Delores' KusiO.

You've Seen the Rest— Now See Clifford Guest

CLIFFORD

GUEST

StGreatest ventriloquist

since Edgar Bergen/'

-WALTER WINCHELl

and "Lesfer
tit

VENTRILOQUIST - IMPRESSIONIST

GuWietUltp ROXY, New York

Recent Guest Appearances .

"YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS//

NBC-TV
0penin9

junT!"*1

Persona! Mgt..*

CHARLES WICK
342 Madison Ay».. How York

lOHDOH
pmamwuw

Direction:

WILLIAM MORRIS, INC. 1740 Rroodway, How York
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This Years Nifty Ringfing Circus

By LEONARD TKAXJBE

There is no less accent in 1952

on girls-girls-girls, super spectacles

and theatrically rigged glamor than
John Ringllng North has been ac-

customed to pitch into his circus

in its pre- and postwar dress. It’s a

cinch that N. Y. customers will pay
the $6.50 top for Ringling Bros.,

Barnura & Bailey Circus, because
the gen-u-wine, non - celluloid

“Greatest Show on Earth” happens
to be an amalgam of musicomedy,
revue, vaudeville, medicine show,
vignettes from the music-hall and
liberal doses of Circus Maximus.
At its fancy scale it's still cheap
for the product, regardless"of its

qualitative complexion from season
to season.

This year’s excursion into the
tail-figure brackets preemed at

Madison Square Garden last Fri-
day (4), again for the benefit of
the N. Y. Heart Assn, and neces-
sitating some tangents which, aside
from the traditional impediments
occurring at an RB-B&B opening
night, pulled the show to a 12:15
a.m. finale from an 8:40 teeoff. Al-
lowing about 15 minutes for inter-
mission, this spanned about three
hours and 20 minutes of show and
immediately set up post-preem tail-

oring via the eagle eyes of North
and general factotum Pat Yaldo,
who’ve been through this surgical
operation so many times that it’s

now a seventh-sense routine. Be-
fore the first week is out in the
38-day (75 performances) run end-
ing May 11, a good 30 minutes will
have been chopped from the show
proper, aside from the absence of
the Heart Assn, trimmings.

This year’s edition, the 82d In
the “combined shows” series, as
per the billing, has a gorgeous Sun-
day punch In half a dozen femme-
filled specs, about as many full-
blown aerial displays, five concoc-
tions from the harlequinade sector
and another half* dozen in animal
and miscellaneous spottings.

Spark Missing
While there are a number of

standout individual performances
that drew appropriate salvos from
a packed Garden, there Is nothing
of the smash quality In any turn;
certainly nothing that supplies the
old §hock. Just the same, there is
an electric fascination attached to
the spec-processionals,' which have
be§n hypoed considerably with
schmaltzy music by North to the
lyrics of E. Ray Goetz, this being
the team that supplied some of the
tunes in the Cecil B./DeMille-
Paramount “Greatest Show On
Earth.” The cleffings are given
thunderous treatment by baritone.
Harold Ronk, who, it may b6 said
parenthetically, succeeds to the
mantle of Bill Tabbert; it was the
latter's Big Show hitch that cata-
pulted him to recognition in a
somewhat wider sphere via his
spotting in “South Pacific.”
The North-Goetz pairing has pro-

duced some catchy if not distin-
guished tunes that set off the pro-
ductions brightly. Among them are
“Butterfly Lullaby,” “The Good
Old Times,” “New Orleans, the
Mardi Gras and You” and “Gold
Dollar Moon.” Each is worked as
the theme in exercises on ground
and aloft that fill the arena with
an aura of almost dreamlike splen-
dor. High up in the visual sweep-
stakes are the costumes designed
by Miles White, whose colors and
fabrics represent audacious notions
that arrest the eye. That most of
his costumic efforts are filled by
the torsos of some five dozen dam-
sels in aerial ballet and track terp-mg tends to make his draughts-
manship come alive with pictur-
esque execution.
Even the elephants bear their

volume of chichi maidens, but in
this instance it’s a parade for which
the habiliments have been fash-
ioned by a dozen of the country’s
top designers, via a Look mag
hookup. With White directing the
promenade, the girls appear on
their ponderous mounts in the
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snappy cageful of lions In some
tricky leaps and formations. In the
flanking rings are performing bears
worked by Albert Rix and Robert
Laydar, The complicated equip-
ment and shifting chutes for the
middle ring necessitate putting this

display on in the teeoff spot, since
it would cut into time as a later
grooving.
Konyot is one of a score of acts

with “first time in America” label-

ling which, together with last year’s
intros, give the pinfolding a truly
United Nations aspect. There are
fewer than half a dozen full-season
troupes holding over from the war-
time years. Of these, the most
easily recognizable are “the three
flying-return acts — Concellos,
Comets and Artonys—whose per-
sonnel have changed over the span.
As per tradition, they constitute
the most graceful set In the show,
earning the highest rewards for
their didos in the ozone, including
leg and arm catches, pirouettes and
passing leaps. Their mentors are
Incomparable Antoinette Concello,
aerial ballet director, and her hus-
band, Arthur, general manager of
the circus.

Tasso’s Demi Tasse
Of the imports, the most novel

is Dieter Tasso, a slack wire jug-
gler flanked in the outer rings by
Helmuth Gunther (new) and the
Bakers. After the latter conclude
tfreir manipulating, Tasso, is pro-
vided a solo that gives him star
rating in a unique buildup of 16
cups and saucers, piece by piece,
as he.teeters on the thread. Tasso
employs his free limb to toss the
objects upon his noggin, and for
a humorous fillip tops his effort
with a cube of sugar and a spoon.
It’s about as extraordinary in the
tease department -as the show has
offered in years.
The early trapeze display lines

up with imports Greta Frisk, Nina
Karpowa and Miss Luiglna; and

Ringling Bros.-B&B
John Ringling Northproduc-

tion staged by Richard Bar-
stow. General director, Pat
Valdo; designer, Miles White
i assisted by Frank Spencer );

music, North; lyrics, E. Ray
Goetz; choreography, Edith
Barstow; production coordina-
tor,, Ralph Allan; aerial direc-
tor, Antoinette Concello;
equestrian director, Angelo
Nicholas; musical director.
Merle Evans; orchestrations,
Sammy Grossman; lighting,
Doug Morris . Presented at

'

Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,
April 4, ’52; $6.50 top.

Miss Tamrov and Miss Mara. Latter
sets the pace over centre ring with
balancing on the hocks of her heels
and ankle drops.

Stellar trapeze artist positioned
later is PInito Del Oro, an extreme-
ly graceful looker with a free
wheeling series of conceptions on
the swing topped by head balanc-
ing. She is over the centre in the
“Butterfly Lullaby” aerial spec in
which the 60 gals are garbed in
extravagant “Mme. Butterfly” in-
ventions, and they work rhythmi-
cally on ladders with winged tops.
Harold Ronk voeals^the theme song
with nostalgic delicacy.
A mixed aerial and ground num-

ber centres the" Imported Renis-
Ferroni man and woman duo on
a rolling cylinder in hand-to-hand
and other stunts that take more
technical virtuosity than appears
on the surface. In the other spots
are the Riggettis (new) in juggling
on unsupported ladders, the Bisbi-
nis (new), in matching display,
and Kareff Manus on a low trap.
Other skeddel act, the Similis,
didn’t work, a girl of the troupe
having been injured at dress re-
hearsal during their perch tuneup
last Thursday afternoon (3) and
taken to Polyclinic Hospital.
Another import, the Great Lin-

ares, occupies centre on tight wire,
with a forward somersault as piece
de resistance that is too long in
the making for best results. The
supporting offerings are the roller-
skating Heirolls (new), balancing
Matrans and Chata Sisters, with
slack wire performer Senor Tonito
billed but not put on. Instead,
there is a clever top-spinning senor

,

culled from the sideshow in the

;

Garden’s underground.
• The Liberty horse stanza with
a dozen steeds in each ring has

. trainep CJzpplan,. j ^o^ow^kif -jin

cynosure and Marion Seifert and
Gena'Lipkowsk* on the ends, plus
a mounted equine. Aside from the
errorless drills and formations, the
big work here is In the rear-ups.

In the absence of seals this year,

the animal humor is provided by
Hammerschraidt’s Wonder Apes,
working on an elevated stage over
centre, in dining room setting to

draw attention exclusively from
the 50th St. side of the arena which
they face. ' They are a. good vaude-
TV apt, as are Nana Woolford’s un-
inhibited dachshunds in their bar-

rels and other props. Third ring
•has a pony drill.

A billed solo display of the Great
Romba, touted somersaulting auto-

mobile import, was not shown, re-

portedly because they could* not

put his equipment into proper po-

sition against the entanglement of

hangings and guy wires.

Pre-intermission spec, “The
Good Old -Times,” will probably be
the most remembered' pageantry
for this year. There are such floats

as Helen of- Troy, Trojan Horse,
Cleopatra and Anthony, Ponce De
Leon’s Fountain of Youth, plus ele-

phants and a Hannibal midget, a
revolving fountain, Robin Hood,
Columbus and his caravels, and
Lady Godiva. Tumblers and danc-

ers* make the promenade, and the
theme song, “Some Day, Today
Will Be the Good Old Times,” is

but one of several vocals by Ronk.
For finale, thousands of bubbles
are released from the top of the
arena,, floating daintily down to

pewholders who make the grab.

The effects were devised by Nat
Fisher.
Working on a lampost- affair, the

imported Rassos, man and woman,
show good tricks on bikes. Also
from European sod in this display

are the bicycling Ricoris and cycl-

ing Frielanis, and in the other
spots, the • Cycling Chaludis come
through with neat pyramids and
the Haslevs with fine trampoline,
work.
The Rodry Bros., introed last

season, are soloed in hand-to-hand
gymnastics on a high bar. It’s a
real thriller, particularly in the
somersaults to hands. .Necessary

.

times gaps between their tricks im-
pairs continuity, however. Aerial
Montons (new) and the Platos
were billed, hut absent at open-i
ing.

Educated Nags
Richly adorned is the “Mardi

Gras” spectacle, starring the vet-

eran Portuguese horesman, Rober-
to de V^sconcellos in his authori-
tative, multi-gaited haute ecole,

with Rankings by equestriennes
Luciana & Friedel, and Franz
Ackerl. Arena is dressed gor-

geously via masked feriimes bear-
ing glittering sciftflfc’ars. The
North-Goetz song aids the gay at-

mosphere buildup.
On the bareback riding end and

rewarded with the biggest
#
mitt is

the* veteran Loyal Troupe, with
Justino Loyal rating the loudest
applause for his somersaulting and
vaulting, plus razzle-dazzle clown-
ing, aided by an octet of femmes.
The other rings have two girls

-billed as the Parents Tfoupe and
another gal* in spot reserved for
imported Erzop Family.
A ground display brings on aero,

acts in Gimmas Troupe (new)/
Liily Kohler & Abbott Girls (new),
the Freddie and Bokara teeter-

hoard troupes and Fredonia
Family, risley performers. Some of
these appear to be doubling acts.

Next-to-closing spots the solo
Camillo Mayer Troupe (6) on the
high wire, an • importation in a
sterling performance that, while
it’s orthodox thrillery on the
cable, is pushed to eminence via
the speed and flapjack-making of
Mayer. Latter is an amply propor-
tioned man whose grace and agility
are amazing. The entire routine
is done to soft mood music that
contrasts sharply with the other
scorings of Merle Evans and his
hard-working musicians. There are
the usual pyramids and chair work,
plus scary walks sans balancing
pole.

The closer Is “Gold Dollar
Moon,” carrying out the gilt theme
in huge rotating gold pieces and
appropriate costuming of the fem-
mes and pachyderms. Even Evans’
brass banders get into the act, with
the entire contingent moving into
the arena. Daredevil Connely, as
the “Man in the Moon,” works on
high in his brilliant crescent rig-
ging, to punctuate the overall
theme. Nate Eagle is the overall
announcer.
Among the operators In clown

alley are Felix Adler, Emmett
j

Kelly, Otto Griebling, Lou Jacobs,
Paul Jerome, Paul Wenzel, Charlie
Bell, Jack Le Clair and Paul Jung.
The joeys get their innings in the

• yarious walkarounds, runarounds

and spotted numbers. Some of
•these are Jung’s “misfit array-' end-
ing in a cannon catapult;. PaUlTi
Musical Clowns; Lou Jacobs, in
supersonic tomfoolery; and “Africa
Squeaks,” with jungle trappings
and an oversized cauldron, the best
of the productions. fJ

After the opening wild animal
display, NBC’s Ben Grauer took
over on the mike for the Heart
Assn, proceedings. Last year some
big marquee names were pre-
sented, but for this trip the Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists put
a ban on such appearances. As a
result, the big play went' to car-
toonists and illustrators, who ac-

companied the sketches with which
they are associated. These were
done on large placards. Involved
in the parade down the 49thS> St.

side of the track and ending in
the centre ring were Russell Pat-
terson, Rube Goldberg, A1 Posen,
•Otto So*glow, Phil Berube, Martin
Branner, Ken Kling, Tom Gale,
Ham Fisher, Paul Frehm, C. D.
Russell, Joe Archibald, Chad, Lee
Elias, Hilda Terry, , Gus Edson,
Eric Ericson, Paul Terry, George
Wunder, McGowan Miller; Walt
Kelly, Alfred Andriola, Charles
Biro, Bob Dunn and John Pierottl.
Harry Hershfield resuscitated his
oldtime Abe Kabibble

.
Character.

The drawings will be offered to
help swell the fund. Grauer didi
an expert job on the intros and
continuity gab.

Following intermission, John
.
Ringling North made a brief
speech, and then Graudr ringmas-
tered a drawing for prizes from a
large drum. He did a double take
when the name of legit theatre
owner Louis Lotito Wa$ announced
as Winner of an intermediate prize.
The top prize was a Packard.

Mayor Vincent R. "Impellitteri
was preseftt as were a number of
other notables, in behalf of the
fund. The mayor’s wife,- Elizabeth,

!

was chairman of the circus -com-
mittee handling the preem night.
She is also honorary campaign
chairman for the year.

The circus figures to enjoy smash
boxoffice in being dated so as to
get in the Easter period, unlike
last year -when Easter occurred in
March.

W«p»«r, pfj y.
Jordan .Tympany Five

(«), Harvev stone, Gene NefsoZElla Mae Morse, Let Dieaoras rST*

?«rt
reTOt"ed in

Roxy, N. Y.
Bill Hayes, Clifford Guest, Nanci

Crompton, Divena, Roxyettes, H.
Leopold Spitalny Choral Ensemble;uWith a Song in My Heart” (20th),
reviewed in Vahiety Feb. 20, ’52,

The stage accompaniment to the
showing of “With a Song in My
Heart” Is necessarily brief because
of the long running time of the
film, hut the entertainment values
are compact and well routined.
Booker Sammy Rauch and Arthur
Knorr have dressed this display
handsomely. *The Easter- theme is
carried but in a manner that will
get tfye school holiday trade arid
to provide ' the appropriate pastel
motif to the proceedings. *

There is sufficient novelty char-
acter in this show to please all age
segments, a necessary item to trap
the holiday trade,* The novelty is
a replacement for name value, al-
though Bill Hayes (New Acts) is
w.k. because of his regularity on
tele’s “Your Show of Shows.”

Probably the highlights of the
current layout are Nanci Crompton
and Clifford Guest. Miss Cromp-
ton is a refreshing ballerina. She
spent the major part of last sea-
son as the pirouette specialist at
the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., and has
since done some TV shots. She’s
a lithe and graceful specimen and
"5s

,

pair of charming routines
that do extremely well. She chimes
In with production, such as mouth-
ing a nursery rhyme to offstage

j

singing, and appears in the line
numbers. She registers in every
department.

Guest, an Australian import,
who- has made good in previous
trips to Uiis country, has an ex-
cellent line of ventriloquy. He
handles the dummy masterfully
and has a set of effects such as
echoes, dummy yelling from a suit-

i5
eV approaching- sounds

which show his technical excel-
lence as well as entertaining abili-
ties.

An added novelty is Divena, an.
underwater act in a glass tank.
Actually, the marine maid is one
of several doing this act. For the
family fare the strip aspects have
been minimized. The gal sheds a
gown underwater and then per-
forms most of her stuff in a one-
piece bathing suit. The ballet is
well done and comes off smoothly.
The applause returns are okay.
The line numbers are well

staged and costumed. The bounc-
ing baH routine, a fave at this spot,
is fitting for the holiday and the
fan number surrounding the
Divena stanza is picturesque. Paul
Ash s orch showbacks well.

i t f • i i. r oJiOsei

The Warner Theatre, whichdropped stage shows about « «,!and a haU ago, is giving live fo“der another try. Here’s a caS9where a theatre can’t do with ’emor without ’em, Apparently, there
is a^ence

I
0? variety showand the Warner (nee Strand) is at-tempting to buttress She weak

takes tf the straight film policy
with live talent. y

The Warner, during the past twoweeks, housed the Sadler’s Welk
Theatre BaUet and did a whopping
business. Object lesson, in this

f
ase, ha$, been known for some

time. It s attractions that enliven
the boxoffice — without them, no
poUcy can hold on for any length
of time* Should booker Harrv
Mayer et al. be able to get top.
notch headliners, then the house
will draw. ^

.
The Warner’s return to variety

is marked by a peculiar bill, it’s
a layout that will most likely get
stronger matinee than evening
teade The^- picture, “Jack and the
Beanstalk,” will entice the juves
who can’t stay out too late. What
evening trade goes into the house
will be credited to the stager. The
opening day’s show was under-
lighted because of the fact that
the ballet, didn’t get out until a
few hours before the doors opened.
The. kleigs couldn't be set up com-
pletely by the time the show went
on.

The house has collected a prime
batch of talent. Gene Nelson, from
films; Ella Mae Morse, who’s rid-
ing on “Blacksmith Blues,” Louis
Jordan and Harvey Stone, along
with Les Diagoras, make up an
entertaining layout.
There are many interesting items

on view here. Foremost among
them is Nelson, the Warner film-
ster, who has impressed with his
song and dance work. It’s con-
siderable .at this showing. He is
a smooth and ingratiating terper,
shows much charm and skill and
has some applause-winning rou-
tines, particularly the one in
which he does some spectacular
leaps. However, the net effect isn’t
all that he can get out of the turn.
.He .talks, too much and overworks
the gag ofehanging shoes- All this
slows up his "apt to the point
where interest is diminished.
Granted that some gab is- necessary
In, order to ..permit him to catch
his .breath, and the shoe changes
help toward the, same end, but it
seems that Nelson spends more
time fooling* around with inconse-
quentials than he does in terping.
But no matter what faults are in-
herent in this turn, it’s still an
applause winner on the strength
of superior dancirig. .

Ella Mae Morse has been around
for many years and retired about
five years ago for a fling at domes-
ticity; With her recent comeback,
which was given terrific impetus
by her Capitol recording of “Black-
smith Blues,” she fills the public’s
requirements of a “new sound.”
Not ^having been heard for some
years, she’s an auricular stranger
'to many. There’s tremendous in-
terest *in her voice, which has a
bluesy, bouncy overtone. However,
there's too much concentration on
style at this point. It seems like
a conscious overlay upon an es-
sentially good voice and frequent-
ly 'the stylistic endeavors have
little relationship with the song.
However, she gets jogging along
nicely in some of her numbers
and the net effect is very. good.
Louis Jordan and his Tympany

Five, with the assistance of two
lookers, seem to have a good time
on stage. Jordan gives the effect
of enjoying his work and bats out
a variety of tunes which hit maxi-
mum response. In closing the
show, he makes the customers walk
out feeling they^ve gotten their
money’s worth. Jordan's singing,
crew’s

^
musical backing and the

girl’s incidental .stepping give a
good overall effect.
Harvey Stone started as a GI

comic and hasn’t been able to lose
that characterization. Everytime
he adds a new routine, the booker
or nitery owner asks that he re-
turn to the khaki stuff. The cus-
tomers are used to it and like it.

It’s a bit of type-casting that’s
working out to his advantage. The
routine goes smoothly and the
laughs go over as always. His GI
meanderings are on their way to
becoming classics, and when mixed
with new writing, it makes for a
fine bit of entertainment.
Completing the lineup is Les

Diagoras, two boys and a girl to
take care of props. The lads are
expert hand-to-handers and make
some, picturesque acrobatic and
juggling formations. Go over hand-
somely.
The Warner is also attempting

i , ..(P,ojn^np£$:On p^ge, *m .
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Numtral* In connection with bills below indicate opening day of show
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NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 9

Gertrude ]Loc)cwHy

Andrea Dancers
Patricia DryU©
Edward Buhl
Bela Kremo
Boclcettes
Corps de Ballet-

Sym Ore
palace (R) 12

Betty Hutton
Herb Shriner
Harmonica Rascals
Skylarks
Hassle Bros
Andre Andre© 4
Bonnie
paramount (P) f

Billy Eckstine
Fran Warren
Bobby Sargent
Barretts _
Will Bradley Ore

Roxy (I) 11

Rill Hayes
Nancl Crompton
Hivena

Warner <W) 7

Les Dlagoras
Ella Mae Morie
Harvey Stone
Gene Nelson
Louis Jordan Ore
Bob Connally

CHICAGO
Chicago (F) 11

Bob Crosby
Grace 4 Nlcco
Bob Hawkins
Harold Barnes

Regal (F) 11
Sugar Chile
Robinson

Lowell Fulson Ore
Hal Singer Oro
Lil Green
Hotshots
Howell 4 Bowser
Emil 4 Evelyn

CLEVELAND
State (L) 4

Les Paul "4

Mary Ford
Don Cornell
Gary Morton
John Tio

- MIAMI
OlympI* (P) 9

Gil Lamb
Mack Triplets
Barr & Estes
Rutons
Folie Miller

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 11-13

Marino Sis .

Low, Hite &
Stanley

Harmopltones
Claude Arwood
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 10

Johliny Johnston
Frank Marlowe
Ann Russell

(1 to fill)

Howard (I) 11
Pearl Bailey
Eddie Wilcox Ore
Bill Hailey
Swallows
Conway & Parks

AUSTRALIA

MELBOURNE
TlVOll (T) 7

Jimmy Hanley -

Babs Mackinnon
Rosemary Miller
John Clifton
Kevin Miles
Valerie Keast
June Lansell

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 7

Roger Ray
Marquis 4 Family
Wally Boag
Rosita Alexander 4

Vilette
Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lloyd Martin
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron

Charlotte McGuire
Dancing Boys
TlVoli Ballet
NEW ZEALAND
AUCKLAND

St James (T) 7
Armand Perren
3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gcrd Bjornstad
Chribi
Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin
Wim de Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitehouse
Cissy Tronholm
Terry Scanlon
Guus Brox 4
Myrna

Edwards 4 Hartley
SOUTHAMPTON

Grand (I) 7
Norman Harper
Joe Lawman
Desmond & Marks
Miriam Pearce
N 4 B Bridges
M & S Davies
Nelville Williams
New Ambassy Girls
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 7

Max Wall
Dick James
Beryl Reid
Hedlcy Ward 3
P & P Page
Sherman Fisher Gls
WALTHAMSTOW

Palace (I) 7
Esme Lee
Hawaiian Islanders
Peter Bernard
Vic Meredith
Joy Kenny
Ward Bros
Cherry Sis

WOLVER-
HAMPTON

Hippodrome (I) 7
Tanner Sis
Rosinas .

Ken Barnes 4 Jean
Les Galentos
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 7

Kitty Masters
Billy Nelson
Chuck O’Neill
Jimmy Robbins
3 Imps
Roy Jeffries
Bill Morris
Babs Warren

YORK
Empire (I) 7

Plddlngtons
Skating Orlandos
Terry O’Neil
Godfrey 4 Kirby
J ackie Allen 4
Barbara

Ford 4 Lenner
Joe Kaye

Cabaret Bills

Rutty Amber#
Boh Morris Or®

Park Av*nu#
Charlie Farrell
3 Continentals
Alfredo Seville
Joe Sodja
Robert Richter H’l’l
Don Limning
Roberta Sherwood
Charles Castel 3
Roney Plata Hotel
George Hines Ore
Sana SoucI Hotel
Alan Dale
Eddie Snyder
Sacasns O^c
Herman-Magner
Dancers
Saxony Hotel

Henri Rose
Jose Cortez Oro
Connie Howell
Tano & Dee

Sea Gull Hotel
Faith Condullo
Mae Silva Dora
Norman Lester
Tiny Kaye

Sea Isle Hotel
Frances Lager
Seymour Hoffman O
Shelbourne Hotel
Juan & Marilyn
Alan Kole Ore

Shore Club
Sager Dancers
Arthur Warren Ore
Diamond# Horseshoe
Phil Zwill
Lillian Lee •

Tinkle DeCarlo
Margo
Haveler Dcrs
Barry Mills Ore

Sorrento Hotel
Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club

Vagabonds (4) •

Maria Neglla

George-Hortoia.
Gloria Grey
Trlnl Reyes
Morro-Landla Dcrs
Preacher Rollo 5
Frank Unale Oro

Golden Slipper
Bagel* & Borsch Rv
Marty Gayle
Berhle Sloan*
Nlrma Cordova
Seldin 4:. Winters
Johnny Silvers Oro
Sherry Frontenac

Dave Fisher
Lee Kobrin
San Kanez Oro
Frank 4 Lita
Leonora & Stan

Lord Tarelton
Michael Solkor Ore
The Carltons

Allison Hotel
Beachcombers (4)

Enrico 8t Novcllo
Tony Pastor's

Louise Angel
Jackie Small
Noma Mahi Jia
Linda Fonte
Diana DcVon
Joan Campbell
' San Marino Hotel
Mac Pepper
Qulntoncs (5)

Jackie 4 Michael
Larry Seldin Dcrs

President Madison
Stan Barrett
The Martins (2)

Sandra Starr
Beady 4 Barba ra
Bob Regent Qrc

Five O'clock
Martha Raye
Gene Baylos
Rivieras
Ben Yost 5
Len Dawson Ore

Continued from page 44

Wni“i»6l*9 N- Y„ here this week, despite a balanced

to build up a personality as it did J*
neuP of

,£
0P sPdt»

previously in the case of Florian Lawrence offers up th^ run of pops

ZaBach. Bob Connelly, a singer, and standards that mpst of toe

fronts the band, emcees and does cul‘rent crop of recording and TV
a song turn, ike makes a good u

pS°,
1

u
ers

,

appearance, although he still has bad throat, he still .managed to gai>

to learn much of stage mores. ner a fair amount of mitts. Lad
The Holy Week biz is a bit dis- needs instruction in delivery on the

couraging at this point, but there’s
the lush holiday trade coming up.

Jose.
'

CHICAGO

NEW YORK CITY

BRITAIN

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 7

ViQlet Pretty
Les Frere S
Curzon 3
Ravlc 4 Ren*
Les Murphy
Vic Leonard

BIRMINGHAM
Hlppodrom* (M) 7
Phyllis Dixey
Walthon 4
Dorrainc

Michael Bentine
• Jack Tracy
Billy West Co.
Morecambe 4 Wise
George Martin
Varga Models
Eddie Gordon 4
Nancy
BOSCOMBE

Hippodrome (I) 7
Radio ReveUers
WLnsor 4 Wilton
B 4 R Rema
Potter 4. Carole
Taro Nai’to
Danny O’Dare
Kizma 4 Karen
Billington.

BRIGHTON
Hlppodrom* (M) 7
2 Sterlings
Pat Kirkwood
Bobby Dennis
Anton Karas
Mundy 4 Earle
S 4 M Harrison
Evy 4 Everto
Hall Norman 4
Ladd

BRISTOL
Empire I) 7

Jimmy Gay
Barbara Ford
Jean Dene
Anita 4 Charles
Terry Stunt
Michael Ormand
Margor Austin
Benny Humphrey
Derek Dene
Marie De Vere
Mldianettes *

CARDIFF
New (S) 7

Hal Monty
Desmond 4 Marks
Kirk Stevens
3 Hicks

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 7

Dorothy Squires
Semprini ,

Benson Dulay
Arthur Worsley
Joe IGng
Slim Rhyder
Mme Truzzi Pets
3 Atlantan

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 7

Puposys
Marionettes

Kay 4 Katrina
De Campe 4 Dodge
Bashful Boys
Hargraves & Russell
Janine Due Co
Metropolitan (I) 7

Fred Ferrari
Ken Morris
Len Marten
Cassandra s
Downey 4 Daye
De Vere Dancers
Gordon 4 Volville

Palace (I) 7
Syd Seymour Bd
Kalmar 3
Lucille 4 Diane
Diplomats
Erik
Jay Howard

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 7

Joe Loss Bd
Merle & Mario
Peter Covan-'h
3 Darleys
Bill Waddlngted **

Puposy Marionettes
Walter Jackson

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 7.

Billy Whittaker
Mimi Law
Eric Marsh
Jack Lennard
Gradiner 4 Baxter
Frances Whitmer
Lillian Brow
Windmill Follies
Debs
HACKNEY

Empire (S) 7
Joe Stein
Louis Hayden
Fred Sloan
Max Carole
Eric Lloyd ,

Melville Birley
Vicky Raymond
TIh-Boult
Dumarte 4 Denzer

LEEDS
Empire (M) 7

Laurel 4 Hardy
Clayton 4 Ward
Saveen
Jimmy Elliott
Voltaire
Lorraine
Kenways
Irving 4 Girdwood

LEICESTER I

Palace (S) 7
Dick Whittington
Iqe Rev

LINCOLN '

Royal (I) 7
Rhodes 4 Lane
Gay Euridge Co
Melody & Joy
Tohn Baldwin
Denwys Heckit
Marche 4 Bourn
Carolyn & Richards
Sydney Glen
Girls Co

LONDON
Palladium (M) 7

Jo Stafford
Talo Boys
Peter Sellers
Ro?s 4 La Pierre
Louise Pct6
Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome ,(S) 7

Dave Morris Co
Allen Bros 4 June
3 Lesters
Ruddy Bolly
Alex & Nico
Bette Lee

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 7

McAndrews 4 Mills
Max Bygraves
Yolandos
Nitwits
R 4 .T Stuthard
Christine Norden
Locky 4 Henry
Grossetto 3

NOTTINGHAM
Empire JM) 7

Naunton Wayne
Alfred Marks
Julie Andrews
Paddle O'Neill
Ossie Noble
Patricia 4 Colin
S Fisher Girls

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 7

Rex 4 Bessie
Tessie O'Shea
Eddie Arnold
Wilson Keppel 4

Betty
Les Alyxsons
Cardcw Robinson
Vierrc Bel
Dick Henderson Jr

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 7

Cyril Dewier
Rhode Rogers

Blrdland
Stan Getz Ore
Bill Davis 3

Blue Angel
Frere Jacques
Queenie (Leonard
Stuart Ross
Ellis Larkin Trio

Bon Solr
Alberta Hunter
Kirkwood 4
Goodman

Mae Barnes
Jimmy Daniels
Three Riffs
Norene Tato
Chateau Madrid

De Castro Si*
Bergazza 4
Tarraz^a

Copa cabana
Johnnie Ray
Jimmy Nelson
Dariny O'Day
B 4 J Kean
De Marios
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
Madills
M Durso Oro
F Marti Ore

El Chic*
Rosita Rios
Ruth Vera
Ramonlta y Leon
Los Xey
Enrique Vlzcano O
Eduardo Roy

Havana-Madrtd
Lao 4 La Minerva
Julie Mitchum
Don Reynold*
Duffy Dcrs
Reyes Ore
Hotel AmnaMador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Biltmore
•Michael Kent Ore

Hotel Edison.
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Teddy Powell Ore
Rookies
Adrian RollinI Trio
Nadine 4 Ray
Schramm

Manuel Del Toro
Hotel Pterr*

Yma Sumac
Mario 4 Florla
Chico Relli Ore
Stanley Melba Ore

Hotel Plaxe
Evelyn Knight
Hocter .4 Byrd
Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Oro

Hotel Roosevelt -

Freddy Martin Ore
Hotel St. R«gii

Russell Nype
Yvette
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore
Sherry-Netherland
Emil Coleman Ore

Hotel Statler
Blue Barron Oro

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Hotel Warwick
Three Suns

Latin Quarter
Joey Bishop
Trio Bassi
Fedi 4 Fed!
Costello Twins
Corinne 4 Tito
Laila 4 Steffen
Ralph Young
Ebony Stevens
Pamela Dennis
La Vie En Rose

Jan Arden
Jana Jones
Phil Moore Trio
Le Ruvan Bleu

Patricia Bright
Mickey Deems
Ellen Hanley
JuIIub Monk
Norman Paris 3
Leon 4 Eddie’s

Eddie Davis
Penny Copper
Roma
A1 Dcllay
Argo 4 Faye
Oliver Dcrs
No. 1 Fifth Ave

Louise Howard
Mitchell Gregg
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
old Roumanian

Sadie Banks
Bob Melvin
Bobby Colt
/Monica Lind
Nadya
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Two Guitar*
Arena Rane
Elena 4 Anatol#
Eli Spivak
Mlscha Usdanotf
Michel Michon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles
Carmen Torres
Beverleo Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Towers
Gene Rowlands
Two Shirts 4 Skirt

Bill Norvos &
Upstarts

Geo Hale Revue
Emile Petti Ore
Panchito Ore

Village Barn
Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Bourbon 4 Baine
Zeb Carver Ore
Pete Rubino
Village Vanguard
Albert Dekker
Oscrr Brand
Gloria Warner
Clai*ence Williams

Waldorf-Astoi la

Kyle MacDonneJl
Ryan 4 McDonald)
Nat Brandwynne Jt

Mischa Borr(Orc
WlvelN

Sal Noble
Bob Lee

Btackhawk
Kay Coulter
Kenny Bowers
Grant Easthem
^at Carroll
Dave LeGrant
Barbara Cook
Ed Begley
Mariann D’Or
Henry Brandon Oro

Chez P*r*e

Olsen 4 Johnson
Marty May
June Johnson
Konyots (2)

3 Pitchmen
Leonard Sues
Jny C. Olsen
Chickle Johnson
Nina Varella
ean Olsen

Billy Kaye
Ivor Boden
John Ciampa
Biliy Young
Shortie Rennard

New Acts

10S ANGELES

Ambassador Hotel

Continentals (4)

Walter Gross
Eddie Bergman Ore

Bar of Music

Elsa Lanchester
Bobby Short
Felix Decola
Bcnho Rublnyi
Johnny David Oro

B Gray's Bandbox
Betty Reilly
Alan King
Hannon 4 Ryan
Bob Durwood

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Flamingo

Vaughn Monroe Ore
Ziggy Talent
Moonmaids
Vloonmen
Don Cummings
Dorothy Keller
Bobby Page Ore

Desert Inn
Lou Walters' Latin
Quarter Rev

Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
Darvas 4 Julia
Marilyn Ross
Collette Flouriot
Andre Philllppe
L--ii Pablos
Geneve Dawn
Gay & Harry Wells
Wallen Twins
Mullen Sisters
Lyn Allen
Lee Perkins

showmanship angle. Has the per-
sonality and the looks to make him
a bet.

Sheets Minton sets up a novel
. idea in ventro acts, via his dummy-

Capitol, Wash. impreshes. Utilizes a well versed
Washington, April 5. technique and gets them with, Ms

Connee Boswell, Three Kanaza- vis-a-vis taking off Yaughn Monroe
was, Sis & Sonny Arthur, Norman and other record clickers, to make
Evans; “Steel Town” (U). for novelty.

„ ,,,, , , ,
Ciro Rimac & Co, are familiars

Despite lift given by cliantoosey here. They project their Latino
Connee Boswell, this is a slipshod hip and frenetic dances* and song-
show, lacking general format and Ology, plussed by the kicked around
style. With biz generally dull at “American yitterbug” idea, to mark
the Capitol current session, reac- up heavy reaction from stub-
tion is indifferent and spotty. holders.

Headliner Boswell, appearing in Rudenkos set in fair fashion with
final slot, manages to lift sagging their ball balancing and juggling,
galleries with her unique style and comedy ideas and eccentric hoof-
warm voice. Her infectious per- evy 0f the Ben Wrigley group is on
sonality catches on early ;n act, the negative side for aud reaction,
and customers respond with affec- Le$ Rhode house orch backgrounds
tion, but sans .the all-out enthu- caDablv Larv
siasm this fine showwoman de-
serves. Tees off with a catchy med-
ley of “Smile” tunes, then goes on
to the sentimental “I’m Not Afraid”
from “King and I.” Her new ver-
sion of “Begin the Beguine” im-
presses as highspot of routine. This
is an unusually appealing treat- LES jfreres JACQUES (4)
ment of a surefire tune. Switches Songs
to her portable spinet for her new 20 Mins. *

Decca hit, “Somebody Stole My rjuc Angel, N. Y*
Darling From Me,” and winds up Les Freres Jacques, a four-man
with heftiest mitt action of eve- team which has been clicking in
ning.

„ Parisian niteries, make a dubious

w & The ^°
t

th
f
r th

£
e
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acts are ° kay of debut the U. S. With their cur-

wuitams Bros «) their
t
type but seem to fit together rent stand at the Blue Angel. Es-

Pierre D’Angelo 4 .

poorly. The Kanazawa trio of sentially, this combo is handi-
Oriental across twirl barrels and capped mostly by the .language
each other with amazing dexterity, barrier, arid a completely revised
for which they receive -fine re- repertory, designed for Engllsh-
sponse. However, placed in No. 2, speaking audiences, is needed for
there’s little they can do to pace them to register in the U. S.
show. Garbed in a Gallic version of a
Norman Evans, import from the barbershop quartet, with handle-

British music-halls,. has a novel bar mustaches and nylon sweat-
comedy act that garners spotty shirts, this crew is formatted as *
laughs. His British accent slows comedy-singing turn.°That’s pointed
him up, so far. as this crowd is con- up by the unison gesturing and in-
cemed, and it takes about five min- cidental antics within the group,

|

utes for customers and comic to but the pantomime aspects are def-
get together. Subject of comedy initely not strong enough to hit
skit, a session in a dentist’s chair, with non-Frehch speaking custom-
seems worn and not up the alley ers. In fact, the audience’s failurt
of American audiences. Starting to understand what they are sing-
slowly, newcomer does manage to ing tends to make their panto
work pewholders up to some en- seem somewhat repetitious and
thusiasm before bowing off. Not monotonous.
much more can be said for act. Their best numoer, don/e with
Comedy terpers Sis & Sonny some prelim explanatory notes, is

Arthur spoil a .pert routine with a number about a short Mexican
too much patter. They bounce general. Another, supposed to be
around to fair results, winding up pure' nonsense, registers as the

Charles Senna
Georgie Daye
N Miller Dcrs (12)

Brian Farnon Ore
Edgtwattr B**ch

Tito Guizar
Martez 4 Lucia
D HUd Dcrs (8)

Don Reid Ore (12)

Conrad Hilton Ho(«l
Arnold Shoda
Phil Romayne
Terry Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy
Jay SeUcr
Scotty Marsh
Boulve-dears (8)

Orrin Tucker O
Palmer House

< 2)

Ana
Martin "Bros <2>

M Abbott Dcrs (8)

E O'Neal Ore (12)

Blltmor* Hotel
Anthony, Allyn 4
Hodges-

Wideler Bros • (3)

Gall Gall
George Milan
Hal Derwin Ore

Clro'*
Divena :

.

Jackie Kamibn
Los Gatos Trio
Dick Stabile Ore *

Bobby Ramos Ore
Mocamb*

June RoseUe
Eddie Oliver .

Latln-Aires

Latin Quarter Line
Carlton Hayes Ore

Thunderblrd
CoUeanos
Jay Jason
Jan Nelson
Johnny O'Brien
K Duffy Dansations
A1 Jahns Ore
Jack Martin Five
El Rancho Vegas
Samia Gamal
Tony Bennett
El Rancho Dcr*
Joy Walker
Jerry Pedersen
Louise Burnett
Ted Fio Rito Ore

Last Frontier
Modenalres
Rublnoff
J Devlyn Girl Rev
GU Johnson
Bob Millar Ore

with a fast jitterbug routine.
Lowe.

others. One serious item, “Bar-
bara,” is delivered in oka; - choral
style but straight singing is appar-
ently not their forte. Herm.

Jake Wilk
Continued from page 30

MUMI-MIAMI BEACH

ester

Albion Hotel
I

Sam Bari
Rose Gallo

Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
David Elliott
Guy Rennie
Beth Challl*
Harvey BeU

Bombay Hotel
Pat Carson
Elaine Dexter
Joe Harnell
Brook Club-Loung*
Madmolselles 3
Chris Columbo
Skects Minton
Andy Somma 3
Zig 4 Vivian Baker
Helene
Casablanca Hotel

Billy Vine
Alex Shey 3
San Kanez Ore

Celebrity Club
Freddie Stewart
Ted Dorian
Alan Gale
The Haydocks (2)

Toddy King Ore
Clover Club

Geor'Te Dewitt
Nov-elitcs '3

Edwards 4 Diane
Selma Marlowe Line
Tony Lopez Ore

Gaiety Club
Tommy Raft
Zorita
Rita Cortes
Marie Stowe
Gllda Rogers
Rusty Russel)
<’aiely Girls
Ernie Be'* Ore

•^eauv'IF*
1 oc ’ noncy
Iluplr" **u roll

f Dblnno Holel

Carolyn Wood
Zina Reyes
Willie Hollander
Tommy Nunez Oro

Johnina Hotel
Tony Matas
Marlon Page
Jimmy Wood#

Jewel Box
Jackie Maye
T C Jones
Art West
Mickey Mercer
Danny 4 Doe Rev
Leon & Eddie's

Murray Swanson
Eddie Guerlin
Jackie Gordon
Jackie King
Chuckle .Fontaine
Gaby DeLane
Babe Baker Revue
• Martinique Hotel
Aliami 4 Diard
Helen Almcc
Manolo & Ethel
Danny Yates Oro

Mother Kelly's
Norma Parker
Melo-Tones 3
Seers 4 llaymer

Monte Carlo
Steve Gainer
Gomez 4 Beatrice
Arne Barnett 3

Nautilus Hotel

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, April 4

Les Paul A Mary Ford, Garry QUEENIE LEONARD
Morton, Vinni De Campo, Clark Comedy Songs
Bros., Wallace Sc Gayle, Jimmie 15 Mins.
Cameron, Archie Stone House Blue Angel, N. Y.
Orch; “Sellout” (M-G). Queenie Leonard, British song-

stress who has come to this N. Y.
Lts Paul & Mary Ford, with both spot by the way of Hollywood

on electric guitars for sophisti- niteries, has a repertory of special
cated hillbilly and modern folk- material numbers rendered in
song arrangements plus Wally English music hall style. Miss
Kamin on bass, are packing the Leonard has an okay delivery for
customers in ' for requests of smart songs but, unfortunately.
"How High the Moon,” “Mocking- her material is spotty, some of if

bird Hill” and other disk clicks, being witty but most of it rather
Bouncy tempo also- includes “Just heavy-handed.

v/aarc influenced WB to insert One More Chance” and terrific Miss Leonard seems to be on the
jears ago mnuenceo vvd w

speea ttnale of their “World Is verge of being a satirist but she
a TV reservation clause in all con ^y^ing For the Sunrise,” with never quite crosses the threshold,

tracts, a "proviso which has become Carol Kamin (Mary Ford’s sister On such tunes as “Be My Guest”

a standard in the trade, excepting, and wife of Wally Kamin) offstage and. “I ,Do It Myself,” there’s an
at separate mike for dual echo ef- obvious comedy potential but the
fects, but receiving no billing or numbers fail to fulfill the promise,
even appearing onstage for final With considerable sharpening of

bow. (Thought is this would other- her repertory, Miss Leonard could
wise spoil the audience illusion, click in the class' spots. At pres-

though known to the trade.) Group ent, she has an esoteric appeal
earned enthusiastic begoff when for special British-oriented audi-
caught. ences. Herm,
Clark Bros, over nicely on their

fast and furious tap challenges,
full-stage glides and splits; * Vinni
DeCampo for his song package;
Wallace & Gayle for their adagio

of course, where equally alert

writers, agents and others fought

for and were able to reserve video

rights unto themselves.

Some of the biggest WB grossers

and story, idea and play deals were
consummated by Wilk, Including

Irving Berlin’s “This Is the Army,”
George M. Cohan’s “Yankee Doo-

dle Dandy,” “The Watch on

Rhine,” “Fugitive From a Chain

Gang,” “Where’s Charley?”, “An-

thony Adverse,” “Life With
Father,” et al.

Incidentally, his son, Max Wilk,

is a successful TV-radio and gen-

eral show biz scripter.

BILL HAYES
Songs

YVETTE’S SQUEEZE
Margaret Phelan is filling in for

Yvette, the songstress, last night

Bet"y
U
4* J*anc

u,
Koa»

|
<Tues.) and tonight (Wed.) at the

9 Mins.

acrobatics in waltz time, complete "gy* Timr**
with shoulder spins; Garry Morton

1
for his patter and trumpet finish. TV Your Show of Shows, has

|
Neat and fast-paced bill, with ^°^Shout these appearances pro-

everyone over to nice returns, but vided ample proof that he knows
the Paul-Ford duo the topper mar- b

.
IS waY around the scales. His

quee lure via those lineups. are we
*l

d®v^°Ped »

Jimmie Cameron, as m.c., com- *e
n
c n̂*qU

wL.
petently skippers, with Archie 8ood. He s got a boyish charm

Stone’s pit orch contributing ditto Uhat sits well with the crowd,

support. McStay.

Larry K. Nixon
* 4 S Reyes
Freddie Calo Ore

La Rue’s
Jal O'man Ore

Paddork
- .oi j De Fee
hane
•loltrc 1* Hostile

ac". Ca'Jvun
lar' 1 ' 1 ShfW

i'iinsh l,ane

N. Y. Hotel St. Regis’ Maisonette.

The hotel’s managing director,

Pierre Bultirick, gave Yvette the

However, Hayes fails to get the
maximum out of his personal ap-
pearance here. Stage deportment
is virtually devoid of color. His
gestures seem mechanical and

Olympia, Miami
Miami, April 6.

Bill Lawrence, Skects Minton, song selection isn’t of the best.
Yvette the

| gen Wrigley Co., Ciro Rimac 14), ‘Chalk it up to, lack of. In-person
out on the last two days of her

| Rudenko Bros., Les Rhode House experience. He' .doesn't have to

i ;'our-\veek d°.te to let- her do a two-
. Orch., “Whispering Smith Vs. Scot- work hard to project before cam-

! dayer for Coca-Cola in Birmng- land Yard” (RKO). era c’oseups. Trying, to get the

b-m in a unit headed by Morion
j

same effect in. a large theatre is

oWnuyi * ' , ( 1 ,
1 1. -j 1 • ' j i i > j ‘There's 1

'*n! 'offish show on' tap somewhat affluent. ' Jose.
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‘Camera,’ ‘Joey,’

Don Juan’

"I Am a Camera” is the best play+

of the season, according to the

N. Y. Drama Critics Circle,
4
‘P*1

Joey” is the best musical, “Venus

Observed” the best foreign play

and “Don Juan in Hell” is “a dis-

tinguished and original contribu-

tion to the theatre.” The selections

were voted by the critics at a meet-

ing yesterday (Tues.) at the Algon-

quin Hotel, N. Y.

“Camera,” the John Van Druten
dramatization of Christopher Isher-

wood’s series of “Berlin Stories/

received 10 votes as the best play

of the 1951-52 semester. It thus

topped “Mrs. McThing,” the. Mary
Chase fantasy for “children of all

ages,” which received five votes.

Others mentioned in the ballot-

ing were Joseph Kramm’s “The
Shrike,” with three; “Point of No
Return,” Paul Osborn’s dramatiza-

tion of the John P. Marquand
novel, three; “Barefoot in Athens,”

by Maxwell Anderson, and “Grass
Harp,” by Truman Capote, one.

There was no real competition

for best musical. After the mem-
bers decided that “Pal Joey,” orig-

inally produced 11 years ago, was
eligible this season as a revival,

the musical version of John
O’Hara’s mag sketches, with book
by O’Hara, score by Richard Rodg-
ers and lyrics by the late Lorenz
Hart, Walked off with 20 votes.

“Three Wishes for Jamie,” with
book by James O’Neal and Abe
Burrows and songs by Ralph Blane,
got one vote, as did “Paint Your
Wagon,” which has book and lyrics

by Alan Jan Lerner and music by
Frederick Loewe. No other musi-
cals were mentioned.

“Venus Observed,” by Christo-
pher Fry, received 15 votes' as .the
best foreign play,, while “Four-
poster,” by Jan de Hartog, drew
eight, the only other import men-

(Continued on page 72)

Sadler’s Winds Two-Week

N.Y. Stay with Sock 153G;

Ballet Exodns to Europe
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet,

winding up a two-week stay at the

Warner, N. Y., Sunday (6), racked

up a sock $72,900 for eight per-

formances for the stanza. Previous
week, the troupe had garnered
$80,200 on nine shows, for a socko
$153,100 on the fortnight.

Troupe of young dancers, finish-
ing a 27-week tour of the U. S. and
Canada, flew back to London yes-
terday (Tues.). This week saw an
unusual exodus of dancers from
N. Y. to Europe. In addition to the
Sadler’s company of 49 that went
home yesterday, a unit of 68 people
representing the N. Y. City Ballet
Co. flew to London on Monday
(6). From there they planed to
Barcelona, for a three-week en-
gagement that opens a five-month
European trek for the Gotham
dancers.

Jerome Robbins, associate artis-
tic director of the N. Y. troupe,
stayed in N. Y. to finishi, dance
rehearsals for “Call Me Madam,”
which is set to tour next month.
Then he joins the ballet troupe
in Spain. Artistic director George
Balanchine, who was in Italy creat-
ing a hallet for L$i Scala Opera,
in Milan, is already in Barcelona.
Janet Reed, N. Y. City Ballet lead
dancer who Injured her leg sev-
eral weeks ago, has recovered
sufficiently, and flew to Europe
with the troupe.

Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet
finished off strongly at the Warner
last week, with some new ballets
and some sterling performances in
evidence. The company, on its first
U. S. visit, and tired from 26 weeks
of steady, uninterrupted trouping,
didn’t show any of this fatigue,
with Elaine Fifield. Svetlana Berio-
sova, David Blair, David Poole and
Donald Britton as standouts, and
supporting dancers also shining.

Director Ninette de Vi
choreography on “Haunted
room” was intriguing, but
Prospect Before Us” was a

too extended and colloquial t

altogether effective. John Cra:
’Pastorale” was a very eng<
work. Celia Franca’s “Khadra’
a pleasant fairy-tale confection
Andree Howard's “Assembly

:

an attractive work made partk
ly

.
memorable by Blair’s te

twirls. r»„
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t

li This Heresy?
Dqring the voting yesterday

(Tues.) for the N, Y. Drama
Critics Circle awards for the
season’s best shows, there was
some discussion about whether
the revival of the 11-year-old

“Pal Joey” was eligible for the

best musical and the 50-year-

old “Don Juan in Hell” as the
best foreign play.

George Jean Nathan, qf the

N. Y. Joumal-Amerlcan, op-

posed the idea. “It will make
us look silly,” he suggested,

“if that’s not redundant.”

AirAM Wants

Pay (or Benefits

Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents

& Managers has waived for this

season its claim for pressagent pay

for Equity Welfare Fund Benefit

performances of Broadway shows.

Hbwever, the union has notified

Equity and the League of N. Y.

Theatres that it expects the matter

to be rectified in the next produc-

tion contract, which comes up for

negotiation this summer.
Since the Welfare benefits be-

came part of the Equity-League
agreement, ATPAM has been agi-
tating for pay for the pressagents,
who were specifically excluded.
The union has noted that company
managers and house managers are
paid for the extra shows, and ar-
gues that pressagents actually do
a comparable amount of extra work
for the dates. Equity has taken the
stand that the’ added coin should
be paid by the management of the
show in question, rather than by
the Welfare Fund,
Pending settlement of the dis-

pute, the approximately $400 in-
volved has been held in escrow.

L’vie Amphi Axes

Chorus on Wage Hike
Louisville, April 8.

Slash of chorus personnel for the
Iroquois Amphitheatre season was
announced last week by George E.
Gans, prez of the Louisville Park
Theatrical Assn. Gans stated that
Chorus Equity demands for $10
hike in weekly salary was respons-
ible for the lopping off of four
singers and four dancers.
Denis DuFor, managing director,

readying his seventh season in
Louisville, announced Edward
Clarke Lilley will return to stage
the productions, and Edward Hunt
has been reengaged to conduct the
orch and chorus. William Holbrook
will be choreographer for the 1952
summer season.
Opening July * 7, and running

through Aug. 17, season will con-
sist of “Where’s Charley?” “Fin-
ian’s Rainbow,” “Great Waltz,” “Up
In Central Park,” “Carousel” and
“Brigadoon.”

De Vries Disappoints

In One-Woman Show

Freedom Award to Green

For -Fathers’ -Pageant
‘ Washington, April $.

Paul Green, North Carolina

playwright, won a Freedom Foun-
dation Award here last week for

“Faith qf Our Fathers,” his

pageant with music which has been
a feature of Washington’s jSesqiii-

centefnnial celebration.

Also honored with an award was
Herbert T. Edwards; chief qf the
motion picture division ' of the

State Dept/s “Voice of America”
program.

Bard Gets Superior Try

At Hofstra College Fest

On Special Globe Stage

Featuring what is probably the

most authentic full-size' replica of

Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre stage,

the Hofstra College (Hempstead,

LX) Third Annual Shakespeare
Festival (2-6) drew over 6,000

viewers, including - the Theatre
Guild’s Lawrence Langner, who
plans to utilize a similar Eliza-

bethan stage for the presentation

of the Baird’s plays at a Shake-
speare Festival at Westport, Conn.

Superior for a college produc-
tion, the offering, “Twelfth Night,”

starred British actress Stella An-
drew, and Bernard Beckerman di-

rected. The wooden, solidly con;

structed three-story stage struc-

ture, finished off with wooden
“returns," is set up each year at

one end of the school gymnasium,
with wall drapes and a $2,000 back
curtain aiding acoustically. Seating
capacity is 1,200, with bleachers
lining the side walls.

Designed by John Cranford
Adams, the Hofstra Shakespearean
stage was built by students from
the college and nearby schools for

some $3,000; commercial estimate

was $30,000. The wooden stage pro-

vides five acting areas: the large

forestage, the curtained inner al-

cove upstage, a curtained upper (or

balcony) stage directly above it,

with two window stages at either

side of this upper stage# On the
third level is the gallery where
musicians are seated, and two col-

ored columns on the forestage sup-
port a roof which protected the
Elizabethan actor from the ele-

ment in the open-air theatre of that

day.

Utilizing these columns, the
large forestage and the other
“stages,” director Beckerman kept
the, action fluid and well-paced, but
locating successive scenes always
in a different acting area wore the
.novelty a bit thin. Miss Andrew
gave a sensitive, well-modulated in-

terpretation of the wistful page-
boy in disguise, Viola. Rest of the
roles were played by students.
Of a cast generally competent for

a college production, the most ac-
ceptable were William Schoope as
the roistering Sir Toby Belch; Ed-
ward Hingers as the imitative
bumpkin Sir Andrew Aguecheek;
and Walter Thomson as the disap-
proving, ambitious Malvolio. Direc-
tor Beckerman compensated for the
shortcomings of his actors with in-

genious bits of business, and while
the comedy was broad, it was' at
the same time inventive. Composed
by Gerald Humel, the music in the
Elizabethan manner was a definite
assist.

Regarding Elizabethan stages for
•modem Shakespearean produc-
tions, audience consensus was the
same as at Stratford-upon-Avon
this summer, where five plays were
mounted on the Globe-style stage:
okay for an occasional novelty but
not for a steady diet. Vene.

Beppy de Vries, a performer
from The Netherlands, made her
N. Y. debut in a one-woman show
at Carnegie Recital Hall last

Thursday (3). The stunt nature of
the one-woman show is not a fair

test of an actress’ ability, but Miss
de Vries clearly lacks the show-
manship and potent personality
that has won audiences for Cor-
nelia Otis Skinner and Ruth
Draper in this medium.
She is further hampered by the

mediocrity of ' her material in

sketches by Ryerson Sc Clements,
Clary Franklin, and longer pieces
by Sydney Thompson and Maria M.
Coxe. The comedy is often obvi-
ous and tasteless and the charac-
terizations amateurish, with the
single exception of Dorothy Park-
er’s poignant, “Just a Little One,”
in which a girl in a bar with a man
grows increasingly maudlin with
each drink. Even with the variety
of accents employed/the net effect
is of monotony and dullness.

Gale*

Chagrin Valley, O., Bam
Maps 10-Week Schedule

Chagrin Falls, O., April'S.
Second season for the Chagrin.

Valley Little Theatre here will
start June 24, according to William
Van Sleet, co-producer of the ven-
ture last year, who has arrived
from New York to work on the
season. His partner is Paul Mar-
lin, of Canton, O. A new play
will be tried as the first produc-
tion, he said. Herbert Patterson,
leading man in last summer’s
plays, has been engaged in direct
the new troupe in 10 plays. Each
show will run one week, from
Tuesdays through Sundays, with-
out matinees.

“Personal Appearance” will be
the second play, and “Come Back,
Little Sheba,” the third. Also
planned are “Olivier, Olivier,” by
Paul Osborne, “Blithe Spirit”
‘The Heiress,” “Candlelight.”
'Papa Is All,” and either “Dark of
the Moon” or “Laura.”

Indiana Legit Group
Makes Deal for House

Indianapolis, April 8.

Richmond, Ind., Civic Theatre
has completed arrangements with
Hudson Theatres, Inc., to use the

700-seat Indiana Theatre there for

its productions during the next two
years.

House, built originally for vaude-
ville and known as the Murray, will

be made available to the commu-
nity group a week at a time for
seven plays a year. Otherwise it

will operate with a film policy.

Richmond Civic, one of the
strongest organizations of its kind
in the state, has a membership top-

ping. 2,000, with a waiting list of

700, in a town of 40,000 population.
It has operated the past several
years in McGuire Hall at Richmond
High School, which has 500 seats.

Equity Pushing

~
Barn Fee Tilts

Actors Equity is going ahead

with its proposed increased salary

minimum for stock and its new
$5 registration fee for locally-hired

local players. However, the union

has dropped its demand for hospi-

talization by the management for

all players. That was decided at a

meeting last week between Equity
officials and representatives of the
Stock Managers Assn.

I

Despite managerial predictions

that the minimum salary increase

from $50 to $55 a week, which, it's

claimed won’t affect the established

spots, may force some of the smal-
j

ler barns to close or go non-Equity,
J

the uiiion refused to budge on the
j

matter. It also declined to modify
its regulation, applicable -this sum-
mer for the first time, that actors

recruited locally for bit parts be
assessed a $5 registration fee. In
this case, the strawhatters argue
that relatively few places use such
walk-ons and that a negligible
amount of salary is involved, but
assert that the setup has local pro-
motional value for such spots.

After SMA reps pointed out
some of the complications and
questionable legal aspects of 'the
proposed hospitalization payment
rule, Equity agreed to drop it, at
least for this season. According to
the strawhatters, the suggested $1
pe£ week payment by the manage^
ment for each cast member would
be at a higher rate than the hos-
pitalization fee. It was also argued
that in most cases the coin would
be thrown away/ or would have
to be included in the union’s over-
all welfare pool.

In its campaign against “abuses”
of the touring package setup, SMA
last week issued a letter listing
the various “subterfuges” being
used by agents to get around the
organization’s new stand. These
were said to be substitution of a
fourth actor in place of the-
advance man, offers by the stars
to pay for additional actors, in the
unit, and attempts to classify
straight plays as musicals (which
are exempt from the SMA policy)
by having the star sing a few
songs.
SMA awards for the most co-

operative stars of last season and
the most promising new players
this season will be announced at
a luncheon to be held next Mon-
day (14) at the Astor Hotel, N. Y»

2 Yiddish Plays to Debut
Two new Yiddish plays debut in

the New. York area this week, both
to run through the Passover holi-
days.

Miriam Kressyn will be costarred
with Leon Liebgold, Muni Serebrov
and Max Bozhyk in “Sisters,”
comedy-drama with music by HTuis
Frelman, which opens Friday (11)
at the Second Ave. Theatre, Man-
hattan.
Lea Fuchs will be starred in the

title role of “Mendel Der Conti-
nental,” musical by Harry Kalmano-
vdtz, which opens at the Parkway,
Irook’yn, with a matinee tomorrow
(Thurs.). New production marks
Goldberg Sc Jacobs’ return as op-
era tor-managers, of the Parkway.

By ARTHUR BRONSON
The Metropolitan Opera will

close it* 67th season In New Yorir
this Saturday (12) on an upbeat
note, financially as artistically. Ru-
dolf Bing, ending his second season
as general manager, now seems
solid in his spot after two years of
storm, change and streamlining.

And as the Met preps for a
spring tour of seven weeks, one of
the most extensive in its history
(likely to gross $1,185,000), Bing
can look back on a ’51-’52 season
that ran the gamut-—from picket-
ing of the house, because of “Don
Carlo,” to packed houses for a ter-
rific “Carmen”; from the shenani-
gans of a Welitch in “La Boheme”
to the glories of a Flagstad in
“Alcestis.”

The Met, which ran up the big-
gest deficit in its history last sea-
son (’50-*51) with a 462G net loss,
was headed for an even bigger nick
this season, due to increased costs
all around and no cutback on ex-
penditures or new productions. A
probable 50QG or even 600G deficit
loomed for the home organization,
plus an additional setback of about
$70,000 from the special touring
company of “Die Fledermaus,”
which was a resounding financial
flop, instead of aq auxiliary money-
gainer, as anticipated. (Troupe
folded to about 140G in the red,
with 70G for operational losses,
which the Met is standing, and
70G additional for the production
cost, which Columbia Records ad-
vanced and is absorbing.)
But due to two windfalls at be-

ginning of the season— (1) remis-
sion of .the Federal 20% admis-
sion tax, which ran last season to

(Continued on page 72)

Stormy ‘Wozzek’ in Sock

N.Y. City Opera Preem,

Grim But Impressive
The N. Y. City Opera Co,

preemed its production of Alban
Berg’s controversial modern opera,
“Wozzek,” at City Center, N. Y.,

last Thursday (3) to an overflow
house that included a fine cross-
section of show biz. Work, com-
posed 26 years ago, had had only,
one previous showing in N. Y.#

when Leopold Stokowski brought
a Philadelphia troupe over to do
it in fi. single some years ago, and
was heard in concert version at

N. Y. Philharmonic concerts last

season. This is first time for its

inclusion In regular repertoire of a
N Y.-operatic organization.

Opus, a grim story of a down-
trodden soldier, abused by officers

and fellows alike, and finally be-

trayed by his woman, the mother
of his child, in an impressive work.
Music is atonal, with spoken dialog
and sprechgesang in place of set

arias and melodies, in a score as

grim as the libretto. But the work
packs power in ascending crescen-
do, and though one may not like

it, one is impressed and even ab-
sorbed by it.

Joseph Rosenstock manfully
conducted an enlarged orchestra
through the difficult score, while
Patricia Neway, Marko Rothmuller,
Howard Vandenburg, Luigi Vel-
lucci and Ralph Herbert han led
the demanding lead parts skillfully.

Work has undeniable stature, and
adds strength to the N. Y. City
Opera Co.’s list. Bron.

Two Operas Due on Spring

Little Orch Society Sked
'the Little Orchestra Society will

present two post-season programs,
featuring operas in concert form,
this spring in N. Y. Vivaldi's “Ju-

dith Triumphant” will have its

New York premiere' April 21, and
“The Pearl Fishers,” by Bizet, not

heard in N. Y. since 1916, will be

given April 30. Thomas Scherman
will conduct.

Janice Moudry and Mack Har-

rell head cast of the Vilvaldi work;
David Poleri, Martial Singher,
Jean Bartl and Kenneth Smith will

sing “Pearl Fishers.” Chorus in

both performances will he the

Westminster Choir, John Finlay

Williamson, director.

Equity Show
( April 7-19)

“Chicago” — Lenox Hill Play-

house. ,N. Y. (8-13),
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‘Wife’ Closes ob B way to 24G Gam;

‘Aisle’ Loss Hits 230G for N.Y. Run
“Constant Wife,” Katharine Cor-+*

null’s revival of the - Somerset a w**% § «|
Maugham comedy which dosed ATPAM NomiMtlOllS
Saturday night (5) after 139 per-

formances At thp N# Y.*

earned a profit of $24,000 on its

40 000 investment That included

about $6,500 profit 'on its pre-

Broadway tour,

Set for This Month

COAST BOW FOR MARKS’

‘LAND SAKE’ MUSICAL
Hollywood, April 0.

Manley Marks has written hook,
music and lyrics for “For Land
Sake,” a new musical slated for an
April 22 bow at Las Palmas The-
atre here. Leon Gordon will di-

rect
Musical deals with a songwriter

and .his Broadway producer pal
who are stranded in the Ozarks,

$
9

Lone-Staters HanOwn N.Y. Hit Tours

Nominations for the election of
, „ , , , , „ ... _ . .

officers and board members of the 1“* tek«
?:
e£u

8f »iu» * mountain

The show, co-starring Miss Cor- Managers will be made April 17.

neil Brian Aherne and Grace Prior to that, the manager and

George and staged by Guthrie Me- pressagent chapters will make
Clintic, cost approximately $30,000 their own nominations for chapter

to produce* It received generally officers and board representatives,

favorable notices and played to There’s been nd indication yet

near-capacity houses for about two whether Frank Smith, house man-
months, but tapered off during the ager of the Lyceum, N, Y., will be

recent hoxoffice slump. The. back- a candidate for re-election as

ers have- been repaid their original president or whether Wolfe Kauf-

investment and $14,000 profit has man will run again for vice-presi-

been distributed. dent. It's assumed, however, that

Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents & l
am

fv.
“ w

j
u

.J>«
presented by

- c
Spotlight Productions.

Dolls’ Dishes Out

718G In Profits

Another dividend of $80,000 was

IfteT^rinTift this week, the Kin WrtourwiirbTrrnamed I

PaW last week by -Gluy, and DoHs ”

production will play engagements secretary-treasurer of the union, bringing the total distributed profit

in Philadelphia, Washington and and that Oliver Sayler will be op- on the two-company operation to

Boston, after which it will shutter posed as usual for re-election as $718,191.81 thus far. The Cy

Hylton to Stage London

‘Blondes’; Seeks Claiming
Deal has been concluded by the

Kenneth Later agency for the
British production of “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes,” * which will be
done in London by Jack Hylton.
Negotiations have bedn going on
for two years,

British edtiion will start at the
close of the show's current U, S,

tour. ' Carol Channing, the lead,

has been offered the role in the
English edition if she'll agree to
stay on for a full year. Herman
Levin, producer of the original
show now on tour, is in Europe,
having just concluded confabs
with Hylton in London.

until fall, when it goes on a na-

tionwide tour.

“Two on the Aisle,” the Arthur

Lesser revue which is currently

on tour after its recent closing in

New York, represented a loss of

about $230,000 when It ended its

276-performance run at the Hell-

inger, N. Y. The production, cap-

italized at $175,000, plus 20%
overcali, ran into terrific losses

during its Philly tryout, necessi-

tating an additional loan of $105,-

business agent. Feuer-Emest H. Martin production
was originally financed at $200,000,
plus $50,000 (however, the latter

was returned to the backers with-

out being used).

For the four weeks ended March
1, the period covered by the last

accountant’s statement, the operat-
ing profit on the venture was $84,-

719.52. That included $35,905,40
after deducting $109.64 N. Y. State

unincorporated business tax) on
the Broadway production and $48,-

814.12 on the touring edition. It

brought the total net profit .on both
companies to $986,560.64 as of

March 1. Show is in its 73d week
on Broadway.

Barns Co-op To

Woo Coast Names
Cooperative setup has been

formed by a group of strawhat op-

000 by Anthony B. Farrell, a major erators to persuade Hollywood
backer who had already put up the stars to make appearances in stock

“Stood to have
Bam managers spe-

been repaid about $85,000 of the cifically note that the arrange-

extra coin, but the operation did ment is not a move to bypass

not succeed in earning back any agents, but is intended merely to u n . , n-li.
of the original investment or over- lineup additional film names for JMnfg fOWlCrS* MICKIKUS
call, so the backer# have received stock dates. If these latter players 7

_

nothing. Despite a six-to-two want to be booked by agents it’s Vftr KhftW (lllMnnr AflS*
favorable bre*k in the notices <in- entirely up to them, the strawhat- rUr 0UUW UUlUU01

eluding a couple of raves), the mu- ters explain. Elsa Finlay has been

sical never quite sold out, although engaged as the Coast contact for

it drew big grosses and operated the stock group,

comfortably, in the black for many Members of the producer setup

weeks. - (and their respective spots) are

Despite Farrell's loss on his Lee Falk (Boston, an'd a new bam
original investment and his addi- to be located near Framingham?
tional loan, he's figured to have Mass.); Theron Bamberger (New
actually made out fairly satisfac- Hope, Pa., and the new musical

tent in Philly); Charlotte and
Lewis Harmon (Clinton, Conn.);
Guy Palmerton (Fitchburg and
Worcester, Mass.); Sara Stamm
(Newport); John Lane (Ogunquit,
Me.); Rowena Stevens (Mountain-
home, Pa.); Marshall Migatz (Hins-

dale, III.); Thomas Ratcliffe (Sea

torily on the deal as a whole, since

the show kept his Hellinger Thea-
tre lighted over the summer, and
for much of the time paid a size-

able rental.

Doolittle Plans ‘Chic’

Venture at Coast Ozoner

With G&S, Opera & Ballet

Los Angeles, April 8.

James A. Doolittle heads the
combine which has taken over the
4,400-seat, city-owned open-air
Greek Theatre in Griffith Park for
a season of ballet, opera and Gil-

bert Ac Sullivan presentations.
Group expects to - get started
around July 15. ..

Doolittle reported that the Greek
will be operated more on a civic

Evans Aids Equity,

Brit Swap Talks
London* April 8.

Maurice Evans, who returned to
England after 17 years to play the
part of Arthur Sullivan in the
film production of “Mr. Gilbert
and Mr. Sullivan,” is acting as am-
bassador on behalf of American
Equity to open negotiations with
British Equity for free exchange
of players between England and
the U. S.
The actor who contacted British

Equity on his arrival, is hoping
to arrange an early conference on
the subject. He said there was an
urgent need to liberalize regula-

ar it mm .»v ill tions and establish free trade in

H.l. Museum Defended the theatre but the problem is

difficult for both parties.

In the TJ. S., approximately 70%
of the thespers are unemployed,
and the figure in Britain is on a
comparable level. It was hoped,
however, that a formula could be
worked out which would give a
fair deal to both sides.

In last month's Equity News
Letter, it was reported that an
attempt to reach a reciprocal

agreement with American Equity
to abolish fees and recognize each
others cards,, had failed. The
British union had therefore agreed

New York.

Editor, Variety:

Ned Alvord has an excellent

poifit - when he contends that

there’s nothing wrong with out-

door paper that elimination of su-

perfluous copy couldn’t improve.
Another point which I believe is

making paper not as effective as

possible, is the standardization to

the present-day three-sheet. Bas-

tard-size paper, as is often used

t- The replacement edition of
“Fourposter,” co-starring Betty
Field and Burgess Meredith, is set
for a tuneup tour in Texas before
moving into the Barrymore, N. Y.,
to replace the original stars*

Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn.
The tour will also serve as a test
run for a proposed production-
booking setup in Texas.

Plan is for the Field-Meredith
company to play four weeks of
split-weeks and one-nighters in
Texas and Louisiana, opening May
5 in Fort Worth. It will then re-
turn to New York for a week'#
final checkup rehearsal before tak-
ing over for the Cronyns, who plan
a vacation and then a national
tour, opening late June on the
Coast.

Besides playing the tuneup tour
in Texas, the replacement edition
of “Fourposter” will be built in
the *shops at the State Fair Audi-
torium, Dallas, which constructs
the productions of the summer
operettas given there. Actual
boking of the four weeks of tour
dates in Texas and Louisiana if

being handled by Bob O'Donnell,
Interstate Circuit head, who ha#
just returned from ' an extended
vacation abroad.
With “Fourposter” as a test, It'#

reported that Interstate and the
State Fair organizations have
worked out a Joint letup to pro-
duce and tour their own edition#
of Broadway hits next season, be-
sides offering guaranteed tour# for
other productions. Of „ the four
weeks available, 21 dates are said
to be Interstate, with the balance
independent spots.

La Jolla~Texa# Tie
Idea is understood to be that

managements would lease touring
rights for the Texas-Louisiana ter-
ritory while the shows were still
current on Broadway, rather than
wait until they could send the pro-
ductions out themselves. Thi#
would enable the Interstate-State

(Continued on page 72)

may take bookings the other mem-
bers don’t want or can’t handle,

Donald Wolin and Haroldare

abroad today, gives wider scope

Cliff L. I) and John Huntington to 4116 lay6ut ariist for eye-catch- to charge similar to those which

(Saratoga, N. Y:). Alternates who in* design. British artists have to pay when
I believe Alvord wa# offbase, they work 'in the U. -S. This

though, when he took a crack at amounts to 5% of the salary, plus

the Museum of Modern Art. It is entrance fee.

one institution that has always pro-

moted exhibits of graphic art,

American as well as European, es-

pecially theatrical paper. And Its

film research library and rental

service to community and school

groups should be applauded. Show Growing popularity of ballet, as

business has no stronger ally for evidenced by its invasion of films,

fostering an appreciation, both his- stageshows and TV, is being evi-

torical and contemporary, than the denced in another direction, in bal-

Museum of Modern Art. I'm happy let’s wooing by the strawhats. Bal-
let Theatre, due at the Warner,
N. Y., April 23, as complete ‘stage
bill, along with a film feature, is

being offered for four to six weeks

Schiff (Matunuck, R. I.) and Gail
Hillson (who expects to operate a
new spot at Binghamton,, N. Y.).

SPRINGFIELD LEG1TER

HAS FRENZIED OPENERI

SECOND BALLET TROUPE

TAKING TO STRAWHATS

Springfield, Mass., April 8.

wm be operated more on a cmc The Springfield Playgnere, Inc.,
to b#, a member

basis, with emphasis on local tal- almost saw hopes of opening and
•

Jacobson.
ent wherever possible. Arrange- P*ri of their house go_ down the

ments now are being made for pro- drain last Tuesday (1), but despite

ductions. a series °* lawsuits and a burst of

Lease with the city provides for water pipe, they brought Can-

a guarantee and percentage deal, dida” in at curtain time before a
|
Editor, Variety:

More Schooling
Dallas. on the silo circuit. Now another

troupe is in line for bam dates,

understood"to~be **around °$15,000 near-capacity house. Have read with interest your sev- despite strawhat managers’ pro-

forth, season Dltuj 5% rf the The suits, which stemmed from erai letters published from various fessed dislike for touring package

gross
* a claim by the property's former writers concerning show outdoor attractions (as against resident

Ozone lerfter had been operated lessee, Elias M. Loew, of Boston, advertising
1

. Everything has been stock troupes),

fdr the last six years by Gene brought a restraining order against covered but the remedy. The me- ’• Second troupe

Mann, who had inaugurated the the Springfield Playgoers, Inc., and

outdoor musicoraedy policy at the the Gilmore Associates, who own

theatre. Greek operated in the red the theatre, which threatened, even

the first year, but made a profit in

1948, ’49 and ’50. Last year, *Mann’s
interest was purchased in a cor-
porate reshuffle that found a group
of non-show biz people running the
theatre. Mann remained as pro-
ducer. Group’s policy errors, in-
cluding a decision to stage season’s
shows in San Francisco as well as

up to opening night, to prevent

their using some of the theatre

properties necessary for the pro-

duction.
Among these items are listed the

candy stands, light fixtures, bal-

cony spotlights, velvet and canvas

curtains, marquee ceiling, and
curtains, marquee ceiling and

Los Angeles, resulted in a seasonal floodlights. Loew says the prop-
1

eries listed in the complaint belong

to him.
However, the restraining order

was lifted to permit “Candida” to

go on. Four hours before curtain

time, a water pipe burst in an un-

used restroom in the gallery, send-

ing hundreds of gallons of water

cascading through to the main floor

before it was discovered. The
weight of the water collapsed the

ceiling of the ladies’ restroom on

the main floor, damaging fixtures,

new carpets, paint and other ac-

cessories. *«

By dint of extraordinary effort,

the mess was cleaned up in time

for the curtain.

loss of around $250,000.
Mann had maintained an option

on the Greek, finally dropping it

when he decided to concentrate on
television packaging. He re-
ported that the downbeat -in Coast
legit, and the rising cost of pro-
duction, made it a difficult ven-
ture with a weekly operating put
of around $40,000 on regular shows.

Doolittle hopes to shave the pro-
duction costs and is aiming at a
$25,000 weekly budget for each of
the four Gilbert & Sullivan oper-
ettas he plans. Spot will be oper-
ated on a $3.60 top basis, and civic
groups are being approached to
Set behind a subscription deal*

The me- ‘ second troupe is a new group

dluin vras,”and Isj to "«clalm,” not beaded by Mia Slavanska and

“explain
” Frederic Franklin, with Alexan-

t +-u

,

.wia dra Danilova as. guest star, and a

u onvfhintf ahnnt corps of eight dancers In support,
school th»‘

I tten Trio of leads are top names in the
outdoor ydverilslng; so, until then,

dance wor)a name o£
the bills will continue to be with

self-imposed inefficient selling

quality. /The boy who graduates

from a school of journalism, there-

fore, is as unfitted to write copy for

an outdoor poster, as I am to per-

form a thrombosis operation.

Slavenska-Franklin Co., troupe is

currently in negotiation with
Richard Aldrich for the week of

July 28 at either his Cape Play-
house, Dennis, or Falmouth Play-
house, Coonamesset, Mass.

New Orleans Community

Drive Hits Record 45G;

9 Top Concert Events Set .

New Orleans, April 8,

The New Orleans Community
Concert Series concluded a driv#
last weekend for Subscriptions to
next year’s concert series, amass-
ing a total of $45,000. Drive wa# .

biggest In city’s history, with, total
receipts setting a record for thi#
town or any in the Community list^

and helping to disprove the theory
that the country is in the music
doldrums.
Community, organized by Co-

lumbia Artists Mgt. to bring con-
cert series to towns on an organized
audience plan, comprises over
1,000 cities, about 500 of which
raise under $3,000 for a season’#
series (of four or five events). New
Orleans is one of 10 large cities in-
cluded in Community.

Local drive was' conducted under
sponsorship of the new Orleans
Opera Guild, an affiliate of the
Metropolitan Opera Guild, with
Mrs. Edward B. Ludwig as chair-
man. Community assigned Her-
bert O. Fox from N. Y. as “field

director on the drive.

With the coin raised, New Or-
leans will get a concert series of
nine top-pjdced events, comprising
the Danish State Symphony, Bos-
ton Pops Orchestra, St. Louis Sym-
phony Ballet Theatre, Robert Shaw
Chorale, Lily Pons, James Melton,
Yehudi Menuhin and Rudolf
Serkin. Prices of subscriptions ran
from $5 to $14.

, , „ , , , Troupe will likely play six barn
Only about four of the largest ^tes in all, in a repertoire of two

advertising agencies employ spe-
programs alternating during each

cialists in this field. In show busi- week> Alfred Katz and Kurt Neu-
ness, they usually tear out the Sun- (Mme Slavenska’s husband)
day ad, caption it A Smash J3.it, are summer impresarios. In
and call the sign company

._ the fall, Naumann will send the
troupe out on regular tour, while
Mme. Danilova returns to her
school in Dallas.

Pat Baron,

Ashley’* ‘10%-er’

Vet tale“‘ ag“f A joint recital by Merce Cun-
Ashley, onetime stage and fil s

, ninghain jean Erdman, Erick
has optioned The 10%-er, a

Hawldns and DonaW McKayle,
farce about the talent agency biz

assisting companies and or-
by Bud Spence.

^
chestra, will be given, April 22 at

Ashley plans to produce it in the the Brooklyn Academy of Music*

fall with a $50,000 budget. It's a as first venture of Theatre Eqe

one-set three-acter. Dance.

YET DANCER SHAWN SET

FOR BARN LEGIT DEBUT
Ted Shawn, famed dancer-

choreographer who’s been in the
longhair terp field 40 years, will
make his first legit appearance thi#

summer, at the Berkshire Play-
house, Stopkbridge, Mass. He’ll

play the title role in “Death! Take#
a Holiday,” which opens » the 11-

week summer season at the Play-
house June 16.

Shawn is A neighbor of the Play-
house, being founder-director of

the Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival,

which has a 10-week season of its

own every summer at Lee, Mass,
tits season begins June’ 27.
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Plays Out of Town
OI Xltee I Si*g

New Haven, April 8,.
' Chandler Cowle* *, ***** If*****1;

iatlon of musical revival in two acts (11

scenos), with hook by George S. Kaufman*
Morrle Itysklndj music, George Gershwins
lyrics, Ira Gershwin. Stair*

Paul Hartman; features Jack .WWtlng,
jtenore Loncrgan. Floremc Awm*
Oakes, Howard Freeman, J. Pat- O'Malley,

Donald Foster, Robert F. Slmdn, Jonathan

Lucas, Joan Mann, Loring Smith. Directed

by Kaufman. Choreography, Helen Ta-

ndrlss sets, Albert Johnsons costumes,

Sene* Sharaffs musical dlrector. Maurlce

Levine; orchestrations, Don Walker. At
Shubert, New Haven, April 7, 52,

Franefs'x. Gllhooley.. . . J.PatO-Mjll.y
Louis Lippman Ro

tChambermaid . . ...

Matthew Arnold Fulton... - Lorlnj Smith

Sen. Carver Jones Howard Frcexrian'

Ren Robert E. Lyons Donald Foster

Alexander Throttlebottom . - Paul Hartman
John P. Wintergreen. Jock Carson

Beauty Contestant Jean Bartel

TWnrv Turner JtJCwcy urkm
Sam Jenkins v

Jon*th9^J^^
Diana Devereux Lenorie Donergan
Emily Benson Joan Mann
Vladimir Vidovitch Abe Stein

Yussef Yussevltch
Chief Justice Jack Whlthvg

{uicta ,**.••••••••• Jftok Whiting
Sightseer Parker Wilson
French Ambassador Florenz Ames
Chief Senate Clerk ........ Mort HSJarsliall

Senator from Mass/. . ..... -.Jack Whiting
Singers: Claudia Campbell, Louise Car-

lyle. Helen Rice, Jeanne Schlegel; Joann*
Splllcr, Gloria Van Dorpe, Ken Ayers,

Norman Clayton, Warren Galjour, Michael

King, William Krach, Jame* McCracken.
Dancers: Vicki Barrett, Betty Buday,

Qeorgine Darcy, Peggy Mcrber, Miriam
Pandor. Pat Stanley. CordeUa Ware, Tom-
my Andrews, Crandall Diehl, J. Coiky
Ooll, Skeet Guenther, Sheldon Ossosky,

Harry Rogers, Frank Seaholt; Bob Tucker,

Parker Wilson. _ _ _
/ Showgirls: Arlene Anderson, Jean Bar-

tel, Gregg Evans, Charlotte Foley, Doro-

thy Richards, Siri, Jeanne Tyler, Char-

lotte Van Lein,

i

This being a season of revivals.

Chandler Cowles and Ben Segal

figured they might as well join the

crowd and disinter a certain Pu-*

litzer prize-winning musical tagged
“Of Thee I Sing.” Whether their

hunch was good or had will be de-

termined" in the next three weeks
after polishing lias been completed
for its Broadway bow.

As the show how stands, it rates

a classification of fair entertain-

ment. This rating can be upped
by smart simonizlng, and the
know-how is there to ao it.

It goes without saying that the
score will carry appeal in this re-

born version just as it did in the
original. Lyrics have been some-
what topicalized and same goes for

dialog, but there are' certain se-

quences that give an impression of
everybody waiting for somebody
to do something. This situation is

a matter of editing, a task that

should not be too difficult in this

particular respect.

While ensemble singing is good,
show’s major weakness is lack of
quality Individual vocalizing to sell

some of the numbers. r

They’ve assembled a generally
competent cast for this one. It is

Inevitable that old-timers will

'compare the work of Jack Carson
and Paul Hartman with the cre-

ators of their respective roles in
the original, William Gaxton and
Victor Moore. Such a comparison,
however, will mean nothing to a
newer generation of playgoers
ogling this musical for the first

time.
Of sufficient interest is the fact

that both Carson and Hartman
turn in creditable jobs. There is

a feeling that Carson could be
funnier with some choicer mate-
rial, but he handles himself well
and should register okay on his
Broadway debut in this one. Hart-
man has brought his individualized
type of humor to the Throtttebot-
tom characterization and -he, too,
should find good acceptance in the
finished product. The two are a
oolld click in a song-and-dance
routine.

Betty Oakes, especially in the
upper register, contributes the
show’s best solo vocalizing. Lenore
Lonergan is a striking beauty con-
testant and a good comedienne,
but her Andy Devine pipes leave
something- to he desired in the
singing department.
Jack Whiting triples competent-

ly in support; Florenz Ames makes
the French ambassador amusing;
Howard Freeman, J. Pat O’Malley,
Donald Foster, Robert F. Simon
are appropriately cast as machine
politicians, and Loring Smith fits
nicely as a bigwig newspaper pub-
lisher.

Visually, they’ve lined up a
bunch of pips to show off effec-
tively some standout apparel that
ranges from eye-filling bathing
outfits to chic formats. Color of
costumes combines with color of
settings to steal a little thunder
from the rainbow.

Dances provide an entertaining
portion of the overall setup, and
ar

? .!
a^e^y n°t overemphasized in

relation to balance of show’s con-
tent. Jonathan Lucas and JoanMann are the toppers of the terp-
ers. *

,nni?wn y flights are a very
lull

11
/.
m lnterlude carrying elec.

Hartman presiding over the Sen-
ate.
Kaufman’s staging has '’blended

the ingredients skillfully on the
overall production end, and con-
ducting of Maurice Levine has
kept pace from musical directing

standpoint,-. ' Bone.

I Am laughing
Dallas, April 2.

Theatre '54 production of comedy in
three Acta (four icenen) by Edwin Juitus
Mayer. Features Nonna Winters, Edwin
Whither, Ramsey Burch,. Charles Bras-
well. Directed by Margo Jones; set and
costumes, Tony Deeds. Art Theatre 52,

Dallas, March 31, 52; $2.50 top.

Grace Darling ...Norma Winters
Peter Poindexter Edwin Whitner
Jack Trowbridge Ramsey Burch
.Nicoolo ....John Munson
Roger Adams Charles Braswell

Theatre ’52, in presenting Edwin
Justus Mayer’s sophisticated com-
edy as a new script, injects a sub-

title, “A comedy for those who
think; a tragedy fpr those who
feel.” Play is also vexing to those

who hear and see. First, this isn’t

a premiere, as announced; Variety
files reveal “I Am Laughing” was
presented in Pasadena, Sept. 4,

’35. Second, script is extremely
verbose, and plotwise it adds up to

1

nothing. Since the opening, how-
ever, Margo Jones has edited it,

cutting 28 minutes’ playing time,

largely from the overlong first act.

First act reveals a fading 39-

year-old actress, at liberty, Work-
ing on a ndW love, a disappointed
playwright. After necessary asides

to the audience, and numerous
poses, she seduces him. The ex-
husband appears later with an offer

of remarriage to the talkative

nymph, who plans to wed the new
love. Barroom meetings with the
playwright intros his friend, a
painter, who accuses her of play-
ing around. .

Closing scene finds actress de-
jected and contemplating suicide

for the second time, after rejecting

her males. She turns to find the
artist seated in the room, and re-

sumes her wiles by dropping her
handkerchief before him at the
curtain.

Implausible,, excess dialog is mas-
tered by Norma Winters, who gives
a fine performance In a difficult

role as the actress. Four males in
the cast are adequate and neces-
sary, though the sole femme role-

carries the burden. Scene change
In the second act disrupts the play,
While payees see the living room
furniture removed and the 'arena
converted into a barroom.
What the author intended is

never conveyed in three acts of
padded1 dialog. Perhaps the whole
is contained in the artist’s remark,
“I am intoxicated with the efful-

gence of my own verbosity.”
Settings are richly fitted with

antique . furniture and accessories,
while Tony Deeds’ cpstuming is

tastefully modem. Baric.

Legit Bits

ij «

tion returns, also scene

"A
with

Bed of Neuroses
(Originals Only, N.Y.)

Originals Only, n group that
doesn’t charge admission, but de-
pends upon the goodwill of its au-
dience in the form of voluntary
contributions, has- been presenting
something described as a farce-
comedy and called “Bed of Neu-
roses.” ‘Title couldn’t possibly give
an inkling of the dreariness of this
occasion.

A. P. Mollison’s play concerns a
con-man who exploits the juvenile,
a young man who seemed feeble-
minded, by posing as a psycho-
analyst, and attempting to break
up his affair with the ingenue
which menaces his plans for con-
tinued exploitation. The characters
hear no resemblance to human be-
ings, living or dead, and the au-
thor’s attempts to induce laughter
through a quack's use of psycho-
analytic jargon are vulgar and hu-
morless. Any actors playing this
opus would presumably deserve
sympathy, but this particular com-
pany seems on a par with the ma-
terial.

The purpose of -Originals Only,
which has its own home on Sev-
enth Ave. near Sheridan Square,
is to encourage untried play-
wrights and actors. It will discour-
age audiences unless it “encour-
ages” with more discrimination.

Gale.

I* j }

Price’* Utah Guest
Salt Lake City, April 8.

Vincent Price has been inked as
guest lead of T. S. Eliot's “Cock-
tail Party” to be given at Kings-
bury Hall May 7-10 by the Univer-
sity Theatre.

Production will be under direc-
tion of C. Lowell Lees, with local
performers for balance of .cast

-n \

Bonnie Arden resigned last week
from the Baum -Newborn talent

agency . . *. David Warfield, who
died last June, left an initial $134,-

176 -to the N. Y, Community Trust,

it was revealed this week. Addi-
tiohal payments from the late

star’s estate will enlarge the gift,

the proceeds, of which will be
used in public health work . . .

Robinson Stone, production as-

sistant to Jose 1 Ferrer, returned
this .week to his original role in
“Stalag 17,” having completed the
same part in the film edition . . .

Brian Ahcme, co-star with Katha-
rine Cornell and Grace George in

“Constant Wife,” will not tour
with the show next Season, but will

wind up with it next month in

Boston . . . Otis Bigelow’s “Lion
and the Unicom” will be given a
workshop presentation April 16-17

by the New Dramatists Committee
at the Palm Garden, N.' Y. George
Beliak’s “Troublemakers” will be
similarly processed April 29-30 . . .

Stanley Young, managing director

of Farrar, Straus & Young, has
gone to London for the production
there of his play, “Mr. Pickwick,”
based on Dickens’ “Pickwick Pa-
pers.””The show will be presented
by Broadway producer Roger L.
Stevens and Thane Parker, of the
London Mask Theatre.

The citations didn’t mention it,

but John van Druten was the di-

rector involved in the case of four
players who won “Tony” awards
last week for best performances
of the season. Actors were - Ger-
trude Lawrence and Yul Brynner,
in “King and X,” and Julie Harris
and Marian Winters in Druten’s
own play, “I Am a Camera.”
He staged both plays . . . Herman
Levin's production of “Tempta-
tion of Maggie Haggerty” is now
set for early-September rehearsal.
Incidentally, author James McGee

[-sailed last week for a European
vacation, during which he’ll con-
fab with Levin, who’s already
there . % . Willie Harris, boxoffice
man at the National, N. Y., has
switched to a similar stint at vari-
ous racetracks until the legit sea-
son gets going again next fall . . .

Theron Bamberger will reopen his
Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope, Pa., June 6 with Kitty Car-
lisle in “Lady in the Dark” . . .

Joe Be Santis has succeeded Jo-
seph Wiseman in “Golden Boy”
. . . Cornelia Otis Skinner will re-
ceive this year’s Barter Theatre
Award for the best performance of
the season by an American-born
player . . . Bob Corns, manager of
the Auditorium, Rochester, in town
last week to see the shows and
scout for bookings for next sea-
son.

Charlotte and Lewis Harmon will
reopen their Clinton (Conn;) Play-
house June 30 for a nine-week sea-
son . . . Nola Fairbanks hajs taken
over the femme lead In “Paint
Your Wagon,” succeeding Olga
San Juan, who was released by the
management so she could plane to
the Coast to be with her young
daughter, who is ill . . . Stephanie
Augustine is now regularly singing
the role of Tuptim in “King and I,

succeeding Doretta Morrow,! who
was released from her contract
when doctors declared her voice
would not permit her to resume the
part. Miss Morrow is thus not re
quired to pay the additional $2,000
penalty assessed by Actors Equity
for contract violation, hut the $500
rap she already paid still stands.
She will take , an extended rest

.

Charles A. B. Helnze will again
be producer and Richard North
Gage director of the Allenberry
Playhouse, which reopens May *28

for a 17-week season at Boiling
Springs, Pa.
A1 Dalzoll, former Variety mugg

for Newark, and advance agent for
“Oklahoma*’ last season, will he the
drum-heater for the Maplewood,
N. J., barn this summer. He did
the publicity for the house when it

last presented legits under Frank
McCoy and Cheryl Crawford.

Gerald O’Connell has replaced
Leonard Field as company mana-
ger of “Bell, Book and Candle” at
the Great Northern Chicago . . .

Bobby Barry has replaced Sidney
Grant in the Chicago company of
“Guys and Dolls” . . . .Patricia
Wilks took over for Pam Britton
for three days, when star was
bedded with flu in national com-
pany of “Guys and Dolls.” Also,
Ray Shaw took Allan Jones’ place
for a performance when latter got
a touch of virus.
Kay Francis will tour strawhats

this season in Somerset Maugham’s
“Theatre.” She’ll include John
Huntington’s Spa Theatre, Sara-
toga Springs, in her Itinerary. She
recently appeared in ‘"Theatre” at
Huntington’s winter operation, the
Auditorium Theatre, Winter Park,
Fla. It will be the fourth consecu-
tive year Miss Francis has played
Saratoga.
Mrtcpjm Atterbury, and his wife,

Presence on Broadway currently of- “Three Wishes for Jamie,’’ re-
calls d situation of about a year ago involving that show and the long-
since-closed "Make a Wish/’ Matter actually originated several years
ago, when Hugh Martin and Ralph Blane were partnered as respective
composer and lyricist of “Best Foot Forward,” some .of the songs from
“Meet Me in St. Louis ” etc. Pair differed and broke up their associ-
ation, each branching out as Both composer and lyricist Both came up
with legit musicals about the same time, both shows "being optioned
and going into production almost simultaneously. Martin’s was “Make
a Wish” and Blane’s was “Three Wishes for Jamie.” Albert and
Arthur Lewis, producers of the latter, tried to persuade producers Jule
Styne, Harry. Rigby and Alexander H. Cohen to change the title of the
former so as to avoid confusion. When they failed, they called their
own show simply “Jamie” for a while, but later reverted to “Three
Wishes for Jamie” after “Make a Wish” folded on Broadway. Both
shows were financed at $175,000 plus 20% overcall. “Make a Wish”
played the Winter Garden and “Three Wishes for Jamie” is at the
Mark Hellinger, also on ‘Broadway, almost directly across the street.
“Make a Wish” .drew generally unfavorable notices and had a brief
run, winding up* with a loss of about $350,000. After a disappointing
tryout on the Coast last summer, “Three Wishes for Jamie” was taken
off, extensively revised and recast, and finally reached New York three
weeks ago, getting generally unfavorable reviews.

Community Plays of the American ThbatrC Wing is now preparing
its first hour-long play, written and produced in collaboration with the
National Assn, for Mental Health, which, will sponsor performances by
Wing casts in the N. Y. metropolitan area and then distribute it for
performances across the country. Titled, “My Name Is Legion,” the
play, written by Nora Stirling, Wing playwright, and £>r. Nina Ride-
nour, mental hygienist, is based on “A Mind That Found Itself,” autobi-
ography of Clifford Beers, pioneer in the mental health movement. It
will be premiered April 2Q at the Park Sheraton Hotel, N. Y. Vera
Allen has directed the all-male cast of five, made up of actors in the
Wing’s Professional Training Program.

“I Am Laughing,” Edwin Justus Mayer play currently being tested
by Margo Jones at her Theatre ’52, Dallas, is apparently a revised
version of the same script originally tried out during the summer of
1935 at the Pasadena Playhouse. Variety review of that production
described the piece as a backstage triangle farce about a playwright, his
actress-mistress and the latter’s former. lover.. Victor Jory and Jean
Inness (Mrs. Jory) co-staged the play, which was rated as promising
Broadway material, though inadequately played.

Joe Grossman, company manager of the touring “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” carries around a photostat of an old “Ziegfeld Follies” pay-
roll list for 1915 or year or twb later. Salaries of some of the stars
were; Will Rogers, tops with $750 a week; Fannie Brice, $500; W. C.
Fields, Bert Williams and Eddie Cantor, $400 each; Don Barclay, $200,
and Fairbanks Twins, $80. Pay for the glorified Ziegfeld Girls of that
da/ ranged from $25 to $50, and for members of the male chorus, from
$20 to $35. I

,

Recent commuter survey conducted by Transportation Displays, Inc.,
and the N. Y. Central, revealed nearly 10-to-one sentiment in favor of
a once-a-week early curtain for Broadway shows. The survey, com-
pleted last week, involved circulation of more than 10,000 question-
naires among N. Y.- Central commuters, with nearly 2,000 replies re-
ceived. When the results of* the survey have been analyzed, F. Le-
Moyne Page, TDI president, will present them to the League of N. Y.
Theatres and the Committee, of Theatrical Producers.

“Q- *
< - ; »
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Ellen Hardies, of the Albany (N.Y.)
Playhouse, due in N. Y. today
(Wed.) to see the “Cieopatras”
productions. Jean Seamon, of the
Playhouse boxoffice, and Florence
Dunlap, character actress

.
there,

also show-shopping In Gotham,
The Maplewood (N. J.) Theatre,

to be operated as a strawhat by
Albert H. Rosen and A1 Lewis,
will have a capacity of $22,000 a
week. Judy Holliday, in “Dream
Girl,” will open the spot May 3
. . . Joshua Logah will direct and
corproduce with the Playwrights
Co. the new Robert E. Sherwood
play, “Better Angels,” dealing
with the Mormons in Salt Lake
City In 1860-61. The-production isf-

set for next season. Meanwhile,
Logan has co-authored the book of,
and will stage the musical, “Wish
You Were Here,” after which he
will direct and co-produce with
Leland Hayward and the Theatre
Guild the new William Inyo play,
“Picnic.” Logan is also planning
to sponsor a U. S. engagement next
season of the Kabuld troupe from
Japan . . . Cheryl Crawford planed
to Europe last weekend for a va-
cation . . . Paula Stone and Mike
Sloane plan a fall production of a
musical version of “Carnival in
Flanders,” with book by George
Oppenheiraer and score by Johnny
Burke and Jimmy Van Heusen.
Franklin Gilbert, who formerly-
held the rights to the property, is

now mulling a musical edition of
James M. Barrie’s “What Every
Woman Knows.” Meanwhile, the
Sloanes are planning a musical
treatment of “Room Service.”
Helen Gahagan, who as Helen

Gahagan (Mrs. Melvyn) Douglas was
formerly a Congresswoman from
southern California, will return to
the stage in the Jane Cowl part in
the N. Y. City Center revival of
“First Lady,” of the George S.
Kaufman-Katharine Dayton come-
dy about political intrigue in
femme society of Washington . . ,

Howard Newman is returning this
summer as pressagent of the
Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera, not
succeeding Sam Weller with the
Chicago company of “Guys and
Dolls,” as reported. Gertrude
Bromberg Is shifting from the
Chi company of “Moon Is Blue”
for the “G & D” assignment .

Joe Magee, in the William Morris
agency television department, is
doubling in legit casting . , , Milton
Bender announces plans for an
early fall, production of .“Saddle.

• N i i i'.V'

and. Go,” musical with book by
Leonard Gershe and score by
Harry Revel.

Betty Field and Burgess Mere-
dith will take over as co-stars of
the two-character “FoUrposter,” ef-
fective June 9, succeeding Jessica
Tandy and Hume Cronyn, when Che
latter couple leave to appear in the
Jan de Hartog comedy-drama on
the road . . . “Circus of Dr. Lao”
has been dropped from the ANTA
Play Series schedule, at least for
this season . . . Rodney Millington,
managing director of Spotlight, the
British casting directory, is in New
York on his annual show-catching
visit . . . Max Eisen, whose appli-
cation for membership in the Assn,
of Theatrical Press Agents & Man-
agers aroused a ruckus in the
pressagent chapter board recently,
has been notified he’ll he admitted
next Labor Day . . . Milton Lyon
and Gus Schlrincr are packaging
touring productions of

*TKiss Me,
Kate” to play the strawhat circuit
this summer.

.• Bertram Yarborough, producer-
director of Richmond (Va.,) Play-
goers Guild series, which recently
wound up a six-week series of
guest-star stock engagements at
WRVA Theatre there, has been
signed as stage director for the
Music Circus arena season in Tor-
onto. Music-Circus Is produced by
Leighton K. Brill. This is Yarbor-,
ough’s second year as director of
dramatic portions of the musical
attractions.

Ted Cappy, who served as dance
and ensemble director for the St.
Louis Municipal Theatre Assn.’s
1949 season, will be brought back
for a similar stint for the 34th
consecutive season that tees off
June 5 with an 11-night stand of
“Show Boat.”

New Haven Legit Revives

With Week-Long ‘Sing’
New Haven, April 8.

After several dark weeks, Shu-
bert again has the incandescents
glowing currently with a full-week
stand of break-in revival of “Of
Thee, I Sing” (7-12).

Next week gets preem of “For
Crying Out Loud” (17-19) and new
version of “Shuffle Along” has its

baptism here April 23-26.

“Member of the Wedding” i#

set for May 1-3.,
r •! » / • f

”
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Dolls’ Wow $56,500;M $18,200
Chicago, April 8.

Stormy weather and the Lenten

jSSKSSStiffi 'Tattoo’ $16,800, Frisco;

JKJ* S3ra«S
1

fjrSe
tfu^ ‘Happy rime’ low $10,000

and until May 6, when Two on he
gatur^1y (5^ with the sudden

Aide ' roll* shuttering of “Rose Tattoo” and
else dojng, tow two «Happy Time.” “The Consul”
favorahle noticeg. Marsters JH r

opens at the curran Monday (14).

“Rose Tattoo,” closing its tour
and two *0“SO Cassidy (Tribune)

jjere> slipped to $16,800 for its

third and final frame at the 1,775-
seat Curran. Top was $3.60.
“Happy Time” with Reginald

Gardiner and Irene Hervey, never
peu, did manage to make the grade,

Northern (6th wk) ($4,80: 1,500). winding up its second and final

Buffeted by the elements, only week at the 1,550-seat Geary to only
*m.onn «n/i .1., .4. #0 an

and Harris (Daily News)*,

else doing. “Bagel* and Yox” comes

into the Blackstone May 11.

Estimate* for Last Week
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Great

^“Guy* and Doll*,” Shubert (6th

wk) ($0; 2,100). Despite all the

usual seasonal hazards, a sock $56,-

^“Moon I* Blue,” Harris (40th wk)

($4.80; 1,000). Holding in the

stretch for the year mark, with

$12,100.

‘Aisle’ $29,100, .

‘Affairs’ 14G, Hub

$10,000, also at $3.60 top.

Current Roadshows
(April 7-10)

“Affair* of State” (June Havoc)

—

Plymouth, Boston (7-10).

“Bell, Book and Candle” (Rosa-
lind Russell, Dennis Price)—Great

J

Northern, Chicago (7-10).

“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)
(tryout)-—Royal Alexandra, Toronto
(7-12); His Majesty’s, Montreal
(14-10).

“The* Chase” (tryout) (John
Hodiak, Kim Hunter) — Locust,
Phila, (7-12) (Reviewed in Variety,
April 2, ’52).

Boston, April 8. “Cocktail Party” (Dennis King,

Only newcomer this stanza is “To Estelle Winwood, Neva Patterson)

Be Continued,” which preems at — Gayety, Wash, (7-12); Colonial,

the Wilbur tonight (Tues). Con- Boston (14-19).

tinning at fairly strong pace are “Constant Wife” (Katharine

“Two on the Aisle,” currently in. Cornell)—Forrest, Phila. (14-19).

its fourth week at Hie Shubert, and “Darkness at Noon” (Edward G.

“Affairs of State,” in its fifth Robinson) — Aud., St. Paul (8);

Ballet Russe $48,000

For 12 m JMontreal
Montreal, April 8.

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo did
$48,000 in 12 performances at His
Majesty’s last week, with the 1,700-
seater scaled to $4 top.

Met Opera general manager Ru-
dolf Bing is in Montreal today
(Tues.) for a conference with Cana-
dian Concerts Sc Artists Cqrp. re-
garding the Met’s three operas at
the forum May 30-31.

‘Wedding’ $18,100,

“Brass’ 7G, Philly

Philadelphia, April 8.

Lenten doldrums becalmed the
stage here, although “The Mem-
ber of the Wedding” made a profit-

able one-week return visit to the
Forrest. William Goldman and
Lawrence Shubert Lawrence re*
lighted their Erlanger Theatre last

night (Mon.) for the first time this

season, with touring company of
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.”

Estimates for Last Week
“Member of the Wedding,” For-

rest (1st wk) ($3.90; 1,760). Thea-
tre Guild-American Theatre So-
ciety subscription, plus Ethel Wat-
ers pull, brought in a tasty $18,100.

“The Chase,” Locust (1st wk)
($3.90; 1,580). Lame start slowed
this one, although Jose Ferrer
magic may save it. Play is in proc-
ess of rewriting and casting, with
boxoffice suffering. So-so $10,900.

“The Brass Ring,” Walnut (1st

wk) ($3.90; 1,340). Second-string-
ers slammed this offering, and
higher-touted competition hurt.
Dull $7,200.

, But ‘Joey 40G,

‘Jamie' $41,100, ‘Fourposter $20,600,

‘Egypt’ $16,100, Julie Harris $15,000

Lyceum Minneapolis (JL12); David-
son, Milwaukee (15-19).

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
(Carol Channing)—Erlanger, Phila

(7-19).

“Guy* and Dolls” — Shubert,
Chicago (7-19).

“Happy Time” — Geary, San
Francisco (7-19).

“Hook ’n’ Ladder” (tryout) —
Playhouse, Wilmington (10-12);

Locust, Phila. (14-10).

“Member of the Wedding” (Ethel

Waters)— Lyric, Richmond (7-10);

Center, Norfolk (11-12); Rajah,

Reading (14); Lyric, Allentown, Pa.

(15-16); Community, Hershey, Pa.

(17-19).
“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)

Stuart, Lincoln, Neb. (7-8); Coli-

seum, Sioux Falls, S. Dak. (9);

Orpheum, Sioux City (10); KRNT
. 0 Theatre, Des Moines (11-12); Para-

Kansas City, April 8. m0unt, Waterloo, la. (14); Iowa,
“Mister Roberts,” here for the Cedar Rapids (15-16); Orpheum,

third time, came off with a healthy Davenport (17-18); Memorial Aud.,

take for three performances. Play- Burlington, la. (19).

big Friday and Saturday (4-5) in “Moon is Blue” (2d Co.)—Hams,
the Music Hall, the seaworthy yam Chicago (7-18).

drew $7,700 at $3.66 top. “Moonls Blue” (3d Co.)—Forum,
The first part of the week, the Wichita (7-8); Convention Hall,

Leland Hayward production drew Tulsa (9-10); Home, Oklahoma City

$8,900 in two performances Mon- (H-12); Robinson Aud., Little Rock
day-Tuesday (31-1) at the Forum, (14); Aud., Memphis (15-16); City

stanza at the Plymouth. “Cock-
tail Party” bows into the Colonial

Monday (14).

Estimates for Last Week
“Affairs of State,” Plymouth (4th

Wk) (1,200; $3.60). Beginning to

sag, but still okay; nearly $14,000.

“Two on the Aisle ” Shubert (3d

wk) (1,700; $4,80-$6). Hit $29,100

for third frame with two weeks to

go.
“Right Yon Are/? Brattle (2d wk)

(454; $1.20-$3). Wound second week
with okay $2,800. “Billy Budd”
bows in for a three-week return
engagement tomorrow (Wed.).

'ROBERTS’ NEAT $23,800

IN SEVEN-SHOW SPUT

VUJ AUbOUUJ VVA SAW

Wichita; added $3,100 in a single

showing Wednesday night (2) at

the Auditorium, Salina, Kans., and
picked up $4,100 more in a one-

Aud., Jackson, Miss. (17); Civic

Aud., New Orleans (18-19).

“Qf Thee I Sing” (tryout) (Jack

UP JUAVAW AAA «. w**w
1
Carson, Paul Hartman)— Shubert,

nighter Thursday (3) at the Audi- New Haven, Conn. (7-12); Shubert,

torium, Topeka. That gave the phila. (14-19) (Reviewed in

Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logan play Variety this week),
a total of almost $23,800 for the “Remains to Be Seen”—Erlanger,

seven-performance week. Chicago (7-19).
,

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,

tn 1 . •« m *1 o oaa Webb Tilton)—Taft Aud., Cincin-

Cocktail Okay $18,200 “«"-«>•
Continned»^ -

la First D.C. Stanza
Bost°n

?

8-j^

Washington, April 8.

Gayety Theatre, .after five weeks
of being dark because of lack of

available plays, reopened last week
for a fortnight's stand of T. S.

Eliot’s “Cocktail Party.”
In it# first stanza,, the opus

brought in $18,200, despite mixed
reception from the critics.

‘Blondes’ Fine $37,900

In Pittsburgh Windup
Pittsburgh, April 8.

4
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”

picked up in its second and final

week at the Nixon, doing $37,900.
Final three performances were
SRO. Top was $5.85 ($4.50 plus
tclX6S)

“South
.
Pacific” is just around

the .comer, coming in April 21 for
four weeks. Nixon will be dark
until then. “Pacific” already has
banked pretty close to $100,000 on
mail orders alone.

‘Remains' 16G, Detroit
' Detroit, April 8.

“Remains to Be Seen” grossed
$16,000 for a week at the Cass.

Both the Cass and Shubert are
dark this week. The Cass reopens
April 22 for two Weeks of “Two On
The Aisle.”

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: P (Play), M (Musical

)

“For Crying Out Loud” (P)

—

Michael Midas, prod.; Edgar Mc-
Gregor, dir. „ . , „
“Four Saint* in Three Acts

(M)—ANTA, prod.; Virgil Thomp-
son, dir.

“Male Animal” (P)—N.Y.C. Thea-

tre Co., prod.; Michael Gordon,

dir.; Elliott Nugent, Martha Scott,

stars*
“New Faces” (M)—Leonard Sill-

man, prod.; John Murray Ander-

S
°“Shuffle Along” (M)—Irving Gau-
mont, prod.; Jack McGowan, dir.

“The Victim” (P)—David Heil-

weil, Robert Winter-Berger, prod.;

Peter Frye, dir.

‘Darkne**’ $19,400, Seattle
Seattle, April 8.

Edward G. Robinson .in “Dark-

ness at Noon” filled his dates here

last week, his illness the previous

week causing' the cancellation of a

three-day Portland booking. Gross

here topped $19,400 at $4.50 top for

• Show is splitting, this- week her

, tween St. Paul and Minneapolis.

‘CANDIDA’ OVER $18,300

IN FIVE-STAND SPLIT
Hartford, April 8.

Although she had played eight
weeks of strawhat appearances in

the Shaw comedy, “Candida” in

the area last summer, Olivia de
Havilland pulled more than $18,-

300 in eight preformances in five

New England stands last weel^.

Leaving here Sunday (6) for To-
ronto, where she opened last night
(Mon.) for a week’s stand, the star

was delayed several hours when
her train had to be rerouted be-
cause of washouts from the heavy
Fsiins

The Thomas Hammond revival
opened the week with $2,100 for

a on-nighter Monday (31) at Klein
Auditorium, Bridgeport; added $8.-

000 for two evenings and a matinee
Tuesday-Wednesday (1-2) at the
Court Square, Springfield; $2,300
for a one-nighter Thursday (3) at

the Metropolitan, Providence; $2,-

200 for another Friday (4) at the
Memorial Auditorium, Worcester,
and wound up with $3,700 for a

matinee and evening Saturday (5)

at the Bushnell Auditorium here.

‘Pacific’ Rocks Columbus

With Sock $74,280 Take
Columbus, 0„ April 8.

The touring “South Pacific,”

with Janet Blair and Webb Tilton

co-starred, turned this town on its

head last week with what’s be-

lieved to be rthe biggest gross ever

drawn locally by a legit show.
Playing the 2.875-seat Palace,
downtown RKO house, the Rod-
gers-Hammerstein-Logan musical
registered a whopping $74,280 at

a $5 top for the eight-perform-

ance stand. It was a stampede all

the way. Robert F. Boda, manager
of the Hartman, regular legit spot,

arranged the Palace booking.
Production is at the Taft Audi-

torium, Cincinnati, this week and
next, then goes to Pittsburgh.

For the third stanza in a row*
business skidded last week on
Broadway, Attendance was down
all week, with the cold and rain

Saturday (5) crimping the hoped-
for weekend pickup. Receipts were
a hit better Monday nighM7), but
indications are that there will be
no substantial improvement until

the weekend, when the official end
of Lent and the normal Saturday
spurt should help. The usual box-
office upturn is due next week
(Easter Week).

The total gross for all 26
shows last week was $663,000,
or 70% of capacity. Week be-
fore last the total for all 26
current shows was $700,500, or
79% of capacity, -a drop of

2% from the preceding week.

A year ago last week the
total for all 23 current shows
was $603,465, or. 80% of capa-
city, a 6% drop from the week
before.

Of the recent entries, “Grass
Harp” and “Flight Into Egypt” still

rate as uncertain prospects, while
“Three Wishes for Jamie” had an-

other profitable week, but isn’t yet

a clearly indicated boxoffice bet.

The returned “Don Juan in Hell”
made a fast start on its limited

engagement. “Constant Wife”
closed last week, “One Bright Day”
and the limited-run “Cleopatras”
shutter this week, and several
other productions are uncertain
stayers. This week’s sole opening
is “Brass Ring,” due tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Principal conventions, meetings
and shows (with respective dates
and expected attendance) that may
provide theatre patronage this

week and next are Knights of Co-
lumbus National Bowling Assn,
(weekends, until May 20; 500); An-
tonio Tremblay Tours (24); 65);

American Management Assn., pro-
duction division (7-8; 500); Histo
Chemical Society (7-8; 300); Na-
tional Conference of Gas Sc Elec-
tric Utility Accountants (7-9; 1,200);

Eastern Claims Conference (9-10;

751; American Assn, of Pathologists
Sc Bacteriologists (9-12; .800).

Also, International Assn, of Med
ical Museums (9-12; 200); American
Assn, for Cancer Research (10-13;

500); Van Zile Tours (11-16; 200);

Empire Travel Club (11-18; 200);
Hanover Fire Insurance Co. (12-16;

200); Mortgage Bankers of America
(14-15; 400); Federation of Ameri-
can Societies for Experimental Bi-
ology (14-18; 5,000); Modern Net-
work Synthesis Symposium (15-18;

500); North Atlantic Regional Con-
ference for Agricultural Education
(15-18; 50); Van Zile Tours (16-17);

200), and American Society for
Testing Materials (16-18; 100)..

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C. (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD ( Comefdy-Drama ) , R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama ) , O ( Operetta )

.

Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to top price;
(Hnaicates using tivo-for-ones)

,

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

“Call Me Madam,” Imperial
(77th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,-

847) (Ethel Merman). Topped $41,-

000 (previous week, $45,400); clos-

ing May 3, to tour.

bum), Nearfy $14,100 (previous
week, $17,600). •

'“Golden Boy,” ANTA Playhouse
(4th Wk) <D-$4,8Q; 025; $23,000)
(John Garfield, Lee J, Cobb). Al-
most $12,000 (previous week, $17,-

50Q); gross ha* been sharply re-

duced the last two weeks by the
Revenue Dept/* tax ruling, which
h^s required the management to

pay*an upped rate on the advance
sale

“Gras* Harp/* Beck (1st wk) (3>

$4,80; 1,214; $28,000). Nearly $11,-

700 (previous week, first four perw
formances grossed $10,400, plus
$2,800 for a preview).

“Guy* and Dolls,” 4flth St. (72d
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,310; $43,904). As
usual, $44,400.

“I Am a Camera,” Empire. (19th

wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,008)
(Julie Harris), Over $15,000 (pre-

vious week, $18,200),

“Jane,” Coronet (10th vtk) (C-

$4.80-$5.40; 1,027; $31,000) „ (Edna
Best, Basil Rathbone). Almost
$7,800 (previous week, $14,500) ?•

management announced 7:30 start-

ing curtain Monday nights, effec-

tive April 21.

“Kin* and I,” St. James (54th

wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Gertrude Lawrence). Capacity
again, over $51,700.

“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (57th wk)
(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Barbara Bel
Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry Nel-
son). Over $15,300 (previous week,
$16,900).

“Mrs. McThinr,” Morosco (7th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 912; $26,800) (Helen
Hayes). Bettered $22,000 (previous
week; $22,000); this ANTA produc-
tion also affected by the Govern-
ment tax ruling, which required
upped tax payments on the advance

‘Assembly’ in L.A. Foldo;

Only $2,700 for 2 Weeks
Hollywood, April 8.

The town was left legit-less,

save for the intimate theatre

groups, when “Assembly Call”

folded Sunday after a pale two
weeks at the 334-seat Ivar Theatre.

Tally for the fortnight barely hit

$2,700 and represented a loss of

around $3,400 to producer William

Jarvis.
Heavenly fantasy had been sched-

uled for a minimum of four weeks,

but was unable to attract more than

30% Capacity at any time. There’s

nothing in the offing now until the

Philharmonic relights April 21

with the Judy Garland Interna-

tional Variety show, which is a

special prelude to the Civic Light

Opera season. Following night (22)

a new* musical, “For Land Salce,

bows at the Ivar.

“Cleopatra*,” Ziegfeld (16th wk)
(D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Lawrence
Olivier, Vivien Leigh). Shaw-
Shakespeare repertory drew near-
ly $53,400 (previous week, $54,700);

closing Saturday night (12).

“Constant Wife,” National (18th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1.172; $29,534) (Kath-

arine Cornell, Brian Aherne, Grace
George). Almost $13,800 (previous

week, $15,000); closed Saturday
night (5) after 139 performances;
will tour after laying off this week.
“Don Juan in Hell.” Plymouth

(1st wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,063; $31,000)

(Charles Boyer, Charles Laughton,
Cedric Hardwicke, Agnes Moore-
head). Return stand got away

#
to<

nearly $30,800 for the opener, with
party commissions limiting the

take; engagement limited to eight

weeks, as the stars have film as-

signments this summer.
“Flight Into Egypt.” Music Box

(3d wk) (D-S4.80; 1,012; $27,000).

Almost $16,100 (previous week,
$20 500).

“Fourposter,” Barrymore (24th

wk) (C-S4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (Jes-

sica Tandy. Hume Cronyn). Bet-

tered $20,600 (previous week, $22.-

500;-weeJc before was Under nuoted
—figure Should have read $23,600).

‘^Gigi,” -F u -U o n (20th wk) * (C-

$4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hep-

sale, thereby reducing the gros*.

“One Bright Day,* Royale (3d
wk) (D - $4.80; 1,035; $27,000).
Nearly $11,400 (previous week*
$15,200); closing Saturday night
(12 ). 7
“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert

(21st wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000)
(James Barton). Almost $28,500
(previous week, $37,000).
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (14th wk)

(MC-$6.60: 1,160; $39,602). Topped
40,000 (previous 'week, over
40,000).
“Paris *90 ” Booth (5th wk) (MC-

$4.80; 900; $20,235) (Cornelia Otis
Skinner). About $8,400 (previous
week, $8,400); moves April 21 tq
the Golden.

“Point of. No Return,” Alvin
(17th-wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331: $37,-

924) (Henry Fonda). Almost $.35,-

100 (previous week, $37,500).
“Shrike,” Cort (12th wk) (D-

$4.80; 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,
Judith Evelyn). Approached $20,000"

(previous week, $23,300).
“South Pacific,” Majestic (155th

wk) (MD-S6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
Wright, George Britton). Reached
$40,000 (previous week, $44,400).

“Stalag 17,” 48th St. (48th wk)
(C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Nearly
$12,400 (previous week, $14,700).

“Top Banana,” Winter Garden
(23d wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;

$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Almost
$34,400 (previous week, $41,500).

“Three Wishes for Jamie,” Hel-
Jinger (3d wk) (MC-$6,60; 1.527;

$51,300) (Anne* Jeffreys, John
Raitt). Nearly $41,100 (previous

week, $45,600).
, A1

“Venus Observed,” Century (8th

wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,645; $45,000)

(Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer).
Almost $21,600 (previous week.
$23,500); has announced “last

weeks **

OPENING THIS WEEK
“Brass Ring,” Lyceum (D-$4.80;

995; $22,845). Donald Wollh, in

association with Donald Flamm,
production of play by Irving
Elman; venture financed at $50,000,
production cost an estimated $25,-

000 (plus $9,000 tryout loss and
$9,000 in bonds and deposits), can
break even at around $14,000; re-

viewed in Variety, April 2. ’52;

opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).

(

‘HEIRESS’ OKAY $10,000

AT $2 TOP IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louin, April 8.

For the second straight week,
the Empress had the legit field to
itself, and “The Heiress,” with
Miriam Hopkins as visiting star,

wound up a One-drame stand Sun-
day (6) with a neat $10,000 for
eight performances at the usual $2
top.
John Ireland and Joanne Dru,

in “John Love* Mary,” tee’ off a
one-week Stand"at the Empress to-

night (Tues.).
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Winter Journey
^ London, April 4.

Henry Shorok 3c Sum W»u*m*ker pre
•entatlon of drama in two *bO tei«ht

of the ffery-tempered, ill-used or-

phan makes absorbing entertain-

ment and is deserving of the high-
est praise, Costume plays fill a

«enV»fW'ciHford pdet«. mooted iiy special place in theatregoers’
Wanamaker. At St. James. London, April

hear^ and this latest one should

±,f^L^*"XUfaC
p?oflt- i&S ££»**« intended vic-

Nancy Stoddard .Hazel Penwarden Action opens with the death of

Frank Elgin - ‘ the much-married Henry VIII and
george Elgin Google w^ers ^ almost indecent haste ewith
**m *

which his widow Katherine con-

cellent nets. Direction by Andre
Barsacq is tops,

*

Monique Mellnand, who gradu-
ated from the Louis Jouvet school,

is the sexy femme, the prosecu-

tor’s mistress and friend of the

musician. She will appeal to the

male audience. The way she han-
dles her role makes her one of

the top current French actresses.

She Is supported by Yves Robert,

tense
has come

Jean Martinelli does well as the
prosecuting attorney whose ideals

are blurred by his love for the
woman. The- other roles are well

done by Juliette Faber, as* the
Henri

role of

Metropolitan Opera Season
sst Continued from* pair* it

i

about $350,000, and which* coin the
|
started through

of "Winter Journey" which was riig* she makis a home for Bess, a siUy colleague. The two cops
of Winter __ her vouiiccr sten-daughter until Marcel Peres and Maurice Meric

?^
S
Girf”

0n
cnfford OdetS’ hack- tattlingTongues and hi? own per- are suitably tough, and laugh-get-

drama with a top starring ception reveal tbo close an intimacy ters. Raymond Souplex, a POP**"

tHn a surefire ^
proposition between the girl and her husband. Jar Paris comedian, is excellent in

tri

The shllwd ine
P
M?e direction of Katherine

f
dtes following child- the Part of he t«htical crook

Snm Wn-nnmaicer who himself in- birth, but before Elizabeth can de- txiseie louret is pretty enougn put

tPi^antlv ^lavs’ the nart of the velop the affair, Sir Thomas is he- only makes a brief appearance.

director in the play haftoought headed by his brother, who has A must for Russia, a sure bet top now to be $8. The M.et’s bi?

niit all the vitality
7
meaning and made himself Protector of the for the Continent, the play will re- administrator, Reginald Allen,

rharaeterization of Odets’ writing sickly boy king, who dies shortly quire some adapting for the U. S., claims that in the last - 10 years,

And a conventional idea has been thereafter. Mary Tudor, whose because of the difference in legal production costs have' gone up
trancfrirmpd Into engrossing thea- ruthless purging of suspected trai- routine and perhaps on account of from 50% to 100%, while the price

tre bv the combined! teamwork of tors earns her the name of "Bloody the censorable material. But it is to rise runs only from 4%
' to 8%'.

the company.* Mary,” imprisons her sister on at- be considered^ a Ukely ^souroe in those 10 years, Allen points out,

Met* now retains, and (2) about
$750,000 collected in a public
drive by the Metropolitan Opera
Fund—the Met’s financial picture
will be relatively rosier this sea-

son’s end, with prospects of about
$200,000 deficit on home operations
(plus, of course, the 70G touring
"Fledermaus” nick), (The Met oL
fered a half-dozen productions this

season at upped prices, usually at

$25 top, to get in some extra reve-

nue for its production fund.)

Tariffs Upped
For next season, the Met is rais-

ing its prices (for all -except the
$1.50 family circle seats), going up
from 10c to

- 50c per seat, depend-
ing on location, with the old $7.50

Michael Redgrave’s performance the throne,

as the has-been actor, desperately With the Queen’s marriage to

trying to make a comeback, is as Hbilip of Spain, Bess is restored to

memorable as it is poignant. His freedom, but her courtiers are

is a contribution of real intensity, sent to the block. Mary s falt>e

a perfect achievement. pregnancy robs her of the chance

Production brings Wanamaker to of cheating her. sister out of the

of
I
0r

*.?
adway Broadway prices have soared, mu-

and Hollywood. Maxi.
steals going from a $'4.80 top to

$7.20.
Stately Homes

| As for the season just ending,

London, April 1. which stretched 22 weeks, it ran
Peter Haddon, Ltd., production of new from the ridiculous to the SUb-

rruimcuou
y
uu,^j,,a“aT,i,T* "j cnonpqctnn biqt when Bess ex-1 drama in three acta by Warwick Chari- lime with qnmp terrific moments

the fore in a twofold capacity, and succession, ana just wnen uess ex
ton and John Audley. Directed by Jack ume

» J"
1"1

f
ome

:
erri

2
c
„ X”"SIX?’

he is eaually distinguished as actor pects to be arrested again, word Huibert. At Embassy Theatre, London, some historic ones, and a few duds

and director. His interpretation has comes of Mary s death. The young $1.50 top. in between. There were no sensa-

sinoerity and uncanny skill. Elizabeth is left with a clear field, sir John Henson Ivan Brandt tions comparable to those in Bing’s

To comolete the starring trio, supremely confident of her ability BmJ Miller 7.7 Patrick Westwood first year—which started with the

Googie Withers cpmes across with to serve her country with whole- pwup Hudson .... ... d. a., ciarke-smith dropping of Lauritz Melchior and
a performance of surpristoB sWU Hearted rigor. James Meltol, and the lopping off

An accomplished actress with a Davld Qold Martin Miner 0f six of the eight conductors and
distinguished list of credits, she best performances of her career as Joan Morrison —Peggy Simpson ballet comnanv* continued
has, nevertheless, a tough assign- the indomitable young princess, D,t. injector J.ciaou. .Humphrey Morton half the ballet company.^ontl u d

merit In matching her oortraval tern between the prestige Of her > with such controversial mauers as

with her two co-stars. The role of position and the conflicting per- There is no mystery about this ^be rehiring of Kirsten Flagstad

the actor’s harassed, long-suffering sonalities of her parents. Rising so-called thriller, which hovers and production of such works as a

wife is by no means an easy one, above slander and persecution, she precariously between the plausible sacrilegious, • streamlined Pagli-

and the character is cunningly ob- reveals the courageous spirit that and the ridiculous. -It involves acci” and "Cavalleria Rusticana,

scured by the author’s skillful play would one day crown her hazardous robbery and murder, and results and ended on a harsh note with the

with situations. To the actor, she youth with the glory of her older the triumphant evasion of the firing of Robert Merrill,

is a character in one of his plays; years. A close second is the 1m- jaw by those concerned. In its wcw nits
to the producer, she is a menace peccable characterization of Mary present form, the. play is unlikely T>„t +h<» had Infprp«?t
who is hindering her husband’s Tudor by Peggy Thorpe-Bates. to break fresh ground outside this

a.DT7v Thfre was nothing like
career In actual fact both are Margaretta Scott makes a stat- trv-out house a-piemy. mere was notnmg uxe

wrong #

‘
' uesque Katherine Parr and Joseph Locale is one of the showplace Prev^

Uis year s Fledermaus

With almost all the stage time ^ Cohor Is a bluff, kindly Seymour, country homes thrown open *for smash, which was given a record-

taken up by the principals, the affectionate to his wife but en- public inspection to help maintain breaking number of 19 times, but

play gives little opportunity to slaved by the youthful Bess. All its upkeep. A gang of thieves have a fresh-revised "Carmen,” starring

other members of the cast. The supporting roles enrich the mam wormed their way into the house- Rise Stevens, was a resounding hit,

supporting roles, however, are com- players, and Charles Hickman s di- bold as antique experts, a lecturer and 1 was done 11 times. Bing, who
petently etched, with Hazel Pen- rection is in his usual painstaking for the British Council and a but- had brought in two directors from
warden particularly displaying a
pleasing charm.
Anthony Holland has done an

impressive*job with the sets. Four
sets are employed, which faith-
fully caDture the backstage atmos-
phere of the theatre. Myro

.

style. Clem. ler. This provides the assembly legit his first year, "imported” four
point to pull off a big haul of this season, in Margaret Webster
worid famous jewels from a and Garson Kanin (repeating from

i

r
j

estate. bis first year) and Alfred Lunt
SJE and Tyrone Guthrie. All con

The Young Elizabeth
London, April 3.

George & Alfred Black, Ltd., and Lin-
nit 3c Dunfoe, Ltd., presentation of drama
In two acts (12 scenes) by Jennette Dowl-
ing and Francis Letton. Directed by

La Tote Bes Autres
(Other People’s Head)

Paris, March- 25. «iri friend of one of the crooks
Andre Barsacq production of four-act whnqp nttprnStc nt hlartmsil and touted substantially, Guthrie

comedy by Marcel Ayme. Directed by whose attempts at blackmail and
t £,i e th “Carmen” hit and

Andre Barsacq. Set by Jean-Denis Mai- double-crossing culminate in his
staging me carmen nit, ana

cies. stars Monique Moiinand. At .Tbe- croaking by the pugilistic butler. Lunt putting on a Cosi fan Tutte
1At<Ucr* Par

v

8, Wildly attempting to conceal the that was an artistic lulu. Miss

Renee Andrieu ‘

7 ‘ ‘

*7.
' Giseie ToSlt body and evade a murder rap, the Stevens’, vivid acting and singing

Louis Andrieu ...7. Marcel D'Orvai crimiinals stage a fake fight with- rated her Carmen the best for

Bertoiier
*

Henri Crem?eux 111 earshot of the investigating many a season.

Charles Hickman. At New Theatre, Lon- 1 Roberte
Pierrette Joelle Robin

do, AprU 2, '62; $2 top. Vallerin
.Monique Mellnand

.Yves Robert

Elizabeth Tudor Mary Morris Lambourde ..Marcel Peres
Marv Tudor Pevirv Thomc-Bates Gorlu Maurice Meric

Katherine
0
Parr ML^aretta Scott Joan» Simone Chambord

Lord Thomns SAvmour' ' ^oh O'Conor Chardin J- P- Moncorbier

WlUlam Cecll
y^. :.'.God£??y K^Xn Alessandrovlci Raymond Souplex

Katherine Ashley ...Margaret Scudamore
Thomas Parry Robert Atkins
Sir Francis Vemey Roy'Dean
Sir Thomas Wyatt John Crocker

(Continued on page 74)

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre indicated, if set)

This is a scathing denunciation
of the alleged scandals of the

sir Peter Carew Derek Benfleid French bench. It already has raised . , . ^ „
Bishop Gardiner Eric Dodson a howl from the bffended bar and

I

Broadway, April 16

i°dv ?v?whit?
yrwhitt

n®tfv vnji
1^ bench. That the drama is timely

Abel SSsiSi :::::::jSSnHStS for exploitation can be seen from
Robert Dudley Dlgby Wolfe

‘ ‘

Lord wrMlim'Hovr.ra. . . .
'

.JoL
y
r.ltl»n 3 -“*”,^ SZZrt S!bSMq»3

,
The 16th century is , rich field tt'werTaskedfor writers to delve In, providing free whtrff mftnrallv hrnlivhf more

free’ publicity and aWadvance
been written, around Gooff Queen
Bess, each contributing some vi-

sale.

Of the season’s four newly-
staged, costumed and designed pro-
ductions, "Carmen,” "Cosi,” “Aida”
and "Rigoletto,” only "Aida” was
artistically so-so (though boxoffice-
wise a success), being pretentious

u * n and ornate instead of regal.
“The Chase.- Playhouse, April ..0tello” and "Elektra” had strong

"Four Saints in TW* Ants” reviVals
- with Astrld Varnay’sFour baints. to Three Acts,

standout performance in "Elektra”

"Candida,” National, April 22. helping to give that work new
"To Be Continued,” Booth, April statqre, and Ramon Vinay in the

23. title role making the "Otello” re-

"The Victim,” President, April vival great. The ill-fated touring
25. "Fledermaus” did have the virtue
"Hook V Ladder,” Royale, April of adding a fine singer to the regu-

lar Met. roster in Brenda Lewis.
There was a brilliant revival of

"Alcestis,” with Kirsten Flagstad’s
superb singing helping to make it

so. The diva’s farewell to the

29. •
"Josephine,” April 29
"Male Animal,” City Center,

A public prosecutor is being con- T
brant, new slant on’ this ’'dynamic gjatulated on his arrival home Thcc 1 Sinff* Ziefifeld *

personality. The American authors after
,

a criminal session where he
Crvinr Out Loud” week of

opera world in thls work added to
here need feel no trepidation convicted a jazz musician on a M weex oi

itg poIgnancy and interest, her de-
°n

f
hal

J
0wed ground 2^5^“ TOxawwSS^^liidSxSte" “Much Ado About Nothing” parture also removing from the

in their treatment of this always 4
®uce was

^
somewnat lnaenmxe. eM.jv scene one of the most constrover-

fascinating era. Their delineation
ês
his^“d

a
s
re%“^t̂

e
f
8

‘Jew Faces," week of May 12 sial of post-war appointments.

a clinch by the arrival of the man ..??varLcI1». ?I!X.Penier» May 14.

COUNTRY CLUB

BALLROOM
Ideal for Theatre-ln-Round.
Six# 35 ft. x 80 ft., private
room and «ntranc# with sepa-
rate dining room and bar.
6 miles from Georg# Wash*
ington Bridge on super
highway. Hasbrouck Heights
8-2198.

he has just sentenced. Latter has
escaped, from the police wagon.
He identifies the mistress as the

alibi, but did not. He proves by
J

rial
» June 25

knowledge of marks on her body
that he tells the truth. The ma-
gistrate Is torn between his fear
of a scandal, his desire to avoid
a miscarriage of justice and his
professional greed. Finally he
agrees to hide the mart.

Bing struck another fresh note
"First Lady,” City Center, 'May I

this season with his hiring of the
28.

"Shuffle Along,” May 29.
"Wish You Were Here,” Impe

Stock Bills

Met’s first Negro principal, dancer
Janet Collins, for- the ballet corps
lead. He also mended some musi-
cal fences by forgiving Robert Mer-
rill for alleged contract-jumping
the previous yeat, and reinstating
the baritone on the Met roster.
There were low notes as well as

high ones, with Ljuba Welitch
bringing the whole N. Y. music
critics circle pounding down ’on her

DIRECTOR Avallablt
Long Exp«rienc« of TK»«tr» in ih#
Round —

• Classic*! and Modarn
rLAYER*. Q.r-

BEL0Y8KY REPERTORY.
tniUnrt nnd th* Mldweit.

Y73J:l' VARIETY151
St., Haw Yarkv.34

1— ;

(April 7-20)

"I Am Laughing” — Theatre ’52,

After Dallas (7**ld) -

two more acts the convicted man "John Loves Mary” (Joanne WHAW UUYVH UU ULCi’

finally

0
is clearedof

0
the murder Bru) ~ Empress

.
Playhouse, St ^ n

a^ZC
“
0U^Pe^0r^^C

1
rap, through a politico's influence houis

, „ — . ....
Boheme, and Mario del

while the- actually guilty man Is
Monaco souring the reviewers sim-

erased Playhouse, Millburn, N. J. (14-19). ilarly for his exaggerated hamming
This’ Marcel Avme nlav offers T° a

(A^hur and grimacing in "Aida” and vari-

tw^as“ Slrtriypes of stw Io,
’ P S ‘1B' 0U

1
other T?5

' .... . ,

and treatment. The first two acts ..

-

Ninil.. (Edward Everett Horton) thTokkltinfare high-class character comedy. —Bermudlana Theatre. Hamilton, ™\r' „
P
7„fi"gtw Don Cwlo

The last two, however, which be- Bermuda (7-12)
on grounds that it offended

come sort of a political denuncia- «q Mistreat Mine” TRnth rimf- Catholic tastes (libretto concerns
{ion, are melodramatic. The play tertOnT—Empress Playhouse, St.

the Inquisition), although the 100-
is well written and has many lines Louis (15-20). year-old opera has always been
carrying heavy impact. "Petrified Forest” (Franchot performed without trouble in Cath-

,TI}p Tyhole JfyingJ)^8 .b^en n|qejy Tone)—Bermudlana,Theatre. Ham- olic Rome and Vienna. Amusing
done, both in 7T sidelight 'U ‘ th&'-Uit ptffem

a weekerror
early, against the wropg opera, the
picketers parading their protests in
front of the Met the night of a
"Fledermaus” performance. When
he picket line paraded for the
"Don Carlo” performance, a priest
joined in;

‘Fourposter’
Continued from page 69

Fair group to mop up with the
plays while interest was still active
(with the New York managements
sharing in the profits, of course).
Also, because of the State Fair
Auditorium’s ability to build pro-
ductions on relatively small budg-
ets • (six musicals were produced
for $30,000 last summer) it would
make possible greater return.

Arf important phase of the
Texas-Louisiana setup may be a
deal with the La J611a (Cal.) Play-
house, under

.
which the latter’s

shows would play .fourTweek tours
of the circuit. It's understood that
Mel Ferrer, co-director with Doro-
thy McGuire and Gregory Peck of
tjie La Jolla spot, is due in Dallas
soon to huddle with Interstate and
State Fair Auditorium execs on the
proposition. If deals with the La
Jolla outfit and a few key Broad-
way producers can be arranged,
the idea would be to build a sub-
scription setup for the 32-date
Texas-Louisiana route.

Meanwhile, as an indication of
what it can do, the Texas group
will finance and produce the
"Fourposter” replacement and
share with the Playwrights Co. in'

the profits from the.four-week pre-
Broadway tour. With the original
stager, Jose Ferrer, occupied this
week with the tryout of his new
Chase” production in Philly, be-

sides his cb-starring appearances
on .Broadway in “The Shrike,” di-
recting of Miss Field and Meredith
is being handled by Cronyn.

CrixAwards
Continued from page 68

tioned. The "Venus” win was a
repeat for Fry, whose "Lady’s Not
for Burning” also copped the hon-
ors in the same category last sea-
son. The special citation for "Don
Juan in Hell,” an excerpt presented
in lecture platform style from
Shaw’s "Man and Superman,” was
unanimously voted. The meeting
also voted unanimously to make
Robert Garland, until recently
critic of the N. Y. Journal-Ameri-
can, an honorary member.
Breakdown of the balloting was

as follows:

Best plays;. "Camera,” 10 votes:

Mark Barori (Associated Press),
John Mason Brown (Saturday Re-
view), Thomas Dash (Women’s
Wear), Whitney Bolton (Morning
Telegraph), John Gassner (Current
History), Walter F. Kerr (Herald
Tribune), Ward Morehouse (World-
Telegram & Sun), George Jean
Nathan. (Journal-American), Louis
-Schaeffer (Brooklyn Eagle), and
Richard Watts, Jr. (Post).

"McThing,” five • votes: John
Chapman (News), Harold Clurman
(New Republic), Gilbert Gabriel
(Cue), Jack Gaver (United Press)
and William Haivkins (World-Tele-
gram & Sun).

"Shrike,” three votes: Ethel Col-

by (Journal of Commerce), John
McClain ' (Journal-American) and
Arthur Pollock (Compass).

"Point of No Return,” three
votes: Richard T. Cook (Wall Street

Journal), Lawrence Perry (Ameri-
can Newspaper* Alliance) and Tom
Wenning (Newsweek).

"Barefoot in Athens,” two votes:

Robert Coleman (Mirror) and Jo-
seph T. Shipley (New Leader).
"Grass Harp,” one vote: Brooks

Atkinson (Times).
Best musical: "Joey” received all

the votes except for Perry, who
•picked "Jamie;” Dash, who liked

“Wagon,” and Nathan and Ship-
ley, who abstained.

Best foreign play: "Venus,” 15

votes: Brown, Clurman, Coleman,
Gaver, Gabriel, Dash, Pollock,

Schaeffer, Morehouse, Nathan,
Cook, Shipley, Wenning, Watts and
O&ssiicr

"Fourposter,” eight: Barron, Col-

by, Atkinson, Bolton, Hawkins,
Chapman, McClain and Perry.

Abstaining, Kerr. .

Not present or voting by proxy
were Joseph Wood Krutch (Nation)

?na v&4®3tt .gib£
? Wnfc'W'-



CHATTER 7*

local store** “Toast of the Town’*
fashion show yesterday (Tues.).

Tttt** jgfi»t?KhSSS5 0p“i n
I'|i

’s“4rd
e
ay

1
U2) ‘for *2?

thP^v
Bros- ba<* ta N- *•*

or JiSf
h q ** weeks, with 12 weeks of free acts. ^Karen*"

London

SE'S'S— ^iS^^fil^sr-sav«a»*
Sbautst** ar—asrsiig
?ork. ,

Dave Martin, tf.m. of the Bilt-

more, made veep of Realty Hotel

Sain (Biltmore, Barclay, Park

Lane).

Paris

The 96 Restaurant in Piccadilly-
dropped cabaret as an attraction
last weekend.
James C. Squier, former direc-

By Maxim® de Beix tor of Metro in London, who died
(33 Bd. Montparnasse; Ltttre 7564) last December, left over $190,000.

Robert Clark, production topper
of Associated British at Elstree,

Kay Armen planed to Mexico
City,

Judy Garland trained in from
N. Y.

Jimmy Durante aired in from
N, Y. •

.
.

*

Alan Young returned from peiv

Yves Mtoade better after very
Anne Spencer being sougm by

ggj-jous illness, — — -—— ~*,.w**

Home Assurance Society, Sioux
Marie Windsor here on her way rusheS to hospital for emergency

City, Iowa, * back from India, operation.

Cafe Hoyale, lower Second Ave’s Jack Hylton giving Paris stage -
The Sadler’s Wells Ballet leaves

counterpart of Broadway’s Sardi's, talent the onceover. fo
,

r a three-weeks toqr of Portugal

reopens Saturday (12) to celebrate “African Queen” (UA) opening wh€n
f
he current opera house sea-

its 75th year. - here to good business. so«m in
-S
s 1

}
e

1

xt v5?r5,ay ,

(1?* 4

„ „
Betty HUtton “poured” for “Teresa” <M-G) getting nice ,

Billy Daniels oK to Paris April 6

friends last night (Tues.) prior to
h
word-of-mouth after Paris opening., £

ala performance
^
at the

her Palace preem. " She got in town Robert Bronstein batoning the Lido Club, Paris. Then takes two

Monday night. Lamoureux orch for a Beethoven w
^Sr

ks vacation on the Continent.

Frank M. Folsom back from a Festival. ,
MarV bad to withdraw

flying quickie weekend visit with Lacey Kastners are staying in
c
,

as
V °J

one of his married daughters in Paris and getting rid of their w
West Palm Beach.

^ . Chantilly chateau. Irving, replaced by Daphne Hope.

Otto A. Harbach, president of Katharine Hepburn doing some
3CAP, has been appototed to the shopping unobtrusively before !E?iL

of ^liLSlV3ASCAP, ^
board of governors of the Veterans I slipping out of town again.

week’s introduction of cabaret,

return to a floorthow policy this

summer, with Lena Home and
Dorothy Dandridge among acts
booked.

Artie Singer vis reviving the
Overtones (three boy’s and a girl)

formerly with Charley Ventura’s
orch, to do vocal 'backgrounds for
recordings.
Paul Lukas made guest appear-

ance at luncheon (3) in the Belle- sonafs*
vue-Stratford for donors to fund
drive of Xain Moses cancer re- *£?j£**7 Bogart to Tex?s im
search group. * Perspnals. *

'

Buddy Hackett, Latin Casino Hemy Hathaway platted to

c< median, signed for return en- Niagara Falls,

gagement with top billing on next Gene Autrys celebrated 20th

trip. Bobby Lucas, vocalist on wedding anui.

same bill, has received notice from Errol Flynn bought a hotel in

his draft board. Jamaica, BWI.
Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club,” Louis Lighton recovering from

which formerly played locally at maJ°£
Academy of Music, has balked at „ J°bn Wayne returned from

Academy rate rise and will switch Hawaiian siesta. .

to the Mastbaum, 4,360 - seat Jack Cummings to Honolulu for

vaudefilmer, on next visit, April 25. months vacation. .

Jack Lynch will install an enter- n ®0^. Hope in town- after his

tainment policy at the Cambridge Hawaiian vacation.
^ „

Club, midtown private spot where Claude Sweetnen recovering

he was recently named steward. from major surgery.

Lynch plans to have five acts al- Marjorie Reynolds filed suit to

ternating in the Cambridge’s three divorce Jack Reynolds.

Hospital Radio Guild
;

" Cynda Glenn pondering if she
Autier as opening at"

Nitery crix were big-handkeiv win leave the ABC show but hates Yma Sumac Vt. for two-week
«“£££& ‘L *%

tJ82FSS& (Li
eava Mltty GoIdin out on * coSrV

s
toT

c
by

se

U°f
r
ord^

eSmanagement as “crying towel1
- ibnb. T„__ „„„„ +„& debut

11”11 * S W6ePm
® LldottSX had

1

to
forgal® Performances atthe Opera

Publicists. Jay Kaufman named week .and postpone her Italian Glelito make his TV debut In
director of the recently organized dates. a^ is w. ™iit SS.S
John Myers Foundation, founded jean Le Marois, whose “Double ^ “Musi^forVou” ?roramn

P
&gli

by Dr. John Myers to encourage Blanc" is playing at the Bouffes |" also ^ diekerine lor seriestf TVnew talent ha the arts. D,r.;nn«n *onn uicKermg ior senes oi i vw talent hi the arts. Parisiens, is paying $200 daily for dates in America
Frltzi_Scliefl to be guest of honor house rente! to keep the play about JackGn“|"ior the last eight

years publicity director for " Asat the Victor Herbert Festival, to pet twins going.
be held in Carnegie Hall April 24.

Concert will include a symphony
orch, soloists and chorus. UJlCdEO

Illness of Ken Englund’s father

sociated-British Pathe, resigned
last Friday (4). His successor will
be announced within the next few

in HoTlvwood chaSnl the scrioter Joseph Gotten in for a weekend days,

1? “82? rnS v»n-S +?S?
P
M^ stay. Harry Watt, who directed the

ISSw cNnt for MaxViebman-Sid Irene Broza, Israeli' film actress, Command Film, “Ivory Hunters”

^?rgTmocene Coca fcttooSS & fund-raising drive. (Where No Vultures Fly), returned
C

week°broke G- Wi (Johnny) Jolmstone, radio to Ealing from South Africa where

into Bond““tethteg ImAum ^ ‘“T ?lef of National Assn hd^had eonfabs wltt John^
^0“ !!L

s .A?‘or.H2tei,4W?- tek
a”UfaCtUrerS ' in t0Wn laSt

“fhristoph^ Fr^°s
n
“A
V"-

of
Prisoners,” • written for the Festi-

in for opening of “Remains V?1 °f Britain last year, is to be
y

rarlo But! Ttalian due in to Be Seen” at Erlanger Mon- aired by the British Broadcasting
carlo Bull, Italian Singer, aue rn - - /„» Horn, next Sundav (13) with sne-

from Naples today (Wed.) on the •

TT,„„„
Saturnia for a three-month U. S. Jaan Hagen hi for

^

personal ap

vaude and nitery tour. He then pla£tncea Si
il
gin

FfS»i
the

^ii«~
goes to South America, returning

12
°Pe“s at Eltel Palace

Seymour (Hotel^Roosevelt, New
ln
K
f
a
^

Bernstein and Monty Shaff

Orleans) Weiss bivouaced with
ifj.Frank (Hotel New Yorker) An- kdddLng with Emmett Callag-

Corp. next Sunday (13) with spe-

cial narration spoken by the au-
thor.

Rome
By Helen McGill Thbbs .

* 1 A U ^ WVA JLIU-W JkVJLAVA/ *Ja*“ l mqnflrtAT* ,
The N. Peter Rathvons have

drews during his N.Y. quickie for Ai«i 2°ne to Paris.

Ted Husing’s Skeeter Club festivi- °vn Bobby Goelet arrived for a fil

lies this past weekend. 3 Production here.
Vittorio Maflunta, 11-year-old star TV and radio guest shots_for Gaby Andre, French film ac-

the Anthony Havelock-Allan Preem of Battle of Apache Pass tress, here to work in an ItalianOf me jnkmuuuj jlz« r uiuk.jn.-msau 111. . , T —I-..

British-made film,
4,Never Take No

|

las(- week at State-Lake,

for an Answer,” planed in from
Italy Saturday (5) to attend preems
of the picture in N. Y., Boston and
Philadelphia.

Frances and Abe Lastfogel’s

pic.

Washington

fogels kept the comedian company
during latter’s N.Y. stay.

. Marilyn Stone, 20-year-old TV
and legit actress, may go into the

j

line of the new Copacabana show.
She has appeared on the Sammy
Kaye airer and -was a. cast member
of a summer ^theatre production of
“Our Town” which starred the au-
thor, Thornton Wilder.
Pegeen Fitzgerald, Lilli Palmer,

Vivian Bhdne and Dorothy Fields
among show biz reps at the Fash-
ion Show luncheon at the Hotel
Pierre Monday (7). Event was
sponsored by the women’s division
of the non-sectarian N. Y. Guild
for the Jewish Blind in a drive to
get new members.

“Bullets” Durgom, the agent, and
his prospective bride, Jane La-
mont, were partied Sunday (13) at
the Hotel Warwick Raleigh Room
by hundreds of friends who jammed
the spot from 6 p.m. until the early
a.m “Hosts” were Jackie Gleason,
Joe Bigelow, Herb Rosenthal, Ray-
mond Katz, Milt Krasny, Danny
Stradella and Dan Lamort. Pair
wed this Sunday (20). She’s an
MCA sec.

Maggie and Louis Vaudable,
owners of Chez Maxim’s, Paris,
think that union and other local

. problems too tough to entertain
a Maxim’s-in-New York idea, at
least for now. They are devoting
their local stay to holidaying; also
conferring with Pan-American,
whose worldwide airline Maxim’s
now services with 1,000 pre-cooked
meals monthly, not counting the
wines and liquers from his Paris
cellars.

Dallas
By Bill Barker

Lilly Christine headlining new
show at Pappy’s Showland.
„_ZaSu Pitts starring one week in
Ramshackle Inn” at Civic Play

house.

.
Jules Stein, MCA topper, catch-

mg Carmen Cavallaro’s opening at

rooms starting Saturday (12).

Minneapolis

By Us Rees
Alvin, burlesque, to run into

May.
Beachcombers into Hotel Nicol-

let Minnesota Terrace.

'

Brad Dexter emceed the Beaux
Arts Ball In Palm Springs.
Louis Hayward back from Rome

after a four-day round trip.

Ned Depinet in town after a
two-week vacation In Phoenix.

Ezio Pinza pulled iti. atom N. Y.
to report for work at 20th~Fox.
John Barrymore, Jr., in town

after ~a TV appearance in N, Y.
David A. Lipton returned to' his

*° Pr0ffi ' TO tak ;Stall N. Y.
Ballroom for one-nighter. Wendell Corey back to work at

Richard Skinner back with Metro after a stretch of jury duty.
Moon Is Blue” at Lyceum. Edgar Ulmer in town 'after di-

Mary McCarty inked for Hotel recting “Babes in Bagdad” In

Radisson Flame Room return. Spain.

Univ. of Minnesota Theatre offer- e
Joanne Dru and John Ireland to

ing “Hamlet” all of current week. Jt
ouis to s*art midwest per-

Carleton College Playhouse sova „;„ -iwm-*
presenting “The Glass Menagerie.” B

?o nnwJ
Hotel .Nicollet Minnesota Ter- ^g

,n
IL

1
?'ocainora agenc^ *° open

9rAM*n^
S the Beachcombers, singing yonne Godfrey, South African

®w2Ue Sisters end Marvin ?h
c‘re“- ^comes * u - s-

Moran into Hotel Radisson Flame Danny Thomas to San Francisco

•Minneapolis ’taxicab drivers’
* W * P *^

^

strike in sixth week and hurting beS™J_0W;
nltSah

g«
P
Jtomy ' Nederlander ol

“““ “

ZLVVJr mem1,erS 'fiJ&li returned fi-om
N. Y. where he attended his
father’s funeral.
Rod Amateau recovering from

malaria contracted while directing

Cameron Mitchell returned to
‘Pony Soldier” cast after a siege

of "Moon Is Blue” cast.
Wilson .Stone here with his six-

person revue,
,
“What’s New!,” at

Hotel Radisson Flame Room.

t»r
Ho«vlMKec

ih$

I

German conductor Hans Schntfdt
Isserstedt here for radio concerts
on RAI.

By Florence S. Lowe American, singer, Norman Law
„„ _ Johnny Mack urown due in rence, signed for series of record-

25th anniversary celebration in At- April 14 to headline American ings to be made here. -

lantic City this past Sunday (6) was Legion benefit rodeo at Uline The Gregor Rabinovitches and
postponed because of the death of Arena. aiV*

daughter, the Les-

Danny Kaye’s father. The Last-] Helen Hayes a weekend visitor, ter Welches, here for an indefimte

combining Dept, of Defense chore stay. .

'

with some tub-thumping for “My Lionel Barrymore, resting
Son John ” quietly here, has gone to Capri

Marian’ Anderson will be guest but will return to Rome for an ex-

soldist at an outdoor public me- tension of his vacation,

morial service in honor of the late Lizabeth Pritchett, from Texas,

Harold Ickes April 20. signed for role of Ross Weise in

Wade of local Warner “Die Valkyrie ’’ to be done by the

staff, currently on duty , as aerial Bayreuth touring opera outfit,

photographer with U. S. Navy, pro-

moted last week to rank of lieu-

tenant commander.
.

Eric Johnston, in role of chair-

man of President’s International

Development .Advisory Board, de-

has raised havoc with local nitery
A1Shc?f“ ^fufed &SE“Wc—

u
h*s SUpstad A I^nar”headteg for Samoa

Johnson Ice Follies and annual
to jjejp pro<juce “Return to Para-

Sportshien s Show and pulling
for Aspen Pictures.

cniMfet wtth Min Queen Juliana will be guest of
J

eSi?S.At?v
0i

fnr
W

f£<!?
Jl
nf honor at a film industry dinner

neapolis Symphony for first 01 „„ im.ii 10^ Qunri«v I
on the Metro lot, April 19.

series of pension fund Sunday
| Gable named in a $20,-

000 damage suit, result of an auto
accident near Marana, Ariz.

June Haver’s illness caused 20th-

afternoon concerts.

Honolulu
By Mabel Thomas

Helen Traubel here for concert.

national Economic and Social

Development.

Tokyo

o* +v.rpp- Bob H°Pe came 111 for * much
livermg closing address a

. needed vacation,
day National Qonference^in Inter

^ Alec Templeton due in for a

week’s engagement here.
Ann Blyth here for a month’s

rest at the Royal Hawaii.-
Fred T. Matsuo brought in the

Andrews Sisters and their unit.

George Shilling, blind pianist,

packing Orchid Room at the Tav-
ern.
John Wayne and wife in for in-

definite stay, and seeking suitable

locations for a film. It would be
directed by John Ford.
Elena Nikolaidi, Met’s Greek

soprano, giving two concerts at

the McKinley Auditorium. Leo
Harmonica Diamond, who arrived'

with the Patti Page show, played

three weeks at Lau Yee Chars. He
goes on to Japan In May.

Harry Kleiner, 20th-Fox scenario

writer, here to do research work
on possible Japan locationer.

.Helen Traubel booked for series

of 20 concerts in Japan *beginning

April 24 under sponsorship of

Asahi newspaper. A. Strok inked

^Nippon Cultural Broadcasting

Co., ninth commercial station to

go on the air since passage of new
Nipponese radio law last year, has

started operations.

E. K. Fernandez All-American

circus troupe arrived here by

plane to begin tour of Japan, Oki-

nawa, Hong .Kong, . Manila and

Guam. Animals due in later via

players, Inc., former Catholic

U .thesps turned pro, opened six-

week tour of Far East presenting

Shakespeare’s “Twelfth Night

and Moliere’s “School for Wives;

to GI audiences. Walter Kerr di-

rects both.
Nikkatsu International building,

Japan’s most elaborate postwar

construction project, formally

opened April 1. Nine-story struc-

ture, which contains a hotel on

the top four floors, built by Nik-

katsu Enterprises which operates

0* ^nan-a.
I
,Ja^est

ri tlv-'
"

Sam Francisco
By Ted Friend

Sally Rand 0 .0 .ing the 365 Club.
Alan Young due for Paramount

Theatre one-day guestar.
Downtown Theatre going bur-

lesque under aegis of Abe Blumen-
feld.

Loew’s Warfield celebrates 30th

Fox to postpone final dance num-
bers for “The Girl Next Door.”

Miami Beach

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

By Jerry Gaghaiy

The Four Tunes are set to open

at Club Harlem, Atlantic City, for

a season run (Jun«t 16-Sept. 8).

The Frank Motley Quintet, cur-

rent at Lou’s Moravian Club,

asked for their release from RCA
Victor.

Mrs. Harry Roache, wife of the

owner of the Beachcomber Club,

Wildwood, N. J., is hospitalized at

the shore.
Eddie White, nitery comedian,

is celebrating his- 25th wedding
anni with a second honeymoon

By L*ry Solloway

Milton Berle at Saxony, visiting

his mother, Sandra.
. . . Beachcomber shuttered Saturday

anni tomorrow (Thurs.). Debbie <g) with possible reopening In
Reynolds due in for festivities. June.
Rex Allen and Frank Faylen Loew’s (N. Y.) booker Leo Cohen

head Hollywood group in for at the Lord Tarleton, as is special-
opening of Fox Theatre in Rich- material scrfpter Eli Bass,
mond. Alan Gale shuttering his Celeb-
Del Courtney moves orch from rjty club around the 20th. Comic

Mural Room of St. Francis to -working only dinner shows.
Hotel Claremont in Berkeley, The Louis B. Mayers in town,
April 22. r , , with her folks. Made the dining
Ruth Newhall, Chronicle fea- rounds with Joe and Nick Schenck.

ture writer, subbing for Marporie Harvey Grant, back stateside
Trumbull at KRON-TV while lat- after singing click at Havana’s Na-
ter siestas at Palm Springs. * cional' Casino and Sans Souci,

partied at Delano’s Zodiac Room
Saturday. Heads north after va-

CcLsh.

Bv Hal Cohen Franchot Tone spent week here

iur t i * tt \\**a*a before heading for Bermuda and
Monte Carios Harry Fox headed ^^0^ engagement. Mulling

for Florida and aj^nths rest.
stock idea for Dade^ County and

Casino will ^ -i^Sz auditorium with Sandy* Scott, local
week burlesque season in a long

ducer
time this year.
Rosemary O’Reilly, local radio

and TV singer, signed for “New
Faces of 1952.”
Dancer Earl Barton back in the Joe Howard to headline Bellevue

old hometown for a week’s stand Casino's third anni show in mid-,

at the Carousel, April.

Mara Landi and Marvin Arnold Normandie Room of Mount
set for the new Playhouse musical, Royal Hotel shutters for Holy
“Wonderful Good.” • Week. »

Ernestine Mercer was a last- Consolidated Theatres’ new d*
minute sup for the ailing. Ella Mae luxer, the Alouette, clicking with

Morse at the Copa. '
^

all-French policy.

Carol Mansfield’s doctors have Frankie Laine, Patti Page and
ordered her to retire from the Illinois Jacquet heading show- at

grind of a daily morning TV show, the Forum, April 20.

“Y” Triangle Players rehearsing Barbara Ann Scott and Holly-

an original tuner by a. couple of wood Ice Revue” booked into the

locals, Bill Blakely and Al Schafer. Forum for a^week starting May 4.

John Walshes celebrated their Canadian- Concerts 8c Artists

20th wedding anni, Harry Singers bringing the full Met company to

their 16th and Ralph Pettis their the Forum for three performances
second. May 30 and 31.

John Ragin, doing “Hamlet” at Hamid-Morton wild animal show
Tech Drama School, offered a sponsored by the. Shriners for

scholarship next year at London’s crippled *kidfl* «May

fCbyW n: l ' JO( week; at the ^Forum.——

»

Montreal
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Plays Abroad
Continued from par* It

dmtttlv Hollies feast whose wholp playing and di~S r
he uses the «<•«"> * local

chief constable, but
?'slve oroot theatre front where acting methods

conclusive pr o
. ire mostly 50 years behind the

Theater, under-
victim’s watch as

The cast works hard to give this »^
1m

,F ?,?
b

JmrtuniUe/ Ko to P®S« in the reallstlc 20th cen
;credulity. Best opportunities go xo v

ig showing tfie more ancient
D
;
A. Clarke-Smith as the b »s

subgidi2:ed houses the way to

constabS Martto Miller™ jewel Uving rather than embalmed thea-

fence; Patr^ f̂

est^°
e
od
i0

t

s

h
t? ^nd 'Alexander Kerszt reinforces the

ler; Ivan Brandt, ^toe^ host,^anu
impresgion that this young actor,

Ivan Craig as the absconding thief.

The two women are nicely con- a stringy, German-speaking Gary
The two women arey -u-

cooper who plays from the heart,
trasted, Ad

fjf. P**on ’ J5e pi™ should have"a great future on the
waned c

Je
at
®i

ai?n
e
; stage. If he’ll learn English he’ll

wittPngly lnvo?ved.
n
°JaSc have something for the Tl. S

directs the piece with breezy in-

consequence. Clem.

Autre Chose
(SOMETHING. ELSE)

Paris, April 4.

Mitty Goldin production of revue in

two acts by Pierre Dae. ^*ncis Blancha

and Roger Pierre. Directed by Gill**

Margarltls. Star* Henri Salvador!

tures Cynda Glenn* Annette Poivre, Toy*

mond BUsslere, Pierre Dac

Dublin

Ntnotehkft
Dublin, April 1.

Gate Theatre production of

Francl*

.
pr

comedy by Melchior 'Langley in 3 acts.

Star* Micheal .MacLiammoir and Sally

Traver*. Production by Peter Letts. Safe

ting, Michael OTHerUhy. At Gaiety
.

The
atre, DubUn. „ .

Leon Dagoult Micheal MacLiammoir
Ivanov George Roberts

,Erwin Goldwater

blended so that the
.

presence of a
trapeze on the stage; the panto-
mime dances 6f the Siamese Bis-

ters, the antics of the acrobatic
dancer - do not seem out of place.

And it does not seem unlikely that

the family are all aware' of the
dreams of this boy and able to par-
ticipate in scenes from their own
youths. . ,

*

Teynac, in his various roles from
narrator- to world traveler, riding
around the living room on a bi-

cycle, has a wonderful time holding
tne play together, Paul Oettly and
Jeanne Provost as the father and
mother respectively do excellent

jobs although Oettly has a tendency
to overact in the first act. Claude
Genia makes the mad aunt a genu-
inely amusing and sympathetic
character, and her love affair with
her imaginary trapeze, artist is one
of the high spots. Special mention
should go to Nicole Ladmiral, as
the daughter, creates a charming
picture of a French schoolgirl in

the throes of her first romance.
Lila de Nobill has done extraor-

dinarily well in her sets, and cos-
tumes and manages • to keep the
technical feats from overpowering
the action. Raymond Rouleau’s di-

rection is admirable. •

Although the play would need a

proposal of marriage. Sharing, of
bourse, then ceases. However, a
second groom Is soon found and
the finale depicts 1 the aunt's 84th
birthday party when both c-uples
each bring in twins oi their own.
Author Le Marois imported the

win Beraey sisters from Normandy
for the roles of the twins. Of iden-
ical looks, they are well dressed
by Jacques Heim and manage to
handle their lines without appear-
ing lost on the stage. -Dominique
Nohain, as -the male end of the
trio, has a silly part and * is not
given a chance. Jeanne Lion is

wasted in a minor bit.

Pierrette Bruno, as the love-
craving chambermaid, steals the
show. She makes sense and at the
same time provides alluring, looks.
Gabaroche, as a trusted old major
domo, also contribs a believable
portrayal, Willemetz’s production
values are adequate: Cost is mod-,
est since there’s only one set, a
drawing room in a chateau. Chris-
tian Gerard's direction did every-
thing to get something out of noth-
ing.

1

Maxi.

Blanche Fortunia, Eddy Raakni, Joan Blbinakl
*

.

!

'.
.*

,

*

'

Chxittopher Ca*son certain amount of tightening to suit

Dwmieu. Michele Marconi. At ABC. Pari*. Ninotchka the tastes of American audiences,
*

* „ Madame CoppeUa
piSy Marshall it would be a natural for New York

Producer Mitty Goldin fell very
.... .*.7.7.7.dSS Brennan with its oharm, humor and fantasy,

sick during rehearsals on this, and
KrMnov

Till.

was barely able to come back for presentation of the first English
the opening. He had to leave it to

ianeruage stage production of this

others and work by remote control. comedy of a Russian emis- Les Caprices lie
wijuii_ w ^ Vielmou

Result Ts that the authors of' the parSrwhich Ernst Lubitsch (The~Whims of Vichnou)
show, who act themselves, hog it

lenJed as a successful film some Paris, March 25.

all they can. They’ve crammed this vears atJ0 wag an effort that did Andr* Cherrier production of musical
:..m. « n*,«»neinal rnrnv. ma- ye

, ^ +V.o comedy _ in two acts <four _scen*s). D1
revue with nonsensical, corny, -ma;

terial that may
The idea Of the

| rocte <j' fcy Max Revol, Boole by Alfred
Machard; lyric*. Max Francois; score.

ensicai, corny, -ma- pot quite succeed. The idea of th<

go with Boulevard seri0Us commissar leading a dele ^ ^
transients who are ABC habitues, gation .to Paris, upholding the

J*«
rc nmtwozs

but hep audiences ^Bl wikle fas
, dignity of the Proletariat in the and Rudy Hiri*oyen. At Theatre

.The opening is remindful of a unregenerate West, hut getting de l’Etoiie. Pari*,

carnival parade, with everyone^ in lost
&
in the business of making Leutenant Sebastian Rudy ^uoyen

the cast making a short bow, fol- love> is admirable. But the piece *.
*.

*.
*.

*.

'. GabXiio
lowed by an act the boys have fixed bere i^ked the necessary pace in Bapti»tin Lucien Frebert

to try to Sell .themselves tO the production. Capt. Bourstrelat Jo Charrler

audience. Shortly after Cynda p
Tbe players seemed unhappy, Ill IIIII

I

jJSmny t

Glenn does her arm-waggling rou- with the exception of Michael and servant Alain Vanzo
tine, with heavy impact on the au- MacLiammoir as the Paris lawyer ^touma
dience. Then come some swash- who }cnew about love as well as Sw Te^ee ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! .’ i ! ! ! ?!jFen* mid!
buckling sequences with musket-

jaw Sally Travers had not quite Djemma Mona siivy

eers, dueling and the French court, the
*

‘

strength for female commis- Memca •— •—
•

^gwanne
so skeletonized you can see through sar Ninotchka who turned out to raS.

1

Lydil cSmei*. Jacqu^uie Lecoeur,
it. The finale .of the first act, in be more female than commissar. Claire BiUetti, Dany Middleton, Tina
which Miss Glenn makes a second jjer three fellow-delegates, George Maria, Yvette Fieurian.

appearance as Colonel Cody (Buf- Roberts, Erwin Goldwater .
and :

,
falo Bill is very popular with the Christopher Casson, 1 missed a This little musical has little

French), Is a so-so circus scene. The great deal of the satiric fun that music in ’it excepting for one
second stanza Is hardly better. existed in their roles. The only catchy tune,

- A Sailor Fears
The gals are nice looking but un- member bf the cast who might con- Nothing. It is conservatively prp-

fortunately 1 they do nothing. The ceivably have come out of modern duced as befits the Etpile. Be-
sets are flimsy and there is ho Russia was Denis Brennan as the cause having one set, with differ-

music to speak of* man who came to straighten out £fit drapes, it should he easily han*
The production is very inexpen- the delegates who had fallen prey died on tour. •>

live, and. the only talent worth to the atmosphere of Paris. Alfred Machard s book opens
mentioning i* Henri Salvador, a The smaller femme roles, the 100 years ago in the palace of the
colored entertainer who has a big Paris coutoulier and White Rus- sultan of a mythical Arabian state

draw with French audiences and is sian princess, were neatly done by who holds three French sailors and
an all-round, excellent actor. MiSs Evelvn Bowe and Peggy Mar- m English miss as prisoners for

material, is wasted in this show.
Maxi.

Er Ging an Melner Seitc
(Home of the Brave)

Vienna, March 25.
Klelnes Theater lm Konzerthati* pre*

ftntatlon of dram* by Arthur Laurent* In
three acts (el*ht scenes), translated into
German by Carl Men. ‘Directed by
Michael Kehlmann. Seta by Harry Gluck.
With Merz, Peter Brand, Kurt Jatf*

berg* Ernst Melater, Enrich Margo, Ale*
ander Kerszt. At Klcines Theater, Vienna

A rather dull dream- sequence in Sonate three Arabian medicos and
the second act, with .Ninotchka administer to the sultan. The
tangling things in a gabby Moscow sailor junior officer (Rudy Hiri-

trial, slowed things down to a gbyen) finally weds Simone
standstill, and they never picked Manus. Meanwhile, Irene Hilda,

up again. Mac.

Quarante et Quiutre
(40 and 4)

Paris, March 25.
MUe. Parisy* production of a comedy

the English gal, who narrowly es-

capes becoming eligible for the
harem, makes her getaway. Irene
Hilda, back from the Pigall’s in
London, and currently doubling at

the Villa d’Este, is the life of the
show. She brings so much coipedya

in three acts by Jean Davray. Directed .. .. .

by Raymond Rouleau. Set and costumes to the Show that She easily steals

_ ,
by Llll de NobiU. At Theatre Michel, it.

«
So

iSf4
war piays Have a lot more

Marceim Paul oetuv Apart from the singers, she is

^hers
’ n

.? The D&cto^ ^ ^:::::f
‘ ‘

‘ well supported by Felix Paquet,
as the eunuch Gabriello, as the fat

sultan, Lucien Frebert, as the
funny French tar, and Jo Charrier
as the old sea captain. Alice Tis-
sot, French comedienne, is good
as the harem’s madam.
The Arabian costumes are color-

ful, with those of the sultan’s
AHce ciaude Genia wives, suitably abbreviated

how strong they may seem on flrst The Po*tman
presentation. “What Price Glory” The Doctor {Maurice Teynac

*"d“J°umey's End," for instance, gggK’Sgti** Aaiiwiseem a lot more valid today than Phmippe Daniel Crouet
“Home of the Brave.” The Kleines George* \

Theater, which has been showing pierrot
Jacques ciron

notable drive in presenting what Maurice *, *. V.V. V.V.l ’.
‘ ciaude Joseph

the hackneyed big houses disregard Georgo* .Bernard Laury

hi. favor of tired French farce and auc/
0
^"'.

!

!

'. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

:

'. ! !
“. “ciaude Geni^

dusty classics, has given the Arthur Thetesc Marceltn Joanne Provost
Laurents play a distinguished first Uico1* * •— ••Nicole Ladmiral

production in Gerais. But the Vo'S S”5
.. .

.'’. ::!
0'”1' M,rt

Small stage room available, and Little Georges Christian Fourcade
the intangible unreality of the ^ittle Francoise Nef

theme and background seven years
Al?- acr9batic dancer..^ Rose w.mg

Mari.

Bonble-Blane ou I^es
Audacieuies

\

after GIs ceased to fight Japs in Nadena iiami.
the dark terror of Southwest Pa-
cific jungles, left audiences and
crix here cold.

“Brave” is recreated here in its
original stage framework, with the
chief protagonist, Coney, a Jew
afraid that he really is different
from his fellow men. A reappraisal
convinced this viewer that Stanley
Kramer was nearer the right track
when he converted the represen-
tative of the downtrodden minority
to a Negro in his pic version. The
other faults of the portrayal of
Coney as a hysterical rather than
pitiful figure, are the director’s
choice. Director Michael Kehlmann
chose to subdue the anti-semitic
an

i, a
keneath a noisy facade of

gall-flavored bitterness that made
Coney’s personality neutral at best,m the estimation of the audience.
Most Viennese were searching
nara for deeper significance in this

°j
‘‘Home of the Brave”

and failed to find it. Nor does it

^Ilver any believable or effective
I^^achnient for tolerance.

, ti
e
j Pei>formances are excel-

lently done by a young, talented

The three Siamese: Zoura, Amina and (Double Blank or the Daring Girls)

Jean Davray has written one of
the most refreshing and original
comedies to be seen on the Paris
stage this season. Davray has com-
pletely ignored the standards of
the typical. French farce, creating
instead a delightfully

Paris, March 18.
Jacques Truchot production of Albert

Willemetx comedy in two acts (five
scenes) by Jean Le Marois. Directed by
Christian Gerard. Set by Francino Gail-
lard Risler; dresses, Jacques Helm. At
Boulfes Parlsens, Paris.
Joscphat Gabaroche
The Countess Jeanne Lion
Henri Dominique Nohain
Marion Pierrette Bruno
Claude Genevieve. Bcrneya aeiigntfuiiy ridiculous

semwantasy which is based on the I nneonoro * Odiio Bemey
feverish imagination of a sick boy,
who wants to go on the stage.
The plot, such as there is, re-

volves around a tyrannically bour-
geois father, his too-subservient
wife, her mad sister and two chil-

Mistakes that can arise due to
the likeness of twins is a rusty
dramatic theme, yet writer Jean Le
Marois has seen fit to polish it off
once again in “Double-Blanc Ou

dren. The first act, done largely Les Audacieuses.” In preeming atm pantomime with Maurice Teynac the scarcely half-filled Bouffes
acting as narrator-director, pre- Parisens, the Albert Willemetz pro
sents this family group. The sec- duction merely adds up to an
ond act, and the most important abundance of nonsense instead oJ
one of the play, takes place 10 genuine laughter. Script does little,
years later during the illness of the if anything, to improve upon the
son, Bernard Laury. His imagin- basic plot and this entry appears
mgs about his family, past and to have limited prospects at best,
present, based on snatches of con- Yarn concerns a shy, young man
versation which he has overheard in love with twin sisters. Hungry
over a period of years form this for romance, they are reared on
part of the play. an isolated estate by a cranky, ag-

,
During; Hp*, second act; ithe Tea} ing.^ris^oratic • aunt* Gal* share

and imaginary *re beautifully tne suitor until one accepts his

Pix-Shops Team
= Continue* from pa*e 1

developed still remains*to 'be de-
ermined.
Idea originally was conceived by

producers Jerry Wald and Norman
Krasna, who had planned to use it
as an exploitation stunt for one of
their forthcoming films. They real-
ized, however, that it would be
Worthless if localized to that ex-
ent and might serve as a- business
booster if tried universally. They
broached the scheme first to de-
partment store . executives In Los
Angeles, and met an immediate
and enthusiastic response! Subse-
quently, store execs in Dallas aiyi

New York were queried and initial

plans laid for a test ifi New York
City. However, Spear & Co., which
was to have participated in New
York, suggested the switch to
Pittsburgh, where it operates on a
different basis and where the test
might be more feasible. Arrange-
ments now are being made with
exhibs there to get the tieup under-
way with an appropriate ballyhoo.

Mutual Problein
Both pic and store execs feel

that the cooperative venture can
have far-reaching results. Both in-

dustries are faced with the same
problem as far as television is con-
cerned. pic biz has, of course, been
trying to come up for some time
with a solid campaign that will get
potential filmgoers out of the easy
chairs and into the theatres. Simi-
larly, department stores have been
harassed by a shopping decline.

“Television,” one • store exec
pointed out, “has cut sharply into
shopping as such. Women are doing
more and more of their buying by
telephone. Consequently, they only
buy specifics and We can no longer
figure on additional sales .as a re-
sult of their browsing around the
store. On top of that, we have
to deliver Items that are tele-
phoned for, where merchandise
they, buy in person they frequently
carry home. Nowadays, they call
and say, ‘send me a spool of green
thread.’ We have to wrap it and
deliver it. Next day they’re liable
to call back and say, ‘that was the
wrong shade. When your"man is in
the neighborhood, have him stop
in andjflck it up’.”
Wald and Krasna feel that they

have started sorfiething which
might be the key to more substan-
tial grosses around the country. At
the very least, it/s a move in the
direction of getting potential cus-
tomers out of their homes. Neither
pix nor stores can sell ’em if they
never see ’em.

Video Boxoffice
Continued from page 3

. . . They wanted divorcemen
and they have it. If TV proves
better market for producers, the
(the exhibs) can sell popcorn, nc
movies—and the best of luck t

them.”
Sidney, who recently complete

“Scaramouche” at Metro, is in N.l
for a couple of weeks to look ovc
Broadway plays, musicals as we
as concerts and art galleries. It
his flrst trip to Gotham in tw
years.

A Stewart Granger-EIeanor Pai
ker starrer, “Scaramouche,” wi
likely preem at the Radio Cil
Music Hall, N. Y., in late May c

June. Next on Sidney’s film-mal
ing agenda is “Young Bess.” Lon
on the Metro production schedul
it’s now due to roll at the stud]
in July. Jean Simmons, Grangi

I^au^btou, :wtyl 1}^
the top roles.
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7 B’way Shows== Contjmw* from .page l

perial, N, Y. Added possibilities
to . stick it out 'are “Fourposter”
“Moon Is Blue” and “Three Wishes
for Jamie.’.’

“Guys and Dplls,” “King and I”
(with Celeste

,
Holm .subbing for

the vacationing * Gertrude Law-
rence). and “Pal Joey” are rated
virtually sure things to get through
the summer satisfactorily. Not
only are they rolling-, along to
capacity trade, but all three have
advance-sale backlogs to carry
them over lean periods. Although
“Fourposter” would be figured
more or less a cinch if Jessica
Tandy and Hume Cronyn were to
stay as co-stars, it remain? to be
seen whether the public will find
the presumably bigger-name Betty
Field ‘and- Burgess Meredith
equally acceptable successors in
the two-character hit.

Subs Question-Marks

Similarly, Maggie McNamara is

a moot quantity as summer sub
for Barbara. Bel Geddes In “Moon
Is Blue.” While “Three Wishes
for Jamie” hasn’t clearly estab-

lished itself one way or the other,

it has done hefty business so far.

“Point of No Return,” “Don
Juan in Hell,” “I Am a Camera”
and perhaps “The Shrike” might
be included in the list of likely

summer spanners, but in each case

the scheduled departure of the

star or stars will force at, least a

temporary closing. Henry Fonda's
vacation, will require a six-week
hiatus for “Point.” Julie Harris’

commitment to appear in the

screen edition of “Member, of the

Wedding” will mean shuttering of

“Camera” over the summer, while

“Don Juan” will have to lay off

while all four stars fill picture

stints. Jose Ferrer’s departure

from “The Shrike” may or may
not close the show, depending on
who succeeds him.

“Can Me Madam” .closes May 3

to tour, with EtherMerman with-

drawing after the four-week Wash-
ington stand-, to be succeeded by
Elaine Stritch. “Gigi,” which has

done well at the b.o., is not slated

to lose any cast members, but busi-

ness has tapered off lately, so it’s a

doubtful summer stayer. Fate of

ANTA's revival of “Golden Boy,”

co-starring John Garfield and Lee
J. Cobb, probably depends on
whether it recovers fronf the tough

situation created by the recent tax

ruling, which required payment of

upped levies on advance-sold

tickets. Such current entries as

“Flight Into
.
Egypt,” “Grass Harp,”

“Jane,’!. “Paint Your Wagon,”
“Paris ’90” and “Stalag 17” appar-

ently haven’t enough stamina to

rate as. summer bets.

‘Songs for Sale’
|

Contihued from pas* t .in,,, .J
of the calls and wires received

after each'.show. Evert- publishers •

affiliated with the American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and

Publishers, which Initially re-

sented the show’s tieup with

Broadcast Music, Inc., have been

vying with each other for the

tunes showcased on the program.

Early last month, “Honeysuckle
Vine* received . bids from such

firms as Regent, Mills, Lee,* Fein-

berg, Femman and Supreme, with

the latter winning the bid. Decca

is cutting the tune. Another song,

“I’m Teaching My Dolly to Pray
”

was picked Up by Perry Como’s
firm, Roncom Music, with Victor

expected to slice it with Como.
Still another tune, “One Love,” is

being published by Mark Warnow
Music.

Mario Lewis, CBS exec pro-

ducer in charge of TV musical and
variety shows, is enlisting coopera-

tion of the disk jockeys in putting

over the program’s songs. Sev-

eral top deejays * have been act-

ing as judges on the panel. Disk-

ers are also latching onto the show
with numbers either waxed or

scheduled by Columbia, Decca,

Coral and M-G-M Records.

The show gets an average of

1,500 entries every week from the

amateur songwriters for whom the

program was designed, out of which
six tunes are selected weekly by

a board composed of Ervin. Drake,
Jimmy Shirl, A1 Span (who is the

show’s produceT) and Ray Bloch,

with the tunes-doqp tyjf (
<li|fer^nt

[name singer*each week/
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OBITUARIES
Canada for many /years as a duo
piano team. Her husband, Ettore
Mazioleui, is principal of Toronto’s

j

Royal -Conservatory of Music.

REV. JOSEPH F, CONNOR
|

Rev. Joseph P. Connor, 56, leader

of West New York, N. J., parish

and composer of church songs and

Sp tunes, died k^nMk, H. J,

March 31. Father Connor used the

pseudonyms Pierre Norman and

John Openshaw on his published

compositions.
Among his pop songs are “By A

Waterfall,” “When I Take- My Su-

gar To Tea,” “The Golden Dawn,”
-Lillies of Lorraine,” “The Far

Green Hills of Nome,” “Little

Black Dog,” “I Shall Return,”

-Love Sends* A Little Gify of

Roses,” “Miracle of the Bells” and
-Honeymoon Lane.” He also wrote

the music for many Broadway and

religious pUys, including, ‘Big

Pond ” “Young Man From Manhat-

tan” “I Shall Return,” “The Per-

fect Fool,” “Footlights on Parade”

and Forty-second Street.” Among
the musical scores for pix, which

he penned, are “Blood and Sand,”

“With Byrd at the South Pole,”

“Black Door to Heaven" and “Foot-

lights. on Parade.”

FOSTER MAY
Foster May, leading radio figure

in Omaha for a decade in the

’30s, died .of throat cancer in a

hospital in San Diego, Cal., March
30. Before working-

for WOW in

Omaha as chief announcer and
commentator, he was a newspaper-
man. He ran. unsuccessfully for

Congress in 1936 and irt 1942 he
was Democratic candidate for sen

ator.
1

During World War II, May
joined the National Broadcasting
Co. and later became a radio pro-

ducer in Los Angfeles.

Surviving - tire his wife, two
daughters and parents.

MRS. JEANETTE S. WALKER
Mrs. Jeanette S. Walker, 87,

oldest of the six singing Smith
Sisters, « who made an appearance
on “We the People” four years
ago, died March 31 in Columbus.
Known as the Ariel Ladies' Sextet
from 1892 to ' 1902, the span of

their professional life, the sisters

were most noted for singing cam-

E
aign songs from the steps of the
ome of William McKinley in Can-

Frank C. Owens, 63, chairman
v -r, « nr,™ of tH® -censors board of NewHERMAN J. BATTLER Brunswick province in Canada and

Herman J. Dattler, 67, popular provincial amusement tax in-
Syracuse, N. Y., bartender who spector, died in St. John/N. B.,
once operated a spot next to .the April 2. He had held the dual po-
Wietlmg Opera House, died in sition for the past 16 years.-
Syracuse recently. When the Weit- ;

• •

ling was running as a vaude and Stuart A. MacHarrle, 45/ radio
legit tryout house, show, biz per- advertising salesman, died 'in New
oAHbltfiAo morlo rioHlnnV Vto** n -fnim Xf*.**]* A o yy

_

1 J 1 : w*sonalities made Dattler’s bar a fave
hangout.

Surviving are his wife, a son, two
daughters and a brother.

York April 3.. He had beeri associ-
ated with the American Broadcast-
ing Co., WLW, Cincinnati, and
Everett-McKinney, Inc..

PAUL GUERIN
Paul Guerin, 65, chief of Repub-

Arthur E. Newstead, 70, member
of the piano faculty at Juilliard

lie’s electrical department, died School of Music, N. Y., and former
March 29 in' San Fernando Valley concert pianist, died April 1 In
after a long illness. Guerin,mov.ed New York,
to Hollywood from New Orleans in
1913 and was associated with Mack Mother, 62, of KFWB (Holly-
Sennett, who then operated what wood) disk jockey Maurice Hart,
is now the Republic studio. . died March 29 in New- York. She

His wife, Alma, former film operated the flower, shop in the
actress* survives. Abbey Hotel, N.'.Y,

HUNTER WATKINS
. Harold Ramin, 51, captain of

Hunter Watkins, 56, investment the fire department on the Univer-
broker

4
and Alabama commercial sal-Internktional lot, died March

radio pioneer, died in Birmingham 28 in Los Angeles.
April 4. Watkins and Gordon Per-
sons, now governor, built the state’s

first radio station at Montgomery
and Mobile simultaneously.

.
He

began his career as an acrobat.
Surviving are his wife, two sons,

three brothers and a Sister.

Mrs. RimM>r . Julle Chatterton,
42, former soloist with the San
Francisco Opera- Co., .died March
31 in Hollywood.

Continued from 'page %

trated lecturers will lead two to Lives of Europe” and wrote the
one on the, plaffom. The 16m screenplay .for ““The-’ Beggar’s
color films dominate five to one at Opera.”

'

California's state-sponsored adult Colston Leigh and Clark -Getts

education forums. Headliners are /still get plenty of gravy* having
Stan Midgley, on Montana; Adam, most of the celebrities’, .

Getts.’now
Shaffer, on

ff
Guatemala, and Deane has Ernest Gruentog, Governor' of

Dickason, presenting Egypt's “Pag- Alaska, “Confidential” Lee Morti-

eant of the Nile” and “Crucial mer (bath at $500 per lecture);

Singapore.” William Bradford HUie, -who gets

Oldtimers like Julien Bryan daily TV publicityand new Sen

have not lost popularity; W. Emer- George. Smathew, of Florida, Rick-

son- Scott shows flick adventures He Boasberg. of Cleveland Iw* in

in “To the Arctic by Canoe,” and Ohio as 30 percenter, Lee Needick

Russell Barnett - Aitken offers new is growing fast in the east with

“safari” color reels in a documen-
tary which is outstanding.

\ Russell Wright, who was about
Ithe first to present color plx on
Scandinavia, ’ dishes out a new
smorgasbord series on the* good
life in Denmark.. Since Lowell
Thomas, Jr., cleaned up on his

Tibet picture-talk, everyone wants
to .lecture on Tibet Young Thomas
went to study at Princeton, so

Niehol Smith now shows “Caravan
to Tibet.” Illustrated lectures

Bennett Cerf, Norman Cousins, the

Met’s Herbert Graf and; 50 more

Leigh hr cashing in on Robert
Vogeler ($l,0OQ per date), who is

giving a fine, talk 'before sold-out

houses. His wife LuCile 1* also on
the platform and gives a good
heart-throb spiel (at $250. per talk).

California’s half dozen success-
ful lecture manager* include Mae
Norton, Grace Humphrey, the
Gause Sister* and Mrs. Samuel
Horton Brown, Mr*. Rrpwn just

brtaj.from $100 to- $350, or 50% ^1<W $*JM0
of the take. * per week) and Dr* (I’m not “Mr.

Indonesia- is well represented on Anthony”) Crane;
' . . i... ry Hi .... ^ n

....

the Iflm colors. Ava Hamilton’s
expedition brought back superb

Mike Turner, of the Dallas Dixie
Bureau, filled- hi* fiOth year as

JAMES A. WILLARD
color ««Uul©ldr on Sumatra, Java, manager and hi* take remains
Borneo-Celebes and Ball. Press-

James A. Willard, 63, veteran I

’ dd ApU 2 H 1
attache Soedarpo Sastrosatomo

radio personality, died April 3 in * ^
Philadelphia. Willard acted • as
“Uncle W- tom 1932 to 1936.^

: orth,“’.Utak "sym^how end 'lecturt «rou* wfteh pu, «UvitTe.7 fhe ontorrityTec-
the third broadcaster to take over orchestra, died April 2

y
jn Salt *»ve 250 performances in the tore and concert bureau* are non-

the station WIP kiddie show. Lakeatyl '

. v. northwest under U. of Minnesota profit organization*; Rut the two
At the time of his death, he was auspices. . Jeadlng school assembly bureaus

^ Mother, 80, of Ronald Gross, Travel adventure series are op- have not been touched by this

H?s wifi surrives
RK0 HHn ‘editor, died March 20 g^nized in all big town* now. Lead- trend at all. Philadelphia’* An-

organization. His wife survives.
in Burbwikf Cal. adventure travelogs are given trim Bureau i* serving 12 states

In Detroit, Toronto, Wllkinsburg, with 24 companies and program*CAROL SNELL
Carol Snell, 39, publicist of the heSt attodk p*” Toledo, Reading/ Pa., Dayton, at thousand* of School*. Lo*

Sombrero Playhouse, Phoenix, died March
y
so while on ihitv at the Battle Creek, Rochester, N. Y., Angeles own National School As-

in Scottsdale, Ariz., April 5, from
30 wWie on duty Xh

Jackson, Mich., San Antonio, Mai- sembUes are leading, with 36 com-
den, Mass:, and about 50 Califor- panies op the road during ;the sea-

Hugh Martin. Jr„ 43, set de- 1
n*a towns. They are giving hot S01

V,

injuries sustained in a two-car
crash. Survived by son, mother
.and brother.

RAYMOND ROSEN
Raymond Rosen, 51, RCA dis-

'signer at Metro, died of * hdstft competition, especially to music
h,,^n «*

attack March 29 in Culver City. series. __
flce? “nd

gif Name Billing ing programs “to offset the educa-

, . T5t,s-t j i ui Arvv.ii Tony Sohomagle, assistant man- jqr0 doubt that TV-minded and tional a<>n-profit. outfits.

There are fewet dates

In Loving tAemorf of

MAURICE ABRAHAMS
Died April 13. 1931

BELLE and HERBERT

ton, O., when he was running for
President and in the midst of his
famous “front porch campaign.”

Five sisters, only one younger
than 80, survive.

BOB SHEBLE
Robert Sheble, 29, bandleader

known professionally as Bob Sheb-
ley, and his wife, Martha, 23,
were killed instantly in an auto
accident near Faison,. N, C.‘, April
6. Sheble was on his Way to Palm
Beach, driving a station wagon,
and collided with a big bus. Jay
Raymond Sharp, Philadelphia Bul-
letin feature writer, was seriously
injured in the crash.

Sheble, formerly a 'drummer
with Benny Goodman’s -band, liyed
at White Marsh, a suburb’ of Phila-
delphia. His outfit played many
society ^functions in the east.

RUSSELL OWEN
Russell Owen, 63, former New

York Times reporter, died of a
heart attack in Cleveland April 3.

Owen won the Pulitzer Prize in re-
porting for his 1929-30 articles on
Admiral Richard E. Byrd’s first

Antarctic Expedition. In 1934, he
penned a tome, “South of the Sun,”
and in 1941 he published a volume
called “The Antarctic Ocean.” He
was a contributor in 1938 to “We
Saw It Happen,” a book written
by 13 Times correspondents.
A daughter survives.

late* Czechoslovak^ composer
V
°die^ for ^h^straight talkers, but more

late uzecnosiovax composer, aiea
husintss foi, “monologists, drama-

BIRTHS

in Prague recently.
tists, -humorists and one-woman

Mr. and Mrs, Fred Stromsoe,
daughter, Burbank, Cal., March 30.
Father Is a screen actor.

Mr. and Mrs. William Bateman,Father- of A1 Wilde, publicity theatres. But“ billing is^ for big —

,

director of the Gale Agency, died names only. Still the managers II, son, Hollywood, April 1. Father
in New York April 3. Have their meal ticket^ in Colum- is in the advertising business,

bia’s ' Phil Baker, Eric Sevareid, child is the grandson of John E.

Father, .75, of Danny -Kaye died Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Maria Lavery, Fox West Coast executive.

_ in New York April 3. of a fieart at- Osmena, daughter of the Philip- Mr. and Mr*. Larry Faith, son,
Rosen had headed the Raymond tack. pine president, and Clare Boothe Pittsburgh, March 29. Father’s a
Rosen Co., one of RCAs pioneer Lucei All get good coin and are bandleader.
outlets. He wax a member of the Mother of JackRael, manager of popular with conservative groups. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bailey, daugh-
Philadelphia Park Commission and Patti Page, died April 7 in Miami They’re in the $250-$500 bracket, ter, Pittsburgh, March 29. Mother’sn^7vnnA«if irt lA/»ol AntPITlAC T> L ~ ^ 7- • - - * T T

• ni < . . . vr.ii..prominent in local charities.

His wife and two children sur-

vive.

Beach.

Antonio Cortis, 61, opera tenor,
died April 3 In Valencia, Spain.

MARRIAGES
Jacqueline Laraque to Willis

In the midwest George Bailey is the sister of Gene Kelly,

still the’ top humorist. He memo- Mr. and Mrs. James Keeping,
rizes 500 names in no time and daughter, Pittsburgh, March 28.

clowns fabulous tricks which even Mother’s Sandra Day, nitery

Houdini would have smiled at dancer.

Midwest’s own Pierre van Paasen Dr. and Mrs. Harry L. Wechsler,
is Cleveland Plain Dealer’s associ- daughter, Pittsburgh, March 11.

__ ate editor, Spencer . D, Irwin, who Father’s the son of Jerry Wechs-
Conover, Washington, April 1.' gave 200 talks on Israel this year Je*\ WB exchange manager in

Cutty also" had appeared on the Bride is daughter of Haitian am- on three trips to the Holy Land. Cleveland.

aLAge with De Wolfe Hopper and bassador to U. S.- groom is disk Cleveland’s Dorothy jFuldheim,
, , , , ,

had played with John Phillip jockey with WWDC-Mutual, Wash- award-winning,TV commentator, is son, Pittsburgh, March 15. Father s

Sousa ington. *
' still much in demand. Lucile La the son of Tony Weyrauch, of WB

Lila Kalcheim to Myron S,.Rob- Chapelle, Chicago’s leading worn- exchange in Pitt. .

CLARA RAYMOND erts, New York, April 6. Bride is an speaker, is going, strong in her
,

Mn and
j
Mrs. John Mere-

mTyc piai-a t ftlaMr *7** mn<?ip- daughter of Nat Kalcheim, theatre analysis of the speeches of the dyth ‘Lucas* daughter, Hollywood,
and cafe head of the. William from Tt'TVR

6
^/*

CS
.rAbti r,. ['March 31. Mother is toe former

THOMAS CUTTY
Thomas Cutty, 83, member of

the six Original Musical Cuttys,

family musical group, died in Bal-

timore. April 4. Act toured Europe
and the U.’S.

Cuttv also had appeared on the unae is aaugnxer or naman am- on tnree trips to tne Jtioiy i^ana. i

stage with De Wolfe Hopper and bassador to U. S.- groom is disk Cleveland’s Dorothy jFuldheim.l Mr. and Mrs. James Weyrauch,
? . * . • * « .

* <^t lA/tlrAir wif Vi Wlirnn.Miifilol IXfocTl- s ^ • rmr _ .1

ROBERT VAN GELDER
Robert van Qelder, 47, editor-

in-chief of Crown Publishers and
former book critic of the N. Y.
Times, died in New York April 3.
He was editor of the Times’ Book
Review from 1943 to 1946. He
joined Crown in 1950. He was edi-
t0

i
la

,J
supervisor of Ezio Pinza’s

autobiography, which will be pub-
lished by Doubleday.

Surviving are his wife and a
stepson.

m _ T. K. WOOD ,
-

T. It. Wood, 57, film efiitor for
Cagney Productions, died April 1
in Los Angeles.
He was a charter member of

f.i-m Editors Local 775, and at one
time was head of the sound effects

!

S!

dfepdrtrhedt ke jRKO? l ’ J 1 7
i f t6

ao? hit *) ;
• ii

,

comedy actress between 1893. and
1917, died in Greenwich, Conn.,
March 30. She was known profes-

sionally as Clara Raymond.
Her husband, the late George H.

Black, was associated for 22 years
with John Ringling and before that

with Bamum Sc Bailey Circus.

BERNARD J. DUFFY
Bernard J. Duffy, 70, novelist

j

and playwright, died at his home
in Carrickmacross, Ireland, recent-

ly. He authored several plays, for

the Abbey Theatre, having former-
ly served as an attorney.

Survived by his wife and a

daughter.

P. J. MEYER
P. J. Meyer, 70, founder of

KFYR, Bismarck, N. D„ died in

Miami Beach April 6. He was prez

of the Meyer Broadcasting Co.,

which operates KFYR.
Surviving are his wife and

daughter.

HUGHIE MACK
Hughie Mack, 54, manager of the

Fox, Indianapolis burlesque house,

died of a heart attack at his home
in Indianapolis April 3. He was
formerly a character actor and
comic.
Wife survive*.

Morris Agency,

Indiana Allied

/Continued from page 3

where the exhibitor is coerced into

biggies from FDR to Jdhn L. Trtov, i- « eh«ofln
Lewis, from Taft to Churchill; Cal-

^a^er 8 a s^reen

ifornia’s W. Ballentine Henley fills
"WT

-,
er;

.

platform halls with a remarkable ,
Mr: and Mrs;. Marshall Kent,

talk- on Albert Schweitzer Henlte daughter March ;’ 30. Chicago,

^president of ml at SWti0“

, year, at $1,000 per lecture. He’s „„Pr^i^s

is Greg
_
Davidson, former Vamety

Winifred Ross Mazzoleni,

eventually buying the picture in John Metcalf, who now handles ifAffprirT PhiSSn
nv. nffnnf tn WOtfoin fitO (fnnfluiill nhnt.f Rfl J nn«n J>LUHCI HI V/UlVAgU.
an effort to regain the goodwill

of his local merchant;

“Third, creating a new system
of clearances that had not existed

before by withholding the picture

‘Quo Vadis’ from smaller situa-

tions.”

. According to Dan Terrell, Met-

ro’s promotion topper, the com-
plaint from the Allied group has
been the only one the company,
has- received on the sale of the
“Quo Vadis” merchandise. “Stores

all over the country have been run-

ning ads and selling the items far

about 50 congressmen and sena-
tors. John Morley, of Los Angeles,
returned from a five months'
around-the-world tour, is now
trouping for the Executive Clubs,
the dinner clubs organized by Ben
Franklin, out of Topeka, Kans.

Gerhart Seeger, former German
Reichstag member, hikes the same
Ben Franklin circuit . about eight
months of the year. Seeger, who
was a witness at the Nuremberg
trials and first Reichstag member
to be put into a concentration

Mr. and Mrs. Dermot Kealy,
daughter, Dublin, March 26. Father
is Irish manager for Columbia
Pictures.

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Ralnger, son.
Salt Lake City, April 1. Father
is program director at KDYL-TV,
NBC affiliate.

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bridges,
daughter, Pasadena, Cal., April 5.

Father is business manager of the
Paramount flackery.

Mr. and Mrs. Bernle Albert,
daughter, N. Y., recently. Father
is songplugger of Lion Music, Bigcamp, goes over big. Franklin

in advance of the openings,” he ^ees
» $^00 to Three subsid.

declared. “Only correspondence ?-L »U0U.
, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Arden, son,

we’ve received on the matter has Competition Tough N.
rY. f April 8i Fattier. is N. Y.

been from stores which sold out Managers still scratch hard in manager for Walt Schwimmer
and couldn’t get more items when tough competition. Even -literary Productions, radio-TV package
the picture played their town.” agents like Max Pfeifer, in busi- agency.

Terrell also explained that some for 37 years, put their, writ- Mr# and Mrs, Tex Weiner, son,rerreii axso expiameu imu
ers Qn ^ platform> pfeffer sold April 6, New York. Father is radio
Leon Lania for 20 weeks to the TV writer-dircctor-producer.

_.„0 ,

U.’s. of Wisconsin and Minnesota. Mr. and Mrs. Sid Sion, son, April

spring and summer items, since ^?nia *s associate editor of UN 7, New York. Father is script edi-

of the merchandise tieups had been
made-' on a longtime basis, with
arrangements being made for
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, Dietz Team on Boheme’
Following his bent for leaning-^

giivloglt and pix for an assist in

, ppera, Rudolph Bing, general man-
ager of the Metropolitan Opera,
has signed film director Joseph
jdankiewicz to stage ‘‘La BoKeme"
»tj the* Met next season^ It will

ioark. Mankiewicz’s first JMet or

i>peta stint,

"..Event will also' he
.

unUsual in

ttjat the Puccini opera wllL be
sung in English, in

t
a new version

by Metro ad-pub* veepee Howard
pietz,.who did the libretto for the

yersiqb 6f-. Sffauss
f “Die Fled-

ii;inaus’ f which was a huge hit at
;ihe Met last season. Bing plans to

present MBoheme
,,r

during the 'sea-

son in both its- traditional Italian

Version and the new Dietz English
libretto, the alternate presentations
also marking an innovation at the
Met, - t

*
.
-The Mankiewicz pacting follows

Bing’s unorthodox ‘moves of the
past two seasons, when he brought
In' Margaret Webster, Garson Kan-
in-, Allred Lunt and Britisher Ty-
rone Guthrie, from legit, to stage
Met operas. Miss Webster is set
for a couple of assignments next
season1.
.'(Bing's borrowings froni the

Broadway-HollywoOd . axis .the past
two seasons admittedly have paid

(Continued on page 71) 14

Mar#s Easter Parade
Video’s coverage of the Easter

Parade, which in recent years has
been a field £ay for publicity-seek-
ers worshipping before the icono-
scopes, was Tnarked last Sunday
(13) by an even more unashamed
display of plugging 'and planting

—

and conspicuous consumption, too.
Vivian Blaine, caught on at

least two of t the networks, was
wearing gems- worth $250,000, a
handbag costing $50,000 and a
pearl priced Sat $35,000. Ethel
Thorsen, who with Herb Polesie
emceed DuMont’s stanza, was
togged in a $15,000 mink jacket
a

[

ld
.
diamonds ahd emeralds tagged

fit. $200,000, while her pooch was
ed with pearls valued at $25,-—anc* that am’t dog-biscuits.

Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public, who
might have shelled out a week's
rIa

i7 f°r their Easter finery, were
hardly to be seen.

,„
At

.

one point in CBS-TV's pick-

+i? *.
*

.

e was a production fluff
mat pointed up an ironic juxtapo-

T ,

tlon* Steve Allen was quizzingJe Hav°c at jhe same time that

* j

Sullivan was interviewing an
_ n j

-porce captain, and the mikes
inn

camera caught the pilot talk-
*b?ut jet fighters in Korea as

men
^av

,

0c chatted gaily about a
stly gold-heeled Parisian shoe

slip-ups stemmed from the

^lc Quality of the producing.
v_ e ,

r<
:
Was 30 nxuch switching’from

tcls near Central Park, such as
(Continued on page 81)

Ray’s Roaring; $75,000, 1

N. Y. Copacabana Record
• Singer Johnnie Ray,..who opened

at the Copacabana, N, Y., Thursday
(10), is slated to break the record
there. Indications point to a whop-
ping $75,000 for. his first week

—

which is all the more amazing
since Ray opened during Holy
Week, when grosses are by tradi-

tion offish. Ray’s take beats the
mark set by Dean Martin & Jerry
Lewis on their last visit with $73,-

000 ,

Copa expects to follow up with
Tony Bennett, coming in May 1,

and Billy Eckstine on May 29.

Ray will be at the Copa for three
weeks only and will open at the
N.,Y. Paramount May 28 with Billy

May’s orch in support.

FCC’s TV Thaw

Won t Hit Exhibs,

Goldenson Feels

Federal Communications Com-
mission’s action lifting tfie freeze

on new television stations is short

of any backbreaking competitive
factor for theatremen to reckon
with, in the opinion of Leonard
Goldenson, president of United
Paramount Theatres.
The exhib topper has it figured

that TV already blankets two-
thirds of the buying public, and
the balance, now to be reached via

the FCC order,, largely represents

only relatively small communities.
The Commission’s order provides

for 2,053 new stations in 1,291

towns.
In the big cities which have had

tele right* along, the public has

been returning” to theatres, and
good pictures continue to draw

(Continued on page 62)

Films as Dope Tempter

For Kids Draws PCA Rap
Hollywood, April 15.

Film industry’s Production Code
Authority took exception to charge

that motion picture scenes are

tempting children to use narcotics.

These claims, recently attributed

to Ernest M. Gentry, of the Fed-

eral Narcotics Bureau, were denied

by Jack Vizzard, PCA spokesman,

who said:

“The Federal agent must obvi-

ously refer to the occasional free-

lance producer and the outlaw com-

panies which produce this type of

film. He cannot mean the films

produced by the lafge bulk of

major Hollywood studios, because

there is not even the slightest men-
tion of dope addiction or dope

smuggling in their product."

Chicago, April 15.

The future of network television
shows has been threatened by an
American Guild of Variety Artists’

proposal-to ban appearances of va-
riety performers on such pro-
grams. Uniop’s national adminis-
trative .secretary, Jack Irving,
speaking in Chicago, told Variety
that a “no guesting" rule on
web shows is being drafted and
will he taken up at the June con-
vention of the union in Los An-
geles.

Irving declared that frequent
guesting by acts has ' caused a
slump in vaude and cafe

.

playing
time. The public, he stated, is un-
willing to pay to see in person
an act that appears free on"home
tele.

Union’s strategy, according to
Irving, is to build up the 2,000-odd
TV outlets that will be opened be-
cause of the lifting of the freeze
on new-station construction by the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion. Desire is to encourage pro-
duction on a local scale so that
acts will perform frequently and
for long runs.

Model for the plan is apparent-
ly the new series which opened
this week on WOR-TV, N. Y., in

(Continued on page 58)

Bar Variety Acts

On Cafe-Spotted

Disk Jock Spiels

The American Guild of Variety
Artists’ national board last week
obtained a majority vote on the
resolution banning AGVA per-
formers from making gratis ap-
pearances on disk-jockey shows
emanating from cafes. Deciding
votes came in over the weekend
and the total now stands at 24 for

the ban, seven against and one ab-
stention. Voting strength Is now
at 44. There is one board vacancy
caused by the resignation of Don
Francisco for which Willie Bryant
and Bud Harris are competing.
Votes on this issue are still com-
ing in by registered mail.

Effective date is still to be deter-

( Continued on page 58)

Betty Hutton May Set

$60,000 Palace Record
Betty Hutton may do a record-

breaking $60,000 for the first week
of her run at the palace, N. Y.,

two-a-day. Highest gross would
come as result of 14 performances,
also the Highest number to fie . done
under the revived t\vo-a-day. Judy
Garland’s peak mark' Was $51,000
for 12 shows,. v .

Bill has been selling out and ad-
vance is extremely' strong f< School
holiday is hedplng considerably
toward racking up theb.o. topper,
Miss? Hutton Opened Saturday

(12) to a $6 top, $4.80 thereafter.

Buy-Buy Job
Indications of the lengths

many job-seekers go to in their

efforts to land a post in radio

and television was the gimmick
used by a salesman looking for

a berth at WNBC, N. Y.

He sent in a $100 check with
an order for a one-minute an-

nouncement. Copy for the spot

was a request for an Interview

with general manager Ted
Cott

Of 'Hate Films
Chicago, April 15.

Television networks and stations
have run into a new and unex-
pected sore point' with minority
groups in the country who are
aroused over TV screenings pf

feature film oldies 'made during or
prior to the war which might hold
the groups up to ridicule. Chief
squawk has come from the Japa-
nese American Citizens League,
which has asked all webs and local

stations to. screen carefully all pix
before showing them via video.
League ,has requested broad-

casters to be .on the- lookout for
“hate movies" produced during
World War II depicting the “Japa-
nese enemy as a villainous one and
Japanese Americans in this -coun-
try as spies and traitors." It also

urged that wrestling matches fea-

(Continued on page 20)

’ New plan to provide qdallty
television film product, at coht to
local TV stations throughout the
'country ,ahd also io hermit them
a share of the residual income of
such filAis was unveiled yesterday
(Tues.) by Rathe TV Corp., sub-
sidiary of Pathe Industries. Termed'
the Cooperative Film Syndication
Plan, it will work basically the
same as the old First National
Films, a production-distribution
outfit in which exhibitors partifci-

pated in the profits.

As outlined by Rathe TV proxy
Bruce Fells, each subscriber sta-
tlon to the plan Will be charged its

pro-rata' share on film costs, in re-
turn for which they will be en-
titled to three runs of each film,

show over k period of two years.
Thereafter, income derived from
lease of thfe vidplx to a potential
of 2,000 new stations, which ar*
expected to be hungry for product,
will total “far in excess"

-

of the
original costs, Eells declared.

Subscriptions will be confined
to stations in presently existing
markets and the^share of the resi-
dual profits accruing to those sta-

(Continued on page 71)
. ... «

Jewish War Vets

Won't Boycott Pix;

Cdr. Defines Stand
In the face Of the current spot-

lighting of Communism as one of

the most critical problems, facing
the film industry, along . with *the

threat of public demonstrations
against some pix, the head of the
Jewish War veterans this week
underlined that his. outfit has a

strict policy of refraining from the
blacklisting oC any films.

Paul Ginsberg-, national com-
mander of the JWV, stated: "We
have not endowed ourselves with
the right to dictate what kind of

pictures producers shall make, nor

(Continued On page 61)
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Washington, April 15, ±
In the mid-1930s the Com-

munist Party tried unsuccessfully

to seize control
v
of botfi Actors

Equity and the Group Theatre,

Elia Kazan told the House Un-
American Activities Committee
last week. Kazan said he was *
member of the party at. the time,

having joined in the summer of

1934. He said he quit In disgust

in either the late winter or early

spring of 1936.

Kazan, then a young actor, said

that others in the Groufc Theatre

cell to which he belonged includ-

ed*. Clifford Odets, Art Smith,

Lewis Leverett and the late J, Ed-
ward Bromberg, co-leaders of 'the

unit; Morris Carnovsky and Phoe-

be Brand, who later became his

wife; Tony Kraber and Paula

Miller, who later married Lee
Strasberg, one ef the directors

controlling the Group Theatre. He
said Odets told him he also quit

about 1936, and that Paula Miller,

too, got out early.

Kazan’s information was given

to the committee in a sworn affi-

davit which supplemented testi-

mony he gave in executive session

last Jan. 14. In January, Kazan
admitted he had been a Commie
but declined to name any others.

In his affidavit, Kazan explained

to the committee:

“I have come to the conclusion

that I did wrong to withheld these

names before, because secrecy

serves the Communists, and it is

exactly what- they want. It is my
obligation as a citizen to tell every-

thing I know.”

The Kazan affidavit explained
that V. J. Jerome, cultural Com-
missar of the Communist Party in

the U. S., and Andrew Overgaard,
described as head of the Trade
Union Unity League at the" time,

“were assigned to hand out the
party line to us new recruits.’* He
said a third party functionary, “ob-
viously stagestruck,” undertook to

advise us. That was Ted Wellman,
also known as Sid Benson.

Kazan had listed Michael Gor-
don as a fellow Red in the Group
Theatre during his January testi-

mony. However, in the
>
affidavit,

the Hollywood and Broadway di-

rector comments: “In^searching
my recollection, I find that ,1 do
not recall his having attended any
meeting with me.”
The unit was given a four-fold

duty—“To educate ourselves in
Marxist and party doctrine. To
help the party get^ a foothold in
the Actors Equity Assn. To- sup-
port various front organizations of
thewparty, Tp try and capture the
Group Theatre and make it a Com-
munist mouthpiece.” The . affi-

davit continues: •

“The attempt to get a foothold
in Actors Equity was guided by
an actor, Robert or Bob Caille. He
was also known as Bob Reed,
have been told that he died some
years ago.

'Raise a Demand*
|4The tactic—and the sincere ef-

fort bf many individuals—was to
'raise a demand’ that actors re-
ceive pay during the weeks when
they rehearsed for shows. The
long-range plan was, by leading a
fight for a reasonable gain for ac-
tors, to gain prestige for individ-
ual Communists and sympathizers
who, the Party hoped, would then
run the union.
“Pay for the rehearsal period

was obtained but at no time that
I saw, either then pr after I left,

(Continued on page 62)

BRITISH LIFT BAN ON

ALL BEN HECHT FILMS
, London, April 15.

Ban on the showing in British

cinemas of any film in which Ben
Hecht has been connected has final-

ly been lifted following a petition

by the KInemetograph Renters

Assn, to the Cinematograph Ex-

hibitors .Assn,

They contended that prohibition

had been in force long enough and
since Hecht has written the script

for a United Artists pic, *any con-

tinuation of this boycott would
only harm an innocent party.

Boycott had come about due to

Hecht’s violent anti-British stand
in the events leading up to the

establishment- of Israel as an in-

dependent nation. Hecht con-

sistently denounced England for

“excessive abuses’* against the

Israelis.
-

•

Tom Sawyer’s Adventures

Via Clown Capers in Bid

For N.C, Post in Congress
Greensboro, N. C., April 15.

Tom Sawyer of Durham, N, C.,

candidate for congressman from
North Carolina’s sixth district, is

barnstorming Piedmont area, of

state with “Buzzie” Potts, former
circus clown,

Potts, recently ill, works in full

bulb-nose, catcher’s-mitt-shoe rega-

lia with trained dog, Daisy. At
large gatherings, candidate and
^clowri put on a variety show alter-

nating between speeches and com-
edy. At small ones, Potts entertains

kiddies while Sawyer talks to par-

ents.
*

Sawyer, unlike his opponent,
Rep. Carl Durham, is also using
television on Greensboro’s WFMY-
TV in his campaign.

Coast Sheet Apologizes

To Kanin After Libel Suit
Hollywood, April 15.

Director-writer Garson Kanin
last week brought a $1,000,000

libel suit against The Hollywood
Reporter in Superior Court, and
almost immediately won a retrac-

tion.

Suit was filed as result of an
item which appeared in column
written by Mike Connolly, in which
latter stated Kanin had admitted
membership in the Communist
Party during an appearance before
the House Un-American Activities

Committee.,.
The item, which appeared on

Tuesday (8), was followed two days
later by a page one apology by
The Reporter for its “error.” The
Reporter admitted that it “had no
fact of truth, was printed through
a mistake in names . ,

vAyritltf, 1952

CHARLES SANFORD
•MUSICAL DIRECTOR

"YOUR SHOW OP SHOWS”
WNBT

All in the Family,

Hollywood, Aptfl 18.

THEATRE-OWNERS, as a rule, are the solid men of.show business.
They do not alway* win, but the record prove* that in the main

they end up with fortunes. .

•

I mean proprietors of houses during normal conditions, “Legit” has
dwindled so that over the course of time many have had to sell or lease
out to radio and television; but they still h«4 something of which to
dispose, whereas.producers whp had iio theatre* maiitf# finished busted.
The big men*Who all but control the industry- now are the Shuberts,

who held title to more houses than any other entity and still do. They
put on many shows and plays, hut their bedrock was always sunk into
the ground. -y

What strikes me forcibly is this:

Men who"named theatres after themselves often lost them.
New York was peppered with such,Including the Belasco, the Ziegfeld,

thrf Cohan, the Sahl H. Harris, the Morosco, the Selwyn, George White’s
Apollo, the Erlahger, the Martin Beck, the Cort, the-Earl 'Catfoll, and,
in vaudeville, the many Proctor’s, Keith’s, Keith-Albec’s, Albee’s,
Loew’s (which converted to films and did fine) and the Roxy (nickname
•of Sam Rothafel).

Morosco died shabby and penniless after wife-trouble that broke his

phenomenal streak of hits. Belasco’s last play was awful and after his

death his" house had^a succession of flops. Flo Ziegfeld could not re-

peat his sensational hits, in his own house, which is now making Billy

Rose rich. Cohan and Harris broke up over their attitudes toward
Actors Equity, and gave up their theatres. The Selwyns, after coining

money, went down the chute, A. L. Erlanger’s influence and holdings
declined and the theatre named for him became the St. James. Maxine
Elliott’s is a TY base. The Henry Miller, an exception, is in its second
prosperous ’ generation.

^JARROLL WENT BANKRUPT here but cleaned up in Hollywood
until he was killed in a plane crash. Martin Beck saw his vaude-

Residuals, Which many Vidpix viue chain in 77-B, and left his playhouse, still operating, to his widow,

producers have come to regard as John Cort’s-monument did and still does well, though he is long dead,

the difference between continu- George White had to give up the house over which- he had put his name
. 1.1 , , -and- he has been jinxed m show business ever since. A1 H. Woods,

ance in biz or being snuffed out wbo bum a theatre in Chicago and named it for himSelf, hit the skids
altogether, have come to be chief an(j died a charity case after he had wallowed in riches,

point of argument in negotiations E. ,F. Albee, when he inherited control of the Keith chain, began

nAw conducted bv Screen suffixing his own n^me to several established ones -^nd built a few

Srs Guild and Alliance .of Tele- which he called the Albee. They went with the rest of vaudeville,

vision Film Producers. Alliance Tfye Roxy case was unique. Rothafel had made a flamboyant repu-

is holding out against giving bite tation: He capitalized on it to set up the Roxy, then the largest theatre

of their residuals, while SAG con- America. It went broke hefofe he opened it. It was reorganized

tends there can’t be any agree- and became profitable alter he left. Rothafel induced the Hockefellers

ment until the actor’s right to re- to build the Music Hall which he called Roxy’s Musre Hall, and the

sidual coin is recognized by the twin house, which be labeled the New Roxy. That name was taken

producers. from him by law. His management of both was a terrible disappoint-

Producers bitterly Roxy, an ex-ballplayer, had 'an enormous ego. Two weeks before
.

na
£
r°w k°-[d~the-line

^
ppe

_
^

on
j.be prem}ere 0f the Music Hall, in which he had built an office with

for them nqw, and many w i p g0i^_piated ceilings for himself, I interviewed him, asked him what
driven out of business if they have

his £gt show would be
to yield on restdu^lv Put bAU s

««oh,” he replied, “it doesn’t make much difference. With my name
adamant position is tnat I v c ts on it the people will flock in. I haven’t yet made up my mind what
an actor’s, life considerably through replay ” ^

reissues' and Over-use and conse- . .

quently the actors are entitled to npHE FIRST NIGHT was one of the most tragic messes New York
added payment. Producers’ posi- 1 has ever encountered, with ‘a melange of operatics, “dumb” acts
tion is a precarious one because and whatnot, and it ran two hours overtime.
many have been granting hefty Morosco had a Morosco Theatre in Los Angeles as well as the one in
residuals to name stars and di- Tfew York; he monopolized the L.A. field at times. He produced such
rectors. . Ben Hecht. has 50% of world-beaters as “Peg o’ My Heart,” ‘-‘The Bird of Paradise,” “So Long
negative on his upcoming series, Letty,” and two of my comedies, “Help Wanted,” which broke all

and Ethel Barrymore about the records until that time in Chicago, and “One of Us,” to which he paid
same. So what’s left after^ actors— no attention, as his slide downward had begun. He also owned the
and writers—get their bite? pro- Morosco Film Company, one of the earliest. He lost everything and

died a broken, prematurely old man, when he was struck by a street-
car.

Belasco, the greatest of them all, put on “Mima,” with Lenore Ulric,
and its smash failure wrecked him financially, spiritually and physically.
He had converted his lovely house for the thing at great pains and
expense. „And when it folded he was changed. Though he was 77, until
then he had been active and almost vigorous. But “Mima” was a death-
blow.
George M. Cohan renamed the Grand Opera House, in Chicago, the

Status Quo on Suits
Kanin stated in N. Y. yesterday

(Tues.) that the itatus quo on his

two libel suits versus the Holly-

wood Reporter will be maintained,
at least for the time being.' He ex-

plained that it’s, “impossible to tell

at this moment the extent of dam-
ages caused” by the Reporter’s

(Continued on page 61)
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U.S. Ct. of Appeals Hears

Case of Act (Gautier’s)

Televised Against Its Will’

The American Guild of Variety Four Cohans, in memory of the original family act Somehow, it was

ArH.tc: ^ pntprpd into the
neyer again the money-maker it had been under Harry Hamlin. The

Artists last week entered into the Cort> in Chicago, had been razed fo
-

r a parklng lot the^ time * looked
Gautier case against . American there. Carroll’s wonderful cafe-theatre in Hollywood never got over his

Broadcasting Co., Liggett 8c Myers, passing. William Fox, who put his name over several theatres, lost

and the Newell-Eramett ad agency. a
Sr
d llis ^uses *

. .

’

.

Tvxzo..,* tt <?
them a

P*
only Marcus Loew left the long string bearing his

Ca$e, neara last weeK in tne u. t>. name successful and under management wise .enough to continue them
Court of Appeals, is based on the through changes of policy, strong and sound as ever,
televising of Gautier S Steeple- (Reprinted From N. Y. Mirror. t»y pemUnlon)
chase between halves of a pro foot-

ball game of -the Washington Red-
skins and the Los Angeles

.
Rams Eddie Cantor’s Red Cross

• 4 n i a _ A Mi - J7 • TTt t_ I
%/A WK/W

in 1948 at Griffith Stadium, Wash- t»LvaJ n • m ^ ,

ington. Blood Campaign Tour Set
Act claims it was put on the air

.

- Washington, April 15.

against its will and in violation of American Red Cross gave its of-

the terms of a contract issued by ficial imprimatur to the one-man
AGVA. Gautier won a $500 award drive by comic Eddie Cfmtor tQm City Court, N. Y., and later in stimulate blood donations.' ARC
the Appellate Term. The Appellate headquarters here announced
Division of the N. Y. Supreme Cpntor’s tour will begin in Boston,
Court subsequently reversed both April 29, and follow with Balti-
lower courts. more, April 30; Pittsburgh, May 1;

Case is regarded as important Cincinnati, May 2; Cleveland, May
to all acts inasmuch as it involves 3, Buffalo, May 4 and Chicago, the
televising without a performer's following day.

consent, Newell-Emmett and Ches- Cantor will give his one-man
terfield Cigarets contended that show for donors of blood to the
in the handling of the news event, Red Cross. Comic will be sup-
cameras had the right to pick up ported by a two-piano team and
anything that occurred within Sgt. Joseph C. Rodriguez, a Korean
view. Act ..declared that the tele- vet, winner of the Medal of Honor,
cast constituted an invasion of its Cantor is paying all his own ex-
privacy and a viola(I6n of civil penses for the tour,
rights which makes

1

it necessary
for the advertiser to' 'get permis-
sion from the- act if the latter Is Parks Pic Incident
to be part of an advertising “Love Is Better Than Ever,”
scheme. Larry Parks-Elizabeth Taylor co-
The particular game was spon- starrer which Metro had on the

sored by Liggett & Myers (Ches- shelf
,

for over a year, has gotten
terfield). AGVA attorneys, Silver- by initial exhibition dates without
stone & Rosenthal, filed an amicus any reported “incidents.”

curiae (friend of the court) brief Film was lensed prior to the ac-
for the union. Court reserved tor’s appearance before the House
decision. Un-American Activities' Committee.

Femme Fashions Get

Exclusive Unveiling

Via Wald-Krasna Film

Hollywood, April 15.

The struggle between Italian and
French couturiers for the world
market will be told via Wald-
K r a s n a ’ s “Exclusive Model”,
which goes into production at RKO
later this year and will, at the

same time, unveil for the first time

anywhere femme fashions for the

coming year.
Professional models will be

brought here from Europe for the

picture. They will wear the exclu-

sive designs of Europe’s famed
name designers. Gowns will be

shipped to Hollywood under special

guard, and during filming of key

modeling scenes, the set will be

closed to all outsiders to preserve

the secrecy to the designers.

Deal worked out by Wald-Kras-
na gives the indie unit at RKO an

entree into every newspaper and
magazine, and assures liberal radio

and television plugs, since detail*

of the fashions displayed, and stills

of the individual gowns, must be

credited to “Exclusive Model.” In

the past, fashion magazines have

(Continued on page 71)
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Of TV as Ad Medium in UOO Towns
Major film . companies, still fln-4^

convinced that baUyhooing Aims

on television is worth the hefty

costs involved; do not plan to take

advantage of the fact that video

will soon he ^operating in more
than 1,200 cities -across the coun-

try * Expansion of TV is made pos-

sible by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission’s action last

week in lifting, the freeze on new
TV’ station construction:

While the new video markets

slated to take the air Within the

next two. yeari; will give the film

companies near-aaturatlon cover-,

age for their TV activities for the

first time, the general reaction is

that TV has never been proved as.

I

a good ad-publicity: medium for'
1

films. Those few majors which
had been producing TV trailers

have abandoned them almost en-

tirely during the last few months
and, while some stars have been
.guesting on video shows to plug
.their latest releases, major com-
pany execs are not yet certain that

this is beneficial to biz.

, Chief factor in the. dpwnbeat re-

action to TV’s- expansion is the

fact that none of the companies
ahy longer sets a national release

date on its new. product As a re-

sult, ad-pub toppers' pointed out,

it's extremely vunwise to attempt
plugging films op' a national .net-’

work TV show,, even though such
shows may soon’ reach 2P00 cities.

By the time, the new films reach
•mitet of those cities,' they said, the
value of the TV plug is completely
dissipated.

Promoting films on TV on a lo-

cal basis, on the other harfd, has
proved too expensive for the re-
sults obtained. Most stations now
in operation • are- completely sold*
out on their spot plug availabilities
surrounding the more popular
shows. * Majors or their exhib cus-
tomers can still buy* spot time at
the fringe, hours but the cost of
such advertising, compared with

(Continued’ on page 20)

‘PINKY’ CASEPLACED

BEFORE SUPREME CT.
Film industry’s test

-

case ,on
screen censorship involving the
picture “Pinky” ‘was placed on the
docket of the U.S. Supreme Court
yesterday (Tues.).

rThis. is a techni-
cal move putting the- case squarely
before the judges of the High
Court.

Court now has three alternatives.
It can (1) note its ‘jurisdiction and
hear the case," (2) dismiss the
appeal which would Confirm the
decision of the lower court, or (3)
postpone decision on jurisdiction to
hear arguments on merits of the
case.

Case stems from conviction of a
Marshall, Texas, exhib whq, defied,
the ruling of a local censorship’
board and exibited “Pinky.”
Exhib, W, L, Gelling, was fined by
a local court and his* conviction
upheld by the Texas Court . of
Criminal Appeal^ "

Gelling, is being aided in his
court battles by the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, which has been
seeking a High Court test on film
censorship.

Stockholder (Group Eyes

Probe of Rep Practices
An informal committee of minor-
stockholders is being formed to

facilitate an investigation into
ousmess practices of Republic Pic-
tures, it was disclosed in New York
this week by attorney Philip Han-
ae

]j
nan

. who reps the group.
Mandelman also revealed that so

tar the Republic management lias
tailed to answer any questions sub-
mitted by his associate, Walter- H.
^bulman, at. a recent annual
stockholders’ meet. Among the
queries were requests for profit-
ana-less breakdowns on certain
ttepublic films as well as a list of
fVnpany stockholders. Manage-
ment indicated at the meet that
nswers would be made if the ques-
°ns were submitted by mail.

Maas on Far East Pix
Far Eastern film problems, it’s,

believed, will come under the. do-
main of Irving Maas, who joined
the Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri-
ca’s international division last
week.

Maas, vice prexy and general
manager, of the Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn, since its inception in
1946, resigned that post at the end
of- last year after a major portion
of the outfit’s operations had termi-
nated.

Huddles onRKQ
Noah Dietrich, RKO board chair-

man and Howard Hughes’ chief ex-
ecutive assistant, and representa-
tives of Louis B. Mayer joined In
Coast huddles this week to. exDlore
the possibilities' of thq, deal where-
by Mayer would acquire Hughes’
control of RKO . Pictures, accord-
ing to eastern sources acquainted
with both sides.- The conclave was
adjourned and will be resumed in
Dallas later in the week, it was
said.

Reports that Mayer has been eye-
ing the RKO lot, in circulation on
and off for the past several months,
were prominent again in ^N. Y.’s fi-

nancial ared* last week. .Neither
Hughes nor Mayer could be
reached for comment.

1

Lendifig further authority to the
reports is the fact that Louis A.
Lurie, San Francisco realtor and
a close associate of Mayer’s, is com-
ing east shortly on what's expected
to be the financial ramifications of
the projected deal. Lurie will
leave S. F. tomorrow (Thurs.) and

due in N. Y. early next weekis

following a Chicago stopover.

/
SWG’s Legal Move Yersus

Howard Hughes (RKO) Re

Paul Jarrico Script Credit

.
> Hollywood, April 15.

Screen Writers Guild 4s expected

to file a motion in Superior .Court

late today (TiieS.) to force Howard

Hughes and RKO to arbitrate their

hassle over screen credit for Paul
Jarrico on “Las Vegas Story.”

Hughes, who is RKO production

chief and controlling stockholder,

has stated he would not arbitrate

the Issue and would not abide by
any arbitration board decision be-

cause of Jarrico’s refusal to testify

before the House Un-American Ac-
tivities Committee.

SWG last week gave RKO a

seven-day .notice to appoint an ar-

bitrator, as required by the union’s

pact with the studio. With the

deadline passed, the Guild prepped

its court move. It is expected that

RKO will intervene before* the

court appoints
-

an arbitrator in the

case since studio official C. J. Tev-

lin has indicated that the lot' will

use the “last five minutes” to make
its own selection for 'the arbitra-

tion panel. Guild will be repped

by F. Hugh Herbert. Opposing

sides will pick the third impartial

arbitrator.

Par Shutters Lab
Hollywood, April 15.

Paramount is shuttering its film

laboratory this Saturday (19), indi-

cating a heavy increase in produc-

tion of color films.

Studio spokesman explained that

the small number of black-and-

white pictures on the future pro-

grams does not warrant mainte-

nance of the laboratory.

Professing the fear that Howard
Hughes’ 'announcement on weeding
put Communists from the RKO tot
will fan the fire ofagRationagalnSt
certain films on /“Un-American”
grounds, 16 exhib members of The-
atre Owners of America have re-
vealed they’ll refuse to play any
film rapped by the American Le-
gion or otherwise spotlighted as
connected with persons suspected
of being subversive.

The theatremen’s identities were
not disclosed but some are known
to be prominent circuit operators.
They take the position that thea-
tres are close to being the most
important entertainment and eco-
nomic factors in -community life,

and the stigma of protests against
their pix could jeopardize exhibs’
welfare on a long-term basis.

.
For the most part, exhibs in the

past assumed a hands-off attitude
toward the entire question of Com-
munism in Hollywood. They felt

that -this was.a “Hollywood - prob-
lem” -and as" such , should be han-
dled by the production men in the
'business.

The 16' theatremen taking the
drastic* action communicated their

new policy 1 to .Gael .Sullivan, exec
director of the Theatre Owners qf

America. They asked Sullivan to

supply them with the list of 50
films which \yas^ published oy the

(Continued qn page 16)

Nate Blumberg East

For Rackmil Powwow

On U-0ecca Merger
Universal prexy Nate . J. Blum-

berg will arrive in New York from
the Coast next week ,to huddle
with homeoffice execs and- with
Milton R. Rackmil, Decca Records
prexy, on the proposed merger of

the two companies.
Blumberg’s trip .east eliminates

Rackmil’s projected visit to the

Coast where he was originally

slated to confer with the U topper.

Following talks with Blumberg,
Rackmil will probably fly to Lon-
don to meet with J, Arthur Rank,
an important stockholder of U,
and John Davis, managing direc-

tor of the Rank Organization.

H. M. Warner East May 1

Harry M. Warner is due in New
York from the Coast on May 1.

Company topper is expected to
discuss with homeoffice exec plans
for Warner Bros.’ reorganization,
as Ordered by the Pept. of Justice’s
consent decree, and -other matters
relating to the company’s future.

United Paramount Theatres Is

apparently not as downbeat on the-

atre television ' as its top . execs
had given' reason to believe. De-
spite UPT protestations that It was
giving up all theatre TV plans be-
cause the new medium -was cost-

ing toj) much money, it ?s .been
learned that the circuit during the
last week has placed orders fpv
new Installations at its Orpheuin
Theatre, Omaha, and Paramount,
San Francisco.
s

In testimony . before the Federal
Communications Commission re-

cently, David Wallerstein, veepee
of the Balaban & Katz circuit, Chi-
cago, a ‘wholly-owned UPT sub-
sidiary, declared the company was
through with big-screen video. Cit-

ing the fact that each of the eyents
it had earned on its various instal-

lations had actually cost the the-

atres money, rather than returning
a profit, Wallerstein said that UPT
was cancelling all orders for npw
installations and planned little, if

any, use for those already in the-

atres,

Two new houses bring the total

of UPT theatres equipped for big-

screen video up to about 12, and
the circuit reportedly has several

orders outstanding for installations

In other cities. It’s believed that
UPT homeoffice execs have over-
ruled Wallerstein’s opinions, if

they ever had backed them, and
. (Continued on page 61)

National Boxoffice Survey
Easter Week Booms Biz; ‘Rain’ No. 1, ‘Song* in 2d,

Holliday, ‘Snow White,’ AdcC, ‘Apache’ Next

Easter week is hypoing first-run.

film biz all over the country, with

only the distraction of serious

floods in Minneapolis and Omaha
hurting badly. A batch of new pix,

nearly all* of them sttong, is boost-

ing trade. Some idea of what the

big new entries are doing is found
in the $500,000 or better being

grqssed by “Singin* In Rain” (M-G)

and $456,000 being collected by
“Song In Heart” (20th).

Leadership is being taken over

by “Singin’ In Rain,” with over 17

major playdates in representative

key cities cover by Variety. Sec-

ond place is being captured -by

“Song In Heart,” which is placing

in a like number of keys.

“Marrying Kind” (Col), Judy
Holliday starrer, is pushing ahead
to third position on virtually its

first week in circulation. “Jack
and Beanstalk” (WB) is managing
to land in fourth although vbry

spotty. The new Abbott-Costello

pic is proving a .real disappoint-

ment in about half of its dates so

far but racking up considerable

money via a‘bo.ut 18 playdates.

Fifth money: is going to “Snow
White” (RlCO) despite fact that it

is out on reissue for third time na-

tionally. “Battle , at Apache Pass”

(U), which was first last week, is

down to sixth this session, now be-

ing mainly on holdover or in move-
over engagements.

“Ma, Pa Kettle At Fair” (U) is

displaying enough strength to cop
seventh spot. “Greatest Show”
(Par) is slipping to eighth, mainly

because shoeing in only five keys
covered” by Variety on present
swing around country.
. “African Queen” (UA), which is

in like category, will be ninth with
the same number of dates. Another
five-date film, “Quo Yadis” (M-G),
is 10th this session. “Viva Za-
pata” (20th) 'and “Belle of N. Y.”
(M-G) round out the Golden dozen
in that sequence. “Sword's Point”
(RKO) and “5 Fingers” (20th) are
runneyup pictures.

Several new films show promise.
“Tomorrow Is Too Late” (Indie),
Italian pic, shapes great judging
from terrific session at the State,
N. Y. “Valley of Eagles” (Lip) also
looms as potentially big predicated
on its showing on first N. Y. round.
“Man ,in White Suit” (U), which

continues smash in second N. Y.
round, also is sock this week in

K. C. “Macao” (RKO) looks big on
Pittsburgh preem. “Pride of St.

Louis” (20th), which naturally
clicked on its launching, in St.

Louis, is rated solid also in Seattle.

“My Son,. John” (Par), nice in

Frisco, is disappointing in N. Y.
with a barely good first week at the
Capitol.

"Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) is okay
in Minneapolis. “Cimarron Kid”
(U) looms fine in Omaha and big in

Montreal.
“Sailor Beware” (Par) is socko in

Portland, Ore., and Montreal. “The
River” (UA) shapes big in N. Y.
and Boston.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Rages lQ-jll)

Los Angeles, April 15,,

Large-screen television is des-
tined to be a major factor in th#
operation of every film theatre*
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn, of America prexy, declared
here tonight (Tues,). The film in-
dustry, he said, has the facllitieiii

and knowhow “to enhance the uJje^-

fulness and the value of television
in the public interest, convenience
and necessity.”
MPAA topper made these obsety

vations in a speech at a dinner*
given by the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce in honor of the flint

industry. “Far-sighted men in ouC
industry,” Johnston asserted* “see
in this marriage of motion pictures;
and electronics the birth of a ne#
era in the world of entertainment.
I believe that if we win the right
to use frequencies to connect the-
atres in this country, it will mark
the advent of a new and prosper-
ous age for the. motion picture in-
dustry and every person connected-
with it,”

He explained that the industry
has the knowledge, manpower and
experience “to bring to every the-
atre a "wealth of programs which
the home ^television set - owner
doesn’t see now—and may never
see because of electronic and tech-
nical difficulties.”

i
Pointing Out that the industry

(Continued on page 16)

JOHNSTON DUE IN N.Y.

FOR ARBITRATION GAB
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture

Assn, of America prexy, is due in
New York Friday (18) to confer
with the exec committee, of the
MPAA regarding the April 22 con-

‘

fab with exhib groups on arbitral
tion. It is expected that the distrib
group will ' enter the April 22
palaver at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.,

with no precohceived formal pro-
posals.

Johnston will open the session
and will, in all probability, preside
at the morning talks.' When the
confab goes Ihto executive session
in the afternoon, it Is expected he

(Continued on page 16)
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Atlanta, April 15,

In an analysis of the problems
currently facing the him industry,

A1 Lichtman, 20th*Fox distribution

topper, told the Motion Picture

Owners and Operators of Georgia

that 99% of the decline in biz is

Caused by television, , that exhibs

should unite and form one overall

strong exhib organization, and that

the .industry was subjected to un-

fair censorship by thfe Legion of

Decency and other “self-consti-

tuted” censors.

Addressing the fifth .annual con-

clave of the exhib group here,

Lichtman stated that in areas

-where TV had not been installed

in appreciable numbers, biz is

about 7% ahead of -1948, hut in

heavily saturated -video areas ex-

hibs have suffered a tremendous
decline.

To fight the inroads lof video,

Lichtman declared, that exhibs,

producers and distribs “must unite

and fight to secure 1 channels as

Temptit, Etc.
Hollywood, April 15,

Margaret O’Brien, once the
leading moppet at Metro, re-

turned to that studio to test

for a new contract/
•She is now 15.

‘

See 20th, SPG

Reaching Pact

At N.Y. Talks
First break in the long deadlock

In negotiations for a new pact

between 20th-Fox and the Screen
Publicists Guild, District 65, Dis-

. _ . . . tributive, Processing and Office

soon as the large-screen television porkers of America, N. Y., was

Hollywood, April 15,

Wage"Banter* Committee picket*

paraded in front of RKO Hillstreet;

downtown theatre, asking the pub;

lie not to patronize “Marrying
Kind” (-Col), placards implying

that Judy Holliday and director

parson Kanin have been involved

in Communist movements., ffojth,

have categorically denied ever hav-.;

ing' been Communist*, neither was:

^ver called before the House Com-;

ftdttee on UnjAmerican Affairs or)

nahifed by anyone appearing before i

Congressional Red probers.

Placards called attention to Sen-

ator Tenney’s . (California 'Un-

American Activities. Committee)
report and declared “Red dogs:;

bark but pickets march on.” Liter-

ature . distributed by pickets . also

named Stanley Kramer and Dore
Schary# who have filed suits

against WEC. Pickets .have fre-

quently Insulted customers, taunt-

ing them with “putting money in

pockets of Communists,” but. the-

atre reported only a few people
turned away, There are no pickets

at the Pantages, Hollywood, where
pic is also screening.

is perfected.”

“I believe,” Lichtman continued,

“'that the installation of large-

screen television in the theatres,.

Whereby we can supplement .our

motion pictures with live television

entertainment of tremendous
-

ap-

peal, . superior to that which

reported this week. Unionites
termed the current talks as “en-

couraging” - and said they ex-

pected to reach an agreement 'with

the company shortly.

Universal pub-ad staffers, also

affiliated with the 'SPG,. resumed
talks with the company negotiators

.. can seen free at home on their yesterday (Tues.) affpr a 10-day

television sets, would bring to the hiatus. "

theatres of .the country thus Meanwhile, official .signing of

equipped an increase in attendance the. pact between Paramount and
and a prosperity the like of which

.

they have never enjoyed before.”

Exhib Unity

On the subject of exhib unity,

the Motion Picture Homeoffice
Employees Union, International
Alliance of Theatrical - Stake • Emr
ployees,.is expected to take place

this week. Pact covers Par pub-ad
the 20th exec urged the exhibs to

staffers> Agreement on terms had
form one strong exhibitor ojganiza-

j>een reacked m0re than a month
tion by merging all existing organ-
izations into one body and invite

every exhibitor in the- nation to

become a member.” Lichtman
stressed that this was possible now
since the big circuits are no longer
affiliated or controlled by the

producing and distrib companies.
“Some of the divorcements,” he
said, “have already taken place
and the others will be divorced in

the next year or so. Therefore,
there Is no jonger the need for
unaffiliated exhibitors to have one
organization and the former af-

filiated exhibitors to have another.
”-

He pointed out that if exhibs were
organized into one association they
would have as powerful a voice as

any industry group in the country.
The sales topper urged the forma-
tion of a joint conciliation com-
mittee “for purpose of working out
ethical trade practices.”

Lichtman declared that the in-

dustry “is being constantly legis-

lated against and harassed' by, the
various departments of the Govern-
ment as w.ejl as by un-American

ago, but haggling on legal termi-
nology of the agreement delayed'

the final signing.
Signing will mark the IA union's

official entry into the publicists

field, having renned *—«ly screen
clerical help in the past.

'

PAR BOYS 50% INTEREST

in vrrAscopE corp.
,,

Hollywood, April 15.

Paramount bought a 50% inter-

est in Vistascope Corp. of America,
headed by Sol Lesser. Company
has exclusive rights to the French
photographic invention, designed
to effect large savings in the film-

ing of motion pictures and live

telecasts.- It eliminates the use of
|‘ expensive matte shots or the con-
struction of foreground sets

through the use of 'photographs
linked directly with the camera.
New equipment will he made

available on a royalty basis to mo-
no nr,v.^x ao Mjr uu'ujuaavaavwu . . _ • _ , _ _ rvYrr j v

censorship by the several states, tion picture an TV producers. Les-

not to mention the unfair censor- ser announced that he will use it in

ship of such bodies as the Legion
of Decency and other self con-
stituted censors.”

Cooperative effort of a joint

committee of exhibs and distribs,

Lichtman said, would help in

getting other communications “to
join with us in abolishing cersor-
ship against motion pictures.”

Mitchell Wolfson’, prexy of the
Theatre Owners of America, told
the exhibs that the three most
important problems facing the in-

dustry were: 1. Improvement of
grosses by continued production of
better films. 2. Elimination* of as
many lawsuits as possible by
arbitration. 3. Elimination of the
20% Federal sales tax on admis-
sions or a reduction to, at the most,
10%.

the filming of his forthcoming pro-

duction, “Cave Girl.”

Near Ruling on Autry

Suit Against Republic
Los Angeles, April 15.

Gene Autry’s suit to prevent Re-
public- from selling his old films
to TV went into its final phase With
the filing of briefs in Federal
Court. Judge Ben Harrison will
hand down his verdict within 30
days.

Republic claims it has a right to
peddle the pictures while Autry
contends his contract had more
rights than those of Roy Rogers,
v ho won a similar suit from the
studio several months ago.

6,200-Share Gifts Told

By Jack Warner to SEC
In addition to the stock he sold

back to the company. Jack L. War-
ner disposed of 6,200 shares of the
Warner Bros, common issue, he
disclosed in a report to the Securi-

ties Ac Exchange Commission. He
presented the 6,200 shares as gifts,

he said.

Jack, Harry and Albert Warner
and some members of their fami-

lies sold a combined total of 190,-

000 shares to the corporation un-
der its stock-tender operation.- As
a result of the tender, it was an-
nounced, the corporation expects

to acquire 669,385 shares. A total

of 859,787 shares were tendered.

Of that amount, the company is

buying up all shares, offered at

less than $14.39 per share and 71%
of the stock tendered at $14.99.

Jack Warner’s gifting cut his

holdings to 403,748 shares directly

owned and 21,500 held in a trust

of which he is beneficiary. A
breakdown on how many of the

190,000 shares sold to the company
were his was not given.

Exhibs at Studio
Metro’s invitation to TOO

,
prom-

inent exhibitors, to be- the com-
pany’s- guests at a three-day studio
visit,* with specially chartered
planes to be made available from
centralized points for tin? trek, was
seen as another move by sales tap-
per Charles M.^Reagan jn his ro
mancing of exhibs. Reagan clearly

is bent on continuing M-G’s cus-

tomer relations on the high plane
which Was reached under William
F. Rodgers, his predecessor in the
top distribution^postt

Several weeks ago, when several
southwest areas were ripped by
tornadoes, Reagan instructed his

field force in the territory to ren-
der assistance in any feasible man-
ner To theatremen seriously af-

fected. Similar goo'd-will gestures
by Rodgers in the past were re-

called by observers.
* The exhib junket to Culver City,

billed as ‘/Seeing Is Believing/’ is

set for the three days beginning
May 8. The visitors will view new
M-G pix slated for delivery over
the balance of the year and will

meet production reps and screen
personalities. Production chief
Dore Schary/will serve as host.

In disclosing the move, Reagan
said it was the first experiment of
its kind so far as is known. He
reported that reps of the five prom-
inent exhibitor organizations plus
circuit and indie theatre ops will

be on the invitation list.

The exec further said that the
film showings are designed to as-

sure, theatremen of the nature of
the product upcoming. Also, they’ll

be apprised of advertising and ex-
ploitation plans, and the exhibs*
opinions on merchandising will be
solicited at an open forum.

ConmiimsiD in H wood’

IT* 'Greatest Schmoe’
Universal Ra* registered the

title, “The Greatest Schmoe
qn Earth,” for a forthcorfflng

two-reeler.
Subject of the shortfWa*mot

Indicated.

$2,500,000 For

In 191 Playdates
One of the biggest grosser* of

the year and tabbed ‘as Para—

1

mount's top t>o?coffice bet of . 1952,
“Greatest Show on Earth’* has
grossed- ah. estimated $2;500,000 in

over 191 playdates thus far. Ap-
proximately half of this came
from its 11-week run At the H. Y.
Music Hall, which grossed $1,372,-

000, just $20,000 short Of the Hall
refcord set by “Great Caruso”
(M-G) last year. “Show” equalled
the longrun mark at the Music
Hall set by “Random Harvest”
(M-G). ^
The .Cecil B. DeMille opus has

been running seven weeks in spots
which normally never give, a pic-
ture more than three, “ShoW” has
been on extended-run dates in
practically every spot,

.
getting

upped prices in most localities.

There has been little Or no op-
position voiced either by exhib-
itors or the public to the running
time of over two hours and a half.
Turnover has been possible by
shortening the ‘surrounding pro-
gram.
The circus picture obviously has

served as an .elaborate trailer this
season for The Ringling circus at
Madison Square. Garden. Grosses
there so far are funning 23% high-
er than a year ago. ^

GINGER ROGERS, NIVEN,

B0RZAGE SUED BY BANK
Hollywood, Aprii 15,

Bank of America has named
Ginger Rogers, David Niven and
director Frank Borzage defendants
in a Superior Court suit to get
title to “Magnificent Doll,” made
by Hallmark Productions in 1946
and released by Universal. -

vBank said that film, made by
Skirball-Manning, was acquired un-
der a financial deal. However,
suit contends defendants noft
claim an interest and asks the
court to void their claims.

I

Lopert Names Stevens
Ira S. Stevens this week was

named treasurer of Lopert Films
Distributing Corp. He had been

__ . an exec with Price Waterhouse &
Production at RKO, currently at Co., auditors,

a standstill, will be resumed May Stevens will coordinate the fi-
with the start of Edmund nances of Lopert's film and the-

Giuingcr s “Bluekbeard the Pirate.” atre operations.

Hyman, Weitman Head
Pix Drive on Palsy

Edward L. Hyman and Robert M.
Weitman, United Paramount The-
atres v.p/s, will serve as national
co-chairman of the film industry’s
collection campaign in May for the
'United Cerebral Palsy Assn.
ATCPA this year has a goal of

$5,000,000. UPT prexy Leonard
Goldenson heads the Palsy fund.

<

Lindstrom Reps U. S.

Washington, April 15.

Chester A. Lindstrom, who has
headed the Department of Agricul-
ture film work for many1

years, has
been selected to Represent the
U. S. Government '.at the annual
Cannes international Rim festival.

He has been official
-

U. S. rep. at a
number of international film festi-

vals in recent years.
Uncle Sam has entered three

official pix in the Cannes festival,

which runs April 23-May 10. They
are: River Run,” produced by De-
partment of Agriculture; “West
Point,” made by the Army, and
“Demonstrations in Perception” by
the Navy.

Ak.» to N, Y»
Max Allentuck
Edward Arnold
Constance Bennett
Ralph Cattell
Ruth Cummings
Dan Dailey
Laraine Day
Dorothy de Mayo
Vittorio DeSica
Henry Ephron
Phoebe Ephron
Nanette Fabray
Samuel Fuller
Stanley Goldsmith
Edith Head
Alan Hood
Hal Hudson
Cornwell Jackson
Elsie Janis -

Nunnally Johnson
Victor Jory
Alfred Junge
James Robertson Justice
Robert Parrish
Gail Patrick
William Pierson
George Raft
Jack P. Rogotzy
William Saal

g
eorge Sanders
erbert T. Silverberg

Alexis Smith
Maureen Stapleton
Julie Stearns
Richard F. Walsh

N. Y. to L. A.
Caroline Burke
Dr. Herbert T, Kalmus
Jack Karp
Jack Kelly
Robert L. Lippert
Muriel Rahn
Thaddeus C. Suski
Lee Tracy

Council .of Motion. Picture Oi>
ganizations, whose main function
i* building Public good will for the
film Industry, Hfficed wdth a full*
scale dilemma in handling the is-
sue of “Communism in Hollywood/*
Since there are dlvei&ent views
on the subject .within tfje industry.
and/CoMPO is an All-industry op-
eration, it’s impossible to come up
with any solution -which would win
unanimous Approval;

'

On one side is the Howard
Hughes position that Communists
are still In the 'trade’s midst and
further steps, should' be taken to
root them out. ‘In another camp,
for example, is Gunther Lessing,
president of the Motion Picture
Industry Council, who accused
Hughes - of doing the trade a dis-
service by spreading an impression
that the studios are infiltrated with
Communists.
According to N. Y. sources, a

check- of the other film companies
possibly would show they also have
different policies or views on the
subject, on how to deal with the
Commies -

themselves and how to
treat the matter on the public and
pi-ess relation., front,

-

COMPO-ites, via the lecture tour
program ' and the.. “Movietime,
U.S.A.” troupes, will play up the
film, business as a normal free-en-
terprise operation. That’s the posi-
tive approach.. -But the question
which has some trade toppers baf-
fled is how to specifically answer
future attack^ based on “un-Amer-
icanism” charges.

> . ^im
t

i < i

t
i

See Decision Next Week
On ‘Zukor for COMPO’
Paramount board v chairman

Adolph Zukor, who has been at the
Par studio the past six weeks, is

due back at the N, Y. homeoffice
the end of next week.

It’s figured’ that by that tirne, or
even earlier, final decision will be
reached on election of the • new
president of the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations. Zukor’s
name has been prominent in re-

cent top-echelon trade conversa-
tions on filling the prexy’s post.

N. Y. to Europe
Ronald Adam /

~
Harry Andrews
Harold Arlen
Arletty
Claude Aryelle
Timothy Bateson
Ludwig Bemelmans
Robert

-

Beaumont
Jussi Bjoerling
Katherine Blake
Lyndon Brook
Betty Byrd
Noel Coleman
Irwin Corey
Dan Cunningham
John Dearth
Yvonne De Carlo
Lee V. Eastman
Madge Elliott

Angna Enters.
Dawson France
Renee Goddard
Cy Grant
Jullitte Greco
David Greene
Leland Hayward
Winifred Hill
Danny Hoctor
Irving Hoffman
Oliver Hunter
Sol Hurok - *>

Wilfred Hyde-White
May Jacobs
Alfred Junge
Harold Kasket
Colin Kemball
Elizabeth Kentish
Efrem Kurtz
Ethel Lucas
Alec MacCowen
Jack Melford
Jill Melford
Rodney Millington
Teresa Moore
David Orr
Anthony Pelly
Donald Pleasence
Cyril Rif'chaTd
Mairhi Russell „

Pearl Tipaldi *

Patrick Troughton
Harry Warren
Jill Welshman *

Clifford Williams..
-

Europe to N. Y.
Max Bygraves
Scott R. Dunlap
Herb Golden
Norman Payne
Don Reid
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N. Y. Exhibs Up m Aims Over Studio

bees’ Stall on All-Industry Expo
Indefinite, postponement of the*1

proposed .film industry, exhibition

Planned for Grand. Central Palace,

N Y has New. York- exhib* riled

at Coast stUdip Exhibs claim

that studio topper* have not grant-

ed them the “courtesy of a meet-

ing" to make arrangement* for the

expo.

Although there has been ho final

rift between the New York and

Coast groups, the ' eastern exhibs

are plenty burned since they stand

to lose the $14,000 they put up for

a two-week rental of the
.
expp

hall. According to Fred J.

Schwartz, chief of the exhib exposi-

tion group, two delays have al-

ready been' obtained Jfrom Grand
Central Palace, but he didn't know
how much longer the filmites could

gain postponements.

“I've tried and tried to set u1>

a meeting.with the studio people,”

Schwartz declared, “but I haven't

met with any success.” Schwartz
• actors

indicated that the New York exhibs nyins

are still very much interested in

going through with the project

*ince it had met With’ the unani-

mous approval' of every phase of

the industry, including the prexies

of all the major, film companies. He
pointed out that studio cooperation

was necessary because of the need
of the creative talent* in Hollywood
to determine ’ what form the expo
should take and how it should be
promoted. In addition, he noted
that it was important to have some
players on hand for the show.

Originally the expo was set for

March, then it was pushed hack to

September. Schwartz estimates

'

that would take from six to nine
months to put together the “type
of show worthy of the industry/’

indicating that the expo is definite-

ly out for this year.

Project, planned as part of the
“Movietime, U. S. A.” campaign,
had received the tentative okay of

the board of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, even to the point
of the MPAA weighing a request
for a $400,000 kick-in. Before ap-

proving the appropriation, the
MPAA was reportedly awaiting the
studio toppers’ estimate of the
costs,

New York expo, as originally
planned, was to be a forerunner of

similar showings throughout the
country. Intention was to charge
admission, the general feeling be-
ing that the tariff would recover
the original cost as well as bring
in some extra coin.

*

la.-NelvDak. Allied In
Omaha Meet Despite Flood

Omaha, April 15.
In the face of the worst flood in

Omaha's history, Allied Independ-
ent Theatre Owners of Iowa,
Nebraska, Southern So. Dakota
and Mid-Central is currently hold-
ing its two-day annual convention
at the Fontenelle Hotel. Some
members

^
were unable to attend

due to high water from the Mis-
souri and its -tributaries.

Highlighting the conclave was an
address by National Allied prexy
Wilbur Snaper. Among others ‘Who
spoke at the meet were Col. Wil-
liam McCraw, of Variety Clubs
International; Mike Simons, ex-
hibitor relations rep of Metro,
and Bob Hoff, prez of Thea-
tre Equipment & Supply Manu-
facturers Assn. Also on hand were
ctors Keenan • Wynn and Chill

Angeli-De Sica Pic

HeldSupportFor

Non-Dubbing

Opposing Attorneys

Ask for Rehearings

On Hedy’s 'Ecstasy'

Dissatisfaction with recent rul-
ings by the U,. S. Court of Appeals
in New York on two separate suits

involving the Hedy Lamarr star-
rer, “Ecstasy,” has prompted op-
posing attorneys to petition for re-
hearings. Appeals tribunal upheld a
lower court decision that Gustav
Machaty, producer of the 20-year-
old Czech film, has no fights in
the picture.

Henry Pearlman, who's repping
Machaty, contends that the decision
of Justices Augustus N. Hand, Har-
*ie B. Chase and Jerome Frank
did not make it clear as to who
holds the “Ecstasy” copyright. In
moving for a rehearing, he's been
granted until April 28 to file his
petition.

Attorney for Astra Pictures has
already submitted a. petition re-
questing a rehearing of the tri-
bunal’s reversal of Astra's lower
court victory against Eureka Pro-
ductions. Action claimed copyright
infringement of “Ecstasy.”

Appeals court ruler that since no
proof of Astra's authorization to
hold “Ecstasy” copyrights or to
dring its suit against Eureka had
oeen presented, the lower court

A
U<

7
ge should have dismissed

Astra’s action. Original complaint
charged Eureka deliberately in-
fringed by exhibiting and distribut-
ing the film.

Standout business racked up by
“Tomorrow Is Too Late,” Italian

languager, at Loew's State, N. Y„
over the past weekend was seen
as further support for the argu-
ment against .dubbing imports into
English. The film, which has only
titles, drew close to $20,000 Satur-
day (12), when, it opened, and
Sunday, representing one of the
most solid b.o. clicks over the
weekend throughout the Broadway
area.

Joseph Burstyn, indie distributor

of the Pier Angeli-Viitorlo De Sica
costarrer, said this week that he
has long held to the position that

good foreign product will prove
commercially successful regardless
of the language without dubbing.

Burstyn also is convinced that

the b.o. showing made by “Tomor-
row” at the State and Loew’s
neighborhood chain, which already
has it booked, will greatly influence

exhibs’ acceptability of other
foreign product in the future. He
feels the U. S. market will con-

siderably widen beyond the “art
1

circuit confines if “Tomorrow”
scores big.

Meanwhile, Lux Film Distribut-

ing Corp., which is handling the

U. S. release of the Italian “Bitter

Rice,” has pro-dubbing ideas. The
outfit is now adding . English
voices to the film which, in its

English subtitled version, made the
rounds initially in 1950. “Rice” was
one, of the first foreign languagers
to play some large circuits in the
tJ. S. It played close to 3,000 situa-

tions.

Cream of Italian films is now
going to the American majors for
distribution in the U. S. and other
lucrative sales territories. Situa-

tion reverses' a trend which for-
merly saw most top-quality Italo

pix acquired’ by small Yank firms
that specialize in handling foreign
imports in the American market.

Columbia, RKO, Metro, 20th-
Fox,' Warners, United Artists and
Lippert Pictures all have inked
agreements to distribute Italian-

made films either in the U. S. or

elsewhere. In some cases the
pictures have been bought outright,

j

In others, an advance has been
made against a percentage of the
gross. Deals, however, have taken
on a variety pf facets.

“MessaUna,” which trade ob-
servers refer to as a “little ‘Quo.|

Vadis’,” has been picked up by
Columbia for world- distribution

with the exception of Europe.
Produced and directed by Carmine
Gallone, it stars Maria Felix as

the scheming wife of Emperor
Claudius. Picture reportedly will

beidubbed into English at Col’s

Hollywood studio.

Besides “Messalipa/’ Columbia
has taken “Humanity,” a Ponti-De
Laurentis production, and three

others.- RKO will distribute the
Vittorio De Sica starrer, “Miracle
in Milan,” in Europe and will re-

lease “Husband and Wife” as well

as “Rome, 11 O’clock” (“Roma Ore
II”) in the U. S. Latter film is a
tragedy directed by Giuseppe De
Santis. Lea Padovani and Massimo
Girottl top the ca$t.

Warners snapped up “The Three
Forbidden Stories” (“Tre Storl

Proibite”). Bassoli Film production
stars Gino Cervi. Paramount/.!

acquired “Sensuality” and “Toto
in Color” for the U. S. and Canada.
Metro snared “The False Ones,”
20th-Fox bought “Ways of a City,”

United Artists took “I Dream of

Paradise” and “The Village Idiot’

went to Lippert.
Motivating the majors’ product

acquisitions is largely the hope
that they can squeeze some dollar

revenue out. of the individual

(Continued on page 16)

Aboaf-* Squeeze .

America • Aboaf, Universal’s
foreign .sales topper, had a
narrow escape from death dur-
ing his rcC^h't. trip* abroad, he
told the tradepress Monday
(14) in New York.
The U exec was scheduled

to take the KLM plane from
Rome which crashed in Frank-,
furt, Germany, on March 22,

killing all the passengers and
crew: A. Rome exhib, how-
ever, requested him to * stay
over a day, as a result he
missed the plane.

Skouras’ Quick

Irek to Coast;

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox
president, left N. Y. yesterday
(Tuesl) for Coast confabs with
Studio brass. A! Lichtman, .director

of. distribution will join in the
meeting, traveling directly from
Atlanta, where he addressed the
Georgia Theatre Owners conven-
tion on Monday.

This is Skouras’ second trek to

the studios within the past three
weeks and is taken to mean that
some policy changes are in the
offing.

Twentieth is set to complete
reorganization and severance of

domestic theatres, under its di-

vorcement consent decree by next
June, Setting the stage for the in-

dependent production-distribution
operation at that time, presumably
is on the agenda for the top-eche-
lon huddles.

FP-CAN. OFF TO $1.75

DIVIDEND FOR 1951
. Toronto, April 15.

Though the year’s revenue was
up, higher operating costs cut into

the kitty of the consolidated net of

Famous Players-Canadian, with a

dividend drop to $1.75 a share for

1951 as against $2.03 for previous

year, according to annual report

presented to shareholders by J. J.

Fitzgibbon, FPC president and
managing director.

’Company has 402 situations

across Canada, with no houses

closed down except for new build-

ing replacements. Any theatres

closed down in localities were

those deemed obsolete; these all

were replaced by new structures

with greater seating capacity.

Despite increased costs, the op-

erating profit for 1951 was $5,393,-

575, compared to the previous

year’s $4,876,359; but net profit

was $3,032,018, as compared with

|
$3,529,514 for previous year.

Present Stockholders

To Retain Control Of

UPA, Bosustow Accents

Ownership in United Produc-

tions of America, cartoonery close-

ly tied with Columbia Pictures,

will remain in the hands of the

present stockholders, according to

a statement issued this week by
Stephen Bosustow, UPA prexy.

There were reports that Col might

obtain 40% control of the cartoon

outfit.

Bosustow admits that Col owned
20% of the stock, which it pur-

chased last year from Edward L.

Gershman, at the time he exited

I
as sales rep for UPA. Cartoonery

topper stresses that the UPA stock

is owned by himself and other

UPA personnel and that the com-
pany has an option to buy hack
the 20% owned by Col this June.

Denying that UPA needed
financing, Bosustow reveals plans

for a full-length cartoon feature.

Proposals for financing have come
from several sourpes, but none has

been accepted yet. Propositions

are being discussed with two
financial syndicates and one major
releasing company—as well as

with Columbia, Bosustow states.

“Last year,” the UPA topper

said, “we entered into a dpal with

Columbia to organize UPA-Screejn
Gems in New York, for the pur-

pose of producing TV commercials.

This, in no sense, made even that

branch of our company a sub-

sidiary of Columbia. UPA merely
gave Screen Gems a sales fran-

chise for its TV commercial prod-

uct when that arrangement was
made last year.”
Bosustow said that UPA would

maintain its production facilities

in New York and that Edward
Cullen, v.p. and eastern division

chief, would remain in that ca-

pacity.

TECHNI REPORTS 519G

PROFIT FOR QUARTER
Technicolor, Inc. reports an esti-

mated consolidated net profit of

$518,948 after taxes for the quar-

ter ending March 31, 1952. This

is equivalent to 56c per share. For
the corresponding quarter of last

year, company's profit was $489,-

770, or ‘53c per share.

Techni reports that profit after

depreciation, income taxes, and all

other charges of Technicolor, Ltd.,

for the year ended Nov. 30, 1951,

was approximately $530,000. No
dividend, it notes, was paid out of

these earnings during 1951, but
an interim dividend equivalent to

4c a share on the stock of Tech-
nicolor, IncM was paid by Techni-
color, Ltd., in the first quarter of

1952 and is included in the 56c per
share earned for that quarter.

Compromise Reached
•By Mpls. Boothmen

Minneapolis, April 15.

.Satisfied after further negotia-

tions that a compromise agreement
can be reached after all, AFL
union projectionists in local inde-

pendent theatres, including three

downtown first-run houses, didn’t

walk off the job last week as they
announced they would. Instead,

their representatives held further

meetings with the exhibitor com-
mittee, and now it's practically

certain there'll be no strike.

The new contract to be drawn up
will give the booth operators some
increase, but less than the 5%
they've been demanding, according

to present indications. Another
conference*, is scheduled for this

week when the differences are like-

ly to be ironed out, exhibitor

spokesmen believe.

United Paramount Theatres are

the two RKO theatres here settled

with the projectionists previously
on a new three-year contract call-

ing for a wage boost.

Situation in Belgium regarding
the importation of U. S. films, of
concern to American distribs since
the Brussels government clamped
down on the existing “free market”
the end of last year, appears

,
to

have reached a satisfactory con-
clusion for the Yanks. Deal with
Belgium, calling for importation of
251 American films in addition to
a • remittance' of 50% of the
gross film rentals, is just about
wrapped up, according to Americo
Aboaf, Universal’s foreign sales
topper. Aboaf, who returned to
New York over the weekend fol-

lowing a seven-week tour of the
Continent, feels confident that a
pact will be signed on that basis.

Although the agreement sets a
quota on U. S, film imports and
On the amount of dollars that may
be withdrawn, Atyoaf points out
that the restrictions barely changed
the conditions that prevailed dur-

'

ing the period when Belgium
maintained a free market He
noted that the 251 pix equalled the
number that U. S. companies have
been sending to Belgium and 4hat
the 50% remittance provision was
the same as that now prevailing,
since 15% went for print costs in
Belgium and 35% for local operat-
ing costs,

JVliIted Other Countries
In addition to Belgium, Aboaf

visited Spain, Portugal, Italy,

France, Germany, Holland and the
Scandinavian countries. He termed
the Italian market “the most im-
portant and most interesting” in
the world and second to England
for U. S. films, problem of getting
blocked funds out of Italy, he
declared, has Universal, weighing
the possibility of financing produc-
tion in that country, “Everbody,” »

he said, “Is going into production
ip Italy to’ get blocked funds out.”
Aboaf asserted that Italy , would

he willing to allow TT. S’, film com-
panies more dollars providing they
could get U. S. coin in* return from
Italo pix in this country. He said
that he was happy to see that a
group of Italian pix were getting
favored .playing time hefe. In
Italy, he noted,' Italo product was
making some inroads cm the play-
ing time of U, S. pix, '“They art
having a tremendous success/' he
said, “and receipts are better.
Before the war they had 4,000
theatres. Now there are about
7,500. Italian films have benefited
from this increase in theatres. We
haven't . However, U. S. companies
are still doing good business in
Italy.”

In Germany, Aboaf asserted that
receipts were declining. He at-

tributed this to the widespread in-

terest in a football pool which, he
(Continued on page 16)

E. C. Grainger Sues

Jamestown Amus. Co.

For 30G Oyer Contract
Legal sparring between Edmund

C. Grainger, deposed prez and gen-
eral manager of the Jamestown
Amus. Co. (Shea Circuit), took an-
other turn Thursday (10) when he
brought -a $30,000 suit in West-
chester County (N. Y.) Supreme
Court against his former employ-
ers. Papers were filed by the law
firm of Dillon Ac O’Brien.
Jamestown and Shea Enter-

prises, Inc./ according to the com-
plaint, allegedly entered into an
option agreement with Grainger
whereby they were to pay him $30,-
000 on or before. March 15, 1952, in
return for the right to extend his
employment contract from Dec. 31,
1956, to Dec. 31, 1961, It's claimed
that no payment has been made to

.

date.

Grainger also has a brCach-of-
contract action pending against
Jamestown and Shea in N. Y. Su-
preme Court. In addition he's in-

volved in litigation proceedings
before the Bronx County Surrogate
Court in connfection with a suit

brought by heirs of the late M. A.
Shea, founder of {he 46-theatre

1

chain. Grainger is a trustee under
ithe will.
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Esther William* topping fair-

ly satisfactory musical comedy"
In color. •

Car)il*« WUUmmm

ro*
can

Hollywood, April $1.

MGM. rfiteas* of Joseph FiuUvnak p:

Auction. Stars Esther Williams, Jo

Evnns, Vivian Blaine, Barry Sullivan,

Keefe Brasselle, Billy Eclutiiw: features
Dean MUlar, Be Marco Slaters, Martfalo:

Glllmore. Directed By Sidney ' tanfield;

Written by Isobel Lennart; camera (Tech-
nicolor), William Mellor; editor. Cotton
Wnrburton; songs, Harry Warren, Ralph
Blane; musical direction, Georgia Stoll;

musical numbers staged by Nick Castle.

Previewed April 4, *32. Running time,
10* MINS.
Whitney Young , . . Esther Williams
Mary Hate Yarbrough ....... Joan Evans
IJna' Yancy . . Vlvlain Blaine

,, Moble

v

Lt. Comdr. Paul Elcott. . , . Barry Supivan Mobley

Dick Hallson Keefe Brassellte

Billy Eckstlne Himself
Archie O’Conovan Dean Mnier
Lt. Comdr. Stauton \ ...Margarlo Glllmore
The Williams Sisters. . . . De Marco Sisters

Lt. Gift ,^ff J
Don5e

}{
Thatcher Kinston ...... Thurston Hall
Little Boy Russell "Bubba" Tongay
Little Girl Kathy Tongay
Capt. Graymont Roy Roberts
Plumber Emmett Lynn
Doctor Hayden Rorice

Jam«i In Wcr of,

Mknfc William** prisoner re-

*po**ibl« f«r development of
• tj. $, Army 30 M4 carbine.

Mild progpeet#~

Hollywood, April 15.
MGM release of Armand Deutsch pro-

duction. Stars Janies Stewart, Jean
Hagen. Wendell Corey; features Car} Bene
ton Reid, Paul Stewart, Otto Hultett, Rhys
Williams, Herbert Heyos, James Arness.
Directed by Richard Thorpe, Story and
screenplay. Art Cohn; camera* William
Mellor; editor, Newell P. Klmlin, Pre-
viewed April 10, *32, Running time,

*0 MIN*.
Marsh Williams James Stewart
Maggie Williams - Jean Hagen
Capt. H. T. Peoples... Wendell Corey
Claude Williams ..Carl Benton Reid
"Dutch" Kruger Paul Stewart
Mobley Otto Hulett
Redwick Karson Rhys Williams
Lionel Daniels .....Herbert Hey?*.
Leon .Williams .James Arnes*
Sam Markley „ - . Porter Hall

District Attorney .^..FayJEtoope
Andrew White .Halj?h_Dumke
Peder Leif Erickson
Bill Stockton Henry Corden
Truex Frank Richards
Sheriff Howard Petrie
Tom Vennar Stuart Randall
Jesse Rlmmer Dan Rise

David Williams Bobby Hyatt

As light musical comedy diver-

sion for the summer film market,

•‘Skirts Ahoy!” should play off fair-

ly satisfactorily. There are enough

diverting moments to help it oyer

the slow stretches in the extended

running time of 109 niinutes, and
the star name of Esther Williams
as well as Technicolor should be
b.o. assets* . *

Eight songs are offered to fit

contrived situations in the thinly
formed script. Miss Williams has
two okay swim numbers. For added
help, there’s a very good guest star
turn by Debbie Reynolds and Rob-
bie Van to that oldie, “Oh, By
Jingo!” an excellent precision
dance-drill by a squad of WAVES;
Billy Eckstine singing “Hold Me
Close to You,” one of seven tunes
by Ralph Blane and Harry Warren,
and a funny slapstick rendition of
“What Makes a WAVE” led by
Miss Williams. „

1

,

The Joe Pasternak- production
gets off amusingly when three
femmes join the WAVES, after
varied romantic troubles, and
quickly runs through a recruiting

S
itch depicting a rather fanciful
fe among distaff sailors. Neither

the Isobel Lennart screen story
nor Sidney Lanfield’s direction is

successful in maintaining the open-
ing pace, although plot is an’ ade-
quate support for the typical mu-
sical comedy material most of the
time.
Femme trio is made up of Miss

Williams as a rich girl who left

her groom at the altar; Vivian
Blaine, shopgirl whose matrimon-
ial urge is continually frustrated
by duty assignments for her sailor
boyfriend* and Joan Evans, who
has been deserted at the altar by
a hesitant fiance. Romantic didoes
are worked in along the way for
amusing returns, particularly the
sequence that has the femmes sail-

ors out to pick up a man in much
"the same manner that male tars
are supposed to approach the gals
while on liberty.

As- the Great Lakes Training
Base medical officer, Barry Sulli
van rates the most of the little

tossed to the actors in the cast
He’s the particular target of Miss
Williams in the romantic hurdles
and delivers with likeable com
petence. Keefe Brasselle has a few
moments as the reluctant groom
who changes his mind about Miss
Evans, while Dean Miller serves as
the seldom-seen sailor friend of
Miss Blaine. Of the three femmes,
Miss Blaine stands out for com-
edy, being

(

excellent.
Among the supporting players,

the five De Marco Sisters provide
several musical assists, and those
two water babies, Russell and
Kathy Tongay, aid in one of Miss
Williams* swim numbers. Emmett
Lynn, a plumber at the training
base, and Margalo Qillmore, an
officer, do best among the other
players.

In addition to “Hold Me,’* “What
Makes WAVE” and the title song.
Blaine and Warren contributed
“What Good Is a Gal,” “Glad To
Have You Aboard,” “The Navy
Waltz” and “I Get a Funny Feel-
ing.” Musical numbers were staged
by Nick Castle, and William Mel-
lor’s camera shows off the femmes
and physical values handsomely.

Brog.

Trilby’ Comes Back
Hollywood, April 15.

George Du Maurier’s “Trilby”
is coming up for another film
treatment at Warner’s this time as
“Trilby and Svengali.” Producer
will be named late this week.

Clara Kimball Young first
starred in the film in 1913, and
First National refilmed it 10 years
later. In 1931 Warners produced
it as “Svengali,” starring John
Barrymore.

Use of firearm names for western

picture titles leads to the conclu-

sion this is another outdoor action

feature. Instead, it is the story of

’Marsh Wilhanis, whose knack with

firearms led to .the development of

the U.-S. Army’s. 30 M-l carbine.

James Stewart plays the title role

arid provides marquee strength but

the picture’s chances appear to be
mild.

Armand Deutsch used a Reader’s
Digest article as the basis for his

production but it comes to the
screen with too many obscurities in
plotting, a fault most likely of
editing it down to 90 minutes of
footage. The Art Cohn story and
screenplay pick up Williams’ life

ong after he was* released from
prison, develops a family situation
so that the man’s earlier life can
be explained to his son via flash-

back.

Williams* a South Carolinian
from a large ’ family, turns to the
illegal manufacture of corn whis
key in- the southern ‘hills, is found
uilty of . second-degree murder
when a revenuer is killed during
a raid on the still and goes off to
start a 3Q-year prison sentence
under the terrible conditions of
chainggng life. During 30 days
in the black, cramped confines of
solitary, Williams’ idea for a new
type of piston for an automatic
gun is conceived and, with the aid
of a by-ndw friendly prison head
Wendell Corey, he is permitted to
develop it. After six years working
with only a fila for a tool on a
tractor axle and a fence post,
Williams comes up with his gun
and, through it, a pardon.

A mild type of interest is de-
veloped by the episodic unfoldment
of the story, mostly because it is

an essentially honest account of a
man still living. Performances are
capable under Richard Thorpe’s
direction, but there is nothing in
either the playing or his guidance
that is outstanding. More excite-
ment and faster pacing would have
helped. Jean Hageh is okay as the
girl who marries Stewart. Other
than Stewart, Miss Hagen and
Corey, little footage is given to the
others in the cast. Bobby Hyatt
is the son who hears his dad’s
story from Corey.

William Mellor’s camera work
and the other technicahfactors are
good. Brog.

About Face
(MUSIC-COLOR)

to dress up the. William Jacobs
production with nine songs and
some ipecialtie* but the score
doesn’t have, the wallop to cook up?

solid appeal. Also,, there are only

a few. spots of the youthful zest

needed to sell the picture,

Film is » six-star affair—at least

that many- players draw billing

above the title—and the top-liners

work hard with- varying results to

put over the melange of comedy
and music under Roy Del Ruth’s

direction. In individual sequences
latter hits good comedy strides

bub, overall, pacing* is spotty,

Gordon MacRae, Eddie BraCkert

and Dick Wesson are the principal

“brother rats” of the* comedy and
are paired .on the di§taff side, re-

spectively. by
-

Aileen Stanley, Jr.,

Phyllis Kirk arid Virginia Gibson.
Life at Southern Military’ Insti-

tute is a round of mischievous fun
and* penalty tours for the three
students as scripted by Peter Milne
from the stage play by John Monks,
Jr., and Fred F. Finklehoffe. It’s

by now the familiar setup of stu-

dents trying to get by until gradr
uation time, court their girl

friends and best the obnoxious
chemistry prof, played by Cliff

Ferre.

Of the Charles Tobias-Petfcr Do
Rose songs, comihg over more In
the spirit of the original play is

“Piano, Bass and Drums,” rhythm
number"successfully done by- Mac-
Rae, Miss Stanley and Bracken.
The ballads, “No Other Girl For
Me,” also listen okay. The specialty
Me,” also listen okay. The specialty,
“I’m Nobody,” by Joel Grey and
Paul Smith, is punched hard for
a musical highlight by young Grey,
who also is liked as the -underclass-
man serving the near-lieutenants.
Wesson and Miss Gibson use
“Spring Has Sprung” for * danc-
ing-in-the-park production ^um-
ber.

Bracken the most successful
of the starring males in selling the
laughs as the secretly-married, al-

most-a-father member of the grad-
uating class. MacRae’s good voice
is not used enough on the ballad-
type pieces. Wesson gets in some
okay comedy licks. Miss Gibson is

pertly pleasing, as is Miss Stanley,
while Miss Kirk handles the more
subdued femme role of Bracken’s
secret wife. Ferre

f
is acceptably

stiff as the hated lieutenant, get-
ting chuckles when he becomes the
butt of hair-dying tricks’ dreamed
up by MacRae. For no particular
reason at all, he also turns hoofer
in a typical Warners musical finale.
Larry Keating is good as the school
head.

The tune “Wooden Indian’* is

used for a production number spe-
cialty that misses. “Reveille,” “S.
M.I. March,” “Thr Heels” and
“They Haven’t Lost A Father Yet”
are the other Tobias-De Rose tunes
in the score. Bert Glennon’s color
ensing does well by the costuming
and players. Brog.

Robert Young, marshal Barton,

and. Apache hftlf-h&e&Jack Buetgtl

taka, so long to diicova* them.

Frequently the Apaches are on
the verge of an uprising under
Buetel's leadership However, ]^
fore the situation becomes too dif-

ficult, Young adjusts things in

parleys with Buetet. Wliile the
pair seem to understand one an-*

other on the
:

tribal warfare, con-
ciliation front, their diplomacy
fails to smooth friction generated
between them over Miss Carter’s
attentions. But the plot strings

are all drawn, together when
Young hunts down Hadley,

Performances are inclined to be
rather' spotty. Young, who sports
a bushy, black nrastachg in this

entry, hasn’t the * forcefulness-
necessary to make his role a be-
lievable one. -Fetchingly costumed,
Miss Carter scores in warbling a
couple of post-civil War tunes and
does okay dramatically.

Thesping requirements aren’t
too demanding upon Buetel. As a
half-breed his vocabulary is pri-
marily limited to exclamations Of
“Ugh!” and sentences of no* more
than- three or four words at the
most He portrays the* stint with
a mechanical' effect Hadley, is

sufficiently sinister as the hfeavy
while McLane, Porter Hall and
Chriirie Gilchrist, among others,
bend fair support.

Director Stuart Gilmore was -in-

clined to let the dialog scenes and
interiors ramble on at the experise
of the outdoor action. But fine
camerawork of- William V. Skall
and handsome mantling from pro-*

ducer Herman Schlom tend to par-
tially offset the occasional slow-
rifess of movement. Half-breecHs
romantic and diplomatic - activities
lend themselves to exploitation.

Gilb.
4

Refurbished “Brother Rat”
with music.. Spotty entertain-
ment and same b.o. outlook.

Hollywood, April 10.
Warner* release of William Jacobs pro-

duction, Star* Gordon MacRae, Eddie
Bracken, Dick Wmon, Virginia Gibson,
Phyllis Kirk, Aileen Stanley, Jr.; features
Joel Grey, Larry Keating; Cliff Ferre,
John Baer. Directed by Roy Del Ruth.
Screenplay, Peter Milne; from stage play L

"Brother Rat," by John. Monks, Jr., and
Fred F. Finklehoffe; camera (Technicol-
or), Bert Glennon; editor, Thomas Reilly:
songs, Charles Tobias, Peter De Rose,
musical numbers stared and directed by
LeRoy Prime. Previewed April 7, *52.

Running time. 93 MINI;
Tony William* . Gordon MacRae
Boff Robert* Eddie Bracken
Dave Crouse Dick Wesson.
Betty Long ..Virginia Gibson
Alico Wheatley Phyllis Kirk
Lorna Carter .........Aileen Stanley, Jr.
Bender Joel Grey
Col. Long ....Larry Keating
Lt. Jones Cliff Ferre
Hal Carlton. ...John Baer

The Half-Breed
(SONGS-COLOR)

Robert Young, Janis Carter,
Jack Buetef in exploitable
Technicolor western; moderate
b.o.'*

RKO release of Herman Schlom produc-
tion. Stars Robert Young, Janis Carter,
Jack Buetel; features Barton MacLane,
Reed Hadley. Directed by Stuart Gil-
more. Screenplay, Harold Shumate, Rich-
ard Wormscr, based on story by Robert
Hardy Andrews; additional dialog, Charles
Hoffman; camera (Technicolor)^ William
V. Skall; editor, Samuel E. Bectley; music,
Paul Sawtell; musical director, C. Baka-
leinikoff. Tradcshown, N. Y., April 10,
*52. Running time, 81 MINS.
Dan Craig Robert Young
Helen Janis Carter
Charlie Wolf Jack Buetel
Marshal .Barton MacLane
Crawford Reed Hadley
Kraemer . . ; Porter Hall
Ma Higgins Connie Gilchrist
Willy Wayne Sammy White
Captain -Jackson Damian O'Flynn
Sands Frank Wilcox
Nah-Lin Judy Walsh
Russell Tom Monroe
Lt. Monroe Lee MacGregor
Sergeant Charles Delaney

Outlaw Woiium

Keren* twin* Western Just
mildly effective hut with ex-
pletistloit pomiblUties in some
bookings* r .

vr t
Hollywood, April 8.

Lippert Picture* release bf Ron Ormondpr^uctlom
.

Star* Harte Windsor. jffiugKober, Carla BgleiMla, Allan Nlvn*T
Jacqueline Fontaine, Jkckle. Cooganr fea*ture. Rilly Houa.. Richard. Avonde? LyleTalbot, *Haria Hart,* Leonard Penn. Dl,rected by Ormond, and Samuel NewfipM
Screenplay* Orville Hampton; camera
(Cinacolor), EUl* W. Carter; editor, HughWinn; Donga, June Carr, Ben Young. pr>.

MINI?
April V *U«alhg time, 74

Leon. Mae McLeod Marie WindsorWoody Callaway .........-..Richard Robe?~ v • • y,
• -«an Nixon

Carla Baienda
Stew Lfrabe* ...l*.,. Jacqueline Fontaine

Jackie Coogan
g1* Dora Maria 3SSB^w^y

• v - Billy House
Frank Slater .Richard AvondeSaw Leonard Penn
Judge Dixon Lyle Talbot
Chuck. ......... ......... .Brad Johnson

Upual theme of a' western town
dominated by male gunslingers has
been reversed .to give distaffers a
chance at the rough stuff in “Out-
law Women.” Despite the twist, it

is a rather dull affair that offers
little more than some exploitation
value for those spots that like to
push ballyhoo subjects.
Ron Ormofid serves as producer

and co-director with Samuel New-
field on the Cinecolor production,
obtaining adequate .budget values
for release prospects of the Orville
Hapipton ‘script* Direction is not
of the best, making for a spotty
pace, and the plot line is riot al-
ways clear; nor is the dialog par-
ticularly bright.
Marie Windsor is the gambling

queen, who with her distaff gun
and dance gals control the town
of Las Mujeres. She keeps the
male outlaws out, figuring what
coin is loose in the territory will
eventually reach her tables and
purse. When- the neighboring town
of Silver Creek is about to become
a ghost city, Richard Rober, one-
time partner of Miss Windsor’s,
aims to ride into Las Mujeres with
the law that is coming to the coun-
try as U: S. marshal. He does and
finale finds him married up to Miss
Windsor, with the gals still con-
trolling the town, but this time as
the better fialves of matrimonial
teams.

Ajnong" the many vague plot tan-
gents mixed7

up. with the main line

are a .rojnance between Carla Ba-
lenda arid Allan Nixon, a doctor
whom she has kidnapped and
brought to LRs Mujeres; a plot by

\ Richard Avonde and Leonard Penn
to steal a big gold shipment, a
deal that misses- when Miss Wind-
sor’s girls 'outwit them but which
provides a gunbattle finish when
the crooks try to take back the

action thrills is provided by money.

"Bronco Buster,” shaping it for Grouping is routine although

okay results in the market where taine, .appearing as her sister and
this type of Universal product saloon singer, are satisfactory,

finds favor. Its Technicolored as- Miss Windsor is attractive but

sets should find flavor with- the enough character clarity to

straight action fan and family r€^i
ste

f
properly. Rober is good

trade. as tIie toP male, with adequate sup-

a w port from Nixon, Jackie Coogan,

!^
a
?n
U
?h

p

0Tt^ Avonde and Penn. Maria Hart is
used in the Ted Richmond <.up poi amonsr the

production to bolster authenticity SmSS? P g g

and add interest to the development Vnn ” hme bv June

lL
Wha

kfC» 25 If-Mi™ FoS
rection, however, glSf

g
0ver ®d ^s

e
co

a
K“$? g^Een

P
YouSg

enliven the stock plot. The dialog r̂ is*°
a «„Sy„fw tiJhiSfi

has punch and the characters are rnntHhli
well-rounded. Budd Boetticher’s

con^ri^u^lons standard. Brog.

Mrenc<» Buster
(COLOR)

Good action and thrills in
story of rodeos for general
situations.

Hollywood, April 11.
Universal release of Ted Richmond

production. Stars • John Lund. Scott
Brady, Joyce Holden; features Chill Wills,
Don Haggerty, Dan Poore, Casey Tihbs,
Pete Crump, Bill -Williams* Jerry Ambler.
Directed by * Budd Boettlcher. Screen-
play, Horace McCoy, Lillie Hayward;
based on story by Peter B. Kyne; camera
(Technicolor), Clifford Stine; editor, Ed-
ward Curtiss, previewed April ' 8, *52
Running- time, IQ MINS.
Tom Moody John Lund.-
Bart Eaton ....Scott Brady
Judy Bream Joyce. Holden
Dan Bream Chill Wills
Doble Don Haggerty
EUlott Dan Poore
and Caiey, Tibbs, Pete Crump. Bill Wil-
liams, Jerry Ambler.

A satisfying round of outdoor

directorial guidance is fast-paced.

John Lund and Scott Brady
handle the principal male roles as
rodeo and romantic rivals. Brady,
newcomer- to the bronc-busting the

adp
circuit, shows promise, *SO Lund, Fordham University. Stars Rai

“Brother Rat,” the legit play

which Warners first filmed in 1938,

is back again as a musical under
the title of “About Face.” Legit
piece doesn’t take too readily to
tuning and comes out as spotty en-
tertainment that can expect about
the same kind of results at the
boxoffice.

In addition to using Techni-
color, an attempt has been made

Although overly long at 81 min-
utes,. “The Half-Breed” is ex-

ploitable for action situations.

Technicolored • production plus out-
door backgrounds are suitably
lush. -They help compensate for
the slow-moving screenplay, which
telegraphs its end long before the
final reel.

The Harold Shumate-Richard
Wormser script, based on the Rob-
ert Hardy Andrew? story, is large-
ly fashioned from tho time-hon-
ored formula that calls for a hero,
a heavy, a dash, of-- gunplay and
chases along with .a generous sea
soning of sex. -Latter category is

admirably filled by Jjmis Carter*
as soubret for a traveling all-girl

revue.
Convinced that there’s a vein of

gold under an Apache Indian
reservation, Reed Hadley con-
spires to drive them off the en-

campment so he can step in and
claim the site. With his inten
tions clear from the outset, it’s a
decided mystery why hero-gambler

Loyola—
The Soldier Saint

Simpex Religious Classics production
roduced in association with

partment of
afael Duran.

already a champion rider, takes Directed by Jose Diaz Morales (English ver-

him in hand Aftpr 'Rrartv hac ®ion, J. D. Trop). Screenplay, Jose Maria
Df, "ana

* _ j
r

. ,
Peman, Francisco Bonmati de Codecido;

benefltted from Lunds tips, he turns camera, Ted Fahle; original prqduction

swellhead
-

and grandstands so thor- GulUerma and Pedro A. Calderon;

nn Phiv hp> parnc pnmltv nf English synchronization, Michael Hoffman,
OUgniy ne earns tne enmity OI the translated by Joseph Bernstein; religious
Other performers. Hef makes a adviser. Father Alfred J. Barrett; English

play for Joyce Holden, longtime narrative. Father Barrett. Tradeshown in

sweetie of Lund and the daughter 5j mins
AprU W* 53’ Eunnl11*

Of Chill Wills, rodeo clown. Ignatius ‘Loyola ^...Rafael Duran

A food line Of rodeo competi- bif»nta of cVstirie Maii’a Rosa Jimincr
tion develops as the plot runs its The Mad queen ....Maruchl Fresno

course, showing both the serious- 'torcewu ;As
ini^%*i»eioi

ness and horseplay that features fJJS*
’ **

—

life among the thrill riders. Not
unexpectedly, Brady undergoes a

Francis Xavier .Ricardo Aeero

refonnation of character after his Lo|^ founder^ the^Society^of

?nfin^
t

to^w?ii/
e
h^

lt

hfltS^Q
Se
r^?nd Jesuits, is a well-conceived and

mjury to Wills, he battles Lund produced version of ‘the Spanish
*n everybody s good nobleman' and warrior. “With the

gra
J
es

* ... , English dubbed in by N.Y. tele

Contrasting characters of Lund players and university students,
and Brady play well against each “Loyola—the Soldier Staint” be-
otber. Lund is quietly effective comes more palatable. But despite
and Brady colorful as the ham, its impact for Catholic groups and
without letting it go overhoard, students of theology, it will have
Miss Holden is a charming hefoine limited appeal boxoffice-wise,
without much to do, and Wills mainly in a few arty theatres,
rates a quota of chuckles. Real- in many respects the picture is

life rodeo stars such as Casey 0ne of the best productions deal-
Tibbs. Pete Crump, Bill Williams ing -with a religious subject to be
and Jerry Ambler are in character released in the U.S. Much credit
and go ovwr. for this goes to the Rev. Alfred J.

Good scripting was contributed Barrett, Jesuit priest, who is chair-

by Horace McCoy and Lillie Hay- man of the department of coin-

ward. Clifford Stine’s photogra- munication arts at Fordham Uni*

phy is excellent and* the editing versity, N.Y. Working with J. D,

tight, Brog, (Continued on page 16)
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Universal will byp»»* » Broad-

,-ay opening i" l.vorrol .n imme-

S. rf y. circuit playott- iWth

-Battle ol Apache. Pass." Fital is

one of the company s biggest b.o.

entries at -present, having' climbed

tn No 1 position in Vaawry’s na-

tional' survey last week. -

U also is ducking a downtown

nreem for “Steel Town," Ann Sher-

?/Tnn-Tohn Lund costarrer. The two

totx will debut at the .Metropolitan,

g&SU follow this with en-

pgements throughout Loew’s chain

ln
paramount similarly Skipped a

Broadway unveiling with “Silver

ritv” and “Flaming Feather,” both

if which opened at the Brooklyn

Paramount. United Artists a oouple

of months ago went directly Into

trie Loew’s metropolitan circuit

with “Another Man’s ' Pois6n,”

Bette Davls-Gary Merrill costarrer.

Various other film outfits similarly

have been 'showing Inclination

toward snubbing Manhattan s Main

That many pjbc simply aren’t

suitable for N. Y. showcasing Is

old hat, of course. The. big twist

now is that a growing number of

“big” films are opening in the

normally subsequent spots.’ Impor-

tant consideration is the cost factor.

Full opening campaign in the first-

run belt often means an expendi-

ture of up to . $50,000, or even

slightly higher,, making it difficult

for the distrib to walk away with

any hefty amount of rental coin.

Though the years many distribu-

tion toppers felt that, the tradi-

tional Broadway showcasing was a

“must” even In the face of losing

money. The thought was that-pres-

tlge values accruing to a pic more
than compensated for unimpressive
rentals. ,

‘Latah’ Producer

In N.Y. This.Week

To Protest Censoring
Edgar Monsanto Queeny, hoard

chairman, of the Monsanto . Chemi-
cal Co., St. Louis, who' produced
“Latuko” and presented it gratis

to the Museum of Natural History,
is due in N. Y. this week {to huddle
with the state’s censor board on
one of the most offbeat censorship
issues on the books.

1

Queeny hasj, no money at stake
in the film’s welfare, all revenue
from its distribution accruing to
the museum, of which he’s a direc-
tor. However, the fact that the
censor labeled the pic as indecent
because it shows male African na-
tives completely nude, is inconsist-
nte with Queenyf

s and the muse-
um's principles.

In addition to being a leading
Industrialist, Queeny. is famed as
an author and explorer.* In that
multiple role, observers point out,
it’s inconceivable that he would be
linked with anything branded as
“indecent.” Queeny lensed “La-
tuko” in Africa. ,

Similarly, other members of the
museum’s board are topnotch citi-
zens, and as such would strain to
avoid being identified with- an “in-
decent” pic. They all have en-
dorsed “Latuko” via the museum’s

. sponsorship of the film.
Queeny’s aim, it’s understood, Is

to confab with the. N. Y. censor
reps this week in an effort to as-
certain which .specific -scenes are
objectionable, and somehow work
°ut a solution : to the censorship
problem.

Producers Representatives, Inc.,
ueaded by Irving Lesser *nd Sey-
mour Poe, are serving as distribu-
tion reps for the museum in han-
dling the pic. it has played in
numerous areas where censorship
groups do not exist, including the

northwest, south, southwest
and the Rocky Mt. and Mississippi

if.
ley states. No objections were

lai
Jj
ed in any instance. ‘ V

Condition imposed, in all exhibi-
tion contracts is that Lesser and
f?e nave power of. approval on all
dvertising and promotion as a

„‘®ans
Jt

of insuring against any

tf?uSationallsm
” tn the approach

fnii j
Public. Film is-, to have a

am!
y
Tr

lgn*fie<* Presentation Lesser
*nd Poe insist.

*

hriskin Heads Fund Drive

Film •
ttoliywapd, April 15.

fm.
1

iu
industry’s 1952 campaign

vL} ]he United Jewish Welfare

Briskin'
1** *>e Samuel J.

Extras Win Retro Pay
• Hollywood, April 15.

Screen Extra# Guild won its long
battle with .'the major - studios -for
retroactive spay dating back to Oct.
25,- 1951, instead of Jan. 1, 1952.
New. basic agreement raises th^

general extra rate from $15.56 to
$18.50 a day; stand-ins from $13.90
to $17; dress extras, dancers,
skaters, swimmers, riders and sper
cial-ability extras from $22.20 to
$25. Amputees, a new classifica-

tion, will draw $35 a day. Contract
will run to Jan. 2, 1958.

Minority Unit Sets

Up Own Slate In

Trans-Lux Battle

Proxy fight, led by Wall Streeter
George G. Mason to oust the
Trans-Lux Corp.. (N. Y.) manage-
ment gathered steam over the
weekend with his minority stock-
holders* committee' setting up its

own slate of 11 directors'to oppose
14 candidates -nominated by the
management;. Battle is expected to

be decided April 24, date of the
company’s annual meeting.

In soliciting stockholder proxies,

the Mason group charges- that
there’s been no dividend since

before June, 1948, when the “Harry
Brandt-Milton Weisman manage-
ment took over. Dissidents also

claim the firm’s- $30,648 net loss in

1951 was primarily caused by man-
agement failure to reduce general
administrative expenses.
Company’s sublease of its Trans-

Lux Monroe; Theatre, N. Y., to

CBS is particularly 'criticized by
the Masonites. In a letter to stocky

holders, the minority committee
asserts that the house’s disposal

was a mistake since the site was
“one of the biggest, and supposedly
one of the best earners” of seven
theatres acquired shortly 'after the
Brandt-Weisman management -as-

sumed control.
* Board nominees proposed by the
dissidents include Norman W.

(Continued on page 16)

1ST OF 3 WARNER SALES

MEETS OPENING IN N.O.

First in a series of Warner Bros,

regional sales confabs gets under-

way tomorrow (Thurs.) in New
Orleans, with Ben Kalmenson,
v.p. and ..-general sales manager,
presiding/ Following'the southern

district palaver, company will hold

its eastern meeting in • Pittsburgh

starting April 24 vand its western

conclave in Chicago May 1.

Two-day sessions are set for

each of the three' meetings. In ad-

dition to Kalmenson, who will at-

tend all the meetings, Mort Blu-

menstock, ad-pub v.p., is sched-

uled to attend.

Federal Court Hears

2 Crescent Trust Cases'

. Nashville, April 15,

The Federal* Court heard argu-

ment last week on two cases grow-;

ing out of the Crescent Theatre

antitrust dissolution of World War
II period.

Court took under consideration

a motion by Rockwood Theatres

to be dismissed from the terms

of the antitrust decree. Rockwo.od,

one of the successor companies to

the old Crescent monopoly, said

that last November it had been
dissolved and had sold its theatre

Interests to other parties. The
Government opposed the motion.

The District Court acted favor-

ably on a petition by the Lewis-

burg Theatre Co.
1

to acquire a

'drive-in in LeWisburg, Tenn. The
court ruled that Lewisburg Thea-

tre Co. did not require court per-

mission to purchase the drive-in.

Lewisburg Theatre Co. is owned
50% by Crescent Theatres. The
Government opposed the petition.

Indications are that the court rul-

ing may be appealed by the Jus-

tice Department.

nciuirn

But Net Off Due to Higher Costs

3 Retire at 20th
Hettie Gray Baker, national di-

rector of censorship for 20th-Fox,
retired this week after being with
20th and its predecessors for 85
years.

Also added to the retirement list
after long associations with the
company were Joseph St. Clair *an*d
Joseph Burke, veterans in the
sales department.

Stockholder Hits

U Heads, Decca

In Conspiracy Suit
Minority stockholder’s action has

been filed in N. Y. Supreme Court
rapping Universal officers and di-
rectors, Decca Records and its

prexy, Milton Rackmil; with the al-
legation that they engaged in a
“conspiracy” in deals by which
Decca acquired a large block of
U stock. Plaintiff is Florence
Long, who’s identified as owner of
300 U common shares.*

The suit was instituted on March
20 and- was disclosed yesterday
(Tues.) by the film company in its

monthly report to the Securities &
Exchange Commission. - Defendants
include all directors and non-direc-
tor officers of U and three non-
director employees, in addition to
Rackiqjl and Decca.

'

Tied in with the “conspiracy”
blast Is the charge that the U stock
and warrants were acquired at
more than their fair value and a
plan Is set for U’s acquisition of
Decca’s . assets and assumption of
its liabilities.

U’s position, as stated in its SEC
report, is that “until a proposal for
the acquisition of Decca’s assets by
U is made, the action is not be-
lieved to be material.” Such a plap
has been considered but no
final decision has been reached, U

,
stated, adding that any such final

proposal will be submitted to stock-
holders for approval.
Decca has an estimated 26% vot-

ing interest in ‘U through its pur-
chases last summer of 263,600
shares of common ^stock ana 52,500
warrants for common shares.

Cards’ Mgt. Objects

To Dean Pic Bally

In Tie With Browns
St. Louis, April 15.

Twentieth-Fox last week found
itself in the ‘'middle of. a hassle

between the Browns and Cardinals

when the management ,of the

BrOwns staged a street parade Sat-

urday* (12) for the first of a two-
game gpring series between the

clubs. „ It was also a bally for the

world preem of““The Pride of St.

Louis,” life story of Dizzy Dean,
on the same day at Fanchon &
Marco’s midtown Missouri, with the
presence of Dean an added feature,

Harold W. (Chick) Evans, mid-
west' exploiteer for the film com-
pany, cooked up the bally for both

the game and film, but Fred M.
Saigh, prexy of the Cards, who has

been feuding with 'Bill Veeck since

the latter became owner of the

Browns, objected to his players

participating in the street and ball-

park festivities.

In a letter .to Evans, Saigh wrote;

“We do not want to take part in

any promotion or any program in

which the Browns have a single

person. This is not a baseball pic-

ture. It is the life of a man who
spent his active playing career in

the Cardinal organization. We do
not feel that anyone else should

muscle in.” Shaigh also declared,

“The Cardinals are not going to

take part in any circus. We’re in

St. Louis to play good, straight

baseball. Press agents suggested

the program and we’re not going

along with any carnival.”
#

In the absence pf Veeck, Rudie
Schaffer, general manager of the

Browns, declared, “We’re sort of

country boys at heart over here

and we’re happy to go along Sat-

urday. We sort of like carnivals.”

Evans said the presence- of Dean
was' a necessity because he has

inked a contract to broadcast some
of the Browns games for the Fal-

staff Brewing Co., a local suds-

maker. Evans said the idea of in-

viting the - Cardinal organization

to participate in the festivities

stemmed from the fact that. Dean
was once the sparkplug of the

Cardinals.

Halpern’s TV Report
While things have beep all quiet

on the theatre television* front for
several months now, Nathan L.
Halpem, Theatre Network TV prez,

.is slated to give a progress report
on the medium at the Society of
Motion Picture &. TV Engineers*
convention in Chicago Monday (21).

vHalpei-n will discuss the medi-
um’s industrial development, pro-
gramming plans, programming dis-

tribution and public reaction
events already exhibited via thea-
tre TV/ *

Investments Up

Check on 1951 annual statements
issued .recently, by a quartet of
companies- show:? that the film out-
fits largely had been trending to-

wards increasing amounts of money
invested in their backlog product.
The average- pe^-pic costs Were re-
ported either steady or down from
the previous year but in most cases
the number of them produced and
awaiting release was on the In-,

crease: ,

Paramount and Loew’s reflected
the biggest upturn in lensing in-

vestments. At the end of its fiscal

year. Par had $22,064,000 tied up
in pix on^the backlog. At the end
of 1950, the same item was carried
at $18,406,000.
Loew’s productions completed

but not released had an overall
negative cost of $26,244,000 at the
end of its ’51 year, ibis compares
with $19,600,000 at the close of ’50.

Uniyersal’s backlog carried a
price, tag. of $5,346,000. At the end
of ’50,' Its pix on the shelf were
listed# at $4,991,000.,

Twentieth offered a striking ex-
ample of production , economies re-
sulting in a greater number of
films heingxproduced at decreased
costs on an overall basis. The com-
pany turned out 36 films at an
average cost of $1,250,000, or a

total of $45,000,000. These 36 are
the 1952 releases. The ’50 lensing
sked comprised 35 pix at an aver-
age *6f $1,500,000, or a total of

$52,500,000.

DOUGFAIR V.P. SETS

EUROPE PROD. SETUP
Alexander MacDonald, v.p. of

Dougfair Corp., indie producing
outfit headed by Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., has returned to the
Coast from London, where he set

up. European headquarters for the
unit.

v
In London 'he worked out

final production details, including
financing arrangements, with Fair-
banks for their next pic. Fair-
banks dS remaining in the British
capital.

Film c will be “Elephant Walk,”
. based on the novel by Robert
Standish, tO'be lensed in Ceylon
and India late this year. British
and American players .will appear
in it.

On a second front, Dougfair is

uhderway with three series of film

programs which the company is

producing abroad for NBC-TV.
“Foreign Legion,” starring Charles
McGraw, is being lensed in North
Africa under the supervision of

producer-writer Anthony Bartley.

“International Theatre,” in which
Fairbanks appears as host, is now'

being- filmed in London along with
“The Silent Men,” TV version of

Fairbanks’ NBC radio show. Fair-
banks does not appear in the lat-

ter.

G. K. Arthur * Indie Pic
Ex-film comedian George K. Ar-

thur left N. Y. yesterday (Tues.)

for London to follow up plans to

produce a multiple-story film for
standard theatrical release via

Meteor Films, independent outfit.

Arthur recently completed lens-

ing one story, “The Gentleman in
6,” in N. Y, Next part of the
production

J

will be “Stranger in
Town,” which he’ll make at the
Ealing Studios, London.

Paramount’s annual report for
1951, issued -this week, had the ef-

fect of crossing up Wall St* In
the.light of sharply increased gross
business, some analysts. In N. Y.’s
financial area had advised clients
to anticipate Par’s profit at $2.70
per share.

. Actually, the earnings for the
year fell to $2.33 pey Share from
lQ50’s $2.67' per share. Net profit

dropped to $5,459,273 for *51. The
net for ’50 was $6,565,041. As of
the close of the fiscal year last

Dec. 29, Par had 2,342,116 shares
of common stock outstanding.

Par’s business . volume climbed
about 15% r from $84,408,883 in
’50, to ’$96,618,105 in ’51. Ex-
penses were listed at $82,556,385,
compared with 1960’s $71,262,824.
Cost of amortizing pix was carried
at $34,865,820*, compared with $30,-

053,410 in *50.

Film outfit’s operating ' profit
showed a nice gain, from $13,145,-
859 In ’50 to $14,061,720 in ’51.

However, Par’s net income was
dented by the stepup in tax rates
and a sharp decline in dividend
collections on- its DuMont Labora-
tories stock ownership. U. S. and
Canadian income taxes amounted
to $5,575,392 in ’51, against $3,746,-

234 in '50.

75% DuMont Div Drop
Paramount collected dividends

of $150,800 on its DuMont Labora-
tories stock ownership in 1951, the
film outfit’s annual report dis-

closed. In 1950, Par’s Income from
DuMont Was $603,200, thus the
dropoff amounted to about 75%.
Par owns 560,000 shares of Du-

Mont’s Class B stock, representing
the entire issue, and 43,200 Class

A shares. The two issues are iden-
tical except that the Class A stock
Is entitled to a greater vote on
the election of officers. Par’s over-
all holdings constitute about 28%
of the DuMont ownership. Par
carries the shares on its books at

$164,000, \yhich’ was the amount
originally paid for the stock.

Par’s ’51 financial statement also
lists $43,000 as the amount of un-
distributed earnings of non-consol-
idated companies, mainly DuMont.
This was a h&fty drop from the
$1,269,000 listed for ’50.

Par listed its total current as-

sets at $72,339,700. Total current
liabilities amounted to $8,178,216.

Report discloses that the com-
pany did a job of increasing its in-

|

vestment in product. Cost of com-
pleted productions which had yet
to be released at' the close of the
year . was $22,064,447. This com-
pares with $18,406,424 at the close

of ’50. The c6mplete inventory
represented an investment of $44,-

801,088, as compared with $39,-

796,125 at the close of ’50.

Danish ‘Andersen’ Pix

Set 1st for Theatrical

Release; Redgrave Deal
Copenhagen, April 15.

Although originally announced
as a series of television films, the

upcoming “Hans Christian Ander-
sen Fairy Tales” will be offered

first for theatrical release. Techni-.

color two-reelers will be sold ill'

packages of three as a one-hour
feature film.

Decision to put the pix into the-

atres was made by producer Karl
Moseby, who has set a deal with

Michael Redgrave to narrate the

first package of three, which In-

cludes the famed “The Emperor's
New Clothes.”
Plan puts Moseby into competi-

tion with Samuel Goldwyn, whose
“Hans Christian Andersen” now is

in production in Hollywood with
Danny Kaye starred.

“Andersen” series being filmed
here was written by Malvin Wald,
who came fnun Hollywood to script

and function is associate producer.

Martinez on PCC
Hollywood, April 15.'

Ben A1 Martinez .was elected to

fill the vacancy, caused »y the
death of Lew C? Helm, on Labor’s
Executive Committee, .one of the
12 groups in the film industry's
Permanent Charities Committee.
New committeeman is business

agent for the plasterers Local 755
'and a member of the Hollywood
AFL Film Council.
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ress send“Offs

“Most recent in long sc
9 '

wonderful Seaton films—

them ‘The Song of Bern

‘Miracle on 34th Street,’
‘

*•

ment For Peggy.’ Special C

d^OUella

“Laugh-sleeper of *the year.”

—Hy Gardner, N. Y. Herald Tribune

“Picture of the

Seventeen Magazine
_ •

“This one .stands to click.”
*

—Film Daily

“Challenges critics who bleat about

lack of originality in pictures.”

—Boxoffice

“Hard to see how a theatre playing

it can fail-to profit handsomely.”
—Showmen's Trade Review

“All-absorbing all the way.”
c _ _

—Silver Screen

“A warm, human picture, trying
«

I

to solve no problems.”

—Syndicated Columnist Louis Sobol
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LA Biz Soarsr'Marryng Kind’ Hot

$40,000, ‘Ram HugeM, ‘Song’ Loud

41G, ‘Aaron’ NG 12G, A&C Him 22G
Los Angeles, April 15.

* the

Wed»**Uy, April . M, 1952

With three of the five new hills

doing strongly at the boxoffice,

first-runs here have a chance or

registering the best week since

the first of the year this frame.

Last week’s school holidays helped
the current week start smartly al-

though, oddly enough, two new
bills figured for kid draw are

floundering at the wickets.

“Song * in My Heart” in .four

theatres; “Singin’ in Rain” and
•‘Marrying Kind,” both in two loca-

tions, are running neck-and-neck in

their initial stanzas. “Kind” is

smash $40,000 while “Rain” is

huge $39,000. “Song” is rated big

$41,000.

“Aaron Slick” looms dismal
$12,000 in the two Paramount
houses while “Jack and Beanstalk”
is thin $22,000 in three spots.

Among the holdovers, “Greatest
Show” still shapes very good at

$21,000 in eighth round.
Estimates for This Week

Los Anreles, Chinese, TJptown,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719:

1,248; 70-$1.10)—“Song In Heart”
(20th). Big $41,000 or near. Last
week “6 Fingers” (20th) and “Jet
Job” (Mono) (10 days, $38,000). .

Hollywood, Downtown, Wllterrt

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70^!>10)—“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) and
“Rodeo” (Mono). Thin $22,000.

Last week, “Salesman” (Col) at

Hollywood, Downtown, $15,800;
and “Streetcar” (WB) (3d wk-5
days), Wiltern, $5,600.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC)

(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—“Stagin’
In Rain” (M-G). Huge $39,000 or
over. Last week, “Wild North”
(M-G) and “Young Scarface” (In-

die) (Loew’s only) (3d wk-5 days),

$7,300.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 70-$l)—“Marry ing
Kind” (Col) and “Smith vs. Scot-
land Yard” (RKO). Smash $40,000.
Last week, “Sound Off” (Col) and
“Yank in Indo-China” (Col), $17,-
800.

Hollywood, Los Angeles' Para-
mounts (F&M-UPT) (1,430; 3;398;
70-$1.10)—“Aaron Slick” (Par) and
“Sky High” (Lip) (L.A. Par only).
Sad $12,000. Last week, “Lady
Possessed” (Rep), (10 days) Holly-
wood Par, $9,000.

Hawaii, United Artists (G&S)-
UATC) (1,106; 2,100; 70-$1.10>—
“Battle Apache Pass” (U) and
“Blondie’s Servant Trouble” (Col)
(2d wk). Oke $4,000 in 9 days.
t ” «ek, including 6 days at Ritz,

$19,000.
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro-

po-itan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50)—“Greatest Show” (Par) (8th wk).
Good $21,000. Last week, solid
$21,500.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 70-$1.10)

—“Miracle Milan” (Indie) (4th wk).
Off to $1,000. Last week, $1,700*

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.50)—“Browning Version” (U) (3d wk).
Dull $1,700. Last week, $2,100.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296;. 80-$l,50)
—“African Queen” (UA (16th wk).
Neat $8,500. Last week, $9,800.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20) —

'‘Rashomon” (RKO) (5th wk). Okay
$3,500. Last week, $4,400.

Iris, Ritz (FWC) (814; 1,370; 70-
$1.10)—“5 Fingers” (20th) and
“Jet Job” (Mono) (m.o.), Mild
$6,500. Last week, Iris (9 days;
Ritz (3 days); L. A. Paramount (10
days), with “Kettles at Fair” (U)
and “Oklahoma Annie” (Rep),
$15,200.

Vogue, El Bey, Globe (FWC)
(885; 851; 782; 70r90) — “Snow
White” (RKO) (reissue) and “Alad-
din and Lamp” (Col) (3d wk). Okay
$10,000. Last week, $14,000.

Frisco Damp But ‘Rain’

Bright $32,000; ‘Apache’

14G, ‘John’ 12G
San Francisco, April 15.

Heavy rains here are blamed for
dampening the Easter biz at film
theatres this week. Annl celebra-
tion and opening day personal ap-
pearance by Debbie Reynolds is
hypoing “Stagin' In Rain” to
smash $32,000 at the United Art-
ists “Song in Heart” looms just
good at the Fox, but “Battle At
Apache Pass” is classed as fancy

t
"My Son, John”

looks fairly nice at the St. Francis,
bstimates for This Week

s: Ni<* **
Tn*u

X (4 G51
;
65-95)—'“SongIn Hoar

i and “Fo- Osage”
(Continued on pnge 20)

Bangup

Broadway Grosses.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $727,306
(Based on 23 theatres)

Last Year . . .$5)16,000

(Based on 19 theatre$)

‘Song’ Mighty

$28,000, Philly

Philadelphia, April 15.

With downtown bi? district

jammed with folks over the week-
end 1 biz is jumping this stanza.

Only the rain Sunday might have
maxkred the big upbeat over the
weekend with an overall total that
is measuring upc to fondest hopes.
There are too many musicals play-
ing currently but it Is not hurting
too much.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 50-99) —

“Something Livfe For” (Par). Fair
$6,500. . Last week, “Streetcar”
(WB) (3d wk), oke $5,300.

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.50) —
“Greatest Show” (Par) (8th wk).
Big $12,500. Last week, $10,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“Wild
North” (M-G) (3d . wk). Okay
$9,000. Last week, $8,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Song
in Heart” .(?0th). TerHfic $28,000.
Last week, “5 Fingers” (20th) (3d

wk), $12,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)
—“Marryifig Kind” (Col). Sock

$17,000, Last week, “Sniper” (Col)

(2d wk), $11,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 90-$1.50)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) UOth-final
wk). Fine $11,090. Last week,
$8 ,000 .

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-
99)—“Return of Texan” (20th). Oke
$6,000. Last week, “Tale of Five
Women” (UA) and “Royal' Jour-
ney” (UA),same.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99) — “Singin’ in Rain’V (M-G).
Smash $30,000, Last Week, “Snow
White” (RKO) (reissues) (2d wk),

$8 ,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“Jack and Beanstalk’! (WBL Mild
$12,500/ Last week, “Big Trees”
(WB) (2d wk), down to $5,5.00 in
final 3 days.

Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50^99)—
Good $8,000,“Steel Town” (U).

Last week, “Rose
(20th), $7,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L)

“Pandora” (M-G).
Last week, “Detective S^ory” (Par)
(21st-final wk), $5,5Q0 in 8 days.
World (G&S) (500; 50-99)—“Les

Miserables” (Indie) "(2d wk). Okay
$3,000. Last week, $4,300.

'of Cimarron”

(500; 60-99)—
Fine $7,000.

‘KETTLES’ LUSTY 14G

INDPLS.; ‘RAIN’ $13,000
Indianapolis, April 15.

Biz has picked up nicely at firsts

runs here this stanza. “Song In
My Heart,” at Indiana, ahd “Ma,
Pa Kettle at Fair,” at Circle, are
nearly tied for top gross, “Stagin’
In Rata,” at Loew's, also is a real

contender with solid total.

Estimates for This Week
circle (Cockrill-DoUe) (2,800; 50-

76)—“Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair” (U)

and “Here Come Nelsons” (U).

Big, $14,000. Last week, “Five
Fingers” (20th) and “Fabulous
Senorita” (Rep), $8,500.

t

Indiana , (C-D) (3,200; 50-76) —
’“Song In Heart”. (20th) and “Jet
Job” (Mono). Sock $14,000. .Last

week, “Snow White” (RKO) (re-

issue). Fine $12,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—

“Stagin’ In Rata” (M-G). Solid

$13,000; Last week, “Salesman”
(Col) and “First Time” (Col).]

$10 ,
000.

.

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Big
Trees” (WB) and “Buffalo Bill-

Tomahawk Territory” (UA), Mod-
erate $5,000. Last week, “Flaming
Feather” ' (Par) and “Corporal
Diolan Goes AWOL” .(Indie), $4,500.

Pitt Perks Up; ‘Song’

Socko $11,500, ‘Zapata’

9IG, ‘Macao’ Big 8G
Pittsburgh, April 15.

Easter Week is giving quite a lift

to about everybody here this ses-

sion. Harris, with. “Song in My
Heart,” ahd the Fulton, with “Viva
Zapata” are both strong and will

hold. “Greatest Show on Earth”
is winding up smash in third and
final stanza at the Penn. “Four in

a Jeep” getting Squirrel Hill back
into the. dough. “Macao” started off

very promising at the Warner with
big week on hand. “Jack on Bean-
stalk” looks slow at Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—

“Viva ' Zapata!” 1 (20th), Solid

$9,500 or perhaps better. Likely
will hold. Last week, “5 Fingers”
(20th), (2d wk), $6,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)

—

“Song in My Heart” (20th). Smash
$11,500, and will stay." Last week,
“‘Laura” (20th) and “Snake ^it”

(20th) (reissues), $3,000 in 5 days.
Penn '(LOew’s) (3,300;. 50-$1.25)—

“Greatest Show” (Par) (3d wk).
Easter-vacationing kids /are giving
circus saga a strong wind-up, wow
$20,000 as against $19,500 for sec-

ond week.
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—

“Four in Jeep” (UA). Got a gen-
erally favorable press, ahd shapes
trim $2,500 or over. Last week,
“Last Holiday” (Indie), $2,000 in 9
dsys
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)—

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB). Fine
campaign climaxed by one-day per-
sonal of Abbott and Costello, but
not paying off. Slow $10,000 looks
all. Last week, “Big Trees” (WB),
$7,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—

“Macao” (RKO). Jane Russell-
Robert Mitchum combo shapes big
$8,000 or over. Last week, “Slaugh-
ter Trail” (RKO) and “On Loose”
(RKO), $4,500.

Estimated Total Grots
This Week $2,754,100
(Based on 23 cities, 217 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, mclud*
ing N, Y.)
Total Groat Samo Week
Last YOar . . . .v. . . $2,326,000
(Hosed on 25 cities, and 215

theatres.) ,

Hub Climbs; ‘Apache Lofty $18,000,

‘Rain Boff 41G, ‘Song’ Socko 20G
Boston, April 15.

Plenty of strong product on dis-

play this stanza aiming for Easter

week which is being hypoed by
vacationing school kids. “Battle

at Apache Pass” shapes lofty at the

Memorial with “Singin’ in Rain”
ditto at State and Orpheum. “Jack
and Beanstalk” at Paramount and
Fenway is doing okay in matinee
biz but off during evenings with
modest week on tap. “Tembo” at
Boston is fairly good. “Sorig in My
Heart” at Astor shapes socko.
"Never Take No for Answer” re-
lighted the Majestic last Saturday
(12 ).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-95)—

“Song In Heart” (20th). Sock $20,-
000 looming. Last week/ “Some-
thing to Live For” (Par) (2d wk),
$5,500.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;
50-90)—“The River” (UA) and
“Guest” (20th) (2d wk). Nifty $9.-
000 expected following $8,500 for
last week.

Rpston (RKO) (3.000; 40-85)

—

“Tembo” (RKOi and “Superman
and Mole Men” (Lip) oke $10,500.
Helped somewhat by personals of
Howard ITill onstage during week.
Last week, “C /Mve City” (UA)

and “Dark Man” (Indie),* solid $14,-
000.

'

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
“Rashomon” (RKO) (4th wk). Hold-
ing at big $4,500 with about same
for third frame.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85) —

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) and
“Jet Job” (Mono). Unexciting $5,-
600. Last week, “Big Trees” (WB)
and “Hangman’s Holiday” (Indie),
$4,200.
Memorial (RKO) (3,Q00; 40-85)

—

“Battle at Apache Pass” (U) and
“Stronghold” (Lip). Nice $18,000.
Last week, ‘.‘Steel Town” (U) and
“Kisenga” (Indie), $13,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-

85)—“5 Fingers” (20th) and “Hold
That Line” (Mono). Opened Sat-
urday (12). Last week* “Greatest
Show” (Par) (4th wk-9 days), big
$16,500. . . v
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

—

“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G). Socko
$25,000 shaping. Last week, “Afri-
can Queen” (UA) (3d wk)', $11,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—"Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) and

“Jet jQb” (Mono). Fair $11,000,
Last week, “Big Trees” (WB) and
“Hangman’s Holiday” (Indie), $10,-
000 .

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)

—

“Stagin’ in Rain” (M-G). Slick
$16,000. Last week, “African
Queen” (UA) (3d wk), $6,500.

‘Pride’ Powerful

$17,000, St Loo
St. Louis, April 15.

Almost continuous rain plus low
temperatures over the weekend
mixed With Easter Day parades and.

baseball games between the Cards

and Browns are all contributing to
the upbeat at mainstem bouses
this session. “Stagin’ In Rata” is

the biggest draw with sock round
at Loew’s. World' preem of “Pride
of St. Louis,” helped by big bally,
looms solid at the Missouri. “Viva
Zapata!” shapes nice at the - Am-
bassador.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)

—“Viva Zapata!” (20th) and
“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB). Fine
$12,000. Last week, “Streetcar”*
(WB) and “Woman Is Dangerous”
(WB), good $10,000.

Fox (FScM) (5,000; 60-75)—“Red
Skies Montana” (20th) and VFixed
Bayonets” (20th). Opened Tuesday.
Last week, “Jack and Beanstalk”
(WB) and “Fort Osage” (Mono).
Nice $16,000.

Loew’s- (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)

—

“Singin7 In Rain” (M-G). Smash
$23,000. Last week, “Snow White”
(RKO) (reissue), $12,500.

Missouri (FAck) (3,500; 60-75)—
“Pride of St Louis”. (20th). Solid
$17,000. Last week. “Greatest
Show” (20th) (Par) (2d wk), big
$16,000.

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (800; 75-
90)—“I Want You” (RKO). Good
$4,500. Last week, “Lady Pos-
sessed” (Rep), $4,000.

Shady Oak {St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
75-90)—“I Want You” (RKO). Fine
$5,000. Last week, “Lady Pos-
sessed” (Rep), $4,500.

‘Apache’-Yaude Pacing

, D.C., Handsome $25,000;

‘Snow White’ Wow 18G
Washington, April 15,

Town is doing better than ex-
pected at mainstem houses, with
pre-Easter week being unusually
strong all around. “Snow White,”
back for another round, is regis-
tering an outstanding job at the
turnstiles as are “Song in My
Heart” and “Battle at Apache Pass.”
‘ Favorite Spy” also is nice.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol CLoew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—

“Battle at Apache Pass” (U) plus
vaude. Handsome $25,000 for 9
days. Last week, “Steel Town” (U)
plus vaude, $18,500. \

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 50-80)
—“African Queen” (UA) (m.o.):
Fine $7,500 for sixth downtown
week. Last week, $9,000.
Dupont (Lopert). (372; 50-85)—
Royal Journey” (UA). Sturdy $*,-

000. Last week, $4,300.

„
Keith'S (RKO) <1,939; 50-85)—

‘Snow White” (RKO)' (reissue).
Smash $18 000. Holds. Laist week,
“At Sword's Point” (RKO), $12,000.
Mefc'opMItan (Warner) (1,200;

SO;8?)—“Dark Victory” (WB) and
Maltese Faicon” (WB) (reissues).

Fair $6,000. Last week* “Hong
Kong” (Par), $7,000.

..C^tarlo (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)—
“Favorite Spy” (Par) Nice $8,000
despite crix panning. Holds. Last
week, ‘Green Glove” (UA) (2d wk),
$o,QOQ.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)—
J20th). Powerful

$19,000, despite :Jbme raps.' Last
week, ‘Sailor Beware” (Par) (3d
wk), $10,500.

(Lopert) (485; 55-$l)
‘Five Fingers” (20th). Fine $5,000)
for seventh downtown week: Last-
week, same. e

Warner (WB) (2,174; 50-80)—
Jack and Beanstalk” (WB). Mild

$13,000. Last week, “Greatest!
Show” (Par) (4th wk), $15,000. i

Cincinnati, April 15.
Easter cheer is in evidence atmajor houses here this week

‘Staging In Rata” is sounding
town’s highest note at the Albee

^roman's biopic, “With SongMy Heart, is off to smart start
ta the Capitol, “Wild North” at
Grand and “J^ck and Beanstalk”

Ralace stack up okay. Holdover
of ‘Battle ,at. Apache pass” retains
Its winning stride for Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)-^

' Stagin’ In Rain” (M-G). Rousing
$16,000. ‘Last week, “Phone Call
From Stranger”. (20th), $8,500.

Capitol (20th) (2,000; 55-75)—
Heart” (?0th). Smash

$14,000, Holds. Dailies tossing
lotsa posies to Jane Froman, who
made her pro bow here on stationWLW after studying voice at Cin-
cinnati Conservatory of Music.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

“Wild North” (M-G) and “Harem
Girl” (Col). Good $8,500. Last
week, “Just This Once” (M-G) and
“Talk About a Straiiger” (M-G),
$6,500.

Keith's (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-
75)—“Battle

t
at Apache Pass” (U)

(2d wk). Nice $5,000 trailing swift
$9,500 preem.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“Snow White” (RKO) (m.o.), four
days split with' “Mummy” (Indie)
and “Mummy's Curse” (Indie), mild
$4,000. Last WSek, “Snow White,”
$5,500.

Palace ... (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
“Jack and the ‘Beanstalk” (WB).
Passable $8,000. Last week, “Red
Skies of Montana” (20th>, $7,500.

Omaha Up; ‘Song’ Strong

$9,500, ‘Kettles’ Bright

TIG; ‘Cimarron’ Fat 7G
Omaha, April 15.

.
New films are boosting biz a

little here, hut flood threats along
Mis'souri River distracted many
people from shows for the time
seing. “Ma and Pa Kettle at Fair”
ooks strong at the Orpheum.
‘*Song in My Heart” had a lively
start at Paramount. The Omaha
shapes fine with “Cimarron Kid.”
“Quo Vadis”' in its fifth week at
State looms nice. •

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

70)—“Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair’
1

<U)
and “Waco” (Mono), Strong $11,-
000. Last week, “Here Come Nel-
sons” (U) plus Tiny Hill orch and
stage revue, $17,000 M 90c top.

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

70) — “Song in Heart” (20th).

Sturdy $9,500. Last week, “Steel
•Town” (U), $7,800.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)—“Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Secrets

Monte Carlo” (Rep). Fine $7,000
or near. Last week, “Hunchback
Notre Dame” (RKO) “Cat People”
(RKO) (reissue), $7,500.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB)'. Start-
ed Sunday (13). Last week, ‘.‘Snow
White” (RKO) (reissue), $10,000 in
10 dayjs.

State (Goldberg) {865; 35-$1.25)—“Quo Vadis” (5th wk). Surpris-
ingly strong $3,800 and will run
another week. Last week, $4,200.

‘Sailor’ Sockeroo 20G,

Mont’l; ‘Song’ $26,000
Montreal, April 15.

All deluxers are doing biz here
this session because of the holiday
week. “Sailor Beware” at Capitol
and “Song in Heart” at Loew’s arc
strongest new entries. “Belle of
N.Y,” also is big at Palace,

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)—

“Belle of New York”. (M-G). Big
$17,000. Last week, “Streetcar”
(WB) (2d wk:

); $11,000.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412: 34-80)—

“Sailor Beware” (Par).,Smash 20,-

000. Last Week, “Something Live
For” (Par), $15,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“Sword’s Point” (RKO). Good $14,-

000. Last week, “Girl in Every
Port” (RKO), $13,000.

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
“Song in Heart” (20th). Sock $26,-

000. Last week, “David” (20th),

$15,000.
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—

“Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Danger-
ous Passage” (U) (2d wk). Holding
at big $7,000. Following solid $12,-

000 opener.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)—

“Japanese War Bride” (20th) and
“Trail Guide” (20th), Solid $7,000.

Last week, “Bannerline” (M-G)
and “Inside Straight” (M-G), $6,-

000.
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Loop b0K0«toj»^»«
lethargy of ?£cent months, aided

ting in somewhat-
.

The Chicago with ‘‘Belle of New
v_rir” and Bob Crosby for one
week should, do.. excelleiit$41 ,(>00

.

Pnlace which, reopened Saturday

(12), should jgirner **”^ .$13,000

in first four days, with “Sifigin’ uin
Pain ” “Ma and 3»a"kettle at Fair*’

at Roosevelt shape* smart $16,000.

White" at United Artists
- “ '

“Mir-
lush

Estimate* Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; L e„
without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on' net take, when •

playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax

i‘®ok°Ukciy SrigW *W.000.
acle of Milan*' at World Is

^Holdovers arO also staunch, best

being final and ^ighth frame of

“African Queen ‘ at Woods, stUl.

solid “Rashomon” nt Ztegfeld is

okay in sixth stanza. “Battle at

Apache Pass,’- lone aecond-weeker,

at State-Lake, .should bold brisk.

Ninth week nf “Quo Vadis at Ori-

ental is fine.

Estimates for Last Week
Chicago (BAX) (3,900; 55-98)—

“Belle of New York” (M-G) with

Bob Crosby heading stageshoW
Nifty $41,00(h Last week, “Wild
North” (M-G) (2d wk) with vaude

$22 ,000 .

*

Grand (RKO) 114500; 55-98)—
“Viva Zapatai” 120th). Smash $30,-

000. Last week,
4,Model and Mar-

riage Broker” (20th) (2dwk) $8,000.

Oriental (Indie) (2,400; B8-$1.25)
— “Quo Vadis" (M-G) (9th’ wk).

Great $21,000," Last week, $22,300.

Palace (Eitel)’ (2,500; 55-98)—
“Singin’ in Rain" M-G). House re-;

opened Saturday (12) and looks
smart $13,000 in first 4 days.

Roosevelt (B&K) '(1,500;.55-98)—
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Talr” (U) and
“Treasure Lost Canyop” (U). Socko
$18,000. Last- weeXJ^Hong Kong”
(Par) and “Dangerous Ground”
(RKO) (2d wk); *7,000.
State-Lake' (BdcK). (2,700; "55-98;)

—“Battle at Apache Pass” (IT) and
“Here Come Nelsons*’

. (U) (2d wkh
Lively $16.000, "Last, week, $30,000.
United Artists (BAK) (1,700; 55-

98)—“Snow White” (RKO) (reis-

sue). Rousing *16,000' seen. LaSt
week. “Big Trees” (WB) and ’^Cap-
tain Blood” (WB) (reissue) (2d wk),
$8 ,000 .

Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

—

“African Queen” CUA) (8th-final
wk). Strong $13,000. Last week,
$20 ,000 .

World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Mir-
acle in Milaii*’ (Indie). Climbing
to lofty $6',000. ‘Last- wetek/ “St.
Matthew Passion” (Indiej(4th wk),
$3 500 .s

Ziegfcld (Lop ert) (480;, 98)—
“Rashomon” (RKO) Cfitlr wk). Big
$3,000. Last week, same.

$18,000, Denver

‘Song" Solid In

Del at

Detroit, April .15.
The traditional Easter-week in-

crease in biz Is shaping up nicely
here. “Song in Heart” looks solid
at the Fox. “Snow. White” is

strong in second round at the
Michigan. “Singin’ in Rain” looms
fine at United Artists. '“Greatest
Show,” in its eighth week at Madi-
son, and “Quo Vadis” in seventh
round at the Adams, are steady.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) . (5,000; 70-95)

“—‘Song in Heart” (20th) and
..Bushwhackers” (Indie). Solid
$30,000. Last week, “Red Skies
Montana” (20th)' and “Stronghold”
(Lip), $16,500.

„ Michigan (United Detroit) (4,
000; 70-95)—.“Snow White” (RKO)
(reissue) and “Treasure Lost Can-
yon” (U) (2d wk). Nice $16,000.
Last week, $17,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—“Girl

In Every Port 1 (RKO) and “Dia-
mond City” (Lip).- Slow $8,000.
Last week, “Big Trees” .(WB) and

$12000
VS * Scotland Yard” (RK0) ’

„^Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
Greatest Show” (Par) (8th wk).

Strong $12,000. Last; week, '$13,-

o*P
n
fe.

d Artist# TUA) (1,900; 70-
95)--‘‘Smgin’ in Rain” (M-G). Fine
15,000. Last week, “Something

Live For” (Par) and “Fort Osage”
(Mono) (2d wk), $6,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 90

?1.?5)— Quo Vadis” fM-G) (7th
Hefty $11,000, Last week,

Denver, April 15.

“Bugles in Afternoon,” with
socko session at the Paramount,
looms standout -here this session.

“Ma, and Pa Kettle at Fair” also

is big in three houses. “Navajo” is

doing so well at the small Blue-
bird, currently bn first-run opera-
tion, -that it WlH hold a second
week. “Pandora” is rated fine 'at

Orpheum.
Estimate# for This Week -

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85) —
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair” (U) and
“Lady Possessed” (Rep), day-date
'with Tabor, Webber. Big $9JOOO.

Last week, ‘“Return of Texan”
(20th) and “I Married a Witch”
(Indie), $7,500.
Bluebird (Fox) (572; 40-85) —

“Navajo”. (Lip). Hot $3,000. Ordi
narily subsequent-run house. •

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-
85)—“Invitation7’ (M-G) (2d wk).

Fair $6,500 last week, fine $10,000
Denham (Gockrill) (1,750; 40-85)— “Aaron S 1 i c'k Punkin Crick”

IPar). Slow $7,500, Last week,
“Greatest Show” (Par) (6th wk),

$12 ,000 .

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85) —
“Jack and . 'Beanstalk” (WB) and
“One Foot, in Heaven” CWB) (re-

issue). Fair $12,000. Last "week,
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “Go
West, Young Lady” (Col). (2d wk),
$13,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85) —

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) and
“One Foot in Heaven” (WB) (re-

issue). Mild $2,500 or less. Last
week, “Retreat, Hell!”o (WB) and
“West,. Young Lady” (Col) (2d tfk),

$2,500.
Orpheum. (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—

“Pandora” (M-G) and “Pace That
Thrills” (RKO). Nice $15,500. Last

week, “Belle of New York” (M-G)
“and “Talk About Stranger” (M-G),

$17,500. ..

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;

40-85) — “Bugles .in Afternoon”
(WB) and “Dangerous Ground”
(RKO). SoCk $18,000. Holds. Closed

last week for modernization and
akeover by Wolfberg- Theatres.

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85)—“Ma,
Pa- Kettle at Fair” (U) and “Lady
Possessed” (Rep); also Aladdin,

Webber. Fine $9,500. -Last week,

“Return of Texan” (20th) and
“Married a Witch” (Indie), good

$8 ,000 /

Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85)

“Rashomon” (RKO) (2d

‘RAIN’ SMART $19,000,

SEATTLE; ‘SONG’ 14G
.Seattle, April 15.

Biz is perking here this round.
“Pride of St. Louis” looms sturdy
at the Coliseum while “Singin’ In
Rain” is terrific at Music Hall.
“Song In- Heart” looks fine at
Paramount but “Jack and. Bean-
stalk” is only slow at Orpheum.

1 Estimates for Till# Week
. Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65-

90) — “Streetcar” (WB) (4th wk).
Good $3,000 in six days after $4,-

500 last week.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90) — “Pride of St. Louis” (20th)

and “Road Agent” (RKO): Solid

$11,000. Last week, “Hold Line”
(Mono) and “Ft. Osage” (Mono),
$8,600.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,-

366; 65-90) — “Sword’s Point”
’(RKO) ^nd “Wings of Danger”
(Up). Mild $7,500.' Last week.
“Something Live For” (Par) and
“Dark Man” (Indie), $7,700.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

-
—“Apache Pass” (U) (2d wk).
Good $4,000 in 4 days. Last week,
solid $9,000.-
Muslo Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90)“Singirt’- In Rain” (M-G) and
“Shadow in Sky” (M-G). Terrific

$19,000. Last week, “Bugles in

Afternoon” (WB) > and “Strong-
hold” (Lip), $6,300.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; :65-

90)“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) and
“Last Musketeer” (Rep). Slow
$8,000. Last week, “Hoodlum Em-
pire” (Rep) and “Fabulous Senior-
ita” (Rep), $4,300.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 44-70)— “Snow White” (RKO) (reissue)

(2d wk) and “Green Glove” (UA)
(2d run). Big $5,000. Last week,
socko $7,500 for solo of “Snow
White.”
Paramount (Evergreen) • (3,039;

'65-90) -— “Song' In Heart” (20th).,

Fine $14,000. Last week, “Great-
est Show” (Par) (4th wk-9 days),

held at $12,800 with $1.25 top.

Broadway
soaring this

•business is'

the Easter

B way Splurges; 'Bend River -Eckstine

Big 83G, ‘John Weak 31G, Smash 45G

‘Jack’-Vaude 32G
500 after, big $13,700 opening
round, below hopes.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.20-$4.80)—AU-vaude, two-a-day with Betty
Hutton, Herb Shriner heading bill.

First week ending Friday (18) looks
to get -smash $60,000. Last week,
house shuttered.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)

—“Bend of River” (U) with Billy
Eclcstlne, Fran Warren, Bobby Sar-
gent, Will Bradley orch (2d wk).
First stanza .ended last night (Tues.)
hit big $83,000. Likely will go
three weeks. In ahead, “Meet
Danny Wilson” (U) with Frank
Sinatra, Frank Fontaine. Buddy
Rich orch (2d wk), $54,000.
Park Ave. (Reade) (503; 90-$1.50)

—“Faithful City” (RKO) (2d wk).
Initial round ended Sunday (13) did
fine at $7,800. In ahead, “Just This
Once” (M-G) «T3d wk), $4,000.

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
“The River” (UA) (32d wk). The
31st round ended Sunday (13) lift-

ed to $7,00Q after sturdy $6,500 the
week ahead. Stays.
Radio City Mualc Hall (Rockefel-

lers) '(5,945; 8Q-$2.40)—"Singin’ in
annual Easter

first-run

„ session,
Week upsurge and eight new bills

carrying it .to its highest level in

more than six weeks. Many out-

of-towners. here for the holidays
or conventions, many ~ servicemen
on holiday leave, kids home from
school and damp weather all are

combining to make' an unusually
bright picture at the dduxetfs,
Paramount, is leading the new

entries with “Bend Of River” and
stageshow headed by Billy Eck-’

atine, Fran Warren, Bobby Sar-
gent and Will Bradley band. Par
flagship is looking to. big $83,000
on Jnitlal week.

Greatest coin, as usual, is being
amassed by the Music Hall, which
is establishing a new Easter Week
record in Its third week with
“Singin’ in Rain” plus annual
Easter stageshow. Week is head-
ing for giant $178,000 or better.

I

Smash entry -among the. stralght-

filmers is “Tomorrow IsToo Late,”
with terrific $45,000 at the State,

This is highest at this house In

about a year. Another surprising-
ly strong grosser is “Valtey of
Eagles” which is heading for big -Rain (M-G) and
$33,000 or near at the Rivoli. stageshow (3d wk). Soaring to ter-

“My Son, John” is rated a major rifle $178,000, mew high at Hall for
disappointment at the Capitol, Easter Week, fhe extra shows nat-

where only $31,000 is in store for urally helping sWell the total. Sec-

Song’ Stout In

Mpk at $14,000

Minneapolis, April 15.

first wejk. This does not include
special late night preview Tuesday
(8), for which some tickets were
sold in addition to invitees. “Jack
and Beanstalk,” with Gene .Nelson,
Louis Jordan Five, Harvey Stone;
heading stage bill, is getting bare-
ly okay $32,000 at the Warner.
This is not . up to hopes for re-
sumption of’ stagefllm policy at

this Rouse, especially for a holi-

day week.
“Sword’s Point” is lukewarm

$13,000 at the Criterion. . The
other two -newcomers, “Passion for
life” at Baronet and “Faithful
City” at Park Ave., are not smash
although “CRy” Is solid with $7,-
800.
Second week of *“Anything Can

Happen” is comparatively strong-
After a solid Holy Week and er than 'opening stanza at the May?

with Lent ended, paradoxically, fair, with nice. $12,500.
there is somewhat of a boxoffice

.relapse rather than a continued
surge. However, such ace 'new

“Song in My Heart',” with Easter
stageshow headed by Bill Hayes
and Divena, is roaring ahead of

ond frame was big $144,000, Stays
indef.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-
$1.80)—“Valley of Eagles” (Lip).
First week winding up tomorrow
(Thurs.) shapes to g#t big $33,000
or near. Holding. Last week,
“Viva Zapatai” (20th) (9th wk),
$7,500.
Roxy . (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—

“With Song in Heart’ ’(20th) and
Easter stageshow including Bill
Hayes and Divena (2d wk). Climb-
ing ahead of initial frame to smash
$145,000, or close. Opening Week
was $90,000. Holds a third round.

State <(Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
“Tomorrow Is Too Late” (Indie).
First session ending Friday (18)
heading for terrific $45,000, best
here in .about a year. Holds. In
ahead, "Flesh and Fury’ (U) (2d
wk-fl days), nice $16,000.
Warner (WB) (2.756; 85-$2)—

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) plus
Gene Nelson, Louis Jordan Five,

comers as “Song in My Heart,” initial session at. the Roxy to a pos- Ella Mae Morse, Harvey Stone on-
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Singin’ in Rain,” “Jack and Bean-
stalk and “Hoodlum Empire,” an
impressive array, are chalking up
more or less Healthy grosses. Hold-
overs “Quo Vadis’ and “Snow
White,” both great
continue to click in

and moveover weeks, respectively.

The flood which is inundating all

ipads and making auto travel into

city impossible is hurting-
Estimates for This Week

Century (Par) (1,600; 85-$1.25)

—

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (7th wk).

Staunch $5,000. Last week, $6,600.
' Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)

—

“Steel Town” (U) (2d wk). Mod-
erate $3,000. Last week, $5,400.

Lyrio (Par) (1,000; 50-76) —
“Rodeo” (Mono) and “Hold That
Line” (Mono). Thin $3,000. Last

week, “Mutiny” (UA), $4,000.

Plx (Gainsley) (300; ,50-76) —

'

“Miracle in- Milan” (Indie). Mild
$1,4£0. Last week, “Viva Zapata! *

(20th) (4th wk), pkay $1,200.-

Radio City"(Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
“Song in Heart” (20th). Given ter-

..rific
.
exploitation. Big $14,000.

wk). . Fair Last weex, “Ma, Pa Kettle At Fair

$1,700. Last week, -fine $3,500.

Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85)—“Ma,

Pa Kettle at Fair” (U) and “Lady
Possessed” (Rep). Nice $4,500. Last

week/ “Return of Texan” (20th)

and “Married Witcli” (Indie),

$4,000.

‘FLESH OKAY $9,000,

PROV.; ‘RAIN’ HEP 18G
Providence, April 15.

With the Lenten season behind

them and school children on Easter

vacation, most stands look for a

nickup in biz this week; Loew s

State looks best with “Singin’ in

Rain.” “Flesh and Fury” is okay

at Albee. “Marrying Kind is

rated fairly active at Strand.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Flesh and Fur/" (UI) and Satan

in Skirts” (Indie}. Okay $9>000.

Last week, “Highwayman' (Mono)

and “Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono),

$7,000.
Majestic

“Jack and

(U), $11,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;

40-76) — “Jack and Beanstalk”

(WB). Good $8,000. Last week,

‘Snow White” .(RICO) (reissue),

$18,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-75)—

“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue)

(m.b.). Lively $8,500. Last week,

“Frankenstein” (Indie) apd “Drac-

ula” (Indie) (reissues), $8,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76) —
“Hoodlum Empire” fRep). Satis-

factory $7,000. Last Week, “Battle

at Apache Pass” <U), big $10,000.

World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)

—

“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G). Terrific

$8,500. Last week, “Salesman”

(Col) (5th wk), oke $2,500.

^Marryifig Kind’ Hotsy

15G, Toronto; ‘Song* 20G
‘ h

Toronto, April 15.

Easter week Here sees terrific

biz at all mamstefn deluxers. This

goes ' for “Jack and Beanstalk

leading the field with “Sailor Be-

ware” crowding it. Also sock is

“Marrying Kind.” “Song in My
- - are big.

(Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
Beanstalk” (WB) and ---^— rtirri ,

“Rodeo” (Mono). Disappointing Heart and The ^
$5 000 Last week, “Steel Town” Erttm.te, ,or This Week

(U) and “Waco” (Mono) $7,500. Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May-
'

” State (Taylor) (863;

sible smash $145;000., -or $55,000
ahead -of opening week. ’“Marry-
ing Kind” continues in the chips
With socko $21,000 or better m
fifth Victoria week. “My Six Con-

at boxoffice, Victs” is edging up to same figure
their seventh in third round -at Astor. Both are

ahead of preceding stanzas,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25-

$1.80)—“My Six Convicts” (Col)
(3d wk). This stanza ending today
(Wed.) is perking to solid $21,000
after $17,000 last week. Continues.
* Baronet (Reade) (430; 74-$1.20)— “Passion for Life” (Indie).

Initial week ending Friday (18)

looks okay $4,000 or near. In
ahead, “Pardon My French” (UA)
(2d wk), $3,200! ..

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)
“My Son, John” (Par) (2d wk).
Initial round ended last night
(Tues.) hit good $31,000, not- in-

cluding preview night. In ahead,
“African Queen” (UA) (7th wk-
6Y2 days), $25,000" after big $40,000
for Sixth to wiud up highly suc-
cessful i*un.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)
—“Sword’s Point” (RKO) (2d wk).
First round ended last night (Tues.)

was just okay $13,000. In ahead,
“Captive City” .(UA) (2d wk),

$6 ,000 .

Guild (Indie) (565; 74-$ 1.50) —
“Royal Journey” (UA) (7th wk).
Held at $4,000 after nice $4,800 for
sixth. Set to play eighth week.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)—“Hong Kong” (par) (2d wk).
Second round ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks lean $7,000 or less

as against first week’s $12,000.

“Aaron Slick From Punkin. Crick”
(Par) opens Friday (18).

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1 .80V

—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (27th

wk). The 26th frame ended Mon-
day (14) edged up to $7,000 after

great $6,700 last week. Stays.
Holiday (Zatkin) (950; 50-

$1.80)
—“Outlaw Women” (Lip) (2d

wk). Initial holdover round ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks stout

$6,500 after $5,200 opening week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.80)—“Anything Can Happen” (Par)

(2d wk). Current round ending
today (Wed,) held at $12,500, com-
paratively better than opening
week. First week hit fair $13,200.
Holds again.
Normandie (Normandie The-

atres)) (592; 95-11.80)'—“Encore”

stage (2d wk). Initial week ended
Sunday (13) night hit just okay
$32,000. Opened in middle of
Holv Week lull which hurt this
combo.

Sutton m & B) (561;. 90-$\1.50)—
“Man in White Suit” (U) (2d wk).
Initial holdover round ended Mon-
day (14) held near* first week total.
Second week was huge $19,200
after terrific $19,500 for opening
session. First week set new open-
ing-week mark. In for long run.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

90-S1.50)—“Murder in Cathedral”
(Indie) (4th wk). Third week end-
ed Monday (14) hit $3,000. Second
week was passable $4,200.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;

90-M.50)—“Young and Damned”
(Indie) (4th wk). Third round
ended Saturday (12) dipped to $3,-
800 after good $5,500 for second
week.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-
$1.80) — .“Marrying Kind” (Col)
(5th wk). Current round ending
today (Wed.) is pushing up to sock
$21,000 or better after- $19,000 for
fourth week.

'"Me^UUnfSnider) (3 100^ 69 t^-60)- SSfttd Second ^n”end-
65,-T?

nuLr^ 1 ;wrt -» w*m , ,

.

^

^

‘Rain Standout

In K.C„
Kansas City, April’ 15.

Easter week is bringing out
some better films and biz is re-
sponding with a nice b.o. tilt.

Loew’s is out in front with “Singin*
in Rain,” with big session. Fox-
Midwest foursome, with “M!a and
Pa Kettle at Fair,” is only fairish.
Warwick Inaugurated Fox Midwest
art-film policy with “Navajo,” nice
total being in. sight.

Estimates for This Week
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)

—‘‘Singin’ in Rain” (M-G). Big
$19,000, and may stay. Last week,
“Salesman” (Col) and “First Time’ 5

(Col), $10,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) ahd
“Hold Line'

-

(Mono). Bettering
average at $7,500. Last week,
“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Bare-
foot Mailman” (Col), $8,000.

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
50-75)—“Aaron Slick” (Par). Aver-
age $8,000. Last week, “Hong

,
(Continued p^page^O)
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With cold* v5wiii^wi*ther X?r«-

wiling-herl^^^. &
usual StmiqF itmoiipher?, the

local legits
4'^.^ ;*njoying a

healthy tw^onthperlod. Such

production*'M by

Betti, at th> ?e»t» 4«Ue Arti;

Gian Paolo
*1TheForgot-

ten Man” atthkHOMlni and Bettis

“The Belu^^ Atftieo Have

been outstaHd^ ^A group of ac-

tors from ]$t*mVhdare here for

a season, ar^ doing Greek trage-

dies including ‘'Soph^e^; rBurl-

pides” and ’ 4El«ctrain J.,B. Priest-

ley’s “Dangerous jCurveV -4t the

Eliseo and Schiller’s “Mary
^
Stu-

art’- at the Valle, which follows

Christopher Fry"* “Lady is Not for

Burning,” also; have done well. AH
were translated into Italian.

Several Italian film names have

gone back to-the stage, at least for

a few weeks, and this may have

had something to do with attract-

ing so much patronage. Carlo

Ninchi, Olga Villi, Walter Chiari,

Ave Ninchi, Emma Grammatlca,

Lea Padovani, Vivl Gioia, Elena

Giusti, Ruggero Iluggieri, Gino
Cervi and Elena Guareschi are in

this group.

'

On the other, hand, the night-

clubs, such- ei they are, have suf-

fered somewhat. The =ABC Club
at the Ambassador Hotel folded

when Bricfctqp, singer, went to

Spain. Joidy ;
Desmond took her

customers 4hdU moved from the

Music Box to the Kit Kat Club.

The Cabala, which is run in con-
nection with ‘ the famous .deli’

Orso, remains ;top* as the swanki-
est club. Entertainment is not
so important - there. Sometimes
they have it and sometimes not.

There is the' Boite Plgalle with
Bert. Helly, dancer^ here from
the Lido and singer Marj Milton.

The only clxlh which goes on and
on, regardless of season, is the
Rupe Tarpea with the twin room,
the Jockey Club. American female
impersonator, Gllda, the Dandy
Brothers, Puleo it Norma, and the
12 Paris Girls are playing there
now.

Film Theatre Big Perks
The 112 cinemas in the city of

Rome are doing well currently,
with Sunday drawing lines. This
happens nearly every weekend,
particularly in' the nabe houses.
Seven of the larger cinemas have
a picture and five acts of vaude-
ville. This number varies but us-
ually it is more than seven.

There are about 30 feature-
length Italian pictures in one stage
or another of production current-
ly. The first Italian-made color
picture, “Toto .in Color,” opens
soon. Toto is the popular, come-
dian here, and then ! the Italians
are anxious to see the local' Fer-
ranicolor in use Because all phases
of printing, developing and manu-
facture of Ferranicolor is as Ro-
man as the Colosseum.

KING AGAIN HITS -

GOV’T TAX SLANT
4
Glasgow, April 8.

Sir Alexander King, Scot cinema
magnate and past prexy of the
British Cinematograph' Exhibitors
Assn., again has hit out vigorously
a
f^l

nst -British;
.
government’s

attitude on exhibitors and the en-
trainment tax. At a 'meeting of
Scottish branch -of the' Cinemato-
graphs Exhibitors Assn., he de-
clared the cinema industry would
one day find it was the only group
paying this tax. He urged a re-
ewed approach by exhibs to all

untish members of Parliament.
Regarding -the recent budget, Sir

Alexander said: “We got nothing,
n the past, we paid the same tax

as horse and dog racing. Now the
nem

^ industry is not considered

dogs"
C01PPany for horses

He claimed, the cinema, exhibs’
Cent tax scheme, submitted
e authorities, had beep. So *»*

g mous that the* British .Chancel
or of the Exchequer had- killed

“

hn
favor of his interest in .dogs a

W e can’t allow 'Our industry
De treated this vrety*- i-he

'

v^

or

to

in-

tf-

it

and
«

, to

said.

i, •

Long Session Retains

Diamond on Capital Bd.
London, April 13,

For nearly five-and-a-half hours,
stockholders of Capitol and Provin-
cial News Theatres argued wheth*.
er Jack Diamond, former Labor
M.P., should remain on the com-
pany’s board. It was one of the
longest and rowdiest meetings ever
seen here. Diamond was finally
confirmed to the board. A card
poll was demanded and this re-
sulted in a majority vote of 49,086
in his favor.

Samuel Seeman, former manag-
ing director of the company, who
was acquitted earlier in the year
6n charges of fraudulent conver-
sion, called for an impartial probe
into the company’s affairs.

Berlin TV Infant
- *

Grows Up Fast
Berlin, April 8.

The infant Berlin television in-
dustry, which has been creeping
along for six months, soon will be
stepping forward with more speed.
With more than 150 days of steady
telecasting under its belt, Berlin’s
Northwest. German Radio plans to
start beaming programs to West
Germany this month. Transmissions
will be short-waved across the gulf
formed by the Soviet Zone to a
relay station near Hoehbeck, not
far from the Iron Curtain border.

Construction will begin also in
April on a new transmitter near
Nikolassee, in the deep southwest
corner of West Berlin. The new in-

stallation, will send local programs
to West Germany and also will re-
ceive from the Federal Republic.
*£he exchange-of-programs project
is expected to get under way with-
in a few weeks on an experimental
basis.

Some other signs that the TV
baby here has successfully emerged
from the early, dangerous days are:
Of 19 local firms developing

home-receiver models, 14 have al-

ready placed TV machines on the
market. While prices are still rath-
er high, averaging 1,600 or 1,700
Deutsche Mark or about $400, the
sets are of top. quality and attrac-
tive design.

Since starting telecasts last Octo-
ber,̂ NWGR has expanded the va-
riety of its programs. The usual
studio fare is' to be diversified by
installation of permanent cables to
the Olympic Stadium, to Berlin’s

Sport Palace, and to other key en-
tertainment and' sports sites.

In Netherlands Last Yr.
• Washington, April 16.

Netherlands Motion Picture As-
sociation reports 381 fijms import-
ed into that country last year com-
pared with 403 in 1950. Hollywood
sent in 244 of the features in 1951
and 271 in 1950.

Theatre attendance in the Neth-
erlands last year ,is estimated at
about the same as in 1950. How-
ever, the take was 5% to* 6%
higher because of a slight increase
in admissions prices.

Paces Madrid Biz
Madrid, April 15.

Hollywood films will fare well at
Madrid cinemas during Easter
week, like other places, the best
one of the spring. The Palacio Mu-
sica has “Payment On Demand”
(RKO), -while the Callao gets “All
About Eve” (20th). Both are Bette
T^HviC

RKO is also distributing “Mira-
cle in Milan” in Spain. It is now
at the Capitol. The Rex has “The
Dolly Sisters” (20th), while the
Palacio de la Prensa is

'
playing

“Rommel, Desert Fox.”
The Colisseum has “Solomon’s

Mines” (M-G), now past its fourth
week while the Pompeya is playing
“Pejppino and Violetta,”- now in its

third. All these cinemas are lo-

cated in the Gran Via, being 1,000-
seat or 1,500-seat houses with $1
top.

Soviet Efficiency Bogs

Down on Two. DEFA Fix;

Scrap First Try on One
Berlin, April 8.

*

The latest DEFA pic (DEFA is

the Communist-ruled film company
in East Germany), “Anna Susan-
na,” brought about a scandal which
finds no comparison in Germany’s
film production history. After a

six-week shooting period, it became
evident that the entire cast of the

pic was either unfit or unable to

master its roles.

Shooting came to a standstill

because the entire film must be
reshot with a completely new cast

.after new preparation time. Be-

cause of this, a loss of thousands

of dollars was sustained. DEFA
studio workers -are upset about

this and openly tab it disability of

the responsible persons. They
strongly criticized the waste of

properties, time and money. The
open discontent of the studio work-

ers could not be kept as a secret.

Even Commie papers had to

carry stories on what’s going on

in
* the DEFA studios, admitting

that the inability of non-experts is

jloihg much damage, to .the DEFA
state monopoly. ,

Also at Babelsberg,
.

' another

DEFA studio" ‘a similar ’develop :

ment is being watched. The. budg-

et of the political -Him, “Women’s.

Fa'td,” * directed b'j£ Slatan* DudoW;
already is reported190% over psti-

jf

*

f *<•!.*** && s<

Despite Spotty General

Trade, Aussie Film Biz

Has Big 1st Quarter
Sydney, April 8. .

Showmanship and strong prod-
uct from the U. S. dnd Great Brit-

ain ape credited with the healthy
’film biz in Aussie for the first three
months this year. Boxoffice biz

Continues at a fast pace despite a
slip in commercial trading, import
cuts covering- both sterling and
dollar zones, a few industrial up-
sets and resultant slowing down of
the employment rate. Film in-

siders aver, that this proves the old
adage that good product will al-

ways pull in patrons.
The two Aussie major film

chains, Hoyts’ and Greater Union
Theatres, operating over 300
houses, are maintaining smash
campaigns to keep the public in-

terested in pix, backing up the
campaigns with the strongest prod-

uct available from their respective
distributors.

British pix. are finding fine pa-

tronage via specialized campaigns.
“Trio” (BEF) ran for four months
in Melbourne;' “Cyrano” (UA) hit

a high here; “Where No Vultures
Fly” (BEF) is socko in Melbourne;
“Tales of Hoffmann” (London 1

clicked in 'Sydney, and “Lavender
Hill Mob” (U) set new records in

Hobart.
Hollywood product, the mainstay

of the Aussie film biz from the ma-
jors to the minors, has been strong

all year. The Lenten span is tipped

to be a topper here despite those

commercial biz setbacks. Metro’s

“American in Paris” should hit a

solid pace if advance seat sales

are any indication.

The U. S, lineup includes “Blue

Veil” (RKO), “Ma & Pa Kettle at

Fair” (U), “Rhubarb” (Par),

“Only the Valiant” (WB), “Flame

of Araby” (U), “Flying Leather-

necks” (RKO), “Decision Before

Dawn” (20th), “Tea for Two”
(WB), “On Riviera” (20th) and
“Too Young to Kiss” (M-G).

Palladium Toppers Set

. For BBC Broadcasts
London, April 15.

For the first time since the war,

name affections from the Palla-

dium are on the air. A deal

has been concluded between Val

Parnell *nri-®»$ ;British Broadcast-

ing Corp., starting with Sophie

Tucker’s appearance on April 29.

For this initial Palladium relay,

it is intended to have half-hour

broadcasts of the. second perform-

ance on the Saturday night follow-

ing the' Opening of each new bill.

H
i.U. .. Other. Foreign New*

On Page 15
• * » t *
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Trip to U.S. Looms For

Full ABP London Staff

London, April 8.

If the turnover in business of
Associated Brltish-Pathe shows an
upbeat of at least 9% in the fiscal

year from April 1 last to March 31,
1953, the entire feature sales force
of 45 will qualify for a free trip,

to America. The junket is being
arranged jointly-by AB-Pathe and
Monogram, and the cost of about
$35,000 is being shared by the two
organizations.
Present plans are for^the sales

force to plane from London on
the -first Friday in May next year.
After a weekend in New Yprk, the
staff would ffy to Miami to attend’
the Monogram convention. The
AB-P men would return to New
York before returning to London.

• 4 •

Shape as Hits

London, April 15,

Two revues opened Saturday
(12) to warm receptions. Both
shows shape up as surefire entries.

“Paris to Piccadilly,” an exotic and
speedy Folies Bergere spectacle,
preemed at the Prince of Wales
Theatre. Comedian Norman Wis-
dom-scored heavily as did singer
Mini. Gerrard, Patterson A Jack-
son, Baby Scruggs, Medlock Mar-
low and the Three Barbours.

“London ^Laughs,” bowed at the
Adelphi Theatre the same night.
Cast is topped by radio stars Jim-
my Edwards, Vera Lynn and Tony
Hancock. First-nighters rated the
show as lively entertainment. The
production, presented by Jack Hyl-
ton with George and Alfred Black,
has Erica Yorke, The Bedini
Troupe, Jane Shore, David Rosen
and John Tiller Girls in support-
ing cast. Richard Bird is director.

Revue was written by Frank Muir
ahd Denis Norden.

Tennent Productions transferred
its revival of Noel Coward’s

4/The
Vortex” from the Lyric, Hammer-
smith, to the Criterion April 19. It

is. dated, of course, hut a firstrate

cast gives life ahd realism tb the
artificial dialog and situations.

Michael Gough gives an intelli-

gent, if not wholly convincing, por-
trayal of the neurotic son, orig-
inally played by the author, with
Isabel Jeans superb as -his self-

centered amoral mother. Excellent
support comes from Adrienne Al-
len, Hubert Andrews, Sylvia Col-
eridge, Nicholas Hannen. Direc-
tor is Michael Macgowan. Warm
reception indicates show may prove
boxoffice for a limited period.

Two U.S.-Nippon Films

Being Set for Tokyo;

One Pic Rolls This Wk.
Tokyo, April 8.

, Two American picture producers
are readying plans for joint U. S.-

l Japan film prqduction ventures
' here.

Paul Sloane, Hollywood writer,

director and producer, has com-
pleted the script for “Forever My
Love” which he will co-produce
and direct for Daiei studio. Holly-

wood actor Chris Drake has ar-

rived in Tokyo to star opposite a

19-year-old screen discovery, Mit-

suko Kimura, who will make her
debut in the forthcoming pic. Daiei

announced lensing will start next
week.

Another arrival in Japan is

Siegfried F. Lindstrom, onetime oc-

cupation employee, representing
Paul Heard, who reportedly plans

a joint production with a native

studio as yet unselected. .Pic will

he a tinier titled “Sword of

Arimai,” a story of Christian

martyrdom in Japan.

1 Lindstrom immediately confer-

red with the vet Sessue Hayakawa
' who may be invited to come in

j
as co.-^roducer as well actor.

London, April 8.

The worst March blizzard to hit
London In more than 80 years
played havoc with the film box-
office during this last stanza. All
theatres were affected alike, but
an early improvement in the
weather brought a return to above-
average business* at the flrstruns.

Twentieth Century-Fox led the
field with two newcomers, both
opening in solid fashion, “Viva
Zapatal” started off with a re-
sounding $9,200 in its opening
week at the Odeon, Marble Arch,
while the James Mason starrer,
“Five Fingers ” did $7,800 in its

first four days at Leicester Square
Theatre. The new Warner film,
“Distant Drums," also 'with a solid
$8,700 in its initial frame.

Topping the holdovers, “Quo
Vadis” continues as a No. 1 draw
with a handsome $8,400 for its 10th
Carlton week, while the. British-
made “Angels One Five” had a
fine $12,900 in its second round at
the Empire. “Saturday Island”
dipped to $5,000 in its second week
at the Odeon Leicester Square.

Estimates for Last Week
* Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70~$2.15)—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (10th wk).
Handsome $9,200 this frame. Stays
on, with “Cry Beloved Country”
(Indie), skedded for April 25.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)-~
“Angels One Five” (AB-Pathe) (2d
wk). Doing above average at solid
$12,900. In for a third round with
“Singln* in Rain” ,(M-G) opening
April. 10.

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
—“Tall Headlines” (GN) artd “Chi-
cago Calling” (UA). Not attracting
so much at $3,100 foj* first 4 days.
In for usual three weeks.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$ 1.70) — “Five Fingers”
(20th). Opened fine with strong $7,-
800 on opening weekend. Con-
tinues.

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50-
$1.70) — “Sunny Side of Street”
(Col) and “Magic Face” (Col).

Steady, near $7,000. Stays on.

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70) — “Saturday Is-

land” (RKO) (3d wk). Surprising
$3,100 for third week-end after
disappointing $5,000 in second
week. “Rancho Notorious” (RKO)
and “Las Vegas Story” (RKO) open
April 10.

Odenu, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,-

200; 50-$1.70) — “Viva Zapata!”
(20th) (2d wk). Strong $5,500 in

second weekend' after above aver-
age $9,200 fpr opening week. Holds
d third.

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70) —
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep). Slightly

below average at $5,800. Stays an-
other week with “That’s My Boy”
(Par) following.

Rialto ’ (LFP) (592; 50-$1.30) —
“Rashomon” (BL) (3d wk). Still

doing outstanding biz with $5,400

this round, same as opening week.
Stays, natch!

Ritz (MG) (432; 90-$215)—“Quo-
Vadis” (M-G) (10th wk). Continues
in the money with solid $4,500.

Stays on indef.

Warher (WB) (1,735) (50-$1.70)—

“Distant Drums” (WB) (2d wk). Sur-
prise $5,800 for second weekend,
after good $8,700 opening frame.
Continues.

BRIT. EXHIBS ASKNEW

JUVES ADMISH LAW
London, April 8.

Theatre managers have asked
the Home Office to introduce legis-

lation to relieve them of the re-

sponsibility of deciding whether all

patrons attending “A” or' “X”
films, are in fact, over 16 years
of age. As the law stands at pres-

ent, ' the responsibility lies with
the manager and there have been
occasional prosecutions when chil-

dren under 16 have been admitted.
Under the censorship regula-

tions, children- under the age of 16

can be admitted to a theatre to see

.
afi “A” film if accompanied by a
parent or bona fide guardian. Fre-

quently, however, moppets ask ab-

solute strangers to escort them into

the theatre, and managers can. be
held liable for this evasion of the
regulation.
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• Buenos Aires, April 8,
-

Although Joaquin Hickard,

LaUn-AtoNj&n' representative of

the Mdtfef JMfetttre>Prpducers Assn,

of Ameriei«, lus >eel» in Buenos
Aires oVet^/week; he-has had only

one visit with film

czarHaul J&pbMb* Rickard w4s due
to liave JWiVflrst ieal ‘confab with

Apold laStMV.eek.- but the interview

waS'lnteifsi^Ced- by. a call from the

Prejsiddut>aj office] for the Press

Bureau' chhef to /run to "Govern-

ment HoifcSThis
v

ls apt to happen
onlyjtpo-^jjLuently in Argentina,

where ministers must toss

evexythihg aside at a hod from' the

chief executive Sonora Peron*.

At! any.’ rate Apold presently is

absorbed ;by; his task of propa-
gandizing ^the new Economic Plan,

designed to plug inflation* increase,

production and inculcate austerity

with the high^-spending Argentines.

•The him -confabs are therefore

deferred; for a week unless Rick-

ard has to :hop back to . Rio. .de

Janeiro, where there- are. also .big

problems pending, or to. Santiago

de Chile, where he is due. for .talks

with President. Gonzalez Videla.

Release permits from the Enter-
tainment .Board are stilf being,

issued it an exasperatlngiy slow
rate,-but distributors feel that they
cannot, really complain, because
170 Hollywood pictures have been
exhibited in Argentina since the
JohnstomCereiJo pact was put into

force • last ^jily.- . Also there is the
fact that :# resefye 6f at least an-
other M-plx already has been au-
thorized-' They are in no hurry to

rush out their product since the
country's

,
economic ' prOspeots are

too depreSfrug. to entertain expec-
tations, of .-4 yery

T

. Mberal import
policy In Argentina for the next
two or

1

thi'ee year?.,
'

The most; pressing problem the
distribs have at the moment is the
release of -their frozen coin, remit-
tance of $1,000,000 being due if

•the Johnston-Cereijo pact is to be
duly implemented. . This is not all

of the film companies' blocked
funds, with the unremitted balance
to be reinvested locally, according
to agreement. What form the in-

vestment is to take is also a matter
that will have to be decided on
this year. One suggestion had been
that the distributors should build
and operate their* own theatres.
The ban against foreign news-

reels was put into force on April 1.

This means that no newsreels may
be exhibited or imported from
countries - which ' do not distribute
Argentine news subjects. The1 ban
not only affects future newsreel
imports, but also those already
here. The result is that newsreel
theatres are in a jam because of
material. They must fall back on
shorts and documentaries. It seems
impossible to make the local pun-
dits understand -that newsreels
from Argentina, except in very
exceptional cases, have little news
value abroad. There are some who
surmise that the' real' motive be-
hind the ban is government reluc-
tance to have Argentines keep in
touch with international events or
points of view.

Libby Holman Scores

On 2d European Tour
Rome, April 8.

Libby Holman, American singer,
gave an unforgettable performance
when she sang - at Rome's Eliseo
Theatre here last week. This is the
second time she has appeared in
Rome so she is not- exactly un-
known.
Accompanied by young U. S.

Negro composer,- Gerald Cook, the
singer who stressed American folk
songs, with only one or two blues
numbers plus a group of French
songs for variation.
Holman and Cook have gone to

Paris. Afttr a quick trip to N. Y.,
will do concerts in Switzerland and
Istanbul. They have already ful-
filled engagements in Turin, Flor-
ence and Milan.

Sablon’s Mex 3-Weeker
Jean Sablon is scheduled to

open April 17 for three weeks at
the new nitery, the Rumba Casino,
which Josephine' Baker sensa-
tionally inaugurated on March 17.
She plays through to April 16 with
capacity trade continuing.
Miss Baker introduced the inti-

mate Paris-style nitery in Mexico-.
Her appearance is the best nitery
run here in years.

v

0

Soviets Disclaim Bias

[ In ‘Harlem, UAA.’ film
London, April 8. -

The Soviet embassy in London
has denied that the film “Harlem,
U. S: A.," represents a Kremlin
-point of view of hpw New York
handles its Negro population.

- The film, it claims, did not origi-

nate in the Soviet Union but was,-
In fact, lensed in America, It- was
made in 1949, they say, and* was
issued as *a part of an election
campaign on behalf of a Negro
candidate.

Added NFFC Coin

London, April 15. .

Having been given its third read-
ing in the House of Lords, the.

bill to provide an additional $5/.
600,000 for the National Film Fi-

nance Corp. has passed through :

all its Parliamentary stage's, ‘It

requires formal Royal assent be-
fore becoming law. .. ;

.

' ,

The bill gives the NFFC author-
ity to borrow this extra coin from
private sources, and will not be
forthcoming from the treasury, as
in the case of earlier grants.

One of the main purposes for
this new policy is an attempt to

provide confidence 1 by the City
(financial district here) in film

production as an investment. Since
the end of the lush postwar pe-

riod, banks and w insurance com-
panies -have been* fighting shy of

production loans and the NFFC
was introduced in 1949 to aid Brit-

ish stujdios.

Since its- inception, most British -

production has had some help from
the film bank, although in the last

12 months its activities have been
'restricted because of the limited
capital, and have been concentrat-

ed on the development of the
Three Group schemes. One is run
in association with the Rank Or-

ganization, the second with the

ABPC, and the third, under the

leadership of John Grierson, is

aimed at encouraging new talent,

U Doing Location Work

On ‘Front' Pic iir Japan
Tokyo, April 15,

First members of a 20-man pro-

duction unit from Universal-Inter-
national, including director George

.

Sherman, have arrived Here to be-
gin location work on a new fea-

ture film, “Willie and Joe Back
Up Front," a comedy sequel to

Bill Mauldin’s World War II car-

toon story used in “Up Front."

Willie and Joe roles will be played
bv U feature players Harvey Lem-
beck and Tom Ewell, who are

skedded to arrive in Nippon later

this month.

Location shots will be lensed in

the dock area of Yokohama, also

-in city and in the U. S. Army
maneuver area at the foot of

Japan's Mt. Fuji. Also slated to

appear is the Universal player
Richard Long, now an Army cor-

poral stationed in Japan.
Understood that U will finance

the unit’s two month Stint here
with frozen coin piled up in Nip-
pon during the 5Vz years that the

company’s pix were distributed

here by Motion -Picture Export
Assn. Pic will require about eight-

weeks of shooting here.

Ace Mex City Nitery

Seeks Top U. S, Names
Mexico City, April 15.

El Patio, Mexico’s, swank nitery,

which recently rounded out 13

years, is in the market for top

U. S. talent. Proprietress Con-
cepcion Velez de Miranda has gone
shopping north of the border, seek-

ing individuals and acts which can
attract real patronage. Typical

booking sought is Imperio Argen-
tina, Spanish singer-dancer, now
there and doing landoffice biz

after three solid weeks.
She is the widow of Vincente Mi-

randa, founder and long operator
of El Patio, who learned modem
nitery biz as a' waiter in top N. Y.

spots.

LondouLegit Bits
London, April 8.

Val Parnell' and Lew Grade go
to Paris April 15 for the opening
of the Empire show April 16. Show
stars Maurice Chevalier, and

.
if

Parnell likes it, he Will book the

entire show after it closes in Paris
for ope of his' West End theatres.
. . . After over two years, Jack,
Hylton's “Crazy Gang" closes at
the Victoria Palace early May.
“Gang,” which* comprises . Bud
Flanagan, Nervo Knox and
Naughton Sc Gold, will rest for
three months, returning to the Vic-
toria Palace early September. In
the interim, Hylton, who has the
theatre under longvJease from Moss
Empires, will either stage there-
short vaudeville seaspn or a .mu-
sical.

Tom Arnold's “Gay’s, the Word”
folds at the Saville Theatre end
of April, with Bernard Delfont,
lessee of the theatre opening ne-
gotiations with Gino Arbib to bring
over Manhattan Paul's “Harlem
Blackbirds"., revue, which stars
Paul and Marie Bryant for short
season. Troupe has just finished
a six-wdek season at Ceylon, and
is on the way to America via Lon-
don , . . Edward Hryhurst's “The
Moonraker," which is touring the
provinces, is likely to come to the
Princes Theatre end of April.

Shows Abroad

L0ITDQN
(Week ending April 19)

(Figures indicate -vyaelts of run)
"And So t.o Bod," Strand <m
"Bof Yovr LIf«," Hippodrome <8).

"Bloo for Boy," Her Majesty’s (72>.
"Coll Me Madame," Colisseum (5).

"Doom Blue Sea," Duchess (6).

"Bxcltoment," Casino (0).

"Oay'i tho Word," Saville (61).
"Hollow," Ambassadors (48).
"Knights of Madnost," Vic Palace (109).
"Llttlo Hut," Lyric (80).
"London Laughs," Adclphl (1). ->

"Love of A Colonels," Windham (48).
"Lyric Revue," Globe (29).
('Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix (14).
"Navy at Sea/' Comedy (7).

*

"Hlghtmaro Abbey," Westminster (7).

"Peris to Piccadilly," Prince Wales (1).

"Penny Plain," St. Martin (42).
"Red Letter Day," Garrick (8).

"Relative Values/' Savoy (19).
"Reluctent Heroei," Whitehall (93).
"Seme Sky," Duke of York (4).

"Seegulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (90).

"South Pacific," Drury Lane (24),
"Vortex, Criterion (1).

"Waters' ef Moon," Haymarket (63).
"White Sheep Family," Piccadilly (27).

"Winter Journey," St. James’s (3).

'lYoung Elizabeth," NtW (3):

"2lp Goes a Million/ 1 Palace (26).

(CLOSED LAST WEEK)
"Figure of Fun," Aldwych (26).

"Women of Twilight," Vaudeville (26).

(OPENING THIS WEEK)
(Figures denote preem dates)

"Other Heart," Old Vic (15).

"M*rry Widow," Stoll (14).

"Glass Roof," New Lindsay (16).

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending April 4)

"Brlgadoon," Royal, Sydney,
"Poop Show," Tivoli, Sydney.
"Kiss Mo, Kate," Majesty's, Melbourne.
"King Leer," Comedy, Melbourne.

-

"Te Derethy, a’ Jon," Tivoli, Melbourne.
"Merchant of Vonlce," Royal, Adelaide.
"Neughticel Nudes," Royal: Brisbane.

PARIS
( Week ending March 29)

"Afger," Moonceau.
"Bello Rombl«re"-"Debarras," Oeuvre.
"Caprices de VIchnoo," Etolle.
"Ce Solr a Samarkand," Renaissance.
"Chanteur de Mexico," Chatelet.
"Congres de Clermont," Pbtiniere.
"Cuisine de* Anges," Ambassadeurs.
"Dert d'Adele/' Wagram.
"Double Blanc," Bouffes.
"Nerltlere," Mathurins.
"Je I'AlmaU Trop," St. Georges./
"Jesiis la Gallic," Gramont.
"J'y 5ufs |'y Reste," Gymnase.
"La Feulll# de- Vlgne," Madeleine.
"La Libertc Dimanche," Hebcrtot.
"Liaisons Dangerevsts," Gaston Baty.
"Lorsgue I'Enfant Parilt," Nouveautos.
"Main de Cesar," Theatre de Paris.
"Mangerant-lls?" Gaite Montparnasse.
"Mare aux Canards," Varictes.
"Mon Marl et Tol/' Capucines,
"Moulin de la Galette," Mlchodicre.
"Notre Dame Haut," Vleux Colombier.
"Oceupe Minimum," Palais Royal.
"Ombre Chert," Edouard VII.
"Pauvre Monsieur Dupont," Ambigu.
"Pays du Sourlrle," Gaite Lyrique.
"Prefers," Rochefort.
"Profanateur," Antoine.
"Quarante et Quatre," Michel.
"Revue Libertine," Casino de Paris.
"Sur Terre Comme Clel," Athenee.
"Tartemplon," Fontaine.
"Tete das Autres," Atelier.
"Trols Mousquetalres," Porte St. Mart.
"Valse Toreadors," Comcdie C-E.
"Veuve Joyeuse," Mogador.
"Un Vrale Folia," Folles Bergere.

STOCKHOLM
(Week ending March 22)

"Antony and Cleopatra," Royal.
"Cafe Lunch rasten," Intimate.
"Kiss Me, Kate," Oscar's.
"Love of Four ’Colonels," New.
"Patty," ("Moon Is Blue"), Alle.
"Relgerf," Boulevard.
"Fourpester," Royal (small stage).
"Who Is |ylvla7" Vasa.

. ,
"%

• GLASGOW
(Week eliding April 12)

"Cupid and Psyche," King's, Glasgow.
"Flowers o' Edinburgh," Citizens, Gias.
"Importance Earnest," Alhambra. Glas.

BUENOS AIRES
(Week ending March 22)

"Darling Burglar," Grand Splendid.
"Don Guzman the Good," Lieeo.
"Eyes Full of Love," Versailles.
"Lost Face," Buenos Aires.
"Men In My Life," Smart.
"Tears Also Dry," Ateneo.
"3 Cries Over Sea," Politcama.

M

—

Loewenthal Giving Up

Productions Mexico
Mexico City, April 15.

After seven years producing
films in Mexico, Rudolph Loewen-
thal has decided to return to his

native Germany: and resume the
filming-work which he started with
UFA. He will be associated with
Berlinerono. He i$ scheduled to

leave here April 24, spend a week
in Hollywood and another one
in N. Y.'

Loewenthal’s latest pic here was
“Girls in Uniform,” in Spanish,
starring Irema Dlllign, Polish ac-

tress, now a name in Mexican pic-

tures.
o . . . — . .

Brit. Prods. Face

London, April 8.

With one hand they giveth, and
with the "other theytaketh away.

. This is, the Gilbertian, situation-

which British producer? fear may
develop.- as a .result of the budget
decision to impose an Excess Prof-
its levy of 30%, with the earnings
of producers for ' the three-years
(1947-49) as a quotient.

In these three years, most Brit-

ish producers were operating in the
red. So much so that the govern-
ment . came to their rescue with
the introduction of the first Eady
scheme, ..going into ^operation in

September, 1950, A year later the
levy was. increased, vand * now for

the first time in several years, Brit-

ish film production has' every pos-

sibility of operating profitably.

Unless some special concession
can. be obtained, therefore, profits

now accruing to British production,
as a result of the Eady subsidy,

will -jnow. have fo pay a 30% net
fax, which will probably wipe out
completely * all benefits derived
from the Eady Plan,

. Britisjh producers, who are dis-

turbed at the eventuality, have al-

ready made formal representations
to the treasury, but have been told

by departmental officials that they
cannot anticipate the legislation

which will be introduced. Film
makers recognize that if an excep-
tion is made in their case, the gov-
ernment will be faced with repre-
sentations from other industries.

They are endeavoring, therefore,

to establish a formula which will

permit the additional Eady revenue
to be excluded from calculations on
which the excess duty will be
levied. At a later date a deputation
of producers may discuss their pro-
posals with top-ranking treasury
officials.

*

S. American Dance Group

Scoring Big in Portugal
Lisbon, April 8.

Danzas e”Cantares de America
Hispanica, troupe formed by Ar-
gentine dancer Joaquim Perez
Fernandes, which has been touring
Europe for the last year, finished

a month’s SRO biz, first at the

Monumental Theatre here, then at

the Avenida Theatre, and is now
touring the province prior to its

.return to Paris.

Company of 20 includes Spanish
singer Maria Candelaria; Uruguay-
an dancer Ricardo Sole; Trovadores
Guarani (4), singers and guitar

players from Paraguay; and danc-
ers and singers Carmen Perez Fer-
nandez, Nestor Perez Fernandez
and Paco Sanchez. Show is being
prepped for a three-month appear-
ance in the States next fall.

London, April 15.

A Mexican film, “The Devil is a

Woman," for which a sub-titled

version was given an X certificate

(which bars under 16s), has been
banned by the censor in dubbed
form.
The censor reachd this decision

nn the grounds that sub-titled

edition would play a limited art

circuit, appealing mainly to so-

phisticated audiences. A dubbed
version would probably have far

wider distribution and the subject
is regarded as unsuitable for big

scale consumption.

London, April 13
Hopes that a drastic revision of

the Anglo-American monetary pact
would not be necessary in view
of the improved British, gold and
dollar reserve position were cur-
rent in political circles here last
week. . The March figures given in
the House of Commons last week
by the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, R. A. Butler/ have led to
this hew optimism. -

Results for the first quarter show
a gold and dollar deficit of $636,-
000,000 compared with $940,000,000
in the last quarter of 1951. lold
and dollar reserves -at the end of
last month stood at $1,700,000,000.

Since the first warning made by
Butler earlier in the year, that fie

would seek a revision of the agree-
ment, there has been some con-
cern in British film circles^at a
possible threat to Hollywood im-
portations, Exhibs, particularly,
were worried at the possibility of a
shrinking product supply. ^
Although from the outset there

was little justification for^this fear
of many pact changes, there was
genuine concern over the possi-
bility that the government would
try to axe some of the bonus con-
cessions offered to Hollywood
majors under the last pact, which
•virtually gave complete convert-
ibility for all U. S. earnings, The
Chancellor’s figure of $25,000,000
a year as the cost of Hollywood
importations supported the theory
that the 1951 pact left only a min-
ute margin of iced earnings.

If the dollar situation continues
to improve, and if the pound sterl-
ing can maintain its current
strong 'position on the exchange
markets, particularly in N, Y., there
is every reason to hope that the
British negotiators *Wiu take a
lenient line with their opposite
•numbers from America* The.cur-
rent feeling in political circles is

that the British government will
continue to urge some minor con-
cessions, but will not strive ‘for a
major revision of the.pgct
Date for the renewal of the talks

is still open, but the Board of
Trade hopes they may *be under
way by mid-summer. They must
be concluded before Sept. 30, which
marks the end of the first year of
the current agreement.

Buenos Aires’ Cinema

Biz Spotty, Late Fall

.

Keeping Patrons Away
Buenos Aires, April 8.

Film biz continues spotty here
mainly because -the bright summer
weather continues despite the fact
that fall temperatures are sup-
posed to show up here about this
time. However, the prolonged,
rains hint that the start of much
colder weather is not far away,
and hence, exhibitors believe the
boxoffice will spurt in the next
few weeks. In’ the meantime, dis-

tributors are holding back the re-
lease of new product.

Because of this policy, RKO has
postponed the release of “Cinder-
ella" and “My Foolish Heart" un-
til later. The company’s “The Win-
dow" has gone into its third month
at the Radar Theatre in addition
to the five weeks it ran day-date
at the Capitol and Palaclo del Cine.
“Monsieur Verdoux" (UA), day-

dating at the Libertador and Tro-
cadero (released after a long ban
by the Entertainment Board) was
extended for a fourth week, hav-
ing grossed a slow $20,135 in the
first three weeks.
Wicket reaction to “Woman in

Hiding” (U) at the Metropolitan
was a real surprise, doing $8,740
in the first week. On the other
hand, “Come to Stable" (20th) at

the Broadway and Luxor, day-date
held only two weeks with a gross

Business also has been
the “White Tower"

(RKO) at the Los Angeles, Capitol
and Palacio del Cine, which
grossed only $5,290 in the first

week.
- “Under Capricorn" (WB) held
for three weeks at the Opera. Next
week this picture will be replaced
by “Teresa," (M-G). “October Af-
fair" (Par) is also due to preem
soon at the Gran Rex after about
six postponements. “Paleface, ’’ an-
other Paramount pic subjected to

repeated postponements, will have
to wait on its scheduled preem at

the Ambassador until after Sono-
Film’g release of “El Tunel ”

_ . _ _ _ , _ _ —
j

ol' $8,050.

Brit. Ban Dubbed Mex r ic
;
slack for
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Metro will continue with its public relations campaign directed

toward newspaper officials via a second page insertion in Editor &
Publisher* trade mag for the newspaper industry”. Copy for the up-

coming ad is headlined “No Commercials/* thus getting across the

.message that pix are not vying with the press for the advertiser’s dollar.

Council of Motion Picture Organizations originally had plans. for a

series of ads with the aim of pointing up the close alliance between the

press and pix ’and, overall* as a means of building better press relations.

When COMPO was forced to abandon the plan because of lack of funds,

M-G stepped in with its own campaign.

Film industry is receiving an unusual plug as a result of a giant

colorama display erected by Eastman Kodak in Grand Central Terminal,

N.Y. Display, covering a full 18*60 feet, will be on view through April

28, Display is diviaed into three panels, showing a film crew at work
on a giant sound stage, 'film editors* cutting the finished film into a
picture, and a crowd of people buying tickets at a typical film theatre

boxoffice. Photographs are direct Enlargements from portions of 8x10-
inch color negatives. Shot on Kodak Ektacolor film and printed on the

company's Ektacolor print film, the giant color transparency was pro-
duced in the Eastman laboratories in Rochester, N. Y.

Metro’s ad-pub department, both at the studio and homeoffice, is

taking bows for a trio of current national magazine breaks. Life has
three pages in color on M-G’s big musicals, Look in carrying six pages
in black-&-white depicting Adrian’s costumes for “Lovely to Look At,”
and Collier’s has a long feature on Pier Aiigeli plus the young new
M-G star on the cover. Same mag also has a piece under Donald
O’Connor’s byline containing some M-G plugs.

Film making is a steady job on the. Universal-International lot. That
studio has 115 employees who have worked there for more than 25
years, 69 with records of more than 20 years, and 371 who have been
there more than 10 years. Among the executives, the oldest in point
of service is Morris Weiner, studio manager, who has been on the ]&h
since May 1, % 1924.

‘

After years of delay, Cagney Productions’ ‘‘A Lion Is In the Streets”
is going into production next month with James Cagney playing the
Huey Long role.. Starting data depends

.
on the star's return from his

Massachusetts home. Signed for the femme lead is Priscilla Gillette,
of th$«Btfoadway stage, .Picture will be made at Warners, for release
by that company. I

Within six months of its release, Wald-Krasna’s “The Blue Veil” has
grossed more than enough to pay the picture’s overall cost, $980,000,
in Europe alone. In addition, the film has yet to be shown in Germany,
the second largest foreign market for Hollywood product.

Johnston on Theatre TV
Continued from pag« 3

i

can place a strong case hefore the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion when hearings .resume in the
fall, Johnston outlined the type of
large-screen fare that Hollywood
was prepared to*pr§sent. “We could
treat the theatre-going public to
programs of so varied a nature that
every possible taste would be more
than satisfied,” he said.

Theatre TV
He said that theatre television

lent itself to production right from
the Hollywood studios of thousands
of shorter plays, musical inter-
ludes, variety and vaudeville
sketches, portions of operas, seri-
alized dramatizations ofethe Bible
and of great literary works. These,
he said, would be both live and on
film. Theatre television, Johnston
continued, is not limited alone to
what Hollywood can produce. Spe-
cial events and spot news would
also play a great part, he said. .

.

what about the Metropolitan
Opera,” he declared, “or the Phila-
delphia Symphony, or a tour of the
Metropolitan Museum, or the
Smithsonian Institute, or the
United States Capitol, or the White
House; - what about bringing the
cherry blossom festival in Wash-
ington in all its natural color and
beauty to every town in America?
Only a relatively few out of 155,-
000,000 people can take in a New
York stage show or opera, or visit
faraway places. Theatre television
will bring the world to them.”

v
Johnston said that home televi-

sion and films were not destructive-
ly competitive. There is plenty of
room for video, he said, “but it is
not going to flourish on the ashes
of the motion picture industry. The
fact is, home television is increas-
ingly dependent upon film for its
operation.” Tele, including home,
subscription and large-audience,
Johnston said, “opens a broad new
avenue of opportunity for the mo-
tion picture industry.”

Refutes 'Pix on Last Legs’
Declaring that he did not go’

into the film industry in 1945
“with any thought of bearing wit-
ness to its last will and testament,”
Johnston strongly refuted the re-
ports that the industry is on its
last legs. On the subject of thea-
tre closings, Johnston pointed out
that some houses had closed down
because of the shift of population
to suburban areas. He noted that
many department and other stores
have aiSo moved but of the center

^ty because of population
shuts. A notable case of business
following the crowd, Johnston said,
was the four-fold increase in drive-
in theatres. “These theatres are
helping to create new and substan-

tial
1

audiences for motion pictures,”
he said.

The fact that the b.o. had de-
clined in the postwar years is no
sign of collapse, Johnston empha-
sized. Last year, he said, the box-
office leveled off and began to
edge ahead.
The MPAA chief also stressed

the fact th^t there are great shifts

,

|

developing in the foreign market.-
He said that there were vast po-
tential markets opening up, espe-
cially in the Near, Middle and Far
East. Hundreds of millions of peo-
ples in these areas, her pointed out,
are determined on economic ad-
vancement, which means “that the
foreign market for the American
motion picture has hardly been
tapped.”

“Those who are betting against
the motion picture industry arc
betting against the American econ-
omy itself,” Johnston added.

Film Reviews
fl -^Tg Continued from page ®

Loyolw^>
The Soldier Salat

Trop, producer-director of the

American version, he edited Eng-
lish lines suited to the original-

spoken Spanish. Michael Hoffman
did the actual sync job with Bar-
rett. Latter also provided the ex-

cellent narration as well as the

commentary for the prolog and
epilog. It is a trim dubbing 'job.

The early career of Inigo de
Loyola is briefly sketched, with
the real story developing when, he,

as guard of the Spanish court, res?

cues an unknown maiden from at-

tack by highwaymen. He falls in

love but soon learns his quest for
.her hand is in vain because' she Is

the princess and Is kept locked up
by the mad Queen.

Plot then relates his career as

a captain with Spain’s forces, tak-

ing in the battle of Pomplona,
where he is wounded fighting the
French. His convalescence, how-
ever, is. the turning point in his

life because he becomes engrossed
in the life of Christ and the Jives

of the saints. On his recovery,
Loyola decides to dedicate his life

to God, going to Montserrat on a
mission of peace and prayer,’ There,
living, as a beggar, he writes his
fartious Spiritual Exercises. Story
traces his visit to the .Holy Land
and hfs decision to study for the
priesthood.

While studying at the College of
Sante“ Barbe at the University of

Paris, he is ordered scourged with
a thorn whip for Supposedly mis-
leading students with his Spiritual
Exercises. ’ This scene is.

. a dra-
matic highlight because Loyola is

saved at the last moment by the
rector, who finds his book will do
much for the world.

Rafael Duran, veteran Spanish
actor, contributes a' memorable
performance as Loyola. .

Maria
Rose Jiminez is the princess and
effectively contributes the slight

romance. Manuel Linar and Ricardo
Acero have top supporting rples.

Direction of Jose Diaz Morales
s topflight, making the most of
jhe actionful scenes without losing
the main thread of the plot. Ted
Pahle’s camera work is outstand-
ing. Jose Maria Peman and Fran-
cisco. Bonmati de Codecido de-
serve credit for a vivid adaptation.
Woodstock College Choir’s singing
provided some* superb background-
ing. . Wear.

Sky High
T

Weak comedy entry for pro-
gram market.

(For the Week Ending Tuesday (15)
*

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tnes.
Vol, lu High Uow
100s

79
78

N. Y. Stock Exchange
ABC
CBS, “A”
CBS, “B” 52
Col. Pic 23
Decca 17
Eastman Kodak 124
Loew’s _121
Paramount., 77
Philco 173
RCA 1150
RKO Pictures 117
RKO Theatres 79
Republic..’ . 36
Rep., pfd 10
20th-J&x. 91
Un. Par. Th 74
Univ ;.... 15
Univ. pfd 2
Warner Bros 133
Zenith 129

N. Y. Curb Exchange
Du Mont 241
Monogram - 51
Technicolor 37

.

n%-
39
38%
13

x

m
44%
16%
29

*

33%
28%
3%
3%
4%
10%
17%
18%
12%
60
14%
83%

19%
3%

22%

10
36%
36%
12%
- 8%
43%
15%

Close

10%
36%
86%
1294
8%
43%
16

Over-the-Counter Securities
Cinecolor ' 1%
Pathe
U. A. Theatres ..I 5
Walt Disney 7%

( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

26% ~
27

29% 31
26% 27%
3% 3%
3% 3%
4% 4%
10% 10%
17% 17%
.^8% 18
11% 11%
59% 59%
14 14
76 77%

17 >18%
2% 3

2.1% 22

B!d Ask
1% 2%
4% 4%
5 6
7% - 8%

Net.

Change
for week

+ %— %

+ %— %— %— %— %
+ 1

+ Vs

— Vs

+ %— %
•— %— %—

1

— %
+ 1

+ 1%

+ 1%

— %

Trans-Lux Battle
Continued from page 7

Elson, former T-L veepee-director
who now heads Guild Enterprises,
a four-theatre loop in N. Y,; Cal
vert CraiV, N. Y. broker; Theodore
Fleischer, prez Interstate Theatre
Corp., a New . England circuit;
William L. Hallahan, N. Y. broker;
John R: Muma, an “investor.

Also George Peabody, public
relations exec; Jerome B. .Ross,
retired accountaht and onetime
T-L director; Walter Siemers, for-
mer T-L director who’s in the real
estate-insurance biz; Robert E.
Simon, Jr., prez of Carnegie Hall,
Inc.; Roderick Stephens, prez of

a,public relations firm bearing his
name, and Mason.

Believed to be the largest indi
vidual T-L shareholder in the
dissident group is Mason, who
holds 44,000 shares. Elson and Ross
are credited with 1,100 apiece
while Muma has 125. Fleischer,
Siemers and Simon each holds lOOi
Others hold lesser amounts or none
at all.

In summing up conditions it

protests, the stockholders’ commit-
teen notes that “there was an
overall net loss for 1951 even
before taxes and even though net
income from the Ticker and News-
Sign division was higher than in
1950.” Among other salient points
is an allegation of nepotism in that
the sons of Harry Brandt and
Percy N, Furber (honorary T-L
board chairman) and the son-in-
law of Milton Weisman are said to
have received substantial salaries
from the company.

Hollywood, April 12.

Llppert release of, Sigmund Neufeld
(Spartan) production. Stars Sid Melton,
Mara Lynn. * Directed by Sqmuel ' New-
Held.

.
Original screenplay, Orville Hamp-

ton; camera. Jack Greenhalfeh; editor.
Ca?I Piorson. ' Reviewed April 12, '52.

Running time, 40 MINS.
Herbert Sid .Melton
Sally ; Mara Lynn
Colonel Raker ...... San) Flint
Major Talbot Doug Evans
Doctor Kapok I Fritz Feld
The Boss Mark Krah
Lily Gaylord M&rgla Dean
Kurt Petrov Paul Bryar
Major Catastrophe Thayer Roberta
Col. Baker's Clerk Don Frost
George Grady John Peletti
Joe Bush Ernie Veneri
LtiCol. Turbojet John Phillips
Examination Room Clerk \ . . Will Orleans
Radio Operator Peter Damon

Italian Pix
Continued from page 5

pictures when released in. the U: S.

Distribution deals, of course, also

enable the Yank companies to
use up some of their blocked l\re

for payment to the Italian producer.
Some of the pix have star vfeiue,

such as Vittorio Gassman, Silvana
Pampanfni, Lea Padovani, Silvana
Mangano, et al. Others have back-
ground value, novelty or dramatic
merit. But they all represent the
best of Italian product Tor the year.

In line with rising expansion,
the Italian film industry this year
is scheduling a fecord number of
high-budget pictures. Most of the
projects will be framed around
stories with universal appeal to
heighten b.o. prospects in coun-
tries other than Italy.

Since the first of the year, over
30 features have been completed
and some 18 films are now ^either

before the cameras or in the edit-
ing stages. Production upbeat
stems partially from more studio
Space available to film-makers.
War-damaged lots have been re-
paired and new studios teave been
built.

Aboaf-Belgium
^Continued from page 5

Below-average comedy, even
for a programmer, makes the pick-
ings look pretty slim for this Sid
Melton starrer.

Melton plays role of a particu-
larly dumb GI at an air force base
in this' country, who, because he
bears a striking resemblance to a
saboteur known to be angling for
secrets of a new plane, is enlisted
by an Intelligence officer to help
in gang’s trackdown. Through
sheer stupidity, he’s responsible
for 'saboteur’s roundup.
Best that can be said for Melton

is that he’s been cast in a ridicu-
lous character and just as poorty
directed by Samuel Newfiela.
Thesp *Bnacts his role entirely
without inhibitions. Mara Lynn is

his costar, as a waitress at the air
base who actually runs the joint
through her Influence with the
commanding, officer. She’s in for
one inept dancing number. Credits,
including Sigmund Neufeid’s pro-
duction duties, are all under par.

Whit.

Masquers Revel Again
Hollywood, April 15.

After a lapse of 24 years, the
Masquers Club will revive its an-
nual revel, this time for the benefit
of the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Three-hour show, with top

names, will be staged Sept. 24 at
the RKO Pantages, with Jack L
Warner as chairman. K

said, “was taking untold millions
away from the entertainment in-

dustry,” Furthermore, he said
there" Was an increasing interest in
Germao-films and that six or seven
native films could get 40% of the
playing time, with an equal per-
centage going to U. S. films, ’and
the rest to pictures from other
countries.

The situation in France, Aboaf
said, with still in a state of flux’.

He pointed out that John G. Mc-
Carthy, • Motion Picture Assn, of
American international topper,
would soon try to work out a deal
with the Frenoh. “It’s still in the
midst,” he declared, “I don’t know
what will happen.” He noted, how-
ever, that theatre receipts had in-

creased slightly in France, with
total revenue in 1952 expected to
climb to an estimated 30,000,000,000
francs as compared to the 27,000,-

000,000 the year before. Production
in France, he said, was on the up-
beat, wtih a peculiar situation
existing in that 100 different indie
producers turned out 106 pictures.

In addition, there are 50 different

distribs, with a movement afoot to

set up a single distribution outfit

“The government,” Aboa^ said,

“feels that a single distribution

unit will strengthen the industry.”
Although there was a decrease in

French film attendance last year,

receipts had Increased because of
upped admish charges, Aboaf said.

Conditions in other countries as

observed by Aboaf were as fol-

lows:
Spain: There’s no hope of get-

ting any more money out. Local
producers are lobbying to get the
government to impose a ceiling

price on U. S. films sold there.
Portugal: Conditions good. No

difficulty in obtaining remittances.
Holland: Remains a free cur-

rency territory, but there is some
difficulty regarding the paying of
local performance rights on music
to the Bduma, the Dutch equiva-
lent of ASCAP.
Denmark: American product has

a tough time getting playing time.
Danish exhibS lafe also producers
and push their. own films. Local
pictures are very successful and
obtain extremely long runs, leav-
ing little time for U. S.

1

product.
Biz in' general is good and total re-

ceipts have, gone up.
Sweden: Local production is be-

ing revived. Situation is static in
regard to the receipts.
Norway: No change. The 30%

ceiling on American product con-
tinues.

‘Red-Rap’ Pix
Continued from pace 3

Legion’s monthly magazine as be-
ing -objectionable. The exhibs also

wanted to be constantly apprised
of any other films which set off any
objections by the Legion or other
groups on subversive grounds.

Meanwhile, in other industry
quarters there has been’ further
fear that Hughes’ public statement
on Hollywood

.
Communism might

touch off another and more inten-

sified investigation by the House
Un-American Activities Commit-
tee. Industryltes in the east feel

that past probes already have un-

covered that the studios have done
a good job of house cleaning.

They’re wary of another investiga-

tion, they say, because indiscrimi-

nate name-dropping might accom-
pany it and. innocent film persons

would be linked with the Reds in

the public eye.

Hughes' press statement was
given wide circulation via Carl

Byoir & Associates, his public re-

lations agent. It was followed in

some -instances by newspaper edi-

torials demanding another Holly-

wood once-over. by the House group
or other Government reps.

Johnston Due
Continued from page 3

wi,ll turn the meeting over to a

chairman selected by the confer-

ence. Major company toppers are

also slated to attend the morning
sessions and are expected to have

lunch with the conference commit-

tees.

There has been no indication as

to how long the arbitration confab

will last. Presently being weighed
is the possibility of allowing the

trade press to sit in on the open-

ing morning session.

Johnston, who addressed the Los

Angeles Chamber of Commerce
last night (Tues.>, will meet with

studio toppers today <Wea.) to dis-

cuss the American Legion charges

that the Industry is still employing
Communists, and those affiliated

with front organizations. On Fri-

day (18) night he will attend the

15th anni dinner of the Teaching
Film Custodian, educational sub-

sidiary of the MPAA, at the Hotel

Biltihore, N. Y.
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Hard Coyer vs. Soft Cover "

Modern distribution economics
are threatening to reverse the con-
ventional arrangements with re-

gard to books, especially novels.

Whereas it has been traditional

that a novel was first published in

hard cover and then reprinted in

soft cover, it now looms as likeiy

in the next years ahead that many
a book will first appear in some
sort of soft, or laminated cover..

In that event, only books whose
popularity rate prestige reprinting

would end up in hard covers.

This is just one aspect of the

hard cover versus the soft cover.

The whole problem will be the

subject this Thursday (17) of an
Authors Guild panel discussion at

the Beekman Tower Hotel. Man-
hattan. Alan Green, of the ad-
vertising agency Green-Brodie,
will chair the meeting. Ken Mc-
Cormick of Doubleday, William C.
Lengel of Gold Medal Books and
two young authors, Eric Hatch
and Anthony West, will kick it

around.
Authors’ complaint Is that hard

cover novels are paying $500 and
less in advance royalties nowadays
whereas many soft cover publica-
tion contracts have paid $3,000
and more.'' "

Turkish Plug
Selim Sharper Bey, Turkish Am-

bassador to the United Nations,
who took part in a discussion on
Middle East problems with Sir
Gladwynn Jebb in Dallas yester-
day (15), wound with a solid plug
for Ray Brock's tome, “Blood, Oil
and Sand*’’ which was published
the same day by World.
The Ambassador told the audi-

ence, “I have summed up as much
as I can tell you but for the rest,

I advise you to read the book writ-
ten by your home town boy, Ray
Brock on Middle East; and you can
believe every word he writes in
it except What he Says about me.”

combination (not bad ,one) be-

cause it given ideas for table'deco-
rations (with illustrations) for all

kinds Of occasions, and recipes

from taffy-pulling to clambakes-,

from a sandwich to shishkabobs,

the planning of weddings, bachelor
entertainment (male and female),

loads of food
:
recipes and drink-

ing. gimmicks, how to serve strong

drinks at firsthand making them
weaker as the party 'progresses

(my last host must have read that

chapter), etc.. The book even tells

you how to take medicine (I guess
after the parties)-.

This Is really a great book for

actors and actresses ^to study in

case they may become lucky- and
get into TV or pictures/ and they

would be prepared in knowing
how to entertain their sponsors

and brass of the advertising agen-

cies. Maybe it may even help them
get sponsors. Joe Laurie, Jr.

50c Pocket-Books
Pocket Books, Inc., will issue 50c

Cardinal editions, beginning- in

September, in addition to 25c and
35c books. These will comprise
extra-length books.
'The first'SO-center will be Henry

Morton Robinson’s “The Cardinal.’’

Next, Oct. 1, will be F. Van Wytk
Mason’s “Three Harbours,”

New Newsletters
Two new newsletters made their

apppearanee this month. One is

Armour Analysis issued by the
Armour .livestock "Bureau, Chi-
cago. Other is Media, produced
by John- R. Kelly and concerning
itself wholly with magazine for-
mat. Both newsletters go free to
controlled circulation lists.

Estimates on the number of
newsletters now published in the
United States run, as regards those
which are strictly commercial,
from 200 to. 500. Newsletters have
no central catolog of their own,
the Library of Congress having
abandoned its newsletter list some
years ago.

Holt’s Princeton Gift
A candid picture of the fre-

quently hectic dealings between
19th Century literary geniuses and
their publishers is revealed in the
archives of Henry Holt & Co.,
which were formally turned over
to Princeton U. this week. Edgar
T. Rigg, prexy of Holt, gave the
university the archives, which
date back to 1866, when the com-
pany was founded. Among the
writers whose correspondence is

included are Thomas Hardy, Ivan
Turgenev, Henry Adams, A. E
Houseman, William James and Al-
bert Einstein.

Files fill about 100 boxes and
cartons and will be carefully sifted
by Princeton scholars. About 400,-
000 letters and documents are in
eluded.

from CaMwelV# publisher#, Duel!,

Sloan,* *•
- ;

.- s ;v
On previous; occasions, Caldwell

has given Dartmouth other gifte,

.Including 32 proofs, manuscripts
and typescripts; 271 books, of j

which 83 are in foreign languages;

80 anthologies of Caldwell’s - short
|

stories, and- 29 .different editions

of his “Tobacco Road:” There are

also 26 scrapbooks, - consisting

largely of - clippings relating to

Caldwell’s works.

‘Space’ Pulled Baok
House-Warven, ,L.A\ publishers,,

is withdrawing “Challenge of
Space,” by Arthur Louis Joquel 2d.
Book -was to have been released
April 1, but the firm decided that
“the contents were 'of a highly
controversial nature and We could
do nothing but ban the book from
our line.” Publisher would .not
comment on what it specifically
objected to.

The author Has taken* over the
entire stock of printed copies and
will distribute' the tome1 himself.

Arthur L. Mayer’s Book
Exiting exec sec of the Council

of Motion Picture Organizations,
Arthur L. Mayer, will wrap lip his
book on his experiences in the
motion picture industry as soon as'
he gets back from Europe. The va-
cation trip is an hiatus before the
final writing-polishing job on a
commitment he has had with Simon
& Schuster. The pub- plans rushing
the book for fall publication.
Mayer, before his all-industry

job with CDMoq, was a film ad
cxec, operated theatres (the Rialto,
N. Y., among owners), is still a dis-
tributor of foreign films (formerly
partnered with Joseph Burstyn
and latterly with Edward Kingsley),
and has wide pix biz experience.

’Successful Entertaining’
“Successful Entertaining at

Home,” by Carolyn Coggins, (Pren-
tice-Hall, $4.95) has nothing to do
with show biz except that most of
the actors today are only enter-
taining at home. And some of the
actors wives claim they aren't
even entertaining there. The only
other claim this book may have
for a review in Variety is that it
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’ to Dramatize

•art, “STT and ."How to mate•a
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R dramatic production.”
This book is a sort of Elsa Max-
£ll-Lnnly Post-George Rector

For 2052 Tickler-File
L. A. Chamber of Commerce is

putting a time-capsule in Persh-
ing Square, which has been trans-
formed Jrom a. park to a public
parking edifice.

In the time-capsule* among the
items of today which are expected
to be of interest to people a cen
tury hence, Is a*- copy of Frank
Scully’s “Blessed Mother Goose.”
Book is being reduced to micro
glm to fit the capsule. Mugg’s pub-
lishers conned tradesmen that the
book was already a classic and it

would be smart of them to buy in
now. They bought.

French Writer Jailed
Maurice Bardeche, pro-Nazi

French writer, was fined $150 and
sentenced to one year in jail in
Paris for having written a book
titled “Nuremberg, or the Prom-
ised Land.” In this book,- accord-
ing to the court, he calls the Nur-
emberg war crimes trials “a hu-
miliating nightmare and a judicial
swindle.” \ The book, according to
the court, “misrepresents the
meaning of the trials” and “ridi
cules the magistrates, insulting the
memory of the victims and the
dead.” \

‘

Suit had been brought by the
Resistance Committee and Jewish
Veterans. It had been thrown out
in a lower court, after which the
public prosecutor appealed from
the sentence, with the above re-
sult. Both organizations get one
franc damage, besides, and all cop-
ies of the book have been ordered
destroyed.

.Hungarian Pocket-Size

.

Publication of pocket-size books
iii the Hungarian language will be
started by two Clevelanders who
have formed the Rainbow Publish-
ing Co. there. Bela Nogradi, edi-
torial writer for Szabadsag, Hun-
garian-language daily, will be edi-
tor, and John E. Fisher, an adver-
tising salesman for that paper, will
be business manager.

First offering planned will be
a novel called “A Feher Legio,” or
“The White Legion,” by Guy Laka-
tos, with an initial 10,000 copies
to be printed. Principal markets
will be Cleveland and New York

Caldwell’s Dartmouth Gift
Erskine Caldwell, author . of

“Tobacco Road,” “God’s Little
Ace” and other works, has pre-
sented a collection of personal let-
ters, papers and 6ther material to
Baker Library , at- Dartmouth Col-
lege in Hanover, N. H.. The col-

lection filled 29 manila. envelopes
10 of which carry the author’s stip
ulation that they are not to be
“opened, investigated or pub
lished” until 15 years after his
death. Nineteen other envelopes
are not to be opened until lm-
mediately after his death. In-

i eluded in the collection are letters

By Frank Scully HHMIMMMH*

,Puwp Room Cookbook .

,A Pump Room cookbook may be
published this fallt if enough gour-
mets and amateur chefs evidence
interest in such a tome* Jimmy
Hart, prez of Hotels Ambassador,
Chicago, currently is form-letter-
ing-credit card holders, asking if

they’d like complete instructions oh
the preparation, of Pump Room
dishes.

’

• If the response Is favorable, it’s

planned to publish the book in
time for the Christmas gift trade,
in . a signed, numbered, deluxe
edition, at $15 per copy. Nego-
tiations on the book are being •con-
ducted in New York by Ernie By-
field, Jr,, who is with Earl Both-
well ad agency.

CHATTER
Ludwig Bemelpians back to

France via Airfrance.
Harry Zinder is press officer of

the Israeli government’s informa-
tion bureau' in N._Y.

Cameroh Shipp did a profile on
William -Holden for the April is-

sue of Redbook mag. ,

Geraldine Rhoads, editor Of
Today’s Woman since the mag’s
inception, resigning- as of May 1.

Composer Darius Milhaud’s auto-
biography, “Notes Without Music,”
to be issued by' Alfred A. Knopf
in 1953.

The Kansas magazine issuing
“The Graphic Work of Birger
Sandzen,” a definite catalog of the
artist’s work.

Peter- Martin, ABC network
script editor, will have his novel,
“The Landsman,n off Little, Brown
presses Aug. 28.

N. Y. Mirror managing editor
Hinson Stiles .back from Palm
Beach 24 pounds lighter and con-
siderably better following an ulcer
§iege.
tv Mystery -Writers of America
holds its annual dinner, at which
its Edgar Allen Poe - awards are
announced, at the Henry Hudson
Hotel, New York, Ajpril 23.
Tony Grey, editor of Actual Pub-

1

lications film books for six yejirs,
has joined Photoplay as managing
editor. Ruby Boyd, assistant editor,
remains in her same capacity.
Edward L. Bernays will" make a

report on what editors think of the
role of the newspaper in American
life at the National Newspaper
Promotion Assn, convention in
Louisville, May 13.

Goy. Thomas E. Dewey’s book,
“Journey to the Far Pacific,” which
Doubleday originally scheduled for
publication April 24/ postponed
until July 14 following its selection
by the JBpok-of-the-Month Club as
its midsummer release.

Stanley Frank’s piece on Sardi’s,
titled “N. Y.’s Glamorous Hash
House,” in current (16) Satevepost.
Excess color photos by Ivan Dmitri,
which couldn't be used in the' mag-
azine, are to be displayed in a spe
c;al light box in the N. Y. eatery’s
lounge.
Peggy and J. P. McEvoy have re-

covered their finca (Spanish for
farm), which is some seven miles
outside of Havana, and will so-
journ there while the Reader’s
Digest roving editor catches up on
some writing. The Bror Dahlbergs
had it under lease last year. _

International Exhibition of Cine
mot'ographic Art of Venice will is-
sue a commemorative book in July,
“Twenty Years of Cinema in Ven-
ice.” Tome will be in three sep-
arate editions, Italian, English and
French. Herman G. Weinberg is
writing the chapter on American
films.

Public relationist Edward L.
Bernays, who has written two
other books, in the same field,
“Crystallizing Public Opinion”
(1923), and “Propaganda” (1929),
is having a new one titled, “Pub-
lic Relations” issued by the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma Press, this
month.

Dutton due to publish two of
Maurice Druon’s French works, in
English. He was the 19,49 Gon-
court prizewinner with “Les
Grands Families” and eked
again .with "La Chute dies Corps/’
both of which Elliotb'MaCrae, E. P.
Dutton & Co. prez, picked up for
the U.S. •

Sidney Fields’ column fills the
P. 10 space temporarily on the
Tuesdays and Thursdays when
Walter Winchell is on his lighter
schedule. Recuperating columnist
is on a four-a-week sked for the
time „ being—Monday, Wednesday,
Friday and Sunday—and editor
Ja£k Lait, per usual, docs the Sat-
urday stint.

Hollywood.

If all generalizations are false (iiicluding this one) then one should
never say “never.” But I cah’t say I never thoughts would live .to see
the . day .when the daughter of * prime minister of England would; be
shilling over a TV .network from coast-to-coast for an Irish prim who
had to Ifeave the land of his birth because of British persecutionvand
had made, good (as she ha'd, too) in America. But that was what^Sarah
Churchill's performance amounted to when she handled the transitions

of “The Vision of Father Flanagan” for Hallmark over CBS. •' %

We bucked through 100 miles of bad Sunday traffic to catch this- one.

We got-home just in time to see Denny Harrison’s portrayal, is,Esther
Edward Flanagan. And a very good portrayal it was, -too. ‘

,

.

Nothing more than the beginning of Father Flanagan’s iifewdrik was
sketched on

:

Miss Churchills program, and in all fairness to .Douglas
Coulter, who directed’ William Corrigan’s production, all concei^e&flid
supremely well. It was far more accurate than the picture ^ersdons
which' paved the way for the TV show and, incidentally, payed the
Metro lot with plenty of gold* nuggets.

The original “Boys Town” script, I believe, was written by Dore
Schary. The TV version was authored by David Colson Hughes who,
if he keeps on in this way, may be the Dore Schary of TV in 10 years.

The script showed that Father Flanagan was a success at running a

hotel for battered old men. But he saw that he -was dealing .only with

end-results, and he was young enough and had sufficient vision to see

that if he could get his hands on the product before it was put on the

.conveyor belt of life, a better end-result would be coming off the as-

sembly line. „

That’s why Father Flanagan begged a judge to let him have a gang of

young hooligans paroled to him, instead of having them sent to the

clink. In Hughes’ version this contrast Is etched pretty sharply. A
moppet wanders into the flophouse and asks if he might sleep there for

the night. An old lush, who had got money and a job through Father

Flanagan and had blown both for more liquor, points out to Father

Flanagan that oldtimers like himself are too old to be changed. He
suggests that Father try his hand at more pliable clay, kids, like this

one, for instance,
;

s
’

„

This was essentially what happened, and, as Monsignor Nicholas

Wegner, 'who succeeded Father Flanagan after the founder’s death in

Germany on May 15, 1948, pointed out. Boys Town has .gradUated^OOO
young men since its beginning 35* years ago, and though ^theSefhoys
have come from broken homes, from careers in crime, murder, \eyen,

their fine records after graduating from Boys Town have been'a source

of pride to all who have ever met any of them.
It is hard for me to write about Father Flanagan under wraps; Any-

thing approaching what he was, as portrayed by any actor, even bad
onqs, reduces me practically to tears. But to me he was the 20th ; -cen-

tury saint. He was kind, fearless, generous and inspiring. Sometimes
&e amazed me by approving of actions which after I had done them
began to make me shake with doubt

A Muir’s Best Proofreader

.
He was the best proofreader this column ever had. He read every

column and sent me comments from wherever he was. He even egged
rile on (as if I heeded it) and thus sought to offset the sensible re-

straints of my shopworn bride and the axmen on the copydesk.
’ One time we were riding from downtown L.A‘. to Gilmore Stadium,
where his boys were going to play a night football game. They hadn’t
lost a game in six years, but you’d never know it from their restraint.

If modesty is a commendable cloak, they covered all Los Angeles that

night like one of its smogs. We were discussing a nationally known
priest who had criticized “Going My Way” in a derogatory way, sight

unseen, and said he wouldn’t go and didn’t intend to go to see if his

bias were justified. Father Flanagan was in the front seat and over-
heard us. He turned around and admonished, “Don’t you say anything
against him. He’s a saint.”

He certainly had a saintly indifference to what most people consider
important. He never did things as a matter of “policy.” He did them
because they were right. One time when I was in New York and some
goons in political office in California decided to slug me while. m£ hack
was turned, and in fact, hit so far below the belt that you would have
thought Hitler’s storm troopers had taken over the town, Father Flan-
agan rallied to my side.

As our kids were in California and likely to get the backwash of-this
libelous bilge, .1 wrote a long letter to the Skipper (who was eight at
the time), and then thinking it was too adult a letter for such a kid I

sent it to Father Flanagan and asked him to read it and send it on if

he thought -fit, or to destroy it if he didn’t, because he knew boys better
than I did.

How To Land a Client
He .wrote back saying he’d not only sent the letter on to Skip but had

taken the liberty to copy it for his files. Then he asked if we would
stop.over at Omaha on our way back to Hollywood.

This we did and while in his office at Boys Town he laid befofe us a
sheaf of correspondence from a dozen top name-writers, all wanting to
write his. life.

,

“I want you to write it,” he said simply.
He gave me a briefcase full of notes and told me to take up the

details with Henry Monsky, national prez of the B’nai B’rith and the
Father’s attorney. Father came out to Hollywood with Monpky’s con-
tracts and asked me to call on him at the Reverly Hills. Hotel. We
were just about ready to sign when- he said he had run into some
friends of mine at a studio and they said I was a nice fellow but too
bad my political views had ruined me. I asked him for their names.
He gave them.

“Father,” I said, “if* these are my friends, if we met we'd have to be
introduced. I know I shouldn’t let pride soil my feelings, but there
are certain people, many of them in high places in this town, that I
go out of my way not to meet socially, and these guys are among th/em.”

After that I launched into a most ill-tempered, vituperative blast
while he sat quietly with pen in hand waiting for me to come to a
period, I didn’t stop for 20 niinutes. ‘Little Alice said to herself,
“Oh, oh, goodbye, contract!” But when I finally reached the end of
the harangue, Father quietly asked, “Shall we sign now?”

Things went fine after that until we found that Metro had a seven-
year option on everything, barring possibly Father Flanagan’s Roman
collar.

It seems that after “Boys Town” was released, the Home got world-
wide notoriety and, as a consequence, fewer donations because every-
body erroneously thought the place was now in the money. Actually,
Boys Town didn’t get a dime from the first picture. So Father went
to the Metro execs and asked if they could donate at least a building.
They told him they were sorry, they weren’t in the construction busi-
ness.

When, however, they- wanted to make a sequel called “Men of Boys
Town,” Father remembered this and put a price on the material that
would go a long way toward completing a new building. M-G-M in
return got a seven-year option On any t>ossibl-e literary output ema-
nating from Boys Town.

That stymied our collaboration, but the embargo would have been up
in the fall of 1948. He died in Berlin In May of that year.

If I were made of sterner stuff I guess I could have rushed in with a
100,000-word obit for the fall publishing lists but I didn’t have the
heart to write a word and, except for this footnote, haven’t had the
heart to this day.
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NEW YORK
Edward J. Smithy formerly with

Good Housekeeping mag, joined

Movie Advertising Bureau as dis-

trict sales manager. MAB is * na-
tional ad division of the Motion
Picture Advertising Service Co.

and United Film Co.

Starting with its release of the

reissues, “Frankenstein” and
“Dracula” this week, Realart Pic-

tures and its franchise holders will

run a four-month nationwide ex-

ploitation contest for theatre man-,

agers. Cash prizes will be award-
ed in each exchange territory to

managers submitting the best cam-
paigns on these two pix.

William F. Rodgers, Metro v.p.

and chairman of the distributors'

committee on arbitration, will dis-

cuss “Arbitration in the Motion
Picture Industry” in an address to-

day (Wed.) before the N. Y. Film
Board of Trade.

• Paramount will dish out a heap-
ing helping of com, real country,

style, ih its opening campaign fori

“Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick”

at N. Y.’rf Globe Theatre. -Film
bows Friday (18). Green and yel-

low kernels will cover the mar-
quee. A' couple of cows will be
stationed in the lobby for making
contents. And the house will be
dressed with an assortment of on-,

the-farm-effects.

Joe Spray, v.p. and general man-
ager of Ace Film Laboratory, War-
ner Bros, subsidiary, is on. the
Coast for a week to study Warner
Color and cdnfer with studio execs.

Board of the Motion Picture Pi-

oneers increased initiation fee to

$25 for new members, frpm $1CT.

. »— \

MINNEAPOLIS
After only one term as North

Central Allied president, Ted Mann
says, he is through ana won’t ac-

cept reelection if it's offered him
at the organiaztion’s annual con-
vention here May 1-2.

“Lavender Hill Mob” pulling
surprisingly well in Twin Cities
neighborhood and suburban houses.
Few British pictures crash those
theatres.
Going greater than at any time

In recent memory, Universal last

week had its pictures in three of
the seven local ace loop firstrun
houses and all did bangup biz.

They were “Ma and Pa Kettle at
the Fair,” “Battle at Apache Pass”
and “Steel Town.”
Many of territory’s driveins plan-

ning April 25 season opening, but
last week's snowstorms and low
temperatures may necessitate post-
ponements. .

Susan Cabot, here for press in-
terviews plus radio and TV appear-
ances to boost “Battle at Apache
Pass” in which she plays feminine
lead.

Major distributors and United
Paramount Theatres settled out of
court the $100,000 anti-trust dam-
age suit brought by Louis Deutsch,
owner of Granada, Virginia, Minn.,
who alleged his theatre was being
deprived of firstrun “A” pictures
and bfeing discriminated against
generally in favor of the two UPT
Virginia houses. Settlement pr<H
vides that Deutsch henceforth will
receive his fair share of ail “A”
product for Granada.
With final reply briefs now filed.

It will devolve upon Federal Judge
G. H. Nordbye to weigh the testi-
mony and render the decision in
the independent neighborhood
Homewood Theatre’s $490,000 anti-
trust conspiracy suit against major
distributors and United Paramount
Theatres, unless he decides he
wishes oral arguments in addition.
The fact that “American in

Pans won the Osctfr as 1951's besb
picture is not deterring Twin
Cities nabe and suburban houses
from dualing it although they are

New York Theatres
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supposed to have a single billvol-
ley.

This is, for the most part, a sin-

gle-feature town, but that fact and
fact that “An American in Paris”
(M-G) carries the prestige of be-
ing the Oscar selection as 1950’*

best picture isn’t keeping some
local .neighborhood and subur-
ban theatres from twin billing

it on their “double feature nights,”
“Paris” is now in the 49-day slot

here, but one of the neighborhood
houses in question, the independ-
ent Alhambra, had it twin-billed
with “Pandora .and the* Flying
Dutchman” (M-G) for 25c, al-

though the local clearance setup
has called for 40c admission in the
same availability and some other
Minneapolis neighborhood and sub-
urban theatres were showing
“Paris” as a -single feature at the
higher price.

Independent neighborhood and
suburban exhibitors are planning

from 12 to 20c. Several already
havjj declared themselves as ready
to take the iead in the matter.

v
,

*

CHICAGO
Ed Borgan, former department,

store TV director and publicist, is

Ben Katz’s new assistant at Uni-
versal.
Ruth Straker, former radio script

Consultant, joined Filmack Trail-
ers as special trailer copywriter.
Southtown, Balaban & Katz

southwest flagship, 1$ cutting night
prices to 42C., plus tax.
World Theatre raised night

prices to 98c. in line with nearby
sureseater, the ZIegfeld.
The Palace, which reopened-last

week, is offering all-night parking
for 50c.

:
Mike De Luca, operator of the

Alex Theatre, taking over midwest
distribution rights for the Sarnia
Gamal picture.

HArold Loeb and W. M. Van
Dyke of 20th-Fox -sales force hos-
pitalized.

Donald Rubin added to niaha-
gerial staff -of the Palace.
Jack Shmnow named midwest

rep for Lopert Films.’
Bruce Trinz chosen chairman of

amusement section of "Chicago
Cancer Drive.
Attorneys for Paramount asked

for summary dismissal of seven
cases based on the Paramount de-
cree in Chi federal district court
on grounds that statue of limita-
tions has run out. John Sullivan,
lawyer for the seven suits, has been
given 30 days to answer.
Aaron Cushman named to han-

dle H&E Balaban circuit publicity.
Sauk Trail Drive-In, South Chi-

cago, sold by William Bails to Jack
Cooney.

LOS ANGELES
Astor . Films acquired reissue

rights to “All That Money Can
Buy, made by RKO 10 years ago,
shown most recently as “The Devil
.and Daniel Webster.”

Morey R. Goldstein, general
sales manager for Monogram, an-
nounced the company's annual
Monogram Week sales drive was
won by the Denver branch.

- RKO’s “Leopard Man” and “King
Kortg” will be reissued as a pack-
age, to follow the recent reissue of
“I Walked With a- Zombie” and
“Body Snatchers.”

t_

DALLAS
The Majestic, initial theatre of

the Interstate Circuit he£e, will
observe its 31st anni April 23 with
a special program.

C. E. King interests and a na-
tional theatre circuit are making
plans for one of the largest ozoners
in the world, to be built in. Hous-
ton.

P. C. McPherson named new
City manager of Yoakum Theatres,
at Yoakum, replaces the late Char-
lie McCarthy.

ST. LOUIS
Percy R. Hays, Barry, 111., pur-

chased the Cozy, in Nebo, 111., from
Earl Bj, Edith and Gordon Ung-
laub.

Oscar L. Turner, Jr., of Turner-
Farrar Theatres, Harrisburg, 111.,

will build a new ozoneF between
Harrisburg and Eldorado, III. Com-
pany also plans -another one near
Carmi, 111.

The Starlight ozoner, owned by
Joe Goldfarb and Harry Beck, near
Alton, 111., bought by Tom Bloom-
er, Belleville, 111.

John and Stephen Miles and
Mary and Joe Nickolick lighted
the ozoner near Mt. Vernon, Ind.,
recently acquired by purchase.

Until roads damaged by seyere
winter weather are repaired the
Central Amus. Co. ozoner near

Jacksonville, UL, will- not he

The Bijou, Abingidn^ ilK, Ifollt

50 years ago. for legit show* and'
later used for pictures, has been
razed. It was owned by Sam Pirtle

who shuttered it .when his new
Abby was erected.

PHILADELPHIA _
Jimmy Toppi, local boxing pro-

moter,’ purchased the Alhambra
(former Warner Circuit nabe) and
will make It into A skating rink.

Councilman Victor H. Blanc,
Chief Barker of the Variety Club
here, is in Jefferson Hospital for
suEgcry*
Goldman Theatre is * using

Mickey ,Shaughnessy, nitery comic
who >appears in “Marrying Kind”
to do radio and TV exploitation
work for the film which opened
April iL Shaughnessy is currently
at Sciolla’s Restaurant, North
Philly cafe. ..

Walter Potamkin, manager of
the Girard, put in- a Johnnie Ray
short for a three-day booking* and
has held it two weeks.
Joe Noyison,

.
manager of the

Erlen Theatre, adding one-act
dramas as

,
a regular Wednesday

night added attraction. Stunt was
tried out last month.
Motion Picture Associates of

Philadelphia will honor 11 local

branch managers with a dinner at
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, April 21.

PITTSBURGH
John Bracken named manager of

South Park Drive-In and Tony
Candrowski picked in same capa-
city for Blue Dell ozoner. Both are
owned hy Stern outfit.

Fayette Amus. Co. Strand in
Brownsville will not reopen after
a three-month shutdown;- being
converted into storeroom,
Bert Stearn, who heads Co-Oper-

ative Booking here, will operate
the Super 30, Drive-In near Irwin
this summer.
Harry Rachiele closed the Mary-

land at Blawnpx for, the last time.
Veteran exhib, who continues to
operate at Derry and Sharps.burg,
will remodel it int^, an apartment
house. - •

Ben Kalmenson; WB general
sales manager and a native Pitts-,

burgher, will be back in his* home
town April 24-25 to conduct an
eastern division meeting.

TOLEDO
’

Al Yahraus resumed his old jdb
as manager of the Bryan and
Temple Theatres, in Bryan, O., suc-
ceeding Don Maxwell, resigned.'
The State in Dbyton is consider-

ing a plan • to devote two nights
weekly to' the showing of art films.

TV ‘Hale Films’
Continued from page 1 •

tliring Japanese-American wrest-
lers* “Great Togo” and'“Mr. Moto,”
not be covered by TV, on the plea
that incidents have been reported
in which people have “turned
against Japanese Americans after
viewing” jsuch matches.
Group has also called on the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion and National Assn, of Radio-
TV Broadcasters to assist in its

work. In its message to the
NARTB, the Society said that it has
no desire to violate traditional
freedoms but that “we are con-
vinced that at this time of world
crisis, it is vitally important to
prevent ridicule of any race, creed
or color through communication
channels reaching thousands of
people.”
Among the old features cited as

objectionable on this scoredwere
“Let’s Get Tough,” produ :ed by
Sam Katzman; “Little Tokyo,
USA,” Universal; “Betrayal From
the East,” RKO; “Air Force,”
Warners, and “Across the Pacific,”
Warners.

Majors’ TV Balk
t.— Continued from page 3 «

the audience which might see the
Commercials, makes such time
buys too expensive.
As for the guesting of stars, the

majors think that the plygs might
build biz for their pix but that this
is almost completely negated by
the exposure of the stars to mil-
lions of TV viewer^' af one time.
Spokesman for Paramount pointed
out, for example, that Bob JEIope’s
occasional starring on NBC-TV’s
“Colgate Comedy Hour” has ac-
tually hurt the b.o, chances of
Hope’s films. He attributed this
to the fact that potential filmery
patrons, seeing Hope go through
his comedy, routines on their home
TV screens, no longer are anxious
to see him- in a feature picture.

KANSAS CITY
(Continued from pagi 150

Kong” (Par) “Silver City” (Bar),

$6,000,
* •

Tower* Uptown, Fairway, Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) <2,100;. 2,043;

700; 1,217: 50-75)—“MX And Pi
Kettle at Fair’* (U) and “Wings of
Danger” (Lip) at Tower and Gra-
nada. Fair $14,000 in 8 days. Last
week, “Battle Apache -Patfs” (U),

big $17,000.
'Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-65) ^
“Man ip White Suit” (XJ).

,
Sock

$3,500 and will hold. Last week,
“Little Ballerina” (U) and “Pool
of London” (U) split with “Titan”
(Indie), $1,300.
Warwick (Fox Midwest) (800; 50-

75)—“Navajo” (Lip). Inaugurates
art-film policy in this former sub-
sequent-run-house. -Nice $2,500,
and will hold. Last week, subse-
quent-runs.

‘Rain’ Leading L’ville,

Trim 14G, ‘Song’ $11,000
Louisville, April 15.

Current stanz& which opened
Thursday (10), brought exhibs
three slow days

,
probably due to

Holy Week. “Singin’ In Rain,” is

faring well at the State with fast
$14',000. The Rialto’s “Song in My
HSart” Idoms okay. “Jack and
Beanstalk” at Mary Anderson looks
good.

Estimates for This Week
Mary .Anderson (People’s). (l^OO:

54-75)— “Jack • and Beanstalk’’
(WB). Good $6,000. Last week,
“Big Trees” (WB) $5,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3;000;
54-75)—“Song in Heart” (20th).
Okay $11,000. Last week* “Aaron
Slick” (Par) and “Wings of Danger”
(Lip), $9,000.

'

1

,

State (Loew’s) <3,000; 45~$5>-
“Singin* 'in Rain” (M-G). Fast
$14*000, Last week, “Battle Apache
Pass” (U) and “Finder’s Keepers”
(U), $13,000.
Strand (FA) <1*,200; 54-75) —

“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue).
Fine $4,500. Last week, “Return
of Texan”. (20th) and * “Waco”
(Mono), $3*000. ~

'SONG’ SWEET $16,500,

PORI; 'QUEEN' 9}G, 2D
Portland, Ore.* April 15.

Biz continues good this week
with most first-runs showing
strong product. “Song in Heart”
should be standout in two theatres
while “Singhi' in; Rain” .is strong.
“Lavender Hill Mob” looms venr
fancy.

Estimate* for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-

90)
—“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB)

and “Strange Door” (TJ). So-so
$7,500. Last week, “Ma, Pa Kettle
At the Fair” (U) and “Treasure
Lost Canyon” (U) (9 days), $12,000.

Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)
“Lavender Hill Mob” (U). Fancy
$4,500 or near. Last week. “La
Rbnde” (Indie) (2d • wk, $2,200.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)

-—“Sailor Beware” (Par) and “Lady
Possessed” (Rep) (2d wk). Solid
$10,000, Last Week, $15,000.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)

—

“Retreat, Hell!” (WB) and “Whistle
Eaton Falls”.. (Col) (m.o.).. Excel-
lent $4,000. Last week, “Street-
car” (WB) and “Street Bandit”
(Rep) (m.o.), $4,200.,
. Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)—“Song in Heart” (20th) and
“Family Secret” (Col), day-date
wth Paramount. Socko , $6,500.
Last week, ‘‘African Queen” (UA)
and “Cloudburst” (UA), $5,000.

‘ Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-
90)—“African Queen” (UA) and
“Cloudburst”. (UA) (2d wk). Big
$9,500, Last Week* $12,500.
Paramount (Evergreen)-. (3,400;

65-90)—“Song in Heart” (20th)
and “Family^ Secret”' (CQl), .;also

Oriental. Big $lQ,O00. -Last. 'Week,
“Retreat,’ HeU!” (WB) and uWhistle
Eaton Falls”'. (Col),. ..$7,000, „

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-
90 )
— “Singin’ in Rain^

;

,(M-G).
Rousing $10,000. Last Week; “Just
This Once” (M-G), $4^00. f

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page’ 10)

(Mono). Good $23,000. Last week,
“Return Texan” (20th) and “Japa-
nese War.BHde” (20th), $12,000.

.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)COI AAA I Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)

IUIH Iftom JZLIRHJ In —‘‘Singin’ In Rain” (M-G). Open-

n tt it h« « ww in8 day personals’ by* Debbie Rey-
KlIiP Hn linav Hah 1 Sli wolds -plus 30th anni celebration
JHUI, I1UI1HidJ nep SOU .helDing this to smash S32.000. Last

,
Buffalo, April 1&

“Singin* In Rain” is pacing field
here this stanza with’ smash session
at the Buffalo. “Marrying Kind”
looks hefty at Lafayette for second
best showing of a newcomer.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loewis) (3,500; 40-tf0)

—

“Singin1

in Rain” (M-G).. Terrific
$21,000. Last week, “Lone Star”
(M-G) (9 days), $13,500. .

*

Paramount (Par) <3,000: 40-70)—
“Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick”
(Par) and “Rose of Cimarron”
(20th) Great $12,500. Last week,
“David” (20th) (3 days), $11,500.
Center (Par) (2,100; 0-7Q) —

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB). Strong
$11,000. Last week, “The River”
(UA) and “Her Panelled DOqr”
(Indie) (6 days—2d wk), $6,000. '

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“Marrying Kind” (Col) and “Yank
in Korea” (Indie). Hefty $15,000,
for this new Judy Holliday film.
Last week, “Battle at Apache Pass”
(U) and “Pool of London” (Indie),
$11,500.

Century (20th- Cent.) (3,000; 40-
70)— “Snow White” (RKO) (re-
issue). Fine $16,000 in 9 days. Last,
week; “Lady Says No” (UA) and
“Japanese War Bride (20th) (5
days), $6,000.

TORONTO
(Continued from page 11)

“Boots Malone” (Col) and “Harem
Girl” (Col). Big $16,000. Last week,
“Treasure Lost Canyon” (U) and
“Stronghold.” (Indie), $14,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-85) —
“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB). Smash
$26,000. Last week, “Bugles in
Afternoon” (WB), $13,500.

Leew’s (Loew) (2,748; 40-80) —
“Lone Star” (M-G). Terrif $18,000.
Last week, ’ “Quo Vadis” (M-G)
(8th wk), $10,000 at $1.50 top.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)" —

“Marrying Kind” (Col). Nifty $15,-
000 Last week, “Green Glove”
(UA), $11,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,396; 40-80) —
“Song in Heart” (20th). Great $20,-
000. Last week, “Girl Every Port”
(RKO), $11,000* „

Tivoli, University (FP) <1,436:
1,558; 40-80) — “Sailor Beware*
(Par). Wow $25,000. Last week,
“Room One More” (WB). $13,000
in 4th week.

’

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80) —
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair’* (U). Big
$15,000. Last week, “Love Better
Than Ever” (M-G)f $5,000.

nolds -plus 30th anni celebration
.helping this to smash $32,000. Last
week, “Young Man With Ideas”
(M-GV $12,000.
Paramount^(Par) (2,646; 65-95)

—

“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) (2d
wk—3 days).. Off to $9,000. Last
Week, big $20,000.

. St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)—
. “My. Son, John” (Par). Nice $12,-
000. Last week, “Greatest Show”
(Par) (7th wk), fine $10,000 at $1.25
top. •

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-
95)— ‘Rattle At Apache Pass” (U)
and “Tom- Bro.Wn’s Schooldays”
(UA). Fancy $14,000. Last week,
“Okinawa” (Col) and “Thief Of
Damascus” (Col), $13,000.
^United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
$1-$1.25)—“African Queen” (UA)
(6th wk). Steady $13,000. Last
week, hefty $13,500.
Staredoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)—
“Pool of London” (U). Nice $3,-

300. Last week “Mikado” (Indie),

$3,0007
. Clay (Rosener) (400; > 65-85)-—
“Laughter In Paradise” (Mono).
Okay $2,700. Last week, ‘‘Isle Of
Sinners” (Indie) (2d wk)* $2,500.
Larkin .(Rosener) (400; 65-85)—

“Rashomon” (RKO) (3d wk) (m.o.).

Held at $2,300. ' Last week, $2,800.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) . <375; $1-

$1.20)—“La Ronde” (20th) (21st

wk). Off to $1,000. Last week,
oke $1,300.

PROVIDENCE
^ „ (Continued from page 11)

(Indie). Fairly good $6,000. Last
week, “Captive City” (UA) and
“Stars and Guitars” (Rep), oke
$4,500. v

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) —
“Singin’ in Rain” <M-G). Very
healthy $18,000. Last week, “Young
Man With Ideas” (M-G) and
“Shadow in Sky” (M-G), $9,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—“Marrying Kind” (Col) and “For-
bidden Land” (Par). Fairly active
$7,000 for Judy Holliday pic. Last
week, “Knock on Any Door” (Col)
and “Tokyo Joe”- (Col) (reissues),
$2,500.
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Its On It # #

Will Rogers had it...Marie Dressier and Wallace Beery had it..*

and now Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride as Ma and Pa Kettle

seem to have it, too.

%

What is it? Well, it's hard to put your finger on it—-Collier's took

five pages trying to describe it—but millions ofmovie patrons feel
4

it the minute Ma and Pa Kettle appear on

the screen. And with each new picture,

added millions of "Kettle converts" trek

to the nation’s theatres to bask in that "in-

definable something"—so real, so warm,

so human, it has become a part of the

very heart and humor of America itself.

See for yourself! When you play "Ma and

Pa Kettle at the Fair” get out in front of

your theatre and see how those patrons

who once thought the Kettles "corny"
*

have come to appreciate and love that

wonderful "Kettle kind of humor."

„ml£ AT THE FAIR"

U ^
ua aKvious

Kettle pU""

is toppm9 an P
W(ry situation

in olm
, olayed!
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^ERCY KlLB RIDE/ witH : Lori Nelson, James Best Screenplay .by;.RieRaX4;^t|pi|"|nd 'j0n.
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Vice 5% Formula to

Boyd

Hollywood, April 15.
Hopalong Cassidy will be back

In the saddle in the fall and still

wearing no brand but his own.
William Boyd Enterprises has

called off negotiations with NBC-
TV and Motion Pictures for Tele-
vision for the sale of the old Hoppy
pix and will continue to handle
the product along with all the Cas-
sidy commercial ties. In addition, a
new series of half-hour Hopalong
vidpix should be ready for the mar-
ket by October.
Boyd plans to produce and

finance the series himself, although
Ziv TV, which will distribute, may
share in the financing. Film cow-
poke says he called off the sale
deal—which at one time had a re-
ported price tag of $8,000,000—
because ‘T won't permit Hopalong
to fall into the hands of people
who are interested in money
alone."

Name Vidpic Package
Hollywood, April 15.

Star name package is being de-
vised by Edward Woodworth, Pen-
n ant Productions proxy, who plans
to o.icr 13 "Dr/ j With Destiny"
vidpix each headlined by a name.
Fix are based on truo-life dramas.
Woodworth expects to exceed

the normal budget for the half-

wit h « a
lms ln or(1 °r t0 Set thespswith name appeal.

Hollywood, April 15. 4
First break in the ranks; of Local

47, American Federation of Musi-
cian, to spur employment among
its members in television was in-

itiated last week with a circulation

of petitions demanding abandon-
ment of the 5% fee for live music
on film. Group spearheading the

drive to eliminate the payment by
agencies and packagers to the

Musicians Welfare Fund has sub-

stituted its own proposal, that of

reducing its own three-hour scal<£

from $50 to $45 and earmarking
the differential for the fund.'

After the petitions have been
signed they will be forwarded to

James C. Petrillo for submission
to the board. It is believed similar

action will be taken in New York
and Chicago if the Hollywood mem-
bership throws its . weight behind
the new plan of collection.

Agencies have fought the added
fee for live music on film since it

was first imposed and have con-
tended that it stopped the flow of

TV shows to Hollywood for filming.

Around 100 companies are now
using musical tracks for ’teevee
shows and of these only six picture
companies, rescoring old films, and
as many TV producers are paying
the 5% impost. Live TV shows are
Lou Snader musical shorts, Gene
Autry, "I -Love Lucy,” "Danger-
ous Assignment," "Dragnet" and
"Range Riders.”
Proponents of the substitute plan

believe that their proposal would
double present employment and
the added work would more than
compensate for the reduced scale.

4 Nasser Pix Released

To TV Sans AFI Fee Get

200G in Fjrst Deals
Hollywood, April 15.

First American theatrical pix to
be on television without a payoff
to the American Federation of Mu-
sicians along lines of the 5% for-
mat plus rescoring will be four
pix produced by George and James
Nasser, recently greenlighted for
video without such payment, in a
bankruptcy court ruling. Last
week more than $200,000 in TV
deals Jiad already been set for the
Nasser pix, "Don’t Trust Your
Husband," with Fred MacMurray
fcnde Madeleine Carroll; "A Kiss
for Corliss," David Niven, Shirley
Temple; "Without Honor,” La-
raine Day, Franchot Tone, Dane
Clark; and "Cover-Up," William
Bendix and Dennis O’Keefe.
KLAC-TV is buying the pix in

L. A. Deals were set by Quality
Films prexy Charles Weintraub.
Weintraub was able to ' nab hefty
coin for the quartet due to' paucity
of top product in the pix-to-teevee
field.

VIDPIX CO. FUNCTIONS

LIKE REPERTORY STOCK
Hollywood, April 15.

Name actors and directors, in

addition to top administrative per-

sonnel, are being added to the re-

cently formed vidpix outfit,- -Na-

tional Repertory Theatre. Guiding

hands are Arthur Kennedy, Tony
Owen, Donald Hyde, Jay Hyde and
William Kozlenko, the latter func-
tioning as story head.

Performers set for the first dra-
matic series are Edward Arnold,
Kennedy, Diana Lynn, Julie Bishop
and Akim Tamiroff, in addition to
directors Robert Florey, King
Vidor, David Miller, Ray Enright.
One of the most ambitious outfits

in making films for TV,’ group is

functioning like a stock company,
with key film and stage personali-
ties alternating as stars and sup-
porting players.

The first film, "The Victim,” was
recently completed, being adapted
from .an original story and screen-
play by Kozlenko; it stars Ken-
nedy,. Arnold, Miss Bishop and
Morris Ankrujn. Other short plays
are being, lined up.

p „

Interstate Television, Monogram
vidpix subsidiary, is negotiating
for distribution rights to National
Repertory’s series, and may invest
some coin also.

For 'Fireside Theatre’

Hollywood, April 15.

Frank Wisbar is initiating *

change in policy on "Fireside The-
atre," and will seek established

names in upcoming series rather

than new thesps, as in past.

Wisbar, producer-director of the

series made for Procter Jc Gamble,
is or will soon be negotiating with
Andrea King, Virginia Grey, Vanes-
sa Brown, Sarah Churchill, Geral-

dine
.
Brooks, Paramount pactee'

Mayy Sinclair, Frances Dee, Bar-
bara Britton, Mari Aldon and Ruth
Warrick,.
Wisbar yesterday gunned first of

40 Vidpix, with production to con-
tinue through Sept. 28.

‘Courtesy Theatre’
Chicago, April 15.

The market for first-run feature
films on the television circuit here
continues to boom. Latest major
buy was finalized last week by
Jim Moran, Hudson dealer;, Who
shelled out $102,000 for 46 pix for
his Sunday night "Courtesy Thea-
tre" on WGN-TV.

'

* With negotiations still underway
for a couple more, Moran paid $2,-

600 each for 30 films distributed by
Quality Films,. Inc., and paid the
station $1,500 apiece for 16 fea-
tures from its open-end library sup-
plied by Motion Pictures for TV.

Included in the purchase from
(Continued on 'page 62)

For All 7 N .Y. Video Channels

SDG SEEKS PAY SCALE

BASED ON
Hollywood, April 18.

_ Radically different method of

payment for directors is sought in

upcoming negotiations with Alli-

ance of Television Film Producers,

as Screen Directors Guild seeks

establishment of minimums based

on length of video product, frpm

the less-than-a-minute blurb to

hour-long shows. SDG will pre-

sent plan of fees based upon time

segment when talks begin.

Fees would be based on length

insofar as minimums are con-

cerned, with a rate spread from
the less-than-a-minute * blurbs . to

the hour-long productions. Min-
imum scale for a half-hour telepic

now is $420, but .an uppance to

$600 is s o u g h t in negotiations-

which are pendfiig.

SDG exec director Joe Younger-
man said the situation is replete
with ramifications, that,.a careful
study of all aspects will be ‘made
before "precise figures are sub-
mitted to the vidpix producers for
set fees. However,, he^added, he
felt generally 'that the fees based
on time constituted a fair premise
for directorial salaries.

TV Filins in Production
- 'I. v.

"

’.i as o£ Friday, April 1

1

—

Armed Forces public relations
films for TV, titled "The Big pic.
ture," scored a bullseye in the
metropolitan N, Y. market this
week, when all seven video chan-
nels pacted to screen the pix. Most
of the outlets are preeming them
this week.

New series is the second 13-week
cycle being offered free to all sta-
tions throughout the country. De-
fense Dept, allows stations to seek
institutional sponsors ' for them
Initial series, which dealt with the
war in Korea, started originally on
WCBS-TV, the CBS . web’s N Y
flagship, under sponsorship of the
Federation Bank & Trust Co.
While the first series, which re-

ceived high ratings In all areas,
depicted a blow-by-blow account
of the fighting in Korea, the sec-
ond group of films is a detainled
breakdown of the roles of the va-
rious arms and services in con-
junction with the world picture.
Every TV station in the New York
area has agreed to take on the
series.

Col. E. M. Kirby, 'head of the
Radio-TV Branch of the Armed
Forces In Washington, was coor-
dinator in charge pf production.
Film was made by the Signal Corps
Phot6 Center, with William Brown
producing and Charles Turner di-
recting. Capt, Carl Zimmerman,
of the Armed Forces Radio-TV
Branch, is the narrator. Capt. M.
H. Casson, chief of Radio-TV of
the First Army, is handling dis-
tribution of the film in the New
York area.

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studio*, Hollywood

"RAMA* OF .THE JUNGLE" 2« half-
hour jungle adventure telepix series be-
gin shooting May 1. Producer*: Harry S.
Rothschild, Leon Fromkess.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flofhow
Director: Lew Lender*

drama series resumes shooting mid-April.
Directors: Derwln Abbe, Arnold Wester Roland reed prods.

Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
Now shooting "MYSTERY THEATRIC"

series of hhlf-hour comedy telepix.
Producer: Tom McKnight

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
Sunset Studios, Hollywood

"WILD BILL HICKOK," half hour tele-
pix series sponsored by Kellogg's now
shooting third series of thirteen. Guy
Madison and Andy Devine head cast..
Producer: William F. Broldy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonald

cis^rv
_ 'JAMOl *N* ANDY" Hal Roach Studio*.
Culver City *erie* of character comedy
telepix now shooting.
Sponsored Blatz Beer.
Supervisor*: Freeman Gosden* Charles
CorrelL

Director: Charles barton.
Producer: Jamte* Fonda

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose, -Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred in 3ft half-hour Director: Abby Berlin.
„ audience participation film production*, to
be made once a week, began Aug. 33 for
NBC. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John XJuedel

' Film producer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
w Ragle Lion Studio*: Hollywood-'
.Half-hour series of adult drama tele-

f
ix now shooting for Revue Prod*.
‘roducer: Revue Production*

Director: Richard Irving, Norman. Lloyd.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

iwu-iivui vmooMiers Begins snooting April ,
ROY’ ROGERS now shooting ten oatex1

22» Call Davis, Billy Gray head cast. Part* telepix, Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
to fill

r
Rdffiri. Ylil*' Uvaw* trtvklivim ifR*

Producer: Louis Gray
pirecton Wallace Fox

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
. 6930. Sunset Blvd„ Hollywood

,
"ANNIE OAKLEY" new serle* of 53

half-hour videoaters begins shooting April

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of 26

half hotir telepix sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh
set leads.
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Krasne-

Roger*. Dale Evan* topline. Pit Brady
In. support. General western parts toHML
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios, Hollywood rwxasiie-
"5KY KING" series of Halfdrour vid- Director: E. A, Dupont,

pix for Derby Foods shooting.
'

Cast: Kirby Grant, Gloria Winter, Ron
Hagerthy, set leads.

Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: John Morse

Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: nob Walker

SIDNEY It ROSS PRODS.
California Studios: Hollywood

Serfe* of 3ft "TOM KEENE" half hour
Western telepix began shooting April ft.War Drum*," "Double No— " «.mv-
GunsUnger" first 3 in series.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg.. Hollywood

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers Studio

Shooting "Noah Beefy, Jr. Adventuro
Series/ 26 15-mlnute telepix.
Cost: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann Saville, Jack

Harris, Norma Fenton.
Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moore

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
- RKO-Pathe, Culver City
"REEQUMD" series of half hour adult

dramas sponsored by Packard Motor Car
Corp. resume* April 35.
Executive producer: Basil Grlllo
Produfcert Bernard Girard
Director' B. Girard
"PERl^Y MASON" series of half hour

mystery telepix will begin Bhooting
April 25.
Producer: Richard Dorso
Half hour series of adult drama films

f
or THEATRE" resume shoot-
ing April 35.
Producer: Richard Dorso
Producer: Richard. Dorso, Bernard Girard,
John Nasht.

Cast: -Tom Keene, Frank YaconelU, Sherry
Moreland, Mary Ellen Kay, Betty Ball
Jonathan Hale, Nick Moro, Lee Roberts,

Lee Phelps'*
Leonard Penn,

,
"MF*

.
WITH LINKLETTER," starring Exicutive^roducer: Robert G. VignolaArt Linkletter ln series of 16 vidpix, half- Production supervisor: John E. Pommerhour audience participation show for Assistant producer; Jack RosenthalABC web, shooting every other week for Director: Derwin Abbe

26 weeks.- * — * x J -
Grefcn Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atkins

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
SERVICE

Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHALOF THE UNIVERSE" series nf 39 half

hour scientiflction telepix now shooting, v u^ci-uiiccior: Jtsncjo
Judd Holdren. Aline Towne 'head cast

Assistant director: Eddie Seat*
with William Schallcrt in support.
Producer: Franklin Adreon
Director: Fred Brannon

-a*

Assistant director: Mark Evans

SCREEN GEMS
Columbia Studios: Hollywood
(Shooting at Columbia Ranch)

"GOVERNMENT IS. YOUR BUSINESS"
begins shooting April 15 for The Chris-
tophers, Catholic Study Group. Film has
5-day sked.

.

,'
<
r1
R°S5?°APS» U. S. A." skedded for

April 28 start. Brown Holmes scripted.
Producer-director: Jules Brickcn •

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood

’ "ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of half-
hour drama telepix now shooting.
Producer: Gil Ralston

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
6525 Sunset: Hollywood , auuh^u: uju

Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW" series Director: Victof Stoloff
of 15-minute telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director: George deNormnnd

LANCER PRODUCTIONS
RKO-Pathe: Culver City

"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" half hour
telepix series starts shooting April 23.
Producers: Bernard Girard. Richard DorsoCORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour

DESILU PRODS.. INC.
General Service Studio*. Hollywood
I LOVK LUCY" half-hour comedy sc- ,iAx.Viu .mvamu u ,

rles for CBS-TV. sponsored by Philip CORNY JOHNSON" series of half
Morris. Shoots to June. comedy pix begin shooting April 25.

B* 11, D®*1 Arnex; set leads ,?.5iI
cAr.\dir£ctor: Bernard Girard

v/lth William Frawley, Vivian Vance In
T,I"U1 v—1

support. No parts to fill.
Producer: Jess Oppenheimor
Diroctor: Maro DanielsWPK:

.
Series begin* shooting May

1. Half hour dramas.
Producers: Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso
Executive Producer: Basil Grlllo

DONLEVY CORP.
«5^iYblic studl°S’ North Hollywood
DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT" half-

hour adventure series starring Brian

t^SYhofto^e^0 ““ * ™ Froductlon^manager" william Steven.
roducer: Harold E. Knox.

Director: Bill Kara

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios. Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD" series of half-hour
adventure telepix resume shooting mid-
May.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tinling

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 S. Beverly Dr.* Beverly Hill*

Resume shooting telescriptlons featur-
ing different artists each week April 25,
Producer; Louis D. Snader

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
Fairfax; Hollywood

"CRAIG KENNEDY-CRIMINOLOGIST"
half hour series of second 13 adventure

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picturo Center, Hollywood .cue. ui second ra adventure

Series of half-hour dramas featuring ^00^* April 18 to June 12.
ene Dunne as femcee resumes shooting nmld wood, Sydney Mason, Lewis

G. Wilson set leads with general parts
to be cast.

Producer-director; Adrian Weis*
Assistant director: Bob Farfan

VA ««u-uuuv uruinns icaturing
“ene Dunne as fcmcce resume* shooting
mid-April.
Producer: Edward Lewis •

DOUGFAIR CORP.
8G3 N. Robertson Blvd.: Hollywood

n
Now shoothxg "TERRY AND THE Pi-RATES 26 half-hour adventuro telepix.

Cr : John Baer, Marl Blanchard, William
±racy, Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschcn.

Producer: Dougfalr Corp.
Director: Dick Irving.

JERRY FAIRBANKS
F052 Sunset Blvd n«lIyvi„od

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE'' half-hour

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"GANGBUSTER" series for NBC-TV*

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Ea/Jf Lion Studios: Hollywood

fKSsSa
of

MARTED PRODUCTIONS ZIV TVSwanstrom Studios: Hollywood 5255 PUntnn

Durocher
ST

,
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LEAGUE," Leo Flvo in "UNEXPECTED" series of half-
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Official ‘Robin’ Release

Brings Beef From Lippert
Hollywood, April 15.

Announcement by Official Films
that it had set a. deal to release a
vidfilm series tagged "Tales of
Robin Hood," produced by Hal
Roach, Jr., drew immediate pro-
test from Robert L. Lippert, who
is theatrically releasing a Roach
iUm of same title. Lippert beefed
that both film and video versions
co-star Robert Clark and Mary
Hatcher, and were directed by
James Tinling.-

Official ’ also announced it will
handle the "Joe E. Brown Show"
and "Female of the Species,” all
being made in Hollywood. “Fe-
male" will feature ..original dra-
matic stories, each with a differ-
ent cast. Joan Harrison, who’ll
produce, with Roach, Jr., as exec
producer, will also narrate each
pic.

Hollywood
Vet character thesp, Emory Par-

nell and son, James* signed to
"The McGufk Way," Jerry Fair-
banks 'vidpic in which Ward Bond
is already set . . . Jim Hawthorne
planning series of 15-min. vidpix
following lapse of pact with CBS-
TV. . .John Doucet* Myron Healey*
Steve Pendleton, Tom London,
Kim Walker, Richard Ey-er, Russ
Scott cast in "Outlaw’s Return"
and "Huntin’ for Trouble," Roy
Rogers vidpix shooting at the Gold-
wyn studio and Iverson’s ranch,
-with Jack Lacey producing, Robert
Walker directing. . .Adrian Weiss
Productions casting series of 13
half-hour telepix, "Craig Kennedy,
Criminologist, starring Donald
Woods, and rolling April 18 at
KTTV studios. . .Hour Glass Pro-
ductions plans locationirfg in Den-
ver, Nebraska, Idaho and Wash-
ington in upcoming* months . .

.

Marjorie Weaver set for role in
Gross-Krasne yidpix series, "Big
Town,” at General Service studios
. . . Bob Berger, Maurice Levy and
Gene Lester whipped up video
package of 13 pilot pix plus names
to appear in live portion of show
being offered nets. Personalities
to be on "Critics Theatre" include
Preston Foster, James Gleason*
Buddy Ebsen, Walter Woolf King,
Hank MqCune, Regis Toomey,
Richard Travis . . . Leo Roscncrans
of Jerry Fairbanks Productions
aired to Cincinnati on biz . . . Screen
Gems, Columbia’s telepix subsid-
iary shoots "Government Is

Your Business," for the Christo-
phers, at Columbia ranch begin-
ning April 16. David Dortort and
Cyril Hume penned teleplay from
book by Father Keller, and Jules
Brickcn produces and directs . .

.
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The CBS vs. Procter & Gamble maneuvering of the past few
weeks over the fate next season of the three early-evening, quar-
ter-hour network. radio strips (Lowell Thomas, “Beulah” and Jacjc

Smith shows) was won by file network—but at a price. So many
contractual adjustments are involved in CBS's successful bid to

retain the three-show parlay, that web execs are still in the process
of finding out whether they've come out on top on the deal.

When, the final rate adjustment score is tallied, CBS will have
found it necessary to make a concession that will henceforth be-
come’ policy on all nighttime cross-the-board programming on the
network, with Columbia yielding to demands by PAcG that the same
discount structure as pertains .to daytime strip programming also
apply to nighttime shows.

On the program front, P&G is shaving the budget up trf 35%, with ,

the Tide-plugged Jack Smith show trimmed down from its current
budget of $13,000 for the five-nights-a-week strip and saving ef-
fected on “Beulah” by playing back many of the old tapes.

(A new clause in CBS Radio contracts with affiliates protects the
web in

t
such matters of transcriptions.)

P&G’s cutback bn programming costs will be the norm for net-
work radio next season, as further reflected in the $8,000 weekly
lopoff on the Jack Benny renewal by Lucky Strike; the anticipated
Chesterfield cancellation on Bob Hope; and the likelihood of Bing
Crosby returning next season—but not for Chesterfield and not
with the current high-budgeted accoutrements.

< ,.-!!! ' , .... —

Indie Claims Web Monopoly on Rates,

Talent; Asks ABC-UPT Merger Nix
- '*

i

Washington,' April 15.

Merger of ABC and United
Paramount Theatres should be

denied because both companies

are monopolistic, and their consoli-

dation would result in 'greater

power to practice monopoly, thfe

FCC was told at resumption of

hearings yesterday (14) on the

Paramount anti-trust and related

issues.

Gordon Brown,*ownervof WSAY
in Rochester, N. Y., who was given

the right to testify at proceedings

although his petition to intervene

as a party in interest was denied,

told the Commission that ABC is

monopolistic in that it “dictates”

card rates of independent stations

when they attempt to sell national

spot advertising to sponsors of

ABC programs.

Brown, whose jstation was once

an ABC affiliate,
.

has fought for

Congressional legislation to put

the networks under FCC regula-

tion. Under existing law, the FCC
has jurisdiction only of stations

owned by the webs.
Brown testified that Allis-Chalr

mers Co. once agreed to carry a

Boston „Symphony- Orchestra pro-

gram on his station, but that the

ABC wanted to fix the hourly

rates on which it would share pro-

ceeds.
He explained that ABC is able

to influence his station’s rates

through its power to set rates for

natibnal advertising. He said ABC
refused to feed him a program he
sold to a national sponsor, even

(Continued on page 30)

FIGURES BELIE Illinois Primary a Test Pattern’ As

No Takers, CBS

Axes Pearce TVer
On the assumption that cable

costs from Hollywood to N. Y. are
too costly to sustain for a morning
show during the summer, CBS-
TV is dropping* its Coast-originated
A1 Pearce package early in May,
replacing it with its new audience
participationer starring Lew
Parker, “Big Store.” Show will

take over .the 10.45 to 11:30 a.m.
strip, following the Arthur God-
frey simulcast and “Bride and
Groom..”

Pearce show has been occupy-
ing that time period from the Coast
since early this year and CBS re-

portedly hasn’t receive a sponsor
nibble on the package. Pearce is

under contract to the web and net-

work execs emphasized this week
that he’ll definitely be back on
the air next fall. Exact plans
won't be set," howevelwmtil the
fall schedule starts falling" into

shape.
“Store” was created by Irving

Mansfield and developed for^ CBS
by exec producer Mario Lewis.

Fun on Maduon Aye,
Jack Van Volkenburg, presi-

dent of the CBS-TV Network,
is sporting a “Hathaway” over
his left eye these days because
of some minor surgery. He’s
been ,

taking a terrific beating
from his colleagues, who ac-

cuse him of taking that CBS
eyeball TV trademark too se-

riously.

CBS President Frank Stan-
ton calls him the “only travel-
ing test pattern in television.”

RCA, Ford to Set

’52-53 TV Plans;

Day-Pinza Windup
Two major sponsorship decisions

are due off the J. Walter Thomp-
son agency griddle later this

week, with huddles to decide the

1952r53 TV season programming
plans for both RCA and Ford
Motor Co. ^

In neither case will there be
cutbacks; in fact, Ford is planning
to hike its appropriations and ex-

pand with an additional half-hour.

Although Ford is dropping the
Thursday night NBC-TV James

(Continued on page 42)

By GEORGE ROSEN
” In recent weeks there has been
a downbeat TV journalistic spree,
in some cases almost bordering on
hysteria, that has had a damaging
effect on network-agency-client re-

lations.

The “Cry Havoc” spillover into

printer’s ink, predicated on some
sporadic cancellations and decision

of a few clients to reappraise
video’s spiraling costs In relation

to their all-media budgets, is hav-
ing some deleterious repercussions.

The networks and agencies are

griping, and justifiably so. This is

attributed chiefly to the fact that

sponsors, alarmed over these down-*]

beat stories, are becoming unduly
apprehensive over TV’s future

sphere in the whole . advertising

econorhy. The networks and agen-
cies feel the time has come to “set

the record straight,” arguing that a

recital, and listing of “self-confes-

sions,”' trials and errors, when
stacked up against TV’s positive

aspects, will demonstrate once and
for all that TV has not only be-

come an advertiser’s “must,” but

will continue to transcend in im-

portance and ' impact all other

media.
It’s conceded that talent costs,

particularly where major person-

alities are concerned, are being

priced out of reach of most ad-

vertisers. It's conceded, too, that

network time costs are reaching

such stratospheric heights, that

only clients with multi-million dol-

lar budgets can afford to play

around with major weekly .show-

cases without splitting the tab with

other clients. It’s equally recog-

nized that the multiplicity of per-

centages whereby the talent agen-

cies and the advertising agencies

divide an increasing yearly melon
off the top of the client's budget,

poses a vexing problem that has

yet to be solved.

The Positive Picture

But in the face of these economic
hazards and the continuing grop-

ing of the networks to And fresh

program-sales patterns to match all

client bankrolls, the figures attend-

ing the TV ascendancy during the

past year would tend to belie any
impression that sponsors generally

are running for cover and exiting

the medium.
Tabulation of advertising expen-

ditures for the top 25 spenders in

the food, drug and toiletries cate-

gories (representing the greater

bulk of radio-TV bankrolled),

refutes in one fell swoop any down-
beat arguments as to TV’s loss of

impact, and supports the findings

of the American Assn, of Advertis-

(Continued on page 35)

WTCN Fetchei 325G
Minneapolis, April 15.

WTCN, ABC affiliate here
owned by Mid-Continent Ra-
dio-Television, Inc., has been
sold to a Twin Cities group
headed by Robert Butler, of

St. Paul, former ambassador
to Australia and Cuba, subject
to FCC approval. Price is re-

ported at .$325,000.

Mid-Continent recently
merged its television adjunct
With WCCO, the .CBS-owned-
and-operated radio outlet here.

Life Rides on Gulf

Oil for Chi Politico

Spread Via ‘People’

Life magazine, forced out of its

projected sponsorship of television

coverage of the national political

conventions, will get its licks ih

anyway, and at no cost. Mag has
set a deal with Gulf Oil, bankroller
of NBC-TV's “We, the People,” to.

take over production of that show
for 13 weeks starting May dur-
ing which time the program will

concentrate on the Presidential
elections.

Life had originally signed to

sponsor convention coverage over
the DuMont web, Time-Life, its

parent company, had previously
come out with an all-out endorse-
ment of Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhow-
er for Prez. As a result, leaders

of both political parties, reportedly

through fear that the Elsenhower
tieup might lead to charges of

editorializing or favoritism on the

air, nixed the Life-DuMont tieup.

According to Gulf, Life was
invited to produce “People” in

order to “bring to the program
their great journalistic background
and resources” anent the conven-
tions. Oil Arm emphasized that Life

will not be co-sponsoring the show
but will act solely as program
producer. It’s planned for “Peo-
ple” to originate from Chicago
during the two -weeks when the

conventions are in session there.

Edward Thompson* Life's man-
aging editor, and Sidney James,
his assistant, will personally super-

vise the show’s production. Frank
K. Telford, staffer at Young Sc

Rubicam, which handles both the
Gulf and Life accounts, will con-
tinue as TV director.

Chicago, April 15.

The Illinois palmary election

last week was used by • two Chi

joint AM-TV stations as a dress

rehearsal for the November presi-

dential balloting. Since the local

tele stations were still pretty much
in their Infancy during the ’48

elections, their coverage of this

fall’s voting is expected to be a

true test of their maturity*

Aside from the Inherent’ interest

in the actual primary races, the
voting gave the stations an oppor-
tunity to iron out some of the
kinks involved in the video treat-

ment of such a complex affair. The
radio techniques have evolved over
a period of years but the TV top-

pers admit, they're still learning.

That’s why at WGN-TV, for ex-
ample, general manager Frank P.
Schreibe^, ordered an all-out effort

for. the primary show* Starting* in
the early evening, WGN-TV clipped
some of the regular shows for spe-
cial bulletins and interviews and
wound up the coverage with an
hour telecast from midnight to 1
a.m. when all the major races were
decided. All the ‘ shows were shot
from the WGN news room with
Spencer Allen at the mike.

Since it was impossible to get
remote crews out for tele inter-

views with some . of the major
candidates who were downstate,- an
effective still pix device was used
to supply visual values for the
telephone chin sessions. For in-

stance, the talks with William G.
Stratton, winner of the Republican
gubernatorial race, who was
reached at his downstate residence,
were backstopped by the screen-
ing of a series of news photos of

his campaign. Of course, the can

(Continued on page 42)

Onward and Upward With TV
The’ following tabulation shows how the top 25 advertising spenders in the food, drug and toilet-

ries categories allocated their '51 expenditures, an.d how TV emerged as the chief beneficiary of in-

creased appropriations. (Figures were compiled by Drug Trade News.)

Total Dollar

advertising change in

expenditures expendt’s

12 months 12 months
1951 Advertiser 1950-1951

$35,859,156 Procter & Gamble.... +8,836,034

21,842,212 General Foods + 3 *
423 /ra4

18,904,406 Colgate-Palmolive-Peet +4,878,326

13,617,873 Lever Bros + 1.53,796

.

11,797,599 General Mills — 881,786

11,483,042 American Tobacco .... + 1,804,126

11,203,298 Liggett & Myers .... +2,862,502

11,150,809 R. J. Reynolds +2,270,493

10,081,062 Sterling Drug ... — 610,957

9,268,747 Campbell Soup — 24,570

8.723,758 National Dairy Products + 2,434,604

8,189,752 Miles Lab’s — 541J741

'7,937,417 Amer. Home Products. +1,038,709

7,612,366 P. Lorillard + 2,025,§9„4

7,487,136 Gillette Safety Razor. + 1,060,792

7,060,988 Pillsbury Mills +1,426,783

6,986,491 Swift Sc Co — 344,672

6,691,108 Philip Morris + 815,770

6,359,955 Bristol Myers + 880,010

6,123,846 Kellogg +2,929,076

5,240,321 Quaker Oats + 493,696

4,280,237’ Armour + 1,297,405

3,776,981 National Biscuit + 122,057

3,291,059 Johnson Sc Johnson ... + 267,428

3,226,639 Coca-Cola. + 424,311

Newspaper Network Network
Magazines Sections Radio TV
+2,356,637 — 331,679 — 198,216 +7,009,292
— 780,205 + 238,485 — 636,713 .+4,602,167

+ 466,294 41,065 + 810,930 +3,642,167
— 640,194 —1,133,453 — 210,503 + 2,137,946

+ 98,749 —1,013,685 —1,330,482 + 1,363,632

— 306,683 + 875,450 — 788,883 +2,024,242

+ 362,992 75,250 + 119,765 +2,454,995

+ 68,067 — 464,898 — 678,916 +3,346,240
— 429,637 + 5,934 — 682,899 + 495,645

+ 120,270 + 111,730 — 678,640 + 422,070

+ 1,849,928 356,247 + 181,452 + 759,371

+ 95,748 + 56,221 —1,043,330 + 349,620

— 45,697 + 83,294 + 548,307 + 452,805

+ 216,683 601,650 + 803,551 + 1,607,010

— 95,220 + 260,699 — 208,410 + 1,103,723

— 15,733 11,930 + 1,087,511 + 366,935

—1,002,399 — 235,471 + 437,298 + 455,900

+ 116,876 214,125 — 163,833 + 1,076,852

— 139,014 — 56,783 + 512,407 + 563,400

— 714,283 + 569,058 + 1,250,616 + 1,823,685

+ 284,510 194,272 —1,368,944 + 1,772,402

— 100,218 + 352,670 + 792,668 + 252,285

+ 148,984 142,107 — 228,485 + 343,065

+ 222,069 .—

.

26,139 + 70,698

— 159,758 37,995 — 295,925 — 6,623

Pabsi’s 80G Tab

On Ray-Rocky Go
Chicago, April 15.

International Boxing Club exec
Truman Gibson ended speculation

ast week on how much the Pabst
Brewing Co. is shelling out for the
radio - TV rights to tomorrow
night’s middleweight . champion-
ship bout between Ray Robinson
and Rocky Graziano. The tab is

$80,000,, according to an official IBC
announcement which ended daily

press “reports”’ that the figure was
record-breaking $300,000.

It was also disclosed the TV
blackout edict for Chicago, the site

of the bout, was insisted upon by
the two boxers- as an attendance
hypo. Robinson gets 30% and
Graziano 24% of gross intake, in-

cluding the TV coin.

Brewery outfit reports its been
on the receiving end of a flock of
beefs, because of the no-TV ruling
for the Windy City.

Strikeout for Stations

On Recreating Gaines

As WU Strike Continues
San Antonio, April 15.

With the local baseball season
underway this week, radio stations

throughout the state are being
faced with a peculiar situation.

With the Western Union operators
on strike, there is no way to -re-

create games by wire. Local at
home games can be aired but road
games will have to be curtailed

unless the stations have other ways
for sending the play down to the
studio.

During the past week telephone
reports in some cases were used
while others ' used female non-
striking workers with a station en-
gineer feeding the information
while she tapped out the message
on the key.
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Washington, April 15. 4—
Robert Montgomery was given a

rough time by the House Agricul-

ture Committee last week, at a

hearing called to take testimony
from the actor and commentator
regarding a series of broadcasts on
his IU3C news program on hoof and
mouth disease in Mexico, and the

U. S. program to wipe it out. Mont-
gomery implied that the campaign,
which has cost the- Government
$123,000,0.00, is a “boondoggle.”

Chairman Harold D. Cooley (D„
N. C.) charged Montgomery with
irresponsible reporting” after

establishing that the actor made no
effort to check his information.
Montgomery insisted he was' simply
“asking questions” about Govern-
ment operations on his programs,
and that he had as much right to

do that as the Committee had to

question him.

Rep. W. R. Poage (D., Tex.) in-

terpolated that Montgomery had a

right “to be as irresponsible as you
want to be.” Cooley added that
Montgomery’s questions were like

asking “have you stopped beating
your wife?” “Not at all, not at all,”

Montgomery protested.
Scripts of the broadcasts showed

that Montgomery was suggesting
the possibility, by raising ques-
tions, that the contagious disease
was “planted” to keep people at
jobs, that the disease may have
been wrongly diagnosed,' or 'that
the disease didn’t exist.

Teenagers Impressed
Cool and poised, Montgomery

went into a long dissertation on
the importance of arousing the pub-
lic interest in operations of the
Government and of raising ques-
tions. Bis testimony, in addition to
Impressing teenagers who flocked
to the hearing, won over Rep.
August H. Andresen (R., MinnJ,
who told the actor he hoped his
broadcast audience would be 75,-

000,000 instead .of '20,000,000.
Pqllowing the actor’s testimony,

a series of experts from the Dept.

(Continued on page 42)

Sharp U.S. Drop
Television viewing dipped to

what was probably a new low for
the industry, according to the
Trendex top 10 rated shows for
the first week in April. While this
may be attributed to an early start
of the traditional seasonal slump,
it’s generally, conceded in the trade
that the dropoff in viewing is only
temporary, caused by the fact that
many persons were busy with their
Easter shopping.
While CBS-TV’s “I Love Lucy”

copped first, place in the Trendex
list with a hefty 50.4, most of the
other Top 10 winners fell far be-
low their usual average. There’s a
spread between second and third
place, for example, of 12.8 points.
In addition, the last three shows
fell below the 32 marker, whereas
they usually wind up far ahead of
that. With Frank Fay subbing for
the vacationing Milton Berle on
“Texaco Star Theatre,” incidental-
ly, the NBG-TV show fell to ninth
place.

Following is the Trendex top 10,
representing “program popularity”
111 10 multi-station markets:

I Love Lucy (CBS) . .

.

Talent Scouts (CBS)..
Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
Groucho Marx (NBC) .

.

Red Skelton (NBC) ....
Show of Shows (NBC).
Comady Hour (NBC...

(Abbott & Costello)
My Friend Irma (CBS)
Texaco Theatre (NBC)
Strike It Rich (CBS) .

.

50.4

49.3
36.5

33.7
32.9

32.4

32.4

31.5

31.3

29.9

Jackson Exec Producer

On Y&R Drama Shows
Felix Jackson, now exec pro-

diicer for Young & Rubicam on
CBS-TV's “Schlitz Playhouse of
btars, has been upped to- the post
of exec producer for all the
agency s TV dramatic shows.
Jackson remains with the Schlitz

program until the account moves
ffy *? (ST 11 & Mitchell after

'3 '>1
'

01'<Jcasl- He'll thenassume Ins new position.

Howard’s AM-TY 'Boy’

Cy’ Howard is in N. Y., to put
together his package for “That’s
My Boy,” which CBS will audition
for both radio, and TV, Eddie Maye>-
hoff has been set for the father
role and Howard will audition com-
ics for the part played by Jerry
Lewis in the picture.

After preparing the first script,

Howard takes off for three-month
junket in Europe. He plans to

^eave in about a month for a com-
bined business-vacation trip. While
abroad, he’ll polish a play on which
he’s now working, titled “Prime of
Life.”

Bob Neal Relinquishes

WERE Managership To

Gab on TV for Indians
Cleveland, April 15.,0

Bob Neal has been signed for the
TV

^

play-by-play of the Cleveland'
Indians’ home games over WXEL
for a two-year period. Assisting
him will be Nicholas “Red” Jones,
former American League umpire..

•Neal’s appointment by Pfeiffer
Brewing Co., of Detroit, sponsors
of the ball games, was followed by
Neal’s resignation as general jnan-
ager of WERE. His resignation
follows by one week the resigna-
tion of another general manager
in Cleveland, John McCormick of
NBC.

Still in doubt is Neal’s handling
of the football games of the Cleve-
land Browns over 'WERE.* Spon-
sors of the gridiron tilts have been
Brewing Corp. of America, and
with the suds house having an op-
tion for this year, there is much
question whether Neal will be per-
mitted to mix brews. „

Until Neal’s selection was an-
nounced, it was believed that Tom
Manning, veteran NBC sportscast-
er, had the inside track.

Besides Cleveland coverage,
Pfeiffer said telecasts will include
the opening game in Chicago, and
home game coverage for WSPD-
TV, WTVN and propably Dayton.
It’s believed the Detroit games in
Cleveland will also be sent to De-
troit.

Rorke Exits Chi JWT
Chicago, April 15.

Hal Rorke, radio-TV director of
the J. Walter Thompson office
here, has sent up his resignation
to take effect around July 1. Rorke
is checking out because of his and
Mrs. Rorke’s desire to again make
their home, on the Coast. No re-
placement has been set at the
agency.

Rorke has beeh stationed here
with JWT as radio-TV topper for
the past seven years.

CBS board ‘chalrmairi William S.

Patfey -is in tfie proofs# of putting

the finishing touches to a four-
volume report on mfetals procure-
ment for the Government, wbieft

is scheduled for early publication.

Once the book is delivered to

his D. C, superiors, Paley’s Govern-
ment hitch comes to an end and he
returns fulltime’ to his CBS stand
in IT. Y.

For Radio, Video
It looks like NBC will get it all

—radio and television—when con-
tracts are signed with. Red Skelton
within the next 10 days. Discus-
sions that have been progressing
for the last two months, are near-
ing a successful conclusion and,
according to reports. Freeman
Keyes, head of the Russel Seeds
agency and owner of the Skelton
package, will “get what he wants.”
For the past few days negotia-

tions have been continued in Chi-
cago with A. H. Halverstadt of
Procter & Gamble, Joseph McCon-
nell, NBC prexy, and Keyes, and
they next move to Cincinnati for
windup talks with P & G.
What Keyes is demanding is the

7 p.m. time in N, Y. for.the Skel-
ton television show so that he can
also control the half-hour follow-
ing for. a new client he will
acquire. Currently Skelton is seen
in N. Y. at 10 pan. and the con-
tiguous half-hour would not be ac-
ceptable tq the new sponsor be-
cause of its lateness. Also said to
be part of Keyes’ demands is an-
other night time hour on NBC-TV
for still another' client Keyes is

romancing.
For all these concessions, NBC

can have Skelton exclusively for
radio and television for a long term
of years. • *

/Cameo’ Fades, Regent

Switching to 'Today’
NBC-TVs “Cameo Theatre” is

scheduled to leave the air within
the next ftew weeks, with Regent
cigarets, now bankrolling the show
alternate Sunday nights, shifting
its ad coin over to the web’s early-
bird “Today” show. With the ciggje
firm picking up three five-minute
segments of “Today” each week,
the morning show is now 20% sold,
out.

“Cameo,” aired Sunday nights
at 10:30, was formerly bankrolled
alternate Sundays by Hazel Bishop.
Cosmetic firm dropped the show
to pick up the Wednesday night
at 10 slot on NBC for “Your Prize
Story.” Web has been unable to
replace. Hazel Bishop, so set the
deal with Regents to transfer to
“Today.” It’s expected the network
will return, the Sunday night time
to ’•'cal stations, until next fall at
least.

Forest Hills, N. Y.
When Mr. Horace M. Schwerin

ar.d the other gentlemen of the
Chicago Penetration Study, etc.,
who contributed their efforts to the
Colgate mofile of me (Variety,
April 2), near about my research
efforts, I have no doubt that they
will drop in to my average, mort-
gaged home to thank me.
When they arrive they’ll find

their representative, an average
market analyst, chained to the ra-
diator in the small upstairs bed-
room which was formerly occupied
by my eight-year-old son. They
may want to- claim this young man
and take him back with them, but
not a bit of it. Fellows, I’m not
quite finished with my. profile of
him.
The Colgate profile described me

as a sigh school graduate, between
30-34 years of age, and married to
a factory worker with whom I never
discuss world affairs* but whose
health and job progress concern
me. My health is good, they con-
tinue. I buy four dresses a year,
wear little makeup, and I‘m '‘not
very sophisticated. This is inaccu-
rate, but I think it’s awfully sweet.
At first* my husband felt that I

was taking a dim view of Colgate
zealous efforts to determine n
personality and habits as a key
slanting ^daytime programs at m
How, I reasoned logically, coul

I hope to satisfactorily answer tl

probing questions of these earne
research experts in the future,
I made no effort to understar
their point of view?
Equipped with the knowledj

gleaned from reading one book
year (a light romance with a hapr
ending), my local newspaper and
garden magazine, I began my r
search.
My three intimate women frient

(average age, 30.6), whose honu
are also mortgaged, and who ha\
an average of 2.5 children, hearti]
agreed that my enthusiastic Inte:
est was commendable.

Mr. Average Analyst
Here are my findings on the pe:

sonality and habits of the Averaj
Market Research Analyst:
The young man, whom I sha

call Horace, is 5 feet seven inefu
tall, weighs 155 pounds, is* in goc
health, slightly bald (he insists thi

he always had a fo^^head
(Continued on page 34)
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Perles’ Hew Status

Arthur Pbrles, wha has been in-

volved in merchandising CBS pro-

gramming properties since exiting

the network’s publicity. department
-fcs assistant director three years

ago, is moving into a mew and
wider sphere operation at the web.

Henceforth Perles will become
a key aide to CBS.-TV public rela-

tions chieftain Dave Jacobsen sup-

ervising all merchandising, exploi-

tation activities.

Special Slanted Airers

Catch Audience, Negro

Survey of WWRL Proves
Ability of specialized programs to

latch on to the audiences .at‘which
they are aimed is pointed up in a
special study made by The Pulse,
of listening among Negro jfamilies
In New York. Report, covering
500 families, shows that at most
times of the day when Negro-slant-
ed airers are skedded WWRL has
a larger Negro audience than any
other program, whether carried by
network outlets or indies in the
Gotham area. -•

»

For example, ‘Doc Wheeler’s
"Morning Spirituals” has a 4.0 rat-
ing* among Negro families, outpull-
ing all other stanzas from 9:30-10
a. m. WEIR’S Negro-slanted shows,
“Gospel Train” and Ruth Ellington
James, fololwed with a 3.0 and 3.4,

respectively. At 10 a. m., WCBSt
Arthur Godfrey took the lead with
a 7.8, followed by Martin Block on
WNEW with 4.8. However, Wheel-
er, with a 4.0, led WJZ’s “My True
Story,” 3.6, WLIB’s “Uptown Coffee
Club,” 2.0, and all other Gotham
outlets.

For most quarter hburs meas-
ured, WWRL had more Negro lis-

teners than any other station in
the area. Atr other times it was
outpointed by only one or two
other airers. There was only one
quarter-hour, at 9:15 a. m., when it

was * outdistanced • among Negro
dialers by four’ other outlets.

Infiie’s Negro programming in-
cludes songs by Billy Eckstine .at
9:15 a. m., Wheeler’s spirituals at
9:30-11 a. hi.* Fred Barrie spirituals
at 2-3 p. m., Tommy Smalls’ 4<

Dr.
Jive”, at 3-5:30 p. m„ Wheeler’s
spirituals at 11 p*. m. to midnight
and Jocko Maxwell’s sports round-
up Saturdays at 10:15 p. m. Out-
let will shortly expand its Negro
shows with a midnight-to-1 ' a. m.
disk jockey strip.

r

P&G, STANDARD BRANDS

EXIT MOORE TV SHOW
Daytime Garry 3\foore show,

one of the top earners for CBS-TY,
took it on the chin from two ma-
jor -bankrollers this week, when
Procter & Gamble and Standard
Brands both decided to check off
at the end of their current cycles.

P.&G’s bowout represented the
biggest blow for CBS, since the
soap outfit sponsored an entire
15-minute segment of the show
cross-the-board. Last show for
P&G is May 5. S-B is dropping
its quarter-hour segment on Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays
after the April 25 broadcast. Web
has not yet found replacements
for the two sponsors.

Moore show, aired from 1:30 to
2:30 p.m., had been bringing in
$6,000,000 in 'annual billings to
CBS on an SRO basis. In addition
to the two ' new sustaining spots,
the show is also open Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday in the
1:30 to 1:45 segment.

Wick Crider to K&E
After several months of audi-

tioning a flock of prospective can-
didates, Kenyon & Eckhardt agency
has named Wick Crider as veepee
in charge of radio and television.

He moves over from BBD&O,
where he has been a radio-TV v.p.
Crider joined BBD&O six years
ago. Prior to that he was publicity
head for J. Walter Thompson.

The coming, weekend ought ’to
foe three-sevenths of

the Feder*I Communications Com-
'Sion. With:, thq TV freeze lifted
three members- of the Commission
Will be at the .annual Institute for
(Education by Radio-Television
here and should be fair game for
the 800 to 1,00Q educators and
broadcasters gathered (for the 22nd
meeting of the Institute, which is
held under Ohio 1 State U. spon-
sorship.

• Chairman Paul- A. ^alker, and
Commissioners Edward M. Webster
and .Frieda Hennock, havb sig-
nified their intentions to be pres-
ent and participate in the sessions
The Institute is. scheduled to

take up the hot topic of TV alloca-
tions at a general session Friday
night (18), discussing “What the
-Educational Administrator Expects
;

from Television.” Ralph Steetle
executive director op the Joint

. Committee on Educational tele-
vision, will get to the heart of the
matter in the first speech, titled
“Implications for Education of the
FCC Allocations Report.”

University Status
' Other -speakers on the panel, to
be chaired by David D. Henry,
president of Wayne U., will be
Charles. E. Friley, president of
Iowa State U., speaking on “What a
University Can • Dq with Tele-
vision”; William B. Levinson, as-

, sistant superintendent of Cleveland
schools, talking on “What Com-
.munity Educational Organizations
Can Da with TV”; and Frederick
W. Hoeing, consultant to the direc-
tor of Educational TV Programs
Institute, American Council on
Education, on “The Need for Co-
operation in Achieving Educational
rp-»/ »».

All three FCC commissioners are
expected to be in the audience and
can hardly be expected to avoid
the discussion. Foremost in push-
ing the demands of educators for
TV- channels has been Miss Hen-
nock, who will be attending her
third Institute confabs.

Institute, will open Thursday (17)
with, a general session on the im-
provement of television, program-
ming. Dallas Smythe, research

(Continued on page 42)

Webs’ ‘Also Ran’

Status at OSU
Columbus, April 15.

Organizations- and independent
producers took most of the awards
froYa the 16th American Exhibition
of Educational Radio and TV Pro-
grams sponsored by Ohio State U.'s
Institute for Education by Radio-
Television. Networks were pretty
well out of the, picture, only get-
ting credit in most- cases for broad-
casting or telecasting the program.
The awards were announced

here yesterday (14) by Dr. I. Keith
Tyler, Institute director. The In-
stitute convenes at the Deshler-
Wallick Hotel here on Thursday
evening (17).
The Canadian Broadcasting

Corp. topk a lion’s share of the net-
work radio awards with two firsts

and four honorable mentions. Only
NBC was mentioned in this section
as having broadcast “Arise and Go
Thy Way.” The first award for this
special onetime broadcast . was
given to the National Society for
Crippled Children and Adults.
NBC-TV copped the only tele-

vision award going directly to a
network, winning a first in the Cul-
tural Class for “Zoo Parade.”

.

U. S. T?V networks were men-
tioned in four other citations, but
were not the direct recipients of
awards.

This marks the first year the Ex-

(Continued on page 35)

Oppenheim Upped
Charles J. Oppenheim has been

upped to the newly-created post of

administrative manager of adver-

tising and sales promotion for CBS
Radio, in which he’ll report direct-

ly to ^ad-sales promotion chief
George Bristol.

Oppenheim was formerly pro-
gram promotion chief for the web.
He’ll continue to supervise CBS’
program and trade promotions.
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CBS-TV may be squeezed out of an o.&o. position in the second

largest market in the U.S., Chicago, by the final allocations plan

adopted by.the FCC In lifting the freeze. Schedule provides only

one new very-high frequency station for Chi, and that's to be re-

served for non-commercial, educational use only. As a result,

unless CBS succeeds In its proposal to 'buy Chi’s WKBK, it will

have no station in Chi to call its own.
‘

Consummation of the WBKB deal is dependent on FCC ap-

proval of the United Paramount Theatres-ABC merger, with CBS .

willing to pay $6,000,000 for the station. WBKB is now owned by
UTP, hut ABC owns WENR-TV in Chi. Under the

(
five-stations-

to-a-single-owner edict, the merged company would be forced to sell

one outlet and that’s how CBS hopes to break into Chi.

FCC has allocated five ultra-high frequency outlets to Chi but,

with the anticipated difficulties in gaining a UHF audience from
the start, CBS has its sights trained only on WBKB.

Standard Raiser, Cultural Force Aid
Washington, April 15.

Reservation of channels by the

FCC for 242 non-commercial TV
stations, including 80 in the VHF
band, .was welcomed by educators

yesterday as a significant move
toward raising the standards of TV
programming and making televi-

sion a potent cultural force.

Arthur S; Adams, prexy of the

American Council of Education, ex-

pressed confidence that “actual con-

struction and operation of educa-

tional stations will begin promptly

in many communities.” He said he
hoped the groundwork for these

stations oan be laid at the Educa-

tional Television Programs Insti-

tute starting next Monday (20) at

-Pennsylvania State College.

It is now up to the educational

institutions, Adams said, to justify

“in concrete terms” the set-aside

of the channels. “These channels,”

he asserted, “must be used imme-
diately, guarded and guided on
every level for the Cultural ^

and
educational benefits of the entire

nation. To allow these valuable

channels to lie fallow would mean
they would inevitably be lost edu-'

cational institutions.”

Higher Program Quality
Dr. Edgar Fuller, chairman of

the Joint Committee on Educa-
tional Television, which mobilized
the educators in support of the

set-aside, said that in allocating

channels for education, the Com-
mission “arrived at an epochal de-

cision that is truly in the public
interest.”

Fuller said he had no doubt that

educational stations “will be con-

structed and operated, or that the
American people will enjoy a

higher quality of television as a

result.” -
Ralph Steetle, executive director

of JCET, said the FCC “deserves

. (Continued on page 38)

Mfrs. Ready For

UHF Conversion
Television setowners hoping to

receive new ultra-high frequency
pictures on their present sets will
be socked with charges of at least

$25 or $30 for the necessary con-
verter and also with the cost of
putting up a separate new antenna.
Majority of the major manufac-
turers, however, having anticipat-
ed the freezC-lifting, are either al-

ready in production on the neces-
sary new equipment or will have it

ready for the market by the time
the first UHF station takes the
air.

,
According to industry engineers,

it’s possible to convert sets to re-

ceive UHF signals either via an ex-
ternal attachment or an internal
strip. External converter is applic-
able to those sets built with switch-
type tuning and will sell at an es-

timated' $35. Internal strips are
for the continuous, or turret tuning
sets, which have been incorporated
into most 1952 models. Strips will
cost setowners approximately $10
or $12, and a separate one will be
necessary to bring in each UHF
channel.

No Stations This Year
Washington, April 15.

How many TV stations will
be on the ,jdr this year, now

„
that the freeze is lifted? For-
mer FCC Chairman' Wayne
Coy said in a speech in Indi-
ana two months ago he could
not see “more than 10 to' 20.”

Glen McDaniel, prexy of the
Radio-TV Manufacturers Assn.,
said in January it seemed
doubtful that “more than a
handful” could be completed.
E. T. Morris, Jr., director of
Electronics Division, National
Production Authority, esti-

mated last November there
will be “very few, if any,” new
stations in operation this year.

Under lift-freeze procedure,
FCC begins processing appli-

cations July 1. First permit
could be issued by July 15.

Time usually required to build
a station is 9-12 months.

Variety’s prediction: no new
- stations on air this year.

More FCC Funds

InTV Processing
Washington, April 15.

• Sen. Edwin C. Johnson, chairman

of the Senate Commerce Commit-
tee, will go to bat With Congress
to assure the Federal Communica-
tions Commission the necessary
additional personnel to translate

the lifting of the TV freeze into

action.

The Senator told Variety last

week he believes the staff of the

Commission should be expanded
by at least 20 teams, consisting of

an examiner, lawyer, engineer,

economist and secretarial person-
nel, to conduct the hearings which
will be required on most TV ap-

plicants.

This would require an estimated
appropriation of about $1,000,000

more than was allowed the Com-
mission by the House in the ap-

propriations for the agency for the

fiscal year which begins next

July 1. The House gave the Com-
mission only $50,000 for additional

TV operations.

Sen. Johnson recently testified

before the Senate Appropriations
Committee when it heard testi-

mony on the FCC budget. He made
a strong appeal in behalf of the
Commission, .pointing out that the

agency would have around 1,000

TV applications to process- within

a few months after the lifting of

the freeze. Unless the Commission
is reinforced by an adequate staff

to handle this workload, he

warned, the people in the TV-less

cities of the country will wait years

Tor stations.

Johnson said that if the Appro-
priations Committee refuses to rec-

ommend adequate appropriations

the FCC, he will make a per-

(Continued on page 38)

Whether national advertisers,
'already squirming under tele-,

vision’s skyrocketing costs, "will be
able to afford sponsoring shows on
a true, nationwide basis is the pri-
mary problem confronting the in-

dustry in the wake of the FCC’s
fiflal lifting of the freeze.

Sponsors to date have been con-
fined to the 63 available* markets
granted TV stations prior to the
freeze, but can now look forward
to eventual outlets in more than
1,200 communities. Thus, any
bankroller -seeking the same circu-

lation he now enjoys via radio or
magazines -can look automatically
for a tremendous boost in time
costs. By the same token, . how-
ever, the added circulation whieh.
will he effected by TV’s entry into

new cities across the -country will

bring the cost-per-thousand down
to a new low. Whether any spon-
sor can foot the bill in so many
markets despite the lower per cap-
ita cost is the big question.'
Top agency execs, while gener-

ally agreed that there can he no
pat answer at this time, predicted
nonetheless that all but a few of

their clients iVill be forced to give

up their present multiple program-
ming operations. Costs, they
claimed, will restrict advertisers to

only one program per week, ^or
even to a single participation

*
in

one show. Network execs, on the

other hand, are more optimistic.

They pointed out that the chief’

argument put forth heretofore by
TV’s detractors was the industry’s

lack of national coverage. Now
that TV is to get that nationwide
circulation, they predicted the me-
dium will he worth so much more
than competing ad forms that

sponsors will channel most of their

budgets into video.

Depends on Circulation

Both the nets and agencies pre-.

dieted that the ultimate answer
will depend on how fast set circu-.

lution grows in the new TV areas.

Agency execs said the isolated

areas opening up, which are out-

side the fringe reception areas of

established video markets, will un-
doubtedly echo the situation in

those markets which launched TV
prior to two years ago. Station

operators will attempt to set their

card rates on a comparable level

with established markets, even
though the set circulation might
not warrant those rates. Thus, a

sponsor seeking to buy time on

those stations will be paying for

circulation not yet developed. On
that basis, agencies predicted the

networks will encounter consider-

able difficulty in selling time on

ultra-high frequency stations at the

outset.

Ad men are looking forward to

the opening of new stations in

present single-station markets.

Some execs said that new compe-
tition in the single-station areas

will force card rates down to an

equitable level. Others, however,

(Continued on page 38)

Hot Freeze Copy
Washington, April 15.

Never in its 18-year history

had the FCC attracted so many
press and radio guys and gals

as it did last Friday (11) when
it handed out the advance^ re-

lease on the lifting of the TV
freeze. Seemed like the whole
Washington press corps was
there. Commission news room
had two lines of reporters,

one serviced by George Gil-

lingham, FCC press chief, who
gave out bulky 600-page re-

ports and the other by Sally

Lindo, Gillingham’s aide, who
handed out' summary stories

with allocation table. All re-

porters had to be identified.

Advance release (for Mon-
day) was departure in Com-
mission policy on issuance of

decisions and was put over by
Gillingham with hacking of

press and radio, which wanted
time to study report and allo-

cations for local angles.

L-F Day
Washington, April 15.

Yesterday (Mon.) was L-F
day (lifting of freeze) at the
FCC and there was real evi-
dence of it.' Within two hours
after agency opened for busi-
ness, requests were serviced *

for 1,000 new application
forms required for filing for
stations.

Every radio law firm in
town was represented in the <

lineup at the Commission sec-
retary’s office.

CBS’ Here’s How’

Clinics to Brief

Stations on Video
In a move apparently designed

to get its non-television affiliates

Into TV as soon as possible, now
that the FCC freeze has been
lifted, CBS has ihvited all its radio
and TV affiliates • to a special
clinic on TV station operations.
Clinic is* scheduled for the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., May 1 *2 .

;

Top CBS brass, headed by prexy
Frank Stanton, will inform the af-

filiates on various phases of video
operation, from the point of vie-/ -

of both those planning to enter
the medium for the first time and
those- already in. They’ll discuss
such points as how to apply for
station licenses., construction costs,,

equipment requirements, as well
as revenue expectations,' program-
ming, sales, research, promotion
and publicity. Meet will be super-
vised by CBS-TV- prez J. L. Van
Votkenburg.

Operators of some CBS video af-

filiates will also be on the lecture

stand, including Walter Damm, of

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee; Dick Bur-
rell, of WBNS-TV, Columbus, and
Glen Marshall, WMBR-TV, Jack-
sonville. Other CBS execs slated

to speak, besides Stanton and Van
Volkenburg, include Fred M.
Thrower, Hubbell Robinson, Jr.,

Oscar Katz, John Cowden, Sig
Mickleson, Dave Jacobson, Bill

Lodge and A. B, Chamberlain,

BECKER, KEY STAFFER

WITH FCC, RESIGNS
Washington, April 15.

The FCC lost another key staff

member last week, aggravating Its

already serious personnel problem,
when Harry Becker, chief of th6“

administrative law branch of the

general counsel’s office, resigned to

enter private radio „and TV prac-

tice.

Becker, brother of Samuel Beck-
er, New York lawyer who served as

counsel for Newbold Morris, de-

posed government corruption prob-
er, is a veteran of 10 years with the

Commission. For a period of four
years he represented the agency in

Chicago as regional attorney, As
FCC counsel, he tried the clear

channel and daytipie skywave
cases. More recently, he directed
investigations of illegal TV trans-

mitters.

Becker’s wife is the former
Trudie Simmons, a nitery dancer.

McLeod Nixes TV
Hollywood, April 15.

Norman McLeod, long one of

Hollywood’s top film directors, has

decided to stay with pictures and
let television go for some later

time. After agreeing to direct Joan
Davis in a pilot kine for NBC he
withdrew because of disagreement
with the type of comedy called for

in the script.

Phil Rapp may take over the
controls.

Washington, April 15.

While the FCC has finally lifted
ts long-standing freeze on tele-,
vision station „ construction, it’s

generally believed 'here that the
industry will be chained to its

status quo position until at least
after the upcoming Presidential
elections. Entry of a new admin-
istration might completely dis-
arrange the progress to date, par-
ticularly if the Republicans get
into the White House.

Furnishing the principal basis
for conjecture is what might hap-
pen if Sen. Robert A. Taft Is elect-
ed President. It’s believed possi-
ble that, if Taft gets In, one of his
earliest moves would be to name
Commissioner Robert Jones, a fel-
low-Ohioan and Republican, **
'FCC chairman. And in view of
the Jones dissent on the entire al-
locations plan as finally adopted
by the Commission, it’s indicated
he would revise the entire struc-
ture should he gain control of the
government agency.

Principal effect of the unfreez-..
ing otherwise is to make it possi-
ble for practically every section of
the nation to have TV if it can
support stations. Channel space is

provided for 2,053 stations as com-
pared to the 108 stations now in
operation. Assignments are mad*
to 1,291 titles and towns, many ob-
viously too small to .provide a pay-
ing audience. But the channels
are there for the asking, provided
the applicants are qualified.

The new TV era, which was
launched Monday (14), the official
release date of the Commission’s
“Sixth Report and Order” lifting

the freeze, ushers into commercial
use a vast region of the radio spec-
trum—the ultra high frequencies
-—which makes it possible to pro-
vide room for some 1,500 stations.

(Continued on page 38)

For TV Station
Washington, April 15.

Disqualified from filing for an
educational TV channel because it

is not associated with an educa-
tional institution, WNYC, New
York City’s municipal outlet, will
file immediately for UHF commer-
cial channel 31, one of the two
UHF channels assigned to the N. Y.
area. Other one is Channel 25, re-
served for non-commercial, educa-
tional use.

Seymour N. Siegel, director 'of

N. Y.’s Municipal Broadcasting
System, said the city plans to

operate on a non-commercial basis,

in a similar manner to that of
WNYC. Although the station will

be commercial, Siegel said its

facilities would be made available
to schools for adult education, etc.

Program plans include complete
coverage of United Nations ses-

sions, city government activities,

special shows for consumers, public
health tieins with medical socie-

(Continued on page 45)

DALY VICE DENNY ON

TV TOWN MEETING’
George V. Denny, Jr. is being

replaced by John Daly as modera-
tor on the tele edition of “Amer-
ica's Town Meeting of the Air,”

beamed Sundays on " ABC-TV,
Daly, a freelance announcer-gab-
ber,^ takes over April 27.

Some months back Denny was
involved in a dispute on policies

with Town Hall, the outfit which
packages the “Town Meeting” pro-
grams. At that time the functions
of handling broadcast activities

and other aspects of the Town Hall
were separated, and later Denny
left the radio show, which is aired
on ABC Tuesday nights.

Quincy Howe has been moderat-
ing the AM edition in recent weeks.

Fact that present setowners will
j

for

(Continued on page 45) j
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- Anyone interested in getting a

reasonably good perspective on

Merle Miller's “The Judges and

the Judged” could not obtain It

from looking in on The Author

Meets the Critics” on DuMont last

Thursday (10). Tome was pub-

lished day before under the

auspices of the American, ^ivil

Liberties Union as a probing into

the newsletter. Counterattack, and

its followup book, “Red Channels,

which lists 151 actors and others

allegedly supporting Communist
causes or having such, leanings.

Instead of dissecting the book,

which is the stated aim of the pro-d

gram, the panel engaged largely

in personalities and name-calling.

In the versus niche was Counter-

attack exec Theodore C. Kirk-

patrick, and lined up for Judges

were author Merle Miller, and N. Y,

Herald Tribune radio-TV .pundit,

John Crosby, with Faye Emerson as

moderator. As to Miss Emerson,

she got a bit heated when Kirk-

patrick scored Crosby. She -^elected

to call protagonist Crosby “John”
and referred to the book’s antago-

nist as “Mr. Kirkpatrick.” This

seemed to indicate where her own
sympathies reside but it did not

help in a discussion of the book
itself.

In light of the name-calling, it

was Miller who injected the most
potent arguments into the vocifer-

ous debating. In his initial state-

ment, he pointed out. that his book
was not meant to be an “editorial”

but was' a report on how. a hand-
ful of men and women have literal-

ly taken over the entire radio-TV
industry. He claimed that this

“miniscule minority” has ended
the careers of a number of actors.

Crosby, for his part, charged the
networks and agencies who have
given in to the Red Channels list-

ings as being Hmen of goodwill and
small courage.”

Kirkpatrick claimed that he and
his partners entered into their

“Red Channels” work because, as
one-time FBI agents, they were
“amazed” at the Commie influence
in unions, Government and the en-
tertainment field. He volunteered
that “Channels” is neither anti
Semitic, anti-Negro nor anti-union
and averred that it is actually noth

cials before and after.^She also In- » tired and discouraged as his men . showed sharp comedy timing. The
troduced composer-stager Menotti but forced to keep them in line in

at the start, for a few well-chosen order to get them back safely. It

words. was a fine bit of underplaying, Joe
Maross, as the courageous ser-

Judging from Ezio Pinza’s initial geant bucking for a' field commis-
show from Hollywood last Friday sion; Leonard Barry, as the recal-

night (11), NBC-TV might finally citrant soldier; Lee Philips, as the

have found its long-sought format youngest one, and Philip Abbott,
to project successfully the unique as the soldier killed during the
talents of the Ex-Metopera basso, long trek, topped a generally good
And, if the progress indicated on supporting cast. Paul Nickell’s di-

this one carries through, much of rection was standout on all counts,
the credit will go to Ted Mills, Format of the shew, including
who’s taken over as writer-produr the opening and closing credits,
cer; Sidney Smith who’s directing, musical theme and Betty Furness

5

and David Rose, who’s taken over commercials for Westinghouse re-
the batonning and musical arrang- mains the same.

'

ing. Pinza is slated to do five

stanzas in all of his “RCA Victor
Show” from the Coast - while he’s
there to star in 20th-Fox’s Sol Hur-
ok biofilm.

Ed Sullivan on Sunday (13!Tjam
packed his* “Toast of the Town”
Easter basket with an abundance

„ , .

,

_ , ,

,

, , of entertainment niceties, climaxed
Mills besides changing com- by the live TV debut of Marian

pletely the shows format to pre- Anderson. The latter’s eight-min-
sent. Pinza’s singing-thesping capa- ute contribution to the show was
bilities more forcefully, also a thrilling occasion, a fitting touch
brought in some of th3.

special pro- to a holiday bill which Sullivan
duction effects which, marked his and producer Mario -Lewis can
work as producer of the erstwhile number among the best of recent
‘ Garroway at Large” show from vintage.
Chicago, Pinza, in this one, by- “Toast” was a 60-minute display
passed the revue-type production 0f variegated talents and varying
with which NBC ha,d saddled him tempos comprised of the Notre
previously in favor of a short play Dame Glee Club (making its third
attuned to the Easter spirit. He annual appearance on the show);
enacted the role of an Italian Senor Wences, in a repeat engage-
farmer living with his spinster sis- ment; songstress Jane Morgan,
ter, who s finally lifted out of the Cornelia Otis Skinner and Miss

J:
aused ky °f £5® Apderson ' (with impresario Sol

wife some years back by the visit Hurok on hand to take a bow from
of a young peasant girl and her the audience).

s
^
01
5* Miss .Anderson’s “Ave Maria”

credited to John Weaver, might (sung in German) was one of the
not have been ace-high drama, it rare TV treat's of the holiday sea-
was interestingly presented to re- son. Fortunately, they vested her
ceive full viewer attention. appearance with a superlative re-

Pinza, besides opening the show ligioso-framed setting that had
with “This Nearly.Was Mine” (one dignity, simplicity and beauty. A
of his hit tunes from the Rodgers-* spiritual which preceded the “Ave
Hammerstein “South Pacific” Maria” offered Miss Anderson the
score) and closing it with the opportunity to display her distinc
Lord’s Prayer, also socked across tive talents ranging from deep
two Italian folk tunes *as part . of contralto to soprano perfection,
the play. He faltered slightly in Miss Skinner reprised a sketch
introducing the opening Victor from her current Broadway one-
plug, but came back strongly to woman show, based on the famed
score with his thesping. Geraldine Dreyfus case and its effect on a
Brooks, essaying an Italian accent Jewish,family in Paris. It wa$ an
as the young girl, was less fortu- effective bit of r serlo-sianted
nate, but Eugenie Leontovlch was thesping that registered strongly,
fine as the sister, and Linda Ben- Miss Morgan, with a production

tag more than a bibliography. I?!? reglstered neatIy *s the m°P' ^r0"

Miller, In turn, charged Kirk-
pe

‘;
pnately geared to the holiday

Patrick and his colleagues with
having taken the law into their
own hands and of having been
completely indifferent to the
careers of the people involved.

If “Author Meets Critics” is as
forthright as it pretends to be,
some peculiarity attaches to the
fact that only two persons (Gypsy
Rose Lee and Ireene Wicker) of
the 151 listed in “Channels” were
named in the melee. (A couple of
others were dragged in obliquely.)
It was obvious they were skirting
that subject, but that’s what this
Whole controversy is about. Miller
seemed to get closest to the busi-
ness -at hand when he declared that
Kirkpatrick is by way of being
arbiter of who gets spotted oh TV.
Some of the audience appeared to
be rigged in Kirkpatrick’s favor,
although studio tickets are sup-
posed to be distributed equitably.

Gian-Carlo Menotti’s “Amahl and
the Night Visitors,” first opera writ-
ten expressly for video, and pre-
miered by NBC for Hallmark last
Christmas, had a repeat perform-
ance Easter Sunday (13), for as re-
warding and. engaging a reprise as
a TV viewer could wish. Same cast
appeared as in the original produc-
tion, with 12-year-old Chet Allen
holding the spotlight for his vir-
tuoso singing and acting job as
Amahl, and Rosemary Kuhlmann
repeating a distinguished vocal and
thespic assignment as the mother.
In fact, Menotti as director picked

* M
Ce
JJ
ent voices and good actors for

all his roles, so that they did jus-
tice to his unusual music-fable.
Only flaw in Sunday’s production
was the lighting, which left much
to be desired. It may have been an
attempt at realism (night) or mood
(religious), but too much of the#how was done in semi-darkness,

let this couldn’t hurt the deep
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sing the childf S°ng01 the peasants . bearing presents-

1 gning the Hallmark commer-

Mills’ production touches were chapeaux displays and Wences
visible from the opening credits, ^?.llVRr9ve? he’s one of the most
which spotted them on music delightful of the ventro virtuosi,
stands. Camera movement was a

———
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triflle slow on this but the idea Fred Waring Show moved into
was interesting. Idea of having its fourth year on television Sunday
Pinza lead into the play on camera (13) with a striking“choral presen-
through the simple expedient of tation of the “Song of Easter.” Ar-
changing jackets- and removing his ranged by Roy Ringwald, the half-
necktie was socko, and the appar- hour program via CBS-TV ran the
ent moving-in of the set behind gamut from the lighter airs such as
him, presumably on a rotating “Let’s Take an Old Fashioned
stage, gave fluidity to the entire Walk” to the more serious selec-
production. . Smith's camera work tions that embraced several Negro
was super and full credit should spirituals.
also go to Boris Isaacson for his While the choral work of the
fine lighting. Rose, conducting a Waring company was excellent in
24-piece orch (never seen on the its own right, the show took on
screen)^ backed both the story and added values through tasteful pro
Pinza’s singing excellently. duction mountings and good camRCA blurbs, pitched on the Eas- erawork. “Old Fashioned Walk”
ter theme, were okay. scene, for example, clothed a sing-

ing group in circa 1890 period cos-
Donald Davis and Dorothy Mat- Si”!?® r£pleAe with parasols, etc.

hews, taking over as producers 5 ?
atte?tlon to the background

of CBS-TV’s “Studio One” Monday 2
a
?
ails and ™sual aspects helped

night (14) from Worthington (Tony) }
he

x
Lanza’s prepon-

Miner, evidenced that they’ll re-
derant vocal features,

tain the same high standards set m the Easter at-
for the show by .Miner. But, the 20sp and

,Tf
be

,
general tone of

husband-wife team preemed on an J^v^ram ’j
faring read excerpts

over-ambitious note, attempting an c
ptures

ii?
d
,
rePrised *

adaptation of Pat Frank’s new &anc
,*
s B*Sayre article on “The

novel about * marine regiment In w num'

show revealed Benny Baker to be
an artful straightman to Thomas’
comedies, while moppet ‘Bunny
Lewbel revealed charm and ability

to read lines. Pacing of the show
was off.

Eddie Cantor and the “Colgate
Comedy Hour” played hosts to the
armored tank corps of Camp Irwin,
Cal., on Sunday (13), and it was ob-
vious that Hollywood’s El Capitan
Theatre, where the • show** took
place, was the scene of a good time*
by the tankmen. But what about
the millions of TV viewers? That
was something else again, and
brought to mind the fallacy . of
playing for laughs before live audi-
ences and skipping the unseen one.
Old gags and old pieces of business
were tossed at the GIs, and the
hearty reception they got must
surely have gladdened Cantor and
guests Constance JJoore and Joe E.
Brown.
The laughs they got were cer-

tainly foolers, Actually, only Dave
Barry, a greatly improved comic,
socked over, with a monolog and
in a “Maxie the Taxi” bit in which
Cantor more or less played
straight., • Miss Moore, looking
fetching in a gown that got GI
whistles, made . an unfortunate
choice in her intro, “Birth of the
Blues,” which only made one nos-
talgic for Harry Richman in his
prime. She gagged a bit with Can-
tor, but this lacked laufgh-values,
except Jfor’the GIs at whom it was
apparently aimed. Joe E. Brown’s
brief stints were accompanied by
off-timing and 'fluffs that failed to
salvage the portions in which he
worked. Otherwise, this was a show
that was pretty notable for the
energy exhibited by the veteran
star

, Cantor, who never lets up
for a moment.
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Korea, “Hold Back the Night.” S1* The Battle Hymn
While the show was well-staged

t

gave viewers the
and enacted by a good cast, TV Is v

1
** *.? Presenting the

not yet capable of handling a show wa^tf ^as the
inside a studio in which all the GenSfl

best‘ Plugs ior
action takes place outdoors. Pro-

^metric, the sponsor, were
ducers, bulwarked by some of CBS- ?t? 1

mere
,
^production of

TV’s new special effects, made a InH
0Val symbo1 at start

noble effort to carry off the produc-
a*

tion but couldn’t overcome the re- L ,

strlcting confines of the studio and 7 Garrett emphasized her
the almost complete lack of the /fof
necessary illusion of space. NBCm .

A11-Star Revue”
Frank’s novd, neatly adapted by in a 60"

Mel Goldberg, told of the “Dog” sbow that also saw come-
company’s long trek back to U.S. 5a&r

’ James Mason
lines in the freezing Korean win- ae+iT Kellino (Mrs. Mason)
ter, after they’d held a pass for

oth
5f,

In several se-
48 hours to permit their regiment wnc

^
s

.

Mlss Garrett projected
and division to retreat safely. and comedy ability
Good use was made of the sym- T?°

n
/ ^

de?P*tc inferior material,
bolic bottle of Scotch, which served fac

*'’
j

* material handed
as the company’s goodluck charm ??d h

{
s Snests was decid-

and rallying point. Battle scenes
eai? lacking in the values that

looked realistic and also sounded Perf<n*mers need to put over
realistic for a change, thanks to “?eir comedy assignments. Thomas
the web’s new electronic amplifier nimself was a notable victim of this
for

^
gunshots. Use of rear-screen trailty.

projection for scenes depicting A takeoff on married couples,
Marines’ dreams about their wives W1th Mason and Miss Kellino play-
and girl-friends also came off well. inS °ne pair and Thomas-Garrctt
John Forsythe starred as the the other duo, wound up in a

company captain, turning in an shambles of confusion and failure
excellent job as the officer just as to excite laughs. However, Mason

As a substitute for Milton Berle
on Texaco Star Theatre,” Tuesday

on NBC-TV, Frank Fay proved
that there is a tremendous dif-
ference between leisurely perform-
ance ana just being downright
slow, and an. even greater differ^
ence between doing oldtdmey and
nostalgic. Fay completed his two-
week stint on this program with a
strong lineup of guests and some
okay production, but personally
he delivered very little ' in the
laugh department.

TCiere was one particular note
that must have rankled quite a
few listeners, particularly those in
the trade. At one point. Fay sug-
gested that he doesn’t like a force-
ful comedian; he likes his audi-
ence to be relaxed. .This led up
to a weak gag, so’weak in fact that
to many it must have looked like
the preface to the gag was the
more important item. The way it
was worked looked like it was a
dig at Berle. Fay’s stuff, per se,
wasn t too funny. There were oc-
casional lines that sounded like
they had merit, but in general it
was below the level expected on
this show.
The guqsts included Nat, (King)

Cole, always a pleasing singer, and
Glooney, who has listen-

ability even without doing “Come
On-a My House” Jimmy Nelson's
ventriloquy made for an enter-
taining delivery of a commercial.
Eddie Foy, Jr., did a softshoe

number in the style in which his
father worked. This was nostalgia
In Its true sense, and the bit was
do5e expertly and entertainingly.

.
Frank Gallop’s finale commercial

was devoted to Texaco’s 50th anni.
Delivery was dignified and held
intcrcsti

ger, foiled her attempt at murder
by taking the asp sting on his own
arm. Grieving Selene then realized
that her love for her husband was
stronger than her hate for Caesar.
A mute servant, also * follower of
Christ, persuaded her to pray to
him. At this point, With a new light
streaming through the window
from the star of Bethlehem* the
husband came back to life, and he
and Selene apparently lived hap-
pily ever after.

Standout cast, competently- di-
rected by Delbert Mann and pro-
ducer Fred Coe, made the charac-
ters extremely believable. Stella
Andrew scored solidly as Selene
and Harry Andrews was fine as her
husband. Edgar Stehli, as the el-
derly Apollodorus who agitated for
her return to Egypt; Alfred Ryder,
as Octavius’ son, Tiberius; and Wil-
liam Smithers, as an Egyptian serv-
antftopped a large supporting cast.
Sets* costumes and other produc-
tion credits were top-drawer and
Clarke s dialog, while nowhere near
Shakespearean quality, was never
stilted.

J?1
-Si9ameron Swayze and Dur-

ward Kirby, speaking for Goodyear,
made a big thing of introducing the
sponsors new puncture-proof tubes.

Jack Carson’s entry into the con-
ferencier role on the “Royal Show-
case” on NBC-TV Sundays, as suc-
cessor to George Abbott, gives the
program considerably more mo-
tion. Carson seems more at home
in this medium than the legit pro-
ducer did. He roams around the
studio, even to giving his spiel near
a monitor screen among studio at-
tendees, and has a greater theatri-
cal awareness of how to intro an
act. Carson is an affable emcee

«

and does a pleasant chore on this
show.
The concessions to Easter Sun-

day slowed up the show to some
extent, although Kukla, Fran &
Ollie provided a highlight that
seemed to provide an excellent ful-
crum for the proceedings. Pup-
peteers did some appropriate com-
edy for the occasion and enter-
tamed handily.
Other two acts were in the sing-

ing vein which seemed to provide a
thread of monotony, although the
vocal quality was of high calibre.
Booking of the Royal Chords, a
male chorus composed of company
employees, was a good step in em-
plpyee relations, and chorus is a
well-drilled and nicely disciplined

wR*1 a good texture. Their
contributions were okay.'
Hilde Gueden, of the Metopera

soprano corps, showed excellent
voice in “Czardas” from “Die Fled-
ermaus” and “Ave Maria.”

“Hollywood Screen-Test,” one of
the older programs on the air,
started its fifth anni Monday (14)
on ABC-TV, with Bert Lytell in
the spot usually hel(J down by Neil
Hamilton, currently touring in a
legit show. It’s a program which
has brought to attention many
competent thesps, many of whom
have gone bn* to important roles
because of auditioning on this ses-
sion. Columnist Hy Gardner pre-
sented a mace to Lytell.
The anni display had a good

story, probabiy suggested by the
Arnold Schuster murder. A man
fingers a suspect and consequently
loses his life. Peter Gray and
-L,eo5ard Yorr were the dramatic
candidates on display and did well
In their roles.
“Hollywood Screen Test” is the^0nd °ldest network drama show,

Kraft Theatre”, having a slight
seniority. However, it's the oldest
show on ABC. It’s come a long
way since its inception.

NBC-TV’* . “Kraft T h e a t r e,”
nearing its fifth anni on the air,
came up with one of the best In a
long string of successful shows
Wednesday night (9) with its pres-
entation of “The Last Mile.’*
Staged with sharply realistic drama
and enacted in socko style by a
fine east of w.k. actors, the John
Wexley play had all the power and
Impact that , marked its earlier
versions in legit and pictures. This
was one that Kraft and the J. Wal-
ter Thompson agency, which pro-
duces, could well be proud of.

Robert Keith, Jr., who’s scored
In a number of TV dramas, turned
in what was undoubtedly his most
impressive thesping job to date as
the young killer waiting out his
last two hours in the death house
of* a state penitentiary, the role
which first brought Spencer Tracy
to fame. Keith got across excel-
lently the confused man's anxious
hope of a last-minute pardon, his

NBC-TV's “Goodyear Playhouse”
attempted to mix a religious mira-
cle Sunday night (13) in with its
engrossing story of what happened
to Cleopatra s daughter and came
up with something that was neither

nor * drama. An
£enda11 Clarke,

tJAe ¥cdea Cup,” it was a
?°od try to inject an Easter note
into an historical story, but Clarke
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ihe ful1 Par-
tialities. Miracle, which involved
bringing back to life a RomannoMeman who was one of the earli-
est followers of Christ,- was im-
pressed too abruptly into the story
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told of Selene, the daughter
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Clrp^tra, who was
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Bom£ by Octavius Cae-sar following the death of her
parents. Married to Juba, one S
Caesar s favorites, she was none-
theless obsessed with a vengeful
desire to kill the emperor*and take
over her hereditary throne as the

,
. . A , ,Queen of Egypt. Her husband, who *nPPin8: ®cre with a priest giving

had seen Christ lying in his man-’ (Continued on page 45)
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jf only* a short year ago Hollywood -would have thrown open its

studio lots to the TV cameras and extended an invitation to video
s

impresarios to “comfc in and look us over/’ it would have registered

as the TV Ripley of the Year. Yet such a mating of the mediums
was brought about Sunday (13) for the edification of several million

viewers of Ed Murrow’s "See It Now” on CBS-TV.
Thanks to a collaborative rteamup of Murrow, his co-producer,

Fred W- .Friendly* and Hollywood producer Sam Goldwyn, 15 min-

utes' o£ Sunday’s "See. It Now” was given over to penetrating (via

filip) the precincts Of the Goldwyn lot during the making of the

ambitious "Hans Christian Andersen” Technicolor production,

which will star Danny Kaye.

Except for a split second glimpse of one of the rushes, Kaye did

not appear on the "See It Now” episodes. (Star is dickering an
NBOTV deal besides taking the position he wants no cuffo video
pickups.)

Actually, however, Murrow wisely eschewed the fan mag aspects

of gleaning the Goldwyn lot or interviewing the celebs. Rather, he
achieved his intent of creating a behind-the-scenes documentation
of the- Hollywood pix-making contributions of the tradesmen and
craftsmen;

1 of the faith of one of its key producers in investing

$4,000,000 ("all of my own money,” said Goldwyn) in the new ex-

travaganza in the midst of transitional crises, when the film vs. TV
debate tends to grow'more complex and confusing.

AS such, the Murrow-Goldwyn tour of the lot was revealing, with
maximum viewer interest extracted from the assorted filmed se-

quences. There were off-the-cuff observations by Goldwyn, in an-

swer to Murrow’s queries, that "great pictures will do greater
business than ever,” and that, just as people with cooks at home
still dine out, so will TV set owners continue to patronize film

houses. There were visits with Goldwyn’s chief cutter; with Walter
Sharp, his musical director; With Frank Loesser, composer of-fhe
"Andersen” score; with the standby painter, prop man, electrician,

soundman, makeup artists, glimpses into the conference room, the
retake processes, an interesting shot of a slouch-hatted Goldwyn
with director Charles Vidor viewing dancer Renee Jeanmaire in

the filming of the ballet sequence, and finally the late-night watch-
ing of the rushes.

v
-

As a trailer for the forthcoming pic, it will whet appetites. As
another in the "See It Now” life-in-America vignettes, it once
again demonstrated the program’s value as a "document for TV.”
And, perhaps most important of all, it marked a milestone in

helping to create an esprit de corps between pix and TV. Rose.

JOE DIMAGGIO
10 Mins.; pre-**me daily
PHILIP MORRIS
WPIX, N.‘ Y.

(Biota)

Joe DiMaggio stepped' out of his

baseball uniform this season for an

equally lucrative gab slot before

each of the Yankee games. An '©Id

hand before the mikes, DiMaggio.

has an easy style which, combined

with his standing in the sports
fraternity, makes him ail authori-
tative spokesman on the game.

Simple format for this series

calls for DiMaggio to work out of

a Yankee Stadium clubhouse of-

fice where he’ll conduct inter-

views with -the players, managers
and other figures in the pennant
race. On his kickoff show (11); be-
fore the Yankee-Dodgers first of

three exhibition games, DiMaggio
lined up most of his old team
mates with manager Casey Stengel
doing most of the talking. Stengel
presented .his former center-field-
er with a dictionary, symbolizing
DiMaggio’s switch in occupation
from slugger to commentator. It’s

too much to expect that DiMaggio
will be equally proficient in his
new role, but he’s a cinch to fill

this spot more than adequately.

Aside from the interviews, Di
Maggio is also handling some of
the plugs for the big bankroller in
okay style, supplemented by filmed
spots. Helm.

ITS WORTH KNOWING
With Edward Stasher, guests
Producer: Bob Herridg©
Director: John Vogel
30 Mins., Sat., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBS-TV, N.Y.
WCBS-TV has a standout edu-

cational series in "It’s Worth Know-
ing.” Show is presented with top
information and entertainment val-
ues and the discussions are pegged
for audio-visual appeal. Emcee Ed-
ward Stasher plays up to the men-
tality of the viewers which helps
keep the show at a high level
throughout. It’s a thought provok-
ing and stimulating session which
should pick, up plenty of adult
viewers who’ve had their fill of the
routine Saturday afternoon video
programming.
On show caught (12), stanza

closed out on a discussion concern-
ing the problems of adjustments
in marriage stressing the in-law
complications. Marriage adjust-
ment topic had been batted around
on two previous stanzas in the se-
ries. Two men and two femmes
helped Stasher in the g a b f e s t
which was illuminating' and inter-
esting throughout. In-law problem
was displayed neatly in. a brief
Playlet on film and the guests were
asked to give their views on what
they had just seen.
The interjection of a. film se-

quence during; the 30-minute gab
serves to heighten viewing appeal
and hold interest. It also creates
an impression with the viewer that
ne s part of the discussing panel.

Herridge’s production and
John Vogel’s direction help sustain
Program’s high calibre, Gros.

TELL IT TO THE MAYOR
With Mayor ’ Joseph Sill Clark* Jr.
Producer-director: Roddy Rogers
30 Mins.; Wed. 8 pjn. (bi-monthly)
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia

In new series which preemed
April 9, Philly’s first Democratic
mayor in 67

' years, Joseph Sill

Clark, Jr., launched a municipal
quizzer to answer problems and
queries from the public concerning
his administration. A. relaxed TV
personality, Mayor Clark makes
this segment an entertaining and
visually satisfying offshoot of his
newly established Bureau of Infor-
mation and Complaints. The ques-
tions come from three sources,
cards that have come in to the sta-
tion, the studio audience and tele-
phone' calls with WFIL-TV furnish-
ing a corps of switchboard opera-
tors to handle the on-the-spot
callers.

Mayor Clark assured the TV
viewers with: "I know you won’t
believe this, but this program is
unrehearsed.” With him on the
show were the new Police Commis-
sioner Thomas Gibbons and Deputy
Commissioner Herbert Kitchenman.
Posers concerned traffic jams when
Academy of Music lets out; mop-
pets overturning' garbage and trash
cans; lack pf courtesy by police of-
ficers; the problem of teen-agers
in bars (this from a cafe owner in
the audience)/ and the end of the
mounted police squad (the dispens-
ing *with the ' bluecoats on horse-
back has been a burning sentimen
tal question in Philly in recent
weeks).

Questions are resolved neatly
with appropriate concern, or with
promise that the matter will be
passed on to the right official and
promptly looked into. While it

seems a "town hall” sort of idea
with which to treat ,the problems of
a city of more than 2,000,000, "Tell
It to the Mayor” shapes up as good
public relations for the present
regime in Philadelphia. This is
largely due to the obvious intelli-
gence and sincerity of the city’s
chief executive. Stanza is another
in the growing number of informa-
tive and entertaining TV programs
operating without, benefit of enter-
tainers. Gagh.

SPORTING CHANCE
With Morric Mages, AI Parker
Director: Phil Bondclli .

30 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m.
MAGES STORES
WBKB, Chicago

(Malcolm-Howard )

As retailer-turned-emcee, Mor-
rie Mages summed it up on seg-
ment seen (8): "This is an all-ama-
teur show—including me.” There
were six tyro turns showcased this

session, and host Mages appeared
the most ill at ease of the lot. How-
ever, it’s a cheapie with plenty of

stiff selling, so it may pay off on
a short run.
Amateurs were the usual collec-

tion of kids, long on eagerness and
short on talent. Included were a
baton-twirling quintet, femme sing-,

er, marimba player, pair of corn-

ball singers, lad and lass duet and
a young ventriloquist. They all

tried hard.
, .

•Selling spiels were intoned by

AI Parker, Dave.

SKY KING
With Kirby Grant, Gloria Win-

ters, Ron Haggerty, others
3d Mins.; Sun., 5:31 p.m,
DERBY FOODS *

NBC-TV, from Hollywood (film)

(Needham, Louts & Brorby)

If the first installment of "Sky
King,” vidfilm series, is any cri-

terion of adventures to come, young
viewers have got some sock video
excitement in store for them. It’s

been a fave radio series for several
years and it’s bound to capture the
same response in its video dress.

Series deals with the exploits of
Sky King/sagebrush hero who al-

ternates between saddle and cock-
pit to nab the culprits of the
cactus. He’s assisted in his ad-
ventures by Penny and Clipper,
his niece and nephew. On preem
show (13) King was involved in
breaking up an espionage ring
which had nabbed some top secret
government documents. With a
minimum of gab and maximum of
action, yam moved to its obvious
conclusion. All production credits
were topdrawer and the camera
moved with skill over the wide
pan shots as well as the interior

scenes. It made for sock moppet
viewing.
King was essayed in the usual

western hero manner by oater
star Kirby Grant. His young aides
were ebulliently portrayed by
Gloria Winters and Ron Haggerty
while the other cast members filled

their roles adequately.
The commercials for Peter Pan

peanut butter, a Derby Foods
product, were- socked across for
maximum impact. Gros.

GAY NINETIES THEATRE
With Maureen Cannon, Snooky
Lawson, Jackie Heller, Bob Cop-
fer 4, Irving Barnes, Jimmy
O’Brien, Charles Dickson Danc-
ers, Ken Hildebrand, Charlie
Garratt, Mixed Quartet, ~Bernie
Armstrong’s Orch

Producer: Vic Maitland
Director: Pete Barker
30 Mins.; Wed., 8 p,m.
DUQUESNE BREWING CO.
WDTV, Pittsburgh

Duquesne Brewing Co.’s rotat-

ing "Show* Time” series camft up
with easily the best program it’s

ever had in the recreation of a
Gay Nineties vaude. -With a neat
set, resembling a regular old-time

stage (the backdrops, the gaslit

foots, the big cards with the name
of the acts on them and, everything)
for atmosphere, the stanza was off

to a flying start immediately and
what took place for the next half-

hour wasn’t disappointing.
Snooky Lanson and Maureen

Cannon have been'regulars on the
every-fourth Wednesday “Welcome
Aboard” segment, but they’ve

never been displayed to better ad-

vantage. Both of them clicked all

the way, in both songs an<j per-

sonality. Little Jackie He^er *
1°'

cal nitery owner and vet vaude
singer, made his first appearance
for the Duquesne people and he’ll

be back again on the strength of

this showing. He cleaned up* in

two solos, punching them across

in his sharp style, and again with
Lansbn in a takeoff on Gallagher
and Shean (a bit apocryphal since

they didn’t come along until much
later). But nobody cared much
that a lot of numbers were nut
of calendrical text, since the whole
thing moved along so fast and en
ertainingly.
Bob Copfer male four in comic

costume scored in a medley of

old-fashioneds; Jimmy O’Brien, 82

year-old local, cleaned up in his

impresh of Pat Rooney, and Irving

Barnes, show’s regular baritone,

had one spot and super-charged it.

Neat commercial had Ken Hilde-

brand and Charlie Garratt picking

up the Gallagher-Shean. bit from
Heller and Lanson, and segueing
into the merits of Duquesne Beer
in the G-S doggerel with an aSsist

from the mixed quartet. Bemie
Armstrong’s musical background
gave everybody the best of it.

Duquesne’s "Show Time” series

has been coming up consistently

with some crack programs over

the past year, but they outdid

themselves on the Gay Nineties

theme. Cohen.
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EASTER FARADS!

, BROADWAY fV THEATRE
With Steve Allen, June Havoc* ("The Trial of Mary Duran”)

Wallace & with Ann Dvorak, Richard Derr,

view of the Easter Parade on Fifth Producer: Warren Wade
Ave., this hour-long CBS’er seemed Directors: Robert Bolrer, Richard
to be operating under mixed policy Lukin
in the free plug department. True, Writer: Bayard Veiller
the annual Avenue processional has 90 Mins.; Mon.-Frl., 7:30 p.m*
become somewhat of a bloodthirsty R. J. REYNOLDS, GENERAL
publicity operation in many of its TIRE *

facets. But there should be some WOR-TV, New York
pattern by which "accidentally on (Esty D'Arcv)
purpose” plugs can be reduced or , .

eliminated. June Havoc, sharing ,
Thls,stanza represents a depar-

the m.c. chores with Steve Alien Jure In video programming—beam-
outslde of St. Patrick's Cathedral. l

J>g
the same dramatic vehicle five

managed to work in the maker of times a week, ft s a step that raises

her mink before going into a .mock mmiy questions which only time
apology for the intended slip. ^ ffe kickoff
Almost every, headliner inter- ^on Sraday (14V the potanti-

ali^es a^e good, The production

Sonffn?
1

tSif
1 w of “Trial of Mary Dugan,” Bayard

Veiller’s melodrama that was theand Jessica Dragonette deliberately
hit of the 1927-28 Broadway seasonthrew in a plug for her ehapeau and has been renSied in summer

PofeSfo‘f^
S “to*little"hSe

Se
and

n
flir™r!;

?ions »' was of professional calibre,
especially when' it’s remembered

along the same lines when she was that this is a local offering. Cer-by the chastened Miss tainly WOR-TV hadn’t staged any-
, . _ ,

thing as ambitious before tht
It’s assumed that high bracket Thomas O’Neil-General Tire take-

performers, et al., have the top over,
wardrobe, but the eager beaver

Buff Cobh, Ed Sullivan, other#
producer: Ral Purdy
Directors: Judson Whiting, Richard
Linkroum

.

60 Min#.; Sun. (13), 1 p.m.
SUSQUEHANNA WAIST CO.
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
While an interesting home’s-eye

Vinton Hayworth, Lola Montcz,
Jock MacGregor, Child# Jordan,
Donald McKee, Phil Truer,
Katherine Barrett, John Mar-
riott, Franklin Pulaski, Douglas
Rutherford, Therese Q u a d r i,

Gene O’Donnell, Thomas Hca-
pliy, Lynne Salfbury

plugging leads also to the assump-
tion that their attire is subsidized.
On them, it doesn’t look good,

Along legitimate lines, Mike Wal-

Choice of "Dugan” as Initialed
wasn’t the best. The 25-year-old
play is dated, not in its particulars,
but in its tone, which is overly sen*
timental. The tear-jerker concerns

THIS IS SERIOUS BUSINESS
With Maripn Myser, George Arne-

son, Carol Myers, Sigr Dahlquist,

others.
Producer-Director: Tracy Louns-
berry

Writer: Marian Myser
i5 Mins.; Sun., 5 p.m. (6)

Sustaining
KSTP-TV, Mpls.-St. Paul

This well constructed and neatly

written playlet commendably acted

by local Edyth Bush Little Thea-
tre members, offered by KSTP-TV
as a public service to further the

American Cancer Society’s cam-
paign, undoubtedly achieved, the

purpose of impressing its audience

with the fact that if cancer is de-

tected in time it need not prove
fatal, that it frequently creeps up

(Continued on page 44)

lace & . Buff Cobb, handling the a woman on trial for the murder
mikes at the Sherjry-Netherland of a married man with whom she
Hotel, at 60th St., introed a fashion

. has been living. Cross-examipa-
parade held in the inn’s Chanti- tion reveals the seamy details of
cleer Room, with description

>
by her several alliances with men who ”

Miss Cobb. Here the commercials support her, while she used the
were germane and pf wide viewer coin to get her younger brother
interest (Nettie Rosenstein, Oleg out of an orphan,, asylum and then
Cassini, Jacques Fath, etc.), unlike send him to law school. Entire ac-
the curved pitches, Ed Sullivan, tion takes place in the court room,
emceeing briefly, rates a palm for with the brother assuming the role'
warning all interviewees on the of defense attorney and finally ex-
subject. , posing 'her first lawyer as the ae-

In contrast, the sponsor of the tual murderer. There is a heavy
first- half hour, Susquehanna Waist, reliance on coincidence and some
for its Ship’n’Shore blouses, pre- of the false leads are never ex-
sented dignified commercials nicely plained.

spaced. Mary Beth Hughes de- By and large the cast did a good
scribed -niftily for one segment, job, with Vinton Hayworth carry-
which had live models. • ing a heavy load as the district at-

It was a colorful block, lacking torney, although hitting the mean-
only the hues, and not . hurt TV- *e

t

n.°^e
J
00

.

hard * Richard Derr
wise by the cold weather. There nicely playing the brother; Ann
were some corking shots of Central Dvorak registering okay as the ex-

Park lensed from the Gold Room chorus girl, but kept too much in

Balcony of the hotel, and good background; and Lola Montez
details of the cathedral and the handling the part of the victim’s

crowds in that sector, at 50th St. wife effectively. Supporting thesp-

Among the paraders interviewed ?
rs acquitted themselves compe-

were Kyle MacDonnell, Elsa Max- tentlV; Direction was not as fully

well, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Slezak. sensitive as it might have been and
Anne Jeffreys' and husband Bob spme °f the witnesses, such as Miss

i

Sterling, socialite Betty Henderson, Dugan’s acquaintances, were carl-
’

Jane Morgan, Nina Foch, Warren caturea.

Hull, Mimi Benzell, Walter Gould, Basic flaw was in the original
UN Ambassador Gross, radio-TV- yarn, which doesn't probe deeply
“pic scripter Cy Howard. into character and which lacks a

Robin Morgan, the Dagmar of clearly defined theme. Court-room
CBS-TV’s "Mama,” was on briefly drama reminded of DuMont s "They
to intro 10 sisters flown from Stand Accused” series, although

Boston by McCall’s mag via a kid the latter has more documentary-
clothes tieup. A good fillip was realistic flavor. However, other

parade of antique cars driven by Properties, such as ‘Three Men
their owners and described by Ken 0I

? .
a Horse” and Jazz Singer,

Purdy, editor of True. Ken Murray which follow, may prove stronger,

and Laurie Anders, latter of Mur- Fact that the plays are presented
ray’s program, were passengers in virtually uncut, with each act al-
a 1912 Rolls Royce. Cod. Serge most 30 minutes long, should be
Obolensky, prexy of the Sherry- welcomed by viewers wi.th a dis-
Netherlana, was shown as host at taste for frequent commercial in-
his annual Easter luncheon. Trau. terruptions. (Plugs for Cavalier

cigarets and General tires, inci-

ntxTT'n mprr AirTr»T> dentally, were tastefully done.)

-With Dr. Louise Bates Ames, Ar- 0f not adapting the originals, but
tlmr Amadon sticking to the playwright’s script

Producer: Dick Huntley- except for minor deletions, should

ttnoSnlxf r?nm?
a*m

* please the authors, but in some
nrnnTMw cases failure to insert new scenes
WBZ-TY, Boston

. may not fully utilize TV'<6 flexibil-
With child - behavior a prime ity. At any rate, in this opus the

topic whenever younger mothers fact that the cameras never left
huddle, this show should grab a the court was not a weakness. Lens-
sizable audience and furnish ing was done primarily from two
plenty of fuel for sidewalk discus- angles, and legal eagles’ address-
sions among the perambulator- ing the camera as the jury was a
pushing set. Program emanates potent device. Camerawork and
from the station’s theatre studio cutting could have been more pre-
with members of the audience cise, and greater use should be
shooting questions at Dr. Louise made of close-ups. Miss Dvorak’s
Bates Ames, who sits at a desk on- reactions, for the most part, were
stage: Program stemmed from missed in this theatrical rather
the numerous requests Dr. Ames that video staging concept,
receives to address groups of par- chief poser, of course, is wheth-
e
Pff' v,rSpr er the “rePeat performance” idea

able her to reach a much larger
pUU audiences. Of course, it

audience. cuts production costs, allowing
Questions ran the gamut from Wade to put on the five perform-

"What should be done about a 10- ances for a weekly talent nut of
year-old who sucks his thumb?”; under $7,000, on the average. Word
“Should children .of eight and 10 of mouth, plus promotion and pub-
have the same bedtime hour?”, or liclty, can build ratings through
"Do boys present more trouble, to the week and it’s possible that the
parents ' than girls while growing cumulative audience over a five-
up?” day span could hit better than a

Latter half of program was 50.0, which would make this an at-

taken up with announcer, Arthur tractive buy on a cost-per-thousand
Amadon, reading letters from par- basis. Wade, taking a cue from
ents seeking advice from the doe- stock company practice, made a

tor Parents of youngsters will curtain speech during an inter-

undoubtedly find the show in- mission, requesting viewers to tell

formative and an aid to the trials friends to dial subsequent show-
.and tribulations of bringing up ings of "Dugan” during the re-

l small children. Elic. hnainder of the week. Bril.
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CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY OF
LOWER BASIN STREET '

With Ottfon Bk^n, Hewy Levine
Orch, w „

Writer; Welbourn Kelley
JProducer-Oirector; Robert K

.

Adam#
30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 p.m,

U. S. ARMY RESERVE
NBC, from N. Y.

(Gale)
Welboum Kelley, scripter who

has been associated with this show
since it was first launched back in

the 1930’s, is back at the same
stand with- his trademarked brand
of irreverent and .irrelevant wit.

Kelley’s lines, although lacking the

sparkle and freshness of his early

efforts, is still superior stuff and
the best thing on this show. As
heretofore, this series combines
gags, vocals and domesticated jazz

into an entertaining session with

Henry “Hot Lips” Levine on the

podium and Orson Bean cleverly

handling the ICellev script.

Preem show (12) of the new
series was* lifted by guest shots of

Fred Allen and' his wife, Portland
Hoffa, latter being featured in a

gag vocal on “tSweet Marie” that

was off-oitch through her whole
range. The Allens, however, were
solid in their comedy metier.

Regular vocalist Martha Lou Harp
also registered strongly with a

couple of bluesy workovers of

“Stormy Weather” and “Wrap
Your Troubles In Dreams” while
the orch dished up okay Dixie ver-

sions of “High Society” and “Musk-
rat Ramble.”
A couple of brief and pointed

plugs for the U. S. Army Reserve,
which is picking up part of the tab
on this series, was made, by Major
Gen. Hugh M. Milton and Allen.

Herm,

i. M FOR THE LADIES
WUh FeterGravIiui
Wff4er-Fr#d«cer-DIrect<tr: Gravina I

55 Min*,; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1J a.m.

Sustaining .
f

WNYC, N. Y.

From the

For its last program but one this . “For the Ladles,” a 55-minute

season, “The Big Show” last Sun- morning 'oross-t^boardl show on
4 M-*-4 4-4 4 4 4

’
4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 f

4

4 4 4-4-M-H 4 4 » I I I 4 4 4 »

day (13) was pleasant going during WNYC, N. Y., Is aimed at the ^ ynjXK C1TV
the- larger part of its 90 minutes housewife, the career woman .and Ii\ ly&fr XUMV. till • • •

on NBC. It’s at least one of the the varying in-between categories c.
+'t-,n 4- vnfHn-nnv director Kenvon & ^ckhardb

more adult blocks on the air, according to the show's conductor, Now that hes set his new radio-TV director, Kenyon ® jCKnwflb

Sough sometimes suffering from Peter Gravina. On the basis of one pro BUI Lewis has shovedI off
_
for Europe. •“» * «» g*“«

ultra-nreciousness. The quipping 0f the stanzas caught last week, Olympic miler, takes over a Saturday night (1.30 a.m.) sports segment

department was especially bright, he hits the target with fair1 sue- on WJZ’s “New York Spotlight, Larry Curtis package starring George,

bringing forward the talents of cess. Hamilton Combs. , . . John Bosman and Josephine Halpln ar^ alternat-

Fred Allen; Groucho ’ Marx and Gravina, who’s been a WNYC an- ing on WINS’ 7:15 p.m. strip, “The Voters* Forum”. .“Big
.
Jpe”

Jackie Miles, individually, in tan- nouncer for the past three years,. Rosenfield, who beams on WVNJ from 11 p.m. to 4 a.m., is now. using

dem and grouped. Femcee Tallulah starts the session with a 10-minute one name guest per hour Clyde North has joined “Our Gal Sun-
Bankhead managed some sharp ex- reading of “women-in-the-news
changes with all of them, plus items. Text conceivably is of rea-

engagements with George Sanders, gonable interest to femme dialers.

Pe&gy Leq and Portland Hoffa. He follows with . interviews with

The singing and orchestral- sundry career woman, turntables

choral sectors were well taken care some recorded selections

day”. . .Audrey Egan added to “Stella Dallas” Charles Carroll and
Lois Holmes with “Young Widder Brown” Charles Webster with

“Lorenzo^Jones’ Yera Allen added- to “Front Page Farrell-.”

H. V. Kaltenbom to be honored for 30 years in broadcasting at joint

and Radio Executives Club-Radio Pioneer lunch at the Waldorf tomorrow

off

0ra
Firet

TO
off

W
by

S

the
1

ubiquitous tosses i^Som^^obsVrvaTio'ns about (Thurs.).. . . .WLIB skedded 20 showJf totaling 13 hours, marking the

Peggv Lee intoning “Something cooking and nutrition, among Jewish Passover holiday World-Telegram & Sun and Blue Coai

Wonderful” from “The King and other things. sponsorship means SRO for Jack Ligbtcap’s pre- and post-game ball-

His handling of interviews could casts 0n WINS Gene Block named nrofessional manager of Martin
show some improvement. In Music Corp.; he’s son of the WNEW disk jock Actress Jan
quizzing Naomi Osborne, a per- Miner signed to do “Crime Fighters” via WOR Ken Roberts, WMGM

& — ----- sonnel officer for the United Na-
di$k j ock> and the miSSUSf saii 0n the Liberte Friday (18) for month in

Bankhead got jin her licks op Bye, tions, Gravina tended to let her
Europe _ Kay Armen, vacationing in Mexico City, doing some com-

Bye, Blackbird” and in the Carl ramble on though 20 mercial radio stanzas in the Latino capital Arthur E. Peterson, Jr.,

Sandburg poem. Chicago latter air time. Rather than pennittmg
bU(, affairs director for WHLI. Hempstead, moves over to WOR as a

r
°£
n
a iMAO n(lfh

b
annl) toct lt would be of greater to- news writer. . . Murray Roberts, ex-Reiss agency, added to WWRL sales

Marx
S
did°mo™hS right by toe ^*st to toe listener if thlfse” force. Ted. Mack and “Original Amateur Hour” planes tomorrow

harhershoD stvled "Omaha Ne- tion of the program were done (Thurs.) for a benefit in Nashville Spandy, relatively new disin-

hraska” backed by the Meredith more on- a conversational pattern, fectant, is being introduced to the New York market via WOR’s “Doro-

Willson orch and the Ray Charles- Glib. thy and Dick” breakfastcasts . . . ^Florence Melody is singing about her

directed chorus, with latter scor- promotion to WWRL traffic manager Alfred J. Scalpone, McCann-
ing in “Here Comes Springtime.” LADIES BE SEATED Erickson’s new AM-TV coordinator, winged to Brazil last week for

I.” And more than handily by
Sanders, in “The Tortured Spirit,’

a Verdi aria. Both gave a fine

rendering of “Easter Parade.” Miss

OPERA ONCE OVER LIGHTLY
With Reuben Bradford
Writer; Bradford
25 Min., Mon., 9:35 p.m.
WOAI, San Antonio

Texas has been known for its

hillbilly and western music. Now
It’s taken a turn for the opposite.
WFAA, for some time, has been
presenting Reuben Bradford with
a new approach to classical music.
He specializes in a t gloves-off atti-

tude towards musical greats. Show
is now being heard through the
Texas Quality Network and prom-
ises to introduce Texans painlessly
to oftera;

If you happen to just tune in,

there .is nothing to tell you any-
thing is different, by the mus*c.
As soon as Bradford comes on, the
spell is broken. He begins to delve
into the opera's plot, facts and
figures. He tears th'fe composer and
plot, the characters, to shreds. If

you ar6 a music 'lover, you might
take issue with what is being said,

when suddenly, a chuckle escapes
you and the next thing you know,
you sit there glued to the receiver
waiting for what comes next.

Moreover, you might even begin
to appreciate the composer more,
and if you didn’t know previously
what the plot of the opera was
about, you quickly learn, and
what’s more, remember it.

Andy.

Orch and chorus wedded beaut'i- With Jimmy Blaine, emcee; Buddy consultations on new TV activities for clients of the agency’s. Brazilian

ullv on “Love Is Such a Cheat” Weed. Trio, audience participants; offices .... American Shops, Newark clothier, is backing Shirley Eder’s
- " George Ansbro, announcer

Producer; William Berns
Director: George Weist

new 1-5 a.m. stanza, beamed Tuesday mornings on WOR WMGM
sportscaster Marty Glickman, Olympic Gapnes participant in 1936, plans

so •*» - ium itv.1 3 a European junket in July to watch the international event.... Bob
*’ *

* Finnegan incepts a weekly sports roundup over ABC (except WJZ lo-

ABC, from New York cnlW Saturday (19) at 4:15 p.m.
,

Loss .of some of its afternoon Frank M. Folsom, RCA prez, to Washington yesterday (Tues.) for

awakening^by phtme callers End- soaP operas,has prompted ABC to Government hearings relating to his company. He leaves for Rimini
up sketch was full of laughs, with revive its old audience-participa- in the Bahamas April 26 for fishing trip.

Allen trvinc franticallv to roach tioji show* Ladles B"6 Seated, to

Miss Bankhead over the phone and ^ the daytime program
jjy jfj\OIjIjYWOOT)

getting cut into the other charac- schedule. Format continues basic-
^

and Marx and Allen took off on
oldtime vaudeville pegged around
the tune, “Dearie.” Jackie Miles'

solo was a great chuckler (home
ownership, the gblfing duffer, etc.)

The Bankhead monolog was a
nicely timed reprise of her early

ters. This was one Of the better a^y the same as in the past with

Dee • Engelbach jobs with click singer Jimmy Blaine emceemg,
spots by scripters Goodman Ace, guests still participating in silly

Selma Diamond, George Foster, games plus celebrity interviews and
Mort Green and Frank Wilson. a musical background. -

Preem *of the half-hour cross-
the-border on Monday (14) saw a

“The Telephone Hour” entered Lynn, Mass., woman receive a Witt-
its 13th consecutive year of broad- nauer watch for submitting the
casting this week with another best solution to the problem of
stanza up to the high standards of “how should one get one's husband
taste and entertainment typldal of to close the. window at night?”
this series 52 weeks out of each Other participation stunt resulted
year. As handled for and by the in a Sliver Springs, Md., woman
Bell Telephone Co., this show has winning an overnight bag for sing-
developed into one of the standout ihg Irving Berlin's “Always” more
examples of the positive function, in tune than two rivals,

that institutional advertising can Sandwiched in between these
play on the’ airlanes

;
Show, more- going on were a couple of songs

over, has over the years built one crooned by Blaine and Buddy
of the most consistently large audi- Weed plus the celebrity- interview,
ences despite the overall longhair This, it developed, was a conversa-

Phil Harris parted with his writers, Ray Singer and Dick ChevillaC
who turned out his scripts for the past five years. He recently signed
a 10-year deal with NBC but no provisions were made for the team
. . . NBC set MacDonald Carey as a summbr replacement in “Jason
and the Golden Fleece. Herb

^

Ellis is head writer and directs....
Bill Tusher is back on ABC with his ad lib interviews and news of
Hollywood after a stretch on the Liberty network KFI’s 30th anni
drew a salute from NBC with a program nostalgic df its early days
Thompson’s Cornwell Jackson to N.Y. on his annual call,- timed for the-
first home stand of his pal Leo Durocher’s Giants. While Lux is on
hiatus he and the missus (Gail Patrick) will holiday in Hawaii Leo
Burnett moved its office back to Hollywood, with Wendell Williams in
charge. .. .Radio Writers Guild holds its annual frolic April 25 at
Florentine Gardens .... Standard Transcriptions open-ending Doris Day
in a series of musicals.

<*

IN CHICAGO ...
Chi ABC veep John Norton in Gotham for a round of homeoffice con-

ferences Hooper White has anlded his writer-producer berth at

THE CHAIR
With Livingston Gilbert, Ann Hu

bert, Burt Blackwel1
, George

Barnes, Ben Ewing, Bob Elver-
man, Bob Kay

Producer-director: Bob Elverman
25 Mins., Thurs. (10); 9:35 p.m.
WAVE, Louisville
Community Theatre of WAVE

gave this Community Chest-spon-
sored dramatization as a public
service feature, dealing with a
young man of 24, who had grown
up lo maturity lacking parental
guidance, and finding himself in
the death house, having been sen-
tenced to the hot seat for a shoot-
ing.

Cast made up of local amateur
thesps was headed by Bob Elver-
man. promotion and publicity man
for the local Community Chest. He
scripted this show, and has others
in the works for future presenta-
tion. Gave a good performance as
the harassed youth, and his emot-
ing was sincere and convincing. Of
supporting cast, Livingston Gil-
bert. Bob Kay, Ann Hubert, and
others were vocally in character.
Show ends on a dramatic note,

as the mother of the boy sits in a
dive, listening to the tolling of the
midnight hours, when her son is

skedded lo get the juice, and then
resumes her drinking with a pick-
up boy friend.

:

Lesson is punched home by Ash-
er Tull is. director of the Red i

Shield Boys’ Club, that had the

:

lad been steered to Family Serv-
j

ice organization, Y.M.C.A. or some :

other Community Chest-sponsored
agency, his life story could have <

been different.
Polished scripting job by Elver-

;man was given excellent technical
assist by Bob Roth. Show is an ef-
* () ri in ihc right direction, and,
should be forerunner of a series i

winch could bring much public in-

1

terest to the Red Feather agencies '

of the Community Chest. Wicd. I

quality of the program fare. Vir- tion with Jimmy Valenski, ifiaitre WBBM to take over production reins on the Cliff Johnson family syn-
;ually all of the top concert artists d’ at Sardi’s Restaurant. Latter is dicated airer that’s heard locally on WGN. Sam Parnas takes over his
of the world have appeared in this only a few doors 'from the Little WBBM duties After 14 years Chi Public Schools’ Radio Council
series’ guest shot. Theatre fron^ whence “Ladies” has dropped its daytime education show on WIND and launched a new

Ezio Pinza guested Monday (14) originates. He told how the place’ nighttime series on the indie. Council figures its own FM* station,
ith & repertory of operatic arias, SSSlSf- *?

WfiEZ, is now- adequately serving the daytime in-school role Art
Feldman, Mutual special events chief, and Alma Graef, sales service
manager, checked in at the web’s central division offices last week
Wayne Dan Dyne guest singer next Tuesday (22) on WGN’s “The North-
erners” J. Walter Thompson’s A1 Farber skied to the Coast . . . Don
McNeill originating his ABC “Breakfast Club” strip this week from the
Conrad Hilton’s Boulevard Room WIOD, Miami, and WSOC Char-

w
Italian songs and one show tunej
“I Still See Eliza,” from “Paint
Your Wagon.” Unlike his efforts
on pop tunes, Pinza’s basso regis-
ters at its full effectiveness on this
type of material. As usual, the
orch under Don Voorhees’ baton
supplied excellent backing in addi-
tion to playing a couple of standard
instrumental vvorks.

Celebrities,” among other things.
Musical portion of the airer is sup-
plied by the Weed Trio. Gilb.

Wismer Gets Exec Status

Wifk n'Noil AM.TV Coh.n I

Iotte
- bea“ing P>atter? of WMAQ-s documentery series"on toady bust-

ITmi V lieu JMurl ? Jjeiup- ness practices tagged “Hello Sucker.” Milwaukee Better Business
Harry Wismer, former ABC

sports chief, has been inked as a

, - , _ general executive with Thomas F.
O’Neil's radio and television opera-ances on radio, Katharine Cornell + .

was starred with Brian Aherne last
tiona

’
working on the expanded

Sunday (13) on U. S. Steel's “Thea- programming o£ WOR and WOR-
tre Guild on the Air" (NBC) in TV, N. Y., and toe Yankee and Don
“Florence Nightingale,” It was a ^ee networks.

good dramatization of a stirring Wismer will also start a new
true story, and although the script- cross-the-board sports series for
ing was somewhat stiff, noble and WOR, which will be backed by
Victorian, the show nevertheless General Tire and Rubber Co., par-
was. sincere and moving. Fine per- ent outfit of the O’Neil broadcast-

(Continued on page 45) ing interests.

Bureau has also requested scripts of the show Dee Woodward back
at WBBM’s operations department after a three-month illness Don
Gordan hosting WMAQ’s new Saturday night disk show built around
dance bands Chirp Georgia Gibbs guesting Thursday night (17) on
Ernie .Simon’s platter session via WENR.

23—But Not Skidoo
The only interest linked with John J. Anthony’s half-hour “Hour”

last Sunday (13) over the Mutual network is the fact that the self-

styled “America’s foremost counsellor on Human Relations”
launched into his 23d year. Such interest, of course, was Negative,
Naturally, after 1,275 (count ’em) sessions on the airwaves, any

'

broadcaster would be well settled in a groove. Anthony’s trouble-
shooting pitch hasn't changed over the years. Obviously successful
(three sponsors), why should he change the format? Except maybe
to rinse his conscience, and for the benefit of the fellowman he
pretends to champion.

Anthony’s four problem-ridden characters were par for the
course, both mathematically and in context. A husband's desertion
of his wife and child, followed by Anthony’s pontification; a wife
who left her spouse for the 12th time and was wondering whether
she should return to him after being threatened with “bodily
harm,” as the advisor put it (more unctuous counsel by the host);
an ex-convict trying to rehabilitate himself but obstructed because
of his prison record, with defeatist advice by Anthony; and finally,
a young lady who, after a shotgun marriage and separation, bore
another man's child as a result of a “frendship” and then found
that the community was threatening to take the child from her.,
“No tears, please,” said Anthony. -

"I’m America’s neighbor,” he said, “and America comes here
for aq opinion.” Is he. kidding? Trau..

DATE WITH DUGGAN
With Tom Duggan
Producer-director: John Brookman
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:45 p.m.
RUTHERFORD SALES CORP.
WMAQ, Chicago

( Ramsey

)

SportscaSter Tom Duggan is ex-
posing a new facet with this daily
audience participation feature
aired from various grocery retail
stores. On his nightly sport shows
on WMAQ and WNBQ, gabber has
calculatingly projected himself
into the “controversial” category
with his wild-swinging editorial
crusades, which now and then hit
Frankenstein proportions. But the
strategy has paid off and now he’s
carried the “Peck’s Bad Boy”
theme over into the hausfrau field.
It’s a new twist, and the gals
seemed to love it on chapter heard
(16). Also it was lively and amus-
ing fare for the home dialers.
Format is the usual thing.

Femme shoppers step up to the
mike for a quickie interview and
a question, with the inevitable
corsage as a prize. Spark comes
from Duggan's free-wheeling josh-
ing with the ladies, which is good-
natured enough but hits home at
some of the housekeeper foibles.
It’s a good switch from the usual
sticky, sweet approach.

Strip furthers the trend toward
“bowl ’em over” blurbs, containing
some of the most muscular plugs
ever heard on this generally sedate
station. Dave.

I COVERED THE STORY
With Arthur Van Horn, guest
15 Mins., Mon.. 8:15 p.m.
WJZ, New York
Arthur Van Horn is conducting -

a highly informative behind-the-
scenes interview session every
Monday night via his “I Covered
The Story” series. Show's format
has Van Horn bring on a news re-

porter, who’s been on or is cur-
rently working on a big assign-
ment, for a 15-minute gab fest.
Only noticeable flaw on show
caught (14) was that it was too
short—it could have run another
15 minutes.

Van Horn’s guest for the stanza
was Joe Kiernan of the N.Y. Daily
News, who’s been reporting the
Arnold Schuster murder case for
the past several weeks. Van Horn
gave most of the time to Kiernan,
who eame across with plenty of in-
teresting inside info. Van Horn’s
clever lead in questions sparked
an active quarter-hour, but most
of the credit must go to Kiernan
who was a willing and well-spoken
guest.

The choice of reporter and the
reporter’s news assignment are
bound to have a bearing on the
quality of each show. Van Horn,
however, knows what makes good
listening so it’s a sure bet that he’ll

maintain the pace displayed with
Kiernan. Gros,
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’ PROBLEM
BraziBan TV Gets a JWT Hotfoot;

‘Rio Video a Comic Opera’: Herrmann
Television is operating on almost4

a comic opera basis in Brazil but is

also providing a new, lucrative

business for American equipment

manufacturers and agencies with

clients wbo.sponsor shows over the

Brazilian system, Harry Herrmann,

TV production exec for the J. Wal-

ter Thompson ad agency, who re-

turned recently from a three-and-

a-half month stay in Rio de Janeiro

and Sao Paulo, revealed that his

agency has 12 clients on the air

there now and that American man-
ufacturers have provided not only

the transmitters and studio equip-

ment for the three stations now in

operation .but also most of the sets

in use. *

There are now two stations op-

erating in Sao Paulo and one in

Rio, with several others slated to

take the air in the near future.

Herrmann estimated that there are

some 12,000 sets in circulation in.

each city. Assis Chateaubriand, Sao
Paulo’s newspaper and radio mag-
nate, has also taken the lead in TV,
operating one station in each of

the two cities under his TUPI net-

work. Since a 16-inch table model
in Brazil costs • $750, _

Herrmann
said,* most of the receivers are in

the hands of the wealthy populace,

which affects not only the medium
itself but the type of sponsors at-

tracted to it.

Illustrative of the almost comic
problems which TV faces in Brazil,

Herrmahn noted that electriO pow-
er in Rio operates on 50 cycles but
in Sao Paulo, it’s 60 cycles. As a

result, different types of receivers

(Continued on page 30)

Jacfancke Named

Asst, to Kintner
Ernest Lee Jahncke, Jr., veepee

for ABC’s radio network, has been
upped to the post of assistant to

prexy Robert E. Kintner, and will

work in both the radio and televi-

sion spheres. Charles T. Ayres,
sales veepee for the radid chain,

moves up into Jahncke’s former
spot as head of the AM skein. He’ll

continue to handle the web’s sales

portfolio.

Jahncke’s new position is aimed
at freeing Kintner from operational
details in order to permit him more
time tQ„. concentrate on overall

planning.

Web has also upped Bill Fair-
banks from account exec to eastern
radio sales manager, vice Bill En-
sign, resigned.

WNBC’s 'Column Newsreel’
“Column Newsreel,” a stanza on

which Broadway, Hollywood, politi-
cal, general opinion and other col-

umns will be digested, , is being
prepped by WNBC, N. Y. Show
would be handled by Lockwood
Doty.

«

“Column” is being pencilled in
fpr the 6:30-6:45 p. m. slot Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday.

WCBS-TVBlackout

For Sabbath Aft
In one of the first major pro-

gramming cutbacks effected by
WCBS-TV, the CBS video web’s
N. Y. flagship, the station plans to
go dark from 1 to 3 p. m. Sun-
days starting this week (20). Two
hours have resulted from the time
returned to local stations by the
network until next fall, following
the web’s decision to abandon tem-
porarily its pre-5 p. m. Sunday pro-
gramming.

WCBS-TV reportedly will con-
sider lighting up at 1 p. m. again
if it can find good shows that can
be brought in on a low budget.
Otherwise, it considers the pro-
gramming too costly. WCBS-TV
formerly programmed from 1 to 3
Sundays, with the net taking over
from 3 to 5. With the net giving
up the later hours, the local outlet
will move its current 1 to 3 shows
forward. *

Station meanwhile realigned its

Saturday programming schedule to

provide a solid three-and-a-half
hour block of kid-slanted shows.
New Saturday schedule, effective

this week (19), will have “Whis-
tling Wizard” at 11 a.' m.; “Smilin’
Ed’s Gang” at M:30; “Big Top”
from 12 noon to 1 p. m.; “Mr. I.

Magination” at 1; “A1 Gannaway’s
Half-Pint Party,” 1:30 to 2:15, and
“Time for Beany,” 215 to 2:30.

Emphasis; Pacts H wood’s Bill Vogel

By BERT BRILLER
The networks’ top echelons, are

concerning themselves with the
problem of “absentee ownership”
at radio and television' stations.
Web toppers contend that station
managers, as. differentiated from
those who actually own the outlets,
are more interested in “making a
fast buck” to show a better balance
sheet for the current year, rather
than thinking of strengthening the
operations for the long haul.

According to. the network brass,
station managers are giving the
chains a hard time, holding out for
special concessions to clear periods
for video shows, putting up a stiff

fight against web plans for AM
rate revisioh and readjustment,
opposing requests for changes in

station-option time, arguing for a
bigger percentage for carrying’net-
Work airers, etc. It’s, contended by
the N. Y. toppers that, although,
giving in to the chains on these
'points might cut into the affiliates’

present income, the outlets would
benefit in the future from the
“overall industry prosperity” such
measures would bring.

Th^- brass admit they’ve matte
little headway in selling this point
of view to the station managers,
but they feel the picture would be.

different if they could reach the
actual owners, “who are interested
in their long-term investment
rather than the current financial

situation.’-’ Network chiefs who'
attended the recent National Assn,
of Radio & Television Broadcasters
convention in Chicago expressed
disappointment over the fact that
“only the same old ‘hired hands'
were there—and not the big in-

vestors V(ho should be concerned
with important policies.”

Big: Money Men Shy
s
Agency execs who contact all

media offer some support to' this

point of view. They note that, with
only a few exceptions, the big
money men of AM and TV opera-
tions fail to attend NARTB con-
fabs. By contrast, they observe,
gatherings of the American News-

continued on page 32)

Counter-Attack
Hollywood, April 15.

All other measures to com-
bat the inroads of television

on book sales having failed,

group of 18 publishers and 20
retail stores will try “the hair

of the dog that bit them.”
They’ve bought the time on

KNXT and' will sponsor Lo-
rita Baker Vallely in a Sunday
series of discussion, debates
and interviews in the hope of

reviving the interest of biblio-

philes in current best sellers.

Lucky Strike Sets

Summer Editions

f CBS-TV this week took Another
step in its move to widen the scope
of live video programming by part-
ing William Vogel, one of the pio-
neer special effects technicians in
Hollywood, as head of its special
effects- department Web is also
conducting a series qf meetings
with agencies, affiliate stations and
indie packagers to explain its prog-
ress to date in the special effects
field,

Web is currently concentrating
its heavy guns on this compara-
tively new phase of live produc-
tion, on the assumption that it

will not only heighten the visual
and entertainment values of its

shows but also lead to lower pro-
gram costs. While it’s not expected
that the special effects being de-
veloped will replace sets and scenic
designs, the web has combined
them with sets and props to
achieve better production at less
cost,

American Tobacco has set its Vogel, who was a co-inventor of

summer replacements far Its twin

Sunday night shows on CBS Radio noteworthy special effects used in
and TV, with both summer pack- Hollywood features. He devised
ages representing a departure from the technique used to simulate the
those utilized by the ciggie firm in locust plague in Metro’s “Good
previous seasons. “ Earth,” for example, through the

Replacing the Jack Benny show use of coffee grounds floating slow-

on radio will be “FBI in Peace W water, on which the lenses

and - War,” a long-running CfcS were trained. lie also worked out

house package, which is currently ,^e effects for Metros Wizard

aired Thursday nights at 8 on a of Oz,” including the cyclone

sustaining basis. For the last few which -opened the film. For TV,

hiatus seasons, Luckies has filled hes developed a new simulated

in with the Guy Lombardo orch.' f°2. which is said to look complete-

Fact that. Lombardo is playing the real on the screen and yet does

“Hit Parade'” show for Luclde on irritate the actors throats and

NPC radio currently indicates n0
®S

s
. . . . . , .

that he'll take off this summer Web has already introed sey

for his own vacation. era^ °* ^ts "ev
[

special effects

~ mtr i - urm. 1. y ci- ... stunts on such shows as This Is
On TV, replacing This Is Show gbow Business" and "Songs for

Business,” Luckies has pacted for s , „ others wiu be worked int0

which IsT Music
other Pr06raras as they

'

re deve1’

Lucky Clues,
Corp. of America package. Mod-
erator and panel have not bee^i se-

lected. Ciggie firm filled in for

“Show Business” last summer with
an audience participation show,
titled “Go Lucky” and starring

comedian Jan Murray.
Both summer stanzas are slated

to preem in early June.

oped.

Everybody in Chi

Gets Baseball Coin

TV on a Mexican Hayride

PEPSI STILL MULLS
*

FAYE’S TV SUCCESSOR
Pepsi-Cola, as of yesterday

(Tues.), had not yet decided on a

show to replace Faye Emerson’s
“Wonderful Town” Saturday nights
on CBS-TV, despite the fact it

must have a new show ready by
this week (19). Sponsor, through
the Biow agency, is reportedly
shopping for an inexpensive film

series to fill in until its contract
for the time period expires in June.

It had been reported that Pepsi
prez A1 Steele had personally set

a deal with 20th-Fox prexy Spyros
P. Skouras for some 20th pix, but
this was denied by execs

1
' of both

companies. Miss Emerson's show
wound last Saturday night (12).

Realemon Buys Godfrey
In a change in sponsors brought

on by seasonal products, the Reale-
mon-Puritan Co. has bought into
the 10 to 10:15 a.m. segment of
CBS Radio’s cross-the-board
Arthur Godfrey show, replacing
Ovaltine.
New bankroller, plugging its

lemon juice, takes over the spot
on an alternating basis with Toni
starling May 5.

Mexico City, April 8.

Like most infants going on two,

Mexican TV faces a highly uncer-

tain new world.

The basic difference between
Mexican and United States TV is

the audience potential. The Mexi-

can population, with an income
structure radically divergent from
the North American, breaks down
into clear segments with maybe
10% capable now or in the near

future of buying TV sets, and the

rest of the folks forced to go out-

side their homes for TV entertain-

ment wherever they can find it

—

store windows, ice-cream parlors,

bars—or go without it.

Present set costs are moving
down slightly, but the lowest ad-

vertised price for obsolete 10-inch-

ers averages about 2,700; pesos

(around $300 American), and even

on the installment plant that’s pie

in the sky for nine-tenths of the

Mexican people. Current estimates

vary, but it’s a sure thing that no

more than 20,000 sets have been

sold thus far in Mexico City, and

it's a surer thing the buyers rep-

resent the cream population

wealthwise. The pattern will get

much sharper when TV moves
outside Mexico City into the prov-

inces.

It’s been clear to many Mexicans

in the trade, and to many Ameri-

cans who’ve made their own eco-

nomic studies, that it would aug-

ment the TV audience and also

garner a modest profit, if locations

could be rented, starting in the

poorest neighborhoods, with large-

screen sets, hard chairs and sqft

drinks, with the ‘people invited to

park as long as they like for as

little as 25 centavos, amounting to

about three cents in American cur-

rency. One local entrepreneur.

whose main business is a malodor-
ous garage, without benefit of per-

mission or licenses, uses the prem-
ises nightly, stench and all, and
clears a pretty penny with nothing
more than a 14-incher of question-

able reception, taking at the gate

as many coppers as the traffic will

bear.
But such plans run into head-on

collisions with the film interests.

In Mexico City,' a very low admis-

sion price to a TV parlor would
undercut and surely outdraw the

lowliest nabe that must charge

about three times as much on bot-

tom scales. With the Mexican film

industry in serious economic
straits, there is naturally plenty of

behind-the-scenes opposition to any

TV audience buildup, but sooner

or later something’s got to give.

Until it does, Mexican TV, without

a major representative audience,

presents plenty of problems to its

pioneers and potential advertisers.

0‘Farrill Vs. Azcarraga

The two Mexicans with their

necks farthest out in local TV are

Romulo O’Farrill and Emilio Az-

carraga. The former, owner of

XHTV, one of the two channels

now functioning in Mexico City,

got on the air first almost two

years ago. With strong govern-

ment support, and indirect subsi-

dies granted to him for having

laid out the original Mexican TV
investment, O’Farrill now presents

a fairly ambitious daily TV diet,

largely helped by commercial of-

ferings on behalf of semi-official

agencies such as the National Lot-

tery, Pemex (the nationalized oil

industry) and other accounts more
or less dependent on government
contacts. XHTV works out of

small makeshift quarters on tight

budgets, but since its technicians

Chicago, April 15.

Windy City radio and TV sta-

tions without their own play-by-

, , „ play baseball airers are gearing to
got a head start on everybody else cash in on the expected fever-pitch
in town, the programs have a rela- interest in the two local teams dur-
tively high degree of smoothness

ing the season which gets under
an.d know-how. '.A great deal of the Way today (Tues.).
daily XHTV program schedule is WBBM, the Chi CBS station
on film, but a few live shows of which heretofore has pretty much
wide scope hit the air every day. ignored the diamond sport except

Building on the solid foundation °n its regular sports airers, is--

of XEW-AM, estimated to be the pitching a baseball score spot an-

most lucrative radio operation in nouncement package. Station is

the entire world, Emilio Azcarraga putting together a series of daily

has projected himself into the Mex- minute spots and station breaks

lean TV picture with all of the featuring the up-to-the-minute

color and bigness that fit the man f
cor®|* The bundle which will run

who has so often been called Mex- ^6 weeks and includes a total

ico’s ace showman. His new TV ^ one-minute spots and 175

plant on Avenida Chapultepec, station breaks is being offered[re-

called Televicentro, packs into -one P°rtedly at a pre-discounted

basic structure, not only an enor- ,{* around $25 000, or about

mous Mexican investment of 30,- r,^ulaT£, ..

000,000 pesos, but a layout that .

houses under one roof a larger as-

sortment of studios, offices and P°*^s s^a^on breaks as

emiinment than can be found any- Part of the Planned move to “pro-

where eke on e^h at this ml f/ifh,^t
?°;second breaks with

ment. Plenty of raised eyebrows hn __

iZL ^“inveatoe^ft duriT fpe- Ml bandlagon Is WGN-TV with

i».« than 20 OOO TV sets i*3 excluslvC On both the Cubs and
rlod when less than 20 000 TV sets

j WIND with
have been sold in Mexico, some

radio cove* ^ the Cub
have even preteted major eco-

d WCFL with th s
nomic headaches. Thus far, Az-

carraga, having just about com-
pleted the plant, has moved slowly, i

. ^ I Cl OCA AAA
but with the apparent confidence AllSOQ ASKS ^)1,J»)U

7
UUU

of an investor who feels that come n ? I C •

flve^ years and his daring will have for OOIlgS Infringement

It is rumored locally that Az-

carraga will soon inaugurate XEQ-

Los Angeles, April 15.

Bill Anson, KFWB disk jockey,
filed a $1,350,000 damage suit

TV, the TV counterpart of his sec- against CBS in Superior court,
ond radio station, and devote its charging breach of contract, in-
schedule completely to sports and fringement of copyright and unfair
remdtes. The advisability of split- competition.
ting a TV market of less than 20,- Plaintiff declares the CBS radio
000 sets, now competed for by two and TV program, “Songs For Sale,”
stations, into a third component, js a steal from his own “Song

(Continued on page 40) 1 Jury” and “Music, Is My Business.”
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Brazilian TV
Continued from pare 29

LEE TRACY NEW ‘KANE’

IN LLOYD NOLAN EXIT ABC-UPT Hearings
Continued from p**o 23

and equipment, must be built for

each city. In addition, since Sao
Paulo Is a thriving boom town, its

facilities have not had a chance

to keep up with its growth. Thus,

according to Hermann, in the ever

nings when all the city’s populace

turns on its lights at the same time

the factories are jstill operating,

the resultant drain on electric pow-
er shrinks the TV pictures in the

middle of the screen, to a point

where 16-inch sets are delivering

no more than a "0-inch picture,.

TV Too Imitative

Brazilians have not yet devel-

oped their own culture, Herrmann
said, with most of the art and
architecture imitative of those in

other countries. And TV program-
ming, with little experience to go

on, follows the same pattern, JWT
exec said he witnessed a live ver-

sion of “Little Women,” which he
described as “awful.” Cast was
dressed correctly in old-fashioned

attire but the show was played
against ultra-modern sets. Sao
Paulo has a large studio, he said,

but there is a big post iiT the mid-
dle of it, and the post gets into

almost every shot. In addition, the
studio is on the street door of its

building, so that every time 1

a Jrol-
3ey passes outside, the TV pictures

jump all over the screen.
While Portuguese is the native

tongue, almost all telecasting is

done in English, which the people
know because of the sub-titled

American films they see. Brazilian

version of football, which- is a lead-

ing sport in the country, is telecast

each Sunday and bankrolled by
RCA and Atlantic Refining, both
JWT clients there. But the com-
mercials, both spoken and super-
imposed, are delivered ' almost
every minute on the minute, Herr-
mann said, despite attempts’ by
agency exe&s to trim the number.
He said one station runs a number
of old film cartoons and. Charlie
Chaplin shorts at night, but Instead
of spotting the participating com-
mercials, the station saves them
up and then screens them all in a
group.

There’s no government censor-

ship, Herrmann said, and so the

TV comics get away with the bluest
material. Brazil also has hot sub-
scribed to the International Copy-
right Convention, so TV has -its

choice of the top music and dra-
matic properties from almost every
country. What few good shows are
on the air, Herrmann said, have
been produced by agency execs,

such as the news program spon-
sored by Pan-Air de Brasil. This
ope, according to Herrmann, is like

NBC-TV's “Camel Newsreel Thea-
tre”

a
Lee Tracy has pactcd to take

over the HMartin Kane, Private

Eye” role on both the radio .and

TV versions now aired on NBC.

He succeeds Lloyd Nolan, who’s

exiting the shows in order to re-

turn’ to his family and film work
on the Coast.
With U. S. Tobacco continuing

as sponsor, Tracy moves into the

video role May 29 and the AM
show June 1. It’s expected the

sponsor will continue the TV ver-

sion through the summer.
. \

Old Gold Switches To

’Chance’ as ‘Music’ Fades
“Stop the Music” is being ' can-

celled by ABC-TV, and Old Gold,

which bankrolled the second half-

hour of the giveaway, is Installing

“Chance of a Lifetime” with Den-,

nis- James in the Thursday at 8:30

p. m* slot. Radio edition of “Stop”

will not be affected.

Format of “Chance,” which once
before was on ABC-TV, is still to

be worked 6ut and the web has not

yet decided what to insert in the

8-8:30 p. m. slot. “Stop.” was nixed
after Gillette and Hazel Bishop,

Which had alternately backed the
first half hour of the telecast, can-

celled out.

though he offered to pay the web
15% discount on the show.
Brown charged that ABC has

monopoly power over talent and
suggested that its talent contracts

be looked into before the hearings

close.

Commission examiner Leo Res-

nick snapped that he wasn’t inter-

ested in Brown’s views and wanted
only facts. He suggested that if

Brown wants an investigation of

network , operations, he make his

! request to the Commission. “We’re
now in the 12th week. in these

hearings,” Resnick said, “and we*

can’t sit forever.”

Brown said he has spent $30,000
in the^ court's to fight the network
monopoly and that it would cost

him ap equal amount to carry his

battle to a conclusion. ‘

‘Paradoxical’ Gain
In connection with his court

fight against .ABC, Brown put
into the record a letter from the
then acting FCC chairman Paul A,
Walker in 1948 to the then Asst.
Att. Gen. Herbert Bergson declar-
ing “it is' possible, if not probably,
that many network practices' or
arrangements may exist, which
may be found by a court to be in
violation of anti-trust laws which
are not dealt within Commission’s
chain broadcasting regulations.”

Bergson is appearing at the cur-
rent hearings as special counsel
for UPT.
Brown also offered for the

record testimony by the Dept, of
Justice in .1949 before the Senate
Commerce Committee in opposi-
tion to a limitation on FCC’s anti-
trust powers. The document, pre-
sented by a former special assistant
fo Atty. Gen. David Hume, de-
clared that it would be “paradoxi-
cal” if the' Dept, should succeed
in its 10-year battle to separate
motion ' picture

.
producers from

their theatres', “only to .hand pro-
ducers means of monopolizing new
form (television) of exhibition.”

Resnick refused to receive the
document in evidence, but said he
would read it before writing his
decision,

Prior to Brown’s appearance,
Resnick granted, after consider-
able wrangling among lawyers, a
motion by DuMont counsel Morton
Ga.lane to require UPT to submit
data on its film rentals last year,
and to require ABC, CBS and Du-
Mont to furnish similar informa-
tion for filrp actually used in 1951
programs.

Purpose of data is to compare
buying power of the AB-PT
merger firm with other nets and
to determine whether it might be-
come a favored customer of film
distributors, as contended by Du-
Mont.

MANHATTAN SOAP TO

EXIT ‘1 MAN’S FAMILY’
. The NBC-TV is due to lose an-

other of its bankrollers within the
next few weeks, with Manhattan
Soap reportedly deciding to check
off its alternate-week sponsorship
of the web’s Saturday night “One
Man’s Family.”

Miles Labs, however, which ro-
tates sponsorship with Manhattan,
has signed to stay on the air
through the summer. As a result,
NBC will keep “Family” on the
air and is confident of luring a
replacement for the ‘sudser within
the next few weeks.

WJZ, N.Y., Pacts Dpamic

On 3-Hour Sat. Ballcast
Dynamic Stores has picked up

the tab on WJZ, N. Y., for -a three-
hour

.

Saturday afternoon stanza
combining reports .on major league
baseball scores with pop records.
Allen Stuart will do the disk jock-
eying with diamond overtones.

Airer starts Saturday (19) run-
,ning 2 to 5 p.m. It gives Dynamic
a total of nine hours weekly on the
ABC key—all handled by Stuart.
Agency is Arnold Cohan.

Thr«* $200 Wrist Watches for th*
B*st Answers

How Many Square Miles

Will KBIG Cover?
Simple, quick and easy* Fill in below,
ana mbll to KBIG, your estimate ofhow many square miles of land KBIG
will cover within its half-millivolt area.
Here s some information to help you
make the most Accurate estimate:
KBlG wiU focus 10,000 watts of

sealod-beam power on 740 kilocycles
daytime, directing it across the great
salt water route to Southern California

* triple-tower antenna atop
Catalina Island. *

We have three beautiful $200 Chro-
nograph wrist Awatches (or if you pre-
fer, 17-jewel ladles* wrist watches)

—

one for each of those whose estimates
come closest to the actual coverage,
as determined by an Independent FCC-
approved consulting engineer.
Any principal or employee of adver-

tising agencies (save our own) and ad-
vertisers may enter. Entries must be
postmarked no later than May 1.
Judges* decision final. Winner an-
nounced within two weeks after start
of broadcasting In early May. If ties,
duplicate prizes awarded.

MAIL ENTRY NOW
KBIO L
4540 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 21, Calif.

My Estimate U Sq. MI.

NAM* _

COMPANY - .

ADDRESS

CITY — STATE

«e

WHAT’S INSIDE

A RADIO-

RELAY STATION ?

Sending television signals across the country is a complicated job,

requiring 123 radio-relay stations between Boston and Los Angeles.
This xiew of a typical unattended station shows the arrangement
of the' apparatus which amplifies the signal and sends it on.

ON THE ROOF

are the lens antennas, each.with its horn
tapering into a waveguide which
leads down to equipment in the building.

ON THE TOP, FLOOR

the signal Is amplified and sent back
to another antenna on the roof. Normally
unattended, the station is visited.

*

periodically for maintenance.

ON THE THIRD FLOOR

are power supplies for several

score electron tubes.

ON THE SECOND FLOOR

are power supplies for additional

electron tubes. Storage batteries on both
floors will operate the station

In an emergency for several hours, but

ON THE GROUND FLOOR

is an ’engine-driven generator which
starts automatically after anything more
than a brief power failure.

Anything that happens—even an opened
door—is reported to the nearest
attended station instantly by an automatic
alarm system.

Most of this equipment is complex, and expensive. The present value of the nation-
wide network, provided by the Long Lines Department of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company and the Bell Telephone Companies, Is nearly $85,000,000.
Yet the charges for the use of this network are low—averaging about 10 cents a
mile for a half-hour progrrm.

Providing transmission channels for the radio and television industries today and tomorrow BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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A toilet soap

-

i-From Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus only

,

46, 669

quarters ($11^167.25) plus wrappers in February
,
1£5£ atone . .

.

shaping up as the lowest cost per inquiry in the Company*s experience

.

/

A SET OF* BOOKS— 13
f
283 responses to an offer in connection

V

with a 12-volume set of Classics at $75.00. Again— lowest

cost per inquiry .in the publishers history.

e

CANNED VEGETABLES—After Only 10 weelcs,
this brand climbed

from 7th to 1st place in purchases by viewers in S metropolitan
*

markets. Volume more than tripled—joingfrom 4-8% of

total canned vegetable sales to 17.1%. '

All along the line,. Ruth Lyons shows results . .

;

results . . . and more results. In four months,
% *

her Fifty Club has more than doubled its audience.

.

Now it’s over 1,040,000 on a 19-station network

and 81,100 of them have written her personal

letters’ and sent her gifts.

• • <#

When Ruth- Lyons talks,
her viewers act-she’s

the woman other women trust!

For information about availabilities—contact
A service of Radio Corporation of Amtrica

Ho. { MEDIUM FOR YOUR SALES SUCCESS
1

• - * . 0 •
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Absentee Ownerships
Continued front pzu* 29

paper Publishers Assn, do draw the

publishers. The latter, it’s pdinted

out, mix with agencyltes and ad*

yertisers at ANPA meetings, sound-

est their opinions.

The nets are giving increased

attention to station relations at the

present time, spurred by develop-

ments such as Paul W. Morency’s

(WTIC, Hartford) all-affiliates com-
mittee and the Walter Damm
(WTMJ, Milwaukee), permanent
committee of NBC affiliates.

NBC's inking of Harry Bannister
(WWJ, Detroit) as station relations
vefepee points up the emphasis
placed on' good relations with the
’outlets. Now, it’s being asked, how
can relations with owners be im-
proved so that the web viewpoint
can be sold to them? Chains feel
that more station * proprietors
should come out for the affiliates

meetings they hold.
At the chains’ Gotham headquar-

ters it's claimed that most station
managers came up through the
ranks as announcers, directors or
engineers, and thus have less un-
derstanding of the commercial side
and lack an appreciation of the
heavy fixed costs networking in-
volves. They allege that in* its

“opportunistic'’ drive to make a

good showing, station management
apparently believes “we may not

be around in three or four year’s

when the advertisers and networks
we've been tough with have their

innings, and, anyway, we'll cross

that bridge when we come to it,”-

On the other hand, the managers
feel that many of them have held
their posts for protracted periods

and consequently have a long-
range view as well as an eye for

current income-vs.-costs -figures.

They also stress that many man-
agers have a share in the owner-
ship and thus a stake in ultimate
yield from the investment. Fur-
ther, they opine, they wouldn’t be
around long if they were “running
a station into the ground.”

Roy Battles Cited
Cincinnati, April 15,

Roy Battles, WLW farm direc-
tor, was napied outstanding radio
farm director of 1951 by the Ohio
Farmers Home Administration
Employes Association.
The WLW farm at Mason, O., 15

miles from Cincy, is one of two in
the U. S. owned and operated by
a radio station. Its weekday Every-
body’s yarm series, originating
there, observed the 4000th broad-

I cast April 3,

SCHWAB SUBS BURKE

AS ‘LIGHTS OUT’ STAGER
Climaxing a short-lived feud be-

tween NBC-TV and the Harry B.

Cohen agency over program con-

trol of the web’s “Lights Out,”
Larry Schwab, Jr., has joined the
agency to take over as producer-
director on the show. He replaces
NBC staffer Caroline Burke, who
checked off the series after 'a

single stanza, following an alterca-
tion with the agency, which reps
the Ennds account as bankroller.
Schwab was formerly an NBC

staff • director and handled “Lights
Out” on an alternate week basis,

when the show "was produced by
Herb Swope, Jr., under Admiral
sponsorship, He has also been with
J. Walter Thompson and Young A
Rubicam. Besides producing and
directing “Lights” for Cohen, he'll

also supervise production of “Po-
lice Story,” Prockter Syndications
International package aired Friday
nights on dBS-TV under Ennds

1 sponsorship.

t

Bumpa*’ Exit* liberty

Dallas, April 15.

H. W.-Bumpas, veepee in charge
of programming and production
for the Library Broadcasting Sys-
tem, has announced his resignation
this week to accept an executive
position with the Texmen Corp,
here.

Prior to joining LBS he was
manager* of KOAT. Albudueraue.

To Saturday Kid Setup
In a move designed to anchor

its early Saturday evening pro-
gramming for; the kid audience,
CBS Radio has decided to drop
“Operation Underground,” an ad-
venture series aired from 7:30 to

8, in favor of “Gunsmoke,” a new
series of cowboy shows originating

from Hollywood. Time slot is sus-
taining.

“Gunsmoke” will be followed by
the Gene Autry show, bankrolled
by Wrigley, and “Tarzan,” spon-
sored by General Foods, both
shows being also grooved for the
younger audience.

BALL, ARNAZ GUESTING

ON ED WYNN 'ALL STAR’
NBC-TV has pacted Lucille Ball

and Desi Arnaz to guest on the Ed
Wynn stanza of its Saturday*«ight

“All Star Revue” May 3. Miss Ball

and Arnaz, husband-and-wife team,
are stars of CBS-TV's “I Love
Lucy,” which currently is second
in the national Nielsens.
NBC, meanwhile, has also set

the Ritz Bros, to star on "All“Star”
May 17, filling the slot originally
allocated to Jimmy Durante.
Schno£ will he in London -on that
date for a stand at the Palladium,
He's scheduled to do hia final shbw’
this season for “All Star” In June.

CAN YOU ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS

ON TV ADVERTISING?

>

>

Vi

• ./* •

*•

€
ir*.

How much do#i it cost to tend a half-hour program across

tho country (a) by cable and micro-wave relay? (b) "in the can," by mail?
*

What major advantages do filmed programs have over "live" shows? '

How many station* woro cleared for "The Gruen Playhouse" ... on a Spot basis?

How much lower are TV Spot rates than network rates, for the same time . .

.

on the same station?

For network acfvertisers only: How many network "must" stations are there In
c '

your line-up? How many would you trade for markets the network canx
t clear?

b

YOU CAN DO BETTER WITH SPOT. . . MUCH BETTER

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC

Net Staff Writers

Threaten Strike

For Comml Fees
Radio Writers Guild is .threaten-

ing a strike against the networks as
result of the breakdown of negotia-
tions between the chains and their
staff newswriters and scripters
Federal mediators are trying to
bring the parties together again

Talks had been resumed last
week, with the webs offering an
11% wage Increase, -boosting the
top minimum for writers from $130
weekly to $145, However, nets flat-
ly turned down the demand that
newswriters be paid commercial
fees for scribbling sponsored
shows, a policy which obtains for
directoi st

f actors And 'Other brosd*
das* guilds. On that issue talks
were broken off.

Authors League of America is
backing RWG, empowering the un-
ion to levy an assessment and to
withhold freelance scripts (except
where there is a contractual agree-
ment). in event of strike.

Win O’Keefe, Joel O’Brien

Team in Package Outfit:
*>»*» r

Alcoa Inks Their 'Draw’
Winston O'Keefe, former exec

TV producer with Kenyon & Eck-
hardt and Ruthrauff & Ryan, and
Joel O'Brien, former producer-di-
rector with BBC-TV in England,
have teamed to form a new pack-
age outfit, which already has sold
one show and has networks and
clients interested in several others.
Package outfit is labeled O’Keeie-
O'Brien Productions.
Duo's “Draw to Win,” a cartoon

panel show, preems next Tuesday
night (22) via CBS-TV as a sns-
tainer, and has been picked up by
Alcoa as. summer replacement for
“See' It Now” -on the same web,
starting in June. CBS is also close
to a deal with O&O for a half hour
series based on Arthur Train’s
“Ephraim Tutt” stories, which ran
for a number of yeiOrs in the Sat-
evepost. If the deal goes through,
the show would originate live from
the Coast this summer. Will
Wright will probably play the title

role.

Third show being set by the
package outfit is a -half-hour who-
dunit series based on Agatha Chris-
tie’s “Miss Marple” books. Fourth
is a series Of half-hour Irish-Amer-
ican .dramas, .based on the Mathew
Cleary”, stories scripted by Joseph
Carroll, which have appeared in
Collier’s, Cosmopolitan and other
mags. O&O is also lining up a
new V audience participation show,
tentatively * titled “Be jl Ham,” in

which two teams of studio contes-
tants will vie for prizes by stag-

ing short skits Which they haven’t
seen before.

O'Keefe, who supervised the
American Theatre Wing’s original

TV workshop, produced “Ford The-
atre” for K&E and later served
as exec producer for R&R on
“Showtime, U. S, A.” O’Brien, de-
tached* from the Coast Guard dur-
ing the war to serve with the

OWI’s
.
ABSIE station in England,

stayed on after V-J Day to work
with BBC video, .and also directed
several plays in London’s West
"End. He broke into radio-TV as a
production assistant to* Norman
Corwin at CBS prior to the war.

Philadelphia—George ' Skinner,
TV personality and former radio
newscaster and newspaper re-

porter, has been named news edi-

tof of WPTZ, Philadelphia. Skinner
will continue his daily show, “Let
Skinner Do It,” over WPTZ. A
former news announcer and spe-
cial events reporter at WLW, Cin-
cinnati, . Skinner came to Philly
in 1948.

.10 KW PM TRANSMITTER

CimpUtily ImtilM, with

all RCA equipment. Midtswo
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Morgan Beatty meant to say : “And

that’s the News of the World/’ hut

*‘old disaster man” Beatty was

nonplused by a news story. The story?

A baby born to a 79-year-old mother

and an 80-year-old father.

It isn’t easy to confuse Morgan Beatty.

He earned the title “old disaster man” on

‘the 1927 Mississippi flood story and has

-* covered most of America’s violent
•>

upheavals since. As a Washington

analyst, Beatty had a two-year beat on

the 1937 Supreme Court battle. He

accurately forecast the successful

• Russian resistance in 1942.

Now America’s leading interpretive

reporter, his NEWS OF THE WORLD*
for Miles Laboratories is the highest

rated daily news show in radio. In this

vital election year, Beatty’s primary

assignment, and that of 100 other NBC
men of news, is to cover the primaries,

the conventions, the elections as they’ve

never been covered before.

«

Beatty, Swayze, Chaplin, Hicks — big

names in news — but only a part of the

thousand-man, news-gathering force

which makes the NBC News Center

supreme in broadcasting.

Nearly everyone in America learns the

news first from radio or television. And

the fact that NBC, day after day,

broadcasts the highest rated newifshows

on radio and television proves most

people learn news first from NBC. They

learn more news, too, because regularly,

on radio and television, NBC broadcasts

more hours of news than any other *

network. *

In this; the most intense political

campaign year since 1932, all news

assumes larger significance and

quickening importance. As before,

most Americans will learn the news first

and learn more of it from NBC.

NBC radio and television

a service of Radio Corporation of America
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Mrs. Daytime Dialer
Continued from page 24 —

belches frequently, a dnnever goes

anywhere without a package of

Turns. As an occupational must,

he also carries a package of mints

to guarantee an, appealing breath.

He never wears a vest.

Horace is a college graduate (C
average), belonged to a second-
rate fraternity, is fond of cross-

word puzzles, and considers him-
self sophisticated and slightly In-

tellectual. He once subscribed to

the Saturday Review of Literature
and faithfully read the Personal

column in the back each week. • He
reads all the advertisements in his

newspaper and the financial and
sports pages. He will read any
book by Dale Carnegie or a corpo-

ration president. He dislikes sales

reports with sad endings.

He shaves 5,7 times a week,
never on Saturdays, uses an adver-
tised brushless shaving cream and
complains ;that his beard grows too

fast. (He thinks this means he’s

virile.) Every 10 days he has his

hair cut, crew style. He buys an
average of three suits a year, in-

cluding a grey flannel, a worsted
and a sharkskin;

It is very difficult for him to un-

derstand why his wife is beginning

to fade while he looks exactly the

same to himself as he did in col-

lege. He’s concerned about his

wife’s health (she’s getting fat),

and her household problems (no

method) and never discusses busi-

ness with her because she changes

the subject. He .considers her a

clever cook, and when they have
guests for dinner, she prepares

“one of her little dishes cooked in

wine.”

Horace is convinced that all suc-

cessful career women are either

immoral or abnormal; and all wives

are frigid. He objects to an ex-

cessive display of bosums or legs,

mid remarks, “Get that!” when
caught staring. When viewing
such a display he tugs at his left

ear.

If pressed, he will admit that
women find him charming, and that
the receptionist (some number!) In

the office is crazy about’ him. A
faithful husband, he remains aloof,

although out of- kindness he took
her to lunch twice and dinner once.
(Waste of money!)

A favorable political commentary
of Horace’s, who refers to himself
as a “liberal Republican” Is, “What
we need is a good business man
in the White House.” He attended
what he fondly thinks was a Com-
munist-inspired meeting once, and
is seriously considering Writing an
article. He ' distrusts anyone ' who

.

doei not work in Advertising.

Horace has lively interests. He
considers himself

.
an excellent

bridge player, but prefers playing
with men because women are too
flighty. The reason he never
learned chess, he says, is because
he’s an energetic,* nervous type.
One of his great pleasures is sit-

ting In front of the television set
for hours. He is a golf enthusiast.
(Good business!)

Devoted to his family and home,
Horace does not care for large^par-
ties, preferring small gatherings
of people with mutual interests.

At these gatherings, Horace and
•his friends'" (3.4 intimate friends)
stand in the kitchen drinking and
swapping the latest stories. (That’s
a wbw!) . Horace’s wife and the
wives of his friends sit in the living
room murmuring proudly that the
boys never tired of talking shop.

Life Goal—Onion in Martini

A social drinker, Horace would
never consider sitting down to a
meal without having two martinis
first. (Jt’s the only thing that re-
laxes me!) He takes . an olive in
his martini, but as he climbs the
business ladder he will switch to
lemon peel, ultimately arriving at
a pearl onion, •

Horace hoes not plan more than
two children, feeling that, /'It’s bet-
ter to have two and give them ad-
vantages,” an4 then* “This is no
world to bring children Into.” He
plans to acquire a poodle or a box-
er (If it’s A.K.C. pedigree) because,
“children need a dog.”

His secret ambition is to own a
flashy and expensive convertible
and when he purchases it will
stoutly maintain, “Personally, I
don’t think they’re practical, hut
the wife and children—-you know.”
Within five years, when Horace

expectsrto be earning $25,000 per,
he will purchase a large suburban
house (room for the kids to knock
arounddn!) with an elaborate game
room. He will join the golf club
and hire a steady maid in addition
to the woman who comes in once
a week. (The wife deserves to get
oiit more!) He will give large par-
ties where he and his friends will
stand near the bar swapping the
latest stories.

He has unwavering faith in: Ad-
vertising, The Republican Party,
the Hays Office, Vitamins, The Fu-
ture of Television, The Future of

MPLS. COUNCIL STANDS

PAT ON BANNING TV
Minneapolis, April 15 .

Despite a Minneapolis Star edi-
torial condemning the action as an
infringement on constitutional
rights, labeling it “strange doings,”
calling it disregard of a free press
and free speech and asking for
the action to be rescinded, the city
council police committee voted to
stand pat on banning ICSTP tele-
vision crews from city property
without council permission.

In doing so, the committee also
disregarded a protest from James
Bormann, news director of com-
peting radio station WCCO and
National Association of Radio
News Directors’ president, who in
asking, too, that the action be re-
scinded, said "we are very serious-
ly concerned With this infringe-
ment on newsmen's free access to
news.” He charged that the aider-
men were motivated by the sta-
tion’s dispute with its AFL union
technicians.

WMT Skeds 20-Program

Politico Series for Iowa
Cedar Rapids, April 15.

WMT, Cedar Rapids, has set a
new series, “Politics Is Your Busi-
ness,” to acquaint listeners with
election mechanics from the pre-
cinct to the national level. The
20-program package is being pro-
duced, by program director Doug
Grant and moderated by news di-

rector Dick Cheverton.

Starting with local precinct cau-
cuses, the half-hour discussion pro-
grams move on up through on-the-
spot broadcasts from the state and
national conventions. State reps
have agreed to appear in behalf of
national candidates, while all ma*

|

jor Iowa politicians will appear in

person.

Radio, The Power of the Dollar,

and The Right Contacts.
He is unalterably convinced: That

housewives will believe anything
.you tell them if you say it often

enough, that women' are poor driv-

ers, women smoke too much, wom-
en are spoiled, women don't know
what they want, you can’t please

a woman, women can’t hold their

liquor, and that Jus wife is differ-

ent.

As a result of my study of the

personality and habits of the aver-

age market research analyst, I feel

that now the housewife has the

key to slanting answers to specific

questions to be asked in the fu-

ture. This study should save time

for both the research man and the

housewife.

On second thought, if Mr. Schwe-
rin will kindly send for his man,
I’d appreciate At. I’m kind of sick

of Horace by now. But when they

send for. him I hope they send a

stretcher. He doesn’t look so good.

Mrs. Pat Ruden

zs
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Ohio State Awards
Continued from pag« 24

hibition gave recognition to local SSt l

„^r
C
NngTv
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and regional TV programs as well Systematic Instructions: First award, for
nc national shows. 'American Inventory" to Tuleprogrims,
as nations inc., teiecast over nbC'TV,
Here is, a complete list of 'the children’s <Out-of-School>: Honorable

awards (citations ondtted):

®r
° N’.tw.XTr

lY Y Gr
° o^rainlr.H.n’

1111 «
Religious:.. First award for "The Ave Public Affairs: First award for “March

Broadcasting and Film Commission of Baltimore; special award for “Inside Our
National Council of Churches, New York. Schools’* to WHAS, Louisville.

Cultural: First award for “Stage *52” .
Cultural: First award for “Science in

to Canadian Broadcasting Corp.; honor- Action to California Academy of Sol-
uble mention for “CBC Wednesday Night” epees, telecast over KGO-TV, San Fran-
to Canadian Broadcasting Corp. cisco; honorable mehtiPn for “KING’S
Dealing with Social Problems: Honor- t

C°mmunitjr Workshop” to KING-TV, Seat-

able mention for “The Lonesome Road” Pros'™™ *n -r

iSm
Cbru

U
”pres?

M Ce"tl!r- c°- FlrstT„5d (??
lumbia u. iress. Grow” to WNBG-TV, Chicago.
Presenting Public Issues: First award Systematic Instruction: First award for

for “Cross Section to Canadian Broad- “The Western Reserve II. Telecourses”
casting Corp. to WEWS, Cleveland, and Western Re-
Furthering International Understanding: F* .

First award for “Citizen* of the World” ,
c s (Out-of-SchooD: First award

to United Nation* Radio. f
0£, Telaventure Tales” to K2NG-TV, Se-

CnAH -, Onetime BnSadre.it*.. £ttle’ cooperation with Gloria Chandler

J&Tfor «
9Als?and^T^ Way^to fo°Tot^Towa^tK

National Society for Crippled Children College, Ames
WOITV* Iow* Stat*

and Adults broadcast over NBC; honor- School Telecasts- First award fnr "Oner,
able mention for Mo Escape to CBC. atlon Blackboard”* to Philadelphia PohUr

‘‘Bert%he
U
Turtl?'

h
°t*o Audio Visual

Sc
^
ools

f
* telecast over WPTZ, Philadelphia.Bert the lurue

.

to Audio-Visual Fourteen judging center* throughout

t f?r c$&
televlsion Edging was done at Columbus!

dren’s Theatre’
ada” to CBC.

‘Wayne & Shuster Show’

As Sustainer on CBC
Toronto, April 15.

With Gillette currently concen-
trating on TV, the Toni-sponsored
**'Wayne & Shuster Show” on radio
has not been renewed; but the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will
pick up the tab on the comics for
17 weeks, commencing April 17,
with series to be carried over 51
stations of the CBC's trans-Canada
web, 9:30 p.m. EST. Lads’ commer-
cial contract with Toni expired with
the program of April 10.

CBC sponsorship, as a sustainer,
will see no, change in the show’s
format or casting. Jackie Rae con-
tinues as producer, with femme
warbler Terry Dale, Samuel Hers-
enhoren’s orch, Eric Christmas, and
Herb May as announcer and com-
edy foil, “Wayne & Shuster Show”
will also continue to be recorded
for Canadian troops in Germany
and Korea, via sponsorship of the
federal Dept, of National Defense.

Columbus—Bob Sprouse, former
commercial manager of WMRN,
Marion, O., has joined WBNS-TV
as account executive.

TV’s ‘Cry Havoc’
Continued from pngo 23

ing Agencies, at last week’s Green-
brier convention, that on a cost-

per-thousand basis, TV has hit the
jackpot.

Procter & Gamble, the No. 1 ad-
vertiser, had a total ’51 expendi-
ture of $35,859,156, representing
an increase of $8,836,034 over ’50.

Ainount spent in network radio
declined $198,216; newspaper ex-
penditure was off $331,679. Maga-
zine coin went up $2,396,637. But
network TV expenditures climbed
by $7,009,292.

General Foods, No. 2 among
spenders, with a total ’51 budget of

$21,842,212, representing an in-

crease of $3,423,734, upped its TV
expenditure by $4,602,167, where-
as radio was off $636,713 and maga-
zine coin outlay dropped $780,205.

Similarly with- Colgate, Lever
Bros., General Mills, American
Tobacco Co., Liggett Ac dyer's,

R. J. Reynolds Co., P. Lorillard

Co., Philip Morris, Sterling Drug,
Campbell Soup * and the other
major spenders, TV was the chief

beneficiary of upped advertising

expenditures in ’51, whereas other
media either suffered declines or
encountered comparatively smaller
hiked budgets.

Cited as further documentation:
Whereas CBS-TV had 51 sponsors
a year ago, today there are 59.

Total gross billings for this period
have gone up 95.7%. Daytime
sponsors have increased on the net-
work from 12 to 21,

NBC-TV reports total gross time
billings for the first two months
of 1952 as 84.9% over the same pe-
riod in '51. Says a top TV exec;
“We’re not only sold out night-
time, but another two and a half-
hours of prime evening time could
be sold immediately were there
time available for sale.” In boast-
ing of its cost-per-thousand sta-

tus, NBC-*TV points out: “The aver-
age half-hour evening advertised
(as of March) reached 11,900,000
viewers at a cost of $3.33 per thou-
sand . . . The average advertiser in
Life magazine, for a page of black
and white, reaches 5,508,500 noterg
at a cost of $4.02 per thousand.

itroup II. Regional Network, Organization
and Clear Ohipntl Station Programs.

r#F awai'tf
_

,
Station

Religious: First award lor “The Pastor*#
Study’” to WSB, Atlanta.
.
Agricultural: First 'award for “Me-

Clatchy Farm Review” to McClatchy
Broadcasting Co., Sacramento, Cal.; hon-
orable mention for “The Voice From the
Farm” to WNOX, Knoxville; special cita-
tipn for “The Farm Front” to Farm Dept.,
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., broadcast
over WLW, Cincinnati.
Women’s: 'First award for "Knudsen

Women’s Forum” to Columbia Pacific Net-
work, broadcast over HNX, Los Angeles;
honorable mention for, “The Barbara
Welles Show” to WOR* New York.

Cultural: First Award for “The Uni-
versity Hour” to Communication Center,
U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill; hon-
orable mention for “Critically Speaking”
to KUOM, U, of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
Dealing with Personal and Social Prob-

lems: First award for “Minnesota Mid-
Century” to KUOM, U. of^Minnesota; hon-
orable mention for “The Untouchables”
to WBBM, Chicago.
Presenting Public Issues: First award

for “Freedom Revisited” to WCAU, Phila-
delphia; first award for “The Killers,” to
Public Service Division, WMCA, New
York.
News Interpretation: First award for

“E. W. Ziebarth News Analysis” to
WCCO. Minneapolis; honorable mention
for “W. S. C. Views the News” to KWSC,
•State College of Washington* Pullman,
Wash.
Furthering International Understand-

ing: First award for k “The Ralph „<Story
Show” to Columbia Pacific Network- broad-
cast over KNX,. Los Angeles; honorable
mention for ‘Ht’s a Small World” to
WMAQ, Chicago; special citation for
‘Japanese Peace Conference” to KFWB,
Hollywood.

Special Onetime Broadcasts: First
Award for “Who Killed Dr. -Drew” to
ItOIN, Portland, Ore. .

Children's (Out-of-School): First award
for “Let's Listen to a Story” to Public
Service Division, WMCA, New York; hon-

* orable .mention for "Down Storybook
Lane” to Speech Dept., U. of Michigan.
Teenagers* (Out-of-School); Honorable

8&n,&ns „
fdr "WC*XR Youth Forum’.' to

WQXR, New York, and for "Young Book
Reviewers" to Public Service Division,
WMCA, N. Y.
In-School Programs for Primary Grade

Pupils: First award. for “Old Tales and
xr?>'L,r

t0
T?

,knncso*a School of the Air and
KUOM, U. of Minnesota.

.

In-School, Intermediate Grade*: Firjrt
award for “Let’s Sing Together" to Depts.
r? •.?

<

t
uc

2,
tI,on °£ Manitoba, Alberta and

Bntish Columbia, broadcast over CBW,
Winnipeg; honorable mention for “News

Kadi'son
WCek” t0 WHA* U.°f Wisconsin,

In-School, Junior and Senior High: Hon-
orable mentions for “Fun From the Dic-
tionary to WBOE, Cleveland, ' Board of
Education, and for “Ecoute*l” to British
Columbia Dept, of Education, Vancouver,
In ^operation with -CBC and broadcast
over Trlhs-Canada network.
•roup in. Local Organisations and Sta-

lions.
Religious: Honorable mention for “Our

Fcopie” to the Radio Class* Yale
Divinity* School, New Haven. s

Agricultural: Honorable mention for fFarmer, What’s Your Problem” to Bu-
i- °if

Publications, Government of
Saskatchewan, Regina.
CultaraL First award for “Angell Hall

ti®
yh°use \to Speech Dept., U. of Michi-
~ nn Ar'b°r‘i honorable mention for

Toronto™®*
1 PUy* Favoritea” to- CKEY.

Ydth Personal and Social Prob-H
»
n
?
ra&* mention for “Unfinished

Business” to WCFM, Washington.
Public Issues: First award

if A4labam* Document” to WUOA, U.
‘MAi«

laban
V' :'. honorable mention for

tiVm* ?? L*k°r” to Bureau of Publica-
- ?"s i Government of Saskatchewan,
N„t

cast
r °,Ver CKRM, Resina.News Interpretation: Honorable men-

broadcast over CKBM,
Vs Interpretation: nonorapie men-

Religion at the News Desk” to

n, of Churches, broad-

Fnrt^ Haven.
Pip^i

rtberbl
? International Understanding:

Snri/wff freedom Speaks” to

YrS-v ®roadcasting Corp., Now
Boston

r°adC*St *hort **ve over WRUL,

?netime Broadcasts: Honorable
8fdrfw£o& S

-t
rUc® “ Danville’’ to

pPR;FM » New York.
for «w£n * <°ut-of*SchooD: First award
Salt T^v

Cn^h*
T
World Was Youfig” to

Dunt
^ Junior League and’ Radio

Lake City^*^
1 ^to*dca)rt nver KSL, Salt

FrDnary: Honorable mentions
lie cAfi

1 a Story” to Minneapolis Pub-
aDnlic^

01?’ broadcast over KTIS, Minne-
Bn„»nd

,
tor Tell It Again” to WABE-

ln c^i
an

i
a
’v^'

a** ®bard of Education,
award 2

01 ’ J
.VT
n
.
lor *nd Senior High: First

Storv” f
io
l “United Nations — Success

Art/ /t
0 Division, Dept, of Theatre^S ’

A
U- of California at Loa Angeles

*elos clty'^cW^d* SeCtl°n °£ Ij°*^
Television Award*
A
N«^®rk.

Maroh
'c
nr
A^a: First award for “The

March l mc through the Years” to

honor-, K?
f TJme « telecast over ABC-TV;

fade”
3

»i.
e foXL “Industry on Pa-

tiomi a
Fukhc Relations Division, Na-

xwarri t
As5L.?f Manufacturers; special

to
TV sPOts Before Your Eyes”

Cult i !^
ri
?
a «. Jewish Committee.

Ift NRr vVr
F
if

st *ward for “Zoo Parade"
t -TV; honorable mention for “Mr.

9:37a.m.

. Jv X'e> ' \V.'iuX .v ' .

.

wwt- . v.' •

> . ^ -W*

&
W ™

fw
*

;X

W7X, • <s$A

Five Years Ajo-at 9t37 a.m. Ort April t6
f
1947-

A telephone call to the KPRC newsroom brought the first

bulletin of the Texas City disaster - minutes before news was

flashed oyer press association wires.

From that moment . . . and for the next 48 hours . . . KPRC newsmen,

under the on-the-spot direction of News Editor Pat Flaherty, broadcast to

the Houston area and to the entire nation via NBC accurate, up-to-the-

minute reports of one of America's major tragedies.

For this brilliant radio news coverage, KPRC was lauded by Texas

City officials, by NBC listeners throughout the country, by officials of

the National Broadcasting Company, and by the press through the annual

Headliners Awards.

It was No Accident that KPRC Won Local and National Acclaim

for Its Coverage at Texas City.

Today, still under Pat Flahert/s direction, KPRC maintains an even

larger staff than five years ago . . . men whose full-time job is covering

and broadcasting the news for KPRC,

Complete, accurate, instantaneous news coverage is a KPRC tradition

that has hfjjped to make us . . .

FIRST in the South': First Market!

JACK HARRIS
EDWARD PETR r & CO
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Taft Win Could Snag Thaw
Continued from page 25

When these UHF stations start in a 27-page opinion, * pretends to

operation it will be necessary to keep the large city broadcasters

purchase tuners for existing type from squatting on the best TV
receivers. In areas without TV, channels to the exclusion of the

manufacturers will have on the small city" but ^broadcasters copld

market all-channels sets to receive have done JUttle more on an appll-

either UHF or the present VHF cation basis, without an allocation

(very high frequency) stations. plan, to carve out an advantage to

375 New ’ VHF Channels the detriment of the smaller cities.

addition, the unfreezing $1,000*000 Entry Fee

makes provisions for about 375 He sdid the engineering stand-

VHF commercial stations, ards adopted for VHF and UHF
These are the prize channels, stations “means that there is a $1,-

especially to applicants in one-sta- 000,000 entry fee for every broad-

tion markets where program selec- caster to guarantee the Commis-

tion is limited, and the demand for
.
sion plan’s efficiency.” Pointing

them will be far greater than the that UHF stations are generally as-

supply. Already nearly 500 appii- signed to “fill -in the gaps not cov-

catlons have been filed for VHF ered by VHF,” he declared that “if

stations and hundreds more are broadcasters from small towns are

expected in the next few months, to contribute to efficiency'they had

The new era also provides for better study astronomy to figure

noncommercial educational sta- up their balance sheets’ and buy
tions, designed to raise the cul- lots of red ink,”

tural level of TV programming Jones charged that the freeze-
and utilize the medium for “In- ufj plan “throws the heaviest finan-
school teaching and adult educa- ciai burden upon those least' able
tion. The allocation plan reserves to pay. XJHF transmitters ccfet

channels for 80 VHF and 162 UHF more to construct and operate,
stations. Educational institutions UHF receivers cost more. Initially
have given the Commission assure they will not be as good as VHF*
ance that they will build stations, receivers and more complicated

and more- expensive receiving an-

tennas are needed to pick up a-

usable UHF signal on every farm-
er’s housetop or ' windmill,”

Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, in a

partial dissent, regarded the allo-

cation plan as “a- significant step

forward for educational TV” but
felt the channel 'reservations in-

adequate in providing education
with “its rightful share’-’ of the TV
spectrurtC She feared that the al-

location “runs the risk of stunting
the growth of educational T.V in

the formative days of its infancy
and of foreveP retarding the future
of our entire* educational system.”

Under the freeze-lift procedure,
the Commission sets July *lr as the
cut-off date for filing of new sta-

tion applications and the amending
of new applications to conform
with changes ‘in channel assign-

ments from allocations proposed a
year ago. Following this 75-day
period, the agency begins process-
ing. Where channel bids are un
contested, permits will be handed
out. Where two or more applicants
apply for the same channel, hear-
ings will be scheduled to select the

. most qualified applicant.
A system of priorities is estab-

lished in processing applications to
give first preference to cities with-
out TV, then to qities with only one
station, then those with two sta
tions, etc. It is possible that the
first permits will 'be handed- out to
Denver, provided hearings are not
required on each of the six com-
mercial channels (four VHF and
two UHF) assigned to this largest
of non-TV cities. So far, eight ap
plications have been filed, all for
VHF.

Reject Johnson proposal .

-

In reserving channels for educa
tional stations, the Commission re-
jected a proposal by Sen. Edwin
C. Johnson (D—Colo.) that com-
mercial TV licensees b~ required

DET, EDUCATORS IN

TV CHANNEL PUSH
Detroit, April 15,

A group of Detroit educational,

museum and art groups will make
formal application for the tele-

vision educational channel to be

made available hereby the FCC.
' Preliminary plans contemplate

the establishment of a non-profit

corporation for purposes of license

application and, later, operation of

the new video station.

William E. Stirton, assistant
>

to

the president of Wayne University,

said representatives of at least 15

institutions have' been discussing

the matter for some time.

It is planned to use; facilities of

WDET-FM, which the United Au-
tomobile' Workers (CIO) gave to

Wayne. Stirton said that use of

those facilities would cut esti-

mated costs from $300,000-$400,000

to only- $75,000. He said it is

planned to pay operating ex-

penses by pro-rating costs among
the using institutions. .Each

‘school or institution may build its

own studio.

Stirton also said that Detroit

will form a link* in a nationwide

educational television network
now being discussed. " Already, Dr.

Lee M. Thurston, state superinten-

dent of Public Instruction, is con-

ducting a $15,000 survey of pos-

sibilities of a statewide network
for educational purposes.

Can'Sponsors
Continued from page 25

Johnson.
Continued from page 25

predicted new station operators in

such markets will gear their time
charges to those of stations already
on the air. And, since most of the
big sponsors now. have their shows
in. those markets, anyway, on a
kine basis if they can’t get in live,

the opening of new stations will

not boost their costs.

Reaction among the networks
was summed up by one web sales

, , . , , ,
chief, who pointed out that nobody

available a certain portion ba <j. ye^ measured-
* the relative

of their broadcast time for educa- vajue 0f other media compared to
tional purposes. And the agency Ty, when that answer is found,
warned that its reservation of chan- be said, advertisers will have to
nels for noncommercial stations reassess their evaluations of TV’s
does not relieve commercial li- competitors. He claimed that TV

censees from tlieir duty to carry bas the advantages inherent in’
programs which fulfill the educa-

,other media and, in addition, has
tional needs and serve -the educa- the unique 'ability to demonstrate
tional interests of the community a product via moving action. Thus,

operate. he said, when the new stations ap-
The report was adopted over the proved by the FCC take the air,

strong dissent of Jones, -who se- sponsors will undoubtedly adjust
verely criticized the whole concept
of the allocation plan, took his
colleagues to task for continuing
the freeze so long (three-and-one-
half years), claimed the system of

their budgets in TV’s favor.

Lawrence, Mass.-rr-WCCM here,
five-year-old 1-kw ’ outlet, has

^ ... , , , moved into new quarters, three
assigning stations operates against times larger than its old layout, in
the small city, promotes monopoly, the downtown district. Outlet con-
and penalizes, the public. tinues to maintain studios in near-
The final allocation plan, he said by Lowell.

sonal fight on the floor of the Sen-

ate to obtain the funds.. If he is

successful, it would still be neces-

sary to get the House to accept

changes in its appropriations.

In the view of the strong senti-

ment in Congress for Government
economy, it is expected that any
increase in appropriations for the

FCC would be specifically ear-

marked for TV processing opera-

tions.

At present, the Commission has'|

only seven examiners, two vacan-
cies having been unfilled because
of shortage of funds. At th,e most,

five of these examiners can be
made available for TV hearings
and, assuming each could hear 15

applications a^year, they could not
dispose of more than 75, or less

than -10%, in .the first year of the
applications expected to be on file

by July 1.

In addition to examiners, the

Commission is. far short of the re-

quired lawyers, engineers, account-
ants, secretarial and clerical help
needed in handling the hearing
cases. The agency’s legal staff has
been especially hit by resignations
during recent months to bolster up
radio law firms in Washington in

preparation for the land rush of

applications.
Commission is also short of trav-

el funds which, unless increased,
will prevent headings from being
held in the field where it is more
convenient for' applicants to pre-

sent witnesses to support their

qualifications.

Washington, April 15.
Here’s how the FCC freeze-lift allocation plan affects television"

in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut;
New York City is assigned one UHF commercial channel and

one UHF educational.
*

Buffalo-Niagara Faffs area gets, two more VHF commercial chan-
nels, two UHF commercial and one UHF educational.

Rochester, gets one more VHF commercial channel, two UHF
commercial and one UHF 'educational. Station WHAM-TV is re-
quired* to shift from channel 6. to channel 5.

Albany-Schenectady-Troy area gets three UHF commercial and
one UHF educational. Station WRGB (TV) in Schenectady is re-
quired to shift from, channel 4 to channel 6.

Syracuse gets a UHF educational channel. Station WSYR-TV
required to shift from^ channel 5 to -3.

Binghamton gets one UHF commercial channel and one UHF
educational. „

’

Utica-Rome area gets one commercial UHF and one UHF educa-
tional.

Elmira gets two UHF commercial channels.
Ithaca, Malone and Poughkeepsie each get one UHF commercial

and one UHF educational channel. ^
Provision for one UHF commercial station is made in Amster-

dam, Auburn, Batavia,.. Cortlhnd, Dunkirk, Glens Falls, Glovers-
ville, Hornell, Jamestown, Kingston, MAssena, Middletown, Og-
densburg, Olean, Oneonta, Oswego, PJattsburg, Saranac Take, and
Watertown.

New Jersey
Atlantic City gets two UHF commercial channels.
New Brunswick gets one UHF commercial and one UHF educa-

tional. ,

Asbury Park, Bridgeton, Paterson, Trenton and Wildwood each
.
get one UHF commercial channel.

Andover, Camden, Freehold, Hammonton and,. Montclair each
get, one UHF educational channel,

Connecticut
Hartford gets one VHF commercial, one UHF jcoriimercial and

one UHF educational. * ,

•

Bridgeport' gets two UHF commercial and*one UHF educational.
New London gets two UHF commercial channels.
Norwich gets one UHP commercial and One ' UHF educational

channel.
,

.

New Haven gets one’ UHF educational channel. Station WNHC-
TY is required to S^ift from channel 6 to Channel 8.,

Meriden, New Britain, Stamford-Norwalk area arid Waterbury
each gets one UHF channel.

’

Set-Aside for Schools
^ Continued

1
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GREENER FIELDS

Wherever Mister PLUS sow* seed*

(Broadcasting them, of course)

Hl$ sponsors' crops are minus weeds;

"No-Waste" the rule In force

.
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Time costs here? Dirt cheap!
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the gratitude of the American
people for creating a TV allocation

plan which will'•provide them with
wider access-to the benefits of edu-
cation.”

In congratulating the 838 educa-
tional institutions and agencies
which “provided the FCC with con-

clusive evidence "that TV can and
will be used m the public inter-

est,” Steetle expressed confidence
that “many of these educational
agencies will move forward imme-
diately to construct 1 and operate
TV stations.”

Belmbnt Farley, representative
of the National Education Assn, on
JCET, said the set-aside “marks
the realization of a hope long held
by educators who wish to make
available to American youth the
best possible educational oppor-
tunities.” •

N. Y; State In Lead
Farley said that “one state [New

York] appears to be well on the
way to the creation of a statewide
network of TV stations. In numer-
ous cities 'and in many institutions

of higher education, plans for
financing and operating educational
stations- have been made and will

be carried out at an early date . . .

The reservations will help them to

overcome whatever limitations may
be imposed upon them retarding
adoption and practical use of this

new instrument of learning.”
David Henry, *prexy of Wayne

U. (Detroit) and vice chairman of
JCET, said he was sure that edu-
cational agencies “are ready to

meet the time schedule for trans
mitting and receiving UHF” and
that “some are ready for the im-

mediate use of VHF allocations.”
Henry said that while, underwrit-

ing or management of non-commer-
cial Stations cannot now be
charted, “everyone who has studied
or experimented with educational
TV is convinced that ways and
means will be found for its proper
utilization.”

Time of Essence
Dr. A. N. Jorgensen, prexy of

the U. of Connecticut and head
of the National Assn, of State Uni-
versities, urged state schools which
have been assigned channels to
move forward promptly with plans
for TV. “Time is of the essence,”
he asserted. “Educational agencies
must by their prompt and careful
planning for the use of TV chan-
nels, show that the educational sys-

tem of our country can serve as a
worthy trustee of this enormous
medium for the nation’s intellec-
tual, moral and spiritual develop-
ment and rearmament.”

James H. Denison, representing
the Assn, of Land Grant Colleges
on JCET, said his organization wel-
comes the set-aside “as a mandate
to put this highly effective educa-

tional instrument to its ‘maximum
usefulness.”
Many of the land-grant colleges,

he said,, “are prepared to file ap-
plications for construction permits
immediately, and others will 'not
be far behind. Almost all of them
are excited by the tremendous
possibilities of improving their tra-

ditional services to agriculture, in-

dustry and other occupational and
professional groups through the
use of television.”

Seymour N. Siegel, prexy of the
National -Assn, 'of • Educational
Broadcasters, said his organization
“looks forward with confidence to
the operation of TV stations by
educational institutions and the
presentation 'of literate program-
ming in the public advantage . . .

Thevmobilization of educational re-

sources- will prove that the con-
fidence expressed by the FCC in

the ability of educators to operate
TV stations will not have been
misplaced.”

Willard E. Givens, executive sec-

retary of the National Education
Assn., said “there is every reason
to believe that all types of educa-
tional

1

institutions, schools and
school systems will effectively use
this new medium as a supplemen-
tary aid to classroom teaching, and

an important instrument in the
rapidly developing program of
adult education in the United
States.”

ilF

Eileen BARTON

Coral Recording Artist

' Directionj MCA

FOR RENT
Private office, suitable any business

or agent. Services eprional. Rea-

sonable. Ilf West 57th Street, Hew
York. Suite 1013. PL 7-370*.
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HOOPERATING
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New York
“Ellery Queen” “’resumes on

ABC-TV, under sponsorship ox'

Bayuk cigars and with Lee Bow-
man starred, tonight (Wed.) at

9 o'clock . . . Comic Irwin Corey \

opening at London’s Palladium
April 21, will do some British

tele shows . ABC-TV beams th-*

Penn Relay Carnival on Saturday,
April 28, from 2 p.m. to conclu-

sion . . , WOR-TV will lens har-

ness races from both Yonkers and
Roosevelt Raceways on Wednes-
day evenings at 9:45 p.m., starting

April SO and runnMg through
Nov. 15.

WPIX’s “City Hall,” formerly
aired Thursday nights, moved back
to Tuesdays at 7:15 p.m. Vim
Stores sponsor Monte IrvVn.

N.Y. Giants’ outfielder who broke
his arkie recently, guests on C33-
TV’s “Star of the Family” tomor-
row night (Thurs.) .Producer-di-
rector Daniel Petrie taking over
directing reins on NBC’s “T-Men
in Action” for Prockter Produc-
tions Boyle-Midway Productions
has bought, a quarter-hoUr segment
of DuMont’s Saturday night wrest-
ling. Agency is W. Earl Bothwell
. . Dick Doan, WCBS-TV program
chief, back at his desk after a
heavy siege of laryngitis • Dil 'can-|

' li, Buc’thrm added to the DuMont
sales Llaff, while Richard Ham-
burger joined the WABD staff.

Abe Ohriea hrs three scripts on
Bernard Procter programs this

week: “Big Story” on NBC,tonight
(Wed.), “Treasury Men in Action”
on NBC-TV tomorrow and “Big
Story” on NBC-TV Friday (18;;

every time he hits the jackpot he
takes the Procter office to dinner
. . . WNBT h 2,s made a tieup with
the N. Y. City department of mar-,
kets for commodity price news on
its insert in NBC-TV’s* “Today”
program . > . CBS-TV’g; “Chrono-
scope” has built an Identical set in

Washington,' so it can originate
from D. C. as well as N. Y.

Hollywood
Bill Gwinn show on KECA-TV

has gone on ABC-TV net, with
Pfaff Sewing Machine - picking up
tab of program now tagged “This
Is My Song” . . . Good Humor Co
of California Inked deal for 52
weeks of one-.minute blurbs cross
the board on KNBH's Komedy
Klub . . . Southern California

/Pontiac Dealers sponsoring Clete
Roberts Reports on KLAC-TV for
a year . . . Robert'

S

t de Sdusa ap-
pointed sales manager of KNBH
. . . Lewis Food Co. inked 13
week renewal of “Space Patrol”
on KECA-TV . . . Hazel Shermet
set to portray “Miss Duffy” in

climbed aboard the weather fore-

casting bandwagon with Betty
Jordan,* a licensed meteorologist,,

no less, »starting a late evening
strip next week . . . Fohrman
Motors has re-pacted WGN-TV’s
Saturday night “Wrestling From

Ed '’Gardner’s filmed^ versto of "SimV™ snd

Mav 31 and WENft-TV bane Mated their third

MacDonald
y
t.n k e d **as annual cancer fund telecast for

Co?£a Cigars ?enew- May 2- Moran will, donate his regu

“Duffy’s
All-Star
Jeanette
guestar

gs &"'Ifo/Wcn *x
minute segment of Charlie Aldrich

Moran'wSr emcee^he* S"”"
show on KTTV bought by Trans- Moran wUl emcee the affair

mission Exchange of L A .
. S weekSe-toWAfi H«b Allcm^cce of

T

bC-TV’s
“HM1 ‘he Charn^ hosting the

&oS‘aff
.

e
.

m
“Jump

S! “Kiddie
W
Matinee.”

t’s Sunday

s Mex Hayride
Continued from page 2D
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The shocking full-scale

report on black-listing in

radio, television, and the

entertainment

mm
Xw

v

At all booksellers, $2.50

newed for 13 weeks on KTTV by
Currie’s Ice Cream . , , Jerry
Fairbanks reissued religiosos

made for Family Theatre, “That I

May See,” and “Hill Number One,”
wqye shown on 102 stations na-

tionally, with 186 telecasts, over strikes- many local trade folk as
Easter Weekend, being g iven questionable :therapy.
c
£f

:

f

«

r s
* 1 Quality of current Mexican TV

2fi

ne<
NBC-TV

IEte

Adl-Star Itevub Production would undoubtedly

emanating from tlie . Presidio in shook unremembering. North Amen
Frisco . . . KTLA v.p. Klaus Lands- icatt audiences because its level ap-

berg not sure he’ll renew pact of proximates U. S. standards vsome
Ina Ray Hutton, .who has, been on f

oul,
, p
or **ve Years ago. Only a

channel with, her all-girl orch for handful of U. S. technicians or di-

almost two years. Hour-long show rectors are working here now be-

priced at $5,000 has no sponsor ... cause of an understandable wish
Lew Ayres to N. Y. for video on the part of Mexican-TV pioneers
guest shots . . . MCA yanked to train native staffs and keep
ydung Anna Mae Alberghettj, labor costs at a minimum. Pres-.
Paramount thrush, from guest ent technical and talent salaries
spot on KTLA s ' Movietown, gre bottom-level, on the theory

that new opportunities will create
feeling thrush wasn t suited for ti._ vneir. i afm. Km .

.

the charade-format show... th
^uf lnc

f

ome/*
White King Soap and Folger’S’

The c
^
ief determinant of pro-

Coffee are picking up half the tab ^am values is the smallness of

of “Queen for a Day” on KHJ-TV, the hom6 audience. Compared to

for $3,000, buying alternating seg- radio, which has nationwide cover-

ments on half-hour cross-the-board age, TV warrants limited budgets
show. Old Gold 1

sponsors other only, and they’re usually showing,
ha’f . . . Mindy Carson, Andy De- Some advertising agencies theorize
vine, Frank Faylen, Ben Blue- and that during the next few years the
Sid Slate set as guesters for Don-, simulcast is the correct and only
aid O’Connor’s Colgate Comedy answer to current problems, sinfce
Hour on NBC-TV April 20. the radio audience has the buyers

in volume, and the TV audience
only a sma11 and questionable frac-omcaito tion

.
thereof, consisting of upper-

BMI’s Glenn Dolberg in from class folk who never get involved
N. Y. conferring with local TV in purchasing, for example, the
execs on upcoming Windy City basic food products of ' the house

^UU
“et -as -feKed^ki^ £*„SjT'A^wS

Institute
1

for
at
Ed*ucation«

TV, “Kukla, Fran and Ollie” will
wh

°, tye daily trip to the

he piped to NBC-TV that night market? So the thinking goes: if

from WLW-C, Cqlumbus. Burr you’ve got a real quality product
Tttlstrom then shepherds his flock like cosmetics, or hard liquor
to Manhattan oyer the weekend (which has just been permitted to
for a twd-day stay . , . Danny advertise on the air), or TV sets,
O’Neil has taken over the Tuesday or any high-class item* TV alone as
night installment of WBKB’s a medium may be worth a flirig.
Musical Nitecap . . . Walt Otherwise, sharp radio spon-
Sohwtamer’s "Movie Quick Quiz” SoJCS by aading. only about

lifting the tab . . . WBKB Las

them are complaining that their
producers and directors, beguiled
by the visual medium, are Wiling
their AM versions through neglect,
and that’s where the real payoff is.

Dramatic shows are produced
for TV on very slender budgets,
with rudimentary sets and incred-
ibly brief rehearsals. But 'it must
be remembered that Mexican TV
audiences have- had no exposure
to prime U. S. shows, and that the
newness of the gadget and its

curiosity value work against any
possible rejection of TV entertain-
ment.

Overall, Mexican TV production
today is neither better nor worse
than programming in the U. S. in
TV’s earlier years. The great trag
edy is that the industry finds it-

self in no economic position now
to apply the skills’ and perfections
developed by time and experience
up north

‘Actuality’ Shows
Actuality on Mexican TV

—

sports, current events, public af-

fairs—is topnotch. The bullfights,

aired every Sunday afternoon for
two hours, have acquired fantastic
degrees of drama, intimacy and im-
pact with the use of the Zoomar
lens. Boxing, baseball, football
and wrestling are all well-handled
and solid. Public parades are full

of zip and color. It’s the televis-
ing of events such as these that
preview with promise what could
be done to help solve national
problems of education and literacy
once TV gets launched on a coun-
try-wide basis

With^ Mexican TV about to
emerge' on a national scale, and
with TV blossoming all over Latin
America, in Cuba, Argentina, and
soon in Peru, the trade is begin-
ning to talk about the syndication
of programs on kinny or film in all

Spanish-speaking markets, for sin-

gle or multiple advertisers. Brazil
presents a language problem, since
the native idiom • is Portuguese.
General belief is that within two

Inside Stuff-Television
i

(

Bert Mitchell, program director of KPRC-TV, Houston, has an-
nounced * contest open to 28 universities throughout the country
Contest is' open to the schools’ drama writers and seeks to discover
a group of original plays suitable for TV presentation not only on
KPRC-TV. but on the* other TV outlets throughout the country.

Following screening of the TV dramas 4sy each school, the best play
will be sent here for local, performance .this fall on a special 26-week
series. Plays will be dramatized by Houston drama groups. Mitchell
will direct, assisted by Ralph Mead, production assistant in charge of
lighting and former director of the Houston Little Theatre. Only rules
set up is ffiat the TV play, must have a maximum of two sets and eight
characters.

0

“It’s Worth Knowing,” the educational series aired Saturday after-
noons by WCBS-TV, the CBS web’s N.Y. flagship, will start delving into
psychological problems next month after having already discussed the
problems of teenager, family groups, etc. Subjects slated for group dis-
cussion on .the show are “Feeling of Rejection,” “Over-Dependency” and
“Feeling of Hostility.”

Producer Robert Harridge is pitching for Dr. Frederick Wertham to
take over as group discussion leader on the shows. After the psycho-
logical subjects, he plans several stanzas based on the problem of al-

coholigm, to be done in cooperation with Alcoholics Anonymous. “Know-
ing” is aired by WCBS-TV in conjunction with the National Education
Assn.

m

1

.
In L.A., producer Robert L. Lippert continued his policy of launching

his pix- openings with bombardment of one-day blurbs on television.
Lippert budgeted $3,000 for teevee pitches on five of seven L.AT channels
for one-minute spots day before opening Of “Valley of the Eagles” at
three L.A. theatres. Blurbs are confined to 12-hour trip-hammer span,
and include footage from trailer plus live pitch. Lippert used same
methods to hhirb “The Steel Helmfet” and “For Men Only,” and has
found it so successful In current campaign he isn’t even spending coin
on radio as in past.

Ford Motor Co. will make a big thing, in 1^53, of its 50th anniver-
sary. One tentative project contemplates the making of a special fea-
ture-length film. It would be about America’s growth as an economy
and a democracy, and not about Ford the man or Ford the company.
Another projefct may call for a whopper television program, possibly

two hours, to hit the air in June, 1953, with all TV networks contracted.
William Morris and MCA have been pitching plenty of other packages
at the Ford brass in Dearborn.

NBC-TV.’s early-bird “Today” show will salute “Stars and Stripes”
Friday (18) on the occasion of the Army ddily newspaper’s 10th anni.
Web is lensing a special film in Darmstadt, Germany, showing the pa-
per’s day-to-day operation, which will be jflown to N.Y. for “Today.” In
addition, Dave Garroway, the show’s “communicator,” will interview
Dick Wingert, creator of the “Hubert” cartoon which preemed in
“Stars” 10 years ago. -*

years there will be a large enough'
hemispheric Spanish-speaking; TV
audience to warrant programming
along international lines, with ad-
vertisers tempted to higher and
higher outlays for talent and im-.
proved production.
Many large American concerns

are getting their feet wet in Mex-
ican TV, despite its small cover-
age, probably for institutional pres-
tige, and to latch on to time fran-
chises which sooner or later will
tend to offset present investments.
General Motors and Celanese, each
with 15-minute newscasts across
the board, Colgate, General Elec-
tric, Admiral, Goodrich are a hand-
ful of the pioneers. Some excep-
tions, like P&G, seem to be tread-
ing very lightly, content to -ride
along for the most part with their
radio outlays, and to wait until TV
settles down here to a broader
audience base and superior produc-
tion abilities.

Ip one pattern Mexican TV Is

following the history of Latin
American, radio—the use of United
States shows for formats. Most

Often the North American owners
don’t even know that their prop-
erty are getting a workout down
here, and less often is any royalty
paid for the use of an idea or show.
A good example is the Todman-
Goodson

.
package, “What’s My

Line?” which is telecast here com-
mercially for a reputable American
concern through a reputable Mex-
hican branch of an American
agency. The local TV version Is an
exact duplicate in Spanish of the
U. S. series. Queries by surprised
newcojners to Latin America usual-
ly bring forth the go-sue-City Hall
type of reply.

South of the border TV is start-

ed, and it’s here to stay. The speed
and success of its development as

a new entertainment industry and
a new art will depend on straight

cold economic realities.
• How many Mexican families will

be able to buy TV sets? '

If they can’tf in large enough
number to comprise a truly basic

national audfence, what’s going to

be done to let them become view-
ers under another roof?

It investigates thoroughly

RED CHANNELS
COUNTERATTACK

Th# JEAN MUIR
Case and others

"Defamation as

a commercial

enterprise"

<*

THE

pppy JUDGES
AND THE JUDGED

including the lUtctncnts of both

by MERLE MILLER for the American Civil llbertl** Union

Foreword by ROBERT E. SHERWOOD
A terrible exposure and indictment”—Virginia Kirkus

Bob Murphy
STAR SALESMAN for you

WJBK!
"Tall Roy, Third Row" Murphy Is a top favorite with listeners and spon-

sors alike. His popularity Is a tribute to his |ai* savvy and platter

know-how ... to his free and easy manner with commercials that makes
him a STAR SALESMAN for you in Detroit.

DOUB

WJBK-DETROIT
TOPS IN MUS/C—NEWS'—SPORTS

Notional Sales Hendquecters:
411 Madison Avenue, New York 22 • Eldorado 5-2455

ft epressnted.Met tonally by THS KATZ AGENCY, INC,
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ive -in

to America’s

most popular

family game

DuMont TV

Fridays, 9 P.M. ,
E.S.T.

Sponsored by Old Gold

Mutual Broadcasting System

Saturdays

7:30 P.M., E.S.T.

Not including Cuba*

where ‘Down You Co9

started April 7
for Admiral

*Last week the mail totaled 116^02
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

daft Antonf*—ChAtfei Balthvo
KIT#-' station.^iiUgeL

DllcAtiontii!m
to . 0

n

the FCU. for IleiiiseH

a standard broadcast
.
'pe;

. . .

outlet at Corpus Christlv ’He s£ek$
facilities on i,l50 kilocycle* with
1,000 watts, daytime hours. Out*
let would t)fc built, at * tost of
$51,650.

Louisville—Jim Moore is new
staff announcer at WKYW. He
was formerly with KTSM, El Paso,
and WKLX, Lexington, Ky. Bar-
bara Williams is newest WHAS
news room staffer. She comes from
Univ. of Illinois.

thii there was hoof and mouth dhk
ease in Mexico is fuijty .of mis-

information or malice,” said Mon*

The hearing- provided Washing-

ton Daily News humorist Fred Oth*

Scranton, Pa, , Latest TV set man food for thought. "No reporter

count fhr thix are* is 605, 320 t * *. ever did make much of a -hit as

Brewing Corp. of America' has a moyie actor ” wrote Qthman,
signed 7 the 11:15 TV Sports Final Maybe this works vice versa. So
over WXEL with John Fitzgerald i guess I'll atick tcf reporting. The
to promote Carling's, Ale through old-fashioned kind. Rough this may
Lang, Fisher & Stashower, be on feet, and it doubtless is a

. great consumer of time, but there's
Seattle— James Lewis Middle- a kind of satisfaction In getting the

brooks has been named director answer3 before writing the • dis-

of engineering for King Broadcast- patch instead of after/'
ing Co. here. The company op- v

erates KING-AM and TV. Middle-
brooks has been chief facilities en-

gineer for the American Broad-
casting Co.

El Paso—Karl O. Wyler, general
manager of KTSM here has been
elected prez in addition- to his
present duties. Roy T. Chapman,
sales manager, has been ‘elected
veepee and secretary. Karl O. Wy-**
ler, Jr., now in the armed forces,
was elected treasurer.

College Station, Tex.—The story
of Texas A & M College will make,
its debut in a 13-week series of
quarter-hour programs over the
Texas State Network. The series
was produced- and presented to the
school by the 75th anni. committee.
H. L. Kidd, Jr., wrote and directed
the series.

Pittsburgh—Hilary Bogden has
landed a sponsor for his 6:30-6:45
a.m. news on WJAS . . . Gertrude
Trobe, of WBVP in Beaver Falls,
has been reelected president of the
American Wom6n in Radio and
Television for the State of Pennsyl-
vania . . . Roy Lewis has launched
a new- disk jockey program at
WPGH. It's called "Studio Dee
Jay" and airs every evening for
an hour at 6, Monday through Sat-
urday . . . Claude Morris, former-
ly with KDKA here and also the
Julius Dubin Advertising Agency,
is now on the staff of WFIL in
Philadelphia . . . Duquesne Beer
"Show Time" series on WDTV will
fade for the summer on June 11
. . . Jane Gibson back on the job at
KQV again after suffering, a leg
injury In a fall . . . Channel 3 will
pick up the telecast of the Ken
tucky’ Derby from CBS-TV on
May 3.

Oklahoma City—Michael Doug-
• las, former singer on the Kay Ky-
ser AM and TV shows, has re-
turned. to the WKY staff to star in
bis own weekly tele series He
also has a waxed radio show syn-
dicated by Standard transcriptions,

Columbus—Baseball picture' is
pretty well sqt here with WLW-C
scheduled to carry 25 televised
games, of the Columbus Red Birds
under sponsorship of Burger Beef.
JQe Hill, station sports director,
will narrate, WLW-F, the Crbsley
outlet's FM adjunct Will carry out
of town games and WHKCLwill air
the radio portion of the telecasts.
August Wagner Breweries will pre-

x,
^home and away games

*be .Cleveland Indians onWVKO.

Ohio InstitHltt

Continued from page 24

Dallas-r-WFAA, Dallas Morning
'

•

. „
News 50,000-watt AMer, celebrates professondn communications at the

its 30th anniversary June 23-29. U. of Illinois,, will be chairman.
Manager Alex Keese will hold

,

Speakers so far announced iftclude

open house daily until 10 p.m., in- Edward .
Lamb, president and

viting the public in to meet th<^ owner, of W.TVN* Columbus; Ar-
artists.

. ; mand Hunter, director of TV de-

.. v'T T - * velopment at Michigan State Col-

;

(Cincinnati—Latest shuffling of
jejge and Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt,

execs on Radio Cincinnati, Inasta- prV{d<sht .of KING-TV,. Seattle.

TV* safes? manager
C
doubSn^

R
a^-

Theatre television will be the

sistant general manager, and Lloyd the, third general session

Smithson resigning as WKRC-TV on Friday morning,

program director -to do freelance Burr Tillstrom, the man behind

radio-TV production work. Edwin 'Kukla, Fran and Ollie, will put

C. Richter, Jr. was .appointed gen- Ollie on the rostrum at the annual
eral manager of WKRC-FM, Tran- banquet Saturday, to discuss the
sit Radio, and Robert F. Bender, educatldnal and and cultural pos-
moved from that: operation’s sales sibilities of TV. The Kuklapoli-j

CBS to Pool AM-TV
CB$ Kedlo and CBS-TV,

which have gone their sepa-

rate ways since the network
split down the middle, will

join forces again In coverage
.of, the • national political con-
vention* from Chicago in July*

Web Is bringing to Chi its ace
regional reporters from all

section^ of the' country to as**

sl'st its own staffs in getting

diversified views of the meets
and the requisite local angles.

Joining the CBS staffs will

be newsmen from KNXT, Los
Angeles; WCCCV Minneapolis;
WEEI, Boston; WCAU-TV,
Philadelphia, and-WBTV, Char-
lotte. In addition, both
WBBM, CBS Radio's o.&o.

outlet in Chicago, and WBKB,
CBS-TV affiliate in that city,

Will assign their -full news
staffs, as well as equipment, to ,

the network's -pool. Besides its

•full complement, of network
newscasters and reporters, the
web is also bringing in from
Paris staffer David .Schoen-
brun, who’s been covering
Gen. Dwight D/ Eisenhower’s*
Headquarters. ^

Illinois Primary
Continued from page 23

staff to the WKRC-TV sales de-
partment.

RCA, Ford
Continued from page 23

Melton show, it is

tans will originate- their Friday
night telecast from the studios of

WLW-C here, and leave Columbus
Sunday for New York, for origi-

nations from Radio City.

All sessions will be held in the
Deshler-Wallick Hotel. Tours of

Ohio State U.'s campus and a re-
planning to ception at OSU’s Ohio Union

share sponsorship of the Ed Sulli- Thursday arternoon will precede
van "Toast of the Town" on CBS- the formal opening of the Institute.
TV, alternating with Lincoln-
Mercury. In addition, 'Ford is

mulling retaining . the Thursday
night half-hour on NBC-TV.
RCA, according to JWT execs,

is calling It quits with its Friday
night alternating brace of NBC- Philadelphia, April 15.
TV shows—Dennis Day and Ezio Radio Corp. of America’s Cam*
Pmza, upon expiration of the cur- den plant has reached a tentative
rent 13-week cycle. Practically agreement with 5,600' production
everybody has been pitching a employees, union officials have
show at the agency and client as disclosed. Details of the agree-

comfou “f this week^s huddle™
ay ment ?re being withMd pendlng

RCA IN CAMDEN, UNION

IN AGREEMENT ON PACT

Montgomery
Continued from page 24

Cleveland—Charles F. Dolan,,
formerly continuity and produc-J
tfon director, WIMO, is now co-pro-1
ducef of Telenews’ "This Week In
Sports. Linix, Sheldon, Ed Stevens

Ja&k Sheridan highlighted the
Press Club s Easter Party show for
kiddies . • NBC’s newest an-
nouncer Joe Finan was formerly at

their submission tomorrow (Wed.)
to a mass meeting of employees in
Camden’s Convention Hall.

International Union of Electri-

cal, K&dio and Machine Workers
(CIO) has asked wage increases,

. i,
improvements Jn company pension

tion of m? Plan anf* some • additional holidays*

casta On^ w A strike void was taken Jan. 23>

son, who had charge of the cam-
palgn from 1948 to 1951, disclosed «?^i

rike
A^*

eb
+i,

18* Ul
}

de
J

that the Government lost* 12 scien- jJl
6

-,

*!!
y the required

tists who died fighting to prevent
60-day 'cooling off" period expires

the disease from spreading Into the Al
t
r11

x
U. S., and to protect the $12,000 - *n Edition to the RCA Victor

000,00d U. S. livestock industry. employees in Camden, the agree-
Judge Joe Montague, counsel for ment *ls0 covers 900 production

the Texas and Southwest “Cattle workers at the company's mlnia-
Growers Assn., told the committee ture tube Plant in Cincinnati,
that Montgomery's broadcasts rep- Union's negotiating committee is

resent "an old technique used since recommending- acceptance Of the
the days of Carthage to arouse contract,
people to frenzy." Montgomery’s
strategy of asking an "insinuating"

wfb
e

roadoaSt
M
res«o”r^

d
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e
o
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”
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LOW HURDLE

A race occurs whenever ads

Are set in type or spoken.

The winner (properly In plaids)

Sees low-cost records broken .

If you would win this profit-race.

Watch Mister PLUS in action:

Per dollar spent, lie's in first place

In audience reaction

I

— the -difference is MUTUAL I

dilates who were available were

brought up. to the studio for live

interview*.
^

WGN's 5 Remote Crews

All in all, some 45-members of

the WGN and WGN-TV staff were
involved from* the brass on down.
To service both operations Nwith
up-to-date reports, five, remote AM
crews were stationed at election

points and campaign headquarters
around the city. Bruce Dennis was
in charge of the AM side and Jay
Faraghan; the tele "side:’ •

The entire package which total-

led about two hours and a half on
WQN and an- hour and a half on
WGN-TV was bankrolled by the
Chicago Motor' Club.

The election was also a big event
at NBC here, with special emphasis
on video experimentation for the
"big show’^this fall. WNBQ spotted
returns during the evening and ran
an "hour-long show starting at 11
p.m. for the windup. Working this

portion were Clifton .Utley and Len
O’Connor. Session was sponsored
by Nelson Bros.

Local coverage- via WNBQ was
only one phase Of the 'Operation
Primary^ as the parent web used
it as a trial ruii for 'the July affair.

A special closed circuity program
.was dispatched east for philco ex-
ecs. Philco is picking up the tab
on NBC’s coverage Of the. national*'

Conventions and the fall balloting.
For the three-day jolj, the network
sent out Joseph Meyers, news op-
erations manager, who supervised
the affair with William Bay, Chi
NBC news chief, and commenta-
tors W. W. Chaplin and Merrill
Mueller. Also on hand were Frank
Eschen of KSD, St. Louis, and
Joseph Driscoll of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.
Besides 63 regular network and

local AM and TV airers featuring
the election, 27 special broadcasts
and bulletins were sent out by NBC
from here during the * three days.
The WGN and NBC radio and

video, election spreads both came
off with flying colors and demon-
strated both media are geared for
a topnotch job this fall.-

ED HTZGttAUys ED.
K.O.’SIOTH ANNI PARTY
The 10th anniversary partv

which ABC prexy Robert E. Kilvt-
ner wanted to host (with Mrs
Kintner), and originate from the
5th Ave. (N. Y.) penthouse apart-”
ment of Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald
Wit whose honor the shindig was to
have been^ had to be cancelled on
two counts. One was on doctor’s
orders, because of Fitzgerald’s re-
cent illness, and secondly because
the proposed 75-100 VIPs had
swelled to more than °thrlce that

This was the con^incer to Fitz-
gerald's medicos who already
frown on the pioneer Mr. and Mrs
team’s 10 shows a week—five onAM in the a.m., and the five shows
on WJZ-TV at 5 p.m.
The network wanted to stage a

^Waldorf-Astoria affair, and even
proffered to donate the proceeds
to their pet charity (the hotel event
tp be underwritten by their spon-
sors), but the Fitzgeralds nixed
that. They acquiesced to an at-
home Sunday night party, which
was pencilled in for this past
Faster Sunday, with a special
broadcast to be picked up from
their apartment at 7-7:30 p.mM but
when the prospective invitees
swelled into the hundreds they de-
cided to sidestep any special party
altogether.
. The, Fitzgeralds created the Mr.
and Mrs. pattern on WOR, N. Y„
10 years agor and after three years
there shifted over to WJZ.

Railroad' to Sponsor

Chi Meets Via WHDH
Boston, April 15.

New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford JRR will sponsor radio cover-

age of the upcoming political con-

ventions, direct from Chicago, over

WHDH here. It’s believed the first

instance of a Hub station giving

this kind of all-out coverage for a

political confab.
. Newsmen Hal Clancy and John
Dan will -bring WHDH dialers a

minimum .of five quarter-hour
"broadcast's daily, with reporting

geared to New -England interests.

Fact that local politicos are in-

volved in campaign strategy cued
the deal.*

Additional political coverage

over WHDH Will be backed by the

railroad when the Massachusetts

primaries are run April 29 and

again on Election Day next Novem-
ber. Agency is Chambers & Wis-

well.

Cincinnati— Crosley Broadcast-
ing Corp. newcomers, are .Jack
Frazier, former Cincy manager for
General Fo6ds' Post Cereals' di-
vision, to do television merchan-
dising chores, and Paul W. Young,
until recently telegraph editor of
the Wilmington (O.) News-Journal,
as WLW and WLW-TV publicity
writer.

Ethel Colby’* TV Show
Ethel Colby, N.Y. Journal of

Commerce drama-film critic, has

been set as star of a new DuMont
show, “Broadway Matinee,” which

is to be aired Mondays, Wednes-

days and Fridays in the 1:30 to

1:45 p.m. slot. Series preems Mon-

day (21).

Miss Colby will feature show

biz news and reviews and inter-

view guest personalities. Jack

Pearl, guests on the initialer.

Houston—A television marathon,

an all-night show with local talent

and possibly some name stars, is

being planned here in an effort to

raise funds for cerebral palsy vic-

tims. Telecast will take place April

19 and 20 on KPRC-TV. The

Houston Lions Club and the United

Cerebral Palsy Assn, will co-spon-

sor the show..

HflRPO MARX
NBC-TV

RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.: GUMMO MARX
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Look Who’s a Tender Character! On account of it’s now more than

ten years on the air for The Fitzgeralds, Ed makes out he s not a

curmudgeon long enough for Hal Phyfe to take a picture. Actually, if

you listen to these originators of the Mr. and Mrs. format you

that by nature HE is seldom mild while SHE stays sweet and the

combination seems unbeatable. This life-size love story is curren y

“lived” at 8:15 a.m. over WJZ and at 5 p.m. via WJZ-TV and it would

take a brace of accountants to figure out the mountains of merchandise

Ed and Pegeen have moved for sponsors as diversified as the classified

directory. In agency-ese these Fitzgees are a BIG ECONOMY PACK-
AGE DEAL . . . and, we might add, they seem durable, too!—Adv.
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San Antonf^Cbaries EUlthrope,
KITE*! Stitftan 'M4J&&*-

i .tin the FCC for license.

t6 operate a Stafford - broadcast
outlet at . Corpus Christf, He juries

facilities on 1,1150 .kilocycles' with
1,000. watts, daytime boursi Out-
let would be bi

“ -

$51,050.
milt, at a cost of

Louisville—Jim Moore is new
staff announcer at WKYW. He
was formerly with ICTSM, El Paso,
and WKLX, Lexington, Ky. Bar-
bara Williams is newest WHAS
news room staffer. She comes from
Unlv. of Illinois.

El Paso—Karl O. Wyler, general
manager of KTSM here has been
elected prez in addition- to his
present duties. Roy T. Chapman,
sales manager, has been ' elected
veepee and secretary. Karl O. Wy^
ler, Jr., now1 in the armed forces,
was elected treasurer.

Scranton, Pa, / , < Latest TV set

iiJbunt fox* this area is 005, 329 , * ,

Brewing- Corn of America' ha*
signed" the itl:is TV Sports Pinal
over WXEL with John Fitzgerald

to promote Carling's Ale through
Lang, Fisher & Stashower.

Seattle— James Lewis Middle-
brooks has been named director

of engineering for King Broadcast-
ing Co. here. The company op-

erates KING-AM and TV.. Middle-
brooks has beep chief facilities en-
gineer for the American Broad-
casting Co.

Dallas-rWFAA, Dallas Morning
News 50,000-watt AMer, celebrates
it§ 30th anniversary June 23-29.

Manager Alex Keese will hold
open house daily until 10 p.m., in-
viting the public in to meet, the
artists.

College Station, Tex.—-The story
of Texas A & M College will jnake,
its debut in a 13-week series pf
quarter-hour programs over the
Texas State Network. The series
was produced- and presented to the
school by the 75th anni. committee.
H. L. Kidd, Jr., wrote and directed
the series.

Pittsburgh—Hilary Bogden has
landed a sponsor for his 6:30-0:45
a.m. news on WJAS . . . Gertrude
Trobe, of WBVP in Beaver Falls,
has been reelected president of the
American WomSn in Radio and
Television for the State of Pennsyl-
vania . . . Roy Lewis has launched
a new disk jockey program at
WPGH. It’s called “Studio Dee
Jay” and airs every evening for
an hour at 6, Monday through Sat-
urday . . . Claude Morris, former-
ly with KDKA here and also the
Julius Dubin Advertising Agency,
is now on the staff of WFIL in
Philadelphia , . . Duquesne Beer
“Show Time” series on WDTV will
fade for the ‘ summer on June 11
. . . Jane Gibson back on the job at
KQV again after suffering, a leg
injury in a fall . . . Channel 3 will
pick up the telecast of the Ken-
tucky* Derby from CBS-TV on
May 3.

Oklahoma City—Michael Doug-
las, former singer on the Kay Ky-
ser AM and TV shows, has re-
turned to the WKY staff to star in
his own weekly tele series. He
#ls° has a Waxed radio show -syn-
dicated by Standard transcriptions

Columbus—Baseball picture " is
pretty well set. here with WLW-C
scheduled to carry 25 televised
gafnes. of the Columbus Red Birds
under sponsorship of Burger Beer.
Joe Hill, station sports director,
will "“raff- WLW.F, the crteley
outlet s FM adjunct Will carry out
of town games and WHKG will air
the radio portion of the telecasts
August Wagner Breweries will pre-
s®nt A15 at-home and away games

WVKO
Cleveland Indians on

Cleveland—Charles F. Dolan,
formeriy continuity and produce
tion director, WIMO. is now co-pro
ducer of Telenews’ “This Week in^rt

T
s - Linn Sheldon, Ed Stevensand Jack Sheridan highlighted the

Press Club s Easter Party show for
kiddies , . . NBC's newest i

Finan was formerly

that there was hoof and mouth dis-

ease in Mexico i* guilty of mi*-

information or malice,” said Mon-
ague.
The Bearing provided Washing*

ton Daily News humorist Fred Oth*

man food for thought. “No reporter

ever did make much of a -hit as

a movie actor/! wrote Othman,
Maybe this works vice versa. So
I guess I’ll stick td reporting, The
old-fashioned kind. Rough this may
be on feet, and it doubtless is a

.great consumer of time, but there’s

a kind of satisfaction in getting the

answers before writing the dis-

patch, instead of after/’

Cincinnati—Latest shuffling of
execs bn Radio Cincinnati, Inc, sta-

tions' has” Don L. Chapin, WKRC-
TV sales manager, doubling as as-
sistant general manager, and Lloyd
Smithson resigning as WKRC-TV
program director -to do freelance
radio-TV production work. Edwin
C. Richter, Jr. was appointed gen-
eral manager of WKRC-FM, Tran-
sit Radio, and Robert F. Bender
moved from that operation’s sales
staff to the WKRC-TV sales de-
partment.

RCA, Ford
Continued from page 23

Melton show, it is planning to
share sponsorship of the Ed Sulli-
van “Toast of the Town” on CBS-
TV, alternating with Lincoln-
Mercury. In addition, Ford is

mulling .retaining
.
the Thursday

night half-hour on NBC-TV.
RCA, according to JWT execs,

is calling it quits with its Friday
night alternating brace of NBC-
TV shows—Dennis Day and Ezio
Pinza, upon expiration of the cur
rent 13-week cycle. Practically
everybody has beep pitching a
show at the agency and client as
replacement and' a decision may
come out of this week's huddles.

Montgomery
Continued from page 24

of Agriculture testified ' in • refuta-
tion of implications in the broad-
casts. One of thejn, Harry H. John-
son, who had charge of the cam-
paign from 1948 to 1951, disclosed
that the Government lost- 12 scien-
tists who died fighting to prevent
the disease from spreading into the
U. S., and to protect the $12,000
000,000 U. S. livestock industry.
Judge Joe Montague, counsel for

the Texas and Southwest “Cattle
Growers Assn., told the committee
that Montgomery's broadcasts rep-
resent “an old technique used since
the days of Carthage to arouse
people to. frenzy.” Montgomery'

I strategy of asking an “insinuating
question, he said, is “one way t

crucify the person to whom it.,
addressed.” Montgomery directed
his broadcast .questions at Sec.
Agriculture Charles F. Brannan.

Anybody who disputes the fact

to

Ohio Institute

Continued from page 24

professorrin communications at the
U. of Illinois, . will be chairman.
Speakers so far announced include
Edwa^l . Lamb, president and
owner, of WTVN, Columbus; Ar-
jmand Hunter, director of TV de-

velopment .at Michigan State Col-

lege, add ' Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt,

president .of KING-TV, Seattle.

Theatre television will be the
topic for the,third general session

on Friday morning.
Burr Tillstrom, the man behind

“Kukla, Fran and Ollie,” will put
Ollle on the rostrum at the annual
banquet Saturday, to discuss the
educational and and cultural pos-
sibilities of TV. -The Kuklapoli-
tans will originate- their Friday
night telecast from the studios of
WLW-C here, and leave Columbus
Sunday . for New York, for origi-

nations from Radio City.

All sessions will be held in the
Deshler-Wallick Hotel. Tours of

Ohio State U.’s campus and a re-

ception at OSU’s Ohio Union
Thursday arternoon will precede
the formal opening of the Institute.

RCA IN CAMDEN, UNION

IN AGREEMENT ON PACT
Philadelphia, April 15.

Radio .Corp. of America’s Cam-
den plant has reached a tentative

agreement with 5,600 production
employees, union officials have
disclosed. Details of the agree-
ment are being withheld pending
their submission tomorrow (Wed.)
to a mass meeting of employees in
Camden’s Convention Hall.

International Union of Electri-
cal, K&dio and Machine Workers
(CIO) has asked wage Increases,
improvements in company pension
plan and some, additional holidays*
A. strike vote was taken Jan. 23>
and the company • was notified of
intention to strike Feb. 18. Under*
the Taft-Hartley Act, the required
60-day “cooling off” period expires
April 18j -

In addition to the RCA Victor
employees in Camden, the agree-
ment also covers 900 production
workers at the company’s minia-
ture tube plant in Cincinnati.
Union’s negotiating

. committee is

recommending acceptance of the
contract.

CBS to Pool Aty-TV
CB$ Radio and CBS-TV,

which have gone their sepa-

rate way* since the network
split down tlie middle, will

join forces again In coverage
oOf, the national political con-
ventions from Chicago in July,
Web is bringing to Chi its ace
regional reporters’ from all

sections of the' country to as-

sist its own staffs in getting

diversified Views of the meets
and the requisite local angles.

Joining the CBS staffs will

be newsmen from KNXT, Lqs
Angeles; WC.CCV Minneapolis;
WEEI, Boston; WCAU-TV,
Philadelphia, and WBTV; Char-
lotte. In addition, both
WBBM, CBS Radio’s o.&o.

' outlet in Chicago, and WBKB,
CBS-TV affiliate in that city,-

will assign their -full news
staffs, as well as equipment, to
the network’s pool. Besides its

‘full complement of network
newscasters and reporters, the
web is also bringing in from
Paris staffer David „$choen- *

brun, who’s been covering
Gen. Dwight T). Eisenhower’s-
headquarters.
-

-

" - -
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EDFITZG

Illinois Primary
Continued from page 23

Baltimore * WAAM program
manager Herbert B. Cahan an-
nounced that Robert E. Lee has
replaced Harriett George as pro-,
gram • operations supervisor. Miss
George resigned to go with the
Red Cross.

LOW HURDLS

A raeo occurs whenever ads

Are set In type or spoken .

V/

The Winner (properly In plaids

$

Sees low-cost records broken *

Sf you would win this profit-race.

Watch Mister PIUS in action:

Per dollar spent, he's in first place

In audience reaction l

- the -difference is MUTUAL l
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dilates who were available were

brought up. to the studio for live

interviews*

WGN’s 5 Remote Crews

All in all, some 45 imembers of

the WGN and WGN-TV staff were
Involved from, the brass bn down.
To service both operations with
up-to-date reports, five jremote, AM
crews were stationed at election
points and campaign headquarters
around the city. Bruce Dennis was
in charge of the AM side and Jay
Faraghan; the tele “side. •

The entire package which total-

led about two hours and a half on
WGN and an* hour and a half on
WGN-TV was bankrolled by the
Chicago Motor Club.

The election was also a big event
at NBC here, with special emphasis
on video experimentation for the
“big show”

v

ihis fall. WNBQ spotted
returns during the evening and ran
an “hour-long show starting at 11
p.m. for the windup. Working this

portion were Clifton.Utley and Len
O’Connor. Session was sponsored
by Nelson Bros.
Local coverage, via WNBQ was

only one phase of the “Operation
Primary^ as the pare’nt web used
it as a trial run for'the July affair.

A special, closed circuit
'
program

Was dispatched ekst for £hiIco ex-
ecs. Philco is picking ,up the. tab
on NBC’s coverage -Of the. national
conventions and the fall balloting.
For the three-day job; the network
sent out Joseph Meyers, news op-
erations manager, who supervised
the affair with William Ray, Chi
NBC news chief, and commenta
tors W. W. Chaplin and Merrill
Mueller. Also on hand were Frank
Eschen of KSD, St. Lbuis, and
Joseph Driscoll of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.

Besides 63 regular network and
[.local AM and TV airers featuring
the election, 27 special broadcasts
and bulletins were sent out by NBC
from here during the • three days.
The WGN and NBC radio and

video, election spreads both came
off with flying colors and demon-
strated both media are geared for
a topnotch job this fall.-

Cincinnati— Crosley Broadcast-
ing Corp. newcomers are Jack
Frazier, former Cincy manager for
General Foods' Post Cereals’ di-
vision, to do television merchan-
dising chores, and Paul W. Young,
until recently telegraph editor of
the Wilmington (O.) News-Journal,
as WLW and WLW-TV publicity
writer.

The 10th anniversary partv
which ABC prexy Robert E. Kint-
ner wanted to host (with MnKintner), and originate from the
5th Ave. (N. Y.) penthouse apart-"
ment of Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald
Mel whose honor the shindig was to
have been, had to be cancelled on
two counts. One was on doctor’s
orders, because of Fitzgerald’s re-
cent illness, and secondly because
the proposed 75-100 VIPs had
swelled to more than thrice that

This was the conrincer to Fitz-
gerald's medicos who already
frown on the pioneer Mr. and Mrs
team’s 10 shows a week-five onAM in the a.m., and the five show*
on W.JZ-TV at 5 p.m.
The network wanted to stage a

JValdorf-Astoria affair, and even
proffered to donate the proceeds
to their pet charity (the hotel event
to be- underwritten by their spon-
sors), but the Fitzgeralds nixed
.that They acquiesced to an at-
ftomo Sunday night party, which
was pencilled in for this past
Faster Sunday, with a special
broadcast to be picked up from
their apartment at 7-7:30 p.m., but
when the1

prospective invitees
swelled into the hundreds they de-
cided to sidestep any special party
altogether.

• The, Fitzgeralds created the Mr.
and Mrs. pattern on WOR, N.Y.,
Iff years ago,, and after three years
there shifted over to WJZ.

Railroad to Sponsor
f

Chi Meets Via WHDfl
Boston, April 15.

New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford JRR will sponsor radio cover-

age of the upcoming political con-

ventions, direct from Chicago, over
WHDH here. It’s believed the first

instance of a Hub station giving

this kind of all-out coverage for a

political confab.
. Newsmen Hal Clancy and John
Dan will -bring WHDH dialers a

minimum ,of five quarter - hour
"broadcasts daily, with reporting

geared to New England interests.

Fact that local politicos are in-

volved in campaign strategy cued
.the deal.-

Additional- political coverage

over WHDH Will be backed by the

railroad when the Massachusetts

primaries are run April 29 and

again on Election Day next Novem-
ber. Agency is Chambers & Wis-

well.

Ethel ColbyVTV Show
: Ethel . Colby, N.Y. Journal of

Commerce drama-film critic, has

been set as star of a new DuMont
show, “Broadway Matinee,” which

is to be aired Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays in the 1:30 to

1:45 p.m. slot. Series preems Mon-
day (21).

Miss Colby will feature show

biz news and reviews and inter-

view guest personalities. Jack

Pearl, guests on the initialer.

Houston—A television marathon,

an all-night show with local talent

and possibly some nanre stars, is

being planned here in an effort lo

raise funds- for cerebral palsy vic-

tims. Telecast will take place April

19 and 20 on KPRC-TV. The

Houston Lions Club and’ the United

Cerebral Palsy Assn, will co-spon-

sor the show.

HARPOMARX
NBC-TV

RCA-V1CTOR
Mgt.: GUMMO MARX
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Look Who’s a Tender Character! On account of it’s now more than
ten years on the air for The Fitzgeralds, Ed makes out he’s not a
curmudgeon long enough for Hal Phyfe to take a picture. Actually, if

you listen to these originators of the Mr. and Mrs. format you know
that by nature HE is seldom mild while SHE stays sweet and the
combination seems unbeatable. This life-size love story is currently
1 • *. (k f ) f 4 Q * • f • M

‘‘lived” at 8:15 a.m. over WJZ and at 5 p.m. via WJZ-TV and it would
take a brace of accountants to figure out the mountains of merchandise
Ed and Pegeen have moved for sponsors as diversified as the classified
directory. In agency-ese these Fitzgees are a BIG ECONOMY PACK-
AGE DEAL . „ . and, w« might add, they seem durable, too!—Adv.
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Television Reviews
Continued from tl

insidiously without, its
.

victim's

awareness, and that periodic medi

cal examinations, are desirable, **

By delivering its message in dra-

matic form and emphasizing human
interest aspects, it must have had

a much more powerful impact than

the usual radio, or TV lecture on

the subject. The delicate handling

of what is a none too pleasant sub-

ject matter and the happy, ending

made it acceptable, too, from the

standpoint of TV ^entertainment.

Perrin and Jack Kilty. There’s

nothing pretentious about the airer

in fact, its wholesome simplicity

makes it a welcome’change of pace

to some of .the more involved TV

For" Sunday’s (13)' edition the

boys used a horticultural theme in

that the tunes dealt with things

botanical. It was in keeping with

the Easter atmosphere of the day.

With Perrin handling the ivories.

Kilty joined in on the vocal accom
standpoint of xvjen

• pan j[ment on such numbers as "Tip-
* Action takes

f

audience into-the
Through the Tulips" and "Jean-

class family,
ninCf j r>ream 0f Lilac Time ”home of a middle

comprising father, mother and two

young children. There’s discus-

sion about the husband taking out

more insurance and he, "never

having felt better," scoffs at the

But for better audience impact
Perrin and Kilty should find some
means of increasing the program’s
visual values. True, on the show
caught a mannikin, such as are

... . ,
, •£ ' ’ v "+A UttUgm A 1IKU1U1A.1U, suui aa me

wife 116 ma3r
VvtjSavami- used in women’s apparel stores*, Was

pass the necessary physical exami- ArnninvpH fn a scenes with
nation. He hasn’t had Such an
examination in years because his

health has been "perfect.”

But the examination takes place

and, shockingly; reveals the. hus-

band has a stomach cancer and re-

quires an immediate operation.

The distraught wife is shown in the

hospital awaiting the operation's

result/ A Staggering load is lifted

from hef when she is advised the

cancer was caught in time and the

husband has been saved. The-final

scene shows the happily reunited
family in the home again with the
husband on the road to .recovery.

The attending physician, discus-

sing the case with the couple,

makes clear that usually there’s no

employed in a couple of scenes with
good results. However, more move-
ment is definitely needed in this

entry. For without it the show is

too reminiscent of those old-time,
early morning radio piano & song
teams. Gilb.

lug the "TV Auction” member ed**'

falem entitle them to certificate*

known x "TV Auction Buck*.”

Possession of theke coupons per-

mit the holder to bid on various

items auctioned off on the clubs

WOH-TV show Which preemed
Wednesday (ft). „ ,

' Whole premise of the idea obvi-

ously is to stimulate sales at the

member stores, and the half-hour

TV program merely a means of

building public interest Opening
session saw emcee Johnny Olsen

Recent production bt "Hamlet* at the Carnegie Tech Drama School
in Pittsburgh was so highly regarded, and performance of John Raem
a senior, in the title" role got such extravagant praise that indie stationWWSW in that city got permission to record the three-and-a-half-hour
long presentation.
Working with Henry Boettphe^ head of drama at Tech, disks were

cut down to three hour? and WWSW is presenting them this week an
hour at a time, on three successive nights. It’s the first time Carnegie

_ __ Tech has ever got this kind of attention on a student-acted show Sev-

un?eaxh‘*his familiar "enthusiastic era! screen companies sent scouts to Pittsburgh to catch Ragin.

tones to describe a vacuum cleaner* f

a 20-inch TV set, a cyiise to Ha- 'Getting someone jn show bis to talk about his experiences with
vana, etc., as among -items for cancer is tough, but American Cancer Society found a disk jockey

items for

which the public .ciouljj ^ Bill Lowry of WGST, Atlanta, who was willing to tell his story/Lowrv
bids to operators w has waxed for ACS a short message to his fellow deejays and a per^metropolitan territories. 4 _ sonal narrative for use on platter-spinning stanzas. .

D q 5
Lowry, who somewhat reluctantly, had been radio chairman for

WGST last year, learned about cancer’s seven danger signals. Later
he discovered a- symptom which might have been cancer, and instead
of going to a football game for which he had tickets, visited a clinic
tot a checkup, and later .was operated on. In the waxed segment he
reports, "I caught my cancef in time; will yon?”

of successful bidders are

nounced the following week.
.

It’s elementary that a show of

this nature is of little interest to

the non-bidders except from* a pos-
sible curiosity standpoint, ..Hence,

as a probable sop to this category
as well as to .bridge the time be-
tween bid changes .a coUple of

’BOUND THE TOWN WITH
NANCY

With Nancy Dolphin
Prod.-director: Joseph Tinney, Jr.

15 Mins.; Mon. to Fri. 10:45 a.m.
ELIZABETH ABDEN PERMA-
NENT . _

WCAU-TV, PHILADELPHIA
Fresh out of a 90-minute depart-

ment store program, Nancy Dol-
phin has

. -
. . - - . , FM broadcasters in N. Y. state, in cooperation' with radio manu-

i
5iq

f.
e5s_ ^.*0wn mu ^ I

facturers ,
distributors and dealer?,, will conduct a radio promotion

month with emphasis on FM, starting May 12,

Plans were launched last week in; Syracuse at a meeting of partici-
pating groups,, with John Smith, 'Jr., FM director of the National Assn,
of Radio gc Television Broadcasters, outlining similar campaigns in
North Carolina, Washington, D. C., and Wisconsin. Radio-Television
Manufacturers Assn, is also cooperating.
Campaign will be statewide, exclusive of New York City. H. S.
rown, of the Rural

.
Radio Network, Ithaca, is chairman of the broad-

casters group.

tainment purposes. They included
Hene Woods and Johnny Thomp-
son plus the De Castro Sisters.

Plugs for .the" Chateau Madrid,
where the sisters are currently ap-
pearing—gave the impression that'

the gals Were on the show under a
"you-help-us-^weTl-help-you” ar-

rangement. Mimi Walters helped
Olsen post the bids. Limited apr
peal of this entry is all too evident.

Gilb.

had her shopping spiel

pain attendant upon cancer until curtailed to 15 minutes in new seg-
the final stages and that every per- ment. A gal who enjoys talking,

son should have- one or two physi- the quarter hour (five minutes of
cal checkups annually. He also

calls their attention to the cancer
society’s pamphlets, obtainable
without cost, listing seven possible

cancer symptoms.
In the roles of the wife and

husband, Marian Myser and Sig
Dahlquist gave particularly natu-
ral and intelligent performances.
Supporting parts also were well
played. •

.
Rees.

MAC & JACK
With Mao Perrin, Jack Kilty
Writers: Perrin A Kilty
Producer: Emjay Productions
Director: Slater Barkentine
15 Mins.; Sun., 7tl5 p.m.
WOR-TV, N. Y.
"Mac and Jack,” 15-minute WOR

TV, N. Y. sustainer,
early Sunday evenin
songs and patter dished out by Mac

which goes to canned commercial
and live- comment) Miss Dolphin
is left with about time for only
two “finds." Her, articles are often
in the "conversation piece” cate-
gory, although not expensive. Miss
Dolphin brings the stream of con-
sciousness method tp merchandis-
ing. She philosophizes a bit, giggles
quite a bit and looks very chic.

Items are interesting and her
discoveries, undoubtedly, save a
lot of ferreting and rummaging
around for the average hausfrau.

SCIENCE SKETCHES
With Prof. Jonathan Karas
Producer: Wondell Davis
15 mins., Mon."? p.m.
WBZ-TV, Boston

This "science made easy” TVer,
conducted by U. of New Hampshire
physics professor,' Jonathan Karas,
celebrated its first anni last week
with the professor repeating sev-
eral scientific bafflers' previously
unveiled but requested for reshow-
ing by viewers. Since its inception
last year, a mechanical man, Tobor,
figured to hypo interest of young-
sters', has been added to whom
Karas explains the experiments
conducted during the stanza. Tobor,
an actor togged out in outlandish
trappings of a robot, also intros

by stalking toward

drivers, re-examining accident-
prone drivers and checking cars
and equipment.
Professor Alexander. Bone, of

MIT, explained the extensive high-
way building program which has
been instituted by Gov. Dever and
winch Will eventually result in
unravelling the state’s snarled
traffic problems. The three femmej
members kudoed the Governor for
his laudable program of traffic
safety, stressing -the comfort it has
brought to mothers of school age
children.
With traffic and road conditions

long a source of beefs by motorists,
this program added plenty of en-
lightenment to the long range pro-
gram set up for curing traffic ills.

Elie.
’

m .
the program oy siancing lowara

To test the strength of the program, the camera with sparks flying, all * tiv. r rlio trMiss Dolphin uses gimmick of an- of which provides a rather eerie ^**e ’ kuoise Woodruff,
swering calls personally after the beginning.

*

show is over. Names of stores are In the review department, the
not given over air but TV shopper professor repeated his experiment
answers all queries for an hour exploding dust particles, scaring

GaaK I stirred up by electric fan will not
drift" off. Tobor motioned that it

TV AUCTION CLUB ‘
’ waa tied to the fan .but Karas

With Johnny Olsen. proved otherwise^ Karas next in

Others
15 Mins.; Fri., 7:15 p.m.
COHOES MFG. CO, •

WRHG, Schenectady
(Danyla

)

Program of filmed and live
material is given a rather fresh
twist on the local origination via
a combined fashion show and, ad-
vertising presentation. Imagina-
tion is displayed in the integration

ith Johnny ni«e« proved omerwise^ Inaras next m- i v r j «
O* I

U7^n’^ De Z^t^A r*\Tc ,nf nlanrtc into a frame- °* the latter two. Louise WoodfUff
Castro Sisters (3), Ilene Woods, worv attached

5

to robot’s costume doubles 'as emcee-commentator and
Johnny Thompson, Mimi Wal- wont attacnea to roDOts costume,

d , Two additional vounu
ters* mutiral- aiWnv with lenses moving in for closeups aaamonai young
-

musical director, Walter. uf« women are used to fashion clothes,

V\Ccf^^
Direction: QACes==

..*/**
nC^ •

*0*

Fleischer.
Producer: Charles King
Director: Jerry Freedman
30 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p.m.
Participating
WOR-TV, N. V.
"TV Auction Club,” a Charles

King package, represents a mer-
chandising scheme in which some
1,000 stores in the metropolitan
N. Y. area reportedly are partici-
pating to date. Purchases by con-
sumers at establishments- display-

work attached to robot’s costume,
with lenses moving in for closeups
while the prof discoursed * on life

and physical makeup of the (celes-

ial) bodies.
Normally, the prof confines his

experiments to not more than a
couple each stanza in order to fully

On last block viewed, Miss Wood-
ruff was pictured as a school
teacher and career girl. She pro
jects with a definiteness some of
the femme telecasters here lack.UVUPJLV VUVU UliUMZia Jiu VV AUAAJ ^ ^ . -

explain the bafflers, too large a ~he photographs well and speaks

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

dose at one sitting resulting in
non-scientific-minded viewer be-
coming more baffled than ever.
Program winds with Karas explain-
ing the brainteaser of previous
show and doling out a new one for
viewers to work on during the
week. In this case he requested
viewers to cut a cake into eight
pieces restricted to three strokes
of a knife. Elie.

clearly, if a little rigidly or over-
prep'*ely. Ilka Chase's timeouts,
for local station features, are fair-
ly long. All-over effect of the
program tends to be choppy.

Jaco.

AT LIBERTY
-HARPIST-
Concluding 3 Ynars

Symphony Orchutra

Available After May 25

FOR RADIO-TV, PIT ORCH.
SYMPHONY— WILL TOUR

Suzanno Johnstone
SOX 2«74

UNIVERSITY - ALABAMA
N*. $02 - A. M.

Wilmington, Del

m cif • t v*. ^ c

*s. r f

Represented Ov

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New Yor H l C ' A n Ci

c •
*' '

HIGHWAY SAFETY: LIFE OR
DEATH?

With Gov. Paul A. Dever, guests
Producer: John McLean
30 Mins., Sun. 3:30 p.m.
WBZ-TV, Boston

This was a timely, informative
panel discussion between Mass.-
Governor Paul A. Dever and the
heads of three traffic enforcement
agencies, Daniel Murphy, State
Police; Rudolph* F. King, Registry
of Motor Vehicles, and Edgar F.
Copell, Metropolitan District Com-
missioner; an- MIT professor and
three femme guests.
Remarking that the traffic prob-

lem dates from the time of Caesar,
who was forced to establish one-
way streets and off-street parking,
the Governor tossed pertinent
queries to the various panelists
regarding duties of their agencies
which brought out some Interesting
facts of which majority of motorists
undoubtedly were unaware.
\ For instance. State Police topper
Murphy explained that any par-
ticular spot having an unduly
number of accidents is immediately
studied by police and engineers to
determlng the cause, and if an
engineering

.

job, the state took
immediate steps to alleviate the
trouble, otherwise the cops .patrol

it more diligently. Copell, MDC
head, divulged that speed limits

were set up by motorists them-
selves via use of radar checkers
and Registrar King explained the
workings of his department, which
is responsible for licensing new

START THE SEASON, WITH A

HIT!
letrainevcfnd Lippy—Baseball's Royal Couple

on Film for TV — on Transcription for AM

in

ll

DOUBLE PLAY
with

DUROCHER and DAY
Tit Hott.it IS-Mliah Show In Sport*

—

Avallabl*

In Now York, Chicago and Othor Select Markets

WIRE or PHONE Now!
UNITED TELEVISION PROGRAMS

or

STANDARD RADIO TRANSCRIPTIONS
444 MADISON AVENUE, NEW. YORK

NEW YORK — CHICAGO — HOLLYWOOD

J!

MODERN MUSEUM SETS

1ST TV SERIES ON WNBT
Museum" of Modern Art will

present its first regular television

series, tentatively^ titled "Through
the Magic Gate," on WNBT, N. Y.,

Sundays at 12:30-1 p.m„ starting
May 4. Show will be slanted for
children in the 3-12 age bracket
(and their parents), teaching them
art iu the progressive manner,
shoeing them how to learn by do-
ing and by working witlf materials
at hand.

Tieup' with the Museum followed
months of discussions with WNBT’
topper Ted Cott on the subjects to

he covered, approach, format, etc.,

since the institution wants a pro-

gram of high standards and yet
one that Will' appeal to viewers.

Producer will be Victor D’Amico,
hfead of the Museum's education
department. Jim Elson will direct,

Kinles of the program will prob-

ably be made available to stations

in other cities.

TT>
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Washington, April 15.

ties,programs for doctors, lawyers Fulton Lewis,’ Jr„ Mutual com*
and other groups, not served by mentator, may soon become a radio
commercial outlets, cultural pro- station owner. - He filed an appli*
grams and torums. cation with the FCC last week for

i
comprise a daytime AM station in Lexing-

15-20% of the program schedule ton Park, Md., a thriving commun-
and pointed out that WNYC al- jty about 50 miles from Washing-
ready has its own him unit, which ton, which provides housing for
produced 13 live shows and 11 overflow personnel of the Patiix-
films for commercial TV stations
last year. Station’s application is

supported by endorsements from
30 city museums, newspaper edi-
torials and a Variety showmanage-

SSLK*MS f
Tf

application is approved, the station
will operate 84 hours per week,
signing on at 8:30 a.m. and signing
off at 10 p.m.
Estimated cost of the station is

ent Naval Air Base. Lewis lives

on a farm at nearby Hollywood,
Md.

Application showed that Lewis’
wife owns a 5% interest in KJBS

San Francisco.

Lewis said he will actively op-
erate station with a staff of 12, He
estimated cost of station at $35,-

800 and cost of operation at $52,-

500. He plans to break even, the

given as $300,000, which includes
a mobile unit costing $70,000 and Station will devote 30% of its

eight cameras costing $97,000. First schedule to news, discussion and
year ' expenses are estimated at

“talks.”

$200,000. Station will use special Lewls 8ave his net worth as “in

studios built 18 months- ago^at 600 excess pf $200,000.

Park Avenue and space at the. city
building in Flushing formerly used
by the UN. -

Siegel said he realizes that build-
ing an audience for a UHF station
in a city with near-VHF set satura-
tion will be a long? uphill fight.

However, he said, UHF will do a
superior job because there’s less
interference in reception than with W1KK, Erie, Pa., and C. E. Mc-
VHF signals. WNYC, he 'said,

-

, will Elroy, assistant manager of the

give its sister -TV- outlet plenty of station,

promotional push.

(Mrs. Ready
Continued from page 25

Li Tele Stations

Hollywood, April 15. .

Despite a bearish national trend,

Me biz zoomed in Los Angeles the

last six weeks, with seven video

nutlets reporting hikes ranging

from 10 to' 50%. Recent boom

has raised revenue an estimated

<400 000, seven stations doing in

Jxcess of $1,500,000 monthly.

KNXT, CBS-TV channel, reports I

business at an all-time high in both

national and local coin, with al-

most $500,000 in shows sold in the.

St sik weeks. Manager Wilbur

Edwards reports buying of local

live shows, with pix down to one

feature weekly. Don Fedderson.

KLAC-TV, estimates biz up around

20% with several big deals still

on the verge of actual .signing. Don
Norman, KNBH, says biz is up 30%
on local and 10% on national sales,

Brian Donlevy*s “Dangerous As-

signment” for
.
$100,000, and Bill

Stulle’s show for $150,000 helping

the hike.

Klaus Landsberg, KTLA, says

biz is up about 20%. Similar fig-

ure is reported by Dick Moore,

KTTV, where “prospects were
never better.” KHJ-TV, George
Whitney sales veepee, reports busi-

ness best since General Tire took

over the station last September
with biz up 20-30%, and still ris-

ing. Don Tatum, JtEGA-TV, re-

ports local sales up 50%, national

30% at the ABC outlet. Most man-
agers feel taxes discouraged po-

tential sponsors during first two
months of the year.

‘Breakfast Club’ Preps

Eastern Seaboard Tour
Don McNeill’s ABC ‘’Breakfast cos

.

t about L or?i’

Club,” which usually makes a two- ^.
ar^ an^ennas, or about $40. Trade-

week trek from its Chicago home sters are already looking forward

base to Gotham every spring, will J£^£
e
?
en
i1

lve
i^ •

ne.w,squawks

extend it to an eastern seaboard ^oril
j
audlords on permitting their

tour this year. “Breakfast” will clutter up the roofs not

spend one week in New York, origi-
' Just one antenna, but now

rating from the network’s *58th St.
Wlth^ .

s°me manufacturers are

’theatre for the week of April 28, «Pe<*ed to bnn* °ut a^ch
i?g

and then play “one-morning arr
?+

n
^
ei
^
e
5
t to Posmble the

stands” in Boston, Hartfdrd, Wash- switching from VHF to the UHF
Jngton, Philly and Baltimore. an

„.^?
a

*
. , . ,

Earlier this year the hour-long, .
While most manufacturers have

cross-the-board show made a south- planned to produce new re-

am swing, hitting St. Louis, Nash- c?‘™rs„l
?5,Pabl

T
e
T
„°f

..
bri

f
gl"? ,

ln

ville, Memphis, New Orleans, At-
f,

1^^ or signals. it s be-

lanta and Miami. Art- Donegan, Heved extreme^/ unlikely that any

ABC publicity director, left last will make all-UHF sets. Manufae-

iveekend to do an "advance job bn ^hrers see little market for these,

the eastern tour. • • ?
lnce e™n

, T
1*i:“taln markets, will.

have only UHF channels, there s al-

j ways the possibility that a setown-
ivlZZUlO r aClCQ x1 Or er would move into a new locality

WNBC Baseball Show wi“ w
.

hic*j'wo“i,d
make his set worthless to him. It’s

WNBC, Gotham key for NBC, expected that most • manufacturers
hs inked Phil Rifczuto, shortstop have models of their two-way
for the New York Yankees, to do a sets ready for display at the Na-
twice-weekly show. Latter, to be tional .Assn, of Music Merchants

Tuesday and Thursdays at convention, slated for N. Y. jn July,
6.30-6:45 p. m., will- be taped, and Some manufacturers, such as Du-
vUl feature re-enactments of fa- „ , , _ , , . ...

mous moments in baseball- history Mont and Crosley, have already

and interviews with diamond demonstrated working models oL|

celebs. converters. Both tHese companies

Hiring of Rizzuto gives WNBC a foresee no shortage of materials

trio of baseball stars, since the a^ect production of the attach-

Brooklyn Dodgers’ Jackie Robin- ments.

son is the outlet’s director of com-
munity relations, and- Joe DiMag-
fjlo, former Yankees’ outfielder, is

doing a regular series of the sta-
tion. .

Rizzuto’s show will ^ include a

S?
eba

J
l According formances by an expert cast un-

to Ted Cott, WNBC-TV. veepee- doubtedly helped.

?n*™1
.

m®na|fr. Pactt"g ?£ yarn ba6ed on the jecent biog-
0 fits into his policy of adding raphy the noted pioneer nurse
talent which can be heavily mer- Cecil Woodha'm-gmith, in an
cnandized, - - - * ’ ’ T ^

FULT0N.LEWIS, JR., IN

BID FOR AM STATION

WIRO Sold
Ironton, O., April 15.

Glacus G. Merrill has sold
WIRO, Ironton, O., which began
operations last September, to
Theodore M. Nelson, vice presi-

dent and general manager of

Tele Follow-ups
Continued from <pa*:e 2«

him his last holy communion and
then his inner fight to walk to the
chair unflinchingly. Chester Strat-
ton was fine as the soft-spoken
priest, carrying out his duties
against thd tragic series of events.
John Newland, as the crazed death
house inmate, an,d John Marriott,
as the superstitious Negro killer,

topped a fine supporting bast,

which included Eddie Binns and
Gene Reynolds.

Show was played against an au-
thentic replica of a death house,
complete with the rasping . bell

which sounded every time the out-
er door was open. Scenes between
Keith and Stratton, as integral
parts of the action, tied in neatly
with the current Easterfspirit. And
Ed Herlihy, as usual-, handled the-

act-bridgings and Kraft commer-
cials in his competent, soft-spoken
style.

heads an instrumental sextet that
plays a terrific brand of jazz. Mae-
stro’s clarinet work shapes up with
the best of ’em In that category.

Among the major faults of the
show is the fact that the produc-
tion toppers had no idea where the
best shots were. In one sequence,
where Abel was demonstrating
various types of drummers, camera
focused on the skins whereas Abel
tried to project the humor facially.
Lydia Ebarando’s rendition of “Es-
tratita” was okay. With improve-
ment in production, writing and
direction, it could have been a
mediocre show.

Alan Abel’s debut at the helm
of “Your Musical Workshop” on
WPIX, N.Y., Saturday at 2:30 p.m.,

was somewhat less than sensation-

al. Working along lines grooved
many years ago by the Chamber
Music Society of Lower Basin
Street, Abel attempts a crew-cut
version. Unfortunately, he shows
little in that vein because of the
lack of writing. He’s further hand-
icapped by^oor. camera work.

The musical portions of the show
are excellent. Paul De Francis

“The Web,” CBS-TV’s Wednes-
day night entry in the chiller-

diller sweepstakes, is a slickly

produced series on the technical,.

and performance level. Scripting,
however, is relatively weak ana
video’s need for fresh dramatic
material was evidenced on. last

week’s show (9) when an im-
probable yarn about a South
American assassination plot wa$
staged under the • title of “Re-
hearsal For Death.” Direction,
camera work, settings and the
cast headed by songstress Jane
Morgan were topflight and almost
surmounted the plot. Miss Mor-
gan was particularly effective as
the American linger who was to
be the patsy for the conspiring
parties.

need a new antenna to bring In
the UHF signals has been general-
ly glossed over, in the trade. These

Radio Followups

Continued from page -28-

,

Now starring on NBC's
ALtj STAR REVUE

Saturday'* M p.m., EST
Mgt.j William Morrlt Agency
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adaptation .by .Randolph J.. Carter,

covered the romantio side of Miss
Nightingale’s- life, - while stressing

her heroic struggles to bring

needed reforms to hospital work
and nursing, especially in the Brit-

ish armed forces. Her struggles

against obsolete medical methods,

the appalling primitive
.

-hospital

conditions,.'family objections,-pro-r

fesslonal jealousy and rigid .offi-

cial attitudes, were clearly set

forth.
'

Miss Cornell played, .the chief

role in quiet, restrained but fully

effective fasfiiop. Aherfie was im-
pressive as the Minister of War
hopelessly .in. love with her. . . Cathr

leen Nesbitt headed the strong sup-

porting. cast, playing -the dual rol£

of narrator and Miss Nightingale s

sympathetic Aunt May.

Dallas—Tony Davis, only local

Negro deejay, on KLIF, has a heW
Sabbath show,- - “The

;
Spiritual

Hourr
” at 6 a.m. . Religioso fea-

tures Bible readings, recordings

and interviews with local Negro

clergymen.

romUNNER...

Forerunner of today's big, efficient outdoor

advertising industry was this scene.

Early in the century advertising posterg

of various sizes were displayed on buildings, boards

and fences— wherever a suitable surface.grceted

the bill poster. About the same time that billboards

J\_ »
were hecoming standardized, other media—newspapers,

magazines, car cards—wqrc also burgeoning with advertising as

manufacturers soughtmore and better ways to reach the public.

Then came radio. . . and advertisers quickly took advantage

of this new medium that enabled them to reach millions of people

simultaneously with sound selling.

Now television has added sight to sound . . . and again advertisers were quick

to capitalize on the added impact this newest medium affords them.

In WLW-Land, these two media-WLW Radio and WLW-Television-uscd in combination,

offer advertisers the most efficient and economical way to reach

more people more often and more effectively.

1922 • 1952
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Jocksr Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

NBC Sets More

Band Remotes
Chicago, April 15.

NBC is upping its hand pickups,

Dinah Shore; “To Be Loved By Carol, former Louis Prima orch

You”-MI Am a Heart” (Victor), vocalist, gets off to an okay start

"Loved By You” fits Dinah Shore’s a$ a sole thrush on her Victor

melodious lyrie • handling excels initialer. She's got a solid piping

lently. It’s a lilting tune which style and isn’t afraid to let go Jn
Miss Shore makes brighter via her projecting mood demands of the

slick piping. Could brteajc through lyric. She shows up best on Blue,

for big returns. "I Am a Heart,” a good ballad number that s got a

an interesting ballad item Which is. rhythmic heat as well as a catchy

built around a heartbeat effect lyric. Good bet for a big jock

backing, gets an impressive treat- and juke play. "Raindrops is a

ment. This has a tremendous po- fair number which Miss Carol han-

tential if it catches on. dies nicely. The Hi-Hatters back

Sammy Kaye Orch? "You”-"Oh excellently.

How I Miss You Tonight” (Colum- Danny Winchell: "Two (Who
bia). Sammy Kaye has come up Love As One) - Why Did You
with an unusually rich orch styling Leave Me” (M-G-M). Danny
on this coupling via the addition Winchell, M-G-M’s newest entry

of a dozen strings. It’s a new in the male disk sweeps, looks like

sound for the- Kaye contingent and a winner. His soft' and easy wax
should payoff. On "You,” Kaye manner has an ear-arresting qual-

gives full play to the strings pro- ity that should be particularly ap-

ducing a pleasing, lush quality. His pealing to the femmes. Winchell

trademarked styling is worked in gives "Two,” a pleasant romantic

for sock impact. Number, adapted item, a sock commercial potential

from “Musetta’s Waltz” from “La via his tender workover. He’s

Boheme” has been given a top- equally effective on the reverse

drawer lyric which is delivered ef- but the jocks’ll probably give the

fectively by Tony Russo. Reverse spins to "Two.”
also shows off the new Kaye PI Pninteri
strings^ and looms as a good com- riwlw ruu,lcri
jnercial entry. Kitty Crawford makes an im-

Don Cornell: "I’m Yours”—“My pressive debut on the indie An-
Mother’s Pearls” (Coral). Don gelique label with "Every Time I

Cornell has a topnotch followup to Light a Cigarette” . . . Guy Loin-

his click "I’ll Walk Alone” in "I'm bardo scores nicely with his work-
Yours.” It’s done in the same big- over of the lovely tango, "More
voiced style that kicked off his Than Love” (Decca) . . . -Dick Hajr-

Coral initialer and should send this man, has a fine slice in "It’s a Sin
side along in the same direction, to Tell a Lie” (Mercury) . . . Ink
Cornell’s distinctive selling drive Spots also have a click potential

makes it solid jock and juke fod- of the same number on the Decca
der. Cornell is also effective on label . . . Bill Hayes-Judy Johnson .

"Pearls,” which, although not as tandem gets off to bright start

potent ah entry, rates spins, with "When I Dream” (M-G-M)
Norman Leyden orch supplies class » . . Herb Jeffries and Les Brown
backing. . have .a firstrate side in "Flamingo”
Kay Starr: "I Waited A Little (Coral) . . . Eddy Howard's work-

Too Long”-"Me Too” (Capitol), over of the oldie, “All I.Do Is

Miss Starr’s "Wheel of Fortune” Dream of You” on Mercury rates

Should get this coupling off to an plenty of spins . . . Jane Froman
okay start but it’s doubtful if either' is warmly effective on 4YU Walk
side’ll hit market with impact of Alone” (Capitol) . . . Cindy Lord
her current highrider. "Too Long,” could break through with "Walkin’

a familiar-grooved ballad, should to the Mailbox” (M-G-M) . . . Sue
get some spinning, action because Evans pleasant handling of "Piano
of Miss Starr’s standout workover, in the Parlor” on the indie Cadil-

"Me Too” is a run-of-the-mill lac label rates spins . . . Ann Gib-
entry. - - son impresses on "I Can’t Stop
Tommy Edwards: "My Girl”- Loving You” (Capitol) . ,

.' The
"Piano, Bass and Drums” (M-G-M), Normanaires workover of a

_

cute

"My Girl” is a tender ballad that’s seasonal item, "Play Ball You All,”

right up Tommy Edwards’ alley, on the indie Imperial Crown rates

Blending of rich melody and to- jock attention . . . Phyllis Branch
mantle lyric makes it a solid com- has an okay slice in "Think of Me
merclal bet. Edwards handles the in Your Spare Time” (Tuxedo) . .

•.

lyric affectionately in his Soft, Larry Darnell has a solid cut in

relaxed styling. He changes pace "Darlin” (Okeh) . . .Curt Massey
on "Drums,” a cute item from the clicks with "Just for ''Today,” a
Warner Bros, pic, "About Face,” neat religioso item on Coral
for fair results. Andrews Sisters have a cute slice

Ella Fitzgerald: "Goody Goody”-, in “Music Lessons” (Decca) . . .

"Air Mail Special” (Decca). Re- Barry Frank does an okay job on
freshing treatment given the oldie, “Night of Nights”. (Cadillac).

"Goody Goody,” by Ella Fitzgerald
will help tune's comeback- try.

Bright rhythm and cute lyric fit

into current market pattern and
Miss Fitzgerald’s solid wrapup
assures plenty of spins on all

levels. Sy Oliver orch gives a
snappy backing assist. On the
Decca flip, Miss Fitzgerald belts
out some speedy scatology which
should please the hepsters.
Nat (King) Cole: "Somewhere

Along the Way”-"What Does It . , , . . . , ,

Take to Make You Take to Me” having set aside late evening half-

(Capitol). This coupling offers hours on Friday and Saturday

further evidence that Nat (King) nights for "cqpcert ’ treatment air-

Cole is one of the top song stylists ers. Web is currently featuring the

around. His smooth vocaling is Stan Kenton orch. presently ap-

given a standout showcasing here, pearipg here at the Blue Note. Ken-
giving both sides breakaway poten- ton is set for four weeks on the
tial. "Along the Way” catches. AM .shows and whether he’ll con-
Cole in a slow-tempered groove tinue to be featured after he leaves
while "Take to Me,” displays his Chi will depend on whether the
deft handling of bright rhythm nne hookups- can be arranged for
numbers. Each rendition rates re- the new location

?!
a^SpinS> °rc

!5
Kenton is emceeing the shows

Billy
tS

Mays orch^elps give
5"

"Take
with a fulwled£ed commentary on

to Me” Its snappy ffavor
h

.

is Progressive jazz. If it’s impos-

Billy Eckstine?
y
"Kiss of Fire”- “{Jf |?

r network to continue

"Never Like This” (M-G-M). with Kenton after he leaves here,

"Fire,” the tango-coated pop entry another name group will be lined

which got off to a flying start via UP*
Georgia Gibbs’ sock workover -on
the Mercury label, gets another
click rendition in the Billy Eck- MRRfllRY PAfTS WIW
stine treatment. It’s his best side, BllilVvUIVI I xlLlv} TTluLi
in some time and should be a big AO MV Oil TO Iff AM A PUD
disk for him despite Miss Gibbs Ao H.I* OALtiO JnAnAuJuR
early getaway. "Never Like This” ,. r . . , , .

has a good- melodic line and *an ^lse was signed last week
interesting lyric which Eckstine as district sales manager for Mer-
belts out with zest. Should get an cury Records, working out of the
impressive jock and juke ride. N. Y. office. He’ll be on sales and

Frankie Laine: “Snow in Lover’s sales promotion of their classical
Lane”-"That’s How It Goes?” (Co- disk line, with accent on the new
lumbia). Lames highpowered vpcal Olympian longhair series. Latter is
style gets a lot of mood into featuring new recordings by the
covers Lane” but tune doesn’t Chicago Symphony, under Rafael

Tvipin^v
worti1 ills e^fojts. Slight Kubelik, and Minneapolis Sym-meiody is overburdened with -

pretentious lyric. "Goes” is
mere commercial item setting an vvl

?
e nas a e*Penence m me

effective Laine rendition Jocks
classical disk field, having been for

might get behind this side. Paul a lonS time
,

with RCA Victor in
Westen orch and the Norman Lu- sales promotion, and on artists arid
boff Choir supply a tasteful back- repertoire. He also headed Colum-
ln8- * bia Masterworks in N. Y. for five

hihIh .m 11" Carol: "Lonesome and years and was with Decca arid
fcfiue - Raindrops” (Victor). Miss- Majestic, too.

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Compiled from. Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
A

as Published in the Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING APRIL 12

NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets, enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with. Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines

)

B

and three ways In the case of tunes (disks, coin machines,"sheet music).
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TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE
Kay Starr (Capitol) Wheel of Fortune

-Leroy Anderson (Decca) Blue Tango

Ella Mae Morse (Capitol) Blacksmith Blues

Doris Day (Columbia) A Guy Is a Guy
fAnytime

Eddie Fisher (Victor) .‘.-{Tell Me Why
(Forgive Me

I

Cry
Little White Cloud
Please Mr. Sun
Whiat’s the Use

Four Aces (Decca)
‘Why

Ray Anthony (Capitol) At Last

Guy Mitchell-M. Miller (Columbia) Pittsburgh Penn,

Frankie Laine (Columbia) *. Gandy Dancers Ball

TUNES

TUNE ^
PUBLISHER

Wheel of Fortune Laurel

Blue Tango : . Mills

Blacksmith Blues Hill-R

A Quy Is a Guy. . .
.Ludlow

Anytime ‘ Hill-R

Teil Me Why. . . . * .Signet

Pittsburgh Pennsylvania Oxford

Cry Mellow

Please Mr. Sun Weiss-B

Perfidia Peer

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines week of April 12PfaniEft

1. WHEEL OF FORTUNE (9) (Laurel) Kay Starr Capitol

2. BLUE TANGO (8) (Mills) .. \ Ver°£ £nders071 J^e
?.
ca

:

\
Les Baxter Capitol

3. A GUY IS A GUY (2) (Ludlow) Doris Day Columbia
4. AT LAST (4) (Feist) Ray Anthony .. ... Capitol

5V BLACKSMITH BLUES (4) (Hill-R) Ella Mae Morse .• Capitol
6* PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA (1) (Oxford) Guy Mitchell-M. ^Miller. Columbia
7. PERFIDIA (2) (Peer) Four Aces .Decca

8. ANYTIME (13) (Hill-R) Eddie Fisher Victor

9.

10 .

TELL me why (15) (signet)

CRY (15) (Mellow) Johnnie Ray ,
Columbia

Second Croup

t LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (13) (Spier) Johnnie Ray

t COME WHAT MAY (7) (Shapiro-B) * Patti Page

+ TIGER RAG (4) (Feist).

Eddy Howard . . . Mercury

Rosemary Clooney . . . Columbia

Bell Sis.-H. Rene . .

.

Victor

Johnnie Ray Okeh

Rosemary Clooney .. . . Columbia
Mills Bros ,

Decca

Patti Page . . .Mercury

Ames Bros f . Coral

Kay Starr .... Capitol

Johnnie Ray ....... , .Columbia

Perry Como ...... . Victor

Eddy Howard ... Mercury

Johnnie Ray , . . Columbia

Les Paul-Mary Ford .... Capitol

Four Aces Decca

[Figures ' in parentheses indicate number of weeks song lias been in the Top 101

+ »»»+ 4 4 0 0.4 +

0

0 0 044440 40444 0 * * 0 > I * I t
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Quandary in ASCAP Prexy Election

With elections for officers of the

American Society of Composers, « • p , * m Rolling steadily .for the past six

Authors and Publishers set tor LdUlCS uCl IOf UlHSjjOW months, the band biz is heading
next Thursday (24), the question r , .0. 0 for its healthiest summer since the

of who will fill the presidential slot Glasgow, April 8. end 0f the war. Pickup is being

is further up in the air than it has Franklie Laine is set to play In felt across the board from the top-

been for weeks. Even the top vaude at the Empire here this sum- name combos to the lesser-known
policy-makers oix the ASCAP mer, Sophie Tucker and Lena crews, which had been particularly

board claim to be in a quandary Horne are set for two weeks each, hard hit by the boxoffice slide, of

o^er the possible candidates for starting June 2 and June 16,' re- a couple of years a^o.

the office if Incumbent prexy Otto spectlvely. goUd basis for jitter gropes
A. Harbach refuses to run. Need for big U. S. names here this year is being found in the up-
Unique aspect of the current Is more pronounced than ever, cur- heat of amusement parks, where

election is. the almost complete rent vaude bills lacking verve and the bands will be playing one-

jack of interest of the ranks in the top entertainment value. Already niters. According to several park
outcome of next week^ . board inked for .Glasgow Empire are Jack operators, season-ticket reserva-

meeting. Unlike two years ago, Jackson, Derek Roy, Donald Peers,' tions are definitely on the upgrade,
when Harbach was- first elected, John Calvert (May 12) and Vic indicating big, big crowds at the
i« _ * • — ii. » . ’ . y J.

Laine Set for Glasgow
Glasgow, April 8.

there: is no pressuring or factional- Oliver,

ism among ASCAP toppers for spe-

cial “favorite sons.” Two years
'

ago special meetings of writers ^
were held directly before the elec- wT ftI]
tions to buck the choice of the pub- A wr
lisher-members on .the ASCAP •

board. Il
Although there has been discus- |j|]

slon of Oscar Hammerstein 2d’s

name as a possibility, no group .on

the ASCAP board is actively push-
ing him, and it’s unlikely that he
will be persuaded to run if he dis-

plays- his usual reluctance. Other
choices, if Harbach rules himself Des*

Pop LP Albums

Buck Biz Slump

With Big Sales

parks this summer and capacity

audiences for the park dances.

Between now and July, college

dates are opening up -at unexpected
points for name crews. Bowdoin
College, in Maine, for instance?, had
not booked an orch for the past

five years, but recently the Buddy
Morrow orch played there with
solid results that will open the

way for other crews. Other small
schools are also coming into the
market for name bands at prevail-

ing prices.

One of the factors hurting bands
at some of the colleges for the past

Song Title Confusion
Confusion of song titles in

the music business has cur-
rently ;, reached« a point where-
jobbers can’t identify a tune
without a scorecard. Mayfair
Music has a tune, “I’ll Walk
Alone,” while the Chappell
combine has dusted off the
oldie, “You'll Never Walk
Alone.” Bregman-Vocco-Conn
is plugging “For The First
Time,” while Irving Berlin
Music is working on “For The
Very First Time.”

“At Last,” oldie revived by
Feist, is being bucked by
Leeds Music’s “At Last, At
Last.” Finally, the Warner
groups “Beware” is being con-
fused by another number with
the identical title published
by Larry Spier’s music firm.

Nothing ‘Jolly’

chrices'if Harbach" rules' himself Despite the low gear in which ^ I/IMl I Ildl/J, entirely new generation of disk
cnoices, unaroacn ruies mmseii ... . . ... at some of the colleges for the past customers is now in the field The
out, run through the. following the majority of current pop disk several years has been the “lack of i if • n 1 n, platter buvers ^ lO vears aco ^e

releaSGS haVG been travellin$ dur‘ discipline” by some sidemen and A M||C|P Pi]1)0 Mill no longer Active ip the market, and

Joh^Ta^r How
d ing the past months > several $sk- leaders. The bands, however, have x lTIUoltr 1 lllfo L/UC faVes of the last decade or so have

ah*™
H

eries are counting on hefty album now been cued on the right etl- suffered as a result. Researcher*

sales to null them through the Quette for campuses and have been Dante Bolletlno^owner of Para- have shown that most record-buy-Some of the top publishers are sales to pull them through the Warned against rubbing the school d Industrie. which i<?cued the ers are in the 12-to-l8-vear-old
still stamping for Ahlert 'as their slump. There’s been a steady up- authorities the wrong way by their

d0* ™"str*es » is*u*d
brack

*
t a

”
d
in
theBe Wes have

candidate for prexy. Ahlert has heat in album sales since the ad- extra-curricular activities.
* Jolly •Ro£e£ **bel ^fore Columbia

responsible for skyrocketing
not expressed any intention to vent, of the long-play platter but Another tipoff on the business Records put it out of business via xjJ CUnw flock of new vocalists
serve and, in any case, he’s buck- only in recent weeks have albums pickup is the booking situation for a court injunction, is being hit noW around*
lng opposition from the same group jumped away to such a big push, most of the name orchs. Such from another direction today ‘

Although the diskers are finding
of writers who blo.cked his election Columbia, Capitol and M-G-M crews as Ralph Flanagan and Ray,(Wed.) in a treble-damages suit it increasingly tough to dope out
two years ago* Adams is known are currently riding high on the Anthony are booked virtually solid filed in N. Y, Federal Court. Ac-^ what the public wants, one unmis-
to have considerable support from aibum parade. Cap’s release of the until the fall while other crews tion is by. Harry Fox, publishers’ takable trend is the move away
influential writers, but some pub- SOUndtrack album of the ZOth-Fox also have well-set up itineraries al- agent and trustee, in behalf of the relaxed vocalists to the
Ushers consider him too young to pic «with A Song In My Heart” is ready pencilled ‘ in for the hot- Mills, Shapiro-Berpsteln, Feist and hyper-tense howlers and the eccen-

In a move to meet new market
conditions, major disk companies
are currently seeking tp pare *
flock of vet names from their art-
ist rosters and concentrate on
building younger vocalists who are
more attuned to current public
tastes. The cutback move will be
made slowly over the next couple
of years as some of the veterans’
pacts run out and, meantime, the
diskers are not putting any hurdles

‘

in the >vay of artists asking for
their releases.
New situation is radically differ-

ent froirj the one existing only sev-
eral years ago, when established*
names were able to command
hefty guarantees of $50,000 an-
nually plus longterm pacts. Many
of these artists have failed 'to pay
off on their guarantees during .the

last year despite favored treatment
on tunes and promotion. Many
standard names, such as tony Mar-
tin, Dinah Shore, Doris Day and
Jo Stafford, and a few others, are
still hitting saleswise but they are
exceptions in a market which is

brushing off the vets for the New-
comers.
Trade execs ascribe the switch

in public taste to the fact that an
entirely new generation of disk
customers is now in the field. The
platter buyers of 10 years ago are
no longer active ip the market, and
faves of the last decade or so have
suffered as a result. Researcher*

Dante Bolletlno, iowner of Para- have shown that most record-buy*

step into the top ASCAP spot. reported to be selling at the rate of weather months.
Importance of the prexy post is 10

.000 , week since its release
underlined by the projected Con-

{bree weeks ago. Company expects _ _
gressional consideration of the a new sales high when the Q—.1, - P—

.

“fntaento the Copyright Act, pic hits national release next week. IIP A|]j
which would put jukebox ops un- m-G-M’s soundtrack album of Met- LfFUM'

der a licensing arrangement. Al- ro
.
s ..Sh,gin’ In The Bain” neared

though outlook for the amendment the 50 000 mark lQ lts ^.5, two-
is not bright for the current ses- week3 out . Diskery Is also picking
sion, ft s felt that ASCAP, via a ’

up new Sales on . its soundtrack
prominent spokesman in the prexy afbum of the same studio’s pic
post, could supply that extra push ..Ameri(:an in Paris," which was re-
needed to put the bill over the top charged via the recent Academy
next year. ttoieetinn ns the best film

Spike Sparks

Short Stands

Robbins music companies. Attorney
trjC) agonized crooners of whicji

Julian T. Abele* is handbrtg the j0hnnie Ray is the archtypo. How
court action for the publishers. Jong the juves will stay on this kick

. J?
x .is^ charging ..Bolletino with

is a moot quej,tion, but until if*
infringing on the copyrights of the answered the diskers are going
four publishers by Paradox’s fail. along with the cycle.
ure to get licenses for tUneg is- .

sued on the Jolly Roger label. The « mm t n * tr

* 50G Mapleson Suit Ys.

Columbia and RCA Victor and UnrU CaM-IaJ 91!
Fort Wayne, April 15. Bolletino agreed to go out of

Ralph Wonders, longtime man- business after Col and Louis Arm-
Marks Settled for 2G

The $50,000 suit brought in N. Y.
Supreme Court by Alfred J. .next year. Award Election as the best film *ger and associate of Spike Jones, strong brought suit against him. Supreme Court by Alfred J.

* Of the vear Dlskerv’s soundtrack observed last week on a bus jump Fox’s action Is in the nature of Mapleson and ' Richard Hlrsch

nf **cihnw Boat” also con- from Logansport, Ind., to Fort a test case to determine whether (under the photostat firm name of

Wflflftv Herman Ifl HazJ tmiiS in ton sales brackets Wayne that the Jones technique for any disk company, usi'ng tunes Mapleson) against E. B.‘ Marks Mu-
TlOOay nerman to neaa tinues In top sales Dracxets.

building and holding business in without a license and not paying s(c was settled during trial Mon-
Johnnie Rays initial Columbia

the hinterland Is paying off bigger the full royalty rate as provided day (H) for $2,000. Marks and
- Jazz raCKage in MSI album broke through in its first 15 than eyer before. Now on the last for under 'the Copyright Act, is Mapleson had contract to publish

Pittahurch Anril i>s
days on

,
e

jP, ,

et a Pe
5
K

lap of his ninth year of national liable for triple damages. Amount jointly several opera scores which

Woodv Herman will head un a
80,00(1 sales. Col also has a steady

tr0Uping wlth his wacky “Musical involved In the current suit has were to be selected by mutual con-

lazz oackave ^or a flash tour of
wlnner to -Doris Day, whore, five Dep

“
eciatlon Revue,” Jones say? not been determined since an ac- sent. ^

,

ud.CJv.aKC iur a ndbXl tUUl UI. niu,ewM< rv-T fnnae ^nntvi a WnrnAr . n * . it i*.. it, A . « f < '

_ „ * ^ i.

Eastern key soots late next month albums of
.

tu
,

ne
.

s fr0™

‘

he
u Ya™er

this tour is a “short one”—only counting of the alleged damages

Herman wm play eight dates week B
,
ros ' “u

J
lcals ln wh

,

Ich
t

.

sbeA b5,™ 60 playlng'dates In 60 days." has to be made by the pubs.

of May M wUh MufS B?ot Dtaah“ Mealtime Is stUI
Tbe^ agaI? h

|
s
hWashington Tnmmv Pftwnrfi*! rom- Decca, meantime, is suu

an 0 ffer fo tenant a Shubert theatre „ m j t

adlan HerUe Ses and at’ leSt
riding on% top s

?
1
!5

of
n
the

?
ng' on Broadway for the summer ln Capitol Skeds Release

one other act
^ “ * inal cast album of the Broadway

favor of stlckibg to ltB own rigor- <r>0t,jn Hood' Al

fltt”bureV
re
i
dy

-

b
M
n
aue

k
f

Cd
^6° RCA

C
VlctoTri currently"'clicking

1

onTnight Capitol Becords will relea.
Mosque for one- ^ Us Glenn MiUer Concert st

™
d. Ltween Des Moines and soundtrack album of the scor<

ous, but highly' lucrative format.

The reason: in 12 one-night

Mapleson, which was to have
made up the photostats and repro-

ductions of the classical works,

•Aim j f claimed that Marks did not-publish
apitol bkeds K^lease the scores on time while Marks,

Of ‘ttnhin TTAfwP Album 011 the othier Jiapd» contended thatUI ttopmuooa Maplegon vdid not present the
Capitol Records will release the scores, properly. Case was priglnal-

aighter on May 23.

Wishnow to Maestro

with its Glenn Miller Concert
stands between Des Moines and soundtrack album of the score from iy dismissed but was later reversed

album. Chicago it played to better than Uie Walt Disney pic, Robin Hood, and ordered to trial* N. L Katz-wa*
Original cast albums of legit mu- $84,000. Over the years it had re- S™f.s'p'T

bli*
d w

b
g legal rep for Mapleson with JuHan

sicals, however, have become a hit- pcated in each town from fo*r to _ Rayls who Ways T’ Abeles *tt«rney for Marks,

and-mlss bet fpr the dUkcries Dur- si* times. In Chicago for ex- ^/“fe^X ^instrel Anan-A-
• 11 . 1 \T 4 * it. — M*< at fl d luWI T/SK ^ _ * m. « «Omaha Symph m ’52- 53 lng the past year Victor's “Music ample, the gross was $14,000 for “ale In the film. ' Pic stars Eichard Mpls. AFM Local WaiVCS

Omaha. April IS.' to The .Air” and "Seventeen ’and two. eventag performances at the Todd nd Joan Wce> peither o£ ¥ * **££ »Omaha. April 15. tn xne Air ' ana oevcmecu wm two evening perxuiiu«mcci> <tv Todd and j oala neitner oi

Emanuel Wishnow* has been Cap’s “Top Banana” and .Fla- Civic Opera House. It was his 14th whom have singing assignments,
inked by the Omaha Symphony hooley” met with only moderate time into the big house where it pic and album are skedded for

Orchestra to conduct the 1952-53 success.
.

has taken out $140,000 since 1947. July release.

concert series. Wishnow is filling Most of the time
“
‘the Musical -

„****, , ****,*,

Dnn
GLreg

K
Ula

V
c^ductor

r Qvmnh Depreciation Rev
J
a

. °^gr0
T
ss
ot? MSIIai- Inin. RCA plight, the local Musicians’ Unioil

'

Duncan who is off on a leave of ColUItlbUS Little oYItipil any attraction on Broadway; Last riano Miller Joint KLA bas voluntarily withdrawn a de-

SSSSta^jSSLn
0^! n^i

C
Put on Business Basis

sp™g’ oa i “U
d
r

’ Eddie “PW Miller hac exited Znd for ? ns-tweek oe/mai,

'

ciorate at Eastman School, Roch- Mr ut» OH DU&nicpa xjhb o ed through Georgia and Florida Rainbow Records for an exclusive
vSlCr. PAlntYihuc Anril IS. How onH /ioio urith fhe ’Rinc’llnff * a ..jii. n/x i

Symph pay Hike Demand
Minneapolis, April 15.

In recognition of the Minneap-
olis Symphony orch’s financial

T>„4. Tlocic spnng, on a soutnern tout-, it piay-

t'er

iaiC W £iastman ^cn001 ’ wocn' on business ms d through -Georgia and Florida Rainbow Records for an exclusive
r

sajary “increase which would have •

There will be four summer ood
Columbus, April 15. day and date with-the term pact with RCA Victor. added $34,000 to operating costs

nceiS In j* move to put the Columbus Shmv and, in
=

spite of this_ forrrdd- Mill incjdentally, also tog next season.

mand for a $15-a-Week per man

other chores with the symphony! LiS^ Symphony 6n a buslne.sUke able competition, roUed up a heal- 60 UQder the name of Ed-
He Is on the University of Ne- basis, three interim trustees took Hrwolt ward Llsbona.

^Mutsic Under Star*’ Sets Guest*

With next season’s orch income
estimated at $150,000 and $400,-
000 needed to meet expenses, a
campaign is under way here to

stlrs Boberta Peters ‘h
,

e add‘“«?al *!50
.;
000 nee<1-

Wska musical faculty. out incorporation papers April 7. Legit, seeking to needed to meet expenses, A— At the same time the Columbus business, could take a lesson fro
ttw*w Cnn&t*. campaign is under way here to

ir a , t , « .
• Philharmonic Assn., which has the Spike Jones tow, 1but it^s not Rowf ^ Peters raIse the additional $250,000 need-

Kurtz,

« London Stmt been defunct since the summer of for sissies. List Novemto the Met_op^
ed through public donations.

Efrem Kurtz, conductor of the 1949, was formally dissolved.
consecutive nights (Clarksdale, married several weeks ago, will IT

'
J ” V H *

*

^ t01
?,k
Syrnph0ny Orchestra, sails The 32-piece Little Symphony,

Memphis Little Rock, La- concertize for the first time to- Herb Dexter Join* Kcliem
today (Wed.) for London, where backed by the women’s committee _

M̂ rP and Houston! gether at the fourth annual “Mu- Herb DeXter* former Phliadcl-

monifn
t

'K
atr “i*

R°ya
:
P
?
ilba’- Jf toe old PhUharmonia , gave> five faye“*’

p^” g“d
0
“U

sceucry-in- gc Under the Starf* «concert, at
phla L.^lned Slilten

April ,P
rcbestr* ln Eestlval Hall fwi}}|ht and one eh t

cluding one Bpectacular backdrop
Goulil and Benny Good- K«Ilen Music at general profes-

n»o

K
„tte’ E

U SP*nd
?
b0,t SV

d lt1
Cd
u
y
i

G
rTmusbirofe?“r Wng^onsS^eT'by C«tymdSX been

Planning
0 P

USS5®Houston whowasco^e^master o
?
f the d^ the show travelsbytrainbus truck the Amerioan Fund for Israel In-

i0°^^^et^mion^'
°rch programs. ifunct Philharmonic. (Continued on page 50) stitutions. uoexey rngging sneei opeumon.jockey logging sheet operation.
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Withlay Orch, Laine Pulls 4,000 Juves
In a throwback to the pre-wai*

band tyz heyday, more than 4,000

teenagers packed Manhattan Cen-

ter, N, Y„ Friday (11) to dance

to Billy May’s new orch and shriek

to the ' highpowered vocalling of

guest singer, Frankie Laine, Af-

fair, which was labeled ‘‘The

Gandy Dancers’ Ball" by sponsor

Martin Block, WNEW, N. Y., disk

jockey, is being heralded by band
managers and agericy men^s the

spearhcard of a return to a terp

era. Thousands of youngsters ’were
turned away at the door and
Block reported that he had to re-

turn more than 5,000 mail orders,

Ti& sold for $1.50 per.

Date marked Billy May’s first

appearance in the east since or-

ganizing the orch several months
ago. Band, which has been de-

veloping a solid ’ rep around the
country via its click Capitol etch-

ings, didn’t * disappoint the young
terpsters. It's a big crew (18 side-

men) with a .highly distinctive

sound that's pegged for dansapa-
tion. Comprised of nine brass,

five reed and four rhythm, orch
projects a rich, full quality in its

sock book.
Underlying reed tone' in the ar-

rangements give numbers a solid

rhythmic mood that comes across
with impact. May has a standard
set of tunes in his book, but thex

bright arranging technique and
standout musicianship of his side-

men- bring a captivating danceable
bleat to the oldies as well as the
new numbers. The Maytimers, vo-
cal quartet comprised of sidemen
Willie Smith, Bob McKenzie,
Chuck Etter and Ray Pahlman,
sock across their assignments with
rest.

Alth'ough -,a good portion of. the
teensters, just hung around the
bandstand listening to. the orch,

the Vast majority kept the floor

jammed with steady terping, It’s

to May's credit that he was able

to keep the mob jumping through-
out his three-hour session.

Frankie Laine, M^hose Columbia

waxing of “Gandy*. Dancers' Ball"

initiated the whole thjng, wrapped,
up the date in his brief

.
appear-

ance. Dressed in a “gandy

dancer’s’’ (railroad min) costume,

Laine came on to biggest roar of

the evening and held the kids

with driving renditions of “Gandy"
as well as -“That’s My Desire,"

“Wonderful, Isn’t It?” and “Jal-

ousie.’ s

Block emceed the affair in the

same, slick style he uses on his

platter show. The railroads also

came In for on an assist' on the

date. The Santa Fe supplied, a

massive railroad motif backdrop
and 4,000 booklets relating the

story of the railroads, which were
handed out cuffo. Pennsylvania
R.R. sent an authentic gandy
dancers quartet who dished out

several pleasing numbers.- Col and
TimSs-Columbia also- helped with a

cuffo distribution of paper gandy
dancer hats.

Revived interest in dancing via

deejay plugging also was evi-

denced by the sojid turnout at the
“Moondog Coronation Ball” in

Cleveland several weeks, ago; Date
drew 12,000 payees into the Arena
with more than 8 t000 locked out.

. ,

• v
, Gros.

Sheldon Adds Kurdale
Chick Kardale, recently profes-

sional manager of Martin Block
Music, has joined Sheldon Music as
midwest representative. Kardale
has been working in N0w_York for
the last few months but 'formerly
was Chicago rep. for Leeds Music.

Sheldon’s, addition of Kardale
rounds out a new staff, ‘ including
Goldie Goldmark in N. Y. aftd Billy
Sherman in *California.

i
Clark Into King Post

Mack Clark was named publicity
and exploitation director of King
Records last week. " He’ll Operate
out the diskery’ai New York head-
quarters under Dewey . Bergman,
King’s recently appointed artists

.
and repertory topper.
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Survey of retail sheet music

tales, bated on reports.obtained

from leading stores in 12 citic#

and 0showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week-
1 J 1

1

National Week Ending
April 12

¥hi* Last

, wk.’ wk. Title and Publisher

1 1 “Wheel of Fortune" (Laurel). .

.

• •

Ik

1 i 1 3 3 7 7 - 8 1 10 . i 1 88
2 2 “Anytime" (Hill-R) • • 4 2 i 1 2 2 9 - 5 10 3 4 • 77
3 5 “Blue Tango" (Mills) .......... • • 2 5 • • 5 4 1 . • « « 3 1 • • • 58

4 4 “Blacksmith Bluc£' (Hill-R) . .

.

• 5 . 7 3 8 1 5 3 . • 2 . • • 10* 55

5 , 11 “A Guy Is A Guy" (Ludlow) . ;

.

• • 3 • • • • • • 5 9 1 . • 5 2 , • 4 48

j5 3 m • t • 3 5 • • < • 6 . • 6 . • 5 2 3 47

1 J7 7 “Tell Me Why" (Signet) * • • ' 4 • • 2 » • t • • • 2. . 4 7 * . 36
8 6 “Cry’’ (Mellow) * * • » • 8 4 * « • • • 4 . • 6 3 7 34

a. 9 • 9 “Be My Life’s Companion" (Morris) • • 6 4 • • » • 3 . • 7 . • • • 5 • • 30
10 10 “Pittsburgh Penn." (Oxford) . .

.

• 6 • • 10 7 a t « • 2 . . 4 9 » • «• 28
11 8 “Little White Cloud" (Spier)... • 10 • • 7 • • » V 4 . • 1 - . • • •

8“
• * 25

12 • “Be Anything" (Shapiro-B) . . .

.

• • 9 • • . . 10 8 • • • • • 7 . • • • 2 19

13 9 “Slow Poke" (Ridgeway) • • • 10 6 • • i • • » . 10 . • 7 6 • » 10*

14 • • “That’s Chance You Take" (Paxton) • • • • * • • « 6 . • • c* * • • • • 6 15

15:. • • “Perfidia" (Peer) -. • • a • » • • • • I • 4 8 . • • « 8 « 5 12

New Vidpix Outfit

To Showcase Tunes
Further evidence of the potential

impact of video on the music biz

is the recent formation of Studio
Films which will produce 3-minute
mdsical vidfilfns at .the rate of 25
a . month: Outfit, which headquar-
ters in Cleveland, is currently .lin-

ing up recording artists for vidfilm,

pacts. Deal with the wax stars

are expected to run for three years
on a guarantee and royalty basis.

With the lifting of the TV freeze

by the* Federal Communications
Commission Sunday (13)-. Studio
Films expects to be servicing 1,800

stations within a year and 3,000
video outlets within five ' years.

Publishing firms and record com-
panies are getting behind the new
org, figuring video will soon be the
tap * display outlet for songs and
artists.

L Spike Sparks
Continued from page 41 r"

or plane and plays any place.

When caught last week in Indian-,

apolis, the revue was playing in

the Armory with bleacher seats’

and folding chairs. It grossed

$3,800 in one show despite the
presence in town of the touring
“South Pacific.” Jones worked on
a bare stage with no scenery, no
front lighting. The microphone
’wentydead until after the intermis-
sion so he re-routined off-the-cuff,

putting on all-sight numbers until

after the sound was juiced up. The
reaction was solid.

' Unit rolled out at 2:10 a.m, on
Pullman and transferred to a bus
in Logansport for the remaining
87 miles of the jump to Fort
.Wayne. There they did two shows
(7 and 9:30) in the handsome Quim-
by Auditorium with “full lights and
scenery. Both shows were sold out
in advance with a gross on- the day
of $7,350.

Jones does a ’two-and-one-half-
hour show, with “crazy" produc-
tion numbers built around his big
record sellers, interspersed with
comedy and novelty acts. Band, in
typical City Slicker costumes,
works in numbers and does the
hacking for all turns. Jones adds
new numbers for each tour, but
sticks to his standard hits, “En-
chanted Evening," “Chloe," “Poet
and Peasant," and finales with his
standard,

#
“Cocktails for Two."

Vocalist is Helen Grayco (Mrs.
Jones) who has survived four sea-
sons of one-nighters and has her
own following via Mercury wax-
ings.

Slowed Down To a. Hula
Speaking of survival, Wonders

will follow thq^ stiff one-nighter
schedule by booking a “vacation"
date where the boys can live it up
a little. Last summer, at the tour’s
end, he booked Honolulu for six
weeks. He broke the spring tour
with a two-week nightclub date in
Miami, and worked the band into

Hollywood, at Christmas time, for

recording dates and a TV show.
(Nine members of the band own
their own homes in California.)

The current tour, after swinging
west through Canada, will be fol-

lowed by lengthy summer dates at
plush spots in Las Vegas and Lake
Tahoe.

Jones is confident that the four
TV shots he has had this year
(NBC Colgate Comedy Hour and
AIT Star Revue) have proved * tre-
mendous hypo, and that his serious
hillbilly -records with his new
group, Spike Jones and His .Coun-
try Cousins, . have .added a new
group of followers.

.

By-products of the Jon^s pull are
also serving as business aids. A
souvenir book has sold 250,000
copies in towns jyhere the band
has played, and Jones' end on roy-
alties last year on a set of drums
for the kiddles and a Spike Jones
puppet netted $37,000 in addition.,
to thefr value as advertising/ In
the works is a line of loud City
Slicker stilts for youngsters,
prompted after Spike, Jr., aged
2V6, appeared on NBC’s “All Star
Revue" dressed like his old man.
Also, a miniature washboard
equipped with horns, bell* and
cymbals is being manufactured for
the Xmas trade, and in production
are two adventure comic book*.

Laine to Do Benefit For
Dallas.Variety Club

.
Dallas, April 15.

Frankie Laine, who was made a
life member of Variety Clubs In-
ternational here on his recent visit,
will come back Nov. 29 to headline
a big charity show1/

It will be a.-teenage dance with
a name band which will be selected
Tor the event.

j

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending April 5)

London, April 9.

Unforgettable Bourne
• Cry F.D.&H;
Mistakes ...... Wright
Always Our House . . Connelly
Slow Coacli Sterling
Little White Cloud .... Lennox
Saturday Rag Fields
Won’t Live in Castle . Connelly

'

Be Life’s Cqsapanion. .Morris
Domino ...Leeds
I Wanna Say Hello .... Sterling .

Only Fools Sun

Second 12
Loveliest Night YearF.D.&H,
Down Yonder Feldman
Why Worry .

'. . .Macmelodies
. At End of Day Chappell
Please Mister Sun. . .Chappell
Oodles of Noodles Cox
Tell Me Why. . Morris
At Last 1. .Pickwick
Enchanted Eve. . . .Williamson
Rollin’ Stones Kassner
Love's Roundabout. Cinephonic
Never F.D.&H,

New Scottish Waxings
Glasgow, April 4.

For, the first time in many years

disks are being waxed- in Scotland,

platters being of special Scottish^

interest,’ Recordings are being op-

erated by British Decca.

Sides include two selections of

Harry Lauder and Will Fyffe melo-

dies, and two by the new Scot song-

writing team of Hanley and Gour-
lay. Willie Joss, radio actor, made
two sides specially for moppets,
and the Logan Family, native Scot
musichall group, waxed two sides
with audience participation.

A

MERCURY ARTIST

Is appearing

In parson

CHICAGO THEATRE
Chicago

Nation's Now Hit

“KISS OF FIRE”

“A LASTING THING”

Record No. 5823 and

5823X45
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Set For First Natl Tour in 1

Unusual interest attaches itself

to the first national trek of Arthur

Fiedler and the Boston Pops' Tour

Orchestra, which Columbia Artists

Mgt., through its Judson, O'Neill Ac

Judd djvisfbn, has set up for next

season. Columbia ‘has booked the

7Q-piece orch for about 65 dates in

a 10-week period from Jan. 19

through March 28, ’53. through New
England, Middle Atlantic and
southern states and as far west as

Iowa and Wisconsin. Bulk of dates
are at $4,000, with some at $3,500
and a few at $4,500, depending on
location and seating capacity.

Tour has some unusual angles.

The Boston Pops Orchestra, play-

ing for a half century nightly every
May and June in Boston’s Sym-
phony Hall, is the original Pops
orch in the U. S. This will also

mark the first tour for one of the
country’s most popular orchs. It

has broadcast for years under its

vet director, Arthur Fiedler, in a

varied repertoire of light classics,

pops and some symphonies, and
has made many recordings.

Not well known is the fact that.

It's the biggest selling recording
orchestra, bigger than the major
•ymphs (Boston, Philadelphia,

FOR MOTHFR S DAY PROGRAMMING!

'!
: M

NBCh Of RCA Victor’s =101 best-

sellers, of all time, longhair and
jazz, the Boston. Pops, leads the’ list

with 16 titles. The Toscanini-NBC
and.- KoussevitzkyrBoston Sym-
phony groups, for Instance, have
but three titles each in the
charmed circle. The Pops “Ja-
lousie” disk sold over 1,000,000
copies last ye?^ first time a Red
Seal orch hit that mark.

Odd Tour Angle

Odd angle comes in fact that the
traditional Pops group (composed
of most of the men of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra) won’t make
the Columbia tour. This spring
the BSO is going to Europe, and
will be abroad five weeks, from
May 1 to June 10. The BSO board
of directors therefore is organizing
another orch to. play for most of

the Pops season. This group (all

of symph calibre, of course) will

play for five weeks this spring,

with the returning BSO men tak-

ing over for the fln^l three weeks
(as per union contract). It Is this

substitute orch which Columbia
will send out as the Bostob Pops
Tour Orchestra. Other than Fied-
ler, it will be an entirely different

orch, but the one that plays at

Symphony Hall this spring.

Columbia feels that the BSO
board’s use of this sub orch for five

weeks of its Pops season gives the
concert bureau a precedent for
touring the group as the Pops orch.

It will get an orch that has the

approval of the BSO, and of the
Pops director, Fiedler, who will

tour with the orch as its conductor.

Columbia reports a big percent-
age of colleges and universities

among its bookings. William Judd,
of Columbia’s Judson, O’Neill Ac

Judd division, Is handling tour de-
tails.

Tntti Camarata, Decca Records
musical director, will guest-con-
duct the Ted Heath orch at the
London Palladium in August.
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4 WASHINGTON A LEE $WING (T. W. Allen) — Earning a
Cm/i Box "Best Bet" and a Billboard "PICK, * Jerry
Shard (Cap,) turn* up a "powerful wax item* Cash
Box oalla it "an exoiting instrumental which could
easily eatoh on."

.HIT THE FOOT DOWN (Hollis) ^The Paulette Sisters
with Lprry Clinton's Ork. (Col.) come thru, with
an interesting oalypso number whioh Cash Box says
is done "in winning style. * Billboard claims "it may
bust out in ths states."

•A Ar tAp */c

4 CHIMINEY SMOKE (Meridian
) Variety raves about the

Stuart Poster (Abbey) platter and says, "Poster
has lots of wax savvy and knows how to gst the most
out of a lyric."

HALF AS MUCH (Hill A Range
)
— A Cash Bojc "Best Bet .

"

•A real pretty tune made to sound even prettier via
the wonderful vocalizing of Rosemary. Clooney,"
( Col.

)
Hank Williams

'
(MGM ) version rates a t op 94

.
in Bjljlboard for "terrific projection arid emotion.

"

4 I’M YOURS (Algonquin) — Don Cornell (Coral) comes up
with another smash. Rates a Billboard "PICK" for his
waxing of this new ballad.

Ar
1

4 TWO LITTLE KISSES (Andrea) — Jan Garber's Ork.
(Cap.) produces a platter whioh Billboard avers
"could get moving" and rates "excellent."

^ *Ar

4 DIESEL SMOKE ( Johnstone-Montei) —- Doye O'Dell
(Intro) crashes thru with a Billboard CAW "PICK."
Tune is making headway. Also plattered by Gene
Autry (Col.) and Sons of the Pioneers (Vic.).

Ar A
4 EY'RYTIME (Simon House) — Peggy Lee (Cap.) "in one of

her better wax efforts," say* Billboard. New ballad
is well suited to Miss Lee's warm style.

^ ^ ^
4 NIGHT TRAIN (Pamloe) — Jimmy Forest (United) brings

thi* R A B.hit to the No. 1 best' seller spot. Disk
is also No. 1 on the Juke boxes.

^ ^
4 HEAVENLY FATHER (Blazer) — Another R A B smash.

Edna McGriff^ (Jubilee) lands in the- beat seller
and rates No. 1 position in Cash Top 10.

Survey Week of April 4

The top SO songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index A Audience Trend Index.

Published by Office of Research,* Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.

Am I In Love Famous
Anytime .Hill Ac R
At Last At Last Duchess
Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-3
Be My Life's Companion . ......... .

.

• .Morris
Bermuda . . .

• Goday
Blacksmith* Blues. Hill At R
Blue Tango..’ .Mills

Broken Hearted .DeSylva-B-H
Did Anyone Call Remick
Gandy Dancers’ Ball. ....^.Disney
Glorita - Life
Homing Pigeon Shapiro-B.
Honest and Truly Lion
I Could Write a Book—*“Pal Joey”..., Harms
I Hear a Rhapsody—t“Clash By Night” Broadcast.
I’ll Walk.Alone—f“With a Song In My Heart” Mayfair

'

Little White Cloud That Cried • Spier
Noodlin’ Rag BVC v

Oops-^I^Belle of New York” ......Feist
-Pet* Cottontail.-. Hill Ac R
Play Me a Hurtin’ Tune Pickwick
Please Mr. Sun Weiss-B
Silly Dreamer 'Witmark
Slngin’ In the Rain—tSIngin’ In the Rain”. ... . . . . Robbins
Slow Poke * . *Ridgeway
Tell Me Why Signet
That’s the Chance You Take Paxton
Wheel of Fortune Laurel
You Will Never Grow Old. ; * Kelly-S

Second Group

A Guy Is a Guy
Always
Ay-Round the Comer.
At Last
Come What May

Dance Me Loose . .

Don’t Send Me Home
' Forgive Me
Goin’ On a Hayride—*“Three Wishes For Jamie”..
How Close
I Wanna Love You.
Tt’« Tfmp
Lffe Is a Beautiful Thing—t“Aaron Slick’* ........
Marshmallow Moon—t“Aaron Slick”
Perfldia '.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania ,

.

Tulips and Heather
Undecided .

Up and Down Mambo
Wishin' .

.

Would You—t“Singin’ In the Rain”

Ludlow
Berlin
Frank
Feist
Shapiro-B
Mellow
Erwin-H
Hubert
Advanced
Chappell
Life
Finburgh
Plymouth
Famous
Famous
Peer
Oxford
Shapiro-B
Leeds
Life
Midway
Robbins

Top 10 Songs On TV
' After I Say I’m Sorry .“ Miller
Anytime. Hill Ac R
Be My Life’s Companion 1 Morris
Blacksmith Blues .

*. Hill Ac R
Blue Tango Mills
Cry Mellow
JEaster Sunday Morning Crestview
Life Is a Beautiful Thing Famous
Peter Cottontail Hill Ac R
Please Mr. Sun Weiss-B

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
tp

Easter Parade Berlin
Goody Goody *... DeSylva-B-H
St. Louis Blues ....Handy
Tea For Two , Harms
Tenderly Morris

t

t Filmusical. *Legit musical.

Inside Orchestras—Music
New indie label, Angelique, teed off its entry into the disk field

With an elaborate promotional campaign. DIskery, which is parented by
Angelique Perfumes, distributed its initial platter to 500 disk jockeys
around the country in folders which Included the platter, a pack of
Angelique cigarets and a postal card which’U get the deejay a cuffo
brittle of perfume if he sends It back to the company with his com-
ments of the. etching. Disk features new vocalist Kitty Crawford on
“Everytime I Light a Cigarette” and “Love By Chance.” Both tunes
are cleared via Broadcast Music, Inc.

« —r
'

Violinist John Creighton Murray was awarded $2,778 in his suit
against National Concert Ac Artists Corp. in N. Y. Supreme Court last

sued NCAC for monies due him from appearances on
the Civic Concerts series from Nov. 8, 1948, through April, 1949 Final
sum included court award of $2,193 plus interest and costs.

“You’ll Never Walk Alone,” tune penned by Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammersteln 2d for the legit musical, “Carousel,” in 1945 is on
a current comeback kick via its display In the 1952 March of Dimes
trailer of the same name. Number, which is getting a complete diskery
covering, is sung in the pic short by Metro star Howard Keel. Keel,
Incidentally, also sang the tune in the Broadway version of “Carousel”when he replaced John Raitt In the run.

Hopping mi the Eisenhower-for-President bandwagon, industrial de-
signer Robert Ziedman has come up with a seven-inch, 78 rpm plastic

?
crlil

?
tu
£
e

’ 4<I Lik« lk*'" Better, which isbeing manufactured by Pictureplas Products, is transparent and comes

Doubfeday "Sores
^ enVelope * 11 s beIn* marketed by Woolworth’s and

" 1 1 - I

,

Alth0Ugh U. s. originated novelties and combelt tunes are gainingimpact on the English market, ballads are still getting the top plugsand sales. Too Young,” one of the big. 1951 hits both in the U and
Great Britain, passed the 500,000 sales mark there.

1 * ‘ d

New York
Tim Gayle, midwest flack •

die record producer, plans
to New York from his r°M

Shif

headquarters . . . Paul GaytS Sg
iopens at the Top Hat

cl

Ohio, Thursday (17) .

«h
*j

l aPPear at the*FiXen-
Ball

, Youngstown, Ohio, Aprfl ?ri•He plays .a one-niter at the Km,?
0

Clufc Dayton, .Ohio, April 22* r<

Sarah Vaughan into the Blue NntPChicago, Friday (18> .

Lawrence orch plays a two-date engagement at Duke U DurL™N C. April 18-19 . .

hde, tenor soloist at Holv cSi
Church, N. Y„ inked to a o„e

‘°
:

r,a
.
c

.
t by Musette Publishers, lncindie label . . . Lester Young oroiopens at Birdland, N. Y„ April%

for two weeks . . . Nellie Lutche,
plays a four-day -date at the Story
ville Club, Boston/ beginning tomorrow (18) ... Bob Dawes for
merly with the Charlie Birne!
orch, road managing the Bill]

J
JPulhnoose Jacksoi

orch booked. Into. the Trocaverio
Columbus, Ohio, April 28.

°

- Chicago
Jack Altken, former vaude danc-

er and his brother, have formed
new indie record company, Top.
per . . . Georgia Gibbs added to

Hie Danny Thomas show at thi
Chicago, April 18 . . . Baby Doddi
who suffered a stroke two yean
ago and has been inactive since
is resuming his drumming with n
occasional date . . . Jack Cavan’i
orch fills in', at Edgewater Beach
Hotel June 6 for one week.
Champ. Butler has two-weel

stand at Esquire Red Room, Day.
ton, April 17 . . . Mercury is open*
ing a new branch in Peoria, III

. . . Four Ace* are stars of Chicago
Theatre May 16 show . . . Charlio
Michael* of Tell Records is mov*
ing homeoffice back to Wisconsh

(Continued on page 53)

OPEN TO BUY

immediately
for

CASH
$100,000

worth of
/

LONG-PLAYING
RECORDS

Write:

MISS SIMON, Rm. 1707

285 Madison Avenu«

New York 17, N. Y,

H'f Mmi* by

JESSE GREER
*

Preyrom Today Yesterday's

FLAPPERETT
COLUMBIA #3HU

PAUL WESTON and ORCH
MERCURY #S7S4 HARMONICATS

(Mills Music)

NEW SIMONS CI9ROO
CELISTI —

. USED —- _

HAMMOND ORGANS
ALL' MODELS — SMAKM*

ROB JENNINGS
SreekfteN Cnnt*r, Ct.
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DISK BEST SEtl-EBS

Rational

Eating

fhi* hast
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5 10
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J!
6

9 10

n 1

12 12
_

13A 11

13B 12

14 8

15 10

16 9

17A ..

17B 10

17C ..

Survey 0f retail disk best

fellers* based on reports ob-

tained from - leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-

parative sales rating for this

and last week- •

Week Ending '

April 12

Artist, Label, Title

KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Wheel of Fortune”-—1964*.

“LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

“Blue Tango”—

4

0220

" ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)

“Blacksmith Blues”—1922

“ DORIS DAY (Columbia)

“A Guy Is a Guy”—39673

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Forgive Me**—20-4574 . .

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Anytime”—20-4359

FOUR ACES (Decca)

“Tell Me Why”—£7860
FOUR ACES (Decca)

“Ferfidia”—27987

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
~

“Gandy Dancers Ball”—39665 ....

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
i?WhaFS the Use”—89698

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)

“Cry”—6840
“ G. MITCHELL-M. MILLER (Col.)

“Pittsburgh Penn”—39663 .......

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
“Ay-Round the Corner”—39653 .

.

DON CORNELL (Coral)

“F1I Walk Alone”—60659

WEAVERS-G, JENKINS (Decca)
”

“Wimoweh”—27928

LES BAXTER (Capitol)

“Blue Tango”—1966
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)

“Please Mr, gun”—39636
GLENN MILLER (Victor)

“Perfidia”—27-0157 . : . • •

RAY ANTHONY (Capitol)

“At Last”—1912

PERRY COMO (Victor)
_

“Please Mr. Sun”—20-4453
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2 8 6 . . 23
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FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

AMERICAN IN

PARIS

Hollywood Coif

M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

JOHNNIE RAY

ALBUM
Columbia

CO-6199

C2-88

B-2-88

I'Ll SEE YOU IN MY

I

DREAMS
. Dorii Day

Columbia
CL-6198
C2-89
B2-89

GUYS AND DOLLS

Broadway Cot*

Decca

DA-825
9-203 ,

DLP-8036

YMA SUMAC
Lcgtnd of Sun

Virgin

Capitol
L 299

DDN 299
KFD 299

I HAVE FUNDS
belonging to

Edward F. Cunningham,
Rudy Deluca, Manny Fox,

Art House and
Lynno Stephens.

Aayono knowing whoroobowfi com*
fimicoto with BERNARD 6ARTUR,
Attornoy, 41 B'way, Now York City;

A Gnat Record

* Dean Martin's
CAMTOL RECORDING

“PRETTY ASA PICTURE”
MILESTONE MUSIO CO,

«52« s«lmft AV*.. HrllywMO, C*Hf.

On The Upbeat II

Continued from ^

Regal Theatre has Erskine

Hawkins orch and Ella Fitzgerald

for May 16 . . . R«d Ingle corns

un things at Commodore Hotel,

Windsor, Canada, May 12, for two

frames . . . Connie Haines smgs at

Aloma Hotel, Colorado Springs,

June 1 . . .
Wee Hunt held

over at Preview until May 4 ... .•

Dolores Hawkins chirps at Gay
Haven, Detroit, May 5 . . . Buddy
Morrow pacted for two weeks at

Lakeside Park, Denver, beginning

May 15 . . . Jen Southern has a

week at Palm Gardens, Columbus,

Ohio, April 20.

Kansas City
Gloria Hamilton signed to warble

leads in two Starlight Theatre pro-

a a a

Tha Dark Angol of tho Violin

EDDIE SOUTH
AND HIS TRIO

Currtntly

LA VIE EN ROSE
Hew York

i w a
p >. »- 1

_ _ _ i

»

t y v c Mcnoijcmcnf

associated booking corporation
;Oi. oLJSEP Prc-s.

Ni-w
: c I H I C l

i i

c

a q o I
Hollywood

r
-'
fl i. • so w-h- 1

-
I

ductions this summer. She’ll do

•Julie in “Carousel” in mid-season

and Magnolia in “Show Boat,” the

season closer . . . Harl Smith comes

in for his annual stand on April 28

for a 5-week session at the Kansas

City Club. After which he returns

to. his regular stand at the Lodge

in Sun Valley . . . Jimmy Lynch

orch into the Latin 'Villa last

Friday (11) for a fortnight, and will

be followed by the Jimmy: Tucker

orch for four weeks,, opening April

25 . . . Sammy Pagna Quartet hied

eastward after its Latin Villa clos-

ing last week, being set by Stan

Zukor for a fortnight on Long
Island to be followed by a stand

in Pittsburgh . . . Edd^ Arnold
brings in his show April 19 for a

one-nighter in Memorial Hall on
•the Kansas side. Line-up includes

Oklahoma Wranglers, Dickens Sis-

ters, Jam-Up and Honey. This one

also under the John Antonello

banner.

Pittsburgh
Wes Parkers band opens week’s

engagement at Bill Green's Monday
(21) and plays Washington and
Jefferson College Junior Prom in

Washington, Pa., May 2. Skip Nel-

son is now singing and playing the

piano for Parker . . . Bobby Car-

dlllo replaced Joe Vera at key-

board of William Penn Hotel's

Banzibar in Continental Bar . . .

Frank Yankovic booked for return

one-nighter at West View Park
May 7 . . . maestro Johnny Marmo s

option picked up at Carousel . . .

Baron Elliott can’t go into the

Ankara until June 2 because of a

heavy, one-night schedule until

then . . . distributor Herb Cohen
back from two-week flying trip to

London as guest of Abbey Records

in connection with that outfit’s

“The Second Queen Elizabeth”

album . . . Elayne Forman, former
vocalist with Larry Faith’s band
at the Vogue Terrace,

_

playing that

spot this week- as a single*

•RCMSTHAfl-MCNIC

BECCA da&
NOW ON DECCA!

The one and only Peggy Lee teams up with Cordon
Jenkins, America’s Favorite Conductor~Arranger -

PEGGY LEE
and!

GORDON
JENKINS

«

and His Chorus and Orchestra

BE ANYTHING (But Be Mine)
and

FORGIVE ME

Ptcca 28142 (71 RPM) and 9-28142 (45 RPMJ

Two of the greatest screen themes of all times

l

VICTOR YOUNG
•-

and His Orchestra

SPELLBOUND
Tkeme From David O. Selxnick

Picture "Spellbound"

and

A PLACE IN THE SUN
From Paramount Picture "A Place in the Sun"

Dacca 28115 (78 RPM) and 9-28115 (45 RPM)

That “Hot Canary Man99 Comes Up
With Another Sure Smash!

I

THE HAPPY WHISTLER
«nd

JAZZ PIZZICATO

Dacca 28090 (78 RPM) and 9-28090 (45 RPM)

Sinai*- Rtcordt 15c (plus fox)

©

• T v ^

America's Fastest

--Selling Records!
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By LAKY SOL^OWAY
- Miami Beach, A^til 15.

Closedbwn of the bigger cafes

hereabouts:, with others due to

shutter soon (Alan - Gale s, Bar of

Music, Brook Club-Lounge; m ad-
dition to already darkened Cupa

City, Beachcomber, Latin Quarter,

Golden Slipper) has hypoed book-

ing ideas of the hotel-cafe run. The

three top spots—Casablanca, Sans

Souci and Nautilus—‘are, pitching

for the spring vacationers against

such year-round operations as Five

O’clock Club, Vagabonds and

Clover.

Of the trio pf plushier hostel of-

ferings (all at a $2 minimum), Casa-

blanca runs two shows (with

dinners served) nightly, while Sans

Souci and Nautilus concentrate on

a oiie show, drinks only, at pre-

midnight idea.,

Casablanca

Largest of the group is this 45ft-

seater. Policy of late has been book-

ing in of comics who’ve clicked in

other locations in recent months in

the area. This is- typified by Billy

Vine in the topliner slot with Betty

George—a returnee here—in the

songstress spot. Combo adds up as

a good one entertainment-wise,

with Vine carrying the ioad in both
emcee and solo division.

Miss George offers :
up a melange

of special - material in various idi-

oms, from native Greek through
French, Latin and American^ blues.

Some of' the arrangements
;
are S'

bit tough for her vocal equipment,
but overall, she sets well with the

tablejholders via a warm and per-

sonal)1 e . delivery and smartly de-

signed set of gowns.

Vine works them ..from walkon
for the emcee bit. Warms them
rapidly via his jousts witb ring-'

siders. Makes for easy intro of Miss
George. In own spot, he"" purveys
his standards, tightened and edited
for maximum results. There's the
crying drtmk at the wedding, his

ur

in the career of a performer. .It'* of which are good. The pr<^duc-

frequently a token that an' act is Mon accoutrements Include spm<?

"in/* It's happened previously In superior terping by the MadiUs, a

the case of Martin Sc Lewis. This good-looking team who indicate

was the spot that told Jimmy pu- that .they can do weH on their own.

rante some 10 years ago that he Peter Hanley and Betfy Johnson

was far from through and it’s the grwa^good delivery to the Joan

cafe that indicated Joe' E. Ldwis Edwards-LyrtDuddy score, and the

mimirigs of contemporaries Jackie
Miles, Danny Thomas and Zero
Mostel. Winds with a new bit on
Oldtime vaude reminiscing.- Works

|

it straight, and holds them fox wind
into. sock reception; Based on the
varied bits and his plastic paty, the
guy's visual appeal is definitely for'

video attention.

Sans Souci-

The .Blue Sails Room is the clos-
est to a money-maker along the
hotel-cafe run. The 250-seat layout
is a top showcase for a comic, song-
stress or mimic, such as currently
featured Arthur Blake, Performer
can be spen from every angle of the
room, location is in mid-Beach for

patron accessibility and minimum
of two bucks isLeasy to takei

. .

Blake, who worked the. huge

Copa City earlier in year, -looks far

better here. His carbonings ale of

intelligent conception with iud im-

pact gained keeping him on for

some 40 minutes. Incisive gallery of

his toppers includes Sophie Tucker,

Orson Welles, Gloria Swanson; then

into a Tallulah Bankhead Big

Show” rehearsal with Jimmy Stew-

art, Bea Lillie, Sydney Greenstreet,

Peter Lorre, Barbara Stanwyck and
Ethel Barrymore. Adds to a wrap-

up. Tops with Jose Ferrer m
“Cyrano” with offstage voice mul-
tiplying the effect. Encored again

with devastating lampooning of

Louella Parsons on a broadcast.
Nautilus Hotel*

This 300-capacity room has had
its ins and outs, due to a vague
booking policy. Where there have
been fair names, set, there's been
as equally fair draw. When they
simply go for local “club date”
acts, patronage sags. In present
setup, they've got themselves a

fast working and vastly . improved
comic in George DeWitt, Goodlook-
ing lad has a fast apd sometimes
flip manner, which overall gets the
yocks going. Doesn't wait for the
giggles to start boiling', -but keeps
punching. Works in plenty of ffesh
lines to keep the attention mount-
ing and gets them with his vocal
impreshes of the better vocal stars
and

,
pic-vid,eo aces. In the vocpl

department, he has a well rounded
pair of pipes. Had them all the way,
"Abby Lee is another* of the song-

stress-comedy types who’ve been
playing" hereabouts recently,’ Plenty
of special, material here, but not
all of it palm-rousing. Works ‘hard
and winds with fair returns.

.

Stella . Sc Jose Reyes soften ' up
the Latino ideas into a smooth
sesh Of ballroomology that holds
interest and has a touch of class.

Eschew the violent hipswings and
gyrations to add to ‘their impres-
sion with aud. Best routine is a de-
liberate tango that contains the ex-
citement via work of hands around
heads and slinky twirls.

qostumes by Billy Livingston do an
enticing job of draping arid reveal-

ing. Mike DursO’s band showbacks
well and* the Frank 'Marti Latiu-
aires are terpable.

’ 1

Jose.

Monte Carlo* I*itt
Pittsburgh’ April 11. *

Jeri Southern, Leslie Bros. (2),

Ross Ball's Ofch :(4) ; $2 minimum.

Lush downtown spdt has a voice

had achieved the top rung

Thursday's (10) reception ; of

Johnnie Ray (New Acts) indicated

that this singer with the weeping
delivery was also in the select cir-

cle. The cafe crowd confirmed

what disk buyers and out-of-town

theatre and cafdgoers had . been
yelling about for the last four
months or so. Ray scored one of

the -strongest openings! in the his-

tory of this Jack Entratter-Jules

Ste5’i 25-mtnute Itint ai^aeknowt this^week that fits it like a glove,

edged hit. It’s one of the best in Jen Southerns, Gal records

buys the Copa ever made. At the for Deco* and on the basis of her
time the booking, was signed he showing here has to be definitely
hadfi’t been pushing quite so hard rated a comer in the platter
at the fringe of the bigtime. He sweepstakes. It isn’t easy to de-
was pacted for around $300; In scrjbe what there is in her pipes
later - months it was evident that that commands immediate atten-
Ray had been sold short and deal tion, but she silks and satins up
was renegotiated, to a higher fig- a song in regal fashion,
nre. It’s fairly evident that sub- ghe comes out quietly and mP
sequent bookings will be consid- ostentatiously, nestles up to the
erably higher. - mike without any show or display

Calibre of the surrounding show —just as if she were saying hello

indicates that there. was some ap- to an old friend-*-but the minute
prehension about Ray’s entertain-* she opens her mouth; on “Try a

T i+fln • rT,o« Hormocc” firiH

Copacabana, N. Y.
Jack Entratter-Julie Podell pres-

entation starring Johnnie May, fea-
turing Betty Sc Jane Kean, Jimmy
Nelson, De Marios (2), Madills
(2), Peter Hanley, Betty Johnson
Line ( 8 )

,

Mike Durso St Frank
Marti orchs. Production, Doug
Coudy; costumes, Billy Livingston;
music and lyrics, Joan Edwards Sc

Lyn Duddy; $3.50, $5 minimums.

ing or staying powers. Copa
booked sufficient acts outside of

Ray to constitute a full show. With
Ray’s complete click, it's evident
that the joint is overbooked. Al-
together, it's a top entertainment
buy.
1 Betty & Jane Kean make a re-
appearance here with a complete
.line of new material. This femme
partnership, shows material riot al-

ways tailored to top taste but its

commercialism is undisputed. The
girls get' the measure of this hall
immediately and do some fast com
edy slinging. Both

,
are expert at

it,
t
and hit a fast pace before 're-

signing the floor at the end of 20
minutes.

Another long but still effective

turn, also in the comedy direction,
is by Jimmy Nelson, the ventrilo-
quist whose, regular assignment is

delivering the commercials on the
Milton Berle show. Nelson is an
expert technician, his material is

carefully tailored and his act is on
the clever side. His simultaneous
handling Of two dummies, both of
different character, is extremely
dextrous. His material- is laugh-
laden and he too retires with some
healthy palming.

The dance team for this occa-
sion iS the De Marios, a- well-ap-

The Copacabana's seal of ap-
proval is one of the major events

Little * Tenderness” and those
torchlit tones roll out, everybody
comes to attention.

After her first number sets the
mood for her, Miss Southern sits

down at the piano and accom-
panies herself neatly the rest of

the way, going through “Septem-
ber in the Rain,” “Every Time”
(from “Best Foot Forward”),
“Something I Dreamed* Last Night”
(from an old “Scandals”) and .“You
Better Go Now,” among others,

and hits every one of them on the
nose. .

She’s a gal who keeps on
intimate terms with both her
tunes and her audience, and wraps
up everything in a contagious, vel-

vety haze. Of the newer stylists,

put her close to the top.

Leslie Bros, open and are a cou-

ple of personable young comics
with a lively turn. Their getaway
bit, in which one of the boys com-
ment$ on the style - consciousness
of the other while the second gets

himself all tangled up with hat,

jacket, shoes, shirt, etc., is a very
funny piece of business, and their

heckling of each other has an
agreeable freshness. Boys are also

crack mimics, and they don’t

stick to the standards either, go-

ing in for such little-impersonated
figures as George Sanders and
Claude- Rains. -Leslies eschew . the

H«»4el Si. Ketflg, Y.
<MAiBO>neiiriE>

Fernanda Montel, Milt Shaw andHorace that prehs

;

$4 minimum

Fernanda Montel,"blonde French
chanter who recently made her
American debut at the big Latin
Quarter on Broadway, is more
within her sphere in this intimate
cafe, though she is still lacking in
the necessary attributes to hold
down the lone billing here.

In a repertoire of mostly Gallic
tunes, the attractive Mile. Montel
lends only passive interest with a
throaty voice that at times be-
comes even harsh when she goes
for the top notes. - She reveals a
certain amount of personality but
never imparts much warmth to a
routine that needs better Daclng
a more adroit selection of num-
bers and some special material to
take her out o,f the ordinary class
of chanteuse.

Mile. Montel makes her entrance
when the lights are -completely
doused, but the element of sur-
prise at finding her at the mike
when the glimmers go up is lack-
ing; she would do well to emerge
with the maestro’s intro in full
view of the tahleholders. At show
caught she was wearing a smart,
fu'l length sheath, creation, but
the skirt’s restrictions seemed to
inhibit her movements.
The Milt Shaw and Horace Diaz

orchs( handle the show and dansa-
patioif neatly. Kahn.

Thunderbird, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, April 10.

Jean Carroll, Maurice Colleano
& Co. (4), Jay Jason, Jan Nelson

,

Kathryn Duffy Dansations (7),
Jphnny O'Brien, Normandie Boys
(3), AX Jahris Orch (12); no cover
or minimum.

pearing couple with a pleasing line aggressive tactics of the customary
of ' ballroomistics. Their routines two-man team and register a com-
are well rigged so that there’s a pletely favorable impression over
good mixture of dancing and aero- the distance.
batics with accent on the terping. Ross Hall, at the piano, has a

They are rewarded with some nice four-piece outfit on the bandstand
palms. that's plenty pkay. They’re tin the

*The Copa has also invested in ball both for “the acts and terp

new production and. costumes, both crowd. Cohen.

Hi l

Having a wonderful time at

COPACABANA New York

Also every -Tuesday nite with

Miltou Berle on "THE TEXACO

STAR THEATRE .

*

Regards ...

By introducing new faces to this

jumping nifery belt, producer Hal
Braudis has

.

built the Thunderbird
into something of a showcase for
tyros, many of which have traveled
up into the big money/ Current
chapter presents a batch of new-
comers, with one act headed by the
vet vauder Maurice Colleano in his
return to the States after years
abroad. (See New Acts.) Bolster-
ing the entry is Jean Carroll, held
pver through Easter. When the
femme comic departs, chances are
that biz will only be moderate due
to' lack of compelling marquee
lure, plus usual slack following
holiday week.
Jay Jason is attempting to mould

something different in the comedy
field, although some of his attempts
are labored at present. He gives
impression of ad lib style, but also

tosses in some set pieces of ma-
terial. Gags are often standard,
with delivery sounding fresh.

His rambling monology is sliced

with snatches of .song parodies.
Some of these are splattered with
expletives and ideas' not intended
for moppets' ears, although many
were present at show caught. He
even brings a youngster up from
audience to work out a mock ventro
sketch, but without sufficient yock
dines or climax to lift it off the
ground.

Nostalgic “All-Star TV Show”
parades mimicry of many departed
show biz gre&ts, with an FDR
encore reminiscent of .the w.k.

Dean Murphy tribute, only pale by
comparison. • Jasommilks too much,
stays on too long, • but if certain
outstanding - bits' could be made

(Continued on page 56)

JIMMY NELSON
Danny O'Day

.
*

Humphrey Higsbye
ictnd our new Mascot

"Farfel"

TOM, DICK and CARRIE
"TWO OUYS AND A BOLt"

Just Concluded •

F.ur W.«k Eng<i0.ni«rtt

MARINE ROOM
dEDGEWATER KACH HOTEL

CHICAGO

•
• Opening April 23

HOTEL MONTELEONE
N»W OrUctns

Dir. MCA

Announcement:
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT CONTRACT

RETWEEN GOM1C JOEY KARTER AND

AGENT JERRY ROSEN TERMINATED

APRIL I, 1932.
—-Jo.y K«rl«r

Publicity: FRANCES* E. KAYE

Booking: WM. MORRIS AGENCY
MCI DENTON
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN

Un can* of tie duplicate prices

will he awarded)
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By NED ARMSTRONG

Santa Fe, N. M, ^1115. fold Singfil*. Carlo Bllti

^LToi U.S.-Cleard, fills Dates

"inn? the major Federal highways Carlo Buti„ who . was released

!ffhe nation. ,
from Ellis Island, N. Y., last week

Ol

ffr0m St. Louis to Denver and after a 43-hour detention, started

Detroit to Los Angeles, Nigh- on a tour of Skouras houses Mon-
20 36, 40, 5Q apd 66 are day (14) at- the Astoria Theatre,

wiViiiC out in a rash of. 24?sheet Astoria, Lu I. . He’ll continue for

Intea Signs which exclaim: "Visit the Skouras chain until May 8

our Miniature Circus” or “See when he winds up in Jersey City.

Tfve Rattlesnakes!” •
.

" Buti, a top singer in Italy, was

This carny pitch is being used detained for a check under terms
... fining stations, tourist roadside of the McCarran Act He arrived

Imooriums, cabins and motels to Wednesday (9) on the Saturnia.
4

S the 60-m.p.h. autoists dashing

down the highways to paus^ end

mayhap buy a trinket, a tankful or

, bed for the night.
'

Some of the sideshows already

.-rating are truly impressive. On
Highway 66 between Flagstaff and

Winslow the proprietor of an In-

dian jewelry and rug store has a

display of 20 ‘North, and South

American rattlesnakes.-

A.C. Cafes in Van

In Offish Easter
Atlantic City, April 15.

»—--

-

.. . Showers predicted for the Easter
For five gallons of gas, or more, weekend didn’t come off, affording

you can stop ana see a starumg the big majority of 100,000 here for
display of large ana *maU snakes tbe annuai Sunday Boardwalk pa-
and, for reasons best known to th "

rade the chance to display their
proprietor, these snakes reMIy rat-

finery and enjoy that of others in
tie when sightseers approach their

big faster promenade,
glass-front cages. But the weatherman's prediction
of Winslow, another roadside carny

of rain and failure of the sun to
offers cobras, and ne^Gall^ one appear did hurt business here,
of the few Amencap buffaloes liv-

keeping many away who would
'ing off Government reservation o

bave made the trip had pleasant
municipal zoo can be seen for a

weather been assured.
grease job. The . big parade went off as
Ip New Mexico ,

near
• ni scheduled. Fashion experts picked

wild coyotes, bears and
the 12 best-dressed women and five

are to be seen. Signs ch g best.dressetj men for special
for miles down Qf

, to awards as a promotion of the city,
jounce * A 12-foot-high

.
papier-mache “Har-

r0
w?^

h
t^oi°from

e
«£lt* T ake vey” Easter rabbit wps a lure in

On Highway 91 from Salt Lake .rrm i. * Ponvpntion Hall
City to Las Vegas, a roadside front of Convention Hall.

»**^2^1 N.Y. State Beard Gathers AT Fresco

Clans to Explore ‘Aeriahst’ Law

Detroit, April 15.
Frankie Eaine, Patti Page, Billy

May orch, Illinois Jacquet, Jay.
Lavfrence, Clark: Bros., Don Rice,
and the Chocolateers will appear
in a one-nighter (two performances)
at the 5,Q0f)-seat Fox Theatre
April 27,
House is scaled to gross $12,500

with ducats selling from $1.50 to

$3 net,’ Shows will go on at 7 and
9 p.m. Package is billed as “The
Biggest Show of 1952.”

AGVA Insorancer

Pushes Surplus
¥1 ft • |1 1

tor Union rund
The American Guild of Variety

Artists is still having some difficul-

ty in deciding the status of its ac-
cident insurance program. Latest
argument to crop up is the demand
by the Matthew M. Adler Agency,
representing the Insurance Com-
pany of North America, that any
residue from the operating ex-
penses go to the union’s welfare
fund

Frank Taylor, v.p, in the Charles
V. Yates Agency, resigned i’o open
his own agency, Taylor was in

with Yates on a partnership basis
and with the split, there was .also

a division of properties. Taylor left

last week for Chicago, where
Frank “Sugar * Chile'” Robinson
opened at the Oriental Theatre.

Yates and Taylor joined forced
over a year ago. Yates had been
with Joe Glaser’s Associated Book-
ing Corp. in New York, while Tay-
lor was in that agency's Chi office.

Curley’s, Mpk,

Gets an Oscar

lunchroom and bar offers ^display
. and botels went out for the in-

of old western burros, monkeys _ j?ncfAr. ««cv, this v#»ar. fni-

More than ever before, niteries

(strictly an import) and snakes.

No Admission—But

coming Easter cash this year, fol-

lowed closely by the motion pic-

ture and pier industries. Frances

No admission is charged to these Langford and Tony Pastor were
exhibits, although frequently * a the attractions on Steel Pier, the

rusty beer can opened at the . top former appearing in the enlarged

displays a sign which reads: “Con- Music Hall.

tributions appreciated by animals in the cafe field, Larry Steele

to help feed them.” ’ Many of these was back with his show for the oc-

"zoos” are pretty rugged affairs, Casion, opening Harlem, top sepia
made of old hoards and torn chick- night spot, for the weekend. Frank
en wire, and they are frequently Renevento brought Bettie Ann
unclean arid neglected to a point Clooney into his Margate Casino to.

that would be of interest to a hu- star with Jackie Burns. Pat Cam-
mane society, if humane societies ers0n topped the 500 club with a
existed in the prairie and desert

show that included Alan Foster,
country. Club offered a matinee show East-
The growth of roadside amuse- er Sunday and sans cover or mini-

ments, either free
.
or indirectly mum did good business,

supported by trade, is only a frac- Qub 15 featured Lili Dawn; Pad-
tion of the great trend so evident dock bad “yic” Earlson; Ricky’s
of all manner of former *city busi- Hialeah stuck with Bob O’Neill;

(Continued on page 58) ^ Yacht Club had Princess Tara and

also offered a matinee with no

New 500G Ampin fills
I
carded dancing but without enter-

tainment.

Minneapolis, April 15.

Though Pat Availing, police
Step .is opposed by the union at- morals squad chief, expressed the

torneys who feel that the union opinion that “booking was going
should not get dictation from any On” in the pool room operated by
source on how to use excess funds Oscar Rubinsky prior to the re-
of any operation. cent enactment 'of the Federal law
As situation now stands, AGVA hampering gambling, after which

gets 10c. of every dollar to defray he closed out the establishment,
costs of administering the program, city council granted him the liquor
Whether there will be any surplus license for Curly’s, one of the city’s

after union takes out administra- top niteries.

tion costs is not known. However, The action, by an 18 to 6 vote,

Adler agency has declared that the was in the face of the further fact
coin should go to the welfare fund, that vigorous objections were reg-

Resolution to /allocate the sur- Istered by one of the aldermanic
plus to the do-gooder fund is still

to be acted upon.

NJ.’s Palisades Park

Has Topcoat Teeoff In

Regina, Sask., Aud.Void;

Concert Bookings Big MuU Y“a s“ F°r

Regina, Sesk., Aprins. Concerts in Europe

Need for auditorium facilities in ^,on on’ '

this city of 71,300 has been met to Deal is being negotiated for

some extent with the opening of a Yma Sumac to play a senes

$500,000 amphitheatre * livestock concert dates in England and the

building by the Regina Exhibition Continent. If pact is signed. Miss

Assn. Sumac will do a schedule of one-

Amphi occupies about a fourth nighters to ^Qy M
of the buildinl’s area and can ac- a*d June 22 f°r *

commodate 1,475 op tiered seats -total
Sumacwd another 450 on folding chairs. ^ Lido

Structure was built mainly to pro- §
la3

[

a
b agent Felix Marou-

«de livestock sale faculties, but Pari
f* USworfc

he exhibition organization is push-
f
“ « m * U*

au
1

ditorium end as * site f°r The Hany Foster office and the

Sic e^en/f^res
’
conventlons ’

ath' William Morris Agency are col-
ents, etc.

laborating on the concert stands,
opening event was a Celebrity pact WOuld call for the appearance

^eries concert of' the Minneapolis 0f jy[iss Sumac, Moises Vivanco,

<?Si
pllony orchestra which was ber husband and accompanist, and

&HO Wrestlers hold forth on two native drummers to work with
Monday nights. Cab Calloway is ber<m for matinee and evening shows
oday (Wed.) and the’De Paur In-
antry Chorus i3 scheduled for
April 19.

. MPLS. VIC’S CLEARED
Minneapolis, April 15.

rn.. _ Municipal Judge Thomas Tallak-

Cp
?e Celebrity Series con- son found yic’s nitery not guilty

DomIcT >'
1
-
nClud" Jea

,
nett

£,
M£U> on charge of selling liquor to a

Don Cossack
Opera" minor."" “Conviction might have

C jeopardized the spot's hcense or, at
llam xxr

— AfeujL- mwaau, F* ** jeopardized tne spots aacciwc w,
Anna Russell, Oscar L^t resulted in an enforced tem-

ant
’ and the Gershwin Festival, boraiy ‘shuttering.’

The youth’s mother brought the

charges after a shooting affair in

'which her son was involved.
Dallas’ All-GJrl Orch

’ Dallas, April 15.

ha
Caylor arid her all-girl orch

nine 5
een ^°°ked to open at Lou-

here April 19 for one week.

jontf
ls the first hand to play the

*tot for some months.

opponents who wanted further
study of Rubinsky and the source
of .his funds used to buy Curly’s,

Rubinsky never had been arrested
on any charge and the police de
partment had given him a clean
bill of health. It was complained,

r /11 ¥ . - however, that he had failed to ap-

Riot of Color, Lights« “SnLTtTtU
By LEONARD TRAUBE tal committee hearing and hadn’t

As per tradition, Palisades (N.J.) allowed the police license inspeo
Amusement Park jumped the gun tor to check his banking activities,

in the east with an Easter Satur- as he had promised "previously to
day (12) opening that had preem do.
customers shivering in the frigid By granting Rubinsky the li-

air. Undaunted, the spot across cense, the council enabled the own-
the Hudson facing N. Y.’s 125th er of Curly’s to salvage $100,000
St blossomed in all its finery, with on the investment. After the rev-
all the major attractions open ex- .ocation of its license for liquor
cept, of course, the big swim' pool, sales after hours, the bistro was
which gets underway a week be- sold to Rubinsky for that amount,
fore Decoration Day^ but the purchase was contingent
Always in the forefront on color upon the issuance of the liquor li-

schemes and illumination,’ this cense to him, and for a time It ap
year the owners, Jack & Irving peared that the council might put
Rosenthal, have extended them- it on the open market. Such li-

selves even further in those two censes are very valuable, no more
departments. In fact, the bright of them being now available,

hues and the luxuriant lighting Before revocation of the liquor

are alone worth the 25c gate tariff, license caused Curly’s to be shut-

The freres plug the tints as “Col- tered- several weeks ago, it offered

ortones”—47 (it says) shades of shows comprising four to six acts

orchid, blue, red and green. They and had used occasional names,
could blurb 147 without anyone
being the wiser. There is hardly Separate Corp. Setup For
a dark spot in this, one of the best

J' ^ ~ , m

mazdaed parks in the u. s. soffits, 2 Texas Fair Operations
towers, riding devices and conces- Dallas, April 15.

sion stands hear bulbs installed state Fair Musicals, Inc,, a sepa-
without apparent regard for kilo- rate corporate entity, has been
watt reckoning. Even the Tunnel voted by the State Fair- of - Texas
of Love, elsewhere done along board of directors, to separate the
soft, romantic lines, is a dazzler orf summer musicals from the autumn
its frontage. fair organization for administrative
The combo of color and elec- purposes,

tricity is a tipoff to one of the big Fair prez R. L. Thornton also

payoffs at this summer playground, heads the new corporation. Other
rated in the Top Three of U. S. execs are Tom C. Gooch, first

grossers for such operations, yeepee; James H. Stewart, exec
Withal, there is nothing of- the veepee-general manager; Charles

chichi about any of the motifs, r. Meeker, Jr., veepee-managing
these being geared to a common dirctor; Fred F. Florence, treas-

denominator for mass pull. urer; S. S. Cox, secretary, and A.
Common Man’s Eye K. Hale, assistant secretary.

In feasting the common man’s SFM’s 12-Week ‘*52 season opens

eye, the Rosenthals (brother Jack june 9 with “Porgy and Bess,”

ha£ been ailing and Irving handles

theii^pace "Z* £? Diner to MCA Boston

fromThe F^cisco^o
“

licity-advertising In summer park- MusmCorp.

Albany, April! 15.

The knotty Ten EycktHatfield
aw, which requires that after July
1 aerial performers in New York
State be equipped with safety, belts

.

<or other protective devices when
working at.-t height of more than
20 feet was the subject of a three-
liour exploratory meeting here last

Wednesday (9). Participating were
officials ” of the State Board of
Standards and Appeals and repre-
sentatives of Ringling Bros.-Bai>
num Ac Bailey Circus, American
Guild of Variety Artists, the
George Hamid & Son booking
agency and the state, county and
town fairs associations.

The Board asked Information on
the present use of safety devices.

It also requested suggestions on
the practical approach to drafting

he supplementary rules which the
new statute empowers it to do.
Tentative regulations are to be
discussed at a public hearing which
the Board will hold in its New
York City Offices, 350 Fifth Ave.,
some time before May 9. While law
takes effect July 1, it is not known
whether promulgation of the rules

will be possible by that time.

Engineers of the Board and pos-
sibly Commissioner George S. Ray-
mond, who presided at the meet-
ing, will visit Madison Square Gar-
den, N, Y,j to inspect equipment
used by Ringling Bros, aerialists,

probably this week.
The bill, introduced Feb. 5,

passed in the Assembly March 4
and in the Senate March 6, and
signed by Governor Dewey March
13, attracted’ little attention in out-

door amusement circles, although
Variety carried several stories on
it. When leaders inquired, they
learned the measure had already

become law. No known objections

were raised while the proposal was
before the Legislature and the gov-

ernor.
Believed Prccedental

* New York Is believed to be the

first state enacting such a safety

law. The Board of Standards and
Appeals has written to the 48
states; the 22 replying to date said

they had no such statute.

The Board was told that “90%”
of aerialists and similar perform-
ers now use safety devices, al-

though some of these are not visi-

ble to spectators. Since the art-

ists’. lives* depend on adequate

strength arid proper functioning, it

can be assumed, the outdoor

spokesman declared, that the de-

vices are the best that can be de-

signed and constructed. Many of

(Continued on page 58)

licity

dom. Carrying out the

Sam Snyder’s Water Follies, fea-

turing Eddie Rose, will pl^Y Lhe

R P I. Field House, Troy, N. Y.,

May 7-9, for the benefit of Oriental

Temple Charity Activities, Inc.

chores Ts Bert Ne“vtas, of the pi Dick Mascott, whowUlshift to a

office bearing his tag, retained branch atl1
^ ^ ,J

11
«
U
S° will be

back in 1935, when the freres took ^er s

Muiford who^ll
over the spot after its long and er- nssrimed by Don Mullord,

ratic history Under Loew’s Nick remain bead of that office.

Schneck (with the circuit’s Charlie
,

Moskowitz the g.m. for years in the Albany ft Dmty s Reopens

regime predating the present man- Albany, April 15.

agement). Dinty’s Terrace Garden on the

It is perhaps one of the few op- Albany-Saratoga road, closed since

erations of its kind in the coun- New Year’s, reopened Saturday

try where the ownership rides tan- (12).

dem uninterruptedly with .a single

employee in building an amuse-

(Continued on page 58)

Bill consists of Coz Morley,

Peggy & Michael Amaud,* Libby

Dean and Wally Wanger Dancers,

Jersey Riviera Sure

. Jane Froman Will Open

Despite Mate’s Crash

Bill Miller, operator of the Rivi-

era, Ft. Lee, N. J., where Jane
Froman is scheduled to open Sat-

urday (19) for 16 days, declares

that ' Miss Froman will open on

schedule though George Wood, who
handles Miss Froman for the Wil-

liam Morris Agency, isn’t so sure.

Latter, ‘ however, veers toward the

belief she'll be there for the preem.

A late report said she would re-

turn to N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.)

Miss Froman failed to return

Monday (14), as scheduled, from *

quick trip to San Juan, P.R.,

where her husband, Capt. John C.

Burn, was hospitalized following

crash of a Pan-American liner in

which 52 died. He was the plane’s

commanding officer.

The San Juan district attorney

is currently conducting an investi-

gation into the crash. Miss Froman
was not permitted to see her hus-
band for several hours after ar-

rival and at one point threatened
to phone President Truman.
The ^acting of Miss Froman into

the Riviera was considered a good
booking Inasmuch as the date was
concurrent with her film biogra-

phy “With a Song in My He^irt”

at the Roxy. Pic was launched with

a tremendous publicity campaign,
and it was figured that the nitery
would benefit from. the pic’s ex-

ploitation. Additional publicity re-

sulting from the crash is also fig-

ured to help ’Mifes Froman’* take
at the Riviera.

Cafe’s regular opening will be
next Tuesday (22), but house had
been sold out for Saturday and
Sunday as prevue benefits. Phil

Foster is also on the preem bill.
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Night Club Reviews
Continued from pare W

Thn»<i!lA|ri£ljril, !!££Vftga*
more ’cohesive^e ’ ^culti:- have an
okay turn*.;.''

'

*
.

•

Jan Nelson Is- a brunets looker, a

grad from"- intime /boites ana St.

Louis light, op(era summer meshes.

Pipes are
, strong; axid; upper, regis-

ter, She scintillates from opening
“Gonna lave .’.Til I Die, l,; and
threads brightly through “Picture

in a Magazine,” . Story of singer

from Tacoma who never, gets

* column items or interviews from
Fourth Estaters. Lifts up her
bracket neatly. Excerpt from

- “Manhattan Tower” could stand
some trimming. Meets ringsiders

in circling jaunt while warbling
“Rio Rita,” returning to .centre

stance for “If X Were a Bell,” and
“I’ll See You Again” for outsize

palms.

Jean Carroll took over closing

period following the Colleanos’
comedy, acro-terp-tumbling • me-
lange to cap everything with her
terrific collection ‘Of gags, inte-

grated to insure continuous yocks
and exit ovation.
Kathryn Duffy Dansations hold

oyer the sprightly “Gandy Dancers’

Ball/’ and topical “Easter Parade.
•Johnny O’Brien better alb the time
a$ emcee • and production' chanter.

Normandie- Boys background vocal-

ly and the Al Jahns orch incapable
• during all cues and scares, wut,

« , 1--.
;

•
-1 * •

Shofaton P)iaa?<ii,Bo8it«ii
(HUB BOOM) , .

Boston, April 12.

Manny Williams, Phyliss Ponn,
Nancy MacDohald, Harry Marshard
Orch '(G); $1 cover; weekends in

Oval Room
,
$1.50. cover.

*

Appropriately, the first bill inked
for a full week at the newly, opened
Hub Room (Carl Brisson officially

preemed the spot which opened
midweek during his windup here),

is comprised 6f local acts, each .of

whom scores nicely. According to

room’s bonifaces, .policy will be to

€hex Chi
Chicago, April il»

Ole Olsen & Chic Johnson, Marty
Mayy .

*J;
V

C. 'Olsen, Leonard Sues;

Three Pitchm'en, Martha- King, Boo
fc Marion Kohyot,- Nina, Miller

Dancers' ' (11), dune Johnson,

Chickie Johnson, Johnnie Martin,

Brian Farn,on Orch (8)

;

$3.50 rami'

mum, $1 coven
"

• t I, i. M * » *

: This is as -about; as .abrupt, a
switch fqr the midwest’s No. 1

nitery that it -.could possibly make.
Harum-scarum package 1 is at com-
plete variance, with the.name pplicy

that has Identified the club in the,

past. However, it’s a welcome
change that might bring in a new
/type -of customer, those who go for

the .corny activities of the O&J
knockabouttery.

From the looks of the opening-
night crojvd, there are an abun-
dance of people who like the, antics

of swinging gorillas, midget's slid-

ing across the floor, spiders weav-
ing about, and pistols popping off

every other half minute. This is a
spot that has a dickens of a time
getting customers' to join in for a

magico Roy Benson, tapster Dor*
othy Keller, and coniic Don Cum-*
mings hit for good results.

{
Benson’s kidding of tricks, then

coming ’through with some stort-

Iprs, ha& audience with him from
outset. Best: of, lot .is Sleight work
With billiard balls. Dorothy. Kel-
ler’s vivaciousness -puts heT over,

os she legs through some cute tap*

istry. Don ’Cummings .twangs
Homey String of -jokes, » but comes
but a winner -after he swings, a
ariat in several difflcult.twirls;

Ziggy Talent takes over th.e

novelty 'bleat' .department with
“Maharajah «• of* Magador,” and
“Sam You Made the Pants Too
Long/- for above-par mittings,

. Orch resounds full during show-
backing, and lures heavy traffic

for interim dansapation. • Will.

Chicago's

NEW LAWRENCE

to^the
t

Ovai
m
Ro1)^

00
during

aC
the chorus of a song; and'to see males

week, switching activities back to
Joing^hoed^

the larger- room weekends; • P
ThlVare

.
Lineup is topped by Manny Wil- the usual blackout scenes, one

Hams, a slick magico, a fave in this right after another from the pair's
area who has formerly bypassed fues> which are broad but rib-
booking himself into local bistros, tickling. One is a real brutal swish
figuring cafegoers might be relue- scene that might be toned for the
tant- to enter into the aud^n^- earlv trade,
participation*. gimmicks

_

necessary

ever
1

' Ws
CC
flrat° Beriormance

H
u™; l

running skits and stooges are some

nulled aL doubt? that the dinem flne individual acts. Best are the

EreHnvTess exWblonittie than rom siting Miller Dancers with the

vsnSone™ S S hSTo sepia line pacing the whole show

trmble' luring stoole^onstag?
” Mixed couple have the floor rock-

trouble luring stooge, onstage.
• lng with „j Got Ehythro ', starter

He has a slick bag of tricks, an(j then come back later in the
such as tearing a dollar bill apart revue tp impress with some sock
and causing it to reappear midam- West Indian' writhings that leave
aged ?

n by a the customers limpid. Leonard
baffled ringsider; a- rope-cutting gues who does a sparkling job of
illusion and, togged as a Hindu conducting .the small eight-piece
snake charmer, he hires a phoney house band, also gets a big mitt
snake from a basket, the snake for trumpeting “Blue Skies.”
clutching in its teeth a card pre- Martha King, lusty brunet, does
viously chosen by a patron. While aimost the impossible in getting
the illusions are bafflers, guy the room back to near normalcy
builds effects with ,a neat line of midway as she belts out a brace
zany chatter for yocks down the 0f tunes, best of which is the sexy
line.

^ “Do, Do, Do What You’ve Done
Bill tees off with Phyliss Ponn, Before.” \ Three .Pitchmen also

a tall ballerina, who displays a register with their broken down
professional nifty sesh of hallet spins and steps, instruments and musical sounds,

- Avinu«« »t shtriiUn ' r««/ Gal, a looker, winds with a bal- plus a liberal dose of jokes. Bob &
hioKtf* 4o, uiiMii .

- uon*b«*eh . 1-2100 lerina's impresh of a mambo, for Marion Konyot are a welcome in-
“ neat results. Thrush Nancy Mac- terlude tp the hectic proceedings

Donald follows with songology that with some excellent aero dancings.
includes “If This Isn’t Love,” “Over -Nina, oversized prima donna, gets

the Rainbow,” “I Love to Sing” some laughs via byplay with Chic
and “Little Rock, Ark” to oke* re- Johnson.
action. . Marty May, who almost seems

Musical backgrounding is han- *° one ^uo wor^s *n

died by Marshard crew with Tom-
my Girard batoning during the
maestro’s absence. Elie,

Coming Bast Soon With
New Ground doth

JAY SEILER
13th LUCKY WEEK

CONRAD HILfON HOTEL
Chicago

Recent Appearances—>13 Weeks—
Conrad Hilton

Direction:-—.

New York Max Novell*

Chicago Sidney Page
Scotland.. Dale B. Kilt

Kddys% K. C.

several of the skits, and has a spot
of his own in which the former
juvenile gets heavy laughter with
his impressions of types of singers
Wan J. C. Olsen remains the butt
of many gags and Jean Olsen

Village Vanguard* N. Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

Max Gordon, impresario of this

Greenwich Village boite, is con-

tinuing his experiment in literary

readings with socko boxoffice re-

sults, Following the recent Chau-
tauquas in this spot by Albert Dek-i

ker and John Carradine, Canada
Lee is now purveying the same
type of program which, although
gaming popularity in the legit
field, is still a unique commodity
for a nightclub. This cafe’s clien-

tele, however, has enough of an
intelligentsia flavor to mix culture

with their cocktails.

As a reader, however, Lee Is

not particularly effective, although
he makes a ginning 'impression of

sincerity and hard effort. Except
when he’s reciting the simpler
verses of -Langston Hughes, Lee
tends to over-poetize his readings
for a sentimental effect. This is

particularly true in his recitation

of some passages from “The- Ru-
baiyat of Omar Khayyam” where
he begins each stanza with an elo-

cutionary “ah” or “oh.”
His chief item is a selection of

passages from “Othello.” It does

not come off. Lee handles the lines

with an emotionalism that muddies
the meaning of the, poetry. His
dramatization of the closing death -|

scenes was especially overdone.
Gloria Warren, Oscar Brand and

the Clarence Williams rhythm trio

are holdovers and add up to a
strong bill. Hi

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake. N.Y., April t nAmong those here who
P
are talcth

r
e drug rimifon! a£.Lake, -Otto VHayman, JesusGracia). Domingubz and ErS

CIATSE) Scott, It will take^

to
first medical clinic, report that m,
her for bi-weekly pictures Z
Visiting, • Ditto John StreeSr
DVTSE operator from Tgtic

(Pet?> Streder, N. VRKO staffer, who mastered thre^
stages of surgery, hit his first real
top iriedical report that rated him
an ambulatory patient.
Ted Brenner, N, Y, actor-direc-

tor took only three months to
beat the observation routine
Henry Evans, of Warner' Bros

personnel department in N. Y cot
his first real O.K. clinic report
upping him for bi-weekly pictures
and mild exercise.

Winnie Heagney rates a carna-
tion for 'her untiring efforts
towards the welfare of all the
trouper patients here.

Write to those who are ill

lenn.

Che* Inez, Paris
... .

Paris, April 10.

Inez Cavanaugh, “Fats” Edwards ,

Quentin Foster, Aaron Bridgers;

no cover.

THE
COLSTONS
ALWAYS WORKING

*

Now

CHEZ PAREE
Montreal
Managtintnh

Eddie Smith, H97;B'wayv Now York

Kansas City, April 11.

Kirby Stone Quintet, Herman f

r

a ^

a

in^i ^

n

6

Hyde & “Myrtle”’ Tony DiPardo
Orch (8)- $1 rover pIe wandering around thoughuren (8), cover.

actual count is only 45. Johnny
Martin, emcee, hasn’t much to do

Current fortnight has a lineup with * the show here and Brian
strong on the comedy side and Farnon gives over his baton to Sues
headed by the- versatile Kirby fQr the • conducting chores. Both
Stone fivesome in their first

vdate- entertain before and after the
in town. While the vocal-instru- rumpus. .

- : Zabe.
inental numbers are basic with the
Stone outfit, they kid and kifck

things around pretty much until it

comes out mostly laughs. Herman

EILEEN •"•CARVER
Spectacular Dance Team

Currtntly

Shamrock

Hotel

Houston, Texas

Management: M.C.At

WHEN IN BOSTON
!t's the

HOTEL AVERY
Avery A Washington Sts.

The Home of Show Folk

Flamingo* Las Vegas
Las. Vegas, April 8.

w, . j bi. Vaughn Monroe Orch (15), Roy
Henson, Don Cummings, Dorothy

signed for guffaws with the visual- Keller, Ziggy Talent, Moonmaidsprop brand of comedy which at (4) Moonmen (A)- no covcr or
least is different. BetwCn the two,

e ’

aboiife.,40 fiiinutes goe^ by most-
.

r*. *

lightheartedly to hold customer in- - ^ 0 - „ . .

terest . high all the way.
. » ^ ^ „ „ /

The Hyde stint is a storehouse Vaughn. Monroe was able to bring
of^gag props embellished by fpl- his unit for a two-frame stop-
de-rol of femme partner and his over, although opening on a Mon-
own. antics as he rubs them opt. day (7) upset traditional Flamingo

J
s ^1S dropping mustache Thursday how-ins. Tony Martin,

which keeps time to the^ guitar who filled four-day gap from Gene
strumming, a buzzing insect which Nelson’s closing until Monroe’s ar-
flutters around his fiddle, a bull rival, Will return April 21 to fill
fiddle which flaps its wings and out rest of his contract, and which
stretches its neck, a breakaway will be lure at this nitery for Vari-
blunderbuss, a harp whose femme- ety Clubs International Conyen-
figured mainmast dips to the tion, April .28 to May 1.
rhythms, and others. There s a Monroe’s ease during his song-
passel of yocks in each prop, and stints often seems too casual with
the two wind with a punch as they minus of projection evident. How-
exit, both tooting the same flute, ever, he’s built his rep on strength
The ice is well shattered when of unusual vocal timbre, and has

the Kirby Stone quintet takes over, put together a pleasant 60 minutes
and they get right in the swim which will make for solid Easter-
with “Ballin’ the Jack” favoring week draw. His baritonings include
the vocal work. “Them There “Wheel of Fortune,” “Tenderly,”
Eyes” features “Cow Eyes” Artie and one quickie dedicated to small
Engler with much ado from the fry “Apples on the Lilac Tree.”
entourage, “fi^ovie Tonight” is Saga of Monroe disk clicks cover;*
vehicle for entire crew to work out ing the past 10 years is presented
vocally and instrumentally as they with Moonmaids and Mooqmen,w -j. o "rr - J

vocal quartets, assisting on back-
grounds and special lead-ins to
“Tangerine,” “There I’ve Said It
Again,” “Let It Snow,” “Balle-
rina,” “Someday,” and “Ghost
Riders in the Sky.” For finale, he
dishes up a “Memory Lane!’ cycle
with song-groups taking musical
tour through the 1920s into cur-
rent hits.

Slotted for interim balance to
keep scales from tipping too
heavily on music side, comedy-

Chez Inez is an old Left Bank
standby. Providing an informal,
relaxed atmosphere, it garners the
American trade plus a large smat-
tering of the Gallic set looking for

good jive. Place is all Inez Cav-
anaugh’s and a reopening was
staged this week. She serves rea-

sonable meals with southern fried
chicken a specialty; drinks are rea-

sonable with beer starting at 150
fraripQ (40p )

“Fats” Edwards, with his exub-
erant, baritone renditions of old
standards is a fave here. He rocks
the house with “Barnyard Boogie,”
Knock Me A Kiss,” “All God’s

Chillun,” . etc. Then He success-
fully duos with Miss . Cavanaugh
for sock* results. Latter, in fine

mellow voice and full of sharp
gladhand* patter, runs things with
verve. She gives out on her old
staples of “Lush Life,” “Black Cof-
fee” and “Your Man Comes To
See Me.” She has a telling deliv-

ery and a fine glissando that is

right for this intimery. Aaron
Bridgers. supplies fine accomp and
fillin on the ivories, Mosk.

poke satire at Sammy Kaye and
Kay Kyser. Bit about a German
sub comes up a round of chuckles.
Then run. down a list of imper-
sonations of performers they’ve
backed on TV, with Mike Gardner
doing Count Basie, Doc Mandell
dittoing Chubby Jackson, Engler a
la Calloway, Eddie Chi-Chi Hall
doing Rose Murphy and Stone do-
ing Jol$on. Closer is to a solid
hand, and house looks good for a
fortnight of fun. Quin.

Columbia Records

KEN
GRIFFIN

Currently

THE. SHOWBOAT
Lorain* Ohio

Direction: MILO STELT
Mutual Entertainment Agency

203 N. Wabash Chicago 1 , III.
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Bagatelle* London
London, April 8.

Karen Greer; Arnold Bailey
Swingtet, Edmundo Ros Rhumba
Orch; $5 minimum.

Current act at this Mayfair
cafe is a newcomer to the cabaret
scene. Karen Greer is. a vocalist
with pretension who would obvi-

ously be more at home in light

opera or musicomedy. For -the in-

timacy of a nitery she lacks that
essential but intangible quality of

being able to project warmth. -

The gal has looks and poise and
comes on attractively gowned. Her
voice is clear, her diction excellent,

and she reaches the high notes
with comparative ease. Possibly
with more experience she’ll prbve
to be ari attractive cabaret bet,

but for the time being the act is

not strong enough to withstand the
present competitive pressure.

In an almost affected way the
chanteuse likes to show off her
operatic training, although she
tries to blend her act with a num-
ber of pop tunes. Selections from
three West End musicals, “Call

Me Madam,” “Zip Goes a Million,”
\

and “South Pacific,” together
with “Domino” and “Allentown
Jail,” provide the lighter side of

the show. Her closing number,
“One Fine Day,” from “Madam
Butterfly,” Is not the stuff to satis-

fy the late night trade. Myro.

VAGABOND CLUB, Miami

GEORGE HOPKINS
D«c. and Jan. Appearance and

B*tMrn Engagement This Summtr

HAL WINTERS
Six Months Engagement

JOSE DUVAL
Currently Appearing

Thanks, Henry Neyle

Above Artists Booked by

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
152 W. 54 St. I 800 Lincoln Rd.

New York I Mlnml Beaoh

MOMENTS OF MELODY

JON

CARLTON and KARROL
Opening April 18th

• LINN'S
Newport, Ky.

Thunk* to At I L E S I N G A 1 1

B

Grant’s Riviera
11STAURANT AND BAR

1 58 W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488

WH2HRX SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

*TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
frixet Professional

OnpliinN rrliM Aw*r4*d In IM Cbm
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By KEN GORDON

Billy Daniels, current hodiiner «t the

London Palladium, certainly gets hold of the

majority of his audience and keeps them either

silent or yelling with laughter with his first fash

then slow, then fast again routine of songs. After

every number, the applause swept down on him

as he shot back bis wide stnile. and nodded his

head in thanks. * -
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(London)

Theatre
But he listens smilingly to the

applause, which on opening
night was ]oud, long—and, In
some taeee, ecstatic.

’Sis
SUNDAY PICTORIAL

Daniels, whose
‘ft* energy is a Imeat frightening.
u. rightly had the audienee #n

J their toes
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We'll Be Seeing You After Concerts in—

PARIS, ROME, MILAN, SWITZERLAND and BRUSSELS
forsoital ¥ooageme#if:

CHAUNCEY $. OLMAN
Direction:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Publicity:

RASPUTIN
» i*
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N. J.’$ Palisades Pai
Contiuti** from y«tt W

ment vehicle to progressively suc-

cessful proportions. This is the

18th season of the pairing, which
has produce# almost like a bakery
for newsreels,. TV and the dailies

on the make for stunts and novel-
ties. Among the staples are. the

diaper derby, Beautiful Legs con-

test and Mrs. America tournament.
The Nevins office owns rights to

most of the shenanigans, although
the park is the prime channel for

virtually all the goings-on.

Among the new devices, the top-

per is a Coaster intended for kid
appeal, but actually is a middle-
ground version just as suitable for
teenagers high and low. The park
hills it “Giant Coaster” for psycho-
logical purposes, so as not "to. dis-

courage the pull from gravlty-rlde-

beht moppets. The ride was built

HENRI
FRENCH

Currently Appearing

HENRY GRADY HOTEL
Atlanta. Georgia

*

Personal Management

SAM ROBERTS
203 N. Wabash Ava., Chicaga

Direction

MCA

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
Pr««Mta

Currently
ABC THEATRE

Copenhagen, Danmark
American Bop, WM. MOBBIS AGENCY
TAVEMWAROUANI 'AGENCY, PARIS

rm
* o'* \

<v'*-

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

BATTLE OF AGES—TV
Dir.: M.C.A,

Par. Mgt. TQM SHEIL5

over the winter by veteran super-

intendent-engineer Joe McKee,

using only six men and an eco-

nomical '$20,000, Other parks gen-

erally buy these jobs from outside

manufacturers.

In its second season is the Mag-
netdrome, brought over here pice-

meal from Germany by the circus"

John Ringling North, who owns it

with the man who publishes the

Ringling-Barnum program, Harry

S. Dube. A thrill whirlery operated

via centrifugal force, It provides as

much show for spectators (with

four circular tiers, for observation)

as mickey- finn exhilaration for

participants.’ It’s a combo sadistic-

masochistic lure with all the as-

pects of a Walt Disney creation in

that the riders look as if they've

been flattened into the circular

wall. The park’s only orthodox
show is the Purtle Motodrome, a

large and attractive structure com-
plete with lions for ballyhoo and
motorcycle mounting,

Qn the gamin-appeal side, every
Saturday sees a TV name in that

trough, For the opening weekend,
it was Buster Crabbe (WQR-TV)
with space provided for the auto-

graph mob^ Coming up next two
Saturdays are WJZ-TV's Jim At-
kins (19)- and DuMont's --Captain
Video (26). For the older .gang, a

teleshow is carded for May 10
when Lucky Strike's “Hit Parade”
(NBC) will be beamed from the
park in a precedental two-way pro-
.motion,

,

Kiddie Park
Spot’s segregated kiddie park

spreads with more than a dozen
rides at a 5c. tariff for each or six
for 25c. The bargain days for the
bigger devices are Wednesday-
Thursday with a charge of 5c. up
to 7 p.m. and 10c. thereafter. A
twist in billing, from Speedway
(miniature autos) to “Hot Bods,”
gives that self-propelled ride a
new lure, but here again the draw
is as much from the big ‘youngs
sters as the little ones. *

'

In the continuing cuffo class
are the daredevil acts, dancing and
parking. The terping is in the
.semi-open Casino, where the pay-
off is from the bar. On weekend
tap was the Noro Morales orch
(vocals by Gloria Ruiz) which
doubles over into the amphitheatre.
Latter is where “Diana, G.oddess
of the Air” (Betty Rooney) does
her high rigging =act for the first

week, with the all-season follow-
ups also booked by the George
Hamid agency. The weekday orch
is Johnny Reo’s New Yorkers.
Semi-names are skedded all. sea-
son on weekends.

Scrapping of the 125th St. ferry
pre-season '51 was not the hitch
it figured to be, with bit about
15% up over ’50. For the N. Y.
pull, there are buses from the new
-terminal on the- Times Sq. fringe,
and uptown from 167th and Broad-
way. Route by auto is via the
George Washington bridge or Lin-
coln Tunnel.

Vying with the rides for the big
play are the game concessions.
Some of the buildings, especially
those for Fascination (bingo) and
coin machines, are among the
largest and best flashed in Ameri-
can parks. The eating facilities are
•first-rate in both victuals and
decor, with some stands in stain-
less steel or aluminum. The big
eatery is the Circus Restaurant,
with menu and prices that 'are
comparatively snazzy for an amuse-
ment park,

Washington Date
Ron Rawson will open his West-

hampton, L. I., Playhouse June 30
for a 10-week season. It's hoped
to • book a now-play tryout ds the
opener.

It will be the second season for
the spot.

Garland's Lfcely $228,000

Gross on 4-Week LA. Run
Loin Angeleg, April 15* -

More than $20,000 in cash sales

were made the first day of the

Los . Angeles Civic Light Opera's

window sales tickets for the Judy
Garland international variety show
opening Monday (21). .By 11 a;m.

about 1,500 people were in line.

Civic hag a totarseason subscrip-

tion of #800,000 In already.

Window sales on Miss Garland
boosted her portion of the advance
to *$180,000. She can gross $228,-

000 hi four weeks: Her deal, $32,«\.

500 against 70%, will give her
about $160,000 if capacity, .out of

which she pays the supporting

show budgeted at better than* $7>-

o6o pe^ frame* ;

TV’s New Freezem
I- Continued from page X

‘which a play will be presented for

a week’s run. It’s likely that
1

the
union head envisions similar
shows in the variety format.

TVA Strongly Opposed

Irving’s plan hit a strong reac-

tion from George Heller, Televi-

sion Authority executive secretary,

who denounced it as “irresponsi-

ble” and in contradiction to tele-

vision economics. He declared that
it would be impossible for local

sponsors to pay for big local tee-

vee shows, and since" programming
depends a great deal on sponsor-
ship, sueff plan would be doomed
at the outset.

• Heller also denounced the plan
as “demagogic” and declared that
the performer union could not leg-

islate on this , matter since televi-

sion is not in AGVA's jurisdiction.

Irving’s prospectus states that if

every one of the 2,000-odd sta-

tions soon to come has one variety
show weekly, then there would be
at least 100,000 variety shows on
teevee annually, with a minimum
of four acts per show. He pointed
out that that’s more* playing time
than in the golden days of the
vaudeville circuits. All this, he de-
clared, is contingent upon the
market not being saturated by

,

web originations.

There are still some facets of
Irving’s plan to be worked' 'Out, he
said. One problem would be web-
originated shows by performers
such as Bob Hope, Danny Thomas,
Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Durante,
Martin & Lewis, and other's. Irv-
ing envisions , more local formats
of the type of “Your Show of
Shows” (NBC). He feels that such a
plan would be beneficial to cafes
and- vauders inasmuch as top at-

tractions are bypassing these dates
in favor of tele stands.

* *

IrVlng also stated that he had
been approached to build units to
play fringe

1

areas on stations not
within 200 miles of each other, but
said this was a. problem for out-
side producers, not the union. He
declared that stations could build
up a route for such units as a
money-saving device.

According to AGVA president
Georgie Price, while the plan had
been informally discussed from
time to time, he feels that the- time
is not yet ripe to put it into mo-
tion. ,

U. 8. Highway
|

liMEWt C«ntla«*4 from vagi 55

neat now itrtin# along ,^the high-

ways. ' In Arizona, for
1

example,

many small towns With population

"001101 m low as a few hundred, and

wh[ich formerly consisted of sev-

eral western-front stores on the

town plazai now extend ax com-

munities one and two miles each
way down the highway.. *"

•

' The expansion of the auto-court,

motel, cabin and trailer camp ac-

tivity is no less than fabulous.

Amarillo, 15 years ago * modest

little panhandle city, js now* ablaze

at bight for. miles each way on

Highway with neon-lighted

storey, motels, saloons, dancehalls,

drive-in theatres and tourist-type

stores.

Since the development of what
can be described as a general trend
of various carny-pitcli lures along

the main highways Is now estab-

lished, the possibility that other

forms of amusements will invade
the auto • arteries becomes real.

Some of the new “motel cities,”

often outside of the^cjty limits, and
not subject to the same type of

policing, or taxation, may eventu-
ally become complete communities
within themselves. The possibility

of someone starting a cooch show,
or other come-on, looms more than
.likely.

Igloos, Etc.

On Highway 30 from Laramie,
Wyo., to Kimballs, Utah, and in

what is actually the top of the na-
tion—for this is the great crossing

of the continental divide-r-motel

communities exist which simulate.

(1) igloos, (2) Indian tepees, (3)

pagodas and (4) log-cabins—all

equipped with tile showers and
heating. Around Los Angeles,
famous as the city designed by. ail

Italian pastry chef, the structural
monsters along Highway . 99 and
Highway 101 veer from buildings
which resemble A-bomb shelters to
hugh neon sign eating places made
entriely of glass, completely trans-
parent front and hack. Here, of
course, a variety of the carny pitch
exists in the form of scantily clad
car-service girls and starlet-type
waitresses.

' '

And, as was to be expected, many
roadside tourist cabins now adver-
tise television!

One of the most disturbing
elements of these new motel cities

is their shallow nature. They are
merely buildings along a highway.
The motorist, stopping his car ajnd

entering the yard of the motel/
£e«sls secure and safe for the yard
is brilliantly illuminated, some-
times in five Tor Six clashing colors
from the big .signs. However, if

thd motorist walks 20 feet- back
of his cabin he may fin# himself
a' pioneer, right smack in the desert
or prairie.

t

• Even Las Vegas, Ney., Which is

famous for gambling, has become
one of the greatest motel cities in
America. The major highways en-
tering Las Vegas are strung* for
miles with every variety of sleep-
ing-deal invented, and not two of
the hundreds of motels built or
building look alike.

In Nevada, of course, every fill-

ing station is a gambling hell, and
the motorist can enjoy himself at
the one-arm bandits in the office
while getting a tank of gas. Some
of the slot machines are oh iron
stands right beside the gas pumps—you just lean out of the car to
Play.
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WlncheU. Gray’, adherents felt th*

lWtot
«» mo!

^lt’* »tm to -be determined how
the .^method of .payment will
ma#e. .Soma feel that performers
ihould get the union minimum Z
a club-date node which would be
comparatively low and still permit
a deejay to present a small num-
ber Of performer* on the

the minimum
would defeat the purpose of the
resolution, favor a performer ».

salary?
°ne'SeVenth ot h« usJal

The Gray show, which seems tobe the crux of the situation, hasbeen preparing for this eventuality
and Gray baa been attempting to
turn his stanra into a political
forum. He * had many top politicos
on his airer and he seems to be
veering away from the straight
show biz format.

NICK
LUCAS

M

,
New Appearing

PORTLAND HOME SHOW

April ISfli thru 27th

P.l. Auditorium

Weak ot April 28th

B.O.F. Club
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

BEN YOST VIKINGS
•petting

Horn# Show Apr* 19
Washington, D. C.

E

-y^r^paopya bJTliwhw

SPEC,AIL *ATE51

^ Right* in the heart of Philadelphia'*

theatrical and night club district . . .

*

excellent facilities, spacious, homey rooms.

7
John Bartram Hotel

DRQAB AN0 LOCUST STREETS

Reb«rl Paarct, fetidtnt Manager
• f W ^ I 4 b S 4 . t a

Ban Variety Acts
Continuod from- page 1

mined by the executive board. It’s

likely that there will be further

discussion at the union’s June con-
vention on this issue, and there is

some feeling that pressure might
be heavy enough to cause a recon-

sideration of this measure.
^Resolution was one of the stormi-

est in union’s recent history. Pres-

sure is believed to have originated
witlrffcafe owners who feel that the
late d,eejay sessions at which come-
dians and other performers appear
for free

.

are diverting patronage
from their spots which are paying
performers. Subsequently, a war
between syndicated columnists
brought the issue to a climax.' The
Barry Gray show over WMCA,
N.Y., gave time to Ed Sullivan for
two blistering atta.cld^li .Walter

COMEDY MATERIAL
ft AM IroacibM 7hnatrlealt

GLASON'f FUN-MASTER
THff ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAG FILM

(Th* S«rvlM of th» *t«r»)
fc If ISCU1S Ilf
F Irtf 11 File* IT.*!. All if
Singly: fl.lf •«* IK SRQUBNCK Only

<G—Inning with M». 1—Ho fklpplnfl)

• 1 IkA FARODIM per book *1# •
• MINSTR1L RUDGIT JM •

• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ee. bk. »M •

HOW TO MASTIR THB CIRIMONIM
. (rtliiu*)* I1.M

GIAHT CLASSIFIKD 1HCYCLOFEDIA
OF GAGI, »3M. Worth ovor a thousand

HO C.O.D.'f

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St., Now York 1 f Dept. V

circle 7-nil

JAY MARSHALL
It'* alway*

slow

'before Xmas

Management:

MARK LEDDY

Laurence
THEATRICAL PHOTOGRAPHER

1I1E. Oak St. Ml 2-7931

Chicago, III*

YOUR CHANCE
In TV and VODVIL Is a* io#d *s anybody ‘

if you h«v« th« right goods. To get t

MOST of tha BEST tamedy material lor vie

LEAST money, be sure to send for a copy o>

COMEDY ROUTINES and BU RLESQU E—JJ*

A. GUX VISK
Writing Enterprises

12 Liberty Street Troy, N. T*
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. Las Vegas, April 15. • 4
* New competition may kill off a

local • agreement .
to end talent

raiding almost •.'before, it gets

started.

• Five big-Strip hotels entered, in-

to the “gentlemen's agreement" in

the hope it would help curb sky-

rocketing talent costs in Las Vegas,

biggest single user of talent in 'the

country on a year-round basis.

Scheme hinged on promises not to

book talent which had playefl oth-

er spots within the preceding 18

months. .

Almost as soon as it was made,
however, the five big hotels were

faced with a threat of competition

for semi-name talent from the

downtown El Cortez Hotel. And by
Labor Day, there’ll be competition

on the Strip itself with the open-

ing of thfe new Sahari Hotel.
‘

Some three years ago the hotels

(there were ‘

. only four then)

launched a plan, to limit talent

prices tp $12J50Q. That .arrange-

ment lasted only about three

months.

Agreement *not to raid is rem-
iniscent of the abortive schemes
cooked up by vaude circuits in by-
gone years to ' keep talent costs

from skyrocketing through; fren-

zied competitive^
.
bidding. None

ever lasted lofag.

Camden* Cafe, Held Up
Philadelphia, April 15.

Bandits again struck at an out-

lying cafe for the second straight

weekend. Three men held up the

Sky Lounge, at Central Airport,

Camden, early Saturday . morning
(12) and escaped with • $1,600 in

Cash and jewels taken from. 21 per-
sons after a gun battle with the"

police.
1

One of the thugs, captured in

the fight, v was allegedly identified

by victims of the Chimney House
holdup of'the ’previous week.

• . > * .

in
. *

Show Biz Means Tourist Biz
Dublin, April 8.

Many potential tourists ask what
is playing in Dublin theatres be-

fore visiting here, according to

officials of Irish Tourist Assn.,
which has been examining ques-
tions asked at their overseas offices

by potential tourists.

Primary interest for most>tour-
ists is the Abbey Theatre, but an
increasing number want to. know
what is doing at other amusement
spots. Managers are now being
asked to keep the association in-

formed of major attractions. As
hypo to early season tourist biz,

the Dublin Corp. is planning a Fes-
tival of Dublin in March, next year,
and is shopping for an organizer.

So far nobody in show biz has been
asked for advice.

ST. P. FLAME FLARES

AS MAYORALTY ISSUE
Minneapolis, April 15.

The St. Paul Flame, the city’s

oiil£ nitery that plays occasional

semi-names, has become an issue

iu the St. Paul mayoralty cam-
paign.

John E. Daubney, one of the two
candidates; in radio talks is as-

sailing his opponent, the present
mayor, and other council members
for "failure" to close the Flame
"despite its conviction for the sale

of liquor to minors."

The judge who found the estab-

lishment guilty castigated the man-
agement and urged city officials

to revoke' the license instead of

shuttering it temporarily, the usual
punishment. The management,
however, is appealing the verdict

and the council voted to await the

result of the appeal before taking
the more drastic action.

HEME PAYS TEXAS \

OF STATE TAX TOTAL
Austin, Tex., April 15.

Sonja Henie’s show has helped

keep the Texas treasury skating
oh thin

.
ice without breaking

through into a general fund deficit.

The icer Came to the state’s rescue
to the extent of $40,963 in admis-
sion taxes for two weeks each in
Dallas, San Antonio and Houston.

The sum 'amounted to almost
one-fourth the total of admission
taxes collected by the state from
all sources throughout the past fis-

cal year.

Most admissions are tax exempt.
The state levy Applies to shows,
circuses, dances and motion pic-

tures whose charge is more than
51c after the Federal tax is de-
ducted.

*

What Prevails, on Inside

Takes 2d Place as Mpls.

Tensor’ Cleanses Blowups
Minneapolis, April 15.

Police department morals squad

head here has clamped down on

photo blowups of scantily clad ex-

otic dancers exposed to public gaze.

In a new kind of "censorship,” he

has decreed that photos, used in

windows facing the street or on
the outside of niteries must not
reveal the femmes in a more or
less uncovered state.

r

First to feel the heat was Vic’s
nitery, which had largo blowups of
Tanya, exotic dancer, in provoca-
tive poses for sidewalk passersby
to feast on.

Now, if the promenaders want
to see what Tanya looks like sans
most of conventional apparel, they
will have to visit the establishment.

Vic’s didn’t contest the police
order directed at what" it consid-
ered a customer lure. The new
Tanya blowups show her fully cov-
ered. There is, however, a very
low neckline. In view of what goes
on in TV, the morals squad head
felt he could not get away from
that slight concession.

AGVA Pacts Cole Circus
Chicago, April 15.

Cole Bros, Circus, which opens
here Saturday (19), will work under
a pact of the American Guild of

Variety Artists and with the con-
troversial insurance clause inserted.

Ed Shipley, of AGVA’s outdoor
department’, comes into Chi ' this

week to sign the official papers
with Circus officials.

i

AGVA SETS BACK M&L -

1G FOR MIAMI CUFFO
Miami, April 15,

Local executive board of Ameri-

can Guild of Variety Artists levied

a fine of $1,000 this week against

Dean Martin & J^rry Lewis for a

cuffp appearance at the Vagabonds

Club last November,

Board had previously wired the
comedy team, inviting them or a

representative to appear at a hear-
ing. Attorney for Martin & Lewis
asked for a postponement until

after February. Fine was assessed
after the Board did not hear any
further from -the duo.

Recently, the Latin Quarter’s

Lou Walters protested fines

against Ben Blue, . Sid Slate, and
Blackburn Twins & Pam Cavan for
their turns at a closing party of

his Palm Island spot. Understood,
however, that he guaranteed pay-
ment of 'assessments before the
acts went on. Harry Richman, at

same affair,; took a bow, ' but de-
clined any performance, pointing
out AGVA rules.

Casino de Paris Corp. chartered

to conduct a cabaret,, theatrical and
restaurant business in New York.

Capital stock is 200 shares, no par
value.

Indie agents are now looking
around for new fields to replace
the void left by disappearance uf
many theatres -and the shrinkage
•of nitery circuits. Some of the
fields now being cased include, for
example, children’s camps. Sev-
eral agencies are now packaging
juve shows, such as puppet and
magic layouts for work on the
kindergarten wheel. Some will
attempt to break into grammar
school bookings in the fall.

Other fields now being tapped
are women’s clubs and “the private
fraternal organizations which have
regular entertainments. In the
latter field, the Elks and Moose
have been excellent buyers and
several agents have been doing
okay on these

t

stands. In fact,
there are circuits of these clubs
which mushroom periodically in
western. Pennsylvania and Ohio,
This form Of pionering has already
paid off for many agents.

>

To get in on the offbeat opera-
tions, several date-diggers have
found that they’ve had to take on
new types of acts. For example,
the Herman Fialkbif agency has
taken on opera companies which
have been sold to arenas and audi^
torlums on percentage deals. Fial-
koff for many years has conduct-
ed a lecture bureau in addition to
the regular percentery. He’s also
been repping . legit companies for
film houses and camps.

Current situation recalls the
time when the various vaude

: agents had to go into the cafe field
in order to meet expenses. Today
expansion in every direction is in-
dicated.

Knight's Religioso B.'O.
The religious circuit is, contin-

uing to pay off for Marie Knight.
Singer is currently on a 61-date
tour in and around the south and
southwest. Grosses are reported
hefty.

'

Taps Agency is booking he? In
auditoriums, ball parks and
churches in areas where Negro
populations predominate.

ARTIE DANN
The Clown Prince of Comedy

RECENT APPEARANCES
Television

THIS IS SHOW BUSINESS
TOAST OF THE TOWN
KATE SMITH SHOW
CAVALCADE OF STARS
COLGATE COMEDY HOUR
SUSPENSE
MIKE AND BUFF SHOW

Theatres

CAPITOL, New York
STRAND, Now York
ORIENTAL. Chicago
CAPITOL, Washington, D. C.

MASTBAUM, Philadelphia

SEVILLE, Montreal
CASINO, Toronto

Cafes and Hotels

CHEZ PAREE, Montreal
TOWN CASINO, Buffalo

CLOVER CLUB, Miami
LATIN QUARTER, Boston

BRADFORD HOTEL, Boston

CAROUSEL, Pittsburgh

TRITON HOTEL* Rochester

Cincinnati-Past, March 16, '52

“In the entertainment world these days the

greatest scarcity exists, we are told, In the

field of comedians. New material is stolen

so fast right and left that it fakes a pretty

resourceful fellow to keep ahead of the times

in this respect.

"W* saw just such a performer the other

evening at the swank Beverly Hills Country

Club, Newport, Ky„ in the person of ARTIE

DANN —> who headlines the bill there this

week and next.

f

“Artie has good material but better than

that, he has a flexible personality that makes

the fun appear as if it were ad lib and

much of if is, since the successful comedian

must suit his stuff to the temper of hiiilchang-

ing audience. He uses a warm, gttiet ap-

proach, with no smart-aleck stuff —- that

builds to solid yocks before his 35-minute

stint Is over."—-E.B.O.
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By ABEL GREEN
Betty Hutton is the oonvlncer on

the future of the Palace. It has to

be a Judy . Garland, a Betty Hut*
ton, or a headliner of the po-

tency of a Jimmy Durante, Danny
Kaye, Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny
and the' like. There's no in-between
seemingly. The management has
tried twice and been found want-
ing each time with something less

than standout.

At a $3.60 an(| $4.80 scale, It

goes without saying that the per-
formance must be exceptionally
top-drawer. This was true with
Miss Garland, whose 19-week run
Is now a Palace milestone, and Miss
Hutton proved it again when she
debuted for her limited, four-week
engagement Easter Saturday. It

is evident that Laurltz Melchior or
Olson & Johnson, or any of', the
other layouts, must suffer by com-
parison.

It is evident that RKO Theatres
prexy Sol A. Schwartz has cut a
most difficult pattern for the Palace
in that the customers will not sup-
port the stopgap shows. It's a
tough order, because there -just

aren't enough of the right kind of
headliners around,, and since the
big name must carry the load it

automatically puts u brake on such
nifty vaude entries as Jean Car-
roll, Jackie Miles and the like.

They’ll click and prove pleasant
surprises only when the No. 1 mar-
quee name pulls,'em in.

This sort of showmanship is too
much on the banknite side to make
for a sustained policy. The Palace
might even prove lucky and snag a
surprise name at short coin, as is

currently the case with Johnnie
Ray at the Copa, but that's a ope-
every-three-seasons type of a deal.
More specifically, in relation to

Miss Hutton’s Broadway bow, every
element figures in favor of the
bOxoffice. She's a fresh face, in
person; she, has not been TY'd all

over the map; she’s an atomic
songstress whose bounce, in per-
son, is even more effective than in
pix; she rolls into the Palace on
the swell of an 11-week run
In “The Greatest Show On Earth”
at. Radio City Music Hall; she
comes to Broadway from a break-in
in Korea; and what’s more, she
comes to Broadway loaded with
every attribute that makes for the
heights — personality and per-
formance.
Even ‘ taking the parlay of all

these values for granted, Miss Hut-
ton’s canny showmanship, staged
by her new groom, Charles O’Cur-
ran, just about does right by every-*
body and everything closely
identified with her. She's a living
trailer for the DeMille .picture,
with that trapeze specialty, finale.
The solid substance of her Blossom
Seeley reportoire becomes, in ef-
fect, a trailer for her upcoming
“Somebody Loves Me”, biopic of
the Seeley-Benny Fields saga. In
between she recalls playing Billy'

Rose’s Casa 'Manana in Broadway
in the late ’30s, (on the heels of
her band-slpglng with Vincent
Lopez), and sentimentally salutes
Buddy DeSylva, “who gave me my
first great opportunity in ’Panama
Hattie’ and later at Paramount
(when the late showman headed
production there).” An impres-
sive medley by that versatile sorig-
smith-impresario marks her curtsy
to DeSylva.
For almost an hour Miss Hutton

holds the Palace stage, comprising
the entire second half, a la Miss
Garland, and unreel^ a tour-de-
force of song-and-dance, bounce
and clowning that lifts the rafters.
She goes from Merman to Seeley,
from legit and filmusical medleys
to the Charleston nonsense and
trapeze specialties with equal fa-
cility. She is the consummate pos-
sessor of every show biz faculty
extant.

From the opener, Miss
reminds of the Pepsi-Cola
she certainly has more be
the ounce than any star
She also has the most voli
volatile style of project
fear of the upper-shelf ct
not digging her lyrics. Shi
could dispense with the r
Comedienne works thr

y-ith The Skylarks (three t
two gir.s' who deuce an
solid chore on their own
forepart, ''^xed ouintet
turned with Miss Hutto
Koroa

» l«nder USO-Camp

auspices, and seemingly the fox-
hole circuit was a great conditioner
for the teaming. They’re excellent

foils throughout, hut the star of

course dominates all the way.
Forepart unspools in great style

with, the Dassie Bros. (!!!) register-

ing with their acro-comedy and
The Skylarks with their own slick

arrangements in the 1-2 spots.

Borrah Minevitch’s Harmonica
Rascals repeat the standard stand-
out Impression here as they have
in such diverse spots as Las Vegas,
the London Palladium or on the
Continent Their music and the
antics of top comic Johnny Puleo
are understandable in any lan-
guage and under any auspices.
It’s the kind of act that can play
anywhere and click anywhere.
Andre, Andree A Bonnie, a

quartet with a trio billing, are also
standard with their dancing man-
nequin style. Herb Shriner closes
the first half to a solid hit. Bis
Hoosier humor and droll delivery
conjure up the Will Rogers anal-
ogy,. but his folksy style is unique
unto itself. In actuality he is by
no means as topical as was Rogers
which makes it conjecturable,
whether he should not refurbish
,hi$ stuff more in keeping* yvith the
headlines.
For Miss Hutton’s second half

the credits include production and
staging- by Charles O’Curran; a
costume credit to Edith Head,
Par’s couturier; special song ma-
terial ‘ by Jay Livingston and Ray
Evans; and Dudley Brooks, her
special pianist-arranger who offi-

ciates in the pit with Joe Lom-
bardi's trench unionists who do an
excellent show accomp.

Paramount, IV. Y*
Fran Warren, * Billy Eckstine,

Bobby Sargent, June Sc Martin
Barrett, Will Bradley Orch (20);
“Bend of the Riuer” (17), reviewed
in Variety Jan. 23, '52.

In common with the situation a
most Broadway firstrpns durini
Holy .Week, biz was only fair a
the Paramount following the preen
of its new stage layout Wednesday
(9). Session, topped by Fran War
ren and Billy Eckstine, has a ful
quota of entertainment values bu
it obviously won’t reach its full po
tential until after Easter Sunday.

Eckstine has a following amonf
the bobbysoxers and with school
closed the kids are bound to clicl
the Par wicket merrily. Songster
who s spotted finale, is onstage al
most 20 minutes to dish out sucl
faves as ‘/Everything I Have Ii

Yours (his opener) to a couph
bars of “I’ll See You in M]
Dreams” (his closer).

“Everything I Have” proves j

good vocalistic warmup for Eck
stine who moves into the slow bal
lad, ‘Weaver of Dreams,” then th<
tongo, “Jalousie.” Latter excel
lently illustrates the scope of hi;
voice. Also does “Hold Me Close t<
You, a fairish ditty from his up
coining Metro release, “Skirt!
Ahoy.” He handles his repertoir<
in- a^showmanly and melodic man
ner that reaps maximum audienc*
returns

Miss. Warren, fetchingly clad in
a van-colored gown, gets her pip-
ing stint off to a brigk start with
tl

J
e
,i
lve

-r

1y "Zing Went the Strings
of My Heart.” ‘ Willowy recording
star clicks with “Hear a Rhapsody”
and “Blacksmith Blues.” But with
.
Sunday Kind of Love,” which she

introes as her personal fave, the
thrush tries so hard to give the
“*ne a dramatic interpretation
that she almost loses the melody.
Comedy slot is capably held

d o w n by Bobby Sargent. Lad.
who s been around for a number
of years, comes up with good ma-
ternal and an improved sense, of
timing. -His impressions are well
executed, particularly a lampoon
of a nitery proprietor. Bows off to
a warm reception. . ..

Will Bradley orch tees off the
show ‘With an instrumental num-
ber, and for the balance of- the lay-
out provides topflight hacking. His
is a big combo with five reed, six
brass and nine rhythm. String sec-
tion, which includes five violins,
gives a nice balance to the unit
as a whole.
Sandwiched in the 50-minute

show is the youthful dance duo of
June & Martin Barrett. Pair con-
trib some standard steps, then un-
cork some challenge routines. Gal’s
terpsichorean tour-deforce is a
rapid spin while her partner dis-
plays a similar feat. They supply
an okay change of pace to the
other turns. Gilb.

PallaiUut*
London, April 0.

Jo Stafford, Pat Henning, Ron*
Sc La, Pierre, Lonite'i Dogs and
Pony, Salici Puppets,

Peter Sellers,

The Five Talos, Pauline Grant
Ballet with Gillian Lynne, Palla-

dium Tiller Girl* (16), Woolf
Phillips Skyrockets Orch

.

Yet another American headliner
has conquered the Palladium. Jo
Stafford in her debut at this fa-

mous London theatre was ac-

claimed fA>m the start, and as her
act developed she received an ova-
tion which mounted with each
number. Finally, she was forced
to beg off with the audience
clamoring for more and more. She
held the stage for a solid 40 min-
utes and could have done consid-
erably more. .

Her reception was in the best
Palladium tradition and under-
lined the reputation that she had
been developing over ‘the years
through recordings. The hep audi-
ence knew what they wanted —
and got it In full measure. With-
out any tricks and in A fine clear
voice, Miss Stafford went smartly
through her 11-number routine,
teeing off with a charming inter-

pretation of “The Best Things in

Life are Free.” In good emotional
style she followed with “With
These Hands” and then came a
sparkling and lively rendition of

“Round the Corner.” Other hit

tunes in the show were “Shrimp
Boats,” “Embraceable You,” and a
comedy version of “Temptation”]
in which the- house orch cooper-
ated in great fashion.

j

Another American to make a
clicko hit in the bill was comedian
Pat Henning whose laugh-loaded
impressions kept the customers
rolling. Act was a model- of timing,
abounding in wit, humor and
originality. His takeoff' on Holly-
wood films and stars made a socko
impact.
Third U. S. act in the program

was Ross Sc La Pierre, who are al-

ready faves here. Former’s musi-
cal impressions and latter’s vocals
combined to make this a hit addi-
tion to the bill. Ross’ line by line
performance with one of the orch’s
trumpeters provided a solid clos-
ing to the act. -

Following the usual pattern, the
Palladium Tiller Girls open the
show. Current routine,

- devised by
Barbara Altken, is of average qual-
ity. Louise with her Dogs and Pony
fill the No. 2 spot with an act which
naturally endears itself to British
audiences. High spot is provided by
the two canine members of the
t^am forcing

-

each other to take
rides on the pony’s back.
The Salici Puppets, who played

this theatre a year ago, again reg-
ister in hefty style with a presen-
tation of exceptional manipulative
skill. The puppets dance, do acro-
batics, play ‘ the • piano, and one
even lights and smokes a cigaret.
Peter Sellers, one of Britain’s

best impressionists, has modified
his act substantially since last seen
in town. It is not, j however, a
.change for the better. His takeoffs
remain j£ood but the material is

too thin. The Five Talos, who fol-

low, are a first-class bunch of
comedy acrobats whose skill is

matched by their humor. Their
impression of an aero team of 50
years ago Is crammed with laugh-
provoking situations. .The current
ballet excerpt is a repeat of “Mis-
chief in the Wind” which marked
the inauguration of the policy in
the last bill. It is an attractive
routine and bolds up effectively.

Myro.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, April 12.

Johnny Johnston, Frank Mar-
lowe, Ann Russell, Cathalas Trio,
Sam Jack Kaufman House Orch

;

“Battle at Apache Pass

”

(Lr
).

Capitol bill this week finishes
strongly after a weak first half.
Johnny Johnston, in the star spot,
lives up to his billing, with a com-
bination of song, patter, and kid-
ding with a couple of teenage girls
coaxed up from the audience. The
act is clean, fast and well appre-
ciated. •

Basically a. singer, Johnston gives
out strongly with “Johnny One
Note,” “Domino,” “Vanity,” “Too
Young” and finally a Jerome Kern
medley which he handled only
moderately well at show caught.
However, he is stepping out more
and more as . an Intimate enter-
tainer who gets across the foot-
lights to the crowd.
He wanders around the stage

with a roving mike and then comes
offstage and to the front of the
orch pit to coax a couple of girls
up on the stage. Audience enjoyed
this portion of the act most. Act
seems warmer than at Johnston’s
lact appearance here about two
years ago. More of a production
pitch is given by the full house
orch working on stage with John-
ston and the other acts.
vrank Marlowe be’o.igs to the

school of comedians whose slogan

ft A>rU 16. I95j
:I« “knock yourielf out But *ukt
’em laugh. Tho •Omit 4om both
to the satisfaction of tha customers
'who enjoy his fails. ftnltatlons and
fast line of patter, Marlowe’s act
never has a letdown and keeps the
locals in .a state of high good
humor,
Ann Russell also ddfes comic,

imitations. She offers a selection
including Gloria Styanion, Bette
Davis, Sophie Tucker, Louella Par-*
sons, Mae West and a group of gal
singers with bands. The idea is
somewhat better than the execu-
tion and Miss Russell’s renditions
suffer by comparison with the more
hilarious imitations of Marlowe,
The Cathalas Trio, bill opener,

offers two men and a gal as acros
and jugglers. Act has a couple of
well applauded and difficult tricks,

but never gets up enough pace and
fails to build. properly to its finale,

in which one man somersaults from
a ladder perched atop his partner’s
shoulders, down to another's shoul-
ders as the ladder is yanked out
and tossed away. Lowe,

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, April . 3.

Macdonald Sc Graham, Two
Angelos, Richman Sc Jackson, Eddie
Gordon, Lowe A Ladd, Musical
Elliotts (3), Evie Sc Joe Slack,
George Sc Bert Bernard, assisted
by George Pierce: Bill Matthew
Orch.

*

George Sc Bert Bernard can cer-
tainly not claim that their w.k.
miming act is new to audiences
here. They’ve been around at this
vaudery so often that one might
excuse audiences for tiring of the
American duo. But not a bit of It.

Still putting as much energy into
their fooling, the couple register
solidly and gain many bellylaffs.
With George Pierce operating

the disks in the .wings, the Ber-
nards -again click big with their
takeoff on' the Andrews Sisters.
Bert’s “Figaro” is also oke. They
close with reference to their recent
Hollywood filming stint in “Gobs
and Gals” and several n.s.g. im-
personations of film excerpts. For-
tunately, duo close by bringing on-
the off-stage Pierce and gagging
with him to big yocks.' Tighter
finish is Indicated.

Rest of this vaude bill is better
than average, • though lacking in
star names. Moderately entertain-
ing acts in music, acrobatics and
comedy maintain the interest.

Registering to most solid effect
are the Musical Elliotts, consisting
of father, mother and daughter. In
which much of the comedy is
created rby imperious- manner of
frozen-faced wife to her Instru-
ment-tooting husband.

• The Elliotts make much play of
instruments, but sock effect is

gained by the naive clowning of
Tommy Elliott, a natural musical
buffoon. Act exists to solid applause
before the interval.
Another clown act is the silent

humor of Eddie Gordon, small-
sized performer dressed in outsize
suit and handling a comedy bicycle
in .enthusiastic style. He’s aided by
a tall brunet who’s a looker and
who merely walks on in support.
Lowe Sc Ladd, a young duo, have

a better second-half spot than their
first-half “Men at Work” act, which
is corny. Richman Sc Jackson, guy
and gal comics, show much breezi-
ness, and the contortions of slick
acrobatic team Evie Sc Joe Slack
create many laffs. A fast-dancing
duo, Macdonald & Graham, belie
their years with an original man-
about-town and cloakroom-girl
dancing act, and bill is completed
by aerialists, the Two Angelos. Bill
Matthew’s baton-wielding keeps
the continuity well. Gord.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, April 12.'

Gil Lamb, Mack Triplets, Barr
8s Estes, Folie Miller, The Routons,

Les Rhode House Orch; “Lady
Possessed” (Rep).

Unbalanced 1 layout here marks
closing down of live shows in this
lone south Florida showcase for
vaude; due (according to manage-
ment) to difficulty in booking acts
at the budget marked. Current
.setup well illustrates that.

Three terp acts make for too
much of the hoofery, especially-

when there are two that feature
comedy angled work. Topliner Gil
Lamb does okay with his stint. The
loose limbed, comedy-minded vet
works in song and dance biz on the
eccentric style. Same goes for Barr
& Estes with their approach to the
giggle-content of the aud, in same
vein at times as Lamb’s.
Mack Triplets add up as the best

bet for mitt reaction on the bill.
Routine through average harmonics
to a solid calypsung “But, But, But”
for the palm-rouser.

Native lass Folie Miller gets by
with her heel and toe work,
plussed by,some song. The Rou-
tons and their adeptly trained
canines set well. Les Rhode and
house orch play the backgrounds
in farewell fashion. Lary.

- ,CM

Boo Hopkins, Bob ^ - ™ i(

Barney Ksss
J

Ixmii Basil i

York1
* (M-d)

*

Thl« ont-WMlcw i,iis h „
ple«tot category, *nd wlth
heidlln, value of Bob Crosby ,ni

*»**• * shouVd,
ditto pusinegg.

Harold Barnes Is a good startln*
Act with the tight wire artist get*
ting gome gulps and applause for
hig one-leg drops and rope skip*
ping. He comes as close as one
can to doing some ballet steps on
the thread, but it's his somersaults
that have the seatholders holdina
their breath.

8

Grace & Nicco have a brawl onthe stage, pummeling each other asthey dance; Redhaired femme
really drags the male, slaps him
around to a fare-thee-wellT Duo
have a hoke East Indian second
piece with imitation camel walk-
off.

Bob 'Hopkins gets off a few
quickies, some good and some
weak, before going into his im-
Pressions best of which are Rob-
ert Mitchum and Red Skelton. He
goes into his now ’standard and
still strong “Holiday For' Strings”
laughing bit by depicting the vari-
ous other chucklers.

Bob Crosby, backed by Monte
Corb, bass player, and Barney Ke$-
sel, guitarist, both from his radio
program, has revamped his act,
making it much stronger with the
two sidemen. He’s got a bouncy
beginning with “Goody, Goody,”
and as a tribute to Eddie Fisher
kicks around “Anytime."

Maestro, who has just signed
with Jack Bemiy for radio and TV
this fall, earns real yocks with
some jokes about Benny’s frugality.
“Tell Me Why” is followed by side-
men kidding around on “Dipsy
Doodle.” Crosby comes back to his
singing chores with a natural,
‘ Kathie,” but negates most of his
efforts by his old and overdone
“Let’s Make Comparisons,” a
heckling session about brother
Bing. Louis Basil orch does its

usual' competent job. Zabe.
/

Apollo, JV. Y.
Arnett Cobb Orch (13), Harold

King, Jimmie McPhail, Bill Davis
Trio, Dusty Fletcher Sc Co. (3).
Dinah Washington; “Secrets of
Monte Carlo” (Rep).

With Dinah Washington and the

Arnett Cobb, orch headlining,

Apollo’s holiday bill is geared for

big returns. Hoyse was packed

opening night (11), supplying the

topliners as well as the supporting

turns with solid mitt encourage-

ment. -
*“

Pace for the highpowered mu-
sical lineup is set by Cobb’s crew
with a driving rendition of “Ar-
nett’s Boogie.” It’s the only chance
the full band (three rhythm, five

brass, five reed) has to get going
and the sidemen make the most ot

it. Big orch is relegated to a
showbacking job for the rest of

the show which it handles ade-
quately. Cobb, however, gets

plenty of chance to show off his

torrid tenor sax licks with his

small combo. Group is comprised
of three rhythm, two brass and
another reed. Cobb projects lots

of excitement on such numbers as

“Jumpin’ the Blues,” “Cocktails
for Two” and “Operation.”

Dinah Washington wraps up in

the closing nidhe. -Warbler is a

fave here and sustains rep with a

top songalog. She drives hard on
“Tell Me Why,” “Cold Cold Heart,”

“Trouble In Mind” and “Wheel of

Fortune.” Closes big with “Blow
Top Blues” and has to beg off. Her
hard hitting song styling keeps
house rocking throughout the set.

Harold King, in the opening
slot, displays more of his taps on
roller skates for good results. Al-

though he’s been viewed here fre-

quently, aud doesn’t seem to tire

of his roller wizardry. Hes
especially

.
effective iff daredevil

finale which has him roller-tap-

ping blindfolded on t°P of a tab1?*
Vocalist Jimmie McPhail, who s

spotted second, is reviewed under
New Acts.

_

Bill Davis Trio dishes out an in-

teresting musical sound in its

frenetic set. Combo is comprised
of Davis at the organ, Bill Jen-

nings, guitar, and Chris Columbus,
drums. Workover of “Piccadilly

Circus.” “Dark Eyes” and “Make
No Mistake” makes for standout

listening. Dusty Fletcher and guy

and gal aides fill the bill’s comedy
spot for only fair results. Black-

out sketch is overlong with punen

coming about six .minutes before

they get off. • Gros.
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Phil Spitdlny fc All’Girl “Hour
riCharrii” .

with •
,

Evelyn, k Her

$agic Violin (28),

Prior to an immediate four

,Jpks’ stint at the Edgewater Ho-

fei
Chicago, Ml Spitalny is

breaking in a now routine at the

rnsino here, but his . standard

brand of entertainment is still in-

s New to the 28-girl troupe for

the Toronto break-in is Rose-Marie,.

qnanish-Italian contralto, heard by
maestro in the finhl exams at

the Juilliard School of Music, N. Y.,

and immediately signed.

The newcomer is a tall and strik-

ing brunet of patrician features,

Ulus that costume buildup that is

the Spitalny. trademark. In a gor-

geous blue-pleated gown, complete

with glittering comb and mantilla,

the

1

girl opens with a “Spanish

Fantasy” medley, then into ‘‘Sor-

rento” and a smash “Clayelitos”

finish With her looks and virtu-

osity it is'doubtful if Spitalny can

hold her long.

But apart from his. all-girl band
and choral groupings, it is Evelyn

and Her Magic Violin that the cus-

tomers presumably have paid for.

In a beautiful pink gown, she

glides on for . “You and the Night

and' the Music,” complete with

terrific double-stopping; her own
arrangement of “Cry,” and a beg-

off response to her “Hot Canary,”
backed by the band’s string sec-

tion.
, . ,, 4._

Throughout, from the “Dance of

the Comedians” opening, with the

girls triple-tiered in full stage,

Spitalny is a kindly but disciplinary

conductor who gets the effects he
wants; this reflected in the on-,

stage happiness of 4he girls in his

band and choral group. On solo

stepouts, the girls in the
1

back-
ground seem honestly and enthu-
siastically interested in their col-

leagues’ efforts."

With his all-femme orch. and
choral group, Spitalny continues to

display the showmanship that has
made him a top name in the busi-

ness for the past couple of decades.
He is generous to his soloists and
stands aside while they do their
trumpet, drums or piccolo special-

ties. Outstanding is “Ghost Riders
in the Sky,” with choir and orch,
but this is topped by the rousing
flag-waving finale, “God Bless the
United Nations,” written by Phil
Spitalny. McStay. •

.! « *
„

Palomai+9 Seattle
Seattle, April 9.

Ching, George Thomas, Ford &
Harris, Andrews listers ( 3 ) ,

Ray
Watkins House Orch (8), “The
First Time” (Col).

deals with film companies and
doesn’t know their attitude toward
liim. Also, he doesn’t know if any
other newspapers reproduced the
Reporter’s report.

Reporter in its issue yesterday
carried, in effect, another retrac-
tion. It reproduced on page one a
letter sent by Kanin to W. R. Wil-
kerson, the daily’s publisher, in
which Kanin emphatically denies
ever having been a member of, or
in sympathy with, the Commie
Party.
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UPT Not Sour
Continued from page 3

still consider that the new medium
holds promise of lucrative added
income for theatres.

Big-screen programming plans,
meanwhile, are still progressing
slowly. While various theatre TV
entrepreneurs have several deals in-
the works for both sports events
and live' .entertainment

.
shows,

they’re still running into snags on
clearance of rights and union nego-
tiations. Big-screeiuexecs attribute
these . factors to the growing pains
confronted by any new industry,
and claim that it’s only a matter
of time until they work themselves
out.

The Andrews Sisters work all

through this 60-minute bill,, sock-
ing over songs, patter and humor
for tremendous response. Support-
ing acts measure up to hit boffo
rating all around.
Andrews open with “Pennsyl-

vania Polka” and “Bel Mir Bist du
Schoen” to get things rolling, and
Patty brings on magician- Ching.
Young Oriental has excellent rep-
ertoire Of card tricks ,and sells
them effectively, winding up rou-
tine with floating silver hall and
Jolly Roger flag for a good mitt.
Patty back on to intro George

Thomas, who scores with imper-
sonations of James Stewart, Ron-
ald Colman and Dan Duryea. He
goes on to Peter Lorre, Sidney
Greenstreet^ and others. Material
is on the blue side, but he sells it
for a big score. Takeoffs on Cary
Grant, and James Cagney singing
new lyrics to “The Thing,” are
okay, and he finales with a poem
a la Walter Brennan for okay re-
sponse.-

Patty solos with “I Wanna Be
Loved” and “I’ll Walk Alone” in
top style. Joined by others who

Putty off and do a socko nov-
olly, ‘Why Do They Give AH the
Solos to Patty,” with hilarious pat-
ter and business.
Ford &• Harris sell their fast tap-

ing and rowdy patter in fine
lasluon. Both show* snappy formm challenge routine. Bit where
5.um 1s J=oes out into audience
while Ford sings is smash.
Andrews Sisters back to do

familiar “Rum and Coca Cola” and
e blossom Time” for big re-

e,!!
1

:?!’-
an<f.they bow off with side-

Bov ”
ln f> kidding version of “Sonny

^
ormat with the Sisters opening

«w working through show pays
i,*f tag both in entertainment val-
ue and in keeping the b.o. busy.

Reed.

Six On n Honeymoon
(BLACKHAWK, CHI)

Chicago, April 10.

“Six on a Honeymoon,” with
Kenny Bowers, Grant Eastman, Kay
Coulter, Pat Carroll, Dave LeGrant,
Barbara Cook, Ed Begley &
Mariann D’Or, Henry Brandon
Orch (8).’ Lyrics and music. Rich-'

ard Adler and Jerry Ross; staged
by Herbert Ross; costumes, Marian
Hart; orchestrations. Jack HaVeher,
with incidental music by Lee Pock

-

riss. $3 minimum, $1.25 cover.

Coast Sheet
Continued from page 2

tem which linked him with Com-
mumst Party membership.

'-laborating on this, he said that
- lnce the item was published he
ousn t tried to negotiate^ any new

This Loop nitery, which started
the vogue of “little revues” in

bistros three years ago with “Roar-
in’ ’20s,” followed by a show about
the ’30s, has brought in a new
package. This one disdains nostal-

gia and puts its bets on original

music, material, and cast. As such,
it. might make the grade as pack-
age for • hotels and smaller inns.

For this nightclub, there remains
a lot of work to be done before
it has the mass appeal of the origi-

nator of this cycle.

At best, show’s forte is the mu-
sic, but many of the tunes aren’t

the hummable sort—at least,’ not
here—and would be much better
in a Broadway musical. But there
are several that catch the ear,

mainly “Part of Me’*’ and “Some-
one is Watching Over You” on the
ballad side, and “Shimmy Shammy
Blues,” a definite novelty possi-

bility for record^, and “Morris.”
There are 12 numbers in all—too

many—and cutting plus a reprise

on several might make the score

more engaging.

Story of two sailors on the loose

and the gal friends, plus a lady
plumber who is eager, seems slight,

but would be okay here, except
that the lines, ahd special material

are way below the m\isic depart-

ment. The yocks which several of

the situation might call for just

don’t materialize, due to inept

lines.

Barbara Cook, a recruit from
legit (as is all the cast),* cops the

singing honors, adding needed
lustre to some of the ballads. Her
vocal opposite, Grant Eastham, is

okay but appears stiff. Perhaps
he’ll be more relaxed as the run
progresses.

Comedy leads Kenny Bower and
Pat Carroll are both excellent;

Bower as an uninhibited tar and
Miss Carroll as the anxious lady

plumber. Both deserve specialty

spots that might build the show
laughwise. David LeGrant as the

awkward boyfriend of the sink in-

vestigator is miscast, either mouth-
ing his words or shouting needless-

ly. His takeoff on Sid Caesar’s

submarine commander isn’t funny.

Kay Coulter does the other girl-

friend and is passable in the part.

Ed Begley & Mariann D’Or handle

the tcrping, of which there isn’t

too much. Miss D|Or impresses in

several sensual bits.

Henry Brandon plays the multi-

tune score vividly. Staging by Her-

bert Ross is best that can be ex-

pected with the room undergoing
conversion. Costumes by Marian
Hart are colorful. Brandon also

takes over for the dance sets,

which still get a big play here.

All in all, with the dropping of

several tunes, one or two cast

changes, and some needed ma-
terial, show could be molded into

a musicomedv nearer the mark of

the “Roarin’ ’20s.”
x . ,

Zabe.

Easter Parade
Continued from 1

the Pierre, Plaza and Sherry-
Netherland, to pqints around St.
Patrick’s and Saks-Fifth Ave. and
to p^lush eateries, that much of the
gab had a choppy and confused
effect.

Poor Taste

Tfie over-commercialism was in
poor taste, although CBS-TV made
an attempt to cut out the plugs.
Generally speaking, however, all

the girls were .touting their vari-
ous coutouriers and chapeaux de-
signers, and the celebs and would-
be celebs, botn male and female,
worked in mentions of their last
pic or upcoming legiter, nitery
stint or radio series.

„
Even the

bodyguards protecting the be-
jeweled gals inserted credits for
the Pinkerton and Madison de-
tective bureaus. The biggest offend-
ers seemed to be the topper and
tog designers, some of whom
seemed to be assaulting the web
pickup points on a pinpointed
time sked. »

There was some improvement
over previous years in devising
special attractions. The parade of
antique automobiles 6n the CBS-
TV airer was a good example.
ABC-TV’s entry, hosted by John
Daly, Jinx Falkenburg and Taylor
Grant, used an Interview with Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt, in her first TV
appearance since her recent world
tour, reporting on India’s attitude
to the U, S. -Jarmila Novotna sang
a couple of arias on this- program,
which made several pitches for the
Crusade for Freedom’s “Radio
Free Europe.” Fashion shows
staged on some of the channels
were, by and large, effective and
made

#
for more relaxed viewing.

The stream of celebs stroUing
before the image orthicons un-
doubtedly has its appeal for the
average viewer. Latter wiU re-
spond to seeing a femme star with
her hubby or a Marguerite Piazza
(who handled the NBC-TV stanza
with Dave Garroway, Betty Fur-
ness and Dennis James) with her
two-year-old boy dressed as a
bunny. But helter-skelter spotting
of guests, hit-or-miss questioning
and. concentration on over-priced
skimmers and lavish furs doesn’t
present the Easter promenade, or
the • show bizites, to good advan-
tage.

The telecasts brought in Coin to
three of the webs. General Tire
and

.
Lever Bros. (Shadow Wave)

split the tab bn NBC-TV, with
palatable plugs.. Pitches for Ship
’n’ Shore blouses on CBS-TV were
solid. Spiels for Rose-Marie Ried
bathing suits and Burlington Mills
(which divvied the first half-hour),
on DuMont, however, were below
par.

It seems that TV, by bringing its

equipment to Fifth Ave ; ,
has

changed the character of the an-
nual Easter event. Now. the webs
will have to work on new formats
that will show the Parade in a
fresher manner. Bril.

Jewish War Yets
Continued from page 1

do we regard ourselves as special-

ly mandated to tell exhibitors what
kind of pictures they may show.”

Ginsberg said that a strictly en-
forced regulation forbids picketing
or other public action by any JWV
unit on controversial issues with-
out an okay from the national

headquarters.

The veteran/ leader made the

declaration of policy in comment-
ing on an item in Ed Sullivan’s

N. Y. Daily News syndicated col-

umn on Monday (14). Sullivan used
the word “blacklist” in referring

to films which draw objections

from the JWV and other outfits.

While not actually resorting to

a “blacklist,” the JWV has voiced
objections to two films in the rela-

tively recent past. These \vere

“The Desert Fox” (20th) and “Oli-

ver Twist” (Rank).

“I am frank to say that we
would have been much happier ‘.i

‘The Desert Fox’ had never been
produced and if J. Arthur Rank’s
technicians had been able to avoid

the needlessly offensive characteri-

zation of Fagin (in ‘Twist’),” said

Ginsberg. He added: “These res-

ervations notwithstanding, produc-

i ers and exhibitors are entitled to

: know that JWV doesn’t think there

j
is anything wrong with the motion

j

picture business that can’t be rec-
‘ titled without resorting to black-

1 listing.”

JOHNNIE RAY
Sonrs, piano
25 -Mins.
Copaoabana, N. Y.
Johnnie Ray, the ’newest male

singer to hit the top rung, recalls

the fever of the early Frank
Sinatra and Rudy Vallee fans. Ray,

a short time ago, was
.
introduced,

via Columbia and Dkeh disking?.
He not only answers the description
of a “new sound,” which seems the
major requirement to hit bigtime,
but also a new demeanor.
Ray comes along at a point in

history that is filled with hyper-
tensions. Ray’s weeping delivery
somehow expresses a mass mood:
religious overtones, holy-roller
mannerisms, • oldtime revivalism
and showmanship. Withal* there’s
a youthful appeal about him, a
good tune selection and a basic
talent that would have taken him
up a few rungs even without the
extreme facial contortions and
crying jags that accompany his
singing. •

Primarily, Ray sits down at the
piano and puts everything into a
number. He expresses himself via
sweat and tears with a background
of his own strong 88-ing.‘ Initially,

his appeal was aimed at the teen-
Ster trade, but it’s evident that he
now encompasses adults. Opening
night at the Copa .had many kids
bringing their parents to see the
newest idol.

Ray works in an unorthodox
manner. He expresses extreme
emotion in a flamboyant styling:

he waves his ..arms wildly, and
while there are no actual tears,

the simulated weening is other-
wise complete.

.
Then comes a

swltcheroo. He talks humbly of
God on a nitery floor, and his

speech has the ring- of sincerity.

But why immediately- afterwards
he does a lowdown, bluesy
“Whisky and Gin” is hard to com-
prehend, since it gives a sacri-

legious tone to his previous Speech.
• Ray does “Little White Cloud
that Cried” (his 6wn composition)
in addition to. “Cry.” Even, his
gayer tunes lend themselves to the
lachrymose treatment.

Of course, there may come a
time when Ray’s weeping style
will have outlived Its usefulness.
He impresses as having sufficient
talent to make a change.' and in-

d’^ations point to his lasting, box-
officewise, for a long run. Jose.

NINNO NANNI
iSonirs
-.0 Mins.
Ruby Foo’s, Montreal
For the more Sophisticated

lounge and intimery’ trade, the
glib song stylings and trim piano-
isms of Ninno Nanni are a natural.
In this upstairs room at Ruby
Foo’s,* where the general clientele
; s a pushover for an off-the-cuff
ballad ‘tinged with blue, this new
entry to Montrea”s cafe biz is a
cincheroo. Guy looks good for a
solid engagement and quick re-
turns.

A native New Yorker, but still to
play a boite - In that town, NInno
Nanni whams over bis salty songs
in a clear, husky voice that wows
the distaff side and still pleases the
males. Teeing off with a rollick-
ing version of “Dry Bones,” Nan-
ni brings immediate attention with
an innuendo-laden number called
“Takes a Good Man” and then fol-
lows with a patter parody which is

gimmicked with Debussy’s “Claire
de Lune” as background music.
A session about jazz in New Or-
leans breaks pace nicely but’ tends
to go overboard with his over-ar-
ranged 88’ing.

Material is apparently limitless,
and his easy manner at the piano,
his ability to cool out a heckler
without being overbearing, ' and
adaptable style make him a natural
for any of the cafes and rooms that
like it a bit broad but always
subtle. Newt.

GENEVIEVE AUMONT
Song*
20 Min*.
Kit* Carlton, Montreal

Ritz manager John Contant
couldn’t have picked a better chan-
tootsie than Genevieve Aumont to
lead off his Easter show in the Ritz
Cafe.

.

With the breakup of Lent;
the Saturday following Good Fri-*
day is usually the biggest night of
the year in Montreal, and a capaci-
ty house greeted Miss Aumont’s
debut in this fancy boite with 'a big
reception.

A Decca chirper in Paris, Miss
Aumont has spent the last few
months on the Coast. Current en-
gagement is first in a Montreal cafe
and one of her first on this conti-
nent. As a good bet for any of the
better American cafes, gal has the
faculty of being able to sing In
both French and English with equal
ease but still maintaining the
Parisian touch that clicks with the
more urbane payee.

Opening with a “Pigalle,” which
she pulls out of the hackneyed
groove, Miss Aumont does a neat
bl-lingual interp of “Hands Across
the Table” and Into “Casablanca.”
“Lorelei’*' and the inevitable “Au-
tumn Leaves,” used as a closer, are
neatly handled.

Titian-haired beauty got off to
okay mitting. Grooming is good
without the stiff, lacquered appear-
ance of some intimery warblers.
Basic showmanship is eviderit
throughout and with sharper ma-
terial and

1

a more varied songalog
gal is a cinch for any visual
medium. Newt. •

MAURICE COLLEANO & CO. (4)
Comedy Acro-Dance
15 Mins.
Thunderbird, Las Vegas

Although the name Colleano
'rings a bell in minds of many
vaude patrons of years ago, this,
new quartet bears little relation-
ship with exception of format.
Maurice Colleano has been tour-
ing his troupe in Australia and
Europe for over IS years, and this
Thunderbird booking 'marks his
stateside debut

.
direct from Lon-

don. Works with George & Joyce
Colleano, and Jimmy Cardwell.
Cardwell has had many pic credits
and was added to the act in
Australia when Colleano gandered
the husky lad In a Joe E. Brown
touring show.
Maurice Colleano Is focal point

for the melange of gymnastics,
terps, teeteNboarding and slap-
stick. Entrance is confusing, with
sailor-clad Colleano emerging front
Duffy line can-can to indulge .in

flips and general mugging aided by
Cardwell. Joyce Colleano takes
over with Latin • terps while pair
attempt breakups.

.
Comedy acro-

flips and oldtime clogging occupy
brief moments with Maurice Col-
leano center.

Teeterboard sesh has George
Colleano as the propellent and
also mixing up in several planned
flubs for yocks. Following Joyce
Colleano’s bubble toe-terpery,
Maurice Colleano- and Cardwell
hoke the turn with Colleano as

a femme. Eases into some novel
duet tumbling with outsize bal-

loon, good for heavy laughs and
mitts. , Followup is circus razzle-

dazzle aero and tumbling esca-

pades by quartet.
Act has been pared to 15 min-

utes with plenty of tricks to spare,

and could do well in some of the
larger spots as a novelty. Also
okay for theatres an<j video.

Will.

JIMMIE McPHAIL
Songs
9 Mins. ,

Apollo, N. Y.
Jimmie McPhail, Negro singer

who’s been building a following via
his RCA Victor waxings, shows up
only mildly as an in-the-flesh en-
tity. Pipes are pleasant but he
lacks the drive and excitement nec-
essary for vaude and nitery as-
signments. At show caught open-
ing day (IT), McPhail’s set netted
only fair results because of pace-
change lack in his songalog. A
wider variety of tunes would help
winning an aud.

McPhall's a good looking boy
whose modest stage presence should
build a strong femme following.
His renditions of “Tenderly,” “Un-
decided” and “Artificial Leaf” are
nicely handled but similar styHng
dissipates overall impact. Gros.

PARKER & NORMAN
Songs
12 Mins.
Village Barn, N. Y.

Here’s a promising young sing-

ing team that should find the trek
from the Greenwich Village spot to

the uptown cafes easy going. Peggy
Parker and Bill Norman are an at-

tractive couple who display top har-
monizing technique. Team show-
cases each number with, top pro-
duction values. They go o/er-
board on their harmonizing and
arranging style, at times, but it’s

an overall clicko.

Team opens with a bright work-
over of “It’s a Good Day,” segue '

into a sock romantic mood on “So
In Love,” and follow with a cute
workover of “Darn It, Baby, That’s
Love.” Windup is a big, overpro-
duced treatment of “Waiting for
the Robert E. Lee,” which gets a
top mitt. Their voices blend excel-
lently and their stage deportment
is firstrate.

Miss Parker is a shapely, statu-
esque blonde who could be a good
prima bet fo£% legit musicomedy.
She’s got a topdrawer voice range
and a solid song-selling personality,
but needs to give more attention to
her gowning. Norman comple-
ments her with his pleasing man-
ner and sock vocal style; Gros.

l J * * • > r H*'- |
’
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NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 1*

Gertrude Lockway
Andrea Dancers
Patriots Drylie
Edward Ruhl
Bela Krcmo
Rockettes ^
Corps de Ballet
Syin. Ore

palace (R) 1?
Betty Huttoiv
Herb Shriner
Harmonica Rascal*
'Skylarks
Dassle Bros
Andre Andree A
Bonnie

k .

,

Paramount (P) H
Billy Eckstin*
Fran Warren
Bobby Sargent
Barretts
Will Bradley Ore

Roxy 0) 1*
Bill Hayes
NancI Crompton
Divena

Warner (W) 14
Les Dlagoras
Ella Mae Mors*
Harvey Stone
Gene Nelson •

Louis Jordan Ore
Bob Connally

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) II

Danny Thomas
Rio Bros
Georgia Gibbs

(1 to All)
%

Newport Nows (Va)
Jefferson (I) 11 Only
5 Keys
Hot Lips Pago Ore
Freddie Sc Flo
Varetta Dlllerd
Billy Wright
Splc Sc Span
China Doll

Norfolk (Va)
Booker T (I) 2*41

S Keys
Hot Lips. Page Ore
Freddie Sc Yio
Varetta Dlllerd
Billy Wright
Sole Sc Span
China DoU
PHILADSLPHIA
I*rU (W) II

Nat "King" Col*
Kit Kats
Stump Sc Stumpy

Sunny 'Gale
Tlrnmie Rogers

v

Portsmouth (V*).
Capitol (I) If Only
5 Kfcytf

Hot Lip* Page Ore
Freddie Sc Flo «

Varetta Dlllerd
Billy Wright
Splc Sc Span
China Doll

Richmond (Va)
Hippodrome (I) <

11-13
5 Keys
Hot Lips Pago Oro
Freddie Sc Flo
Varetta 1 Dlllerd
Billy Wright
Splc A Span
China Doll

Roanoke (Va)
.

Virginia (I) 17 Only
S Keys
Hot Lips Page Ore
Freddie Sc Flo
Varetta Dlllerd
Billy Wright
Splc Sc Span
China Doll

ROCHESTER
Loews (L) II

Les Paul Sc

Mary Ford
Tommy Edward*
Gary. Morton .

John TIo
Well* sc 4 Fays

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 11-21

Emil Sc Evelyn
Bob McFadden
LeRoy Bros
BUI Snyder
WAIHINGTON
Capitol (L) 14-11

Johnny Johnston -

Frank Marlowe
Ann Russell

(1 to All)

(II
Jessica Dragoneti*
Wally Brown
3 Wiles
Harold -Barnes

Howard 01) II
Clovers
Billy Ford OrC
Paul White
BoJo*
Bobby Epham
Charlie PaTker
LU Green Ore •

AUSTRALIA

MELBOURNE
Tivoli <T) 14

Jimmy Hanley
Babs MacklnnoU
'Rosemary MUler
John Clifton
Kevin MUes
Valerie Keaat
June Lansell

SYDNEY
Tivoli <T> 14

Roger Ray
Marquis Sc FamUy
Wglly Boag
Roalta Alexander <

VUette
Pan Yu# Jen Tp
Lloyd Martin
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron

Charlotte McGuire
Dancing Boy*
TIvoU Ballet
NEW ZEALAND
AUCKLAND

»t James (T) 14
Armand Perren
3 Fayes-
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chribl
Marika Saary
Phillip Tappln
Wlm de Jong-
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitehouse
Cissy Trenholm
Terry Scanlon
GuUs Brox Sc

Myrna

BRITAIN

ASTON
.

Hippodrome (I) 14
Cyril Dowlcr
Rhoda Roger*
Billy Hancox
Noble Sc Denester
Edwards Sc Hartley

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 14
Billy Cotton Bd
MUls Sc Belita
Arthur Dowler
3 MinalcxSAM Harrison
3 Saytons
Frances Duncan

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 14

Naunton Wayne
Alfred Marks
Julie Andrews
Paddy O'NelU
Ossie Noble-
S Fisher Girls
4 Fredlanis
Patricia A Colin
Kenneth Brown
David Lodge
Tower Circus 1

(I) *14

Charlie Cairoli &
Paul

‘ ~

Knles Animals
Rose Gold 3
Rogge Sis
Crockers Wonder
Bears

Duncans Collies
Jimmy Scott
Annettes

Circusettes
BOSCOMBE

Hippodrome (I) 14
Norman Harper
Joe Lawman
Desmond A Marks
Miriam Pearce
N & B BridgesMAS Davies
Nelville Williams
New Ambassv Girls

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) 14

Albert ModleyPAS Sherry
Puposv Marionettes
2 Kellys
Slim Rhyder
Maureen Rose
Barney Co
Percy Garslde
Olga Varona
Hobbs Globe Girls

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 14
Peter Brough
Jack C-rlsp A Jeta
Harold Taylor
Ravic Co
Joyce Golding
Ronald Chesncy
Edward Victor
G H Elliott

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 14

Ossie Morris
Rita Page
Morris Kerley
Vic Silver

n
I

i‘

nV ’ Hatters

Don Stevens

Dancing Klnget*
BR1XTON

Empress (I) 14
W Atwell
Jack Jackson
Jimmy Wheeler
Fayne A Evans
3 MonarchsTAG Durant*
Peter RaynorRAM Lamar

CARDIFF
New <S) 14

Fred Ferrari
Ken Morris
Len Marten
Cassandras
Dowhey A Daye
De Vere Dancers
Gordon A V-olvUle

CHELSEA
Empire (l) 14

Harry 'Secombe
Michael Beptlnc
Harry Parry •

Janet Brown
Spike MUllgan
Max Geldray
Bob Andrews
Sunny Sis

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 14

Owen Llddle
Anton Karas
Wilson Keppel A

Betty
Freddie Sales
Pierre Bel
Les Alyxons
Jackie Ross
Les Trols Poupee

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 14

Lou Folds
Jack Jo A Jonl

HACKNEY .

Empire (*) 14
Anne SheltonMAH Nesbitt
Frlnton A Willi*
Yale A DianeTAP Shamv*
Burgess Bros
Dqrella A Day#
Lotus A Jode

LEEDS
Empire (M) 14

Vic Oliver
Les Rayner A Betty
Seatoil O'Dell
_ Eddies
Gail Kendall
Victor Seaforth

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 14

Iris Sadler
Artemus
Charles Hague
Marie De Vere 3

LINCOLN
Royal (I) 14

Johnny Dennis Co
Bob Nelson
Vogelhelns Bear*
LyndonS
Hlntonis
George E Beck
Lyn A Doreen

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 14

AJ Read
2 Harvard*
Radio Revellers
Hal Mack Co
Arthur Worsley
Llxxet A Eddie
Allen A Lee
Eddie Gordon A
Nancy ....

Mary Naylor
LONDON

Palladium (M) 14
Jo Stafford
Talo Boys
Peter Sellers
Ross A La Pierre
Louise Pets
Palladium Girl*
Skyrockets Ore
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 14GAR Bernard
Billy Thorburn
Joe Croable
3 Rethlems
Clayton A Ward
Nixon Sc Dixon
Roger Came
Yolandas

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 14

Jo^ Lose Bd
Les. Darleys
Charles" Warren Sc

Jean
Scott A Foster
Gold A Cordell
Walter Jackson
Harry Worth

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 14
Plddingtons
Winsor. A WUton
Damle A Roberta
Craig A Voyle
Hlbgle Bros A
Renee

Vicky Fitzpatrick
Jackie Allen A
Barbara

Joe Kaye
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 14

Laurel A Hardy
Avril A Irene
Lorraine
Lou Fold*
Savcen
Kenways
Skating Webster* •

Jimmy Elliott •

Mackenzie. Reid A
Dorothy
SCUNTHORPE
Savoy U) 14

Rhodes A Lane
Gay Euridge Co
Melody A Joy
John Baldwin
Denwys Heckit
Marche A Bourn
Carolyn A Richard*

2 SkyIons
“ ceful Garcias

Godfret

Sydney Glen
Girls Co

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 14

Max Wall
Dick James
Beryl Held
Hedley Ward 3
A P Pag#

Hassan Ben All Tp
Jean Paul
Sherman Fisher Gl*
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 14
Phyllis Dlxey
Hall Norman A
Ladd

Billy Banks
George Martin
Morecambe A Wise
Terry Hall
Jack Tracy
Ballet Parislenne
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 14

Joe Ring
Wallace Delyse A
Jeanette

.

Lloyd Huge* A .

Kady •
'

L A J Sorum
Glenda Row
Laston Nature11#
Montmartre Lovlie*

SOUTHSIA
Kings (M) 14

Walter Grisham
Arthur Young
Diana Dors
Roberta Huby
Chill Bouchier
Sara Luzita
Tutte LemkoW
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 14

Derek Roy
Eve BoaweU
3 Falcons
Les Merchant
Bel Argay
Whiteley Girls

SWANSEA
Empire (M) 14

Richard Si*
Jack Train
Harry Jacobson
Anona Winn
Le Roys
Su'd Makln *
Jay Howard
Musical Elliott*
Reg Russell A Susie
WALTHAMSTOW

Palace (I) 14
'

Violet Pretty
Teenagers
Billy O'Sullivan

WOLVER-
HAMPTON

Hippodrome (I) 14
Don Saunders
George Cameron
Joyce Randall
Ted Gilbert
Mary Hnrkne**
Roy A Ray
Leslie Noye*_
Cowboy Jim
Hawthorn
Bill Ryan • -

Eddie Payne
Rosemary Banks
Charles

Royal Canadian
Mountles

Showboat Lovlles
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 14

Joe Stein
Louis Hayden
Fred Sloari
Max Carole
Eric Llo-yd
Melville Birley
Vicky Raymond
Tlh-Boult
Dumarte A Denzer

YORK
Emolre (IX 14

Billy Whittaker
MLml Law
Eric Marsh
Jack Lennard
Gradiner A Baxter
Frances Whltmer
Lillian Brow
Windmill Follies
Debs

:lMti 4 Mdlrt
Eddie Davt*

Stw ’

Argo A Fay*
Oliver Dcrs
No* 1 FINK AV«

Louis* Howard
' Mitchell Gregg
Bob Downey.*.
Harold Fonvill*
Haael Webster

4>ld Roumanian
Sadie Bank*
Bob Melvin
Bobby Colt
Monica Lind
Nadya
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Oro

Park Sheraton
Irving Field* *

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Two Guitars
Arena Ran*
Elena A AbatolS
Ell dSpivak
Mlacha Usdanoff
Michel Mlchon
Kostya Poliansky

Versatile*
Carmen r

Tonr#i
BeVerio* Dean!*
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Tower*
Gene Rowland*.

. .

Two Shirt* A Skhrf
Bill Norvo* A
Upstart*

Geo Halo Revtig
Emile Petti Oro
panchlto Or*

Vlllag* Barn
Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Bourbon A Bain#
Z*b Carver Oro
Pete Rubino
Vlllag* Vangygril
Albert Dekko?
Oscar Brand
Gloria Warner
Clarence Williams 3

Waldorf-Astoria
Dorothy Shay
Nat Brandwynne O
Mischa Borr Oro

* Wlvol
Sal Noble
Bob Leo

MTaMT.ttTAMT BEACH
Albl.it Hof.l

Sam Bari
Rose Gallo

fear of Mosl«
Bill Jordan
David Elliott
Guy Rennie
Beth Challl*

Bombay -Hotel
Pat Carson
Elaine Dexter
Joe HarneU
ferook Club-Loung*
Madmolaelles 3
Chris Columbo
Skeet*. Minton
Andy Somma 3 -

Zls A ViYian Baker
Helene
Casablanca Hotel

B[Uy Vine
Betty George
Alex Shey 3
San Xantf Oro

Celebrity Club
Freddie Stewart
Ted Dorian
Alan Gale*
The Haydocke <20
Teddy King Oro

Clover Club
Larry Daniela*
Nov-elite* 3
Edward* A Diane
Selma Marlowe Line
Tony Lopez Oro

Gaiety Club
Tommy Raft
Zorit*
Rita Cortes
Mari* Stowe
Gilda Roger*
Rusty Russell
Gaiety Girls
Ernie Bell Or*

Deauville
Joe Mooney
Hugh!* Barrett

Delan* Hotel
Rita JPrinxeH
Zina Reyes
Wimp Hollander
Tommy Nunex Ore

Johnlna Motel
Tony Mats*
Harry Taylor
Jimmy Woods

Jewel Box
Jackie May*
T C: Jones
Art West
Mickey Mercer
Danny A Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie's

Murray Swanson
^Eddie Guertin
Jackie Gordon
Jackie King
Chuckle Fontaine
Gaby DeLane
Babe Baker Revue
.Martinique Hotel

Aliaml A Dlard
Helen Aimee
Manolo A Ethel
Danny Yates Ore

Mother Kelly's
Norma Parker
Melo-Tonea 3
Seer* A Haymer

Monte Carlo
Steve Gainer
Gomez 'Sc Beatrice
ATne Barnett 3

Nautilus Hotel
George DeWitt
Abby Le* .
J A S Reyes
Freddie Calo Ore

La Rue'*
Val Olman Ore

Paddock Club
Flash Lane .

Dolores Roselle

Film fend stage, director Eli* K&tan Acted entirely on his own
in issuing the umisuaLpublic,sUtem^it in which he admitted brief.

of

Jackie D*auvlllg
Toni King
Bob MorrI* Oro

Park Avenue
Charlie Farrell
3 Continental*
Alfredo Seville
Joe SodJa
Robert!ichter HTI
Don Lanning
Roberta Sherwood
Charles Caatel 3
Roney Plesa Hotel
George Hines Ote
Sans toucl Hotel
Arthur Blake
Eddie Snyder

S
icase* Ore
arman-Magner
Dancer*
Saxeny Hefei

Henri Roeo
Jose Cortex Ore
Connie Howell
Tano -A Dee

See Gull Hotel
Faith Condullo
Mae Silva Dcrs
Normen Lester
Tiny Rays

tee Isle Hotel
Frances Lager
Seymour Hoffman O
Shelfeourn* Hotel
Haven A Held
Alan Kola Ore'

Shore Club
Jerry Velaeco
Sager Dancers
Arthur Warren Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Johnny Morrison
Lillian Lee
Tinkle PeCarlo
Margo
Haveler Dcrs
Barry 'Mill* Ore .

torrent* Hotel
Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club

Vagabonds <4)

Maria NegUn
George Horton
Gloria Grey
Johnny Conrad Dor*
Preacher Hollo 5
Frank Llnale Ore
Sherry Fronton*#

Dave - Flaher
Lee Kobrin
San Kanex Ore
Frank A Lit*
Leonora A Man

Lord Tarelten
Michael Selker Ore
The Carltona

Allison Hotel

.

Beachcombers (4)
Enrico Sc Novello

Tony Pastor's
Jafekie Small
Wally Wallace
Rayleen
Billy Lee
Neerta Sanson*
Pat PAscall
Rickey Renee
tan 'Marine Hptel
Mac Pepper
Qulntone* tS)
Jackie Sc Michael
Larry Seldin Dcrs
President Madison

Stan' Barrett
The Martins' (2)
Sandra Starr
Brady A Barbara
Bob Regent Ore

Five O'clock
Martha Raye
Gene Baylos
Riviera*
Ben Yost 0
Len Dawson Ore

membership hi the Cornmuiiist Party and Flipped any form
secrecy anent thfe Beds, he declared this week.
. Kazan denied reports that 20th-Fox president Spyros P. Skouras
had influenced the statement. He told Variety that he and
Skouras are close-frlepds hut there was no suggestion by anyone
"that he publicly set forth his views on subversives.

Kazan said his 20th-Fox contract continues unchanged and has
nine to 10 years before expiration* He’s been associated with 20th
the past several years. At the moment, he has no film work on
Ms immediate schedule, he reported,

Kazan last Thursday (10) told the House Un-American Activities
Committee of his background,, including his membership in the
Communist party for a year and a half, beginning in the summer
of 1934, His public statement, which was serviced to the press by
20th, was iKade the following day. Purpose of it, he said, was to
make Ms stand clear because,' ’’in, the past few weeks, intolerable
rumors about my political position have been circulating in N. Y
and Hollywood.”

Kazan Testimony
Continued front page t

Cabaret Bills

hew tosk cm

3 Gra
Tommy
Dee

Keith Warwick
Metropolitan (I) 14
Syd Seypmur Ore
Walthon A. Dorralne
Diplomats
Francis A Zandra
Chris Sands

.

Helena
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 14

Rex A Bessie
Brockways
Tesslc O'Shea
Eddie. Arnold
Billy Russell
Manlev A Austin
Forsvther A
Seamon

Hall Norman A
Ladd

Cardew Robinson
GLASGOW

Empire <M) 14
Ronnie Ronaldc
Kizma A Karen
Vic Hyde
Ike Freedman
Billy Danvers
2 Cromwells
Cawallnis Dogs
Codfrev A Kirby
Kalmar 3

Blrdland
Dominos
Stan Getz Oro
Bill Davis 3

Blue Angel
Freres -Jacques
OUeenie Leonard
Stuart Ross
Ellis Larkin Trio

Bon Solr
Alberta Hunter
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Mac Barnes
Jimmy Daniel*
Three RifTs
Norene Tate
Chateau Madrid

De Castro Sis
Bergazza A
Tarrazza

Copacaban#
Johnnie Ray
Jimmy Nelson
Danny O'Day
B A J Kean
De Marios
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
Madills
M Durso Ore
F Marti Ore

El Chico
Roslta Rios
Ruth Vora
Ramorilta y Leon
Los Xcy
Enrique Vlzcano
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Eddie Heywood
Joe Bushkin

Hevana-Madrld
Lao A La Mlnorva
Julie Mltchum
Don Reynolds
Duffy Dcrs

’ Reyes Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Blltmor*
Michael Kent Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore

Hotel New Yorker
Teddy Powell Oro
Rookie*
Adrian Rolllnl Trio
Nadine A‘ Ray
Schramm

Manuel. Del Toro
Hotel Pierre

Ymn Sumac •

Mario A Florla
Chico Relll Ore
Stanley Melba Oro

Hotel Plaz#
Mlmi Benzell
A A B Lund
Mark Monte Oro
Dick LaSalle Oro

Hotel Roosevelt
Freddy Martin Ore

Hotel $t. Regis
Fornande Montell
MUt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore
Sherry-Netherland
Emil Coleman Ore

Hotel Statler
Blue Barron Oro

Hotel Taft
Vincent- -Lopez Oro

Hotel; '/Warwick
Three Spns

Latin- ‘Quarter
Joey Bishop
Trio Bassi
Fed! A Ted!
Costello Tuvins
Corlnno A Tito
Laila A Steffen
Ralph Young
Ebony Stevens
Pamela Dennis

La Yl# En Rose
Jane Morgan
Jana Jones
Bobby Lucas
Eddie South Trio
Van Smith Trio
Le Ruvan fil#u

Patricia Bright
Mickey Deems
Ellen Hanley
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3

CHICAGO
Blackhawk

Kay Coulter
Kenny Bowers
Grant Eastham
Pat Carroll
Dave LeGrant
Barbara Cook
Ed Begley
Mariann D’Or
Henry Brandon Ore

Chez Pare#
Olsen Jk Johnson
Marty May
June Johnson
Konyots (2)
3 Pitchmen
Leonard Sues
Jay C. Olsen
Chickie Johnson
Nina Varella
Jean Olsen
Billy Kaye
•Ivor Boden
John Ciampa
Biliy Young
Shortle Rennard

Charles Senna
Georgte Daye
N Miller Dcrs (12)
Brian Farnon Ore
Edgewater Beach

Tito Gulzar
Mtu-tez A Lucia
D IBld Dcrs (8)
Don Reid Ore <12)

Conrad Hilton Hotel
Arnold Shoda
Phil Romayne
Terry Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy
Jay Seller
S6otty Marsh
Boulve-dears (8)
Orrin Tucker -0 rl2)

Palmer House
K Thompson A The
Williams , Bros (4)

Pierre D'Angelo Sc
Ana

Martin Bros (2)M Abbott Dcrs <fl)

E O'Neal Ore (12)

I0S ANGELES
.Ambassador Hotel
Continentals (4)
Walter Gross
Eddlo Bergman Ore

Bar of Music
Elsa Lancliester

Bobby Short
Felix Decola
Bcnno Rubinyl
Johnny- David Oro
B Gray's Bandbox

Gcorglc Kaye
Martha Davis
Whippoorwills (3)

Bob Dutwood

Blltmor# Hotel
Anthony, Allyn A
Hodges

Wldeler Bros (3)
Gall Gall
George Milan
Hal Derwin.Ore

Clro'a
Dlvena
Jackie Kannon
Los Gatos Trio
Dick Stabile Oro
Bobby Ramos Ore

Mocambo
Mindy Carson
Eddie Oliver
Latln-Alres

did. the party come within sight

of controlling th«*actor»’ union.
.

“Most .of our time, howeyeT,
went directly or indirectly into

providing ‘entertainment’ for the
meetings and rallies nf. front or-

ganizations and unions. The ‘en-

tertainment’ was ~ strictly propa-
ganda.
“There were two front organiza-

tions in the theatre field but off

Broadway, whose .purpose was. to,

provide such propaganda enter-
tainment apd with whom I had
dealings. They were the League
of Workers Theatres (later the
New Theatre League) and the The-
atre of Action. It was into these
that my time went.”
Kazan said he coached and di-

rected other actors, and that he
and Art Smith wrote “Pimitroff,”
about the * Bulgarian' Commy,
wMch played two or three, Sunday
night performances before benefit
audiences. He also taught at the
school for actors and directors run
by the League of Workers The-
atres, explaining:

“This was unquestionably a Com-
munist-controlled outfit. Its offi-

cials were never bonaflde theatre
people and it is my impression that
they had been Imported by the
party from other flelds’to regimeni
the political novices of the theatre.
My impression that they were
Communists is very strong. The
ones I remember—Harry Elion,
president; John Bonn, a German
refugee; Alice Evans (I am told she
later married Y. J. Jerome), Ann
Howe.

“I want to repeat emphatically
that the Communists’ attempt to
take over the Group Theatre failed.
There was some influence and a
great deal of talk, the members of
the Communist unit consumed a
great deal of time at Group meet-
ings, but they neVer succeeded in
controlling the Group Theatre.

1'

“This is because the control of
the

,
Group stayed firmly in the

hands of three ' non-Communist di
rectors, Harold Clurraan,'Lee Stras-
berg and Cheryl Crawford. In 1937

1

.

Clurman became sole director and
remained so until the Theatre
broke up in- 1940.

Blocked Red Maneuver
“In a small way I played a part

in blocking the Communist unit’s
maneuvers to get control. In‘ the
winter of 1935-36, I was a member
of the actors committee of the
Group. This was an advisory com-
mittee, but’ it was the nearest the
actors ever came to .having any
voice in the running of the theatre.

“I was instructed* by the Com-
munist unit to demand that the
Group be riiii ‘democratically.’ This
was a characteristic Communist
tactic: they were not interested in
democracy, they wanted* control.

They had no chance of controlling,
the directors, but they thought that
if authority went to the actors, they
would have a chance to dominate
through the usual tricks of behind-
the-scene caucuses, block voting
and confusion of issues.

“This was the specific issue on
which I quit the party. I had
enough’ regimentation, enough of
being told what to think and say
and do, enough of their habitual

violation of the daily practices of
democracy to which I was accus-
omed. The last straw came when
I was invited to go through a typi-
cal Communist scene of crawling
and apologizing and admitting the
error of my ways.” Kazan said a
functionary from Detroit, member
of the United Automobile Workers,
was brought to New York to give
him the works, adding

—

“That night J quit them. Since
that night I have never had the
east thing to do with, the party.”

Kazan said he Also became affili-

ated with Frontier Films “about
1936.” .

“The/ Organization,” said the af-

fidavit, “consisted of four or five

men, of whom I remember Paul
Strand, Leo .Hurwitz and Ralph
Steiner. From long friendship with
Steiner,- I believe hifti to be a
strong an,ti-Communist. I do not

know the party affiliations of the

others. They were trying to make
documentary films. They put me
on their board but I attended few
meetings. I wanted to make a pic-

ture. This i did with Ralph Steinar

in 1937. It was & two-reel docu-

ment called 'The People of the

Cumberland*’,. That was my last

active connection with any organi-

zation which has $nce been listed

as subversive.”
Kazan said, that since 1936 he has

never joined' any Commie Front,

although he has received invita-

tions to. Affiliate with “dozens.” His

membership in the party, he ex-

plained, taught him to recognize

and stay away from the fronts. He
admitted, however, that he lent the

use of his name for several state-

ments because they appeared to

support democratic and anti-Fascist

causes. Of his defense of “the

Hollywood ID,” he said it came at

a time when many persons in the

film industry, with no Communist
connections at all, were concerned

fover the J. Parnell Thomafe probe

of Hollywood in 1947. He said the

original- organizations ‘formed to

defend Hollywood “certainly did

not look tb me like front organiza-

tions, although later the Commu-
nists plainly got control of them.

102G Pix Buy
Continued from page 22

Quality were the four Nasser Bros,

pix that were recently involved in

a legal .action brought by the

American Federation of Musicians.

Union had sought fin injunction

order from bankruptcy, referee

Benno M. Brink’s is Los Angeles

restraining the Nassers from re-

leasing the films to video. Brink

nixed the request, thus opening

the way for peddling the pix to

without paying, the AFM 5% and

recording fees. Nassers evidently

decided to* go ahead with the sale

to video without waiting for the

expected AFM appeal of Brinks

ruling.
'

LAS VEGAS, HEVABA
Flamingo

Vaughn Monro* Ore
Ziggy Talent
Moonmaids
Moonmcn
Don Cummings
Dorothy Keller
Booby Page Oro

Daserf Inrt
Lou .Walters* Latin
Quarter Rer

Frank Libuse
Margot Brand#?
Darvas Sc Julia
Marilyn Ross
Collett# Fleuriot

Andre Phllllpp#
Lm Pahlbs
Geneve Dawn
Gay A Harry Wells
Wallen Twins
Mullen Sisters
Lyn Allen
Lee Perkins
Latin Quarter Lin#
Carlton Hayes Qr.c

Thunderblrd
Colleano#
Jay Jason
Jan Nelson
Johnny O’Brien
IK Duffy Dansations

A1 Jahns Ore
Jack Martin Five
El Rancho V*gas

Jo# E Lewis
Merry Macs
Jerry Pedersen
Joy Walker
El Rancho Girl*
Ted Flo Rlto Oro

Last Frontier
Josephine Baker
Dave Barry
GU Johnson
Deylyn Girl*
Bob Millar Oro
Don Raker •

FCC’* TV Thaw
Continued from pag*

profitable returns, Goldenson com-

mented. He said he preferred to

make no predictions on whethei

this pattern will be followed m
the areas where TV i? now to oe

introduced. -.

Number of distribution execs

similarly were only mildly con-

cerned about TV blanketing toe

nation. They reasoned that tne

major portion of film rentals are

derived from the big cities which,

for the most part, will not oe a ‘

fected by lifting of the freeze.
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Chichi Outlook on Ballet Outdated

'

«xhe onetime effeminate, chichi

attitude towards ballet is all fin-

ished,^ *ays Dame Ninette de

Valois. The founder-director of

Sadler'S Wells Ballet and its sis-

ter-troupe, the Sadler’s Wells The-

atre Ballet, was \n N. Y. with the

SWTB troupe for the latter’s re-

cent engagement at the Warner
Theatre, and sounded of? on sev-

eral important questions relating

to the dance.

Despite the success of such pic-

tures as “Red Shoes,” “Tales of

Hoffmann,” “American in Paris,”

etc., “the problem of ballet in films

hasn’t been solved,” says Mme. de

Valois. “Ballet is no good if you
take it out of its medium. We’re

waiting for somebody to have an
• angle on it, before ballet is trans-*|

ferred successfully and .artistically,

to films.”

With the Sadler’s Wells Ballet

full-length “Swan Lake” and
“Sleeping Beauty,” and SWTB’s
“Coppelia/* Mme. de Valois has

been instrumental In introducing

three and foui>act, full-evening bal-

lets to America. “The one-act

ballet has seen it^ day,” she says.

“More and more two* arid
1

three-act

ballets are duel People like the

continuity of a whole evening of

ope ballet.

“We’ve had 40 years of one-act

ballets,” she adds; “If will, be a

good swing back. ‘ Tfiere is too

much packed into a one-acter these

days. It’s too tfense. There’s too

much dancing, for an audience to

absorb it all. A ballet needs more
time and leisure to unfold.”

Mme. de Valois also doesn’t feel

It necessary (as do American bal-

let companies) to continue to do
new works constantly, as .fresh

audience bait. “We don’t want that

type of patron,” she says.

Main cultural interest in dance,

she feels, is in the traditional

classical’ ballet, as against more
(Continued on page 69)

Equity Tags 'Victim’ As

Regular Production,

Upping Salary Scale

“The Victim,” forthcoming pro-

duction by Robert Winter-Berger
and David Heilwell at the Presi-

dent, N. Y., lias been classified by
Actors Equity as a regular Broad-
way operation, rather than stock or
off Broadway. That involves a
salary increase for the cast, but
lowers the rehearsal pay rate.

The show is financed from a $30,-

000 fund raised . by Winter-Ber-
ger and Heilwcil, with the original

Intention of making it do for three
productions. The initial offering
was Helene Fraenkel’s “Dark Leg-
end,” which opened March 24 and
played a week “The Victim” is

the second. Third hasn’t been an-
nounced and may hinge on the
boxoffice fate of the second.
Backers of the three-production

setup include Winter-Berger, a for-

mer television producer, $12,450;
Heilweil, $4,625; the latter’s wife,

playwright Eva Wolas, $450; Mrs.
James Wechsler, wife of the
aditor of the New York Post and
daughter of playwright Helene
Fraenkel, $1;000; strawhat produc-
er Lee Falk, $300; theatrical ac-

countant Edward Lutz, $300, and
designer William Riva, son-in-law
of Marlene Dietrich, $200.

Hurok to Europe on Legit,

Ballet Bookings Quickie
Sol Hurok flew to Europe Mon-

day night (14) on a two-week biz
trip, involving four deals. In Lon-
don, the manager is’ to talk with
Rmlyn Williams about his U. S.

Dickens readings tour next Janu-
ary, and with the Sadler’s Wells
Theatre Ballet management regard-
ing troupe’s return visit to the
U. S. in the ’53-'54 season. In
Raris, Hurok will

.
huddle with

Jean-Louis Barrault and the Co-
mcdie Francaise about a U. S. tour
next season, and in Copenhagen
me manager will ogle the Danish
Opera Ballet for a possible U. S.
tour.

Impresario has been on the go
lately, having flown to the Coast
last week for confabs with, Darryl
Zanuck on the Hurok biopic, and
then to Montreal tor the impend-
ing Met Opera visit, which Hurok
helped set up.

‘Remains’ Still 14G Short

When Leaving Broadway
“Remains to Be Seen,” now tour-

ing, still had $14,861.46 of its $88,-
727.68 production cost and tryout
loss still to he earned back when
it closed March 22 on Broadway.
It subsequently had $3,227.56 pre-
liminary tour expense and a loss of
$4,387.68 on fts initial touring
week in Cleveland, so the produc-
tion needed $22,476.70 to get into
the black as of March 29.

However, that deficit is more
than balanced by the show’s 40%
share of the $125,000 sale of the
film rights to Metro.

Need Script OK On

‘Tattoo Pic Sale

#

Deal for the sale of the film
rights to “Rose Tattoo” apparently
hinges on approval by the Breen
office of a suggested screen treat-
ment written by the play’s author,
Tennessee Williams. Although the
price involved has not been
revealed, the prospective purchaser
of the property is understood .to

be Hal Wallis, indie producer re-
leasing through Paramount.

'

Williams and his agent, Audrey
Wood, recently returned from
Hollywood after extended confabs
with studio execs. The visit also
coincided with successful engage-
ments of Cheryl Crawford's pro-
duction of the play in Los Angeles
and San Francispo. Besides draw-
ing favorable reviews, the show
did hefty business in both towns.

Prospect of a film adaptation of
“Tattoo” was apparently Increased
by the success of the screen edition
of the Same author's “Streetcar
Named Desire.” Fact that the latter

required careful handling to get
by the Production Code' Authority
presumably also enhanced “Tattoo”
as a picture possibility. However,
the censorable aspects of “Tattoo,”
on both moral and religious
grounds, stymied studio * purchase
of the rights, until it was agreed
to make such a deal contingent on
Williams’ ability to write a treat-

ment acceptable to the Breen
office.

Sale of the screen rights would
help considerably to recoup the
balance of the “Tattoo” original

investment and, if the .price were
large enough, might even put the
venture into the black. On the
strength of the Coast engagements,
the production was about $40,000
in the red when it closed in San
Francisco. Approximately $25,000
of that was lost on tour, the show
having needed only about $15,000
to get into the clear at the end of

its Broadway run. Thus far, $40,-

000 has been repaid to the backers
of the $100,000 venture.

3-GUEST BARN RULE *

NIXES TRYOUT OF ‘AGE’
Three-guest limit on touring

packages, which has been adopted
as official policy by the strawhat
managers for this summer, has al-

ready cancelled plans for at least

one new-play tryout. Latter is “Be
Your Age,” comedy „by Reginald
Denham and Mary Orr, which
Alexander H. Cohen had planned
to test on a barn tour this summer
before producing it on Broadway
in the fall.

According to the producer and
authors, “Age” cOuld not get a

fair test under the new strawhat

conditions. It’s pointed out that the

play requires a cast of 13, of which
most are important parts. Under
the new policy, only three players

could tour with the package, the

other 10 having to be resident

players at each spot, or be jobbed

by the individual barn manage-
ments. It was even suggested that

the various spots might job the

same key aetprs for the show, but

this was nixed by the managers.
Although.no other specific cases

have been revealed of the can-

cellation of tryout tours, it has

been argued by actor and author

agents that the three-guest rule

would ’ -obably create just such

situations.

New LA. Legiter
. Hollywood, April 15.

Attorney Ralph Paonessa heads
a corporation which leased the 1,-

800-seat Forum, longtime nabe
filmery which housed the short-
lived “My L, A.,” arid will make
it a legit house for local and road
attractions. Paul Trebitsch will
be general manager.
House is In the geographic cen-

ter of the city, about five miles
from both Hollywood and down-
town where most legit activity
heretofore centered.

LKGlTtMATK

‘Candida Due On

B’way in Black
The Olivia de Havllland revival

of “Candida,” due on Broadway
next week after an extended pre-
liminary tour, will probably arrive
in town with a small, profit. Ac-
cording to the latest accounting,
the Thomas Hanimond production
needed only^l'.TOl.se to get into
the black as of March 29, and it

has had two profitable weeks since
then.

For the five weeks ended March
29 the operating profit was
$3,088.64. That would have put
the operation into the clear, but a
$3,000 director fee was paid to
Herman Shumlin, who was brought
in to restage the performance for
Broadway. The original director,
Norris Houghton, has since gone to

work In television, and was un-
available. . *

According to the accountant^
statement, the Shaw estate gets a
straight 10% royalty. Houghton's
director royalty, indicated as 1%,
was discontinued as of March 1.

There was no director royalty the
next three- weeks, but 5%, presum-
ably to Shumlin, was paid for the
week ended March 29. The state-

ment Indicates that Miss de Havil-
land gets 10% as star.

Thus far, $12,000 has been re-
paid on the $36,000 investment.
Assets, in addition to the undis-
tributed operating profits, include
$9,410 in union bonds and $2,500
deposit for the National, N: Y.,

where the show opens next Tues-
day night (22).

‘Fourposter’ Texas Tour

Deal Snafued; Week At

Mich. Fest Seen Likely

Betty Field and Burgess Mere-
dith are about set to play a week
at the Ann Arb°r Drama Festival
in “Fourposter” before taking over
the two roles on Broadway. Plans
for them to play a four-weesjc tune-

up tour of Texas and Louisiana fell

through last week. They’ll succeed
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn in

the original edition June 9.

Deal for the Texas-Louisiana
tour collapsed when Bob O’Don-
nell, representing the Interstate

Circuit, pulled out 19 of the 32
dates that had been lined up. in-

terstate had reportedly agreed ten-

tatively to an arrangement with
the Texas State Fair organization

to handle the tour, but withdrew
shortly after O’Donnell returned
from a European vacation.

Besides nixing the “Fourposter”
tour, Interstate also called off

scheduled dates for the Lewis &
Young edition of “Cocktail Party”
and cancelled the current tour in

that territory of Blackstone, the

magician. Blowup apparently

wipes out, at least for the imme-
diate future, plans for a State Fair-

Interstate cooperative deal to ac-

quire the southwest rights to cur-

rent Broadway shows, produce
them locally and tour them in -the

Texas-Louisiana area. It had been
hoped to book La Jolla (Cal.) Play-

house shows oyer the circuit* also.

Miss Tandy and Cronyn, who
leave the Broadway production of

“Fourposter” June 7t will take a

vacation of several weeks, then

tour with the show, opening in

late June on the Coast. Miss Field

and Meredith will continue in the

Broadway ^original indefinitely.

a

De Mills CommUsion
Agnes de Mille, busy chore-

ographing a ballet for the N. Y.

City Ballet Co.'s current European
tour, has been commissioned by
Ballet Theatre to do a work for

their ’52-'53 season.

!

Opus, with a Civil War back-

j
ground.

Percenter Sues Fay For

24G in Harvey’ Claim
Agent Jack Davies has filed a

$24,000 suit against Frank Fay in
the N. Y. Supreme Court, Davies
claims that coin Is due him on the
deal that he made for Fay In “Har-
vey,” in which the latter had the
Jpad and a’ percentage of the pro-
duction. Papers were served Tues-
day night (8), following Fay’s ap-
pearance on the Texaco Star The-
atre as a substitute for. Milton
Berle. *
Davies had been representing

Fay for. many years in all fields,

and had broken with him only re-
cently. i

Smith Song Debut

In ‘Madam’ Lead
Kent Smith is set to make his

singing debut in the top-featured
male lead in “.Call Me Madam,” suc-
ceeding Richard Eastham when the
latter relinquishes the role at the
end of the- show’s forthcoming
Washington engagement. The part
was originated by Paul Lukas, who
withdrew a couple of months ago
to return to the non-musical stage
as male lead In the current “Flight
Into Egypt.’’

Smith wag sought to take over

g
ie role in “Madam” after Roger
ann, who had been signpd for it,

was turned down by Actors Equity
because he is an alien. Producer
Leland Hayward was not informed
during negotiations that Dann was
an alien, but learned of It through
Equity after the contract was
signed. He made a personal plea
to the union council for a waiver
for Dann, .but .was turned down.
Eastham had previously served no-

tice that he intended to withdraw
after the show’s

.
Washington run.

Already Set as “Madam” star

after Ethel Merman leaves at the
close of the Washington engage-
ment is Elaine Stritch, who Is un-

derstudy and is currently doubling
in a featured part in the “Pal
Joey” revival. Bussell Nype will

exit the singing juvenile role after

the Washington stand, with David
Daniels replacing. Alan Hewitt
quits after three weeks in Washing-
ton, with Alexander Clark succeed-
ing as the embassy attache, and
Geoffrey Lumb leaves the part of

the Secretary of State after thej

second week in Washington, with
Fairfax Berger replacing. Only
other principal part change will be
Cliff Dunstan, taking over for

Henry Lascoeas the conniving for-

eign diplomat."
Carl Fisher and Leo Freedman,

respectively company manager
and pressagent of the production,
will withdraw at the close of the

Broadway run, May 3, with Harry
Essex and Bev Kelly succeeding
for the Washington stand May 5-13

and the subsequent tour.

KENLEY PREPS 2D PENN

BARN SETUP AT YORK
York, Pa., April 15.

John Kenley, operator of sum-
mer stock in Lakewood Park,

Bamesville, Pa., under banner of

Kenley Players, plans a mid-June
opening of a second show-shop at

York, Pa, .

Contracts have been signed to

open a 12-week season with a guest

star policy at the York Theatre, on

Route 30. Theatre is owned and
was operated by J. W. Richlcy, as a

vaudeville and film house. Thea-
tre lends itself to. conversion to

legit with adequate stage.

Kenley was brought into the

local picture by Lamar Clark of

Lancaster, former boxoffice treas-

urer at Bucks Cpunty Playhouse,

Olney, Dennis and most recently

Pocono Playhouse. Clark will act

as treasurer and general assistant

to Kenley. Kenley!s Lakewood
stand, operated as a family ven-

ture, will continue under his

supervision, Kenley shutt ing be-

tween the theatres. Production
setup for plays will be indivklpal

and bookings will not be ditto for

botli theatres.

Chicago, April 15.
Outlook for the coming silo se*«»

son in the Chicago area Indicates
that the summer strawhatters
should reach a new high. At least
three additional companies, ama-
teur til! now, will definitely turn
Equity. The oldest Equity group.
Shady Lane Theatre, Marengo, III.,

reopens June 17, but is beaten to
the punch by the Tenthouse Play-
ers, who will start June 6 In High-
land Park, 111.

Tenthouse producer Herb Rog-
ers is also starting a similar group
on the north shore of Milwaukee
and will rotate productions from
his two tents. Also new will be a
group at Rhinelander, AVIs., and
The Michlana Shores Players at
Michigan City, Ind. Latter will
also offer a ' drama school in co-
operation with Purdue U.
Of the spots using star systems,

Chevy Chase opens June 20 with
Robert Q, Lewis in “Charley’s
Aunt,” and North Shore Music
Theatre starts June 13 with “Des-
ert Song,” with no star announced
as yet. Salt Creek Theatre in
Hinsdale reopens about mid-June,
as does Drury Lane on the' far
south side. However, both produ-
cers have not filled their schedule*
as yet.

Framingham Barn Bow
Boston, April 15.

Lee Falk and A1 Capp, co-pro-
ducers of the Boston Summer
Theatre, located in the New Eng-
land Mutual Bldg.

1

here, are ex-
panding their activities thissea-

(Conttyued on page 68)

‘Darkness/ With Robinson

Starred, May Be Staged

In London; No Barn Tour
“Darkness at Nbon,” Sidney

Kingsley dramatization of the Ar-
thur Koestler novel which winds
up its tour at the end of next week,
may be done in England this spring
with Edward G. RobinsoV continu-
ing' in the starring role. Previous
proposal for such an engagement
with Claude Rains, the original
star, was dropped in favor of the
tour.

It’s figured that if the anti-Com-
munist drama, which won the N.Y.
Drama Critics Circle award as the
best play of last season, were to
click in England, it might subse-
quently be brought back for a lim-
ited repeat engagement on Broad-
way,-perhaps next winter or follow-

ing spring. At any rate, the idea of
a return date in New York this

spring has* been abandoned.
Proposed strawhat tour for the

show, with Robinson as star, has
also chilled. It’s understood that
the William Morris agency, which
considered packaging it, refused to

pay the 10% royalty demanded for

the authors and the use of the
Playwrights Co. production, cos-

tumes and props. Apparently the
fact that the show requires a siz-

able cast and would involve a
heavy production, would make
such a proposition prohibitive.

Film Version
Minneapolis, April. 15.

Here with “Darkness at Noon,”
Edward G. Robinson told newspa-
permen that’upon conclusion of the
present tour, unless he takes it to
England, he’ll return to Holly-
wood and try to stir up interest in

a film version, with himself as the
star. He said he considers the
role he’s playing the “greatest”’ he
has ever done;
Robinson also says he expects to

accept an offer to appear In a se-

ries of adventure dramas fop TV;

VANCE QUITS AS WING

SCHOOL HEAD; SIMON IN
Cfiarles Vance, for the last four

years head of the American The-
atre Wiiig’s school in N. Y., Is ye-
signing because of illness, planning
to make his home . in California.
Louis M. Simon, until . recently
exec secretary of Actors Equity
and before that an 'exec With fJSO-
Camp ShoWs, will replace. .He ha*
worked with the Wing before.

Vance, who has a bronehiaL ail-

ment, will leave for the. Coast after
June 13, when- the Wipg’s summer
re^Wration is completed., . Former
film and legit exec, tie’ll likHy gQ
into TV production in T..; A r , ,



]
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Increasing demand in recent sea-

sons by local concept managers for

group attractions, 5#s. opposed to

single artists, is being highlighted

by talent rosters of the big N. Y.

bureaus for the '52-52 season. Co-
lumbia Artists * Mgt., biggest con-

cert bureau in the U. S., admits
that it will have 33% more group
attractions next season than this

one.
*

Almost '40% of next season’s

bookings on ' Columbia’s Commu-
nity Concerts* circuit are en-

sembles, About 42% of Civic Con-
certs bookings—Civic is Commu-
nity’s counterpart in the rival Na-
tional Concert it Artists Corp. set-

up—will be groups. -**.

Big-name artists still are magic
with local impresarios (and their
audiences), but lesser-known tal-

ent in the medium-priced fee
brackets ‘are being sluffed off. Pub**

lie demand in recent seasons has
been more for groups than indi-

viduals, and bureaus are bowing to

the trend.

One prominent concert exec
states that the reason for groups
coming to the fore is three-fold,

with (1) the public preferring
them to. singles, (2) single artists

in demand not being able to fill the
demand, and (3) ease of routing
groups by bus. “We’re not. subject
anymore,” he said, “to the expense,
or the whims, of railroads, whose
rates are now forbidding, and
whose schedules aren't, sufficient

to accommodate our bookings.”'

He believes that top artists are
limiting their engagements each
season now, due to oeing in high
tax brackets. This is leaving holes'
in local concert series, for which
lesser names aren't strong enough
boxoffice draw. Hence the rash
of ensembles to the fore.

What this -is doing to the aspir-
ing young artist is rough to con-
template. They’re finding it tough-
er to get dates, and the required
recital experience, and • therefore
have to look around for opportuni-
ties. elsewhere, in opera (which is

slim), in TV, etc.

' Imposing Lists ,

Groups now make, up an impos-
ing segment of concert lists. On
Columbia Artist Mgt.'s '52-’53 ros-
ter are the Gershwin Concert Or-
chestra (30 people), De Paur's In-

fantry Chorus (35 voices), Danish
(Continued on page 69)

Olney Bam Pacts

Munsell as Mgr.
* Warren Munsell, Jr., compan
manager of ‘/Grass Harp,” will b'

general manager of the Olne;
(Md.) Summer Theatre this sea
son. He’ll spend part of the tim
on the spot and the balance ii

New York, except for the final tw<
weeks, during the probable tryou
there of “Cornin’ Through th
Rye,” his play about Rober
Burns. In addition to Munsell,
resident manager will also be em
ployed by co-owners Evelyn Frey
man and Kenneth Banghart.

For this season, opening June i

and continuing 14 weeks, the Olne
capacity will be increased slightl;
to $11,016. as compared to th
former approximately $10,500. Th
house record of $11,250.50 for
regular eight - performance wee]
was set by Maurice Evans in “Dev
il’s Disciple” in 1950. Only othe
star to top $11,000 for a regula
week was Olivia de Havilland wit]
$11,099.50 in “Candida” in 1951
Only others to crack the $10,00i
mark for eight performances wer
Eve Arden, with $10,725 in “Her

& 1951; Basil Rathbone
$10,431.50, “The Heiress.” 1949
Susan Peters. $10,134, “Barretts o
Wimpole Street,” 1949; Edward Ev
erett Horton. $10,042, “Presen

’ L94® : Miss A^en, $10,

ahoin «
ere Today ’’’ 1950, and Eli*

abelh Bergner. ?! 10,000.50, “EscapMe IS ever, 1948.
^

for the h°«s
set by TaHulah Banli

/
or full weeks of “Pri'ate Lives m 1949. Helen Have

in Alice
13 Performance

Aiict Sit-by-the-Firp” in 1 q/k

181 ^U 'eUe G
,

oddard grossed $14
sar /,? .

a week*and-a-half in “Ca<sai aud c loopatra” in 1950.

littler Picks Up Mice

Fantasy for London Bow
“Bruno and Sidney/’ Edward

Caulfield’s comedy-melodrama fan-

tasy about two mice, has been ac-

quired by Emile Littler for Lon-
don production this spring. The
play was originally produced in

New York in the spring of 1949 by
New 'Stages, with Billy Redfiexd

in the leading part.

Carl Cowl represents „the author.

La West ‘Sextet’

For Bams,B’way
Mae West is reportedly about

set to tour the strawhats this sum-
mer and then appear on Broadway
in “Sextet,” a play of British

authorship. Yarn is said to in-

volve a woman on the eve of her
sixth marriage. Alexander Ince
owns the script and is arranging
the production, with Lee Shubert
likely to be financially interested,
at least to the extent of guarantee-
ing the bonds.

If Miss West, who is revising the
“Sextet” script, can’t get a Version
that suits her, she may instead do
a one-woman show of readings and
scenes from plays in which she has
appeared, William Morris agency
is tentatively offering such a show
for a barn tour, to be followed by
a Broadway presentation.

Arbitration Ordered In

Kennedy-Hover Hassle

Over LA Legiter Foldo
Hollywood, April 15.

At least one of the suits, coun-
ter-suits and charges growing out

of H. D* Hover’s 11^ week legit

operation at Harout’s Ivar Theatre
here last year will be settled by
arbitration. Superior Judge Frank
G. Swain denied Hover’s request
for a ruling that he did not have
to arbitrate with a^tor-director
Harold J. Kennedy, as provided in
the standard Equity contract.

Hover, who lost around $12,500
in producing three shows at the
376-seat house, had filed suit
against Kennedy, manager Harry
Engel and theatre owner Eghiche
Harout for $150,000, charging mis-
representation in drawing up the
contracts, alleging -that he had
been misinformed as to the reve-
nue obtained by previous produc-
ers at the legiter.

This case remains on the calen-
dar, as. does Harout’s counter-suit
for $130,000 charging breach of
contract. Theatre owner claims
Hover still owes for rent under the
original lease and that Harout’s
restaurant, which adjoins the the-
atre, suffered a weekly loss of $500
because Hover failed to keep the
legiter open in accordance with
the terms of the lease.

Theatre was dayk from Labor
Day to March 25 when it re-
opened with “Assembly Call,”
which lasted only two weeks. It
is again dark.

6th ‘Widow’ Revival Oke

For Short London Run
London, April 15.

Stoll Theatre management
opened Franz Lehar’s “The Merry
Widow” yesterday (Mon.) for a
limited season. The melodies are
the main asset of this revival. They
triumph over dated humor and in-
adequate casting. Venture should
succeed, however, for its short run.
New version of “Widow” marks

the sixth revival of the Lehar mu-
sical. Leading roles are played by
Margaret Mitchell, Peter Graves,
Jerry Verno, Billy Tasker, Linda
Lee and Greta Unger.

James D. Shousc, Crosley Broad-
casting Corp* board chief, is the new
Cincinnati Summer Opera Assn,
executive chairman. He replaces
Hulbert Taft, Times-Star editor
and publisher, who resigned after
serving in the post since 1944.

Rockefeller Kin k«es

Ante , in Grand Ballet

To $1,025,000 Contrib

Limited partnership agreement

of the Grana Ballet de Monte Carlo

was changed again last week In

N. Y. County Court, when the sev-

enth amended certificate was filed,

raising contributions of Margaret
de Cuevas to the company from a

previous $987,500 to ‘ $1,025,000.

The extra $37>500 was for coin put
into the company since December,
1950. Sum doesn’t represent losses,

according to company reps, as the

troupe", now dancing in Europe, had
a good season in 1951, coming out

with a loss reportedly “.around

$25,000.”

Mme. de Cuevas, wife of the bal-

let troupe’s owner, Marquis George
de Cuevas, apd granddaughter of

John D. Rockefeller, now owns
91% of the stock as limited part-

ner. Troupe has been having a suc-

cessful season thus far in ’52, hav-
ing appeared in Scandinavia and
Germany. It’s due in Paris next
month. A deal is- cooking for a five-

week engagement in June-July in
' Brazil. End of July the troupe is

booked for Switzerland, followed
by dates in France and Italy, to

carry it through, to end of the year.

‘Wedding’ Profit

Now Over 329G
-
1 Another dividend -of $37,500 is

being issued this week by “Mem-
ber of the Wedding,” bringing the

total distributed profit on the pro-

duction to $293,624,42 thus far.

That includes the show’s share of
the $75,000 down payment .on the
film sale to Stanley Kramer.
As of March 29, the Robert

•Whitehead production had earned
a total net profit of $329,362.21.
After the current distribution
there are additional assets of $35,-
737.79, including undistributed
profits, cash reserve and bonds.
The play, which won the N.Y.
Drama Critics Circle award for the
1949-50 season, involved an orig-
inal investment of ' $75,000.

The. current tour, which started
last fall, was to have ended May
3, but has been extended through
the weeks' of.May 5 at the Flat-
bush, Brooklyn, and May 12 at the
Windsor, Bronx, N.Y. The film
version will be produced in Holly-
wood this summer with Miss Wat-
ers and Julie Harris repeating
their original characterizations.
During the shooting, “I Am a Cam-
era,” in which Miss Harris is cur-
rently star-red on Broadway, will
lay efff.

Harmops Prep Return

To Clinton, Conn., Barn
Charlotte Harmon iyill be resi-

dent director this summer at the
•Clinton (Conn.) Playhouse. The
playwright will also be co-producer
of the spot again with her hus-
band, Broadway pressagent Lewis
Harmon. The pair, who formerly
ran the Guilford (Conn.) Playhouse,
acquired the larger Clinton stand
and switched operations there last
summer.
Mary Boylan will again be in

charge of -the boxoffice at Clinton,
with Warwick V. Brown continuing
as designer, "but a new stage man-
ager will be engaged. No decision
has bden made as to whether to in-
crease the $2.95 top. The spot opens
June 30 for a nine-week season.
The . only booking set thus far is
Milton Lyon’s touring “Kiss, Me,
Kate,” package.

Original ‘Crime’ Set

For Toronto Debut
“Crime Passionale,” Jean-Paul

Sartre drama produced on Broad-
way three seasons ago under the
title, “Red Gloves,” will be pre-
sented in Kitty Black’s original
London version this weekend by
the Jupiter Theatre, Inc., at the
Museum Theatre, Toronto. The
cast will include British film-legit
actress Honor Blackman; Donald
Harron, who recently toured the
U. S? in “Sleep of Prisoners,” and
Canadian radio commentator Lome
Greene.
American director Edward Lud-

lum will stage it.

Backers of^One Bright Day,” Howard' Lindsay-Russel Crousp
ductioh oL Sigmund Milled drama* whlcVclosed last Saturday (19W
the ftoyale, Include humorist >rank Sullivan, $375; general *

Herman Bernstein, $750; company manager Abe Cohen, $750- X!
Jackie Cooper, $750; producenDavid Davidson, $750; company ma
Carl Fisher, $750; pressagent Leo Freedman/ $750; theatrical orintf™
exec Harold Friedlander, $750; Mrs. Dan Golenpaul, wife of the radw
TV producer, $750; magazine editor Jane Grant, $750; souvenir n™
gram agent A1 Greenstone, $750; theatre treasurer Willie Harris
stage manager Del Hughes, $750; actress : Josephine Hull, $750-’ Jot™
Boris Karloff, $750; -Nedda Harrigan, actress-wife of author-direct™
Joshua Logan, $750^production secretary Ruth Mitchell, $750-
Paul Osborn, wife: of the playwright, $750; actor Robert Ross ’ $750'
RCA vice-president Mame Sacks, $750; agent Gloria Safier, $750- product
tion assistant Selma Tamber, $750; photographer Florence Vandamm"
$750; Mary Ellin, Elizabeth Irving and Ljnda Louise Berlin, daughters
of songwriter Irving -Berlin, $1,500; screenwriter Charles Brackett
$1,500; producer-theatre owner Anthony B. Farrell, $1,500; Playbill
publisher Richard Huber, $1,500; television producer Max Liebman
$1,500; theatre executive Louis A. Lotito, $1,500; television producer
Irving Mansfield, $1,500; radio-television producer Henry Morgenthau
3d, $1,500; Elaine Perry, daughter of the late director Antoinette Perry
$1,500; Scandinavian producer Lars Schmidt, $1,500; attorney Morris
Schrier, representing Music Corp. of America, $1,500; Luise M. Sillcox
representing the Authors league* Fund, $3,000; Mrs. Edward Kook!
wife of the .lighting technician, $3,000, and theatre owner Howard S
Cullman, $4,500. .The venture was capitalized at $75,000, with provision
(not exercised) for 20% OvercalL

Principal conventions, meetings and shows (with respective dates
and expected attendance) that may provide theatre attendance in New
York this week and next include. Van Zile Tours (11-16; 200), Empire
Travel Club (11-18; YOO), Hanover Fire Insurance Co. (12-16; 200), Mort-
gage Bankers of America—Eastern Regional Clinic CL4-15; 400), Federa-
tion of -American Societies for Experimental * Biology (14-18; 5,000),
Modem Network Synthetis Symposium (15*18; 500); North Atlantic
Regional Conference for Agricultural Education (15-18; 50), Van Zile
Tours (16-17; 200), American Society for Testing ,Materials—Commit-
tee D-12 (16rl8; IOC)# Girls Clubs of America. (17-19; 125), Speech Assn,
of the Eastern States (17-19; 300), Peter Tare, Inc. (18-20; 150), Affiliated
Clothiers (20-23; 150), Associated Press (21; £,000), Home Office Life
Underwriters Assn. (21-23; 300), State Charities Aid Assn, (21-23; 150),
American Wood-Preservers &ssn. (21-24; 800), Society of Automotive
Engineers—National Aeronautic Meeting (21-24; 250), American Inst,

of Steel Construction—Engineering Conference (21-25; 30Q), Knitting &
Allied Crafts Exposition (21-25; 6,000), National Knitted Outerwear
Assn. (22-23; 500), American Newspaper Publishers Assn. (22-24; 800),
Underwear Inst. (23-24; 150), So.ciety for Advancement of Management—Time Study Conference (24-25; 500), Baltimore Motor Coach (25-27;

50), W. Phila. Realty Board (25-27; 200) and International Stewards &
Caterers Assn. (26-27; 200).

w •

Rita Allen, associated with Saint Subber in the production of “Grass
Harp,” current at the Martin Beck, N. Y., is understood to have brought
in $50,000- of the show’s $100,000 bankroll, but -

to have disposed of
considerable of her end to friends. According to the partnership agree-
ment, Mrs. Allen is listed as having a $5,000 slice of the venture, while
her husband, Wall Street broker Charles Allen, Jr., is down for $10,000,
and Mrs. Allen’s partner, Archie Thompson, is listed as having a $4,000
interest. -Among the other listed backers are former producer Donald
Blackwell, $2,000; theatre owner Howard^S.' Cullman and several of

the so-called “Cullman group,” $2,000 each; theatre -exec Louis A.
Lotito, $2,000; former producer Raymond W. Curtis, $2,000; attorney
Morris M. Schrier, representing Music Corp. of America, $1,000; Elaine
Perry, daughter of the late director Antoinette Perry, $1,000; actor
James B. O’Rear, $500; photographer Richard

.
Ayedon, $500 and pro-

ducer Tad Adoue, $500. Subber is sole general partner.

Backers of “The Chase,” Jose Ferrer’s production (in association
with Milton Baron) of the Horton Foote melodrama which premiered
last night (Tues.) at the Playhouse, N.Y., include Ferrer, $5,000; Baron,
$1,250; Edwin M. Reiskind, Ferrer’s attorney, $3,750; theatre treasurer
Harry Goldhart, $625; actor Albert Whitley, $625; actress Binnie Barnes,

$2,500; talent agent Kurt Frings, $1,250; playwright Edmund Trzcinski,

$625; actress Patricia Wheel, $312.50; actor Hume Cronyn, $312.50;
actor John Emery, $625; James S. Stroock, of Brooks Costume Co.,

$1,250; Mrs. Lawrence . Weiner, wife of the ad agency exec; former
publisher George Backer, $1,250, and theatre treasurer William Harris,

$1,250. Ferrer is the* sole general partner of the venture, which is

capitalized at $62,500, with no provision for overcall.

Western Union strike is proving a headache to legit managements,
much of whose business is carried on by wire. One of the mild com-
plications of the situation is that reports from company managers of

touring shows are delayed several ' days in reaching producers’ offices
in New York. Practice with most managements is to wire nightly the
figure for each performance’s receipts, but such reports are now being
serft by mail. In some cases the Saturday night take and the week’s
total reach the homeoffice by Monday morning. But where the show is

in the west, or the company manager doesn’t get a chance to get the
note into the mail until Sunday, the figure isn’t available' until Tuesday
or even later.

Although the national company of “South Pacific” doesn’t open its

four-week stand at Pitt’s Nixon Theatre until next Monday (21),

the house was virtually three-quarters gone for the entire run by last

weekend. Theatre is scaled to give musical around $194,000 for the
stay, and mail orders and window saleohad already accounted for close
to $130,000 on Saturday (12). Upestimated amount of mail applicants
got their money back, particularly those after cheaper seats, since they
were the first to go, but even so, the Nixon looks to be clean, or very
close to it, when the curtain goes up on the first performance. This is

the first time in Pitt’s legit history that any attraction has ever been
booked in for four weeks.

Edwin Justus Mayer, author of “I Am Laughing,” which was pre-

sented by Margo Jones at her Dallas ’52 Theatre March -31, calls opus
a completely new play, and not a revival of his work of the same name
which was presented in Pasadena in 1935, as Vabiety stated last week.
Mayer claims the present play is a tragedy, while the other was a

farce; that it has a new set of characters and different situations.
Only tiling old, he states, is use of the title .from a French story re-

ferred to briefly in the' script.
, “Laughing” is in its final stanza of a

three-week run in Dallas, and will be put into the end-season reper-
tory setup of Theatre ’52. Miriam Howell is agenting.

Backers of “Salt of the Earth,” drama' about the Mormons which
George Nichols. Sd recently tried out with Theresa Wright and Kent
Smith as co-stars, included designer Samuel Leve, $500; Andrew Geoly,

of Eaves Costume Co., $1,000, and the producer himself, $39,500. The
venture was financed at $50,000, with provision for 20% overcall. After

a half-week in New Haven and a week in Boston; “Salt of the Earth’

was closed for “revision,”

T
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'Remains’ $10,900, Dolls
Chicago; April 15.- 4

rhirago suffered the usual Holy I

week blight, while a Saturday (12)

downpour ruined matinee., trade

and window sales.
. \ r

v

“week of May 5 Will And Joan

Bennett and Zachary Scott swltch-

w places with Kosallnd Russell

S,® Dennis Price in "Bell, Book

SSd Candle” "Two on the Aisle':

in May 6 at the Great

Northern and on May It '.'Bagels

and Yox” settles down at the

Blackstone. Strangely enough,, at

the tail end of the season, Windy
ntv will house more attractions

than any other time,

Estimates for L*fct Week '

“Bell, Book and Candle;” Great

Northern (7th week).- ($4.80; 1,500).

Biding out the Lenten season with

$1
«Guys and Bolls ” Shubert (7th

week) ($6; 2,100),. Musical luring

them in despite all the seasonal

problems with lush $54,500,
P
“Moon Is Blue,” Harris (50th

week) ($4.80; 1,000). Pumping
toward the anniversary mark with
light $10,300.
“Remains to Be Seen,” Erlanger

(1st week) ($3.80; 1,334)* Slim
$10,000 for first week*

‘Affairs’ $9,000,

‘Aisle’ $14300, Hub
Boston, April 15.

"The Cocktail Party'/* which
opened at the Colonial Monday
(14), is the lone . newcomer this

stanza. "Affairs of "State” winds
a six-week stand at the Plymouth
Saturday (19) ’and ^"Two on the
Aisle” concludes a ’five-week run
the same night.
Openers next Monday (21) are

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes/* for
an indefinite run at the Shubert,
and "For Crying Out Loud,” in
for a single week at the Wilbur.

Estimates for Last Week
"Affairs of .State/* Plymouth

(5th wk) (1,200; $3.60). Bopped
by Holy Week, winding with near
$9,000. Final week current.

"Billy Rudd,” Brattle (1st wk"
(454; $1.20-$3.) Not bad at $2,700
"To Be Continued,” Wilbur (1st

Wk) (1,200; $3.60. Only so-sO $6,000
on seven shows.
"Two on the Aisle/* Shubert

(4th wk) (1,700; $4.80-$6). Off to
$14,300. Final week current.

'Cocktail’ $17,400, D.C.
.

•* Washington, April 15.
Second and last week of "The

Cocktail Party” at the Gayety
grossed $17,400. House is dark
this week.

It . reopens next Monday (21)
with a week of "The Male Animal”
which the N. Y. City . Center is re-
viving. Katharine Cornell in "The
Constant Wife” follows.

’

'ROBERTS’ SAILING HIGH.

WITH $21,600 IN SPLIT
Des Moines, April 15,

Despite disastrous floods in
much of the territory it was play-
ing last week, the touring "Mister
Roberts” mopped « up a gross of
over $21,600 for eight perform-
ances in five stands. Leland Hay-
ward production is not yet on dry
land, however, as it remains in
high-water area this week with
dates in Waterloo, Cedar Rapids,
Davenport and Burlington.

Thomas
.
Heggen-Joshua Logan

hit, with Tod Andrews as star,

started last week with $2,000 for a
one-nighter Sunday (6) at the Mu-
sic Hall, Kansas City, .. It had'
drawn $7,700 in three perform-
ances at the same house the pre-
vious week. Next, the show got
$6,600 In two times Mdnday-Tues-
day (7-8) at the Stuart, Lincoln,
Neb.; added $3,800 for a one-
nighter Wednesday (9) at the Coli-

seum, Sioux Falls, S. D.; $2,700
for another one-nighter Thursday
(10) at the Otpheum, Sioux City,
and finaled .with $6,500 for a re-
peat two evenings and a matinee
Saturday (12) at the KENT The
atre, Des Moines.

Current Road Shows

‘Darkness’ Dim $10,400

In Twin Cities Stand
. Minneapolis, April 15,

* Combination of Holy Week,
Passover and opposition of Ship-

stad-Johnson "Ice Follies,” Sports-

man’s Show and Minneapolis
akers basketball championship

playoff finals, was too much for

Darkness at Noon,” starring E. G,

Robinson. Traveling from Seattle,
and idle Sunday and Monday, show
bad only a five-day and seven-per-
formance stanza in Twin Cities
and grossed a light $10,400.

A St. Paul one-night stand in the
3,500-seat- Auditorium at $3.60 top
accounted for only $1,250. Four
nights, including Good Friday, and
two matinees in the 1,900-seat Ly-
ceum here at the same scale, added
$9,150. Bad weather also was a
handicap. Show remained over
for. -an additional night, Sunday
(13) here.

'Blondes’ $40,700,

Chase’ 7G, Philly

Big Weekend Offsets Early

S.P.’ $41,300,
‘Jamie’$33m Egypt’ 9G

Business was ,
very "spotty on

Brpadway last week, with the over-
all volume almost exactly the
same as the week4>efore. Holy
Week and Passover appeared to

have little effect on the, pattern of
attendance: Receipts . were hup
Monday and Tuesday nights (7-8)

over the previous stanza, but trade
sagged badly Wednesday and

Best, Basil Eathbone), .About $7,«

700 (previous week, $7,800); using
twofers

1

*‘Kinr and V* St. James (55th
Wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Gertrude Lawrence). Had a clean
statement again; over $51,700.
"Moon Is Bine,” Miller (58th Wk)

(C-$4,80; 920; $21,586) (Barbra Bel
Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry Nel-

Thursday (9-10), and then made a son). Exactly $15,000 (previous

strong recovery Friday night and week, $15,300). .

at both performances Saturday ‘'Mrs. McThlngr, MorOsco (8th

(11-12). « - n
wk) (CD-$4.60; 912; $26,-800) (Helen
Hftyes), With . two performances
cancelled because of the star's ill-

ness, the gross was $16,900 got six

performances (previous week, $22,-

000 for regular eight times).

"One Bright Bay/* Royale (4th.

wk) (D~$4.80; 1,035; $2T,OOQ). Under
$5,000 (previous week, $11,400):
closed Saturday night (12) after 29
performances, at a loss of about
$65,000.

"Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(22d wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000)
(James Barton). Nearly $30,300

The total grosr for all 26
shows last week was $631,040,
or 70% of capacity. Week be-
fore last the total for all 26
shows was $663,000, or 10%
of capacity, a drop of 9% from
the preceding weojL
A year ago last week the to-

tal for all 23 shows was $598,-
200, or 18% of capacity, a
drop of 2% from 'the week be*
fore, ^

Of the recent entries. "Brass
Rint!” wa <5 ven^rallv wanned and waroes uarionn neari;

Philadelphia. April 15. out ' sSvP
a2) Xr (previous week, $28,500).

Defying the traditional Holy w "Pal Joey/* Broadhurst (15th wk)

aamrimas ""

ness for remainder of the week.remainder qi me wee*. of theatre nartim '"rmn Tnan in W»u;
Town is hungry for musical fare

jjell" got ^©proximate
1

cinacitv Skinner). Almost $8,600 (previous
and revival is certain to go. clean -one nVv” railed it week, $8,4tK»; moves next week to-
all of its second week; Critical re- Jgg- kst wfek and the OUvlef- the dolden,
ception was strong, all praising re- Leigfi "Cleonatra” revivals wound

wB°I«t of No Return,” Alvin
marVflhlA fi«A sharp In whinh Will. « v

ieQ
,
pacr* ~Vlva/5 WOUnQ

markable fine shape in which mu-
sical has been maintained after

two years In New York and one
se^sjon on road. "The ChSse/’
town’s only other footlight attrac

(18th wk) <D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,*

Thi/^ek bX7“oo,ning3 924)

of "The Chase” and the fortnight '(Previous week, $35,100).

engagement of the ^r Saints Shrike/** Cort (13th • Wk) CD*
town s oniy otner ioouignt attrac-

in Three Acts” revival No clos- $A80; 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,
tion, slowed down to a‘ walk in ws h ve . been annn^nf> j Judith Evelyn). Almost $20,400
second session at Locust.

Stage season here got a fresh

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: P (Play), M ( Musical )

‘.‘For Crying ^ Ont Loud” (P)

—

^chael Midas, prod.; Edgar Mc-
Gregor, dir.
"Male Animal” (P>—N.Y.C. Thea-

tre Co., prod.; Michael Gordon,
dir.; Elliott Nugent,-Martha Scott,
Etars

"Much Ado About-Nothing” (P)
--Luther Greene, prod.;.Robert At-
kins, dir.; Claire Luce, Anthony
Eustral, Melville Cooper, stars.
“New Faces” (M)—Leonard Sill-

nian, prod.; John Murray Ander-
son, dir.

“Shuffle Along** (M)—Irving Gau-
mont, prod.; Jack McGowan, dir.
"The Victim” (F)—David Heil-

Vveil, Robert Wintcr-Berger, prod.;
Peter Frye, dir.

Stock Rills

.
(April 14-27)

"Happy Medium” (tryout)—Play-
house. Albany (15-20).
T Am Laughing”—Theatre ’52,

Dallas (14-19).
“Kiss Me, Kate'*—-Paper Mill

Playhouse, Millbum, N.J. (14-27).
On Approval** (Arthur Treach-

15)
Arena Tlleatref Mepiphis (15-

"O Mistress 3*$ine” (Ruth Chat-
terton)—Empress Playhouse, St.
Louis (15-20).

‘Petrified Forest’*,. (F. r a n c h o t

7j?
nej—-Bermudiana Theatre, Ham-

ilton, Bermuda (14-19),

‘John’ 11G, St. Louis
„ T

.St. Louis, April 15.
John Loves Mary/' with Joanne

rfu and John Ireland',, wound up a
ene-week frame at the Empress^ay G3) with $li;oo.O for eight
Performances at-a $2 top.

*

Ruth Chattertou in "O MistressMme tees off a single frame at
7

1® Empress tonight (Tues.). Tlie

uS.*
n
?
an

» dark fowfour weeks, re-
united Saturday (12) with Black-
j
10
/16 und his magih for an eight-

ll-performance stand. House
6 scaled to $2.44 for the piece.

(April 13-26)

"Affairs of State” (June Havoc)

—

Plymouth, Boston (14-19); Majes-
ty’s, Montreal (21-26K

"Bell, Book and Candfe” (Ros-
alind Russell, Dennis Price)-
Great Northern, Chicago ’(14r26).

"Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)
(tryout) Majesty’s, Montreal (14-

19).

"Cocktail Party” (Dennis King
Estelle Winwood, Neva Patterson)

—Colonial, Boston (14-26).

"Constant Wife” Katharine
Cornell)—Forrest, Phila. (14-26),

"Drarkness at Noon” (Edward G.
Robinson)—Davidson, Milwaukee
(15^19); *Cox, Cincinnati (21-26).

"For Crying Out Loud”—Wil-
bur, Boston (21-26).

"Gentlemen -Prefer Blondes’r

(Carol Channing) — Erlanger,
Phila,. (14-19); Shubert, ‘ Boston
(21-26).

"Guys and Dolls”—Shubert, Chi-
cago (14-26). v

"Happy Time” — Geary, San
Francisco (14-19).

"Hook ‘n* Ladder” (tryout)—Lo-
cust, Phila (14-26). (Reviewed in

Variety this week).
"Member of the Wedding”

(Ethel Waters)— Rajah, Reading
(14); Lyric, Allentown, Pa. (15-16);

Community, Hershey (17-19); Court
Square, Springfield, Mass. (21-23);

Horace Bushnell Aud., Hartford

(24-26).
, 4 „

“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
—Paramount, Waterloo, la. (14);

Iowa, Cedar Rapids (15-16); Oi>

pheum, Davenport (17-18); Memo-
rial Aud., Burlington, la. (19);

American, St. Louis (20-26).*.

"Moon is Blue” (2d Co.)—Hams,
Chicago (14-26).

"Moon is Blue” (3d Co.)—Rob-
inson Aud., Little Rock (14); Aud.,

Memphis (15-16); City Aucj., Jack-

son, Miss. (17); Aud., New Orleans

(18-25); Paramount, Baton Rouge
(25-26). /4 /T .

"Of Thee I Sing” (tryout) (Jack

Carson, Paul Hartnjan)—Shubert,
Phila. (14-26) (Reviewed m
Variety, April 9, ’52).

"Remains to Be Seen”—Erlan-
ger, Chicago (14-26).

"Shuffle Along” (tryout)—Shu
bert, N. H. (23-26).

"South Pacific” (Janet Blair,

Webb Tilton)—Taft Aud., Cincm
nati (14-19); Nixon, Pittsburgh

(21-26).

"To * Be Continued” (tryout)

—

Wilbur, Boston (14-19). (Reviewed

in Variety this week).

"Two on the Aisle” (Bert Lahr,

Dolores Gray)—Shubert, Boston

(14-19); Cass, Detroit (21-26).

lighted the Shubert; Katherine
Cornell revival of “The Constant
Wife” opened at the Forrest, and
the Locust got a new c o m e-d y,

“Hook ’N .Ladder/’
Estimates for Last Week

"Gentlemen prefer. Blondes,”
Erlanger (1st wk) (1,880; $5.20)

several are possibly: Business is— - due for 3 sharo btidst thin South Pacific* Majestic (156tn
spurt with three openings last

.gJJ® proSblv relaose next W.(MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
night (14). "Of Thee I Sing” re- S,«k

P y P next
Wright, George Brltion). Almost

/ * - v i f, $41,300 (previous Week, $40,000).
Estimate# for Last Week "String. 17/* 48th St. (49th wk)

~Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), (C-$4.80; «2; $21,547). Down to
CD (Comedy-Drama;), R (Revue), $11,200 (previous week, $12,400).
MC (Musical? Comedy), MD (Musi- "Top Banana,” Winter “Uarden
cal Drama), O (Opera), (24th wk) <MC-$6.6O-$7,20; 1,519;
Other parenthetic designation* $51,881) (Phil Silvers). Topped $38,-

JLlXlCUXgCI. YYXVf ^ .refer, respectively, to "top price; 406 (previous, week, $34,400). •

Carol Channing starrer clocked (*indicates • using iwo-for-ones), "Three Wiahei for Jamie,” Hel-
right from getaway. Heavy afi- number of seats', capacity gross And linger (4th ‘wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,527;
vance, plus reviews and strong stars. Price includes 20% amuse- $51,300) (Anne Jeffreys, John
word-of-mouth, added up to smash ment tax, but grosser are net: i.e., Raitt). Over $33,300 (previous week,
$40,700. . exclusive of tax. $41,100). v
_“The Chase,” Locust (2d wk) "Brass Ring,” Lyceum (1st wk) "Venus Observed/* Century (9th

(1,580; $3.90)—Holidays boffed (D-$4.80; 995; $22,845).- Opened wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,645; $45,000)
straight dramatic offering, along Thursday night (10). to two favor- (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer),
with fact that show’ was being re- able notices (Hawkins, World-Tele* Nearly $17,900 (previous week, $21,-

written and recast. .Slow $7,000. gram & Sim; Kerr,, Herald. Trib- 600); advertising “last weeks.”

SSSL.
an2^six P£nS .

(^inson
* OPENING THIS WEEK

_ ¥ n aaa I ™ru?
es * Coleman, "Chase,” Playhouse (D-$4.80;

3d Moon Co. Fair $11,900 1
"9; $19,000) (John Hodiak, Kim

can; Pollock, Compass; Watts,

r* o* • Ti Ci -JL

I

Post)
: closed Saturday night (12)

rOI* uIX ID lhree otBIHlS after four performances, grossing
around $3 ,00 0;_ production lost an Ferter; capitalized at $62,500, pro-

Is I ,, -r
duction cost about $40,000 (exclud-

Call Me Madam, Imperial $15,000, tryout loss and $14,000

Hunter). Jose Ferrer, in associa-
tion with Milton Baron, production
of play by Horton Foote, staged by

Oklahoma City, April 15.

Third company of “Moon,7 * .. r aiau au«h«uui lAUpcua

900
PU

for°^ix performances in SvwirYfii 15 in l*onds and deposits) and can

tan d c last week. String inn\
(Eth^ Merman).. Nearly $42,- break even at around $16,000 gross;

s t a n d s last weeic string gop (previous week, $41,000); closes tryout reviewed in Variety, April

nrpq Mondav-Tues-
Wa

<oi
3 to

J
our

:, trt f . , 2, *52; opened last night (Tues.),
two performances Monday -tues- "Cleopatra*,”^ Ziegfeld (17th wk) "Four qainta in Three Acts ”

showings v?
2
?' *5

r
,5
?
6
i
/Lawrence Broadway (O-$3.60; 1,900; $33,000).

WAlnAsla
3
v
6
^i,rsdav (9-10) aTPhe SliV

t}

er’ Viviel1 Shaw- ANTA Play Series revival of the

Tu a 2d SlakS?S repertory finaled at 0pbra, with music by Virgil Thorn-
Convention .Hall, i u is a, ana over $56,100 (previous week, $53,- enn libretto bv Gertrude Stein*

Tridav S&iSdav^U-lS
tW

a°t

m
the fOO); closed !Saturday night (12) af- production cost^bout $32,000 (in-

Theatre^ here
ter 133 performances; engagement eluding two weeks’ operation); en-H

TVmine
ea

i

t
<?

r
sDlittine this week

lost a
J!

estimated $25,000, including gagement limited to two weeks;

i,a?waaS t ?h 1a Tw>! Memphis ?p̂
ratl°? and

.
amortizing transpor- opens tonight (Wed.),

between Little Rock, mempnis, tation of production and company
Jackson, Miss., and New Orleans, from London and back.

'SING’ TUNEFUL $30,700

IN FULL NEW HAVEN WK.

"The

Equity Show
(April 14-27)

Rehearsal”— Lenox Hil

Playhouse, N. Y. (23-27).

from London and back.
"Don Juan in Hell,” Plymouth

(2d wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,063;. $31,000)
‘Wedding* Poor $10,000 In (Charles Boyer, Charles Laughton,

Richmond-Norfolk Split g£g?
Norfolk, April 15. week, $30,800); limited engagement

Ethel Waters in "Member of the due to end Mav 24.

Wedding” got the Holy Week box- "Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box
office blues in an eight-perform- (4th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,012; $27,-

ance split between Richmond and 000). Under $9,000 (previous week,
here last week. The Carson Me- $16,100).

Cullers drama grossed only $10,000 "Fourposter,” Barrymore (25th

for the stanza. wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (Jes-

For the first five showings Mon- sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Bet- ; , , , ..
,

.

day-through-Thursday (7-10) at the tered $20,400 (previous week, $20,- tryout week here, and show left

WRVA Theatre, Richmond, the 600); Betty Field and Burgess town with major script Changes

show got $6,000, and the final Meredith take over June 9 as stars. dance restaging for Its Philly

three performances Friday-Satur- "Gigi,” Fulton (21st wk) (C-$4.80; stand this weekr Also, a cast

day (11-12) at the Center here. 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hepburn). ch£nge is under consideration.

Robert Whitehead production is Topped $14,400) (previous week, premiere of

splitting the current week be- $14,100); slated to close May 31, For Crying Out Loud (17-19),

for four days (23*

New Haven, April 5.

"Of Thee I Sing” revival at
-

the
Shubert last week successfully bat-
tled a Holy Week letdown, coming
through with an encouraging gross.

Eight performances at $5.40 top
(7-12) pulled an estimated $30,700.
Numerous minor changes took

place in the production during its

tween

'

6
Roa’ding,~*Aiientowa and I ^obablf reopen to*Sip I

?°d next week e<*S the baptism of

Hershey, Pa. ‘Shuffle Along*
26).

‘Candida’ 16{G, Toronto
Toronto, April 15.

tember.
Golden Boy,” ANTA Playhouse

(5th wk) (D-$4.80; 925; $23,000)
(John Xlarfield, Lee J. Cobb). Near-
ly $8,500 "(previous week, $12,000).

DA<?nite Holv Week, Olivia de "Grass Harp/* Becked wk) (D-

Havmand to ^andicTa” did a big *4.80; 1,214; <28.000). Almost $11,-

$16,5Q0 at $3.50, with tax, at the 500 (previous weA,^ll,700).
T?n\raT A1p*,?randra. Guys And Dolls, (46tll St* (73q

wlthHe^min Shumlin up from wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). Xn-

Nra YoKd caUbog daily noon evitable $44,400 again. I by "South Facmc/ witn Janet

SaStds (“placing Norris Hough- “I Am * Camera,” Empire, (20th Blair and JSVebb^.T.lion, in ,the

‘Pacific’ Capacity$59,113

In Week at CAdnnati
Cincinnati, April 15,

A capacity $59,113 was racked up
by “South Pacific” with Janet

order of pro&cer Thomas wk) <CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908) 2,500-seat Taft Theatre on eight

Hammond troupe goes into His (Julie Harris). Approached $17,900 performances at $4.92 last week.

SS5?C

(

’Mnntrpal (current week) (previous week, $15,000). Advance sellout for this week*
''Jane,” Corinet (11th wk) (C- windup of the fortnight engage-

York, next Tuesday (22). $4.80-$5.40»; 1,027; $31,000) (Edna ment was announced Saturday (12).
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SET EAST TEAR
Houston

NOW BOOKING TOUR
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H«M»k ’NT Ladder
Wilmington, Dtih, April 10*

A1 M&rltx production oT farco-comedy
in thre* a<t* by Clurle* Ho*ner and
Hdnry Mile*. If*atinyes Vicki Cummlni».
Dlvoctod by.Morltt, Setting: and lighting,

PlayhGU**, ' Wiliiiington, April 10, 52;

$3.60 tpp,
'

tlAgg

Chrlatlne *Ui>r VickJ C^"«?
Caspar Ai*mWu*ter .v. ..... Harry Soth'Wn

Steve Barton
Y

Mr. Beaton ......... Humphrey Davis

Mayor Tid.dl« . . . .Leland Stanford Harris

Doc Cornwall* Chaf
Yfttitta

M
prlce
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o
c
uton. aSSSSSS
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j, B. Carpentor Maurice Fltxgeraia

Charles Horner and Henr/ &ttes,

two of Arthur Godfrey's gag

writers, are responsible for this

concoction, Which bears only
,,
a

slight resemblance to a play. It s

gagged up to the hilt, and while

there are some really funny lines

and situations, the net result is far

from happy. A brief career seems

in prospect for this one.

A slow first act doesn't help mat-

ters. Things pick up in the second

stanza, and there is a whirlwind

finish in the best radio and TV tra-

dition. At times the script re-

sembles’ a series of vaudeville skits

held together by a thread Of plot.

The action centers around the ef-

forts of a trio of salesmen—two
men and a girl—to peddle a fire en-

gine to a town. It seems the usual
procedure is to grease the palms of

the town leaders to accelerate a

sale. .Egged on by a reform-type
girl newpap.sr reporter, they* decide

to break tradition and eliminate

the graft angle. A rival fire en-
gine salesman * appears Oh the

scene and things get confused un-
til a fire breaks out, enabling the

trio of heroes to demonstrate the
superiority of their engine—and
the deal is closed.

Town is inhabited by the Oddest
set of characters this side of the
booby hatch.

Vicki Cummings Is featured as

the femme helping to push the sale
and turns in a .good 30b. Her at-

tempt .
to make a veterinarian,

wh.pse first love Is animals, pro-
vides one of the show’s comedy
moments.

Also in there pitching are Allen
Nourse and Judson Pratt, as he%
companion city slickers. Nourse in
particular does everything but turn
handsprings to keep the show roll-
ing.

' ’

The only other feminine role is

the newspaper gal, played by pert
Loretta Price, Walter Klavun, as
the rival salesman, and Maurice
Fitzgerald, as a sales manager,
play it straight, but the other roles
are built strictly for laughs.

Guy Raymond, ~a jack-of-all-
trades; Leland Stanford Harris, an
alcoholic mayor; Harry Sothern, a
Milquetoast town clerk; Humphrey
Davis, a comedy big-shot, and
Charles G. Martin, the horse doc-
tor, dress up their characters with
broad hokum to get laughs.

Eldon Elder’s single hotel room
setting is in the Gay '90’s mood,
although the dialog is strictly topi-
cal, with references to Truman, the
Kefauver committee and the like.
A1 Moritz, the producer and also
on the Godfrey staff, directed with’
emphasis on speed, but he cant
overcome the amateurish aspects of
th$ show. KXep. ,

ANTA - Monlarov Drama FESTIVAL
Sponsored by ANTA A Northern

Californio Thoatrt Council
APRIL 20-27

APIIII. 20 -Siieelnl D«rformancefl by Mon-
terey Peninsula I.Jttlo Thoatre9

APltlb 21- -8:00—llJUbani Theatre. San
Mateo, OKIMITS HEX

Al’KIT, 22 — 2:00 — Discussion. 8HAKE-
Hl'JflAIlB, panel of experts
S:u0-—The World Theatre—Discussion of
Japanese, Middle Eastern, Indian staites
8:W—Han Joso State College, MIGHTS*
01' WllATIf

.
Premiere of Sulaerou’s play)

At Klf. 22 -2:00—Costume demonstration, San
Joso State College and Stanford University
4:00—Darn Theatre of Porterville, WIZARD
Ob OZ
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1'fttn ^beatre of Porterville, TEAKS

I
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APUIT. 24— t :00— Sc-nlc design, discussion
hy panel of experts
2:80 - Playwrights and modern drama, dis-
cuss ton led liy Martin Flavin, l)r. Hubert
Heffner, others.
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For Info: Wharf Players,
Fisherman's Wharf

fia.'l-SSEY, C.UIF.

To
Boston, ApfII 8. .

Gutliria McCJIwllc ifroducllon of <lram«

In three act* (four scenes) by William
BIT « A VM UA *i4,J fiafv

TV JUUUJL j) AlVJT'VDl lO-jr'-** V* *

Claude Franklin ' * *

Anme
Dorothy Stlckney

It’ —

It seems clear that “To Be Con-

tinued" won’t be continued veiw

long once it hits Broadway, but it

is to be regretted just the same.

The play has a good deal to recom-

mend it, including some pretty

bright dialog, some amusing situa-

tions and some good theatre.

As the title suggests, the play of-

fers a triangular domestic situation

that has no solution in the story

of a middle-aged man tom between
his wife, and hls mistress,* The play

opens with the Revelation that a

well-to-do New York jeweler has
been Spending four days a week
with His mistress in the city, the
weekends with'his wife in the coun-
try,’ for no less than 2$ years.

The mistress, fearing that late

middle age will alienate her lover,

and prodded on. by her friend, who
has infact only just been deserted
by her own, sets up a stratagem.to
force his wife to divorce him. This
stratagem works all right, but
it brings the two contending womr
en together. In the final climactic
scene the status returns to its open-
ing quo, with nothing settled but an
open working arrangement.
Where the author goes wrong in

this is that he never quite ’ makes
it all credible enough. Curiously
enough, though his play- is not suf-
ficiently truthful to stand on its

own, he is here presented with a
cast that is at least- 50% miscast,
which contributes even more to the
lack of authority.

This is not to say the cast isn’t
up to it; on the contrary, save for
the usual opening-night mishaps
'here and there, the cast is excep-
tionally ‘competent. Dorothy Stick-
ney looks, speaks and moves well,
but she is actually not the type at
all. Neil Hamilton,- -too, never
looked better or acted with 'more
skill, but seems, far too young for
the role. Luella Gear, who has the
brightest lines and makes the most
of them, is more in the vein, while
Jean Dixon, a splendid actress, is

almost entirely right for the role
of the wife. Grace Kelly, niece of
the playwright, scores in a brief
role’ with a lot of real style and
emotional force to make her a
young actress to watch, and Mary
•Gildea does well as the maid. John
Drew Dev^reaux's walk-on is so
brief, meanwhile, he has no ch
to make much of an impression
save a pleasant one.
The major fault remains, how-

ever, the. play’s basically unfulfilled
quality. ’ As it stands, it is a little
talky, a little uneven in pace and
a little slow in getting started, all
things than can be fixed on the
road. It remains to be seen if the
playwright can strengthen his third
act by coming to a more acceptable
and more convincing conclusion. If
he can, it is possible this might hit
for a moderate run, but whether
it does or not it reveals in William
Marchant, whose first Broadway

s> a very decided flair for
the theatre. Donald Oenslarger’s
set seems a little too pastell for
the characters, and Guthrie Me-.
Clintic s direction, though inven-
tive, might be a little more forqe-
tul, as indeed might the whole
show. Elie.

legit Followup

Remains to Be Seen
(ERLANGER, CHI)

Chicago hasn’t had 'a real gusty
farce ip. several years, and this
comedy fills the slot in good
fashion. Although there r

s a gap
here and there, especially in the
first act, scenes begin to move at
a faster pace and finally take on
aspects of an Olsen & Johnson
revue in the third act. q>
Within all the hubbub, however,

there’s a thread of a mystery that
manages to sustain the viewers’
curiosity throughout.
Janis Paige has certainly

emerged from the film starlet
and nitery singer stage which
threatened to swamp her into me-
diocrity, and gives a hilarious,
warming performance aS the band
singer who doesn’t want to become
an heiress.

Jackie Cooper, who co-stars as
the huildlng manager, is a budding
musician who impresses as the
protector of the chanteuse. Former
pic star conveys the enthusiasm
ana naivete for the role in excel-

,

lent shape.
James Rennie, as the con^orva-

1 tive attorney who gets hep, gets

Th« Br«i* Ring
Dotisld Wollw (in attiocUtion with Bon-

ald, Flamitt) production of drama in two
.acts by jryin^ . Flman, Features Sidney
Biackmer, Carol Goodner, Douglas Wat.
son. Bethel Leslie, Conrad Janis, Patricia
Benoit. Directed hy Stanley Gould;
acenery, costumes, lighting. Flft von
Kantzow; incidental music, John Barrows,
At Lyceum, N,> Y.. April 10, ’52; *4,80 top
(ifl opening).

George Westman Sidney Biackmer
Margaret Westman Carol Goodner
Herbert Westman .Douglas Watson
George’s Father BaUl Ford
George's Mother ... .Margarotta. Warwick
Joan Westman Bethel Leslie
Conductor Joseph Leberman
Rosemary Adams Patricia Benoit
'Charlie Butlor Conrad Janis
Spence . , .Fred Irving Lewis
Cora Potter .Helene Dumas

One amusing character and sev-
eral agreeable actors are about all

there is to “The Brass Ring." This
earnest but . inept elaboration of
the obvious,- written by Irving El-

man and produced by Donald Wo
lin, in association with Donald
Flqmm, offers no free ' merry-go-
round ride for . Broadway and
would take considerable invi£ojKO
tion for the screen. It’s douhfcful
stock or little theatre material,
partly because of its multiple-
scene aspect. . ^
The play itself is a sophomoric

melange of- sentimentality and sa-
tire, taking a hodgepodge of ill-

assorted characters' and actors
through a successibn of disjointed
scenes to a bromidic conclusion.
The basic situation involves a
muddle-headed man who once
wanted to go off to Paris for a
“career." Now he wonders if he
didn’t pass up the brass ring by
staying at home and settling for

x

marriage, children and a hum-
drum salary job (which somehow
keeps him affluent enough to have
$400 extra in a checking account
to give his son, plus the price of’

a plane ticket to Paris for his
daughter).
. The morose hero still day-
dreams of “getting away" some-
where to make -something- of him-
self and is, of course, sympathetic
to the similar yearning of his
daughter, who feels that she might
achieve her ambition to be a writ-
er if she could escape to a life on
her own in New York or, if pos-
sible, Paris. The son, inherently
a conservative, aims only for se-
curity under his father’s wing in
“the company." The wife, satisfied
with home and family, is not so
much level-headed as unimagina-
tive.

,

This modest little yarn wavers
between realism and impression-
ism, using a series of dream ,or
memory flashbacks (the author
and director apparently aren’t
av/are that the two forms are dis-
tinct) to explain the father’s obvi-
ous thought processes. Somehow,
it all boils down to the sort . of
cliche phEosophy that has been
said less, pretentiously in primary
school exercise books.
The single amusing character, a

casual youth in love with the
daughter and displacing a healthy
skepticism toward the sanctity ot
“the company," provides two en-
tertaining scenes that, unfortunate-
ly, have only indirect relation to
the central plot. The show’s only
other positive assets are the pres-
ence of such ingratiating players
as Carol Goodner, who brings wel-
come animation to the 'inert role
of the wife; Douglas Watson, who
has conviction and sympathy as
the son (his rapt attention to his
father in their key scene to-
gether is impressive, although he's
given practically nothing to play
to); Patricia Benoit, who is ad-
mirably direct and appealing in
the trite part of the girl he se-
duces, and Conrad Janis, engag-
ingly offhand as the daughter’s
scoffing suitor.

In the top-featured part of the
father who talks about going off
to tilt windmills, Sidney Biackmer
gives a painfully limp perform-
ance, emphasizing the mawkish
quality of the character and, in
effect, tending to retard the whole
play. As the daughter, Bethel Les-
lie is visually attractive, but seems
self-conscious and lacking in the
touch of humor that might redeem
the saccharine role,

Stanley Gould’s staging is awk-
ward, Elfi von Kantzow’s revolv-
ing set, representing a bedroom,
dining room, entrance hall, offices
and a section of a commuter train,
clutters the stage, and John Bar-
rows has provided the pretentious
and frequently Incongruous musi-
cal background and bridges.

(Closed Saturday (12) after four
performances). Hobe.

some laughs. Warner Anderson is
adequate as the doctor. Karl Lucas,
as the patrolman who has a high
Interest in reading books of the
^?ng

,
sort

* Provides a series of
ridiculous situations, Paul Lipson,
as the detective, is an amusing

,

°l the Gotham literary
1 official. Zahe.

Since it now contains ; mostly
Jennifer Jones is reportedly "in-

terested" in playing ipesdemona hi
the Orson Welles revival of

“Othello" pext fall, but there’s
a little matter of terms

v
.to

be negotiated , . , Eurene Lerfier,

of the New Dramatists Committee,
is a patient in N. Y^ Hospital . , .

Ken Harvey, understudy, is sub-
bing for Jack Albertson, who’s out
of the cast of “Top Banana" be*
cause of a chipped bone - h* his
ankle * . . Lemuel Ayer* has op-
tioned “See the Jaguar,”- by N.
Richard Nash; for fall production
. . . “Brass Ring,” the Irvin* El-
man drama which, opened and
closed last week at the Lyceum,
N. Y., was described as a comedy
in the advance handouts, but the
program referred to It merely as

a play.

Truman Capote’* dramatization of
“Grass Harp” will be published /

by Random House, which also is-

sued the original novejl of the same
name ... Irked by* the adverse
critical reaction in New York to
adaptations of bis ‘“Cry of the
Peacock,” “Ring Round the
Moon” and “Legend . of . Lovers,”
French dramatist .Jean Anouilh
won’t ’ allow, any' others of his
scripts to be done here for ^he
next few seasons . , Maureen
Stapleton,' femme lead in “Rose
Tattoo” during it* recent tour, re-
turned to New York last Week with
her husband, Max Allentuek, who
was company manager

.
with the

production. •

Helen Haye* plans to continue
with “Mrs. McThfiig” through
June 28, then take a vacation in
Canada with her adopted, soii'. The
Star intends to return to the Mary
Chase comic-fantasy in the fall . . .

Georre Oshrln has taken over as
company manager, of “Venus Ob-
served,” succeeding James Miller,
who shifed to a similar stint with
“Paint Your Wagon,” from which
John Yorke has moved over to
“You’ll Never Get Rich” . . .

Bert McCord, drama columnist of
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, pre-
dicted last

,
week that only three

shows,’ “King and I,” “Guys and
Dolls” and “Pal Joey” would run
through the summer on Broad-
way. Wanna bet?
John Tycrs to be guest -star in

“Rio Rita” with the Tulsa Opera
Club in Tulsa April 24-26. Ralph
Sassano is managing director.

Elihu .Glass has dropped
.
plans

for a stock season this spring at
the Court Square Theatre, Spring-
field, Mass., but hopes to have a
resident company there next year
.. . . If Veronica Lake can't find a
suitable new play for strawhat
guest appearances, she’ll probably
tour in “Gramercy Ghost” . . . Eve
Arden may be prevented by TV
commitments from playing a barn
tour

„ this summer . . . Mickey
Rooney and Walter Pidgeon are
possibilities to play strawhats for
the first time this summer . . .

After a Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y.,
concert date, Carol Bruce will
probably play the silos in “Touch
of Venus” . . . Jeanette Macdonald
and Gene Raymond are mulling a
citronela circuit tour in “The
Guardsman,” in which they played
a regular road tour under Aldrich
& Myers management during
1950-51 . “Shaggy Dog,” a new
musical . comedy, may be booked
for a barn tour by the William
Morris agency.

Playwright Donald Sevan (co-
author of “Stalag 17”) is drawing
a caricature of actress Kim Hunter
for inclusion in the Sardi’s, N. Y.,
collection of show biz personali-
ties . . . Pending the closing of the
third company of “Moon Is Blue,”
for which Joe Shea is pressagent,
a local stand-in is being hired to
take over for Gertrude Bromberg
as p.a. of the Chicago edition of
the show. But when the third
company folds at the end of tne
season, Shea wll switch to the Chi-
cago troupe. Meanwhile, Miss
Bromberg is transferring to “Guys
and Dolls” in Chi, succeeding Sam
Weller, who withdrew because of
ill health . . . Shirland Quin’s new
comedy, “Here’s to Us,” is playing
a British tryout tour prior to its
London preem. Carl Cowl repre-
sents the author on the deal.
Rodney Millington, publisher of

Spotlight, British casting direc-
tory, sailed back to London this
week after his annual show-catch-
ing visit to Broadway. He’ll re-'
turn in mid-March next year for
another five-week stay . . . June
Havoc, who withdraws from the
touring “Affairs of State” Satur-
day (19) in Boston to take a long
rest in Jamaica, B.W.X., is being
sought by producers Jule Styne
and Anthony B, Farrel for the
lead in either “Hazel Flagg,”, the
musical version., of” “Nothing
Sacred,” or “Only Human,” a com-
edy about a Hollywood star in
Italy. She’s being replaced by
Haila Stoddard in ‘/Affairs."

Milton Lyon and' Gus Schirmcr
are packaging productions of “Kiss 1

Me, Kate” for strawhat tour* +1 ,summer . . . "Top BanaiS"?™41!Mil ggf-gS!
jgjzasusr

oaWas
National company of “Pa

GM,” starring fioberl°You?®v

m

go- into
.
rehearsal on the rwJ

Aug. 1 and breakin Aue 23 9a*
s

!
Russ Auditorium, San
Paula Stone-Mike Sloane orrE*
«°R wm play the Biltmore’ L**
Aug. for two weeks to start it*
tdur, with most dates under tSauspice* of the Theatre Guild-American Theatre Society y
Myles Putnam has joined the eai
of -Three Wishes for Jam™ St

Authoress Vera Marshall, withhusband K H. Gilbert, is inbSS
fox; rehearsals of her play “So t«
Love ” due for a Theatre^ stag-ing April 28 ... Q. Talbert Hewett

member of the Albany
Playhouse'company, returned there
for the tryout pf “The Happy Med£um, .which opened" last ni$t
(T-ues,). Joseph Hardy, Sally Mof,
fett and^ John Martin are also
guesting in the farce-comedy about
-television, written by Euren*
^Sulllran, Playhouse director,
Allan Sherman, TV scripter. Carl
Shaln, staff director for ABC-TV in
New. York, directed the new opus

John Tyer* and his wife, Helen,
Bliss will co-star as Grieg and the
Countess ‘in the Edwin Lester
Coast production of “Song of Nor-
way” opening May 26 at the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Auditorium
for a four-week run, as part of the
Civic Light Opera season there.
Production will play a*minimum of
10 weeks on the Coast, with four
already set for San Francisco. If
present plans to bring it back to'
New York for a fall revival work
out, Miss Bliss and Tyers will co-
star in the leads in N. Y.

Strawhals
Continued from age 63 -

-

son by converting the Cinema, In

Shoppers’ World, Framingham, in-

to a strawhatter. The Cinema, one
of the area’s newest pic houses, is

operated by Phil Smith Co., who’ll
scuttle the pic policy for the sea-

son, with theatre being altered to

accommodate stage shows.
Theatre will be renamed the

County Playhouse and will he
operated In conjqnction with the
Boston strawhatter, with same
productions playing both houses
during the season. Skedded for a

late June teeoff, it will adhere to

a name policy in both musicals and
legits: .

Mich. Barn Cast Set
Jack P. Ragotzy, producer and

director of the Village Bam Play-

ers, Augusta, Mich., has returned

from Hollywood, where ,.he lined

up actors for this season’s resident

company. ' Ragotzy casts about, half

the .troupe in New York and half

on the Coast.
Village Barn Players are the only

Equity strawhat in
,
Michigan, the

only other union ‘stock operation

being the Ann Arbor Drama Fes-

tival, .which isn’t actually a barn.

Augusta is about half-way between

Kalamazoo and Battle Creek.

Buffalo Loft Readies'

Buffalo, April 15.

Amherst Summer Theatre, new-
est local-area strawhat, will open
at the Glen Casino, Williamsville,

June 24 for a 12-week season un-

der production aegis of Richard

Wesp.
Casino, owned and ...formerly

operated by Harry Altman as a

summer nitery, will have a new
stage and 750-seat capacity. Per-

manent summer stock of 10 mem-
bers will be employed, with Fred

L. - Lounsberry, radio executive, as

manager and Robert Measer. on

publicity. _

A shop davottMl to th« cars of

POODLES
•«th|no — Clipping

•xp«rl*nc*«, handling

COUNTRY BOARDING—ALL BREED*
Individual run*/ dOot »• In and out at

will, Yatarlnarlan on call. Na chars*
for pick up and dollvory from «nop.

By Appointment

CHI-CHI CHIEN
Joan Saundori Krugor, Ownor

3M K. 71g» Sf„ N.Y.C. LEhlgh 5-0451

thp laaguo of

PRESHIT DAY ARTISTS
-painting! jculptura on

“SHOW BUSINESS"
march1

31 - aprll 25, 1?52

I monday thru friday, 1-4 P-m -

ANTA PLAYHOUSE/ 245 W- 52 St., NYC
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aihert hdMUtA jpro^ittiUo# o< 'totai«4y
mdtiby Mr. G. F.Jfa«k-
“».ttiaik¥/ S«t. Robert Bor«r;

’only geti by because of a few
laughs.
.This might have been Intended

as a humorous counterpart of
“Death of a Salesman.” If thatJn L” J

/«7 * S«t. JUlMrt Bor*r; ..
" w

*f
fc

Td^UwTii6b*rt Blum.- Dkect- was the goal, it missed the mark,
0*M. At Th«ktw «m Mart.

.fSntril,
’

Iw* Darvot-Stuart

gSgr .

“ .......

Jean-PIcrre ...

Off-B’way Show

The Eestlesi Flame
(BLACKFKIAKS, N. Y.)

“The Restless Flame/’ produced
* . .Arthur suierkle I hy the Blackfriars Guild, at the

Blackfriars Theatre, N. Y., an

There is some. sort of mystery adaptation by Louis de Wohl from
the authorship of this charm- his novel on the life of St. Augus-

fnP French comedy. v Billed as haw- tine, is still more of a novel than

Sv been written by “three authors, a play. Its ’appeal is limited to

«Sv one of them, M. G. Sauvajon, experimental and .parochial school

known in the legit world as a production,

successful playwright of lighter In this Overlong chronicle of a

SShedies. The two others, F. Jack- man “who started out as a rest-

cml and R. Bottdmley, have, never less flame and became the illumina-& heard of. ttert Is every rea- Hon of all human thinking,” the

Son to believe that, the former is most dramatic moments are the

the only one responsible for this mystical experiences of the young

odus and that the two other names Augustine. Aside from these soltio-

are* merely fictitious. Supposedly, quies, taken from the “-Conies

the billing of three authors is just sions,” the plot, covering 44 years

an ironic parallel to the play’s plot, and involving unrelated, undevel-

tStR3CSKB
£?’£»:“!r«8 r.vrsiisrK? t
fcisfeara AT.sr4S“i-|t

r
has kept this a' secret from her ca“ be expected with- the leading

hnwpvpr? malrinv them role, his sensuous young Augus-

Sieve
11

that ^their
i:

father ficti- tine being better than his senile

Tine ViAort Heart » long time. When quietly effective, while Titus
Ringer is unsuccessfully casual as
Augustine’s literal-minded friend.

has been dead a long time. When
two of the kids are about to get

married, she is. forced to admit the
truth. But now she- decides that Direction by Dennis Gurney of-
Lruiii* JDIM# AaKt TT QUO U^VIU^O iAAUV a • j.j.1 • •« -» _ ’ « ,

the children must, have- a- father.

She invites ,her. three lovers to

make up her mind which one to

.many.

Although, the plot might be a bit

too light 'in morality, it never be-
.comes vulgar. It .

has wit and
charm, and continuous action.

Play looks like a fairly good bet
for the U. S. stage,

. Albert Pulmann’s production at

his own swanky, small-sized Thea-
tre am Central, under Erhard Sie-

tumes by Irene Griffin are pleas-
ant, and Floyd Allan’s settings
make the most- of the confines of
a small stage

Equity Show

Chicago
(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)

Conventionally comic, as offered
del’s skillful direction, is pleasant by Equity Library Theatre at the
and thoroughly entertaining. He Lenox Hill Playhouse, N. ' Y.

x

has chosen a talented cast down Maurine Watkins’ 1926 -comedy,
to the last supporting player, skill- “Chicago/' about the arrest, anxie-
fully blending established vet play- ties and acquittal of a beautiful
ers with fresh, young talent. How- murderess, Roxie Hart, is a likely
ever, top honors are easily carried candidate for musical comedy
away by the play’s star, Margarete treatment.
Fries, beautiful Viennese actress. Directed by Richard Foorman
in the role of the mother. Among the current revival veers from
the supporting actors, special broad farce (its- tone when orig-

credit is due to .
Ettpre Celia, as 'inally staged by George Abbott) to

one of her three lovers, a tempera- stylized satire, with some senti-
mental Italian composer; director mentality in the suburbs. With
Erhard Siedel as the “friend of the its comic-st-rip construction, this
family”; and Alice Lach as an oldie seems most successful when
elderly housekeeper. Robert burlesqued for satire:

A1 Fresco Duid Boone

Saga Set Near Asheville

Greensboro, N. C^ Apdil 15.

Complete details have been an-
nounced for .the production of the
drama, “Thunderland,” North
Carolina’s newest outdoor summer
production. The $100,000 drama I Gueden to Vamp Metott
will be staged ’ from June 24* ^ "

through Labor Day in a new am-
phitheatre in Chunn’s Cove, bn the
outskirts of Asheville.

Like-North Carolina’s other well-

known outdoor summer produc-

Dickens Readings in Canada; Fee $12
Caledonia, Ont.,“April J5»

Report of return to the XJ. S,

next fall -of Emlyn Williams, Ilf

HPnni* fai* tlurAnf1 TIntAQ more Dickens readings, followinglour ior Europe units
his vecent y.-Boston visit, has

After appearing with the touring spotlighted interest ‘ here on . the
Metropolitan Opera- in Dallas, May Rev. A. Norman McMillan, local
10, Viennese soprano Hilde Gue- Presbyterian minister who, “In a
den will fly to Europe to sing, humble way/’ he says, has been

tions, “Thunderland’' will draw M*y T3 .with the Vienna State doing the same thing in Canada for

deeply from the state’s early’ his- Opera at the International Music the past 10 years,

tory. It will depict the drive and Festival in Weishaden. Under title of “Character
violence behind Daniel Bpone’s s*ie travel home sketches from Dickens/’ and for a
historic opening of the mountain with the Vienna company to par- fee 0f $12 , Rev. McMillan gives a

lands of Western North Carolina ticipate in the Richard Strauss brief lecture on Dickens, followed

and Kentucky, Authentic cos- Festival in June. In July she will by impersonations from several of

tumes, music and dances of that report to the Salzburg Festival bis novels, using props for dramatic

period will be used.
Hubert Hayes, of Asheville, a

direct descendant of Boone, is the
author of the story of the fron-
tiersman. Lamar Stringfield of
Charlotte, Pulitzer prizevwinning
composer, is now completing the
musical compositions fpr ' the
drama. The cast, numbering more
than 100, will be directed by Bob
Porterfield, founder of Virginia’s

Barter Theatre.

for opera appearances.

Frankfurt Revival Of
*

Show Biz Spearheaded

effect. Press notices everywhere
have been uniformly ,

favorable.

Rev. MfcMUlan explains how it

came about, this way:
“As a young lad in Toronto I

had two ambitions—the first was to

achieve to the heights as an actor;

the second, to enter the ministry,

“I became a minister. I am at

present a Presbyterian minister in

this small Ontario town, but I

have never lost my love-for the the-

atre nor my interest in histrionics,

“J early became a devotee of

Frankfurt, April 8.

Frankfurt’s, cultural life is on the

upswing with the reopening of its

The Asheville-Biltmore College, streamlined Schauspielhaus Thea*
v ..

which is providing, the amphi-
tre', with several -of Europe’s top-* Charles Dickens and after my ordi-

theatre- site and is sponsoring the
n t h perfor ' ^ed for the nation in Kimberley, B, C., in

comin/ se^on The Schauspieb 19U
>
1 s°ught to interest my con-

haus, now called Das Grosses Haus
toriarf

i<

writer
1'e

In-order to
&

raise
(Great House), opened last Christ- hfiffmoo ri-.tr t»uv> « intr^w -funds for the Ladies Aid I insti-

tuted 4A Night with Dicken*/

production, will receive net profits

from the drama.

Morris Revue Package mas Day with a lavish production

Mulled for Barn Tryout Sf
A revue, “Once Over Lightly,” plays, opera and ballet, with every

works 0^.^®.n.
0V an

with songs by- Gerry Boch and Lar- night a sellout.
scenes from ’A Tale of Two Cities/

ry Holifcenter and fetches by Wage buiidlnglfe thereat ^^vlt'ed fo

2 S‘S;‘khe nelgh1,or-

Morris office for a stratohat tour as an empty, grandiose shell, its foun- r tn
a shakedbwn for Broadway produc- datlons: too badly ^Sged evet; to my 0ntlirlo ho

p
me/ clement May,

. v
repaired. ButlnigiS architect

j.he Dickensian Interpreter, was ap-
Hillard Elkins is handling it for Adolph Lmnebach Of Munich be- pearing in Toronto. I went and

Morris. gan working on plans for an en-

larged Schauspielhaus, which could
take care of opera, concerts and
ballet, as well as legit shows.
About $2,OQQ,000 was spent and

18 months later the modern the-

was entranced. Inspired by what
I had seen, I purchased some wigs
and proceeded to develop my read-
ings into -character sketches which
I gave, using only wigs, a scarf and
a hat.

“Almost overnight I found-' my-

Muriel Rahn’s L.A. Date
Muriel Rahn, soprano, last .seen

on Broadway in “Come of Age,”
will give a concert at Philharmonic atre was ready to seat 1.450 people.
Auditonum, Los Angeles, Friday As many more, if the need Arose, seif deluged With invitations to
(i-6). could be put on the. tremendous present mv 'Character - Sketches
Then she returns east to appear stage, one of the largest in Eu- from Dickens’ before audiences

in recital at the annual festival of rope. It has the distinction of hav- both' lanre and small To date I
ing two revolving stages, a smaller have given them over 500 times
one inside the great one, each capa- to litirary clubs. Rotary clubs,
ble of supporting over 400 tons. church groups, high and .public

Richard Weichert, 0ne*time head schools, teachers’ federations and
of the Volksbuehne (People’s normal schools. I have performed
Stage) in Berlin, was invited by at church concerts and In large
American Military Government of- city auditoriums. I have imper-
ficials a few years back to leave sonated the immortal characters in
his theatre work in Munich and Western Canada, in Ontario, in the

music of Johnson C, Smith
Charlotte, N. C., May 9.

U.,

Borer’s one set is adequate*
Mezo,

Pauvre Mons..Dupont
(Poor Mr. Dupont)

Paris, April 8.

As Roxie, the cutie who shoots

her lover and rockets to front-

page fame and fortune, Alicia

Krug is a looker who lacks the

dramatic punch to carry this cen-

tral role. Three minor characters

offer a real assist to journalist
Marla Faveil* production of three-act Watkins* humorous expose of the

miscamMeofiusUce & Chicago's

Set by G«o**e. At the Ambigu. Pari*. flask and flapper era. Brett- Som-
.Suianne XHipont ,..*..Fr«ncoU« Home* ers* sardonic .sophisticate, Velma,
Aibertine ........Germaine Reuver Roxie’s cell-mate; Barbara, Stan-
Mauriee Dupont ...Frantoii Fatrice ton»

s Bible-quoting,. plain-looking

Madame ' Dupont’
*

*.

*,V.
* 1 *.Re*nee d*Yd husband killer, and Patrick Camp-

Monsieur Dupont 7. . . .Champi bell’s awkward Amos, Roxie s hus-
Aimable Truller .....Rene Genln i.and .

c^5S as* Biny Fiynn, Roxie’s grasping
Charles Morel George and histrionic lawyer, Leon Stev--

ens is only acceptable. Bill Alex-
Dupont is such a common name ander is credible as the prose-

in France that it typifies the man cuting attorney. Frink Brady s
in the street. Hence, this play is costumes add color* and amuse-
intended to be a skit about the
average Frenchman, basically
honest although* trying little tricks
to* get by and raise his family.

It would take, a lot of rewriting
and adapting to make this into
either Broadway or Hollywood
fare. Even locally, It drags in
places. Production, depends mostly
on the antics of Ch'ampi, excellent
in the title role, and those of Ger-

ment. Venn.

Pillow to Be Shakedown

For Fall Concert Tour
Lee, Mass., April 15.

Ted Shawn’s Jacob's Pillow

Dance ‘Festival will open its new
**» me uue roie, ana muse ui ua- t.,„« oh w5+h nn nn-
Jaine Reuver, -a housemaid who season here June 27 with apun
does broad comedy.

” c,ia * * F th first 1 m
Direction by Alice CoCea is com-

mendable although only her sec-
ond directorial stint. The produc-

./tion calls for no. lavish .expendi-
ture either in set or costumes.

Plot shows bookkeeper Dupont
nred from- his* job but -hoping to
make money' for 'a little, country
house from' his invention, a com-,
mned

. flporcleaner and, roller-
skate.

, A.swindler, impersonating
sj tax. maxi, is hit by Dupont and
things, lopm black when he also
thinks his wife has cheated on
him and fears arrest when a Check
nounces. However,- it all ends well
enough when a rich American
mnds money to Dupont, the young
*ank marries his. daughter, Du-
Pont finds his wife did not cheat

usual twist. For the first time

the Festival’s history,, its chief

members are being toured in the

fall as a concert attraction by Co
lumbia Artists Mgt., under Andre
Mortens management, and the

group that will tour will use part

of the summer- Pillow sked as a

shakedown.
Company will be seen on the

opening weekend of
^
the regular

10-week season, June 27-28, and

pn the closing weekend, Aug. 29-

30, The Dance Festival, which al-

ways gives extra midweek per-

formances at the height of the ad-

joining Berkshire Festival season

will offer the touring company

again July 17-18-19, July -29-30-31

and Aug. 1. New programs are
« » f i

jnd that they will be able to buy i ""wLi for each week of the
their country house. The whole

|

contemplated tor eacn wees: qi

thing is very shnpleminded, and four,

Groups
Continued from page H

change from one character to an-
other before the eyes of my audi-
ence with simply a few remarks

State Orchestra, Leslie Bell Sing
ers, Boyd Neel Orchestra of Lon- take on the Frankfurt job. He did Maritimes and even on board The
don, Longines Symphonette, Little along with Harry Buckwitz, named Empress of Britain en route to

Orchestra Society (26 persons), general stage manager. Franz England. The impersonations are
Trappy Family Singers, Jaroff Male Schultes, who used to work with of Uriah Heep, Daniel Peggoty,
Chorus and Dancers (27 people), Max Reinhardt In Berlin, became Mrs. Gummidge, Ebenezer Scrooge,
Virtuosi di Roma, Tucson Boys chief scenic designer. Daniel Qullp/ Micawber, Rev. Mr.
Chorus, and almost a dozen sextets, The year’s schedule calls for 12 Chadband, and Sydney Carton. I

quintets and quartets. In addition, concerts, both classical
.
and mod-

Columbia has such dance groups ern; 15 to 20 plays; some ballets

as Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and not morerthan 10 operas. * Be-

Concert CoM Jacob’s Pillow Dance sides the standard' operatic offer- and a change of wig or hat. Even
Festival Group, Mata 6c Hari Co. ings, several new works will be audiences who do not know Dick-

(7), and three smaller terp units, introduced* These include Hinde- ens seem to enjoy and appreciate

All this in addition to about 150 mith’s operlc “CardtilaU,” ultra- his characters,

single artists. modern dance-play “Juan of Zaris- “I never realized my ambition to

NCAC for ’52-’53 is offering (in sa”; and a new ballet, “Jago 1952.” go on the stage. I became a min-

addition ’to 100 single artists) the Earlier this year the Old ‘ Vic of ister of the Gospel instead. I do

Fred Waring production of 30, London presented “King Lear” at not regret having chosen the min-

cilti "Festfva^of Song”; BaS the theatre.. In the Boston this jhobby gtves me x

leinikoff Sinfonietta; Concerto Symphony will give two concerts, chance to retain my love for the

Highlights (13 people). First ^
New opera voices signed up are

Operatic Symphonette, and smaller Collette Lorrand and Willi Wolff

units like National Operatic Sex- of Zurich; Hedda Hauser of BaseP

‘boards’ and my God-given histri-

onic abilities.

“Perhaps some might call it a

Ballet
Continued from page €3

tct

ALa

Salzedo
**

Ensemble Reginald Bruni FaltOri *ahd Bernd Aldenhoff bad case of exhibitionism. Perhaps

Kell Players and Griller String of Munich and Edward de Decker Is, but the people seem to enjoy

Quite^ ln Addition, the Sol of Antwerp. Ballet dancers Irene

Hnrnk office, which books its at- Mann and Marcel Louipart of Mu- tnat come my way.

tractions through NCAC, offers the nich have beep added to the roster.

Ana ‘.Maria Spanish Ballet and Admission prices^ are comparative-

Vienna Choir Boys. For ’53-’54, ly low, 60c to $2.20, mainly because

Hurok is also offering the return of city support. A total of $1,400,-

of Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet.
4 [000 has been voted by Frankfurt s

Among smaller managements,
James A. Davidson Mgt. is again

offering Rodgers & Hammerstein
Nights, Robert Shaw Chorale and

the-Rodgers & Hammerstein Quar-

tet. Consolidated Artists has sev-

eral dance, ensembles; the N, Y.

Carnegie Hall management is prep

city council for Schauspielhaus modern works. “It’s the nearest
overhead.

It’s Louis SHEAFFER

approach to tradition in the the-
atre,” she points out. “It’s very
important for young dancers to
have traditional ballets, like young
actors with the classics, with*

Shakespeare.- Dancers get a com-
of standards from the

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Editor, Variety:
I’m sort of resigned to the fact parlson

ping X'Carnegie Pops Orchestra, that very few press-agents have classics that they couldn't get in

and a couple of groups, like the ever Worked on newspapers— modern new works.”

Jose Limon 'dance troupe, are book* where tff® first rule is to spell the Comparing American with Brib-

ing on their own. name right—and that my name ish dancers, Mme. de Valois

- interesting sidelight on the en- turns up. as Shafer or Schafer or that “your American dancers

comhfpQ an is fict that the up- Schaeffer or any one of half a to personal virtuosity and ®My Mh-

surae in ballet the past few sea- dozen other variations on my mail, letie approach. Ours h®V«. devel-

f with "Ballet Theatre Ballet but when someone from Variety oped an impersonal lyric, style.

Rus^ de MoSte Sriof Sadler's phones,me to ask how 1 spell my There is a lot of talent In ' the

Wells Ballet and Sadler’s Wells name, in
,
connection with the U. S. and Canada,, Ahe observed.

Theatre Ballet making national Critics Circle story, I sort of fig- But m countries like Qanada and

tours-has^ created a demand for ured it would be spelt correctly other British commonwealths like

SrAlllerfroupes to play less- this time
.

Guess I sort of figured

pr - towns which the big troupes incorrectly. „
properly equippea tneatxes is noia^ Louis Sheaffer‘ ing UP ^eloj?mentO£ ballet.
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,J31sa Maxwell back to Europe the

end of May,
RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom to

Bimini .for some fishing.

Gus Eys'sell, prez of Rockefeller

Center, hack from European vaca-

tion.

Gene (Variety) Ameel and Dor-

is Kuthy, Music Corp. of America
sec, engaged.

* Henry and Phoebe .Ephron, 20th-

Fox writers, arrive today (wed.)

for a few weeks.

Leo McCarey chosen for the

1952 award of the Catholic Insti-

tute of the Press.

Joe Schenck back from Miami
Beach where he visited, per usual,

with the Nick Schencks.

“Uncle" Henry Berlinghoff, of

the William Morris Agency, back

at his desk following minor sur-

gery.

Andrew Marton due in Sunday
(20) from Munich, where he di-

rected “Devil Makes Three" for

Metro.
Maxine Goldberg, exec secretary

of the Variety Club of New York,

engaged to Willard Canter of

M-G-M Records.

Leopold Friedman, ‘Loew’s veep

and general counsel, back- from a

London quickie on Metro (British)

. studio business.

Nanette Fabray due in from
Hollywood. She's now completing

her role in Metro's “I Love Lou-
isa," her first film musical.

Groucho Marx back to the Coast

•directly after the second of two
• “Big Show" guestars he .came east

to do last and next Sunday.

Pier Angeli back to Culver City

after a p.a. at Loew’s State with
“Tomorrow is Too Late, Italy-

made in which she's starred.

Groucho Marx feels that no
show is worth the $220 he lost

Monday (14) while viewing “Pal
Joey" at the Broadhurst, N. Y.

Ex-light-heavyweight champ Bob
Olin opens his new restaurant in

the Mayflower Hotel tomorrow
(Thursday). Nat Harvey’s band to

play for dancing.

Richard A. Harper, Metro cir-

cuit sales exec, and his wife, the

former Schatzi Royal, daughter of

NBC’s John F. Royal, parenfed a
. boy Easter Sunday.

Mrs. Marjorie Thirer Getss, pub-
licity director for Lux Films, sail-

ing for Europe, April 23, on -the

Queen Elizabeth for a two-month
business-vacation trip. *

Esther Mrus, who recently left

the William Morris Agency as as-

sistant to the head of the literary

department, has joined Bert Nevins
public relations office.

Moira Shearer comes in from
the Coast Friday (18), stays a week
and then back to England, She
just completed a role in Metro's
“Story of Three Loves,”

Hedy Lamarr, Yvonne deCarlo,
Marlene Dietrich, Elia Kazan
among Hollywood personalities fly-

ing over for the Cannes Film
Festival April 23-May 10.

Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram-
Allied Artists producer, due back
from a two-month European busi-

ness-vacation .junket next Monday
(21) on the Queen Elizabeth.

Alfred Junge, art supervisor at

Metro’s British studios, hopped in
from the Coast yesterday (Tues.)
following a studio o,o. He’ll be off

to London later this week.

Lulu McConnell (“It Pays To Be
Ignorant") surprise-birthdayed by
the Paul Gerard Smiths. • Many of
the “Shuffle Along" (revival) cast
(of which Paul G. Smith is a co-
author) attended.

Charlton Heston and his wife,
Lydia Clarke, due tomorrow
(Thurs.) from appearances in the
British Isles in behalf of “Greatest
Show on Earth" (Par) and a vaca-
tion on the Continent.

Claude C. Philippe, Waldorf
exec, shuttled between N. Y. and
the exec powwow at Conra.d N

’ Hilton’s home in Bel Air, Calif.,
within 48 hours, returning in time
for the “April in Paris" ball

Larry Weingarten, Metro studio
exec and producer, due in from
Culver City tomorrow (Thurs.) for
a week at the homeoffice. Benny
Thau, also of the M-G studio brass
arrives Tuesday (22) for a week’s
visit.

Robert L. Lippert, prez of Lip-
pert Pictures, returned to
Coast over the weekend after
erai days in town to attend
HlltAlt A ,.«• 4 k

By Maxim* d* Beix
(33 Bd. Montparnasse; Littfe 7564)

Ella Logan back in Paris from
Spain.

Mitty Goldin recovering from
heart .ailment.

Americo Aboaf holding Universal
press conference.

Ballets de Barcelone opening
postponed for a few days.

Ann McGarry back in town from
U. S. biz and vacation trip.

Touring company life is depicted

in the comedy, “Blouff," by Roger
Treville, which opened auspicious-

ly in Brussels.

Peter Ustinov’s “Four Colonels"
to be adapted for the French stage

by Henri Jeanson from the Claude
Marcy translation,

Long time off the screen, Marie
Glory to appear again in Christian-

J a c q u e ' s “Lovely Creatures,"
penned by Charles Spaak.

Robert Lange, formerly head of
the North American department
of French National Broadcasting,
now prepping a weekly publication.

Producer Paul Gordon from
Paris to Stockholm on the • first

leg of extended European search
for locations for “Ten Command-
ments."

French actress Suzy Prim stag-
ing a comeback in a French adapta-
tion of Fanny- Hurst's “Back
Street," current at the Theatre
Fontaine.

the
sev-
theauenu uie

Rivoli Theatre preem of “Valley of
the Eagles, which his film is dis-
tributing.

Qir^c{?^
veis

’ brother of comedian
r™ ^fivers and composer-conduc-

Pari^nc
18 Sl

lvers. who is w.k. in

and u
eckt

u
ie manufacturer

h!l
d ri ai e

i’'
has been doing a

' ‘

biz abroad with “I Like
'

£®v
n
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,
eneral Eisenhower

with, giftees

big
Ike"
has
whohi.,,

wun gmees wno
y them in multiples, most of

them seemingly
„
with the wme

idea of “surprising the NATO
chieftain who, however, never tips

off.

Paris

Berlin
The number of West Berliners

owning radio? is on upswing. Sets
reported owned by West Sector
residents last month totalled 629,-

629, a jump of more than 6,000
over February.

Oscar Martay, film section chief
in the Berlin Element of Office of
U. S. High Commissioner for the
last 29 months, leaving for the new
assignment with the film branch at
HICOG, Frankfurt.

Two American films, “Decision.
Before Dawn" (20th) and “The
Well" (UA), have been tentatively
nominated for exhibition at Inter-
national Film Festival scheduled
for Berlin June 12-25.

Socialist Unity (Communist)
Party in East Germany has for-
bidden its members- 'to listen to
West radio stations, especially
British-aided Northwest German
Radio and BIAS, U. S. State De-
partment-sponsored station.
v West German producers have
their troubles. Company shooting
scenes at Helmstedt ran into Red
resistance when it wanted to cross
to the Soviet side to get some
Closeups. It solved this problem by
getting a fire truck, shooting down
on the target from the extension
ladder.

Portland, Ore.
By Hay Feves

The Royal Guards in at the Cas-
tle Club for one week.

Spike Jones and his revue play
the Civic Auditorium April 21.

Jimmy Nolan, ex-Earl Carroll
singer, held over at Club Portland.

Louis. Armstrong orch opened the
1952 dancing season at Jantzen
Beach Ballroom Saturday (12).

Hanhon Sc Ryan, DeMar 3c Den-
ise, and Rowena Rollins in at
Amato’s S u p p e r Club for two
weeks. » „

Gigi Steffani, manager of the
Clover Club, back at work after a
vacation. Andrini Bros, held over
there for a second week.

Sen. Estes Kefauver took time
out from his Presidential cam-
paigning in Oregon to cut the rib-
bon of the new 20th Century News
Theatre.

Mila Kayipon ikedded for CiroY
Club May' 2d for four weeks.

Paul Adam returns to the Aster
next -Monday (21) with his baiiH. «

Euan Lloyd appointed publicity,

chief of Associated British-Pathe;
succeeds-*Jock Griggs.

Dick Smart inked for a cabaret
date at* the Colony and Astor to

follow Josephine Premice.

Lenore Korman booked for
Quaglino and Allegro niteries

opening April 21 for two weeks.

Twentieth-Fox staging a fashion
show tomorrow (Thursday) .‘prior

to opening of “Song in My Heart."

Fred Harris, formerly of dance
team Harris, £laire and Shannon,
now 'agenting and here on talent
hunt.

Max Bygraves planing to New
York with his agent' Norman Payne
to appear with Judy Garland
in vaude.

Elton Hayes, Who plays in Dis-
ney’s “Robin- Hood," going to

America next month for an eight-

week tour of personls.

Anne Shelton waxed a new
American song, “Lovelight,” by
Redd Evans, which is being re-

leased in the U. S. on the London
label.

Clement R. Attlee, former Pre-
mier, honor guest at lagt Thurs-
day’s (10) Variety Club luncheon
at which Tom O’Brien, M.P.,

v
and

Sydney K. Lewis were kings for
the day.

Billy Daniels postponed gala
show at the Lido, Paris, to appear
at special Sunday charity show,
April 6 in aid of Cricklewood Com-
bined Jewish Charities at the
Adelphi Theatre. It realized a
record of $26,000.

Tyrone Guthrie will be suc-
ceeded as director of the Old Vic
by Hugh Hunt in June, the -ter-

mination of his year in office. He
will continue t*> act as guest pro-
ducer, and will direct Joseph
Mitchell’s ballad opera, “The High-
land Fair," as the Glasgow Citi-

zens’ Theatre's contribution to the
Edinburgh Festival.

Las Vegas, Nev.
By Bill Willard

Joe Pasternak breezing about
the Desert Inn.
Johnny White Quartet now

noodling at Jungle Club.
A1 Steele heads into town early

for Variety Club convention.
Irving Fields opens at Thunder-

bird April 24 for long-termer.
Xavier Cugat picks up his di-

vorce from Lorraine Cugat on
Friday (18),

Hotel Sahara to take place as
number six of lush resort hotels
on Strip with opening planned
around Sept. 1.

Sarnia Gamal exciting more in-

terest than any entry at El Rancho
Vegas since Lili St. Cyr, and rack-
ing up a record of tumaway biz
every show. •

Mack Kufferman's gambling li-

cense denied by tax commish, but
he’ll go ahead with building of
new hotel on site of shuttered La
Riie restaurant.

Resort hotels’ entertainment for
Variety Clubs 16th anni Interna-
tional Convention, April 28-May 1,

lines up Tony Martin for Flamingo;
Josephine Baker, Last Frontier,
Latin Quarter Revue,. exiting April
30 for Copa City Revue at Desert
Inn; Robert Q. Lewis, Thunder-
bird, and Joe E. Lewis, El Rancho
Vegas. •

Las Vegas Sun sues Sen. Pat
McCarran and resort hotels, down-
town casinos for $1,000,000 charg-
ing restraint of trade, after an al-
leged phone call from McCarran
in Washington, D. C., to Marion
Hicks of the Thunderbird ordered
cancellation of all hotel and ca-
sino advertising because* of pub-
lisher Greenspun’s editorial blast
at the Senator.

Kansas City
By John Quinn

George Jessel in town last week
speaking for United Jewish Appeal
in its annual fund drive,
Rockhurst College Di'fcmasquers

to do “Our Town" as their spring
show April 20-21 under Ken
Lyman.
American Royal has set its

spring show dates for May 4-10
with rodeo and dairy cattle show
as program.

Earl Kerr down out of his
mountain home in Colorado for
bookings on film row and other
contacts with show biz here.

Resident Theatre casting “Two
Blind Mice" as its season finale to
open a two-week run April 28
under direction of Geme Frankel*

man’s Chi Chi Starlit* v BooqpL
Noonan St Marshall jointed JhoW
opening Friday (11): SkhWnan 1

has been billing top act* all sea-
son, average show running around
$4,000 per week. Gets $2.50 over
weekends, slightly less, weekdays, t

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

’ Day', Dawn Sc Dusk into Mother
Kelly’s. -

Golden Slipper quietly folded
last Thursday (10). ,

.

.

Alan Gale shuttering his Celeb-
rity Club this week.

Five o’clock Club, with Martha
Raye. packing .them in. ..

»

Park Avenue Club’s Charlie Far-
rell, set for date in N.Y.’s La Vie
En Rose in late May.

.

The Gordon Jenkins joined show
biz colony at the Lord Tarleton
which shutters May 1.

Johnny Conrad Dancers added
to Vagabonds Club show, with
Maria Neglia hel'd over.
Sam Gyson, after one-week hiar

tus, moved his midnight disk'jockey
show to Fisherman’s Wharf restau-
rant in mid-Beach, via WMIE.

Indie outfit, with Rex (Mr. Uni-
verse) Carlton producing and Joe
Lerner directing, started shooting
racket-angled story with 'Miami
area settings .here Monday (14),
Leads are John Lode* and Lili St.
Cyr.

Frankfurt

,
By Celia Dreyfus*

Americo Aboaf, vice-president
in charge of foreign sales for
Universal-International, here be-
fore leaving for Brussels. ‘

,

Three unnamed buyers offering
sums for GeiselgasteigJ “film lot
in. Munich, ordered for sale under
decartelizatipn proceedings.
German radio taking on kids

quiz shows in [international way,
recent show having ’ American
children whose parents are sta-
tioned here.
German film industry’s desire to

raise money for local pix produo*
tion may bring higher admission
prices. These are the same today
.as 20 years ago.

Yugoslav film toppers in Ham-
burg, after visits to Berlin and
Munich, are investigating possibil-
ities of doing business with Ger-
man pix “firms, exchanging pictures
and talent.

This city of 500,000 has a help-
ful service fb theatre patrons. Any
person can dial a certain number,
and a recording gives complete
•week’s program of plays, operas,
etc., at the main theatres plus the
curtain time.

Copenhagen
By Victor Skaarup

“David and Bathsheba" ran only
two weeks at World Cinema.
Old Nelson Eddy-Jeanette Mac-

Donald., films still taking in big
money all over Denmark.
' Anton Chekhov’s “Cherry Orch~
ard" at Frederiksberg Theatre is

biggest legit hit here, for years.

This year there will
.
only be

three summer revues here. 'Of the

six revues last summer, four end-

ed in the red.
*

*
.

*

. . “Den Gamle Koebmandsgard
shown to 500,000 Copenhageners at

the Saga since Xmas. Film will

be shown at the Saga each year
around Christmas.

Philadelphia
'

Palm Springs
By Marjorie "G. Pohl

Donald O’Connors in and out-
ing.

Bill Perlbergs in their desert
home.
Buddy Roome stays at Howard

Manor.
Ray Whitaker orch continues at

Tennis Club.
Edwin Silverman (Essaness The-

atres) to Chicago.
Racquet Cup tennis tournament

scheduled for Aj)ril 19-20.
Randy Scotts ’ returned Holly-

wood following stay with David
Roses.
Moss Harts and Samuel Gold-

wyns vacationed Racquet Club and
returned Hollywood.

Mrs. * Spencer Tracy with chil-
dren, John and Susie, staying Rac-
quet Club. Ditto Nat Goldstones,
Billy Daniels, Milton Bren, Albert
(Discovery Records)

1

Marxes and
children.

Carl. Ravazza hit at Irwin Schu-

By Jerry Gagrhan
Paul’s Carnival Club, with Broad-

caster Ramon Bruce as host, staged

its official opening (14).

John Paris, nitery pianist, has
bought a partnership, in Giovanni’s,

midtown restaurant, aiid will play
there.
La Veda Moret line has upped

the number of chorines to 10, the
largest ever sported by the Latin
Casino.

Stu Wayne, recently with WPEN,
has formed -Stu Wayne Enterprises/
Inc,, radio-TV and promotional
packaging firm.
The Trocadero, burlesque house

which customarily -shutters for the
hot weather, is putting in an air-

conditioner this summer.
Leonard M. Propper, former as-

sistant district attorney and counsel
for the Philadelphia Cafe Owners
Assn., has been named a judge of
the Municipal Court,
The comedy team of Marty Col-

lins Sc Harry Peterson, out of ac-
tion for two years due to Peterson’s
illness, rejoined (14) at Chubby’s,
West Collingswood, N. J.

Variety Artists Friendship Club
(femme nitery performers) will
fete Babe LaTour tomorrow
(Thurs.) in honor of her 50 years
in show biz, at the Coronet.
Josh White, current at Rendez-

vous, raised the show to concert
proportions Saturday (12) by bring-
ing. in his son and daughter to aug-
ment act at both matinee and even-
ing sessions.

Hollywood

!h
N^„ey Gates to DalUs for sle?il

m
P4*r Angel!« in from GeN

»
10 N- V. to

from surgery.
**ew*s recuperating

dKbff ‘n t0W“ TV

m5or- surgery/
fcospttallmj *

sir“dBdl^ns celebrate* «*

2lSte^« Celebrated th*
ftanolulu^vacation

1

.

111™3

Garland Picked up herfinal divorce papers.
v er

Eva Gabor in from N. Y. to visither sister, Zsa Zsa. •

Barney Briskifl leaves for eicht,week tour of Europe.
gQt

_jTohn Agar shifted from MCA toNat Goldstone agency.
Frank DeVol .broke his right arm

playing roller hockey.
8 arm

Arthur Lubin made May 7 nian«
reservations for London.
Hack Heasley opened a talent

agency, on Sunset Strip.
Tommy Jarrell to Reno to start

a seven-week nitery tour.
Michele Thomas in from South

Africa to seek a film career.
Frank Ross and Joan Caulfield

vacationing in Palm Springs.
Eddie Bracken to New Orleans

to open the pelican Stadium.
Mark Dana m from Switzerland

to start a contract at Warners.
So Tlurok planed to Toronto as

the first step of a European junket.
Mickey Rooney to Baltimore to

start an eastern toiir on personals.

„
Johnny Mack Brown to Wash-

ington, D. C., to, headline a rodeo.
Millard Mitchell, film actor, Is

doing personals for “My Six Con-
victs."

1
* Frank DeKova back to work at

20th-Fox after a siege of pneu-
monia.

Louis D, Lighton recovering
from surgery to correct a spinal
injury.
Danny Thomas to Chicago for

one week stand at the Chicago
Theatre.
Ramon Navarro back in town

after three months of TV work in

the east.

William Holden accepted an in-

vitation to the Cannes Film Festi-

val in May.
Tamara Toumanova in from

London to play Pavlova in “To-
night We Sing."

Gigi Perreau took anti-tetanus
shots after being nipped by Bonzo,
the chimp, at .UI.

George Jessel in to headline
“Bonds for Israel" show at the

Chicago Stadium.
Robert Alton in from N. Y. for

a choreography chore on “I Love
Melvin" at Metro.

Bill Levine in ahead of “Bagels
and Yox” which opens at the

Blackstone May 11.

Sen' “Estes Kefauver luncheon
guest of Harry and Jack Warher
on the Burbank lot.

Felix Ferry and Paul Small dis-

solved their partnership and re-

sumed as separate agents.

Irene Hervey in for the sum-
mer to be with husband, Allan

Jones, .with “Guys , and Dolls."

Ethel Barrymore cited by the

Cuban Motion Picture Critics for

her thesping in VKind Lady."

James A. FitzPatrick returned

from a three.-morith tour of the

Mediterranean- and- South America.

Stuart Heisler. to Mexico to con-

fer with Gen.- Abelardo Rodriguez

about filming “The Devil’s Out-

post."

Tom Ewell and Harvey Lembeck
planed to Tokyo to start work in

UI’s “Willie and Joe Back at the

Front."

George Jessel postponed the

start of “Tbnight We Sing" to give

David Wayne time to grow more

hair for his Soi Hurok role.

Gregory Peck laid up with a

wrenched knee, sustained while

rescuing Ava Gardner during a

scene in “The Snows of Kiliman-

jaro."

Birmingham'
Margo Jones to lecture for Town

Sc Gowu Civic Theatre on May 3.

Met to. give “Lucia" at Audi-

torium May 5 and “Madame But-

terfly" May 6. „
.

Eugene List and Carroll Glenn to

appear with Birmingham JSymph at

Auditorium today (Wed.). ..

Morton Downey and Russ
.
el *

Swann here last week (8-9) tor

Coea-Cola 50th anni shows at Audi-

torium.
Mrs. Eloise Smith Hanna, prexy

of WBRC and WBRC-TV, back

from press-radio, tour of Europe

and Muddle East.
Town Players Civic Theatre,

which had to repeat arena. Prfid^"
tion of. “Salesman" two .extra

nights, now casting “Pygmalion.



• r»'

i»st

LEE I.EVY
T,ftWk manager of the .Ar-

cadia^ Theatre, WlLiinrtnm Del,

J??the past 11 ^ in .that

^ recently. He wa* the father

SfLarry Levy, Loew’# manager in

RC
r

a
evv

g
was’ appointed manager of

the Arcadia in 1940 after coming

from New York where he had been

associated with the Skouras ci^

Sf He had been with the Wilmer

Vincent chain forMy^.W-
ing as manager of the Capixol
Theatre, Reading, :

and of several

theatres in Harrisburg, Pa- Later

he was city manager in Richmond,

Va where he supervised the five

w &V. theatres?
"

Tn addition to his son, his moth-

er, a brother and a daughter sur-

vive.
,

BERNARD MALTIN'
Bernard Maltin, 44-pianist-com-

r,0ser, died in New York April 10.

Ite was a member of the late Ben
Bernie's band and served as ac-

companist to Connee Boswell and
Mitzi Green. Recently he was in

the orch of the Jackie 1 Gleason TV
stanza, for which he also wrote
incidental music. •

Maltin composed the > score for

the musical revue, “Bamboola,” in

1929. His songs include .’Afraid,”

«pm Good For Nothing But Love,”

“You Alone,” "I Want To Love
You So," "Because. of Once TJjpon

A Time,” “Don’t Count Your Kiss-

es” and “What Is Love?”
A brother survives.

ANNE CAREW N
Anne Carew, 56, stage and ra-

dio actress, died in Toronto April

11. In London* legit during World
War I, she married Gordon Doo-
little, Canadian newspaperman,
then serving with the Royal Fly-

ing Corps. *
*Miss Carew appeared in

.
U, S.

and Canadian stock companies,
notably for seven years with
George Keppie’s troupe at the
Uptown and Empire Theatres,
Toronto. With general folding of

stock, she had been subsequently
prominent in Canadian Broadcast-
ing Corp. daily drama series.

Survived by husband.

LOUIS G. PACENT
Louis Gerard Pacent* 58, pioneer

radio engineer, died in New York
April 7. Pacent designed the first

all power-operated talking motion
picture sound equipment while a
consultant for Warner Bros, in
the 1920s.

~
At the time of his death, he

headed a corporation which did
. engineering development work and
research on portable sound repro-
ducers, interoffice communicating
equipment, high fidelity radio and
public address systems, and other
new electronic apparatus. His wife
and two sons survive.

*

WALTER F. KELLY
Walter F. Kelly, 78. a retired

vaude .perfo^pier who toured on
the Loew, Orpheum and Pantages
circuits, died April 8. Hfe played
•Tor many years in an act with Ed-
die Carr. He also appeared with
Neil Burgess in “The County
Fair,” with Denman Thompson in
“The Old Homestead.”
Kelly was a member of the old

White Rats and was an early mem-
ber of the National Variety Artists.

JACK KLENDON
Courtland S. Townsend, 65,

retired actor and stage director
known professionally as Jack Klen-
don, died in Beacon, N. Y., April
11. Klendon began his stage career
in 1905 and retired in 1940. He was
associated with George M. Cohan
tor 14 years, trouping in “The Gov-
ernor’s Son” and “Forty-five Min-
utes from Broadway.” He later
Played in “On Trial,” “Irene” and
Going Up,” and appeared with the

late W. C. Fields in “Poppy.”
His daughter, two brothers and a

sister survive.

• SAMUEL SILBERG
Samuel Silberg, 75, who for

many years was a drummer at
Harmanus Bleecker Hall in Albany,

April 11 in that city. A native

„
Poland, Silberg came to this

?n
U
?u[y

as a y°utb and had lived

cl u
a
J?y f°r more than 50 years.™rah Berahardt and Bert Lytell

,„?
s among the performers for

whom he played at Bleecker Hall.«e Was affiliated with the Albany
symphony and Cappellano’s Band.
survivors are a daughter, a son

and a sister.

at
of

HAROLD J. BALDWIN
Ba^?ld J. Baldwin, 62, who
ae time served as treasurer oi
narmaniis Bleecker Hall and of the

pi
,
re Theatre, both in Al-

hnUf’ T
an

,
d wll° moved to Kinder-

about 40 years ago to

in
at
J?
ge the Electric Park Theatre

Tiari
116 amusement resort of that

name, died April 12 in Hudson,
in

' v He had conducted a bath-

a* v-
acn and boat renting service

vL, nderhook Lake fob the last
years.

His wife survives.

PHIL MAHER
iW r 88. actor and foun-

ding
0
!

tl
?
e Phil Maher Stock Co.,

April 10 in New York. Maher

35

played annually at the old Hippo-
drome Theatre, N. Y., which was
then managed by Charles P. Gil-
more, and penned many of the
melodramas in which he appeared.
He also wrote the “Hank Simmons
Show Boat” radio series for New
York’s WABC (now WCBS) in the
1930s.
His wife survives.

CHARLIE KEMBLE
Charlie Kemble, 71, Scotch

comic, died* in Glasgow April 3.
He was formerly associated with
the Rothesay Entertainers and
trained many comedians in Scot-
land.* He was notdd for his im-
promptu rhyming, bringing names
and peculiarities of members of
his audience into his verses.

His last stage appearance was at
the Empire Theatre, Glasgow, in
“Do You Remember?,” a Bernard
Delfont Show.

FRED MALATESTA
Fred Malatesta, 64, screen actor,

died April 8 in Burbank, Cal.,
after a surgical operation. He" had
been in films since 19R>, serving
for a time a£ a director but later
resuming his acting career, spe-
cializing in heavy roles.

In recent years, Malatesta had
taken up miniature work and was
associated with George Pal in the
production of “Puppetoons” and
“When Worlds Collide

”

MARTIN BARRETT
Martin Barrett, 43, Coast rep of

Cunningham & Walsh ad' agency
and its predecessor, Newell-
Emmett, died in Santa Monica,
Cal., April 7 after a lingering ill-

ness. He appeared on the verge of

recovery recently but suffered a re-

lclp&G

Surviving are his mother, a
daughter by previous marriage to

singer Jeri Sullivan, five sisters

and three brothers. " .

.

DR. EMILE MALESPINE
Dr. Emile Malespine, legit thea-

tre owner, died in Vitry, near Paris,

recently. In Lyons he .established a
theatre which paved the way for

new playwrights to be produced. He
also published a magazine which
contributed to surrealism in art.

He was the founder in France of

the Cine Clubs, associations per-
mitting members to view pictures
on a non-commercial basis and
without censorship.

JULIE M. LIPPMANN
Julie M. Lippmann, 86, play-

wright-novelist, died in Cincinnati-
April 10. One of her novels, “Mar-
tha By The Day,” was adapted into

a play and had a nine-month run
on tour. Her novel, “Burke’s Amy,”
was made into a film with Mary
Pickford titled “The Hoodlum.”
Her plays included “Rubber

Stamp, • “First Person Singular”
and “Fool’s Hill.”

WILLIAM F. NIETHAMER
William Frederick Niethamer,

50, announcer and newscaster, died
in San Antonio April 10. A retired
Army man, he had first been with
KTSA, San Antonio, as a news-
caster handling military analysis.

For the past two years he had
been with WOAI and WOAI-TV as
commentator and narrator on lo-

cal news programs.

BENJAMIN W. GOTTLIEB
Benjamin W. Gottlieb, 66, pro-

ducer of Yiddish programs on New
York and Philadelphia stations,

died April 8 in Philadelphia. Gott-

lieb also operated a foreign-lan-

guage publicity and advertising

agency in Philly.

Surviving are his wife, a son and
three daughters.

E. C. (BUD) TALFER
E. C. (Bud) Talfer, RKO man-

ager in Trinidad for the past 11

years, died April 7 in Port-of-

Spain. Talfer joined RKO as man-
ager in 1941 after working several

years with Paramount’s Trinidad

office.

His wife and four children sur-

vive.

MAX KLETTER
Max Kletter, 51, playwright-

actor-composer for the Yiddish

theatre, died in Lakewood, N. J.,

April 7. Among the tune* he wrote
ate “If I Should Ever Lose You”
and “Yaa*s.”

His wife, Sylvia, of the Feder
Sister#, singing duo, survives*

JOHN J. PLEASANT
John J. Pleasant, 34, member of

the Bennett & Pleasant publicity
firm in N.Y., died in Sarasota, Fla.,
April 10. He was on the staff of
the Ballet Theatre before entering
the Air Force in World War II,

Surviving is his brother, Ridh-
ard, partner in Bennett 3c Pleasant.

MUDGE MORTON
Mudge 'Morton, 79, former legit

and vaude actress, died April 8 in
her Hollywood home. In her long
atage career she appeared with
Lillian Russell, Henry Irving,
Houdini and other names;

. Surviving is her son, Charles
Morton, screen actor.

HYMAN H. SCHALLMANN
Hyman H. Schallmann, 57, tal-

ent agent, died in Chicago, April
10. He started his career as an
agent in 1917 and for the past
year had been associated with
Consolidated Radio Artists.

Survived- by son' and daughter.

MILDRED LAURIE JACOBS
Mildred Laurie Jacobs, 55, of

the wardrobe department of the
Broadway .musical, “The King and
I,” died in New Yoirk April 8. She
was formerly of the Laurie Sisters,
vaude team,
*A brother survives.

Wayne T. Boothe, 38, chief en-
gineer at KLO, Salt . Lake City,
since 1945, died April 10 in Ogden,
Utah.
Survived by wifer two son* and

a daughter, ,

Sumner Spaulding, 60, -architect
who designed homes for many of
Hollywood’s film stars, died April
10 in Los Angeles. Among his
works was the Avalon* Casino on
Catalina Island.

Carlo Depietri, 67, chef in vari-
ous New York hotels and niterles,
including Texas Guinan’s spot in
the 1920s, died April 12 in ‘New
York.

Domenick Caserio, 66, owner of
Guffanti’s Restaurant, N. Y., hang-
out for opera stars, politicians, ac-
tors and musicians for the past 60
years, died April 9 in New York.

FredeHc Austin, 80, British
operatic singer and composer, died
in London April 10. He was a for-
mer artistic director of the British
National Opera Co.

Mrs. Cheerful W. Kappes, 61,
former organist in the Brooklyn
Paramount Theatre, died in
Orangeburg, N. Y., April ’5. Daugh-
ter survives.

Robert L. Gehle, 74, painting
contractor and former bass violin*’

1st in the orch at the Proctor Thea-
tre, Yonkers, N.Y., died in that
city Apyil 8.

Prof. Ilya M. Schumann, com-
poser of religious music and father
of the late.. Henrietta Schumann,
concert' pianist, died in Syracuse,
N.Y., April 9.

•

Father of Spero Kerides, owner
of the Ivanhoe and Roxy Theatres,
St. Louis, died in St. Louis
April 3.

Samuel Berman, 68, pioneer film

exhibitor, died April 8 in Los An-
geles. His two sons, Jack and
Izzy, survive.

Lt. John Stevens, 35, former
Chicago motion picture theatre
owner, died in Tokyo March 31.

Survived by wife and son.

Mother of Larry Israel, sales

manager for WDTV in Pittsburgh,

died at her home in McKeesport,
Pa., April 5.

Mother, 70, of Victor Selsman,
general professional . manager of

Signet Music and Halley Music,
died in New York April 4.

Samuel Hyman, owner-operator
of the Cameo Theatre, North Phila-

delphia nabe, died April 8 in Philly.

His wife survives.

Hubert dc Rouvre, head of Sirius

Productions, died in Paris recently.

Survived by his brother Antoine,
his partner. •

Mrs. Caroline Coen Van Licr, 72,

operatic coach, died in Miami
Springs, Fla., April 13.

Father of Tom Bello, Nanty Glo,

Pa., theatre owner, died at his

home in Pittsburgh March 23.

Jack (Swede) LIndell, 53, film

horse trainer, died March 28 in

Hollywo6d. He trained Rex and
other equine thesps in “Smokey,”

“Flick* ” “Thunderhead,” “Green
Grass of Wyoming” and “The Lion
and the Horse."

Father, 87* of John McClain,
N. Y. Journal - American drama
critic, died in Marion, O., April 14.

Feter A. C*vall«, ;$r.
t 77, .musi-

cal conductor, died in Chicago
April 14.

!

Israel Slaving 70,- former iwner
of the Blackstone Theatre, Chi-
cago, died in Los Angeles April, 7.

Wife of Jacob J, Sampson, re-
tired Balaban & Katz theatre ex-
ecutive, died in Houston April 8.

Father of Yvette Chauvire, bal-
lerina, died in Paris recently.

MARRIAGES
Nolie Miller' to Jill ’Walsh, in

Las Vegas, April 12. Bride is

dancer-actress; he's Walt Disney
aide.

Norma Kendall to David M.
Crandell, New York, April 8. Bride
is A TV actress; he’s a TV director
at NBC. -

Patricia Beedle to Norman V.
Hays, Pittsburgh, March 25. Bride
is the daughter of Fred Beedle,
Canonsburg,-Pa„ exhlb. and presi-
dent of the AMPTO of Western
Pennsylvania.

Elinor B. Trobbe to Norman
Carol, San Francisco, April 6, He’s
a concert violinist? now in service.

Elois Wllhelmlna Jenssen to
Thomas J. Andre, Los Angeles,
April 5.- She’s * costume design-
er; he’s a screen director.

Pilar Gonzales to Roman Jacow-
j

lew, Paris, recently, He is a band-i
leader.

Llliane Kalman to Allan Paunis,
Paris, recently. She is scrlpter
and lyricist, and daughter of com-
poser Emmerich Kalman.

BIRTHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Goldsmith,

son, April 4, N. Y. Mother is the
former Betti Schinasi, sister of
Mrs. Arthur Hornblow, Jr., the
Metro producer; father is in War-
ner Bros, homeoffice press dept.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Frommer, son,
Hollywood, April 10. Father is a
flack.

Mr. and Mrs. Jean Armand* son,
San Gabriel, Cal., March 2$. Moth-,
er Is the former Ellssa tttu, dancer*!,
father is managing editor of the
San Gabriel Sun.
Mr. and Mrs. Budd Mayer, son,

Miami Beach, April 11. Mother is

the daughter of Si Steinhauser,
radio-TV editor of the Pittsburgh
Press.
Mr. and Mrs. John McBride,

daughter, Pittsburgh, April 10,
Father is the sop of Pat McBride,
Pitt cafe owner,- •

,

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Leonard, son,
April 11, New York. Father is star
of “This Is New York,” aired on
WCBS, flagship station of the CBS
Radio web in N. Y, .

Mr. and Mr*. Russ Grant,
daughter, N. Y:, April 13. Father
Is a member of Loew’s Theatres
ad-pub department.
Mr. and Mr#. Robert Lantz, son,

in N.Y., April 6. Father is thea-
trical a ‘gent; mother Is Shirlee
Weingarten, ex-Theatre Guild cast-
ing director.

Mr. and Mrs. Halsey Barrett,
daughter, April 12, New York.
Father is eastern sales chief for
Consolidated TV ‘Sales.

LFemme Fashions
- Continued from 2 r f

competed for first publication of
the stills. This time, they’ll get ’em
simultaneously—and all will carry
the “Exclusive Model” credit line.

Inside details of the • film have
been guarded until now because
Norman Krasna was in Europe
sewing up the story. His return to

the Coast in a few days will start
preparations for the film which,
because of its precedent-making
theme, is virtually guaranteed a

world-wide penetrktion seldom be-
fore achieved by a picture.

Idea was conceived as part of

the W-K plans to have a definite

merchandise angle for their pix

wherever possible. It was pitched

to the leading fashion designers of

Europe on the basis that they
would be getting wider coverage
than ever before. Krasna met en-

thusiastic- reaction to the scheme
and was promised complete coop-

eration.

Definite starting date probably
will be set on Krasna’s return to

the Coast. Regardless of its start,

however, “Exclusive Model” will

be the only film ever made that

didn’t have to worry about its

fashions being outdated before it

,

hit the screen.
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Maakiawicz-Ditlz
p&tf* 1

off, .. This season’s “Aida,” staged

by Miss Webster In a newly-de-
signed production, was a big box-
office hit, being given a record

number of- time#—15; Guthrie’s

staging of “Camen,” also in a
r

nqwly-devise4 presentation, was a
big hit, too, with Rise Stevens* per-

formance in the title role, under
his direction, bringing her critical

raves as perhaps the best Carmen
of all time, Lunt’s staging of “Cost
fan Tutte” also brought out unani-
mous critical hnzzahs as a gifted
directorial stint, with the produc-
tion rated artistically one of the
season’s highspots, Kanin’s stag-
ing of “Dl<{ Fledermaus,” the sea-

son before, made that operetta the
year’s b.o, sensation, with an all-

time record of 19 performances
that season. And Mis# Webster’s
“Don Carlo,” which teed off the
’50-’51 season (as her “Aida”
preemed the" ’51-'52 year), was the
tlpoff -that the new Bing fegime
had gotten away to a healthy, dra-

.

matlc start.)

Also of unusual interest next
season is the U. S. premiere of
Igor Stravinsky'# ‘’The Rake’s
Progress,” which had its world
preem in Venice last fall. Ballet
choreographer and Broadway mu-
sical dance director George Bal-
anchine will stage the* work, for
his first opera direction at the Met.

Other unusual events on next
season’s Met schedule, which opens
Nov. IQ, will be a presentation of
Moussorgsky’s “Boris Godunov’* in
English, in a new translation by
John Gutman, and in MousSorg-
sky’s original orchestration rather
than the more familiar Rimsky-
Korsakov arrangement, Verdi’s
“La Forza del Destine" will return
to the Met repetoire for the first

time since 1944, and be the open-
ing night bill, first time that “La
Forza” has opened a Met season
in the house’s 68-year history. “La
Boheme,” “Boris” and “Rake’s
Progress” will comprise the three
newly-staged and designed produc-
tions of the Met ’52-53 season. In
addition, there will be nine re-

vivals and 10 repeats from this

past season.

Met season closed in N. Y. Sat-

urday (12) with “La Traviata.”

Company left Sunday (13) bn a

seven-week tour of 17 cities, open-
ing in Cleveland Monday (14).

Tour ends In Montreal May 31.

Pathe’s Co-op Plan
I - Continued from page 1

tions alone should be far greater

than what they originally paid for

tha films. Eells pointed out that

such residual income will be in ad-

dition to revenues derived by sub-

scriber stations from selling film

to local sponsors In their own mar-
kets.

Under the co-op plan, Pathe TV
will supply all film financing, hav-

ing set up an initial budget over

$3,000,000; will distribute the

product of established vidfilm pro-

ducers, and will share the residual

income with the subscribers. Sta-

tions will get their share of resi-

dual profits from Pathe’s propor-

tion of the rights, separate from
the income to be derived by the

producers.

Pathe has already started nego-
tiations for a new half-hour com-
edy-adventure-music series star-

ring Spike Jones and his orch, and
has also optioned three other pro-

perties for fall release. “Passport
to Danger,” property of the Swed-
ish producing firm, A. B. Kino-
centralen, will be produced in Eu-
rope, with George Nader starred
as a former OSS agent now in-

volved in peacetime intrigue.

Robert B. Spafford, prez of Sky-
line Productions, who wrote and
produced “Passport,” has also op-
tioned to Pathe a series of dramat-
ic comedies. These are to be
produced in Sweden under the
title of “Pathe Playhouse” and in
association with Frank Danzig £nd
Paul Lenihan. Also under consid-
eration is a western series, “Rain-
bow Riley,” to be produced by Cy
Roth, of Coyt Productions, Holly-
wood.

Pathe plans to work closely with
national station rep outfit* on its

plans and has called a prOVifcW-re-
ception meeting tomorrow (Thurs.)
in N. *Y, to detail the system to

1 them.
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DEEMS ON DANCE BANDWAGON

Editor, Variety:
- As a member of the Performing
Bights Society (English affiliate of

ASOAP) residing and working in

tT. S., the state of music business
here is a matter Of constant con-
cern and as an observer I offer a
few thoughts which I hope may be
Of interest and heip.

' The two main factors tending to-

wards alai'm and despondency in

u. S. are also a 'danse..Qf similar
tfneasiness to* copyright owners
throughout the World Whose works
afro in use 'in -this country. They
are:

‘

* 1, The. rise of
j
BM1, with

[consequent lessening in value

; of copyrights,
2. The short term of U* S.

“ copyright protection.
* The first and immediate problem

is that of maintaining :

the means
of exploitation; "the plug” ns we
lqnew it is fast disappearing, as

BMI ties In with the networks; and
fer—those who look farther ahead
there is the more frightening pros-
pect ,that in a matter of

,
years the

present Copyrights will fall into
Public Domain and the means of
creating and standardizing new
copyrights may well be denied to
publishers Unless it is found pas-
sible to reestablish freedom of ex-
ploitation as before under the con-
trol of the copyright owner. It is

tp^be hoped' that action in the
courts may bring this about.

* It is in arresting thought for
‘ (Continued on page 47)

Negro Talent Now Rating

Better Reception, More

Play in Dixie—Eckstine
Steadily improving race relations

in the south have opened a' new
area for Negro performers-, accord-
ing to Billy Eckstine, who recently
returned from an extensive tour
below the Mason-Dixon line, Negro
singer is now headlining at the
Broadway Paramount.

“It’s not the old south any
more,” Eckstine said, reporting
that 60% of the customers were
white at the 35 concerts given by
himself and the Count Basie orch.
Seven years have wrought the

marked change in southern atti-
tude towards Negro troupers. In
£945, before he became a name,
Eckstine Junketed through the
south with his own orch and played
virtually exclusively to Negro audi-
ences. In that period, only a hand-
ful of whites attended his dates,
»nd the racial prejudice was acute-
ly felt in all southern cities.
While most of his recent book-

ings were played to segregated au-
diences, Eckstine said the barriers
were gradually being removed. In
inree cities' New Orleans, Miami
jmd Columbia, S. C., the segrega-
tion policy was not observed and
audiences were seated on a first-
$ome, first-served basis. In no in-
stance, moreover, was there diffi-

(Continued on page 14)

ire; PD a Misnomer
i— :

Bid for Jesse! Biog
Hollywood, April 22.

Both 20th-Fox and Warners are
interested In buying George Jes-i
sel’s biography for production
under tag “Tales of Jessel.” Both
are angling for Danny Thomas to
star.

William Morris Agency is han-
dling for Jessel bfit no decision
will be reached pending the Last-
fogel’s return from N. Y. next
month. Thomas .recently portrayed
Gus Kahn in .‘Til See You In My
Dreams,” WB blog.

NPA Color Ban

On Theatre TV

May Be Lifted

Washington, April 22.

NPA order M-30, banning color

TV equipment, may be lifted be-
fore the week is over to permit
manufacture of color receivers,

where it can be shown there is no
interference with defense produc-
tion, Variety learned today (22).

Horace B. McCoy, assistant NPA
administrator, said he hopes to get

a. revised order out this week
Which will definitely remove re-

strictions on color theatre TV
equipment, but which probably will

put home color TV output on a

case-to-case basis. He said he is

waiting only for comments from

(Continued on. page 55)

Blonde Siren Role Comes

High: Lorelei Gets Wig
Philadelphia, April 22.

Lorelei Lee is now. wearing a

wig. After two-and-a-half years in

the part of the blonde siren of

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” Carol

Channing discovered that the re-

peated bleaching has affected her

scalp, causing her to start losing

her hair. So she got a blonde wig

during the musical’s engagement
here last week, began scalp treat-

ments and is letting her hair grow
back to its natural color.

After playing a feW perform-

ances in the artificial piece, the

comedienne told the management
she likes it much better that way,

and wishes she’d never Used the

bleaching method. The show left

here over the weekend for Boston,

where it will end the "season. How-
ever, Miss Channing is due to re-

sume the Lorelei role in Jack Hyl-

ton’s London production of the

show this summer, with a replace-

ment taking over for another sea-

son tour of the U. S. by the origi-

nal edition. *

SS

t s

U. S. Supreme Court to Become

as
<«m*

As part of a projected multi-
faceted promotion of the band busi-
ness, disk jockeys around the coun-
try are being enlisted in a cam-;
paign to make the public more
“orch conscious.” With band biz

showing signs of coming to life

this summer, agency men believe
now is the time to sell bands and
dance music on an all-out scale to

establish the business on a firmer
basis than has been the case during
the last five or six years.

Already the disk jockeys are
beginning to Jay on band platters

as weU as plug the orch name back-
ing a star vocalist’s etching. Sev-
eral disk spinners, for example, in-

troduce a Johnnie Ray etching W
giving billing to the Jimmy Carroll

orch, which backs the singer on hig

Columbia Records platters. It’s

the, reverse on the featured vocal-

ists who were first made by the'

name bands with which they sang.

Move was initiated by the dee-
jays in an attempt to veer public
tastes away from the vocalist and
“new sound” stress which has domi-
nated ' record company releases

during the post-war era. Disclicks

(Continued on page 14)

Dicker Cohans

Works for Video
Fowler-Towne Enterprises is ne-

gotiating for the television rights
to the works of the late George M.
Cohan, in what may be one of the
largest bulk deals for video prop-
erties if the deal jfells. Gene Fowl-
er and Gene Towne have secured
an agreement from John O’Con-
nor, who represents the Cohan es-

tate, and attorney Paul D. O'Brien,
of the law firm of O’Brien, Driscoll

& Rafferty, that they will negotiate
only with Fowler-Towne for- the
next 60 days.
The portfolio includes all of Co-

han’s works, including his produced
plays and grand rights for his

(Continued on page 16)

That $ Crazy Music, Man
Detroit, April 22.

Musical therapy received a

jolt recently in Detroit in a
melee between a disk jockey
and a psychiatrist. Fracas
arose when Ed McKenzie,
WXYZ deejay, was given a pri-

vate broadcasting studio in the

Mutual Building next to a

practicing psychiatrist’s office.

After the first day of spin-

ning the new pop releases, Mc-
Kenzie was told by the head
doctor that the music was in-

terfering with his work and .

* disturbing his patients. In six

weeks the doc moved out to

save his practice and McKen-
zie moved into the vacant
suite.

*
‘Brig/ Water Ban
Sioux Falls, -la., April 22.

Because of the midwest floods,

local officials made an unusual stip-

ulation in allowing the RICO Or-
pheum Theatre here to open April
15 for the one-night stand of a
touring company- of “Brigadoon.”

Authorities ruled that theatre
could operate that night,' if all lava-

tories and water facilities were not
used.

Reds on Olympics
Russian newsreel outfit, by get-

ting its pitch into the Helsinki
Olympics committee first, almost
squeezed the American reels out,
it’s been revealed. Probability that,
the Reds are still calling the turn
on newsreel coverage of the sum-
mer Olympics, which is the first

in which they hav6 participated
in years, is still seen in the strin-
gent regulations set up by the Fin-
nish Committee for reel coverage
by all other countries.
Russians got to the committee two

weeks ago and reportedly demand-
ed that they get virtually all rights.
They wanted all film lensed on the
games to be developed in Helsinki,
with the committee to permit only
footage okayed by the Reds to be

(Continued on page 6)

A-Bomb in TV Fluff

Fizzles Fission Vision
The atom, bomb, preeming on

coast-to-coast television yesterday
(Tues.), went through its paces
with nary a hitch, but the video
coverage* of the blast didn’t match
the nuclear performance. For the
first half of the dramatic event,
there was no picture and for a

short spell the audio was lost. How-
ever, after the detonation, when
cameras only 11 miles from the
target were used, the- orthicons
caught some good shots* of the lazy

cloud and the ground activity

—

planes taking off and trucks mov-
ing into the area.

Reason for the technical snafu
on the first segment "was the fact
that between Yucca Flats, .Nev.,
where the A-bomb was dropped,
and Los Angeles, 300 miles away,
temporary microwave relay sta-

tions had to be set up. The im-
promptu apparatus was installed
on snowcapped mountain peaks by
helicopter. Relays apparently
couldn’t pick up the signal from
Mt. Charleston, 40 miles from the

(Continued on page 55)

Washington, April 22.
Conference chamber of the U. S,

Supreme Court will be converted
into a film theatre as the High
Court justices gather tomorrow
(Wed.) to witness a private show-
ing of “The Miracle,” Italian film -

involved in a censorship dispute.
Court is scheduled to hear argu-
ments on the case Thursday (24).

Film, distributed by Joseph Bur-
styn, was banned by the N. Y, State
Board of Regents as “sacrilegious”
and the ruling was upheld by the
state’s Court of Appeals, In the
memory of the' oldest court at-

tendants, this Is the first time that
the Supreme Court has ever wit-

nessed a theatrical film in connec-
tion with a case coming before
the court. The High Court saw a
commercial film on one occasion
involving a patent suit. Attorneys
for both sides and some court offi-

cials will attend the private screen-
ing.

Meanwhile, two amicus curiae

(Continued on page 18)

yi*

LA Pressure Groups

Pull Weight; Sponsors

Cancel on Indie TVer
Hollywood, April 22. a

Two sponsors cancelled con- fl

tracts with KLAC-TV after pres- |
sure groups threw their weight

against such groups by Dr. Harold

H. Story, head of adult education,

Los Angeles Board of Education,

on Eddie Albert's “Hollywood on
Television.” He singled out James
Fifield’s Freedom Clubs, and the

group promptly began getting in

touch with KLAC-TV advertisers.

Station general manager Don
Fedderson appeased other sponsors

with personal letters to clients dis-

claiming the station’s .part. He ex-

pects no further withdrawals.
Sponsors who bowed out were

Laura Sudder Products and
O’Keefe & Merritt. Latter, how-
ever, will continue on time slots

other than Albert’s.

Dr. Story, on the program, Is

alleged to have labeled Freedom
Clubs as “Ku Kluxers in dinner
jackets.” Albert made an effort to

interrupt him, but Dr. Story
wouldn't be stopped. He had been
a weekly guest on various KLAC-
TV strips for the past year, but
after the current incident was in-
formed he was no longer welcome,
Freedom Clubs and its affiliate,

Liberty Bells, contacted sponfok*
immediately, stressing strength of
membership, and expressing ififlig*

nation at the attack. It’s under-
stood every time buyer was con-
tacted, but only two yielded. Fed-
derson apologized to the sponsors
for the tirade, saying the remarks
were unauthorized and not ap-
proved by anyone at the station.
He said Dr. Story was told and
agreed, not to engage in any con-
troversial issues,* but to confine hi*
remarks to civic or educational

‘ problems.
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By ARTHUR BRONSON

Biggest international show of the

year takes place next month in

Paris—with credit for its cdnsum-
mation being due chiefly to U. S.

enterprise. Event is' the month-
long Exposition of the Arts, spon-

sored by the Congress of Cultural

Freedom.
Show is world's largest in names

and scope, embracing legit, opera,

choral and symphonic groups from
all over Europe and America,. The
U. S. is sending the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, N. Y. City Ballet

and Broadway’s "Four Saints in

Three Acts” production, plus six

prominent authors to lecture.

Cost of the venture will run
from $400,000 to $450,000” with

85% of the entire financing raised

in the U. S. Festival isn’t Ameri-
can, but international. And al-

though the aim of the Exposition is

to counteract totalitarian propa-
ganda by showing the effect of

liberty on artistic creation, it’s en-

tirely private; there is no state

control or participation. Neither
the U. S. Government nor any of

Its agencies are in it.

. Financial success of the under-
taking has been largely due to one
man, Julius . Fleischman. Co-pro-,

ducer of “Moon Is Blue,” chief

angel of the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo, and large legit investor,

Fleischmann is chairman of the
Expo’s finance committee in the
U. S. He raised 85% of the budget
from private' individuals, founda-
tions and trusts here.

First U, S. En Masse
Expo, which starts next Wednes-

day (30) with a dedicatory concert
at St. Roch Church, has some, very
unusual angles. It marks the first

time for U. S. participation ei>

masse in a European festival. Fes-
tival won’t be just for the rich, or
tourists, but all-embracive, with
250 seats set aside for every event
for students and labor groups at

nominal prices or for free. Events
will also be broadcast behind the
Iron Curtain by Radio Free Europe.

.
Probably the Expo’s most im-

portant event is the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra in its first Euro-
pean appearance. Orch is making
a five-week trip, with three weeks
for concerts. Tab for the BSO,
including roundtrip fares, will run
from $150,000 to $175,000, although

(Continued on page 40)

Theatres Get NPA OK In

Flood-Damaged Areas
Washington, Aprfr 22,

Thfc National Production Author-

ity will give theatres in the west-

ern flood -damaged areas special

consideration .in receiving scarce

materials where needed to rebuild

and repair, it was disclosed last

week. This is expected to be in

advance of an order which will

ease construction bans on all types

of entertainment construction for

the third quarter of this year.

Theatres have been in category

which got them virtually no scarce

metals for construction, with few
exceptions'. The new "break” for

those in the flood areas gives en-

tertainment structures the same
rights as other commercial build-

ings.
‘

So far as easing restrictions on
entertainment construction for the

July, August, September quarter,

\his is based pn the fact that' mahy
of ti\e so-called "scarce” materials

are in substantial supply for non-
military uses.

Diabolical Dames n Battle of Sexe

CHARLES SANFORD
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

‘TOUR SHOW OP SHOWS"
WHBT

Gypsy Rose lee Joins

IBEW Revue as Bally

For AFL Membership
Minneapolis, April 22.

: Gypsy Rose Lee has been inked
to head the . second of a series of

revues that the AFL International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
is producing, and sending on tour
to Minneapolis and the other cities

served by the Northwestern Bell
Telephone Co.

Telephone company workers are
invited to attend the shows free.

Purpose of the stunt is to try to

woo them away from the CIO union
and into the AFL. Besides the
shows, those who attend get a talk

on alleged advantages of AFL
membership.

First of the shows just played the
Lyceum here. It had Beatrice Kay,
Rowena Rollins, Jack Durant,
Estelle Sloan and other acts. Line
of eight gals comprised telephone
switchboard operators .on vacation.

1952Cannes Film

Fest UnderWay
Paris, April 22.

The 5th Cannes International
Film Festival will start tomorrow
(23) and run its course of projec-
tions and receptions until May 10
when the prizes for best film, best
director, best male and female acr

tor, best screenplay, best lensing,

best decors, special jury prizes,

best selection by a country and the
best short are awarded. Recipi-
ents of the kudos will receive
paintings or rare literary editions
Some 36 nations are participating
in this year’s fest, with Russia .and
satellites abstaining. They were in
last year but took only one big
prize for decors and praise for a
Hungarian short,-

There will be no projection the
first day (23) but a reception for
all the invitees and journalists.
First pic will be shown the second
evening (24), Metro’s “An Ameri-
can in Paris,” preceded by two
shorts. On April 25 the Japanese
pic, “Waves,” will comprise the af-
ternoon show, and Germany’s
“Last Command” at night. April
26 will be Swedish, ‘.‘She Danced a
Summer,” already being prepped
as a sleeper, and England's “Cry
the Beloved’ Country” (Korda),
starring Canada Lee.
On April 27, Orson Welles’ pic

(Continued on page 53) .

STYMIE EFFORT TO NIX

CITY CENSOR IN K.C.
Kansas City, April 22.

Efforts of the industry here to
eliminate the office of the City
censor were stymied in council
meeting Friday night (18) by inter-
vention of parent-teacher and
Catholic organizations.

Ordinance which would have by-
passed the censor appointment was
expected to be passed in routine
fashion,’ but was taken under ad-
visement by the council when the
opposition developed.

Cantor s Blood

Bank Tour May
\

Prompt Others
Eddie Cantor, who is east seeing

Milton Blow, head of his ad agency
contact On the. Philip Morris radio

program, before taking off on his

Red Cross blood bank concert
pitch, states that the Warner Bros,

biopic on' his life starts shooting
June' 1. Sidney Skolsky, Who con-

ceived “The Jolson Story” for Co-
lumbia, is author-producer of “The
Eddie Cantor Story” (which title

will probably be changed).
Cantor kicks off his American

Red Cross one-man shows at Naval
Recreation Auditorium, Boston,

April 29. Admission at this and
other free shows is a pint of blood.

The rest of the itinerary comprises
the Lyric, Baltimore, April 30;

Syria Mosque, Pitt, May 1; Cincin-

nati, 2; Veterans Hall, Cleveland, 3;

'Kleinhans Music Hall, Buffalo^ 4;

Board of Trade auditorium, Chi-

cago, May 5.

Cantor’s approach to this tour is

in the form of trallblazing similar

tours by stars like Jack. Benny,
Danny Kaye, et al., to stimulate

blood bank buildups. His pitch is

that stars always do their stuff for

disaster causes—this might be. a

fresh approach: a show to build

up life-giving blood that may fore

stall disaster.

Besides “Ida,” “Margie,” “Susie”
and “Making Whoopee,” Cantor
will do 14 songs in the Warner pic.

There will be one new song—

a

folk song of a lullaby nature which
Cantor’s (screen) grandmother util

izes as a thematic.
Keefe Brasselle, newcomer, is

the “Larry Parks” (Jolson) to Can-
tor, with the star, of course,* sing-
ing his own songs, just as Jolson
did to Parks’ mouthing of the
lyrics.

Soph Tuekers Self Oat

In L’d’n Palladium So«ck

London, April 2?,.

Sophie Tucker had the biggest

opening of the Palladium season

yesterday (Monday), coming on to

a roof-raising reception and bow-
ing out after an overtime 40-min-

ute session to a tumultuous ova-

tion. . She filled her turn with sock

numbers jn which she created hu-
morous as well as nostalgic moods
and wound up on a powerful emo-
tional note with "Mother’s ’ Sab-
bath Lights” as 'a tear-jerkfhg al-

ternative for "Yiddishe Momma.”
Miss Tucker was visibly affected

by the warmth of her reception

and was unable to complete a cur-

tain speech.

Other, clicks on the layout in-

cluded Hoctor & Byrd who did

some excellent terping; " Irwin
Corey • produced $ocks and Pat
-Henning was strong in his hold-

over session. The Castro Quartet,
however, disappointed.

This .is Miss Tucker's
.
10th visit

to Britain. She'll follow this two-
week stand with a stint at the Ba-
gatelle, London. As always, Ted
Shapiro accomped her.

Bill also includes Ladd Lyon,
Nino (a dog act), Dickie Hender-
son, Jr.; Eddie Gordon & Nancy,.
Marie, Louise & Charles, and the
Palladium Tiller Girls.

Subscription Order Form
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Wall St. High

For March Amus.

Dicker Betty Hutton For

Palladium; Palace 59G,

14 Shows 2-Way Record
Deal is in the works for Betty

Hutton to play the Palladium, Lon-
don, this summer. The William
Morris Agency, which manages
Miss Hutton, has cabled its British

correspondent agency, the Harry
Foster office, to inquire what time
periods will be available for the
filmster. If the period fits in with
her schedule, she'll repeat at the
London house. Her Palladium sal-

ary two years ago was $17,500.
Miss Hutton will remain at the

Palace, N. Y., for four weeks only.
She feels that it’s a strenuous en-
gagement and doesn’t want to pro-
long it. She worked while ill on
Sunday (20) and only a day off on
Monday prevented complete ex-
haustion.
The terrific number of shows

during her opening week enabled
Miss Hutton to break the Palace
record for week ending Friday (18).

She pulled a tremendous $59,000
for 14 shows, a house mark for
both the amount taken in and the
number of shows performed since
the theatre went on two-a-day with
Judy Garland last October. Miss
Garland’s high mark was $51,000’
for 12 shows. Henceforth, Miss
Hutton will do 10 shows weekly
with matinees on Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Saturday and Sunday.

Amusement stocks hit ; the high
of the year to date last month
when their total market value
reached $1,288,054,175. Shares in-

creased in valu#» during the 3.1-day
period by $54,273,035, it was dis-
closed in figures released this week
by the N. Y. Stock Exchange. Their
average price per share climbed
90c., from $20.28 the end of Feb-
ruary to $21.18 as of the last day
of March.

Upsurge in amusement issues
tended to follow the trend of the
entire market. Average market
price of all stocks listed on the
Exchange was $42.78 at the month
end. Tally was the highest regis-
tered since Aug. 31, 1946, when
the average price was $42.79. A
factor in boosting the radio and
TV section of the amusements was
an anticipation of the Federal Com-
munications Commission’s lift of
its freeze on TV stations.

Big Board also revealed that
short interest in United Paramount
Theatres as of April 15 was only
850 shares compared to 4,900 re-
corded on March 14. Conversely,
short interest in Warners leaped
tremendously during the 30-day
stretch. Bears held 1,685 shares
March 14 and picked up 5,000 more
by April 15.

+
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Latest film cycle here will un-

dertake an expose of the diaboli-
cal practices of women in the bat-
tle of sexes. The pix will show up
the femmes as necessary but preda-
tory creatures; Last season saw a
spate of films both ’ of distaff in-
terest and also studies of the fe-
male in action with plenty of ap-
peal to male ducat buyers.
Femme .director Jacqueline

Audry made a trio of films show-
ing the female at the turn of the
century era before she gained her
much-vaunted • freedom. "Gigi”
and “Minne” featured the triumph
of innocence in a gilded decadence
Her latest, “Olivia,” was an all-
woman production about the com-
ing of age in a girl’s school, its
touch of lesbianism may make this
censurable for the U. S. Jean-
Paul Chanois made a soap-opera
type film with Michele Morgan
called “Bfehold the Beauty.” Melo-
dramatic in theme, it concerns a
ballet dancer who succumbs to the
advances of lecherous impresarios
to get enough money to free her
lover from prison. Edwige Feuil-
lere made “Julie de Carneilhan”
notable only for her brilliant per-
formance as a woman torn be-
tween love and security. Michele
Morgan starred in the Rene
Clement film, “The Glass Chateau”
about the love affair of a married
woman and a ydung ladies’ man
that ends in tragedy.

Mysterious Femmes in 5 Pix
In preparation are a surfeit of

pix dealing with the eternal mys-
terious femme. * Christian-Jaque
will do “Adorable Creatures” with
Daniel Gelin- taken over the
hurdles by Martdne Carol, Edwige
Feuillere and Marilyn Buferd.
Michel Audiard will , do "He and

She” with Dany R,obin and Fran-
cois Perier. It concerns a nice
guy married to an ambitious girl

who is not above lying to keep up
with the Joneses. Jacques Becker
will have his say about the femmes
in “Women,” while ironic Sacha
Guitry, will roast them with his
new pic, "I Was Married 'Three
Times.” This ’will, star Bernard
Blier as the poor guy duped by
three successive conniving fe-

males. With the women skewered
and accused, there is also a possi-
bility that Christain-Jaque may
give the male element a hot foot in
a sequel to “Adorable Creatures”
called “Those Charming Boys.”

British Film Theatres

Already Hurt by TV,

BBC Survey Stresses
London, April 22.

j

.
The changing habits .of the na-

tion as a result of the spread of
TV through the country are an-
alyzed in a report prepared by
Robert Silvey, head of Audience
Research in the British Broadcast-
ing Corp. The results of a survey,
conducted 16 months ago when
3,000 families and 1,454 other view-
ers were quizzed, emphasize the
manner in which video has been
encroaching on other entertain-
ment. **

Analysis
.
shows that 63% of

those questioned had cut down on
film theatre attendance and 35%
went to the legit theatre less fre-

quently. Reading, indoor games
and hobbies had also been affected.
In a breakdown of viewers, Silvey’s
analysis shows that approximately
45% are in income groups with an
annual average of $630 to $1,100.
Only 9% of license holders were
in the $3,000 or over class.

It also extended into educational

i
(Continued on page 14)

LENI RIEFENSTAHL NO

NAZI—rr SAYS HERE
Berlin, April 22.

Le'ni Riefenstahl, a friend of

Hitler and known as the Fuehrer’s
favorite actress during the Nazi
regime, was merely a Nazi "fol-

lower,” not a party member, it has
been decided by a West Berlin
court. After a four-hour trial,

judges ruled that alleged new 'evi-

dence Was insufficient to reverse
the 1948 verdict of a Baden court,

and the 45-year-old actress was
cleared of Nany penalties. Miss
Riefenstahl’s career of two decades
was artistic rather than political,

she claimed.
After appearing in a number of

German pictures, including “Blue
Light,” *she produced the "Reich-
sparteitag” films of the Nazi party

in 1933-34-35 and represented Hit-

ler in supervision of the filming of

the Olympic Games in Berlin in

1936.

Par Doesn’t Want

Ferrer to Get Rusty
Jose Ferrer, who’s been enjoying

the luxury of having Sundays to

himself, hut is quite busy the six

days of the week, is now about to

embark on a full seven-day work
schedule. He's producer-director of

four current Broadway legiters,

“The Shrike,” “Stalag 17,” "The
Chase” and "Fourposter.” Also, he
is costarred in "Shrike.”
Paramount has come up with the

idea of putting Ferrer to work on
Sundays, and he's agreeable. Film
company is setting up a series of

theatre appearances and press in-

terviews for him in Philadelphia,

Washington, Cleveland, Cincinnati

and other spots. He’ll hop out of

N. Y. early Sundays and return

Monday a.m. The new weekend
effort will be to drumbeat for

Par’s “Anything Can Happen.” He’#

the star of the film, of course.
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United Paramount Theatres in

the past three years has bought

and sold exhibition properties in-

volving assets in excess of $50,000,-

000. This was disclosed in year-end

(1951) figures released by the cor-

poration this week.

It was the most extensive thea-

tre ownership reshuffling job in

the history of the business. As of

last Dec. 29, the chain comprised

683 wholly-owned* houses, the own-
ership of 169 being shared with

other exhibs in the field, and 15

jointly owned with investors. Upon
the completion of the divestiture

program Under its antitrust consent

decree, UPT will hold a maximum
of 651 theatres, a relatively few of

which will be jointly owned with

investors.

On March 3, 1949, date on which
the decree was entered, UPT had
partial ownership of 975 houses.

The number of these operations

subsequently increased to 1,024.

Of that total, the company disposed

of all interests in 525, acquired the

full ownership of 315, of which 56
must now be disposed of, and still

has joint interests ip 169, of

which 29 may be retained as wholly
owned. "

Also on March 3, 1949, UPT had
449 wholly-owned theatres and
subsequently added two others- for

a total of 451.’ Of these, the outfit

parted with all its interests in 83,

has still to divest itself of all in-

terests in 17, and is permitted to
retain 351.

Teen-Agers Best

Film Audience
«

Teen-agers rate films as- their
favorite entertainment, and video
has less • influence on them than
with children and -adults. These
facts are indicated In studies made
by various research organizations.

Generally agreed as one reason
for teens favoring pictures is that
they're in the “dating" years and
want to go out more often than
parents and young marrieds. In a
round table conducted by Seven-
teen, mag for teen-age girls, teens
from 10 states agreed unanimously
in saying that they would not give
up a picture date, for example, for
TV. Poll of TV homes made by
the ad agency Cunningham &
Walsh disclosed that the 10^L8 age
group averaged less time in tele-

viewing than older family mem-
bers.

International study made by
A. J. Wood & Co., girls were asked
what they did with the total

amount of coin received or earned
“last week." Results showed that
more girls named films than any
other single item. Study made by
Dr. George Gallup indicated: “The
average American movie audience
is predominantly a young audi-
ence. . . .Regular movie attend-
ance seems to begin around the
age of 12. After 19 it falls off

sharply. Relatively few persons at-

tend the movies with any regular-
ity after the age of 35.”

Daff to Tour U Offices

In Continental Europe
Alfred E. Daff, Universal v. p.

and global sales topper, takes off

tomorrow (Thurs.Vfor a tour of U
offices in continental Europe.
He is expected to

4

return to the
D- S. on May 7. Following a week
in New York, he leaves for Chicago
for confabs there.

Daff, accompanied by Charles
J- Feldman, domestic sales chief,
and F. J. A. McCarthy, southern
and Canadian sales manager, visit-
ed Toronto and Montreal for con-
fabs with A. W. Perry, president
and general manager of Empire-
Universal Films, and other Empire-
Universal execs last week. While
jn Canada, they also met with ex-
hfb groups to discuss forthcoming
U product.

Depinet Due East
j

Ned E. Depinet, RKO prexy, is

scheduled to return to New York
from the Coast this week following
several weeks’ confabs with How-
ard Hughes and other studio execs.
Prior to -proceeding to Hollywood,
Depinet' vacationed briefly in Ari-
zona.

Upon Bepinet’s return, it’s antic-

ipated that there will be some an-
nouncement regarding the resump-
tion of production at the RKO lot.

Industry’s Co-op

Ad Pitch KiUed;

Each Co. on Own
Film industry’s institutional

promotional campaign via. news-

paper advertising, backed by a

$50,000 budget from each of the

participating companies, has blown.

up. It evolved yesterday (Tues.)

into a face-saving plan, with each

,

company agreeing to incorporate
into its regular advertising some
institutional copy plugging the

film theatre “as the source of best

entertainment." This approach was
decided upon at a meeting of the

pub-ad toppers committee of the

Motion Picture Assn, of America.
Method and manner for best

presenting industry’s story has
been the subject of considerable

haggling for some time, and the

decision reached yesterday is gen-

erally regarded as a highly diluted

version of an advertising campaign
for the Industry to put its best foot

forward.
Originally, pub-ad chiefs had

been authorized to go ahead with

a plan for an industry promotional
campaign similar to last fall’s

“Movietime, U.S.A." drive. Top-

pers were backed to the extent .that

each participating company agreed

to kick in $50,000. Initial fall cam-
paign consisted . of full page ads,

calling attention to 18 pix, with

each company sharing the costs

(Continued on page 14)

Columbus Exhibs Seek

Out on ‘Salesman’
Group of exhibitors in Colum-

bus, O., are seeking out from con-

tractual commitments to play Co-

lumbia’s “Death of a Salesman"

because of threatened picketing by

members of a local American Le-

gion post. Whether or not Col will

hold them to the booking pacts

has yet to be ascertained.

Film outfit’s position has been

stated only to the extent that the

Arthur Miller play was purchased

in consideration- of its “entertain-

ment" values and Stanley Kramer
produced it because of its potential

b.o. In other words, said Col reps,

there never had been any thought

of the film being objectionable on

un-American grounds.

The Legion unit’s protests are

based solely on Miller's alleged

links with Commies. Oddly enough,

“Salesman” already has played in

Cincinnati and Dayton theatres and

drew no squawks from any sources.

One of the Columbus exhibs seek-

ing to be released from an exhibi-

tion deal with Col is a member of

the Legion post.

Nate Blumberg East
Nate J. Blumberg, Universal

prexy, is slated to arrive from the

Coast on Friday (25) for a series

of confabs with homeoffice execs.

U topper will also confer with

Milton R. Rackmil, DecCa Records

president, on matters pertaining

to the proposed merger of the two
companies.

Schenck Sez Deadwood’ Must Go
*

Success in setting up an arbitra-
tion system appeared - a distinct
possibility this week if only for
the reason that each of the various
trade groups involved clearly
wants to avoid being identified as
the “heavy” in' blocking its devel-
opment. The industry conclave
looking to establishment of con-
ciliation machinery for exhib-dis-
trib disputes got underway, in N, Y.
yesterday (Tues.), with all sides
professing agreement to the prin-
ciples of arbitration. It-s un-
animously Stated that arbitration
could contribute to the welfare of
the entire business.
Based on declarations bf policy

made so far by some spokesmen,
major subject of likely discord
within the whole setup concerns
film rentals as being within or
beyond the scope of arbitration.

With the lines separating some
groups from others on this item
clearly drawn, it’s a certainty that
there must be some give and take
by all sides to accomplish any-
thing.

Distribution reps in a number
of cases have stated privately that

(Continued on page 14)

Regular Mkt. Analysis

Will Determine Policy

On Production at Par
Paramount Is aiming for a more

closely coordinated production and
distribution operation to the extent

that market trends will be analyzed
about every three months by studio

and homeoffice toppers, and these
analyses largely will determine
lensing policy.

Y. Frank Freeman, studio chief,

was in N. Y. over the past weekend
for huddles with .the homeoffice
brass on market conditions and up-
coming product. Participants $t the

•nieetings included prexy Barney
Balaban, distribution head A. W.
Schwalberg, E. K. O’Shea, assistant

sales topper, and ad-pub v.p. Jerry
Pickman.

Similar conclaves are to be held,

On a quarterly basis, for constant
re-appraisals of b.o. trends, story

and cast name values, etc. Balaban
favors a flexible policy, with the

lineup of pix on the lensing sked
subject to change as a means of

keeping the new product attuned
to the market.

McCarey, Par Making Eyes
Producer-director Leo McCarey

very likely will continue on the
Paramount lot, he said in N. Y. this

week upon arrival from the Coast.

Although there are a number of
technicalities involved, his em-
ployment pact ran out with his re-

cently-completed “My Son John,"
he stated.' He’s Confident a new
deal will materialize.

Film-maker disclosed he has ten-

tative plans for a trip to Europe
and, if he makes it, he’ll scout pos-

sibilities on lensing a film abroad.

Spots Wide Split

On ‘John Vs. Reds
Whether Leo McCarey’s produc-

tion of “My Son John" deserves
plaudits or raps for its treatment
of the Americanism vs. Commu-
nism theme is shaping into a con-
troversy, with McCarey himself
providing additional heat. The
director-producer in N. Y. Monday
(21) blasted certain N. Y. news-
paper critics, not specifically iden-
tified, for attributing “unjust, er-

roneous and false" motives to him
in lensing of the film.

Two schools of thought on the
merits of “John" are somewhat re-

flected in the May edition of the
American Legion Magazine and a
capsule review by the American
Jewish Committee. Legion mag
printed a rave, crediting the pic
with being capable of injuring the
Reds, and adding: “Let it be un-
derstood that ‘My Son John’ is not
just an anti-Communfst propa-
ganda movie but excellent enter-

(Continued on page 18)

Wyler to N.Y. Next Wk.
En Route to Italy on Pic
William Wyler hops into N. Y.

from the Coast next Wednesday
(30) en route to Italy.

Producer-director will lens “Ro-
man Holiday," Gregory Peck-Aud-
rey Hepburn costarrer, in Rome
for Paramount this summer.

National Boxoffice Survey
Film Trade Off Sharply; ‘Song’ and ‘Rain’ Divide

Top Honors; ‘Marrying Kind’ 3d, ‘Queen’ 4th

It is the usual letdown after

Easter in most key cities this

stanza, with numerous theatres

holding over pix opened to take

advantage of the holiday trade. The
flood situation at Minneapolis,

Omaha and K. C„ of course, is

not helping biz any though only

Omaha appears to be suffering

much at the boxoffice. Arrival of

warm weather additionally is cut-

ting down trade.

“Song In Heart" (20th) and
“Singin’ In Rain" (M-G) are run-

ning virtually even this round,

with little to choose between the

two musicals for top honors. Each
pic is playing in 21 key cities cov-

ered by Variety. Both films in

respect to actual money and show-

ings in individual keys are equally

strong.’

Third money is going again to

“Marrying Kind" (Col) although
it is just getting started. It is doing
good to big trade in some seven
key cities. “African Queen" (UA)
is roaring back with some fresh

bookings which stack up mainly
big to smash.
“Bend of River" (U), which is

in like category, is capturing fifth

position while “Ma. Pa Kettle at

Fair" (U) is winding up sixth.

“Snow White" (RKO) (reissue)

will be seventh and “Six Convicts”

(Col), eight, “5 Fingers" (20th) and
“Pride of St. Louis" (20th) round

[out the Big 10 list in that order.

“Sailor Beware" (Par) and Scandal
Sheet" (Col) are the runner-up
films.

“Man in White Suit" (U) and
“Encore" (Par), both now playing
in art theatres, loom strongest new
entries. Both are from Britain apd
are sock thus far. “Wild North"
(M-G), doing better than last

week, Is solid in Washington and
big in Denver. “Lion and Horse”
(WB), also new, is okay in Louis-

ville but drab in two other soots.

“My Son, John" (Par) is disap-

pointing, ranging from oke to

slow.

“Greatest. Show" (Par), winding
up its current batch of playdates

this time around, is still grabbing
hefty coin. It is smash in Minne-
apolis, big in Cleveland and good
In Detroit, Philly and L. A. “Quo
Vadis" (M-G) is in similar cate-

gory, with solid showings in Chi
and Detroit.

“Viva Zapata!” (20th) looks

hefty in Chi. “Steel Town" (U)
is lively in Montreal. “Rashomon”
(RKO) shapes big in Boston and
fine in L. A.

r

“Bugles in Afternoon" (WB) is

mild in three spots. “Flesh and
Fury" (U) is rated fancy in L. A.

as top newcomer there. “Rancho
Notorious” (RKO) looks okay in

Providence.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9).

Twentieth Century-Fox is em-
barking on a program of weeding
out personnel whose talents are
“inadequate," ‘Joseph M. Schenck,
exec head of production, declared
in N, Y. this week. “The dead-
wood must go," he told .Variety. .

He thereupon broadened the
statement to include all outfits:
“We must practice real economy*
If producers or others at any com-
pany don’t make.- good, they should
go.” Schenck was alluding to stu-
dio personnel. *

The veteran film topper didn’t
identify anyone as being in linfe

for the axing, but warned: “If pro-
ducers have a bad record they
would be smart to resign."

Reports on a reshuffling of high-
ly-placed persons at the 20th lot
accompanied prexy Spyros f\
Skouras’ trek to the Coast from the
N. Y. homeoffice thfree weeks ago.
Skouras made another quickie trip
to the Coast last week.

Schenck disclosed that Skouras*
\.est\vard hops were for the pur-
pose of discussing cutting down on
expenses. “He's' always preaching
economy wherever he goes," com-
mented Schenck, He added that
the prez has been instilling em-
ployees with the idea of economi?

(Continued^ on page 16)

N. Peter Rathyon, film financier
and onetime RKO exec, returned
from Europe last week and dis-
closed that he has been looking
Into the possibility of backing pic-
tures to be made on the Continent

,

for both TV and theatrical distri-

bution.
Since forming N. Peter Rathvon

3c Co., a California investment com-
pany, Rathvon financed either in
whole or in part several pictures
for Eagle Lion Classics release as
well as the Vera-Ellen starrer,
“Happy Go Lovely," which RKO
distributed last year.
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Sica and his personal rep, Marcello Top homeoffice brass of Cohim

Girosi told newsmen .
that the bla are back at their New York

Ttalo film-maker had a deal “in desks this week following a series

principle" to make a pic for RKO. of Coast confabs with prexy Harry

The “dear’ was an option, with De Cohn.

Sica set to get a stipulated sum to ' Nate Spingold, v.p., and Paul

direct a film if RKO topper How- Lazarus, Jr., N. Y. studio rep, re-

ard Hughes okayed the script. turned over the weekend while

Arrangements for De Sica’s Jack Cohn, executive v.p.; Abe
transportation and expenses were Montague, sales chief, and Joseph

made via cable by RKO. However, McConville, international topper,

upon his arrival in New York the arrived earlier in the week. Leo

RKO homeoffice reportedly was Jaffe, assistant treasurer, stopped,

specifically instructed from the over in’ Palm Springs and trains

Coast “to lay off.’’ New York execs back this week. Ralph Cohn, head

were told not to meet De Sica, not of Screen Geras, Col's vidpix sub-

to acknowledge him and to avoid sid, remained on the Coast another
\

all possible connection between week.

RKO and the Italian director.

Originally, De Sica was to have

been accompanied by Cesare Zavat-

tini, in association with whom he
turned out such Italian film hits

as “The Bicycle Thief’’ and “Mita-

cle in Milan.’’ Latter picture won
the N. Y. Film Critics award as

the best foreign film of the year.

Zavattini, however, was delayed in

Rome, pending approval of Ills visa

by the U. S. State Dept.
Despite the New York brushoff

by RKO, of which Girosi «sfld he
was not aware, De Sica and

‘Nation’ Still a Draw
Film industry’* original epic,

the 37-year-old “Birth of a Na-
tion,” is still a reliable grosser

in small towns, report by Al-

lied State* ’Attn, of Iowa, Ne-
braska & Mid-Central discloses

this week. The D. W. Griffith

pic has been playing one-day
stands .in the territory, with
exhibs reporting enthusiastical-

ly on results, particularly when
tieups are made with school*

for matinees.
* Distribution in the area is

by H, & Aitken of Waukesha,
WIs* According ’to Allied, the
sound (added later, of course)

is “adequate, print good."

San Francisco, April

Wage .Stabilization. Board ap-

proved a Screen Writers Guild ap-

plication for increases in minimum
weekly salaries and flat deals for

scribes working for the ipjKjors. In-

creases are retroactive to Feb. 26,

1951, effective date of the Guild’s

eight-year pact with the producers.

New minimum is $250 per week.

Op flat deals, minimum is $2,000

for pix budgeted under $100,000;

$3,000 for pix over that. .

FCC May Question

Balaban onfar’s

DuMont Interest

Washington, April 22.

Occupied the greater part oi~

last week with efforts to determine

Ritchey said, is being implemented whether Paramount’s former in-

to the point where more features terest in Scophony Carp, was ac-

was not aware r/e oiea «Uui -RKO Theatres rolled up * net may be turned out than were
S.
u*red

, *2 hold televi

Girosi proceededHo the Coast, ar- profit of $1,322,000 in 1951, con- planned under the original agree-
s-i#n Uktintf of *i 122 500 derived from ment. That pact called for two pix sion hearings on Par antitrust is

sisting of $1,122 500 derived from
annuall over „ four„year period. sues are now in their 13th week,

operations and $199,500 from the “24 Hours in the Life of a Woman," with still a long way to go.

sale of capital assets, prexy Sol A. first project under the deal, has
~ - - * ”

Schwartz disclosed in the corpora- already been completed.
_

$1,322,000 Net

On RKO Hieatres

For Last Year

Overseas Prod.
Overseas production of Mono-

gram Pictures is being expanded,

it ' was revealed in New York by

Monogram International prez Nor-

ton V. Ritchey prior to his de-

parture for the Coast Monday (21),

He was accompanied by veepee

Edward Morey. Both are attending

a hoard meet being held at the

studio today*

A joint film-making program
with Associated British Pictures,

(Continued on page 16)

De Sica-Wilder-Jennings

Study Chi Backgrounds

For Next Feldman Film

Thornton Wilder and screeri-

tlon’s annual report.issued to stock-

holders yesterday (Tues.). This

equalled 34c per share.

Since the chain

In view of the examination into

Scophony, which is not yet fin-

Three storv nrooerties- are now ished - tt'wiU not be surprising if

being studieddetermine the sec-
Commission pu^ues a similar

ond joint Mono-ABPC venture. B^mev Balabaif Par
Also in line with the possible in- ^ont Po
YVfSU AU A1AAC W1U1 WIC JtIVOOUllC iAA-

, _ . . At,- —A
commenced op- crease in Monogram’s European returns to the

J
writer Orin Jennings will accom- erations independent of RKO pro- production, board chairman W. Ray week L^nard Golaenson, pr xy

pany Italo director Vittorio De duction-distribution last year, exact Johnston is now surveying studios United Paramount Theatoes, was

Sica to Chicago tomorrow (Thurs.) comparison figures could not be both in England and on the Con- expected to conclude his testimony

to obtain material for the screen- given. However, it was estimated tinent. r?,
y tluesJ

.. . ... .. .

play which will mark De Sica’s ini- that the 1950 net, had the theatre Monogram’s production steps w^rimwell
1

intoVS- and
tial directorial effort in. the U. S. company been on its own, would abroad mav also extend to Jauan
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Background of pic is Chicago.
.

at $1,225,000.
. 8^^ ^0^^dulSH^p^oZtTrio is expected to remain in Boxoffice receipts for the new there. Its facilities at Ofuna re

Chi for several weeks. Feldman, year' totaled $29'550^00, ''against portedly"aj?e"the“tiggeri in the
now in New York, will proceed on .tav. ann nnn fnr losn was cro?i examination on ms curecinow in New York, will proceed on $32,300,000 for 1950. Decline was Orient. Negotiations in regard to
the project on his own and won t largely attributable to the impact such a ‘ joint program, Ritshey
be associated with any studio in 0f home television, the high cost noted, will wait upon the arrival
the production. Feldman, who -had 0f Hying, the iherease in “per- of Monogram’s Far East rep, WU-
a co-op deal with Warner Bros, for SOnal income and other burden* liam Osborne, In Tokyo. Now in
’A Streetcar Named Desire," his some taxes," Schwartz declared. Singapore, he’s not expected to ar-
last film, said he would seek a re- The h.o. slide continued during rive in Japan for at least another
leasing deal after the picture Is the first 1952 quarter, he added, month for conferences with Sho-
completed. He has made no cast- on the other hand, income from chiku execs, Shochiku, incidental-
ing plans, attending to this after theatre concessions has been on ly, distributes Mono product hi
Wilder and Jennings finish the the upbeat. that territory.
screenplay.

. . . « M Current assets as of the Dec. 31, U Weighing Italo Prod
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«Pvi vJr t 1951, close of the fiscal year, were
man will begin ™ork next^ carried at $12,192,000, consisting

Sh fhl alniost entirely of cash and U. S.
The Wayward Government securities. Current

agent-producer has owned for some
liabilities were $3 ,720 ,000 ,

leaving
time * a net working capital of $8,472,000.

When the outfit started independ-

Unlversal is weighing the use of

blocked funds in Italy to finance

local producers. Pix would he
Italo-languagers for U distribution

in Italy and other foreign coun-
tries.

Company has no intention ofForeign Films Big In I ent operation a year earlier the net I distributing these *nix in'the'^U s'"

Mpls. Nabe lst-Rnn "«*>** was $7,658,000.
Iistributog these pix m the U.S.

Hughes to Pull ’Outlaw’

Domestically on Sept 1

For Later Distrib Push!
Howard Hughes’ Indie, “The

Outlaw," one of the most contro-

Mirmeaunlis Aoril 22 Funded and long-term debt as of

t * t. ? v ™ S Vppp tc last Dec. 31 was $22,339,000, rep-
Latest devê Pme^ her ®

,

ba® resenting a reduction of $1,099,000
most foreign filn^ now g g during the year, fssue of common
their first Twin

,

Cities runs )In m-
stock amounts to 3,914913 shares,

dependent neighborhood and sub- ’ ’

urban houses, instead of in the “ow operates 92 theatres,

loop arties World and Pix, as for- fjout 40% of which are located in

merly. Strangely enough, the for- the metropolitan N. Y. district,

eign pictures are doing better in Loew’s 28-Week Net Off

"Ihese nabe theatres in question Although its gross business was versial films in censorship annals,
than they did for the downtowners. on the upbeat, Loew’s net earnings finally will be withdrawn from do-
Three Twin Cities indie nabe f0r the 28 weeks ended last March mestic distribution around Sept,

houses are successfully operating 13 were off. Profit amourted to 1. Film, which Hughes made in-

under a “fine arts” policy, featur- $3 ,737,316 for the period on gross dependency, has been in release
ing foreign and unusual pictures, sales and operating revenues of via RKO the past five years and
In the past few weeks pictures that $95,693,000. This compared with a so far has brought the distrib a
have had their first-runs in such net 0f $4,225,865 in the correspond- gross of about $2,600,000. United
houses include “Rocking Chair

ing 1951 period on gross business Artists had it at the start and drew
*> 1

$93 ,950 ,000 . Per share earnings close to $1,500,000 in rentals be-
were 73c for the new stanza, com-
pared with 82c in ’51.

Profit for the 16 weeks ended
March 13 amounted to $1,647,977,

>

Winner,” “Heart and Soul," “The
Medium,” “Eroica” and “Women
Without Names,” to mention a few.
The houses frequently get pub-
licity breaks that are not garnered
by other subsequent-run neighbor-
hood and suburban theatres.* Their
offerings are reviewed at length in
the newspapers.
The downtown sureseater World

has practically forsaken the for-
eign pictures, except for something
occasionally like “The Lavender
Hill Mob.” Instead, it’s going in
for the top Hollywood product, for
which it’s bidding competitively
and with considerable success. For
example, It now has “Singin’ in the
Ram on the heels of “Death of
a Salesman” and “An American in
Pans.”

fore reUnquishing the rights to
RKO.

“Outlaw" has been consistently
played over the past couple of

equal to 32c per share, compared years with bookings at the rate of

with $4,225,865, or 43c per share,
in the 1951 period.

HOPE MUXER’S 0B0LER PIC
New York TV and stage actress

Hope Miller shifts to the Coast
next month for four weeks of shoot- I lowing this the prints will be with

12 to 15 per week in the U. S. and
five to six in Canada. Drive-ins
especially have been giving it a
heavy play.

RKO’s aim now is to keep the
pic in circulation through the sum-
mer, namely, in the ozoners. Fol-

ing as femme lead opposite Howard
Duff in “The Lions of Gulu,” being
produced by Arch Oboler.

African-backgrounded pic, being
done hi the new Anscolor, will be
the first feature in tri-dimension.

drawn entirely as a means of build-
ing reissue value. “Outlaw" will

go out again on a fullseale re-re-

lease basis .sometime in the future.

Film will continue in circulation

in the foreign market.

(Continued on page 16)

R Y. to L. A.
Lex Barker
Elise Brettoh
William Campbell
Arlene Dahl
Richard Egan
Y. Frank Freeman
Ava Gardner
Leslie Harris
Alan Hood
Jack Kalcheim
Jack Lawrence
Ralph Peer
Jack Pierce
Joseph M. Schenck
George Sidney
Frank Sinatra

Europe to
Jack Amidor
Mario Berini
John Boulting
Roy Boulting
Billy Daniels
Yolande Ponlan
Victor Duntiere
Paulette Goddard
Leland Hayward
Andrew Marton
Edward Noll
Danton Walker

N. Y. to Europe
Walter Alford
George Banyai
Jan Carew
Alfred E. Daff
Delmar Daves
Dolores Del Rio
Marlene Dietrich
Faith Domergue
Jimmy Durante
Faye Emerson
Julius Fleischmann
Marjorie Thirer Geiss
Morris Helprin
Zoltan Korda
Hedy Lamarr
Anita Loos
Robert Montgomery
Pat Nye
Edmund Purdom
Billy Rivers
Ben Selvin
Moira Shearer
Robert E. Sherwood

* Chicago, April 22.

Theatre television.' eventually
Will be spotlighted in every film

theatre In the* country, Nathan L.
Halpern, Theatre Network TV
prexy, predicted here yesterday
(Mon.). ’ Outlining the progress of
the medium to date and the “fabu-
lous" future which lies before it

Halpem reasserted that big-screen
Video is currently going through its

“investment period,” with operat-
ing losses anticipated.

Speaking before the Society of
Motion Picture-TV Engineers at its
71§t semi-annual convention here,
Halpern revealed for the first time
the boxoffice 'results of the six
fights promoted for the medium
last summer by TNT. Pointing
out that the .public at that time
Was- unacquainted with theatre TV,
he said,- nonetheless, that the aver-
age attendance for all theatres on
all six fights- was 87% of capacity.

Losses incurred by big-screen
events to date, he said, were not
due to a lack of appeal in the me-
dium or the programs hut to three
other, factors: the few theatres sus-
taining the costs, the pricing poli-

cies followed by exhibitors, and the
absence of a regular, year-round
flow of programs and promotion. It

was “remarkable,” he said, how
close theatres came to the break-
even point on most shows, while a
few of them showed profits on in-

dividual fights.

Citing the fact that some exhibs
charged as little as 54c for the first

several fights televised, he said

they adjusted, their scales upward
when they realized the “public de-

mand and satisfaction." Halpern
added: “By the time of the Robin-
son-Turpin bout, theatres had ad-

justed their admission prices to an
average 'well over. $2. Every the-

atre carrying the fight sold out,

evidencing the public’s enthusias-

tic acceptance of this new enter-

tainment medium.
“The average TV gross was

$5;000 per theatre, with seating ca-

pacities ranging from 1,100 to 4,000

seats. It became apparent that

higher prices for earlier theatre

TV events might have resulted in

profits then, too. Moreover,* conces-

sion sales in theatres boomed, in-

(Continued on page 14)

L. A* to N. Y.
Bert Allenberg
Josef Auerbach
E. A. Bateman
Joan Bennett
Edgar Bergen
Nate J. Blumberg
Barney Briskin
Geraldine Brooks
James Cagney
Sammy Cahn
Jack Cohn
Bonar Colleano
Ned E. Depinet
Faith Domergue
Bill Dozier
Jimmy Durante
Marvin Faris
Anthony B. Farrell
Sylvia Fine .

Reginald Gardiner
Farley Granger
Peter Lind Hayes
Mary Healy
William J. Heineman
Marilyn Hoffman
Leo Jaffe

Eric Johnston
Zoltan Korda
Angela Lansbury
Paul Lazarus, Jr.

A1 Lichtman
Paul Marsh
Leo McCarey
Joseph McConville
Thomas Mitchell
Abe Montague
Hildegarde Neff
Roy Rowland
Abe Schneider
George Skouras
Spyros P. Skouras
Mike Sloane
Nate Spingold
Robert Stack
Mark Stevens
David Stillman
Igor Stravinsky
Gloria Stroock
Ben Thau
Ivan Tors
Audrey Totter
John van Drutfen
Lawrence Weingarten
PaYe Wolper
Max E. Youngstein
Fred Zinnemann
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Coercion by Goldenson (barged

In Former Dealings With Indies

Near Settlement of $100,000;000 Suit

By Skouras Theatres Vs. Major Cos.

Washington, April 22.

“Strong-arm” tactics in former

dealings with independent the-

atres and acquisitions, to foreclose

competition, were charged against

Paramount Pictures during testi-

mony of Leonard Goldenson,

prexy of United Paramount The-

atres, yesterday (Mon.) before the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion. Prior to formation of UPT
under consent decree, Goldenson

was in charge of theatres for Par.

Commission counsel Frederic

Ford introduced into testimony

various correspondence taken from
Paramount files relating to Par

tactics in acquiring theatres.

Among the documents was a 1946

letter from M. A. Lightman, head

of Malco Theatres, Memphis, to

Goldenson regarding purchase of

a building for $32,000 in Owens-
burg, Ky. Lightman advised ,that

the deal would "at least tempo-

rarily stem the tide of a new the-

atre by some outsider.”

Another document revealed that

in 1934 a verbal agreement was
apparently made with E. J. Sparks

not to go into any towns in Florida

in which Sparks was interested if

latter did not go into towns in

which Gulf Theatres, in which
Par held 50%, .was interested.

Ford also tried to show that Par
bought vacant lots to prevent com-
petition from coming into certain

&r6&s.

0 An allegation that Goldenson,
on a trip to Salt Lake City and the

Coast, used strong language in at-

tempting to get back a Par theatre

from Lawrence Theatres, to estab-

lish a closed situation, was denied
by Goldenson.
Reference was also made to the

acquisition of the Ball Theatre in

Pennsylvania, and examiner Leo
Resnick was requested by Ford to

take notice of the court decision
in the case. Court, in this de-
cision, found that Goldenson had
used strong tactics toward the
Ball, an indie.

In compliance with a motion
made by DuMont counsel Morton
Galane for information on the
film-buying power of ABC-UPT if

their merger is approved, Golden-
son put into the record consoli-
dated film rentals of all wholly-
owned UPT theatres in 1951. Total
rentals for feature product were
shown to be $30,687,000.

97^G Common Stock

Buy Acquired 50%

Of Microwave by UPT
United Paramount Theatres’ ac-

quisition of a 50% interest in

Microwave Associates, Boston, last

January was via common stock pur-
chases for $97,500. In addition,
UPT agreed to ' lend Microwave
$62,500 for operating capital, it

was disclosed in UPT prez Leon-
ard Goldenson’s annual report to

stockholders this week.
Investment was made, said Gold-

enson, because it’s figured that
Microwave has big possibilities and
as a means of keeping UPT abreast
of developments in the electronics
and allied fields. The Boston out-
fit mainly produces magnetron
tubes for use in radar. Dana W.
Atchley, Jr., UPT’s technical co-

ordinator, has been elected presi-
dent of Microwave.

Bergman in Fix Talks

To Ohio Legionnaires
Maurice Bergman, Universal's

director of trade and public rela-
tions, will address Ohio American
Legionnaires at their annual meet-
ing in Cincinnati next week as part
ot his lecture tour in behalf of the
Council of Motion Picture Organ-
izations.

Bergman has about 14 other
speaking engagements in Ohio
*U4xt m o n th, all with Kiwanis,
Rotary and similar groups. Robert
"

.
Coyne, COMPO's special coun-

fv* has a similar lecture tour on
*1K schedule.

Helprin to London
For Korda Huddles

Morris Helprin, U. S. rep for Sir
Alexander Korda, planed to Lon-
don yesterday (Tues.) to huddle
with the producer and join him in

a European tour. They’ll visit

Zurich, where Korda is involved
in a deal not concerned with films;

the film festival at Cannes, and
possibly stop in Paris and Rome.

Helprin is due back in New
York May 12.

181G to Goldenson

In ’51, Same As

'50; Other Wages
Leonard H. Goldenson, president

and board member of United Para:

mount Theatres, collected $156,000

as salary plus an expense allow-
ance of $25,000 in 1951, it was dis-

closed this week in advance of
UPT’s annual stockholders meeting
set for May 20 in N. Y. He re-

ceived the same amounts in ’50.

In his .employment deal, under
which he shares in the profits,

A. H. Blank collected $95,744.
Blank is president of Tri-States
Theatres, a UPT subsid. In a
similar deal which provides for no
fixed salary, Robert B. Wilby, head
of North Carolina Theatres and
Alabama Theatres, both subsids, re-

ceived $52,182 as his share of the
profits. John Balaban, prez of

Balaban & Katz, UPT’s Chicago
subsid, collected $104,000 in salary

and $15,989 expenses, making him
second highest pa,id director.

Balaban, Blank and Wilby all

were named to the UPT directorate

last May. Corporation paid a total

of $706,247 to all directors and of-

ficers during 1951, up from a total

of $398,725 in the previous year.

Big difference stems from the fact

that various of the directors on
the payroll this year had been paid

directly by the subsid operations in

’50.

Walter W. Gross, director, v.p.

and general counsel; Robert M.
Weitman and Edward L. Hyman,
v.p.’s, and Robert H. O'Brien, direc-

tor, secretary and treasurer, each
raked in $46,850 as salary and
$5,000 as a bonus in 1951. That
represented a salary boost of

$2,500 for each over their 1950
remuneration.

Only item on the agenda for the
annual meeting is election of the

13-man board. Goldenson and all

(Continued on page 6)

UA BOOSTS VELDE

TO WESTERN CHIEF
In a realignment of key sales

personnel at United Artists, James
R. Velde has been upped from L.

A. district- manager to western di-

vision chief. He succeeds Milton E.

Cohen, who shifts to N. Y. as east-

ern-southern sales manager. Cohen
replaces Nat Nathanson, who re-

signed.

Reshuffling was disclosed by dis-

tribution v.p. William J. Heineman
following a series of field meetings

with branch personnel over which

he and v.p. Max E. Youngstein

presided. The two hopped into

N. Y. from the Coast, where the

final exchange session took place,

on Monday (21). ,

Velde two years ago was a

branch manager for the late Eagle

Lion Classics in Des Moines. He
joined UA in L. A. in the spring

of 1951. Cohen had been ELC’s

sales manager. He went to UA
when that company absorbed ELC
in April, 1951. Cohen started his

career with UA, as a salesman in

Chicago in 1929.

Hollywood, April 22.

Hollywood’s production pace has
eased off only slightly, a check’ of
pictures before the cameras last

week reveals. Total of 33 films
were rolling compared to 36 shoot-
ing during the same period last

year. Withdrawal of _RKO and
Lippert from the film-making
scene accounts for the dip.

Healthy number of features now
lehslng, trade observers feel, is an
indication of the industry’s con-
fidence in the future despite the
rising television "menace." Cur-
rent »crop includes such big-budg-
eters as Metro’s "Plymouth Adven-
ture" and "Prisoner of Zenda,"
20th’s "Stars and Stripes Forever,"
Warners’ "Story of Will Rogers"
and Samuel Goldwyn’s "Hans
Christian Andersen," among
others.

Near the end of April, ’51, RKO
had Wald-Krasna’s "Behave Your-
self" and "The Blue Veil" in pro-
duction plus "The Las Vegas
Story” and Edmund Grainger’s
"The Racket." Studio, of course,
is now recessing until. Howard
Hughes, the company’s controlling
stockholder, decides what further-
action to pursue in his own Red
probe of the studio. Lippert had
only one film rolling last year and
due to his dispute with the Screen
Actors Guild is concentrating upon
distribution for the time being.
While RKO. and Lippert tem-

porarily are removed from the pro-
ductions scene the independents
have stepped in to partially close
the gap. Only two indie ventures
were before the cameras last April
compared to five currently roll-
ing. Two of the latter, incidentally,
are committed for Lippert release.

Week Stands With

Top Pix Best for Mpls.

Instead of Split Wks
Minneapolis, April 22.

Neighborhood and suburban

houses here, which for years have

had a policy of two to four changes

a week, now are starting to find

that it’s more profitable to hold
many of their pictures a full week.
Such houses as the Terrace, new-
est of the outlying theatres, which
started

.
with a policy of two to

three changes weekly, have gone
to week stands. The Terrace is in

the 28-day availability slot.

Under present conditions, the
proper policy seems to be to play
fewer pictures and only the out-
standing ones, according to Sidney
Volk, Terrace co-owner. Recent ex-
perience has shown that the very
top pictures will do more business
over a seven-day period than the
theatre could gross by splitting up
the time with one or more' other
films of less boxoffice value, he
says. In these*television days of re-

duced entertainment purchasing
power the just ordinary pictures, as

good as they may be from an en-
tertainment standpoint, have lost

much of their subsequent-run box-
office worth, according to the
present experience of most neigh-
borhood houses.

Key British Post Goes

To Metro’s Goldsmith
Charles Goldsmith, Loew’s Inter-

national exec, who has been coordi-

nating the outfit's U. S. and Brit-

ish Comomnwealth operations, will

switch from the N. ,Y. homeoffice

to London shortly to become assist-

ant managing director of M-G-M
Pictures, Ltd., Loew’s British sub-

sid. He’ll also join the board of

directors of the subsid. Goldsmith
resided in London in 1949 but has

since been headquartering in N. Y.

Goldsmith will work under Sam
Eckman, Jr., chairman and manag-

ing director of the British opera-

tion. Eckman, incidentally, was in

N. Y. last month, when his contract

was renewed.

22 Nations Among:
MPAA Aid Beneficiaries
Film producers of 22 differ^t

countries have received aid or in-

formation for lining up American
distributors during the past year
from the Advisory Unit for Foreign
Films of the Motion Picture Assn,
of America.*
Report issued- by B. Bernard

Kreisler, unit's executive director,

discloses that most requests for
information on the American mar-
ket came from producers in Italy

and France.

New D.ofj. Move

To Force Hughes

Unloading atRKO
Washington, April 22.

The .Justice Department, report-
edly, will shortly start a new ac-
tion to force Howard Hughes to
unload his stock in either RKO
studios or .the RKO Theatres. Ac-
tion would take the form of asking
the New York Federal Court to
open full hearings on whether
Hughes’ ownership of the stock in

effect violates the purpose of the
RKO antitrust decree.
Hughes recently won in the Su-

preme Court on an appeal from a
trial court order for htfn to divest
one or the other. Lower icoUrt acted
at the request of Justice Dept.’s
antitrust division. Supreme Court
reversed because the order was is-

sued without full hearings. Su-
preme Court said that if the Justice
Dept, wants to alter the RKO de-
cree, it must provide full and com-
plete action.

SUPREME CT. REFUSES

TO HEAR MILGRAM PLEA
Washington, April ^22.

The Supreme Court put a new
crusher on the major companies
yesterday (Mon.) by refusing to
hear their appeal in the Milgram
case. Action means, in effect, that
film distributors may not legally
sell to in-town conventional thea-
tres in discrimination against
suburban drive-ink, even though
the in-town theatre is indepen-
dently owned and operated.

Case involves a verdict won by
the Boulevard Drive-in Theatre,
located between 'Allentown and
Bethlehem, Pa., and owned by
David E. Samuel, -Nathan Milgram,
Francis Kret and Bessie Hoberman.
Their victory was upheld by the
3rd Circuit Court of Appeals.
The defendants — Paramount,

RKO, 20th, UA, Loew’s Universal,
Columbia and Warners—said they
preferred to sell first-run to the
independently - owned downtown
theatres of Allentown, because
these hquses provided the show-
cases needed to promote the suc-
cess of the films In subsequent-run
situations.

The Milgram-Boulevard Theatre
case was based on the "proclivity
to unlawful conduct” which the
Supreme Court found against the
majors in 'the big antitrust case in

1948. Majors said in their petition

for an appeal hearing that indepen-
dents were using this proclivity

as a “substitute for proof.” They
asked how long they must continue
to live under that shadow and fail

to receive "fair consideration in

nc»w matters not involved in the
cases in which the statement was
made.”

ASC Re-elects Clarke
Hollywood, April 22.

For the third time Charles G.
Clarke, 20th-Fox lenser, was elect-

ed president of the American So-
ciety of Cinematographers.
He was first chosen in 1948 and

again in 1949$

The $100,000,000 antitrust action
which had been threatened by
Skouras Theatres, N. Y., against
the Loew’s and RKO circuits, and
all distribs except 20th-Fox, is near
final settlement out of court.
Joseph M. Schenck, 20th-Fox pro-
duction exec has been taking a
key role in the behind-the-scenes
maneuvering looking to the com-
promise.
The original . complaint, which

listed alleged damages of $100,000,-
000, but with this figure reportedly
cut subsequently, was sent by
Skouras to a limited number of
film company attorneys. Because
of the spectacular amount of
money involved—the greatest sum
in any intra-trade hassle—and the
downbeat public relations which
might have resulted, the suit never
was represented to any court.
There apparently had been hope at
the outset that concessions on both
sides could lead to the settlement.

It’s understood that Skouras’
main complaint was based on al-

legedly Inferior runs given the
chain’s houses in comparison with
Loew’s preferential availabilities.

Schenck brought Skouras chain
toppers and the film company reps
together in discussions of a set-
tlement. The distribs nixed the
proposal that Schenck serve as
actual arbitrator of the issues be-
cause of his close association with
George Skouras, head of the com-
plainant circuit. But he still was
successful in getting the con-
testants in a conciliator/'mood, and
has participated in some nogtiat-
ing sessions. The exec was in N. Y.
this week solely for the purpose of

(Continued on page 18)

Chicago Court Rules

For 6 Ozoners In

Nixing Govt Suit

Chicago, April 22.

In what may be a far-reaching
decision, Judge John P. Barnes in

Chi Federal Court yesterday
(Mon.) dismissed Government
antitrust charges against six Chi-

cago drive-ins. In dismissing the
six counts, including one of price-

fixing, jurist said the operators,

while using films made out of the
state, were essentially intra-state

and therefore not liable for viola-

tions of the antitrust act.

Exhibs involved are Starlite,

ABC Theatrical, Ltd., Morton,
Grove, Oaklawn and Essaness.

In the past various Federal
courts have held price-fixing was a

violation of antitrust laws and the-

atres showing films from other

states were engaged in inter-state

commerce. If an appeal should be

upheld, many distribs and theatre

chains would be dropped as de-

fendants in legal actions.

Boulting Bros. Due In

For Metro Huddles
Roy and John Boulting, British

producer-director brother team,
arrive in New York Saturday (26)

on their way to the Coast to con-

fer with Metro’s Dore Schary on
production plans for their first

Anglo-American film. Pic, "Crest
of the Wave,’’ will be made in Eng-
land with a British and American
cast.

Roy Boulting will return to New
York next month for the preem
at the 52d St. Trans-Lux, N, Y., of

his “High Treason.’’ Spy film has
been acquired by Pacemaker Pic-

tures (Max Goldberg, William
Goldberg and Erwin Lesser) and
will play at the same house where
Boulting’s "Seven Days to Noon”
had a long run last year. (Arthur)
Mayer & (Edwin) Kingsley outfit

is associated with Pacemaker in
release of the film.

20th Names Mrs. Brack
Mrs. Victoria Bruck ’ has been

named director of censorship for
20th-Fox, succeeding Hettie Gray
Baker, who retired last week.

Mrs. Bruck had been Mis*
Baker’s assistant.
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The Black Lash

Lash LaRue oater passable for

secondary bookings.

Restart release of Hon Ormond pro-

duction. Stars Lash LaRue, Fuzzy St.

John; features Peggy Stewart, Byron

Keith, Kermit Maynard, Bud Osborne. Di-

rected by Ormond. Screenplay, Kathy
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Operator . . .
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Mayor . .V.V. Roy Butler

Ju<fge Larry Barton

There’s little to recommend in

Lash LaRue’s latest sagebush saga

except a generous helping of boss-

riding and a fair amount of lead

and fist-slinging. Pic is held

together by a slim plot line but

LaRue’s lash and muscle are given

enough play to appease the oater

fans. ,
.

Film opens with some okay rodeo

footage and some routine montage
clips of the wild west to set the

mood for the cactus* contrivance

that follows. Story has LaRue pos-

ing as an outlaw to get the goods

on a band of stagecoach and silver

convoy robbers. Although he s

known as a former U. S. marshal

by the gangleader, LaRue con-

vinces him that he’s given up life

as a peace officer for easy loot. He s

taken into the mob and remains

there just long enough to gather

the evidence necessary to bring all

to justice. He’s assisted in this

exploit by his bearded sidekick,.

Fuzzy St. John, who manages *to

save LaRue’s life twice. Par for

the course.
, ... .. v

LaRue rides again with slick

horsemanship and creditably ac-

quits himself in the fisticuff

sequences. Sound department goes

overboard here, however, making
every chin-blow sound like a

kettle-drum barrage. St. John is

mildly comic while the other roles,

mostly heavies, are essayed with

proper venom. Peggy Stewart

supplies pic’s eye-appeal and deliv-

ers an innocuous song number.
Ron Ormond has the cast go

through its dialog paces in typical

hoss-opera style, which keeps thes-

plng requirements at a minimum.
Ernest Miller’s camerawork is

especially effective in the chase,

footage. Gros.

Kid Monk Baron!

spite what he has to work with, is

good, as are Bober and Cabot. The
stereotyped heroine, doesn’t .give

Miss Roberts any opportunities,

and Miss Knox is a stock siren.

The Jack Broder presentation,

on which Herman Cohen acted as

associate producer, carries the reg-

ular lineup of budget values. Ring
sequences are poorly staged. Lens-
ing and other technical credits are

routine. Brog.

Tall Headlines
(BRITISH)

Program melodrama mixing
street gangs, prizefighting

with reforming religious influ-

ence.

Hollywood, April 17.
Realart ' release of Jack Broder (Her-

man Cohen) production. Stars Richard
Robor, Bruce Cabot, Allene Roberts,
Mona Knox, Leonard Nlmoy; features

Jack Larson, Budd Jaxon, Archer Mac
Donald, Kathleen Freeman, Joseph Mell,

Paul Maxey, Stuart Randall, Chad Mal-
lory. Directed by Harold Schuster.
Screenplay, Aben Kandel; camera, Charles
Van Enger; editor, Jason Beroie; music,
Herschel Burke Gilbert. Previewed April

15, '52. Running time, 79 MINS.
Father Callahan Richard Rober
Mr. Heilman Bruce <Lab?t
Emily Brooks Allene Roberts
June Travers Mona Knox
Paul “Monk” Baroni Leonard Nlmoy
Angelo Jack Larson
Knuckles Budd Jaxon
pete Archer MacDonald
Maria Baroni Kathleen Freeman
Gino Baroni Joseph Mell
Mr. Pctry Haul Maxey
Mr. Moore Stuart Randall
Joey Chad Mallory
Pawn Broker Maurice Cass
Seattle Wildcat Bill Cabanne

Only mild melodrama interest is

stirred up in this programmer; it’s

a routine lowercaser. Scripting is

involved and unimaginative, as are
the presentation, direction and
playing.

Plot deals with a group of Bow-
ery Boy types of street bums led

by Leonard Nimoy, whose disfig-

ured face has given him the nick-
name of Monk. Richard Rober,
parish priest, takes Nimoy under
his wing, coaches him in boxing
and gets him interested In the
church’s social programs. The re-

form is working well until, during
a fight with his old gang, Nimoy
accidentally fells the priest, leaves
the neighborhood and becomes a

pro fighter under the management
of Bruce Cabot.

Plastic surgery gives Nimoy a
new look and an ego. He runs out
on his church girlfriend. Allene
Roberts, and takes up with Mona
Knox, golddigger, who bleeds him
of his ring earnings and then casts
him off. He’s not doing well in the
ring, either, having turned defen-
sive fighter to protect his new face,
windup finds Nimoy defeated and
returning to the church to head up
its athletic program with Miss Rob
erls as his bride.

^Iar°ld Schuster’s direction and
the Aben Kandel script stress a
hearts - and - flowers tearjerking
* jj? old-fashioned. Players are
saddled with dialog and situations
T
) .u

1 to r * nfi true * Only a few
01 the cast are able to give the
characters anything. Nimoy, de-

Good cast wasted on this im-

plausible British meller; mild
U. S. entry.

London, April 15.

Grand National release of a Raymond
Stross production. Start Mai Zetterling,

Michael Denison, Flora Robson, Dennis
Price, Andre Morell. Directed by Terence
Young. Screenplay, Audrey Ersldne Lin-

dop and Dudley Leslie; camera, Penning-

ton Richards; editor, Vera Campbell; mu-
sic, Hans May. At Gaumont. London.
Running time, 95 MINS.
George Rackham .Andre Morel!

Marv Rackham # • • . .Flora Robson
Philip Rackham Michael Denison
Frankie Rackham.. * ..Jane Hylton
Uncle Ted Mervyn Johns
Maurice Fletcher. .Dennis

.
Price

Police Inspector -Hugh Dempster
Dentist Michael Ward
Doris Rickardson. Mai Zetterling

Mrs. Baker .••••••• Olive Slonne
Graham Moore.., • « • • .Peter Burton
Nanoy- Rickardson ......... -Barbara Blair

Sandra - Celia Upton
Lonie Don Phillips

Waitress Joan Hickson
Police Inspector Naunton Wayne
Mr. Spencer Sydney James

A distinguished cast of British

actors is not able to give much
credence to this new British mel-
ler. The story has little plausi-

bility, unspools at a leisurely pace
and some useful talent is wasted
in minor parts. For home con-

sumption its main asset is its quota
ticket, but its commercial pros-

pects in the U. S. are only mild.

The yarn, adapted from a novel
by Audrey Erskine Lindop, de-
scribes what happens to a typical

middle class family after the eld-

est son is hanged for murdering a
girl. They change their name, the
father forbids mention of the dead
son, the mother turns to spiritual-

ism for solace, the daughter puts
on a stiff upper lip while the other
son is believed to be following in
his brother’s footsteps. For a mo-
ment the family believes that his-

tory has repeated itself, but at the
crucial moment the police explain
that the death of his wife was due
to an accident.

Production values are only ade-
quate, and the script does little to
raise the story out of its improv-
able rut. The dialog is immature
and hampers the work of the cast.

Flora Robson and Andre Morell
as the parents, Michael Denison
and Jane Hylton as their children,
Mai Zetterling as the girl who
gets killed and Dennis, Price as a
flashy band leader, struggle cour-.
ageously to little purpose. Art-
ists like Naunton Wayne, Celia
Lipton and Mervyn Johns are com-
pletely wasted. Direction is un-
even, but other technical qualities
are average. Myro.

Nez die Cuix*
(Leather-nose)

(FRANCO-ITALIAN)
Paris, April 15.

Pathe Consortium Cinema release of
Alclna-SN Pathe-Clnems-Cines production.
Stars Jean Marais, Francoise Christophe.
Directed by Yves Allegret. Screenplay,
Jacques Sigurd, from book by La Va-
rende; camera, Roger Hubert; editor,
Claude Nicole. At Marlgnan, Paris. Run*
ntng time, 95 MINS.
Roger Jean Marais
Judith Francoise Christophe
Mrrshal Massimo Girotti
Brille Jean Debucourt
Mother Valentine Tessier
Marie .Yvonne Debray

he finally is wounded and then
slain in a chase. From the traffic

violation he becomes a murderer,
first accidentally and then delib-

erately.
This choice morsel of cinematic,

“entertainment” is loaded with
bedroom scenes, most of which are

so blatant they seem sure of get-

ting heavy shearing from censors.

Plot not only has the, hero falling

for the wiles of a streetwalker but
accepting money from her at the
latter’s insistence. The boudoir se-

quence involving the newspaper
scribe and his mistress is extreme-
ly bawdy.

E. E. Reinert has directed-, much
better than he has scripted with
Jacques Laurent, but neither is

done over well. The screenplay
was adapted from Laurent’s novel,
“La Mort a Boire.” Marcel Grin-
gon’s lens job is a high spot. Jean
Lenauer has done excellent Eng-
lish titling although one suspects
he has materially cleaned up some
of the French dialog.

Vidal makes something of an un-
sympathetic characterization de-
spite all the story flaws. Miss Arn-
oul looks like a comer although
the idea of having her singing a
stupid song while wearing a giant
snake about her shoulders is some-

some stars are rung in for their thing new in cinematic “art.” Maria
names only and in this, Italo thesp Mauban is excellent as the prostie.

Massimo Girotti is wasted in the Michelme Francey is the third and
unidentified role of the doctor who perhaps the comeliest of the three

is dragged in at opportune ' mo- femmes involved in the bedroom
ments. Jean Debucourt is fine as episodes. Jean Tissier does well as

a debauched nobleman. Mosk. the eccentric cobbler .who keeps
Miss Mauban on his string.

Pic is loaded with street scenes
and other location shots, indicating
a conservative budget. Wear.

M«ytbu« in Mayfair
“MaytimC in Mayfair,” Brit-

ish romantic comedy in Tech-
nicolor which preemed. at the
Trans-Lux 60th St. Theatre,

N. Y., yesterday (Tues.), was
reviewed from London by.

Variety in the issue of June 1,

1949. Produced by
.
Herbert

Wilcox and Anna Neagle, the
film costars Miss Neagle and
Michael Wilding. Realart Pic-
tures is distributing in the
U. S.

“ Maytime' is a natural
for British exhibs, . . . Myro
opined, “but the Neagle-Wild-
ing combo is still an unknown
factor In the U. S. and gb.o.

merits must be largely meas-
ured by the response to earlier

productions.”

,
Plot is no more than a peg

to hang the comedy, the critic

observed. When Wilding in-

herits a dress shop it's no sur-
prise to find Miss Neagle as
the manager. She “romps
through the main starring role
with .accomplished skill,” re-

viewer wrote, while Wilding is

“one of Britain’s safest box-
office bets.”

Jocelyn
(FRENCH)

Paris, April 8.
Pantheon production and release. Stars

Jean Desailly, Simone Valcre. Directed
by Jacques de Casembroot. Screenplay,
Dany Gerald, from the poem by Lamar*
tine; camera, Roger Dormoy; editor, An-
dree Davis. At Marlgnan, Paris. Running
time, 99 MINS*
Jocelyn .*. Jean Desailly
Laurence Simone Valere
Priest Jean Vliar
Godfather Jean Debucort
Shepherd Alexandre Rigriault

Massacre En Bcntclles
(Massacre In Lace)

(FRENCH)
Paris, April 15.

Pathe Consortium release -of PAC*
Pathe production. Stars Raymond Rou*
leau, Anne Vernon, Thilda Thaman. Di-
rected by Andre Hunebelle. Screenplay,
Michel Audiard; camera, Marcel Grignon;
editor, Jean Feyte. At- Balzac, Paris.
Running time, 105 MINS.

This is a turgid, slow moving Ra£En0ild Rouleau

tale that rarely ever generates in- Theresa .* .* ,* .*

:
.* .*

.* .*

.' ™Se vernS
terest in spite Of its poetic story Dora Monique Delbaud
and unusual locale. A costumer, Be

T^«
d

this does not take advantage Of Levabos ’ .*
.* .*

.*

.* .*
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’

.'

.

.’ .Maurice Teynac
any production values and confines
itself to an outmoded, naive story A lightweight cops and robbers
that never reflects the poffcnance story, this has some good bits but
or romantics of the original. This on the whole does not ' jell in
would have little chance in the humor or suspense. Slow pacing
U. S. It’s from a French classic, and less than adequate thesping
and geared for local appeal. give it small chance in the * U. S.

This takes place during a 16th The third in a series over here
Century revolt against king and about the adventures of a suave
church. A young student, studying reporter, it is headed for good re-
for the priesthood, escapes the turns here.
mob and is hidden in a cave by a The reporter in this is picked up
kindly shepherd. A dying noble- in Venice on the trail of a
man there entrusts his young- son story about a group of counter-
to the care of the student. A great feiters. He spends most of his
friendship springs up between the time chasing women, drinking
two and they swear to remain for- Scotch and indulging in Snappy
ever. Then after an accident, repartee. Things get started when
the student finds out his friend is he stumbles on the first body, and
a girl. Here the conflict starts he- then follows a series of murders
tween his priestly vows and the plus incidents with luscious dim-
*le

£, x. , , , „
witted, accessible women.

Direction is posed and static and Raymond Rouleau plays the re-
none of the romanticism inherent porter in an acceptable, sanguine
in the story comes across. This is manner. The girls are played ade-
further aggravated by the poetic quately by Thilda Thamar, Anne
commentary that is perpetually de- Vernon and Monique Darbaud.
claimed across the images. Lens- Most of the chuckles are garneredmg is fine in mountain exteriors by the mugging and timing of Ber-
but too artificial in interiors. nard Lajarrige as the half-witted
Jean Desaiily can not do much photographer. Lensing is good and

with his essentially insipid role Venice exteriors are a production
but manages to give some poig- point. Editing could be tightened.

This romantic costumer of the
Napoleonic era smacks too much
of its literary forerunner. Its close
adherence to the book makes it

episodic in feeling. Pic is slow in
unfoldment and has too many talky
episodes. On the Jean Marais name
pic will gross here and may be of
some interest in special U. S. arty
spots. But for the general art
house runs, it would depend on
exploitation with word-of-mouth
and crix a probable negative qual-
ity.

Story treats of ayoung nobleman,
who has been the Don Juan of his
group. He loses his iiose in battle
for the emperor. Frighfully maim-
ed, he is patched up by an under-
standing doctor who gives him the
will to live and fashions a leather
nose for him. This gives him an
even more romantic air and he cuts
a swath in the hearts of the lan-
guishing females of the period.

Direction of Yves Allegret is

faithful period recreation, but slow
in movement and does not take
advantage of the production facili-

ties. Lensing is fine with editing
an asset.

Jean Marais is handsome in spite
of the bandages and mask he wears
throughout the film. But he does
not give strength to the role and
is pathetic rather than tortured
Francoise Christophe is beautiful
but glacial as the courageous
Judith. As in most #>-productions

nance to it. Simone Valere far^s
better as the romantic girl. Jean
Vilar and Alexandre Rignault are
fine in bits. Mosk.

Mosk.

Goldenson Pay
Continued from page 5 s;

other incumbents are candidates
for reelection.

In his annual report issued last
week, Goldenson disclosed net

(In French; English Titles

)

“Danger Is a Woman” tries hard
to sell the sex angle but succeeds
only in becoming smutty. Lacking
any French names familiar to
American audences, it has mild
drawing possibilities for the U.S.

Trite story depicts Henri Vidal,
hunter of snakes for zoos, as a
husky Tarzan type who is deeply in
love with shopgirl, Francoise Arn-
oul. Their romance is suddenly
blasted via a simple argument with
a gendarme about jaywalking.
Vidal becomes a hunted man al-
though just why he keeps dodging
the coppers is a fantastically de-
veloped idea. The husky youth en-
counters an eccentric maker of
femme shoes, a lady of the evening
and finally the mistress of a news-
paper scribe, who has sensational-
ized his ducking the police. Vidal’s
sweetheart winds up as a snake
dancer-singer in a nightclub while

Butterfield, Mich. Allied

Lead Victory Ov^r Tax

Sought by Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor, Mich., April 22.

W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc
and Allied Theatres of Michigan
scored a big victory when voters in
this home town of the U. of Michi-
gan turned thumbs down on pro-
posals to levy municipal taxes on
amusements, incomes, payrolls, lux-
uries-and city sales. The vote was
4,177 “no” to 3,069 “yes.” A
heated campaign drew the biggest
turnout ever recorded at a munic-
ipal election.

Leading the opposition to the tax
was Butterfield, which operates
four theatres in Ann Arbor, ably
supported by Allied, which saw a
threat that if the tax succeeded
here it might be spread to other
communities with an adverse effect
on theatre grosses.

The principal aim of the tax pro-
posal was to obtain revenue from
the thousands of tickets sold to
football fans who attend U. of
Mich games. The original pro-
posal was a 10% levy on tickets
which cost $1 or more.

The proposition on the ballot
would have permitted the city to
levy a tax on public entertain-
ment of all forms. No limit was
specified.

Ohio Tax Repeal

Toledo, April 22.

City Council at Perrysburg, O.,
has repealed the 3% admissions
tax, becoming the third town in
northwestern Ohio to do so in re-
cent weeks.

Meanwhile, a simila£ request
was made to City Council in New-
ark, O., where Clark C. Rader,
manager of the Arcade, and Wil-
liam C. Gillam, manager of the
Midland and Auditorium, asked
that the 3% city tax on gross ad-
missions be repealed.

The managers pointed out that
they are already collecting 20%
amusement tax for the Federal
government in addition to the 3%
city tax. They said when the
municipal tax was enacted several
years ago, business for theatres was
better £han present, but with TV
and other competition, the tax is

working a definite hardship.

Yank Newsreels
Continued from page 1

Danger Is a Woman
(Quai De Grenelle)

(FRENCH)
Discina International Films release o£

Robert Woog production. Stars Henri Vi-
dal. Directed by E. E. Reinert. Screen-
play, Jacques Laurent and Reinert, from
the novel, "La Mort a Boire/’ by Laurent; n tnet . . ,

camera, Marcel Gringon; music, Joe Ha- earnings for 1951 amounted to $10,
tlvles,A^ain 790,011, including net capital gains

time, ioo mins. ot $4,002,590. This compares
Jean-Louis .Henri Vidal with fiscal- 1950’s earnings of $12,-

Mmo°ne;.\\\\\\\\’ .Francoise ®aSSSS 351,000, Including cap gains of
Vance jean Tissier $2,144,000. Profit for ’51 equalled

Jacques. :
•.
: :

•. : :

:

:

Mich
.

e
‘i“/ ».27 per share on 3,300,859 shares

The inspector Pierre Louis compared with earnings of $3.79
The Cafe Owner Daibon per share on 3,261,287 shares out-

standing in 1950. The prez attrib-
uted the earnings drop to an esti-

mated 7% decline in attendance
and the Increased Federal income
tax rate.

In the first 1952 quarter, Golden-
son disclosed, consolidated earn-
ings amounted to $2,049,000, com-
pared with $2,791,000 for the corre-
sponding 1951 period. Per share
earnings for 66c. for the new
period, compared with 91c. for the
1951 quarter.
During 1952’s initial three-month

stanza, Goldenson related, UPT
terminated joint interests with co-
owners in 17 theatres, receiving
full ownership of four of them.
The corporation additionally dis-

posed of a number of individual
theatres and properties, realizing

net proceeds of $1,217,000. This
consisted of $578,000 in cash and
the remainder in notes.

exported. Edward (Ted) Genock,
formerly Paramount News asso-
ciate editor, flew to Helsinki last

week representing the five major
American reels and succeeded in

working out a pooling arrangement
for all western European countries
which, if not everything desired,
is considered a much better deal
than the Reds would have permit-
ted. (Genock resigned from Par
last week to join Telenews Pro-
ductions as editor.)

As it now shapes up, the Olympic
Film Pool will be limited to the
amount of footage its cameramen
can shoot by a sliding-scale deal
worked out on costs. This was re-

portedly demanded by the Finns
in order to prevent the American
reels from compiling their footage
into short subjects, since the Finns
have sold short rights elsewhere.
U. S. pool will be permitted to

shoot '150 feet per subject gratis.

It will then be charged $100 per
story for the next 100 feet, and
$500 for any footage above that.

Deal does not include TV rights,

which is still in negotiation. Finns
are asking $300,000 for video cov-

erage, and to date have had no
takers, with the major networks
still negotiating in an attempt to

lower the asking price. Americans
have squawked about the entire

setup, on the assumption that the
Olympic games, as international
amateur athletic contests, should
not be sold on the open market
to the highest bidder. All money
derived from the reels and TV will

go to the Finnish committee which,
according to Genock, went out of

its way in an attempt to be strictly

impartial. It’s presumed, however,
the Finns were caught in the Rus-
sian squeeze.

Americans are now permitted to

develop most of their footage in

London and Paris. Russians, for

their part, plan to lens the games
in color for newsreel purposes and
apparently plan to try selling some
of their film to American distrib-

utors, as well as those in other

countries.
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U.S. Cos. Would Get Up to $3,500,000

For ’52 Under New Belgian Accord

From Eng. for U Talks
Yolande Donlon, American ac-

tress who has been appearing in

British films and on the London

Under favorable conditions, it’s 4-

5" would
th
obtain

S
' &e«n Yolande Donlan Back

$3 000,000 and $3,506,000 for 1952

under the one-year film import

deal arranged with the Belgium
government. Sum is about equal

to the amount .the
.
industry has .

been getting from this source un- stage, returns to the U. S. tomor-

der the former “free market” set- row (Thurs.) for the first time

ud although the new agreement since 1948. Actress is en route to

limits remittances to 50% of bill- the Coast to confer with Universal

ings Previously about 60% was about a picture deal,

forthcoming, with the remaining Miss Donlan first scored in Eng-

40% going for local overhead and land while duplicating the Judy

operating costs. Holliday role in the London ver-

Under the new arrangement, s
i
on 01 “Born Yesterday." She

'about 15% of the unremittable sum f
ls° appeared on the London stage

is being alloted for print cost, with Socket to the Moon and To

the rest going for local expend!- Dorothy A Son." A recent- film

tures. Taxes and operating charges for J. Arthur Bank, The Penny

will be deducted from the unremit- Princess,” will be released in the

ted balance. Remainder of the un- U. S. by Universal.

• remitted sum is slated for the

U. S. companies* Belgian subsid-
' iaries for local operating costs.

' Under the deal, which has been
approved by the' board of the Mo-
tion Picture Export Assn, (same

board as Motion Picture Assn, of

America), U. S. companies have

agreed to voluntarily limit film ex-

ports to Belgium at 251 new fea-

ture pictures, same as last year,

and nine reissues. Pact also pro-

vides that any dividends from the

subsidiary companies in Belgium
will be remittable In dollars.

Procedufe now Is for Eric John-

ston, MPAA prexy, to notify the

Lichtman Pitch

Gets the Brush

Ori Two Counts
A1 Lichtman’s two - pronged

pitch—to have the Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations regu-
late trade practices . and for the

Belgian Government of the Amer- merger .of all exhib organizations-^
lean approval of the pact. Upon has fallen upon deaf ears in N. Y.
acknowledgement of Johnston s let- The- 20th-Fox distribution chief
ter by the Belgian Government, recommended the two measures in
the agreement goes into effect. an address before the Motion Pic-
Pact, in general, was favorably re- ture Theatre Owners and Opera-
ceived by U. S. distribs, although tors of Georgia in Atlanta last
it is seen causing an accounting
headache for companies handling
the foreign distribution of indie

product.

With a new Belgium deal just

about -wrapped up, industry is

turning its efforts toward working
out a satisfactory agreement with

(Continued on page 14)

20th, SPG Reach

Gen’l Agreement

week.

Many theatre execs stated that
the one all-embracing exhib outfit

suggested by Lichtman has its ad-
vocates but they have become re-

signed to the fact that the idea has
small chance of materializing.
Some circuit men quarreled with
Lichtman’s observation that all the-
atres, because of divorcement, now
have “identical” problems. It’s

pointed out that all exhibs have
the same aim of getting customers
into their theatres but the intra

trade position of a small indie

operator is vastly different from
the giant chains.

It’s for this reason that Allied

_ . . , States has nixed proposals to team
General agreement on proposed Up yyith Theatre Owners of Amer

terms for a new pact between-20th- jj-. Y. theatremen said. Both
Fox and the Screen Publicists Qael Sullivan, TOA’s exec direc
Guild, District 65, Distributive tor and gam Pihanski, v.p. and
Processing and Office Workers of former president, had broached the
America, was reached this week in idea of an affiliation with Allied
New York,

.
indicating probable were rebuffed some time ago.

Some COMPO-ites hastened to

•Nrnvpm- reject the Lichtman proposal to
have been negotiating since Nov m-

^ v the all-industry association
ber, 1951, on a pact to replace the

ern itself with trade practices
one which expired Oct 31.

. as now banned by its bylaws. It’s

Sessions are now being devoted underlined that COMPO already
to clarifying some of the proposals, has a full quota of problems with-
including reclassifications for some in lts present scope of activities,
staffers, and putting the terms into and for it now to take on exhib
the correct legal terminology. distrib conflicts over rentals or

Progress was also reported at clearances could have a back-
Universal, where talks heretofore breaking effect,

had been proceeding at a snail’s

pace. U staffers were set to meet

First Alaska Preem
Hollywood, April 22.

Alaska will see its first Holly-
wood preem in June with the un-
veiling of Universal-International’s
“The World In His Arms,” 1

costar-
ring Gregory Peck and Ann Blyth.
Both stars and a dozen other thesps
will make the trip.

Civilian preem will be held in
Anchorage while military preems
will be staged-at seven bases in the
Alaskan Territory.

Metro, 20th, Par

Set Press Junkets
Press junkets, once popular but

nearly completely eliminated from
promotion program^* as part of the
trade's economy measures, are
looming hack in style. Three film
outfits are set with plans to play
host to scribes at hoopla safaris,
and each of them has its own
unique features. „

Tradepaper publishers and edi-
tors have been invited by Metro,
along with 100 exhibitors, to a
three-day visit at the Culver City
studios to see a number of new
films and meet with production
personnel. This is scheduled to
begin May 8.

Twentieth-Fox is holding, an
American press party for trade and
daily reporters in Port-au-Prince,
Haiti. It will tie in with a show-
ing of “Lydia Bailey,” invitations
to which have been sent out by
Haitian President Paul Magliore
to * a number of internationally
prominent persons, including Pres-
ident Truman. Announcement by
Charles Einfeld, 20th’s ad-pub v.p.,

and Guy Douyon, director of Na-
tional Tourism for Haiti, said 50
newspaper reps will be invited to
the junket, which runs May 3-7.

Paramount is taking a flock of
Fourth Estaters to Denver for the
opening of “Denver and Rio
Grande” at the Denham Theatre,
May 2. Following the film’s preem,
the invitees will board a special
train for a 745-mile journey across
the Rockies, with stops at numer-
ous points for special ceremonies.
Trek ends May 6.

1 2D WB SALES PARLEY

OPENING IN Pin
pany’s proposals. Indications are
that the company and the flacks

have reached an understanding on
* major portion of the contract,
but still have to get together on
several clauses involving jJ5bv-&e-

curity.

Should pacts with 20th and U

Warner Bros.’ second regional

sales meeting gets underway to-

morrow (Thurs.) in Pittsburgh,

where the eastern sales staff will

. . . - _ ^ i . hear the company’s plans and poli-
be signed, SPG will have complet- cieg on forthcoming product from
ed talks with all the companies Ben Kalmenson, distribution chief,
whose pub-ad staffers it represents. and j^ort Blumenstock, pub-ad
Pacts have already been inked with topper.
United Artists, Columbia and War- Confabs will last for two days-,

ner Bros. Last week company held a sales

palaver in New Orleans. Third and
final confab, covering western

sales personnel, will be held in

Chicago starting May 1.

RK0 Studio Resuming?
Hollywood, April 22.

Indicating a possible resumption

of activity at RKO before the sum-
mer, studio bought “A Likely

Aubrey Schenck Forms

Indie; Andrews Pic 1st

Hollywood, April 22.

Producer Aubrey Schenck set up
an indie production company bear-
ing his name and will tee off with
“Shield for Murder,” starring Dana
Andrews. He has two other prop- , „ -

, T ,, . ,

erties: “Warrior,” an original out- Story from Paramount. Latter had

door suspense yarn by Fred Freid- slated it for the summer with Wil-

berger and William Tubberg, for liam Holden starring and Dick

which he’s dickering for James Powell directing.

Mason, and “I’ve Got Mine,” South Understood RKO plans lensmg

Pacific adventure novel by Richard “Story” in about three weeks, with

Hubler, Jean Simmons starred, Robert

Schenck expects to set a distri- Sparks to produce and Lloyd Bacon

bution deal within the month. I to direct.

New Blood’; Mgt. Defends Regime
"•4

Charges Closed Shop
Keeps Him From Col Job

Hollywood, April 22.

Illegal closed-shop relationship

between Columbia and the IATSE
is charged in a case currently be-

fore Irving Rogosin, trial examiner
for the National, Labor Relations
Board.

Plaintiff is Martin Nosslck, pro-
jectionist, who worked at Columbia
14 years before getting a leave of

absence to open a. projection the-
atre. Now, he charges, he can’t get
a job at Columbia because he is

not a member of the union.

JOINT DIRECTORY ADS

HELP N.Y. NABES
First in a series of joint film

directory ads listing pix at 53 New
York indie houses was unveiled
last week in the N. Y. Post.
Headlined . “Neighborhood Movie
Guide,” theatres are listed alpha-

betically and .according to borough.
Each theatre is allowed the same
amount of space, and In accord-
ance with an agreement reached
among the participants, even thea-

tres playing the same pix must
list their attractions separately.

Deal was set under the sponsor-

ship of the Independent Theatre
Owners, which worked out an ar-

rangement whereby the Post grant-

ed the group a new special classi-

fied rate. Similar deals are in the

talking stage with the World-Tele-

gram and Sun, the Herald Tribune
and the Times. Interest in the

idea has already been shown by
the News, Mirror and Journal-
American.
New advertising scheme was

evolved to enable the small neigh-

borhood house to reach the public

through newspaper ads. The nabe
owner, under former conditions,

had to contract for a minimum
amount of space 'and ads measur-

ing 10 to 14 lines in order to make
an impression against competition.

IA’s Raoul Feted
William P. Raoul, veteran gen-

eral secretary-treasurer of the- In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees, was honored at a

dinner Saturday (19) at the Hotel

St. George, Brooklyn.

Show biz execs joined with union

officials in tribute to Raoul. In-

dustry reps included Major L. E.

Thompson, RKO Theatres; Joseph
Vogel, Loew's; Frank Phelps, War-
ner Bros.; Russell Downing, Radio

City Music Hall, .and Gen. Lyman
Munson, NBC. Prexy Richard F.

Walsh headed the union delegation

which included J. C. McDowell,
Thomas Murtha, William Collins;

Martin Lacey, president, and James
C. • -Quinn, secretary-treasurer, of

the Central Trades and Labor
Council of Greater New York.

^ Deal Is Set

By Goldwyn, RKO

For Home, Foreip
RKO will receive 20% of the

worldwide gross in its new deal to
release Samuel Goldwyn product.
Terms were similar to those in
the previous Goldwyn-RKO agree-
ment which expires next June.
RKO’s take of 20% is believed

to be about the lowest of any major
distribution percentage deals. Im*
portant factor, of course, is that
Goldwyn maintains a large organ*
ization, headed by president James
Mulvey, which does considerable of
the sales and ad-pub work. In its

deals with indie producers, United
Artists for the most part takes a
cut of about 30% of the distribu-
tion gross.
UA execs had had discussions

with Goldwyn looking to a tieup.

UA especially was eyeing the pro-
ducer’s upcoming “Hans Christian
Andersen,” which is being brought
in Goldwyn says, at about $4,000,-
000 in negative costs. However, the
results of Goldwyn’s past 10-year
association with RKO presumably
influenced him to stay with that
organization.
The new deal with RKO, while

announced as covering a five-year
period from next June 30, con-
tains renewal clauses after each
year. In his announcement, Ned
Depinet, RKO prez, underlined
that the new pact means extending
Goldwyn’s association with RKO
through a total of 15 years, longer
than the producer’s teamup with
any other distrib.

HALLMARK SETS UP

DISTRIB FRANCHISES
Hollywood, April 22.

Formerly operating from its na-
tional headquarters in Wilmington,
O., Hallmark Productions is decen-
tralizing its distribution via a re-

lease system which will set up
franchise-holders in 30 exchange
areas throughout the U. S. Com-
pany expects to sell all the fran-
chises within the next 90 days,
prexy Kroger Babb declared, and
have the branches in actual opera-
tion by Labor Day.
At the same time, Hallmark is

shifting its homeoffice from Wil-
mington to Hollywood. No date has
be^n set for the switch except that
the move is scheduled to be made
“before the year’s end.” Babb has
named , Lew Chattum, southwest
showman, as supervisor of fran-
chise-holders. He reports May 5

and will headquarter in Hollywood.
Policy of decentralization is

prompted by the belief that “tre-

mendous savings” would result

from this type of operation.

With the hot Trans-Lux Corp,
proxy fight blazing into tomor-
row’s (Thurs.) annual meeting in
New York, the dissident stock-
holders’ committee asserted on the
eve of the conclave that election
of its own proposed board would
result in reduction of the- com-
pany’s expenses as well as “infuse
new blood, new ideas and new
energy” into the firm’s various
divisions.

Committee also denies manage-
ment charges that former T-L vee-
pee and director Norman Elson
recommended that the company
purchase seven theatres (the Mon-
roe, Colony and Granada, N, Y.,

among others) in 1948. It wasn’t
Elson who urged acquisition of the
houses, the dissident’s claim, “but
Harry Brandt or his agents who
initiated the proposal.”

Minority stockholders’ commit-
tee, led by Wall Streeter George
G. Mason and Elson, have alleged
that the firm wasted its assets in

buying the seven theatres. Mason,
who holds 44,000 shares, and hi*
associates have proposed a new
slate of 11 directors to oppose 14
candidates nominated by the man-
agement.

Striking back at charges of in-

efficiency leveled by the dissident
group, the Trans-Lux management
told shareholders that its regime
has seen a tremendous increase in
the company’s net capital assets

over the past four years. Like-
wise, it’s claimed, the firm’s net
worth has climbed from $1,958,-
262 to $2,255,374 during the same
period.
Management’s assertions are

contained in a letter from Percival
E. Furber, prexy and board chair-
man, mailed to stockholders which
replies to most of the allegation*

made by Mason’s opposition com-
mittee.

'

Total number of shared owned
by the present T-L directors and
members of their families is 188,-

885, the management’s reply re-

veals. Of this amount Harry
(Continued on page 18)

Avert Picketing

Of RKO Theatres
Picketing threat against RKO

Theatres was withdrawn this week
by N. Y. Local 230, Sign, Pictorial
and Display Union, AFL, as the
theatre circuit conceded on two
points involved in the negotiations
for a new pact for pub-ad staffers,

according to Joe Abels, union’s biz
agent.

Picketing ultimatum was given
RKO last Wednesday (16) as the
union and company failed to agree
on the “double severance” clause
and on the specification that job
replacements must be made at the
minimum rate for the classifica-

tion.

Union officials were set to con-
fer with Maj. L, E. Thompson,
RKO labor relations head, late yes-
terday (Tues.) for. clarification of
all proposals in the pact submitted
by Local 230. Union is seeking the
same contract with RKO Theatres
as it already has with RKO Pic-
tures, Loew’s and Loew’s Interna-
tional.

Abels indicated that the picket-
ing threat was In no sense a strike
ultimatum, since the intention was
to protest in front of RKO houses
without a work stoppage.

i

B&K Net Slips

Chicago, April 22.

Balaban & Katz continued to

show declining receipts, with report

for the fiscal 1951 year revealing a

net income of $1,646,637, or $6.28 a

share on common stock. It’s a drop
from $2,175,354 ($8.28 a share) in

1950.
Dividends paid last year were $6

against $7.25 the year before. Earn-
ed surplus remained high, however,
with $10,500,000 reported. Half of

the circuit’s profit came from the
wholly-owned television station,

WBKB, which shot up its net to

.$850,000 against $300,000 in 1950.

MPIC Meets to OK

Bd. on Continuing
Hollywood, April 22.

Motion Picture Industry Council

meets tomorrow (Wed.) to okay
exec board resolution for con-

tinuance of the group, and • it

probably will invite the Screen
Director Guild back into the fold.

Directors ankled in February.

Exec committee okayed member-
ship application., of the Screen

Story Analysts, and they’ll be wel-

comed at tomorrow’s meeting by
veepee Steve Broidy, chairman in

absence of prexy Gunther Lessing,

who’s out of*the city.
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LA Still Staunch; Flesh’ Socheroo

Bugles’ Mild M, ‘Eagles

14G, Holliday 27G, ‘Rain’ 25G in 2d

Los Angeles, April 22. -

Although heavy with holdovers,

first-runs are hitting a satisfactory

pace in the current week here,

again topping comparable frame a

year ago. Four new bills and one

holdover are not especially out-

standing although “Flesh and

Fury” is rated nice $21,000 in three

houses. Most of coin is coming

from the L. A. Paramount where

Tony Curtis did a lobby person

Saturday (19).

A medium $26,000 is expected

for “Bugles in Afternoon” in three

theatres. “Valley of Eagles’ is

somewhat disappointing at $14,000

in three spots. Imported Women
Without Names” is fair $7,000 and

same is expected for Quo Vadis,

latter at upped scale.

Three sturdy holdovers continue

doing well in second sessions.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $583,200

( Based on 23 theatresq
Last Year $481,50.0

(Based on 19 theatres )

Convicts’ Lusty

$15,01)0, Frisco

San Francisco, April 22.

Holdovers as well as the week-
long weather is hitting biz on Mar-

"MaJWTKtad” iiTneat $27,000 "in tot Street this session. However
wft "Sincin* In Rain” looks there are a few strong spots. Best

I?? 000 also in two* and “Song of newcomers looks to be “My Six

oK' 15 Convicts” with stout takings at
p * Orpheum. “African Queen” con-

four locati
• w . tinues good in seventh United Ar-

Estimates for This Week
tists wee]c> “Singin’ in Rain” is

Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown* rated pleasing in second Warfield
,i Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719; stanza. “Aaron Slick” looks color-
1,248: 70-$1.10)—“Song In Heart’ less at the Paramount.
(20th) (2d wk). Okay Estimates for This Week

derhopes^
*37,6°°’ although U

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-

Hollywood, Downtown, Wi)tern

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
xxvx^ XJU1I

-—‘ Bugles Afternoon WB) and «SnoW white” (RKO) (reissue) (2d
“Stage to Galveston” (Col) (Down- k) *12 noo
town only). Medium $26,000. Last ^
week, “Jack Beanstalk (WB) and Fox ^EWC) (4,651, 65-95) Song

fM7vnr»} davs). 421.400. in Heart (20th) and Ft. Osage-

95)—“Love Better Than Ever”
(M-G) and "Pace That Thrills”
(RKO). Thin $9,000. Last week.

‘Rodeo” (Mono) (9 days), $21,400.

Loew’s State, Egyptian (UATC) (Mono) (2d wk). Off to $9,000 in 4

(2 464* 1 538* 70-$1.10 ) “Singin’ days. Last week, nice $22,500.

in* Rain” (M-G) (2d wk). Nice $25,- Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-90)
aaa v- . .x . 1^. AOP AAA /TUT /Oa

I

rtflrl
000. Last week, $36,000.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,

—“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).
Pleasing $19,000. Last week,

752; 2,812; 70-$l) — “Marrying ?«5^»000.

Kind” (Col)- and “Smith Vs. Scot- Paramount (Par) (2,646 65-95)

—

land Yard” (RKO) (2d wk). Nice “Aaron Slick’'. (Par) and “Leave
$27,000 for Judy Holliday pic. Last to Marines” (Lip). Colorless $9,000.

week, stout $38,700. Last week, “Jack and Beanstalk”

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) <w
q
B >

<1,430; 70-$1.10)—“Women With- „„st'/™c“ ®.5
-9
,
5>—

out Names'* (Indie). Fair $7,000. 2??n§
0n

T
' ™d

Last week, with L. A. Paramount $8,500. Last week, $12,000.

(3,398), “Aaron Slick” (Par) and. Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65-

“Sky High” (Lip) (L. A. Par only), 95)—“My Six Convicts” (Col) and
Under $8,000. “Yank in Indo-China” (Col). Strong

Hawaii, United Artists, Four $15,000. Last week, “Battle Apache
Star- (G&S-UATC) (1,106; 2,100; pass” (U) and “Tom Brown’s
900; 60-$1.10)—“Valley of Eagles” Schooldays” (UA), $14,000.
(Lip) and “Last of Musketeers” United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207:

(Rep) (UA only).. NSG' $14,000. $1-$1.25)
—“African Queen” (UA)

Last week, Hawaii, United Artists. (7th wk). Good $10,000, Last week,
“Battle’ Apache Pass” (U) and $13,000.
“Blondie’s Servant Trouble” (Col) Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)—
(2d wk-4 days), $7,700; Four Star, “Pool of London” (U) (2d wk). Nice
“Miracle Milan” (Indie) (4th wk- $2,900. Last week, $3,300.
5 days), $1,100. *

. Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro- “Laughter in Paradise” (Mono) (2d

politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50) wk). Big $2,600. Last week, $2,700.

-—“Greatest Show” (Par) (9th wk). Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—

Off to $15,000. Last week, socko "Gypsy Baron” (Indie). Okay
$19 500 $2,300. Last week, “Rashomon”
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.50) (RKO) (m.o.) (3d wk) $2,300.

—“Browning Version” (U) (4th Vogue (S.F. Thea.) (377; 85-$l)—
wk). Small $1,300. Last week, “Clouded Yellow” (Col). F in

e

$1,700. $2,800. Last week, La Ronde
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50) (indie) (21st wk), $1,000.

—“African Queen” (UA) (17th

wk). Oke $6,700. Last week, $8,-

500.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)—

“Rashomon” (RKO) (6th wk). Fine
$3,000. Last week, $3,400.

Iris, Rite, Los Angeles Para-
mount (FWC-UPT) (814; 1,370; 3,-

898; 70-$1.10)—“Flesh and Fury
(U) and “Pardon My French” (UA)
(L.A. Par only). Neat $21,000. Boston, April 22.

Last week, Iris and Ritz, “5 Fing- “With Song in My Heart” in
ers” (20th) (m.o.) (8 days), $5,800. second frame at Astor is pacing

El Key, Globe (FWC) (851; 782; the city this session with the new-
70-90)—“Snow White” (RKO) (re- comers spotty. “Ma and Pa Kettle”
issue) and “Aladdin and Lamp” at Boston shapes as best of new
(Mono) (4th wk). Light $4,500. Last product, with “Rancho Notorious”
week, with Vogue, $9,400. at Memorial and “Hoodlum Em-
Vogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.25)— pire” at Paramount and Fenway

“Quo Vadis” (M-G). Fair $7,000. only so-so. “Singin’ In Rain” in

‘Sour’

Buff; Wes’ Hot 10G
Buffalo, April 22.

City Is loaded with holdovers

this stanza, hut biz is fairly good.

Ace newcomer is “Song In Heart
which is great at Paramount, “Ket-

tles At Fair” looks good at Lafa-

yette. “Snow White” is fine in sec-

ond round at Century.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500;. 40-70)—

“Singin* In Rain” .(M-G) (2d wk).

Good $9,500 in six days. Last week,
smash $22,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 404f0)

—

“Song in Heart” (20th) and “North-
west Territory (Indie). Great $19,-

000 or near. Last week, ‘Aaron
Slick” (Par) and “Rose of Cimar*
ron” (Par), $11,000.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—

“Jack and Beanstalk”* (WB) (2d

wk). Very mild $6,000 after fairly

good $11,000 **opener,
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—

“Kettles At Fair” (U). Good $10j-

000 or near. Last week, “Marrying
Kind” (Col) and “Yank in Korea”
(Indie), $15,000.

Century (20th-Cent.) (3,000; 40
70)—“Snow White” (RKO) (reis-

sue) (2d wk). Held at fancy $9,000
or close. First week -was socko
$15,000.

‘Song’ Rousing

$14,500, St. Loo
\.

St. Louis,” April 22. •

‘Song* in My Heart” is standout’
here currently with biz sloughing!
off over the past weekend because
of midsummer temperatures. It

shapes lusty at the Missouri.
“Singin* in Rain” continues socko
in second. round while “Pride of
St. Louis looks okay on moveover.
“The River” is slipping in second
stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; GO-

75)—“Pride of St. Louis” (20th>
(m.o.) and “Rodeo” (Mono). Fair
$10,000. Last week, “Viva Zapata!”
(20th) and “Bugles in Afternoon”
(WB), $10,500.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) * and
“Steel Town” (U). Opened “today
(Tues.). Last week, “Red Skies
Montana” (20th) and “Fixed Bay-
onets” (20th), good $12,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).
Sock $15,000 after $23,000 opening
stanza.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
“Song in Heart” (20th) and “Treas-
ure Lost Canyon” (U). Neat $14,-
500. Last week, “Pride of St.

Louis” (20th), $16,000.
Lyn (Indie) (1,000; 85-90)—“The

River” (UA) (2d wk). Held at $3,-

000 following light $3,500 first

stanza.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-90)—“I Want You” (RKO) (71
wk). Fair $3,000 after $4,500
initial session.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;

75-90)—“I Want You” (RKO) (2d
wk). Neat $4,500 following $5,000
first frame.

H.0.S Fail to Slow Detroit; ‘Story’

I A&C 12G, ‘Rain’ 14G, 2d

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2,485,700

(Based on 25 cities, 235 the-

atres, chiefly first runs, include

ihg N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . .$2,305,500

(Based on 25 cities, and 235
theatres.)

Detroit, April 22.
Despite a plethora of holdover*

grosses are still okay to steady this
week with good product continuing
to attract biz. “Greatest Show”
rolls steadily in its ninth week at
the Madison. Same applies to
“Quo Vadis” at the AcLams in its
eighth stanza. “Singin’ in Rain”
looks neat in second at the United
Artists. “Song in Heart” at the
Fox continues sturdy in second
week. The two newcomers, “Las
Vegas Story” at Michigan is slow
while "Jack Beanstalk” at the
Palms looks mild.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)

—“Song in Heart” (20th) and
“Bushwackers”’ (Indie) (2d wk).
Still okay at $20,000. Last week.
$30,000.

^
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—“Las Vegas Story” (RKO)
Providence, April 22. I .!?

ep)*

With holdovers at two of the white” (RKO) (reissue) and “Treas^main stcmmers, biz. still is-good ure Lost Canyon” (U) (2d wk),
here, Sock newcomer is Majestic’s *20 000
“Song " in Heart.” The carryovers p,ims (UD) (2,900; 70-95)—“Jack
^e

,
S

,

tr3 Beanstalk” (WB) and “Oklahoma
State s Singin in Ram. RKO Al- Annie” (Hep). Mild $12,000 despite
bee is only passable with “Rancho pju of Abbott and Costello onstage
Notorious.” Summer weather is - < * - -

'Song’ Socko 12G,

Prov.; Rancho’ 8G

on

Balto; Holliday Fine 7G,

‘Rain’ 9G, ‘Song’ 8G, 2d

week started Sunday (20).

Flood Threat Hits K.C.

‘Pride’ Oke 14G, ‘Bugles’

Mild 7G, ‘Rain’ 9G, 2d
Kansas City, April 22.

‘Kettles’ Hot $13,000, Hob; ‘Hoodlum’

15G, ‘Song’ Solid 18G, ‘Rain’ 34G, 2d

Last week, with El Rey, Globe.
-Jb-

‘BEND’ BOFFO $16,000,

MONT’L; ‘SONG’ 24G, 2D
Montreal, April 22.

Good spring weather over week-
end taking edge off returns at all

deluxers. This coupled two hold-
overs also is levelling biz. Both
repeaters, “Song in My Heart” at
Loew’s and “Sailor Beware” at
Capitol, are outstripping most of
new entries. “Bend of River”
shapes as top newcomer with smash
total at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60) —
Bend of River” (U). Smash $16,-
0°

T
°- Last week, “Belle of N. Y.”

(M-Gl, $17,000.

4
Capitol (G.l.) (2,412; 34-60) —

Sailor Beware” (Par) (2d wk).
(Continued on page 16)

second frame at State and Or-
pheum looks trim.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500-95)—“Song

in Heart” (20th) (2d wk). Solid
$18,000 following $19,000 for first.

Beacon Hill (B&Q) (682; 50-90)—
“The River” (UA) and “Guest”
(20th) (3d wk). Fine $3,500. Last
week, $4,000.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair” (U) and
“Time of Lives” (Indie). Nice $13,-
000. Last week, “Tembo” (RKO)
and “Superman and Mole Men”
(Lip), mild $9,500.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
“Man in White Suit” (U). Opened
Sunday (20). Last week, “Rasho-
mon” (RKO) (4th wk), nice $4,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—

“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
“Gobs and Gals” (Indie). Fair $4,-
500. Last week, “Jack and Bean-
stalk” (WB) and “Stronghold”
(Lip), $4,800.

Majestic (Shubert) (1,160; 50-95)—“Never Take No For Answer”
(Indie) (2d wk). This one is build-
ing with near $6,000 likely. Last
week, fine $5,000.

Memorial .(RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Rancho Notorious” (RKO) and
“Pace That Thrills” (RKO). Slug-
gish $12,000. Last week, “Battle
Apache Pass” (U) and “Strong-
hold” (Lip), solid $18,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-
85)—“My Son, John” (Par) and
“Fabulous Senorita” (Indie).
Opened Saturday (19). Last week,
' 5 Fingers” (20th) and “Hold That
Line” (Mono), tepid $13,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)

—

“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).
Still good at $18,000 after staunch
$25,500 for first.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
“Gobs and Gals” (Indie). Fairish
$10,500. Last week, “Jack and
Beanstalk” (WB) and “Jet Job”
(Mono), $10,000.

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,700; 40-85)—
“My 6 Convicts” (Col) and “Jim in
Forbidden Land” (Indie). (2d wk).
Oke $9,0QQ following slick $12,400
for first.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).
Neat $10,000 after $16,000 for first.

. .
. w , — first day. Last week, “Girl

hurting trade. Every Port” (RKO) and “Diamond
Estimates for This*Week City” (Lip), $8,000.

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)— Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—

.

“Rancho Notorious” (RKO) and “Greatest Show” (Par) (9th wk).
“Smith vs. Scotland Yard” (RKO). Sturdy $12,000. Last week, about
Good $8,000. Last week, “Flesh sa*£e - „
and Fury” (U) and “Satan in United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-95)
Skirts” (Indie), $8,500.

* —“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— Fine $14,000. Last week, $18,254.

“Song In Heart” (20th) and “Royal
Journey” (UA). Cornering market c .

(M-G) (8th
^
wk).

for sock $12,000. Last week, “Jack stout $10,000. Last week, $11,000.

and Beanstalk” (WB) and “Rodeo” tn _ ^ ^

'TiS- Somd Ofrtiist, 56.000.
65)—“Okinawa” (UA) and “Lady
of Burlesque” (Mono). Nsg $5,500.
Last week, “Mutiny” (UA} and
“Jet Job” (Indie), $4,800.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— Baltimore Anril 99
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk). Mainlv 0n holdover of last

§^000
FirS* weeIc was sock week’s potent holiday list, down

*io,uuu. towners are holding up well de-
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) spite ideal weather and its accom-—“Marking Kmd” (Col) and “For- panying lure to outdoors. “Sound

bidden Land” (Par) (2d wk). First Off,” sparked by one-day p.a. of
round was good $7,500. Second Mickey Rooney, is drawing some

trade to the Mayfair, but top ac-
tivity remains with second weeks
of .“Song in My Heart,” at the
New, and “Singin’ in Rain” at
Loew’s.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew*s-UA) (3,000; 20-

70)—“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d
wk). Holding to fine $9,000 after
$14,200 beginner.

Mild week is the pattern here 20^0)^“Snow WhSe”
P
?RKO?’

2
(rei

with newcomers mostly moderate issue) (2d wk). Okay $8,000 after
draws. Threat of floods here also strong $13,300 getaWayT
is hurting but pix are not strong. Keith’s (Schanherger) (2,460; 20-
“Pride of St. Louis” opened in four 70)—“My Son, John” (Par) (2d
Fox Midwest first runs behind wk). Well .sold but off to mila
plenty of bally but just okay $14,- $6,000 after barely okay $9,500
000 or less looms. Other newcom- preem.
ers “Bugles in- Afternoon” at Para- Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)
mount and “Rancho Notorious” at “Sound Off” (Col). One day per*
the Missouri are fairish. Hold- sonals by Mickey Rooney and
oversjOf “Singin’ in Rain” at Mid- ballyhoo tied to Army recruiting
land knd “Man In White Suit” at sparked this one to good $6,000.
Vogue are sturdy. Last week, “Okinawa Annie” (Rep)

Estimates for This Week ggd “Hurricane Island” (Rep), $4,-

75UJ$?j? mi New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—
a
/T

U
\

“Song in Heart” (20th) (2d wk).
^ Out front with sturdy $8,000 or

A nr?* «

?

a
A
t
i
e near after $12,200 start. »^Pa^,,PfTsf„. an

_d Great Ad“ Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
venture (Lip), $2,200. “Lion and Horse” (WB). Drab
KImo (Dickinson) (504; 75-99)— $6,500. Last week, “Jack and

“Miracle in Milan” (Indie) (2d wk). Beanstalk” (WB), $8,400-
Pleasant $1,900. Last week, $2,200. Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69) --“Marrying Kind” (CoD (2(1 wk).—“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (fed wk). g°}dl,
nS at fast $7,000 for Judy

Nifty $9,000. Last week, $19,000. ??2lday starrer after $10,700

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
imtial round-

“Rancho Notorious” (RKO) and /n > * . « «nA AAA
SonS Lively $30,000,

(Mono),
<

$7
B
ooo

and "Hold Llne” Denver; ‘Rain’ Hep 23|G
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; Denver, April 22.

50-69)—“B u g 1 e s in Afternoon” “Song in My Heart” shapes as
(WB). Mild $7,000. Last week, best bet here this round, register-
Aaron Slick (Par), $6,500. • ing record trade in the week in

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra- two spots. It will hold a few extra

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, days ln both houses. “Singin’ In

700, 1,217; 50-75)—“Pride of St. Kain” is packing Orpheum to win
Louis” (20th). Area premier at all a holdover. “Wild North” also is

four with “Rodeo” (Mono) at Tow- staying at the Broadway after big

er and Granada. Personals by week
* ,, , . M .

__ _

Joanne Dru, John Ireland and Estimates for This Week
Constance Smith boosted interest 1J«A^add^n (Fox) (1,400; 40-85)

opening day. Slightly above aver- “Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Song
age at $14,000. Last week, “Ma, T° Remember” (Col) (reissue), day-

Pa Kettle at Fair” (U), $14,000.

Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)

—

“Man in White Suit” (U) (2d wk)
very near pace of opening week
with solid $3,200, and in for ex-
tended run. Last week, $3,500.
Warwick (Fox Midwest) (900; 50-

75)—“Navajo” (Lip) (2d wk). Mild
$1,700. Last week, inaugurated
art-film policy here, oke $2,000.

date with Tabor, Webber. Good
$8,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa Kettle
at Fair” (U) and “Lady Possessed’
(Rep), $9,000.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-

85)—“Wild North” (M-G). Big $10,-

000. Last week, “Invitation” (M-G)
(2d wk), $6,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-85)

(Continued on page 16)
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Uy JOAQUINA C. VIDAL-GOMIS^-
Barcelona, April 22,

The N. Y. City Ballet, making
Barcelona iti first atop In. Its initial

appearance *.6n the Continent,

ooened a three-week stay at the

• Liceo last Tuesday night (15) to a

swaik dress SRO house, for a sock

debut. Audience of 3,000 included

the mayor, city council prez, Gov-

ernor of Barcelona, XT. S. consul

general and. all the diplomatic

corps there, 'as well as Spanish so-

ciety. t

Barcelona, with memories of the

famed Diaghilev Ballet and other

visiting troupes, was a little skepti-

cal of these Americans being able

to master an art steeped in Euro-

pean tradition, but after opening

night’s bill, was completely won
over. Consensus is that of all the

theatrical productions presented

this season, the N. Y. City Ballet

tops them all. Dancers are being

compared with, some of • the great

names of the past. Opening night

aude was captivated by the spirit

and grace of this troupe, by their

artistic .virtuosity, their technique
and discipline. Discipline of this

troupe is simply marvelous, more
so because Barcelonians are so

used to the indiscipline^of native

artists. -

Opening night’s hill included
“Serenade,” ^with Janet Reed,
Patricia Wilde and Diana Adams
featured; “Lilac Garden,” with

Nora Kaye, Tanaquil LeClerq and
Hugh Laing; “Swan Lake,” with
Maria Tallehief and Andre Eglev-
sky, and “La Yalse,” with Miss Le-
Clerq, Francisco Moncion and
Nicholas Magallanes. “Serenade,”
the opener, won them from -the

start, but the big hits of the eve-
ning were “La Valse.” and “Swan
Lake.” Artistic director and chore-
ographer George Balanchine re-

ceived an ovation after “La Yalse”
while the lead dancers throughout
the .evening were showered with
flowers. Success of the three-week
season here is assured.

In Row Over New Roles
London, April 22,

Sir Alexander Korda is report-
edly withdrawing his production
companies from the British Film
Producers Assn. It ’ is understood
hr has tendered tyie requisite six
months’ notice.

*

Move reportedly results from
Korda’s objection to BFPA’s new
constitution. It provides for a
single executive in. place of the ex-
isting arrangement, which gives
every member a council seat,

Korda’s (.withdrawal will be a se-
rious factor in the future of the
association since he provides about
$30,000 in annual* fees.

Can’t Name Arg. Theatre

After Own Wife, Owner

Finally Gets Govt. OK
Buenos Aires, April 15.

Shuttered for about four months
because the Entertainment Board
did not like its choice of a new
name, the Ariel Theatre here is

to reopen shortly' with the “Pata-
gonia” as its new monniker.
Given the Ariel tag about two

years ago when it was converted
from a film theatre to legit by pro-
ducer Enrique T. Susini, this house
was intended especially for musi-
cal shows. First venture in this

line, however, flopped financially,

and some months ago the theatre
was leased to impresario J.

Scheines.
The latter decided to change the

theatre’s tag to that of his wife,
formerly an operatic singer well
known to local audiences. Move
was objected to by the Entertain-
ment Board, which forbid naming
any theatre for individuals. Accord-
ing to the Board only known names
should be given as those of his-

toric characters, or as in this .case,

the name of some Argentine
province.
The real reason behind the ban

is Mrs. Peron’s aversion to seeing
any other woman's name in bright
lights. The theatre will preem with
a play by national author Roberto
A. Vagni, “La Verdad Eres Tu.”
This author also will have another
play produced this year at the Gen-
era! San Martin Municipal theatre,
with actor Eduardo Cuitino as pro-
ducer.

Scot Squawks on TV Wage
Glasgow, April 15.

Alec Finlay, Scot comedian, is

Involved in a dispute with London
end of the British Broadcasting
Corp. over his planned first ap
pearance on TV April 25.
He -objects to Scots artists being

paid regional fees, a quarter of
the amount given London perform-
ers. Comic was offered £26 (about
$100) plus expenses for the show.

Finlay argues a man should be
paid according to his talent, no
matter which part of’ the country
he comes from. The B.B.C. are
being unfair to Scot artists, he
says. S’ar’s London agents say he
is worth double the B.B.C. offer.

Govt. Warns Mex

Prods, on Costs

Ticket Specs Worry
Mexican Govt. Officials

. Mexico City, April’ 15.
* Speculators, who control all tick-

et* to the first 10 orchestra rows in

all local theatre* and who allegedly
split profits with the producers,
have, provoked public protest to the
city amusementsupervision depart-
ment. Specs were outlawed by a
federal supreme court ruling some
years ago.
They are regularly arrested at

the bullfight arena here and at
football stadiums, but cops appar-
ently don’t molest those operating
with theatre ducats.

Mexico City, April 22.

The film trade- is so beset by
soaring production costs and re-
duced investment yield that unless
the condition is halted, trade may
be about dead by 1954, according
to Jesus Castillo Lopez, director of
the National Cinematographic
Board, in stressing that the gov-
ernment is endeavoring to break
this bottleneck. Ernesto P. Uru-
churtu, minister of interior secre-
tary, has named two committees,
one to probe filmmaking costs; the
other to find means for attaining
more profits from pix. Both are to
report back to him.

/Lopez’s pessimism is not shared
by Mario de la Cueva, manager of
the trade’s own bank, the semi-
official Banco Nacional Cinemato-
grafico. Emphasizing official ef-

forts to- help the industry, he
averred “the trade’s condition right

now is not alarming. It merely has
problems that any business nor-
mally has and which it must sur-
mount.

“I don’t thjnk that the trade
now faces a particularly grave
crisis. What .it needs is a greater
number of good pictures. It must
make a greater effort to increase
quality because pictures are the
best vehicle for advertising Mexico
to the world. The trade must meet
competition, particularly from the
Americans and the Italians, by
catering to the public’s taste, but
always, of course, by the best
standards.” -

Sees Chance (or Film
i

,

Production in Indonesia

As Stable Moneymaker
> Washington, April 22.

Film production* in Indonesia is

a small but thriving business that*

does well even in the East Asia
market outside the country, re-

ports the Indonesian Information
Service. A story on the country’s
film biz discloses that it began in

1935 and has passed
,
through sev-

eral phases to get to its present
status. Original production was by
he Wong Bros, who made cheap
films with lots of action.

“Indonesia was at that time
flooded with Hollywood films. With
his avalanche of .crime,, glamour
and music, It could only be ex-
pected that there would be a con-
sequent conditioning Of the Indo-
nesian filmgoers’ tastes,” says the
report. “The Indonesian produc-
ers had to follow tfie Hollywood
trend to be assured of good box-
office. Producers made no attempt
to incorporate anything of educa-
tional value in their films. They
were satisfied with a quick return
on their investment.”

This situation continued until

the last world war when the Nips
took over Indonesia and limited
production to propaganda films

favoring themselves.

In the postwar period, Indone-
sian film production has shown
more of an educational and cultural
nature, with scenes of violence
sharply reduced, and stories deal-
ing with traditional Indonesian
ways. At present there are four
fair-sized film studios and several
small indie companies in Djakarta.
Largest studio is that of State
Film Corp., which has been making
about four pix a yfeas, Indonesian
films are now selling in the Philip-
pines, Malaya and in Singapore, as
well as the domestic market.

Of British Govt, to Raise Pix Prod.

58 U.$. Pii Released In

Swedenjn First Quarter
Stockholm, April 15.

American product as usual
topped the new films which
opened, in Sweden during the first

three months this year. Of 96 pix

launched in this first quarter, 58
were TT; S, films, while nine each
came from France and England.
Only one pic was banned by the
censors, “Return of Jesse James”
(Lip).

Six films were produced in the
country during the period. Eight
new pix were in work as March
ended, while six others were
shooting.. Two were in the process
of being edited.

HOCTOR-BYRD TO FILM

TV SHOWS IN LONDON
London, April *22.

Danny Hoctor. and Betty Byrd,
who opened at the Palladium in

vaudeville and Savoy cabaret last

night (21), are to film four pro-

grams for their Kate Smith show
with local landmarks as back-

grounds. Programs will be flown

to N. Y. weekly..

The terplng duo made this ar-

rangement to enable them to fill

their London engagements as well

as their TV dates. Among the
backgrounds will be the Tower of

London and Marble Arch.

Renown’s Tickwick’ Set

To Roll in London, May 5
London, April 22.

“Pickwick Papers,” a film ver

sion of Charles Dickens clas-

sic, will roll at the Netttefold StU

dios May 5,. according to George
Minter, chief of Renown Pictures

Corp., Ltd. Noel Langley is direc-

ting the venture for Renown’ from
his own adaptation and screenplay.

Nigel Patrick and James Hayter

top the cast.

Meanwhile, Alex Gordon, veepee

of ‘Renown 'Pictures of America,

Inc., is in Hollywood to work out

casting and production deals for

the company. He expects to ink

two stars who will come to Eng-

land to appear in two horror pic-

tures to be turned out by Renown
this year. Exec is also attempting

to pick up some Yank product

which Renown would distribute in

Britain.

* Washington,, April 22.

Japanese film biz had a banner
year in the export market during
1951, according to the Motion Pic-
ture Assn, of Japan. Films for ex-
port were valued at $503,000 com-
pared with only $152,000 in 1948,
says Nathan P. Golden, director of
the film division of the XT. S. Com-
merce Department.
Remarkable, part

.
Of -the export

boom is that the pre-war film mar-
kets of China and Manchuria are
now closed to Japanese product.
Industry looks to widening its

market in Southeast Asia, Europe
and Canada if language barriers
and limitation of subject matter
for films can be licked.

Golden reports also that Finland
had a good business year at the
film boxoffice during 1951, with
the first, six ninths reporting the
higher .grosses. In the year end-
ing June 30, 1951, a total of 386
new films were shown. Of these,
261 came from Holywood, 35 were
made by the Soviet Union, 22
came from Britain and 17 each
from Finland and Sweden.

Real-Film, Hamburg,

Forced to Shutter

,
Hamburg, April 15.

Due to its own financial difficul-

ties, the federal government
stopped paying credits of Real-
Film, Hamburg, and the studios

had ter close- its doors., Real-Film is

the largest West German film-pro-

ducing outfit. After two pictures,

which had been financed by local

banks, the Hamburg**’Landesbank
had to turn down further financial

assistance for a forthcoming pro-

duction.
Reason apparently lies in a con-

siderable • money ’ shortage which
hits Hamburg due to increased
building* of ships and possibly com-
mercial airplanes. The refusal of

the final payment by the Landes-
bank forced the studios to imme-
diately release the entire person-

nel. Last picture, which was al-

most’ finished, was “Tgxi,” directed

by R. A. Stemmle.
Real-Film has applied to the Fed-

eral Court for specific reasons why
the Federal Goverflment nixed the

film unit. Because of the court’s

heavy load the suit cannot be
pleaded before June,

Bernard Bros, to Make
TV Films in Denmark

Glasgow, April 15.

George and Bert Bernard, U. S.

team herein vaude, go to Den-
mark at ebd • of April to make a
group of pix from the stories of

Hans Christian Andersen. Spon
sored partly by Danish govern-

ment the films will be aimed for

TV market.
The Bernards will play a stage

date in Helsinki during the Olym-
pic Games.

ME BALLET TROUPE

IN 1ST FOREIGN TOUR
Mexico City, April 15.

First Mexican ballet troupe to
tour outside the country has made
plans for a Central America tour
next month. Troupe is the Ballet
Concerto de Mexico, group of 22
youngsters aged 17 to 25, headed
by Lupe Serrano, Armida Herrara
and Cesar Bordes. Misses Serrano
and Herrara danced with the Bal-
let Russe de Monte Carlo in the
U. S. Bordes, also formerly with
the Ballet Russe and in Broadway
musicals, is also the troupe’s chore-
ographer. Guest artists include
Felipe Segura, Fernando Schaffen-
burg Arid Salvador Juarez.
Troupe will appear in San Sal-

vador* May 6-7; Guatemala, May 9-

10; Honduras, May 13-14; Nicara-
gua, May 16-17; Costa Rica, May
18-19, and a San Salvador repeat,
May 24-25.

London, April 22.

Concern at the increasing limita-

tion of opportunities for British

producers and directors to work in

their own industry is emphasized

in a resolution which will be con-
sidered next weekend by the an-
nual general meeting of the Assn,
of Cine and Allied Technicians.
The resolution, which doeb not
wish to limit the working in this

country of distinguished producers
and directors from abroad, con-
tains an instruction to the general
council ..to investigate the situation

and produce both short term and
long term solutions.

Of 27 motions tabled . by various
units, six deal with the failure of
the government to raise film pro-
duction in jlritain and the closure
of the Crown Film Unit. Latter
action is described by one unit as
most retrogressive.

A motion submitted in the name
of all unexployed members draws
attention to the long standing
plight of jobless technicians and
urges the association to investigate
the,, financial structure of the in-

dustry and fb formulate a scheme
which will give the British pro-
ducer an equitable return and pro-
tection against American imports.

The association, which long has
advocated the formation of a state-

owned fourth circuit, will be urged
to take action to achieve public
ownership of * picture theatres
either on a national or local basis.

This, it is asserted, is desirable in

the national interest and for the
stimulation of a healthy British

production industry.

In the past year, ACT has lost.

2,400 members^ Reduction is

mainly due to elimination from the
membership books of all techni-
cians who have wot worked in pro-
duction for 12 months or more
Present unemployed' total is given
as 557, and while the

.

production
slump continues, neW applicants
for membership are not being ac-

cepted.

In a report on the production
crisis it is revealed that the Board
of Trade prexy, Peter Thorney-
croft, told studio unions they were
foolish to object to employment of

foreign producers, directors and
artists since it resulted in the em-
ployment of a considerable num-
ber oi workers hs a whole. The
BOT prez told the delegation the

most serious thing in the industry

was the alleged restrictive prac-

tices of the unions, and urged them
to participate in a conference to

discuss this matter..

It is now readying a policy

preparatory to the renewal of the

Anglo-American film talks, urging
the government to limit the num-
ber of ways by which frozen earn-

ings can be thawed and in regard
to wholesale “dumping of Ameri-
can films.”

Other Foreign Hews
On Page 13

Burl Ires So Sock In

London, Returns in May
London, April 22.

Burl Ives, first pop artist en-
gaged for a solo stand at the 3,000-

seat Royal Festival Hall, played to

capacity biz on his pre-Easter date,

and has been booked for a return
visit on May 10. His entire pro-
gram was recorded for Decca of

America, which now distributes his

disks. To play his return date, next
month, Ives will’ have to interrupt

his Continental tour, and will fly

from Rome for this one-night

stand. Then planes back the fol-

lowing day to complete his tour.
,

In his two-hour stint, the U. S.

folk singer performed without
props or mike, relying solely on
his guitar and spotlights as aids

to his program of American, Eng-
lish, Scottish and Irish tunes.

The ‘Ives’ booking, sponsored by
Harold Holt, underlines that the

!
Festival Hall, hitherto regarded as

|
the long hair sanctum, may profit-

|
ably be considered in the itiner-

1 aries of other U. S. entertainers.

BBC ‘Electra’ Telecast

Prompts RKO to Dust

5-Yr.-0M Pic Version
London, April 22.

The successful live telecast of

“Mourning Becomes Electra” over
the British Broadcasting Corp. net-

work has sparked the release of

the RKO film which has been
gathering dust in the vaults here
since its arrival in Britain back in

1947. It is slated to have, its Brit-

ish preem at the Gaiety, Man-
chester, May 4, and will have simul-

taneous press screenings here and
in the north.

When the film was shipped tt

Britain five years ago it was de-

cided that the time was not oppor«
tune for its immediate release

Robert S. Woolf, RKO topper is

London, decided to await a mors
propitious moment.

The reception accorded the TY
version has considerably altered

the ideas on what is wanted in
television. The play, which waf
given in two separate’ parts a*
done with the stage production and
pic, was hailed as strong, -adult en-
tertainment.

While the Eugene O’Neill play
may not be acceptable tp tfte. three
major circuits, RKO U banking on
a profitable distribution through
extended art house runs. The
original Manchester booking is for
an indefinite period.
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Tie announcement in tie trade press of M-G-MV unprecedented plan is literally tie tali
< f

of tie industry. We Sincerely believe tiat no company, including M-G-M, bas ever ieen

in a position to screen at its own Studio as many completed outstanding attractions as

we will stow the exhibitors wio will fly to Hollywood. We fervently wish we could have

asted 1,000 -siowmen tut tiat was impossible. Tie representatives of exhibitor organisa-

tions and our customers in strategic locations will ie our amtassadors to all tie industry

and to tie public. Tie message of optimism engendered iy M-G~M7

s "Seeing Is Believing”

Studio visit will ecio tirougi tie country, a stimulant to picture iusiness everywhere®
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Poor Man’s Section of ’SI British

Festival Set to Reopen Next Month
London* April 15.

-f

The poor/ man’s share of last

year’s Festival of Britain, the

Pleasure Gardenia at Battersea

Park, are to reopen ip May. This

decision, taken by Parliament, is

aimed at continuing the amenities

which attracted record attendance

last season. Most of the original

features are being retained, but a

few additional attractions are be-

ing introduced to give the gardens

a new look.

The 1952 season will start May
24 and will run to Oct. 18. The
admission price of 28c is the same
as last year, with half price for

juves. Season tickets for the en-

tire summer can be bought for

$4.30. In each case the half price

rule for children operates. On
Sundays, when the Fun Fair is

shuttered, prices are halved.

Major change for the new sea-

son will be the screening of ster-

eoscopic films at the Riverside The-

atre which last year housed Leon-

ard Sachs’ Song Saloon, .an old

time variety show. It is proposed

to have 12 shows a day. Three-
dimensional' films, in conjunction

with a live TV transmission on \
full size screen was an SRO attrac-

tion at the »South Bank Festival,

Telekinema; and. some of the same
stereoscopic pix will be included in

the new program.

The Amphitheatre, an open air

house, is starting off modestly with

two 30-minute, band shows, but
will build up to a peak of 10 shows
a day at the height of the season
Admission price will be 14c.

The high offering, which proved
a major attraction last summer, is

being reintroduced with monthly
changes of dast. Opening act will

be Stan Bond’s high divers, whose
act was featured in the “Gigolo
and. Gigolette’’ sequence in the lat-

est* Soiherset Maugham- film, “En-
core.” This show, with its dive into

a blazing tank, will be repeated
three times dally.

The cultural side of the Festival

closed at the end of last season and
the site on the South Bank is now
being cleared.

Edinburgh Fete Legit

Bill Set; Emlyn Williams

To Do Dickens Readings
London, April 15.

Complete lineup of. legit attrac-

tions for thd Edinburgh Festival,

Aug. 17-Sept. 6, has been set. Dur-
ing the first two weeks the Old Vic
and the Glasgow Citizens’ Theatre
will jointly present Joseph Mit-
chell’s ballad- opera, “The High-
land Fair,” adapted by Robert
Kemp and Cedric Thorpe Davie,
with direction by Tyrone Guthrie.
At the Lyceum Theatre during the
first week Stephen Mitchell is pre-
senting Charles Morgan’s new
play, “The River Line.” To follow
at the Lyceum will be Christopher
Hassall’s “The Player King,” a
full-length drama 'in verse, espe-
cially written for the Festival.

Interspersed- among the Lyceum
presentations will be five Charles
Dickens readings by. Emlyn _ Wil-
liams. The program will comprise
his own. adaptation of “Bleak
House.”

In the last Week of the Festival,
the Grand Ballet du Marquis de
Cuevas will present three

t
ballets

at the Empire, “Prisoner of Cau-
casus,” “Night Shadow” and “En-
chanted Mill.”

Martin Out of ‘Pacific’

Cast for 2-Week Rest

London, April 22. -
On her .medico’s advice, Mary

Martin is taking a two-week va-
cation from “South ’’Pacific.” The
Nellie Forbush role in the Drury
Lane edition of “Pacific” is being
filled by her stand-in, Patricia
Hartley.

Miss Martin is vacationing in

Sicily, but will return to the thea-
tre on May 5.

Ban Exotic Dancers For Mex. Pix
Mexico City, April 15.-

Exotic dancers .are banned from
Mexico pix by the order of Jorge
Negrete, film actor-singer, in his
capacity as secretary general of
th^ National Actors Union.

It is all part of the purification
drive for Mexican films. J

Scot Church Blasts

TV Moral Effects
Glasgow, April. 15.

Free Church of Scotland here
makes a bitter attack bn TV, en
visaging devotees of the new en-

tertainment as “gaping indolently
and uncritically at the

.
•swift-mov-

ing kaleidoscope of the television
screen.”

This church is alarmed at pos-
sible effect of video on morals and
cultures,

It also charges that “if this
vogue is to take on, the output of
serious literature will lessen, our
capacity to think and even read-
will deteriorate, and our national
characteristics will undergo a com-
plete change.- Our homes, aire not
now safe from invasion by the
most demoralizing features of the
music hall and the dance saloon.”

. *.
' *

Shows Abroad

IOHDOH
<Week ending April 38)

(Figures indicate weeks of run)
“And So to nod," Strand (27).
“Wot Your Life/' Hippodrome (9).

“Blue for Boy/' Her Majesty's (73).

“Call Me Madam/' Coliseeum (0).

"Deep Blue Sea/' Duchess (7).

"Excitement," Casino (7).

“Cay's the Word/' SaviUe (62).
' “Hollow/' Ambassadors (47).
/'Knights of Madness," Vic Palace (110).
“Little Hut," Lyric (81L
“London Laughs/' Adelphi (2).

“Love of 4 Colonels," Windham (49).

“Lyric Revue," Globe (30).
"Merry Widow," Stoll (1).

“Much Ado Nothing/' Phoenix (15).

“Navy at See/' Comedy (8).

“Nightmare Abbey// Westminster (8).

“Other Heart," Old Vic (1).

“Paris to Piccadilly/' Prince Wale? (2).

"Penny Plain/' St. Martin (43).

“Red Letter .Day/' Garrick (9).

“Relative Values," Savoy (20).

“Reluctant Heroes," Whitehall (94).

“Same Sky/' Duke of York (5).

“Seagulls Over Sorrento," ApoUo (94).

“South Pacific," Drury Lane (25).

“Vortex/' Criterion (2).

"Waters of Moon," Haymarket (54).

“White Sheep Family," Plccadiljy (28).

“Winter Journey," St.” James's (4).

“Young Elizabeth," New (4).

“Zip Goes a Million/' Palace (27).

(CLOSED
-
LAST WEEK)

“Figure of Fun," Aldwych (26).

“Women of Twilight/' Vaudeville (28).

(OPENING THIS WEEK)
(Figures denote preem dates)

“Under Sycamore Tree," Aldwych (23),

“Lords of Creation," Vaudeville (24).

“Boules De Fuif," New Boltons (24).

AUSTRALIA
(Week ending April 4)

“Brlgadoon," Royal, Sydney.
“Peep Show/' Tivoli, Sydney.
"Kiss Me, Kate," Majesty's, Melbourne.
“King Lear," Comedy, Melbourne.
“To Dorothy, a Son/' Tivoli, Melbourne.
"Merchant of Venice/' Royal, Adelaide.
“Naughtical Nudes," Royal, Brisbane.

PARIS
(Week ending April 20)

“Amant de Mme> Vidal," Antoine.
"Back Street/' Fontaine.
“Caprices de Vlchnou," Etoile.
“Ce Solr a Samarkand/' Renaissance.
“Chanteur de Mexico," Chatelet.
“Cong res de Clermont," Potiniere.
“Cuisine des Angei," Ambassadeurs.
"Dealers Outrages," Vieux Colomble.
"Don d'Adele," Wagram.
"Eternal Marl," Galte Montparnasse.
"Etranges Camarades," Montccau.
"Grande Roue," St. Georgei.
"Herltlere," Mathurins.
"Jesus la Callle," Gramont.
"J'y Suls I'y Rest*/' Gymnase.
"La Feullle de Ylgne," Madeleine.
"Liaisons Dangereuses," Gaston Baty.
"Lorsque I'Enfant Paralt," Nouveautes.
"Mon Marl et Tol," Capucines.
"Moulin de la Galette," Michodiere,
"Nult des Rols," Ambigu.
"Occupe Minimum," Palais Royal.
“Ombre Chere/' Edouard VII.
"On ne volt pas les Coturs," Rochefort.
/'Pays du Sourlrle," Gaite Lyrique.
"Plain Feu," Empire.
"Profahateur," Hebertot.
"Quarantfe et Quatre," Michel.
"Rdsurecctlon des Corps," Oeuvre.
“Revue Libertine," Casino de Paris.
“Sur Terre Comma Clel," Athcnce.
“Teta des Autre*/' Atelier.
"Tout pour alias/' Bouifes.
“Trols Mousquatalras," Porte St. Mart.
“Valsa Toreadors," Comedie C-E. \
“Veuve Joyeuse," Mogador.
“Un Vrale Folia/' Folles Bergere.

STOCKHOLM
(Week ending March 22)

“Antony and Claopatra/' Royal.
"Caft Lunchrasten/' Intimate.
“Kiss Ma, Kate," Oscar’s.
"Love of Four Colonals/' New.
“Patty," ("Moon Is Blue”), AUe.
"Ralgen," Boulevard.
“Fourposter," Royal (small stage).

“Who Is Sy!vla7" Vasa.

£
I Disney Forms Own Brit

Film Producing Outfit
London,. April 22.

A new British film making com-
pany’ has been formed by Walt
Disney to finance production out
of its . own resources and not in
participation with. RRO Radio.
Latter company, however,’ will- con-
tinue to distribute. New company
is Walt Disney British Films, Ltd.,
and is registered .with .a nominal
capital.

First pic to be undertaken by the
new company will be ‘’When
Knighthood Was in Flower,” a
period .piece based on the" novel
and^ once a. silent pic starring
Marion Davies. Lansing is likely
to start; in the summer.

GLASGOW
( Week ending April 12)

“Cupid and Psych*," King's, Glasgow.
"Floucrs o' Edinburgh," Citizens, Glas.
"Importance Earnest," Alhambra. Glas.

BUENOS AIRES
(Week. ending March 22)

."Darling Burglar," Grand Splendid.
“Don Guzman fh* Good," Licco.
"Ey*s Full of Lov#/' Versailles.

"Lost Face," Buenos Aires.
"Men In My Llf*," Smart.
"Tears Also Dry," Atenco,
“3 Cries Over Sea," Politcama.

Lisbon, April 22.
•

All impresarios* here and in
Oporto report gopd to excellent biz
in the legit theatres for the first

week after Easter. Judging by ad-
vance bookings, trade should con-
tinue okay; at least until late in

May* when open air shows will
start to keep people away from the
theatre.

The Coliseum, with a $2 top, has
the Italian Opera Co., which was
at the Coliseum in Oporto during
Lent. Since April 8, it has done
SRO biz at every performance.
The company works with the Sym-
phonic from N Oporto. The opera
company's major stars are Carla
Castellani, Lina Rossetti, Otello
Bersellini, Raffaele Lagares, Piero
Ferraro and Nino Scattolini.

The Monumental Theatre has
launched a big revue, “New Lis-

bon,” by Fernando Santos and Al-
meida Amaral, with music by Fred-
erico Valerio. This house, which
seats 1,500, did capacity biz in its

first week at $2 top. Laura Alves
and Joao Villaret are starred. It

boasts a dozen dancers and singers
from Paris to reinforce the Portu-
guese chorus and ballet. The Apolo
is doing well with the operetta,
“Rose,, the Savage.” It stars Irene.

Isidro. Francisco Ribeiro is di-

rector and co-author of the op-
eretta.

The Avenida has a mixed legit

and vaude show. Brazilian actress

Alma Flora, Maddalena Soto,

Rogerio Paulo and Jacinto^Ramos
appear in a three-act Brazilian

farce, with the show concluding
with a miniature revue, and sev-

eral vaude acts, including magi-
cians Ralf and Inge Bialla; the
Dana Sisters, dancers from Ger-
many? and an American tap dance
act, The. Two Morris. Biz has been
good at both matinees and nights.

The Nacional hag a play, “The
Voice of The Town” by veteran
playwriter Ramada Curtos. It stars

Aura Abranches and is doing nice-

ly after 30 performances.
The Coliseum of Oporto (also $2

top) has the Spanish revue com-
pany of Joaquim Gasa. It stars

Carmen de Lirio and was staged
by Cuban director Henry Bell.,,

HIGH TAXES BLAMED FOR

DIP IN SWEDISH PIX BIZ
Stockholm, April 15.

Annual cinema attendance in

Sweden has been slipping steadily

since 1947, last year of lower en-

tertainment tax, according to gov-

ernment tax bureau figures. There
were 15,138,249 paid patrons in

1947, while last year attendance

had dipped to 14,024,812. Figures

show that the amount paid in taxes

has more than doubled sined 1947,

the last year the tax on admis-

sions was 15%. It is now 30%.
Producers here cifce these figures

to show how business has fallen

off, while the government has

profited.

Bard of Avon’s 388th Anni
London, April 22.

The 388th anni of Shakespeare’s

birthday will be celebrated at

Stratford-on-A von tomorrow
(Wed.) with a mayoral reception

at the Memorial Theatre at which

George Rylands will propose the

toast of “The Immortal Memory.”
Then there will be a procession

from the bard’s birthplace to his

grave. At night there will be a

performance of “The Tempest,”
with Ralph Richardson and Marga-
ret Leighton starred.

Films in Last 12 Months From Ui».
—

'. '+ London, April 22.

h * w mm ' t*L Of the 318 foreign films regis-
‘

Romero. Reyes May Star tered in Britain during the year
... t ¥v * i *1*1 ending last March 31, 274 came

I In LlDttert Italo rilm from America ‘ France was nextiu uppv| 1
with 18 and Italy had 16. Russia

Rorao, April 15. was fourth with four, Germany
Cesar Romero and Evelyn Keyes had two, and Switzerland, Sweden,

are slated to co-star in '“Pirate Norway and Spain contributed
Gold,” which will be made here one apiece. « *

under the Llppert banner. William During the same period the num-
Plzor* Lippert veepee, who is al- ber of British quota films was reg-
ready here. Will' produce “Gold.” istered at 64, a decline of 12 over
William Berke* who wll direct, is the preceding year. The number
expected soon from India where he of foreign films registered had in-
has been directing a film with Ro- creased by 18.
mero, Marie Windsor, and Rod Total of British pix qualifying
Cameron. . for. the quota, with footage rang-*

Romero 1$ currently in London ing between 3,000 and 6,500 feet,

working In “Lost in a Fog,” Brit- amounted to 50, one more than
isfrAmericah production.

.
“Gold” in the preceding year, whereas the

is scheduled to. start In .May after foreign total in this class of 158
a co-production deal with an Ital- was six ahead of 1951. British

lan. collaborator Is set. Miss Keyes shorts numbered 249 as against
is vacationing in Europe and. is ex- 222, with a further 11 not qualify-

pected in ;
the next' fe\v weeks, ing for quota.

In addition to the 318 . foreign
feature imports, there was a fur-
ther 158 pix with a varying length
of 3,000 to 6,500 feet, America
again topped the bill with 150,
and Russia came second with three.
There were two from Sweden and
one each from Italy, Czecho-
slovakia and Mexico.

Hollywood also dominated the

On" Actor-Director Job

At Salzburg Festival

Vienna, April 22.

Although ticket sales actually
had started' for events- of this list of short imports, having 498
year’s Salzburg Festival, the man- out of the total of 547. France
agement had to announce the can- and Russia followed with 15 and
cellatlon of the announced partici- 13 respectively, but imports from
pation of Gustaf Grundgens, Ger- seven other countries did not reach
man actor-director. Grundgens, double figures,

whose name Is a major draw in

German-language lands, . was to
have directed and starred in a
production of Moliere’s “The Mis*
anthrope” as an important feature
.of the festival’s drama section.

The withdrawal from the Salz-
burg program followed by a few

j

weeks Grundgens’ abrupt powder'
'from rehearsals of the Stravinsky

German-language lands, . was to
have directed and starred in a UlSiriD lYCuUU IvllHS
production of Moliere’s “The Mis* p PVh i 17
anthrope” as an important feature . LfiUSCS UuA 10’ f 01*111
of the festival’s drama section. n • ft i « T *
The withdrawal from the Safe- ProteCtlYe BoOKeT Unit

burg program followed by a few
* * */**«.

weeks Grundgens’ abrupt powder London, April 22.

'from rehearsals of the Stravinsky Complaints by some exhibitors

ballet opera, “Rake’s Progress,” of unilateral practices by film dis-

which he was. guiding for the tributors in. the fixing rental terms
Vienna State Opera. This beef -has led to the formation of a
was presumed to have been over Bookers’ Committee by the general
Grufidgens* pique that opera man- council of the Cinema Exhibitors
agement failed to make principals Assn. Bookers of the three main,
available for what he considered circuits will be included Mn the
sufficient rehearsal time, panel.

The State Opera management According to a CEA report,
insisted this had been due to ill- there is a general complaint that
nesS on the part of some singers, the tendency of distributors,

Reason for the Salzburg cancella- through the medium of the Kine-
tion has not been given, but re- malograph Renters Society, is to
ported here that Grundgens finds depart, ever increasing, from the
the local soft currency and high fundamental principle that film
taxes insufficiently attractive terms are a matter for Individual
against better pay in Germany and negotiation between theatre and
Switzerland. distrib.

Officers of the CEA consider

Shaftel to Do Giovanni discontent with the position, and
n, n

, j p ft j invite suggestions for the most
otory 0$ OCCOIld L0,"l rod, suitable policy to be adopted.

London, April 15,

With his first Anglo-American
production already on the floor.

Josef Shaftel is propping a second
film which will be based on the
character Of Don Giovanni in

Mozart’s opera. His initial venture.

‘SEAGULLS’ SCORES HIT

IN AUSTRALIAN BOW
Melbourne, April 15.

.

Hugh Hastings’ London hit com-
“Man Who Watched Traiijs Go edy, “Seagulls Over Sorrento,”
By,” is being made in association which had its Australian premiere
with Raymond Stross, but the sec- at the Comedy here April 5, has
ond will be done in partnership caught on strongly. Good press
with Maurice J. Wilson, chief of has been of service, with the Ar-
Grand. National. * gus’ Frank Doherty calling it “as

In addition to two American fresh as sea-spray”; the Herald's
stars, Marta Toren and Claude H. A. Standish hailing it as “a ntost
Rains, Shaftel has brought to Lon- shipshape show” due to “first-class

don Arthur Nadel, who will act as acting teamwork and meticulous
American supervising editor and production,” and the Age citing it

cut the U. S. version of “Trains. ” for “both its racy humor and true
This Technicolor production is pathos in rollicking comedy.”

estimated tb cost around $550,000, Play was. staged by John Casson
with the British producer staking for the J. C. tyilliamson Theatre
around $280,000 in sterling. After Co., with cast including William
a month in the. studio the unit goes Hodge, Kenneth Thornett, Frank
on location in Parfs and Amster- Taylor, Michael Anderson, Brian
dam. For the second production James. Gordon Chater, Kenneth
Shaftel is providing American Firth, Donald Crosby and Kevin
finance in the shape of star, direc- Miles.
tor, script, etc., and will also meet
the commitment of extended lo- | i?i ni p*i ri _
cation at Salzburg during the fes- lilt 1 LOlOr Flllll LOfljjrCSS
tival season there. This also will T oo
be done in Technicolor. ! .„....

Lo
i!
d

,

0"-, ApnI ;
22 '

wreu ovoovii xiuo axois win » r i ^ *i oo
be done in Technicolor. I Ha„, NieterJ'BSffih^SS&r,
u/^T t t o r r? !

who filmed the Vatican in tecbnl-
riL/L. Ups ISritlsn rix rees color, planed to Cologne yesterday

London, April 15, (Mon.) to attend the second inter-
The increase in the cost of living national color film congress there.,

is reflected in the Board of Trade i His ‘ latest pic, “The Undying
decision to up fees for exhibitors’

j

Heart,” will be screened for the
licenses and for registration of . first time at the congress,
films.

j

While in Germany, Nieter will
Registration fees have been ; continue pre-production work *on

hiked from $4.30 to $5.60 for a fea- his next Technicolor Op.uS, “River
ture film, and from $2.80 to $5.00 of Destiny,” a story aet along the
for a short. Distributors’ annual thousand miles of the Rhine. The
license fee remains unchanged at producer will aluo hfe representing
the maximum of $14.70. Exhibiting Technicolor Motion Pictures Corp.
license are now $6.00 Against $4.30. at the Cologne confab.
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Arbitration—Everyone’s Pal
C*utiuu«d from pug* 1

they’re against the inclusion of decided that chairmen for the exec-

rentals. Harry Brandt, head of the sessions would be stated with

Independent Theatre Owners Rodgers to preside at the initial

Assn., announced yesterday that gathering. Snaper will hold down,

his position is the same. Allied the spot today (Wed.) and* heads

States Assn, is in the opposite camp, of other exhib groups will alter*

desirous of refereeing rental squab- nate in turn,

blesi Theatre Owners of America Attending the confabs are five

has done a tightrope act on the exhibitor organizations and nine

matter, not defining its policy one distributors. Among exhib r dele-

way or the other. gates are Edward N. Rugoff, Leo

Rentals LaSt on Agenda Brecher and Emanuel Frisch,, for

Chances are that the N. Y. nego- the Metropolitan Motion Picture

tiators will place rentals as the Theatres Assn.; Harry Brandt, Max
last item on their agenda because A. Cohen and Milton Weisman, for

of the likelihood of dispute. The the Independent Theatre Owners

distrlbs, at least, want first to as- Assn.; Mitchell Wolfson, Herman
certain which proposals on other Levy and Si Fabian, for Theatre

facets of the overall plan can win Owners of America; Rotus Harvey

quick unanimous approval and get William J. Conners and’ L, S».

these down on paper* With some Hamm, for Western Theatre OWn-
degree of harmony thus having ers, Inc.; Wilbur Snaper, Nathan

been achieved, it’s felt that the Yamins and Abram F. Myers, for

meeting would be in a better mood Allied States Assn,

to tackle the difficult subjects.* DIstrib contingent included gen-
In any event, the conclave has eral saie managers from all com*

the full industry spotlight and all panics, along with William F. Rod-
participants realize that tp thwart gers> who heads the . delegation,

any unreasonable plan would mean paramount was repped by Alfred
a severe setback in their intra- Schwalberg; Columbia, Jack
trade standing. Gohn and Abe Montague; Metro,

Yesterday’s session got under- Charles Reagan; 20th-Fox, A1
way with Motion Picture Assn, of LIchtman; RKO, Robert M. Moch*
America prexy Eric Jonhston wel-

;rj[e . Warners, Howard Levinson
coming the exhibitor orangizations (for Ben Kalmenson); Universal,
on behalf of the distributors. “Ar- Charles J. Feldman; Allied Artists-

l'tration contemplated by this Monogram, Morey Goldstein; Re-
conference/’ he said, “is to em- public, James B‘ Grainger.
brace all distribution and is to be
worked out by the exhibitors and Jfig

d
£

distributors themselves.” $*521
(pa^PRobert W Perkins

Labeling the meet as an historic Adolnh' Schtoiel
’

(Univer
occasion, Johnston pointed out that WP*'

nd
td

M?ver
S
L^nsteln (Re

considerations could be expedited
Meyer- -Lavenstem me

if some “common goals” were set,
pu

“Certainly we can agtee,” he said,

“that We want the maximum num-
ber of people to see the largest pos-

sible number of pictures in our
,

theatres.” Moreover, he added,
“there should be an equitable dis-. ,, . A A1 t
tribution of earnings between the proportionate to the number of. its

various constituent elements of the pictures the ads spotlighted,

industry.” Although the overall effect of

An observation of Johnston’s this campaign was deemed success

that he would be pleased if only ful, there W[as some 'dissatisfaction

small progress were made at* the* on the part of a few companies
conclave was* challenged by Henry which objected to having their, pix
Brandt, prez of the Independent linked with films which they re
Theatrp Owners Assn., who felt garded as of unequal rperit. As a
that the sessions would not be a result, the pub-ad execs attempted
success if ‘only minor headway to reach some compromise,
was made. Warming to the sub- a plan was submitted whereby
ject, the exhib leader emphasized eacb company would place ads on
that he is “definitely against arbi-

its own. However, there would be
tration of film rentals as such,

a unifying industry theme and a
except in instances of collateral or

f0rmula for the amount of space
overt acts. for institutional copy and for pic-

$350,000,000 Suits Pending ture plugs. The plan called for
Asserting that $350,000,000 in the placing of one ad a month to

law suits are now pending in the make the campaign a continuing
industry, Brandt charged that “no 0ne. The question of timing, how-
longer are our stars the highest ever; caused dissention among the
paid individuals—it’s the lawyers.” ad execs, the bone of contention
In view of the situation, he noted, being that a particular company
“I wbnder why we didn't get to- might not have a suitable pic ready
gether before?” Circuit exec also when its turn for placing the ad
urged that an arbitration system arrived. Furthermore, the pub-ad
be set up on a basis where “some toppers brought up the question,
great American” would be its head. “Which company would place its

to see “what we do is successfully ads during the summer months?”'

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Documentary* Royal

Pair’a Pic Cop in Can.

Ottawa, April 22. when he was called to Washington to become Economic Stabilbw-
“Ncwfoundland Scene,” a 40- tion Director, Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Awn. of America prexy

minute documentary in color, hat war hatitted a form to indicate the state of his health. After filling in

been named Film of the Year in the routine questions about his pa*t medical history, Johnston told an

Film Awards wdfcw* at the N. Y. dinner of the teaching Film Custodians Friday
the 1952 Canadian Film Awards,

that he came across the following question: “Have you ever been
Canada’s annual “Oscar” derby, committed to a mental institution? If so, explain fully.”

“Scene” was produced for Im- Johnston said that he indicated that he had been associated with
perial Oil, Ltd., by Crawley Films the War Production Board, the War Manpower Board and the War
nf Ottawa whose ^Loon’s Neck- Mobilization Board during World War II, arid that now he was under-w wum of the Year taWn# the J 0*3 Economic Stabilization Director. Following his list-
lace won the last Film 01 tne e

hig of these agencies, he said he wrote: “How crazy can .a guy get?”
award.

National Film Board’* coverage

of the recent visit- of the British

Royal couple, “Royal Journey,”

took fix's! award in theatrical fea-

Gene Kelly’s parents, who .live in Pittsburgh, were invited by Metro
to attend a special screening recently of their son’s newest musical,
“Singin’ in the Rain.” After it was over, everybody came out raving
About Kelly’s brilliant dance number inj the ’rain, but Mrs. Kelly’s only

tures class, with honorable men- comment was typically maternal: “Yes* but he could- have caught his

tion going to “La Petite Aurore,” death, of cold doing it.” Incidentally, the Kellys still operate dance
produced by Alliance Cinemato- studios in Pittsburgh and Johnstown*, Pa., where Gene taught before

graphique Cariadienne. he left town to try his luck on Broadway. That was more than a dozen
years ago.

Dance Bandwagon
Continued 'from 1

Co-op Ad Pilch
Continued'' from page 3

In his new post as United Artists’ assistant ad-pub chief, Alfred H.
Tamarin will function largely As the distrib's promotion liaison with

__ _ indie producers. Plan is for him to' make frequent hops to the Coast
ovw, from the homeoffice to map campaigns with the film-makers about six

of such orchs as Ray Anthony ana
in advance of release of

,
product. Tamarin, incidentally, re-

BUly May on the Capitol label ana turned to N. Y. on Monday (21) from Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.I., where
Ralph Flanagan on RCA victor has conferred with F. H. Robertson, chairman of the

- Jamaica Tourist
helped them in their orch Trade Development Board, on a buildup for David E. Rose’s “Island of
push, Ballroom operators report; Lesire,” which was lensed on location there,
that the deejay Stress has boosted

b.o. In their small hand dates -as

well as their name orch bookings, Art house- trade has developed a marquee name in the person of Alec
Along the same lines the deejays Guinness, British thesp. currently.starring in America In J. Arthur

are reviving interest in dancing Rank's . “Lavender Hill Mob” and “The Man in the White Suit.” Al-

via their extra-curricular dance, though Guinness has appeared in many British pix.seen in this coun-
promotion exploits. The d.j/s are try, it wasn’t until “Mob” that he developed Into the solid b.o. per-

leasing ballrooms, and arenas, in sonality- that he is. “Suit” is doing record biz in New York, with
their territories; and buying .orchs Guinness getting sock newspaper and magazine breaks,

for terp ‘affairs that have been

drawing turnaway crowds. Each

d.j. has been building strong in- Two-minute clip from “Sitting Pretty,” Clifton Webb starrer made
terest fon the date via concentrated in 1948, has been injected into his current picture, “Dream Boat,” at

selling jobs
: over their platter 20th-Fox. Webb plays a college professor who once was a matinee idol

shows. and whose old pictures are being shown on TV sets.about the campus.

Recent examples of*, the sock CJlijp from the old film shows him crowning a moppet with a bowl of

deejay-promoter blending, have breakfast food. •

been Martin Block’s, WNEW, N. Y., -

“Gandy Dancers’ Ball at Man- Extensive dubbing of Italian pictures planned for the American
hattan Center last week. Date market will have to be done in the U.S., because Italy lacks an ade-
packed more than 4,000 juve

qUate supply of trained English-speaking actors. That’s the opinion*
terpsters into the ballroom, in Qr Mauro Zambuto, now in New York as’ consultant to Italian Films
Cleveland several weeks ago, WJW Exnort (IFE)
free-lance. jockeyT sponsored the

Moondog Coronation Ball,” which
packed more than 12,000 into the

Arena, turning away about 8,000

payees.' • Also spearheading the

terp drive are Bob Snyder, WPTR,
Albany, who sponsors weekly

carried out.” Unable to reach , a compromise,
Mitcheil Woiton. head of the the p„£ad chrefc decidSl" yester:

Theatre Owners of America, day that each company would place
stressed that we must have an ef-

a(js jts own. and would incor-
fective, just, inexpensive, ' i*npar_

pQrate institutional copy in them
tial and qufck_ system of arbitra- ^ y. saw ^ No provision was

^
on

’
.
** n * 80*v® made for the amount of space to

ficulties, lie saidi but there are devoted to institutional copy
many common meeting grounds, so nor was any provision made as to
let us have an fend to bickering

timing. As far as could be ascer-
*

t
call

f
ng - tained, no overall industry theme

In the same vein, Western The- was decided upon with the com-
atre Owners prez Rotus Harvey mjttee’s announcement merely
urged that a new system of arbitra-

stating that <«Each company will
tion should be based upon a for-

be* responsible for theming its in-
mula of make It simple, keep it

stitutional copy in furtherance of
cheap and make it effective.” Wil- COMPO’s public relations pro-
bur Snaper, head of Allied States * *

Assn., echoed feelings of other ex-
hibitor leaders when he expressed
a hope for constructive action that
will arise in reasonable discussion.
A note of optimism was struck

gram.

Brit. Filmeries
Continued from page Zby Metro’s William F. Rodgers,

chairman of the distributors’ com- ... ^
mittee. “We may not be able to

standards, and the bulk of view

iron out all problems at the first ers (67Vfc%) had finished their
session,” he said, “but I believe full-time education between the

b
! ,?u!

e 1° mak
t

grea‘ p
,
rog

: ages of 14 to 15. Only 3% had re
ress. Although we have studied

, , ^ .

the Allied-TOA proposals, we J-.^ved some form of higher educa-

haven’t come up with a counter- “on ‘

proposal in order that we may first Between the ages of 16 and 24,
discuss every subject that could be and particularly between 16 and
considered arbitrable.” 19, there was a marked tendency to

System of “rotating- chairmen” watch TV nightly. Television had
for the executive sessions was set made bedtime later for the 12-14
up after Rodgers declined to ac- y^r old who watched night pro-
cept the post on a permanent basis grams for an average of about six
due to the fact that he already hours weekly,
chairs the distrib committee. He Only one activity had withstood

Harvev°
mmatCd t0 the berth by TV temptation. Amateur gar-

. deners have riot allowed television
y unanimous vote it was then to distract them.

TV for Every Theatre’
Continued from pace 4

dance dates; arid Joe Rico, WWOL, creasing as much as 400% above it is ; hopeful , that inter-city and

Belgian Accord
; Continued from page 7

Buffalo. average.

Bandleaders, managers, ballroom Halpern cited the record of one
ops and agency men are following

.

up the plattermen’s push via
UI* d n

*
.

ed *h®atre on one to

widened promotion and exploita- Prove bis point. With 3,300 seats,

tion stunts to create an all-out he said, the house charged a $2.40
drive back to dancing. General gross admission. With 473 standees
Artists Corp.’s initial step in sug-

c d . the •

h | nr manua and ^er taxes * was $7,500. 1 'otal TV
Costs to the theatre (relatively high

ctnri Ar
te
thr,ti° nami because of so few theatre installa-

attractlons has feen received with
tions) were $4 ’000 ’ leaving an opT

:Xsi“«c
h
?ntere?t.

re
p1ans

d
for a °hofsfLSS

thl' ™ out, this “still left this exhibitor
of everyone m the band biz are

a whopping profit for a single
also being considered blit It’s still theatre Tv show.” Headded:
in the talking stage, however. <<The economics of theatrt Tv

last summer on such individual
events pointed up clearly future
prospects. .If this kind of operat-
ing profit could be produced at the
outset, with only a handful of the-

a. atres, the outlook for programs
the French Government. Johnston carried by hundreds and then 1,000
leaves for- France on May 4, going or more theatres is fabulous.”
directly to -Cannes for the Inter- Halpern declared that he and
national Film Festival. At Cannes pther big-screen video entrepre-
he • will hold preliminary discus- neurs are progressing towards prq-
sions with U. S. officials, including duction of entertainment shows,
Ambassador James Dunn. Johnston adding - that the talent and craft

“f-
s ^b’sady received word from unions, faced for the first time -with

the State Dept, that it would of- making decisions on theatre- TV,
ncially conduct negotiations with have recognized the potential -in it

, ,?5
encb on the film import for their members and ate “becom-

question. Following three days m ing progressively more cootfera-
Cannes, the MPAA topper will tive.” He said the lack of ade--

?f.

ay® ?a?.s /or ab°ut a week of quate networking facilities has also

S!
g^ieVe

i
d 8^us^ons on a pew been of prime importance in limit-

French agreement.
ing many theatre TV shows until

. On the Coast last week John- now. But, he said, the phone com-
ston told studio toppers that he panies have shown increasing un-
would make a pitch that France derstanding of theatre TV needs
permit the entry into that country and it's anticipated that AT&T will
of more than the 121 Hollywood pix free more facilities, thereby speed-
now annually allotted American ing the medium’s growth while in-
producers. MPAA chief said he creasing its own returns. Halpern
would make an effort to get the concluded:
French government to increase the “Problems on the road to the
present $2,000,000-$3,000,000 in future are being solved already,
dollars which France at present is Every month the number of the
willing to remit to the U. S. film atre TV installations increases,
industry. Another present French thus reducing the cost factors for
practice which Johnston will fight individual theatres. Currently,
is the rule that five out of every there are a dozen theatre TV in-
13 films permitted on French stallations being made, including
screens must be Gallic. those of United Paramount, Wab
Upon his return from France, ners and RKCL Valuable expert

Johnston is scheduled to hold an- ence in pricing has already been
other confab with studio heads on gained. Programs are being formu
May 19. lated by TNT for production. And

intranuty telephone facilities will

become increasingly available at

reasonable rates.”

Negro Talent
Continued front page 1

culty of any kind for the perform-

ers or the Negro audiences.

Eckstine said, that the change in

attitude was most- pronounced'

Among the younger generation. Col-

lege students particularly, had a

riew approach to the problem, and

Eckstine gave numerous interviews
for campus papers. 'The general
press, moreover, also, gave the Eck-

Stine-Basie package positive notices
and, most importantly, did not ac-

cent the racial categories.

The advance of the south in this

field Is underlined by the fact that

local radio outlets are spotting reg-

ular plugs for racial harmony along
the. lines of. the announcements
originally pioneered' by WNEW,
N. Y. In the major cities, .more-

over, the old restrictions on Ne-
groes in department stores, amuse-
ment abeas and golf courses are
also being torn down. “As a
whole,” Eckstine said, “race rela-

tions in the south are crawling into

a good condition.” Eckstine as-

cribed the* change to the efforts of

southern Negroes who have made
good on a social and economic
leveL

Additional evidence of the

change in attitude is the fact that

there is ' no objection to mixed
white and Negro orchestras play-

ing the south. Duke Ellington’s

band, for instance, with the white
Louis Bellison on drums, recently

toured the south without any trou-

ble.

Eckstine said * that he confined

himself -to the big southern cities

on his recent tour because he ex-

pected that the change would be
most evident In thfese places. For
his next tour, however, Eckstine

will probably go into some of the

smaller cities. He will play about
40 to 45 southern dates starting

next February, and will make such

a junket an annual henceforth.
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MONTREAL
(Continued from page 8)

Solid $17,000 .following smash

$24,000 opening week.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-00) —

“Rancho Notorious” (RKO). So-so

$9,000. Last week, “Sword’s Point

(RKO), $14,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-05) -

“Song in Heart” (20th) (2d wk).

Holding at $24,000 after great $32,-

000 opening" stanza. '
,

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-00) —
“Steel Town” • (U) and Fear in

Night” (U>. Lively $10,000 or ciose

Last week, “Cimarron Kid <U) and
“Dangerous Passage (U) (2d wk),

0k
Orpi

7
enm' (C.T.) <1,048; 34-60)—

"For Men Only” (UA) and "Gay
Senorita” (UA). Fair ^7.000. Last

week, “Japanese War Bride (20th)

and “Trail Guide” (20th), same.

W GREAT $21,000

IN Dl HIT; ‘JOHN’ «M
Pittsburgh, April 22.

“Singin* in Rain” is the only pic

getting real biz here this stanza,

with town loaded with holdovers

that are sagging. “My Son, John
is rated very blah at Stahieyv

“Rain” is great at the Penn while

“Viva Zapata!” is holding fairly

well at Fulton,

Estimates for This Week
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-$1.25)—

-

“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G). Great

$21,000. Last week, “Greatest

Show” (Par) (3d wk), $10,000.

Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)--

“Viva Zapata!” (20th) (2d wk).

Down to $5,500 after solid $9,500

last week*
'

• ^
Harris (Harris) (2,200; §0-85>—

“Song in. Heart” (20th) (2d wk).

Off to $6,500 after sock $12,000.

Srmirrel Hill (WB)’ (900; 50-85)

(UA) (2d wk).

5 days. First

week, trim $3,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)--

“Mv Son, John” (Par). Very blah
$6,500. Last week, “Jack Bean-
stalk” (WB), $8,500.

‘Queen’ Smash

Seattle; ‘MeT
Seattle, April 22.

Not much exciting here this ses-

sion with plethora of holdovers

putting crimp in overall total.

“Kettles at Fair” is rated nice at

Liberty while “African Queen is

socko at Orpheum. “My Son,

John” is slow at Fifth Avenue.
Estimates for This Week

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90)—“Pride of St Louis” (20th>.

and “Road Agent” (RKO) (2d wk).

Mild $6,000 in 5 days, after $11,600

last week.
Fifth 'Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366]

65-90)
—“My Son, John” (Par) and

“Whispering Smith” (RKO). Slow

$7,500. Last week, “Sword’s Point

(RKO) and -.“Wings of Danger
(Lip), okay $9,400 in 10 days.

. Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)—“Ma,.Pa Kettle at Fair” (U).and

“Here Come Nelsons” (U). Nice

$9,000. Last week, “Apache Pass”

(U) (2d wk-4 days), $3,8.00.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)

—-“Ballerina” (Indie) and “Paris

1900” (Indie). New low of $1,500.

Last week, “Latuka” (Indie) (3d

wk-5 days), $2,800.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90)—“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) and
“Shadow in Sky” (M-G) (2d wk).

Big $10,000 after $18,800 last

week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65-

90)
—“African Queen” (UA) and

“Royal Journey” (UA). Socko
$17,000. Last week, “Jack and
Beanstalk” (WB) and “Last Mus-
keteer” (Rep), $8,200.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-$l)—“Mutiny” (UA) (2d run, stage-

show. Fair $6,000. Last week,
“Snow White” (RKO) (2d wk),

$3,300.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90)—“Song in Heart” (20th) (2d

wk). Solid $10,000. Last week,
$12,300.

Indnls. Biz Tapers But

‘Deadline’ Good $11,000
Indianapolis, April 22.

Biz is only moderate at first-

runs here this stanza, too much
spring giving outdoor competition

an early season break. “Deadline
XT.S.A.” looks like topper in coin

With good take at Indiana. “Some-
thing to Live For" at Circle shapes
nice,

Estimates for This Week
' Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

76)^“Something Live For” (Par)

and “Tale of 5 Women” (UA). Fine
$10,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa Ket-
tle at Fair” (U) and “Here Come
Nelsons” (U), $13,000.

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)—
“Deadline, U.S.A.” (20th) and
“Oklahoma Annie” (Indie). Good
*11.000, Last week, “Song in

Heart” (20th) and “Jet Job”
(Mono), $12,000.

Ltfew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).
Oke $9,000 after very nice $12,-

500 opener. *

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-85)—“Un-
known World” (Lip) and WSM
“Grand Old Opry” onstage. So-so
$7,500. Last week, “Big Trees”
(WB) and “Buffalo Bill” (UA), neat
$5,000 at 50-76c scale.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)

week, “African Queen” (UA)
(m.o.), robust $8,000 for seventh
mid-town week.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 50-85)—
“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue) (2d
wk). Very big $12,000 after smash

‘Show’ Sock 14G, Mpls;

‘Queen’ Giant $11,000
Minneapolis, April 22.’

First-runs are battling a com-
bination of stiff opposition which
includes first springlike weather,

opening of driveins plus the base-

ball season and the continued

presence Of “The .Ice Follies,”

Sportsmen’s Show and Lakers-

New York basketball world’s

series. Nevertheless, standout

product like “Greatest Show” and
“African Queen,” most important
newcomers, are getting up real

bbxoffice steam. A* pair of hold-

overs, “Song in My ; Heart’ and
“Singin’ in Rain,” still are doing
fine in second weeks.

Estimates for This .Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 85*$1.25)

—

“Greatest Show” JPar). Smash
$14,000. Last week, “Quo 'Vadis”

(M-G) (7th wk), $5,000.
Gopher -(Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—“Scandal Sheet” (Col). Fair $4,-

50.0. Last week, “Steel Town” <U)

(3d wk),. $3,000.
. Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—
•“African Queen” (UA).. Teriif $11,-

000. Last week, “Rodeo.” (Mono)
and “Hold' that Line” (Mono),
$3,000.

; Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
(“Song in Heart” (20th) (2d wk).
Healthy $8,000. Last week, fine

$14,000.
RKO-Orphcum (RKO). (2,800; 40-

76)—“Macao” (RKO). Fair $7,000.
Last week, “Jack and Beanstalk”
(WB), $8,000,
RKO-P«r(RKO) (1,600; 4046)-

“Thief of Damascus” (Col) and
“Yank in Indo China” (Col). Slow
$4,000, Last week, “Snow White”
\RK01 (2d wk), okay $6,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)-

“Aaron Slick” (Par). Yanked. after

only 4 days. Sad $2,500. Last week,
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep), oke
$6,000 . *

World Mann) (400; 85-$L20)-r
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).
Great $5,000. Last week, $8,000.

Amusement Stock Quotations
(For the Week Ending Tuesday (22)

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tties.

VoLin
100$.

High . Low Close

• 0 » I M M •

, \

N, Y, Stock (Exchange
ABC
CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”
Col. Pic 42
Decca 46
Eastman Kodak
Loew’s 152
Paramount 48
Philco
RCA.
RKO Pictures 373
RKO Theatres
Republic

.

Rep., pfd
20th-Fox 71
Un. Par. Th
Univ.

.

Univ. pfd.

Warner B^oS. .
.

, .—
Zenith.-.

N.f %• Curl* Exchange
Du M£out • * < v v , • •

Monogram......
Technicolor. 23

Over-the-Counter Securities;

Ginecolor * 1%
Bathe 4%
u; A. Theatres i..... ‘ 43,4

Walt Disney 7

. .29 1034 10% 10%
,. 48 37% 30 3.07/8

.. 36 37 " 36 36%
. . 42 13% 12% 13%

. 46 8% 8 ’ 8%
.. 151-u*.-437/s 43% 43%

. 152 16% 16 16
.. 48 27% 2634 2634
.. 166 • 307/8 30 "30%
. 530 27% 26%, . 27%
.* 373 4% ' 3%: . 4
.. 97 3% •3% ... ; 3%
.. 95 4% •4% : u. m-
... 7 10%. 10% T0%-‘
.. 71 17%-. 17% 17%
., 128 18% 18 18
.. 14 12

.

• 11% 11%
. . .5 59% 5m 59
... 76 14% 14 14

93 * 79',.. 75% 76%

v*. n . 18% .
18 18

.. 25- 3% 3 3
23 21% 21% 2134

Net.

Change
for week

%

+
+

%
%
%
%

— %— %
%
%
%

%

+

Bid

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co,)

Ask
2%
43.4

53.4

8

— %— %
- —1%

— %
— %

— %— %

wanted to produce the Scophony
supersonic projector, that GPE
refused to license the patent
and that Paramount supported the
GPE attitude. Raibourn said, he
thought it Would be a good deal
but went along with GPE.

Gladstone also brought out that

2IHb ‘Deadwood'
Continued from pare . 3

cal operation
. for the past several

years, when jit became apparent
“that we must switch from the

Merganthaler Linotype and Ray- I P°verty.”

then Mfg, Co. were interested in

Apache’ Loud $11,000,

Pott; “Bugles’- Fair 10G „m .,»
80) — “Tarzan’s Savage Fury”Portland, Ore., April 22.

This is state income tax week
here and all biz has taken a slump.
Only new films here this week are
“Hong Kong” and “Bugles in Af-
ternoon” and “Battle at Apache
Pass.” “Apache” is standout and
big af Broadway.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)—“Battle Apache Pass” (U) and

“Meet Danny Wilson” (U). Big
$11,000. Last week, “Jack and
Beanstalk” (WB) and “Strange
Door” (U), $7,300.

Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)

—

“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (2d wk).
Solid $3,400. Last week, $4,200.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)—“Hong Kong” (Par) and “Road
Agent” (RKO). Okay $6,500 in 5
days. Last week, "Sailor Beware”
(Par) and “Lady Possessed (Rep)
(2d wk), $10,000.

Mayfair (Parser) (1,500; 65-90)—
“African Queeri^ (UA) and “Cloud-
burst” (UA) (m.o.). .Fast $5,700.
Last week, “Retreat, Hell!” (WB)
and “Whistle Eaton Falls” (Col)
(m.o.), $4,000.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)—“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB)
and “Hold Line” (Mono), day-date
with Orpheum. So-so $4,000. Last
week, “Song in Heart” (20th) and
‘Family Secret” -^ol), $6,500.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90V—“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB)
and “Hold Line” (Mono), also Ori-

Mild $6,000. Last week,
African Queen” «UA) and “Cloud-

burst iUA) (2d wk), $9,500.
'Evergreen) (3,400;

•7’’ S
J?
ng in Heart” (20th) and

rwJ
1

&R?n Cr
?
t” ,Col) (2d wk) -uood $5 500. Last week, $10,000.^ ^Ti

}
sis 'Parker) (890; 65-

JvLr e.
n81n in Rain” <M-G) <2d

iio.'ooo
on8 $8 '000 ‘ Last "'«*•

(RKO). A little Over' average with
$6,000. Last week, “Dark Victorv”
(WB) and “Maltese Falcon” (WB)
(reissues), okay $5,000.

Ontario (K-B) (1,404: 44-74)—
“Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d wk). So-
so $5,000 after fine $8,500 last
week. Stays another round.

Palace (Loew’s) (2.370; 50-80)

—

“Song in Heart” (20th) (2d wk).
Stout $15,000 after $22,000 last

week
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 45-$l)

—“5 Fingers” (20th) (8th wk). Very
steady $5,000 for second consec-
utive week. Holds one more round.
Warner (WB) (2.174; 50-80)—

“Streetcar” (WB) (2d run). Back
at regul&r scale to milk its Oscars,
with a solid $12,000, not up to
hones. Last week, “Jack and Bean-
stalk” (WB), okay $11,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-85)—

“Six Convicts” (Coll (2d wk). Big
$8,000 after sock $10,000 opener.
Stays on.

DENVER
(Continued from page 8)

—“Something Live For” (Par)
Poor $6,500. Last week, “Aaron
Slick” (Par), $7,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-85)—

“Song In Heart” (20th) and “Jet
.Job” (Mono), day-date with Es-
quire. Big $23,500. Last week,
“Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) and
“Foot in Heaven”

1

(WB), (reissue),

$12,000. • •/
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85)-*

“Song In Heart”' (20th); Big $6,-

500, an.d holding; Last week, “Jack
Beanstalk”
Heaven” (WB)
500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—

“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) and
“Smith Vs. Scotland Yard” (RKO).
Big $21,000. Last week, “Pandora”
(M-CJ) and “Pace That Thrills”
(RKO), $15,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;

40-85)—“Big Trees” (WB) and
“Sky High” (Lip). Fine $15,009.
Last week, “Bugles in Afternoon”
(WB) and “Dangerous Ground”
(RKO), $17,000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85>—

“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Song
to Remember” (Col). Good $8,500.
Last week, “Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair”
(U.) and “Lady Possessed” (Rep),
$9,500.
Vogue (Pike) (600; 60-85)—“Mir-

acle in Milan” (indie). Poor $1,500.
Last week, “Rashomon” (RKO),
(2d wk), $1,700.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85)

—

“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Song
to Remember” (Col). Nice $4,000
Last week, “Ma, Ra Kettle at Fair”
(U) and “Lady Possessed” (Rep),
$4,500.

Scophony patents but that nothing
came of' their negotiations.

Raibourn said regarding Levey
that he did not^ feel he “had com-
petent knowledge to make some of

the statements he made about the
technical matter Scophony was
working on”. Gladstone thereupon
produced a letter written by
Raibourn for Levey’s use In con-
nection with an immigration mat-
ter in Washington in which he said
he had “complete confidence” in

It’s not enough that we clear
expenses,” Schenck Said. “We have
an obligation to our stockholders.
They have invested millions of dol-
lars in our

.
corporation and. we

must pay dividends to them.

“Wages and' other operating
costs are higher but theatre ad-
mission prices are the same, and
there are fewer admissions. This
is why we must practice real, hon-
est economy.

‘The consumer’s take-home pay
has been cut by heavier taxes,” he

Levey’s representations. Raibourn continued. “Installment buying of
said he was refernng only to a
particular matter.
Elsewhere in- the testimony, Rai-

fWTn i

bourd Said Levey “is quite adept at

(reissue) mnd$2° I

puffhlg tbose things he had an in-
ireissue), mua

in”. He added that LeVey
“exceeded the permissible limits of
overstating a situation” and that
he made representations which
w§re “totally inaccurate” apd
which showed lack of knowledge
of * electronic developments ‘ in
,the U.- S.

‘Big Brushoff’
Continued from page 4

FCC-Balaban
Continued from page 4

riving just prior to the confusion
attendant to the studio shutdown.
At no time did they see Hughes,
hut they reportedly conferred with
some of Hughes’ aides, failing to

reach any agreement. Making no
progress with RKO, De Sica and
his personal rep met with other
filmites and eventually agreed to
make a pic for Charles K. Feld-
man, a project with which De Sica

|vis currently engaged. •

Girosi Explains

Girosi, reached in New York
Monday (21), said he knew nothing
of the New York “brushoff” orders.

His version of the Hughes-De Sica
negotiations is that De .Sica had
asked to he relieved of the com-
mitment, and Hughes, through his
attorney, reluctantly agreed.

According to Girosi, reason for
De Sica wanting an out was that

merchandise such as television sets

has cut down on luxury buying.
Television is a great competitor be-

cause it has a multiple advantage
over motion pictures. Ordinarily,
people would go out to theatres
even though they had television.

But because of their financial diffi-

culties, such as paying off on sets,

they are content to take off their

shoes and .stay at home.”
Despite the downbeat picture of

overall economics, 20th “is, still

confident about the future and is

backing up this attitude with the
production of a continuing greater
number of pix,” Schenck pointed
out. The 1952 sked of 36 films rep-

resents a 50% increase over the
1949 lineup.
Schenck is en route back -to the

Coast. He arrived In N. Y. last

Thursday (17) .from a Florida va-

cation to Investigate the progress
made toward settlement of the
threatened antitrust suit involving
Skouras Theatres, as complainant,
against the film distributors and
the, RKO and Loew’s chains in

N. Y. •:

Cohan’s Works
Continued from p**e 1

testimony given at the beginning of
thn CfQ

Next Monday (28), A, H. Blank,
who was also a former Par officer,

will be questioned. Then Paul Rai- the Italian director wanted to work
bourn, Par veepee in charge of TV in close collaboration With the

TORONTO
(Continued from page 9)

(RKO). Weak $13,000. Last week,
“Jack Beanstalk” (WB), $20,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; 40-80) —

“Lone Star” (M-G) (2d wk). Nice
$12,000. . Last Week, $18,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90) —

“Marrying Kind” (Col) (2d wk).
Strong $12,000 for Judy Holliday
pic. Last week, $15,000.
» Shea’s (FP) (2,396; 40-80)—“Song
in Heart” (20th) (2d wk). Swell.
$18,000. Last week, $25,000.

Tivoli, University <FP) (1,436;
1.558; 40-80) — “Sailor Beware”
tPar) (2d wk).' Solid $16,500. Last
week, $25,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80) —

“Kettles at Fair” (U). Fine $8,000.
Last week, $16,000.

operations, who testified for three
days last week, will return for
further examination. He will be fol-

lowed on Monday, May 5, by Ai>
thur Levey, prexy of Skiatron
Corp., for questioning on the rela-
tionship of Scophony Corp. of
America with Paramount prior to
Par’s divestment of its interest in
the company. Levey headed Sco-
phony, in which Par and General
Precision Equipment Corp, each
had substantial interests.

The Commission may call other
witnesses following Levey’s testi-

mony.
Raibourn was questioned on

Par’s interest in Scophony patents
in television by Commission coun-
sel Arthur* Gladstone, who brought
out that Bell & Howell Co., photo-
graphic equipment manufacturers,

producer and, realizing Hughes’
many and varied interests, con-
cluded that this would not be pos-
sible. He therefore asked to be re-
lieved of the deal, Girosi declared.

Although De Sica and £tfrOsi

never saw Hughes during their
Hollywood stay, Girosi said that
Hughes behaved like a “perfect
gentleman” throughout and that
the parting was “very amicable.”

Audio-Visual’s N. Y. Farley

A two-day film conference of
the National Audio-Visual Assn.,
will take place at the New Yorker
Hotel Friday and Saturday (25-26)

to discuss educational, religious
and entertainment pix.

Harold Baumstone will be gen-
eral chairman.

songs. There has been a great deal
of bidding for the Cohan proper-

ties and it’s considered a plum
that Fowler-Towne have been able

to get an exclusive on negotiations

for them for the two-month span.

Mrs. George M, (Agnes) Cohan
owns the rights on those Cohan
properties which had their copy-
rights renewed after her husband's
death. The Others are held by the
George M. Cohan Corp. which has
five owners, Mrs. Cohan and the
four children.

It’s envisioned that the proper-
ties will be used In both live video
and for vidpbt, On the telefilm as-

pect. one offer is for Mrs. Cohan
and the Cohan Corp. to share in the
profits with Fowler-Towne after

the production costs have been re-

couped.
Talks haven’t resulted In a spe-

cific price as yet. One figure discus-

sed is $60,000 a year for a number
of years, but the period that pay-
ments will cover hasn’t been set.

Also, it is likely that there will b*
some revising of the tentative $60,-

000 figure as the talk’s progress.
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Ralph E Peckham, formerly as-
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George P. Myles made public KANSAS CITY the leading book compames in the bexesy were ruled out and blas-

sociated with Snader Productions relations director for Film Coun- j Leo Hayoh playing return eh- XJ. S., argues in its briet tnat tne phemy substituted, the censorship

and once a branch manager for oil of America. gagement as mayor of Marshall, ban on sacrilegious grounds has jaw still would he unconstitutional

Film Classics, joined Classic Pic- Homewood Theatre, Homewood, mo, Re-elected to position which implications that will necessarily because it attempt* to aid religion.

turesj> as southern division man- m, r
managed by Ray Harrington, be beid in a previous .term. Hayob affect books and other publica- standards for measuring blasphe-

ager. ... _ . and Sam C. Meyers’ Glencoe Thea- operates the Mary Lou and North- tions.” It points out that there are my _and sacrilege would be re-
“Ivory Hunter” J. Arthur Rank tre, Glencoe, 111., Stadium, Evans- street houses in Marshall. a number of classics which could quired, thus violating the First

picture known in England as ton. Ill, and Teatro Del Lago, Wu- Directors of the Kansas Mis- be barred in N. Y. State if the Amendment injunction against
^Wherp -No Vultures Fly. will n mette, 111., joined Alliend Thea- souri Theatre Assn, held monthly same principle were applied. Un- official intervention in religious
be handle* by Universal.sispecial tres of Illinois. meeting April 16 to plan for an- der th% rule it could ban, the brief affairs.”
films fivis on, as is ^ost RanK .mud spring convention to be held

Voltaire’s “Candide,” Ano- ' Supreme Court also received the
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for large theatres throughout the
Minnesota Amus. Co. to road- months here. ' than those of the Catholics, it fall before it heard the appeal,

country. . _ . . show ’’Greatest Show on Earth,” Commonwealth Amus. Corp, states, ’’Mark Twain’s ‘Roughm It Decision in the ’’Miracle” case
Martin Levine, president of Lm-

nQW curreIit at Century here, in its went in with bulldozers and other and ’Christian Science’ would also might he forthcoming before the
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. Rochester, Minn., equipment to build a dike around be proscribed.” Supreme Court suspends for its
try unit of B nai B rltn, wii

and LaCrosse, Wis., houses which its Riverside Drive-In in North Catholic Welfare Committee, summer vacation,
guest of honor and
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can Theatres Corp., as
Trans-Lux Vote

elected iwesident on May 4. ' f^TTto help PubUcbfe twS SEATTLE . nor is it a law respecting the 11=mm fr.M
Frank McGrann, foper New Dan Redden, after 24 yeaiV tabUshment of a reUgion. Furtherv Brandt alone holds 120,000 shares

York newspaperman, has iomed
.

^ „ >nd '‘Marrying Kind,” set service with Hamrick -and Ever* more, it says, it does not prohibit for which he paid ’’about $750,000.”
Columbia’s homeoffice exploitation

for d and dates Minneapolis green Theatres, in top managerial the free exercise of religion. Annual report shows 785,160 shares
staff. He 11 work on special as-

and paui Orpheum showings, spots, resigned to go to Fairbanks, Precedental Case -outstanding, of .which 118,557 are
signments.

„ ccrw>7a+^ M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district Alaska, as general manager of «Mirapu» cas4i j, one of the in the treasury.
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tlon department.
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Rodgers Theatres, Inc., Cairo, coming from Tacoma where he tha •pirsfc Amendment as the uress in Trans-Lux with Norman Elson s

signments. r -

Steve Davis, formerly associated

ST. LOUIS
Rodgers Theatres, Inc., Cairo,

HI., took over an 700-car ozoner

near Poplar Bluff, Mo. Had been.
PITTSBURGH was manager of Hamrick’s Music and radi0#

the First Amendment as the press
comparatively negligible interest.
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15% of Guild Now Regularly in Video
Hollywood, April 22. +

Mushrooming Coast television

activity has boosted employment

among members of the Screen

Directors "Guild by 20% and added

58 new names to the membership

rolls. Membership today stands

at 717 as against 659 last year.

About 15% of the SDG member-

ship is working regularly in tele-

vision according to the" latest sur-

vey and the videoites include many
who have switched from regular

film production. Included In this

group are such pic directors as

James Kern, Joe Santley, Peter

Godfrey, Norman Foster, Richard

Whorf,
George Archainbaud,

Charles Barton, Jack Donahue,

John Farrow, Dick Bare and Danny
Dare who are .working on both

live and filmed television shows.

Breakdown- of the survey shows

61 members working fulltime as

television directors with another

14 listed as assistant directors.

Video’s impact on SDG member-
ship is aptly demonstrated by a

check of the membership lists: in

1951 there were 309 directors, this

year there are 348. Number of

assistants has climbed to 297 from

291.

OF Bankrolls New

Alda-Starred Fix
Hollywood, April 22.

Official Films will finance and
distribute a vidpic series tagged
“Secret Files, ’ U.S.A.,” starring

Roberts Alda, based on OSS files.

Producer-director Arthur Dreifuss
will shoot the half-hour pix in N. Y.

and Hollywood, assisted by Walter
Spier. Henry Misrock is scripting.

Kurt Katch appears in the initial-

led with Frank Gallop set as nar-
rator of the semi-documentary se-

ries.

Official also inked' a seven-year
deal with Roland Reed Productions
for “Rocky Jones, Space Ranger,”
a half-hour scientifiction series

starring Richard Crane.

‘ROLLER DERBY’ VIDPIX

SET IN 23 MARKETS
Half-hour vidpix of the “Roller

Derby” have been placed in 23
markets by Station Distributors,
Inc. Jay Williams, sales director
for the tele film distribution outfit,

just returned from a swing around
the country selling the open-end
film feature. The roller sweep-
stakes, which was brought to

prominence by video (via ABC-
TV), is now carried live on WCBS-
TV, N. Y.

Station Distributors is giving the
package heavy promotiompublicity
aids, with outlets carrying the pix
getting material keyed to.each reel.

Some of the stations beaming the
celluloid are running contests.

UNESCO’s Hasselbach

Reins ‘Andersen’ Vidpix

Hollywood, April 22.

Danish director Hagen Hassel-
bach is taking a leave of absence
from his UNESCO job in Mexico
and flying to Copenhagen to direct
the Scandinavian -American Tele-
vision Co’s, vidpix series, “Hans
Christian Andersen,” which rolls

next Monday (28).

Joan Vohs and Allyn Smith, set

for leads, leave Friday (25) for

Copenhagen to begin work. Scan-
dinavian-American has indicated
the color pix will be released In

packages of three two-reelers for
theatres, as well as sold in series
for -video.

Musart’s Operatic Shorts
Musart Co. has filmed a series of

26 three-minute operatic shorts for
vidpic atid theatrical release. They
were lensed and recorded in the
TJ. S. and in Europe, with vocalists
and 40-piece orchestral accompani-
ment. Total of 100 shorts is

planned.

Quickie, pix are designed for
booking individually or strung to-

gether. Operatic selections are
from “Carmen,” “Aida,” “Travi-
a

.

ta *” “Rigoletto” and other clas-
sics.

HAFNER-HALPERIN SET

KERRY DRAKE SERIES
Hollywood, April 22.

Hafner-Halperin, Inc., indie TV
film producers, have signed with
the Hal Roach studios to lens a new
series of half-hour vidfilms based
on the Kerry Drake comic strip
character. Les Hafner, who’ll pro-
duce and direct, and sales promo-
tion chief Stanley Halpejrin are due
here from N. Y. this week to pre-
pare for the filming.

Deal marks . the first time that
the Drake character will appear in

any other medium. Alfred Andrl-
ola, creator of the strip, will serve
as script consultant on all films.

It’s planned to lens 26 per year.

Bracken’s CBS Vidpix
Hollywood, April 22.

•Eddie Bracken, who has set up
his own TV production outfit,

struck a deal with CBS last week
for telefilming a series of self-

starring half-hour comedies. He’ll

do his own producing but with the
net’s Harry Ackerman overseeing
the operation.

Pilot will be shot today (Tues.)

at RKO-Pathe from script by Rob-
ert Riley Crutcher, who wrote the
early radio shows for the comic.
Barry Kelley and Elena Verdugo
will have featured parts.

PfittiEfr

Vidpix Chatter

Hollywood
Interstate Television, Mono-

gram’s vidpix subsid, will finance

and distribute Arthur Kennedy
telepix series being produced at

Motion Picture Center studios by
National Repertory Theatre, Ed-
ward Arnold and Akim Tamiroff
appearing in first two with Ken-
nedy. Lee Savin of IT is super-
\ising production. NRT lining up
Diana Lynn for a series, also
Joseph Cotten, with Sam Marx
helming . . . Maura Murphy only
femme in cast of “Safety Zone,”
“Fireside Theatre” producer-direc-
tor Frank ‘ Wisbar is shooting at
Eagle-Lion studios , . , Jerry Fair-
banks Productions v.p. Ralph Cat-
tell back from N. Y. junket . . .

Singers Jean Bonacorsi and Carl
Palanzi signed to term pacts by
Werner Janssen Productions for
vidpix series, batoner now shoot-
ing 100 3-minute telepix with 70-
piece symphony orch at California
studios, stressing longhair music
. . . Charles McGraw skied in from
London where he starred in Doug-
fair’s vidpix series, “Foreign
Legion,” for NBC-TV release,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr, supervising.

Gross-Krasne prepping next 13
“Big Town” vidpix for Lever Bros.,
after wrapping up 13 at General
Service studios . . . Donald Woods
stars in “Craig Kennedy, Crimi-
nologist,” Adrian Weiss series
shooting at KTTV studios. Also
in cast are Maura Murphy, Sydney
Mason, Barry Brooks, Betty Ball,

Lewis Wilson, Ed Clark, Craig
Woods, Jeanne Dean . . . Richard
Taylor scripting teleplays for up-
coming Dane Clark series, to be
produced by Kenneth JHerts latter
part of May

to Do more Vidpix Production,

Execs Agree; Won’t Sell Oldies to TV

SHELDON REYNOLDS

PREPS NEW TV CYCLE
Stockholm, April 22.

Sheldon Reynolds, producer-di-
rector-writer of the “Foreign In-

trigue” vidfllm series, is slated to

lens a pilot film in a projected new
series within the next two weeks,
following completion of the pres-

ent “Intrigue” cycle. While “In-

trigue” has been produced almost
entirely In Stockholm, Reynolds
plan to shoot the new series in

other countries on the Continent.

“Intrigue,” Incidentally, will be
the first series to be dubbed into

foreign languages for release to TV
stations and theatres in other coun-
tries.

Stevens to Make at Least

One Vidpic for Roach
Hollywood, April 22.

Academy award-winning director

George Stevens is switching to

vidfilms—for at least one pic. He
made a deal to direct an upcoming
vidfilm for Hal Roach, either part
of the segmented “Dramatic Hour”
or another on the Roach sked.

Stevens won his*award for “Place
in the Sun,” Paramount pic star-

ring Elizabeth Taylor.,,-Shelley Win-
ters and Montgomery Clift,

TV Films in Production
ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studios, Hollywood

"RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE” 26 half-
hour jungle adventure telepix scries be-
gin shooting May 1. Producers: Harry S.

Rothschild, Leon Fromkess.
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Lew LandersDirector: Lew Landers

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"SAFARI BILL" series of 26 half hour

telepix to begin shooting May 18. Location
shots to be filmed in British East Africa.
Martha Hyer heads cast, parts to fiU.

Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl
Associate producer: Irene Breakston
Technical executive: John R. Carter

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
Sunset Studios, Hollywood

"WILD BILL HICKOK," half hour tele-

pix scries sponsored by Kellogg's now
shooting third series of thirteen. Guy
Madison and Andy Devine head cast.

Producer: William F. Broidy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonald

CBS-TV
"AMOS 'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,

Culver City series of character comedy
telepix now shooting.
Sponsored Blatz Beer.
Supervisors: ' Freeman Gosden, Charles

Corrqll.
Director: Charles Barton,
Producer: James Fonda

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios. Hollywood
"SKY KINO" series of half-hour vid-

pix for Derby Food* shooting.
Cast: Kirby Grant, Gloria Winter, Ron
Hagerthy, set leads.

Producer: Jack Chortok
Associate Producer: John Morse

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers Studio

Shooting "Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
Series.” 26 15-minute telepix.

Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann Savllle, Jack
Harris, Norma Fenton.

Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moore

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pa'tho, Culver City

"REBOUND" scries of half hour adult
dramas sponsored by Packard Motor Car
Corp. resumes May 5.

Executive producer: Basil Grlllo

Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard
Half hour series of adult drama films

for "CROWN THEATRE” resume shoot-

ing May 5.

Producer: Richard Dorso
Producer: Richard Dorso, Bernard Girard.

John Nasht.

DESILU PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy se-

ries for CBS-TV. sponsored by Philip

Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast: Lucille Bali, DesI Armi! set leads

with William Frawley, Vivian Vane# In

support. No parts to fill.

Producer: Jess Oppenhelmer
Director: Marc Daniels

. ,

Writers: Jess Oppenhelmer, Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carroll

DONLEVY CORP.
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT" half-

hour adventure series starring Brian

Donlevy shooting two films a week. 32

to bo shot to June.
Producer: Harold E. Knox.
Director: Bill Karn

DOUGFAIR CORP.
666 N. Robertson BlvcL: Hollywood
Now shooting "TERRY AND THE PI-

RATES” 26 half-hour adventure telepix.

Cast 1 John Baer, Marl Blanchard, William
Tracy, Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschen.

Producer: Dougfair Corp.
Director: Dick Irving.

—

-

as of Friday, April 18==
JERRY FAIRBANKS

6052 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood
"THE McGURK WAY" special half hour

drama foT Fruehauf Trailer Company now
shooting.
Cast: Ward Bond. Emory and James Par-

nell, John Hamilton, Wade Hamilton.
Director: Albert Kelley.

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose, Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel '

Film producer: I. Lindcnbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

"ANNIE OAKLEY" new series of 32
half-hour vldeoaters begins shooting April
22, Gall Davis. Billy Gray head cast. Parts
to fill.

Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of 26

half hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh
set leads.
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Krasnc

Director: E. A. Dupont.

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood

"LIFE WITH LINKLETTER," starring
Art Linkletter in series of 16 vidpix, half-

hour audience participation • show for
ABC web, shooting every other week for
9ft waaV<i
Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atkins

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
SERVICE

Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL

OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 half-

hour scientifiction telepix now shooting.
Judd Holdren, Aline Towne head cast
with William Schallert in support.
Producer: Franklin Adreon
Director: Fred Brannon

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
6525 Sunset: Hollywood

Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW” series

of 15-minute telcfplx.

Producer: Wanda Tuchock
Director: George deNormand

WERNER JANSSEN PRODS.
California Studios: Hollywood

First 10 of a series of 100 3-minute
telepix based on Classical music, featur-

ing the Janssen Symphony Orchestra of

Los Angeles, conducted by Werner Jans-
sen, now shooting.
Producer: Stanley Neal
Director: Sobcy Martin

LANCER PRODUCTIONS
RKO-Pathe: Culver City

"THOSE WERE THE DAYS” half hour
telepix series • starts shooting May 5.

Producers: Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso
"CORNY JOHNSON” series of half hour

comedy pix begin shooting May 5.

Producer-director; Bernard Girard

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. Hollywood

Series of 52 vidpix "The Affairs of

China Smith” roll May 1. Dan Duryea
starred.
Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"GANGBUSTER” series for NBC-TV,

sponsored by Chesterfield, now -hooting.
Producer: Phillips Lord
Director: Lew Landers

Hollywood, April 22.

Columbia will do more telefilm
production, on order, through its

subsidiary, Screen Gems, a meet-
ing of top. brass decided here after
several days of huddles. Vidpix
will be filmed on the lot, and Harry
Cohn, who initiated television
trailers for pix with plugging of
“711 Ocean Drive,” also plans
greater emphasis on selling Co-
lumbia product via tele trailers.

They will be specially made, not
taken from clips:

There was a great deal of dis-

cussion of video, but Col execs de-
cided to stand by their decision
not to sell their library. Col re-
cently turned down an offer, re-
portedly of $12,000,000, from Matty
Fox for studio’s old pix.

Trailers in general occupied con-
siderable attention, with Col de-
ciding to concentrate on integrat-
ing trailers with pix in the future.
Meeting heard statistics showing
38% of the film-going audience are
attracted to films via trailers,

which is the best selling medium
but. not properly utilized. Studio
plans making trailers while film
is actually in production, with the
producer responsible for the trail-

er, which will be done by original
pic scripters while they’re at pitch
of enthusiasm, rather than ship-
ping scripts east.

For Tele, Col plans trailers of

15, 30 and 60-second lengths. Cohn
will seek special manpower for the
trailer project. Meetings reached
no decision as to the upcoming
year’s film production in terms of
aclual pix to be made. There was
considerable discussion and ways
and means of better selling of
films.

MARTED PRODUCTIONS
Swanstrom Studios: Hollywood

"THE HOT ITOVE LEAGUE," Leo
Durocher and Laralne Day star in a series
of 104 quarter-hour interviews of baseball
greats. Different g^iest stars each week.
Producer: Marty MartyA, Ted Kneeland
Writer: Robert Todd

NAT’L REPERTORY CO., INC.
Motion Picture Center: Hollywood

"THIS IS VILLA" second In series of
dramatic short plays begins shooting April
21. Arthur Kennedy and Akim Tamiroff.
Producer: Jay Hyde
Director: Ray Enright
First assistant director: Ralph Flosser
Story editor: William Kozlenko

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

Now shooting "MYSTERY THEATRE”
series of half-hour comedy telepix.
Producer: Tom McKnlght
Director: Abby Berlin.

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

Half-hour series of adult drama tele-
pix resume shooting for Revue Prods.
April 26.
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROGERS now ghdotlng ten oater
telepix. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers,. Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill

Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

Screen gems
Columbia Studios: Hollywood
(Shooting at Columbia Ranch)

"CROSSROADS, U. $. A." skedded for
April 28 start. Brown Holmes scripted.
Producer-director: Jules Brlcken
Assistant director: Eddie Seata

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood

"ELECTRIC THEATRE” series of half-
hour drama telepix shooting resumes
May 1.

Producer: Gil Ralston
Director: Victor Stoloff

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studio*. Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD” series of half-hour
adventure telepix resume shooting mid-
May.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tlnllng

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 S. Beverly Dr.. Beverly Hills

Resume shooting telescriplions featur-
ing different artists each week April 25.
Producer: Louis D. Snader

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
655 N. Fairfax; Hollywood

"CRAIG KEN NEDY-CRIMINOLOG 1ST”
half hour scries of second 13 adventure
telepix begin shooting April 18 to June 12.

Cast: Donald Wood, Sydney Mason, Lewis
G. Wilson set leads with general parts
to be cast.

Producer-director: Adrian Weiss
Assistant director: Bob Farfan

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

"FIRESIDE THEATRE" aeries of half
hour adult dramas now shooting.
Producer-director: Frank Wl6bar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

ZIV TV
5255 Clinton St.. Hollywood

Five In "UNEXPECTED" scries of half-

hour telepix shoot in 'April.
Two "CISCO KID” half-hour telepix

scheduled for April 6h0oting.
Director: Paul Landres, Eddie Davis, So
bey Martin

Universal’s Major

Bid in Vidfilms

Fullscale entry of Universal into

vidpix production is expected by

August. Company's telepix plans

will be high on the agenda when (a

prexy Nate J. Blumberg arrives |

from the Coast this week for con-
fabs with homeoffifce execs.

U’s television pictures will be
made by the company's subsidiary,

United World Films, which has
been making plans and tooling up
for some time for bigtime entry
into the video film field. Subsid
has been making tele commercials,
but hasn’t ventured into 15-min-

ute or half-hour shows yet for
speculative sale.

Unlike Screen Gems, Columbia
vidpix affiliate; UWF has concen-
trated only on advertising com-
mercials and hasn’t accepted orders
for longer shows. Gems, on the
other hand, has turned out half-

hour shows on order for such out-

fits as duPont, the Christophers,
the oil industry and Studehaker.
UWF's feeling on the “made-to-
order” vidpix is that there might
be too much interference from the
sponsoring group which could con-
ceivably up costs considerably.

Initial project on U’s vidpix
slate is “Sergeant Nelson,” which
is probably set for a 13-picture se-

ries for peddling to a network or
sponsor. Under U’s present plans,
it has no ' intention of using any
of its contract players in the vid-

pix, but will use television “names”
and make an effort to introduce
new faces.

Liili Palmer Financing

|

Own Series of Telepix
Jam Handy, outfit which up to

now has been doing TV commer-
cials and pix for commercial cli-

ents, is lensing its first series of
quarter-hour vidpix, starring Lilli

Palmer. Actress-wife of Rex Har-
rison will gab on various subjects
with guests.

> Miss Palmer is financing the
series, which will include 26 pro-
grams lensed in a home setting.
Charles Kebbe is producer and
Alex Leftwich is directing. Shoot-

i ing is being -dor^e at the Movietone

j

studios in New York,, with- four
shows already ^completed. Release
date will be-in September*
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McC-EricksonJob;

Colgate Inti Biz?

Bob Healy, whose sudden resig-

nation from Colgate as advertising
veepee a couple months back prac-
tically ’stunned the trade, has ac-

cepted a’ key job at McCann-Erick-
son agency, with title of treasurer
and vice-president. Healy was
least figured to move into the tur-
bulent agency picture, in view of
the feeling expressed at the time
of announcing his Colgate resigna-
tion, that with the mounting prob-
lems it wasn’t worth the toll it

exacted
Fact that Healy will be chiefly

concerned with the international
division aspects of McCann-Erick-
son, has already cued some specu-
lation as to whether he will be in-

fluential in bringing the Colgate
foreign billings into the agency.
(Colgate non-U. S. billings are said
to far exceed the domestic busi-
ness, which would add up to a rare
plum for any agency).

Colgate domestic billings are
held chiefly by Sherman & Mar-
quette, Ted Bates and William
Esty agencies.

Fact that McCann-Erickson al-

ready has Pepsodent, owned by
Colgate’s rival, Lever Bros., would
automatically rule qut McC-E mov-
ing in on the domestic biz.

Politics Enters Phifly

Schools as WCAU-TV

Beams Election Talks
Philadelphia, April 22.

WCAU-TV has opened a new
concept in educational television
with special kinescope showings of
Presidential candidates, which will
be beaifted for in-school viewing to
students in the Greater Philadel-
phia are#.

Charles Vanda, v.p. in charge of
television at the WCAU stations,
made the programs available to the
schools. The series, • “Presidential
Timber,” features the nation’s prin-
cipal aspirants for the White House
presenting their platforms in half-
hour talks. Vanda feels the pro-
grams are important enough to be
seen by children who one day will
be voting, and will enable the pu-
pils studying history to investigate
it closer range the issues which
determine the election of a Presi-
dent.
WCAU-TV will actually carry the

program twice weekly: Sunday at

5 p. m. for adult viewers, and Fri-
day at 10 a. m. for the in-school
kinescope showing. Idea has re-

ceived whole-hearted endorsement
of city’s educational leaders, in
public, parochial and private
schools, as well as from college
heads in the section.

NBC Names Frank Young

As Jo Dine Successor
Frank Young, formerly with

NBC’s public relations department,
has been upped to the post of press
department director, succeeding Jo
Dine, who resigned to join the
Frederic W. Ziv Co. as publicity
chief.

Young was a feature writer and
editor at one time with United
Press and was first press chief for
the N. Y. Daily News’ TV outlet,
WPIX. NBC press department, in-

cidentally, feted Dine with a bow-
out party Thursday afternoon (17)

Waring Set for ’52-53
General Electric this week re-

pacted CBS-TV’s “Fred Waring
show” for next season, thereby re-
futing reports that it was seeking
a replacement. It had been rumored
that GE was anxious to see results
of the TV version of “Information
Please,” which will take over as
Waring’s summer replacement, be-
fore making up its mind for next
fall.

Under terms of the new
with Waring, who recently s
his fourth year on CBS und<
sponsorship, he’ll do his last
this season June 22. “Info P
will then take over for the
mer. with Waring and his Pe
vanians crew returning Set
? r m’ ,

Nvllicl1 " as recently cul
a full hour lo a half-hour, is
fMindnv nights at 9.

By HTJBBELL ROBINSON, Jr,

(CBS-TV Program Veepee)
<

« • 1

* The following are extracts of an
address delivered by CBS-TV pro-

gram veepee Hubbell Robinson, Jr.,

before a group of J. Walter Thomp-
son agency executives last week. It

is significant to the trade in gen-

eral because of the major role

played by Robinson in formulating

program patterns that have par-

,

layed CBS-PV into a new sphere
j

of .importance during the past year,

and because of its realistic ap-

praisal of TV in the advertising
\

economy of the nation. i

When the story of television is

!

written, it will be the story of min-

1

utes, monej/ and men. Obviously,
j

for purposes of practical discus-:

sion, that is an over-simplification.

Nevertheless, those are the fac-

tors that will determine how the

story is written, how .successfully

it is written and the kind of value
television, as an advertising me-
dium, will offer your clients in par-

ticular and all our clients in gen-
eral.

Here are some of the things we
are concerning ourselves with in

each of those areas.

As to minutes, there is, of

course, the immediate problem as

to what unit of time can be most
productive.
Can the hour show, with Its high

cost for time and Its inevitably

high dollar commitment in terms
of talent, draw enough circulation

to be affordable?

Will the half-hour show force the
hour out of business as it did, to
all intents and purposes, in radio?

Will the 15-minute unit require
a three to five times a week fre-

quency to be efficient and to build
a steady viewing habit?
And, of course, to get down to

specific periods of time, everybody

DuMont to Expand

'Sheen Treatment'
DuMont network, together with

leaders of the Protestant and Jew-
ish faiths, are currently seeking
clergymen of those religions to be
featured in weekly half-hour shows.
Programs would be similar in for-
mat to Catholic Bishop Fulton J.

Sheen’s “Life Is Worth Living,”
currently aired Tuesday nights on
DuMont.
Web spokesmen this week de-

.nied reports that the Protestants
and Jews had demanded equal
time each week with that given
Bishop Sheen. They claimed they
had held the idea of building a
show around representatives of

j

each faith before the bishop’s
show preemed, and said the only I

factor stalling such a procedure
was the difficulty encountered by
the Protestants and Jews to find
the right speaker. Once that is

accomplished, they said, it will be
“only fair” to give them equal
time.

Web pointed out that its Sunday
night “Week in Religion” show de-
votes equal time to all three faiths.
Bishop Sheen, incidentally, left
over the weekend for a four-week
trip to Europe. His Tuesday
night shows were filmed in ad-
vance for screening during his ab-
sence.

Lardner Out as N.Y. Post

Columnist; No Sub Set
Rex Lardner, radio-tele colum-

nist of the • N. Y. Post, has re-
signed. The daily has not yet set a
replacement, and may not fill the
vacancy until the fall.

Lardner bowed out on the issue
of more money, with the column
not bringing in the expected coin
through syndication. He had also
been working at the New Yorker
mag in the “Talk of the Tqwn” de-
partment, and continues on the
weekly. Last piece in the Post
was in the weekend edition (20).

Before Lardner took over last
year, the Post had been without
a radio-tele column for two years,
after its economy firing of Paul
Denis. After Lardner was inked,
Denis brought up the matter of
the American Newspaper Guild’s
preferential re-hiring clause, which
resulted in his getting a cash set-
tlement after arbitration proceed-
ings.

to
wants a time period sandwiched
between two powerful attractions

and competing with a puny one.

How to Control Costs

In the money area, the obvious
question in all our minds is how
can w? control costs so that tele-

vision, admitting its enormous po-

tential in the selling and distri-

bution scheme, can deliver view-

ers 'and circulation at a cost per
thousand that can keep it competi-

tive?
To take another aspect of it,

how can we continue to provide
programming which can be com-
petitive and still be a- good value
for the advertiser who'is in the me-
dium range in terms of budget,
rather than a giant?
When it comes to men, where

are the creative ^brains and Imagi-
nation whose contribution must
be the ultimate answer to whether
or not these problems are to be
met successfully?

-In a moment, we are going to

try to give you our blue-print or
drawingboard thoughts on some
answers, but I would like to state

first one conviction which is ' the
basic anchor of our approach to

television. Recognizing the need
for the best available in terms of

facilities — stations, transmitters,

cameras, technical equipment, etc.

—we still believe that the price-

less ingredient is the creative abil-

ity of the men who can conceive
and execute entertainment attrac-

tions which -will deliver circulation.

In the days when show business
had no connection with the manu-
facturing business of our nation,
the ability) to attract the public was
Called boxoffice. Boxoffice and
circulation are synonyms in 1952
and, as nearly as we can see, are
likely to continue that way through
most of our working lives.

The showman’s job is immensely
complicated by this marriage. He

People Are Expensive
Hollywood, April 22.

This might well be para-
phrased “actor bites sponsor.”
At a time when radio budgets
are revised only one way, John
Guedel startles the trade with
announcement of a 10% in-

crease for - Art Linkletter’s
“People Are Funny” next sea-

' son, Mars Candy tilted the tab
and contract is firm for 39
weeks.

Show has been rated corflsist-

ently with the leaders and to
keep the spot warm, CBS will
play back the best tapes, sans
commercials, while “Link” is

on hiatus.

Lotsa Hot Items

On CBS Agenda

For Summer Video
While final returns aren’t yet in,

CBS-TV thinks that it will have to
find a new show for only one half-
hour evening slot this summer’.
That’s the Thursday night at 8
period alternate weeks, on which
Ronson is checking off with its
Peter Lind Hayes-Mary Healy
“Star of the Family.” Web other-
wise believes that most of its pres-
ent bankrolled will stay on the
air, with most retaining their pres-
ent shows.

Five bankrolled to date have set
plans for summer replacements.
These include American Tobacco,
which will bankroll “Lucky Clues”
in place of “This Is Show Busi-
ness”; R. J. Reynolds, with “Panto-
mime Quiz” subbing “My Friend
Irma”; Westinghouse, with its
“Summer Theatre” to replace
“Studio One”; General Electric,
with “Information Piease” to re-
place the Fred Waring show, and
Alcoa, with “Draw to Win” vice
“See It Now.”
Burns and Allen show, bank-

rolled by Carnation Milk on an al-
ternate week basis with “Star of
the Family,” is already set to re-
main through the summer. And
B. F. Goodrich, which has parted
to pick up B&A on the rotating
Thursdays starting in the fall, will
ride through the summer with its
Sunday night “Celebrity Time.”

Other bankrolled are setting
their summer plans this week.
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now has to create attractions which
will not only

.
please enormous

masses of the public but if he is

our kind of showman—the kind of

showman who can be useful to you
and your clients—he must also cre-

ate entertainment which provides
a proper and effective climate for
selling^merchandise. ‘

,

No Crystal-Balling

When we were given the oppor-
tunity to come here and talk to

you today, it was suggested that

we make the subject of our discus-

sion “The Future of Television Pro-
gramming.” I wish I were able to

give you some hard and fast bench
marks as to what the future is.

Frankly, I can’t. What I can give

you are certain basic principles

and rules which we believe in,

grounded in our experience • and
what I can only describe as our
cumulative judgment.

In the first place, let me say
that we do not believe that there is

any surefire formula for success.

One. of the outstanding character-

istics of the entertainment business

is that it is a great upsetter of for-

mulae. Examples are ready at hand
almost anywhere you want to look.

For example, Rodgers Sc Ham-
merstein created what seems like

a formula for the Broadway musi-

cal stage. Basically, the formula
seems to be a play that is basically

and indigenously American with a

rural setting and a treatment char-

acterized by gentleness and taste.

“Oklahoma” fathered the formula.
In “The King and I” they made

an abrupt departure from Amer-
ica—about as abrupt as you can get

—but the other ingredients they
kept.

And, yet, today, one of the great

reigning hits on Broadway not only

defies that formula but another of

show business’s first principles

—

(Continued on page 26)

Major Candidates’

TV Free-for-All
Majority of the candidates for

the Presidency will go before tele-

vision cameras on the same plat-

form on May 1, with ABC-TV
picking up the event at the League
of Women Voters convention. P.
Lorillard will bankroll the ABC
telecast, in the 8-9 p.m. period.
Taking part in the program and

answering questions from the dis-

taff citizens will be Senators
Estes Kefauver and Robert Kerr,
Governor Earl Warren and ex-
Governor Harold Stassen. Paul

.

Hoffman will represent Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower. Replies to
the invitation have not yet been
received from Senators Robert A.
Taft and Richard Russell.
NBC radio will carry a portion of

the quizzing of the candidates,
which is being handled iff' coopera-
tion with Life mag. NBC will air

the show at 10:35-11 p.m. May 1,

immediately following Life’s Rob-
ert Montgomery gabcast. NBC and
Life some weeks back had effected
the tieup with the League of
Women Voters to promote the
Montgomery capsule commentary
series. Film was produced with
Montgomery for use in various
cities as the LWV conducts a poll
on issues on which the candidates
are to be queried. These meet-
ings are being held in leading de-
partment stores, with local NBC
affiliates participating.

It’s believed to be the first time
since the famed Lincoln-Douglas
debates that the Presidential con-
tenders are being brought face-to-
face to spiel on their platforms.

Irene Dunne TV Series

For Schlitz Bows May 30
Contracts were signed this week

for Schlitz to sponsor the Edward
Lewis series of half-hour telepix
starring Irene Dunne. Deal is for
26 pictures to start May 30 on
“Schlitz Playhouse of Stars.”
Brewer, through the Lennen &
Mitchell agency, is paying $17,500
per film for telecast on CBS.

Choice of the Lewis series was
made by Nick Keesely, L & M
veepee in charge of radio and tele-
vision, who passed weeks in Hol-
lywood inspecting most of the com-
pleted telepix series and pilots.
Playhouse has been done live from
N. Y., having recently been

|

trimmed from an hour to 30 min-
1 utes.

Newsweek (or Chi

Political Spread
ABC and ABC-TV, which pacted

veteran radio newsman Paul W
White as managing editor of its
coverage of the Democratic and
Republican presidential conven-
tions, has made a tieup with News-
week for exclusive airing of the
mag’s staffers during the nomi-

: nanting conclaves, according to
ABC v.p. Thomas Velotta.
The ABC coverage, which is be-

ing bankrolled by Admiral Corp.,
will be. augmented by Ernest K.
Lindley, chief of the newsweekly’s
D. C. bureau; Kenneth Crawford,
national affairs editor; Raymond
Moley, contributing editor; Chet
Shaw, exec editor, and Sam Shaffer
and Vera Clay, Washington staff-
ers. They’ll be seen and heard
on the AM and TV web, as indi-
vidual gabbers and on panel shows.

White, who’ll serve as “manag-
ing editor” for the ABC convention
reportage, is program manager of
KFMB, San Diego, and executive
editor of KFMB and KFMB-TV.
He was one of the pioneers in radio
news-special events and was news
director for CBS in New York for
13 years until 1946. That was in
the colorful days when CBS’ White
and NBC’s Abe Schechter (now
overseeing NBC-TV’s “Today”
strip) were competing hotly for
news scoops.

White, who authored one of the
standard textbooks on radio news,
was given a three-month leave by
John Ai Kennedy, owner of the
San Diego outlets, to take the ABC
assignment.
ABC’s coverage is being super-

vised by Velotta with John Madi-
gan, news-special events director

for ABC-TV, directing video opera-
tions and Donald Coe,' news-special
events director for the AM web,
handing the radio side. Web will

use its full stable of gabbers, in-

cluding John Daly, Drew Pearson,
George Sokolsky, Elmer Davis,

Quincy Howe, Bryson Rash, Bert
Andrews, Martin Agronsky, Mary
Margaret McBride, Pauline Fred-
erick, Leo Cherne, Gunner Back,
Ted Malone, among others.

Gen. Mills’ Long-Range

Spot Deals on Wheaties;

Discount Beefs Continue
General Mills, which is just

starting its 1952 summer Wheaties
saturation spot campaign, is al-

ready trying to line up stations for

next year. Knox Reeves ad agency
has sent out letters to stations ask-

ing for a “regular first refusal

clause.”
Letter adds, however, “the terms

and conditions of any future cam-
paign would again have to be
worked out.” Stations are asked
to accept an agreement giving

Knox Reeves first refusal for a

similar Wheaties spot campaign in

1953, with the agency having until

next March 1 to decide.
GM deal continues to stir ire of

stations and the National Assn, of

Radio & Television Station Rep-
resentatives, which objected to

GM’s demand for a 50% discount
from the one-time daytime rate,

although 80% of the one-minute
spots -would be aired in evening
time.

WHOM-FM PREMIERES

'LET’S TALK TURKEY’
WHOM-FM, the Fortune Pope-

owned adjunct of WHOM, N. Y.,

which innovated the first Chinese
disk jockey show about a year
ago, has just chalked up another
“first” in Gotham programming.
New one, which preemed last

night (Tuesl), is an all-Turkish
prqgram conducted by R. Oguz
Turkkan, instructor of Turkish
languages and history at Colum-
bia U.
Program, which will feature

Turkish and Oriental music as well

as special Turkish features and
news, is being slanted toward the
90,000 Greeks and Turks with an
understanding of the language. It

is slotted in the 7 to 8 p.m. seg-
ment.

In addition to its Chinese and
Turkish programs, WHOM-FM also

features shows for Swiss Germans,
Ukrainians and Russians.
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COLGATE’STRIENDOR PRODUCER?
TV ‘Guinea Pigs’

Sponsors are becoming increasingly alarmed ^over the mounting
costs of TV commercials, which now run about $5,000 to $6,000

'

per one-minute filmed sequence.
Colgate; which siphons a considerable portion of its TV appro- .

priation toward its multi-product commercials, has decided on a
policy of “out-of-town” tryouts, using college students as “guinea
pigs,” before sinking such coin into actual filming of the commer-
cials.

Colgate is presently canvassing universities equipped with out-
standing amateur drama and film laboratory students, with Colgate
sending out crews who will enlist student support for campus ex-
periments^

Texaco Show Only Hiatus on NBC-TV

As Sponsors Cling to Franchised
^BC-TV, training its sights on

the best summer business in its

history, will probably have only

Milton Berle’g Tuesday night at

eight hour to fill in its evening
time during the usual hiatus pe-

riod. Rush of sponsors to buy in

for the summer in order to protect

their time franchises and with no
cost-sharing by the web disproves

recent reports that sponsors .are

ditching TV in droves because of

mounting costs.

This fact was emphasized by
Edward D. Madden, NBC-TV sales

and operations veepee. Referring
specifically to recent stories in the

consumer press, which claimed,

Madden said, that TV has “pro*

gressed from diapers do dotage in

five years,” he said the NBC busi-

ness record proves the stories are

not true. “NBC,” he declared,

“has hung out the SRO shingle for

its nighttime periods and expects

this to be true next fall as well.”

In addition to Berle, some of the

web’s other name talent will take

a vacation, such as Red Skelton,

but the sponsors will remain on
the air with replacements. On
Sundays, Colgate will stay with

“Big Payoff” as “Comedy Hour” re-

placement. Goodyear and Philco

will continue with their same “TV
Playhouse” and Procter & Gamble
Is expected to have a sub for Skel-

ton. “Voice of Firestone” is stay-

ing Monday nights, Ennds remains

with “Lights Out” and both John-

son’s Wax and Lucky Strike will

hold their alternate hours for a

modified “Robert Montgomery Pre-

sents,” with Montgomery continu-

ing through the summer as pro

ducer-.

With Berle out on Tuesdays for

the summer, P&G is retaining its

“Fireside Theatre” and Armstrong
is continuing its “Circle Theatre.”

(Continued on page 33)

By GEORGE ROSEN
Although Colgate has not com-

mitted itself as yet to a renewal

of the high-budgeted NBC-TV Sun-

day night “Comedy' Hour” for the
’52-’53 season, with various coin-

production angles still to be re-
solved, the bankroller’s return may
hinge on some demands that would
have a far-reaching effect on the
packaging of such major program
entries.

Colgate, which has a $6,000,000
annual investment in the hour
show (time, program and cost of
commercials), is unhappy over the
existing “packaging” policy on the
rotating programming components,
whereby the bracketing of. stars

and producers has become compul-
sory. Colgate wants to break up
this relationship, feeling that it’s

both harmful to the star and the
program generally.

Colgate has notified NBC-TV
that it wants a reshuffling, right
down the line, on the basis that In

most cases the producer's relation-

ship with the star is so close, and
predicated on such friendship, that

invariably the star is producing
the show, and the producer is re-

duced to a status where his contri-

bution is practically nil.

Colgate takes the position that it

has no desire to wrest program-pro-
duction control away from the net-

work. It also recognizes the merits

and talents of a Manning Ostroff

or an Ernest. Glucksman, who, re-

spectively, produce the Eddie Can-
tor and Martin & Lewis segments
of the “Comedy Hour.” But Col-

Colgate has inked “The Big Pay- gate feels that the producer-star

off” as summer replacement for relationship on these, as well as

its “Comedy Hour” on NBC-TV its other shows, is such that the

Sundays at 8-9 p.m. Sponsor will best interests of Colgate and “Com-
spend $20,000 weekly for the quiz- edy Hour” are no longer being

audience participationer, which served.

will be augmented with vaudeo ‘Misdemeanors’ Highlighted
elements. Situation was brought to a head

Bantooller wiU utilize a strong couple weeks back when the Ab-
giveaway angle, with about $25,000 b tt £ Costello segment of “Com-
worth of prizes to be given away d Hour.. was showcased. Some
weekly. Men will get autos and

f
*
th material on the show, con-

women will get mink coats as jack-
sidered by the cilent in question.

pot prizes. Male contestants will
bj taste, provoked considerable

be trying for femme clothes and
m#11 protest and even some news-

distaffeis will be competing for
papel. editorials. It is Colgate’s

mens togs to give their spouses
contention that the producer, be-

So Who’* Censoring?
Well-known show on CBS-

‘ TV skedded a discussion series
on the problem of censorship.
When the producers sought
someone frbm legit to discuss
the problem of censorship in
the theatre, an actor now
starring on Broadway was
suggested.
“Oh, no,” said the producers,

“we can’t use him. He’s in

“Red Channels.’ ” So the star
was censored.

No Arthur Murray

Dance for Colgate;

‘Big Payoff* Wins

or friends.
cause of his intimate relationship

“Payoff,” a Walt Framer pack- £ comedy team was reii
e, is currently aired on NBC-TV ™lth

“V
e ^omeay team, was ren

Wile May Shift To

Coast for NBC-TV
Fred Wile, Jr., NBC-TV veepee

and key aide to TV chieftain Syl-

vester L. (Pat) Weaver, may shift

to the Coast to head up the Holly-

wood video programming opera-
tion. Wile himself, it’s known,
would like to throw in his lot with
the Coast setup, although Weaver
would prefer that he stay berthed
in Gotham’s Radio City, close to

the administrative-agency maneu-
vering.

Wile is currently in Hollywood
on programming matters, though
only for a two-week stay. In the
event he shifts, it would probably
be in the fall. NBC’s only com-
ment: “Could be.”

( Continued on page 27

)

MutualChangesIts

Mind on Antell Biz

Cantor Decides Against

Radio for Welch’s Wine
Eddie Cantor will not do a radio

show for Welch’s Wine, feeling that

it would be best to divorce his en-

tertainment activities from the
financial interest he has in the
firm. His radio show for Philip
Morris winds up at the end of the
season.

Comic Is currently on a blood
donor tour for the Red Cross. He’ll
do his one-man shows for those

Kukla’ to Regain Man’s Estate As

%-Hr. Show; Capsule Size Losing Out

‘ . for $250,000,000
Washington, April' 22,

The time has arrived when
we may look forward to inter-

national television, David-
son Taylor, general produc-
tion exec, NBC-TV, told the

American Society of Newspa-
per Editors here Saturday (19).

He estimated ,that 24 nations

will have TV’ service by the

end of 1952 and that there will

be 40 TV countries within five

yearj.‘

With standards which per-

mit interchange of live and
film programs, Taylor said, it

will be possible to have a west-

ern hemisphere network em-
bracing Canada, U. S., Mex-
ico, Cuba, Puerto Rico and
Brazil.

He estimated it would cost

$250,000,000 to establish such
a hemispheric network.

Cuba, Mexico Into

NBC-TV Affiliate

age
cross-the-board at 3-3:30 p.m., with
Colgate picking up the tab for the
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
editions.

NBC-TV has lined up an even
larger complement of outlets for

“Payoff,” 61 markets, than “Com-
edy” has had. Quizzer will start

June 22 with “Comedy” returning
second week in September/

For a while last week it looked Mutual’s billings, which have
as though Colgate had effected a been running about 10% ahead of
deal whereby the Arthur Murray last year’s, will get another hike
variety show would go in as re- vIa two purchases by Charles An-
placement. Colgate was set to get

tell( Inc an(j 5. c. Johnson. Pre-
a free ride on the hour show, with viousiy Mutual had decided to re
Murray picking up the $25,000

j ect the Anten biz.

weekly production tab, with Col- A f « hflir Dreoaration outfit

f«

U

C
NBC^TV^^omn^mnent

P
of

which b^il1: lts sales on its televi'

th,e full NBC-TV complement of
s j0ll pitchmen stanzas, is buying all

61 Wn rnl
S

the MGM: Radio Attractions pro-
would have been devoted to Col-

grams on the network available for
gate, with Murray enjoying the - national sponsorship. That means
ferential identity which has al-

a ^otal 0f five airers. The other
ready proven a boom to his dance programs are co-ops. In
studios. addition, Antell is taking over two

Colgate finally nixed the deal,
qUarter-hour strips.

deciding not to slot a vaudeo pres- * ... ... .

entation against another vaudeo Latter, which will be produc d

showcase (Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of specially for the sponsw% will be

nicA fApHnff tlidt bcsHicd by the network flt 9.30
the Town ), ana also reeling mat . . ...

, npr.

Family Via Kines
NBC-TV last week completed

negotiations with Goar Mestre’s

CMQ Cuban network, whereby the

Havana-headquartered chain be-
comes affiliated with NBC video.

Sheldon Hfckox, of NBC-TV station

relations, is currently negotiating
for a similar tieup with Mexico,
although it’s not determined yet

with Emilio Azcarraga’s XEW
likely to get the affiliation nod.

(Azcarraga was in New York last

week, when he was dined by the
NBC brass, suggesting that Azcar-
raga, generally hailed as “Mr. Ra-
dio of Latin America,” is in the fa-

vored spot. ) In years past, Azcar-
raga and NBC had a close working
alliance on Latin America-North
American exchange programming
in radio.

However, the video affiliation in-

volving both Cuba and Mexico will

probably be on a much more am-
bitious scale, with NBC feeding
kinescopes of its top shows to both
countries and sharing in a program
exchange.

Meanwhile CBS-TV this week
signed Romulo O’Farril’s XRTV in

Mexico City as its affiliate for

kinescope pickups.

+ “Kukla, Fran and Ollie,” around

which centered one of the major
TV controversies of the year when
it was trimmed from 30 t6 15 min-

utes last fall, may return to It*

half-hour format. Burr Tillstrom,

owner of the package,
1

is due in

New York from Chicago this week
for huddles with NBC-TV brass to
resolve “Kukla’s” fate next sea-
son. The network has a major
stake in the show, since it has a
long-range commitment with Till-

strom, with the latter being paid
$10,000 a week for the program
on a “play or no play” basis.

Program Is now slotted in the 7
to 7:15 p. m. period cross-the-
board. It has two sponsors, RCA
and National Biscuit Co., both of
whom are scheduled to cancel out
when their contracts expire in a
month. Tillstrom, who vigorously
protested the cutting of the show
to its present quarter-hour size, is

disturbed over the show’s dwin-
dling rating, since It is now out>
ranked by the other program ele-

ments within the 7 to 8 block on
NBC, which include Dinah Shore,
“The GoldBergs” and “Camel News
Caravan.” The RCA and National
Biscuit scheduled bowouts are at-

tributed to the failure of the pro-
gram to attract a bigger audience.

Rather than risk having “Kukla”
on its hands as a sustainer, NBC
will probably yield to Tillstrom’*

demands for restoration of the
half-hour format, but for a once or
twice-a-weejc showcasing, instead of
its long career as a cross-the-board
show. Specifically, NBC has in

mind making it a weekend (Sati

urday and/or Sunday) attraction,

figuring that a Sunday afternoon
berth will virtually pre-guarantee
a sponsor.

the major payoff would accrue to

Murray rather than Colgate.

Bergen East for Huddles

"ho have donated a pint of blood, during the yeai.

10 a.m. daily, with the stations per

mitted to transcribe then) for re-

broadcast later, between 8 a.m. and

6 p.m. in one case and 8 a.m.-ll

p.m. In the other instance. Airers

started yesterday (Tuejs.) and will

^ "
-Rprtrpn slated to arrive continue until the end of June,

in N. Y. from the Coast tomorrow Agency is Television Advertising

(Thurs.) for huddles with CBS Associates.
.

brass to finalize his plans for next Johnson's Wax is backing Pee-

season. While Coca-Cola has check- Wee Reese, Brooklyn Dodgers

ed out as his radio sponsor, it’s shortstop, m a Saturday afternoon

expected that he’ll continue in the baseball gab session to start Satur-

same Sunday night spot if the web day. (26). He’ll spiel on diamond

finds another sponsor for him. He'll stories and current commentary on

also probably do several TV shows the national pastime. Agency is

Cuba To Ride on Cable?

Havana, April 22.

TV viewers in the Havana area
will probably be watching coaxial

broadcasts directly from New York
within a year, according to a state-

ment made recently by Comman-
der E. F. McDonald, president of

the Zenith Corp.

The cable linking New York to

Miami is expected to be in opera-
tion in July, and then continued to

Key West. When the cable carries

programs to the Keys, atmospheric
conditions in this part of the world
are such that reception should be
relatively easy.

This will probably be both a

blessing and a curse to the Cuban
TV biz which is just starting to

(Continued on page 33)

Needham, Louis & Brorby.

CREAMER EXITS WOR
AFTER 17-YEAR HITCH

Joseph Creamer, sales promotion
and advertising topper for WOR
and WOR-TV, N. Y., Is resigning

from the outlet after 17 years in

the post. Bowout becomes effective

May 1, and after a three-week vaca-

tion Creamer will return to Goth-
am to open his own office.

Creamer created WOR’s ad styl-

ing, which featured unusual old-

fashioned cuts. Replacement hasn’t

been set yet for the post.

Dinah & Sinatra

Bracketing for TV
If present plans materialize,

Frank Sinatra will wind up as a
back-to-back attraction with Dinah
Shore In the Tuesday and Thurs-
day evening segments on NBC-TV.
Miss Shore has already been re-

pacted by Chevrolet for the 7:30-

7:45 petiod next season, with NBC
wrapping up its exclusivity on the
singer last week.

Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding,
whose “Bob and Ray” TV shows
occupies the 7:15-7:30 period on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, are
checking off the show, at their own
request, after the current 13-week
cycle. (NBC is prepping a half-

hour video stanza for the comedy
team next seasdn.)

While NBC is not binding Sin-

atra to a contract, it is currently
negotiating a “pay and; play” deal
with the singer, on the basis that

a Shore-Sinatra bracketing would
be a natural.
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‘STUDIO MINER’ LOOKS

SET FOR WED. NIGHT
It’s now regarded as a certainty

that 'the Kate Smith Wednesday
night (8 to 9) NBC-TV show will

fade at the end of this season’s
cycle, with the network practi-

cally abandoning hopes of trying
to make inroads on the competing
Arthur Godfrey show on CBS-TV.
The Smith program was recent-

ly moved out of the Center The-
atre, N. Y., major showcase for
NBC-TV originations, and installed
in the International Theatre.

While next season’s Wednesday
8 to 9 plans have yet to be re-
solved, it's considered likely that
the new Worthington (Tony) Miner
dramatic show will go into the
period. NBC execs have been pitch-
ing up the hour dratnatib package
to Reynolds Metals, which cur-
rently sponsors half of the Kate
Smith nighttime show.
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Added Costs to Offset New Markets?

Networks and agencies, now that^

they’ve had a chance to think

about the freeze lifting for a week,

aren't at all certain that sponsors

are going to be in a rush to buy

time in the new TV markets open-

ing up. Reason is that they already

have more than half of the coun-

try’s buying power blanketed and

the .added circulation to be made
available simply won’t be worth

the added cost in time costs and

line charges.

Industry execs pointed out that

the 63 markets now operating give

sponsors about 65% coverage of

the total U. S. buying power. Ad
dition of another 35 markets, they

said, would bring the coverage up

to 70%. At that point, however,

in order to gain another 10% cov-

erage, a sponsor would have to buy
another 200-300 markets. And
that’s the point, they said, where.

the added investment won’t be

worth the added cost.

It’s anticipated, of course, that

the networks will attempt to estab-

lish the same type of basic net-

work buys that they now have in

radio, which sponsors will be re-

quested to buy if they’re to get

the particular markets they want.

But the recent state of affairs in

radio has forced the AM webs to

reconsider some of their demands.

As a result, insistent sponsor de-

mands on the basic amount of TV
coverage they want is expected to

influence the nets’ designations of

their basic networks.

Mass Products Users

It’s expected, of course, that

manufacturers of mass products,

such as the food, soap and drug

sponsors, will want to get into as

many markets as they can, provid-

ing the price is right. But, the

webs and agencies believe the

number of these will be no mope
than 15 or 20. Others, including

some of the top-spending advertis-

ers in TV today, "are expected to

go along with their exposure in no

more than a few additional mar-

kets to those they now cover. It’s

pointed out, for example, that

Packard chose to use film (Bing

Crosby Enterprises’ “Rebound”
series) in order to confine its cov-

erage to a specified number of

chosen markets, and other bank-

rollers have followed the same
pattern.

This new reaction on the part

of networks and agencies to the

lifting of the freeze has laid to

rest rumors that the four major

video nets were already in a mad
scramble to line up affiliation deals

for the new channels. Nets, for

their part, realize that few, if any

new stations will take the air be-

fore another year, and they want

to wait to see how the ground lies

before going out to make any af-

filiation pitches. They point out,

in addition, that it would be illegal

for an applicant to sign on with a

network before his application has

•ven been approved by the FCC.

Clients StickTo

That Radio Habit
- Underlining again the renewed
sponsor interest in radio, CBS
sales execs this week revealed that

most of their clients are rushing

the season by finalizing their sum-
mer and fall plans now, instead of

waiting until the traditional end
of May period. Included in the

wrapup is the pacting of Philip

Morris for a new half-hour show
for next fall, to go with its pres

ent “Philip Morris Playhouse.”

John Karol, the web's sales vee-

pee, attributed the sponsors’ rush
to button down their plans at this

time to their desire to hang onto
the franchises they have now and
also to set their talent deals early,

at a time when they can get good
deals. While the lifting of the
TV freeze doesn’t affect radio yet,

Karol predicted that it will in two
or three years, when the first of
the new TV stations take the air
and force an increase in TV time
costs.

Philip Morris will probably slot
its new half-hour Thursday nights,
depending on the type of show it
huys. Karol also pointed to the
number of renewals already set for

(Continued on page 33)

‘Picture* in Sound*
CBS Radio’s James Fassfctt

has developed a new type of

“pictures in sound” to help

illustrate his “Your Invitation

to Music,” which bows in on
CBS May 4 as summer feplace-

ment Sunday afternoons .for

the N. Y. Philharmonic Sym-
phony broadcasts.. Evolved out

of the intermission interviews

he conducted during the Phil-

harmonic pickups, Fassett will

play recorded sounds as back-

ground for his talks.

Opening show, for example,

is a children’s program based

on the musical history of Cen-

tral Park, N. Y. For this one,

Fassett will use sounds of the

carousel, the barking of seals

and bird house calls, while

straight music includes Saints

Saens “Carnival of' the Ani-

mals” and Harl McDonald’s
“Children’s Symphony.” Other
shows will include interviews

with Metro musical chief John-

ny Green on music for films,

with Mme. Serge Koussevitzky,

featuring recordings of the late

conductor’s voice, etc.

WCAU 30th Amu

Also ‘Moving Day’

,
Philadelphia, April 22.

. The 30th anniversary of the

WCAU stations and the opening

of a new radio-TV center will take

place late in May, according to

Donald W.. Thornburgh, president

and general manager.

Final plans for the opening were
announced by Thornburgh (18)

which will entail a transfer from
WCAU’s present midtown location

at 1622 Chestnut St. to the City

Line section in West Philadelphia.

Major construction work has

been completed on the new build-

ing which will provide 100,000

square feet of floor space, approx-

imately double the space in the

Chestnut St. nine-story building.

Functionally designed the new
building’s adaptability to future

expansion will permit trebling its

present studio facilities.

. Thornburgh said the major re-

sult of the transfer will be better

viewing and listening for the mil-

lions of people in the stations’ 53-

county coverage.

‘Treason’ Author Sez

Civil Liberties Union

Took Too Many Liberties

Ralph de Toledano, co-author
(with Victor Lasky) of “Seeds of

Treason,” is taking exception to

the inclusion of his name in an
anti-“blacklist” complaint filed

with the FCC by the American
Civil Liberties Union.

Since the publication of “Red
Channels” and the Jean Muir case,

de Toledano wrote to Variety the

ACLU has been “actively and vo-

ciferously Involved in the fight to

thrust Communists, pro-Commu-
nists and fellow travelers down the
throats of the broadcasters.” He
also charges that ACLU “remained
strangely silent about the black-
listing and boycotting of the anti-

communist friendly witnesses in

the 1947 House Un-American Ac-
tivities Committee hearings on
Hollywood.” He states that some of

those witnesses “stopped working
abruptly following their testi-

mony. And they have not worked
since.”

44When ACLU was informed last

August that I had been barred

(Continued on page 33)

Reynolds Metals Pacts

PGA Golf Tourney
Reynolds Metals has signed to

sponsor CBS Radio’s pickup of the

finals in the 34th annual PGA golf

tournament, buying the 7:30 to 7:45

p.m. slot June 24. Tournament is

slated to be played at the Big

Spring Country. Club, Louisville,-

June 16-24.

Since It’s impossible to predict

in advance exactly when the tour-

nament will end, * CBS' Radio’s

sports chief, John Derr, who will

[produce and narrate tbfe pickup,

has also scheduled two sustaining

quarter-hour pickups and a group
of taped play-by-play accounts.

RWG Adds CBS

To Strike Threat;

Com! Fee Snarl

Radio Writers Guild has added
CBS to the networks—NBC and
ABC—against which it may strike,

and has warned the webs that news
and continuity writers will have
the “full support” of free-lance

scripters if the staff writers are

“forced to walk out.”

A key issue is the RWG demand
for commercial fees for staff news
writers who turn out scripts for

commercial shows. The union main-
tains that such commercial fees are

given to other crafts, such as actors-

and directors. It adds that the

webs charge bankrollers a fee for

scripts on sponsored shows but

“don’t pass the coin on to the

writers.”
At first the Columbia staffers

were lukewarm to the walkout
idea, feeling that they wouldn’t

benefit from the commercial fee

clause. However, after a member-
ship meeting on Thursday (17)

night and confabs on Friday and
Monday, the CBS group decided

that the commercial fee setup

would benefit them too.

RWG said the Authors League
of America, its parent body, has
set up a strike committee, compris-

ing president Rex Stout, Erik Bar-

nouw and John Hersey, with at-

torney Arthur Garfield Hays as

consultant. This committee has
authority to “request” withholding
of all AM and TV scripts to the

three networks, where contractual

restrictions do not exist. Addition-

ally, the union said 200 volunteers

have been signed for picket duty.

Negotiations, which have lasted

six months, were terminated two
weeks ago over the issues of com-
mercial fees for newswriters and
literary rights for staff continuity

writers. Latter want full owner-
ship and sales rights on material
written on their own time.

RWG eastern v.p. Ira Marion
said the guild doesn't want to

strike but that it is being “forced
by the adamant position of the net-

works.” J. R. Mandelbaum, U. S.

commissioner of conciliation, is

trying to head off the walkout.

ALCOA’S ‘HOT KINE’

FOR COAST ‘SEE IT’

With Alcoa’s “See It Now” moved
into the Sunday night at 6:30 slot

on CBS-TV, the sponsor henceforth
will have a “hot kine” lensed each
week on the Coast to service west-
ern stations. Move means that
viewers in those markets will see
the show at 8:30, their time, rather
than at 3:30, which would be the
case if the show were aired live

on the Coast.
New move costs Alcoa an addi-

tional $875 per week, including
$600 for use c£ the transcontinental
networking facilities for a half-

hour and $275 for the kine. Under
the setup, the kine will be lensed
in Hollywood and fed from there
at 8:30 p.m. Pacific time to KNXT,
Los Angeles; KPIX, San Francisco,
and KSL-TV, Salt Lake City.

Iron Curtain TV Web?
*

Washington, April 22.

An Iron Curtain television network appears to be in the making,
on the basis of reports received here from Europe.
Word from Berlin is that Russia, Poland, Czechslovakia, Hun-

gary, Roumania and the commie zone of Germany, are working
on a deal for cooperation and regular ex^.nge of pro-
grams in video. However, there is very little video yet behind
the Iron Curtain, so that the web will be at least a couple of years'
in the planning and preparation stage.

Wedbieida^ April 23, 1952

Philadelphia, April 22.

For tfie first time in history of local press and radio, and pos-
sibly throughout the country, an advertiser bought two full pages
in Sunday Inquirer to run radio schedule for week as an advertise-
ment surrounding copy for his product,

American Broadloom Carpet Co, has picked up the tab for
publishing week’s radio schedule, which used to he regular feature
of Inquirer, but was dropped with rise of television. Inquirer now
prints only TV schedule for full week and Sunday radio program.
Carpet firm has contracted for steady run of week’s radio time-
table, but how steady will depend on response from ad.

Under two eight column headings “American Broadloom Carpet
Co; present this week’s radio- programs for Philadelphia and New
York” the log runs across pages 8 and 9 in news section. No
figures would be given out at the newspaper, nor would costs be
divulged. Contract rate for Sunday Inquirer advertisements runs
about $2,500 per page, which means carpet company is picking up
approximate $5,000 weekly tariff to restore radio, log to reading
public.

Discontinuance of radio log from paper has obviated any chance
of conflict between editorial rooms and advertising department.
No comment could be obtained at Inquirer as to whether or not
weekly TV log was available for advertiser, heads of advertising
department both being absent yesterday.
American Broadloom is planning to hold on to radio log for sev-

eral months, according to unofficial reports. Firm expects to run
double page spread for several Sundays, before full impact is

•felt in sales promotion of product.

Tele Seen as Aid to Newspapers,

Boosting Sales, Copy, Readership

Blue Shirt Era
Washington, April 22.

Television may have an im-

pact on the shirts worn, at the

party conventions this .year,

which may be known as the

“blue shirt” conventions,

Theodore Koop, CBS Washing-
ton public affairs chief, told

the American Society of News*
paper Editors here Saturday
(19). Koop explained that “pol-

iticians have discovered that

white shirts don’t go well on
television” and that blue is

much better.

Koop estimated the network
pool to cover the conventions
will cost $250,000. CBS, he
said will have about 250 people
in Chicago to cover the two
eyents,' which will have a po-
tential- TV audience of 60,000,-

000.

Denver to Tap

TV (or Politicos

Denver, April 22.

Although without a. television

station of their own, Denver citi-

zens will get a peek at the video
coverage of the Presidential nomi-
nating. conventions to be held in
July In Chicago. At least those
Denverites that can be crowded
into the Empire Room of the Shir-
ley Savoy Hotel, that is, will be
able to view the event, thanks to
the joint effort of radio stations
KLZ and KOA.
The two stations have received

an okay to tap the westbound
micro-relay for a closed circuit
feed of the telecast to sets that
will be installed in the Empire
Room. The showings will be cuffo
public service affairs, with the cost
borne by the stations and city’s

TV set distributors.

Denver is one of the largest
cities still without video and its

channel applicants are figured to
get an early nod from the FCC
once the actual allocations get un-
der way. The convention tele-
casts, therefore, will serve to spark
additional interest in the medium.
Working out details of the proj-

ect are Hugh B. Terry, v.p. and
general manager of KLZ (CBS af-
filiate) and Charles C. Bevis, Jr.,

general manager of KOA (NBC-
owned and operated).

Canada Honors Cooke
Toronto, April 22.

Because of his contributions to
racial understanding and his
humanitarian services irrespective
of creed, Jack Kent Cooke, owner
of CKEY, Toronto, will receive the
annual Canadian “Brotherhood”
silver plaque in Beth Sholem
Synagog here April 28.

Attending the prior dinner will
be Premier Frost, Mayor Allan
Lamport of Toronto, and notables
of all faiths. Cooke is also presi-
dent of the Maple Leafs baseball
club; publisher of Liberty maga-
zine.

Washington, April 22.

Television.'gives promise of help-
ing .rather than hurting newspaper
circulation, by providing new
fields of interest for readers
through programs they view on
their sets. And newspapers can
capitalize on these new-found in-
terests of TV viewers by giving
their readers more Information
about them.

«

Speaking at a panel on the im-
pact of .TV on newspapers before
the American Society of Newspa-
per Editors here Saturday (19),

Wallace . Lomoe of the Milwaukee
Journal, which owns WTMJ-TV,
said the Journal has found that
“avid viewers can also become
avid readers.”

He said the Journal has never
considered Its TV station as a"
Hews competitor, although the me-
dium has more impact on the view-
er than radio ever had, particular-
ly when it comes to the details of
the news. And the medium, he ob-
served, acts as a check on the
newspaper’s accuracy, because it

gives the viewer opportunity to see
the news in the making. Thus, TV
requires that “you have to report
better than ever,” he said.

Lomoe said the Journal’s experi-
ence proved great interest in news
about TV and that the press serv-

ices are “sometimes lax” in cover-
ing developments.
He said the Journal has found

that TV has brought new readers
of sports news, as a result of in-

terest created by wrestling and
boxing programs. As a result, he
said, the Journal has found it val-

uable to devote special stories to
acquaint women with information
about these sports,

Similarly, he said, the interest

created by forum programs has
caused the Journal to give de-

tailed coverage to such events.

The Atlanta Journal, its editor,

Wright Bryan, pointed out, carries

a feature of interest to high school

(Continued on page 26)

No Job Bias In

RCA, Sez Folsom
Washington, April 22.

RCA president Frank M. Folsom
told a Senate committee last week
that there is no discrimination in

employment policies at NBC or any
other RCA subsidiary and that the
Corporation has found that these
policies pay off.

Testifying before a subcommittee
of the Senate Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare, Folsom said

that following the appointment of

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, in 1941 to the
President’s Committee on Fair Em-
ployment Practices, a directive was
issued to all RCA executives which
eliminated from employment ap-
plication forms any questions re-

lating to race, religion or color.

Folsom said that NBC “follows

and affirmative program of provid-

ing opportunity for all minority
groups and all varieties of posi-

(Continued on page 26)
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*60001 Boy, Watch It’

Columbus, April 22.

Oliver J. Dragon, of “Kukla, Fran and Ollie,” attired in stiff

shirt front and white tie, stretched his long neck and opened his

red plush mouth before 500 at the Ohio “Institoot” banquet,

rowdily discussing “The Education and Cultural Possibilities of

Television.” For 30 minutes he regaled his audience with a
dragon’s-eye view of educational TV,

After nearly 15 minqtes of solid laughter from his viewers Ollie

slyly suggested that “when your kids get your feet wet you might
dip into show business, with your programs and put a little tinsel

on them.” He mugged constantly for Life photog, severely called

down a distinguished personage at the speaker’s table for scraping

his chair, suggested that “you kids have a UHF tag day to raise

money” for stations, sang his TV national anthem, “All Hail, Tele-

vision,” and wound up with a technical ditty called “Boom Boy,
Watch It.”

Kukla only appeared now and then to get Ollie back on the

track of discourse and to sing a folk song.

Carmen Dragon, whom Ollie supposed was “Uncle Dorchester’s

long lost cousin,” conducted a synthesized sample of Standard
Oil of California's 25-year-old “The Standard Hour” and “Standard
School Broadcast” with Eileen Christie and Charles Harmon as

soloists.

NewUHFChannel for N.Y.MayBecome

First Foreip-Language TV Outlet

New ultra-high frequency com-4- —

Walker Warns Educl Broadcasters

TheyVe Only Won First (TV) Round

mercial television channel allo-

cated to the N. Y. metropolitan

area may become the first foreign-

language video outlet in the coun-

try. WHOM and WOV, both N.Y.
radio indies specializing in Ital-

ian language broadcasts, revealed

plans this week to bid for the

channel, No. 31, and it’s antici-

pated that if either gets the FCC
nod, it will air foreign-language

TV shows.
First to put in a bid for the out-

let was WNYC, N. Y.’s munici-

pally-owned radio station. Latter

had planned to file originally for

the non-commercial, educational

channel allocated N. Y., but was
precluded from doing so pn the

grounds that it does not represent

an educational institution. Sey-
mour N. Siegel, WNYC director,

has stated, however, that the TV
station will be operated on the*

same non-commercial basis as

WNYC if it wins out.

WOV, owned by Ralph Weil,

concentrates exclusively on Ital-

ian-language broadcasts. Station,

revealing its plans yesterday
(Tues.) to bid for the channel,
noted that it had been laying the

groundwork for a TV operation for

two years, and will be prepared
from both a financial and organi-
zation standpoint to put the TV
outlet on the air. Station said it

would provide a service to N. Y.
viewers “not now available,” indi-

cating it plans to specialize in

shows pitched to the Italian popu-
lation. Station also noted that it

has been producing films in both
Italy and Germany for TV use,

some of which have already been

(Continued on page 33)

Lotsa Fur to Fly

On 4A’s Merger
Resolution for the Associated

Actors & Artistes of America to
accept the proposed American Fed-
eration of Television & Radio Art-
ists’ constitution is expected to pro-
voke sharp controversy at the 4A’s
meeting Friday (25). Discussion
was to have been held last Thurs-
day (17)

, but was postponed to this
Week.
The proposed constitution was

endorsed overwhelmingly in two
referendums conducted last month
by American

. Federation of Radio
Artists and Television Authority.
Both organizations want to merge
on July i, provided that the five
eastern branches of the 4A’s
haven’t gotten together on a board
jherger by that time. However,
both Actors Equity and American
'juild of Variety Artists have been
vocal in opposing the AFRA-TVA
get-together.

Meanwhile, labor relations spe-

ttpt
s *rom two universities,

ulla and ‘Cornell, have been prep-
Pjhg an outline for a five-branch
blending.

Who I. WHOM?
Plans of WOV and WHOM,

both N.Y. radio indies,- to file

for the ultra-high frequency
TV channel allocated the N.Y.
area almost resulted in the
same Washington law firm rep-
resenting two contestants for
the same ‘video outlet. The
Cohn-Marks firm now reps
both stations, with Marcus
Cohn handling WHOM and
Leonard Marks handling WOV.
WOV said yesterday (Tues.),

however, that it will appoint a
new firm to handle its appli-
cation in the competitive FCC
hearings anticipated for the
channel.

Coy Stake 75G

In KOB Setup;

50G Salaries

Washington, April 22.

Former FCC chairman Wayne
Coy will put up $75,000 to acquire

his 50% interest in stations KOB
and KOB-TV in Albuquerque,

N.M., according to the transfer ap-

plication filed with the FCC yes-
terday (21).

Through an involved series of
transactions, 'in which Time, Inc.,

buys the stations for $900,000, then
transfers property for $450,000 to

a subsidiary, Michigan Square
Bldg. Corp., which leases assets to

the operating company, Coy winds
up as an equal partner with Time.
Coy is raising half the $75,000

amount by selling his residence in

Washington for $43,000 and bor-
rowing the remainder from the
Chase National Bank, N.Y., using
his stock as collateral.

Coy will receive $20,000 a year
as president and general manager
of the stations, in addition to $24,-

000 annually as TV consultant to

Time. His wife, Grace, will be sec-

retary of the company. Other di-

rectors, besides the Coys, will be
Arthur R. Murphy, Jr., manager of

March of Time, and Charles L.

Stillman, Time veepee.

T. M. Pepperday, owner of KOB.
declares that “because of ill

health,” he is “desirous of dispos-

( Continued on page 27)

Church Yice Chester

T. Wells (Ted) Church was

named this week as acting direc-

tor of news and public affairs for

CBS Radio. _
Formerly editor of CBS Radio

news, Church replaces Edmund A.

Chester, who resigned to become

part owner and general manager

of RHC Cadena Azul, Cuban net-

work.

‘Mm' SOUNDED
By DEAN MYERS

Columbus, April 22.

It’s do or die time now in tele-

vision for educators. The approxi-
mately 1,000 educational broad-
casters who attended the 22nd an-
nual Ohio State University Insti-

tute for Education by Radio-Tele-
vision, which ended its four-day
session here Sunday (20), heard it

on every side.

FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
told them; Commissioner Frieda
Hennock, who has -led the fight

for eduoational TV channels and
consequently is out on a limb with
them, told them; a couple of com-
mercial telecasters told them; and
they even told themselves.
The last three years of the In-

stitute saw the school broadcasters
dazzled by the prospect of tele-

vision, but it’s a prospect no long-
er. It’s here and the educators
kgow they must stand and deliver
on all or -as many as they can of

the 242 TV channels allocated to

them by the FCC on Easter Mon-
day. The academic discussion phase
is over and they must act prac-
tically.

Ponder TV Windfall
There were the usual meetings

of the Institute’s time-honored
“work-study” groups and “special

interest” sessions on radio for

school purposes but the over-riding
topic was television (costs involved,

best ways to use it, etc.), a topic

made extremely timely by the
FCC’s Sixth Report, which ladled
out educational channels so gen-
erously. Other than the hasty meet-
ing of the Joint Committee on Edu-
cational Television called the day
the FCC lifted the freeze, this was
the first session where grass-roots

educators from all over the nation

had a chance to get together to

ponder and discuss their TV wind-
fall and anxiously talk about how
they are going to use it.

In a special session Friday after-

noon (18), which was scheduled so

late it was not even included in

the advance program, Commission-
er Hennock and four others com-
posed a panel to discuss “What are

the next steps for educational in-

stitutions and civic organizations

in utilizing educational television

channels?”
Miss Hennock exhorted the edu-

cators to get applications to the
Commission for construction per-

mits and to begin work as soon as

possible.

. . The Commission has placed

a heavy burden of responsibility

upon educators throughout the
country . . . the Commission has
staked out several plots of valuable

property for education and fenced
it off • from ordinary commercial
usage. Upon it educators will be
able to build their homes in the

spectrum, but the design, the con-

struction and the use of these

homes will be up to the educators
themselves. Their failure to meet
the challenge of these television

(Continued on page 24)

Ohio State Inst. Awards

Waller, Walker, Hennock

Lifetime Memberships
Columbus, April 22.

Judith C. Waller, veteran pub-

lic affairs and education manager

for NBC in Chicago; FCC chair-

man Paul A. Walker and FCC
Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock
were awarded lifetime member-
ships in the Institute for Educa-

tion by Radio & Television.

Miss Waller was cited for “her

dedication to the ideals of better

broadcasting and her devotion to

education.” Walker was lauded

for standing “by precept and ex-

ample for the highest ideals of

public service on the Commission”
and Miss Hennock was cited be-

cause “she is identified in the pub-

lic mind as the oustanding ex-

ponent of educational TV. She has

unstintingly devoted herself to this

cause since she has been on the

.Commission.”

Tepee to Teevee
Ames, la., April 22.

The tepee comes to teevee
this week when WOI-TV, the
Iowa State College station

here,, features members of the
Tama Indian tribe on its “The
Whole Town’s Talking” dis-

cussion show Thursday (24).

Appearing on the stanza are
several elders of the Iowa
reservation who have never
'mastered the English language
or who prefer to gab in their

native tongue on their' video
debut. Younger members of
their families will act as in-

terpreters.

Topic under discussion deals
with the proposed establish-

ment of a new school near the
reservation which will be open
to the Indian youngsters.

FCC Toughie: Can

AM Rivals Partner

In TV Application?

Washington, April 22.

Can radio competitors in a

community get together in an ap-

plication for a TV station?

This question was dumped in the

lap of the FCC last week by none
other than Sen.’Edwin C. Johnson

(D-Cofo.), chairman of the Inter-

state Commerce Committee, but

the agency said it’s had enough to

do with lifting the freeze to give

much time to it."

In reply to a letter from the Sen-
ator, FCC Chairman Paul A.
Walker- said he felt that “because
of the financial burden of TV,
the scarcity of channels and the
desire to ayoid the delay of hear-
ings, this cooperative arrangement
is going to occur to quite a num-
ber of AM operators. And it is a
problem that the Commission Is

going to have to formulate a policy
for.”

Walker added that he is all for
getting TV going * as quickly as
possible. “Qn the other hand,” he
said, “during my 18 years on the
Commission I have been particu- 1

larly concerned with the protection
of the public against the dangers
of excessive concentration of con-
trols over the mediums of mass
communications. I would want to

study that angle most carefully.”

Referring to Johnson’s concern
that the large number of applica-
tions for TV in Denver will result

in “long drawn-out hearings and
endless litigation”. Walker said he
felt certain that “while citizens of

Denver are eager for TV without
further delay, they, too, in the long
run, will he concerned with the
type of control exerted over their

channels of communications.
Guarding freedom of speech must

(Continued on page 27)

Wickham Succeeds Bacon

As Radio-TV Ed in Cleve.

Cleveland, April 22.

Ben Wickham has been named
radio-TV editor of the Cleveland
News, succeeding Elmore Bacon,
dean of the nation’s broadcasting-

newspaper editors.

Bacon is setting aside his radio-

TV column to concentrate on his

music and feature work. Bacon
began writing radio columns in

1923.

Wickham, former city editor, is

also promotion director for The
News, and will continue in that

capacity. He will also direct the

newly enlarged radio-TV maga-
zine-type section of the News that

has been extended to four pages on
Frida^.

Columbus, April 22,

You have 1 year to get going,
Chairman Paul A. Walker of the
FCC told educators here in his
first formal, address since the lift-

ing, of the TV freeze and the issu-

ance ' of the Commission’s Sixth
Report in which educational tele-
casters were allocated 242 televi-
sion channels.

Walker spoke at a luncheon Fri-
day (18> of the National Assn, of
Educational Broadcasters held in
connection with OSU’s Institute
for Education by Radio-Television.
These educational channels are

not available “as long as grass
grows and water runs,” he said.
“.

. . at the .end of one year from
the effective date of this report,
"anyone may request the Commis-
sion to change an educational as-
signment to a commercial assign-
ment.”

The FCC Chairman emphatically
and forcefully told the NAEB that
the educators had won only the
first round and if they relaxed (to

the extent where , they didn’t
swiftly apply to use the channels)
they might find they had won a
battle and lost a war.

“Already,” he warned, “efforts
are under way to initiate an organ-
ized campaign for the commercial-
ization of these non-commercial
educational assignments.” Walker
made it plain that now was the
hour of action and If the educators
didn’t speedily rouSe themselves
they would be out In a much colder
cold than that suffered by every-
one during the TV freeze.

*Ice Age of TV’ Over
Earlier in his address the FCC

chairman told NAEB lunchers
that the occasion could be called

a “victory luncheon” in that “The
Ice Age of television has ended”
and that the Commission has now
made it possible for more commu-

(Continued on page 24)

‘Kraft Theatre On

Religioso Hot Seat
Chicago, April 22.

After nearly five years of care-
fully skirting controversial issues

on its dramatic productions, NBC-
TV’s “Kraft Theatre” inadvertent-
ly ran afoul of a pressure group
with its version of “The Last Mile”
beamed two weeks ago.

This time the complaints were
on a religious angle and were reg-
istered with the network and the
Kraft Food Co. by the National
Assn, of Evangelicals which met
here for its annual convention last

week. The beefs charged that the
evangelist in the play was por-
trayed in an unfavorable manner
while the Catholic priest was built

up as a strong character.
The organized squawks resulted

in Kraft pulling the kines of the
show, slated for showing last week
in seven markets, and entering an
apology on the following install-

ment, expressing regret for the al-

leged . “injury.” Kraft execs also
reportedly voiced their displeasure
over the Incident in no uncertain
terms to the J. Walter Thompson
agency, producer of the dramatic
stanza.

However; John B. McLaughlin,
Kraft ad manager, emphatically
denied to Variety reports that the
food company was thinking of
yanking the account from JWT.
The reports that the Kraft biz was
shaky at the agency were spread
around town by a spokesman for
the religious group who alerted
the daily and trade papers on the
situation.

The evangelical organization is
described as the fundamentalist
wing of Protestantism. Evangelist
Billy Graham is a prominent fig-
ure in the organization.
McLaughlin said the number of

complaints received by Kraft on
the show were, “relatively few-
less than 1,000.” He refused to pin-
point the exact number.
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ABC Reshuffles Sunday

’51 Biz Increase, $61,800,000 Profit

Washington, April 22. -

Radio’s staying power was em-

phatically demonstrated last year

when the aural medium, in the

face of a $240,000,000 TV gross, in-

creased its business, by 2.5% over

1950, according to the a Federal

•Communications Commission’s pre-

liminary estimates last week on

1951 financial operations of AM
and FM stations. • •

On the profit side, however,

there* was a 9.4% decrease from

1950, • resulting from a .5.8% de-

cline in network revenues and a

43% drop in network income (be-

fore Federal taxes). Aside from

the seven national and regional

webs and their 26 owned and op-

erated outlets, the nation’s 2,203

AM and FM stations upped their

profits in 1951 by 3.7%.
Just the same, radio pulled m

$61,800,000 in profits out of gross

revenues of $455,400,000 last year.

And there are indications that the

profit figure will be higher when
final report^ are received from the

nets, which reflect more com-
pletely the division of expenses

between AM and TV. At least

one network, the Commission said,

is expected to revise its alloca-

tions, with result that network
profit figures may be higher.

On an overall broadcast industry

basis, the year 1951 set a record

high gross of nearly $700,000,000

in sale of time and talent and ex-

ceeded the $100,000,000 mark for

the first time on the profit side

as TV. got in the black to the tune

of $43,600,000. .

TV Does Hurt

Although the preliminary esti-

mates show no breakdowns be-

tween radio network affiliates and
independent stations, it seemed ob-

vious that the latter suffered very
little, if any, from the impact of

TV. But on the whole, radio was
hit by TV, as shown by a decrease

of 1% in gross revenues of 439

$tations in TV markets as com-
pared to an increase of 8% in

business of 1,395 sttaions in non-
TV markets.
The Commission’s estimates in-

dicate that radio apparently does
not feel the pinch of TV until set

saturation approaches 50%. In
16 markets with saturation under
30%, reports from 98 radio sta-

tions show an increase of 3% in

gross sales. In 27 markets with
30% to 50% saturation, reports
from 142 radio stations show that
business was about the same last

year as in 1950. But in 20 markets
with oyer 50%’ saturation, the aver-
age sales of 199 radio stations

dropped 2.4%.
Significant in the report is a

table showing that in TV markets
there were 12 radio stations that
increased their business last year
by over 50%, that 10 stations

upped their gross by 40% to 50%,
that 16 stations showed- from 30%
to 40% gains in sales, and 33 sta-

tions from 20% to 30%.

WJZ’s 104% Hike
WJZ, New York key for ABC,

has increased its local billings for

the first quarter of 1952 by 104%
over the same three months last

year, according to general manager
William (Bud) Materne.

The increase covers local biz

only, exclusive of network or na-

tional spot income!

If They Like It in Studio

They Like It in Peoria:

Cantor on TV Criticism
New York.

Editor , Variety:

This is another “first” for me. I

don’t ever remember taking a critic

to task, especially a Variety mugg.
However, I do believe that the re

view of our Colgate Comedy Hour
Show of April 13 needs a little

clarification.

Variety’s critic claimed that it

was a fine show for our studio au
dience—all men in service, but
he asks: “What about the millions
of TV viewers?” Well, what about
them? Evidently the home viewers
like this type show, otherwise our
rating would not be almost 10Ms
points higher than our opposition.
Our audience has showed us by
the rating that they like it. We
are going to continie giving them
what they like.

Show Business is judged by the
boxoifice. The rating 6f our show
is the only measurement by which
we can go.

So, I ask you: “What about the
millions of TV viewers?" They havemade their choice.

> Eddie .Cantor.

BMI Tees Off 43

Program Clinics

Broadcast Music, Inc.’s 1952 se-

ies of field program clinics kicks

off tomorrow (Thurs.) and will in-

volve 43 separate clinics by May 16.

lleven teams of speakers will par-

icipate, augmented by some 90 lo-

c$l broadcasters speaking at their

ocal events., Additionally, several

BMI toppers will be attached to

he traveling field units.

About 5,000 radioites will attend

the 38 clinics in the U. S. and the
five .clinics in Canada. Last year
3,000 attended the 37 field clinics

that were held in almost as many
states.

The traveling speakers include:

Bill Kaland, WNEW, New York;
Charles Siverson, WHAM, Roches-
ter; Joe Connolly, WCAU, Phila-

delphia; Jim Bormann, WCCO,
Minneapolis; Gene Trace, WBBW,
Youngstown; Ed Yocum, KGHL,
Billings, Mont.; Gordon Graham,
WCBS, Now York; .John Outler*

WSB, Atlanta; Milt Slater, TYNEW,
New York; Emerson Smith, KDYL,
Salt Lake City; Charles Payne,
KIXL, Dallas; Sam Carey, WRVA,
Richmond; Seymour Siegel, WNYC,
New York; Leonard Capnefc,

WCAE, Pittsburgh; Hal Bumpus,
KVOR, Colorado Springs; Bruce
Wallace, WTMJ, Milwaukee; Hugh
Smith, KPIX, . San Francisco;

Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB, Barrie,

Ontario; Carl Vandagrift, WOMO,
Ft. Wayne.

Also, Ted Cott, WNBC, N. Y.;

Murray Arnold, WIP, Philadelphia;

George Higgins, KMBC, Kansas
City; Jim Russell, KVOR, Colorado
Springs; Ed Freeh, KFRE, Fresno;

George Gingell, WRBL, Columbus,
Ga.; Dave Baylor, WjMO, Cleve-

land; Mahlon Aldrich, KFRU, Co-
lumbia, Mo.; Harry McTigue,
WINN, Louisville; Bill Holm,
WLPO, LaSalle, 111.; Mike Hanna,
WHCU, Ithaca; Finley MacDonald,
CJ

X
CH, Halifax, Nova Scotia; Gor-

don Capps, KSRV, Ontario,' Ore.;

Ray Llvesay, WLBH, Mattoon, 111.;

Joe Kirby, WKRS, Waukegan;
Hale Bondurant, KFBI, Wichita;

Robert Tincher, WNAX, Yankton,
S. D., and Harold Safford, WLS,
Chicago.

BMI representatives, attached to

the various teams will include the
field staff, each in his respective
territory; A1 Marlin, James Cox,
Ken Sparaon, Lin Pattee, Burt
Squire, Dorsey Owings and Ralph
Wentworth. BMl’officials with the
teams will include: Carl Haverlin,
Sydney M. Kaye, Robert J. Burton,
Charles E. Wall, Roy Harlow and
Glenn Dolberg.

ABC has completed it* Sunday
evening program reshuffle, follow-

ng Walter Winchell’s temporary

bowout from his Sunday high-

rated night gabcast, inserting Bill

Tusher’s “Hollywood Without Hum-
bug” news stint from the film capi-

tal in the 10:30-10:45 p. 'm. slot.

Tusher fills the vacancy caused by
George E4 Sokolsky’s move to 6

p. m., vice Drew Pearson, who is

pinch-hitting in Winchell’s long-

standing 9 p. m. period.
Winchell’s lifetime contract with

ABC remains in force, with the
web continuing to pay him. Car-
ter products, which backs Pearson,
has an option on the 9 p. m. pe-

riod until October, when Carter
Will have to give up the important
spot to Winchell. Should WW wish
to return earlier and Carter desire
to keep the 9 p. m. period, ABC
would find a new period for Win-
chell for the interim.
WW meanwhile has resumed his

syndicated column in the N. Y.
Daily Mirror and other papers. He’s
writing on a slightly reduced
schedule while fully recuping from
his recent virus siege. Column is

appearing on a Monday-Wednes-
day-Friday-Sunday sked.

ABC ‘PYRAMID PLAN’

GETS 4-WEEK CLIENT
Goodyear has bought into ABC’s

“Pyramid Plan,” putting the SRO
sign up for the operation. Spon-

sor started its participation this

week, and will use the plan for a
four-week period, with the possi
bility that its backing will continue
for some time afterwards. Agency
is Young & Rublcam.

Shows involved are a portion of
“Stop the Music” on Sunday night
at 8 p. m., “Top Guy” on Wednes-
day at 8:30 p. m., and “Defense
Attorney” Thursday at 8:30 p. m.
Other bankrollers are General
Mills and American Chicle.

Sponsor bought the plan, which
is comparable in cost to a half-
hour weekly plus a talent fee, to
get in quickly with a seasonal pitch
for its tires. .

*

Situation ‘Chaotic,’

Webster Tells OSU
..Columbus, April 22.

Speaking to a work-study group

on “Broadcasting To Foreign Coun-

tries,” Edward M. Webster, FCC
commissioner, said only a single
national organization can bring
order to the international broad-
casting situation. International
broadcasting is now in a “chaotic”
state that only large and powerful
nations can improve by joint
action, he told the Chip State In-
stitute.- '

.

• -

“Frequently demands of virtual-
ly all nations have far exceeded
the spectrum area available,” he
said, “and the countries thus far
appear to have been unable collec-
tively to tailor their demands to
the restricted space.”
The greatest single, achievement

of the series of allocations confer-
ences that began in 1947 was to
recognize the need for a single
International organization empow-
ered to plan individual station as-
signments on an international
basis. But it can’t happen, he
warned, as long as nations In a
troubled world use high frequen-
cies for propaganda battles.

KPRC-TV Mulls Late-Nite

Repeat of Top Programs

For Texas Swing Shifts

Houston, April 22.
The swing shift, in this area may

be able- to see some of the top eve-
ning shows in a special “repeat
performance” deal being mulled
by Jack Harris, manager of KPRC-
TV.

Harris has announced that if

enough people write into the out-
let and make known their desires,
it may^be possible to televise the
7 to 10 p. m. programs over again
between 12:30 and 2 a. m. for
swing shift workers.
The outlet has already received

one letter containing 296 signa-
tures from workers at the Hughes
Tool Co. plant.

, Columbus, April 22.

Mrs. C. Scott Bullitt, president of KING-TV, Seattle, gave- the
OSU Radio-TV Institute here “a popular recipe for, the average
program" as she had observed it .everywhere in television. Mrs.
Bullitt left no doubt in the minds of her listeners that this was
far from ideal, hut It is common cookery for all stations. Thus:

“Take 1 cup of Sponsor’s Requirements and sift gently two table-

spoons of Agency Ideas, carefully chilled, -Add half a dozen Staff

Suggestions, well-beaten. However fresh and flavorful, they will

curdle when combined with Agency Ideas, so they must be beaten
until- stiff. Stir together in a smoke-filled room and sprinkle
generously with Salesmen’s Gimmicks. Cover the mixture with
a . tight l;d so that no Imagination can get in and no Gimmicks
can get out, and let stand while costs increase, Then take one
jigger of Talent, domestic will do. Flavor with Production Prob-
lems, a pinch of doubt, and, if you have any, a dash of Hope.

“Fold these ingredients carefully together so.they can get into a
small studio. This requires a very, light touch as the slightest jolt

will sour the results. Be sure to line the pan thoroughly with
Union Regulations or the mixture will stick. Place in the oven
with fingers crossed. Sometimes it comes out a tasty delicacy, and
sometimes—it’s just cooked.”

Hennock’s 'Get Going’ on TV
— Continued from page 23

WJR’s '52 Net Dips
WJR reported sales for the first

quarter ended March 31, 1952, of
$852,957.65. For the comparable
period in 1951, sales were $891,-
441.83.

Net profit for this period in 1952
was $130,662.50, compared to $165,-
381.98 In 1951. Net earnings per
share of 25 cents against 32 cents
a year ago were reported by John
F. Patt, president.

Regina, Sask.—Tom Hill, produc-
tion manager of CKRM here for
two years and a staffer since 1945,
has resigned to be a partner in a
Regina advertising agency. . »

'
•

*

assignments will be a huge ’black

eye* which they will be forced to

wear, without honor, for a long

time to come.”

’Don’t Out-Murrow Murrow’

(In a discussion later that eve-
ning, Miss Hennock plainly stated

it would be her ’’black eye” also

if the. school people didn’t come
though. “I need- you,” she said

at one point. Don’t spend time
now planning good programs, she
exclaimed. Don’t try “to out-Mur-
row Murrow.” Spend the time get-

ting on* the ,air, even if it’s
-

only
a half-hour or an hour a day.

There’s time enough later to work
on good programs. “You ask for.

’em (the channels),” she declared,
“you better get ’em and use ’em.”)

Ralph Steetle, executive director
of the Joint Committee on. Educa-
tional Television, in the same spe-
cial session said that “Education
does nolt need its hand held and
will -take steps to get television
started.”

Legal problems involved with a
station were explained by Sey-
mour Krieger, council for the
JCET, and Burton Paulu, secretary
and editor for the NAEB, pointed
out that “The future of education-
al television is now on a commu-
nity level and everyone can do
his part in making the program a
success if it is by no more than
learning about television itself. It

!

Is you and I as educators that, must
organize the actual stations and
programming.”

The Institute is traditionally de-
voted to discussion. It passes no
resolutions and takes no formal ac-
tion. It has often been accused of
being too theoretical, but none of
the 21 former meetings, it can be
said, has been as practical as this
one.

Delegates had many questions
concerning costs, design and use of
TV stations. They asked them of
commercial broadcasters like Ed-
ward Lamb, owner of WTVN, Co-
lumbus, and WICU, Erie, and of
Mrs. C Scott Bullitt, president pf
KING-TV, Seattle.

100G Cost For Operation
Lamb told the opening general

session that he estimated an educa-
tional station, either VHF or UHF,
could be built for $200,000 and
could be operated for $100,000 a
year. He asked members of the
Institute to visit his new television
center now under construction here
so that they might gain practical
ideas in design of stations,

Dallas Smythe, of the Institute
of Communications Research at the
U. of Illinois, charged that much
of the present TV programs was
stereotyped entertainment. He
pointed, out, in a discussion of the
NAEB’s surveys in New York and
Los Angeles, that the commercial
TV men have busied themselves
with quantitative or “nose-count-
ing” research and said educators
must devote themselves, In order to
get good programming, to qualita-
tive research, studying good taste
and setting up high cultural stand-
ards.

At *he opening session, Judith
Waller, manager of public affairs
and education for NBC in Chicago
and an Institute veteran, read a
tribute to W. W. Charters, Insti-
tute co-founder, who died March
3. Many speakers, including FCC
Chairman Walker paid further
tribute to him. It was Charters’ idea
that “you bring interesting people
together and give them a place to
talk you’11 have a good meeting”
that has been the. basis »of> the In-

stitute for more than a score of
years.

Dr. I. Keith Tyler, of Ohio State
U., is Institute director. Kenneth
Bartlett, dean of University Col-
lege and director of the Radio-TV
Center at Syracuse U„ was discus-
sion leader at all general sessions.

Walker
Continued from page 23

nities to have a television station

of .their own than now have a daily

newspaper of their own.
- He expressed solid- confidence

in the effectiveness of the ultra

high frequencies. “It is true,”

he said, “that there are some dif-

ferences in propagation character-
istics of the UHF and VHF band,
but those differences are not near-
ly as significant as some have
thought ... I have seen UHF
demonstrated. I am sold on it . . ,

UHF }s going to grow because it

has to grow It is needed,” Walker
said.

He congratulated the educators
on their sturdy fight for TV chan-
nels, called them “happy warriors”
who did not avoid the battle and
hailed their efforts as . “a historic

service to education.”

In two significant instances dur-
ing his address, Walker told the
educators that * 242 channels (12%
of the total) wasn’t the limit avail-

able to them.

He called them “the valuable
estate to which you educators have
fallen heir. There they are: 242
television channels. And even
more can be granted later.”

Later he pointed but “still an-
other path by which you educators
can enter television.”

“You have the right to compete,”
he said, “with any commercial ap-
plicant for any of the commercial
VHF or UHF channels assigned to

your city. And, according to the
rules, if you are granted such a
channel,* you may employ that
channel either for commercial pur-
poses or for non-commercial edu-
cational purposes.”

He cited the upcoming period of
television education as one of “the
same acceleration that occurred
when Horace Mann entered the
field of elementary education a
century ago.”

The costs of TV are really mini-
mum when compared with other
educational costs. He cited as ex-
amples of construction; auditorium,
$2,000,000; biological science lab,

$4,500,000; teaching hospital, $6,-

000,000, and said “a mile of ex-
press highway costs as much as
an educational television station.”

Walker said some educators had
already lost some of the most valu-
able TV channels In the land when
they allowed VHF channels to slip

through their fingers during the
ante-freeze period.
“Do not, I beg of you,” he

pleaded, “let these reservations of
1952 go by default , „ . Exercise
your knowledge, your courage and
initiative to persuade your authori-
ties of the seriousness of this situ-

ation. They must not be penny-wise
and pound-foolish or they, too, will

be haunted by their negligence.”

New Castle, Ind.—William Tur-
ner, program director and chief
announcer at WCTW, FM station
since its inception five years ago
in New Castle, has resigned to
become general manager of the
Elwood (Ind.) Chamber of Com-
•meveet > i .
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'Ya Gotta
Continued /font p«|< il

- namely' and to wit
—

'Revivals can’t i

make money.” I am referring, of

course, to "Pal Joey,” starring the I

incomparable Vivienne
,
Segal;

"Joey” is about as rough and row-
dy a goings*on as- you can imagine.
By any rule-of-thumb • measure-
ment, its production was a fool-

hardy undertaking; it is one 'of

the three shows today that are sell-

ing out night after night,

tive.

Fix Bix Cycles

The picture business has, for

years, tried to work the formula
route. You are as familiar with
that as we are. You will recall the
gangster cycle, the husband and
wife comedy cycle and a half-dozen
others. And, I cari remember

—

and I am sure that some of you
may have had the same experience
—that when the "Aldrich Family”
first became a great radio hit, ad-

vertisers, too numerous to mention,
said "Get us another Aldrich Fam-
ily. That shouldn’t be uo difficult.

Alter, all, it is just the story of a
typical American father, mother,
and a boy and his friends.” What
they forgot,' of course, was that

there was absolutely nothing typi-

cal about Clifford . Goldsmith’s
treatment, his enormous ability to

capture the entertainment facets of

this situation and turn’ it into greati

entertainment. *

What this all adds up to, in our
minds, is that thejre is no sure way
to big success in any form of the
entertainment business, and televi-

sion is no exception.
.

In creating new program prod-
uct, -however, there are certain

sign-posts thkt we have set Up for

ourselves. I would like to tell you
about some of them and invite, any
comment you fiilght wish to make.

In the first place, we believe
* there will alwiys be a place for a
fairly limited number of big, spec-

tacle, revue-type shows. The num-
ber will be limited because the ad-

vertisers who can afford them are

limited. They can be a good in-

vestment for the advertiser with a

product that has low' uriit of pur-

chase, rapid turn-over, the need to

reach as many families as -he can

as often as he can, I am talking,

of course, of products that live by
advertising —- soap, cigarets, the

drug field. But we; at least, be-

lieve that market is a limited one.

Much rlchei* Is the market for

the program which can bfe deliv-

ered for between $20,000 and $25;-

000 per half-hour, per week. The
trickr obviously, is how do you cre-

ate that type of programming at

a price the buyer can afford, and,

at the same time, have an appeal

that will attract millions of view-

ers.

One Successful Formula

We have found one answer In

the situation comedy.

This, Obviously, can be called a

formula. It is one which, as you
know, we had considerable success

with in radio and which we have,

so far, had some success with in

television. "I Love Lucy” and
"Irma” are examples of it. . . .

But the most important point

here is that the new product we
are thinking about will represent,

both for us and for the potential

buyer, some element of adventure.
Certainly no one can guaran-

tee a hit. We can guarantee a back-

log of experience and knowledge
in producing this form of enter-

tainment. We think we know how
to make this kind of show work.
But, if we are to deliver new ones
at a relatively moderate price, we
must do it with new ideas, in many
cases with new people, and with
producers, directors and writers
who may be new to the buyer.

This is an area where we need
your help. We cannot get this kind
of product in front of the public
without it. All of us have heard
time and again the old admonition
"I want a proved property.” But
the man who insists on a proved
property is going to have to pay
for the pedigree. A man who wants
a bargain is going to have to be
willing to take some degree of risk,
but it seems to us, at least, the
most important point is that if he
will do that he can get just what
he wants—

-

a whopping bargain. . . .

Obviously, the situation comedy
can only be one answer.

Dearth of Talent

were wise t0 l°ad our
schedule with them—and it is nol
--there are simply not enough tal
nts available to create and pro

ducc more than a limited number
of these in any one' week.

We are looking and searching

for new ways t to create' values In

;he field of drama. But, we be-

.ieve here, that there must be some
basic idea behind the production.

To simply create another series, of

adaptations of existing works, tele-

vision -re-makes of movies .or plays,

js not going to command a great

deal of attention nor does it der

serve to. "The Lux Video The-
atre,” "Studio One,” and, to be
ust, Robert Montgomery are doing
that job very well.

We believe new and adult dra-

matic series must have a new con-

cept, an identity of their own
which sets them apart from the

current dramatic menu. We have
seven projects under way in that

field, hoping to find some answers.

In the panel field, we would like

to find another "What's My Line?”
Obviously, some one will find it.

But it can only come by rubbing
the right heads together long
enough so that the fire strikes. If

we can do that, we will, in all prob-
ability,' be able to deliver as im-

pressive a value as "What’s My
Lihe?” has become.

These are responsibilities we
must accept and try to execute suc-

cessfully because they are the only
way in which the advertiser with, a

budget of, let us say, from roughiy
one milliop to two million, can get
nto television. We want that ad-
vertiser. But we recognize quite

clearly that the burden is on us to

get him to join us.

And right now, I want to pause
ust a moment to explain why we
must take' at least part of that r£-

sponsibility.

Network Vs. Agency

Television is an expensive busi-

ness from the creative, production
and experimental end. It is diffi-

cult to pee hoW any advertising
agency can undertake to maintain
the number of Creative people nec-
essary at the price which they cost,

that we do. Heaven knows this is

not, because we- are rich- but we al-

ways have to be prepared to. fill

ime—we have to program the net-

work—and that obviously means
we must have the creative people
o “think up” the programs with
which to fill it. No phase of the
entertainment business needs
“thinker uppers” as we do.

So what we are trying to urge
hese people to do, and what otir

program operation is dedicated tp

trying to achieve, is what you
might call a balanced line of mer-
chandise. For the customer whp
can afford $33,500 a week for A
half-hour, who as a matter of fact
needs it to serve his advertising,
sales and distribution interests
best, we Want- to have that kind
of property. The new Jackie Glea
son show which will start on the
CBS Television Network ih the fall

is a very good example of our am-
bitions in that direction.

For the advertiser of more mod-
est means and less exacting needs,
we are also trying to* create prod-
uct that he will find gives him the
kind "of a value he wants. Eight
new half-hour comedy shows are in
various stages of preparation in
that field.

And, we are also searching for
ways to meet the requirements of
the advertiser with a* limited budg-
et. This will undoubtedly mean
panel or quiz shows or daytime
television. . . .

And. I would like to add one
other point about which we have a
very definite attitude. Insofar as
possible, we like to create proper-
ties which an advertiser can own
and have sole proprietorship of
every week he sponsors them. The
closer we can come to pricing that
presents great continuity of spon-
sorship, the better.

Program-Sponsor Ties

It is our belief that one of radio’s
great strengths as a selling me-
dium is that it produces national
coverage, with great frequency and
the ability for a product to become
associated with a„ piece of enter-
tainment that makes the commer-
cials, if not^ welcome, at least ac-
cepted in millions and millions “of

American homes.
We think that is also one of tele-

vision’s great assets.

But, to do that, obviously, the
costs must be affordable.
Now, it is, of course, self-evi-

dent that we cannot touch all the
homes in every case.
The only formula that remains

K.

constant la that * a production, or-

ganization such as our*' must try

to secure to itself the host creative

planning, that it can, and as many
varied types of creative Skills as

it can Assemble. The production
organization that just “buys” will

have to run second to one that

“builds.”
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TV Aid to Dailies

Continued from’ page W
Students which provided the basis

for a quiz show on its TV station,

WSB-TV, “It's good for TV and
for the Journal,” said Bryan.

Theodore Fl Kopp, CBS Wash-
ington public affairs director, said

there’s * no evidence newspaper
sales are decreasing „

because of

TV, and that actually TV some-
times ' boosts saleq. He observed
that TV creates considerable news
through Its forum and discussion
programs, and that such major, TV
programs as the Kefauver Crime
Committee hearings .

and the San
Francisco Japaness Peace Treaty
Conference accentuated viewer in-

terest in newspaper coverage.

Fight on House Ban
Koop reported that the rating of

the CBS 11 p.m.» radio news show
is not perceptibly affected in Wash-
ington by a . news show carried at

the same time on WTOP-TV. “We
built up a new audience for the

TV news program,” he said.

Koop' appealed to the editors to

join the’ fight against the House of

Representatives ban on use of ra,-t

dio and TV at committee hearings.

“This Is youi* fight, too,” he said,

pavldsoh
1

. Taylor, NBC-TV^ gen-

eral production exec, said he is not
ready to agree that TV is primarily*

a medium of entertainment, and*'

has hopes that news will grow in

its “amount” on TV. Pointing out
that the camera can be “editorial,!’

he 1 stressed the importance of ob-
jectivity in TV reporting and the
need for creating facilities to pro-
vide “a new kind Of reporter”
which the medium requires -4- one
who can - handle the camera and
knows where and how to use it.

Amplifying Lomoe’s observation,
Taydor said Ty has the tendency
“to make eve'ryone his own report-

er,” And that . the medium* needs
badly “to train its viewers” in' the
art of reporting.
News can perform a tremend-

.ous function, he said, in "feeding
the hunger” of TV.

Taylor joined Koop’s plea for
the support of editors In lifting

the House ban on radio and TV.
“It should be the function of re-

sponsible people,”- he said, “to
press, for the right of television to

cover any event which can be cov-
ered by any other medium.”

Dr. Ralph Casey, dean of jour-
nalism of the U. of Minnesota, re
ported on the basis of a two-year
survey in Minneapolis that news-
paper circulation has increased
since TV came to the area. “We
are fairly safe in saying,” he told
the editors, “that whatever TV is

doing to other m.edia, it is affect-

ing newspapers little, if at all.”

The survey showed, he said, that
radio listening and theatre at

tendance have declined as TV own-
ership spread, and that time de
voted to radio listening continues
to decrease the longer people have
TV.
The

.

study, . made by the Min-
neapolis Star and Tribune, showed
that reader traffic on the editorial
page is slightly grfeater among non-
TV homes, and indicated that TV
set owners may become more in-
terested in the sports section.

'

No Job Bias
Continued from page 22

tions.” He added that the network
“has had no serious problem in ab-
sorbing representatives of minority
groups into its work force. As a
result, their contributions to NBC’s
objectives have been valuable.”
He said the keynote of NBC

policy in hiring personalities, per-
formers, and writers is “ability and
performance—nothing else.”
Folsom said Negroes hold such

jobs at NBC as director of com-
munity affairs, senior staff writer
studio engineer, photo file super
visor, assistant film librarian, an-
nouncer, and accountant as wel
as performers on programs and
scenic artists.

The same policy, he said, applies
at RCA Victor, RCA Laboratories
Division, RCA International Divi-
sion, RCA Communications, Inc.,
Radiomarine Corp. of America, and
RCA Institutes, Inc.

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

L*imy and Ginger Gray gtiest on, Margaret Arlen’* WCBS stanza

Monday (28) to talk about their “Jingles That Don’t Jangle? James
ys. Kovach, former NBC-TV productions operations manager, has taken
Over his new berth as WQXR station lhanager: . . .Dorothy Kilgallen

(WOR breakfastcaster with* hubby Dick Kollmar) took over as a disk

jockey on A. L, Alexander's afternoon strip, this week, during Alex-

ander’s illness WCBS’ Joan Edwards to be queen of the Columbia
U, freshmen class Saturday (26) T. ; .Jackie Grimes and Chuck Webster
added to "Romance of Helen Trent” . . , Block Ryder and Ann Loring

with “Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters” John Seymour with

"Backstage Wife”. .Sidney Smith' and Bichard Janaver have joined

"Stella -Dallas”. .. .EarJ George added to "Just Plain Bill’.’ John
Morley and Ethel Wilson with "Lorenzo Jones.”

Radio Execs Club will again host the annual Peabody awards cere-

mony at a lunch in the Waldorf-Astoria May 1. . . .WHLI honored by
the metropolitan council of B’nal. B’rith for its "Democracy in our
Times” stanza WNYC adds -90 minutes to its daily sked when day-

light savings time goes into effect next week . ."Mystery Chef” starts

a new show on WOR Friday (25) - at 2:05 p.m Click employment
agency has added an AM-TV department "Let's. Listen to a Story,”

Saturday morning series on WMCA, which won the Children’s Out-of-

School . award for regional network and clear-channel station public

service shows last week at Ohio Styte, is aired by actress Florida

Ftfebus, under the pseudonym, Jane Evans. .^'Radio-TV actor Merrill

E. Joels is doing another series of kid disks for Columbia Records
WNYC will beam the high school singers competing* for the Francis

Rogers scholarship on Wednesdays at 5 p.m., starting April 30

Casey Allen* who gave up pre-med studies in favor of acting, portrays

a doctor Saturday. (26) on "Theatre of- Today” (CBS).

Martin Starr to handle the preem of the religioso pic, "Loyola, the

Soldier Saint,” over WINS’ tomorrow. (Thurs.) at 8 p.m Compton
agency has taken over the Guinness Stout-Burke’s Ale account "The
Answer Man” returns to' WOR with Quentin Gulliver on Monday (28)

. . . .WQXR sales y.p. Norman S. McGee reports the indie’s Maxell biz

was 8% higher than saifie month last year, and that ;the first half of

April continued the upward trend. . . .Elliott* Lawrence will baton the

orch qn NBC’s special show for United Jewish Appeal, with Robert
Montgomery and SIA Caesar, Monday (28) at 10 p.m. .... Julie Bennett
on "Medicine, U.S.A.” Surtdiy (27) via NBC Ted Granik’s "American
Fqnim of the Air” marks its 24th anni on the air Sunday (27)...'

Walter Cheetham has been Upped to a director .at WCBS to handle the

"Joan Edwards Show”....P. Lorillard has renewed Its quarter-hour
participation in ABC’s "Stop the Music” (AM) .... Sachs stores have
bought the Thursday 10-11 a.m. edition of Nipsey Russell’s Negro-
slanted show on WHB, which is originating from one of the stores,

and is plugging the indie’s personalities in its ads in the Negro press

. . .WWRL has extended* its broadcast day an hour, signing off at 1

a.m„ to add a new Negro disk jockey, George Woods, ex-WJJD And
WEDC, Chicago, in the midnight period.

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .

Guy della Cioppa moved up William Froug as network program su-

pervisor at CBS to fill the vacancy created by the departure of "Ham”
Nelson 'for a berth with Boh Wdlfe’s operation at Kenyon & Eckhardt

. . . A1 Schwarts will both write the script and direct Frank Fontaine
In his new comedy series being set up for the summer. . .TAfter a short

shift on ’ KHJ, • Zeke Manners moved bafek to ABC with his early ayem
one-man -show and picked up three of his old sponsors enroute for the
Frisco market,. . . . Gene Webster, KNX director-writer, was stitched to

the town’s youngest femme stockbroker. . . .NBC puts "First Nighter”
back, on its kilocycle July 2 with Barbara Luddy and Olan Soule re-

activating their old roles. It also goes on film for TV next month.
Frank Cooper acquired all rights from Campana and will co-produce
with NBC the- video -version Horace Heidt will bring his "Opportu-
nity” show back to radio if negotiations with Sylvania Radio work out

. ..Tom McFadden packed up .for his new jot with NBC as national
director of spot sales. . . .KBIG, which sends out its first signal next
month, publicized its policy of avoiding "undue yakity-yak and unbroken
linking of multiple spots.”. . . .NBC’s John K. West has been innocently
campaigning for the upcoming 20th anni of "One. Man’s Family” by
asking all who hove within earshot of him, "what were you doing 20
years ago?” It would make an interesting compilation .... Lux

o
Radio

Theatre will be off for 13 weeks this summer but Lever Bros, takes the
commercial hiatus for only eight. Other five will he filled by cheaper
shows from the CBS backlog. . . ..News writers at NBC and ABC
changed affiliation from Radio Writers Guild to National Assn, of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians, which also represent the engi-

neers. CBS remains with RWG.

IN CHICAGO ...
Clifton Utley, Chi NBC commentator, handed the annual award by

the National Conference of Christians and Jews for his contributions
to the betterment oi human relations. It’s the first time the award
has been passed out to a radio-TV newsman ....Tom Moore’s Mutual
•Ladies Fair” back at its Chi base' after a winter airing from Florida

. . . .The Ernie Simons have named their new son Scott. . . .Ed Boroff

here for a quickie visit with radio fraternity
7
friends . . . . Jay Andres

subbing for regular emcee Billy Leach on WBBM’s ‘.‘Person to Person”
during latter’s vacation. . . . Junie Zolp, TV network salesman, elected
prez of the Chi NBC Athletic Assn, at the employee’s annual party last

week. . . .Les Learned and Lewis Tower of Mutual’s engineering staff

out setting up web’s arrangements for the upcoming political conven-
tions. . ..Jack Quinlan, former sports director at«WMBD, Peoria, and
Bob Meskill, former general manager of WCEN, Mt. Pleasant, Mich.,
added to the WIND announcer roster. .. .WGN gabber Hal Lansing
skied to Tokyo on a special assignment for Northwest Airlines ....

Singer Shirley Ryan and the Kings Jesters spotlighted on a new WBBM
afternoon show on Tuesdays and Thursdays .... Starnoters, musical
combo, added to d.j. Sam Evans’ Friday night jam session on WGN. . .

.

Jim Hanlon, WGN publicity director, checked out for a week’s hiatus.

IN WASHINGTON ...
Hazel Markel, news commentator for Mutual web and WWDC, is sole

radio rep on current Defense Department junket to Europe to study
status of women in overseas military service. Mrs* Markel will do her
weekly network broadcast from Europe, but will be replaced on her
daily local show by Alice Freer, wife of Robert Freer, ex-Federal Trade
Commission chairman, and herself a well known capital society radio
commentator .... Ruth Crane, WMAL-ABC femme personality, cele-
brated ninth year of her radio show via a birthday party on her TV
show. . . .Milt Grant’s "Request Granted” all-request d.j. show has been
expanded an extra hour nightly, plus a Sunday show, over WOL-Liberty
. . . .Major Herschel Mayall, known in legit as Herschel Bentley, has been
added to radio staff of Office of. Public Information, Department of
Defense, as director-producer, replacing Lt. Alfred Lurie, who has re-
turned to civvies and WPAB-TV, Ft. Worth. H. V. Kaltenbom tees
off the new NARTB series on radio in American life over ABC this
week. . . .Don McNeill and his “Breakfast Club” do a D.C. stunt at
Constitution Hall Wednesday (23).
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CBS’ Closer liaison

On Sales, Packaging

'27

Of Radio Programs
In line with the apparent need

at thft time tor more aggressive

gelling by the radio networks, CBS
Radio this' week moved .its pack-

age program sales department

into the bailiwick of program vee-

pee Lester Gottlieb. Move was

made to effect a closer liaison be-

tween the sales and programming
departments.
At the same time, CBS repacted

William Ensign as an account

exec and also moved Allyn J.

Marsh- into the sales department

as an account exec. Both are vet

radio salesmen. Ensign, in radio

for 23 years, was ABC’s eastern

sales chief for the last four years

and had been with CBS prior to

that since 1929. Marsh has been

with the web *23 years, and was
most recehtly manager of program
sales.

Entry of Gottlieb and his chief

assistant, Norman Frank, into the

package sales picture does not

ipean that, the web’s sales staffers

won’t still be out pitching the

house packages. ' Rather, jit means
that Gottlieb and Frank will be
available at all times tlr pinpoint

specific information on each show
to interested clients, and will be

,
ready to’ move in to close a sale

at the last minute if their help

is needed.
Web is seeking an exec, mean-

while, to head up a new sales serv-

ice department, which will aid

liaison work between the sales and
programming departments.

Colgate
Continue* from page £1

Coy
Continued from page £3

ng of his radio and TV interests."

Coy states he expects to increase

the schedule of KOB-TV, which
now operates 42V6 hours weekly,

within the first six months of oper-

ation. Station now programs pri-
marily with kinescopes from all

networks, plus -films, but Coy pro-
poses an NBC affiliation, appar-
ently when the -cable comes to the
area. KOB (AM) is an NBC affili-

ate.
1

A statement by Time prexy Roy
E. Larsen accompanying the ap-
plication declares the purchase is

a "logical outgrowth" of Time’s
"past wide-ranging interest in rar
dio and TV.’’ As early as 1924, Lar-
sen points "out,’ Time produced a
radio quiz show, and in 1931 started
March of Time.
Larsen says March of Time is

currently committed to the produc-
tion of TV programs, two of which
are ready for release—‘‘American
Wit and Humor,’’, a series of 26
dramatizations 'of stories by Amer-
ican humorists, and “Ballets de
France," a series of 26 original bal-
lets produced in France. Three
other programs on sports, news
and origination of our modem lan-
guage are- in preparation.

‘OHIO STORY’S’ CUTBACK

DUE TO TV INROADS
Cleveland, April 22,

Nelson Olmstead has been hired
to narrate a revised, less expensive
series of "Ohio Story" over a 20-

station network for the Ohio Bell
Telephone Co.
.. Revamping of the five-year-old
format, that has brought the pro-
gram every top honor in the state,

eomesr as the sponsor, through- its

agency, McCann - Erickson, cur-
tailed radio expenditures in light
of "television’s inroads in the eve-
ning listening audience."
Olmstead will do a solo narration

of scenes from Ohio's past and
present history, thus eliminating
the previous lineup that included
a cast, original music, and trio.

The 15-minute program, however,
will continue to be heard Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday evenings at
6:30 over an evening network of
15 stations from WTAM. At the
same time, the agency announced
that five -additional stations will
beam the show on a delayed morn-
ing broadcast.

Detroit—"Big Barn Frolic," half-
hour program of Western music
and folk songs on WJR, now is

sponsored by the Mall Pouch To-
bacco Co. Show features Casey
Clark and his Lazy Ranch Boys.

CRCUNG THE KILOCYCLES

•£!? _
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Philadelphia— John Altemus,
formerly with CBS-T.V spot sales',

New York, has been named to the
sales staff at WCATJ-TV, effective

Immediately. Prior to joining the
network, Altemus was advertising
manager of the TJ.S. Polo Assn,
and a member of the sales staff of
the New Yorker magazine.

Cleveland— Louise Winslow re-

turns to the WNBK cameras with
a Monday-through-Friday half-

hour 10 a.m. "Home Cooking" pro-
gram based on the theme of "Live
Better for Less." Kroger Co. is

picking up tfie tab . . . Maytag is

sponsoring the A1 Henderson five-

minute 7:55 a.m, gabfest Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, WTAM.
NBC will pick up the WTAM staff

orchestra under Seth Carey on a

15-minute network shot Saturdays
following the horse races.

Pittsburgh*—Tragesser brothers,
Ed and Don, have been lopped off

the KQV payroll in an economy
move . . Chuck Nuzum has landed
a tire company sponsor for his

"Day in Sports" program over
WCAE every weekday evening at 6

, . . Mival Harvey, formerly of the
Red. Cross, is a. new addition to
the WCAE traffic department,. §he
replaces Fern Styer, who resigned

to go with General Motors . . „

Jimmy Murray, KQV boss, named $-*

to the annual Welcome Week
committee . , . Lee Kelton’s staff

"

band back on WJAS after two- >

month vacation. They do a daily f

quarter-hour program at 5:30 arid

then a 10-minute show at 6:35. ...
Bill Sutherland has replaced' Jim
Shannon as the announcer on Pie
Traynor’s dally sportscast over
KQV . . . Gladys Ingles, WCAE
hello girl, won’t be back at the sta-
tion switenboard for a month after
undergoing surgery.

s-1

I
.... fc

Philadelphia—George Goldman,
former copy chief at the Zlbman
ad agency, has been named as-
sistant director of radio promotion
for the WCAU stations.

Clnoinnati — Adrian "Specks”
Munzell, new Crosley staffer, is

talking about the weather on
WLW-TV stations in Cincy, Day-
ton and Columbus, O. He formerly
was a platter spinner an stations
in the Carol|nas and Kentucky,

Seattle—Tom McCann, w.k. an-
nouncer, disk jockey and newsman
here, is leaving KJR, local ABC
outlet, to go to KOMO, NBC sta-
tion. He will replace Dale Smith,
who is leaving for California,

v •;

dere.d powerless in deleting the

material. Same situation, says Col-

gate, pertains to the Martin &
Lewis "misdemeanors," including

their penchant for cuffo plugs,

which has become a source of in-

creasing .
annoyance to Colgate. A

hard-hitting, exacting producer be-

reft of ties with M & L could pre-

vent s.uch "delinquencies," the

client maintains,
Primarily, Colgate is concerned

over the paucity of new producers

in TV and feels that pix and other

show biz facets should.be fully ex-

plored to invite new talent into

the medium.
Should Colgate return with

"Comedy Hour” in the fall, which
is considered likely, it will be at-

tended by other circumstances

more favorable to the client—in-

cluding a greater elasticity in its

choice of rotating comics. It’s re-

ported that virtually NBC’s entire

roster of TV comics, with the ex-

ception of Jimmy Durante (who
will confine his activities to the

Saturday night "All Star Revue"),

will be at Colgate's disposal.
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Continued from pace 23 WWIim7bt
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be balanced against the desire for

quick action’’. .

Johnson had suggested that if

radio station applications "could

be joined so that the actual num-
ber of applications for Denver TV
licenses might approximate the

number of channels to be made
available to the Denver area, tele-

vision in a* city long denied by an

arbitrary freeze what other cities

have long enjoyed would have its

riglits restored at an early date,"

Among questions Johnson posed
to Walker was: "Would a joint ap-

plication of two .or more AM- sta-

tions per se be in conflict with the

public interest provided that the

operation of said radio stations will

continue to be operated as separate

entities?”

Questions has been discussed in-

formally by Commission and staff

in recent months and is admitted a

"toughie". One such application is

on file with the .agency and some
answer will have to be forthcoming
after July 1 when processing be-

gins.

Hartford—As a result of the re-

cent death of Italo Nartino, chief

engineer and vice president of

WDRC, two. new promotions have
been announced. General Manager
Walter Haase now becomes v.p. oi

the Doolitle Radio Corp., operators
of the station. He has been with
WDRC since 1924. He retains his

post as secretary of the organiza-
tion. Henry M. Broedrick, Jr.. 1S

the new chief engineer. He has
been with WDRC for 11 years.

for“Cementing International Relations”

", . . the New York multi-lingual station, faced

with the.dual competition from radio and tele-

vision in the world's largest market * * lumped

the gun on all of them by making its own unique

niche in establishing direct relationship with the

homeland in serving its 2,000,000 listeners. Here

was ample testimony that radio has its place*

and people with the know-how to maintain it."

VARIETY, April 9, 1951

M GAIN . * . for the fifth time . * * Variety

A honors WOV with its coveted Show-

management Award. In accepting this Variety

Award, and the challenge .that goes with it,

we give further impetus to a policy of public

service in the belief that radio serves best

when it serves listeners and sponsors alike.
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some biased opinion..,

Walter wmcwELL: “His homespun hilarity

is sheer delight
!”

JOBE CROSBY, N.Y, HERALD TRIBUNE: * ‘Sam . * „

is one of the few genuine humorists to come

along in quite a spell .... His show is warm,

human, appealing, andfresh.”

HARRIET VANHORNE, N.Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

and sun: “Sam Levenson is by far the most

refreshing and likable 'new. face’ to appear

on my screen., . His humor depends not on

gags, not onfunny hats and old songs but

on the ability to tell a story well.
’ ’

4

jack gould. n.y. times: “Mr. Levenson directs

his infectious sense ofhumor at the art of

raising parents and without doubt, his SO

minutes are .

.

• uproarious as anything

on the air , . . . Sam Levenson may very well

prove to be the freshest and most literate ^
humorist yet discovered by 2 V.”

«»

JACK O'BRIAN, N.Y. JOURNAL AMERICAN

:

. . ,“hi$

fun is exuberant and catching . . , he’ll likely

be around 1V as long as he lives, which we /

trust will beforever, with options”

you
• *

Sam Levenson offers you the gift of laughter...

he’s generous about spreading it around. He’s made so

many people happy that half of all the sets turned on

at Levenson’s time are turned on to see Levenson, and
i

that’s added up to a 22.5 Trendex rating.

\

Now he’s moved to Tuesday at eight, so that even
/

more people can be happy over his wholesome, effortless
4

*

humor and inspired story-telling.
9

Q

One of those people could be a sponsor who knows

how family pleasure can carry over into family buying.

That happy sponsor could be you.

CBS TELEVISION ®
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tHE VOTERS’ FORUM
With John Beaman, Josephine

Halpin
frrodueers; Stanley EcUss, Paul
Toumaine

15 Mhis.5 Mon.-Fri., *y:15 p.m.

Sustaining:
WINS, New York

This Crossley Broadcasting Corp.

outlet has a listenable public serv-

ice vehicle in "The Voters’

Forum/’ a cross-the-board airer

dealing with news and issues of

the upcoming elections. It in-

cludes interviews with spokesmen
for the various candidates and re-

ports on developments in the cam-
paign.
John Bosman and Josephine

Halpin handle the program on al-

ternate evenings, but both are on
hand for the Friday sessions which
summarizes the events*-and discus-

sions of the week. On the show
caught Friday (18) Bosman and
Miss Halpin went through their

paces smoothly, with an interest-

ing report on the current scene,

covering such items as the New
Jersey primaries, the sudden,
flurry of interest in W. Averell
Harriman, etc.

On this broadcast they capsuled
the opinions- of the guests on
earlier in the week, including
spokesman for Gen. Eisenhower,
a supporter of Sen. Taft and a

femme biggie of the Democratic
National Committee. Besides the
more general issues, Miss Halpin
probed into aspects of special con-
cern of the distaff voters, .pro-

gram was palatably done, although
in one instance, where the gabbers
were discussing Harriman’s back-
ground, their observations were of

a sunerficial nature and they
should have prepared a more de-
railed analysis of his role. More
research would help. Further, as

the series gets rolling, it would
be a good idea to cover the mi-
nority parties. Bril.

Cros’.ey’s New Pantry
Cincinnati, April 22.

Crosley Broadcasting Corp. has
opened a Penny Prudent Pantry
in Dayton for origination of taste-

test programs on WLW-D under
direction of H. P. Lasker, manager
of that station. Layout follows that
of first pantry in'Cincy and ties in

with women’s groups for audience
participation shows.
Robert E. Dunville, Crosley pres-

ident, plans pantry for WLW-C,
Columbus, O., and modified ver-
sions in about 50 communities
served by Crosley radio and TV
operations.

Now starring on NEC's
ALL STAR REVUI

Saturday's 9-f p.m., EST

Mgt.t William Morris Agancy

MAIL CALL
With L. "Doc” Cassidy
15 Mins., Tues.-Tlmrs., 11:3$ a.nt.

Sustaining:
WGKC, Louisville

WGRC’s promotion manager, L.

"Doc” Cassidy, has come up with

an idea here which should pay off

in goodwill for the station, and

make a lot of letter-starved Gls in

Korea and Europe happy to re-

ceive news from their home com-

munities via letters from volunteer

correspondents.

,

"Doc’* opens his show with re-

corded sound effects of battery

fire, then reads the names and. ad-

dresses of boys in the service who
would like to receive letters. He
gives their serial number, designa-

tion of the outfit and APO number,
He also invites addresses from lis-

teners of men in the service any-
where in the world, who would
like to receive mail.

Cassidy approaches his ether

stint in a straightforward way, and
omits any gushing or sentimentali-

ty. His mail response is heavy, and
one of his regulars, a "Mom”
Bush who resides in a small, town
in Kentucky, writes to 500 GIs.
Program pulls mail from Kentucky,
Indiana, Illinois, Tennessee, and
West Virginia; although most of- the
mail is from the WGRC primary
area irt Kentucky and Indiana.

VAN DE.CAR & TftE NEWS
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:45 p.m.
WSNY, Schenectady

Harold Van de Car, director of

development at Union College, has

,

built a sizable audience with his-

news and commentary cross-the-

board program during the past

year. He is sponsored by an auto-
mobile agency Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, while he broadcasts the
other two week-nights under the
auspices of safety organizations.

Van de Car is direct and .terse

in reporting international, national
and local news. Commentaries are
brief and pointed.

On two shots heard, Van de Car
commented on the red-hot Sche-
nectady school issue—he is the
only broadcaster expressing opin-
ions on local controversies. A re-
port about a ride in a new Army
tank, made by the American Loco-
motive Co., and an interview with
a magician planning a drive blind-
folded down the main, street, as
promotion f6r a hobby show, were
included on one block.
Van de Car’s vttfee is clear* but

inclined to be a bit hard and flat;

his reading or delivery sometimes
has a monotonous pattern. Writing
style is simple; personality is

friendly. Bob Wallace competently
announces commerqials and safety
messages. Jac6.

886,0C0 TV Sets in Hub
Boston, April 22.

Television set installations in the
Hub coverage area are nearing the
900,000 mark with figures released
by WNAC-TV arid WBZ-TV April
1 showing 886,349 sets installed in
homes and public places.

This shows an increase over the
previous month’s figures of 12,588.

Your Top TY
Sales opportunity

April S3, 13s,
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Radio Followup

M f M M » \ M i M M
"The Big Show” wound up its

current season on NBC Sunday

(20) on a high note. It was a gay,

carefree program, with a host of

expert farceurs in bright form, and

level of entertainment pretty high.

There were some slow spots, td be

sure, but overall impact was strong.

Fare was ail on the light side, only

serious spot being a scene from
"I Am a Camera,” with its Broad-,

way leads, Julie Harris and Wil-

liam Prince, making an excellent

impression in a sharp dramatic bit

where the two lost youngsters snarl

at and make' up' with each other.

Gilbert Gabriel, for the N." Y.

Drama Critics Circle, made an
award to "Camera” author John
van Druten, whose play was chosen
as best of the season, and van
Druten displayed his talents as

gagster in neat repartee with
emcee Tallulah Banknead.

Tallu was in rare form for the
season finale, her intros for the
singers being choice and brief, her
repartee with Ethel Merman being
sharp and killing, and her reprise

of the recital of her trip "upstate”
to 181st St and Broadway by
subway being hilarious. Fred Allen
and Groucho Marx were in good
fettle for their several brushes
with each other, and with other
cast members, although their lines

weren’t as sock as Tallu’s and
Ethel’s. Boys also wandered a bit

too much from the script, although
Groucho’s ad libs did pep up some
so-so ’ spots.
Miss Merman sang "Heat Wave”

in as exuberantly sock a style as
ever, and contributed strongly in
the gag department. George San-
ders lent a rich .baritone to "Some
Day My Heart Will Awake,”
although his. duet with Miss Mer-
man, "Marrying For Love,” was a
little stilted. Earl Wrightson sang
a many-languaged "Freedom” num-
ber that

:

was a little pretentious
but was exciting ' nevertheless.
Groucho even sangf an amusing
song parody, in "Show Me A Rose.”

Phil Foster batted strongly, as
usual, in the monolog department,
with a recital of his troubles on
buying a thoroughbred dog, and
he, too, added an amusing song, in
I Got News For You.” Meredith

Willson and his . orch and chorus
offered smooth assists throughout,
while at the close the chorus sang
a touching a capella "My Darling”
in farewell *to Tallu. The last 10
minutes of the 90-minute airer,
taken up with farewells and credits,
did seem a little long, but it left
room for Tallu to. give a nice, de-
served tribute to producer Dee
Engelbach and the writing staff.

>*

K. C. BLUES BASEBALL GAMES
With Larry Ray
MUEHLEBACH BREWING CO.
WHB, Kansas City, Mo.

' Third straight year American
Association games .of the Blues are
being broadcast via 'WHB with
Larry Ray at the mike and Mueh-
lebach beer picking up the tab.
Ray has covered the games a num-
ber of years previous to that, and
is the area’s ace sportscaster on
baseball. Games are covered live
when at the Blues Stadium here,
and recreated via telegraph when
the team is away.
Over the -ears Ray has done a

considerably good job, and has de-
veloped a sizable following. This
year he picked up very much
where he left off last fall in re-
porting the opening series with St.
Paul. He gives It alert coverage,
embellishes with a good deal of
background material and lore of
the game, gives a first-rate audio
picture of the game.
The broadcast is a sizable under-

taking for the sponsor, the station,
the sportscaster and the ball club,
entailing a layout of something
over $70,000 by the brewing firm.
It’s the key venture in the policy
of heavy baseball and sports cover-
age which Muehlebach has pur-
sued under its present top man,
Otis Bryan. The brewery outfit
also picks up the tab on baseball
play-by-play in Joplin and Wichita
and sponsors a number of sports
shows. Quin.

•

Holtz, Georgie Price Head

KPRC-TV Marathon
Houston, April 22.

- Lou Holtz and Georgie Price
headlined the 14-hour Television
Celebrity Parade on KPRC and
KPRC-TV which began on Satur-
day at 10:30 p.m. and continued
until Sunday (20) at 12:30 p.m.
Fund raiser was for the United
Cerebral Palsy and Houston Cen-
tral Lions Club.

Headliners from radio, stage, lo
cal night clubs all donated their
talent for the event.

Inside Stuff—Radio
Chicago branches of the American Federation of Radio Artiste

Television Authority are launching a campaign for stricter comni^
d

of their pacts with the various stationsand production agencies nX!
unions have set up voluntary committees

t
to check local shows

01,1

duction activities.
d pro'

Letters have gone out to all Chi signatories to either an afra
TVA contract announcing that from here on both guilds will bo 1°*?
alert for any pact violations. The TVA checking committee will k
especially on the lookout for any bypassing of the union shon ,

tion and any violation of the talent fee setup,
p pu*a“

Besides these basic’ points, the AFRA group plans to investicatp
ports that. some of the transcription .companies have been calling n

6*

formers back for a re-cut cjn a platter without making furtiW I
ep*

ments for the "repair” job. .

6 ner paV-

Communication Materials Centre, a‘ division of Columbia Universe
Press, has produced a transcribed series of eight f5-minute radio
"The Human Heart,” for the National Heart Institute and AmerX
Heart Assn. The heart agencies and the. various health denarin^T.
will spot the disks in their local areas.' •

nts

The airers, sponsored by the Public Health Service of the Federal
Security Agency, feature Arlene Francis, Bill Leonard, Susan Douela?
Martha Scott, Melvym Douglas, Sam Levene, Arnold Moss and John
Daly. They, were scripted by Morton Wishengrad, Erik Barnouw nnS
Morris Schrleber. Barnouw is editor of CMC. and

Purpose of the series is to lessen the terror and tension which sur
rounds the subject of heart disease, which Is why performers assort
ated with news and light drama were used.
CMC works on projects such as a radio series on alcoholism a comio

hook on juvenile narcotics addiction, a .film on syphilis, a cartoon film
on chronic diseases and In other- "mass media.”

Winners of the 195.1 Alfred K. duPont radio and television award*
will be annouiwed at a dinner on Saturday, May 17, at the Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, D. C,

Supervisory educational -institution on the' awards ‘is Washington and
Lee. University. O. W. Riegel is curator of the awards foundation.

RCA has presented- Massachusetts Institute of Technology a collec-
tion of documents and printed materiar recording the growth of radio
from circa 19j03 to present. Collection, begqn by George H Clark
during his. undergrad days at MIT and continued after he joined RCA
is -memorabilia that comprehensively covers the industry and will be
known as. the RCA-Clark. Collection of Radioana.

Equivalent of 500 volumes, collection includes research reports spec-
ifications, logbooks and records of several early radio companies cover-
ing a 50-year span, .

•

Pitt Gabber’s Hat in Ring
Pittsburgh, April 22.

Herb Morrison, veteran KQV
announcer and newscaster, has

tossed his hat in the ring and is

seeking the GOP nomination for

Congress in nearby Westmoreland
County. He’s taken a ” two-week
leave of absence from the station
in order to campaign -for the
primary.

Morrison is president of the
Pittsburgh chapter of AFRA and
gained fame some years ago when
he did an on-the-spot description
of Graf Zeppelin crash at Lake-
hurst, N„Jv an account which was
later included in the "Hear It Now”
album.

Carl Betz’* Pix Pact
Pittsburgh, April 22.

Carl Betz, former WCAE an-
nouncer, just signed a seven-year
film contract with 20th-Fox and
will report to the studio on May 12.

Scouts caught him in a small
role in the short-lived "Long
Watch,” which marked Betz’s
Broadway debut, and his deal
followed.

MFRS. MAP SWITCH ON

SETS FROM VHF TO UHF
Chicago, April 22.

The television set manufacturers
are taking steps to make the con-
version of VHF receivers to UHF
as easy as possible for present set

owners.
Admiral Corp., for example, an-

nounced last week it would supply
gratis the necessary • UHF tuning
strips to all current owners of its

sets.

HARPO MARX
NBC-TV

RCA-VICTOR

,

Mgt.: GUMMO MARX

TV-MUSIC QUIZ:

Who was Musical Director for

“COSMOPOLITAN THEATRE,”
DuMont's top ranking dram-
atic show of last season?

SEE PAGE 33

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with
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LANCASTER, PENNA
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FOR THE BROADCASTER
STATION MANAGERS - PROGRAM DIRECTORS

s

SALES MANAGERS - PRODUCTION MEN

for all who seek the answers

to Better Programming

APRIL 28-MAT 12
A concentrated cross-country schedule brings the BMI

Program Clinics to you in yqur own area. Thirty-eight

Clinics in 37 States under the auspices of your State

Broadcasters Associations. Five additional clinics in

Canada complete the Itinerary.

Past BMI Program Clinics have been hailed as "the

most comprehensive job of spreading info about latest

programming techniques and ideas"— (Variety) and "BMI

Clinics spark local showmanship"— (Sponsor). This 1952

series will be bigger and better.

State

—
t ,

Date
Clty

'

.
..Jefferson Davis Hotel

State no
-Montgomery- ' Marion Hotel

ARIZONA.... ..
[ May 9 Hollywood " Cosmopolitan Hotel

COLORADO May 8 — Athens Boise Hotel
FLORIDA ....May 10 - Boise Sheraton Hotel
GEORGIA May 2 -

..Chicago Hotel Savery
IDAHO ....May 9 Des Moines Broadview Hotel
ILLINOIS ...May Wichita ' Owensboro Hotel
IOWA May .Owensboro Bentley Hotel
KANSAS -..-; April Alexandria Augusta House
KENTUCKY . May 5 ....Augusta
LOUISIANA May ..Baltimore Touraine Hotel
MAINE...-.;- May ....Boston ; post Tavern „

MASSACHUSETTS April ...Minneapolis Heidelberg Hotel
MICHIGAN-; —May ...Jackson Hotel Jefferson
MINNESOTA May 3 ...St.Louis Florence Hotel
MISSISSIPPI .May 6 ..Missoula paXton Hotel
MISSOURI ...

April 27 Omaha—— Dennis Hotel
,

MONTANA - Atlantic City ; "" Onondaga Hotel^

NEBRASKA.-- ...May 6 Syracuse Sjr Walter H?tel

I

NEW JERSEY May ...Raleigh Deshler-Wallick Hotel,

NEW YORK-— ......May Columbus -—-
"..Skirvin Hotel

NORTH CAROLINA May „ ..Oklahoma City Benson ,

OHIO../. .'—May 7 Portland ".Columbia Hotel

OREGON .....May .'.'.'.'.'.....Sioux Falls...
;

.'.Andrew Jackson Hotel

SOUTH DAKOTA
[
April .'.'.'.'.'.'..San

Antonio.— Hotel

TENNESSEE— —May Salt Lake City. John Marshall Hotel

TEXAS. Mayl " Richmond Olympic Hotel

WASHINGTON April '..Milwaukee ^
WEST VIRGINIA ...May

'

WISCONSIN..
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Television Chatter
-U-

New-York
Joseph N. Curl, ex-Crosley

Broadcasting, has joined ABC-TV
spot sales department . . . Jim

Fleming, news editor of NBC-TV’s

“Today,” flies to London on Friday
(25) to interview British politicos

foT’ the morning stanza . . . Max
Wilk, George Axelrod and Irving

Graham have scripted a show for

songstress Dorothy Shay; William
Morris office is peddling . . . “Star

For a Moment,” iuve interview

program sponsored by Telepon-

traits, preems on WOI^-TV on Fri-

day at 5:30 p.m.; kickoff was post-

poned due to long Dodgers-Giants
game last week . . . Hope Miller

on “Susoensc” (CBS) last night

(Tues.) a*ter ^oing the same net-

work's “The Web” a week ago .

LcsMe Farrjs, AM-TV head for Col-

gate, winged to the Coast for a

two-week visit Friday (18) . . .

Thomas Naeg^le named head of

WOR-Tv art department ... Dr.

Brrno Furs\ memory-training ex-!

pert, assisted by some of his stu-

dents. wlR give a lecture-demon-
stration of ev^ry-day application of

memory-training over WABD on
Friday ni^ht (

95) . . . WOR-TV,
N. Y, indie, will pick mp the poo 1

coverage of the Democratic and
Republican party conventions this

summer.
Edward Lamb Enterprises, op-

erators of WICU, Erie, and WTVN.
Columbus, has set up a N. Y. of-

fice under the managership of

Benard H. .Pe’zer, Jr. . . . Rudy
added to the guest lineup

on Ed Gardner's first show for

NBC’s “All Star Revue” May 31,
which is to be filmed. Jeanette
MacDonald h»d previously signed
to guest . . . BBC-TV in London
televised Irve TunickJs original
video drama, “Portrait of Rem-
brandt” last, night (Tues.). Written
originally for CBS-TV’s “Studio
One,” it marked the. first Ameri-
can TV play to be presented via
BBC . . . Claire Mann, star of
WJZ-TV’s “Glamor Show,” tapped
to produce and narrate & fashion
show for the benefit of the United
Cerebral Palsy Foundation May 3

. . . Illinois Bell is eyeing a weekly
variety show built around Great ]

Lakes jailors with .
WGN-TV ex-

pected to get the nod . « » WNBQ
program director George Heine-
maun off next week for a 14-day
tour of duty with the Navy Air

+Vu» Essex House . . „ Sachs! Corps reserves . . , Luckey. North,

[
Quality Stores, renewed for "the WBKB’s gal spieler, guestspeaks at

second time its ‘‘Decorator’s Work- ,3 Theta Sigma PM meetmg May
shop,” "aired Tuesday nights via J

. ,

. £
Art YounMuUt now in his

WPIX . . . Curtis Roosevelt, for- fourth year as WENR-TV s Dr.

aicrly ^vltli
. .

'

... .

Phonograph, joined the'

traub agency’s exec staff.

Wein-

Hollywoodl
Art Stander signed by Ed Wynn

as head writer for May 3 All-Star
Revue on NBC-TV . . . Korla
Pandit, organist, ankled KECA-TV,
asking release from two-year pact
on grounds his work too “exhaus-
tive” . . . Frigidaire Sales Corp.
signed 52-week pact with KNBH
for first half-hour of Bill Stulla’s

daytimer, “Parlor Party,” deal in-

volving over $150,000 . . . Seven
L.« A. telestations covered arrival,

reception of Queen Juliana- by
pooled coverage last weekend . . .

Kathy Monroe replaced Diane
Richards as femme. thrush on Leo
Carrillo’s ‘*Dude Ranch Varieties”
on KLAC-TV . . . Aileen Stanley,

f \ teed off half-hour, musical tele-

show on KHJ-TV, Market Baskets

Singer Danny O’Nell, signed to*do.

another series of 18 “Paradise Is-

land” musical film shorts for Jerry
Fairbanks. O’Neil will plane to
the Coast during his vacation for
the lensing.

W'

Eileen BARTON

Coral Recording Artist

Direction: MCA

PhiOy Sluffoff

Claim on
Philadelphia, . April 22.

Charges of discrimmination
aggainst Philadelphia by the FCC
over its failure to assign a fourth
very high frequency channel (VHF).
to -this city, were made by J. Har-
ry LaBrum, president of the Cham-
ber of Commerce. °

.
*

The FCC, despite various appli-

T

Tele Followup Comment
Conilau** from pag* it

nee^spot on NBC-TV several weeks
ago, is riding along pleasantly with
a mild blending of hokey humor
and Interview sessions. The 30-
minute stanza tees off at 1 p.m. and
Sheldon pegs the series for the
femme Viewer.
He tends to fall into a disturbing

self-appreciation groove, at times,
by laughing at ,his own jests, pnd
stunts but it’s a flaw* that can be
easily corrected. For the most
part he comes across as a warm
and genial emcee with a definite
hausfrau appeal.
On Show caught (18) Sheldon

gabbed with Marjorie Craig, a
health instructress; and legit and
screen thesp Sam Jaffe. The ses-
sion 'with Miss Craig came across
okay, but Sheldon went a bit over-
board orchis ideas for the Jaife in-
terview. In an. effort to- get some
action, or perhaps yocks, into the
gabfest, Sheldon and Jaffe sat on
swings as they talked. It’s strictly
kidT stuff and seemed a little un-
dignified for a thesp of Jaffe’s sta-'

ture.

wwir _ NBC-TV** “Philco Television

picking up tab . . Chevrolet Deal- cations and appeals, refused to al- Playhouse” probed an interesting

ers of Southern California bought low_ another VHF station in JPhila- Pro
|
3
J
em 9” Sunday’s edition (20),

second-run of Edward Small pix delphia. Part of the FCC refusal dealing with discrimination against

on KTTV, time-artd-talent for 26 was based^on the fact-that another a Japanese -American in the
weeks amounting to about $75,000 VHF channel here might interfere-

Marines
aS*

11wtwl* .JSS Jt
v BSS? Am y ^uest

i?ln°A
n with TV stations now operating in SjftS? AJS * KSSfJSLife With Linkletter on KECA- Lancaster Pa ' and Wilmington

volvea about a prejudiced captain

TV, April 25 . . . Tennessee Ernie,
^anca^er, ana

,
wnmingcon, wh0 , although he was an excellent

returns to “Hometown Jamboree” J*®
1,

.

however, got combat officer, was bull-headed and
o:. KLAC-TV; following two weeks f°ui frequency ,.(UHF) bigoted towards a Nisei interpreter,

of- personals . . . Lyn Osborn of channels In- the recent FCC alloca- Latter was a eburageous soldier

NEC-TV’s “Space Patrol” returned tions. who risked his life by entering the
from week’s vacash . . . Frank Jaf- . UHF channels assigned to this caves in which Japaneses holdouts
fray named outdoor editor of city are 17, 23, 29 and 35. This last were hiding, to persuade them to

KNBH . . . Narfcy Wible show on is to be used for educational, non- surrender.' Climax of the drama
‘ECA - TV cancelled, effective commercial"' purposes only. Philly’s came when it was discovered that

May 2 . . . Fred Ampel to Frisco present three channels — 3, 6 and 45" Japanese were trapped in a

on biz . . . Thyavals cancelling AM- io — operate in the VHF spec- cave and the captain, in blind
TV blurbing, about • $25,000 a trum hatred of the foe, wanted to let

month, to put coin in. small news- Albert M. Greenfield, chairman ,i
tarv<: deatl> ™ther th“

papers, point-of-sale plugs, chief
f ^ chamber’s hoard of direr- them prisoner. It came at

casualties betas Jimmy Wakely ?orS nommenH^ nn th^SvVfS a time when the captain learned his
show on KNXT. “What’s the Name .iSfiii? vm? wife was divorcing him and when
of That Song?’1 on KHJ-TV, seg- 7*** channel, he was ordered back to the States
ment of “Time for Beany” on Philadelphia has more TV because of combat" fatigue, all of
KTLA, and participation oil aets now in use than any other; which resulted in Ms emotional
“Ladies Matinee,” KTTV , . . town except New

^
York apd pos- crackup. Final scene revealed him

Rubey .Cowan named head of AM- Sibly Los Angeles. Perhaps Phila-'nn a mental hospital, a broken and
TV for Mitchell Hamilburg agency., delpMa cannot yet be called the lonely man weaving baskets. .

‘Television City,’5

'but we believe we Walter Matthau did a fine job as'

pi* have a better claim to that title the intolerant captain who was
V/Hicago than does another community.” compulsively trying to prove his

Russell Stebbtas added to the Board of Education, on behalf of toughness. Robert Keith, Jr., was
Chi NBC national TV spot sales 84 educational institutions in this sock as the executive officer who
staff . . . “They Stand Accused, area unofficially has committed -it-

countermanded the captain’s order
WGN-TV’s courtroom drama stanza Sif to M and Permuted the Nisefto get the
riding out on DuMont again. gets eluding the cost -of a buUdin? ^nen7 tr00P? to ^rrender. Sho
a local beaming . . . Geraldine Kay ~ J* ? 9nodera registered okay as the
elected-rchairman of the board of °eSi

U
£!i? °

.^eads ejpeetto Japanese-American. Writer Aur-
Television Authority’s central re- spend $375,000 to equip the thur, an ex-Marine, handled one
gion, replacing Cliff Norton now channel and about $135,- of the minor parts.
Operating out of Gotham . . . Kel-
logg staying aboard' its Tuesday
and Thursday slice of “Howdy
Doody” on NBC-TV „ „ . Randy
Kent now a staff gabber at WBKB
. . . Bud Hauser, Nash dealer, has
set aside his “Grand Marquee”

000 a year to operate it.

TV Baseball
Continued from page 25

Vehicle started slowly, but built
suspense nicely and handled a
touchy problem sensitively. Gordon
Duff directed th§ Fred Coe produc
tion.

What started out to be a fast
paced farce on how a British
chambermaid almost broke into

show Saturday (26) on WNBQ for er and the direction of the ball,

a special 90-minute Red Cross In short, four or five cameras at
blood appeal. Joe Spery is pro- most are being used by WPIX for “the movies” .furned into a sfow^
duc'ing the affair from NBC’s the Yankee and Giant games paced, plodding attempt at comedy
Studebaker Theatre . . . Fat Tobin (WABD also telecasts the Yankee CBS-TV’s “Studio One” Mon-

^iT
T
n°iJr

Purse,*
J 7lade

Via games) and WOR-TV for the day night (21). Story was “Lily,
WENR-TV expanded to a half^ioux .Brooklyn schedule. Although some Queen of the Movies,” adapted
daily . . , Keeley Brewing Co. back-

lapses occurred in following ^ Alvin Sapmsley from a Paul

j

S
m^WNRO tbe ball in the opening games, the Pa

i.
lc

.9. ^ort story- Cast, headed
Sports Thursday nights Q caraeraB were on the spot in the ^ SSfi?

1 actress Glynis Johns and

two most spectacular plays of the Ney ’

young season. First was Del Ennis’ the stilted
b
dlrectirm °E™£vhS

WUUifVavs^ driTO
h
?n

d
thi.

CatCh
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Sc.haffner Donald Davis

whiWArJviU
tbe Dor°thy Mathews, who've

Philadelphia-Giant game and Mays taken over production reins on
tumbling grab of Carl Furillo’s “Studio One” from Worthington
liner in the Brooklyn-Giant opener. (Tony) Miner, will need an occa-
The announcing staffs fox each sional comedy on the series for

club have also been unchanged pace-changing, but they had better
from last season. Red Barber, Con- come up with something better
nie Desmond and Vince Scully are than this.

again handling the Brooklyn games, . Way the attempted imagination
with the bankrolling split between factors went awry to mess up the
Schaefer’s beer and Lucky Strike yarn was tipped off at the outset,

cigs. The Barber brand of cool and wheu the cameras focussed on a
informed commentary still remains
the best in the business. For the
Giant games, 18 Russ Hodges and
Ernie Harwell are doing the play-
by-play for Chesterfield cigs in
highly competent style, while Mel
Allen, assisted by Art Gleeson, is
the’ chief gabber for the Yankee
games. In the game caught, Allen’s
commentary was generally more
objective than last year’s, when his
Yankee partisanship was more than
evident. The season, however, is
only beginning. Herm.

small dog while the audio piavM
the roar of Metro’s Leo, the lionDog sat there bored refusing to
yawn in tiny* with the sound
thereby killing the effect. Showhad a number of other highlvl
novel stunts but,, the only ones to
come off successfully were the spe
cial effects used to depict Miss
Johns’ daydreaming as she looked
at herself in a mirror. This was
done with an apparent combina-
tion of a split-screen and super-
imposition, and evidenced how
CBSis rapidly licking the special
effects problems to give TV much
wider scope.
Miss Johns, playing with a

broad cockney accent, displayed
her solid thesping ability in the
title role but was never able to get
the farcical aspects of the play off
the ground. Ney, as the young
British duke with whom

. she im-
agined • herself to be in love, was
good in a shorter role. David B.
Greene scored as her cockney boy-
friend and PMllippa Bevans was
good as her boss. Others in the
supporting cast were lost in their
British accents.

Special ‘Breakfast’ B’cast

From Philly’s Mastbaum
’ Philadelphia, April 22.

Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club,”
making its first appearance here
in four yeans, will give a special
WFIL broadcast at Warner Bros.’

Mastbaum Theatre Friday morning
(25).

In pervious years, “Breakfast
Club” local appearances were al-

ways
.
staged at the 3,000-seat

Academy of Music. Recent change
of •management at the Academy,
with the PhiladelpMa Orchestra
Assrt. unofficially in control
through majority stockholdings,
has led the Concert hall to up rates

for visiting attractions.

WFIL and “Breakfast Club”
balked at the price hike and
promptly switched to the 4,360-

seat Mastbaum, flagship of the
Warner chain of midtown deluxers.
Appearing with toastmaster Mc-
Neill will be Sam Cowling, Fran
Allison, Patsy Lee, Johnny Des-
mond and orch leader Eddie Bal-
lantine.

MIDTOWN NEW YORK
Attractive * one room and
bath in modern charmingly
furnished 5 room apart-

ment. Kitchen privileges

and home atmosphere for

business or career woman.
References required.

Write Box 104, VARIETY,
1 54 West 44th Street, New
York City.

Oomedy Writer

Now writing for top CBS person-

ality. Can hanillo oxtra .assignment

of attractive fall timo. TY or radio

skits, gags, Intarviows, All fresh,

original material. Long experience.

Agent, <e4e. Peabody, 300 Pailf’

Ave., N.Y.C. MU «-2Bf7.

SALESMAN

Strong on current mniical bits and the familiar standbys, Ken Cline

Is another of WJRK’s stellar disc Jockeys. Ken, whe knows and caters

to the popular appeal, Is a versatile air personality equally at ease

whether making with the music or the fine points of a sponsor’s product*

WJBK- DETROIT*

TOPS* IN MUSIC-NEWS—SPORTS
Netfenol Mm Heedgeodorst

4$$ Madison Avonw#, N«w York 71 • KMormlo 5-2455

•Minneapolis — Stu MacJherson,
WCCO sports announcer, back
after a flying trip to London to
defend himself in a breach of con-
tract law suit . . . Allan Jackson,
CBS newscaster, here this week to
address Minnesota Radio and Tele-
vision council . . . Arle Haeberle,
TV and radio station WTCN
staffer, off to Tokyo to interview
Minnesota G.I.’s, go shopping • in
the Ginza, etc., and then tell about

P r • » • it » • d N e » l.e.n.'fi I hr. > r T H I K A I % A ft I M C Y., I N.c. 1 her experiences over the air. . .

Thanks to

Buchanan & Co., Ine."

Dee Engelbach, James Harvey, Dorothy Brown

and, of course

Miss Bankhead

For ’a wonderful season as

“The Voice of the Reynolds Metals Co.”

On NBC’s “The Big Show”

bert cowlan

lii-i.- t .Li. i ini ..Li
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Isaac Don Levine, anti-Communist writer, had. nothing to do, either

directly or indirectly, with American Business Consultants or with
Counterattack, or the origin of either, a spokesman for him states in

objecting to a paragraph in Variety’s article (April 9) on Merle Miller’s

“The Judges and the Judged/' report on blacklisting in radio and
television made for the American Civil Liberties Union.

The spokesman states that Levine “knew and heard nothing of the

preparation and publication of the volume ‘Red Channels’ until its

issuance.” He adds, “Levine never approved and does not now approve

of blacklists by private citizens.”

According to Miller’s report, there was a meeting in early 1946 be-

tween the three former FBI men (Theodore C. Kirkpatrick, John G.

Keenan and Kenneth M. Bierly) and Levine, Christopher Emmet (an-

other writer) and Alfred Kohlberg, wealthy importer. After this meet-
ing, Miller says, Kohlberg agreed to furnish the money to launch the
publication Plain Talk, with Levine as editor. In addition, Miller says,

Kohlberg set aside a sum of money for just one year -for the setting

up of files in a research office for Kirkpatrick-Keenan-BIerly. This
arrangement lasted about a year. Then, on April 9, 1947, Kirkpatrick,
Bierly and Keenan incorporated American Business Consultants,
which later published Counterattack and “Red Channels.” * According
to Miller, “most of the money [for American Business Consultants]
came from Kohlberg.”

Robert Montgomery pulled one of those nightmarish fluffs on his

NBC-TV dramatic show Monday night (21) by referring repeatedly to

Teresa Wright, who starred in the show, as Martha Scott. Fluff was
pulled in the final few minutes of the show, in which Montgomery
usually thanks his star in person before the camera.
Producer himself planed out to Europe for a 10-day trip yesterday

(Tues.) and so could not be reached for comment, but NBC spokesmen
stressed that the 'Vgright-Scott mixup was purely an unintentional error.

Robert Cummings, incidentally, will take-over in Montgomery’s host
spot on the show next Monday night (28),

CBS-TV’s second “Showcase” production, designed to provide the
web with more new talent for its shows, has been slated for tomorrow
afternoon (Thurs.) at the Mansfield Theatre, N. Y., with June Lockhart
as femcee. Robert Fryer, CBS-TV casting director, will again produce,
in collaboration with directors Andrew McCullough, Gus Schirmer,
Arthur Batanides, Richard Purdy, Edward Homer, John Feamley and
Leonard Heech. Show will not be broadcast.

.

As with the first “Showcase,” staged last Feb. 8, when 90 jobs were
obtained by those auditioned, all CBS-TV producers and directors, as

well as show biz agents and scouts have been invited. “Showcase” will

include a scene from Clifford Odets’ “Country Girl” with an all-Negro
cast; a vignette from an unproduced -play penned by McCullough; a
scene with ah all-femme, cast, a musical showcasing - original tunes
penned by three young American composers, etc. “Showcase” picks its

performers from a pool of 400 artists, selected from among the 5,000
names registered with CBS-TV.

Dancing Evans Family, who live in Pittsburgh, were on something
of a bicycle at tag end of last week. Following their guest shot on
Duquesne beer’s “Show Time” program over Pitt’s WDTV Wednesday
night (16), they hopped into their car and drove for New York and an
appearance on Kate Smith’s afternoon hour on Friday.
Immediately after that stint, the Evanses piled back into the family

auto again and scampered for home and a club date at the William
Penn Hotel on Saturday. No sooner were they finished with that than
it was on the road for them once more en route to Buffalo, where they
opened Monday night at the Town Casino.

Motion picture producer Harry Popkin disclosed on the Coast he’s
been bombarded by queries from networks and stations! all over the
country, wanting deals for his pix on television. Seems Quality Films
prexy Charles Weintraub and Snader Sales, among others, have been
offering six Popkin pix, including currently released “The Well” for
TV. However, Popkin avers he has never given anyone authority to
offer his pix to video, nor to .distribute. Popkin says he has no inten-
tion of selling pix to teevee under current conditions, but will hold on
to them until more markets are open and price is up. CBS-TV had
been interested in $50,000 per pic tag mentioned by Weintraub, but
chilled on deal when Popkin informed it offer was made without his
okay.

4 s—

Texaco
Continued from page 21

On Wednesdays, the Kate Smith
8 to 9 hour will be opened up but

the web has several prospects for

the time slot to bankroll the pro-

jected new dramatic series to be

produced by Worthington (Tony)

Miner, which will preem this sum-
mer. “Kraft Theatre,” which hasn’t

taken a hiatus in its five years on
the air, will again ride through.

DeSoto-Plymouth will re-run
some of its Grpucho Marx shows as

its summer replacement on Thurs-
days, and Chesterfield and Ford
are expected to come up with re-

placements for their Thursday

FOR SALE
10 KW FM TRANSMITTER

Completely Installed, with antenna,

all RCA equipment. Midtown area.

New York City. Rax 41452, Yarlety.

154 Weil 44th St., New York 14.

Antwor To—
TY MUSIC QUIZ:

MURRAY ROSS
Directed the music for

"COSMOPOLITAN THEATRE”

.it AsMwJ,

‘Captive* Audience
WOR, N. Y., has -a literally

captive audience in the Rah-
way (N. J.) State Prison,
where 231 prisoners mutinied.
Inmates, denied • radios, were
able to construct simple sets
which can receive one station—WOR—due to fact the lat-

ter’s transmitter is at nearby
Carteret.
Correction officials made use

of that fact by asking WOR
to carry the announcements in
its newscasts that the Osborne
Society, which investigates
prison conditions, would be
called in when the mutiny is

over—one of the rebels’ de-
mands.
WOR-Mutual schedule, inci-

dentally, includes such shows
\as “Under Arrest” and “Crime
Does Not Pay.”

'Treason’ Author Nits Back
Continued from page 2*

Clients Stick
Continued from page 22

this summer and next fall to prove
his point. Those who will ride
through the summer, either with
their present shows or a replace-
ment, include Pillsbury with
“House Party,” Lever Bros: with a
sub for “Talent Scouts” and retain-
ing “Big Town”; Colgate, with Mr.
and Mrs. North”; Pabst, with its

Wednesday night fights, and Gen-
eral Foods with “Gangbusters” and
“Tarzan.”
Taking a hiatus and returning

in the fall are Mars, with “People
Are Funny”; “Lux Theatre”; Col-
gate, with “Our Miss Brooks”;
“Hallmark Playhouse” and General
Foods with “Mr. Chameleon.”
Wrigley, which now has both “Life
with Luigi” and the Gene Autry
show, is expected to buy in on CBS’
summer saturation plan again this

year in place of a hiatus. Web’s
other clients haven’t yet finalized

their decisions.
Karol pointed out that. Cavalier

cigarets previously had signed to
bankroll “My Friend Irma” next
season, with Ennds, which now
sponsors that show, buying “Inner
Sanctum” this summer. In addi-
tion, American Tobacco had pre-
viously wrapped up plans to re-

turn next fall with Jack Benny.

Philadelphia
—“Unseen Adviser”

has moved to WPEN for three-
times-a-week series, sponsored by
building firm . . . Jim Grohman,
former WCAU disk

.
jock, has

switched to WMID* Atlantic City
. . . News commentator John Cor-
coran, has resumed his nightly
“Corcoran Speaking” broadcasts on
WFIL, following a five-week tour
of Europe and Near East with a
group of U. S. journalists.

from the air by an ABC vice-presi-
dent ‘because Toledano is too anti-

Communist,’ it promised immedi-
ate action,” de Toledano charges,
implying that ACLU merely listed

his name ‘In its complaint eight
months later.

In answering de Toledano’s
criticism, ACLU exec director Pa-
trick Murphy Malip stressed that
ACLU’s complaint was filed with
the FCC not in behalf of any of
the individuals named and “was
based on the interest of the public
in this controversial issue.”
Malin said de Toledano is “in-

correct” in saying that ACLU has
been thrusting ’frro-Communists on
the broadcasters. ACLU’s interest

“rests only in the civil liberties

principle concerned, the right of
an individual to work without dis-

crimination because of real or al-

leged political beliefs, past or
present.” Citing the ACLU intro-

duction to “The Judges and the
Judged,” Merle Miller’s recent re-

port on blacklisting in broadcast-
ing, Malin said that AM and TV
should observe this principle “ex-
cept where national security dic-

tates non-employment in sensitive
positions of poor security risks,

and then these positions should be
designated by an authorized Gov-
ernment department, not by pri-

vate individuals.”
ACLU Offered Kirkpatrick Aid
Regarding. the alleged blacklist-

ing of Hollywood anti-Communists
in 1947, Malin said; Clifford For-
ster, then ACLU staff counsel,
“remembers no specific charge un-
der that heading brought to the
union’s attention.” . Malin Said
ACLU is “equally concerned about
charges of discrimination against

anti-Communists,” and recalled
that in late 1950, when Theodore
Kirkpatrick, one of the publishers
of “Red Channels,” faced possible
cancellation from an NBC pro-

gram, ACLU offered Kirkpatrick
its aid.

ACLU claims (hat as soon as it

learned about di Toledano’s case

it gave the info to Miller for his

Investigation, “as we d\d in all

cases.” Results of the investigation
were incorporated in “Judges,”
and were cited In the. complaint
to the FCC.

Civil Liberties outfit’s brief, de
Toledano wrote, “is predicated on
an erroneous and dangerous equa-
tion of the Communist and the an-
ti-Communist. By extension, there-
fore, the ACLU equates the
murderer with the anti-murderer,
the Semite with the anti-Semite,
the traitor with the anti-traitor.”

He added that ACLU position im-
plies “that American society must
be legally compelled to nourish
and support those elements which
are organized and dedicated to
bring about the violent destruction
of the American way of life . . *

If the ACLU wants to defend me,
that’s fine. But it has no right to
involve me as the front man fbr a
mealy-mouthed defenso of its out-
rageous ‘prinicples.’

”

Replying to these points, Malin
said that ACLU doesn't equate
Communists and anti-Communists
and that it opposes Communist to-
talitarianism. “Because the ACLU
is devoted to a free and democratic
society, we respect the rights
given to all persons, so long as their
actions are lawful, and we believe
the radio-TV industry, to remain
free itself, should practice free-
dom in its own house,” Malin said.
He quoted from the ACLU state-

ment in "Judges”; “Radio-televi-
sion actors, writers, et al., should be
tested for employment by the
single standard of. competent pei>
fcrmance, as long as their acts and
associations are lawful ones.”
An ABC spokesman said that de

Toledano had appeared on the net-
work when his book was discussed
on “Author Meets the Critics,” and
that after the alleged “barring” he
guested on George Hamilton
Combs' WJZ, N. Y., show.

Cuba, Mexico
Continued from page 21

come into its own. While N.Y. will

undoubtedly take a percentage of

the viewers away from local pro-

grams the interest raised by such

a move might jump the sales of

receivers and cure the industry's
chief handicap—too few sets in the
homes.

Television has made large strides
in Cuba during the past year, how-
ever, in spite of the fact that even
today there are only about 45,000
receivers in use and radio has bet-
ter than 100% coverage.

The main .reason f.or TV progress
Is Station CMQ-TV Which went on
the air a bit over a year ago, head-
ed by Goar Mestie and his. broth-
ers. The Mestre brothers head an
efficient, organization based on
American methods and Ideas, Their
system has paid off and CMQ

#

is

now- considerably ahead Of. Union
Radio-TV which has been In opera-
tion longer.

night shows. U. S, Tobacco will

continue with “Martin Kane, Pri-

vate Eye.” Friday schedule will

remain solid, including RCA, Gulf
Oil on “We, the People,” Pall

Malls on “Big Story,”. Campbell
Soup on “Aldrich Family,” Gil-

lette with a sub for the fights and
Chesebrough with its “Greatest
Fights.” All participating sponsors
on the Saturday night “All Star

Revue” and “Show of Shows” will

stay, along with Luckies on “Hit

Parade.”

Web will have a less costly va-

riety show to replace “All Star,”

and has decided to pick up “Mid-
western Hayride”. from WLW-TV,
Cincinnati, to replace “Show of

Shows” for the summer. Daytime
schedule, Madden said, is shaping

up more slowly because of a later

deadline for the daytime sponsors

to sign on. He pointed out, though,

that 10 of the 20 segments in the

Kate Smith daytime show have re-

newed for the summer, for the re-

placement for Miss Smith.

New York’s UHF
Continued from page 23

aired in N. Y. via WJZ-TV and

WOR-TV.
WHOM, owned by Fortune Pope,

publisher of the Italian-language

|. II Progresso, in revealing its plans

to bid for the TV outlet, indicated

it would not necessarily concen-

trate on foreign-language shows.

WHOM now airs shows in seven

languages, but emphasizes Italian

broadcasts. Pope said the decision

on whether the TV outlet will

broadcast shows in English or

some other language will be de-

cided before the application is ac-

Ltually.filed*

It is with pride

that announcement is made

of the first occasion on which

an original american television play,

namely, PORTRAIT BY. REMBRANDT

by IRVE TUNICK

was telecast by the BBC

in the United Kingdom
»

'on Tuesday, April 22, 1952

Mr. Tunick’s play originally was telecast in

the United States On Studio One

Persoiud Representative for Irve Tunick

Marlin Poll, 200 W. 57th St., New York

L
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Retailers Foresee Sizzling Summer

Disk Price War Due to Slow Sales

With the platter price war in4-

full swing for the past couple of

months, many disk execs foresee a

worsening of the situation for the

next period. Reason for the pessi-

mism is the anticipated slow sum-

mer period when retailers usually

seek to liquidate their stocks as

quickly as possible with the lowest

possible margin of profit.

Although more retail outlets are

expected to be brought into the

orbit of the price war, the amount

of the discounts now offered will

not be radically increased during

the summer months. Many stores

are already offering 30% slashes

off list price, leaving only an 8%
margin on which they can make a

profit. In some cases, the full 38%
discounts are being offered by de-

partment stores in an effort to lure

customers into the stores to buy

other merchandise.

Record retailers, however, find

themselves in no position to offer

“loss leaders” since they only sell

disks. As a result, they are forced

to maintain some gap between the

buying and selling prices in order

to cover their overhead costs at

least. In some cases, even this has

been impossible and numerous re-

tailers are refusing to stock up on

long-play disks. They are refusing

to tie up substantial sums of cash

on an inventory investment which
will bring them little or no profit.

A more ominous sign, however,

is the spreading of the price war
to single pop records in both 45

rpm and 78 rpm speeds. In the

New York metropolitan area, some
outlets are already giving up to

40% cutbacks on the singles, al-

though most of the stores are still

charging the regular 89c price.

If the price-cutting spreads to

the singles market, most disk execs

fear the elimination of numerous
neighborhood stores. These have
been subsisting on the singles

sales, since their long-play market
has faded in face of the discount

competition. Without a normal
markup on the singles, the nabe
retailers will find it impossible to

stay in business.

Jazz Pianist Package

Pulls Pale B.O. in Pitt

The Guardsmen, local promoters
of the piano concert, took it on the

chin last week when Errol Gamer,
Art Tatum, Meade Lux Lewis and
Pete Johnson played a one-nighte£
at big Syria Mosque. Although at-

traction got plenty of publicity, due
to fact that Garner’s a Pittsburgh
boy and Tatum has always been
boxoffice in the niteries here, 3,800-

seater was much less than half full

and Guardsmen are understood to

have lost around $1,500 on the
deal.

General consensus was that it

came in at a bad time, with so

much dough tied up on advance
sale for four-week engagement of

“South Pacific” at the Nixon; the
Patti Page-Frankie Laine-Billy May
one-nighter just around the corner;

the Pittsburgh Opera’s closing bill

of the season also at Mosque, and
the three-day stand there, too, this

week of “Bagels and Yox.”

Noble Sissle Hurt
In Rehearsal Fall

Orch leader Noble Sissle suffered

a spine injury last week during
orch rehearsals at the Public The-
atre, N. Y., when he fell off the
stage and into the pit. The 62-

year-old bandleader slipped while
stepping down from the stage.

It's reported that his condition

is riot serious and that he’ll be re-

leased from Bellevue Hospital,
N. Y., late this week. -

BRIT. DECCA DICKERS

FOR QUEEN LIZ ALBUM
British Decca is wrapping up a

deal with the indie Abbey label to

handle the distribution of the Ab-

bey long play album,- “The 'Second
Elizabeth,” in England. Album re-
lays the life story of Queen Eliza-

beth II in tape recordings of per-
sonalities who were prominent in

the world in which she grew up.
David Niven handles the narration.
Don Reid, Abbey artists and rep-

ertory topper, who edited the al-

bum, returned from England last

week where he initiated the deal.

Pluggers Get Report

On Pension Scheme
Exec board of the Music' Pub-

lishers Contact Employees met last

night (Tues.) to hear union’s prez
Bob Miller’s progress report on the
pension plan activities. For the past
couple months Miller’s been hud-
dling with publishers in New York
and on the Coast on the MPCE
pension plan which calls for a 3%
assessment of a plugger’s $100
weekly wage from both pub and
contactman'.
Exec board conclave finalized

plans for MPCE’s pension - commit-
tee's formal huddles with the pubs.

Seattle Civic Aud. Ban
On Paul Robeson Concert

Seattle, April 22.

Contract for the use of the Civic
Auditorium here May 20 for a con-
cert by Paul Robeson has been,
cancelled by City Building Supt.
John B. Cain.

Cain notified William J. Coyle,
auditorium manager, that he had
cancelled the contract under a city
ordinance which bans use of pub-
lic buildings for meetings which
might stir up “racial or religious
antagonisms.” The concert was
sponsored by a group known as
People’s Programs.

Carle to Open Det.’s

Edgewater Pk. Ballroom
Detroit, April 22.

For the first time since the
Edgewater Park Ballroom was
opened, name bands will be fea-
tured at the park this summer.
Frankie Qarle is first booked into
the newly decorated ballroom, be-
ing constructed on the semi-open
style, with an under-the-trees patio

at the west end of an amphithea-
tre-type indoor ballroom.
Ballroom opens Memorial Day,

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending April 12>

London, April 15,

Unforgettable Bourne
Cry F.D.&H,
Always Our House . . Connelly
Slow Coach Sterling
Mistakes .....* Wright
Little White Cloud Spier
Be Life’s Companion. .Morris
Won’t Live in Castle . Connelly
Saturday Rag Fields
Domino ;.... Leeds
I Wanna Say Hello .... Sterling
Tell Me Why Morris

Second 12

At End of Pay Chappell
Please Mister Sun . . . Chappell
Why Worry . . .

,

Macmelodies
Only Fools Sun
At Last Pickwick
Loveliest Night Year F.D.&H.
Enchanted Eve .... Williamson
Down Yonder . .Feldman
Love’s Roundabout . Cinephonic
Rollin' Stone Kassner
Anytime . . / Victoria
Because of Rain Magna

Chi AFM Local Revokes

Ban Qn Outside Jobs
’ Chicago, April 22.

Chicago Federation of Musicians,
who banned outside jobs for studio
musicians three months ago, has
backed down from its stand with
the aid of

.
James C. Petrillo, head

of AFM and local 10. Big hassle
was over the chamber music con-
certs which radio staffmen had
been doing.

Petrillo said it was okay to do
the dates providing the musicians
gave the union list of the engage-
ments well in advance, which would
h§ve to be approved by the board.
Union contract calls for 45 men
in the stations and when staffers

are doing outside, jobs, local wants
replacements for those men. Petril-

lo said that the union wasn’t inter-

ested in hurting non-competitive
work.

Robbins, Kassner Abroad
To Plug ‘Blondes’ in Eng.
Ed Kassner, partner in J. J.

Robbins & Sons, leaves for England
in June to prep an early kickoff
of the plugging campaign of the
tunes from the legit musical, “Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes,” which
Jack Hylton is preeming in Lon-
don in August, Jack Robbins plans
to get to London for the opening
and he’ll remain a month to assist

in the exploitation campaign.

Score, which was penned by Leo
Robin and Jule Styne, will be split

between the Robbins and Kassner
firms in England.

Lyricist Jack Lawrence he.ads
out to the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.)
to begin work on the score for
the Walt Disney pic, “Sleeping
Beauty,” on which he’ll collab
with Sammy Fain.

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
_By HERM SCHOENFELD

“Kiss of Fire”-Tony Martin;

“For the Very First Time” (Victor).

Martin, who came up with a click

side in the “I Get Ideas” adapta-

tion of “Adios Muchachos,” has

similar material in “Kiss of Fire,”

a takeoff on a
.
standard tango

theme. It’s another strong Martin
etching that will give the Billy

Eckstine M-G-M and Georgia

Gibbs Mercury sides a close race

for the money. Reverse is a lovely

Irving Berlin oldie which Martin

works over in suitable lyrical

style for class results.

Four Aces; “I’m Yours”-“I Un-
derstand” (Decca). Four Aces are

back in their best groove on “I’m

Yours” and should he contenders

for the top position on this number.
Vocal quartet handles this ballad

with a steady rhythmic attack and
some of the typical harmonizing
which clicked for them on “Sin”

and “Tell Me Why.” Group also

hits well on the flip, A1 Alberts
again handling the solo parts in

this combo’s vocal arrangements.

Eddie Fisher; “I’m Yours”~“Just
a Little Lovin’” (Victor). “I'm
Yours” has a big ballad quality

with the necessary drive to break
through. Eddie Fisher gives it a

particularly strong ride with, his

open-voiced style and belting deliv-

ery. Reverse is an appealing bal-

lad on a light beat which Fisher
also handles with finesse in front
of a country-styled instrumental ar*

rangement.

Neal Hefti - Frances Wayne;
“Lonesome and Blue”-“Why Not;”
“Ev’rytime”-"Sure Thing” (Coral).

The Hefti-Wayne team have been
turning out consistently fine disks,

and these sides maintain the pace.
“Lonesome” is the standhut entry,

a torch item with definite hit po-
tential via Miss Wayne’s bluesy
rendition. “Ev’rytime” is another
likely tune but this cut doesn’t
open with the necessary impact.
Two instrumentals by the orch on
“Why Not” and “Sure Thing” are
typical of Hefti’s solid pwing ar-
rangements.

Les Paul-Mary Ford: “I’m Con-
fessin’ That I Love You”-“The
Carioca” (C&pitol). This Imagina-
tive duo, who pioneered the “new
sounds” frontiers in the disk mar-
ket with their multiple dubbing
technique, have produced a simple
and tasteful side in “Confessin’.”
It’s a fine low key interpretation
which may, however, lack the sock
impact of this team's more
rhythmic etchings. On the reverse,
Paul indulges in some of his stand-
ard electronic pyrotechnics in an
instrumental workover on the La-
tin standard.

Champ Butler: “Meet Me On the
Comer”-“Two” (Columbia). “Cor-
ner” is a rocking rhythm item
which Champ Butler gets off with
a powerful impetus. It’s in a hot
groove which will rate lots of juke
spins and a big jock play for spe-
cialized audiences. “Two” is an
excellent ballad with a fine mel-
odic line and good lyrics, Butler de-

KsvETr 10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines week of April u
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± 10. TELL ME WHY (16) (Signet),

Cincy’s Coney Island Dates

Cincinnati, April 22.

Clyde McCoy’s combo will be at

Coney Island's Moonlite Gardens
April 26-27 for the first of three
pre-season Saturday and Sunday
dance sessions.

Ralph Marterie comes in May
3-4 and Clyde Trask’s Cincy ork
plays May 10-11 with Betty Clooney
added as star chirper. Trasto’s unit
will again fill gaps between engage-
ments of top road bands.

-4-+ 4444 4 +444444 +

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (10) (Laurel) Kay Starr Capitol ;;

BLUE TANGO (9) (Mills) j f
ero

g
A
f
de^on HJecca *<

l
Les Baxter Capitol

A GUY IS A GUY (3) (Ludlow) Doris Day Columbia
.PITTSBURGH,' PENNSYLVANIA (2) (Oxford) Guy MitchelbM. Miller .Columbia
BLACKSMITH BLUES (5) <Hill-R> Ella Mae Morse
AT LAST (5) (Feist) Ray Anthony
BE ANYTHING (1) <Shapiro-B) Eddy Howard
PERFIDIA (3) (Peer) Four Aces .

.

ANYTIME (14) (Hill-R) Eddie

» • • r • i •

Second Group

. . Capitol

. Capitol

, Mercury

. . . Decca
Fisher Victor

J
Four Aces Decca

\ Eddie Fisher Victor

CRY (15) (Mellow) Johnnie Ray Columbia
I HEAR A RHAPSODY (Broadcast) Frank Sinatra Columbia
TENDERLY (E. H. Morris) Rosemary Clooney . . . Columbia
AY-ROUND THE CORNER (Frank) Jo Stafford Columbia
FORGIVE ME (Advanced) Eddie Fisher Victor
I’LL WALK ALONE (Mayfair) Don Cornell Coral
BERMUDA (3) (Goday) Bell Sis.-H . Rene Victor
LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (13) (Spier) Johnnie Ray Okeh

“ COME WHAT MAY (7) (Shapiro-B) Patti Page Mercury

:: BE MY LIFE’S COMPANION (1) (Morris) \
cloo^y .... Columbia

. } Mills Bros Decca

t I WANNA LOVE YOU (Finburgh) [Ames Bros - Co
.

ra
!^

\
Kay Starr Capitol

BROKENHEARTED (5) (DcSylva-B&H) Johnnie Ray Columbia
THAT’S THE CHANCR YOU TAKE (Paxton) Eddie Fisher Victor

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

t » t r t 4 + 4 + 4 »» + + +

-livering it with a soft attack for
neat impact.

Art Limd-Anlta Gordon: “Pig-
tails and Freckles” - “Frenesi”
(M-G-M). Lund hasn’t been on the
hit lists for some time but “Pig-
tails” could project him back into
a contending spot. It’s one of those
cute novelties which has the po-
tentials for breaking through on a
big scale in the current market.
Lund gets a valuable assist from
Anita Gordon’s attractive vocal.
Lund also does a good job on
“Frenesi” but this side lacks the
special peg to make it step out.

Peggy Lee-Gordon Jenkins Orch;
“Be Anything”-“Forgive Me” (Dec-
ca). In her initial slice for Decca
since switching from Capitol, Peg-
gy Lee comes up with the most sen-
sitive and effective workover of
th§ purrent ballad, “Be Anything,”
a number that Is starting to climb
fast. Despite her late start, Miss
Lee could make this cut mean a lot
via jock and juke spins. Reverse
is another good ballad, Gordon
Jenkins backing up Miss Lee with
another of his lush string arrange-
ments. *

Paul Winchell-Jerry Mahoney:
“Jack and the Beanstalk”-“M-i>s-
s-i-s-s-i-p-p-i” (Victor). Ventrilo-
quist Paul Winchell and his dum-
my, Jerry Mahoney, team up on a
couple of novelty sides which have
solid juve appeal' and might even
click in the regular novelty,, mar-
ket. “Beanstalk,” from the War-
ner pic of the same name, gets an
amusing ride as does the oldie on
the flip.

Lou Dinning; “Torment”-”Again
and Again” (Capitol). Lou Dinning
is a firstrate song stylist who, un-
fortunately, has to work in the
shadow of Johnnie Ray, the first to
click with the agony angle. Even
the material' is alike although
“Torment” is a fine number de-
spite the downbeat title. The vocal
of course is in the tortured genre.
The reverse is a fair tune which
Miss Dinning dishes out with a
good beat. Nelson Riddle’s orch
backing up competently.
Gordon Jenkins-Clark Dennis:

It Only Takes a Moment”-“If
They Ask Me” (Decca). “foment”
(co-cleffed by Milton Berle and
Buddy Arnold) is an okay ballad
with fair potential. It’s conven-
tionally tailored number getting an
equally conventional treatment by
tenor Clark Dennis and the Jen-
kins orch. The flip accents the
Jenkins’ instrumental with Dennis
handling the lyrics in fair style.

Platter Pointers
RCA Victor has packaged three

firstrate albums, “Perry Como TV
Favorites,” “Eddie Fisher Sings”
and “The Three Suns Twilight
Moods” . . . Jimmy Wakely comes
up with a potent version of “Just
Because” (Capitol) . . . Lucky Mil-
linder has another good juke in

Loaded With Love” (King) . . .

Art Morton vocals “Buy Her a Hat”
in appealing style with excellent
choral and orch backing (Harmony)

. . Fontaine Sisters have a cute
side in “I Grabbed for the Engine”
(Victor) . . . On the same label,

Pee Wee King comes up with sock
version of “I Don’t Mind” (Victor)

. . Gisele MacKeiude handles the
standard, “What’ll I Do,” in top-

flight style (Capitol) ... Jo Ann
Greer registers in standout style on
“I Love to Hear a Choo Choo
Train,” Dave Barbour orch backing
un (Decca). . .Bob Eberle and Les
Baxter team for excellent results

on “Green Grow the Lilacs” (Capi-

tol) . . . Don Estes again impresses
with his slice of “That’s How It

Goes” (Victor) . . . On the same la-

bel, Ralph Flanagan orch has cut

another good version of its theme
song, “Singing Winds” . . . Duke
Ellington orch also dishes up some
excellent sounds on “Blues at Sun-
down” (Columbia) . . . The influ-

ence of Johnnie Ray is clearly evi-

dent in the Billy Bunn slice of

“Until the Real Thing Comes
Along” (Victor) ... The Modern-
aires have a likely side in “Goody
Goody” (Coral) . . . Some of Ray
Bloch’s superb arrangements are

heard in his workover of “Harlem
Nocturne” and “Espanaharlem” for

Coral.
Standout westerjn, folk, blues,

rhythm, polka, religious, etc.: Ar-
nett Cobb, “Jumpin’ the Blues,’

(Okeh) . . . Mac Odell, “Be on
Time” (King) . . . Gene Autry,
“Stop Your Gambling” (Columbia)
. . . Luther Stoncham, “Sittin’ Here
Wonderin’ ” (Mercury) . , . Steve
Gibson, “Two Little Kisses” (Vic-

tor) . . . Leon Payne, “Weeping
Willow” (Capitol) . . . JHi-Neighbor
Quartet, “Working on the Build-

ing” (Bibletone) . . . FreddfiS Mitch-
ell Orch, “String. of Pearls” (Der-

by) . . . Buddy Tate Orch, “Waitin
(Derby).
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PROBE PUZZLES INDUSTRY
Efforts to Wipe Out Diskleggers

Snagged as Dewey Nixes Bennett BiO
Albany, April 22. •

Efforts of the disk industry to

wipe out shady wax operators by

a revised criminal bode ran into a

snag last week when N. Y. Govern-

or Thomas E. Dewey vetoed the

Bennett Bill. Latter would have

made platter piracy a. penal of-

fcnsco
Strongly supported by the re-

cording artists and the recently

formed ' Record Industry Assn, of

America, the measure was unani-

mously passed by both houses of

the state legislature. The veto was

not accompanied by any explana-

tion. „ •

With the nixing of the Bennett

Bill, pirating remains, as before,

only a. cause for civil action by the

copyright owners of the. music or

the owners of the original disks

used by tho bootleggers. Major
argument for the bill was that civil

suits are too uncertain and too le-

nient to discourage the pirates,

who generally operate on a hit-

and-run basis and are willing to

risk a civil action for a quick cash

turnover. It was- claimed^ that a

prison term and/or heavy fine

would be an effective deterrent.

Even before the bill was vetoed,

however, the music industry had

taken steps to curb the diskleggers

through legal channels. Columbia
Records put Dante Bolletino’s Jolly

Roger label out of business through

a civil action, brought jointly with

Louis Armstrong, who received a

$1,000 judgment from Bolletino.

Latter also was hit last week by

four major publishers, who brought

suit under the Copyright Law for

triple damages stemming from un-

authorized use of their tunes of

Bolletino’s disk releases.

Need Copyright Act Rewrite
Commenting on the Bennett Bill

veto, Julian T. Abeles, attorney

for the publishers in the pending
suit vs. Bolletino, said: “The boot-

leggers will laugh themselves sick

at this turn of events.” Abeles

pointed out that in most cases, the

bootleggers can get away with

their operation because the

amounts due each individual pub-

lisher are too small for them to

bother with legal action.

He said that much stiffer penal-

ties are 'needed in infringement
actions to protect the copyright

owners.

$221,850 Deficit

For Local 802

New York’s Local 802, larges:

unit within the American Federa-
tion of Musicians, incurred a def-

icit of $221,850 during- 1951. Ti
loss was divided equally between
the local’s general fund for :

ministrative expenses and the '

lief fund, which helps unemployed
musicians.
Main factor causing the deficits

for the past several years has been
the Lea and Taft-Hartley acts,

which outlawed standby collec-

tions. The loss of revenue from this

source alone has been totalling

$240,000 annually. Last year, the
relief fund was virtually exhaust-
ed and (join from the general fund
was appropriated for this purpose.

Local 802 moved to meet the
deficit this year by hiking dues $8
a year. Based on an average mem-
bership of 30,000, the dues increase
should raise $240,000. This year,
however, the local is facing the
additional expense of $85,000 by
setting up new headquarters on
the site of Gay Blades skating rink.
Union is moving into its new head-
quarters this week.

M-G-M’ers in N.Y. Confabs
Flock of M-G-M records distribs

are in New York this week for
sales confabs. Heading the contin-
gent are Harold Lane, of the Lew
Bonn Record Co., Minneapolis dis-
trib; L&n Smith of Albany; and
Herman Gimbel of Baltimore.

They’ll remain about week.

Billy Williams Ankles
M-G-M for Mercury Pact
Billy Williams Quartet ankled

M-G-M Records last week to sign
a longterm pact with Mercury.
Williams, who exited at the expira-
tion of his two-year pact with
M-G-M, is currently on NBC-TV’s
“Show of Shows.”

Meantime, M-G-M picked up op-
tions on vocalist Danny Davis and
the Frank Petty Trio. Each renewal
runs for a year.

\

Solid Boxoffice

Of MusicPackages

Spurs More Units
Current flock of touring musical

packages are again hitting the

b.o, with such an impact that man-
agers and agencies are already

prepping new units for late spring

and early' fall bookings. Initial

week’s reaction to the “Biggest

Show of 1952” and “Piano Parade”

indicates that there’s still a top
market for package attractions.

Last fall “Biggest Show of 1951,”

“Jazz At the Philharmonic” and
the Billy Eckstine-George Shear-
ing unit racked up solid gross in

cross-country treks.

The ’52 edition of “Biggest
Show” has Frankie Laine, Patti

Page and the Billy May orch while
“Piano Parade” stars Erroll Gar-
ner and Art Tatum in the layout.

Both packages are being handled
by the Gale Agency. Already set

for an eight-date tour is “Record
Review of 1952,” which has been
packaged by Abe Turchin, orch
leader Woody Herman’s manager.
Unit will feature such platter stars

as the Mills Bros., Dinah Wash-
ington, Tommy Edwards and the

Herman band. It tees off in Wash-
ington May 18.

General Artists Corp., meantime
is setting up an October tour for a
package which’ll be headed by the

Jan Garber orch and the Mills

Bros. Also being prepped for a
fall tour is an Associated Book-
ing Corp. package. Names in the

ABC unit are being kept under
wraps until all the booking wrin-
kles have been ironed out.

Example of sock b.o. impact of

the musical packages is the record-
breaking gross racked up by the
Laine-Miss Page-May unit in

Montreal Sunday (20). Package
drew more than 14,000 payees into

the Forum drawing more than
$28,000 for the one night stand.

It’s the biggest one-nite take ever
pulled in by a musical package.

Adler to Preera Opus

In N.Y. Concert Return
Larry Adler will world-preem

Vaughan Williams’ concerto, “Ro-

mance For Harmonica and Orches-

tra,” at his Town Hall, N. Y., con-

cert May 3, Adler will also play

the new work, which was written

for him, at the Promenade Series

in Albert Hall, London, in Septem-
ber. Daniel Saidenberg will baton

the Little Symphony Orchestra, ac-

comping Adler at the Town Hall

date.

The Town Hall engagement will

be Adler’s first U. S. appearance

in several years. He recently re-

turned from a Korean junket,

where he entertained United Na-
tions troops.

Jim Conkling, Columbia Records
prexy, returned this week from a
six-week South American inspec-

tion tour.

I CLUE TO 0,0.

One of the deepest mysteries in
the music, publishing field for the
past 12 months has been the ac-
tivity of Department of Justice* in-
vestigators in the industry. Gov-
ernmeht probers have been investi-
gating the books of top publishers
for over a year but to date nobody
seems to know what they are after.

And the Justice Department isn’t

talking.

In recent weeks, D. of J. inves-
tigators have been examining books
of both film company-owned pubs
and top independents. The check-
up has been conducted sporadical-
ly, with the Government men ac-
tive for a month or so and then
disappearing for an equal length
of time. It they have found any-
thing off base in their probing up
to now, no major publisher is

aware of it.

Speculation about the investiga-
tion centres around two major as-
sumptions. One is that the Gov-
ernment is looking for evidence or
price-fixing by the publishers in
sheet music. This theory is but-
tressed by the fact that the Gov-
ernment probe started shortly after

a midwest distrib complained about
discriminatory selling pratices by
some standard publishers. • This
distrib charged that he was cut
off from supplies because he gave
higher than usual discounts.

The other assumption is that the
Government is eyeing the link be-

tween the film companies and their

music subsids. This is seen as an
extension of the Government's
drive to force divorcement be-

tween the pix company’s distribu-

tion and exhibition operations.

Pubs, SPA Reach

Tentative Accord

On All Issues
Reps of the top publishers and

the Songwriters Protective Assn,
wound up their efforts to reach an
agreement on industry problems
last week with a tentative under-
standing covering all outstanding
issues. Lawyers for both sides are
currently working on a statement,
covering the agreed points, which
will be submitted to the exec coun-
cils of SPA and the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Assn, for ratifi-

cation. Any ratification by either

SPA and MPPA will be in the
nature of recommendations to

their members and will not be
binding on them.
Preliminary agreement covers

the following points: (1) the retro-

active date to which SPA n audit

the publishers’ books; (2. division

of coin received from Austria on
withheld taxes; (3) division of the
English tax rebates to U. S. pub-
lishers, and (4) coin due writers

for inclusion of their lyrics in

song lyrics mags. On the latter

point, the joint meetings of pub
and writer execs agreed upon a

formula which can be applied both
to past and future mag inclusions.

Midwest, Good Sheet

Sales Area, Hit Hard

By River Floods
Sheet music sales, which have

dipped to the lowest point in sev-

eral years, have been further hit

by the Missouri River flood. Trade
execs estimate that the flood area
comprises about 10% of the total

sheet market, the midwest being
the best territory for copy sales.

Prospects for the future, move-
over, are not good either in that

area, since the flood is expected to

destroy or badly damage pianos

in flooded homes. In previous

floods, the piano has usually been
the last item to be replaced in the

refurnishing process, since it’s in

the luxury category.

BMI Competition PromptsASCAPPubs

Into Promoting Catalogs on Their Own

Kelton Sues Red Foley

For 100G ‘Alienation’
Nashville, April 22.

A $100,000 alienation of affec-

tions suit was filed against folk
singer Clyde (Red) Foley in cir-

cuit court here last week by Frank
B. Kelton, Nashville folk music
publisher and Ijugband of a TV
singer known professionally as
Sally Sweet.

Both Kelton and his wife have
suits for divorce pending. The
former recently obtained an in-

junction which prevents Mrs. Kel-
ton from taking their five-year-old

son out of Tennessee.
Jack Norman, Foley’s attorney,

in denying the charges, declares
that “we have twice refused to

pay any money on this thing out of

court. Wp are anxious to get a
hearing as soon as possible.”

Lombardo Concert

Gross of $500,000

Equals Socko '51

In the final week of his 62-date
swing across the country, Guy
Lombardo is heading for a smash
$500,000 gross. Tour, which teed
off in Johnstown, Pa., Feb. 14,
winds in Providence, R. I., Fri-
day (25).

Lombardo worked for heavy
guarantees against 60% and
matched last year’s socko half-mil-
lion dollar mark, which he pulled
in on a similar swing. Unlike last
year, however, when Lombardo
toured with the Ames Bros., orch
worked alone, picking up vocalists
for special dates. Don Cherry, for
example,' accomped the orch on its

swing through Texas.
High figure for the junket was

racked up March 1 In Memphis,
Tenn., with $12,900. Trek also
brought Lombardo back to his
hometown, London, Ontario, for
his first commercial date since he
left there In 1923. He had played
several benefit engagements there
during the’ past years. Playing at
the Londoii Arena April 14, orch
dre^ 4,300 payees for an $8,900
gross. On the following night in
Kingston, Ont., he racked up $6,-

000 drawing 2,700 persons. On
April 16 band hit the $6,000 mark
again In Ottawa while the April
18 date in Rochester, N. Y„ drew
3,500 payees for a gross of $7,200.
During the 10-week swing, Lom-

bardo played cuffo. dates on
Thursday nights at Army and Navy
bases. He aired his “Hit Parade”
radio show programs on these
evenings.

Kern, Gershwin, Menotti

To Have Stadium Nights
For the first time In its 35-year

history, the Lewisohn Stadium,
N. Y., concerts this summer will

include a Jerome Kern Night and
a Gian-Carlo Menotti Night, with
programs those evenings devoted
entirely to the one composer’s
works. Stadium has had Gershwin
Nights for some years—generally
the biggest drawing night of the
season — and in the past two
summers has had a Rodgers Sc

Hammerstein Night, which also was
a sellout evening.
The pop side of show biz will

figure strongly throughout the six-

week season, which starts June 23.

Jane Pickens, William Warfield,
Jarmila Novotna, Oscar Levant,
Carol Bruce and Eileen Farrell are
included among the many soloists.

Season will also include an Italian

opera night, Vienna night, and an-

other special event in a concert
version of “Carmen,” with Met
Opera singers, and Dimitri Mitro-

poulos conducting.

Faced with a multi-pronged com-
petition by Broadcast Music, Inc.,
many top firms of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers are planning to launch
promotions of their catalogs on
their own hook. Moves by tht
major firms are in the works be-
cause ASCAP* as an organization,
has failed or declined to supply
the kind of promotions typical of
BMI for the past couple of years.

Central area for the upcoming
BMI-ASCAP firms conflict will be
In video, which is rapidly emerg-
ing as the biggest source of per*
formance-fee revenue for the mu-
sic industry. BMI set the pace in
this field with its regular issuance
of its “TV Sketch Books,” com-
prising skits written around tune*
in the BMI affiliates’ catalogs. Al-
though such firms as Leeds Music
pioneered in this field several year*
ago, no ASCAP firm has moved
so aggressively and consistently
Into the video field as BMI. Sev-
eral major ASCAP firms, however,
are planning to correct this dis-
parity In the near future.
The ASCAP

^
firms, of course,

have decided, advantage in this
field because of their established
catalogs. With video still accenting
the standards, the ASCAP firms
are currently getting the bulk of
the plays on TV despite their lack
of promotion. However, instead of
resting on their catalogs, they are
planning to push their standards
even more prominently and take
the edge off BMI’s video promo-
tions.

ASCAP execs as a whole, how4*

ever, continue to' play down the
Importance of BMI’s threat. Lat>
ter’s success last year, with a string
of hits that lasted through 1951
and into 1952, is ascribed to a
temporary trend in public tastes
which lifted a flock of newcomers
into prominence, ASCAP toppers
figure that sooner or later the pub-
lic will revert to solid songs writ-
ten by the vet songwriters in
ASCAP’s fold.

Many ASCAP publishers are not
so sanguine about the future and
want the Society, per se, to start
a broad public relations program.
Such a move, however, will have
to await the naming of a new
ASCAP prexy at the board meet-
ing tomorrow (Thurs.).

Music Biz On

Bayou Binge
Pointing up record companies*

steady drive to pick up tunes that
offer new-sound opportunities and
off-beat melodies,, is recent splurge
of waxings of numbers originating
in the Louisiana Bayou country.
The Bayou bounce upbeat was

launched several months ago with
“Shrimp Boats.” Click etchings by
Jo Stafford via Columbia Records
and Dolores Gray on the Decca
label skyrocketed the tune into the
hit class. Col is following the
Bayou trend with another release
by Miss Stafford, due shortly, of
“Raminay.” Tune’s an adaptation
of the cry of the chimney sweep
in that territory. Mercury also has
hopped on the bandwagon with Its

current release of Richard Hayes*
“Junco Partner.”
Col went a step farther last week

with the inking of VIn Bruce,
Cajun singer ( Cajun is a Louisiana
local reputed to be of Acadian
French descent) to a longterm
pact. Bruce’s initial recordings will
be “Dans La Louisianne” and
“Fille de la Ville.”

Merrill Tribute to Jolson

Composer Bob Merrill is prepar-
ing a musical tribute to A1 Jolson
as a highlight to the all-star show
to be presented at Madison Square
Garden, N. Y., May 26, anniversary
of Jolson’s birth*.

Affair will be for the benefit of
the Brooklyn Veteran of Foreign
Wars’ A1 Jolson Servicemen’s Can-
teen.
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PfignUf Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Compiled from Statistical Reports . of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
as Published in the Current Issue

for— - 1 WEEK ENDING APRIL 19 —
stren

?t
h of the Artists and Times listed hereunder Isarrived at under a statistical system- comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

**** from wider s°urces, which are exclusive
7e*ultin9 the*e findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-veloped from the ratio of points scored : two ways in the case of talent ( disks min trmrhino* )

and three way, in the case of tune, (disk,. coin machlne%7heet mu!ic) .

’ “ machme,) '

POSITIONS
This Last
week, week,

1 1

2 .2

3 4
4 3

5 5

6 7

7 9

8 6

9

10

POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

10

6

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE
Kay Starr (Capitol) Wheel of Fortune
Leroy Anderson (Decca) Blue Tango
Doris Day (Columbia) A Guy Is a Guy
Ella Mae Morse (Capitol) Blacksmith Blues

Eddie Fisher (Victor) „
(Anytime

’
*

/
Forgive Me

Four Aces (Decca) (Tell Me Why
fc

’)Perfidia
Guy Mitehell-M. Miller (Columbia) Pittsburgh Penn.

Johnnie Kay (Okeh)- (Columbia) . ;
* /What s the Use

Don Cornell (Coral) (I’ll Walk Alone
* * * * *

’ jl’m Yours
Les Baxter (Capitol) Blue Tango

TUNES

TUNE PUBLISHER
Wheel of Fortune Laurel
Blue Tango Mills
Blacksmith Blues Hill-K
A Guy Is a Guy .Ludlow
Anytime Hill-R
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania Oxford
Cry Mellow
Perfidia * Peer

• Tell Me Why .’ Signet

Be Anything Shapiro-B

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEHS

PHniETY
Survey of retail sheet music

sales. based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Week Ending
April 19

Title and Publisher
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1 “Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel) 1 1 2 2 1 5 1 9 3 1 1 2

2 3 “Blue Tango” (Mills) 2 2 1 4 2 1 7 4 4 2 6 1 96

3 2 “Anytime” (Hill-R) ....." 4 3 TT 1 5 6 2 6 • 0 4 3 5 77

4 “Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R) 5 8 6 5 3 2 4 • • 5 3 8 9 ' 60

5 6 “Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B). ..... • • 4 3 • • 9 9 8 • • 7 • • 7 2 4 42

6 5 “A Guy Is a Guy” (Ludlow) 3 « 4 • 9 • • 6 4 3 • * 7 • • 7 41

7 “Pittsburgh, Penn” (Oxford) 6 ZE1 7 7 • 9 5 » • 1 9 • 0 34

8 8 “Cry” (Mellow) • • 9 • 10 8 9 9 9 * • • 2 • • 5 4 28

9 9 “Be Life’s Companion” (Morris). « • "IT • • 4 • 9 9 7 • 6 « • 6 5 _JS
10 12 “Be Anything” (Shapiro-B) d • 4 9 4 • * 4 • • « • 4 • 4 19

11A • “Fll Walk Alone” (Mayfair) 7 u • • • • • • 8 • • • 9 7 ~l7
11B 7 “Tell Me Why” (Signet).., • • 5 • • HI • • • » • • • • • • • 9 8 17

lie" • « “Ay-Round the Corner” (Frank) .

.

• * * * • • 0 • • 3 0 • • • 2 » 9 » • 17

*2 11 “Little White Cloud*1 (Spier) . . . . . ;
-

; . . iq ,, £

13 15 “FerflcUa” (Peer) 7. 8 7. ~
. 7 7 T7

8 10 10 14

. . .. 3 11

Columbia’s Metopera Disks Gross

$2,000,000 in 5 Yrs., Ride on LP Boom

Where Are the Irish?

Dublin, April 15.

#
Current beef among musi-

cians here is that the Nation-
al orchestra, Radio Eireann
Symphony, is not an Irish or-
ganization at all because it

contains musicians from eight
different countries. Only 40%
of the outfit are Irish citi-

zens.

During the last five years
musicians have been import-
ed to strengthen orchestra on
the ground that there were
not enough Irish instrumental-
ists of required skill available.
The organization also is usual-
ly conducted by a' Continental
batoneer, there being no regu-
lar Irish conductor.

Spotlighting the strong upsurge
of sales in full-length operas since
the introduction of long-playing
records, Godcjard Lieberson, Col-
umbia Records exec vice-prexy, dis-
closed this week that the 'Company's
release

.
of Metropolitan Opera

productions on wax has grossed
over $2,000,000 since 1947. The
total represents the equivalent of

|

a full New York season's boxoffice
i receipts of the Met Opera.

Since its tieup with the Met
Opera five years ago, Columbia has
ls
?!L

e£L six complete productions
•with Met casts, chorus and orch-
estra. Bestseller of the half-dozen
has been “La Boheme” with Bidu
Sayao and Richard Tucker. The
other operas are “Hansel and
Gretel, ’ “Madame Butterfly,”
Faust,” “Die Fledermaus” and
Pagliacci.” “Cosl Fan Tutti ” new

production of the Met’s 1951-52 sea-
son, will be waxed by Columbia
S “ une for fflH release. Eleanor
Steber and Richard Tucker will
star in the disk production.

_ “Fledermaus,” recorded in an
English version with lyrics by
Howard Dietz, was released early
ast year and became one of Col’s
10 bestsellers In the Masterworks
catalog for last year. “La Boheme”
has outpaced the “Fledermaus”
gross because of its earlier release.

i — t

Disk Exclusives

Rile Rival D.Is

Tin Pan Alley

Really Dipping

Into the Classics —
- Although the major trend in the hieberson reported that sales of
music business for the past couple jre °P®ras on LP disks were four
of years has been to the country Ip es ^e Sales of the conventional
and comball idiom, a contradictory ^

pip a^uins In some cases. Im-
tendency has been sending Tin p

JV?
nt

T £j
ct
?
r working in behalf

Pan Alley looking more and more 01
j

e r1
™

s
„

their cheaper price
into the classics for its pop mate-

ann unbreakability. Before the ad-
rial. An increasing number of tunes LF’s, the cost of a full-

are currently being based on classi-
Aen£th opera, running to 10 or

cal and semi-classical tunes. This is
m®re A2-inch platters, made the

a switch on former years insofar as ,
Pr°hlbitiye for the mass

the longhairs are getting full credit
marAc^t*

on the sheet music copies and disk It’s understood that the Met
labels. The yesteryear Tin Pan Al- Opera is receiviftg the regular 10%
ley custom was to ‘‘adapt” (steal) r°yalty for its official imprimatur
from the masters. the Columbia releases. While
Among the recent pop entries

Cw°f t
J
le ^2 *000 »

000 g* oss is

with classical origins is “You.” a
Impressive when spread over

waltz tunc* taken from the opera ^rear*’ tt * expected that the

"La Boheme,” which Sammy Kaye OTjties *‘«<Jlly in-

etched for Columbia. Another, the renirfoi?. nf lf/
S t0 T1” once

“Since My Love Has Gone,” which S r p
f w f lta 1°peA*as increases

Tony Bennett aliced for Columbia, inc^me^irnecEd**
-

n
h* r0yaIty

is based on “La Traviata ” Is
.

exPecte <I to become one
Last year, one of the year’s ton

°f the
.
main sources of extra rev-

hits, “Loveliest Night of the Year,” set

U<

its*arniuid
iC

dea5S;«
Met Can °ff*

was taken from the classical num-
1 tS annua* deficits.

ber, “Over the Waves.” Latter
became a click, incidentally, after
a half-dozen previous adaptations
with English lyrics failed to make
the grade. The biggest e^ck with
a classical tune in recent years
was made in 1945 with “Till the
End of Time,” with a lyric set to
Chopin’s "Polonaise.”
Another similar source for pop New rift between the

tune* recently has been standard eys aro^d “unt^aSd tfeLatin American numbers. This major record companies is seen

Ge?
d
Ideat

devel°P*ng via the growing practice

Sd ie

Id
“ Artw daptatlor

|,
of the of the majors to make special ex-Muchachos. Cur- elusive deals with certain jocks

KoS' ^iss °f
.,
F
}
re

’

,

which is. m each area. Diskeries have beenbreaking for a hit, has been taken giving the jump by one week toL
f?t

1:31150 s
f
andard

- 10 days on new releases to these

f
C
Sed sp“e?hfswawfaaSd\C

n
a
e

"from

%££ the

°r
dTyVn

:

here^
-- ® Situation has developed to such

an extent that the left-out jocks
are beginning to brush the platters
that have gone to the rival jockey
on the exclusive deal. Diskeries’
policy has been to select the jock
they think most powerful in a

«. T M M specified area and make the exclu-

tt i •R/r^T°+
X

x”
22,

,

slve deal in exchange for a prom-Hal McIntyre had to cancel out ise of a heavy platter push,
his date at the Tomba Ballroom . . .

here last week due to floods. Jan inpfct ha
noi

J”
exPlusive

d
G
ance

er
at Creighton U

P
Omaha

Ck
un

a ieraan bu™ ^eZd Hit

Four Freshman, vocal combo, leaf dis^bs^th^
1 '

opened at Angelo’s, Omaha, last {heir nroduet if^h
1^ °ff

week although General Artists tice co^ tWs Thiv ndmU® hoT
Corp. offered to have act available ^ihe^r ^‘a^

ural hit they'll be forced to spin
it, but if it needs a jock ride the

Scott, Duncan Soloists
cTn

pa^“ w
“!,

bc °“‘ of luf

,

In N.Y. Gershwin Concert deals
.

have intensified a strong
Hazel Scott, Todd Duncan and Jfalousy between the jocks. In

June McMechen will be soloists ,

s .°j’ .

8 reported, one of the
with an orch of 65 members of the I°cal deejays tapes his rival’s show
N. Y. Philharfhonic, under Charles s,° can air any of the ex-
Paul, in an All-Gershwin Night at elusive disks-which weren’t shipped
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., May 10. to him -

Program will include “American

{?„
FZis'"- '?hap|

ody In Blue,” Crest Music chartered to con.
Concerto m F and excerpts from duct a music publishing businessPorgy and Bess.” Concert is a in New York. Capital stock is 200
benefit for the St, Charles School shares. Samuel Shereff, of N Y
and Community Center Fund, is a director and filing attorney

*'

Gibbs sliced it for Mercury.

Midwest Floods Cancel

McIntyre, Garber Dates
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On the Upbeat

New York
Barbara Carroll Trio inked per-

sonal management pact with

Carlos Gastel . . . Alan Deane opens

at Prince George Hotel, Toronto,

May 5 . . . Nat (King) Cole into

Loew’s Theatre, Buffalo, Friday

(25) . . . Johnny Desmond on a dish

jockey promotion trek to Boston

. . . Ella Fitzgerald opens at the

Towne Casino, Cleveland, Friday

(25) . . . Gene Ammons orch

booked into the Show Boat. Philly,

May 5 ... Sol Yaged’s jazz comho
playing every Wednesday and Sun-
day at the Rustic Lodge, North
Brunswick, N. J. . . . Erskine Haw-
kins orch into the Chicago The-
atre, Chicago, May 16 . . . Savan-
nah Churchill begins an engage-

ment at the Flame Club, Detroit,

Friday (25) . . ..Duke Niles, Ard-
more Music and Beechwood Music
contactman, on a three-week disk

jockey tour of the midwest.

Chicago

Bill Polk of the Chicago Willard

Alexander office has snagged

Jimmy Featherstone away from

the MCA office . . . Vaughn Mon-
roe started a series of midwest con-
cert and dance dates at Greely,

Colo., Mon. (21), and swings east

ending up at Asbury Park, N. J.,

May 31.

Margaret Whiting and Joe Carr

join Fonr Aces at the Chicago The-
atre May 16 . . . Saul Grauman
brings his musical stairs to Pal-

ladium, London, June 2 . , . Lee
Gillette, Capitol Records, came, in

to supervise some sessions with
Ray Anthony, currently at the
Aragon . . . Beachcombers go into

Chase, St. Louis, April 25.

Bill Farrell and Harry Ranch set

for Domaine Ideals, Montreal,
May 19 . . . Earl Hines into Sky-
bar, Cleveland, May 5 . . . Jackie
Davis Trio into Blue Note, Chi-
cago, April 18. Georgie Aiild’s

new group contracted for same 4

place May 16 for two weeks . . .

Buddy Greco sings at Gay Haven,
Detroit, May 19 for two frames . .

.

Betty McGuire settles down for
the summer at the Riverview Ball-
room, Sauk City, Wise., June 2.7

for 10 weeks.

Pittsburgh

Johnny Marino, trumpet-playing
maestro at the Carousel, vacation-
ing for a couple of weeks and
Kloraan Schmidt is pinch-hitting
for him . . . Sonny Dallas, singing
bass player, and saxman Bobby
Evnn§ have joined Jimmy Gam-
ble's band . . . Shep Fields booked
into Vogue Terrace for week of

June 9 . . . Sammy Pagna 5 opens
fortnight engagement at Blue
Moon on May 5 . . . Ted Perry now
doing the vocals with Walter
Gable’s orch at the Ankara . . .

Buddy King’s unit playing week-
ends at Johnny Brown's Club in
East Liberty . . . Organist Everett
Haydn’s option picked up again at

Hotel Sheraton Lounge . . . J$an
E. Dixon, on organ, has replaced
Dom Trimarkie Trio at Sylvan
Room of Hotel Roosevelt . . . Wes
Parker’s band opened week’s en-
gagement Monday (21) at Bill

Green’s.

Kansas City
Kirby Stone Quintet moves on to

Denver and Park Lane Hotel for
two weeks after its current stand
at Eddys’ here . . . Sid Gould, back
to New York and television work
with Dagmar after his stand at the
Southern Mansion, * t Tommy

(Continued on page .40)

WOODY HERMAN
AND HIS ORCH PLAY

BLUE

FLAME

NEW

GOLDEN

WEDDING
MGM 11154

K 11154

78 RPM
45 RPM

Survey Week of April 11
«

The top 30 songs of week [more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index' A Audience Trend Index*

Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alffhabeticallv listed.

After I Say I’m Sorry * . .•Miller
Anytime , ... ...••Hill & R
Ay-Round the Comer , .Frank •

Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B

Be My Life’s Companion. .Morris

Blacksmith Blues . . . » / .' * Hill & R

.

Blue Tango Mills

Broken Hearted V .DeSylva-B-H

Cry Mellow
Did Anyoiie Call . . s Remick
forgive Me Advanced

Gandy Dancers’ Ball * * .Disney

Glorita Life

Honest- and Truly Lmn
How Close • * LJf® t

If Someone Had Told Me Witmark
I'll Walk Alone—f“With a Song In My Heart” Mayfair.

Life Is a Beautiful Thing—TAaron Slick” Famous
Noodlln’ Rag BVC
One. Little Candle Leeds

Please Mr. Sun Weiss-B

Singin’ In the Rain—-tSingin’ In the Rain” Robbins

Slow Poke
Somebody Bigger Than You and I .Bull s Bye
Swingin’ Down the Lane Feist

That’s the Chance You Take Paxton

Up and Down Mambo.. Life

Wheel of Fortune • Laurel

Second Group

A Garden In the Rain Melrose

Am I In Love—f“Son of PalefafcC”. . . . ,V. '. ’..Famous

At Last Feist

Come What May .Shapiro-B

Easter Sunday Morning '. .V Crestview

For the Very First Time .............. . .Berlin

I Could Write a Book—’*“Pal Joey”. Harms
I Hear a Rhapsody— 1 “Clash By- Night”-. -...Broadcast

I Wanna Love You Finburgh
It’s Easter Time . . . .

• Plymouth
I’ve Tried a Million Times .

St. Nicholas

Jeannine Feist

Kiss of Fire Duchess
Marshmallow Moon— f“Aaron Slick” Famous
My Mother’s Pearls . .

.

.Miller

Oops— f“Belle of New York” Feist

Play Me a Hurtin’ Tune Pickwick
Tell Me Why V.\ v. Signet
To Be Loved,By You Remick
Trust In Me 1

1

.Advanced
Undecided .* Leeds f

Wishin’ Midway

Top 10 Songs On TV
A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow
Anytime Hill & R
Be My Life's- Companion Morris...
Blacksmith. Blues. Hill & R
Cry . .’.‘.'Mellow

'

Gandy Dancers’ Ball: . . -. < « . Disney •

Hambone ..... . . .Rush
Kiss of Fire ..Duchess
Please Mr. Sun .v .. v. . ...\ .v. .v ; Weiss-B
Wheel of Fortune , Laurel

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Boy Next Door Harms
Easter Parade .... J Berlin •

Exactly Like -You .* ...... ^ . r Shapiro-B

•

Fine and Dandy .Harms
Take Me Out To the Ballgame Broadway

t Filmusical. *Legit musical.
. \

Inside Orchestras—Music
/

Current revival kick which has pubs digging into their vaults for

oldies and record companies re-pressing old masters, has given the
Jimmy Dorsey orch an unusual multi-disk label parlay. Dorsey, a

Columbia Records pactee, is currently riding high on the Coral label

with a reissue of “I Hear a Rhapsody” and is also being pushed by
M-G-M Records via a pressing from an old master of “Moon Over
Miami.” On the Col label, meantime, Dorsey has been hitting with a
nfew number, “Wimoweh.”

Indications of the power still left in live radio plugs to -put over* a
song is seen in the case of the across-the-board “Breakfast Club” pro-
motion of the “One Little Candle” number on the ABC network. For
the first time on the show, a number was played five days in a row,
resulting, in a sharp pickup of sheet sales on' the tune, which is published
by Leeds. Don McNeill, emcee of the show, gave the song a ride be-
cause of its religioso-inspirational angle.

In keeping with the new disk trend of rion-musical items, Nancy
Olson, film actress, has narrated and recorded a platter tagged “My
Dear Mary.” It’s in the form of an oral letter to a friend who ex-
pressed disbelief in God. Decca and Capitol have evinced Interest in
taking over distribution of the platter.

Eddie Marshall to Head

N.Y. Cornball Shindigs
Eddie Marshall, RCA Victor corn-

belt singer, will head up weekly
Western Jamboree shindigs .at the
Arcadia Ballroom, N. Y. The
square dancing sessions teed off

last night (Tues.).
Bernle 'Cummins orch will sup-

ply the straight dansapation.

Symphonic Releases, chartered
to conduct a record and transcrip-
tion business 'in Brooklyn. Capi-
tal stock- is' -$20,000. • -Hyman J.
.Ginsberg, of. Brooklyn^ As. a. direc-
tor and filing attorney.

Brad Reviews

RALPH MARTERIE ORCH (16)
With Nancy Thomas
Melody Mill, Riverside, HI,

It’s been, more than a decade
since “Chicago, once birthplace of
many of the country’s great bands
has come up with a potential
comer for music’s first ranks
Marterie, who. is making his first
location date here, with the excep-
tion of one weeker downstate at
the Lake Club, Springfield, shows
promise of making that list.

Former radio staff musician has
been picking his group for the past
two years, playing weekend dates
in the nearby area, Band has been
the subject of intense record pro-
motion during the last year and
half, along the lines of the Ralph
Flanagan buildup, by Mercury
.Records. Diskery has sliced about
24 sides with the unit and has con-
ducted a promotion campaign
while the orch was not available,
except for jobbing dates.. Band has
clicked on wax with “Green Dol-
phin Street,” “Truly,” “Only
Have Eyos for

,
You,” “Perdido,”

“Tenderly” and recently, “Boule-
vard of Broken Dreams.”

Organization is’ heavy on the
reeds, having five, and has three
trombones, four trumpets, includ-
ing the maestro, who’s in at least
once in every medley, and three
rhythm. While the composition
leans to the brassy side, it’s toned
down with mutes and special scor-
ing. Most of the lead work is done
by the reeds except when the jump
tunes take over and then the
trumpets and trombones ride high.
Dance sets accent medleys,

(Continued on page 40)

MERCURY ARTIST

RALPH

MARTERIE
Now Appearing

MELODY MILL

BALLROOM
Chicago

Current Release

“Boulevard Of

Broken Dreams”

“STOMPIN’ ATTHE SAVOY”
»

Rocord Ho. 5827 and

5827X45

Opening May 27

Frank Daiky's

MEADOWBROOK
Ctdor <rrov«, N. J.

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Cvrrmntly
'

STATLER HOTEL
DETROIT
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Continued from

Upbeat
om pact se BETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS

Reed orch has both CBS and Mu-
tual airtime during its current
stand at Chase Hotel, St. Louis . . .

George TEddy has The Weavers,
Beachcombers and Gus Van lined

up for summer dates at the deluxe
downtown spot . . . Dentiy Beckner
orch due for Denver and Elltch’s

Gardens after it winds up in Hotel
Muehlebach where it is for three
weeks now , . . Jimmy Lenge crew
set for one-nighters following its

stand at the Latin Villa . . . Stan
Kenton orch played a one-nighter
in the Municipal Auditorium Aprii

20 , its second time in town within
a month . . . Hal McIntyre in Pla-
Mor Ballroom Saturday (1.9), to be
followed by Vaughn Monroe April
26 . . . Five Red Hot Scamps in a

return date at Flamingo currently.

i

Ak-Sa**-Ben Arena, Omaha,
In Summer Season

Omaha,.. April 22.

Ak-Sar-Ben going in for talent

wholesale 'th 5 s summer. Following

the Lily Pons concert May 2, will

be the Jan Garber show May 19-

20/ July 15-16 * brings Robert
Weeds, Met baritone, Xlorothy

Jarnac and harmonica bea'ter John
Sebastian. The Family Show on
July 28-30 features an Ernie
Young ensemble of circus acts.

Conrad Thibault and Eddie Pea-
body on August 5-6. “Cavalcade of

Stars” runs August 20-22. This is

a 60-person variety ensemble.

This is one of the most ambitious
summer seasons Ak has put on
and is done in addition to its an-
nual racing meet and rodeo.

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Pfimsft
Survey of retail disk* best

sellers, based on reports oIk

talned from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com

t
parative sales rating for this'

and last week.

Week Ending

April 19

wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title

KAY STARR .(Capitol) -
,

.

1 1 “Wheel of Fortune”—

1

964 1 3 2 3 2
“ LEROY ANDERSON ('Decca)

2 2 “Blue Tango”:-J-40220 • • 2 1 1 2 .

.

' ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)
'

3 3 “Blacksmith Blues”

—

-1922 4 4 5 5

DORIS DAY (Columbia) ^ v

4 4 “A Guy Is a Guy”—39673...... . . 5 .. .. 1 9

EDDIE FISHER"(Victor)
5 0 “Anytime”—20-4359 6 8 4 .

.

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
.

6 9 “Gandy Dancers Ball”—39665 .... 10 . . 5 8

JOHNNIE RAY '(Columbia)

7A 10 “What's the Use”—

3

9698 7 10 . . 6 8
“ FOUR ACES (Decca) ' •

7B 8 “Perfidia”—27987 ^ 3 ."
"* DON CORNELL (Coral)

7C 13 “I’ll Walk Alone”—

6

0659 9 .. .. 7 ..

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

8 5 “Forgive Me”—20-4574 • • • 3 9 .. . . 7

G. MITCHELLTm. MULLER (Col.)

9 12 “Pittsburgh Penn”— 39663 6 . . .

.

HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)

10 .. “Blue Tango”—20-4518

‘

‘ 1

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)

11 11 “Cry”—6840 9 .. 6

GEORGIA GUBRS (Mercury)

12 . . “Kiss of Fire 7
—5823 2 .. 4 ..

FOUR' ACES (Decca)

13 7 “Tell Me Why”—27860 3 . . .

DON CORNELL (Coral)

14A . . “I’m Yours”—60659

.

....... . 5

LES COMPAGNONS (Columbia)

14B . . “Three Bells”—4105F ~ 3

JOE STAFFORD (Columbia)

15A 13 “Ay-Round the Corner”—39653

LES BAXTER (Capitol)

15B 15 “Blue Tango”—1966
WEAVERS-G. JENKINS (Decca)

16 14 “Wlmoweh”-r~27928 6 7

2

8 10

Paris Expo
Continue* front page jj ~

soma coin will be .earned back
from ticket sales and recording
The N. Y. City Ballet is on a five-
month European trek currently
and is. giving one week of its Paris
stay to the Expo, on a guarantee.
Expo is. paying for roundtrio

transportation of the “Four Saints”
production, plus expenses for a
week in Paris, tab being estimated
at 25G. Opera will play a second
week in Paris on its own, and may
stay, even longer there, with pos-
sibilities, of further presentations
in Germany, Italy and Scandinavia.
Ethel Linder Reiner, who is asso-
ciated with ANTA in presentation
of “Four Saints” currently on
Broadway, is underwriting balance
of the “Four Saints” European
stay, after ’the Expo week.

U. S, authors participating in-
clude William Faulkner, W. H.
Auden, James T. Farrell, Gleriway
Westcott, Katherine Anne Porter
and Allen Tate. The U. S. is also
sending some paintings to join an
international art exhibit.
European groups participating—

to show the Expo’s international
flavor—include the Vienna State
Opera; Vienna Philharmonic; Paris
Opera Orchestra, under Bruno
Walter; Geneva Orchestra, under
Ernest Ansermet; French National
Radio Orchestra, under Igor Stra-
vinsky; Paris Conservatory Orches-
tra; Berlin RIAS Orchestra;
Laraoureux Orchestra, under
Pierre M o n t e u x ; Strasbourg
Chorus; St. Cecilia Acadamy of
Rome orch and chorus; and Lon-
don's Covent Garden Opera (in

toto) with Benjamin Britten’s
opera, “Billy Budd.”

_ ^ " *

* n,.

It’s M»lc by FIVE TOP
JESSE GREER albums

||

Frpgroni Today Yexterday’x

||

FLAPPERETTE
’ COLUMBIA #39444

PAUL WESTON and ORCH
MERCURY #5754 HARMONICATS

(Mills Music)

AMERICAN IN

PARIS
Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
E-93
K-93 -

M-93

JOHNNIE RAY

ALBUM
Columbia

CO-6199
C2-88

B-2-88

3 4

I'LL SEE YOU IN MY GUYS AND DOLLS
DREAMS Broadway CastDREAMS
Dorix Day

Columbit.
CL-6198
C2-89
B2-89

Decca

DA-825
9-203

DLP-8039

YMA SUMAC
Logondof Sun

vlrflin

Capitol
L 299

DDN 299
KFD 299

Band Reviews
Continued from

iews
l»f* 3S y

-

~ - —

v

school and college age pairs, thh. warble ballads ajid pops capably,

n B _ m hits from the '30s were the ones For the baritone vocals Tommy
Band Raviaws which seemed to get the biggest Sica handles melodies in well-iivxiwna response. While not on the waltz tailored style. Beckner rounds out
Continued from taro 3S -

'

lack, Marterie has a lot of slowies the solo voice work with his own
for the walk-alround patrons. Lead-, handling of rhythm -and novelty

which the’ terpen seem to like, er uses all special arrangements, tunes. Virtually, the entire band
Oddly enough, on night caught, for 'example, untempoing “people is vocal, Beckner offering several

when ballroom wv Ailed with high
^ay We re in Love.

^vesome ofv While there .are some vocals by Happy Timers for sweeter
IJancy Thomas, fresh looking o?nes an,d the trio of ‘Hilltoppers”

chirper, there might be more. Miss novelty work. Quin.

Thomas, while okay on the novelty 1— * ' " 1

and jumps tunes like “Blacksmith
Blues,” doesn't register on the bal-

m
lads. Sidemen do7some joining in Vy
from time to time. Band takes to u THE GENE J

the road for series of one-nighters Iflf -
May 1 and winds up at the DC Tke Acm n r
Meadowbrook in New Jersey May V
27 aqgshas its first theatre engage- PW I

ment at the Paramount, New York, Ififl I

after that. Zabe. with WnrM1. c.

A TOP TUH1
In Wexl Const Suits

"SOMEBODY BIGGER
THAN YOU AND I"

By Johnny Lana*

BULL'XIY* MUSIC, INC.
4554 Selma Avo., Hollywood, Calif.

A Ortat Rocord

OMAN MARTIN'S

Capitol Rocordinf .

-.’’PRETTY AS*A PICTURE"

MILMTONI MUSIC CO.
4554 Solma Avo., Hollywood,, Calif.

THE GENE KRUPA TRIO

DENNY BECKNER ORCH (11)
With Jane Swayze
Hotel Muchlehacli, Kansas City
Denny Beckner crew is up from

the Texas country and a newcomer
to these parts, this date in the
Terrace Grill of the Muehlebach
being its first location stand in
town. Crew has something of h
different flavor, giving major at-
tention to entertaining as well as
to dancing. Beckner works hard
before the orch, keeps the pro-
ceedings at light pace in the room
and offers a varied line-up of vo-
cals.

On. the instrumental side Beck-
ner uses four reeds, pair of trum-
pets, trombone, drums, piano and
guitar. Ordinarily he carries a
string bass; but recently lost 'his
veu man who has not yet bisen re-
placed. Stylings from this set up
are in the pattern of tic-toc
rhythms, reminiscent- of the Gray
Gordon outfit of a few years back.
Outfit pretty well mixes up the
rhythms, drawing from the current
pops, old faves tfnd Latins.

In the vocal department Beck-
ner has blonde Jane Swayze to
carry, the glamor assignment and

The Ace Drummer Man

GENE KRUPA
with tht World's Grootost Saxophonist

CHARLIE VENTURA
at the Piano—TEDDY NAPOLEON
NOW TOKYO, JAPAN

MERCURY RECORDS
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ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
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But ‘Capades’ Hits 100G in Omaha
4—: — :Omaha, April 22.'

Rampaging floodwaters of the

Missouri River killed virtually all

show business in some spots along

the route. Sharpest to,feel impact

Was Council Bluffs, la;, where all

theatres were closed for a week.

Omaha has not had any curtail-

ment but- business was poor after-

noon and night after the flood

really began to look dangerous. In

South Sioux City, Neb., things are

dead, and situation is bad in Sioux

City, la. Exhibitors along the ter-

ritory reported anxious conditions.

“Ice Capades” is usually a sell-

out here for the whole run. There
was $95,000 in advance sale in the

boxofflce at the Coliseum before

the show opened. Then, on the fifth

day, conditions became alarming

and the sale fell off, but just a

little. On the last day, “Capades,”
handicapped by inability of hun-
dreds to get into town, did only a

50% business. At that,, the gross

hit around $100,000 for eight per-

formances.
John Harris, who came on from

Pittsburgh to see his show and talk

over the 1953 version, was happy
over results in general, calling the
gross here terrific under the cir-

cumstances.
“Capades” may go into New

York next year, he said, cutting St.

Paul for the first time. For three
years in a row, b.o. has been off in

the Minnesota capital and as the
show hasn't been in ’ New York
for years, Hands is angling for the
Garden there (see separate story).

Cancellations due to the flood
did not start coming in with any
regularity until ;the day before
closing (16). Refunds were at a
high rate from that time on.

m lien Vs, Milw, Cafe

Milwaukee, April 22.

A U. S. Income tax lien of $7,-
024 was filed against Albert J.

Tusa, operator of the Tic Toe
nltery here.
Internal revenue collector indi-

cated the lien relates to added in-
come taxes for 1940.

2-Legged Ky. Derby Stars
Louisville, April 22,

Louisville’s annual, re-entry: into
the bigtime comes Saturday, May 3,
with running of the Kentucky
Derby. Armory has set a gala
Derby eve show with Frankie
Laine, Patti Page, Billy May orch,
Illinois Jacquet, Chocolateers, Jay
Lawrence, Don Riqe, and Clark
Bros. House is scaled at $3.60 top,
with $1.80 general admission.

Lionel Hampton ofch and show
are billed for the Armory on Derby
night.

N.Y. Garden Woos

Rogers for Rodeo
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., is

again attempting to line up a top-
per for its annual rodeo this fall.

Ned Irish, Garden veepee, last
week flew down to Texas to propo-
sltion^ Roy Rogers to star in the
shindig. Rogers hasn’t yet made
up his mind.
Garden toppers, more than ever,

feel that a top cowboy fllmster is

absolutely essential if there’s to be
any boxoffice at the cowpokery this
year. Feeling was heightened by
the poor showing last fall when the
Lone Ranger and Vaughn Monroe
headlined the event in successive
appearances.
Problem of getting a topper is

aggravated by the fact that the
number of performers who can
draw customers into the Garden
is extremely limited. For many
years Gene Autry headed the tan-
bark crew and did fairly well In
most instances. Rogers replaced
him at the Garden during the war
when Autry was in the Army. Upon
his discharge, Autry resumed his

annual Garden appearances until

Hast year.

So-Lo Tax Repeal
Concord, N. H., April 22,

The Concord City Council
has- repealed ordinance passed
last April, imposing tax of $10
on each jukebox in operation
here.
The levy failed to prove

much of a municipal revenue-
raiser as there is only one
jukebox operator here, who
kicked in a total of about
$250 for the year.

Woo Danny Thomas to^ub

Jane Froman at Riviera;

Schnoz’s 1-Nite Pinchhit

. Attempts are being made to have
Danny Thomas come in from Chi-
cago to work the Riviera, Ft. Lee,
N. J., as a temporary sub for Jane
Froman. *Jimmy Durante stepped
in for last night’s (Tues.)

- preem,
and sails for England today (Wed.)
for a May 5 opening at the Palla-

dium, London. Thomas closes at

the Chicago Theatre, Chicago, to-

morrow (Thurs.). ^

Ifs possible Miss Froman will

J

start at the Riviera some time next
(week. She asked to be let out of

her date because of the shock re-

ceived when notified that her hus-
band, John C. Burn, had crashed
in a Pan-American plane off Puerto
Rico nearly two weeks ago. Trip
to and from San Juan was a strain

on the Lisbon Clipper crash hero-
ine.

The William Morris Agency had
been particularly anxious for Miss
Froman to play the Riviera, feel-,

ing that she would cash in on the
exploitation which her biopic,

“With a Song In My Heart,” is

getting. Film closes at the Roxy,
N. Y., next week.

Heme Week-to-Week
V

In Stand at Havana
Havana, April 22.

Sonja Henie’s ice show, current
at the Blanquita Theatre here, was
put on a week-to-week basis by
Miss Henie.
Show topper advised the Ameri-

can Guild of Variety Artists on
Sunday (20) to that effect.

Ted Lewis’ Dallaser
Dallas, April 22.

Ted Lewis orch and acts are set

for the Mural Room of the Baker
Hotel here starting May 15.

Package includes Geraldine Du-
Bois, Meribeth Oldsv Elroy Peace,
Manor & Mignon and Ben Yost Col-
leens. Current in the spot are
DeMarco Sisters.

Garland Coast

Pre-Preem SRO
Hollywood, April 22.

Judy Garland’s opening at Phil-

harmonic Auditorium yesterday

(Mon.) as special pre-preem offer-

ing of 15th annual Civic Light

Opera season was a terrific sellout.

However, the emotional impact

which marked her Palace, N. Y.,

presentation was lower. She got

an ovation at entrance, separate
salvos for each number, but pro-
fessional audience seemed to turn
it off and on at will. There just

wasn’t sufficient electric spark to

weld together the performer and
plush crowd.

Singer’s .act ran about 47 min-
utes. Other turns on bill were
the Shyrettos, Jesse, James 9c Cor-
nell, Bob Williams, Giselle & Fran-
cois, Szony and Max Bygraves, who
played first half of bill* Miss Gar-
land was supported by her

.
Eight

Boyfriends.
Four-week stand probably will

hit capacity of $220,000, out of
which she’ll get $154,000 as her
share under deal giving her $32,-

500 against 70% of gross per week.
She pays surrounding show, budget
coming to around $9,500 per frame,
making her personal potential take
around $116,000.

A May 10 deadline has been set
in the voting for American Guild
of Variety Artists’ delegates to
the convention to be held June 9-

12 in Los Angeles. Ballots have
already been sent to the member-
ship and voting will be under the
auspices of the Honest Ballot Assn.,
as usual.

There are 134 names on the bal-
lot and one designated write-in
for the Sarasota, Fla., branch. New
York branch again tops the ballot
numerically with 11 to be chosen
out of 35 names. Los Angeles and
Chicago get the next highest rep-
resentation with six delegates out
of 12 contestants in the Coast
branch and 13 for Chi.

There are several oddities In the
New York ballot. For example, Red
Buttons Is running as a delegate
and so is his straight man, Alan
Walker. There are two man-and-
wife teams running—Sid De May
and Sally Moore, and Murray White
and Florence Wyman.
For the first time, members of

the Radio City Music Hall cast are
campaigning. Wade Thompson and
Danny Walden, both singers at that
theatre, are seeking posts.

Most of the names on the ballot

are standard type acts with a sprin-
kling of circus clowns to represent
the outdoor division. A peculiarity
on the slate Is the fact that the
only performer not further de-
scribed. is Dewey Barfo (ex- &
Mann), former AGVA national ad-
ministrator and now rep of the
union in the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America.

•
.

* -New York Slate
The New York delegation will

comprise JL)l selected from among
the following: BeWey Barto, Jackie
Bright, Willie Bryant, Jack Burton,
Red Buttons, Bob Byron, Jon Carl-
ton, Peter Chan, Carlo Corelli, Sid
De May, Roy E. Davis,, Ruth Feld-
man, Jack Gilford, .Irving Gross-
man, Noel Hytown, Bobby Jordan,
Murray Lane; Sally Moore, Elaine
Ravel, George Robinson, Marshall
Rogers, George Ross, Hy Sands,

(Continued bn page 45)
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Night Club Reviews
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Hotel Flttxa, N. V*.
(PERSIAN ROOM)

Mimi Benzell with Leon Leona?'
di and Margaret Ross; Alan and
Blanche Lund; Dick LaSalle and
Mark Monte orchs; $2 and $2.5.0

cover.

Good balance in the current

Persian Room lineup between the

personable and pert thrushing of a

lafnmister from the Met, Mimi
Benzell, and the sprightly terps of

Alan and Blanche Lund.

Miss Benzell has unlaxed com-
pletely on a cafe floor, since she
made the shift from longhair to

the middlebrow belt of the class

cafes, and is equally adept with
an operatic aria, an audience num-
ber (“Saint Catherine”) in the

leap-year idiom as she works the

ringside like a saloon smoothie, and
her musicomedy excerpts from-

George Gershwin and Victor Her-
bert. Sporting a particularly fetch-

ing gown, the soprano’s superior

song style immediately commands
attention. She closes with a rhyth-

mic version of “The Wren.”

Dick LaSalle’s major band is in-

variably facile in the musical
backer-upperlng, but Miss Benzell
insures herself with Leon Leonard!
as her special maestro from the
Steinway, and with Margaret Ross
on the harp. Leonard! has wide
background that embraces Euro-
pean symph, Radio City Music Hall
where he was associate conductor,
Warner Br6s. arranger on 45 pie-

Columblo Records

KEN

GRIFFIN
i

Currently

THE SHOWBOAT
Lorain, Ohio

Direction: MILO STILT
Mutual Ihtertelnment Agency

203 N Wabash . Chicago 1/ III.

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
CHESTERFIELD SHOW
From the Palmer House, Chicago

Dlr.i M.C.A.
for. Mgt. TOM SHEILS

Courtney Brothers
Currently

WAIKIKI LAU YEI CHAI
Honolulu

Pars. Mgmt.: BELLA BERKNER
THE JACK ALLAN AGENCY

San Francisco

ture scores, etc. He’s her regular
concert maestro.
The Lunds, originally from Cana-

da, do such un-Canuck routines as
square-dance conceptions, yester-

year vaude takeoffs, and the like,

besides the orthodox ballroomology
in which they’re facile and grace
ful. Team evidences ^constant ap
plication to their chores. Per usual,
Mark Monte’s group- is the suave
combo as musical alter ego to
LaSalle, and maitre d' Fred and
his expert crew maintain an aura
about the Persian Room of which
less and less spots can boast In
this age of chain operation. This
observation, of course, goes with
full awareness of the Plaza’s Hil-

ton Hotels affiliation. Abel.

Mocamlio, DPwood
Hollywood, April 15.

Mindy Carson (accompanied by
Sherman Edwards), Dorothy Done

-

part Trio, Eddie Oliver Orch ( 5 )

;

$1.50, $2 cover.

An ideal bet for the intimate
atmosphere of Charlie Morrison’s
plush-lined aviary, Mindy Carson
should prove a - strong fortnight’s
draw. She’s offering a pure song
stint that merits—and gets—the
audience’s undivided attention, no
mean feat in this spot.
A good voice and a relaxed de-

livery are parlayed, into top re-
sults by. Muss. ' Carson, who has
developed tremendously since last
seen on the Coast; ' Stint is can-
nily paced .and- delivery* is height-
ened by little pro'ductibn fillips and
she works closely with ririgsiders,

even bringing one- onto the floor
for A brief waltz routine as part
of her “Getting To Know You”
number.

Best on ballads, she pounds over
such showtunes.as “All the Things
You Are” and “End t>£. a Love Af-
fair,” .making the lyrics carry their
full weight in th^i presentation.
She’s backed at -the keyboard • by.
Sherman Edwards, who does the
okay arrangements and guides the
Eddie Oliver musicrew through its

showtime paces.
. Dorothy Donegan Trio' has been
added to the layout here to ’feature
rhythmic intermission stuff high-
lighted by Miss Donegan’s frenetic
keyboarding. It’s well spotted and
garners attention. Kap.

Mount Royal, Mont’l
Montreal, April 16;

Jimnyy Savo, Max Chamitov
Orch (8) with Norma Hutton, Dick
Marshall Trio; $1-$1.(50 cover.

Following usual Holy Week clos-
ing, . the Mount. .'Royal' Hotel
p' r e e m e d the Normandie Room
with Jimmy Savo as' the tapper,
A packed room greeted both Savo

shows, and inimitable comic more
than satisfied his established Mon-
treal following and.converted many
others over to the Savo charm
and artistry.

•

Clad in the usual outsized suit,

battered derby add cockeyed
cravat, Savo intrbes several new
bits of business in his socko nam-
ing fashion while telling his favor-
ite stories and then reprising the
inevitable “River” and “One Meat
Ball” to a fine reception.

In an era that has spawned hun-
dreds of comedians gifted with
little more than the ability to gab
and lift jokes as they try to better
the other thousand in the same
bracket, Savo’s shy, effortless hut
savvy-laden approach to entertain-
ment is refreshing—to use an un-
derstatement. Maybe the basic ele-
ments never change; maybe Savo
sings some of his songs too many
times, but with the rare Savo touch

continually in evidence, this affa-
ble comic is never tedious. Judg-
ing from the plaudits on opening
night, he will seldom be without
an audience. Newt.

La VI© ©u Rose, HT. V.
Bobby Lucas, Jane Morgan ( with

Andrew Ackers), Jana Jones (2
a.m. only); Joe Candullo Trio, $5
minimum. >

Jane -Morgan is gradually mak-
ing the rounds of the- New York*
class spots, and** her current date
at "La Vie En Rose emphasizes anew
that the New England chirper with
the Continental , background can
fill the bill anywhere. During the
past, year and a -half Miss Morgan
has /played the Mais.onette of the
Hotel St. Regis and the Persian
Room of the Plaza.

Monte Proser made an especially
smart booking in the blonde song-
stress, because it was so important
for him to follow the - preceding
sockeroo Dorothy Dandridge date
with* someone who could maintain
the phenomenal impress made by
the colored' singer -during her 10-
week tenure at this ; stand. La Vie
had been experiencing shaky go-
ing immediately prior to the Dand-
ridge booking, and someone with
the class, and Jalent of fyHss Mor-
gan, with proper exploitation,
should be able to hold up the biz
pace of her predecessor.

’

La Vie’s new headliner imparts
plenty of class, but never gets chi-
chi. She satisfies any taste with
a good pop voice that knows the
value of stressing lyrics. It’s a
mostly French routine that she
does, as acceptable as if it were
done by a native French chanteuse.
It's a stylized act that points up
the’ concentrated thought given it

in ' routining and arrangements,
with American songs done ‘ in
French and others particularly in
digenous td the native idiom. All
of it is done with grerit charm and
an underplayed salesmanship that
is a sharp, disparity -from the too-
punchy selling, pf too many Ameri-
can singers.

Miss Morgan, for instance, opens
(with hand mike) singing “Might
as Well'Be Spring,” in French and
English, and it quickly establishes
her in the idioms with which she
is identified—an American singer
who pipes authentically in French.
A medley of rhythm tunes such as
“Buttons and Bows” and “No Busi-
ness Like Show Business,” done in
French, is a nice, light followup.
“Mile. De Paris” is a plaintive note
and done extremely well, with a
particularly good feel for the lyric.

The special-material hat number
is cleverly arranged and lyricized,
with “Tenderly” (in French) go-
ing over,, neatly as the next num-
ber. “April in Portugal” is sockeroo
in both- arrangement and quiet
selling;

'

Jane -Morgan sings rhythm and.
ballad tunes equally as well and
she makes a nifty appearance with
her 'sock gowning. Andrew Ackers
does a neat job at the piano ac-
comp for her * two shows nightly
('three weekends) .

'

•.

Bofiby. Lucas, nice-looking col-
ored baritone, is showing a greater
flair for rhythm tunes than . the
ballads.- His singing of “Jericho”
suggests that the spiritual or r.e-=

ligioso type tune might be his
metier, for that’s, what he does
best without being mannered.
Speaking of affectation, he works
too closely like Billy Daniels to
get by, in view of Daniels’ success
with that style.

Jana- Jones, brunet songstress
.(New 'Acts), works the 2 a.m.
Show.

.
Joe Candullo’s threesome

dotes a neat job playing the lulls.

Kahn.

Waldorf-Artorla, N. V.
* (EMPIRE ROOM)
Dorothy Shay, Nat Brandwynne

and MiscKa Borr orchs; $1, $2 cover
weekdays; $1,50, $2.50 Friday-Sat*
urday.

Back with her hillbilly tunes in
her native Park Ave. habitat, Dor-
othy Shay continues to impress as
one of the more clever soubrettes
on the plush nitery circuit. The
anomaly of a pretty, well-groomed,
gal selling mountain times with all

the corn and hoke of the Tennessee
hills is still what gets the cus-
tomers, and she’s developed the
routine to a „ socko s.cience. Her
lure was evidenced at her opening
last Wednesday (16), when she
packed the Waldorf's spacious Em-
pire Room.
Miss Shay misses no tricks in

belting across her stuff! Attractive-
ly gowned in white and with a
white orchid taped to her bare
shoulder, she hits the incongruous
right off the bat with that shy
southern ,drawl. While her tunes
have clever lyrics, they’re also a
trifle obvious. As a result, it’s her
manner of selling them, complete
with some well-planned gestures
and nifty little asides to the audi-
ence, that sends ’em across. Her
entire • routine displays her solid
sense of humor, which is projected
clear to the back tables.

She’s got some new tunes and
also dispenses her own standards',
some requested by the ringsiderS.
“Real Big Spenders” is just a mild
appetizer, but she rolls into high
on “Pop,” a nostalgic ditty cleffed
by Joan Edwards. Her “Sagebrush
Sadie” is tops, and then she-goes
into “Little Western Town Called
Beverly Hills” for a good pace:

changer. After .another’ mountain
tune, she comes back with “Love
Isn’t Born,” the only one she does
legit, and it comes off well," She
closes with her two most-requested
tunes, “Uncle Fud” and “Feudin’
and Fussin’,” both of which she
sells for a well-earned begoff.
Nat BrandWynne’s orch (with

Russ Black as Miss Shay's accom-
panist) backs her competently and,
with Brahdwynne back at the key-
board, dispenses fine dance music.
Mischa Borr crew, as always, satis-

fies the Latune terpers,- Stall.

La Rose Rouge, Paris
Paris, April 16.

Jacques Hilling, Picolette, Mhrcel
Marceau, Yves Robert, Jean Bar-
ranger Troupe ( 5 ) , La Rose Rouge
Orch (5); $2 minimum

.

ist. Marcel Marceau playing a in**
nltoy stand with hi, famous Cha

*

acter, Bip. Marceau is a brilliantmime and gives his clown character
expert life. He begs off.

er

Topper is the takeoffs on various
types of pix. Though a facile typ|
of

.

humor, it is done with gi?!by .the fine troupe and packs »
barrel of yocks^Each pic startswith a series of titles which Jetthe mood. Spoofed are everythin*
from Leo the Lion to Alfred Hitch

8

cock. A virtual begoff.
n’

The Rose Rouge orch supplies
good dance music which is wasted
on the postage stamp floor. Stand,
out in the shenanigans is Rosy
Varte, the only gal in the group

7

impersonating Dorothy LamourEdna Purviance and Michele Mor-gan* Mosk.

Ciro9s, Hollywood
ri TT » Kollyw>od, April 18.

^ Polly Bergen, Honey Bros (V)
Dick Stabile Orch (10 ), BobbvRamos Orch (5), Jack Kelly Trio*
$2 cover. '

This two-act bill took 44 minutes
to unreel on opening night. While
a sum-total effectiveness was
achieved, punchier' impact might
have been scored had the course
been shorter,

Polly Bergen, toplining, dis-
penses a routine which will please
Ciros clientele and which will
compete ^actively -with the lineup
over at the arch-rival spot, Mocam-
b?’ whe

,
r£ Carson is on dis-

play. Miss Bergan has a great
(Continued on page 44)

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON.
Presents

Currently
ABC THEATRE

Coptnhagen, Denmark
American Rap.

. WM. MORRIS AGENCYTAVEL-MAROUANI AGENCY, PARIS

La RoseJRouge, Nico’s popular
St. Germain cellar club, has come
up with another original, diverting
show that is paying off in word-of
mouth and SRO. Big drawback is

lack of air conditioning and when
the club is packed, as it always
is, the atmosphere is stifling. In
spite of the sweating, it is an en-
joyable . evening and the best off-
beat cabaret in town. The clientele
is mostly the nitery Gallic crowd
and regulars with a big influx of
tourists. Club runs on the member-
ship basis, but this does not get
in the way of letting in the tourist
with the green.
Show starts at midnight with a

sketch by,.Jacques Hilling on the
stuffy, cruel professor and his poor
scapegoat. Hilling’s ' mugging and
timing make this Oldie skit amus-
ing. fare. Ne*;t is adolescent chunky
Picolette, who is a fave here on
her naivete ’and obvious lack of
talent and sophistication. A breath-
less voice wheezes out some clever
lyriced songs and she even • does
a takeoff on the little girl forced
to recite at * party. She could only
get by in this igiuarter and is a
refreshing departure froril the
average. • 7

Next up is top Gallic pantpmim-

,
COMEDY MATERIAL

^ All Branch., .1 Th.airicalt

GLASON'* FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW ill GAG- FILM

(Th# Itrvkt of tho Start)

, S3 ISSUES $25
First 13 Ffles I7.ML All 35 Issuos $25.00
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
{Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping)
• 3 Iks. PARODIES por book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET. $25 •S^BiAC,COUT BKS-' b*. *» •HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(roiisuo), $3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAOS, $300. Worth ovor a thousand

NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 Sr., New York 1 1 Dept. V

Clrclo 7-1130

tbb?

VARIETY
"Georgia Knye, rapid-fire and
keen-edged comic, romps homo
with top plaudits.”

FLORABEL MUIR, L. A. MIRROR
"Georgia Kayo had • mo laughing
until I wa» gaspinfe for breath. He's
going to mako a lot of woll estab-
lishod comedians move out #f tho
way."

,

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER
"Comic shinos in now revue. Tho
rovuo is packed with solid enters
tainers and entertainment, but wo
|u»t can't help recounting that
Georgia Kaye, a comic among com-
ics, stands head and shoulders
above aH. Georgia Kaye It at *his
funniest,"

CINCINNATI POST
"Comedian Georgia Kaye for the
shows top laughs, gives the shew
the benefit of his needle-sharp, sa-
tiric comedy.' Among other offer-
ings Georgia has a wonderful vi-
gnette on 'Women/ This is really a
classic end one of the funniest skits
I've seen In months/'

BILLBOARD
"Georgia Kayo, nifty young comic,

handling the reprise which was
good enough to garner sock mitts.

The personable
.
Kaye's 'Modern

Trend' bit is sure-fire fodder, but its

on hie*/Women' twrii in the number
5 closer that he turns on the heat

to break up the house with unusual

material , . « leaves patrons yelling

for mero,"

GE0RGIE KAYE
COMPLETED DESERT INN, Las Vegas Currently BAND BOX, Hollywood

Direction: JACK DAVIES
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Clro’s, Hollywood
deal of poise, and what she lacks

in vocal timbre she compensates

for with a suave sense of song

styling and a pharsing most apt for

niteries. Her 4'01d Black Magic

closer is one of the most expressive

arrangements of the oldie ever

torchlit.

The chirp’s pace-changing keeps

the interest unflagging as she

weaves through “Little White

Cloud” (riding the melody and

eschewing any Johnnie Ray-isms),

“Most Unusual Day,” “Life s Com-
panion” and “Wonder Why,” among
others. She threads much, of her

routine together via a narrative

much too wordy and pretentious.

By clipping' the chatter, Miss Ber-

gen could rein in her routine for

tighter effect. She gets very fine

backgrounding from the Jack Kelly

Trio (bass, harp, 88) which travels

with her. Kelly; on piano, particu-

larly punctuates the moods.

Honey Bros, extended their antic

hoofing and acrobatics to
(
18 .min-

utes at show . caught, but they

milked every facet and really had
the packed room steamed (not

warmed) up by the time the 'carpet

was unrolled for Miss Bergen. The
three boys have been indulging in

this uninhibited knockabouting for

some time, but they are fresh

enough on the Coast to create some
talk. It’s difficult for such acts to

present wholly new approach and
material, but the Honeys come- as

close as any. Their “Jesse James”
bit is rather over-long, but withal

quite a routine. Their patter is par-

ticularly bright, the factor which
elevates this turn above most of

the others in same category#

Dick Stabile and hi* boys back

the show and .dish up the foxtrots;

Bobby Ramos’ quintet alternates at

keeping the dance floor peopled.
Bert.

BELA BIZONY
AND ORCHESTRA

Third Conivculiv* Year

SAN SOUCI HOTEL
Miami teach

DICK BARLOW
AN* ORCHESTRA
Held Over Indefinitely

Ft* Montagu Beach Hotel
Nassau, Bahamas

looked by

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
152 W. 54th St. 400 Lincoln Rd.

N«w York Miami Roach

Last Frontier, Las Vegas
Las Vegas,. April 18.

Josephine Baker, Dave Barry,

Gil Johnson, Fred Stamer , Ham
Edison, Devlyn Girl Revue (9),

Bob Millar Orch (10); no cover

or minimum.

The big question mark of Jose-

phine Baker’s reception in this

glitter spot on the nitery map
seems to have been solved follow*?

irig her opening night soiree.

Opinions will possibly remain di-

vided, but in the main,, la Baker
wooed ’em and wowed 'em with

her ultra-sophistication. Result

will be found in the ldng queued
waiting for reservations durlhg

her fortnight, parade, of glamor
personified.

Not since Hildegarde has such a

strong femme persdnality graced

the spotlight beam in this outpost.

Impact is electric upon entrance,

with 'distaffers appraising the

gorgeous creations $he .wears, and
males acknowledging her sexiness.

She glides into view adorned in a

green job ‘-With luxurious patina

fur cape. Hair-do
.
is unique—

a

pyramid piece built into a “horse*s

tail” Chatters invitingly, calling

attention to points of interest

about her person,' after which she

hits her first song, “Paree.” Pipes

are at once husky comediither and
strong, encased in a peculiar vi-

brato. Still in the Parisian mood,
she continues with- “Minuit” and
“La Vie en'Rose.”

Her revivalist method* of, ex-

tracting applause is a delight to

behold as she. cannily lead* her
audience along. Followup foray

strikes off into Latin metier as she

doffs her cape to
4

slither some
terpery after vocalizing “Esto es

Felicitad ” Harry Edison comes
down from the trumpet section to

blow a fine horn while she literally

genuflects before 1 the hot blasts.

Mood engendered i* both earthy
and subtle sex.

Method of costume' change is

neat, utilizing -the interim • come-
dies of Dave Barry. This whole
layout is a term ;showcase for his

-bits and sketches as he draws upon
some integrated material to blend
the entire production. ’He primes
Miss Baker’s entrance with funny
gab* about Paris and the Continent
which eases smoothly into his Ital*

Ian sculptor panto. ^During the
first hiatus, forming the chan-
toosie’s change, he brings on the
Devlyn Revue, but his second * pe-
riod Is a top display of 'comedy
wares.
Although in need of trimming,

this spot’ features his teeyee rou-
tine with funny British pix lam-
poon, impresh of Godfrey, private
eye - sketch. Political briefing on
current candidates is weak with
exception • of the Kefauver bit,

complete with coonskin cap and
horn-rimmed glasses, which pull
sock yocks and ovation.

’

Return of Miss Baker signals a
continuation of the Latin flavoring
as she ambles ringside tossing out
flowers and terps a mambo called
“Anabacoa.” '

-White ruffled cos-
tume trimmed with, brilliantly-

hued bows entices big mitts. Her
final tour is set in a. return to
Gallic charming with “Two Loves
Have I,” “Te. mi vol ben,” and
modelling of another richly de-
signed gown.
Mounting her cboreo produc-

tions with extra care, Jean 'Devlyn
puts her femmes through three
rounds, one of which, with west-
ern motif, was pulled following
opening show to shorten running
time. “Wine, Women and Song”
spots some fine terping by Gil
Johnson, assisted by line and two
showgirls. Later fling has John-
son as “Anatole of Paris ” flitting
about in his salon exhibiting his
chapeau on Candy King#. Follow-
up duo-terps and Johnson’s aero
romps win solid encomiums from
tablers. - •

Bob Millar orch is aided by key
boarding and conducting of Miss
Baker’s personal accomper, Fred
Stamer. Lack of proper rehearsal
showed opening night, but usual
excellence of Millar’s showbacking
will emerge in succeeding shows.

Will.

The CMber** N. V.
Joe Bushkin Q&ariet, Eddie

Heywood Trio, Cy Coleman Trio;

$3 minimum.

After temporarily Closing down,
due to 'a fire invthe kitchen, this

east ’Side spot has reopened with

the same jazz' policy that formerly

prevailed. As . evidenced by the

business it has been pulling, be-

fore and after the shuttering, bom-
face Ralph Watkins (who ran the

Bop- City club on Broadway a cou-

ple of years ago) has again found
a payoff formula for this nitery in

a parlay of excellent decor, cuisine

and jazz music.
In Joe Bushkin, the Embers has

one of the* most consistent east

side faves. A superlative pianist,

Bushkin tailors his musicf for this

type of room with solid but polite

swinging arrangements. He’s play-

ing with an excellent quartet, fea-

turing Buck Clayton on trumpet
for unusual colorful gpundj for

this sized combo.
Alternating with Bushkin is the

Eddie Heywood trio which plays in

a similar groove. Heywood is an-

other top keyboard stylist -who
manages to get the maximum va-

riety out of a pianordrums-bass
combo via subtle melodic vari-

ations and a fine beat. In both
the Bushkin and Heywood cases,

the music i$. there for., anybody
who wants to listen and, at the
same time, is not too obtrusive to

interfere with - the tete-a-tete of

late evening customers.
For the dinner hours- up to 9

p.mM the lush pianistics of Cy
CQlemah and his trio take over.

Coleman is another established
name around the nitery circuit

and plays with a flashy technique.
Herm.
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Wiirdiiian-ParL Wash.
(CAKIBAR ROOM)

Washington, April 17.
Carol Merritt Dancers (4), Anita

de Castro, Rodger Mendez Orch
(7); $1.50-$2 minimum. •

Current show in the Caribar of
the Wardman-Park Hotel follows
in more diluted form the Latino
angle which has become the room’s
hallmark over the past couple
years,

The ‘ Carpi Merritt Dancers

—

three girls and a boy—have youth
promise, and flashes of novelty.
But they also have a long way to
go before they arrive. The four-
in their early 20’s—consist of Caro!
Merritt, Carroll Wilkins, Joyce
McConnell and Don Barton. Miss
Merritt, act's choreographer and
coach, emphasizes modernistic ab-
stractions, • colorful costuming, and
satire in the numbers. They don’t
all click and much of the time
the ideas are “reminiscent.”

The unit does by fir its best job
in an abstraction on “St. Louis
Blues.” This dance is clean, well
paced, and packs a punch. The
quartet, in black tights and red
and purple sashes, show a fine
sense of rhythm and timing.

.Troupe’s big number is’“Roaring
'20s,” with gals 'wearing long waist-
lines,and knee-length dresses of the
period, while' Barton works -in rac-
coon coat. The costuming is hand-
some and the dancing has lots of
pep, but the’ number is totally lack-
ing novelty. It’s been worked to a
frazzle recently on stage, film and
TV,
Another flip is “Dames,” with

Baron as the sailor dancing with
the 'girls, to the song from “South
Pacific.” There is a good deal of
the modernistic in. this selection
which lifts it out of the rut. Unit
also does a doll number. Here a
tuxed drunk dances with rag,
Spanish and Dresden dolls. Idea is
good but the steps lack novelty.

Miss Merritt's choreography
needs a hypo to bring it up to the
level of the dancing of the quartet.
She, herself, is a fine stepper who
could provide a change of pace for
the act via a solo.

Anita de Castro, who sings with
the Roger Mendez orch, also em-
qees the show and does numbers
between those of the Merritt Danc-
ers to give latter time to change
costumes. She is an experienced
trouper with a lot of Manhattan in
her Latin. She sings in both Span-
ish and English and adds plenty of
wiggle and pepper to get the songs
across. .Orch works for both the
show and dansapation, with a good
variety of foxtrot, samba and
rhumba numbers. Lowe,

Hotel Nleollet, Mpls.
(MINN. TERRACE)

Minneapolis* April 19.

Mickey Sharp, Patine & Roca,

Cecil Golly Orch (9) with Mildred
Stanley; $2.50-$3.5Q minimum.

A pair of .unheralded acts new to

Minneapolis' come through -well to
bring this show up to the high
standard demanded by. this smart
room. Comedian Mickey Sharp, a
snappy and capable funster, tosses
sharp laughter curves, is plenty
fast too, and kno.ws the value of
change of pace. Patine & Rosa’s
aerds represent a pleasant ‘depar-
ture from the usual ballroom terp-*
sichore. .

'

Sharp works almost breathlessly
to hold customers’ attention. Much
of his story and gag material -is

familiar, but he usually injects a.

new. twist into the patter to give
it a more solid punch. A talent
for dialects and characterization is

utilized In a way to prevent the of-
fering from getting into a hack-
neyed groove. Amusing takeoffs on
President Truman and Stalin are
off the beaten path. A Johnnie Ray
lampoon is a standout.

Somersaults, cartwheels and
other balancing feats served up by
Patine & Rosa frequently attain
sensational proportions. The turn
isn’t harmed any by Rosa’s looks
and shapeliness.

Cecil Golly and his fine orch
with personable songstress Mildred
Stanley are other reasons for cus-
tomer happiness. Rees.

El Rancho, Las Vegas
Joe E. Lewis, Austin Mack

Merry Macs (4), Jerry Pederson.
Joy Walker , El Rancho Dancers
(8), Ted Fio Rito Orch (10); no
cover or minimum.

Post 'time again at El Rancho

Vegas finds Joe E, Lewi* running
iox one month—«nd no handicap
His assorted, comedy doodles
song?, ribaldries and toasts will be
a definite come-on to the above-
aVerage amounts of revelers ex-
pected in town for the next four
frames* ’ • •

Lewi* uncorked
.
some new mate-

rial at opening show, and resulting
from peak reception of the various
fillip*, . will retain the works as
additions to his already bulging
files. Warmup is in the usual off-
the-cuff vein, Combining sly quips
and intro to his succeeding string
of “post-time” toasts with the high-
balls. First tune voomed is “You
Can’t Drink VO on TV,” threading
into setup for the inevitable round
of track stories and parody to
"Floradora.” Neat lyric switch to
Shrimp Boats” loads the place

with yocks, and similar risibilities
grow out of staples, “Why Don’t
British Films Have'English Titles?”
“Three Beers,” “Shadrtfch” and
“Whiffenpoof Song.” Another song
preem brings up the laughter
curve with its innuendoes, “She’s
Got the Biggest Parakeets in
Town.” No matter the vagueries
and blind alleys Lewis wanders
into during his gabbing, he always
extricates himself and usually with
a boffo cap. His “man Friday
through Friday,, Austin* Mack, is

the constant fixture at the key-
board, expertly hoodling behind
Lewis’ ditties and guiding the Fio
Rito musiemen through their
paces.
Merry Macs . share the rostrum

with Lewis for the first two weeks,
then make way for" thrush Kitty
Kallen.

;
Giroup of three guys and

a neat looking blonde lack a solid
punch to carry them from opener

(Continued on page 46)

LEW

BLACK
.PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the Lead)

A new note In
OUmor Cimedy
Opening April 21

TJiettr# hey*l«
Sydney AuitralU

Dlreetien _
J.iw A L«*IU

Grade, Ltd.

Can vs* middle age girl of

18 te answer fan mail,

JAY SEILER
15th or 14th (I Think) Week

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
Critics iay:-"Auditn<*i take to Seiler

lika he was the first bottl* of Yogurt."

Direction:

Naw York—Max Novalla

Chicago—Siditay Pago

Pari*—Piorra Stifling

WHEN IN BOSTON
If* the

HOTEL AVERY
Avery A Washington Sis.

The. Home of Sh6w Folk

MHO:CORDA
with New Hilarious Dances!

Now Appearing

CONTINENTAL CAFE
MONTREAL

(Thanks ROY COOPER)

' 1_
' Just Completed

SENSATIONAL 13- MONTH WORLD TOUR
r

Including:

SAYOY HOTEL, London ANCIENNI RELfttpUE, Imssals

RC TY “Cafe Continental" EXCELSOIR HOTEL, Triasta

CINEMA UNIVERSAL, Centre PALM REACH CASINO, Cannes

LA lODEOA dal CALDERON, iareatona

tergonal Manager: CHARLES Y. RYAN, 1007 Steinway HaH. New York 1*. N. Y.
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Saranac lake

yuvel Israeli Concert Corp., one*

of the top talent importers In Is-

*

el has
‘embarked on a program

to build up a fund In the U; S. to
:

permit a greater excjynge of tal-

ent between both countries. Jack

Amidor, head of the agency, is cur-

rently here to set up’ a U. S. tour

Jh? the Israeli Folk Dance Group

thi! fall. A, portion of the com-SfWf *• z*
in a fund ’to remain in the U. S.

the proceeds Id be used to import

U S talent to that country.

Amidor ° declared that from 20-

30% of the profits of the tour will

remain in this country. As,an in-

dication of the earning possibilities

of this group, Amidor stated that

one concert corporation was will-

ing to underwrite the trek at $100,-

000, but Amidor wants to make his

own arrangements.

Amidor already ha* pacted Boh

Wone Orson Welles and Lena

Horne for. tours of Israel during

this season. Welles will do Shake-

spearean readings starting May 10

in Tel Aviv. Miss Horne, together

with her husband, Lonnie Hayton,

and a four-piece combo, will arrive

in Israel in time for a May 1 open-

ing in Tel' Aviv. Hope starts there

Aug. 24. .

Last year, Amidor played Larry

Adler, Yvonne De Carlo, Hazel

Scott and Pearl Primus.

The Israeli Folk Dancers will

comprise talent born in that coun-

try and selected as a result of a

nationwide contest of young people

working the “kibutzim” (cooperar

tives). They will provide their'own
musical accompaniment on native

instruments.

Amidor came to the U. S. with a

letter from Mrs. Chaim Weitzman,
•Wife of the Israeli president, who is

a patron of the War Veterans Fund,
under whose auspices some con-

certs will be held in order to build

a theatre for Israeli war vets.

Amidor will spend some time in

New York before going to the

Coast in an effort to pact top film

names.

Gene Austin is headlining the
bill in the Emerald Room of the
Shamrock Hotel, Houston.

By Happy Benway
Saranac Laka, N.Y., April 22,

.Among those who attended the
annual seder at the Jewish Com-
munity Center from the Variety
Clubs hospital were Genie (Legit)
Reed, Otto' Hayman, AI Brandt,
Walter (CBS) Romanik, Max Ros-
enthal, Pearl Grossman, Grace
Davidson and Jack (RKO) Wasser-

in ii l 1 iTtr m n I
man. Morris Dworski, our labora-

Ball-Arnaz N.Y., Hub Dates tory chemist, officiated.
“ Kenneth Derby, owner-mapager

of Security Theatres, Los Angeles,
rated his first observation report
and is skedded for surgery.

Theatre group is charting a

'Brooks’ Chore Sets Back

The appearance of Lucille Ball
& Desi Arnaz slated for the Roxy
Theatre, N. Y„ in the. summer, has
been indefinitely postponed. Also
put off for a later date is the duo’s
date at the Metropolitan, Boston.
Reason for the postponement is the
problem of getting started on the
filming of “Our Miss Brooks”
which Arnaz will produce for CBS-
TV.

Duo's CBS-TV “I Love Lucy”
has hypoed their- salary consider-
ably. They were to get $57,000
plus overages for their two weeks
at iher Roxy. They were similarly

on a guarantee and percentage
basis at the Boston house.

AGVA Sets
Continued from page 41

JAY MARSHALL
currently

AT RANDOM

MARK LEDDY

BACK AGAIN

The GARRY

MOORE Show

CBS-TV April 30th

MILBOURNE-
CHRISTOPHER

Thank* H«rb Sanford

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

158 W. 44 St„ New York LU 2-441*
|

WHER® SHOWBUSINRSS MEETS

*TALENT CONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS

freffiiieiiaj fngagpmpnf
PuplItBtt rrto«c AB>r<o< ta Ww C«M *t Tie*

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

(In caj* pf tip duplicate prixe*

will b* awarded)

Syd Slate, Joe Smith, Russell
Swann, Wade Thompson, Manny
Tyler> Danny Walden, Alan Walker,
Jerry Wayne, Murray White, Tu-
tasi Wilson, Florence Wyman.

Chicago, L. A? Candidates

Chicago branch, with six dele-

gates, will select from Bill Baird,

Randy Brown, Bert Davis, Red For-
rest, Richard Gale, Billy Grant,

Jack Gwynne, Tom Martin, Carl

Marx, Sr., Gil Raye, Jessie Rosella,

JofesWallace, Dick Ware.

Los Angeles, also getting six •

reps, will poll from Kay Deslys,

Jimmy Val Gray, Al Herman, Harry
Kahnd, Sid Marion, Harry Men-
doza, George Riley, Larry Rio,

Harry Rose, Nicky Stewart, Rex
Weber, George West.
Two delegates from Cincinnati

will be chosen from Carroll Dress-

man, Lester Lake, Wally Lane,

Eleanor Lee, Mason Tune.
Two from Detroit will he select-

ed from Harry Borden, Billy By;

sher, Bobbe Caston, Meyer Hyman,
Margie Mansell, Lillian Palmer,

Kid Williams.
Philadelphia will be represented

by two to be selected from Joe
Campo, Joe Hough, Bill Layne,

Frankie Richardson.
Pittsburgh, also getting two, will,

look over Lou De Paul, Eva "Her-

bert, Francisco Soriano, Lou Starr,

Sylvia Walters.
San Francisco’s two delegates

will be any pair from among Terry
Andre, Jimmy Jamerson, Mel Let-

man, Vince Silk, Chilli Valzar.

One-Delegate Setups
Rest are one-delegate towns.

Baltimore’s selection will he from
Jimmy Judge, Kleo Lynn, Linda
Scott and Yvette (not the singer).

'Boston: Charles Brett, Danny
Creedon, Fred Hall, Eddie Laverne,

Flo Morris.
Buffalo: Mary Jane, Lenny Paige,

Val Williams.
Cleveland: Linda Compton and

Jessye K. Scott.

Dallas: Cal Emmett and Charles

“Dink” Freeman.
Denver: Floyd Brown, Tiny

Grant, Chickie O'Dell, Andrillita

White.
Kansas City: Mike Caldwell,

Harry Otto, Johnny Sanna, Chick
j

Spooner, Dave Workman.
Miami Beach: Ben Beyer, Fajah

Raboid, Buddy Walker.
Montreal: Theresa i Daly, Carl

Gavel, Robert Goodier, Roland Le-

gault, Leo Rivet.

New Orleans: Eddie Matre and

George McQueen.
Providence: Pat Kelly, Roberta

Lee, Dottie Stewart, Ed Sweeney.

St. Louis: Fred Gordon and Guy
Mullen.

*

Seattle: Billy Bishop, Don George,

Wanda Lester, George Peckham.
Toronto: Bill Davies, Joe Mur-

phy, Clair Rouse.

As usual, all members will vote

for delegates from all cities, no

matter which branch they are af-

filiated with. Thus a Seattle mem-
ber will help select the 11 dele-

gates from New York. An attempt

to amend this form of voting was

defeated, but it’s likely that an-

other try will be made at the con-

vention.

Home Builders' Show in Cin-

cinnati Garden for nine days to

April 27 has Sid Stone and his All-

Star Revue for night performances

and personalities of Crosley’s WLW
and WLW-T as added attraction

for afternoons.

summer operation here in the
downtown colony with Kendric
Packer heading the .venture. Plans
are to give seven performances a
week at the old remodeled IOOF
Hall which was recently leased,

Lloyd Doubleday, musician, shot
in from N. Y. to chat with Paul
Hein who now flashes all privileges
for real progress.

Marie C. Davis in from Jamaica,
N. Y;, for a bedside chat 'with
Gloria Davis, of National Screen
Service, whose observation prog-
ress is starting to take hold.

Edward (ABC) Davidson in for
the holiday weekend to see his
frau, Grace, who is flow tops in
the ambulatory department. Ditto
for William J. Butler, whose bed-
side chat with his wife, Hattie,
made a real mental impression.

Write to those who are ill.

Cleve. Alpine Village

In Silver Anni Bally

Via Name Packages
Cleveland, April 22.

Herman Pirchner is red-lettering
his 25th year in show biz by inking
“Minsky Follies” and three other
package revues which nearly triples
his Alpine Village's usual enter-
tainment budget.
Minsky show' kicked off the sil

ver anni series last week (14) for
a two-week stand. “Latin Quarter
Revue” was signed for two frames
beginning April 28, followed by
“George White’s Scandals of 1952,”
having break-in date here May 12.

Mike Todd's “Peep Show,” now at
Las Vegas’ Desert Inn, is slated
May 26 as closer. All are booked
by Frank SenneS;

Hollenden's Vogue Room also
has gone in for big-budgeted
names, with Hildegarde and her
unit doing a fdrtnite in the hotel
club. Sally Rand's new package
show opens May 19 in Sam Borsel-
lino’s nitery, renamed the Tropl
cana for new policy, after long
period of inactivity.

See ‘Ice Capades’ N. Y. Garden Deal

Forging link in Wirtz-AMA Chain

Uncle Sam Puts Padlock

On Iceland, N. Y.-Taxes
The Iceland Restaurant, N. Y!,

was closed last week by a U. S.

Government padlock for unpaid
amusement taxes. Amount owed
is still to be determined, but it’s

reported that nd payments had
been made for some time.

Spot, operated by Abe Goldstein,
had been in a prolonged slump.
Several policies, including a

changeover to cowboy film names,
had been attempted. Goldstein
was out of town when the pad-
locking took place. *

Performer salaries were covered
by a bond posted with the Ameri-
can Guild of Variety Artists.

Hildegarde’s 30G in Cleve.

1st Rings Joe L’s Bell;

Minsky Hits Alpine Peak
Cleveland, -April 22.

Vogue Room’s attendance and
boxoffice record, which Joe E.

Lewis recently set at this Hotel
Hollenden nitejy. Is on the verge
of being cracked by Hildfegarde on
her current two-week . visit.

Chanteuse clicked out a steady

series of sellouts, pulling $30,400
in first six days, and a terrific call

for $2-$2.50 reservations indicates

another over-capacity second week.
To. climb over Lewis’ figure,

singer volunteered to put on a

1 p.m. show last Saturday (19),

which had walls bulging) and will

do a second matinee concert this

Saturday (26).

Similar stunt was parlayed by
Herman Pirchner’s Alpine Village

which stayed open Sunday to stage

two special performances of “Min-
sky Follies,” both with sock re-

sults. Minsky Unit drew $30,930
during Its first week, establishing

a new all-time high for Pirchner’s
theatre - restaurant at $1 - $1.50
covers
Not so lucky was T. W. (Tim)

Grogan's Country Inn, which
finally folded last week after sev
eral in-the-red months. Shutdown
came as a surprise for Ernie Bene
diet’s radio-TV orch which had to

do all the work after owner
dropped policy of guest attractions

before Lent.

“4- “Ice Capades” will play New
York for the first time in nearly a

decade. Deal was set to be inked

this week whereby the Arena Mgr*.

Assn.’s production will shift their

show into Madison Square Garden
for two -weeks starting Sept. 11.

leer last played there in 1943.

Negotiations came as a surprise

to the industry .because of the fact

that it was felt that “Ice Capades”

was doing yery well on the road
and didn't feel it worth while to
take a chance on New York.

Return of “Ice Capades” to the
Garden will again make New York
a two-icer town. Since “Ice Fol-

lies” dropped out of the Garden
picture . two years ago, Arthur
Wirtz’s shows have been the only
blades displays to hit New York.*
This past season, his “Hollywood
Ice Revue,” minus Sonja Henie,
had a monopoly of the Garden ice.

Year before, Miss Henie, playing
under Wirtz auspices, was the sole

.

icer in that spot.
" 1

Ohe of the major implications of

the “Capades” Garden deal is that

it will freeze Miss Henie out of the
Garden for next 'season and for as

long as*““Ice Capades” plays there.
(

New York is generally regarded as

being able to take two major skate

shows annually. More than that is

figured as upsetting the balance in

the ice field that enables all shows
to /score at the b.b.

*

it’s an open secret that * Wirtz
and Miss Henie parted not Itoo

amicably, Wirtz is a major stock-

holder in the Garden. ^

Another surprise in the 1953
itinerary of “Ice .Capades” is the
inclusion of the Coliseum, Indi-

anapolis, a Wirtz stronghold,

March 2. These two deals may in-

dicate that there will be an increas-

ing alliance between AMA and
Wirtz, It’s expected that AMA will

get some choice lime in arenas con-

trolled by Wirtz and latter will

tour his “Hollywood Ice Revue”
in more AMA spots.

The AMA schedule calls for the

season to open Sept. 1 .in Pitts-

burgh, with the Garden to follow.
.

There will be some shifts but the
major portion of the Itinerary is

slated to go through.

More joint ventures between
'AMA and Wirt? would, assertedly,

produce one of the strongest com-
bos in arena history.

//BRILLIANT INTERPRETIVE DANCE TRIOIt

t • • Miami Dally News

THE CABOTS
CURRENTLY BILL MILLER'S RIVIERA
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Juit Concluded

H WEEKS EMPIRE ROOM, Palmtr House
/

(thank* to Morrlol Abbott)

4 WEEKS LOOkOUT HOUSE,
Covington, Ky.

4 WEEKS DESERT INN, Las Yagas
(Thank* to Prank Sonnot and Morrlol Abbott)

“The Cabots are one of the better modern
Interpretive dance groups”

—

Variety.

“—exhibit some brilliant interpretive foot-
work * . the Cabots, a spirited and imagina-
tive dance trio are better than ever .'

Miami Daily News (Herb Rau )

“A dynamic
News.

dance trio”—Chicago Daily

“The Cabots injected a welcome note of sex
with an adagio of much beautifully timed
action”—Variety.

KATE SMITH TV SHOW (May 15)

Exclusive Management

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
NEW YORK MIAMI BEACH

152 West 54th St. 400 Lincoln Rd. Bldg.



WEEK OF APRIL 23
4 ,

'Humeral* In connection with bill* bolow Indicat* ed*nln« day *» thaw
whothor lull or soil* weak

tetter in parantHe*** Ifcdkate* circuit. <FM) Fanch** Marc*/ (I) independent;
CD Leew; (M) Mew <F) Paramount; (R> RKO; (*) Stoll; IT) Tivoli; (W) Warner;

iWR) Walter Reed*

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 24

Gertrude Lockway
Andrea Dancer*
Patricia Drylie
Edward Rum
Bela Kremo
Rockett**
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace <R) 24
Betty Hutton
Herb . Shriner
Harmonica Rascals
Skylarks
Dassle Bros
Andre Andree A

Bonnie
Paramount (P) 23

Billy Eckstine
Fran Warren
Bobby Sargent
Barretts
Will Bradley Ore

Roxy 0) 2*
BUI Hayes
Nanci Crompton
Divena

Warner- (W) 23
Ballet Theatre
Alicia Alonso
Igor Youskevltch
John Krlza
Mary Ellen Moylan

BUFFALO
Loew (L) 25-21

Nat King Cole
Sunny Gale
Kit Kats

Stump Me Stumpy
Tommy Rogers

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 21

Mage Sc Karr
BUly Roman*
Artie Dana .

Ink Spots
ROCKFORD, ILL
Palace (I) 25-27

Kramer** Midgets
McFarland A Brown
Lady Barbara s

Circus
Larry Thompson
PHILADELPHIA
Earle (W) 25

Sugar Chile
Robinson

Griffin Bros Ore
Joe Turner
Howell Sc Bowser
Hot Shots

providence
Loews (L) 27-1

Les Paul &
Mary Ford

Tommy Edwards
Gary Morton
John Tlo
Wells Sc 4 Fays

SYRACUSE
State (L) 23-24

Les Paul Sc

Mary Ford
Tommy Edwards
Gary Morton
John Tlo
Wells Sc 4 Fays

AUSTRALIA

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 21

Jimmy Hanley
Babs Macklnnon
Rosemary Miller
John Clifton
Kevin Miles
Valerie Keast
June LanseU

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 21

Roger Ray
Marquis Sc Family
Wally Boag .

Roslta Alexander A
VilOtte

Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lloyd Martin
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron

Charlotte McGuire
Dancing Boy*
TivoU Ballot
HEW ZEALAND
AUCKLAND

tt James (T) 21
Armand Perren
3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornatad
Chrlbl
Marika Saary
Phillip Tappln
Wlm de Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitehouse
Cissy Trenholm
Terry Scanlon
Guus Brox Sc

Myrna

WWteley Girl*
NORWICH

Hippodrome (I) 21
Squadronaires
Georges Sc Unette
Ken Barnes Sc Jean
Tony Vaughn Sc
• Patricia.
Frank Preston
Bert Brook Sc

Harvey
Vic Ray * Lucille

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 21

Gilbert Harding
Jerry Desmonde
Charmaln Innes
Gladys Morgan
Hall Norman Sc
Ladd

Charles Warren Sc
Jean

Clifford Stanton
Archie Elray Sc
Dorothy

MacDonald Sc
Graham
PORTSMOUTH'
Royal (M). 21

Phyllis DIxey
Jack Tracy
Dandy Mery
Hackford Sc Doyle
Evy-A Everto
George Martin
Billy West Cp
’Roger Came
Varga Models

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 21

Harry Rowson
Ian Hynes
Joan Price
Johnnie Crltchley
Jimmy Kidd Sc June
Girls

SHEFF1BLD
Empire (M) 21

Vic Oliver
Les Rayner A Betty
Seaton O'Dell
2 ’ Eddies
GaU Kendall
Victor Seaforth
SHEPHERDS BUSH

J&mplr* (*> 2
Joo RUin
Dora* Hayden
Fred Moan
Max Carole
Eric Xloyd
Melville Blrley
Vicky Raymond
Tlh-Boult
SHREWSBURY

Dumarte A Denzer
Granada <l) 21

3 Adairs
Lorraine
Kenways
Daisy May .

Newman Twin*
Jimmy Elliott
Mackenzie Reid A
Dorothy

Laurel A Hardy
WOLVER-
HAMPTON

Hippodrome (I) 21
G Mitchell .Chorus
Jack Kelly A Jean
Eno A Lane
Joe Black
Marge A Rita
Alec James A Irene
Verdinl.
WOOD GREEN
Empire (5) 21

Eddie Gray
Arthur English
Peggy Powell
Cylcling Aston*
Butlin Dancer*
2 Playboys
Donovan A Hayes
Viking 3 A
Charmaine

Brian Kent
EUeen Rogan Girls

YORK
Empire (i) 21

Billy Whittaker
Mlml Law a
Erie Marsh
Jack Lennar

d

Gradiner A Baxter
Frances Whitmer
Lillian Brow
WindmlU Follies
D«bs

BRITAIN

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY *

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 21
Yale A Diane
Anne Shelton
Richard Sis
Vic Hyde
Cyclo BrosMAH Nesbitt
Bobble Kimber
Tipsy A Brow
Jack Watson

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 21 i

Norman Harper
Joe Lawman
Billy Dainty
Miriam Pearce
Joy RobbinsMAS Davies
Nelvllle Williams
New Ambassy Girl*
Billy Bartholomew

BRIXTON
Empress (I) 21

Peter Brough
Jack Crisp A Jeta
Harold Taylor
Ravic Co
Joyce Golding
Ronald Chesney
Edward Victor
G H Elliott

CARDIFF
New (S) 21

Owen Liddle
Anton Karas
Wilson Kcppcl &

Betty

S
ddle Reindeer
ddic Arnold

2 Angelos
Claud WUllams
H A A Ross

CHELSEA
Empire (I) 21

Syd Seymour j?d
D A J O'Gorman
Joe ChurchAAV Farrell
Francois A Zandra
Doreen A Victor
Helena

CHISWICK
Empire <S> 21

Terry-Thomas
Suzctte Tarri
3 Say-tons
Rcya Ovcrbury A

Suzette
Rlchman A Jackson
Yolandas
Skating Saver*
Rex A Bessie

DERBY
Hippodrome (S) 14
Billy Cotton Bd
Mills A Bolita
Arthur Dowler
Frances Duncan
Morecambc A Wise
Nadias

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 21

BUly Banks
Jop Kaye
Archie Elray A .

Dorothy
Nomac^t A Violet
Roy Muir A Jean
Stan White A Ann
Metropolitan (1) 21
6 Smith BrosSAM Harrison
Ncnette Mongador
A Ann

2 Condons
Nixon A Dixon
Ann Boon
2 Sterlings

Palace (I) 21
Tessle O'Shea
Billy Russell
Don Philippe A
Marta

Les Alyxsons
Cliff Cook
Terry Hall
Pierre Bel
Trios Poupec

EDINBURGH
Empire (Ml 21

Ronnie Ronaldo
Hal Mack Co*.
Erne'.t Arnley A

Gloria
H*irvards
Puposy Marionettes

Ike Freedman
Billy Danvers
Allen Sc Lee
Cawallnls Dogs
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) 21
Naunton Wayne
Alfred Mark*
Julie Andrew*
Paddy O'NelU
Ossie Noble
S Fisher Girl*
4 Fredianl*
Patricia A Colin
Kenneth Brown

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 21W Atwell

Jack Jackson
Jimmy Wheeler
Fayne A Evans
3 Monarch*TAG Durante
Peter RaynorRAM Lamar

GRIMSBY
F«l»ce (I) 21

Rhodes A Lane
Gay Euridgo Co
Melody A Joy
John Baldwin
Donwy* Heckit
Marche A Bourn
Carolyn A Richards
Sydney Glen
Girls Co

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 21GAB Bernard

Vic Wise
Flying Cromwells
Tatt-ersall
Maurice French Sc
Joy

Lester Sharpe A
Iris

Clayton A Ward
Chris Sands

LEEDS
Empire (M) 21

Max Wall
Dick James
Betyl ReM
Healey Ward 3PAP Page
Hassan Ben' AU Tp
Jean Paul

.

Sherman Fisher Gls
LEICESTER

.. Felaee (S) 21
Albert ModleyPAS Sherry
MelomaniacB
Maureen Rose
Barney Co
Percy Garslde
Hobbs Globe Girls
Lizzot A Eddie

LINCOLN
Royal (I) 21

Piddlngtons
Wlnsor A Wilton
Darnle A Roberts
Craig A Voyle
Ribgle Bros A
Renee

Vicky Fitzpatrick
Ford’ A Lenner

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 21

Donald Peers
J W Jackson Girls
Mooney A King
George Meaton Co
Stainless Stephen
Walthon A Dorralne
Alexander Tp
Tommy Jover Co

LONDON
Palladium (M) 21

Sophie Tucker
Castro 4
Ladd Lyon
Nino
Irwin Corey
Hoctor A Bird
Dick Henderson Jr
Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 21

Derek Roy
Eve BosveU
3 Falcons
Les Marcbant
Bel Argay

Blrdlann
Dominos
Stan Getz Oro
BUI Davis 3

Blue Angel
Freres Jacques
Kay Ballard
Stuart Ross
Ellis Larkin Trio

Ben Solr
Alberta Hunter
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Mae Barnes
Jimmy Daniels
Three Riffs
Norene Tate
Cafe Society

I De Castro Sis
Chateau Madrid

Dolly Duron
Sylvio Flory
H. Warringer
t Copacabapa
Johnnie Ray
Jimmy Nelson
Danny O’Day
B A J Kean
De Marios
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
MadUls
M Durso Ore
F Marti Ore

El Chico
Roslta Rios
Ruth Vera
Ramonita y Lean
Los Xey
Enrique Vizcano O
Eduardd Roy

Embers
Eddie Haywood
Joe Buahkln

Havana-Mtdrld
Lao A La Minerva
Reyes Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

‘ Hotol Biltmore *

Michael Kent Ore
Hotel Edison

Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel Now Yorkar
Teddy PoweU Ore
Rookies
Adrian Rolllni Trio
Nadine A Ray
Schramm

Manuel Del Toro
Hotel Plerrg

.Ethel Smith
Fisher A Ross
Chico Relll Ore
Stanley Melba Oro

Hotel Plaza
Mlml Benzcll
A A B Lund
Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Ore

Hotol Roosovolt
Freddy Martin Otc

Hotol St. Regis
Fernando MonteU
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore
Sharry-Nathorland
Emil Colcmah OrO

Hotol Statlor
Blue Barron Ore

Hotol Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

maMI-MIAMI BEACH
Albion Hotel

Sam Bari
Bar of Music

B1U Jordan
David EUiott
Guy Rennie
Beth ChaUis

Bombay Hotol
Pat Carson
Elaine Dexter
Joe Harnell
Casablanca Hotel

Billy Vine
Betty George
Alex Shcy 3
San Kanez Ore
Zig A Vivian Baker

Clover Club
CharUe Carlisle
Nov-eUtos 3
Th? Haydocks
Selma Marlowe Line

Tony Lopez Ore
Oolefy Club

Tommy Raft
Carmen Hope
Lopioo Angel
Marie Stowe
GUda Rogers ,

Rusty Russell
Gaiety Girl*
Ernie Bell Oro.

Deauville
Joe Mooney
Hughl* Barrett

Delano Hotel
Rita Frlnzell
Zina Reyea
Willie JUoUander
Tommy Nunez Ore

Johnlna Hotel
Tony Matas
Harry Taylor
Jimmy Woods

Jewel Beit
.Jackie May*
T C Jones
Art West
Mickey Mercer
Danny A pee -ReY

'

Lee* 4 BiilPe
Murray Swanson.

-

Eddie Guertia
Jackie Gordon
Jack!# Kind „
Chuckle. Fontaine
Gaby DeLene
Babe Rake* Revue
Martinique Hotel

Aliami St fTlerd
Helen AimOe
Manole A Ethel
Danny Yates Or*

Mether Kelly's
Day, Dawn A Dusk
Norma Parke?
Melo-Tohes 3

Monte Carl*
Steve Gainer
Day A Alva
Arne Barnett 3 "

Nautilus -Hotel
Bobby Ramseh
Patsy Abbott
J A S Reyes
Freddie Calo Ore

La Rue's
Val Oilman Ore

Paddock Club
Flash Lane
Dolores RoseUe
Little Egypt
Jackie Deauville
Toni King
Bob Morris Ore
, .

Park Avenue
CharUe FarreU
3 Continentals
Alfredo SevUl*
Joe Sodja
Robert Rlchter-H't'l
Don Lanning
Roberta Sherwood
Charles Caatel 3 '

Roney Plaza Hotel
George Hinoa Ore
Sans Soucl Hotel
Beverly Hudson
Eddie Snyder
Sacaaas Ore
•Herman-Magner

Dancer* :

Saxony Hotel
Chavez
Henri Rose
Jose Cortez Ore
Connie Bowel!
Tana A Dee

Sea Oull Hetel
Faith Condullo

Mao RUva Dors
Norman Lasts*
Tiny Kaye
IN Mo Hotel

•E£2S/SSKm.
Alan Koto Ore -

•here Club
Haven A Held
Sager Dsncsr*
Arthur Warren Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Johnny Morrison -

Lillian Leo
Tinkle DeCaylo
Margo
Havelsr Dcrs
Barry Mills Ore

iorrsnte Hetel
Mai Malkin Ore
Veeabends Club

Vagabonds <41
Maria NegUa
George Horton
Hal Winter*
JohUny Conrad Dcrs
Preacher RoUo f
Frank Linala Ore
Sherry Frontons*

Da\e Fisher
Lee Kobrin
San Kanez Oro
Frank A Lit*
Leonora A Stan

Lord Tarolton
Michael Selker Ore
The Carlton*

Allison Hotel
Beachcombers (4)
Enrico A NoveUo

Tony- Paster's
Jackie SmaU
WaUy Wallace .

Raylpen
Billy Lee
Neena Sansone
Pat Paacall
Rickey Renee

. San Marino Hotel
Mac Pepper
Quintone* (5)
Jackie A Michael
Larry SOldin Dcrs
President Madison
Stan Barrett
The Marthas (2)
Sandra' Starr
Brady fc Barbara
Bob Regent Ore

Five O'clock
Martha Raye
Herkle Styles
Riviera*
Ben Yost 5 -

Len Dawson Oro

CHICAGO

t.atln Quarter
Joey Bishop
Trio Bass! -

Fedl A Fed!
Costello Twins
Corlnns A Tito
Lails A Steffen
Ralph Young
Ebony Steven*
Pamela Dennis
Ls Vie Rn Rose

Jane Morgan
Jana Jones
Bobby Lucas
Eddie South Trio
Van Smith Trio
Le Ruben Bleu

Patricia Bright
Mickey Deems
EUen Hanley
Julius Monk
Norfnan Pari* 3
Leon 4 Iddlo's

Eddlo Davis
Eydie Gorme
A1 DeUay
Argo A Faye
Oliver Dcrs
He. 1 Fifth Avg

Louise Howard
MltCheU Gregg -

Bob -Downey
Harold FonvUlo
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian -

Sadie B^nks
Bob Melvin
Bobby Colt
Monied Lind
Nadya ,

Joe LaPorte Or*
D'Aqulla Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Helds

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Two Guitar*
Arena Rane
.Elena A Anatole
Eli Spirals
Mischa Usdanoff.
Michel Mlchon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles
Carmen Torres
Bavarian Dennis
Arthur MaxweU
Constance Tower*
Gent Rowlands
Two Shirts A Skirt
Bill Norvos A
Upstarts -

Geo Hale Revue
Emils Pettr Qrc
PancMto Ore n

Village Barn
Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Bourbon A Baine
Zeb Carver Ore
Pete Rublno"
Village Vanguard
Richard D Bennett
Wally Cox
Royce. Wallace
Clarence WUJtam*

Waldetf-Astei Is
Dorothy EBay
Nat Brandwynne O
Mischa Borr Ore

WlYOl
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

Blaekhawk
Kay Coulter-
Kenny Bowers
Grant Easthaim
Pat Carroll ^
Dave LeGrant
Barbara Cook
Ed Begley
MarJann D'Or
Henry Brandon Ore

Che* parse
Olsen A Johnson
Marty May
June Johnson
Konyots CD
3 Pitchmen
Leonard Sues
Jay C. Olsen
Chickie Johnson
Nina Varella
Jean Olsen
BUly Kaye
Ivor Boden

j

John Clamp*
Riliy -Young

,

Shortle Rennard I

[

Charles Senna
;
Georgle Daye
N Miller Dcrs (12)
Brian Farnon Ore
Edgewster Beach

Tito Guizar
Martez A Lucia
D HUd Dcrs (8)

Don Reid Ore (12)

Conrad Hilton Hotel
Arnold Shoda
Ph.U Rontayne
Terry Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy
Jay SeUer

' Scotty Marsh
Boulve-dears (8)

Orrln Tucker O '12>

Palmer House
K Thompson A The
Williams Bros (4)

Pierre D’Angelo A
Ana

Martin Bros (2)M Abbott Dcrs (8)

E O’Neal Ore (12)

I0S ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Andrews Si* (3)
Eddie Bergman Ore

Bar of Music
Doodles A Spider
SheUah Barrett
FeUx Decola
Benno Rubinyi
Johnny David Ore
B Gray's Bandbox ’

Georgle Kaye
Martha Davis
Whippoorwill* (5).
Bob Durwood -

Biltmore Hotel
Anthony, Allyn A
Hodges 1

Wideler Bros (3)

GaU GaU
George Milan
Hal Derwin Ore

Cafe Gala
.Les Mains Joly
Benay Venuta
Hadda Brooks
Bobby Troup Trio

Clro's
Polly Bergen
Honey Bros.
Dick Stabile Oro
Bobby Ramos Ore

Mocambo
Mindy Carson
Eddla OUver
Latin-Aires

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Flamingo

Tony Martin
Leon Fields
George Moro
Flajningo Starlets

Stewart Ro«e
Matty Malneck Ore

Desert Inn
Lpu Walters' Latin
Quarter Rev

Frank Libuse
Mprgot Brander
Darvas A Julia
.MarUyn Ross
C-olielte Fleurlot
Andre PhiUlppe
La -3 Pabios
Geneve Dawn
.Gay Sc Harry- Wells
Wallen Twin*
Mullen Sisters
Lyh Allen
Lee Perkins
Latin Quarter Line
Carlton Hayes Ore

Last Frontier —
Josephine Baker

Dave Barry
GU Johnson
Fred Stainer
Harry Edison
Devlyn Girl Rev •

Bob Millar Ore
Don Baker

Thunderblrd
Robert Q. Lewis
Irving Fields Trio
Irene Manning
Walter Long
Johnny O'Brien
Christina Carson
Thelma King
Kathryn Duffy
Dansations

Normandie Boys
A1 Jahns Ore
Jack Martin Five
El Rancho Vegas

Joe E Lewis
Merry Macs
Jerry Pedersen
Joy Walker
Ei Rancho Girls
Ted Fio Rlto Ore

Sydney's Celebrity Club

Eyeing Yank Talent
Sydney, April 15.

The Celebrity Club, Sydney, is

seeking more U. S. headliners. Joe
Taylor, cafe’s operator, is current-
ly playing Cliff Edwards, and has
previously dated Donald Novis,
Mischa Auer, Bobby Jordan, Jean
Parker and others.

’

Deal here calls for Taylor to pay
transportation both ways for acts,
plus , hotel accommodations and
food. Salary Is tax-free.

Audiences here are extremely
receptive to American acts. - Most
U. S. turns have been held over.
Edwards, for instance, was booked
for four weeks and is in his 11th
frame.

Bobby Sarjrent has been signed
for the Copacabana, N. Y., on show
hea(ll 4ned by Tony Bennett begin-
ning May I.

t : > • « 4 I i * ' 4 . ,

HI Riurek+g I** V«ga«
through, the climax. Somewhat
dated are the harmonica and mild
humor alicad within th« several
tunes, and an occasional flat chord
jars. Quartet seems to lack one
outstanding personality to either
toss over comedy or song solos.

They move into varied group^ pat-
terns while warbling '’Blacksmith
Slues,” “Three Trees”—which
could have a couple of branches
sawed—“Hambone,” “I Do,” and a
comball “Pass the Biscuits, Mir-
andy.”
El Rancho Dancers form back-

grounds while terpers Jerry Peder-
sen and Joy Walker disport about
in a spring fling for opeher and an
eye-filling West Idles stomp de-
signed from the latest Fio Rito
novelty, ’“Papaya Man.” Will. -

t

Gran Casino^ Havana
Havana, April 8.

Les Big Ben Ballet (10), Mar-
quez Sisters Trio, Clarisse Sc Mar-
vin, Raquel Lucas, Metropolitana
(14) and Gran Casino (19) orchs;
$3.50 minimum. .

Since Gran Casino Nacional re-
opened two months ago after more
than a two-year shutdown, only
one topflight act, the DeCastro,
Sisters, has appeared here. Cur-
rent show is equally devoid of
marquee values. .

Show kicks off with Raquel .Lu-
cas, a foot-stomping, castlnet-cllck-
ing female who has seen younger
and lighter days. She makes a
great deal of noise but is not up tq
the run of the mill acts similar to
hers, of which there are dozens.

Clarisse & Marvin come on to
do some dance numbers. Their,
terping is conventional, but they
go through their motions with a
nice grace which draws 1

a little
mitting.
Marquez Sisters follow' with a

selection of local mambo and
other Latin songs. Girls have a
good personality, their numbers
are well arranged, and they make
good use of the guitars they
carry. They go off to the best
hand of the night.
Les Big Ben Ballet is a group of

five boys and five girls from
France who, in spite of the name
of their act, do not perform ballet.
They do one long jitterbug num-
ber, in pairs and then in ensemble.
They dance well enough, but not
compared to some 1

couples at, say,
the Harvest Moon Ball. Costumes
are sailor suits for the men, blue
shorts and white blouses for the
girls-*not all clean. Some girls
wear stockings and some don’t.

All in all, the number, like the
rest of the show, is pretty shoddy
stuff in one of the most luxurious
casinos in the world. Cama.

Colony & Astor, London
London, April 9.

Josephine Premice, Felix King
Orch Santiago Lopez Latin Band,
Fred Wier’s Orch; Colony, $5 mini-
mum; Astor, $3 minimum before'

11 p.m., $3 cover thereafter.

Since her last West End appear-
ance a year ago, Josephine Pre-
mice has improved substantially as
an entertainer. The sepia song-
stress who hails from America but
works mainly in Paris, has devel-
oped a more polished style which
gives new point to her sophisti-
cated routine.
Per

4l
custom

, the artist doubles
at both these Berkeley Square
spots and her act is as suited to
the cafe trade of the Colony as it
ls for the ayem clientele of the
Astor. It is- a slickly paced show,
running just under half an hour,
with ingredients planned to suit
most tastes. At the Astor,. where
show was caught, artist got boil
reception.
Miss Premice effectively sets the
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backed at the AstorWier's aggregation in ade-
quate fashion. The Santiago Lopez
Latin Band, also doubling with :

the Colony, contributes the latunes
in vigorous style. Myro

Village Barm, IV. Y.
Bourbon St Bain, Parker St Nor •

:

man, Harold Nagel Orch; $2.50minimum weekdays, $3 Saturday.
;

°* a C0UP*e of pleasant :

acts with hayseed frivolity has been
this Greenwich Village spot’s- stock .

in trade for the past 20 years and ;

it« Rtjll paylnjj off. It continues
to pull In r hefty tourist trade and
ii steadily drawing. Gothamites
who want trf step to a square-dance
beat and join in the grassroot
vintage games. Dance floor is bin
enough for the hop, skip and jump-
ing and the seating arrangement
Is set up tobillow for comfortable
viewing and dining.
Barn's current layout tees off

with Bourbon Sc Bain, youthful-
looking guy and gal terp team.
They come across nicely in a fast
paced opener displaying neat ver-
satility in the challenges- Team
hits best in windup number m

- which they- parody the Charleston.
Its got top comic* values and sends
them off to a big mitt. Singing
duo Parker Sc Norman are re-
viewed in New Acts.

Society orch leader Harold Na-
gel fits neatly into the Barn's
straight dancing assignment. Crew,
comprised of three rhythm, one
reed and one brass with Nagel
joining in occasionally on violin
dishes out a flock of melodies in
a danceable. groove. 1 Despite size,
orch produces a pleasant, full
sound that lures, the tablers onto
the floor. He mixes his book
nicely with show tunes 1 and fave
oldies. James Murphy fills the
vocal chores in fine style. Gros.

JGdgewafor Beaeh, Chft
(MARINE ROOM)

Chicago, April 16.
Tito Guizar Martez St Lucia,

Dorothy Hild Dancers (6), Don
Reid Orch (9) with Gwen Parke

;

$3.50 minimum, $1 cover.

This is one of the lesser offer-
ings of the year, here, while Dor-
othy Hild, producer, lines up the
nfajor shows to come. Show theme
is a la Latin American with Tito
Guizar as the. main * draw. How-
evfer, whole production . is loosely
dqne with the Latin fire hoped
for greatly missing.

Guizar,' in an elaborately needled
costume, makes a striking appear-
ance, but repertoire is poor and
he stays overlong. With drastic
-slicing and insertion of some of
tin more popular tunes in the fore,
stint would be better received.
Oddly enough, it’s his accented
“Irish Eyes Are Smiling” that gets
the biggest mitt, rather than his
Mexican tunes.
Martez Sc Lucia are novelty aero-

dancers who perform to rhumba
backing. Shoulder stand and head
to head walk around the room is

a neat winner.
Dorothy Hild line is below par

in this revue with neither number
creating much excitement. Gwen
Parke, band an,d production chirp-
er, adds some spark to the pro-
ceedings with a clean upbeat voice.
Besides doing the show backing,
Don Reid handles the dance chores.
Modest sized unit manages to give
out with a much fuller sound and
fills the floor with a host of ball-
roomers. Band does a great deal
of brass doubling, giving it ver-
satility not often, found in the
smaller orchs. There’s some good
mute trumpet work in the ensem-
ble. zabe.

Storyvllle, Boston
Boston, April 16.

John Carradine, Gary, Johnny
Windhurst Orch (6); $1.25 cover.

In a switch from the usual policy
of accenting musical groups and
vocalists, Geof-ge Wein’s Storyville
is currently showcasing dramatic
readings by actor John Carradine,
interspersed with* “folk songs of
Gary and the dixieland lootings of
the Johnny Windhurst group.

Carrfidine introes his half-hour
stanza announcing he’s an actor
because he fell in love with the
English language, at age of 12. be-
fore launching into his stint. Tee-
ing off with a passage from the
Bible, he follows with Lincoln's
farewell delivered to his neighbors
from the steps of the train as he
departed from his hometown to as-

sume the presidency and bits from
Shakespeare’s “Richard II.” He al-

so include d one of Hamlet's
soliloquies at . show caught and
wound with recitations of several
Rupert Brooke poems. Delivered
dramatically in u resonant voice,

actor captures strict attention of

ringsiders, grabbing solid salvos af-

ter each reading •

Gary, a protege of singer Josh
White, unveils a nifty bass and
scores handily with a stanza of

spirituals and little known (local-

ly at least) folk songs. Inclusion of

the hackneyed “Old' Man River” is

his lone excursion into the famil-

iar, detracting from an Otherwise
slick stint.

Johnny Windhurst group, re-

cruited locally, purveys the r:tana-

ard dUieljipfl .fare.
v 4 ,
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Lambarts (2 )
> ' Rio -. Dros, (3 )

,

renrala Gibb#, Danny Thomas
Walter iWp), Louis Basil

0%h; •Vwt' this Once”iM-G),

This onfe-weeker * is depending

nn the lure of-Danny Thomas* re-

portedly getting $25,000 and a per-

centage. Management has hiked

prices to straight 98c for adults.,

whether house will break even is

moot question. Nate.Matt has

prepared an excellent bill to ac-

company the TV and film star.

Big beaked, comedian jibes at

seatholders to get him underway
in easy fashion and opens with

new novelty tune, “Take It Easy,

Be Casual, Relax” for some heavy

chuckles. Probably due to his pic

and teevee work, humorist has be-

come more animated, using a great

manv more gestures, and it’s all to

Se good. His "South Pacific”

takeoff is also strong, but it’s also

a little . rough in spots for the

morning shoppers.

Thomas is really at his best talk-

ing about his days in Chicago, just

before he became a star, with the

audience eating up all the local-

isims. His bus story is a little

tinged for the earlybirds, but he
gets off on a fine note with his

singing of “I’ll See You in My
Dreams.” Walter Popp at the

pidno does his usual competent

job.

Georgia Gibbs bounces in on a

fast note and chirper keeps the

pace up, -giving out with a- well

done “Cry” before, going into her

hit, “Kiss of Eire,” which gets her

a big mitt. Bedhead ties things

up brightly with “Ballin’ the

Jack” for finale.

Rio Bros, have some sharp
knockabout work, spouting crack-

ers all over the stage garnished
with stalks of celery. There are a
couple of gangster skits which are

weak, but trio polish over them
with a panto slow motion holdup,
which registers heavy laughs. They
go slapstick all the way for last

number, with cloth ponies and
Mexican hats for a *rCisco Kid”
harangue, all fine fodder for the
tlcketholders.

The Lambarts are out of the
humdrum class of aero workers
with unusual running handless
cartwheels and different pushup
stunts. Pretty femme also does
tricks on her own that score, as
well as some understander chores.
Louis Basil does good job oacing
the revue. Zabe.

Earle, Philly
Philadelphia, April 19.

Nat “King” Cole Trio, Sunny
Gale, Stump Sc Stumpy, Timmy
Rogers, The Kit Kats, Frank Juele
House Orch (16); “Jungle Jim in
Forbidden Land” (Col),

Nat “King” Cole is the magnet
at the Earle, although the manage-
ment has given him plenty support.
Sunny Gale, whose local origin
made “Wheel of Fortune” platter a
click here long before it. was
picked up elsewhere, gets a fine
reception on the home lot. Timmie
Rogers' infectious emceeing and
boisterous comedy finds solid re-
sponse out front, and the imper-
sonations and dancing of Stump
« Stumpy are surefire.

Cole’s combo is in the closing
•pot, and in addition to his own
rhythm (bass, guitar, bongo drums
*nd piano), the star gets the back-
ing of Frank Juele’s house orch,
mounted on stage throughout.
Cole’s piano and confidential
vocals, of course, dominate the pro-
ceedings, but he uses the Juele
brass and reed sections for extra
effects whenever warranted.
Cole reprises most of his record

•uccesseS, with a nice change of
pace throughout the recital. He
tees off with “That's My Girl,” fol-
lows with “Red Sails in the Sun-
•et,” and steps It ‘ up again with
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home.”
onrleks from the femmes in the
audience greet the opening bars of
Unforgettable”- and “Mona Lisa.”
Miss Gale’s technique and in-

terpretation on “Wheel of Fortune”
achieved such instantaneous suc-
cess that she seems in danger, of
adopting the style for her other
offerings, a debatable proceedure.
~>ile

,
scores particularly with

another tune soon to be released on
records, “A Lasting Thing.”
otump Sc Stumpy are in ’great

torm and their timing in both
oeuvery and dance has never
seemed better. Although some of
joeir gags are shopworn, the boys
make their stay on stage a happy
“jing and are recalled repeatedly,
jffumpy works in and out through
me introductions with Rogers. The
JJ 1

c

.
e
.f

appears to operate by sheer
itality and he carries the audi-

along with him, although his
rademark, “Oh, Yeah?”, draws a

nn, responses in kind from the
Pewholders. Rogers also switches
ne usual emcee procedure by

tearing doWn, or making «ome
crack about the acts, as he brings
them on. It’s fufthy, at least, from
the audience point of view.

The Kit Kats, a boy and girl

hoofing duo who come on garbed
in elaborate military costumes,
which they soon shed, run through
several satisfactory • stepping rou-
tines. * Gagh.

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, April 18.

'The Four Aces, Stan Kramer &
Co, (3), Sis & Sonny Arthur, Cy
Reaves, Evers -& Dolores, Jimmie
Cameron, Archie Stone House
Orch; “Bannerline

”

(M-G).

On disk rep, Four Aces’ first To-
ronto engagement is packing in the
Casino customers. Bouncy male
quartet is over big on novelty de-
livery, plus plenty of gymnastic gy-
rations and hand£drills in the col-
legiate tradition.

They open strong -with “All of
Me,” then into their own neat in-
terpretation of “Begin the Be-
guine” and a smash “Garden in the
Rain” for first log to a rousing beg-
off. But the requests are for “Tell
Me Why,” this to a wham recep-
tion, followed by “My Hero” to a
tumultous begoff.

Whole stage package is run off
with plenty of pace and diversity,
with all acts, over to big returns.
Sis & Sonny Arthur score on their
ballroom work which swiftly de-
teriorates into mutual mayhem and
clever acrobatics. Stan Kramer,
with his mother and father, stages
some neat puppet work, topped by
a drunk bit, a puppet magician, and
a clever can-can finish with a line
of dolls manipulated by the three.

Evers & Dolores are over for
their dance creations, with male
scoring on splits and high kicks
and the girl on a terrific ballet. Cy
Reeves wins with his fast patter
and song imitations, plus parodies.
Jimmie Cameron pilots the swift
proceedings. McStay.

Apollo, N. Y*.
Pearl Bailey, Freddie Mitchell

Band ( 12 ) , George Kirby, The
Swallows (5), Edwards Bros. (3),
Marcella Porche; “Abandoned”

( 17 ).

With Pearl Bailey headlining,
Harlem’s vaude flagship has a
breezy session this week with the
exception of the Swallows, a male
vocal group, reviewed under New
Acts. Their harmony tends to be
too involved and is occasionally
off-key.

Freddie Mitchell combo gets the
show underway with a peppy “Air
Mail Boogie.” Led by its sax-play-
ing leader, the orch comprises four
reed, five brass and three rhythm.
It beats out a zippy tempo with-
out being overly noisy,

George Kirby, vet mimic, ap-
pears to have abandoned his im-
pressions of Hollywood stars for
the time being in favor of imitating
some of the current top singers.
It's a nice change of pace that em-
phasizes his versatility. ' He limns
Nellie Lutcher, Johnnie Ray and
A1 Hibbler (Duke Ellington’s vo-
calist) with a remarkable accuracy
that nets hefty returns.

Mitchell returns with a small
unit culled from his large group.
Two reed, two trumpet plus
three rhythm and the batoneer’s
sax dish out “Easter Parade” and
three instrumentals. It adds up to

an infectious beat and a generous
audience salvo.

Edwards Bros., Only ofay turn
on the bill, click neatly with their
hand-to-hand balancing. Three
lads have a surprise opening in

that they begin with a tune on a
piano. However, they soon uncork
their manual routines, Using the
piano top as a base. Trio gamers
warm mitting.

In fine fettle, Miss Bailey is

spotted in the pre-finale groove.
“I don’t rush into a song,” she ex-

plains, prior to contributing a brief

dissertation on how she bargained
with the management on her
week’s salary. Her inflection and
timing are pure Bailiana. It’s an
unusual audience approach and
serves to entrench her firmly with
the seatholders before she un-
leashes the tunes.

Vocal portion of Miss Bailey’s

20-minute stint hits a nostalgic

note, what with “Birth of the

Blues,” “Toot, Toot, Tootsie, Good-
bye,” “Frankie and Johnny” and
“Found a Million Dollar Baby in

a 5 & 10c Store.” In line with her
Informal style, she pauses during
“Tootsie” to ask Mitchell for -“four

bars of that ‘shoulder’ music.”

Added accompaniment is designed

to augment the movement of her

figure. A hoofing routine, remi-

niscent of a buck & wing, gets her

off to a solid reception.

Marcella Porche, acrobatic danc-

er is reviewed under New Acts.
Gilb.

Union City, NJ., Burley

Shows How the Art Can

Pay Off at the B.O.
Burlesque is paying off big in

Union City, N. J., with this inter-

est currently prompting several

groups to try and bring burley
back to N. Y., possibly in the form
of “musical tabloids.” Operating
seven days weekly, the Hudson
Theatre there looks to Friday and
Saturday nights for the big pay-
offs. The house is packed to ca-

pacity generally for both shows on
these nights, late oifes starting
shortly before midnight.

' This burley operation is only
about 15 minutes from New York’s
big bus terminal at 41st and Eighth
Ave. Fare is 22c. each way. And
some idea of just what a profitable
thing the Hudson’s stripshows are
is attested by special designation
given at the terminal as to where
to board the bus for the Hudson
Theatre.
Bus stops a block away from the

house. Special busses are provided
when the show ends because of the
high percentage of males, and
femmes, who make the trek to New
Jersey.
The odd part is that the actual

burlesque show is, for the most
part, not as risque as performances
in N. Y. when the city supported
some five burley houses at one
time. For one thing, there isn’t the
nudity. Heavy grinding and so-
called exotic dancing make up in
part for this. The stripping is a
speeded-up affair to get the bumps
started. The less said about the
comedians and the alleged humor,
the better. The wraps appear off
on shoveling the dirt, but most of
It is unfunny even for strictly male
consumption.

Little attempt is made at produc-
tion numbers by the traveling bur-
lesque company, a new one each
week. The two or three strippers
from the road outfit generally are
augmented by a favorite ecdysiac,
often from New York’s Bumps Lane
on 52d SL-v Wear.

Capitol, Wash.

Washington, April 20.
Jessica Dragonette, Wally Brown,

Three Wiles, Harold Barnes; “The
Wild North” (M-G).

Headliner Jessica Dragonette Is

an offbeat attraction for this house,
which normally specializes in juke-
box faves. Despite personality
rather than a colloquial one, the
singer scored well with a young
audience at show caught. Visiting
highschoolers gave her a fine re-
ception and, though they giggled
at an occasional grand opera ges-
ture, they obviously appreciated
her fine voice and the warmth of
her- delivery.
Miss Dragonette wisely chooses

the romantic tunes in which she is

best grooved, though more pop
ballads, such as her final number,
Cole Porter’s “So In Love,” would
do better in a house such as this.

Tees off with “Your Kiss of Fire,”
a flashy operetta tune, then goes
into “Never Before” from the film,
“Sailor Beware.” Scores with a
charming French hurdy-gurdy
tune, “I Don’t Know the End of
It,” and goes above customers'
heads in a Mexican number,
“Granada.” Despite a certain stiff-

ness in her first local vaude date
(she has appeared here often in
co'ncert), it’s thumbs up for the
radio songstress.
Wally Brown, apparently famil-

iar to galleries via his film shorts
and his spot on the James Melton
vldshow, gets beaucoup laughs with
his double talk and fast line of
gags. There's a bit of Indigo in
some of the latter, but nothing of-

fensive, and crowd goes for it right
down the line. Comic has assur-
ance and .a convincingly intimate
manner. Walks off to hefty mitt
action.
Continuing accent on novelty,

the Wile trio garner top reaction
of show with a unique routine of
terpery. Billed as ’‘‘Texaco Star
Theatre” hits, trio show why they
click on the channels. They're
sure-footed hoofers, particularly
hep in their precision work. What
marks them as different, however,
is the brain work they have put
into the act. Without shunning the
fine points of their footwork, they
manage to combine imagination
with some deft comedy touches and
above all, novelty.
Open with a standard tap num-

ber livened by some pseudo-magic
and a few comedy touches. Do a
Hollywood takeoff, terp style, man-
aging to convey impressions of

Durante, Groucho and Carmen
Miranda via a few costume props
and the usual mannerisms. Stand-
out of act is a quick onstage cos-
tume change from standard eve-
ning dress to a convincing wooden

MOUSE MEYTEW& 47

soldier format, Terping for this
number keeps pace with its novel
background ana proves to be al-
most show-stopping. Wind with an-
other novel bit, in tersperslng play-
ing of toy pianos with some ap-
propriate steps to “Can’t Give You
Anything But Love.” Pewholders
show enthusiasm throughout,
Rounding out a tight, fast show

is Harold Barnes, who brightens
No. 1 spot with some hair-raising
stunts on the tight wire. Barnes
manages to give illusion of ballet
on the thread, but brings most
audible gasps for his turns and
somersaults. Lowe.

JANA JONES
Songs
10 Mins.
La Vie En Rose, N. Y.

Jana Jones is a pretty brunet
.vho right now seems a little too
mannered to click more impor-
tantly. Her forte is ballads, which
she does simply enough with a
pleasant voice,' but her rhythm
numbers suggest that she’s eyed
Lena Horne pretty carefully (as

who hasn’t?)
Miss Jones (doing 2 a.m. show

only) has s.a., an orbful chassis
that’s gowned nicely, but she needs
lots of experience. That simple
statement of fact certainly doesn't
imply, however, that she can’t hold
an audience. The customers at
this catching gave her a goqd hand.
And the booking i a good one in
that another new personality Is

getting a chance to show in an'im-
portant spot. Fear by nitery op-
erators to take such chances might
be a factor- behind what’s wrong
with show biz. Kahn.

LUCILLE DUMONT
Songs
25 Mins.
Montmartre Club, Montreal .

A big fave with French-Canadian
radio listeners, localite Lucille
Dumont shows her cafe talent for
the first time at the Montmartre
as star of current layout. Gal
essays plenty of future possibilities
for the boite belt.

Neatly groomed with a severe
hairdo and trim figure. Miss Du-
mont presents a songalog that is

off the beaten track from the usual
chirper, and she handles each num-
ber with ease. Too many radio bits,

however, have stilted her delivery,
and her few mannerisms tend to
become repetitious and out of
character with song she is offering.
A more free-and-easy approach,
less crowding of the mike and
sharper intros would boost overall
values. Occasionally in such num-
bers as “Congo” Miss Dumont goes
overboard on the dramatics but she
regains payee attention with a
Russian folk song and a light,

refreshing item about an apple.

On night caught, Miss Dumont
stayed entirely on. a French kick
because of all-Gallic audience but
gal can work as well in English.
Voice, though small, is effective.

With necessary cafe experience,
chanteuse should do well, Newt.

THE SWALLOWS (5)

Songs, Instrumental
16 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

The Swallows are a fairly tal-

ented five-man Negro vocal group
self - accompanied by bass and.
guitar. Working with two mikes,
they build their harmonies princi-
pally around a tenor who carries
the melody. A booming bass pro-
vides contrast.

Unfortunately, the Swallows’ ar-

rangements at the Apollo are fre-

quently involved. Upon occasion
the boys are out of tund. Unit
did five numbers when caught last

week. “Wheel of Fortune”- has
all hinds of vocal possibilities but
the lads lost them in a welter of
conflicting voices.

Their handling of “Fortune” is

typical of their interpretation of

other songs, including “Tell Me
Why” and “Be Mine,” Closing
tune, “Barroom -Blues,” emerges
as the Swallows best, for. in this

they abandon the exaggerated
“close harmony.” A smoother
blend of voices and simpler ar-

rangements are required before
the group can expect to move on
to the better bookings. Gilb.

MARCELLA PORCHE
Acrobatic Dancing
5 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Marcella Porche is a little Negro

lass whose chief contributions are
a series of handsprings and back-
bends.

While Miss Porche shows aero
ability, her terp talents are rela-

tively meagre. If she could de-
velop a couple of snappy steps as

a contrast to her acrobatics her
sales potential would be increased
considerably. Gift.

Jimmy Kennedy
Continued from page 1

U. S. writers and publishers when
they realize that as the term of
their copyright ends the income
from their works in their own coun-
try will cease and all they will be
able to count on* will be whatever
income is derived from other coun-
tries whose copyright laws pro-
vide longer protection than those
of U.S.A., namely, copyright “for
50 years after the death of the
writer or the last surviving writer
if more than one.” Thus, American
writers with only 56 years pro-
tection who live long enough into
the 70’s or 80’s, will see their
earlier copyrights “moved in on”
by users such as gramophone com-
panies, film companies, radio sta-
tions, etc., yrtthout a cent being
paid for their use and new editions
printed by publishers (including
BMI) without any royalty being de-
rived from sales. This is a shocking
state of affairs and urgent steps
should be taken by the interests
concerned to save the valuable
catalogs controlled by ASCAP,
which are depreciating in value
every year; it has been said that
these interests have not been very
far-seeing in the past, but the dan-
ger should now be evident to all.

Two ‘Plans For Survival*
The following “Plan for Survi-

val” is submitted:
Phase A—ASCAP being vulner-

able, due to the short term of
U. S. Copyright protection, should
take steps seeking to have the
copyright law amended so as to
conform as to duration of copyright
with that enjoyed by other nations.
This is not only an obligation to
its own members, but also to for-
eign writers who reasonably expect
their works to be protected in
America In the same way and for
the same length of time as Ameri-
can works are protected in other
countries. This can best be done
by means of an amendment to the
Copyright Law and subsequently by
the U, S. becoming a signatory to
the Berne Copyright Convention.
Phase B—At the end of the copy-

right period (whether the present
56 years or the projected 50 years
after the writer’s death) there
should be no such thing as “Public
Domain.” The term is quite decep-
tive—actually there really is no
such thing as “PD” in the sense
that most people envisage it, name-
ly, public ownership; there is

merely an end of copyright pro-
tection and then, as of a certain
date, commercial interests are au-

^

tomatically permitted to make full

use of valuable copyrights without
making any payment whatsoever.
This is clearly inequitable. It is

suggested therefore that copyright
should be granted for a longer pe-
riod, If not in perpetuity then at

least for a further extended period
such as 50 years, but Instead of

being the property of individual
Interests during this period the
copyright should become the prop-
erty of the nation and all fees and
royalties should be paid to a central

copyright authority and the vast

monies so collected should be used
for scholarships or other educa-
tional, cultural or benevolent pur-
poses.

A Worthy Heritage
It would be a very satisfying

thought to the creators of music
to know, at the end of the personal
copyright period when their own
estate would cease to benefit, that

a heritage would fall to the nation
and the money be used for worthy
causes for years ,to come rather
than for the enrichment of those
who would use music for profit

alone without any right or title

to it. Just think of the number
of, say, Stephen Foster scholarship*
which could have been awarded,
even up to now, if copyright fees-

were still payable on his songs.
As far as I know it is the practice

of gramophone companies selling

records to make the; same charge
to the public for a record of a PD
tune as for a copyright one, so the
public gets no advantage. Obvi-
ously, the term Public Domain is

completely misleading.
There is in existence, on an in-

ternational level, an organization
UNESCO (United Nations Educa-
tional Scientific 3c Cultural Or-
ganization) capable of considering
such a matter as a regularization
of International copyright law and
some aspects of the problems are
under discussion at present, so now

! is the hour to begin rationalization

!
of our business and the first steps

j

are obviously longer copyright pro-

;

tection and an end of that bad
'old PD.
I Jimmy Kennedy.

I
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Met Rnsse Takes Leaf From AM-TV;

Seeking Coml Sponsor Tieup On Tours

Taking a leaf from radio and-

TV, Serge Denham, director of the

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, Is

out on the road trying to line up
national commercial sponsors for

his ballet troupe for next season.

Move marks a first for the ballet

field. Its success might also mean
continuation of the annual tours of

the troupe, which hasn't failed to

go out on a national trek every

season since company came here

from abroad in 1938.

Troupe, which is reported to

have lost over $60,000 in opera-

tions for the ’51-’52 season just

closed, hasn’t set up any bookings

for next season yet, which is most

unusual in itself. Troupe toured

32 weeks this past season, and has

done as many as 38 playing weeks

in a year. Normally, all Its follow-

ing season dates have been set by

end of April, but the financial

situation has held up bookings thus

far for next year.

Ballet Russe has never made
profits on its tours, having been

backed by various angels, but in

previous seasons its losses have

been small. This past season, how-
ever, such items as winter storms

(with skipped performances),

upped railroad costs, and competi-

tion (such as Sadler’s Wells Thea-

tre Ballet, which cut the gate), put

them well into the red. But some
places the troupe did very well,

and many local managers want it

back next season. It’s still time

enough to book a fairly good sea-

son, if management gives the go-

ahead.

Houbigant Precedent

Denham, whose daughter Irina

is married into the Pabst beer

family, is rumored to have signed

Pabst as one sponsor. Deals would
be advantageous to both troupe

and sponsor, via program publicity,

tieups on store displays, fashion

shows, etc. Denham has a prece-

dent for seeking such sponsors. In

1948, Houbigant commissioned a

ballet for the troupe, titled “Quel-

ques Fleurs,” which proved a suc-

cessful addition to the troupe’s

repertoire. Perfume company paid

about $10,000 for the ballet, but

got plenty promotion for its per-

fume of the same name as the
ballet.

Denham has an added argument
for sponsors, in that his organiza-

tion is a non-profit one, so that

coin expended on the ballet troupe
is tax exempt. He needs more
coin than usual for next season,
due to hiked costs of operation,

while his chief angels apparently
are unwilling to chip in their usual
bite. Hence his search for spon-
sors. If troupe doesn’t tour next
season, it will mark the first break
in 14 years.

Either way, there will be a
smaller troupe out, this being a
16-person Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo Concert Co., which Denham
is assembling for Columbia Artists
Mgt., largely for its Community
Concerts division.

Joan Blondell Returns

To Musicals in ’Madam/

Melvyn Douglas Opposite
Joan Blondell and Melvyn Doug-

las will be co-starred in “Call Me
Madam,” the finiil bill of the sum-
mer operetta season at the State
Fair Auditorium, Dallas, opening
Aug. 18 and playing two weeks.
For Miss Blondell it will be a re-

turn to the song and dance stage
after a decade or more in straight
parts. It will be the singing debut
for Douglas.
Kathryn Grayson and Arthur

Treacher are probabilities for co-
starring assignments in the Dallas
production of ‘‘Student Prince,”
opening July 7, with Jules Mun-
shin or possibly Billy De Wolfe
tentatively set for ‘‘Wizard of Oz,”
opening Aug. 8. However, there’s
a possibility that Miss Grayson
may decide to appear in “Wizard”
instead of “Student.”

MAGYAR ^miAMITH*
Hungarian-language version of

“Sulamith,” Jewish classic by
Abraham Goldfaden, will be tested
May 18 at the Yorkville Casino
Theatre, N. Y.

Produced and directed by Mi-
chael Sarossy, the light opera stars
film actor Victor Varconi.

Slavenska-Franklin Co.

Set for Strawhat Dates
The Mia Slavenska - Frederic

Franklin Ballet Co., with Alexan-

dra Danilova as guest star, will

open a strawhat tour this summer
with a week at Olney (Md.) Play-

house, starting July 1. Troupe of

11 w^ll then take two weeks off for

rehearsals and appearances at Lew-
isohn Stadium, N. Y., and Robin
Hood Dell, Philadelphia. Then it

resumes its barn trek with a week
at the Cape Playhouse, Dennis,
Mass., July 28.

Two other Massachusetts barn
dates are penciled in, but not
signed yet. Troupe is being booked
as a summer, package by Alfred
Katz and Kurt Neumann.

Atlantic City Gets First

B’way Musical Audition

With N.Y. Talent Assisting

Atlantic City, April 22.

Auditions of the new musical,
“Buttrio Square,” were held here
Saturday (19) in the Shelburne
Hotel, with a N. Y. group of 20
playing and singing the roles.

Show is planned for N. Y. in the
fall. . .

Co-producers Gen Genovese and
Edward Woods brought a cast

which included Lawrence Brooks,
slated to play the male lead; Susie
Johnson, who handled, the female
comedy lead; Billy Gilbert, who
wrote the book and will play the
comedy lead of Papa Mario; Joan
Hamilton, Fay McKenzie, Jean
Marion, and others, to give possible

backers an idea of the show.
Lyrics for the musical were

written by Genovese, while Arthur
Jones and Fred Stamer collabo-

rated on the music.
Co-producer Woods said the es-

timated cost of the show is $150,-

000, of which $80,000 has been
raised following three auditions.
The fifth audition is slated for New
York*s Astor Hotel April 28. Inter-
ests go at $3,000 per unit, with 50
units out.

“Buttrio Square” has for its lo-

cale an Italian village shortly after
War II and points up the friend-
ship between GIs and the Italian
people just before the anti-frater-
nization code was established by
the army. The production is in two
acts, seven scenes and has a cast
of 41. This Is the first time a musi-
cal has been auditioned in memory
of local newsmen.

Walter Abel Scores

In Longhair ‘David’
Walter Abel slipped out of his

usual Times Square haunts last

Tuesday night (15) to appear at

Carnegie Hall in a new guise—as

narrator for an oratorio. In tails

and white tie, Abel was dramatic
speaker with an otherwise all-mu-
sical contingent—comprising the
Philadelphia . Orchestra under Eu-
gene Ormandy, the combined Tem-
ple U. Choirs of 200, and four
soloists—in a performance of the
rarely-heard Arthur Honegger ora-
torio, “King David.”

Combined declamatory - musical
presentation of the Biblical story
of Saul, Samuel, David and Solo-
mon was an inspiring achieve-
ment, in an artistic performance
that brought cheers and sustained
applause from an-overflow house.
Interesting from the legit side was
the impressive performance of
Abel, cueing the vocal-symphonic
action with his stirring readings
from the Scriptures. Sometimes
he declaimed alone; at times, the
chorus sang softly in accompani-
ment; at other times the orchestra
was in strong support.

But at all time§ Abel was stand-
out, thundering a prophet’s denun-
ciation, or calling out for a peo-
ple’s savior, loudly above 100 in-

struments and 200 voices, in a way
to make the nerves tingle. This
isn’t to sluff off the weighty con-
tribution of orch, soloists and cho-
rus and Ormandy’s overall genius,
but the actor’s part was significant
and stirring, and a genuine dra-

1

matic treat. Bron. 1

British Equity flits Back;

U.S. Actors’ Pay Nicked
London, April 22.

British Actors’ Equity ruled last

week that American thesps playing

on the British stage will have to

pay the union a $100 entrance fee

and 5% of their pay. New charges

covers actors in legit and mush-

comedy.
Gordon Sandison, secretary of

the British org, stated that- “Amer-
ica's Equity has been Imposing
these charges on our artists over
there. Three times during the past

five years we have approached
them, suggesting that we should
mutually recognize each other’s

cards. They have not accepted our
suggestion, so now we. intend to

impose the same charges as they

apply to us.”

N.Y. City Ballet’s U.S.’er

Falls Through as Hurok,

Mgt. Clash on Coin Setup

Projected tour of the N.Y. City

Ballet under Sol Hurok’s manage-
ment in the east next fall, has

fallen through. Hurok and ballet

execs couldn’t get together on fi-

nancial and artistic matters, and
the matter has been dropped.

Hurok had planned a six-week

tour, starting Sept. 22, and cover-

ing eastern points such as Chicago,

Toronto, Ottawa, Philadelphia,

Washington and adjacent cities. It

would have marked the dance
company’s first U.S. junket, as the

group has played only N.Y. except

for a brief trip to Chicago two sea-

sons ago. Troupe visited Britain

for 10 weeks,two years ago, and
presently is in Europe on a five-

month jaunt.

The U.S. tour, however, blew up
•after most of the dates had been
penciled in. High touring expenses

made It necessary for Hurok to

propose that the troupe go out

with a smaller ensemble and cur-

tailed productions. He reportedly

figured that the overall weekly
budget could not exceed $25,000.

Ballet management, anxious to

maintain the artistic standards and
rep it’s built up in its four-year

N.Y. existence, and live up to ex-

pectations on its first U.S. tour,

assertedly refused to compromise
on size of troupe or productions.

Touring the troupe under these

conditions would have brought the

weekly operating nut to $35,000,

which Hurok felt made the ven-
ture no longer profitable.

On its return from Europe, the
N.Y. troupe will give a September
“season” at City Center, and fol-

low with a winter and spring “sea-

son.” If it doesn’t return to Eu-
rope next summer, it will add a

fourth N.Y. “season” in June.
Tour collapse leaves Hurok with

no big ballet company to.tour next
season. This year he booked the
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet, of

London, and for the. two seasons
previous had its big-sister com-
pany, the Sadler’s Wells Ballet,

here. The SWTB will be back for
the '53-’54 season, but next season
Hurok will only have the small
Ana Maria Spanish Ballet on his

list, unless he ties up the Royal
Danish Ballet for a U.S. tour. The
manager is currently in' Europe,
with this matter as one of his pos-
sibilities.

The Lambs Sock Over

Annual Public Gambol
With a show manned by a flock

of the club’s top star-members.
The Lambs socked over their an-
nual public Gambol Saturday night
(19) at the Hotel Astor, N. Y. At
$15 per, more than 800 crowded
the hotel ballroom for the dinner
and show, which was marked by
the awarding of several citations
to Bert Lytell, the outgoing Shep-
herd, who has held the office since
1947. Proceeds go to the Lambs
Welfare Fund.

Collies for the affair were Bobby
Clark, Ralph Bellamy, Michael
Abbott and Jack Mann. Walter
Greaza was the Boy. Top click of
the evening was the “Miss Presi-
dency” sketch written by Les
Kramer, recently presented by
Saints and Sinners when the latter
organization hosted Senator Taft as
“Fall Guy.”
A highlight was the appearance

of three former Shepherds during
the awarding to Lytell. They arc
R. H. Burnside, pivotal figure be-
hind the old Hippodrome in New

(Continued on page 52)

Inside Stuff-Legit
All incumbent officers of the Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents &

Managers have been renominated and will be unopposed at the union’s
annual membership meeting June 9. Official slate of candidates for
the board of governors will also have no -opposition. Those slated for
re-election are Frank Smith, president; Wolfe Kaufman, vice-president*
Milton • Weintraub, secretary-treasurer; Oliver M. Sayler, business
agent, and Fred De Bondy, sergeant-at-arms. .Board nominees are Sol
Abraham, Morris Jacobs, Mike Goldreyer, Abel Enklewitz, Ben Kornz-
welg, Bernard Simon, Sam Stratton, Freddie Schader, Joe Burstin and
William Mercur.

Backers of “Shuffle Along,” Irving Gaumont’s new edition of the
Negro revue series, include theatrical attorney Philip B. Wittenberg
representing an undisclosed client, $20,000; Walter Vincent, Actors Fund
of America president, $4,000; souvenir program agent Arthur Klar
$2,000; ad agency head William H. Weintraub, $1,500; scene designer
Albert Johnson, $1,500; John Yorke, company manager for the produc-
tion, $1,000; Lillian Jenkins, pressagent of Madison Square Garden
N.Y,, and her son, Clifford, $750. Venture is capitalized at $150,000*
with no provision for overcall.

*

Backers of “Dear Barbarians,” Gant Gaither production of the
Lexford RichaYds comedy which recently had a five-performance run
on Broadway, included the producer himself, representing an undis-
closed individual believed to be his mother, $15,500; Elaine Perry and
Margaret Perry Fanning, daughters of the late director Antoinette
Perry, $1,000 each.

Legit Bits

Margaret Sullavan is set for the

Peggy Ashcroft part in the Broad-

way edition of “Deep Blue Sea,”
Terence Rattigan’s current London
success, to be presented in the
fall by John C. Wilson. . .Paris lit-

erary agent George Banyai planed
Monday (21) to France, after visit-

ing New York and Hollywood...
Sydney J. Harris, critic-columnist
of the Chicago News, in town last

week on business . . . Sam Reiter,
who recently retired after 53 years
with the Pennsylvania R.R., guest
of honor at a luncheon yesterday
(Tues.) at the Hotel Astor, N.Y.,
given by legit managers for whom
he laid out touring routes.

Jack Donahue, stager of “Top
Banana,” is in Philly to redirect
the “Of Thee I Sing” revival...
Edith Bell, undferstudy to J a n i s
Paige in “Remains to Be Seen,”
withdrew from the show last week
in Chicago and is not being .re-

placed . . . Producer Mike S 1 o a h e
due back from the Coast this week
. . . Sara Greenspan, Theatre Guild
assistant business manager, will
vacation in Europe for six weeks
this summer. . .Director John T.
Sloper engaged to actress-techni-
cian Ann Davis.

Ned Armstrong, who recently
completed a season’s tour ahead of
“Rose Tattoo,” will pressagent the
La Jolla (Cal.) Playhouse this sum-
mer. He’s currently staying in
Santa Fe, but is due May 1 on the
Coast . . . Philip Barry, Jr., and Pa-
tricia (Mrs. Barry) will present an
eight-week season of stock, includ-
ing three tryouts, at the John
Drew Theatre, Easthampton, L.I.,
opening July 7. . .Leon Michel will
produce and direct an historical
pageant May 10 at Fort Ticonder-
oga, N.Y. . . . Robert E. Sherwood
sails today (Wed.) to spend the
summer at his place in Surrey,
England. . .Ron Rawson will open
his season June 30 at the West-
hampton (L.L) Playhouse with a
tryout of Edward Caulfield’s
“Stacey Jones,” with Arthur
Treacher starred, and will then
send the production on a strawhat
tour.

Richard Skinner, company man-
ager of the No. 3 “Moon Is Blue”
troupe, which winds at Ford’s,
Baltimore, May 10, will then take
a two-week holiday, and move over
to the Chicago No. 2 “Moon” com-
pany for the summer. This will
mark the first time in years that
Skinner won’t spend the summer
managing a strawhat.

iaieu uanKron ior tneir recent
auction of “Brass Ring,” Dc
Wolin and associate Donald FI
made economies in the show

capitalization f ]

$60,000 to $50,000, notifying th
vestors that their respective
centages oi the prospective pjw e r e increased according]
Final loss on George Abbott’s
auction of “Tree Grows in Bi
lyn was $123,205.20, accordir
an accounting sent to the 1

The show was capitalize
$200,000, half of the coin 1

supplied by CBS... Merle Di
key has joined the Karl Bern
office as an associate, to p
agent “Shuffle Along”... H<
Harris is standing by for Vivi
Segal, femme lead in “Pal J
Arthur Waxman, resident

aAer
, ,

laS summer of Richard
drich s Falmouth Playhouse, Camesse tt, Mass., will present
varich, starring U(a Hagen
Herbert Bcrghof, for a stra
tour this season, with a re;
road tour to follow in the fall.
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apPear *n the comei
the N.Y.City Center this sprir

The new Finger Lakes Lyric Cir-
cus, Skaneateles, N.Y., will open
June 17 for a 12-week season of
musicals under the management of
Walter and Virginia Davis. . .Film-
legit actor John Beal has succeed-
ed Roger Price as stager of the
sketches in “New Faces” . . . Back-
ers of the recent Chandler Cowles-
Ben Segal production of “Fancy
Meeting You Again” have been
notified that the loss was $56,-
312.59 on the $65,000 investment.

Honey Waldman, of the “Point
of No Return”- cast, honeymooning
in Bermuda this week with Bruce
Becker, business manager for
Joshua Logan. She’ll be a member
Of the resident company this sum-
mer at the Theatre-by-the-Sea,
Matunuck, R.I. . . . “Rose Tattoo,’*
which closed April 5 in San Fran-
cisco, involved1 a loss of exactly3

$40,230.56, according to an ac-
counting sent to the backers . .

.

Book version of “Paint Your Wag-
on,” to be published May 1 by
Coward-McCann,. will have a fore-
word by Alan Jay Lerner, who sup-
plied the show’s book and lyrics,

to Frederick L o ew e’s music . .

.

Charles W. Christenberry, Jr., an-
nounces plans for production next
fall of Paul Green’s “Folk Tale.”

Leonard Patrick, who was stage
director for “Death of a Salesman”
on Broadway, will act in the ben-
efit performances of “Light Up the
Sky” at Malcolm Atterbury’s Play-
house in Albany, May 1-3, while his
wife, Gloria Hoye, former ingenue
lead with the stock company, will

serve as stage manager. The Pat-
ricks returned last February from
Paris, where he studied under the
GI Bill of Rights.

Emile Renan, baritone with the
N. Y. City Opera Co., to appear
with the Music Fair, Danbury,
Conn., all summer . . . Jean Dal-
rymple, who’s been on a lecture
binge, wound up her talks on the
theatre for the season Sunday (20)

at Torrington, Conn. She gave 14
lectures this season, including one
fbr the American Women’s Club in

Berlin, Germany.
Vic Leighton returning to New

York after completing special job
for Chicago company of “Guys and
Dolls.” . . Hiram Sherman and
Marcia Henderson come in to re-

place Maggie McNamara and Leon
Ames as leads in the Chicago com-
pany of “Moon is Blue” June 1.

Ames goes back to the Coast and
Miss McNamara takes over the
femme lead in the New York com-
pany for the summer.
Brenda Lewis, last season on

Broadway in “Regina,” who toured
this season as lead in the Metro-
politan Opera’s special “Fleder-
maus” Equity company, joined the
N.Y. City Opera Co. briefly as re-

S
lacement for the ailing Patricia
reway in “Wozzek.” Miss Lewis

sang the chief femme role in the

opera at City Center, N.Y., last

Friday (18) and last night (Tues.).

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
clocked its 1,000th performance at

the Erlanger
. Theatre, Philadel-

phia, Friday (18) night. Principals
in the show, who were with the

musical when it opened at the For-
rest, Philly, in November, 1949,

and are still playing, include Carol
Channing, Jack McCauley, Eric

Brothcrson, Rcta Shaw, Kazimir
Kokic, Coles Jk Atkins and Irving
Mitchell . . .Jack Carson, under
medical care for laryngitis all last

week, had h}s larynx frozen to get

through the difficult assignment of

singing role of John P. Winter-
green in “Of Thee I Sing,” current
at Philly Shubert . . . Helen Tamiris
is out as choreographer of “Of

Thee I Sing.”
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New Tax Rulmg Vs. Pressagents May

Meet Other Unions; Plan Court Test

New tax ruling applying to Iegit4~

nressagents, and potentially af-

fecting various other categories on

Broadway, has quietly been adopt-

ed by the N. Y. . State Tax Com-
mission, At present, only a hand-

ful of p.a.’s have been hit, but the

Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents

& Managers is planning a court

test of the tax bite, and it’s ex-

pected that other unions will be-

come aroused when they, learn of

the situation.

Under the new ruling, certain

Broadway p.a.’s have been arbi-

trarily classified as businesses

rather than employees, and have
been nicked for the state’s 3%
unincorporated business tax. Thus
far, only agents having their own
offices outside the business offices

of the producers whose shows they
represent are affected. However,
it’s expected that if the new tax

bite can be made to stick, it may
next be applied to all p.a.’s who
have outside accounts, as well as

general managers and various
others employed on a freelance or
multiple basis. The rule applies
retroactively.

One tough angle of the situation

is that there's no way pf appealing
the new ruling except by court ac-
tion. Tax officials merely issued
the regulation and insisted on pay-
ment. Anyone wanting to oppose
the rap must go into court and sue
to recover the amount involved.
Since the tax amounts to much
less than the probable legal costs,

the pressagents and their union
feel the setup is unfair.

According to Sidney Elliott
Cohn, ATPAM attorney, the union
and a number of the pressagents

=> affected will bring a test suit to
try to upset the ruling, on the
ground that pressagents (and man-
agers, who are figured to be next
on the tax commission list) are
employees rather than independ-
ent businesses, even though they
may have multiple employment.
It’s hoped that by cooperating in
the suit, the various people af-
fected will minimize the individual
expense.

D.C. Legion Threatens

To Picket NX ‘ToyariclT
Washington, April 22.

Local American Legion, which
recently picketed a film theatre for
playing “Death of a Salesman,’’ has
served notice on the Gayety Thea-
tre that it expects to picket the live
production of “Tovarich” which
opens for one week May 5.

The N. Y. City Center revival
stars Uta Hagen and Luther Adler,
among others. They are the reason
for the coming picketing, Legion
has notified house manager Bernie
Ferber. As of now, Gayety is going
ahead with the booking as part of
the three-play package.

285G Profit On

2 ‘Moon Troupes
Total of $75,000 is being paid

this week on the three companies
of “Moon Is Blue.” Payments are

in units of $25,000, two being divi-

dends on the original and second
companies and the remaining be-
ing a final return of capital on the
third edition.

Distribution brings the total

profit to $130,000 thus far on $75,-

000 original production. Profit Ms
now $155,000 on the $60,000 second
company. Payment puts the $50,000
third company into the black.

“Moon," authored by F. Hugh
Herbert, staged by Otto Preminger
and produced by Richard Aldrich
and Richard Myers, in association
with Julius Fleischmann, is cur-

rently in its 60th week at the
Henry Miller, N. Y., while the sec-

ond company is in its 52d week at

the Harris, Chicago, where it is ex-

pected to play through the sum-
mer. The third edition has been
touring since last August.

Auto, Steamship Coin

Makes Up Half of 134G

Bankroll for 'Faces’
More than half of the $134,000

bankroll for “New Faces of 1952,”

latest edition of Leonard Sillman’s

intimate revue series, is under-
stood to have been supplied by Wal-
ter P. Chrysler and the Barber
steamship interests. The motor
manufacturer is said to have at

least $58,750 in the show, while
pfficials of the shipping line have
put up-a minimum of $23,000.

Chrysler is reportedly represent-
ed by Leland J. Markley, nominal-
ly investing $48,750, and McVicker
Snow, of the same address, listed
as investing $10,000. There is no
indication if other listed investors
also actually represent the auto
maker.

Hyman I. Bucher, an attorney
listed as investing $13,000, is said
to be the designee for the Barber
steamship people, as is Gertrude C.
Whitaker, listed as living at Rose-
dale, L. I., and having a $10,000 in-
terest. There are no other indi-
viduals listed as having invest-
ments that large, but other sizable
shares are held by various indi-
viduals not readily identifiable in
theatrical circles.

Familiar names among the back-
ers include Rita Allen, associate
producer of “Grass Harp,” $500;
TV-legit comedienne Imogene^
Coca, who first drew Broadway at-
tention in the original “New
Faces” shows, $250; Bill Doll,
pressagent for the production,
$250; Michael P. Grace, of the
Grace steamship family and an oc-
casional legit producer, $5,000;
Charles M. Grace, of the same fam-
ily. $6,000; actor Leon Janney,

Zl 00; souvenir program agent Ar-
thur Klar, $1,500; Elaine Perry,
daughter of the late director An-
toinette Perry, $1,000; TV-radio an-
nouncer and strawhat manager
Jon Rawson, $500, and Archie
Ahompson, production associate of
Miss Allen, $500.

Production is capitalized at
*134,000, -with no provision for
overcall.

With Barbara Bel Geddes due to

take a four-month leave of absence
from the Broadway company, Mag-
gie McNamara will transfer from
the second company June 2 to

substitute. Meanwhile, she wi\l be
succeeded in Chicago by Marcia
Henderson, currently playing the

same part in the third company,
which will close a week or two pre-

vious to that. Present plans call

for Miss Bel Geddes, Donald Cook
and Barry Nelson, present co-stars

of the original troupe, to go to

London with the play in the spring

of 1953.

SCHIRMER PACKAGING

3 MUSICALS FOR BARNS
Gus Schirmer, Jr., who toured a

production of “Pal Joey” on the

strawhat circuit last summer, is

packaging revivals of “Kiss Me,

Kate,” “Tree Grows in Brooklyn”

and “Three in One” for barn book-

ings this season. “Three in One”
contains selected material from
“One For the Money,” “Two For

the Show” and “Three to Make
Ready,” intimate Broadway revues

of a few seasons ago.

Alice Pearce and Carmen Mathews
are reportedly set to co-star in

“Three in One.”

‘Wagon’ Returns 45G To

Backers on 97G Profit

“Paint Your Wagon” earned an

operating profit of $12,435 for the

four weeks ended March 29. In-

cluding $2,495 advance on sheet

music royalties, that brought the

total earned back on the show to

$97,406.97 on a total gross of $836,-

520.62 for 163 performances
through that date. It left $158,-

662.91 still to be recovered on the

$256,069.88 production.

The Cheryl Crawford venture,

capitalized at $247,500 (including

10% over call) has thus far returned

$45,000 to the backers. The film

rights to the Alan Jay Lerner-

Frederick Loewe musical have

been sold for $200,000, of which
the show’s 40% share have not

been received. “Wagon” is cur-

rently in its 24th Week at the

Shubert, N. Y.

Bamberger Package Set

For Several Barn Dates
Theron Bamberger’s package

production of “Lady in the Dark,”
starring Kitty Carlisle, will open
his Bucks County Playhouse, at
New Hope, Pa., June 6, and after
a two-and-a-half week engagement
there, will play the Westport
(Conn.) Country Playhouse and the
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.

Additional bookings will depend
on the willingness of the star to
continue or the possibility of find-
ing a suitable replacement.

Newman Tix Agency Wins

Pittsburgh. Steel, Sudsid

Suit on Sale of Ducats
Suit of the Newman Theatre

Ticket Office, N. Y., against the
Pittsburgh Steel Co. and its sub-
sidiary, Johnson Steel Sc Wire Co.,
to collect for tickets for Broadway
shows was won by the agency last

week. Plaintiff was granted
$3,960.31, plus interest, from Pitts-

burgh and $704.70, plus interest,
from its subsid. Casp was decided
in N. Y. Supreme Court, under
Justice B. M. McNally.

According to the court record,
Newman sold tickets to an Olivia
Johnston, an employee of the two
firms in charge of their joint New
York office much of the time. The
defendants claimed that Miss John-
ston was unauthorized to open
charge accounts with the agency,
and that they or their employees
or clients had never received or
used most of the tickets. It was
brought out, according to the court
record, that Miss Johnston had
been a fugitive from justice at the
time she was hired, and the court
noted that the company had been
negligent in not investigating her
references and employment record.

Although $4,176.10 worth of

tickets were bought by Miss John-
ston for the parent firm, only
$215.79 was paid. Nothing was
paid on the subsidiary company’s
$704.70 account. The record
showed that at .one point the Pitts-

burgh company sent .a letter to

Newman expressing appreciation
for the latter’s services in -sup-

plying tickets, and that various
cunpany officials availed them-
selves of Miss Johnston’s services

in getting tickets.

WANTED: TENT FOR NEW

PHILLY PARK THEATRE
Philadelphia, April 22.

With the City Council virtually

certain to. put through an appro-
priation Thursday (24) on the Park
Commission’s request for $300,000,

the way will be cleared for obtain-

ing $40,000, estimated cost of pre-
paring the area set aside for a tent

theatre in Fairmount Park.
Having hurdled the financial dif-

ficulties, tent show advocates late

yesterday (21) were facing an even
more important problem—getting

a tent. Park Commissioner John B.

Kelly, leading proponent of the
summer stock season in the park,
called for bids on a tent and hasn’t

received a single one.
It was believed at first that The-

ron Bamberger, named as producer
of the park shows, had a tent left

over from his frustrated attempt
to launch a music circus last sum-
mer on the Devon Horse Show
grounds, on Philly’s Main Line. It

developed later that Bamberger
had no tent, and Kelly issued a call

for bids. Park Commissioner is put-
ting it up to Bamberger to locate

a tent, and if necessary to rent
one.
Proximity of season doesn’t give

Bamberger or the commission long
for search. If delay stymies them,
whole project may be shoved back
to next year, Kelly said.

Harriet Kaplan Quits

MCA for Jacobs Staff

Harriet Kaplan, of the Music
Corp. of America play department,
has resigned to become production
coordinator for producer Irving L.

Jacobs. Formerly casting director

and script reader for Mike Todd
and the firm of Paula Stone and
Mike Sloane, Miss Kaplan will

work on {be Jacobs productions
for next season.

The Jacobs schedule includes

“Bemardine,” by Mary Chase;

Monsieur Lautrec,” by Edward
Chodorov, and “Preacher Boy,” by
William McDowell Stucky.
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Strawhats Moll B.O. Scale Boost

To Meet Soaring Operating Costs

‘Point’ Returns Full

Backing; Well in Clear
With the return of $25,000 capi-

tal last week, “Point of No Return”
has repaid its entire .$100,000 in-
vestment and $25,000 overcall. The
Leland Hayward production is es-
timated to have additional assets
of around $33,000, including undis-
tributed profits, cash reserve and
bonds.

For the four weeks ended March
29, the period covered in the latest
accounting, the operating profit
was $32,609.80. That brought the
net profit above production cost to
$13,643.66 as of that date. Since
then, the Paul Osborn dramatiza-
tion of the John P. Marquand noyel
has had three heavy-grossing weeks
for an estimated profit of around
$20,000 additional.

Henry Fonda starrer is currently
in its 20th week at the Alvin, N. Y.

Skinner ‘Paris
’90’

Eyed (or Paris
After a coast-to-coast tour in

“Paris ’90” next season, Cornelia
Otis Skinner plans to take the one-

j

woman show to London, Paris and
perhaps Switzerland. Details of the
London and Paris engagements
are being- worked out, and the
Swiss stand I* being discussed.

Actress-author, currently play-
ing the show at the Golden, N. Y.,
having moved this week^rom the
Booth, will continue a few more
weeks, then lay off for the summer.
Tentative plan is. to reopen In mid-
September for a repeat date in
Springfield, Mass., where she
premiered the production this
winter, then to play Boston, Mon-

j

treal and various eastern cities be-
fore working to the Coast via the
southwest.- After the Coast dates
she will probably work back east-
ward, winding up the season in
Chicago next spring.

For the London ‘ engagement in
the late spring. Miss. Skinner will

probably be presented by H. M.
Tennent, the West End manage-
ment for which she appeared in
previous visits. Her Paris stand is

likely to be for a single week, as
she figures there’s not enough
English-speaking public there for a
longer stay.

“Paris ’90” is the most ambitious,
elaborate show Miss Skinner has
ever done. As usual with her one-
woman offerings, she wrote the
piece, inspired by the Toulouse-
Lautrec posters and drawings.
There is a musical score by Kay
Swift, with scenery by Donald
Oenslager and costumes by Helene
Pons. Offering is in its eighth
week on Broadway,

PERMANENT COAST REP

NEXT STEP BY EQUITY
Hollywood, April 22.

Appointment of a permanent
Coast representative will be the

first order of business of Actors
Equity council, local membership
was promised at a membership
meeting Sunday (20). Willard
Swire has been acting rep here
since the resignation of Christo-

pher D. O’Brien, who had held the

post two years. Exec secretary

Louis M. Simon also resigned at a
council session in N. Y. last month.
Charges against O’Brien have
never been made public.

Sequence Of events in the con-
troversy were outlined by council

member Lee Tracy, who came here
from N. Y. for the session, along
with Equity prexy Clarence Der-
went, attorney Rebecca Brown-
stein, council member Bill Ross
and Chorus Equity exec secretary

Ben Irving. O’Brien was given an
ovation after his farewell speech
at the Sunday session, first mem-
bership meeting here in years. It

was voted to hold membership
meetings more often henceforth,
with another slated next month.
Discussion of ways and means of
combating the proposed AFRA-
TVA merger was discussed, along
with the blueprint of the UCLA-

!
Cornell plan for a five-branch

I
merger.

Pressured by increased operat-
ing costs, a number of strawhat
managements are mulling a boost
in the boxoflice scale this sum-
mer. Move would be similar to the
general hike on Broadway and the
road in recent seasons.

Rising terms for guest stars is

only one of various factors pushing
up barn operating' costs. General
inflationary trend is evident in vir-
tually all departments, both in sal-

aries and wages and in costs of ma-
terials and services. Thus, the in-

crease in the Actors Equity stock
minimum from $50 to $55 a week
is matched by several new regula-
tions by the same union involving
upped costs. Rates for labor and
material for scenery, costumes, ad-
vertising and practically all other
budget items are also higher than
last year.

So far, the strawhatters have
generally managed to stand off ef-

forts by the non-performer unions
to organize the field. A few man-
agements have signed agreements
with the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers, but practically

none has admitted the stagehands,
musicians or boxoffice unions. Atti-

tude of the producers is that the
barns cannot afford union wages
and regulations in those categories.

Matter of the upped boxoffice

scale is admittedly a serious one
for the rural managers. General
feeling is that present prices,

which have been boosted at least

once in recent^ years by most spots,

may already be having a tendency
to discourage attendance. There’s
consequently a question whether a
hike in the admission tab may not
decrease rather than increase

grosses. It’s feared that while re-

sort patrons may be willing to pay
a higher price for one or two top-

star shows, they may attend fewer
times over the summer.

Spots reportedly considering

some sort of b.o. boost include

Norwich, Conn.; Ivoryton, Conn.;

Newport, R. I.; Fitchburg and
Worcester, Mass.; Olney, Md., and
Clinton, Conn. The hike is expect-

ed to up the capacity around $700

to $1,000 a week for the various

operations.

‘Camera’ Plans to Run On

With Understndy While

Harris Makes Coast Pic

Rather than close this summer
during Julie Harris’ absence in

Hollywood, the management of “I

Am a Camera” is now figuring on
running'the play through the sum-
mer with Barbara Baxley, the' un-

derstudy, holding down the leading

part. It’s felt that with so little

straight-play competition on Broad-

way, the John van Druten dramati-

zation of the Christopher Isher-

wood sketches has an especially

good chance of getting through the

summer boxoffice slump.
Miss Harris, who scored a per-

sonal smash in the play and was
subsequently upped to star billing,

is due to leave about the end of

June for Hollywood, where she
will spend six to eight weeks re-

creating her original role in Stanley
Kramer’s film version of “Member
of the Wedding,” Carson McCul-
ler’s drama in which she drew criti-

cal raves on Broadway two seasons

ago, in support of Ethel Waters.
Miss Harris’ present contract ex-

pires next May 31, but she ha*
reportedly agreed to a year’s ex-

tension, with time off for the pic-

ture deal. The present pact gives

her $1,000 a week, plus 6% of the
gross, with a ceiling of $1,300.

Terms of the renewal agreement
haven’t been disclosed, but it’s as-

sumed that the actress will get a
substantial boost.

With Miss Harris back as star,

the intention is to continue “Cam-
era” on Broadway as long as busi-
ness warrants, then to send it on
tour. The Gertrude Macy-Walter
Starcke production is currently in
its 22d week at the Empire, N. Y,
It recently won the N. Y. Drama
Critics Circle award as the best
American play of the season.

H0RT0IT DALLAS GTJESTER
Dallas, April 22.

The Civic Playhouse is currently
presenting “Castle In the Air,**

with Edward Everett Horton and
Nancy Gates.
Play opened Monday (21) to run

through Saturday (Iff),
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‘Wedding' Mild $13,600

Chicago, April 22. 4

Legit boxoffice is pulling itself

out of the usual Holy Week morass,

with “Guys and Dolls” still doing

the best business, almost SRO. The
three others, “Moon Is Blue,”

"Bell, Book and Candle” and “Re- Hershey, Pa., April 22.

mains to Be Seen,” are all in bet- Ethel Waters in “Member of the
ter shape and reporting heavy mail Wedding” grossed a mild $13,(500

order activity for the future. last week in eight performances

“Two on the . Aisle” moves into over ' three stands. One-nighter

the Great Northern, May 6 , with Monday (14) at the Rajah, Reading,

the present lessee, “Bell, Book and drew $2,600; while two evenings

Candle,” moving to the ' smaller and a matinee Tuesday-Wednesday
Selwyn. “Bagels and Yox” is due (15-16) at the Lyric, Allentown,

to open May 11 at the Blackstone. added .$3,000, and the Carson Me-

Estimates for East Week S'11161* drama w0™d «P with
,

* Z „ „ _ . three evenings and a matinee
“Bfell, Book and Candle, Great Thursday-Saturday (17-19) for

Northern (8th week) ($4.80; 1,500). $8,000 at the Community here.
Somewhat better, with $17,200.

- -

‘Crying Loud’ Low $2,200

In Four at New Haven
New Haven, April 22.

Premiere of “For Crying Out
Loud” at the Shubert last week
(17-19) hit a dismal $2,200 on four
performances at $3.60 top. All was
advance, practically.

This week has breakin of the

wi wv Wk « -
,

new version of “Shuffle Along”
hniT ThfAA rAnn SfjlllliC ^or f°ur days (23-26). Next week
1 111 imOC 1 Cllll ULullUO

I gets "Mamltof nf fha fnf

Doffs’ $56,200, ‘Book’ $17200

Member of the Wedding” for
a last half (May 1-3).

‘Affairs’ $10,500,

‘Aisle’ 16V?G, flub
Boston, April 22.

Newcomers this stanza are “Gen-
tlemen Prefer Blondes,” which

Robert Whitehead production is opened Monday (21) at the Shubert
“Guys and Dolls,” (Shubert) (8th splitting this week between Spring- in what is hoped to be a fairly

week) ($6 ; 2,100). There’s little field, Mass., and Hartford, after long run, and “For Crying Out
left except the post seats, with the which it plays the New. York sub- Loud,” in for a week at the Wilbur.
Wednesday matinee also going way circuit and then disbands, with “Cocktail Party” continues in its

strong for the first time. Sock Miss Waters due to go to Holly- second stanza at the Colonial, and
$56,200. wood to star in Stanley Kramer’s “Billy Budd” winds a three-weeker

“Moon Is Blue,” Harris (51st film version of the play,

week) ($4.80 1,000). Up slightly

Chase 16G First l

way;

'Saints Ditto,

Hayes SRO 29G in 9, ‘Jamie

2D ANNUAL BARD FEST

SCORES AT U. OF MIAMI

with $12,400.

“Remains to Be Seen,” Erlanger
(2d wk) ($3.80; 1,334). Jumped up
to $12,600 this week.

Blondes’ $45,800,

‘Sing’ 30G, Philly

Philadelphia, April 22.

Show business continued on up- __ . ^ .. XT ... T .

beat here, with “Gentlemen Prefer York Daily News critic John Chap
Blondes” pacing the town for the man, and George Freedley, cura-

second straight stanza. Musical at tor of tht-N. Y. Public Library’s

Erlanger racked up one of largest Theatre Collection. Other guests

legit grosses in recent seasons* include British Embassy’s Dennis
Trio of newcomers last week Greenhill. Local TV station and

caused a Monday night hassle for radio outlets have been utilized
critics, with all first-stringers Ig- for symposium ideas, with partici-
noring the new play, ‘Hook n pation by university professors, as
Ladder

,

f
at the Locust, in favor of well as local crix. Overall daily

program will run until May 3 with

Easter week brought the tradi-
tional spurt to the Broadway box-
office. Attendance was up sharply
Monday and Tuesday nights (14-

15); was capacity at most houses
on the Wednesday matinee (16),

slipped a bit that night and Thurs-
day (17), but came back strong at
the weekend. All shows benefitted,
a number approximating capacity.
On the basis of previous years and
boxoffice indications Monday night
(21 ), receipts are expected to be
down this week.

The. total gross for all 25
shows last week was $681,500,
or 80% of capacity. Week be-
fore last the ' corrected total
for all 26 shows was $630,500,
or 70%, the same .percentage
as the preceding frame.

A year ago last week the to-
tal for all 26 shows was $636,-
100, or 74%, a drop of 4%
from the week before.

Of the new entries, “The Chase”
drew mixed reviews, but grossed
$16,000 for its first seven perform-

at the Brattle. Maurice Schwartz in
Conscience”,moves into the Plym-

outh for one week next Monday
(28).

Estimates for Last Week
‘‘Adairs ©f State,” Plymouth (6th ances" Vhile'ThelimR

wk) (1,200; $3.60). Off to near $10,- Saints in Three Acts” revival re-

Second annual U. of Miami c
.
elv£d alm°st unanimously . enthu-

lakesnearo Festival, currently y|#
ly dark

’ reopening Monday sxastic notices, also racking up
.. T, , x

$16,000 for its first seven showings.
Billy Budd, Brattle (2d wk) “Three Wishes for Jamie” bounced

Picked up to up sharply with the help of thea-
$2,900, a slight hypo over first tre parties, “Don Juan in Hell”
week. Final week current. zoomed over capacity and “Mrs.

“Cocktail Party,” Colonial (1st McThing” had standees at all per-
$3*60). Fair $12,600. formances, including an extra mat-

“To Be Continued,” Wilbur (2d inee.

New |wk) (1,200; $3.60), Slow $5,700 for
final week.
“Two on the Aisle,” Shubert (5th

wk) ($4.80; $6). About $16,500.

Miami, April 22.

nm
Shakespeare Festival, currently
being staged, has marked a record
in patronage for presentations of
‘Romeo and Juliet” and “Taming
of the Shrew,” as well as adjuncts,
such as lectures and displays of
Shakespeariana involving 19 de
partments of the school.
Featured lecturers are

TACIFIC’ $59,823 NEW

CINCY HOUSE RECORD

a high school drama festival and
presentation of “Taming of the
Shrew” as the climaxers.

Flight Into Egypt” folded last

week, “Golden Boy,” “Grass Harp”
and “Jane” close this Saturday
(26) and “Call Me Madam” shut-
ters a week later, May 3, to tour.

Two openings are slated for this
week and three more next week.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

Cincinnati, April 22. CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
“South Pacific” departed Cincy’s, MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi

shore with an $118,936 cargo for a cal Drama), O (Opera).
fortnight in the 2,500-seat Taft at Other parenthetic designations
a $4.92 top. Last week’s gross was refer, respectively, to top price;
$59,823, a pickup of $710 pver the number of seats, -capacity gross and

^
Success* of*thfTidea'i*

‘
expected &s‘ s*™ Price Includes 20% amuse-

tn luari o -Fnrfh Avnimcinn fnr for a
„
new house record. In piling ment tax, but grosses are net: l.e.,

urru n t tt v
to lead to a further expansion for Up an all-time local two-week gross exclusive of tax.”“The con|tan‘ WUe,” Forrest next year. Use of the ring-theatre, record, show gained added distinc- ..nTi, m. Mad.m ” Imnerlal(lst

,
wk) ($3.90; 1,760). All-star one of the most modem univer- tlon for being the only musical to mq,S “ v> (Mr i 4fS- *61

1

cast in Maugham comedy exerting sity drama facilities In thl coun- hold the boards here for more than MfZml'n) Almost £7 .heavy pull. Fine $21-,900. tmr o/irto fn +V. nofi.nnorfi> o++m/»_ « .tiaair o4 /i uiitnci Mciiusnj. Almost 1 ,

“Hook *n9 Ladder,” Locus
wk) ($3.90; 1,580). Adverse com-
ment and lack of name power I m i j n . h I

smothered this vehicle before it
|
JJcUfKllCSS wSl JlLGillDCF

got started. Under $3,000.

“Of Thee I Sing,” Shubert (1st

wk) ($5.20; 1,870). Musical revival
suffered due to laryngitis of Jack
Carson on opening night, which _ ___ __
gave show weak kickoff. Demand

t “Darkn*^ at froon ” which
for song-and-dance fare still strong,

cast ot darkness at Noon, wwcii

the revivals.

Estimates for Last Week
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” Er-

langer (2d wk) (1,880; $5.20). House
went clean at virtually all perform-
ances, for smash $45,800.

try, adds to the patronage attrac-

1

a week
and interest.

Jugged After Brawling
Milwaukee, April 22.

Leo V. Gordon, member of the

Edward G. Robinson in “Dark- 7?l
(p
,
re
^

io
t

“* week' *42’600): closes

ness At Noon” is in at the 1,300- May 3 t0
,, .JJf* .

seat Cox this stanza at a $4.31 high.
‘ Chase,” Playhouse (1st wk) (13-

Play may be finale for Cmcy’s sea- $4.80; 999; $21,500) (John Hodiak,
son, as there are no future book- Kim Hunter). Opened Tuesday
ings at this time. night (15) to five unfavorable opin-

ions (Atkinson, Times; Hawkins,
World-Telegram & Sun; Kerr, Her-
ald Tribune; Pollock, Compass;
Watts, Post) and three favorable

however. Nearly $30,000.»

‘ROBERTS’ FINE $23,800

IN 4 STOPS LAST WEEK

‘Darkness’ Bleak $8,800

IVlinWPCf Xfniuwprc (Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;

nlaved the Davidson here was in
AUIUlfCol MlUJIUYUIO O’Connor, Journal-American); first

aud
y
ouf of S Xr ai^e™ to ..Darkn ™r Nnoi

Se!“ Performances nearly $16,000^

slueeine Richard Williams of Chi-
Dar

j
al®ss

T>
*t Noolh ,

starring “Don Juan in Hell,” Plymouth

caff^f

1I

Wedne^dav ni^t^ U6) and 5oonn
d G * Ro

5
inson ’ had a bleak (3d wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,063; $31,000)

Li SSLSI?Fridav (1R> $8 *800 gross for eight perform- (Charles Laughton, Cedric Hard-
was back on the boards Friday (18). ances jast week, including a one- wicke, Agnes Moorehead). About
Edward G. Robinson, star of nighter Sunday (13) ending a five- $31,500 (previous week, $30,700);

“Darkness,” gained Gordon’s free- day stand in Minneapolis, and five limited engagement due to end
dom on $2,500 bond furnished by evenings and two matinees Tues- May 24.

-
- day-through-Saturday. (15-19). The „

F11(rht Into Egypt „ Music Box

Burlington, la., April 22

“Mister Roberts,” starring Tod a local bondsman.
Andrews, had an* Easter holiday Attorney James MalUen> repre_ fata.for.the^final night at the Ly-

(5th wk) (D-$4.IoYTk^fiOOl
tweeTiufstands Total l?oss lor wffi thc gross

P
?or'the seve

$
n 'pcr:

"out Sll,000_ (pFevious week, $8 ,
:

I21 8^|
ht pertormances was "ear

?y reported
11

damage'sult was^upcom-

- - -

Leland Hayward production of
Gordon.

the Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logan

formances at the Davidson here

play pulled $4,100 for a one-night-
er Monday (14) ‘at the Paramount,
Waterloo, la.; another $8,200 in
three shows Tuesday-Wednesday
(15-16) at the Iowa, Cedar Rapids;

Shows in Rehearsal

Keys: P (Play), M (Musical

)

“Much Ado About Nothing” (P)

rman<
was\$7,700.

Complicating the show’s situa-

tion here was a local teamster’s

500); closed last Saturday night
after 39 performances, at a loss of
around $90,000.

“Fourposter,” Barrymore (26th
uon nere was a wiai ieamster s wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (Jes-
strike, which forced the manage-

j Tandy, Hume Cronyn). About
ment to hire independent roust-

$24,900 (previous • week, $20,400);
abouts to carry the sceijery, cos-
tumes, equipment and props to the
train for the trio to Cincinnati.

Betty Field and Burgess Meredith
take over June 9 as stars.

“Four Saints in Three Acts,”

here.

Show is at the American,
Louis, all this week.

St.

Stock Bills

(April 21-May 4)

Mill“Kiss Me, Kate”—Paper
Playhouse, Milbum, N. J. (21-3>.

“Royal Family” (Florence Reed)
r-Bermudian Theatre, Hamilton,
Bermdua (21 -26 ).

“So in Love”* (tryout)—Theatre
52, Dallas (28-3).

‘Consul’ 241
/2(*, Frisco

San Francisco, April 22.

“The Consul,” produced and
directed by Carl Ebert, shuttered
Saturday (19) following mixed
cnx. reviews. Show opened Mon-
day ( 14 ) at the 1,775-seat Curran
'v,th the house scaled to $4.20.

. (
.

Gross was a colorless $14,500. I sion.

Kerr, Herald Tribune; Kastendi-
eck, Journal-American; Pollock,
Compass; Watts, Post) and one

son, dir. „ _
“Tovarich” (P)—N. Y. C. Theatre

Co., prod.; Harry Homer, dir.; Uta ‘Mistress Mine’ $7,000;
Hagen, (Luther Adler, Herbert nr*, qa t auiV miId pan (Atkinson, Times); first

Berghof, Romney Brent, Paula iilRCKStOHC /v*, ol. LiOlllS seven performances through Sun-
Laurence, stars. „ i St. Louis, April 22. day night (20) drew $16,000; lim-
“The Victim” (P)--David Heil- (,q Mistress Mine,” with Ruth ited engagement due to end Sun

weil, Robert Wmter-Berger, prod.; ciiatterton aRd Barry Thomson, day (27).

Peter Frye, dir. wound up a week’s frame at the “Gigi,” F.ulton (22d wk) (C-$4.80;
• :— Empress Sunday (20) with a so-so 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hepburn)

Edna Beat * Role $7,000 on eight performances at About $18,500 (previous week, $14,-

TW rloqpf? Saturday *he usual $2 toP- 400); shuttering May 31, to reopen

• ^ Blackstone and his magic closed in the fall,
night (26) m Jane,

a week’s stand at the American “Golden Boy,” ANTA Playhouse
with Helen Gahagan Douglas in

Saturday (19) with an estimated (6th wk) • (D-$4.80; 925; $23,000)
the N. Y. City Center revival of

grogs 0f $7^00 . One critic opined (John Garfield, Lee J. Cobb).

(Julie Harris). About $23,900 (pre-
vious week, $17,900).

“Jane,” Coronet (12th wk) (C-
$4.80-$5.40; 1,027; $31,000) (Edna
Best, Basil Rathhone). About $12,-
200, (previous week, $7,700); clos-
ing next Saturday night (26).

“King and I,” St. James (58th
wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Gertrude Lawrence). The limit
again; over $51,700.
“Moon is Blue,” Miller (59th wk)

(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Barbara
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry
Nelson). About $19,000 (previous
week,. $15,000); Miss Bel Geddes
leaving May 31 for four-month va-^
cation, with Maggie McNamara
due to move over from the second
company to substitute.

<‘Mrs. McThing,” Morosco (9th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 912; $26,800) (Helen
Hayes). About $29,000 for nine
performances (previous week, $16,-
900 for six performances).

“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(23d wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000)
(James Barton). About $39,400
(previous week, $30,300).

“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (16th
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602). The
limit, as usual; over $40,000,

“Paris ’90,” Booth (7th wk) (MC-
$4.80; 900; $20,235) (Cornelia Otis
Skinner). About $10,000 (previous
week, $8,600); moved Monday
night (21) to the 776-seat Golden
and trying two-for-ones.

“Point of No Return,” Alvin
(19th wk) (D-$4.80~$6; 1,331; $37,-
924) (Henry Fonda). About $34,700
(previous week, $34,600).
“Shrike” Cart (14th wk) (Dp

$4.80; 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,
Judith Evelyn). About $24,000
(previous week, $20,400),
“South Pacific,” Majestic (157th

wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
Wright, George Britton). About
$50,000 (previous week, $41,300).

“Stalag 17,” 48th St (50th wk)
(C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). About $15,-
100 (previous week, $11,200).
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden

(25th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers). About $44,-
100 (previous week, $38,400).
“Three Wishes for Jamie,” Hel-

linger (5th wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,527;
$51,300 (Anne Jeffreys, John Raitt).
About $42,500 (previous week),
$33,300).
“Venus Observed,” Century

(10th wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,645; $45,-
000) (Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer).
About $17,700 (previous week, $17,-

900; using twofers, closing next
Saturday night (26).

OPENING THIS WEEK
“Candida,” National (CD-$4.80;

1,172; $25,500) (Olivia de Havil-
land). Thomas Hammond revival
of the Shaw play was capitalized at

$36,000, involves a production cost
of about $29,000 (excluding about
$40,000 tryout profit and $12,000 in

bonds and deposits) and can break
even at around $11,000 gross;

opened last night (Tues.).

“To Be Continued,” Booth (C-
$4.80; 900; $20,235). Guthrie
McClintic production of play by
William Marchant; financed at $45,-

000, involves about $30,000 produc-
tion cost (excluding $10,000 tryout
loss, but no bonds are required) and
can break even at approximately
$12,000 gross; opens tonight (Wed.)

‘CANDIDA’ GOOD $20,300

INWEE AT MONTREAL
Montreal, April 22.

With Olivia de Havilland in the
starring role, “Candida” drew an
okay $20,300 last week at His
Majesty’s, with this 1,700-seater
scaled to a $3.38 top.

“Affairs of State,” with Haila
Stoddard, is current at His Majes-
ty’s, and will be followed by “The
Cocktail Party,” with Dennis King
and Estelle Winwood, on May 12.

First Lady,” due to open May 28

after a week’s tryout in Washing-

ton. She will play the role of the

Supreme Court Justice's wife,

done originally by Lily Cahill.

Prior to her co-starring appear-

ance in “Jane,” Miss Best’s last

Broadway assignment was in the

City Center revival last season of

“Captain Brassbound’s Conver-

that his routines should be mod- About $7,200 (previous week. $8,-

ernized closing Sunday night (27>.

“Mr.
* Roberts” opened a nine- “Grass Harp,” Beck (3d wk) (D-

performance frame at the Ameri- $4.80; 1,214; $28,000). About $11,-

can Sunday (20), for its third visit. 000 (previous week, $11,500); clos-

Piece, scaled to $3.66, will wind up ing Saturday night (26)

the season- Same holds true &t the Guys and Dolls, 46th St, (74th

Empress where Ellen Andrews wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). As

and Vincent Price in “Angel always, $44,400. *

tee off a week's frame to- “I Am A Camera, Empire (21st

I night (Tues.). Uk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)

No. 3 ‘Moon’ Troupe 14y2G
For Four-Stand Split
New Orleans, April 22.

Third company of “Moon Is
Blue” drew a nice $14,500 for
eight performances last week, in-
cluding three showings here as the
start of an eight-day run at the
local Auditorium. F. Hugh Herbert
•comedy grossed $3,200 for a one-
nighter Monday (14) at the Robin-
son Auditorium, Little Rock; add-
ed $4,700 in three performances
Tuesday-Wednesday (15-16) at the
Auditorium, Memphis, another
$1,300 for one showing Thursday
night (17) at the City Auditorium,
Jackson, Miss., and concluded the
week with $5,300 for the three
times Friday-Saturday (18-19) at
the Auditorium here.
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€nj»i<l and Psyche
x

, Glasgow, April 15.

Alfred de Llagre, . Jr,. In association

with Williamson Music, Ltd., production
of comedy by Benn W. Levy. Stars Alex-

ander Knox, Peggy Cummins, Hugh Sin-

clair, Ronald Ward; features Veronica
Turlelgh. Directed by Levy. Settings by
Reece Pemberton. At_ King s Theatre,
Glasgow. „ , , ,

Gabriel Hugh Sinclair

Mac Patrick McGoohan
Blanche Jane Griffiths

Mildred Peggy Cummins
The Earl of Deptford.... . Ronald Ward
Professor Thompson Alexander Knox
Crystal Mercy Haystead
Spike .Delphi Lawrence
Miss Thompson Veronica Turlelgh
Colonel Fox

,

George Pughe
Adele • Shirley Burnlston

Benn W. Levy’s latest comedy,
here before London, might have
been a success. Filled with an
abundance of talk about all the

“isms” of the present century, it

succeeds only in being a lightsome

bore. Despite a good cast, the

comedy is surely minus any poten-

tials for a long run.

The characters are an odd ac-

cumulation of Bohemians, intro-

duced in the fashionable photo-

graphic studio of a mad society

photographer named Gabriel, This

role is played by'the accomplished
British actor Hugh Sinclair. The
character he plays is most uncon-
vincing, though no reflection on
Sinclair’s talents. Around the

photographer buzz an equally odd
collection of humans, a Scotch as-

sistant wearing the kilt and mouth-
ing modern academic theories in

a completely pseudo-Scottish ac-

cent, a blonde model who doesn’t

speak a word for the first 10 min-
utes (then She breaks into expert
psycho-analytical talk) and comely
s^crct&ry*

Patrick McGoohan’s accent and
mannerisms make a caricature and
a travesty of all decent Scotsmen.
As the model with a good back-

ground in intelligent conversation,

Peggy Cummins, recently hack
from Hollywood, is suitably attrac-

tive and dramatically skillful, and
a good marquee name.
While the model is being photo-

graphed, a .suave British peer,

whose main object is to be photo-
graphed in good profile, arrives.

The first act stretches into an
overlong conversation piece, oc-

casionally witty but mainly about
love and “isms.” It requires much
rewriting.

Next to arrive is a staid Cana-
dian professor of genetics, who
wants to know how “one meets
women.” Outcome is a plan to

throw a wild party for the prof’s

benefit. When this party starts,

the fun begins* with the play get-

ting much less boring. The com-
edy then is an unusual mixture of

academic psychological argument
and strip tease.

Ronald Ward is suave and adroit

as the philandering British lord

with an amurous past while Alex-
ander Knox contributes a compel-
ling portrayal of the Canadian
professor. Veronica Turlelgh, as

the professor’s mother, is another
excellent study.

Play has its entertaining mo-
ments, but often is just one long
academic bore. The cast is too
good for material of this sort.

Gord.

Paris to Piccadilly
London, April 16.

Val Parnell and Bernard Delfont pro-
duction. by arrangement with Paul Der-
val, of new Folles Bergere Revue in two
acts (17 scenes). Staged by Dick Hurran.
Comedy scenes directed by Charles
Henry. Choreography, Hazel Gee; cos-
tumes, R. St. John Roper; decor. Tod
Kingman.
With Norman Wisdom, Mini Gerrard,

Paul Mattel, Paddy Lyndon, Eddie Les-
lie, Bobby Traner, Tony Hulley, Three
Barbour Bros., Aida Bakl, Baby Scruggs,
Renee Strange, Medlock Sc Marlowe, Ca-
mille, the Four Hurricanes, Patterson St

Jackson, Leslie Cooper, Robin Whitecross,
Folios Bergere Lovelies (30), and Harold
Collins orch. Prince of Wales, London,
April 15. '52. Top $2.20.

Eye appeal is always a strong
must in this class of revue. On
this occasion the spectacle is en-
riched with lively comedy, mainly
contributed by Norman Wisdom
who gets the biggest break of his

career in this show. Within* the

limitations of the restricted stage

space, this new version of the

Folies Bergere ’revue retains all

the grandeur and opulence of its

predecessors. There is little doubt
that it will be as profitable as the

first two editions in this series.

It is essentially a spectacle and
Dick’ Hurran has staged the pro-

duction with skill, imagination
and good taste. The big produc-
tion numbers, with their grandiose
settings and lavish wardrobes are

a treat to the eye. The usual

motionless nudes provide the addi-

tional spicy touch. The decor and
dresses alone qualify for applause.

With half-a-dozen spots on the
17-item program, Wisdom plays a

major role in providing the com-
edy. Although much of his ma-
terial fell far short of perfection,

his ability as a mime was* proved
outstanding. His pathos had a
Chaplinesque quality, and in his

clowning and timing, he was mas-
ter of most situations. But many
of his scripted pieces were too ob-
vious in their humor, and not
worthy of his talent. The femme
lead was filled with charm by ‘Mini
Gerrard, a petite blonde Parisienne
with a pleasing voice. Unfortu-
nately she is given little scope
and her only solo spot lasts only
a minute or two.
As always in this type of produc-

tion, standard vaude acts fill a
prominent part. Most of the acts
in this show lack the novelty an-
gle but maintain a good overall
standard. The Three Barbou Bros.,
with their stilted precision hoofing
routine, register in hefty style;

Medlock & Marlow contribute their
portrait gallery of famous Holly-
wood personalities and British
politicians in lively fashion; Renee
Strange manipulates her puppets
in full view of the audience to
socko returns; Baby Scruggs offers
unique mammery gland manipula-
tion routine for a powerful mitt;
Patterson & Jackson, a heavy-
weight colored duo, click with
their hotsy vocals and terping; the
Four Hurricanes, three men and a
gal, have a refreshing acrobatic
routine (femme member of the
team is tossed from one end of
stage to the other); Camille has a
novelty dressmaking routine, drap-
ing models with lengths of ma-
terial; and Aida Baki, is an Al-
gerian dancer, with an exotic style.
Paul Mattel disappoints as a

French vocalist with a personality
which does not measure up to the
standard required by the show*
Eddie Leslie, mainly as a stooge to
Norman Wisdom, reveals a force-
ful personality. Myro.

The Other Heart
London, 1 April 17.

Old Vic production of drama in three
acta by James Forsyth. Directed by Mi-
chael Langham; decor, Hutchinson Scott.
Music, John Buckland. At Old Vic The-
atre, Londdn. April 16, *52. $1.50 top.
William Villon Paul Rogers
Phillipe Sermolse John Horsley
1st Guard Percy Herbert
2nd Guard Philip Mellor
Casin Douglas Campbell
Spaniel Kenneth Griffith
Francois Villon Alan Badel
Rene de Montlgny Douglas Wilmer
Wolf Daniel Thorhdike
Sergeant Patrick ' Wymark
Margot Sheila Ballahtlne
Marthe Marie Ney
Catherine de Vausselles ....Irene Worth
Noah, a Furrier Anthony van Bridge
Gominl, a Jailer.. Rupert Davies
1st Carpenter Rupert Davies
2nd Carpenter James OttawayWatchman Richard Davies

For the first time in seven years,
the Old Vic has given playing time
to a new play, the last occasion be-
ing J. B. Priestly’s- “Inspector
Calls.” That this honor should be
rarely bestowed isf undoubtedly

: correct, but it becomes difficult to
; understand why this accolade
; should have been conferred on
,
“The Other Heart,” which is a
ponderous, pretentious and ex-
tremely dull effort.

! The main surprise of this pro-
. duction is that any playwright
• could have made tedious theatre
’ out of a dramatization of the 15th

I century poet, Francois Villop. This
;

1 colorful character who was poet,
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vagabond, thief, murderer and ro-

mantic, should have provided a

basis for an exciting and moving
drama. But there is no excitement
and only the minimum of emotion,

although even James Forsyth’s

heavy handed style could not pre-

vent the drama creeping through.
With such a wealth of material,

it is difficult to appreciate that
there are only rare moments of in-

tense drama. Theatrically, the high
spot is Villon’s solo scene in the
death cell, but even this falls short

of the expected poignancy. His
wooing of Catherine de Vauselles
reveals a shade of the poet’s mind
but in most other respects the
dialog fails to produce the ex-
pected refinements.
The cast is necessarily handi-

capped but works exceptionally
well to infuse some life and sin-

cerity into the theme. Alan Badel
interprets the poet with a com-
mendable sincerity but it is always
an uphill fight. Irene Worth, al-

though not too happly cast, strives
valiantly with the role of Cather-
ine while Marie Ney makes the
most of the secondary role as her
companion. The most effective in-

dividual performance comes from
Paul Rogers as Villon’s guardian.

Direction by Michael Langham
is too easy going, key situations
occasionally being' underplayed.
Decor is keen and imaginative
while the introductory music is im-
pressive. Myro ;

Loudon Laughs
London, April 15.

Jack Hylton and George Sc Alfred Black
production of new revue in two part* (15
scenes). Sketches by Frank Muir, Denis
Norden; music and lyric* by Tom Burt,
Phil Park. Stars Jimmy Edward*, Vera
Lynn, Tony Hancock, with the Bedlnl
Troupe, Jack Billings Trio, Natalie Ralne,
Jane Shore, Derek Rosen, Erica Yorke,
Cavendish Singers, John Tiller Girls. Di-
rected by Alec Shanks, Joan Davis, Rich-
ard Bird. At Adelpht Theatre, London.
$2.20 top.

This is a good bid for the sum-
mer trade, providing spectacle and
popular comedy acts spiced with
fast dancing and such local
marquee names as Vera Lynn, Jim-
my Edward* and Tony Hancock,
top ranking radio favorites. Pro-
duction is speedy and the combina-
tion of humor and artistry is skill-

fully blended to the best advam-

Ntage for a twice nightly show. .

Opening number, “Blossom Time
in Covent Garden,” reveals sing-
ing and dancing chorus suitably
decorated to represent flowers,
and ushers in the three principals.
Miss Lynn does her usual song
specialty, accompanied by Barry
Grey at the piano including “It’s

No Secret,” “I Feel a Song Coming
On,” “Be My Life’s Companion,”
“If You Go” to win warm audience
response..
Jimmy Edwards and Tony Han-

cock have a topical radio skit
showing a British Broadcasting
Corp. commentator relaying ex-
cerpts from a film in their “A Seat
in the Circle” feature, interrupted
by a noisy patron. Edwards gets
plenty of laughs in his individual
schoolmaster character, and Han-
cock has a humorous solo with
mimicry and wisecracks.
Another amusing sketch follows

with Hancock shown as the man-
ager of a big travel agency who
provides everything .for its cus-
tomers, even an amorous Sheik in
the* desert. This is played by Ed-
wards with great gusto, showing
the great lover determined to live
up to his contract although he has
kidnapped the wrong woman.
One of the biggest hits in the

show is the Bedlni Troupe with
agile, original aerobatics. The
John Tiller Girls demonstrate that
they are still great with their pre-
cision stepping. Erica Yorke,
Derek Rosen and Jane Shore con-
tribute their share of vocal and

,
dancing numbers aided by The
Cavendish Singers and Happy-Go-

|

Lovelies.

;
The first half ends with a cas-

cading waterfall providing a back-
,

ground for a sacrificial witch doc-
. tor number. The show terminates
;
with a tribute to A1 Jolson, with

: such numbers as “Pretty Baby,” “I
.
Only Have Eyes for You,” “Toot-

’ Toot-Tootsie,” “Carolina,” “April
!
Showers,” “About a Quarter to
Nine” and “Give My Regards to
Broadway.” Clem.

We Dig for. the Stars
London, April 15.

East St West Drama Society presenta-
tion of drama in three act* l?y T. B. Mor-
ris. Staffed by Claude Jones. At Irvin*
Theatre, London, April 2, 1952; $1 top.
Algernon Cha*. Swinburne. .Leslie Glaxer
Mary Sonhio Ellis
Mrs. Reginald Plumley-Garth . .Eliz. Smith
Fanny Cornforth Daphne Hope
Charles Augustus Howell. .Kenneth Maine
Dante Gabriel Rossetti. .. .Donald Morloy
Christina Rossetti Ann Gordon
Jane Morris Diana Samaher
William Michael Rossetti Leslie Pitt
Dolly Marlon Simms

The main interest in this club
theatre presentation is that when
the play was originally stated for
production at a West End theatre
in 1946, it wa* banned by the Lord
Chamberlain following objections

j from a niece of Rossetti. Even If

Wednettfey* April 23, 1932

Toledo to Have First Bam
Since ’41

; 10-Week Season
Toledo, O., April 22.

For the first time since 1941,
Toledo will have a summer theatre
this year, with a 10-week season
of plays planned for presentation
in the Stratford Theatre, Wal-
bridge Park, by Robert Feindt, a

television director at WSPD,
Toledo.

Season will open Tuesday, June
30, and offer a play five nights

weekly through Aug. 30. No per-

formances will be given on Sun-
days and Mondays. An Equity com-
pany of eight or nine performers
will be supplemented, when occa-

sion demands, by local talent.

The Stratford will be renamed
t'he Trail Playhouse, and* company
will be known as the Mad An-
thony Players. Directors will be
Gregory A. Falls, of the theatre

department of Wesleyan U., Mid-
dletown, Conn., and William F.

West, of the theatre department of

Christian College, Columbia, Mo.
Both are college pals of Feindt.

Carolina Pioneer Drama

Set for AI Fresco Preem
Winston-Salem, N, C., April 22.

“Horn in the West,” historical

drama by Kermit Hunter, will

open June 27 in the new outdoor
Daniel Boone Theatre at Boone,
near here, and will continue
through Aug. 31. Samuel Selden,

head of the Carolina Playmakers,
North Carolina U., is staging the
work, which is under the sponsor-
ship of the Southern Appalachian
Historical Assn.
The amphitheatre, seating 2,500,

is in a 35-acre tract of rolling,

wooded land just outside Boone,
six miles from the Blue Ridge
Parkway and seven miles from the
resort of Bowling Rock. “Horn”
is about local pioneers of 1770-

1780 whose search for political and
religious freedom was a factor

leading to the Revolution.
Hunter’s previous historical plays

include “Unto These Hills,” given
every summer at Cherokee, N. C.,

and “Forever This Land,” an an-
nual summer offering at Salem,
111.

Jack Pierce Pacts ‘Goes’

For His H’wood Gallery
Jack Pierce, producer - director

of the Gallery Stage, Hollywood,
returns to the Coast today (Wed.)
after arranging for the production
of “Anything Goes” as his group’s
next offering. He came east last

week.
Current production at Gallery

Stage is “On the Town.” Each
of the outfit’s shows runs 10-12

weeks.

London Legit Bits

London, April 15.

“The Hollow,” Agatha Christie’*
play, folds at Ambassadors’ Thea-
tre May 3 and will be replaced by
“After My Fashion,” new Diana
Morgan play, May 8. Reginald
Tate will stage, with cast headed
by Valerie White, who has replaced
Margaret Rawlings and Sonia Dres-
del. Play is backed by John Sem-
pill, son of Lord Sempill . . . Jack
Hylton who has acquired Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse’s
Broadway hit, “Remains To Be
Seen,” intends to star Joy Nicholls
in it some time in May . . . “Beg-
gar My Neighbour,” new play by
Arnold Ridley, makes its debut at
Hammersmith April 28 prior to
West End. It stars radio comic
Michael. Howard and Gabriel
Brune, with the author staging.

Can. Repertory ‘Hamlet’
Ottawa, April 22.

Canadian Repertory Theatre re-
opened after a Holy Week shutter-
ing with the first Canadian profes-
sional production of “Hamlet.”
Running a week, show had prices

upped to a $2 scale but retained
the midweek (Tues.) early curtain
at 7:30 p.m. Sam Payne directed.

the bar was to be lifted now, the
piece would have little hope of
surviving in a commercial theatre.
The play opens in 1869, seven

years after the death of Rossetti’s
wife,

.
and its main dramatic con-

tent is the artist’s decision to re-
cover some poems which were
buried with her. The plot is too
meagre to sustain a three-acter,
and

.

is embellished with uncon-
vincing situations involving Swin-
burne and two models. Production
is uneven and the direction halt-
ing. With the exception of Daphne
Hope, the cast acts as if it has no
faith in the play. Myro»

Lambs
Continued from page 48

York; William Gaxton and Fred
Waring.

Show opened with a satire on
TV’s “Man Against Crime,” weekly
CBS series starring Bellamy, it

wound up at the Gambol as “Crime
Against Man,” with Bellamy star-

ring in the up-to-date version writ-
ten by William Roos, and the
show’s original director, Melville
Burke, handling the new version.

Jerry Bergen, the abbreviated
comic, did his madcap nitery act

in the second spot, with the “Miss
Presidency” sketch written by Les
Kramer (“with a bow of thanks to
former New Jersey Gov. Harold
Hoffman”). “Bring Back Burlesque”
was a song-and-dancer that dealt
exactly with what the title implies.

Jack Mann and Larry Robbins, of
the younger Lambs contingent,
heading the number, whose direc-

tion and choreography were by
George Hall.

Smith Sc Dale, with Arthur
Tracy, got a lot of laughs with
“Cafe Heaven”—about three pi-

nochre players getting together in

Heaven. It was in the typical Smith
Sc Dale tradition. John Effrat

staged it. Then the old George Ho-
bart-Walter Catlett sketch, “The
Lady in Red,” starring Bobby
Clark. The show’s curtain came
down with the inevitable “Gambol-
ing at the Lamtys,” in which the
entire ensemble took part.

Other performers who took part
in the show, aside from those al-

ready mentioned, were Howard
Caine, Frank Sutton, Harry Eno,
Sandy Kenyon, Leonard Gunley,
Michael Keith, Lynn Shubert, Ma-
son Curry, John Cherry, Robert
Shafer, Donat Gautier, Mac Per-
rin, Horton Spurr, Bruce Evans,
Arthur Vinton, Irving Fisher, Mark
Dawson, James Little, Steve Park-
er, Jess Cain, Arthur Walsh, Wil-
liam Pierson, Richard Cleary, Gre-
han Pierce, Al Checco, William
Taft, Drew Conklin, John Mac-
Dougal.

Also, Gene Blakely, Jason John-
son, Alex Rotov, Bob Cunningham,
Michael King, Tom Dillbn, Clar-

ence Nordstrom, William Gaxton,
Harold Stone, Brandon Peters, Ar-
thur Ashley, Wilton Clary, Henry
Hamilton, Alan Jason, Richard
Ahearn, Jack Kilty, Irwin Johnson.
Eddie Miller, Ed Lindemann, Lee
Sullivan, John Feeney, Joe Keat-
ing, Paul Flood, Alan North, Jack
Sheehan, Dick Hill and Detmar
Poppen.
Music and lyrics were contribut-

ed by Alan X,ee, Jess Cain, Michael
Abbott, Charles H. Stern, Albert
Hague, Jack Whiting and Eddie
Weber.
John McManus and Eddie Weber

were the musical directors, the

scenery, being designed by William

.

Odenwaller and A. A. Ostrander.

ANTA - Monterey Drama FESTIVAL
Sponaored by ANTA A Northern

Californio Theatre Council

AFRIL 20-27
APRIL 20—Special performances by Mon-

terey Peninsula Little Theatres
APRIL 21—8:00—Hlllbarn Theatre. San
Mateo, OEDIPU8 REX

APRIL 22 — 2:00 — Discussion, SHAKE-
SPEARE, panel of experts
3:00—The World Theatre—Discussion of

Japanese, Middle Eastern, Indian stage*

8:30—San Joso State College, NIGHTS
OF WRATH
(American premlora of Salacrou's play)

'APRIL 23—2:00—Costume demonstration, San
Joae State College and Stanford University
4:00—Barn Theatre of Porterville, VIZARD
OF OZ
8:30—Bam Theatre of Porlervllle, TEARS
ago

APRIL 24—1:05—Scenic design, discussion
by panel of experts
2:30—Playwrights and modern drama, dis-

cussion led by Martin Flavin, Dr, Hubert
Heffner, others,
4:00—San Francleco Children'* Theatre.
FLIPPERTY GIBBET
8:30—Interplayors of Ann Francisco, YES
IS FOR A VERY YOUNG MAN

APRIL 2o—2:00—Address by representatives
of ANTA from New York, Clarence Der-
went, Christian Westphalen
3:00—Art of Acting and Staging, demon-
stration led by Rollo. Peters „
8:00—Wharf Theatre of Monterey, THE
RESPECTFUL PROSTITUTE

APRIL 26—2:00—The educational theatre,

discussion led by Norman Phllbrlck nnd
off leerb of the American Educational Thea-
tre Association
3:00—Critics Meet the Public, discussion
by S drama editors of the top San Fran-
cisco Bay aroa newspapers,
8:30—Rono (Nevada) Llttlo Theatre, MAC-
BETH

APRIL 27—2:00—Address by representative pf

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Bclences, Hollywood.
3:00—San Francisco Center for the Blind,
FUMED OAK
4 :30—Theatre Council program
8 '30—Special performances, Monterey Pen-
insula Llttlo Theatres

For Info: Wharf Flayers,
Fisherman'* Wharf

MONTEREY, CALIF.

SUMMER THEATRE
DIRECTOR Available
Woll known, experienced, 4 theatres—

interested in now connection. Confi-

dential. Box 411, Variety, 154 West

46th St., Now York 36.
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Literati
Finny Brice Story

Norman Katkov has turned over

to publish** Alfred A. Knopf the

completed manuscript of “Fabulous

Fanny Brice/’ ; which Mrs, Kay
Stark, daughter of the late comedi-

enne, commissioned him to write,

and Knopf will bring it out next

fall.

Negotiations now are under way
for a pre-book magazine publication

and also for a film sale,- with Kat-

kov himself expected to-do the

screenplay- A frequent Satevepost

short story contributor, Katkov also

has had two novels published by
Doubleday ahd has had se'veral

Hollywood assignments at Warners
and RKO for Jerry Wald.

Up Sargent, Evans, Marshall
Doubleday promotions see John

T. Sargent designated a senior
editor by Ken McCormick, editor

of Doubleday, and Mel Evans ap-
pointed g.m. -of Permabooks, subsid

of Doubleday. Sargent, in effect,

returns to the editorial dept, after

having been ad manager of the

firm in 1949 and later in charge
of subsidiary rights department
(sale of radio and TV-.permissions,

etc.).
» -

Evans, who was one of McCor-
mick’s editors, now assumes charge
of Permabooks, which becomes a
separate publishing division, with
George de Kay as editor; Merle
Frederick as sales manager; Con-
rad Xngold as his assistant.

Charles R. Marshall has been
appointed g.m. of* Garden City
Books, another Doubleday subsid,
and will continue in charge of
sales;- Ferris Mack editor of all

adult books; Laura Harris continu-
ing as editor of juveniles.

New Mar Editor Shift*
Thomas J. Naughton, former as-

sociate ed of True mag, has been
upped to supervising editor, suc-
ceeding Julian S. Bach, Jr. Latter
has been named editor of Today’s
Woman, succeeding Geraldine
Rhoades, who resigned to work on
the Eisenhower campaign.'
Michael Stem, European cor-

respondent for True mag and other
Fawcett publications, who broke
the OSS Major Holohan murder
case, arrived m N. Y. by boat Mon-
day (21) for a month’s stay.

over leased wire to his various
composing rooms.

The results, financially, are as-
tonishing. A newspaper he bought
for $16,000 (A weekly) is now a
daily and worth $160,000. He
bought the paper last year, A daily
which was losing money, bought
by O’Brien two months ago, is now
in the black.

Poe Award to ‘Detective Story’
Sixth annual Edgar Allan • Poe

Awards dinner of the Mystery
Writers of America to be held at
the Henry Hudson Hotel, N. Y.,

tonight (Wed.) will see ceramic
busts of Poe distributed to win-
ners in various mystery fields.
Prize for the best mystery motion
picture reportedly will go to Para-
mount’s “Detective Story.”

Mary* McMullen, it’s said, will
cop the accolade for the best first

mystery novel of 1951. Daughter
of mystery writer Helen Reilly,
her novel is tagged “Strangle
Hold” which Harper published.
NBC’s “Dragnet,” it’s understood,
will win the award for the second
time as the best mystery radio
while CBS “The Web” will tri-
umph in the television field.

Drug Article Call-Back
In a move to placate druggists

around the country who were
steamed over an article in the May
issue of Focus mag by Frank Rasky
entitled, “Your Druggist Can Kill
You,” mag publisher Martin Good-
man called back all issues from
the stands. Call-back of more than
500,000 copies cost the mag about
$30,000.

Goodman plans to run the other
side of the druggist story in the
July issue of Focus.

Atlantic-Little, Brown Award
For the .first time in more than

a decade, Atlantic Monthly Press
and Little, Brown are offering the
Atlantic $5,000 Non-Fiction Award,'
25-year-old literary competition.

Only requirement on entries is

that they be non-fiction and be-
tween 70,000-140,000 words. Clos-
ing date is Feb. 1, 1953. Half of
$5,000 award will be an outright
prize and half an advance against
royalties.

N. Y. Music Crlx Shift
Couple of interesting music re-

viewer shifts took place on the
N. Y. scene last week. Carter
Harmon, of the N. Y. ^imes, moved
over to Time magazine to replace
Chandler Thomas, Time music
editor, who’s retiring to western
ranch life. John Briggs, music ed
on the N. Y. Post, went over to the
Times, replacing Harmon. The
Post reportedly is holding off on
filling Briggs’ spot, awaiting re-
turn of Harriett Johnson, who’s
been on a year’s leaye since last
fall. Henry Beckett, from the city
staff, will fill in.
The Times* music editor, How-

ard Taubman, incidentally, will
have two new editions of his book
on Arturo Toscanini, “The Mae-
stro,” published ' shortly, one in
France, the other (in Hebrew) in
Israel. Book, published a year
ago, on Toscy’s 84th birthday, is

in its third edition here, and there
are editions in Germany, Switzer-
land and the British Common-
wealth as well. Negotiations are
also pending for Spanish and
Scandinavian rights.

O’Brien's ‘Electric Editor*
Lincoln O’Brien,. New Mexico

newspaper publisher headquar-
tered in Santa Fe, has made a suc-
cess of an “electric editor” he in-
vented.

Publisher is now* operating four
daily newspapers hundreds of miles
apart with only one human editor
handling most of the general news.
Electronics do the rest. Publisher
has developed a teletypesetting
system which transmits, cuts tape,
and automatically sets into type
simultaneously the majority of
each day’s news matter in four
composing rooms as far separated
as New York, Boston, Albany and
Buffalo.

Moreover, the pilot experiment,
begun in New Mexico within the
Past three years, has proven so
successful, and saves so much edi-
torial and mechanical labor, that

(

°.n® of the .major wire services
now entering the field.

O Brien, president of New Mexico
newspaper Enterprises, Inc.,' has
uaiiy newspapers now publishing
r? ^as Vegas, Tucumcari, Gallup
and Farmington. O’Brien came
m England three years

SfS. ar\d began purchasing little

Zu
l

i
les in the northern part of the

With complete approval of
S* AP and UP, O’Brien installed
-JMJoctronic marvel in Las Vegas
and began shooting the impulses

‘This Is Ike’
Wilson Hicks, ex-executive edi-

tor of Life (and since hack on the
weekly), is editing “This Is Ike,”
which Holt will publish May 25 at

$1, designed to hit the newsstands
as well as the normal hook outlets.'

First print order of the pictorial

biog of General Dwight D. Eisen-
hower will be 200,000.

“Ike” will contain some 300 pic-

tures, many exclusives from the
family files of the Eisenhowers.

Ireland Bans 33 Novels
Erskine Caldwell’s “Episode in

Palmetto” and Jan de Hartog’s
“Stella” are among 33 novels just

banned by the Irish Censorship of

Publications Board on allegations

that they contain indecent or ob-
scene material.

Cartoonists To Hear Snyder
John W. Snyder, Secretary of

the Treasury, will be principal

speaker at the seventh annual din-

ner of the National Cartoonists
Society tonight (Wed.) at the Hotel
Pierre, N. Y. Rube Goldberg, hon-
orary prexy of the Society, which
comprises some 300 top cartoon-
ists, will be toastmaster.
Walt Kelly, creator of the comic

strip, “Pogo,” will receive the
sixth annual Billy DeBeck Award
at the dinner as “Cartoonist of the
Year.” Award is in honor of the
late originator of “Barney Google.”

CHATTER
Robert Shaplen. in Dublin for

material on Irish Theatre for New
Yorker series.

Ezio Pinza's autobiography,
“Across a Crowded World,” will be
published in June by Doubleday.
The Seymour Berksons (Eleanor.

Lambert) and Bob Considines (both

INS) back from a quickie to Spain.

Daniel Morales, editor of Ma-
nana, Mexican magazine, touring

the Hollywood studios for star in-

terviews.
N. Y. Daily Compass boosted its

price Monday (21) from 10c to 15c.

Paper will feature extensive rac-

ing info. _ .. .

Martin Abramson has an article

on plastic surgery, Hollywood and
Broadway style, in the May Better

Homes and Gardens.
William Lowe, managing editor

of Look, has been upped to execu-

tive editor, and Leslie Midgley, for-

eign editor of the m^g, has taken

over managing editorship.

Julie Harris, who’s been inter-

viewed by almost everybody, now
profiled in the May Mademoiselle,
Same issue has sketch by Sid
Caesar and Imogene Coca, lam-
pooning bosses.
Cy Schaefer, trombonist-singer

in Archie Bleyer’s orchestra on the
Arthur Godfrey shows, who re-
cently shed 70 pounds, is authoring
a book, “My Fat and I,” dealing
with the problems of obesity,
Lee Wright named managing

editor for trade books at Simon
3c Schqster. She will serve as liai-
son between the editorial and sales
departments, and continue as exec-
utive editor of the firm’s. Inner
Sanctum Mysteries.

S. O. Shapiro, v.p. of Cowles
magazines, has been named chair-
man of the 1952 Joint Defense
Appeal campaign in the publishing
field Anti-bigotry drive culmi-
nates in an industry-wide dinner
at the Waldorf, N. Y., May 12/7

Inez Robb and her husband, Ad
TWA’ing May 1 to Paris on the
first of the trans-Atlantic “air
coach” flights (popular prices, buy-
your-own-meals; only free coffee
supplied) to .do a story on vox pop’s
N. Y. to Paris, for her syndicate,
INS.
Nadine Gordimer, young South

African writer, has a collection of
short stories due from Simon &
Schuster presses shortly, under the
title “Soft. Voice of the Serpent,”
S&G has contracted, sight unseen,
to publish her first novel, now in
work.

Match, the Paris pictorial weekly
which has been likened to Life,
sent its editor, Pierre Gallante, to
New York to cover the “April In
Paris” ball at the Waldorf-Astoria,
for benefit of the French hospital,
and other Franco-American shin-
digs. Gallante goes to Mexico City
April 28 for the inauguration of the
first Mexico-direct-to-Paris flight
via Air France.

Cannes Film Fed
I- " Contikued from page t -— -

“Othello” will be on ixt the eve-
ning, with no scheduled afternoon
projections. Film is a Moroccan
entry. April 28 will have Egypt’s
“Son of the Nile” and then the
Japanese “The Genji Story” for the
evening. The 29th will have only
an evening- double-feature, Argen-
tina’s “This Does Not Happen
Here” and Belgium’s “The Bandit's
Ball.” Apparently the Gallic law
against double features is being
suspended for the fest. The 30th
will have “Three. Women” (French)
in the morning and the German
“Night Son g,” appropriately
enough in the evening. May 1' is

a day off for scribes and guests.

May 2 will have Mexico’s “The
Absent” in the morning and the
Italian “The Overcoat” in the eve-
ning. May 3 will have Venezuelan
“Light on the Land” and Japanese
“Mother” in the eve. May -4 will
have French “We Are AH Asgasr
sins” in the mom and then Eng-
land’s “Encore’-’ (Rank). May 5
will project an American indie,
“The. Medium” (Menotti), and a
double-feature in the eve_ com-
posed of Greece’s “Dead City” and
Germany’^ "Heart of the World.”
May 6 will have Norway’s “Forced
Landing” and then Spain’s “Sur-
cos.” May 7 will have the Italian
“The White Sheik” in the a.m., and
Egypt’s “A Night of Love” and
Mexico’s “Leave It to Heaven” di-
rected by Luis Bunel. May 8 will
have India's “Nahal” and then
“Viva Zapata” (20th-Fox). May 9
will start with Spanish “Maria Mo-
rena” and end with Italian “Cops
and Robbers.”

May 10, the last day of the fest,

will have “Detective Story” (Par)
and in evening the French “Fanfan
La Tulipe,” which has already
proved a top draw on the Paris
screens.

There will be a large number of
U. S. stars junketing in by plane.
Among the American reps present
wiU be Yvonne De Carlo, Dana
Andrews, Hedy Lamarr, Paulette
Goddard, Gene KeUy, Arthur Ken-
nedy, Dolores Del Rio, Orson
Welles, Gary Cooper, William Hol-
den, Mack Sennett, Marta Thoren
and William Wyler. French will
have their ’ usual big personality
turnout, among them Ludmilla
Tcherina, Jean Marais, Serge Reg-
giani, Micheline Presle, Bernard
Blier and Daniele Delorme. The
Motion Picture Association of
America will have top foreign
chief John G. McCarthy and head
man Eric Johnston.

Int’l Film Authors, International
Producers’ Association, and the in-

ternational crix, Fripreci, will also

meet to conduct business during
the fest. A 12-man jury has
already been chosen ahd wiU num-
ber many well known film ana lit-

erary personalities among them.
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SCULLYS SCRAPBOOK I

* hu m m *
By Frank Scully »-»-m > * m »

• Hollywood.
If the toppers of NBC are still drinking milk because their ulcers

can’t affom cream as they moan and groan about the lack of come-
dians who can seH a product; why don’t they turn to exploring possi-
bilities among comediennes? Always one to take up another’s burdens,
I have been oq the hunt for them and I believe I’ve found at least one.
I found her in Desert Springs (population 191), an oasis on the Mojave
Desert between San Berdoo and Las Vegas.

We were gathered around a bunkhouse of Rancho Pancho. I began
telling about an American actor who lost his false teeth backstage. He
was hunting* for them, under a couch. A stranger with the soul of
hospitality said, “I can let you have mine.” The actor protested, but
the stranger said it 'was really nothing. “I have two sets. My best
ones I use >for broadcasting,” he explained.

Then I told about Joe Cunningham’s mother who had been checked
and rechecked for weeks at a hospital, only to discover she was on the
way up to the X-ray room again. “What is it this time?” she wearily
asked. “We want to X-ray your teeth,” the nurse explained. “If you'd
only have told me,” Mrs.

;

Cunningham said, “I’d. have sent them up and
saved us all this bother.”

“Teeth, teeth, teethj” said ’the lady in the bunkhouse. “Seems I’v*

heard nothing but teeth all day!” She went into a routine which obvi-
ously was no routine at all, but life. She told of a group of natives'

they had just left at a roadside cafe. She began playing all the char-
acters. It was a 20-minute monolog on teeth, it had everybody in

stitches.

Parlor Games Best T.V.?

“This dame,” I thought to myself, “is tailored for TV.” After all, tele-

vision is a matter of entertaining in the parlor. The fa?t that the parlor
is multiplied by millions across the country does not alter its essential

intimacy. A motion picture or a legit, show has to entertain 300 to
’3,000 in one huge place at one time, and that’s why many who have
surefire routines in one medium pancake in another.

This gal up to the moment of this roadside frolic was strictly of legit.

She had retired four years ago. “I haven’t done a thing since except
burying my family.- I buried five members of it in three years.”
By then she thought she’d go crazy if she didn’t get hack to work.

So two month* ago she hopped to St. Louis andjolned Edward Everett
Horton in “Castle In the Air,” a British four-poster by Robert E, Perry.
Sahu in Variety rated her a standout. This .proved 16 her she hadn’t
lost her touch, so she returned to her Glendale hoipe and began drag-
ging her husband around the desert looking for a place to meet the
suiirise on even terms, “I want to huild a ranch house and a real blue-
jean theatre for Roily,” she said.
- She turned out to be D6rfs Packer, who had played everything from
“The Party” with Mr* Pat Campbell to “The Women” with Celeste
Holm, June Havoc and- Lois Wilson. She toured Australia and New
Zealand for seven months and then came back with an invasion as
daring as William the Conqueror’s invasion of England. A Yankee
with a California accent, she played Queen Elizabeth, and her red
hair, pale face, foul temper and bawdy tongue made them forget that
her accent wasn’t British at all. Wherever she played she evoked
amazed comment, admiration and royal cheers.
She had done some work in dramatics at UCLA, and her people

were well enough financiaHy that she didn’t have to work. She could
haVe been -the belle of Glendale's Junior League and might have, ex-
cept for the fadt that Rowland Edwards came- west. It seems he had
written a play In collaboration with Nell Blackwell. It was “Wound
Stripe,” starring Frances Starr and produced on Broadway by Belasco
and Liveright. It was sold to Par for Claudette Colbert and Charles
Boyer and retitled “Man,* From Yesterday.” Roily accompanied his

product to Hollywood, and that brought him into the Packer syndrome.
Some people who thought Doris was terrific persuaded him to let

her read for him. Young people were poison to Roily, and she was
young. She came down from Arrowhead Springs with a gang of so-
rority sisters. He cleared out the gang and decided she would have
to make it the hard way.
She asked him what he wanted her to read He said he didn’t know.

So she took the bit in her teeth and- asked him if he’d ever heard of
Galsworthy's “Mob”? He said he hadn’t. That make it easy for her.
He had no yardstick of comparison.
But she must have been good in the absolute sense of the word

because he later talked to her father about the reading and suggested
that she get a director. “What about Frank Reicher?” Her father
countered by suggesting Mr. Edwards himself.

Before Roily got out of Hollywood he found himself packaged with
a young thing and hei* mother as a chaperone. He got her a

.
job on

Broadway. She began .playing old ladies, and she was awfully good.
But "you don’t get to the top when you’re young and lovely to look at

playing old ladies.

The Six-Bit Wedding Ring

Between character parts she and Roily Edwards decided to get mar-
ried, so her mother could be released of chaperoning. At the altar

he forgot the ring, but she had a sterling silver prop wedding ring in

her purse. It cost 75c. They used that. “I’ve never taken it off

since,” she said.

Larry Weber wanted Roily Edwards for general stage . director, but
he was undecided about what play to produce. Edwards had been the
author of 55 successful one-act plays and he could have built one fit

these up to three-acts easily enough, but he talked Weber into looking
at a radio play which was being rehearsed at the Barbizon Plaza. Doris
Packer was in the cast. Weber came back all excited about her. He
remembered now he had a script that would fit her like a glove. It

was “Strip Girl.” But she balked. “I have a bad figure for tights,”

she complained privately to Edwards.
1

RoHy felt he could fix that. He took her down to O’Brien’s gym-
nasium. O’Brien kfiew only the conditioning of fighters, so he gave
her thkt kind of workouts. She didn’t lose much weight but O’Brien's
conditioning sure moved what she had to the right places.

With her husband having moved from directing on Broadway to the
role of general studio production manager of the Famous Players*

Astoria studios, there was ample reason for her staying at home and
polishing her six-bit wedding ring instead of her performances. Be-
sides, he wasn't in very good health at the time and, in fact, has never
quite got back to that enviable status. . -

It was at home that he saw her reveal her greatest talent. She could
hold any guests in stitches. This had been true from the time she was
a little girl. No guest ever left the Packer home safe from her carica-

turing talents. All her life this has been so. She caricatures almost
unconsciously. They are not parodies or mimicries or imitations. They
are whole skits often involving several people, and they are hot off the
griddle and fresh every hour. In fact, she doesn’t even remember
episodes that had left people in stitches a few days before. Asked
about them, she stalls and slips into things that happened that day
and which are even funnier than the unremembered incident.

She is never malicious. She just sees the comical side in everyday
life and if that isn’t what TV is cryirig for I do»’t know tears from the
MO on a rampage. Of course, it may be argued that no comfedian is

better than his material, but now and then there comes along some-
body like Will Rogers who can observe as well as act, and as long an
people get up each day and go through certain activities,

.

overcoming
or being overcome by certain obstacles, or otherwise lousing up their

lives, fresh material is available for those who have a particular skiH
for playing life for laughs.

5
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Former stir Blanche Bing, now
80, has shifted . her home from
Beverly Hills to New York,

The Troupers, femme theatrical

organization, holding their annual

show at the Latin Quarter, Sunday
(27).

Broadway pressagent 'Ed Werner
lecturing tonight (Wed.) on public

relations at New York XJ„ his Alma
mammy.
Ben Rochelle and Jane Beebe,

husband-wife dance team, planed

to Europe this week to entertain

troops for the USO.
Arierie Dahl and mate Lex Bark-

eft back to Hollywood today (Wed.).

Miss- Dahl had come in* for radio

aijd TV appearances. x

. iRGA.Victor's Steve Carlin to the;;

Coast May 2 on some more Walt
Disney kiddie (listings which he.

scripts arid produces.

Herb (Variety) Golden back
from Israel via Athens, a detour
which snafued his. return travel

plans by several days.

Cinema Lodge of B'nai B’ritb

first golf tournament since world
War 11, May 22, at Vernon .Hills

Country Club, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

John C. Bruno honoring Ethel

Merman at a midnight champagne
supper party Saturday, (26) at his

eastside eatery, the Pen and Pencil.

Phil and Frances Dunning Will

celebrate their 33d wedding anni-

versary on April" 26 by •strolling

down Broadway and trying to

reconcile it with the Broadway
they knew 33 years ago.

'

Admittedly pleasantly exhausted
from a whirl of parties in their

' honor, Maggie and Louis Vaudable
back to Paris to take command of
their Chez-Maxim's with the start

of the summer tourist season.

Annual Alice M. Ditson Award

?
i $1,000 to an American conductor
or distinguished services to Amer-

ican music will be presented to

Leopold Stokowski Suiiday (27) at

McMillin Theatre, Columbia XJ.

director, here to do groundwork
for a Lippert production.

Johi* Rosenfield of Italian

Films Export expected in for con-

fabs with local film heads.

Jack Leeward returns to Holly-

wood after several months in Rome
looking over Ijtalian pictures.

Henry Henigson will be produc-
tion manager on • Paramount s

forthcoming "Roman Holiday."
Actress-model Jackie Frost re-

turned for dim work here, after,]

several months in N.
#
Y. and Holly-

wood.
. "The Lady Is Not For Burning,"

by Christopher Fry, in for two
weeks at the Valle Theatre, Italian

version.

London

two

Paris
By Maxlme 'de Beix

C33 Bd. Montparnasse; LUtre 7564)
• Eileen O'Dare now stalked by
French producers for pix..

Georgette; Letourrieur’s;. initialer

as a director will be "La Goulue,”
starring ViViane Romance,

. Opening of Empire revue star-

tling Maurice .Chevalier had t.o be
postponed a week until .tomorrow
(April 23).., .• v . /

"Piaisir " released hy Columbia,
garnered a record breaking $110,-

000 in tha first four weeks in three
Paris theatres.

Hildegarde to play the ' plush
Drap d'Or, Paris, opening the lafc

,ter part of \June after her- London
(

engagement at Cafe de -Paris.

M. Garmont ntill waiting to ap-
point someone to take the place
of the late Louis Jouvet as- head
of the Athenee Theatre, Since
Pierre Renoir's death, Jean Mer-
cure has been filling the job. with
his production of Hochwalder's
"On Earth As in- Heaven" starring

Victor Francen.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Home ' Builders Show at Hunt
Armory week of May' 5.

.

%

. Arturo Vercesi, long-time head-
Ross and La Pierre opened at waiter at 0id Nixon Cafe, now in i

Ciro’s Club. * same berth at Monte Carlo,
Arthur Blake doing a return wm Trio, with Sammy

cabaret date at Churchills opening
j)ayj8> jrM booked for two-week re-

next Saturday (26). turn to the Copa beginning June 2.

Tom Arnold sailed on the Ca-

ronia for N. Y. last Thursday (17)

on his annual looksec. Ihlhf
Laurel and Hardy doing a vafide yflua*

stint this week at Sidney L. Bern- By BUI Barker
stein's Shrewsbury Granada. DeMarco Sisters in for

Charles Reynolds, Apex Film frames at Baker- Hotel.

Distributors’ chief, flying’ to N, Y. Lee Baron at the organ in Bur-

to negotiate Coproduction tleup. gundy Room of Hotel Adolphus.
George Formby hospitalized with Margo Jones, of Theatre '52,

a possible heart ailment and his hometowning several days in Liv-

"Zip Goes a Million” role being ingston, Tex.
filled by his understudy of Geoffrey Jane Trahey, of Neiman-Marcus,
Plddock. femceeing "Stop and Swap,"
The Five Talos, currently fea- WFAA-TV Sabbath show.

tur.ed on the London Palladium Tex Ritter lost a $1,500 array of

bili^ booked by Lew Grade for western garb when thieves broke

Mills Bros, Olympia circus next into, his car during a one-niter.

Christmas. Russ Facchine, pf GAC's Chi-

Godfrty Tearie to play. Oedipus cago office, subbingJor Frank Fos-

for the first time in hjs cafteer in ter, seriously ill at Baylor Hospital

a radio version of "Oedipus. Rex,” here, _ ; ,f_ ,

translated by Dudley Fitts and Nancy Gates,. Paramount, starlet.

Robert Fitzgerald. .

'
. in to. co-star with Edward Everett

Baron Polan closed deal with Horton in
1

Castle in the Air
.
at

Harry Morris and Eustace Hoey, Civic Playhouse,
, ,

joint operators of the Colony and Humphrey Bogart, oh a, four-day

Astor niteries, to book all of lat- stay, -brought his Oscar at SMU s

er's femme acts imported from request—for measures and photos

America to go into McCord Museum.
Edward Noll, for the last two- Dr. Sigmund Spaeth guesting

and-a-half years choreographer for with deejay Reuben Bradford via

the Empire stageshows, returned to WFAA and o.o. tag ZaSu Pitts in

the U. S, last weekend to take up "Ramshackle Inn at Civic Play-

a similar assignment for the Pitts- house,

burgh Civic. Light Opera Co.
Harry Alan --Towers, head of

Tower of London, planed to N. Y.
and plans to be away three weeks.
Taking with him test disk of Baron-
ess Orczy's classic "Scarlet Pirn
pernell," which he has acquired.
The Deep River Boys due back

_
. . Metro director George Sidney

Quite a turnout of Latin-Ameri- and wife ^ town for a day of sight-
can diplomacy, laity and press (in- seeing
eluding XL S.) at the San Benito Jose j^rrer here Monday (21) to
winery's dinner for Roslta Rios tub-thump for "Anything Can
(Mrs. Benito Collada), singer at Happen," due soon at Lopert’s
and wife of El Chico’s boniface. playhouse
George Sidney, Metro director, Eric Johnston and Barney Bala

finally got off on his return to the ban -to host Capitol Hill reps at
Coast yesterday (Tues.) after some preview of "My Son John" Friday
delays due to the illness of his night (25)
wife, • Lillian' Burns, Metro dra- Lewis H. Rubin, chief of Office
matic coach, who had accompanied 0f Alien Troperty of Dept, of Jus-,
tarn east. tice, has transferred from Variety
The Motion Picture Assn, of Tent 23 of New England to local

America is feteing Joseph Van chapter
Cottom, editor and publisher of President and Mrs. Truman have
Cine-Revue of Belgium, and Miss bedded two receptions for radio,
Jany Joossen, "Miss Cine-Revue of press and newsreel reps in the re-
1952," Friday (25) at the Rainbow furbished White House May 5 and
Room GrJJL

, , 7 after a three-year hiatus
Julius Fleischmann, co-producer,

of "Moon IS Blue" and finance
committee chairman for the Ex
position of the Arts in Paris, flew
to Europe Saturday (19) to prep
opening of the Expo April 30. Wal-
ter Alford, XJ. S. preSs rep for the
Expo, also flew to Paris that day.

Cletelahd
By Glenn C, Pullen

Don Cherry and Celia Cabot Into

Main Street Club for week.
- - - , Johnnie Ray’s first vaude date
Gene Nelson, Warner star cur- here is now set for Loew’s State

rently personaling at the Warner jn mid-June
Theatre, accepted the Page One Ted Lewis’ orch and revue kick-
Award for Vivien Leigh, presented

ing 0ff summer season at Skyway
Jy

N.Y. Newspaper Guild at Lounge Club, May 28.
Page One Ball Friday (18) Bill Randle, WERE disk jockey,

at the Hotel Astor. Award was for wrote that profile of .
the "Cry"

her performance in "Streetcar singer in recently published John-

Ireland

By Maxwell Sweeney
Katharine Dunham Dancers

set for Theatre Royal, Dublin, in

3W[fly»

. George A. Overend named
r
vicer

chairman Odeon (IrelandVsucceed-
Germany for two weeks, to be fol-

jng ia£e Maurice EJliman. -

lowed by eight weeks in Scan-
dinavia. Also booked for Moss

Abbeyite Denis 0‘Dea planes to

U. S. in June for role in 20th-Fox’s
Empires and Stoll circuits opening with Mason.
A 4- «a I ’ I «i m «jm*» A itrT A 0_ . . . . _ « > «at Empire, Glasgow, Aug. 4.

Minneapolis
By Lea Rees

Edyth Bush Little Theatre
fering "Over 21."
Bhipstad & Johnson "Ice

lies” in third week at Arena.

Emile Littler production of

“Brigadoon” slated for season at

Gaiety, Dublin, opening in Jiine.

Reginald Goodall, conductor of

Covent Garden Opera, pacted to

-
i

conduct during Dublin Grand
°*’

I
Opera season.
Former Abbeyite Denis O’Dea

will return to Abbey for lead in

new production of Louis D'Alton’s

Fol-

Sophie Parker holding over with Money Doesn't Matter."Afm Hanonn Ton i o or Vi/» re « t . i.iexotic dancer Tanja at Vic's. Hilton Edwards planed to

Named Desire

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan

Mike Pedecin’s Men of Rhythm, , .

current at Old Mill Inn, signed by ^u
-?-m^

rs

nie Ray album, getting hefty sale

here.
Mills Bros. Circus, owned by a-|

Cleveland family, playing home-
town dates May 16-17 after check-
ing out of Greenville, O., winter

(
Harry Shapiro back with "Dark- Copenhagen to finalize' project for

11 ^t Noon at the Lyceum. Dublin Gate Theatre production of
Mary McCarty opening return .-Hamlet" at Elsinore in June.

Hotel Radisson Flame Room 10-

dayer.
"The Chocolate Soldier" St. Paul Pnrfljliul OfA

Civic Opera Co.’s final season of-
1 m uauu

>

fering. ° By Kaye Feves
Oriental danqer Lee Wong and Andrini Bros, held for second

Five MadbeatS into St. Paul week at the Clover
Heinie’s. Maddox Bros. Sc Rose in at the
Two week-end concerts ended Corral for a one-niter.

Minneapolis Symphony orch sea- Hannon & Ryan, Rowena Rollins,
son here. and Demar & Denise on the bill

Marvin Moran Sc Malone Sisters at Amato’s Supper Club,
winding up Hotel Radisson Flame Spike Jones and his "Musical
Room fortnighter.

, Depreciation Revue” • played the
Lou Wills, Jr., and Stoner Sc Auditorium Monday (21) with mail

Denis underlined for Hotel Nicollet /order biz heavy.
Minnesota Terrace, Danny Martyn, Nick Lucas,

Taxicab drivers’ strike going in- Bums Twins & Evelyn, and Cooper
to third month and nightclubs are Sisters doing two and three a day
among chief sufferers. at 10-day annual Home Shqw.

Hotel. Nicollet Minnesota Ter- Eddie Peabody headlining an-
race has comedian Mickey Sharp nual Shrine Circus at Portland
and dancers Patine Sc Rosa. Arena, with Mabel Stark and

Elaine Campbell, former "Miss others in the 10-dayer which teed
Minnesota,” now member of off yesterday (22).
Schiek's cafe singing sextet.

XJniv. of Minnesota group pre-
senting T. S. Eliot’s "Murder in
the Cathedral" in .St. Mark’s
Cathedral.

Australia

Mercury Records
Jerry Dorn, former Woody Her-

man trombonist, has opened a mid
town haberdashery.
George A. Hamid will Install a

wax museum on his Steel Pier, At-
lantic City, this summer.
Robert Q. Lewis broke in new

Hildegarde teamed up with Joe
Laurie, Jr., in town to plug the
book, "Show Biz,” in a radio inter-

view they taped for Press Club
at cocktail party.
William Van Sleet and Paul Mar-

lin may give an English play by
Emiyn Williams its first U. S. pro-
duction to start their summer stockcafe act as guest star at shoe manu- Siic n

facturers- party, in PalumWs (18).
se
f^ott & C&o doiS person-Larry Storch and Rosemary %JaSctfiir” Anil

CloonGv will flntipflp at Prpcc Pho- for Jciclc 3.nd B^nstslk, -vis-v,iooney wm appear at fress mo u H iinvinsnnn -u^ArA +v»av
tographers Ball in the Bellevue
Stratford (26).

Nat "King” Cole rushed out
after the last show Saturday night
(19) at the Earle to make ftiidnight
concert at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.
John Weber, former operator of

burned-out Weber’s Hof Brau
(Camden, N. J.), has purchased the . . ,

Wynnewood House on the Main na
¥:ir:

ited Roxy burlesque where they
started careers nere and ran
through their old baseball routine.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

George Shearing at the Black-

Line.

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Jimmy Roosevelt doing Fisher-
men’s Wharf.
Joaquin Garay and Los Gatos

Trio set for Bimbo’s 365 Club.
Fox West Coast remodelling

Fox-California Theatre in Berke-
Charles Trenet in a one-man ley.

show at Eliseo Theatre fot three Town’s elite ‘turning out for din-
nights. ner honoring Queen Juliana at the

Playwright Andrew Rosenthal Mark Hopkins,
to spend several months here in Traditional Press Club Late
writing a play. Watch dinner to author Kathleen

Palermo opera season includes Norris and cric Marie Hix David-
G i a n Carlo Menotti’s "The son.
Medium” this year. Pierre Monteux to New York
The Step Brothers here for a following week-long farewell cele-

few days between engagements in bration honoring maestro who has
other European cities... conducted Frisco Symph for past
William Berke, Hollywood film 17 years.

Pittsburgh
* By Hal Cohen

Perry Como’s another in Mercy
hospital for observation.

Carol Mansfield underwent ap-
pendectomy: ditto Mrs. Bill Hinds. "South Paoiflc" will probablyNew Carlton House holding a debut here late August under the

By Eric Gorrick
Wajly Thornbum celebrates 30

years with United Artists in the
Aussie zone.
Mischa Auer here to do a four

weeks run at the Celebrity night-
club, Sydney.

“Fabiola” (Col) continues smash
biz at the State, Melbourne, for

BUI Joyce in from Chicago.
Donna Atwood planed to Dallas,
Sally Rapd to Miami for nitery

dates.
Terry Moore divorced Glenn

Davis.
^Horace Heidt airlined to

Houston.
Paul Douglas to Las Vegas on

vacation.
Jim Jeffries celebrated his 77th

birthday.
James Cagney in from Martha’s

Vineyard,
Van Heflin returned from Euro-

pean tour.
Dan Dur^eas celebrated 21st

wedding anni.

Gloria Holliday recovering from
major surgery,
Richard Widmark planed to Hon-

olulu for siesta,

Joan Taylor out of the hospital
after a checkup.
Rex Allen in town after per-

sonals Ip- Arizona. :

- Celeste,Holm filed suit to shed A.
Schuyler' Dunning.
.Edward Lasker in town after

four weeks in N. Y.
Marilyn ’Maxwell picked up her

final divorce papers.
- Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner
planed in from N. Y.
John Payne to Roanoke, Va.,

where his mother is ill.

Clara Btfw seriously ill in a
Sanfa Monica sanitarium.
Vonne Godfrey, of South Africa,

became an American citizen.

Jeff ’Donnell vand Bill Anderson
back from their Laguna vacation.
Wanda Hendrix in town after

fpur months in Europe and Africa,
Joseph Moskowitz in from N. Y.

for huddles with Darryl F. Zanuck.
Murvyn Vye* in from N. Y. for

his first film role in three years,
Margaret O’Brien left for Mexico

City for the. annual -Spring Festi-
val.
Bob Hope will open annual L. A.

Police Show at Shrine Auditorium
May l.„

George Jessel will be toastmaster
at testimonial dinner for Danny
Thomas.

Alfred Apaka planed in from
Honolulu to launch his U. S. sing-

ing career.
Margaret Herrick to Columbia,

Mo.; to deliver six lectures at Ste-
phens College,
Frank DeVol ordered to carry

his fractured arm in a sling for
another month.

Claude Dauphin fractured a
wrist during a scene in "April in

Paris" at Warners. •

Errol " Flynn planed in from
Nassau to finish delayed Scenes in

"Against All Flags."
Lyle Talbot celebrating his 25th

year as a film. actor and his 103d
role (in "The Pathfinder").

Carl Lertzman appointed gen-

eral manager of newly formed
Frankie Laine Enterprises.

• Gregory Peck back . to work in

"The Snows of Kilimanjaro" after

10 days out with a- leg injury.

Slim Pickens- handed out awards
to winning riders at the annual
Western Wranglers Horse Show.

Mala Powers suffering from a

recurrence of fever contracted
while entertaining soldiers in

Korea.

press preview next Monday (21).
Buddy Lester is Easter Week

topper at Jackie Heller’s Carousel.
Joe Leiber up from Miami

Beach to be with his family for
Passover.
Marie Horst is booker George

Claire’s new secretary, replacing
Jerry Coleman.
Young Dickie Hoover, son of

Playhouse general manager, broke
his leg in a fall.

Anton Scibilia has withdrawn as
Joe Hiller’s associate in latter’s
booking office.

Bill Finkel, chief barker of Va-
riety Club, named prexy of South-
side Rotary Club.

.
Eddie Cantor coming to Syria

Mosque May 2 on a Red Cross
blood donor pitch.
Sandy Bickart, radio and TV ac-

tor, back to N. Y. after week’s visit
with his folks here.
Harry Fox is out of the Monte

Carlo operation, with Alan Clark
running it sold again.
Dee Stout will again publicize

Francis Mayville’s Wagon Wheel
strawhat this season.
Nick Lucas to headline annual

Williamson banner.
Walter Gieseking, German pian-

ist, scored hit in Sydney for the
Australian Broadcasting Commis-
sion.

Borovansky Ballet Co. will do
tour of New Zealafid after playing
in Brisbane and Perth under the
Williamson banner.
Metro will rename the Embassy

•in Malvern, Melbourne, nabe house
recently taken over from indie
interests as the Metro.
"Brigadoon” has commenced sec-

ond year’s run here under the
Williamson banner. Show is cur-
rent at Royal, Sydney.
'Every week sees the closure of

more nightclubs in the outer Syd-
ney zone as biz hits skids \yith
spending dough getting tight.
Alec Templeton, pianist and

musical satirist, opens in Mel-
bourne June 14 for a concert runa-
round under the Williamson ban-
ner. *

David N. Martin announced that
"Folies Bergere” is set for the
Tivoli loop this year. Will be the
biggest single importation unit
ever brought here.

Chicago
Frank Taylor in town after leav-

ing the Charlie Yates agency.
Milton Berle In for the Robinson-

Graziano fight and visiting for ex-

tra day. > .

Eddie Cantor will do his blood

bank show from the floor of the

Chicago Board of Trade May 5.

Joan Bennett in with daughter
Melinda Markey to start rehearsals

for "Bell, Book, and Candle,” in

which she opens May 5 at the Sel-

wyn.
Richard Lewine, CBS-TV, pro-

ducer, and Max Wilk, video writer,

in for premiere’ of their-new musi-

cal, "Mad Money," at Loyola Com-
munity Playhouse. •

.

Actors Club instituted midnight
suppers for legit casts with the

first for members of "Bell, Book,

and Candle" last week and another

for "Remains to Be Seen” next

week.

Ottawa
Marian Anderson into Capitol for

one night.
Bill Farrell headlining Standl-

shall show.
Dry spring upped drive-in open-

ings by week or two.
Guy Lombardo orch into Audi-

torium for one-niter.
Record Easter biz in clubs, the-

atres, hotels, eateries. .

"Ice Cycles" into Auditorium for

week, first pro icer here for several

years. .

Day, Dawn & Dusk topping Gati-

neau Club show for spring teeott

after 15-week shutdown of spot.

Bill also has Catron Bros, and

Mary & Michael Man. Weekend
biz was capacity.
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HEHMAN TlMBfeKG
Herman Timbers 60, a top

vaude performer for many years,

diedV New York April 16 after

a long, illness. Timberg headlined

nn the major variety circuits and

later turned to • material writing

and management: On Broadway

he did the music and lyrics for

‘‘Tick-Tack-Toe/’ season- of 1919-

20 and the book and lyrics for
'

‘‘You’ll See Stars/’ produced .in

1942, among other credits in be-

tween He produced Herman
Ttaberg’s Follies" - In 1922, and

wasin “The Passing Show” of

1921.

One of Timberg’s last appear-

ances as an act was at the Palace

Theatre; N. Y„ during its regent

run as a straight Yaudfilmer. Al-

though nearly blind, he did an
energetic turn with a femme foil

which called for extremely fast

movement and trick violin play-

ing. The' act was excellently re-

ceived.

Comic was an important cog in

In Loving Memory of

BLANCHE ROTH
(APRIL 1J5tr

Wife, Mother and Gnfndmother

Nemo, Melvin, Jeanette,

Sherry and Barbara

on the Springfield (Mass.) Repub-
lican and in New York on the
sports staff of the old Morning
World and the Daily Mirror. He
was believed to be the newsreel
industry’s first sports editor.
- -Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, a son, a brother and
two ' sisters.

COL. G. R. FORTESCUE
Col. Granville Roland'Fortescue,

76, soldier-author-dramatist, died
April 2i in West Palm Beach, Fla.
He was “military aide to Pres.
Theodore Roosevelt.
Among his plays were “Dolores”

(1914); “Love and Live” (1921);
‘The Unbelievers” (1925); and
“Frontline and Deadline1

’ (1937).
At one time he was fiction editor
of Liberty mag. He also wrote
several books relating to the first

World War.
Surviving are his wife and three

daughters.

LOUIS MERKEL
Louis Merkel, 73, retired midget

actor, died in Jersey City, N. J.,

April 19. He played the part of
Jeff in the original Mutt & Jeff
comedy team that toured vaude
circuits at the turn of century J

and subsequently. He also appear-
ed with the old Rosenfeld theatri-
cal troupe in N, Y. and starred in
“The Lilliputians,” a comedy fea-
turing midgets and giants.

Three brothers and two sisters
survive.

April 16. He appeared in vaude
for more than 40 yfears.

He was a member of a musi-
edme'dy team with his brother, An-
thony. Act was known as Ward &
Van.

BRJNO WEYERS
Bruno Weyers, 81, retired- vee-

pee of the former Educational
Film Corp., died in Peapack-Glad-
stone, N. J., April 16. Educational
Film "was a pioneer firm in the
visual arts field.

Four daughters survive,
.

GTJSTAVUS M. HOLLSTEIN
Gustavus M. Hollstein, 88, owner

of RKO 81st St. Theatre, N. Y.,
and' associate of RKO Theatres
since 1919, died April 16 in New
York. Hollstein built the theatre
in 1913.

His wife survives.

GEORGE RUNNY
George Bunny, 82, stage and

screen actor, died* April 16 in
Hollywood after a heart attack.
He was a brother of the late

John Bunny, star comic of silent
pictures.

“Gus Edwards’ School Boys and
Girls,” '

playing the part of the

Jewish kid coming to* .America
from Europe, the central character

in the show. These productions had
such names as George Jessel,- Ed-
die Cantor, Walter Winchell,

Georgie Price, Courtney Sisters,

Lillian Lorraine, Joe Keno, Rosie

Green, Helen Menken and Willie

Solar during his tenure and sub-
sequently.

Timberg was active in virtually

every 'field of show business. For
a time he contributed material to

films and radio.- One of his fore-

most contributions was the' Tim-
berg “crawl-off,” a comic move-
ment in which he went offstage on
all fours.

Timberg is reputed to have saved
considerable coin during his tour-
ing years. A major part of his
salary was put aside for invest-
ment, but some of it was. lost in
the 1929 crash.
He. is survived by his wife,

Hazel, and two sons, Tim and
Irwin. Tim started out as Her-
man Timberg, • Jr., but later

JOSEPH M. VUCASSOYICH
Joseph M. Yucassovich, 90, mo-

tion picture pioneer and veteran
hotel operator, died in Cambridge,
Mass., April 17. Vucassovich in-
troduced films to the Near Ea.st

and upon his return to the U. S.

went back into the hotel business.
After the first World War he took
over the operation of Hotel Nan-
tasket, Nantasket Beach, Mass. He
also owned the' Hotel- Rockmere,
Marblehead, Mass.
A son and a daughter Survive,

CHARLES K. WALDRON
Charles King Waldron, 37, com-

mercial airlines pilot and former
film actor, died April 18 when the
non-scheduled airliner which he
Was co-piloting crashed in Los An-
geles. He was the son of the late

legit actor Charles Waldron, who
last appeared on Broadway in 1946
in “Deep Are The Roots.”

Surviving are his Wife, mother
and sister.

IN MEMORY OP

AL WILSON
PHIL GRAE

JAMES L. JACOBER
James L. Jacober, 22, TV direc-

tor of the National Foundation for
Education and Good Government,
died in New York April 18. Jaco-
ber had also directed video pro-
grams for WOR,*N. Y., and had
been associated with Telefeatures,
Inc. '

Survivingrftare his wife, mother
and a brother, Warreh, a TV direc-

tor at NBC.

changed the label to Tim Herbert
(& Don Saxon). For a time, he
appeared with his sons and Pat
Rooney and sons .in an act which
stressed the talente of the second-
generation Timbergs and
Rooneys
His nephew is Jesse Kaye, for-

mer Roxy and Loew booker, now
Coast head of artists and reper-
tory of MGM Records.

Bill Said, big game hunter and
guide for African film safaris, was
killed April 1*2 in a motor accident
in the Belgian Congo. He worked
on locations with Metro’s “King
Solomon’s Mines” and other Holly-
wood productions.

Mother, 59, of Ruby Luby and
Miriam Parker, formerly the De
Leon Sisters, and sister of Sid
Tracey, formerly of dance team -of

Tracey & Hay, died April 17 In
New York.

Mother, 78, of William J. Mc-
Elligott, a member of the staff of
the International Broadcasting Di-
vision of the State Dept., died in
New York, April 18.

Theodore Pries, 24, pianist who
had appeared as soloist with the
National Symphony, Washington,
ahd the Boston Pops Orch, died
April 16 in Washington.

Charles -H. Barron, 75, pioneer
midwest theatre owner, died April
16 after a heart attack In his

North Hollywood home. He had
been In retirement since 1944.

director Don Hewitt’s coming into
the studio to report that the audio
had been restored was a good be-
hind-the-scenes bit.

No ‘Antry Spectacle’

|

When a picture was dually ob-
tained It was after the famed mush-
room had disintegrated into an el-
liptical cloud that looked like any
other on a halcyon summer day.
It didn’t quite live up to the an-
nouncer’s earlier description of a
“beautiful, tremendous and angry
spectacle.”

The’ other scenes, of trucks rum-
bling along, planes on the ground,
the correspondents moving unhur-
riedly on “News Nob/’ didn’t reg-
ister with much impact, Somewhat
better, although not tautly dra-
matic, was an announcer’s demon-
stration of the special dark gog-
gles the spectators wore. Telecast
wound with an interview with Mil-
lard Caldwell, U. S. civil defense
chief, who declared that the TV
coverage would rouse citizens from
their apathy to civil defense-warn-
ing that Soviet Russia has A-bombs
and could get through to a target
it wished destroyed.

Listening to the audio alone was
dramatic. After the “bombs away”
call was shouted; and the seconds
were counted off to the arrival of
the shock wave, a sense of tension
was created. Explanatory' notes
were fairly good, discussing the
facts given the/ journalist-broad-
casting fraternity in four days of
briefing on the site.

TV Industry showed enterprise
in covering the event. Seven L.A.
stations pooled their equipment on
the project.

AM covered the event via re-
cording, with CBS and ABC among
the webs carrying 13-minute taped
accounts. Films were taken, with
NBC-TV having scheduled a screen-
ing for 11:15 p,m. last night
(TUes.).

All in all, the video reportage
had a detached ethereal quality

1—
as though this were happening not
11 miles from a video camera or
1,000 miles from your hometown,
but somewhere In a Martian
desert. J3ril.

Marllynn H. Webber, 50, interior

decorator at Paramount for 15
years, died April 14 at the Motion
Picture Relief Home.

Arthur Dupuis, 50, film makeup
man, died April 8 in Hollywood. In
his youth he was an actor and stunt
man.

Mabel- thomas
Mabel Thomas, 64, Variety cor-

respondent in Hawaii for the past
15 years, died of a heart ailment
jn Honolulu April 20. She began
ner show biz career with the cir-
cus, trouping for 15 years with
John Ringling as a lion and horse
trainer. .She subsequently di-
rected wardrobe research .for a
“plywood pic studio.
During World Wat I she played^

American troops in France,
jvhile in World War II She was
uead hostess of the Maluhia enlist-

ntcu’s recreation centre in
Honolulu. She was known as

Wv.m \to thousands of GIs/ Her
husband survives.

THOMAS L. CUMMISKEY
oomas L. Cunnniskey, 54,

Ports editor of Fox Movietone
J
s
.
^nce 1929, died of a heart

Va«i
111 the dugout of the N. Y.

Yankees at the Yankee Stadium,
Y., April 18. He had beene^smg the taking of pictures

Yankee players when he
apsed on the dugout steps.

J?*ning Movietone, Cum-
-Key had been a sports reporter

PHIL BARKER
Phil Barker, 68, Scottish vaude

and legit performer, died in Cleve-
land April 18. He was known for

his impersonations of the late

Scottish comedian, Sir Harry
Lauder.
Barker went to - Hollywood in

1949 to portray Lauder in a mo-
tion pic, but Lauder, who died in

1950, differed with film officials

and the project was called off.

KATE FRIEDHEIM
Kate Freidheim, 47, -costume de-

signer for the New York City

Opera Co> for the past five years,

died in New York, April 20. She
designed the costumes for such
operas as “Ariadne,” “Love for

Three Oranges/’ “The Dybbuk,”
“The Four Ruffians” and “Woz-
zek ”

Her mother and ^sister survive.

CATHARINE A. BAMMAN
Catharine A. Bamman, 69, for-

mer concert manager, died in Wil-

liamburg, Va., April 20. In 1930

she took over the management of

the Baribizon Plaza Concert Hall,

N. Y. f
presenting “Concerts At

Nine” for several seasons. She
retired in *1938.

Her sister survives.

DR. LEONARD J. SMITH
Dr. Leonard Joseph Smith, 71,

music editorTJf the Toronto Globe,

died April 18 in Toronto. He con-

ducted his music column under the

name of Leo Smith. At one time

he was lead cellist with Toronto
Symphony Orchestra.

He was made music editor of

the Globe two years ago,

HARRY WARD
Angelo De Michele, 62, vaude per-

former known professionally as

Harry Ward, died in Los Angeles,

Clarence Edward, JLe Massena,
83, composer-authril* died in East
Orange, N. J., Aett£17.

' Mrs. Xusia Y. Z/Ashley, 88, for-

mer mezzo soprano, died in River-
head, L. I., April 17.

Mother 64, of Morty Palitz,

Decca artists and repertory chief,

died in New York April 11. 0

Otto Schreiner, 83, former vio-

linist of the Met Opera orch, died
in New York, April 14,

Lcota Howard, 80, retired stage
actress, died April 16 in Los An-
geles.

Mother, 65, of actress Virginia
O’Brien, died April 18 in North
Hollywood.

Harold “Hal” Springford, 62,

retired vaude actor, died April. 17

in Bridgeport, Conn.

Wife, 50, of Abe Auerbach, man-
ager of Strand Theatre, Chicago,
died in Chicago April 20.

• Zinky Cohn, 43, pianist, died in

Chicago April 18.

Sarain Singh, 64, film character
actor, died April -14 in Hollywood,

A-Bomb Fluff

Continued from page 1

target, where two cameras at-

tempted to lens the first half of

the show—planes making their

passes over the proving grounds,

etc.—and viewers were-frustrated
by hearing the description while

able to see merely a “snow pat-

tern.”

Some system should have been
worked out to inform the gabbers

that the sight portion .was out at

least for eastern audiences. In

New York, which fed the eastern

coaxial hookup, not enough prep-

aration was given to standby ma-
terial. NBC-TV merely used a

slide and belatedly came in with

a brief oral announcement. CBS-
TV had Doug Edwards on hand to

explain what was happening, and

KLTA’g ‘Buck Rogers'

TV Relay on A-Bomb
‘ Refusal of American Telephone

Sc Telegraph to provide television
relay facilities for the atom bomb
explosion in Nevada yesterday
.(Tues.) almost short-circuited the
TV industry's pickup of the blast.

Industry credits Klaus Landsberg,
general manager of Paramount’s
KTLA, Hollywood, with coming up
with the Buck Rogerish idea of
dumping men and relay equipment
via helicopter on a string of moun-
tain peaks between the explosion
site and Los Angeles, which finally

made the pickup possible.

When the Atomic Energy Com-
mission invited the TV industry to

cover the blast, it’s been revealed,
top video brass asked the phone
company to provide relay facilities.

Bid was nixed, however, presum-
ably on the phone company’s stand-
ard policy against setting up any
new relay equipment unless it can
be promised steady and consistent
use of the facilities.

. Landsberg 'then sought out the
Marine Corps and obtained the
necessary helicopters for his plan.

He then rounded up all Par’s relay
equipment from all parts of the
country, some of which has been
used to interconnect Par houses for

theatre TV. Since the mountains
are inaccessible by road, the equip-
ment and engineers necessary to

staff it were dropped on the peaks
two days ago by ’copter, and they
were forced to remain there after

the explosion until the Marines
could pick them up again.

With the other six L.A. video
stations sharing the costs, Lands-
berg set up his relay towers atop

j
seven mountains to span the 300-

odd miles between Yucca Flats,

Nev„ where the bomb was explod-
ed, and L. A.

A-Bomb’s Large-Screen TV
Los Angeles, April 22.

Orpheum Theatre, in downtown
Los Angeles, which showed the
atom blast on large screen tele to-

day (Tues.), at no admission charge,
had an audience of better than
1,000 persons. House' opened doors
shortly before 9 a.m. (PST) since

the picture already was on screen.

By biastime (9:30), the 2,200-seater

was half-filled.

Viewers began drifting out min-
utes after the cloud took shape on
the screen and the theatre shut off

tele at 10. Reception reportedly
was far better than on homesets,
due to fact largescreen receiver has
103 tubes, which helped eliminate

1
distortion.

NBA Color Ban
Continued from page 1

defense agencies which are study-
ing a proposed draft.

McCoy said that materials are
no longer a problem, but there is

still a demand for electronics en-
gineers. in - excess of the supply.
Whether this shortage applies to
research in color, he said, is hard
to pinpoint. However, he added,
“there is no real point in con-
tinuing the ban except for home re-
ceivers.”

Asked whether removal of the
ban would affect the black and
white industry, McCoy' said his
agency cannot be concerned with
thq competitive situation which
might result from color operations!
by some companies.
Demands for lifting the receiver

ban were made at an industry
meeting in February with NPA by
Paramount prexy Barney Balaban
and chairman Edwin C. Johnson of
the Senate Commerce Committee.
Balaban recently told the FCC that
Par’s 50% . subsidiary, Chromatic
TV Labs, is ready to produce the
Lawrence tri-color tube and plans
to turn out 5,000 to 10,000 the first

year. He said he hopes to license
the patent to other manufacturers.

If the tube can be Installed in
existing sets at little extra cost,
as claimed by Balaban, the possi-
bility is seen here that color audi-
ences can be developed in new TV
areas such as Denver when stations
begin operation, providing color
cameras are available.

MARRIAGES
Kay Lint, to Rudolf FrimI, San

Francisco, April 16. Groom is a
composer; bride is his secretary.
Pescha Cooper to Leonard Win-

ograd, Pittsburgh, March 30,
Groom operates theatres with his
uncle, Mike Winograd, in Roches-
ter, Pa,
Honey Waldman to Bruce Beck-

er, April 20, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Bride is an actress in “Point of No
Return,” at the Alvin, N. Y., he’*
business manager for Joshua
Logan. *

Anne Leigh Goodman to Sey-
mour J'reedgood, Peekskill, N. Y.,

April 19. Bride is an editor of
Harper’s mag and daughter of play-
wright Jules Eckert Goodman;
groom is with the Voice of
America.
Beth O’Haggerty to Jack Lowry,

Hollywood, April 19. Bride is a
Paramount publicity secretary; he’s
a film editor.
Jane Lamont to George “Bullets”

Durgom, in Bloomfield, N. J., April
2d. He’s the agent; bride is with
Music Corp. of America.
. Mrs. Irene Ringling to Robert
C. Bon Seigneur, Pelham, N, Y.,
April 20. Bride is v.p. of Ringling
Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus
and widow of Robert Ringling.

Frederica Winstanley to Peter
Davis, April 19, “Newberry, S. C.
'Groom is business manager of the
Theatre Guild.
Dorothy Eitel to Claude Everett

Humphrey, Chicago, April 20.

Groom is a drummer.

BIRTHS
Mr. and. Mrs. John Wrisley,

daughter. April 8, Fitchburg, Mass.
Father is program director and
disk jockey at WFGM there.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C. Latsis,

daughter, Los Angeles, April 15.

Father is publicist for Fox West
Coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stone, son,

Hollywood, April 15. Father is

assistant to film producer Harry
Popkin, the child’s grandfather.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Harper,

son, New York, April 13. Mother
is the former Schatzie Royal,
daughter of NBC consultant John
F. Royal.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Paul, son,
Hollywood, April 14. Father is a
film editor at Columbia.

Mr. and Mrs. Bertie Elliman,
daughter, Dublin, April 3. Father
is Irish manager for Eros and In-
ternational Films.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard McMurray,
son, New York, April 15. Mother is

legit actress Jane Hoffman.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nuzum,

daughter, Pittsburgh, April 15, Fa-
ther is an announcer at WCAE
there.
Mr, and Mrs. Michael Felack,

son, Pittsburgh, April 3. Father is

program director of WKPA, New
Kensington, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Collins, Far

Rockaway, N.Y., April 15. Father
is in circulation department of
Variety.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Colfax,
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal.,

April 15. Mother is former Daily
Variety staffer Clare Rothwell,
father .is a sound technician at
Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Pickard, son,

Nes; TT
ork. April 18. Father Is edi-

tor ol WOR-TV news.
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PRICE 25 CENTS

For Israel’s Amusement Spending
By HERB GOLDEN

Tel Aviv, April 2*2.

Show biz here is enough to

bring tears of nostalgia to the eyes

of Yank theatremen and nitery ops.

It is reminiscent of .the good old

days of 1945 and ’46 'In the States.

It’s still a case in Israel of just

opening the doors and -getting out

of the way to avoid being crushed.
Advertising? Publicity? Exploita-

tion? Who needs them when
there's almost a perpetual queue
outside.

Cause of. this . happy state of

affairs is pretty much the same
as it was in the U. S, at the- end
of the war—plenty of coin and
no consumer goods in the shops
on which to spend it. That leaves
a surplus for such intangibles as

amusements. -

Likewise, *. television is still a
myth from over the seas. Radio
consists of one local program from
the government-operated station,

and’ sometimes one from an army
station, plus whatever can be
jpicked up from the wheezers in
surrounding countries. It’s definite-
ly nothing to keep the folks home
nights.

'

And sincfc sports are still pretty
much in the track-and-field stage
of development, this is obviously
a setup for a showman. Add to
that the fact that there are far too
few. film houses-, .legit theatres^,
niteries—or anything, lelse, for that
matter—in Israel and it becomes
evident why show biz visitors from
the States immediately get the
"urge to learn some Hebrew and
settle down.

It’s not* all peachesrand-cream, of
(Continued on page 17)

Labor-Owned Chi Station

Bans Georgia Gibbs’ Disks

When She Ankles Benefit
Chicago, April 29.

Singer Georgia Gibbs’ records
have been banned by WCFL, 50,-

000-

watt indie owned by the Chi
Federation of Labor, in retaliation

fa^ure to appear at a
WCFL-sponsored benefit last Sat-
urday (26).

Lee Petrillo, WCFL assistant
program director and son of
American Federation of Musicians
prexy James C. Petrillo, assured
nuss Gibbs that the benefit had
been cleared via phone in New
u,*

Miss G^bbs, who recently

kT*
“

L
ne.^ $500 for a non-cleared

enefit in Cincinnati, was unable

a
American Guild of Variety

+ 1,

1

, ,

i°cai verification and nixed
the date.

Wietr
,

i110 claims Miss Gibbs
at the last minute. Lo-

cai AGVA today (Tu«ss.) said they

hJL
no knowledge of any * benefit

1-

Acnu
0
£
aye(i last Saturday. As

«*i
0f the hassle, Petrillo post-

d?*£
otlce that 1X01,16 of ^ss Gibbs’

2mri
S
u
ar

»,
to he played on station

th« ce has no idea of how long
tae ban will last.”

O’seas to Meet TV Surge, H woodFeels

Shalom, Irene, Sholom
Tel Aviv, April 22.

Yahk visitors here whose
ears at best have a. time get-
ting attuned to hearing mod-
ern Broadway plays dqne in

Hebrew, got a special boot out
of the Chamber Theatre^ pres-
entation of “Of Mice and
Men.” Kick hinges on wide-
spread use here of the Hebrew
word “Sholom” (Peace) ‘as a
greeting meaning' anything
from hello to goodnight.'
To set the strange western

TT.S. mood, the play opens with -

a cowboy strumming a guitar.
‘ The song he’s warbling is

“Sholom, Irene; Sholom,
Irene.”

.

»

Arenas Expand On

Shows, But Not At

The Arena Managers Assn., as a

result of plans evolved at a three-

day membership meeting last week
at the Warwick Hotel, N. Y., looms
as one of the most important tal-

ent users in the U. S. AMA, cur-

rently touring the "Greatest Sho^
of 1952,” Frankie LainerPatti Page
package, has committed itself to

two more units to be created 'by
the Gale Agency,, and has taken
one by Music Corp. of America,
under advisement. AMA also dis-

cussed prospects of a musical spec-

tacle to be produced by John Mur-
ray Anderson, a show to be topped
by Gene Autry to tour in Febru-
ary, and prospects of booking the
Metropolitan Opera Co. and vari-

ous ballet troupes.
AMA has long leaned to an in-

creasing load of show biz events,

but will naturally not desert

sports. For example, the Roller
Derby will play less time in every
city, and then only in season, so

that they hope to get cream time.

AMA will also have six-day bike
races, with New York likely to get

this event in an armory.
At the same time,'AMA has de-

. (Continued on page 63)

‘South Pacific’ Profit

Only $3,000,000 Now
Broadway edition of “South

Pacific” earned $19,949.26 profit

for the four weeks ended March 31,

with the touring company netting

$59,433.91 for the same period.

That brought the total net profit

for the two productions to $3,004,-

761.90 thus far.

The operation has distributed

$2,795,020.93 profits to date on the ,

$225,000 investment. I

By GEORGE ROSEN

TV’s biggest sport? rhubarb is

beginning to brew. It threatens to
culminate in the most serious im-
passe that has yet confronted video
broadcasters; At stake are millions
of dollars lit local baseball spou-
shlp coin. What it would do to
daytime program schedules six
months of v the year amon^the
majority of independent TV opera-
tions

- around the country, is some-
thing that could invite ulcers in
barrel quantities.

With the ’52 season only two
weeks old, the baseball impresarios -

are convinced that their fears of
1951 over TV’s inroads on home-
game attendance are more than
justified. Gate receipts are in de-
cline, just as in ’51, not so much
among box-seat and reserved
patrons, but among the general
admission-bleacher crowds, where
over a period of a year it hits the
hardest. In New York City, loud
lamentations are arising from the
Polo Grounds precincts, with the
N. Y. Giants’ appraisal of ’51 fig-

ures provoking a meeting of the
minds to determine what can be
done abput it. And this from a
pennant-winning club, which would
tend to refute claims that only
clubs in the lower divisions are af-

fected by TV.
Television contracts with the

ball clubs remain in existence for

another year, beyond this one. But

(Continued on page 63)

Wm. Morris, Jr.,

‘Taking It Easy,’

Exits Prexy Post
In line with a longtime aim to

personally lighten his load, Wil-
liam Morris, Jr., yesterday (Tues.)

resigned as president of the agency
bearing the name of his father,

who founded it in 1898. This de-

cision was made by Morris, who
succeeded to the presidency when
his father died in 1932, and Abe
Lastfogel, treasurer and director

of the agency. Morris will con-

tinue as a director.

It is assumed that Lastfogel wdll

(Continued on page 15)

Alien'* Sallie*
Fred Allen, NBC’s “v.p. in

charge of summer,” tossed off

some trade definitions in the
web's summer presentation to

agencies last .weel^ Samples:
Vice-president—-a man who

can take three hours for lunch
without affecting production;
a ifian who works his Way up
in am organization until he en-
ters a state of executive ob-
livion.

Lunch—what a ' vice-presi-

dent does when he finds him-
self facing a crisis,

'

Rating services -»the only
guys in the.numbers racket the
police haven’t caught up with
yet.

Madison Avenue—the only
street in the.World where gen-
ius can be bought ht a 15%
discount.

Sponsors Warn

No Comment
Chicago,. April 29.

Tale making the rounds of

trade circles here is about a
' local exhib, playing “Seven
Days to • Noon,” who found
quite a crowd in his lounge
waiting for seats. To keep
them amused, he turned on the

TV set.

From a local station came
“Seven Days to Noon.”

Hollywood, April 29.

Growing indignation
,

at the
tendency of some comics to take
potshots at political figures, espe-
cially President Truman, capped
by Red Skelton’s Sunday (27) show,
brought orders from sponsors and
agencies for an immediate cessa-
tion of such activities. It’s gen-
erally believed that agencies,
backed by the American Assn, of
Advertising' Agencies, will take
stern measures to curb the abuse.

Skelton, when called “Number
one idiot,” 'Hipped, “You mean
somebody in Washington has
stepped down?” The crack brought
a phone call and letter flood to
Benton & Bowles, which handles
the Tide account for Procter &
Gamble. It's unknown what action
P&G will take, but it’s no secret
that the soapmaker is' on the ultra-

conservative side. It’s a matter*of
policy that their shows do not in-

continued on page 63)

RFC Loans to Amus.
‘A Horrible Exahiple’

Washington, April 29.

Reconstruction Finance Corp*
loans to amusements was one of

the “horrible examples” pointed
out last .week by senators during
the unsuccessful legislative drive

to abolish the RFC.
Special attention was given to

this category by Republican solons,

John W. Bricker, Ohio, and Everett
Dirksen, Illinois. Bricker' • com-
mented on “selected loans to the-

atres, bars, bowling alleys and
other recreational activities.”

' With the freeze off TV station
building, Hollywood is going inter-
national with a vengeance. Top-
echelon policymakers, now plan-
ning product that will go Into re-
lease in 1953 and 1954, are insist-
ing ’that every Important film must
be attractive to overseas audiences.
That means virtually the end of

the comball pix, such ns the series
that some companies have been
making,, which have found a highly
profitable market in recent years
in the U. S., but have done rela-
tively poor biz abroad. While it

will be tough on some subsequent-
run and small town situations, it

will be good news for more dis-
criminating Yank theatregoers be-
cause there will be more empha-
sis on intrinsic film quality.
Thinking behind the move is, of

course, that* the new tele outlets
will do still further damage to do-
mestic film receipts and heavier
reliance must -be placed on over-
seas income. Foreign earnings
have been very good '> in recent
years, despite currency and quota
restrictions’, and pic toppers hope
to boost them ev$n more when
production sights are s^t specifical-
ly qn overseas markets.

Charts prepared by a consulting

-

economist last summer and made
available by the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations give a solid,

scientific basis to the planning for
the cornball exit. Statistical study
disclosed that while big cities were
pretty much saturated with tele
receivers, more rural areas were
still providing an excellent market
for films.

This was borne out by the fact
that, companies which have spe-
cialized in the non-sophisticate

(Continued on page 54)

It Took Ted Lewis 40 Yrs.

To Return to Hometown;

Makes Good (10G) Cause
Circleville, O., April 29.

More than half this city’s 9,000
population was on hand last Fri-
day (25) to greet Ted Lewis on his
first pro return to his hometown
during 40 years in show biz. All
stores, schools, and bars were
closed and the streets were
jammed. Flags and buntings dec-
orated town buildings and school
children threw confetti.

Lewis, standing in 'vont of the
Elks Lodge, said, “I didn't expect
this crowd. I expected to drift into
town, put on a show, and drift out
again.” After his arrival, he rode
in a town parade complete with
bands and the local National
Guard unit, There was a reception
at the Pickaway Country Club, fol-
lowed by a dinner at the Pickaway
Arms, with Mrs. Frank J. Lausche,
wife of the governor, assisting.

Lewis and his 35-member troupe
put on a special three-hour bene-
fit show at the Coliseum to raise
$10,000 for the Berger Hospital N

(Continued on page 61)
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Gives Up 'Plymouth Rock’ to Carnies

By NED ARMSTRONG
‘

Sant^ Fe, N. M., April 29,

Santa Fe, internationally famous
sanctuary of American artist and
intellectual, has just suffered a ma-
jor esthetic defeat and- at the

hands, no less, of an itinerant band
of carnival concessionaires.

This mountain city snuggling In

the foothills of the Sangre de Cris-

tors, last citadel of the Old World
in the New and southwestern

shrine- of early Spanish culture,

has lost control of its famous an-

nual fiesta to a pocketful of slick

pitchmen.

The sacred and historic plaza

here is emotionally bloody after a

titanic winter-long battle. Ranged
on opposite sides was a fierce

group of Intelligentsia led by Pu-

litzer prize-winning Oliver La
Farge and an equally grim band of

native pl^in-joes championed by
the former police chief of Santa
Fe.

The war, which may be called

the Battle of the Carnies, was over

one great issue: the desecration of

the historic plaza during de Var-

gas fiesta time by some 50 highly

profitable, 'but noisy, messy and„

commercial carny stands vending
the usual everything from a water-

ride to a hot tamale.
Easterners As Defenders !

Not the least spectacular aspect

of this violent community battle

here was that the plaza-defenders

—the preservationists—were large-

ly ex-easterners, whereas the pro-

tectors of the carny crowd were
largely native sons, Spanish-Amer-
icans, for whose ancestors the once-

colorful summer’s-end fiesta is

celebrated!
Ironically, in the largest sense,

the fiesta, held every fall, and
which last Labor Day Was the

240th, celebrates the recapture and
liberation of Santa Fe by Don
Diego de Vargas in 1712. Many
of those who supported the former
police chief in his determination

to keep the fiesta commercial
could, with little difficulty, trace

their ancestry back to Spanish
pioneers who with halberd and
blunderbus aided de Vargas to

force re-entry into Santa Fe two
and one-half centuries ago.

Originally, and as revived by
Col. Ralph E. Twitchell in 1919,

the Santa Fe fiesta was the most
exotic and colorful ceremonial held
anywhere in North America. It

was both sacred and profane, and
began and closed with profoundly
religious ceremcmials*. The fiesta

is always concluded with a candle-
light procession to the hill of the
martyrs, where many priests were

c massacred in the Indian uprising,
the quelling of which was com-
pleted by the de Vargas recapture
of Santa Fe. Thousands of Santa
Feans, lighted candles in hand,
march up to the hill of the mar-
tyrs the final night of the fiesta's

ceremonial phase. The spectacle
of the twinkling candles can be
seen for miles.

In the mid-‘20s, a group of im-
aginative artists, under the leader-
ship of Will Shuster, decided to

augment the historical pageantry
by introducing parades and other
fun-making devices common to Eu-
ropean fiestas and in good taste.

Fiery Zozobra
The culmination of this was

Shuster’s now celebrated "burning
of Zozobra,” an effigy of gloom,
on the site of old Fort Marcy back

(Continued on page 18)

Scots Irked by Jokes

OnTVSales Resistance
Glasgow, April 2p.

Scots resent the current f spate

of jokes (mainly emanating, from
England) about the -small number,
of Scots who have taken out li-

censes for TV sets. Television ia

-still in its initial stage in this land;

but the small number or registered

TV licenses was Seized mpon by
London newspapers as contributing

to bright news stories about the

money-saving Scots. (Protests have

been made in the British Parlia-

ment about “facetious and un-

worthy” statements.

' Mrs. Jean Mann, M.P., asked

the House of Commons if it was
not unfair to criticize the Scots

for not immediately taking out

licenses. .

“Surely they were entitled to

see that the sets were
4
working

corpectly!” she -said,

CBS Prowls Manhattan

For TV City’ Site, But-

Only Vertical Space
CBS-TV is scouting its own.

“Manhattan Project” for its pro-

jected “TV City” in the east. While
web execs have been prowling
mostly through Westchester and
Long Island to find a site for the

building, they revealed this week
that Manhattan Is' their first choice

if suitable space can be found, on
the assumption that it would pre-

clude most transportation prob-
lems.

To date, however, all that’s bben
found in the Manhattan area is

enough space to build the TV
plant on a vertical setup. That
would entail the lifting of scenery,

props, etc., to studios on the upper
floors via elevators, which is con-

trary to the wCb’s plan. New CBS-
TV City currently under construc-
tion in Los Angeles is housed
mostly in a one-story building, simi-

lar to the major studios, and that’s

what CBS wants to build in N. Y.

Web is looking forward to its

mass TV plant in the east as the
single major factor in cutting pro-
duction costs, which it says will

save money not only for CBS but
for its sponsors. With its studios
currently spread throughout Man-
hattan, the web is faced with the
massive costs of trucking its

scenery and props from a central
warehouse. This cost is passed
onto clients on a straight commis-
sionable basis.

VFW Kudos Hollywood
Hollywood, April 29.

High tribute to Hollywood’s con-
tribution to the morale of service-
men was paid by Frank C. Hilton,
commander-in-chief of the Veterans
of Foreign Wars. Presenting Wil-
liam Goetz, UI production chief,

with a national VFW citation for
“Bright Victory,” Hilton said:

“The film industry, both manage-
ment and artists, should be ac-

corded the grateful thanks of all

service organizations for their pa-
triotic contributions during the war
and the present crisis.”

CHARLES SANFORD
MUSICAL .DIRECTOR

“YOUR SHOW OF SHOOT’S”
. WNBT

*

Monty Woolley, Emlyn Wil-
liams, John Carradine and Charles
Weldman haye been^ftdded to next
season’s talent list by the -lecture
and special Attractions division of
National Concert & Artists Corp-,

headed by Selma Warllck. Woolley,
who’s -done a few dates before on
his. own as one-shots, will go out
for the first time on a professional
tour basis, next October-November.
He’s sold out already on a six-week
tour (four dates a week) in the east

and south, opening mid-October in

New Orleans. He’ll do a combina-
tion program of commentary “and
dramatic readings.

Williams, who’ll he Jaack next
season to resume his Dickens read-
ings in' legit houses under Sol
Hurok’js^ management, is giving
NCAC eight weeks of his tim? in

February-March, for a series of

one-nighters, six nights a week.
Tour is pretty well booked already,

chiefly in colleges, according to

Miss Warlick.
She’s also .starting to book Car-

radine for a series of one-night
drama readings in October-Novem-
ber, starting in New England, and
booking through the northwest and
south. Weidman is being booked
with a dance group of six persons.

Also for the first time in NCAC’s
pop list is the Gilbert & Sullivan
Duo, consisting of soprano Helen
Roberts and her husband, baritone
Richard Walker, both of the orig-

inal D’Oyly Carte Co. They’re be-
ing offered for all of next season
in a G&S song program, being
available for NCAC’s Civic Con-
certs series as well as the pop-lec-

ture division.

Miss Warlick is also offering the
N. Y. Herald Tribune drama critic,

Walter F. Kerr, for the first time,
for a limited number of lecture
dates. Dates have to be restricted
to the metropolitan N. Y. and
Pennsylvania area, due to Kerr’s
first-night drama coverage, but a
good many club and college dates
have already been set.

GARLAND SOCK $56,500

IN FIRST WEEK ON COAST
Los Angeles, April 29.

Judy Garland racked up a tre-

mendous $56,500 in the first week
of her four-week stand as a special
prelude attraction to the 15th an-
nual Civic Light Opera season at

the Philharmonic Auditorium.
Tally represents 98% capacity at
the 2,670-seat house.
Town’s only other offering, “For

Land Sake,” - limped through its

first five days at the 400-seat Las
Palmas with only $1,600 in the till.

Take represents about 25% capac-
ity for the musicomedy, which re-
ceived generally bad notices after
its Tuesday (22) opening.

Hutton's Fat 43 1/zG
In N. Y. Palace 2d

Betty Hutton, in her second week
at the Palace, N. Y., two-a-day,
scored a hefty $43,500 for 10 per-
formances, after, hitting a record-
br aking $59,000 for her opening
session in which 14 shows were
given.

Advance sale for the remaining
two weeks of Miss Hutton’s run is
still heavy. There’s some decline in
matinee business, but evenings are
exceedingly strong.
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The Palace Vst. the Palladium
•i . t

* /

Why the . London Palladium.' continues td thrive -season after
season, as it has postwar particularly, and the Broadway Palace,
once the flagship of bigtime vaudeville in America, can’t get a ,

• half dozen socko; names per annum is one of those- show biz
whodunits. Why? 'It doesn’t make sense,

»

Just because Val Parnell, Harry Foster (working in collabora-
tion with the William Morris .agency in America), Lew and Les-
lie Grade, or any of the other British agents, are more enter-
prising- than the Broadway, and Hollywood -talent percenters is

no bright star in favor of American showmanship. , Tradition-
ally, the Yankee brand has been merchandiaieable around the
'world. .. The Moss Empires’ managing director, Parnell, knew
that full well last year, -and the year before, when he sent out an
SOB to Broadway and Hollywood talent. Or else* The or-else

meant that -the Palladium would have tQ extend its pantomime
season and revert to a revue: hpuse and lose its (identity -as the

. No. 1 International music hall,

i But that’s"no solace to the Palace. Virtually the entire talent
roster of the Palladium, .ever since the- 1946 -Yank vaudeville in-

vasion of London, is the type of talent which owes Its very
professional renown to the Palace and Its 'tradition.* 'The entire
flavor of any important veteran act which has played the 'Moss
and Sjfcoll circuits in the British Isles, is of the American vaude-

. ville tradition, from Burns' & Alien to Fred Allen, from Jimmy
Durante to Jack Benny, from Abbott & Costello to Sophie Tu

f
cker.

Even the relative newcomers, of the Danny Kaye, Danny Thomas,
!
Andrews Sisters, Tony Martin and Judy Garland brand had
their origins -in U. S. vaudeville.

That there Is room for a representative American flagship of
bigtime Vaudeville has been evidenced by Miss Garland’s record-
breaking 19 weeks’jrun at the Palace and the now-current Betty
Hutton four-weeker (which could, be longer, but for previous
commitments) at the same house. » «.

That’s not asking too much for one theatre. If only to pre-
serve a tradition. Time and tide alter certain things, but the
cycle seems to complete itself. The war kayoed the Empire,
Paris, as an international music hall after it played the best
from 'America and England, the Norse countries -and the Low-
lands. Now the Empire is back as a click revue ’house with
Pierre L'ouis-Guerin and Rene Fraday Starring Maurice Cheval-
ier. The Wintergarten and the Scala, Berlin, like the Empire
and the Palladium, played ’em all—from Will Rogers to Harry
Lauder.

Now it's the Palladium period. But why not a little vaudeville
flagwaving for the Broadway Palace?

If. the Palace collapsed in the early 1930s because of its own
weight, the shortcomings of management, or the tidal wave of

sound, which
,
kayoed most' vaudeville, It doesn’t mean that

permanent interment is a must. Two socko personalities proved
that. If . the Misses Garland and Hutton can resuscitate a
policy, it’s a challenge" to American show biz in general and
talent agencies in particular to see to it that Broadway main-
tains a showcase for the cream of the crop of international
talent. There is no present-day counterpart to Laddie Cliff

or Lauder, Albert, Chevalier or Sid Field, Will FyfCe or Max
Miller—to name a few of the British greats—but, like the Pal-
ladium, the Broadway Palace could and should provide a show-
case for the best from overseas'. Maurice Chevalier,/for in- .

stance. .. And there are others.

Show biz history, as It has been mirrored in the almost 50
years of Variety, evidences that the current marquee greats—Al-
len, Benny, Cantor, Durante, to reel off just an ABCD of talent—
owe their very -professional existence to the vaudeville tradition.
If the Palace has a chance to do a comeback, they’ll put the in-
surance on it. So far. a couple of chicks have carried the most
successful load. Imagine what' the Palace will do when and if

Kaye, Crosby, Martin & Lewis, etal., were to add to that talent
availability. This will not cut in on the Palladium; if anything,
it may expand the international variety circuits on a parity
jvith those standards that existed when the China Theatre, in
Stockholm, the music halls in Capetown and Johannesburg, in

• Australia and New Zealand, made it a truly international cir-

.
cult for the great vaudeville acts of the world. Talent has no
frontiers. Linguistic problems today are fewer. Certainly
transportation is at Its speediest and most efficient. There may
be local national economic restrictions, but there are still acts

v today who have funds banked or invested injseveral countries
around the glQbe.

* The Palladium pays an American headliner 5,000-6,000 pounds
weekly and grosses 12^00-13,000 pounds. At a loose $3 conver-
sion rate (actually $2.80, of course), the mathematics are simple.
An act travels 3,000 to 6,000 miles (depending on whether it’s

from Broadway or Hollywood) to London for $15,000, and Par-
nell’s syndicate is (happy to gross $30,000 to $35,000. There’s
apparently a Worthwhile profit all around. Judy Garland or
Betty Hutton do over $50,000 at the Palace and walk out with
over $20,000. Nufsed!.

This may be bigtime vaudeville’s last big opportunity. The
Palace can only survive on truly big, standout headliners. The

i
customers and the management know when they have It—not
just another “good” bill,, as witness the b.o. results of the in-
termediary Melchior, Olsen & Johnson and Greco bills. The
customers smell ’em out. Just as they smell ’em out in London.
Danny Kaye proved it there. Sophie Tucker proved it. Judy
Garland, Betty Hutton, Jo Stafford, Billy Daniels, the Andrews
Sisters, Abbott & Costello, Tony Martin, et al!, proved it. There’s
the same- kind of fever about Jimmy Duraiite even before he
opens at the Palladium next Monday (5).

That’s the spark that’ll .make or break the Palace's comeback
try. If it .clicks, there should be big, key-city bigtime vaude
flagships in America, be it the Philharmonic Auditorium, Los
Angeles, which currently has Judy Garland's re-cresftion of her
Palace bill; the Palace, Chicago, or the Golden Gate, San
Francisco.

. Misses Garland and Hutton proven* that the Broadway Palace
could do it again. Coupled with the impact of TV’s vaudeo
pattern, the Palace has its best opportunity in 20 years for ren-

aissance and renewed life as an American show biz symbol.
Show biz has an obligation to give it its fullest opportunities.

Abel.
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Eric Johnston’* »Ury which had*

waned considerably within the in-

dustry last December, Is again clear

and bright. Several company top-

pers, who were highly critical of

Johnston four months ago express-

ed themselves thU week as highly

pleased with the current conduct

of the Motion Picture Assn, of

America prexy. •

Johnston got hit with a boome-

rang immediately upon his return

to active duty with the MPAA after

a 10-month leave of absence last

year to serve as Economic Stabili-

sation director. He announced that

Within a few weeks of his return

to office he Would be off for & swing

through Latin America and would
go to the Far Fast/in the. spring.

There was an immediate un-

friendly reaction within the indus-

try, and the MPAA-member com-
pany toppers put Johnston’s plans

into deep freeze./ Rather than
worry about foreign markets,
which seemed to be doing pretty

well without him, they suggested
he get down, to cases on the do-
mestic situation, for which he had
never shown too much taste.

Prexies suggested two things
specifically. One was that he hold
meetings in Hollywood with studio
heads at least once a month in an
attempt to revivify the- Assn, of

Motion Picture Producers, MPAA's
production subsid. The other was
that he throw himself into the
.problems of exhibitor relations and
trade practices in an effort to cut
down the antitrust suits which
threaten to strangle the fiistribs.

MPAA board, members now feel
that Johnston has effectively pick-
ed up the ball. They say that the

(Continued on page 15)

Judge Refuse* to Rule

Crime Pic Prejudicial

In Income Tax Fraud
Philadelphia, April 29.

While he refused^to reverse a
conviction in an income tax evasion
because the Jurors had been taken
to see the film "The Damned Don’t
Cry,” Judge Austin L. Staley in
U. 5. District Court here said tak-
ing a jury to see a crime film is
not a practice he could recom-
mend.
The

.
jurorV night at the films

Was cited
.
as prejudicial to the

defendant in the appeal for Robert
E. Stoehr, Scranton furniture
dealer, whp was given six years
and .fined $20,000 for defrauding
the Government of $338,000. Judge
Staley got a complete transcript
uf the dialog of "The Damned
Don’t Cry,” and in his decision
described the film "as a lurid tale.”

Several isolated sentences al-
lude to mistakes in income tax re-
turns and to lawful ways of reduc-
ing taxes,” Judge Staley said, "but

f
did not find anything in the film

that could be fairly said to incite
prejudice against the defendant,
Stoehr.”

“it is our belief that films about
‘nme and the underworld are
probably not the best entertain-
ment for jurors sitting in criminal
®,as

.

e
_
°f any kind,” the jurist

stated.

M-G MULLS ACQUIRING

TV STATIONS—RUBIN
Metro is "thinking seriously"

about asking the Federal Commu-
nications Commission for permis-
sion to operate television stations,

T* ?obert Rubin, v.p. and counsel,

r
mid stockholders at the company’s
annual meeting in N. Y. yesterday

It 4vas the first disclosurem Metro’s interest in the field,

nf declared that the board
J directors is giving the matter
tudy but has yet to come up with

^ c
?.
nc^usions. He said it’s pos-

tha t
that the M-G film outfit and

for
L°ew ’

s theatre company, to he
vni^d upon divorcement, both

|
tion

^ e applications for sta-

Bhpberg ad RackmiTs

Semeneneko Bank Talks
Nate J. Blumberg,:. 'Universal

pyexy, who returned to New York
from the Coast last week, trained
out almost immediately after his

arrival with Decca. prez Milton R.
Rackmil for Boston. The pair met
there Friday. (25) .with Serge Se-
menenko, v.p. of the First National
Bank of Boston, which

,
finances

both U and Decca.
It is understood they discussed

the possibility of further financing,
if necessary, to strengthen Decca’s
stock position in U or to make a
deal with J. Arthur Rank for his
U holdings if that appears , a pos-
sibility when Rackmil meets him
in London next' week.

Except Zanuck

Nicked by Cuts
Yoluntary salary-cutting plan at

20th-Fox last year cost all officers
and directors except Darryl F.
Zanuck small chunks of their an-
nual stipend, company’s proxy
statement disclosed yesterday
(Tues.). Zanuck, as v.p. in charge
of production, . in 1951 as during
the previous year, received $260,-

000 .

Prexy Spyros P. Skouras, how-
ever, was paid $246,910 in 1951 as

against $252,430. during, the pre-

ceding 12 months. Foreign chief

Murray Silverstone dropped to

$129,535 from $135,355; exec v.p.

William C. Michel fell off to

$109,010 from $116,655; treasurer
and secretary Donald A. Henderson
went to $63,535 from $69,830, and
controller W. J. Eadie dropped to

$61,535 from $63,555.

A1 Lichtman, formerly a v.p. and
now director of domestic distribu-

tion, was revealed by the proxy to

be in debt to the company to the
extent of $102,800 as of last Aprif
19. This indebtedness is payable
and deductible from Lichtman’s
compensation at the rate of $200
per week until March 7, 1955, and
$300 a week thereafter, according
to the proxy. It bears 4% inter-

est, which is a new departure, since

last year’s proxy, when Lichtman
(Continued on page 15)

Irate Femme Stockholder

Burns at Pix 'Nepotism'

But Execs Silence Her
Nepotism in the film industry,

came to the fore on two fronts in

N.Y. yesterday (Tues.). A femme
stockholder in 20th-Fox, the outfit

revealed in its annual proxy state-

ment, wants execs to disown their

relatives to the extent of dropping
them from the payroll.

The same complainant showed
up as an investor in Loew’s at that

outfit’s annual stockholder meet-
ing. Louis B. Mayer, she insisted,

had "ho'rdes” of kinsmen in Loew’s
employ. Let’s sever those family
ties, she said in effect. Gal is Ros-

alind Mia Copping, who makes a

prominent appearance at numerous
film company annual meetings.

J. Robert Rubin, Loew’s v.p. and
counsel, and Charles C. Moskow-
itz, v.p. and treasurer, silenced the

beefs in rapid time. Rubin imme-
diately thought of Metro producer

Jack Cummings, who’s Mayer’s
nephew. He’s a whiz as a film-

maker, has one of the best records

on the M-G lot and the company
had to fight to keep him when
Paramount tried to land him, said

Rubin. It stands to reason,' the

attorney argued, that a person
reared in the film business would

(Continued on page 17)

Cold attitude of ^ Arthu#,'|teni;
is making mpre dlfflcult 'than origin
nally anticipated ; the

, proposed

.

merger of Universal, and DeCca.
Milton R. Rackmil, DeCea- prexy,
will face Rank and John Davis, his
principal lieutenant, across a table-

in London next week in a personal
endeavor to warm the British pic
tycoon to the merger idea.
Rank holds, about l\Mt% of U’s,

outstanding stock and option war-
rants. Decca last fall acquired a
26% interest in U. • Rackmil could
very likely force through the mer-
ger of UfDecca; interests in one
form or another, if he liked, but:
he's not certain now that would
be desirable in the face of Rank’s
continued opposition.

Dealings between Rackmil and
the Rank interests in the past have
been via Rank’s. U. S. prexy, Rob-
ert S. Benjamin.. A- certain coql-
ness has prevailed, partially be-
cause Benjamin, Rank and Davis
feel that as major stockholders
they were not made- sufficiently

privy to the buyout of holdings of-

U execs in Decca’s move to gain
control last ’fall.

"Everyone in the situation has
been acting like a prima donna.
It’s time now to get down to earth.”
That was said this week by an exec
close to the situation in explaining

(Continued on page 17)

Govt. Picks Templeton

To Head Film Program

For Western Germany
Washington, April 29.

George Templeton, Hollywood
producer, director, writer and ac-

tor, has been appointed chief of

the Government’s motion picture

program for Western Germany.
State department has been search-

ing for months to fill the job.

Templeton will be an agent of

the State Department and will

work out of the U. S. High Com-
missioner’s headquarters in Wes-
ern Germany on the production

and distribution of documentary
shorts. He will also cooperate with

the German motion picture indus-

try.

Templeton will probably do his

own producing in Germany and will

be responsible to the State Depart-

ment’s Bureau *of German Affairs.

(Continued on page 63)

Wanger to Make ‘Cry’

Before Serving Sentence
Hollywood,"April 29.

Walter Wanger’s fQur-month jail

sentence for the shooting of Jen-
nings Lang, will start June 4* giving
him tim£ to produce "Battle Cry”
for Allied Artists;

Screenplay of the Steve Fisher
original has been- Completed and
pre-production work is under way.

. It’s ylrtually impossible now to

find buyers for theatres, according
to exhib circles. They say- there
aren’t actually many houses on the
market, since there are no potential
buyers in sight, but that brokers’
lists would he loaded If any num-
ber of interested takers turned up.
. Warner Bros, is said to he in

the predicament of not being able
to give some of its theatres away.
Company is under court order to

divest numerous houses jn accord-
ance with its antitrust consent
decree.
WB reportedly will hand over

some of the houses it holds on lease
to anyone who is willing and able
to assume the liability of the lease.

So far there have been no takers.

Traditionally, theatre sale prices
have usually been pegged at three
to five times annual earnings. * In
other words, if a house netted
$40,000 a year, the purchase price

might be $200,000, so that the

buyer would bq in position to get

his original investment back in five

years.
This formula has now gone by

the hoards. Talk of sales has been
on the basis of Individual negotia-
tions.

Some circuit operators maintain
they are keeping houses alight

despite losses because it is cheaper
that way. They weigh operating
deficits against real estate carrying
charges on a dark house and figure

in some casps it is more profitable

to accept the operating losses- than
it is to shutter completely.

+ Major companies, as a result of
the lifting of, the tele station
freeze, appear to be- farther than
ever from releasing the bulk of
their .old product to TV. Most of
them feel that the. 2,000 new sta-
tions. authorized by the Federal
Cotnmunications. Commission will
add. considerable value to pix- in
the vault and, barring other .con-
siderations, it would be unwise to
sell until those values^ are better
defined. *

The only company that appear*
to be potentially a source in any
way for a large block of pix. for
tele is RKO, There have been
continued Wall St. reports- —

-

wholly unc6nflrmed—that a dealt*
being talked. Only principal stock-
holder Howard Hughes.' predilec-
tion for deviating from actions by
other studios gives any credence
to the rumor.

Gen. David Sarnoff’s recent
warning that the studios had better
quickly open their vaults to tele
or chance losing the TV value of
their product isn’t worrying the
majors. They discount the RCA
board chairman's remarks a*

(Continued on page 55) *

Majors Still Adamant

Against TV Use of Pic

Clips, Despite Dodges
Film companies that have beeil

adamant in their refusal to allow
the use of film clips on TV shows
are being confronted with all

sorts of approaches by individual
programs- to pry them from the
footage. No matter what the gim-
mick or the approach . used, the
answer Is still "no,” especially in
the cases of Warner Bros,, Para-
mount, Metro, 20th-Fox and RKO.
The come-rons vary- from show

to show, but consist mainly of the
following; On shows that allow
guest performers for' plugs* the
producer or his rep usually tells

the film company that if the guest
wants to talk about a forthcom-
ing picture, the show will need

(Continued on page 55)

National Boxoffice Survey
Rain, Heat Wilt Biz; ‘Rain’ Take* Over l*t Place,

‘Song’ Second, ‘Queen* Third, ‘Flesh* Fourth

Summer-type weather in some
sections and continuous rains of

three days or longer in others are

taking heavy b,o. toll at first-runs

covered by Variety this week. The
fact that many larger theatres have

holdovers or extended-run engage-

ments of strong product also is an

adverse influence.

"Singin’ In Rain” (M-G) is tak-

ing undisputed possession of first

place this week, showing $240,000

total gross despite being out on in-

itial week in few key cities. "Song

In Heart” (20th), which is in like

category as to extended-run dates,

is a strong second, while "African

Queen” (UA) has pushed up to

third spot as a result of several

fresh bookings.
"Flesh and Fury” (U) is showing

enough to cop fourth money with

“Pride of St. Louis” (20th) in fifth

position. "Deadline-U.S.A." (20th)

is capturing.sixth place. "Marrying
Kind” (Col), which was third last

week is winding up seventh, with

"Apache Pass” (U) in eighth slot.

"5 Fingers” (20th) is finishing

ninth, while "Six Convicts" (Col)

will be 10th. "Man in White Suit”

(U) and "Wild North” (M-G) round
out the big 12 list in that order.

“Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair” (U), “The
River” (UA) and “Rancho Notori-

ous” (RKO) are the runner-up pix

in that sequence.

The new product lineup is not

too promising, judging from what
it is doing this round. “Macao”
(RKO) is rated light in K. C. and
fair in Frisco. ‘’Lion ana

1

Horse”
(WB) ranges from okay to slim

this session, while "Green Glove”
(UA) currently is on the disap-

pointing side. In contrast, “Encore”
(Par) and “Man in White Suit” (U)

both shape strong. Former is big

both in N. Y. and Toronto. “Suit”

is solid to smash in four keys,

where now playing.

“Love Better Than Ever” (M-G)
is trim in Cincy but slow in In-

dianapolis. “My Son John” (Par),

thin in Boston, is regarded as okay
in Buffalo and L. A. “Greatest
Show” (Par) is adding some sub-

stantial amounts from three key
spots where it’s on extended-runs.
“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep), good
in Louisville, looms strong in Prov-
idence.

“Viva Zapata!" (20th) shapes
trim in Chicago. “Mutiny" (UA) is

highly disappointing in slow K.C.
“Sound Off" (Col) is not getting

far in Boston.

"Mara Maru" (WB) shapes slug-

gish both in N. Y. and. Philly.

“Aaron Slick" (Par) is deal in Se-

attle and drab in Baltimore.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
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Chances of a fimjil decision this

year on the merger of .American

Broadcasting Co. with United Para-

mount Theatres, .and the eligibility

of Paramount Pictures, Inc., for

TV licenses, are,now practically nil

as a result of the extension of the

Federal Communications Commis-

sion hearings on. the package pro-

ceedings.

Examiner Leo Resnick told

Variety he has revised his previ-

ous estimate that he can issue his

initial decision by Oct. 1 in view

of the 150 additional exhibits in-

troduced into evidence last week
and the expectation that the hear-

ings will continue at least until

-May 15.

In conformity with, usual proce-

dure, Resnick will allow parties to

'the proceedings CO days to file pro-

posed findings and will then re-

quire three months to write his

decision. This means that his in-

itial decision, in reality a recom-
mendation to the Commission, can-

not be ready before Oct. 15 at

the earliest.

Once his decision is issued* at

least another 60 days will be al-l

lowed for filing exceptions and
hearing oral arguments before the

Commission. An. additional 30 days,

if not more, will then elapse before

the- Commission writes- Its final de-

cision, which means that the very

earliest date for a ruling would
be Jan. 15, 1953. And it would not

be surprising, in view .of the like-

lihood that the hearings may go into

June and that the Commission may
require more than the usual time

to consider the voluminous record

of the case, that a final decision

won’t come until March.
At the conclusion of cross ex-

amination by FCC counsel James
Juntilla of Par prexy Barney Bala-

ban last Friday (25), hearings

were recessed until tomorrow
(Wed.), when Paul Raibourn, Par
veepee In charge of TV operations,

returns for questioning by Com-
mission counsel Arthur Gladstone
Balaban was excused after the

morning session because of the ill-

ness of his brother, John Balaban,

head of Balaban & Katz Theatre
Corp., and may return to the stand
for rebuttal testimony.

Arthur Levey, prexy of Skiatron
Corp., which acquired TV patents
formerly held by Scophony Corp.,

is scheduled to appear next Mon-
(Continued on page 61)

Justice Dept. May Order

Further Action in Re

Divestiture

l A

De Rochemont to Biopic

Luther in Religioso Tie
Deal has been set between Louis

do Rochemont and Luthern .Church
Productions foi? production of a
featured picture based on the life

of Martin Luther. Shooting gets

underway in August, with release

in the U, S. set.forJ.953, Picture

will be filmed on location in Ger-J
many,

Allan Sloane and Lother Wolff

wrote the screenplay* Wolff* who’ll

supervise production, Is presently i * y DJAu-
negotiating for a director. He Kefanver s Brighter
heads for Germany in two weeks. 1

to begin work on the film. Casting,

will be done in the U. S., England
and Germany.
Lutheran Church Productions,

comprised of six church groups, Sen. Estes Kefauyer’s enhanced
will have charge of distrib arrange- stature via state primaries in the
ments.

TOA $t*nd Explained
G a e 1 Sullivan's* affiliation

with Senator Jufaiiver :

Isn't

banging any party label# on
Theatre Owner! of ^America*
prexy Mitchell Wolfson told

TOA units in a memo this
week, S.ulUvan, exec secretary

of the exhlb. organization, has
been granted a

;
leave * of ab-

sence without pay to serve as
Kefauver's Presidential ' cam-
paign chairman through Aug. 1.

,
‘As always/" the Wolfson

m\erho stated, “TOA has nq po-
litical affiliations and no party
labels. This is a personal
choice on Gael’s part, and
there is no involvement, or im-

.plication of endorsement on
the part of TOA in relation to

the Kefauver campaign.”.

Chances Cue Sdfivan

To Take Mgr/s Post

Majors Named

Trust Suit Vs.NSS

Burgcp Hcitd$ Jlnzac,

. S. Africa for Loewis
Samuel N. Burger, Loew’s Inter-

national r sales manager, will take

over all sales matters "concerning

Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa which heretofore have been
handled by Charles Goldsmith,

when the" latter- shifts from the

homeofflee to, London*
Goldsmith, who leaves N. Y. for

the British capital on Aug. 1T last

week, was named to take the post

of assistant managing director of

Great Britain. He’s been h,o. liai-

son with the Loew’s offices' in the

British Commonwealth.
Non-sales duties performed by.

Goldsmith will be assumed by
Charles Pati, head of the special

assignments division.

Hughes
Washington, April 29.

Justice department may an-

nounce further action to force

Howard Hughes to divest his RKO
Theatres or studio stock shortly

after May 5. That is date on which
trial court in New York will for-

mally throw out the recent Justice

Department move to obtain such
divestiture.

Supreme Court held that the
Justice Department and trial court

acted wrongly in an effort to make
the RKO topper unload his inter-

est in one or the other of the prop-
erties. Counsel for Hughes will

present the N. Y. court with a for-

mal order, based on. the Supreme
Court ruling, on May 5. Justice

Department cannot take further
action until after then.

Presidential sweepstakes was seen

directly resulting in Gael Sulli-

van’s accepting th* appointment as

Kefauver’s campaign manager. Sul-

livan had been offered the job a.

coUple of months ago but had been
hesitant about taking it for per-

sonal economic, reasons, including
relinquishment of his Theatre
Owners of America exec director’s

post.
Now, however, Kefauver’s

chances of landing the Democratic
nomination appear substantially

Suit charging National Screen improved, and Sullivan has mount-

Service with violation of Federal f
d th« bandwagon Suillvan is a

... , . -«y former head of the National Demo-
antitrust laws was filed m New

cratic committee.
York Federal Court Monday (28) Subbing for him during his
by the U.S. Government. Complaint leave from TOA will be Herman
charges that N$S attempts to mo- Levy, the outfit’s general counsel,
nopolize the business of the manU- and Dick Pitts, public relations
facture and distribution^ trailers chief,

and film accessories to theatres

throughout the U.S.

Also named in the suit were
Warner Bros., Warner Bros. Dis-

tributing Co., Paramount, 20th-

Fox, RKO Pictures, United Art-

ists, Columbia and Universal. WB
was only cited in the "complaint

that involved the manufacture and
distribution of film accessories. Ac- toll of theatres as its snow-melted

tion was prepared and filed by crest moved through this district

Harold Lasser, special assistant
jas£ weeic< Three drive-in theatres

U
fhf Government’ charges the suffered maJ°r damaee- and a

film companies, except Warners, fourth took considerable damage,

with conspiring to assist NSS in Frontier Drive-in, Atchinson,
the monopolistic practice by agree- Kans., was entirely flooded. Out-
ing to permit only NSS to make doorser is owned by Potter Lux.
trailers for feature films produced Across the Big Muddy at St.

by these companies. It also states Joseph, Mo., water surged into the
that NSS had the help of the ma- Cowtown, drivein being built by
jor companies, including WB, in Beverly Miller.-

controlling the bulk of the film ac- Rough time was also had by the
cessory business. The film, com- Riverside Drive-In in North Kansas
panies, the Government charges, city, which had its second flooding
permitted only NSS to make post- months. Last summer the
ers, signs, colored sheets and other Riverside was flooded out in the
advertising matter for distribution superflood of the Kaw and Mis-
to theatres throughout the U.S. souri Rivers. This time Common-
According to the Government Wealth Amus., which owns and

complaint, NSS makes and distrib- operates the drive-in, could see the
utes 85/o of all trailers and does

fi00(i coming for several days, and
an annual business of $17,000,000.

irjed to save the theatre by using
The U.S. further claims that NSS bulldozers and other equipment to
has been buying up,mdie exchanges build its own system of dykes,
dealing in accessories and limits These held in early stages, but
the extent to which nearly all the

fjnany gave Way under the 31-
remaining poster exchanges com- f00£ crest. Circuit, however, was

• _ •

Formed to Unseat

Jackson, Tenney

4 K.C.-AREA OZONERS

DAMAGED BY FLOOD
Kansaf City, April 29.

Flooding Missouri River took its

Ozoner Loses Suit To
'

Force Paper to Take Ads
Urbana, O., April 29.

A drive-in which “brought suit

against the Urbana Daily Citizen,

which rejected its advertising, lost

out in Common Pleas Court when
Judge David S. Porter ruled that

publishers of the Citizen can turn
down any advertisements they
want to.

Suit was brought by Skyhigh
Theatre, Inc., which operates a
drive-in located in adjoining Clark
County between Urbana and
Springfield. Skyhigh officials said
they will appeal to the Supreme
Court “if necessary.” Judge Porter
said the Citizen did not reject the
theatre’s ad copy because of its

content, but because it would in-
jure the business of Champaign
County's nearby theatres, which
also advertise in the paper.

pete with it.

SOL LESSER TO EUROPE

ON TWO-FILM PROD. I

able to get out .projection machin-
ery and other valuable equipment.
Downstream the Durwood circuit

took no chances, but moved the
equipment out of its Skylark The-
atre at Jefferson City ahead of

cm „rwi Pnocf the flood. Officials estimated it

film attorney Mendel SUberterg S°fl^d
train into New York from the Coast . ..

theatres would be back

They sail Tuesday. (6) on the
J

ver®
“J

”llss"

Liberte.
- outs among conventional theatres,

While in Gotham, producer Will Exhibitors Film Delivery

confer with his brother, Irving, and “
,

s<
;fr
am_k*® to make all deliv-

Seymour Poe, who as Producers er*es
\

Washed-out bridge ap-

Representatives, Inc., look after P^ozmhes at Kansas City, Leaven-

Lesser’s releasing activities. Lesser wor ‘:“ Atchinson forced the

is expected to remain in Europe service to put. on an extra truck,

from six to eight weeks, visiting one for "each side of the Missouri

England, the Continent and Scan- River. Even then some exhibs in

dinavia. northeast Kansas had .to drive to

Lesser has set up plans to pro- central points to pick up their own
duce “Black Chiffon” and “Civilian fHm *

Clothes” in England. In London, The flood crest passed Kansas
he is set to huddle with British City Thursday night, and within the

producers regarding possible as- week deliveries were? expected to

sociation in the dual undertaking, return to normal. Some trains still

At least one film will be made were not running at weekend, but
there this year, with the possibili- these, too, were expected to resume
ty that he may complete both dur-
ing 1952. He will take with him
the Oscar he won for “Kon-Tiki”
as best documentary feature in
last ye$t4

’s Academy sweepstakes
for -presentation to Thor Heyer-
dahl, who filmed the picture, and
Oil# Nordemar, who produced it.

within the week.

Sennett to Cannes
Hollywood, April 29.

Mack Sennett leaves today (Tues.)

for Cannes as guest of the French
government at the fifth annual in-

ternational film festival.

Hollywood, April 29.

Newly-organized liberal-labor co-

alition group met Sunday (27) and
mapped plans for organizational

and fund-raising drives to unseat
Rep. Donald L* Jackson (R., Cal.)

and State Senator Jack Tenney for

attacks on the film industry.

Group, which plans a vigorous
anti-Communist stand, feels Jack-

son is “dangerous to the Industry.”

It cites several attacksrparticular-

ly the recent blast in which he
said local unions and guilds failed

to weed out Communism. Group
will support Rep. Clyde Doyle (D.,

Cal.), who, like Jackson, is a mem-
ber of House Un-American Activi-

ties Committee. AFL, which has
gone on record supporting the com-
mittee, has joined the coalitiombe-
cause it considers Jackson’s record
basically anti-liberal and anti-labor.

At Sunday’s . meeting, vet actor
Robert Barratt defended Tenney as
a “decent, conscientious fellow
who should be hCafd.” He
admitted, however, that he was
Tenney’s campaign manager.
Later, he described himself as pro-
labor but, in answer to question-
ing, he admitted membership in
the Wage Earners Committee, pres
sure group which has been picket-
ing pix and attacking Hollywood
for alleged Red influences.
Hollywood AFL Film Council

representing more than 20,000 stu-
dio workers, sent a letter to Jack-
son denying his charges of Com-
munist infiltration and accusing
him of falsely representing the
guilds and unions of Hollywood
The letter read,. in pgrt:
“Long before the public had its

eyes opened to the Communist
menace, the present AFL unions
and guilds In Hollywood were
battling the Communists in every

(Continued on page 21)

N. Y. to L. A.
Paul Badura-Skoda
.Sidney Bernstein
George Byron
Jack Carter
Greer Garson
Alfred Hitchcock
Edward L. -Hyman
Bernard Levy
I. D. (Ike) Levy
Walter Starcke
John van Druten

N. Y. to Europe
Tom Arnold
G. A. (Joe) Biondo
Trudy Goth
Hildegarde
William Holden
Anita Loos
Brenda Marshall
Dimitri Mitropoulos
Pierre Monteux
Milton R. Rackmil
Harold J. Salemson
Mack Sennett
Anna Sosenko
William Wyler

Europe to N. Y.
Marlon Brando
William Dieterle
Winton Hoch
Fanny E. Holtzmann
Allyn McLerie

* A “grass roots’?, victory -for the
dissident Trans-Lux stockholders’
committee w*# ; claimed by its coun-
sel/ Gardner Ingraham, this week,
despite the'-reelection, as antici-
pated, of the - Harry Brandt man-
agement group. Brandt forces con-
tinued' their dotninance of the
board by -a. vote of 322,113 shares
to, 217,526.

Carrying *nt a threat made at
the meeting, Ingraham Monday (28)
filed' an appeal with the Securities
and

.
Exchange Commission to void

the entire; election; He handed
the SEC 'exhibits and affidavits
purportedly showing that the
Trans-Lux management in solicit-
ing proxies bad- used ' material
which was “false and misleading.”
He' asked for a voiding of the vote
a re-solicitation of proxies and a
new election.

Ingraham based his “grass roots”
victory claim on the. fact that about
80% of the stockholders voting cast
their ballots for the opposition’s
slate. The totals were 1,387 for
the opposition committee and 366
for the management There are 2,*

684 stockholders registered, in-

cluding brokers.*
Most , of those voting for the

dissidents* candidates were small
shareholders. They .were led by a
Wall Streeter with one of the com-

S
any’s biggest blocks, George G.
(ason, who' owns 44,000 shares,

representing about 6% of the 669,-

385 outstanding.
Ingraharii said .the' group’s bat-’

tie, which; , including the hiring of

a professional proxy solicitor and
five mailings to stockholders, cost
it about

.
$5,000. Reps of the man-

agement said they figured it cost

Mason and his associates nearer
$15,000. The management group
also employed a proxy-getter. •

Answering , Ingraham’s ‘grass

roots” claims, Milton C. Weisman,
counsel- for Trans-Lux and also one
of those reelected to its board,
declared it was obviously easy to

line up uninformed shareholders
on the basis that T-L has been
forced to eliminate its dividends
since 1948.
Weisman called stopping the •

divvy payments “an unpleasant but

courageous action” that the direc-

tors knew would open them to

sniping, “but 1 can say it enabled
us to successfully weather the

stofrn that has troubled the entire

film industry.”

'Little Stockholders'
Ingraham,' in remarks following

the voting, asked the management
to “take note of the expression of

revolt by the -little stockholders.”

He criticized the increase in ex-

penses of Trans-Lux in recent

years. Weisman in turn called the

proxy material of the committee

as' “misleading and inflammatory.”

A proposal' by’ the" Mason group

that the board be requested to set

(Continued on page 21)

L. A. to N. Y.
Shirley Booth
Jack Broder
Caroline Burke
Bernard W. Burton
Rosemary Clooney
Walter Craig
Joan Fontaine
Arthur Freed
Eva Gabor
Ben Gage
Carol Gann
Vittorio Gassman
Johnny Green
Jean Hersho’lt

William Holden
Dean Jagger
Kurt Kasznar
Lisa Kirk
Arthur B. Krim
Sol Lesser
David A.JLipton
Eugene Lourie
John Lund
Diana Lynn
Brenda Marshall
James Mitchell
Joseph H, Moskowitz
Stanley Neal
David Niven
Norton V. Ritchey
Hal Roach, Jr.

Robert Samoff
Mary Sinclair
Paul Small
Charles Weintraub
Bob Weiss
Robert Welch
Esther Williams
Shelley Winters
William Wyler
Robert Young
Adolph Zukor
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OK Co.V Plan

0( Divorcement; Reelect M, Officers

Loew’s stockholders at a special^

meeting in N.Y. yesterday (Tues.)

approved the corporation's plan

for divorcement of domestic thea-

tres (U.S. and Canada) from pro-

duction-distribution and foreign

operations under terms of its anti-

trust consent decree with the De-
partment of. Justice. Separation is

to take place by F.eb. 6, 1954.

'The shareowners’ formal okay

was the final step required before

putting the reorganization into ef-

fect, the N.Y. Federal Court hav-

ing endorsed it fearlier this year.

Also voted, as recommended by
management, was. a reduction in

Loew’s capital stock to 3,000,000,

the same number' which will be
authorized when . the new theatre

company comes into being.
• Stockholders also reelected the

•entire slate of ' 11 directors who, in

turn, reelected prexy Nicholas M.
Schenck and all other officers for

another year. *

.

Consent judgment provides that

Loew's will distribute the capital

stock of the new theatre outfit on
a pro rata basis by Feb. 6, 1955.

Door is left open for an extension

of this to 1957 if. a division of the
parent corporation’s funded debt
cannot be prudently arranged at

the earlier date. . In this event,

the theatre stock will be retained

by the film 'corporation.

Decree further requires the un-
conditional divestiture of 24 the-

atres, four of which already have
been dropped,

.
within two years.

Possibly up to 55 additional
houses may be disposed of in the
next five-year period, all contin-
gent on competitive market con-
ditions over .that. !time span.

J. Robert Rubin, v.p. and coun-
sel, who presided; told the meet-
ing that Loew’s stock was the qnly
one of all motion, picture issues to
be placed on a • preferred list by
‘Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Beane, brokers. He offered this in
answer a question on Loew's

(Continued on page 14)

Small Exits Col,

Sets UA Deal
Edward' Small, former inde-

pendent producer who has been
functioning on a partnership basis
on the Columbia lot the past couple
of years, is leaving Col to resume
straight indie film-making, with his
future turnout to be released by
United Artists. It’s understood
that his deal with UA is virtually
set and covers a number of films
over an extended period.

Col has been arranging financing
for Small, with

s
the producer and

the studio sharing the profit after
Col receives its investment coin.
Small and Col had a falling out,

it’s reported, over the producer’s
sale of some of his old films to
telecasters. The film company was
Wary of reprisals by exhibs who
have been beefing for some time
over the disposition of any stand-
ard Hollywood pix to TV. Fearing
* possible hassle with exhibs, Col
reportedly already has removed
Small's name from three films
which he produced for release by
that company.

Zanuck Jets ‘Rat’ To

Offset ‘Fox’ Criticism
Hollywood, April 29.

To counteract the criticism lev-
eled at “The Desert Fox,” which
glorified Nazi Field Marshal Er-
wm Rommel, Darryl F. Zanuck is

frying ‘‘The Desert Rat,” in
Which Rommel is deflated. Head-
i
ng tor Hollywood fo function as
echnical advisor on the picture is
ield Marshal Claude Auchinleck,
commander of British forces in

Tobruk^*
r*Ca <*ur*nfi the* siege of

Production reins have been
turned °ver to Robert L. Jacks,
Canuck's son-in-law.

Loew’s .New Extension
Washington, April 29.

Loew's has just obtained another
extension—until June 16—to dis-
solve its joint interest in the Unit-
ed Artists Theatre Circuit, in ac-
cordance with the company's anti-
trust decree.

7

Loew’s has had several exten-
sions so far.

See DeMille Fold

Of Prod. Outfit

For Capital Gains
Hollywood, April 29.

Move by Cecil B. DeMille yester-
day (Mon.) in dissolving the per-
sonal corporation through which
he has produced for Paramount for
many years was strictly a techni-
cality, It was said by insiders here.
/It was a typical indie operation of
collapsing a corporation in order
to take advantage of capital gains
tax provisions in realizing profits
on the picture residuals held by
the unit.

Multiple-picture contract of Ce-
cil B. DeMille Productions with
Paramount had expired with the
delivery of- “’Greatest Show on
Earth.” It is expected that when
DeMille’s next film is ready for
production, a new deal will be
worked out with Par by a new
corporation tb be set up by the
producer.

While DeMille is under no con-
tractual obligation to Par, he'll un-
doubtedly stay with the studio,

since he’s been with it steadily for

35 years, except for one five-year

stretch during the '20s when he re-

leased through Producers DIstrib-.

uting Corp. His relationship with
studio topper Y. Frank Freeman
and prez Barney Balaban are very
cordial.

Announcement by DeMille of the
dissolution of his company caused
a stir in Hollywood, since the pro-
ducer coupled it with an attack on

He said that his board
that taking into considera-

tion increased production costs, the
tremendous burden of increased
taxation, :yicluding corporate in-

come taxes, excess profits taxes,

franchise taxes and various other
forms of taxation, left no oppor-
tunity for retention of sufficient

capital to bring about accomplish-
ment for- which the company was
originally organized.”

4 RKO Pix Set to Go

As Depinet Returns

From Hughes Talks

With return to New York of

RKO prexy Ned E. Depinet on
Monday (28), following confabs

with studio topper Howard Hughes,

a trickle of announcements regard-

ing the resumption of production

has been forthcoming from the

company.
Meanwhile, studio has made

known 1 that four pictures will go

into production during May.
Slated to roll first will be “Beau-
tiful But Dangerous,” starring

Jean Simmons. With a screenplay

by Bill Bowers, It will be produced

by Robert Sparks, with Lloyd Ba-

con directing.

On May 15 production is sched-

uled to start on Edmund Grain-

ger’s “Blackbeard the Pirate,” in

Technicolor. Alan LeMay is cur-

rently completing the screenplay.

Slated for late May is another

Grainger pic, “Split Second,”, ad-

venture-suspense yarn.

Fourth production is “The Man
With the Gun,” to be made by

Filmakers, with Collier Young as

producer.

taxes^
“found

Charges of “dumping” of Ameri-
can films in Britain, made by the
Assn, of Cine A Allied Technicians
in London over- ’the* weekend,
brought angry retorts from U, S.
pic men Monday. (28). Such efforts
at getting the British government
to raise the* quota must continue
unavailing, it was asserted in New
York, as long as the English film-
makers continue ’ to 'show they
haven't the production ability to
make pix that can successfully com-
pete even in their, own market.

^

Yank, experts on the British film
situation blamed the union itself
for some of the problems of un-
employment it .is now trying to
fight by limiting imports on Ameri-
can pix.

“The British unions by a policy
of keeping out American produc-
tion brains and technicians over
the years,” declared one irate Yank
exec, “have contributed to the situ-
ation in which they now find

,

them-
selves. Quotas aren’t the answer
to their problem. The answer Is

good pictures—and the . British
haven’t demonstrated that they can
make them in sufficient quantity
to compete ’with our product.

“Let the ACAT and all the other
organizations there forget about
quotas and make better

.
pictures.

That’s, the only way they’ll survive.
If it takes Americans or Greeks
or Swedes or Chinese to help them,
let them bring them in, just as we
did here. That won’t create Jfewer
jobs. It will create more.”

Foreign department execs were
quick to point out that the British
can’t even meet present quotas of
25% on A pix and 30% on B’s,

so that the present ACAT bid for
imposing further guards against

(Continued on page 15)
*

July Seen Key To

UA’s Operation
United Artists anticipates that

by July 1 it will be permanently
on the profit side of the ledger.
While the company ended up in

the black last year, its first under
the Arthur B. Krim management
group, It has been wavering be-
tween black and red weeks since
Jan. 1.

Slowdown in releases has ac-

counted for the fall-off during
1952, but income has beep, hypoed
sharply during recent weeks by
the excellent results on “African
Queen.” By late summer, another
heavy coin influx is expected*
from Stanley Kramer’s “High
Noon,” starring Gary Cooper.

Aside from that, however, UA
is looking for a stable economic
base by that time by virtue of the
fact that sufficient product will be
going through the distribution mill

to bring in considerable revenue.
Company is already in fairly good
shape product-wise' for next year,

with 18 pix lined up. Krim, who
returned to New York from the
Coast over the weekend, has a

number of other deals cooking
which will probably give UA a

(Continued on page 21)

‘Confess’ Next For

Hitchcock-Bernstein

“I Confess,” temporarily
scratched from their slate three

years ago, will be the next pic

sent into production by Alfred

Hitchcock and Sidney L. Bern-
stein. It will be produced by their

Transatlantic indie unit for War-
ner Bros, release.

Hitchcock and Bernstein were
in Quebec last week scouting loca-

tions and making arrangements
with the government to shoot the

film there this summer. That’s the

locale of the book on which the

film is based.

Producing team was in New
York over the weekend ‘from

Quebec en route to the Coast.

Within Industry Via Arbitration,

Bogart Bays Out Lord
Hollywood, April 29.

Humphrey Bogart bought con-
trol of Santana Productions from
his partner, Robert Lord, and will
•.resume indie operations next fall.

Company has been Inactive since
it made “The Family Secret” last

summer.
First picture under the new ar-

rangement will be “Beat the
Devil,” In association with John
Huston. Film “will be made m
Greece* ahd Spain, with Bogart
starring.

Nixed as Subject

For Arbitration
Industry conference on setting

up an arbitration system has nixed
a proposals to include within the

scope of arbitrable ‘ subjects* the

licensing of piJf such high terms
that exhibs must advance admis-
sion prices In order to make a

profit. Theatremen in the past

have complained that the practice

of “pre-releasing” films, engaged
in by various companies, almost

automatically means upped prices,

although these are not specifically

stated in licensing contracts.

Some exhibitor sentiment for in-

clusion of the upped-scale pix with-
in the arbitration plan was voiced
by Abram F. Myers, board chair-
man of Allied States. Members of
both Allied and Theatre Owners
ol America have been blasting the
distribs’ “pre-release” arrange-
ment.

However, at the N. Y. meeting,
film company reps balked at the
arbitration proposal. They Argued
that demands that admission prices
be boosted are not part of any
contract and that such demands
automatically would subject them,
the distribs, to court penalties.

Overall, it’s a matter for the courts
to decide, not arbitration, said the
distribs.

Myers finally went along with
this, but insisted that mention of

the discussion, should not be made
(Continued on page 18)

Return Conference

Set for May 26 On

Arbitration System
On the where-do-we-go-from-

here aspect of the projected indus-
try arbitration system, a return
conference is set for N. Y. on May
26 by which time, it’s planned, a
committee of legalites will have
drafted proposed rules and regula-
tions. These will Include clarifica-

tion of monetary damages which
may be awarded by arbitration
panels.
Group comprises Herman M.

Levy, chairman, Abram F. Myers,
Mitchell Klupt, Milton Weisman
and L. S. Hamm, representing the
various exhib associations, ^nd
Austin Keough, Robert W. Perkins
and Adolph Schimel, for the dis-

tributors.

Following approval by the May
26 conference, the overall arbitra-

tion plan will be presented to all

organizations participating in the
system for their ratification. Next
step will be the presentation of the
plan to the Department of Justice
and the N. Y. Federal Court which
heard argument in the industry

antitrust action.

By GENE AKNEEL
Four-day conclave on arbitration

in N. Y. last week was seen by-
participants who repped tradition-
ally rival organisations as the ad-
vent of a new. era. in Intra-trade
operations, Fullscale peace is no
likely result, it’s conceded, but
the conference will lead to a de-
gree of harmony, which, according
to the prognosticators, has never
been achieved before.

Conferees underlined that there
was a complete absence . of dart-
throwing at the four-day huddle.
Conflicting views were expressed
on a variety of subjects but the
approach by all, and in *U cases,
was one of level-headedness in lieu
of the heated argument, and mini-
mum achievement, which charac-
terized earlier attempts toward set-

tlement of industry disputes over
the years.

As was demanded, the negotiat-
ors for Allied States, Theatre Own-
ers of America, the three regional
exhib outfits and the distributors
all were In a more -or less con-
ciliatory mood. There was some
give and take by all, with the re-
sult that all industryites came out
of the meeting with some plus fac-
tors in the oyerall arbitration sys-
tem to underline before their re-
spective organizations. All execs
carefully refrained from any ges-
ture looking to block any idea
which appeared to have the sup-
port of the majority.

The spirit of goodwill which pre-
vailed at the sessions was inter-
preted by oldsters in the business
as heralding the new era of har-
monious and sound business-like
operation. Trust suits still will be
filed by exhibs but the widely-held
belief Is that these will be greatly
reduced from their current stag-
gering rate. Theatremen with mi-
nor beefs, or questionable valid
ones, will be logically disinclined

(Continued on page 14)

3 Lopert Pix to U.A.

For Genl Distrib

Deal by which United Artists
takes over for general release
three films from Lopert Film Dis-
tributing Corp. was announced in
N. Y. yesterday by Is E. Lopert and
UA prexy Arthur B. Krim. Trio
comprises “Outcast of the Islands,”
“Tales of Hoffmann” and “Cry, the
Beloved Country” (to be retitled
“African Fury”).

Lopert said the films warrant
general handling, instead of art
theatre marketing, and for this
reason the agreement with UA was
entered. The Lopert organization
will remain intact to supervise
sales of the three pix, ih addition
to taking on other product which
requires specialized distribution.

Lopert and associate Robert J.

Dowling will fly to London next
Tuesday (6) for eight days of hud-
dles with Sir Alexander Korda.

(Continued on page 21)

WEC Removes Pickets

As ‘Tribute’ to Hughes
Los Angeles, April 29.

As a “tribute” to Howard
Hughes, RKO head, for his “firm
stand against Communism in Hol-
lywood,” the Wage Earners Com-
mittee withdrew the placard-bear-
ers who had been picketing “The
Marrying Kind,” Judy Holliday
Columbia starrer, at the RKO-Hill-
street theatre.

Second-billed to “Kind” was a
British-made RKO release, “Whis-
pering Smith vs. Scotland Yard.”
Norman S. Smith, WEC prexy, said
his group would not picket any
RKO releases.
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Hollywood, April 29.
United Artists release of Stanley Kra-

mer production. Stars Gary Cooper; fea-

tures Thomas Mitchell, L16yd Bridges.
Katy Juradd. GraceRelly, Otto Kruger,
Lon Chaney, Henry Morgan, Ian MacDon-
ald, Eve McVeagh, Morgan Earley, Harry
Shannon, Lee Van Cteef, Robert Wilke,
Shcb Wooley. Directed by Fred Zlnne-

Jnanru Screenplay, Carl Foreman; based
on mag story1

,
- "Tin Star,' by John W.

Cunningham; camera, Floyd Crosby; edi-

tor, Elmo Williams; music score, Dimitri

Tiomkin; song, Tiomkin and Ned Wash-
ington, sung by Tex Ritter, Tte'd2*’ed
April aa, '52. Running time, 14 MINS.
Will Kane ^ . , . . , - - . Gary Cooper
Jonas Henderson........Thomas Mitchell

Harvey Pell -Lloyd Bridges

Helen Ramirez Katy Jurado

pSy Mettrlck Otto Kruger
Martin Howe j_ Lo“
Sam Fuller...i -Henry Morgan
Frank Miller Ian MacDonald
Mildred Fuller JEve McVeagh-
Minister .Morgan Fartey

Cooper Harry Shannon
Jack Colby, *

‘ wnvf
James Pierce Robert
Bell Miller ....a.

S

heb Wooley
Sam Tom London
Station Master Ted Stanhope
Gillis Larry Blake
Barber William Phillips

Mrs. Hendersori Jeanne Blackford
Baker James MUllcan

Jolmmr.............. Ralph Reed
Jimmjr . . . William Newell
Bartender • •Luelen Priv.-d

f?re(I Guy Beach
Hotel ‘Clerk Howland Chamberlin
Mrs. Simpson ...Virginia Christine

Charlie Jack Elam
Scott Paul Dubov
Coy Harry Harvey

Tim Graham
Lewis .

Nolan Leary
Ezra Tom Greenway
Klbbce Dick Elliott

Trumbull . .
.John Doucette

A basic western formula has

been combined with good charac-

terization in "High Noon,” making
it more of a western drama than
the usual outdoor action feature.

With the name, of Gary Cooper to

help it along^ and on the basis of

the adult-appealing dramatic con-

tent, the business outlook is fa-

vorable.
The Stanley Kramer production

does an excellent job of presenting

a picture of a small western town
and its people as they wait for a

gun duel between the marshal and
a revenge-seeking killer, an event
scheduled for high noon. The mood
of the citizens: of Cooper, the
marshal, and his bride, Grace
Kelly, a Quaker who is against all

violence, is aptly captured by Fred
Zinnemann’s direction and the
graphic lensing of Floyd Crosby,
which perfectly pictures the heat
and dust of the sun-baked locale.

Zinnemann carefully and delib-
erately makes the most of the mood
cast by the threat of impending
violence. Script sometimes gets
him a bit too involved in the de-
velopment of side characters and
their reactions, but he manages to
keep the tension constantly mount-
ing until it is resolved in the highly
satisfactory, guns-blazing climax.
Script was based on John W. Cun-
ningham’s mag story, "The Tin
Star,” and is rather derisive in
what it has to say about citizens
who are willing to accept law and
order if they do not have to put
personal effort. into obtaining it.

Cooper does an unusually able
job of portraying the marshal*
ready to retire, with his bride and
then, for his own self-respect,
called upon to perform one last
chore as a law man even though it

is the duty of 'the town’s citizens.
Plot shows him turned down in
every quarter, forced to go against
the wishes of his bride and, finally,
facing the deadly threat of the
returning killer alone. Miss Kelly
fits the mental picture of a Quaker
girl nicely, but the femme assign-
ment that has color and s.a. is

carried by Katy Jurado, as an ex-
girl friend of the marshal. While
the character is somewhat shadowy
of purpose as written, her per-
sonality makes it stand out.
Thomas Mitchell, Lloyd Bridges,

Otto Kruger, Lon Chaney, Henry
Morgan, Morgan Farley, Harry
Shannon, Tom London, Larry Blake
and James Millican are among
some of the townspeople adding to
the film’s tempo. Ian MacDonald,
the killer returning from jail to
get Cooper, is excellent, as are Lee
Van Cleef, Robert Wilke and Sheb
Wooley, his gun pals.
Throughout the film is a haunt-

ingly-presented ballad that tells
the story of the coming gun duel.
It wears the picture’s title and is

tellingly sung by Tex Ritter. On
the cleffing chore were Dimitri
Tiomkin and Ned Washington.
Tiomkin also composed and direct-
ed tne good background score.

Brog.

Power as ‘Gambler’
Hollywood, April 29.

Tyrone Power’s first commitment
off the 20th-Fox lot under his new
cor tract will be the top role in
"Mississippi Gambler” at UI. His
20th-Fox pact permits one outside
picture a year.

EdwarJ mud Carolina

'

"Edward and Caroline,”

French comedy whifch opened
jat the Little Carnegie, N, Y.y

yesterday (Tues,), was re-

viewed from Cannes by
Variety in the'Issu# of May lo,

1951. It stars Anne Vernon and
: Daniel Gelin, and was directed

by Jacques Becker.
' *

According to Motk,. film 1 "has
enough imagination to make
it palatable for the American
market in some special situa-

tions,” Filip is a slight affair

about a day in the. life of a
spirited couple, critic noted.

Declaring that the picture is

done with froth and finesse,

the reviewer points out: "Anne
Vernon brings verve and spirit

to her role of ' Caroline, while
Daniel Gelin manages nicely as

the sensitive artist. American
William Tubbs- supplies a fine

portra'yal of the rugged Ameri-
can

-

businessman.”

WaJUk Kast On Beacon

Spy thriller based, on FBI
case; average chances for dual
market.

Hollywood, April 29.

Columbia release of Louis de Roche-
mont production. Stars George Murphy,
Finlay Currie, VlriflnU Gilmore, Karel
Stepenak, Louisa Horton; features Peter
Capell, Bruno Wick. Rev, Robert Dunn,
Karl Weber, Jack Manning, Vflm* Kurer,
Michael Garrett, Robert CarroU, Ernest
Graves, Rosemary Pettit. Directed by Al-
fred Worker. • Screenplay, Leo Rosten;
added writing, Virginia Shaler, Leonard
Heideman, Emmett Murphy; suggested by
•'The Crime of the Century," by J. Ed-
gar Hoover, from Reader's Ingest; cam-
era, Joseph Brun; editor, Angel Ross;
made with the cooperation gf the FBI.
Previewed April 24, '52. Running time,
97 MINS.
Inspector Beldea George Murphy
Professor Kafer....... Finlay Currie
Millie .Virginia Gilmore
Alex • .Karel Stepanek
Elaine -Louisa Horton
Gino Peter Capell
Danzig Bruno Wick
Dr. Wlncott .....Rev. Robert Dunn
Reynolds Karl Weber
Vincent Foss .....Jack Manning
Mrs. Foss Vilma 'Kurer
Torrence .Michael Garrett
Boldany.. Robert Carroll
Martin Ernest Graves
Mrs. Martin Rosemary Pettit
Wllbon George R. HIU
Mason .Bradford . Hatton
Landlady Eva Condon
Helmuth ......Paul Andor
Mrs. Kafer Lotte Palfi
Philadelphia Suspect Ann Thomas
Mrs. Bclden Nancy Heyl
Sherry Belden Suzanne Moulton
Texi Driver...., John FarreU
Samson Stephen Mitchell

Espionage and counter-espio-
nage, based on an FBI case, pro-
vide the melodramatic plot for
“Walk East on Beacon,” another of
Louis de-Rochemont’s pseudo-doc-
umentaries for Columbia release.
Its chances appear average -in the
regular dualer market as the film
has exploitation possibilities - tied
to the timely subject of Commie
spy rings.

Pic is vastly overlong at 97 min-
utes, and often gets itself hogged
down in tedious detailing of fac-
tual phases. Presentation could
have used a sharper pace* to help
suspense, more excitement and
less documentary emphasis. Filmed
with the cooperation of the FBI,
picture was lensed mostly in the
New England area, so backgrounds
add to authenticity.

J. Edgar Hoover’s Reader’s Di-
gest article, "The Crime of the
Century,” provides the basis for
Leo Rosten’s screenplay. Addi-
tional writing was contributed by
Virginia Shaler, Leonard Heide-
man and Emmett Murphy, giving
director Alfred Werker a load of
material that handicaps the kind
of forthright movement the melo-
drama should have.

FBI, suspicious of a plot by
Soviet agents to grab secret scien-
tific data, assigns George Murphy
to take over the case, track down
the spies and prevent any leaks to
Russia. Masterminding the espio-
nage plot is Karel Stepanek and.
as film unfolds, the complicated
underground procedures used by
the Commies to achieve their ends
is exposed. So are the counter-
espionage methods used by the
FBI to defeat enemy agents.

Principal target of Stepanek’s
conniving is Finlay Currie, refu-
gee-scientist working on involved
calculations and theories dealing
with time and space. When he is

pressured to reveal secrets to pre-
vent his son’s death in Europe, the
scientist joins with the FBI to help
break up the ring. He gives the
spies phony information but they
wise up and get their hands on the
real thing. However, closely
watching FBI agents capture the
underlings. Stepanek then kid-
naps Currie, planning to transfer
him to a Russian submarine off
shore. The FBI, with the help of
the Coast Guard, effects a rescue at
the last minute to resolve the plot-
ting with a happy ending.

Very- few of the cast will he
knowii to the general film-going
public outside of Murphy, and
possibly Currie. Both do satis-
factorily. Mixed up in the able
projection of espionage with Step-
anek are Virginia Gilmore, Louisa

Horton, Peter Capell, Bruno Wick,
1

Jack Mixuifng, Ernest Grave* and
others.' ' V1

Working with de Roehemont on
the presentation as associate pro-
ducers were Borden Mate and
Lothar Wolff. Picture rates pho-
tography that fits the meller mood,
lowkey effects bolstering more
suspenseful sequences. Brog.

. i- i-—
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ILonitSHark

George Raft .in okay melo-
drama for regular dual Situa-

tions.

Hollywood, . April . 25.
Llppeffc Pictures release of -Berate Lu-

ber (Encore) production., Stars George
Raft, Dorothy Hart; features Paul Stew-
art, Helen westcott, John Hoyt, Henry
Slate, William' Phipps, Russell Johnson,
Beiiny Baker, Lary Dobklii. Directed by
Seymour Frledmaif.., Screenplay, Eugene
Ling, Martin Rackin; original story, Ra-
cklni camera, Joseph Biroc; editor, A1 Jo-
seph.' Previewed April 24, '52. Running
time, 79 MINS.
Joe Gargen a George Raft
Ann Nelson.. Dorothy Hart
Donelll Paul Stewart
Martha Helen Westcott
Phillips John Hoyt
Paul Nelson.,;.. Henry Slate
*Ed Hain«* William Phipps
Thompson Russell Johnsoh
Tubby* Benny Baker
Walter Karr.. ..Lary Dobkin
Rennick Charles Meredith
Lt. White Harlan Warde
Nancy Spring Mitchell
Ivy Margie Dean
Norm Ross' Elliott
Steve Casmer... Robert Bice
Scully ..Robert Williams
Maxie Michael Ragah
Netta., Virginia Caroll

George Raft takes easily to the
tough melodramatics in "Loan
Shark,” an Encore

,

production for
Lippert Pictures release that
shapes up as okay material for that
market. Film has good pacing and
sufficient plot punch to play satis-
factorily as either top or bottom of
the bill in the more general situa-
tion.

The Eugene Ling-Marton Rackin
script, from an- original, by Rackin,
.casts Raft outside the law to clean
up a gang of loan sharks bleeding
employees in industrial plants. To
assume the role of heavy, Raft has
to break with Dorothy Hart, his
girlfriend, and Helen Westcott, his
sister and widow of a loan shark
victim, .who was killed for trying
to halt the gang.

.
Raft angles himself into the gang

when he attracts the attention of
the top lieutenant by beating up a
plug-ugly sent to do the beating.
He concocts the idea of establish-
ing a laundry that will make side
loans to . housewives at usurious
rates, an idea appealing to the
racketeers and One which he hopes
will lead him to the head of the
mob. Carrying out his heavy role
to the nth degree. Raft even beats
up his girl friend's brother, an act
that leads to exposure of the mob
head and the bustup of the lucra-
tive racjkot. Finale finds Raft again
a hero and back in the arms of
Miss Hart. .

Miss Hart is attractive and able
in meeting demands of the role
opposite Raft, Miss Westcott is
competent in a smaller part. Paul
Stewart, John Hoyt, Russell John-
son and Larry Dobkin put over
their respective chores as members
of the racket. Other casters do
what is required and there is a
generous sprinkling of obvious
femme charms in several walk-on
spots done by Margia Dean and
Spring Mitchell, among others.
' Seymour Friedman’s direction
keeps the plot mpving along at a
pace calculated to show off the
melodramatics, and Bernie Luber's
production supervision supplies
believeable, though budget, values.
Joseph Biroc did the good camera
work. Brog.

Bed Ball Express

Formula aotion-drama of tank
action and supply trucks in
World War II. Okay for gen-
eral release.

Hollywood, April 29.
Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg

production. Stars Jeff Chandler, Alex
Nicol. Charles Drake, Judith Braun; fea-

T
Ur

t.
s 'Brian, Jacqueline Duval,

Jack Kelly, Cindy Garner, Sidney Poitier.
Directed by Budd Boetticher. Screenplay,
John Michael Hayes; suggested by story
by Marcel Xlauber and Billy Grady, Jr.;
camera, Maury Gertsman; editor, Edward
Curtiss. Previewed April 24, '52. Run-
ning time, 13 MINS.

^5utivChIc.k Campbell Jeff Chandler
Sgt Ernest Kallck Alex Nicol
Pvt. Ronald Partridge Charles Drake
£2f

CewEcCleUan Judith. Braun
»

•

; Hugh O'Brian
Antoinette DuBois Jacqueline Duval
S]lJlhn1 Hcyman Jack Kelly

Walsh . Cindy Garner
C<jrp, Andrew Robertson ., -Sidney Poitier

S5?
c
S?

1
«Goi'd7fi.-

‘ Howard Petrie
Pvt. Taffy Smith .. . . .Bubber Johnson
alb P,

av* McCord. <.r. Robert Davis

Higgins Frank Chase
Major John Pickard
Tank Lt...,,

, ..PfUmcr Lee

Motivation for "Red Ball Ex-
press” is the U. S. Army Trans-
portation Corps’ truck line set up
in World War II to supply General
Patton’s fast-moving tanks. Around
that basic idea has been built a
formula action-drama that , shapes

April 80, 1J52

No Rtitiog Plifo /
hN6. Resting British

film with an all-Irish cast
which will /preem shortly at

the 52d St. Trans-Lux, N. Y.,

was reviewed from-London by
Variety on Aug, 1, 1951, Pro-
duced- by- Colin Lesslie, film

features Michael ,Gough,
Eithne Dunne and -Noel Pur-
cell. It was directed by Paul
Rotha. Classic Pictures is dis-
tributing in the XJ. S,

"It’s a pic which will receive
. high critical appraisal for its

charm, ..sincerity and sim-
plicity,” .Myro wrote, "but it

is a very doubtful boxoffice
.proposition.” Film was lensed

:

entirely on location and re-
; viewer pointed out: "Sceni-
• eally, it is a film of merit;

.
Photography captures the
Irish atmosphere, and Rotha’s

i direction never tends to whip
up a false pace.”

•Story, critic noted, is a
simple 'yarn of a tinker who
accidentally kills a game-
keeper, and it shows the

,

misery and tragedies of wand-
ering tinkers.

as okay material for the general
market.

Scripting uses cliche situations
and dialog, offering nothing new
in story to holster the good idea
behind the picture. However, it

does have the pace of good pulp
fiction, a sense of humqr..most of
the time, and is cloaked in enough
standard action to play off satis-

factorily for less discriminating
audiences.

When Patton’s racing tanks out-
run Allied supply lines during the
push to Paris in World War II, the
Transportation Corps grabs all

available men to truck gasoline
and ammunition to the front. Jeff
Chandler is the lieutenant in
charge of the trucking unit with
which the story is concerned. Be-
sides the dangers and rigors of the
24-hour job, he has to contend
with the unreasonable hatred of
his top sergeant, Alex Nicol, the
natural gripes of overworked, war-
weary soldiers, and the phonily
presented resentment of a Negro
soldier, Sidney Poitier.

By the time Chandler’s men
have fought their way through
enemy territory to Patton’s tanks
and delivered their precious cargo
it is obvious Nicol will have real-
ized the lieutenant is a good Joe
and. the Negro will have come to
understand that . the officer’s
brusqueness was caused by the
pressure of duties, not racial
prejudice.

Male trouping satisfactorily re-
sponded to Budd Boetticher’s di-
rection'*of the John Michael Hayes’
screenplay. Direction permitted
only a few slow moments in the
footage, these coming mostly from
hackneyed dialog in -several talk
sequences. Charles Drake both
narrates film’s opening and clos-
ing, as well as furnishing some
chuckles as a driver who under-
standably deserts his truck for the
charms of Jaqueline Duval. *©ther
light spots are projected by the
soldier • characters of Hugh
O’Brian, Jack Kelly, Howard
Petrie (excellent in character simi-
lar of the colorful Patton). Bubber
Johnson and others. Judith Braun
rates star billing but appears in-
frequently with Cindy. Gamer as a
Red Cross worker.
Aaron Rosenberg’s production

makes good use of the Fort Eustis,
Va., locations, and fight- sequences
are well staged. Lensing, editing
and other technical credits are ex-
pert- Brog.

Bobs and Gals

Comedy with fair prospects in
secondary situations.

di5t«^
bliC

cf
r
.
ele^e of Sidn«y‘ Picker pro-

duction. Stars George 4c -Bert Bernard;
features Robert Hutton. Cathy Dons, Gor-don Jones. Florence Marly, Leon Belasco.

play
Ct
^frthur t

Gw Springstcen - Screen-
£r??n,
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, ^ T

;
Horman; camera, Johnm

;
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i
an

iey wHson; editor.

& Hobcrte. Tradcshown, N. Y.. April
25, 52. Running time, 14 MINS.
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kVohnson George Bernard
£onnccr« Bert Bernard
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SmIth Robert Hutton

«£!nva Gordon Jones

Peter
®uB°is. Florence Marly

Senator Prentice.V.V.’ V.V E^o?y Parnell
' '

'iV

** **
* •* *

•* •* **** **
: Hettlg

Conductor Olln Howlin
Sd£;. Gerren* Donald MacBride®ori* Henry Kulky

‘Gobs and Gals” is a moderately
amusing comedy which can fit
neatly into dualer situations. Pic
maintains a good pace but lack of
name values and slightly overlong
running time are drawbacks. Pro-
duction accoutrements are modest
but adequate, and better-than-
average scripting and direction
hold the action together for okay
laughs..

Pic is an obvious burlesque on

I
«*?!<»•«« nwlltn .nd It', unfoitu.

1 uate that i* doesn’t go all the way
in tWi dfctctton ior much better
rWtllta. Film!* mo*e severely handi*
eappef bv th* heavy play given to
the stars, George and Bert Bernard
a pair of xjmie* who l|ck sufficient
weight to carry the production on
a sustained comedy level.
Yarn is a complicated tangle of

threads involving - a couple of
sailor* on a South Sea* island
weather station who conduct a
cookie-and-jam racket by writing
letters to stateside .girls while en-
closing, pictures of their chief of-
ficer In their romantic missives
This scheme gets the latter in hot
water with his fiancee, once the
Navy detail is shipped home!
One of the females is a Russian

agent commissioned to get hold of
the weather reports which she
thinks contain, secret weapon data
The intentionally, hokey playing of
this Mata Hail and her bearded
accomplices are high spots. At the
windup, the sailors clear <up the
romantic mixup and round up the
Soviet spies in a Keystone comedy
fight.

The Bernards handle the bulk of
the comedy via their mugging,
pratfalls, femm* impersonations

vocalling of one cute number,
"The Maiden from Bali,” in com-
petent, but not standout style.
Robert Hutton and Cathy Downs
are okay in stock romantic parts,
as is Florence Marly as the Rus-
sian _su;en. Her

. accomplices,
Leonid Kmskey and Leon Belsaco
click in their parodied roles while
Gordon Jones does a good job as
the tough petty officer. •

Camera work is firstrate, and
editing lends a smooth continuity
to the hedtic proceedings. Herm.

Wild Horn Anibnsh

Last in Republic’s Junior sad-
dle here series; routine pro-
grammer.

jujlvxjlj tyvuu*
Republic release of RudV Ralston pro-

duction. Stars Mlehart Chapin, Eilene
Janwren; features James Bell, Richard
Ayonde. Roy Barcroft, Julian Rivero, Mo-
vita; Directed by Fred C. Brannon. Writ-
ten by William Lively: camera, John
MacBurnie; editor, Harold Minter. Pre-
viewed April 23, '52. Running time, 54
mi ns*
"Red". .. . . .Michael Chapin
“Judy" Eilene Janssen
Sheriff Tom White... James Bell
Jalisco. ......Richard Avonde
Big John Harkins.,.,...... .Roy Barcroft
Enrico Espinosa Julian Rivero
Lita Espinosa Movlta
Mace , Gary Drake Smith
Sn'orty : Scott Lee
Pedro. .Alex Montoya
Turk .....John Daheim
Spy Ted Cooper

i k

Strictly a program western,
"Wild Horse Ambush” is the last

of the Republic series starring
juves Michael Chapin and Eilene
Janssen. While slanted for the at-

tention of matinee kiddie audi-
ences, the- routine action will get
only light reaction.

As junior saddle heroes, the
moppet stars are called upon to aid
James Bell, sheriff, and Richard
Avonde, undercover Mexican offi-

cer posing as a bandit, in, discover-
ing how a counterfeiting gang is

smuggling the phony money south
across the border. The juniors un-
cover the* secret; the notes are
glued under the .manes of wild
horses and then picked up when
the nags reach a Mexican water
hole.

Direction and playing of the

stock plot are only moderately
paced, and production is full of

implausible . motivations. Stock
footage of stallion fights and rac-

ing wild herds is cut in to simulate
movement, hut horse principals

are poorly matched in the doubling.
The two juve leads are adequate to

Fred C. Brannon's direction and
William Lively’s script, as are Bell,

Avonde and Roy Barcroft’s skull-

duggery. Lensing and other tech-

nical credits are standard for the

budget Brog.

Border Saddlemates
(SONGS)

Routine western programmer
with Rex Allen.

Hollywood, April 25.

Republic release of Edward J. W«it«

production. Stars R«!x Allen, Koko
(equine); features Mary Ellen Kay, Slim

Pickens, Roy Barcroft, Forrest Taylor,

Jimmie Moss, Zon Muray, Keith McCon-
nell, Mark Hanna, Republic Rhythm Ri-

ders (5). Directed by William Witney
Written by Albert DeMond; camera, John

MacBurnie; editor, Harold Minter; new
song. Jack Elliott. Previewed April 23,

'52. Running time, 47 MINS. .

Koko H:

Jane Richards *.Mary AUen Ka7
Slim Pickens. Slim Plcken*

Steve Baxter R°y,
Mel Richards Forrest
Danny Richards Jimmie Mow
Matt Lacey Zon Murray
Gene Dalton Keith McConnell

Manero Mark Hanna

Rex Allen is a personable filni

cowpoke and gives "Border Saa*

dlemates” a lot mope help than u

gets from the other departments

(Continued on page 18)
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COMPO SKED AWAITS 3 TOPKICKS

Justices During ‘Miracle’ Hearing
Washington* April 29. 4-

Film people were* expressing

hope that the Supreme Court will

overturn censorship in The

“Miracle" case* on the basis of

comment from
^
the bench last

Thursday (24) as the tribunal heard

argument in that appeal.

On numerous occasions during

the two-hour argument, members

of the court gave indication that

the bench is thinking along some-

what different lines today than did

Supreme Court in 1915. In

1915 "the Court laid down its views

in the “Mutual Film Case” that mo-

tion pictures were only amusement

and were not entitled to special

protection under the First Amend-

mG
On one occasion last Thursday,

while Wendell P. Brown, New York

State Solicitor General, was carry-

ing the ball in favor of State cen-

sorship of pix, Chief Justice Fred

M Vinson interrupted him to. ask:

“You realize that the court has

made certain statements since the

Mutual Film -case?” Then Vinson

quoted from' the 1948 ^opinion of

Associate Justice William D. Doug-

las in the Big Five antitrust film

case—“we have no doubt that mov-

ing pictures, like newspapers and

radio, are Included in the press

whose freedom is guaranteed un-

der the First Amendment.”
Brown pointed out that this was

not actually a part of the opinion

since it had nothing to do with the

Paramount, et al., antitrust case.

Vinson countered, “I realize that it

was not binding on those who
signed it. But it* certainly shows

what it shows.”
At another point, Justice Felix

Frankfurter asked Brown, “Do you
mean that movies are outside of all

constitutional protection?”

“Oh, no indeed,” was the reply.

“We make no such contention.”

When Charles A. Brind, Jr., at-

torney for the New York State

Educational Department, who
shared with Brown the job of up-

holding state censorship, was ad-

dressing the court, several judges

made him admit that the picture

(Continued on page 21)
*

RKO Gets New Trial

On Scott; 20th Nixed

In Case' of Lardner
Hollywood, April 29.

Federal Judge Ben Harrison
granted RKO‘s motion for a new
trial in breach-of-contract suit

brought by Adrian Scott but de-

nied similar motion by 20th-Fox in

case of King. Lardner, Jr.- Suits of

pair, tried simultaneously for con
venience’s sake, brought jury, ver-

dict for plaintiffs a few months
ago, with Scott awarded $84,300
and Lardner $20,000.
Judge said Scott verdict was a

“grave miscarriage of justice”

which wouldn’t have happened i

a “reputable” jury had been cog
nizant of the “full picture.” He
held pair had violated the morals
clause of contracts in refusing to

testify before the House Un-Ameri
£an Activities Committee 1947
However, he ruled,' 20th-Fox by
inking supplemental contract with
Lardner after latter’s Red probe
appearance, subsequently firing
him, had waived the right to in-
voke the morals clause by the newer
pact.

Harrison said refusal to testify
was a “conspiracy to defy Con-
gress.” He said one of the attor-
neys for the plaintiffs had charac-
terized them, as “men of courage,”
out declared “men of courage don’t
hesitate to state their views. If
they could have denied their affili-
ation with the Communist Party
they would have. Men of
courage .would have been willing
to stand up and be counted. The
case must be considered in rela-
uon to other witnesses who ap-
peared at those hearings.”

t cxPectcd 20th will appeal

i

Lardner Verdict. New Scott

tenb
protal3ly come in Sep-

Mo. Exhib Sues Booth
Union Over Picketing

St. Louis, April 29.

Injunction and damages are
sought by the Miller Theatres, Inc.,

Festus, Mo., against the AFL Mo-
ion Picture Operators Union,
ocal No. 833, and seven of its of-

icers in a suit filed last week in

Jefferson County Circuit Court.

Plaintiffs asks for $15,000 and
$50,000 punitive, damages as a re?

suit of the picketing of houses it

operates in Festus and nearby
Crystal City. The hassle began when
the union attempted to force the

company to empldy a union man to

replace a projectionist with the

company 36 years and. who is paid

a rate in excess of the union scale.

Improved Trade

Relations Key To

COMPO Survey
Described as fitting into the

pattern of improved * intra-trade

relations is the widescale exhib

survey being undertaken by the

Council of Motion Picture Organi-

zations. COMPO-ites say it’s a

means of acquainting Hollywood
producers with a composite of

virtually all .theatremen’s thoughts

on how best to build boxoffice via

greater cooperation between film-

makers and the exhibs.

Rotus Harvey, chairman of

COMPO’s roundtable committee,

announced the survey project in

N. Y. last Thursday (24). Total of 30

questions will he sent to exhibs ask-

ing their comments on public enter-

tainment tastes, ad-pub approaches,

general public relations and the

programming and presentation of

pix. Compilations of the replies

will be ready for the next COMPO
roundtable discussion of industry

problems in Hollywood next fall.

Last such session in 1851 was

attended by ’“representative” ex-

hibs and producers. The upcoming
conclave will provide a voice for

nearly all exhibs .via the survey.

Any predominating opinions which

they express obviously will be

given full consideration by the

studio toppers, observers say. The

Coast seminar had been set for

July 25 but was • postponed when
decision on making the survey was

reached.

Harvey, who had been in N. Y.

for the industry arbitration meet-

ings, has returned to his San

Frslncisco headquarters and is to

begin working on the exhib ques-

tionnaire shortly.

Henreid & Vorhaus Sued

For 78G on Pic Deal

Suit for $78,000 has been filed

in'N. Y. Supreme Court by agent

Paul Radin against actor PaUl Hen-

reid and director Bernard Vorhaus,

claiming ,
breach of contract in con-

nection with the indie film, So

Young, So Bad.”

Radin is asking $3,000 for, his

services for allegedly getting

United Artists to distribute and

exploit the film, $25,000 as rea-

sonable” value of his services, and

$50,000 for getting, the Danziger

brothers to finance the picture.

Radin’s suit is based on contention

that he repped Henreid and Vor-

haus in arranging the deal.

The defendants have made a

general denial of the allegations

and claim that there was no ex-

press contract between themselves

and Radin. They further stated

that any agreement they may have

entered into was cancelled by mu-

tual consent.
„ ^ ,

Action was disclosed when de-

fendant* sought to examine Radin.

Election if an interim three-man
committee to helm the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
will serve as a green light for
the industry outfit to start roll-

ing with a full quota of activities.

COMPO has a number of projects
on the fire, the actual launching
of which are hinged on naming of
a prez.

'

Film execs admitted this week
that collection of dues is becoming
increasingly difficult because of
the absence of any chief* exec.
When the post is filled and exhib
confidence is restored on a greater
basis, however, it’s expected that
the treasury will be enriched to
an extent enabling the more active
program. • ' *-

The all-trade outfit has been
functioning daily under exec v.p.

Arthur L. Mayer, special counsel
Robert W. Coyne and information
director Charles McCarthy. But
the continuing vacant prexy’s chair
has created an adverse phychologi-
cal effect among exhibs, and it

must be filled in fapid time in
order to win their backing. Mayer’s
recommended three-man commit-
tee appears as the most likely solu-
tion, according to COMPO-ites.
Mayer, who is determined to make
his resignation effective this Fri-
day (2), has been COMPO’s strong-
point, keeping it alive during the
months it has been without a prexy.

Among the major items on. the
agenda is a fullscale • campaign to

repeal the Federal 20% admission
tax. This likely will be carried on
in every state in a manner which
has yet to be specifically decided.
COMPO also probably will map a
far-reaching plan designed to fully

disassociate the industry from iden-
tity with un-Americanism in the
minds of the public.

Total of 14, or possibly 16,

“Movietime, U.S.A.” tours are be-
ing lined up for next fall, in addi-

( Continued on page 14)

jU, SPG Deal Near;

20th Inking Due
Despite a New York strike vote

taken last* week, Universal and the

Screen Publicists Guild, District

65, Distributive, Processing’ and
Office Workers of America, -ap

peared to be nearing an agree-

ment late yesterday (Tues.) for a

new .pact on pub-ad staffers. Fol-

lowing the strike vote, two meet-

ings were held during the week be-

tween management and the Union-

ites and a degree of understanding

was reportedly reached. It was ex-

pected that yesterday^ confab

would set the stage for conclusion

of the pact talks, which have been
going on since November, 1951.

Meanwhile, inking of a pact be

tween 20th-Fox and the SPG is an-

ticipated shortly. Company and the

pub-ad staffers have agreed on all

the proposals, and attorneys for

both groups are putting them into

legal language. Pact is expected to

follow closely those signed by the

SPG with Warner Bros. an£ Co-

lumbia.

With finalization of U and 20th

pacts, SPG will have concluded

pacts with the five film companies

whose pub-ad staffers it repre-

sents. In addition to those named,

United Artists has a working agree-

ment with the union.

Meanwhile, an agreement has

been reached between RKO Thea-

tres arid Local 230, Sign, Pictorial

and Display Union, AFL, on terms

for a new pact for pub-ad staffers.

Pact, now being readied for sign-

ing, is a one-year deal- calling for

a $10 across-the-board increase

and double severance pay In case

of economic layoffs. Contract is

retroactive to Dec. 17. 1952. Earlier

union had threatened to picket

RKO theatres when talks bogged

down. Final inking is expected to

take place late this week.

By 20th to Ease Financial Status

Reisman Presides At
RKO Meet in Paris

Phil Reisman, RKO pictures v.p.

in charge of foreign distribution,

presided at a special meeting of

RKO European sales managers in

Paris yesterday (Tues.). Reisman
eft New York for Paris on Satur-

day (26).

Meeting discussed plans for the

release of the Wald-Krasna pic-

ure, “Clash by Night,” set to be-

gin its initial European playdates

almost simultaneously with its do*

mestic release. •

3-Man Committee

To Share COMPO

Rule Wins Favor
Arthur L. Mayer’s proposal fqr

the appointment of a
,
three-man

committee to share the- Council

of Motion Picture Organizations
presidential duties on an interini

basis already has been acknowl-
edged as acceptable by reps of a

majority of COMPO member
groups. Mayer, who retires at the
upcoming weekend as exec v.p.,

sounded out COMPO-ites on the

plan before making the formal
proposal.

Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri-
ca, which is ojtie of the Tew yet to

indicate its position, holds a board
meeting in N. Y. on Friday (2)

when a vote will be taken. Af-
firmative action, which Is antici-

pated, likely will be followed
-

with
the naming of the three-man com-
mittee to take over the COMPO
helm.

Mayer broached the idea when
it became finally apparent that all

efforts to find an individual for the
prexy’s post were just about futile.

Last exec to nix the job was Para-
mount board chairman Adolph
Zukqr. He declined, he said, be-
cause the added COMPO duties

might over-tax his strength.

The proposed fexee committee
will comprise one representative
each from Theatre Owners of

America, Allied States Assn, and
the MPAA. Trio will serve until

individual industry leader isan
elected by the COMPO board at

some subsequent meeting. It's

possible that the next board ses
sion will take place within- three
to four months.

First job t° 'be placed in the
hands of the three-man exec com-
mittee will be that of appointing
an exec v.p. to replace Mayer. It’s

COMPO’s top salaried post.

Designed to ease its “difficult”
financial condition* 20th-Fox is em-
barking on a three-part program
comprising “drastic additional
economies,” expansion in the for-
eign market where profits possi-
bilities appear promising, and con-
sideration of production of televi-
sion programs. The triple-threat
ideas were outlined by president
Spyros P. Skouras In his annual re-
port to stockholders this week.

This was the first such state-
ment by the prez suggesting that
20th might swing into TV pro-
ducing as a means of bolstering its'

income. He said a careful study
of the field is now being made and
this will determine whether the
outfit “can profitably enter into the
production of appropriate types of
subjects for television,”
Use of the word “appropriate”,

was Wken to mean subjects of the
type especially designed for TV,
that is, limited in production scope
so that there would be no direct
competition with theatres. .

As concerning economies already
effected, the annual report showed
that .1947’s average feature cost
was $2,328,600, and this figure has
been cut consistently over the
years to the point where the 36
pix to be released next year will

have been brought in at an aver-
age budget of $1,100,000.
As reported earlier, 20th’s net

earnings for 1951 amounted to $4,-

308,431, compared with $9,553,260
in 1950. Past year saw the retire-

ment of three employees in the
upper brackets: F. L. Harley, for-

eign department v.p., who was -

drawing $1,000 weekly; Andrew W.
Smith, Jr., distribution v.p., $1,480
per week, and Ernest G. Palmer,
cameraman, $850 weekly.

Ferrer Sings, Cavorts

At D.C. ‘Happen’ Bow
Washington, April 29.

Jose Ferrer added another laurel

to his show biz wreath during a

bell-ringing day of personal ap-

pearances Sunday (27) in Wash-
ington in conjunction with D. C.

preem of his Paramount starrer,

“Anything Can Happen,” at the

Dupont, Lopert artie. The actor-

producer-director did a half hour
show, backed by a top-drawer in-

strumental trio, in a four-a-day rou-

tine that consisted of six songs,

with lyrics in almost as many lan-

guages.

Keynote of the Ferrer technique

is an intimate formality, an infecti-

ous good humor, and a surprisingly

solid style with a tune, recalling

a musical background that Included

his ’41 fling into operetta at St.

Louis and his replacement of

Danny Kaye in “Let’s Face It.”

Ferrer, incidentally, Is making a

series of Sunday p.a.s in connec-

tion with the pic while doubling

from “The Shrike” on Broadway.

B. B. Kreisler Exits

MPAA Post to Head

Foreign Pic-TV Group
B. Bernard Kreisler, eScec direc-

tor of the Advisory Unit on Foreign
Films of the Motion Picture Assn,
of America, exits that post tomor-
row (Thurs.) to assume the presi-

dency of International Film Asso-
ciates-Televlsion Corp., new for-

eign film and television syndicate.

MPAA’s Advisory Unit will be
taken under the wing of Irving
Maas, the association’s assistant in-

ternational division chief. Maas,
former exec v?p. and general man-
ager pf the Motion Picture Export
Assn., recently joined the MPAA’s
international department.

Kreisler’s new,corporation, back-
ed by Wall St. financing, will act

as central clearing house in

America for foreign films and will

channel the product, both full-

length features and shorts, to tele-

vision stations and art houses.
Outfit will also rep foreign film

and tele producers as consultants
on production as well as marketing
and programming of product. Tech-
nical unit will be a part of the
company for the dubbing of foreign
films into English, especially for
television presentation.

Kreisler heads for Europe next
month to meet with production
studio heads in various countries
to line up product. Associated with
Kreisler in the new project are
James Frank, Robert M. Davidson,
Charles S. Goodman and A. A.
Strelsin.

MGM Skeds Spectacular

^Julius Caesar’ Tinter
Hollywood, April 39.

Next spectacular production at

Metro will 'be Shakespeare’s “Ju-
lius Caesar,” to be filmed this

summer with pomp and panoply
equal to that of “Quo Vadis” and
“Ivanhoe.” Film will be made in

Technicolor, with an all-star cast

and John Houseman as producer.
Still another Metro spectacle is

in prospect with the studio taking

an option on “Prince Valiant,” the
Hearst Sunday pictorial feature,

dealing with the adventures of

King Arthur’s Knights of the

Round Table.
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$25,000, Lion’

Light 16G, ‘Show’ Fme 13G in 10th

r

Los Angeles, April 29. f
With holdovers running about

f

two-to-one in first-runs here this

stanza, and new bills shaping light,

boxoffice pace is mild. Overall to-

tal is not helped either by the fact

that many longruns and h.o. s are

down sharply currently,

"Deadline U. S. A.” looks moder-

ate $25,000 in four theatres. Slim

$17,000 is all that is expected for

"Lion and Horse” in three loca-

tions, "Rancho Notorious” shapes

light $16,000 for three houses. My
Son, John” will be okay $7,000 or

under at Fine Arts. "Greatest

Show” is rated $13,000 in two spots

for 10th week while "Marrying
Kind” in third frame is down to

$18,000 for two sites.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

1,248; 70-$1.10) — "Deadline,
XJ. S, A. (20th). Mild $26,000, Last
week, "Song In Heart” (20th) (2d

wk), $25,600.
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltem

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)—"Lion and Horse” (WB) and
"Gobs and Gals” (Rep). Slim $17,-

000. Last week, "Bugles Afternoon”
(WB) and “Night Stage Galveston”
(Col) (Downtown only), $23,200.
Loew's State, Egyptian (UATC)

(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—"Singin’ In
Rain” (M-G) (3d wk). Mild $21,000.

Last week, $24,500. *='•

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) 2,752;

2,812; 70-$1.10)—“Marrying Kind”
(Col) and "Smith vs. Scotland
Yard” (RKO) (3d wk). Good $18,-

000. Last week, $26,800.
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro-

politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50)—"Greatest Show” (Par) (10th wk).
Fine $13,000. Last week, $14,100.

Hawaii, United Artists, Bits
tG&S-UATC-FWC) (1,106; 2,100;
1,370; 60-$1.10)— "Rancho' Notori-
ous” (RKO) and "Kid Monk Ba-
ron!” (Indie). Light $16,000. Last
week, Hawaii (UA), Four Star,
"Valley Eagles” (Lip) and "Last
Musketeers” (Rep) (at UA only) (9
days), $13,100. "Eagles” holds for
second week at Four Star, expect-
ing $2,000.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)

(1,430; 70-$1.10)—"Women Without
Names” (Indie) (2d wk). Near
$3,000. Last week, slim $5,000.

Fine Arts (FWC) (879; 80-$1.20)
—"My Son, John” (Par). Oke
$7,000 or less. Last week, "Brown-
ing Version” (U) (4th wk-6 days),
$1,300.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
—"African Queen” (UA) (18th wk).
Okay $6,000: Last week, $6,900.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20) —
Rashomon” (RKO) (7th wk). Off

to $2,600. Last week, $3,000.
Vogue (FWM) (885; 90-$1.20)—

‘Quo Vadis” (-G) (2d wk). Good
$6,000. Last week; $7,100.

'ls» Bit*, L. A. Paramount
gWC-UPT) (814; 1,370; 3,398; 70-
fl* 1 ?.

Paramount shuttering for
facelift. Iris, Ritz into other units.
Last week, "Flesh and Fury” (U)
and "Pardon My French” (UA)
(Par only) 6 days, Iris, Ritz; 9 days,
Paramount, solid $19,000.

Paul-Ford Tilt ‘Yonder’

To Strong $17,000, Prov.;

‘Convicts’ Modest $8,000
Providence, April 29.

Despite rainy weekend, local
first-runs had little to cheer about
as biz was slow all around. Les
Paul and Mary Ford onstage are
upping "Wild Blue Yonder” to a
strong session at the State. Ma-
jestic -on holdover with "Song in
My Heart” is good. Strand shapes
fair with "My 6 Convicts.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)

—

"Deadline U.S.A.” (20th) and
"Tough Girl” (Rep). Mild $7,000.
Last week, "Rancho Notorious”
(RKO) and "Smith vs. Scotland
Yard” (RKO), $8,000.

Majestio (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)

—

"Song in Heart” (20th) and "Royal
Journey” (UA) (2d wk). Neat $6,-
000. First week, big $11,000.

Metropolitan (Snider)' (3,100; 44-
65)—“Okinawa” (Col) and "Lady
of Burlesque” (reissue). Fairish
$5,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 60-95)—
Wild Blue Yonder” (Col) plus Les
Paul and Mary Ford onstage.
Upped scale helping to strong

l
1 *!’0

.?
0
/™ £?st week

’ "Singin* in
Rain (M-G) '(2d wk), $9,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-
65)—"My Six Convicts” (Col). Fair
$8,000. Last week, "Marrying
Kind’ (Col) and "Forbidden Land”
(Par) (2d wk), neat $5,000.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $456,209

(Based on 23 theatres)

Last Year $379,400
(Based on 20 theatres)

'Apache Paces

Indpls., $10,000

Indianapolis, April 29.

Biz at first-n&s here is in dold-

rums again this stanza although up
slightly over last week at two spots.

Outdoor weather and daylight time
change blamed by exhibs. "Battle

at Apache Pass,” at Indiana, looks
to lead with fair session. "Love
Is Better Than Ever,” at Loew’s
and "Las Vegas Story,” at Circle,

are both sub-par.

Estimates For This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

76)
—"Las Vegas Story” (RKO) and

"Gobs and Gals” (Indie). Thin
$7,000. Last week, "Something
Live For” (Par) and "Tale of Five
Women” (UA), $6,500 in 6 days.

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76) —
"Battle Apache Pass” (U) and
"Finders Keepers” (U). Fair $10,-

000 to lead city. Last week, "Dead-
line U.S.A.” (20th) and "Oklahoma.
Annie” (Rep). Dull $8,000.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
"Love Better Than*Ever” (M-G)
and "Just This Once” (M-G). Slow
$8,000, Last week, "Singin’ In
Rain” (M-G) (2d wk), oke $9,000.

Lytic (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—"Rose
of Cimarron” (20th) and "Secret
Flight” '

(Indie). Sluggish $4,500.
Last week, "Unknown World”
(Lip) with "Grand Old Opry” on-
stage, $9,000. at 50-85c scale.

St Loo Uneven Albeit

‘Flesb’ Solid at $11,000;

‘Wild North’ Hot 14G
St. Louis, April 29.

Biz is very spotty here this week
with mid-summer temperatures
holding down grosses. "Wild
North” shapes as -best of new films
with fine total while "Flesh and
Fury,” paired with "Rancho No-
torious,” looms good at the Mis-
souri. "Song In Heart” is okay on
moveover to downtown Ambas-
sador.

'

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75)—“Song In Heart” (20th) and

"Treasure Lost Canyon” (U) (m.o.).

Neat $10,000. Last week, "Pride
of St. Louis” (20th) and "Rodeo r

(Mono) (mo.’s), disappointing
$8 ,000 .

Fox (F&M) (5,000: 60-75)—"Ma,
Pa at Fair” (U) and "Here Come
Nelsons” (U). Opened today (Tues.)
Last week, "Hoodlum Empire’
(Rep) and “Steel Town” (U), fair

$11 ,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"Wild North” (M-G) and “Shadow
In Sky” (M-G), fine $14,000. . Las

(Continued on page 20)

Seattle; ‘Kettles’ 7G, 2d
Seattle, April 29.

City is loaded with holdovers

this -stanza with many of new-
comers not showing up well.

"Deadline— U.S.A.” shapes fairly

goad. Standout is “African Queen,
being, socko in

^
second Orphemn

round and great in first at Blue
Mouse. “Kettles At Fair” also is

big in second Liberty session. Day-

light saving bit the burg this week,

and All first-run biz suffered.

Estimate* for This Week
. Bine Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65-

90 )
— "African Queen” (UA) and

"Shadow in' Sky” (M-G). Grfcai

$6,000.' Last week, “Apache Pass”
(U) (3d.wk>, $2,700.

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 85-

90)
—"Aaron Slick” (Par) and "Man

From Black Hills” (Mono). Dull
$6,000. Last week “Pride St Louis”
(20th) and “Road Agent” (RKO) (2d

wk-5 days),. $5,300,

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2.366;
65-90)—“Deadline—U.S.A.” (20th)

and “Desert Pursuit” (Mono), Fair-

ly good $9,000. Last week, “Son
John” (Par) and “Whispering
Smith” (RKO), light $7,300.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

—"Kettles at Fair” (U) and “Here
Come Nelsons” (U) (2d wk). Big
$7,000. Last week, neat $9,500.
.Music Box (Hamrick) (800; 65-

90)— "Clouded Yellow” (Col) and
Native Son” (Indie). Slow $3,000.

Last week, "Ballerina” (Indie) and
Paris 1900” (Indie), $1,600.-
Music Hall (Hamrick) (850; 65-

90)—"Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) and
“Shadow in Sky” (M-G) (3d wk).
Strong $9,000. Last week, $10,600.
Orpheum, (Hamrick) (2,699; 65-

90) —- "African Queen” (UA) and
"Royal Journey” (UA) (2d wk),
also at Blue Mouse. Sturdy $11,-
000. Last week, sock $17,600.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90) — "David and Bathsheba”
(20th), First pop price showing.
Drab $6,000. Last week, "Song in
Heart” (RKO) (2d wk), big $9,000.
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Pride’ NG

Key City Grosses
T

- ^— - *

Estimated Total Grata
Thia Week ...... $2,007,

W

.. (Bated on 24 cities, 223 .the-

atre*, chtefiy first runs; include

ing K. Y.)
. ^

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $2,091,200

SBased on 24 cities, and 197

theatres.) ,

Philadelphia, April 29.

9 Rain here since last Wednesday
(23) la prooving too much of a hand-
icap for most first-runs. However,
it is not holding back "Loan Shark”
to any great extent, with fine ses-

sion in prospect at Stanton. George
Raft personals for first two days
helped trade materially. The Earle
was hard hit by.jthe rainfall,

"Rodeo,” with Sugar Chile Robin-
son heading stageshow, landing
only mild takings. "Africa Queen”
continued great in second round
at the Mastbaum.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

"Caesar and Cleopatra” (Indie)

Big $9,000. Last week.
Live For” (Par) (2d

(reissue).
"Something
wk), $4,500.
Boyd (WB)

lien’ OK $11;

Cleve; ‘Flesh’ 9G
Cleveland, April 29.

Steady warm spell is blowing
folks out to summer cottages and
amusement parks but strong hold
overs and several entrants ar<

getting fairly good reaction.
"Singin* in Rain” on State’s second
week is doing solidly. Even better
is "Greatest Show” on sixth frame
and still smash at Stillman. Hipp’s
"Deadline— U.S.A.,” "Flesh and
Fury” and "Lion and Horse” are
tops among new entries but none I $22,000.

(2,360; 50-$1.50)

—

"Greatest Show” (Par) (10th wk).
Sock $9,000. Lafct week, $10,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—
"Rodeo” (Mono) plus Sugar Chile
Robinson onstage. Mild $13,000.
Last week, "Jim Forbidden Land”
(Col) plus Nat "King” Cole on
stage, good $20,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Song

In Heart” (20th) (3d wk). Held at
$12,000. Last week, $13,000.
Goldman (Goldman) <1,200; 60-

99)—"Marrying Kind” (Col) (3d
wk). Big $12,000. Last week,
$14,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

“African Queen” (UA) (2d wk).
Great $22,000. Last week, $31,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000;* SO-

SO)—"Aaron Slick” (Par). Okay
$5,000. Last week, "When in Rome”
(MG), same.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—"Singin’ In Rain” (M-G) (3d
wk). Sturdy $14,000. Last week,

is sock.
Estimates for This Week

Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80) —
"Hon and Horse” (WB). Satisfac-
tory $11,000, Last week, "Pride of
St. Louis” (20th), $11,500.
Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;

55-80)—"Deadline—U.SJV” (20th).
Smart $15,000. Last week, "Song
in Heart” (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80) —
"Flesh and Fury” (U). Passable
$9,000 or near. Last week, “Scan-
dal Sheet” (Col), $8,500.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55,-80) —

"Sailor Beware” (Par) (5th wk).
Fine $4,500 following $6,000 last
w£ck

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80) —
"Singin* in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).
Lively $12,000 following $15,000
lftot week

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 90-
$1.50) — "Greatest Show” (Par)
(6th wk). Swell $8,500 in 9 days
coming after sock $12,000 last
week.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
"Mara Maru” (WB). Light $11,-
000. Last week, "Lion and Horse”
(WB), $9,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—

"Loan Shark” (Lip). Fine $9,000
or over. Lust week, "Frankenstein”
(U) and "Dracula” (U) (reissues),
$7,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 60-99)—

"Pandora” (M-G) (3d-flnal wk). Off
to $3,500.- Last week, oke $4,500.
World (G&S) (500; 50-99) —

"Miracle in Milan” (Indie) (2d wk).
Holding at $2,800. Last week, nice
$3,000.

Cincy Slow; ‘Pride Okay $10,

love’ Hotsy 9G, lingers’ Fair 9
]

/2G
Cincinnati, April 29.

Moderate biz continues at most
major stands for second week in
row. "Pride of St. Louis” at Capi-
tol is best bet with okay take while
"Love Better Than Ever” at Grand
Is rated strong for top coin. "Five
Fingers” at Albee looms only fair-

ish. "Scandal Sheet” has modest
session at Palace in sight. "Flam-
ing Feather” is fairly good at
Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—

"Five Fingers” (20th). Fairish
$9,500. Last week, "Singin’ In
Rain” (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)—"Pride of St. Louis” (20th).
Okay $10,000. Last week. “Song In
Heart” 70th) (2d wk), $10,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

"Love Better Than Ever” (M-G)
and "Young Man Ideas” (M-G).
Hotsy $9,000 or over. Last week,
"Hong Kong” (Par) and “Smith vs.
Scotland Yard” (RKO), $6,500.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-
75)—"Flaming Feather” (Par). Fa-
vorable $7,000. Last week, "Ma,
Pa Kettle at Fair” (U), $8,500.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 56-75)—
"Narrow Margin” (RKO) and "Pace
That Thrills” (RKO) split with
"King Solomon’3 Mines” (M-G) and
“Devil’s Doorway” (M-G). So-so
$4,000. Last week, "Weird Woman”

Rains Wash Out Balto;

‘Notorious’ Hep $8,000
Baltimore, April 29.

Longest stretch of steady rainfall
In years has played havoc with the
downtown deluxers here this week.
“Aaron Slick” is very dull at the
Stanley but "Rancho Notorious” is
rated okay at the Town. Izzy Rap-
port’s Hippodrome dropped out of
the lineup this week after a back-
stage fire Thursday (24) midnight,
forced a shutdown of five to six
weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

70)-"Singin’ In Rain” (M-G) (3d
wk. Simmering down to oke $7,000

n*ce secon<l round with
$9,200.

(Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

T
Kettle at Fair (U).
Last week, "My Son,

<Par) (2d moderate
$5,400.
.Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—

of
T
Cimarron” (Rep). Mild
£ast week» “Sound Off”

(Col), $5,600.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—
Song In Heart” (20th) (3d wk).

Fair $6,000 after previous round
added $7,900.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)(Indie) and "Chee-Ak” (Indie) (re- „ . « u /

—

issues) split with "Sirocco” (Col)
Aa5°n Slick (Par). Drab $9,000.

and "Tokyo Joe” (Col) (reissues), ™eefc
* Lion and Horse” (WB>,

ditto. $5,800.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)— (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)—
"Scandal Sheet” (Col). Moderate «.?!£!;

ho Notorious” (RKO). Trim
$8,500. Last week, "Big Trees”

*
7000, Last week, "Marrying

(WB), same. Kind” (Col) (2d wk), $5,700.

Minneapolis, April 29.

Weather is surprisingly warm
for here this early in the spring
and it is proving just as harmful
to film biz lilt the brutal cold of
the winter. ^Reopening of the
Twin Cities area's. seven ozoners
also is hurting. So. is night base-
ball. There are only three im-
portant newcomers hut the lineup
of. holdovers is the strong point
currently. "Pride of St. Louis”
looms very disappointing as new
entry. Second weeks of "African
Queen” and "Greatest Show” are
about the best grossers. •

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 85-$1.25)—

.

“Greatest Show” (Par) (2d wk).
Down to okay $8,000. Last week,
sock $14,000.

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—
"Calling Bulldog Drummond”
(M-G). Snail’s Pace” at $2,000.
Last week, "Scandal Sheet” (Col)

*

and Graziano-Robinson fight pix,
$3,400.

„ Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—"Afri-
can

1

Queen” (UA) (2d wk). Going
very good at $8,000. Last weelc
smash $11,500, best here in many
months.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
"Pride of St. Louis” (20th). Light
$8,000. Last week, "Song In
Heart” (20th) (2d w0, $8,000.

KKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
40-76)—"Flesh and Fury” (U).
Well-liked, but not setting box-
office afire,with mild $6,000. Last
week, "Macao” (RKO), $7,000.

RKO-Pan XRKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
“Sound Off” (Col) .and "Jungle
Jim” (Ool)'. Light $4,200.* Last
week, "Thief of Damascus” (Col)
and "Yank in Indo-China” (Col).
$4,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—
"Something Live For” (Par). Slow
$3,000. Last week, "Aaron Slick”
(Par), poor $2,500 in 4 days. “Just
This Once** (M-G) and “Royal
Journey” (UA), $3,500 in 6 days.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)—

"Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (3d wk).
Good $4,000. Last week, $5,200.

Deadline’ Paces Hub At

14G;‘Song’ Hep 12iG, 3d,

‘Suit’ Socko $9,000, 2d
Boston, April 29.

Of newcomers at downtown ma-
jors ibis round "Deadline U.S.A,”
at Memorial looks leader with okay
session. "Singin* in Rain” at Or-
pheum and "Song in My Heart” at

Astor are shaping sturdy for third
weeks. “Sound Off” at Boston, in

spite of personals by Mickey Roon-
ey at some shows the first two
days, is only so-so. “Hong Kong” at

Paramount and Fenway looks fair.

“White Suit” broke house record
for opening week at the Exeter.

. Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; .‘*50-95—

“Song in Heart” (20th) (3d wk).
Holding nicely at $12,500 follow-
ing big $14,500 for second.

Beacon. Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;

50-90)—"The River” (UA) and “The
Guest” (20th) (4th wk). Held at $3,-

000 for final week after $3,200 for

third.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85—
“Sound Off” (Col) and "Storm-
bound” (Rep). Below hopes at $10,-

500. Last week, “Ma, Pa Kettle at

Fair” (U) and "Time of Lives” (In-

die), $11,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300: 60-80—

“Man in White. Suit” (U) (2d wk).

Still sock at $9,000. Last week, wow
$10,000 a new house record.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85—

“Hong Kong” (Par) and "Return of

Texan” (20th). Mild $4,500. Last

week, "Hoodlum Empire” (Rep)

and "Gobs and Gals’* (Indie), $3,-

800.
Majestio (Shubert) (1,100: 50-95

— "Never Take No For Answer
(Indie) (3d wk). Fair $4,000. Sec-

ond week, solid $5,200.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; (40-85)—

"Deadline U.S.A.” (20th) and

"Smith Ys. Scotland Yard” (RKO).

Oke $14,000. Last week, “Rancho

Notorious” (RKO) and “Pace That

Thrills” (RKO), $10,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367: 40-

85)— “When in Rome” (MG) and

“Love Better Than Ever” (MG'*

Opened slowly Saturday (26). Last

week, “My Son, John” (Par) ana

“Fabulous Senorita” (Rep),

500. _-v

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85J
“Singin In Rain” (MG) (3d1

wk)

Okay $11,000 after fine $16,000

for 2d. on\

Paramount (NET) (1,700 (40-80)

—"Hong Kong” (Par) and "Return

(Continued on page 20)
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ffi Way Off; Pride -Ink Spots Mild

$35,000, A&C Sluggish 12G, 'dove’

Same; “Fingers’ 16G, ‘Convicts’ 12G, 2d
Chicago, April 29. 4

There are four new entries here

week hut none looks very big

‘afthTboxofflce. What biz there

is will be captured by the hold-

overs Without the aid of the

school holiday this week, the out-

look looms very sluggish. Best

newcomer is “Pride of .St. Louis”

at the Chicago, backed by the Ink

Soots onstage, but only moderate

$35,000 is in sight. “Jack and Bean-

Stalk'’ at the Booseyelt is slim $12,-

000 “Green Glove” and “Mutiny”

at the United Artists is about the

same Ziegfeld has two British,

reissues. “Passport PimUco” and
“Nieht Train To Trieste” with light

week on tap. -

. Of the second weekefs, “5 Fin-

cvers” at Woods appears tops with

brisk session. “My 6 Convicts” at

State-Lake is fair. “Viva Zapata!'

in third stint at Grand, looks mild.

However, Palace with “Singin’ in

Rain” looks only okay
(

third frame.

“Quo Vadis” has anifty total irf its

11th and final round.'

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)—

“Pride of St. Louis” (20th)' with

Ink Spots onstage. Moderate $35,-

000. Last w.eek, “Just This Once”
(M-G) with Danny Thomas ' in per-

son, ditto.

Grand (EKO) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Viva Zapata!” (20th) (3d wk).

Modest $10,000. Last week, $17,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (llth-final

wk). Okay $10,000. Last . week,
$15,600.

Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 55-98)—
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (3d wk).
Off to $11,000. Last week, fine

$16,000.
‘

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Jack and Beanstalk” ^WB) and
“Thief- of Damascus” (Col).* The
first, a new Abbott and Costello
comedy is disappointing at light

$12,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa Ket-
tle at Fair” (U) and “Treasure Lost
Canyon” (U) (2d Wk), $7,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)

—“My 6 Convicts” (Col) and
“Sound Off” (Col) (2d wk). Stout
$12,000. Last week, $17,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98)—“Green Glove” (UA) and
‘.'Mutiny” (UA). Passable $12,000.
Last week, “Snow White” (RKO)
(2d wk) (reissue), $9,000.
Woods .(Essaness) (1,073; 98)—“5

Fingers” (20th) (2d wk). Okay $16,-
000. Last week, $23,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Mir-

acle in Milan” (Indie) (3d wk). Ex-
cellent $4,000. Lftst week, $5,000.

Ziegfeld (Lopert) (480; 98)

—

“Night Train Trieste” (Indie) and
“Passport Pimlico” (Indie) (reis-
sues). Minor $2,000. Last week,
“Royal Journey” (UA) and “When
I Grow Up” (UA), $2,500.

•

Holliday Happy $8,000,

‘Pride’ Stout 7G
*

‘Rain’ Rich $15,000, 2d
Pittsburgh, April 29.

‘Singin’ in- Rain” at Penn on
holdover is still the best thing here
this week. Only two new pictures
m town, “Marrying Kind” at Harris
and “Pride of St. Louis”, at Fulton,
and both are solid.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85) —
Pride of St. Louis” (20th). Nice
ROOo. Last week, “Viva Zapata!”
(20th), (2d wk), $5,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85) —
Marrying Kind” (Col). Judy
Holliday looks b.o. in town since
ner new picture got only a so-so
crix reception. Solid $8,000 or

Last week, “Song In Heart”
(20th) (2d wk), $6,000.
Penn (Loew’s (3,300; 50-85) —

kingin' in Rain” (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding nicely at $15,0Q0 or near.
Hast week, $20,000.
.JJqmrrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)—
,,^/l

1^ 1l
^®ncoun(:e^,, (Indie) and

2^
an Out” (Indie) (reissues),

j °°A $2,000. Last week, “Four in
Jeep UA) (2d wk-5 days), $1,509.

(WB) (3 ’80°; 5°-85) —
,y

ict°ry” (WB) and “Maltese

tw/I
COri (WB) (reissues). These
,?.
aiVe m at last minute after

’*
decided to switch “Lion and

srnJ?f
(XB) from Stanley to the

smaller Warner at a later dab

Last .^
e
-
U -at slight $6,001

$7,000
week, “My Son, John” (Par

Earner-- n -
(WB) (2,000; 50-85) -

(tV, Rl
t

v
,

er (UA) and “Big Nighl
"

'ivA,. .. °P
T
scale engagement fc

vTjek ..T
Very

.
g00d $7 -000 - La

»K6,, $e,ooo!
n s Savage Furj

Estimate* Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the .20% tax Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net In- -

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include th^ U. S. amusement
tax

‘Macao’ Paces New

Frisco Pix, $14,000

San Francisco, April 29.'

Market Street cinemas are in the
doldrums here this stanza. There
is not one strong entry' among the
newcomers although some of the
holdovers are still stout. “Macao”
looms as good as any new pic but
rated only fair at Golden Gate.
“Deadline U. S. A.” looks mighty*
thin at the Fox While “Lion and
Horse,” too, is weak at Paramount.
“African Queen” and “Singin’ In
R^in” look best of extended-runs,
former still doing nicely in eighth
round.'

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-

95)—“Macao” (RKO). Fair $14,000
or near. Last week, “Love Better
Than Ever” (M-G) and “Pace That
Thrills” (RKO), $9,000.

Fox (FWCK (4,651; 65-95) —
“Deadline U. S. A.” (20th) and
“Fabulous Senorita” (Rep). Drab
$12,000 or over.' Last week, “Song
In Heart” (20th) and “Ft. Osage”
(Mono) (2d wk-4 days), $8,500.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
—“Singin In Rain” (M-G) (3d wk).
Strong $15,000. Last week, $19,000.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)—
“Lion and Horse” (WB) and “Wings
of Danger” (Lip). Weak $10,000
or under. Last week, “Aaron
Slick” (Par) and “Leave to Ma-
rines” (Lip), $9,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)—
“Caesar and Cleopatra” (Indie) and
“Seventh Veil” (Indie) (reissues).
Stout $11,000 or close. Last week,
“My Son, John” (Par) (2d wk),
$8,500.
Orphcum (No.^oast) (2,448; OS-

OS)
—“My Six Convicts” (C.ol) and

“Yank In Indo-China” (Col) (2d
wk). Off to $9,500. Last week,
big $15,000.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
$1-$1.25)—“African Queen” (UA)
(8th wk). Held at $8,000. Last
week, strong, $10,000.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)

—

“Blithe Spirit” (Indie) and “Foxes
of Harrow” (20th) (reissues). Good
$3,000. Last week, “pools of Lon-
don” (U) (2d wk), $2,900.
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Laughter In Paradise” (Mono)
(3d wk). Holding at $2,400. Last
week, $2,600.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)

—

“Eskanor-Faksterbo” (Indie), v Thin
$1,900. Last week, “Gypsy Baron”
(Indie), $2,300:
• Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; 85-
$1)—“Clouded Yellow” (Col) (2d
wk). Nice $2,300. Last week,
$2,800.

‘Happen’ Huge $10,000,

D. C.; ‘North’-Vaude 26G
Washington, April 29.

The record-breaking rainy spell,

which had the city fathers tearing
their hair, proved a boon to mid-
town film biz. Sightseers were
driven indoors, with the cinemas
the No. 1 choice. Despite lack of
sock product, plus numerous hold-
overs, biz was hefty over weekend,
“Anything Can Happen” at small-
seater Dupont shapes session’s

champ. “Lion and Horse” at the
Warner, one of few newcomers,
shapes okay at Warner. Holdovers
all remain steady, with reissue of

“Snow White” at RKO Keith’s

showing surprising strength in

third week.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3.434; 55-95)—

“Wild North” (M-G) plus vaude.

Solid $26,000 ‘in 9 days after re-

shuffling of schedule to make
room for three days of Met opera.

Last week, “Battle at Apache

,

(Continued on page 20)

‘QUEEN’ SMASH 515,000,

TORONTO; ‘TREES' 12G
Toronto,. April 29.

“African Queen” is topping town
with sock total but heavy quota of
holdovers also shows big returns,
notably “Song in My Heart,” “Sail-
or Beware” and “Encore,” all In
third frame. Although strong else-
where, “Battle at Apache Pass” is
slow in ‘building here at Loew’s.
“Big Trees” is rated weak at two
spots.

Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May-
fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
1,059; 955; 470; 698; 35-60)—“Oki-
nawa” (Col) and “Suez” (20th)
(reissue). Oke $16,000. Last week,
“Flaming Feather” (Par) and “Hold
Line” (Col), $17,500.

Eglinton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)—“5
Fingers” (20th) (7th wk). Qff to
$5,000. Last week, solid $6,500.
Hyland (Rank) (1,500; 50-70)—

“Encore” (Par) (3d wW. Near-capa-
city with $8,000. Last week, $9,000.

Imperial, Nortown (FP) (3,373;
959; 50-80)—“Big Trees” (WB).
Weak $12,000. Last week, “Las
Vegas Story” (RKO), $13,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; 40-80)—

African Queen” (UA). Topping
town with socko $15,000. Last
week, “Lone Star” (M-G) (2d wk),
$9,000.
uneon (Hank) (2,390; 50-90)—

“Return of Texan” (20th). Oke
$10,000. Last week, “Marrying
Kind” (Col) (2d wjc), $9,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,396; 40-80)—“Song

in Heart” (20th) (3d wk). Fine $12,-
500. Last week, $17,500.
.Tivoli, University (FP) (1,436;

1,558; 40-80)—“Sailor Beware”
(Par) (3d wk). Holding at $12,000.
Last week, nice $15,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)—

“Battle at Apache Pass” (U). Slow
$6,000. Last week, “Kettles at
Fair” (U), $6,500.

lountain’ Tall

$14,000, L’ville

Louisville, April 29.
Current stanza at downtown film

houses is spotty, running true to
form of previous years in week
preceding the Kentucky Derby.
May 3. Spring Meeting opened
Saturday (26), and will run for ,19
days. Leader of current crop is
the Rialto with “Red Mountain,”
doing nicely. “Wild Blpe Yonder”
is rated good at Strand. “Pride of
St. Louis” at the Kentucky is
perky.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75)— “Pride of St. Louis” (20th).

Strong $4,500. Last week, “Steel
Town” (U) and “China Corsair”
(20th) (2d wk), fair $3,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)—“First Time” (Col). Big
$6,500. Last week, “Lion and
Horse” (WB), $5,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000:
54-75)—“Red Mountain” (Par) and
“Jet Job” (Mono).- Fine $f4.000.
Last week, ^“Sword’s Point” (RKG)
and “Pace That Thrills” (RKO),
$12 ,000 .

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)

—

“My 6 Convicts” (Col) and “Harem
Girl” (Col). . Dull $8,500.' L a s t

week, “Sinein* In Rain” (M-G) (2d
wk), $11,000,
Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)—

“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) and
“Last Musketeer” (Rep). Good $3,-
500. Last week. “Snow White”
(RKO) (reissue) (2d wk)| $5,000.

‘Drums’ Lusty $15,500

In Mont’l; ‘Woman’ 15G
Montreal, April 29.

Three new entries here this
week, with “Distant Drums” show-
ing up best at Capitol. • “Woman Is
Dangerous” is rated fine at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626: 34-60)—

“Woman Is Dangerous” (WB). Fine
$15,000. Last week, “Bend of Riv-
er” (U), socko $16,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
“Distant Drums” (WB). Sock $15,-
500. Last week, “Sailor Beware”
(Par) (2d wk), $16,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“Bugles in Afternoon” (WB). Mod-
est $9,000. Last week, “Rancho No-
torious” (RKO), same.

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
“Song in Heart” (20th) (3d wk).
Holding at $18,000 following great
second at $24,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
“Best of Badmen” (RKO) and “Kan-
sas City Kitty” (RKO) (reissues).

Fair $7,000, LaSt week, “Steel
Town” (U) and “Fear in Night”
(U), $9,000.
Orphcum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)—

“Another Man’s Poison” (UA) and
“Pace That Thrills” (UA). Sturdy

$7,000. Last week, “For Men Only”
(Lip) and "Fabulous Senorita”

l (Rep), ditto.

-
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B’way’s Washout; ‘Maru’-Ballet

$23,000. ‘Glove’ 13G, 'Loyola' 10G,

‘Red Mt’ 14G; ‘Singin’
’
129G, 5th

Continuous rain for nearly four
days is washing out most Broad-
way first-run business this stanza.
Some disappointing new product is

proving little help to the overall
money total while, many extended-
run films are down sharply in
current week. Last Saturday (26),

when most of the heavier down-
pours came, was way off from a
normal Saturday in nearly all

spots. Sunday followed much the
same pattern, giving the deluxers
a rather miserable weekend and
being responsible for the generally

:

weak showing in a majority of
houses.

Probably the biggest disappoint-
ment is the combo bill at the
Warner, where the Ballet Theatre
represents the complete stageshow.
Stage layout apparently is not
mixing with the film fare, “Mara
Maru”, which is rated a weakie by
crix. Initial session does not look
much over $23,000, mild.

Surprisingly sock Is “Loyola,”
with a big $10,000 at the Holiday.
“Red Mountain” is heading for fair
$14;000 at the Globe. “Green
Glove” also is feeling the offish
tone, with $13,000 or less at the
Criterion.

Money champ continues to be
“Singin’’ In Rain,”, with annual
Easter stageshow at the Music
Hall,- with nice $120,000 in fifth

week. While this is off considerably
from the fourth session, it is still

big enough to cinch a sixth week.
The Hall drops the Easter portion
of its stage lineup starting tomor-
row (Thurs.y.

“Bend of River,” with Billy
Eckstine, Fran Warren, others on-
stage, is holding at good $52,000
for third frame at the Paramount.
“Song In Heart,” plus stage bill,

is down from third week with okay
$57,000 or less at the Roxy.

“Tomorrow Is Too Late” shapes
up okay at $16,000 in third stanza
at the State. “Marrying Kind” is

holding at sturdy $12,000 in sev-
enth round at the Victoria. But the
remaining extended-runs for the
most part are way off this session.

Estimates for This Week '

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.80)—“Six Convicts” (Col) (5th wk).
This stanza off sharply to $9,000.
Fourth week okay $13,200. Holds
a couple of weeks longer, with
“Outcasts of Island” (Indie) due in

May 15.

Baronet (Reads) (430; 74-$1.20)

—

“Passion for Life” (Indie) (3d-final

wk). Held at $2,900 after fair $3,000
for second round. “The Perfec-
tionist” (Indie) due in tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)
—“My Son, John” (Par) (4th-final

wk). Third session ended last
’night Tues.) dipped to $16,000 after
fair $23,000 for second week. “Car-
bine Williams” (M-G) opens May 7.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)
—“Green Glove” (UA) (2d wk).
Initial

,
week ended last night

(Tues.) was only mild $13,000 in
ahead, “Sword’s Point” (RKO) (2d
wk) did better than expected at
$9,000, including preview on final
day.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (29th
wk). The 28th round ended Mon-
day ’(28) held at $5,000 after stur-
dy $6,000 for 27th week. “Out
casts of Island” (Indie) is sched-
uled to come here shortly, playing
day-date with Astor.
Guild Undie) (565; 74-$1.50)—

“If Moscow Strikes” (Indie).
Opened yesterday (TuesJ. In
ahead, “Royal- Journey” (UA) (9th
wk-5 days) was $2,400 afteer oke
$4,000 for previous week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)—“Red Mountain” (Par). First

week winding up tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks fair $14,000 of near. In
ahead, “Aaron Slick” (Par) lasted
only one week for mild $9,000, in-
cluding preview of “Mountain.”
Holiday (Zatkin) (950; 50-$1.80)—“Loyola” (Indie). A real grosser

here despite rain, with initial week
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) smash
$10,000 or near. In ahead, “Outlaw
Women” (Lip) (3d wk-6 days), $3,-
500. First week of “Loyola” in-
cludes preem Thursday night al-

though it was about 80% invita-
tional.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-
$1.80)

—"Anything Can Happen”
(Par) (4th-flnal wk). Off to about
$7,000 or less after mild $9,000 for
third round. “Atomic City” (Par)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Normandie. (Normandie Thea-

tres) (592; 95-$1.80)—"Encore”
(Par) (5th wk). Fourth frame ended
last night (Tues.) held at big $11,-

500 aftef’ $12,400 for third week.
Continues indef.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.20-$4.80)—AU-vaude, two-a-day. headed by
Betty Hutton, Herb Shriner (3d
wk). Continuing with great $43,-
500 after $59,000 for second stanza.

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)—“Macao” (RKO) with Pearl Bail-
ey, Larry S torch, Buddy Baer,
Herbie Fields orch heading stage-
show. Opens today (Wed.). Last
week, “Bend of River” (U) with
Billy Eckstine, Fran Warren, Bob-
by Sargent. Will Bradley orch on-
stage (3d wk), slipped to good $52,-
000 after big $65,000 for second
stanza.
Park Avenue (Reads) (583; 90-

$1.50)-r-“Can’t Beat the Irish” (In-
die). Opens today (Wed.). Last
week, “Faithful City” (RKO) (3d
wk-9 days) dipped to $5,100 after
$6,000 for second week.

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
“The River” (UA) (S4th-final wk).
The 33d round ended Sutfday (27)
continued nicely with $6,000 after
$6,500 for 32d week. “Under Paris
Skies” (Indie) opens next week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.4Q)—“Singin*
In Rain” (M-G) with Easter stage-
show (5th wk). Holding at nice
$120,000 after big $156,000 for'
fourth frame. Holds a sixth. Eas-
ter portion of stageshow comes out
starting sixth week tomorrow
(Thurs.). “Scaramouche” (M-G)
comes in next.
' Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-
$1.80)— “Valley of Eagles” (Lip)
(3d-final wk). Current session end-
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) is way off
with around $8,000. Second week
was good $15,000. “Pride of St.
Louis” (20th) qpens Friday (2).

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20) —
“Song In Heart” (20th) with stage
bill headed by Bill Hayes, Divena
(4th-final wk). Off to^about $57,-
000 after solid $82,000 for third
stanza. “Belles on Toes” (20th),
with Bob Haymes, Peggy Ryan &
Ray MacDonald, Jose Melis Trio
onstage, opens Friday (2).

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
“Tomorrow Is Too Late” (Indie)
(3d wk). Current stanza ending
Friday (2) holding very good with
$16,000 after big $25,000 for second
week.
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2) —

“Mara Maru” (WB), 'with Ballet
Theatre onstage (2d wk). First
session ended last night (Tues.)
was mild $23,000. In ahead, “Jack
and Beanstalk” (WB) plus Gene
Nelson, Louis Jordan Five, Harvey
Stone, onstage (2d wk-9 days), fine

$37,000.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50) —

“Man in White Suit” (U) (5th wk).
Fourth frame ended Monday (28)

continued very big at $16,000 after
$17,500 for third week.

Trans-Lux, 60th St. (T-L) (453:
9Q-$1.50)

—“Maytime in. Mayfair”
(Indie) (2d wk). First round ended
Monday (28) hit modest $4,000. In
ahead, “Murder in Cathedral”
(Indie) (4th wk), $2,400.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90-

$1.50) — “Young and Damned”
(Indi£) (6th wk). Fifth stanza
ended Saturday (26) held okay at
$2,800 after fine $3,500 for fourth
week

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70-
$1.80)—“Marrying Kind” (Col) (7th
wk). Current round ending today
(Wed.) holding at fine $12,000 after
$17,000 for sixth week. Stays on.

Flood Dulls K.C.; ‘Song’

Stout $14,000, ‘Mutiny’

Dim 8G, ‘Macao’ NG6G
Kansas City, April 29.

Grosses are moderate, to good as
“With Song in Heart” tops at four
Fox Midwest first-runs with sturdy
total. “Mutiny” at Midland is

modest while “Macao” at Missouri
looks light. Excellent spring
weather over the weekend and
Missouri River flood threat are no
help to film trade. Only holdovers,
are in the art houses where “Man
in White Suit” is sock at the
Vogue for third round.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50-

75)—“Pride of St. Louis” (20th)
and “Rodeo” (Mono) (m.o.). Oke
$2,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa Ket-
tle at Fair” (U) and “Wings of
Danger” (Lip) (m.o.), $2,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-99)—

“Miracle in Milan” (Indiel (3d wk).
Good $1,500. Last week. $1,900.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)

—"Mutiny” (UA) and "Love Is

Better Than Ever” (M-G). Very sad

, (Continued on page 20)
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Buenos Aires, April 22,

Shutdown of, the San. Miguel

Studios six months ago and the

fold of the bankrupt Emelco Stu-

dios' have posed a tough employ-

ment problem for film workers.

Most of those who have been made
idle are attempting to .pbtain jobs

in legit, radio and in television.

Many are skeptical about their

chances in TV.

Hopes that Emelco would be

saved through an additional loan

were dissipated when the Indus-

trial Credit Bank refused to extend

credit. Mainly responsible for the

plight of the industry is the fact

that the shortage of funds has hit

State banks as well as private busi-

ness. Morover, financial analysts

feel, the country is facing an un-

precedented, severe, economic
crisis.

However much the Peroh regime
may wish to build up its film in-

dustry, say trade observers, it is

quite apparent that at the present

time it lacks the coin with which
to keep it going. Thus, everything

is now close to near collapse.

Meantime, a North American
manufacturing concern reportedly

is interested in purchasing Emel-
co’s plant at Martinez. But there

may be some difficulty in arrang-

ing a deal because the State banks
will be reluctant to abandon the

physical assets which secure their

loans to the studio.

Only local lot which still seems
to be capable Of making future

plans is Argentina Sono Film. It

has “Thais’* due to roll shortly with
Mexican star Maria Felix scheduled
to co-star with Carlos Thompson.
Sono is also expecting Spanish
actor Jorge Mistral $o arrive some-
time this month to make a new
version of “Count of Monte
Crlsto.”

Trans-Globe’s Co-Prod.

In Vienna on Rocks As

First Film Nears End
Vienna, April 22.

Shooting of German and Eng-
lish versions of Trans-Globe Films
“I Was Jack Mortimer” is rolling

toward completion next week (12

weeks work) but Trans-Globe has
already broken up on the financial

rocks. Ambitious plans for future

European production announced by
the Turhan Bey-Elisabeth Dickin-
son combo when started last fall

have been abandoned and local

offices shuttered. Bey is finishing

his chore as producer of “Morti-
mer,” but Miss Dickinson, a former
Hollywood agent, who entered pro-
duction field for the first time here,
has moved to Germany where she
hopes to find new financing for
additional pix.

“Mortimer” is based on a book
by Alexander Lernet-Holenia with
the screen play by Robert Thoeren
(English) and Michael Kehlmann
(German). Players include Donald
Buka and John Camden from the
U. S. in the English version; Gus-
tav Froehlich and Cornell Bor-
chers in the German, and Francis
Lederer in both. Gunther von
Fritsch is directing the English
version and E. E. Reinert the Ger-
man one. Richard *Hageman is

here to do the music. Pic is still

without U. S. release commitment.
Trans-Globe’s headache^ are

mainly financial, with a heavy loss
suffered because of the long de-
layed start on the shooting sched-
ule. After the withdrawal from the
setup of Werner Kreidi, local finan-
cier, Bey has anted payroll coin
himself in order to get the film in
the can.

With the windup of Trans-
Globe’s plans, Kurt Hirsch whose
Arrowhead Productions was to
have shot “Girl from Astoli” in
co-production, also has moved to
Munich in hopes of getting Ger-
man financing.

Tufts Into Scot Legiter
Glasgow, April 29.

Sonny Tufts, U.S. film actor,
goes Into legit with a leading role
in the new play, “Shadow of a
Man,” due at King’s Theatre here
May 12. Piece is authored by Paul
Erickson, who also will direct.

.
Leading lady is Iris Russell,

guest star several times with
Citizens’ Theatre here.

Scot Exhib Bemoans

Unprofitable Brit. Pix;

Edinburgh, April 29.

George Gilchrist, a leading Scot
cine' exhibitor, told a meeting of
exhibs here that the best - use is

not being made with the money
spent on British film production.

All exhibs had suffered losses
with British pix, he said. And he
posed the question1

of what would
happen if the cinema industry was
making automobiles instead of
films. One could not foist a car
with square wheels on the public
or expect a sales staff to talk cus-
tomers into accepting such an auto.
But that did not seem to apply in
the case of pix, he- claimed, in
urging producers to ask branch
managers about the sort of films
that would prove profitable at’ the
boxoffice.

Canada’s Censors Reject

Only 2 of 404 U.S. Pix;

Metro’s Spotless Record
•Toronto, April 29.

For the first time in the history
of. the Motion TPicture Censorship
Board, Metro is the first major
film company to have all its prod-
uct passed without classification

or treatment at any time while the
J. Arthur Rank Organization is thp
only company submitting its

scripts for advance advice, relative
to Canadian reception of British
films. These are highlights of the
annual ' report of O. • J. Silver-
thorne,

-

film censorship chief, for
the fiscal year ending last March
31.

Of the 404 American and 48
British features coming into Can- 1

ada, only two were rejected, both
being American independent pix.
Metro submitted 47 features, and
all were found to measure up to
the board's standards. The ad-
vertising which accompanied all

features also required no trims..
JARO (Rank) during the past

year has been seeking pre-produc-
tion advisory service from the
board. In this voluntary program
by JARO, pre-shooting film scripts
were sent to Silverthorne’s censor-
ship group for prelim examination
and comment. Dialogue is ex-
amined for British phraseology
connotations which might other-
wise be misinterpreted in Canada.,
As against the regulations of the

Joseph Breen code, film produc-
ers and picture audiences in the
units of the British Common-
wealth see nothing untoward in-
making fun of the clergy when
some particular gentleman of the
cloth is a nincompoop.

Josie Baker Heads Group

Forming Anti-Bias Assn.
Mexico City, April 29.

Spearheaded by Josephine Baker,
the World Anti-Racial Discrimina-
tion Assn, was organized at a mass
meeting April 10 to aid the Under-
nourished Childrens’ Society. Miss
Baker is acting prexy until a regu-
lar head is elected. The or-
ganization will headquarter here.
Branches are being established In
the U. S., Cuba, Guatemala, El Sal-
vador. and South Africa.' A Far
Eastern branch is being considered
to combat discrimination com-
plained about at the meet against
the children of U. S. armed service-
men and Orientals, the Orientals
being the discriminators.

“If we all have the same blood
and as we all must die, there is no
reason whatsoever for discrimina-
tion; therefore it is best for all that
we all regard each other as broth-
ers,” said Miss Baker at the meet-
ing.

Complaint was made at the meet-
ing that in some sections of the
U. S., Jews, Negroes and Mexicans
are treated as “criminals.” Miss
Baker ended a .record four-week
run April ilG at the new swanky
nitery, the Rumba Casino.

‘The Trap' Set for Glasgow
Glasgow, April 22.

New play, “The Trap,” is set to
open at King's Theatre here June
2. Cast will be headed by MAI
Zetterling, Herbert Lom and Betty
Ann Davies. t .

Itolo Art Pic, in .Work

For 1 Year, Nearly Ready
Rome, April 22.

“Leonardo Da Vinci,” produced
by Leonide Kipnis of Pictura Film
Co., after more than a year’s work,
is now In the finishing stage. The
8ff-minute art film will be ready
for release in a few weeks.
“Da Vinci” was done with the

Gevaert color film process, being
locationed in Milan, Florence and
the Louvre in Paris. Kipnis said
it was necessary to work on the
Da Vinci masterpieces for only a
few minutes at a time because the
hot lights had a damaging effect

on the priceless paintings. Film is

described as a study of the actual
worksheets of the artist. It has
no actors, but a running narration.

Shows Abroad

LOUDON
, (.Week ending May 3)

‘(Figure* Indicate weeks of run)
"And So to Bod," Strand (28).
"E*f Your Life," Hippodrome (10).
"Blue for Boy," Her Majesty's' (74).
"Call Mo Madam," Colisseum (7).
"Doop Blue Sea," Duchess (8),
"Excitement," Casino (8).

"Day's the Word," Savllle (03).
"Hollow," Ambassadors (48).

'

"Knights of Madnoss," Vic Palace (111).
"Uttle' Hut," Lyric (82).
"London Laughs," Adelphi (3).
"Lord* of Creation," Vaudeville .,(1).

"Love of 4 Colonels," Windham (50).
"Lyric Revue," Globe (3D.
"Merry Widow," Stoll (2).
"Much Ado Nothing,"' Phoenix (16).
"Nightmare Abbey," Westminster (9).
"Other Heart," Old Vic (2).
"Paris to Piccadilly," Prince Wales (3).
"Penny Plain," St. Martin (44).
"Red Letter Day," Garrick (10).
"Relative Values," Savoy (21).
"Reluctant Heroes," WhltehaU (95).
"Seegulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (95).
"South Pacific," Drury Lane (20).
"Under Sycamore .Tree," Aldwych (1).
"Vortex," Criterion (3).
"Waters of Moon," Haymarket (55).
"White Sheep . Family," Piccadilly (29).
"Winter Journey," St. James's (5).
"Yeung Elisabeth," -New (5).
"Xlp GPes » Million," Palace (28).

(CLOSED LAST WEEK) }

"Navy at See,:" Comedy (8).

"Same Sky," DUke of York (5).

(OPENING THIS WEEK)
(Figure* denote preem dates)

"Mortimer Touch," Duke of York (30).
"Desire Shall Fail," New Boltons (1).
"Rendezvous," Comedy (1).

AUSTRALIA
^ (Week ending April 4)

"Brlgadoen," Royal. Sydney.
"Peep Shew," Tivoli, Sydney.
"Kiss Me, Kate," Majesty's, Melbourne.
"King Lear," Comedy, Melbourne.
"To Dorothy, a Son," Tivoli, Melbourne.
"Merchant of Venice," Royal, Adelaide.
"Naughtlcal Nudes," Royal, Brisbane.

PARIS
(Week ending April 26)

"Amant de Mme. Vidal," Antoine.
"Back Street," Fontaine.
"Caprices de Vlchneu," Etoile.
"Ce Solr a Samarkand," Renaissance,
"Chanteur d* Mexico," Chatelet.
"Conoras de Clermont," Potinlore.
"Cuisine des Anges," Ambassadeurs.
"Dernlers Outrages," Vieux Colombia.
"Don d'Adele," Wagram.
"Eternal Mari," Galte Montparnasse.
"Etranges Camarades," Montceau.
"Grande Roue," St. Georges.
"Herltlere," Mathurlns.
"Jesus la Callle," Gramont.
"J'y Suls |'y Reste," Gymnase.
"La Feullle de, Vlgne," Madeleine.
"Lfajsons Dangtreuses," Gaston Baty.
"Lorsque I'Enfant Paralt," Nouveaute:
"Mon Marl et Toi," Capuclnes.
Moulin de le Galette," Michodiere.

"Nuit des Rols," Amblgu.
'"Occupe Minimum," Palais Royal.
"Ombre Chare," Edouard VII.
"On ne volt pas les Coeurs," Rochefor
"Pays du Sourlrle," Galte Lyrlque.
"Plain Feu," Empire.
"Profanateur," Hebcrtot.
"Quarante et Quatre," Michel.
"Resurecctlon des Corps," Oeuvre.

Libertine," Casino de Paris.
T?rre c,»»flme Clel," Athenee.

“Tate des Autres," Atelier.
"Tout pour el les," Bouffes.
"Trots Mousquetalres," Porte St. Mari
"Valse Toreadors," Comcdie C-E.

Joyeuse," Mogador.
"Un Vrale Folia," Folles Bcrgere.

STOCKHOLM
... M

(Week ending March 22)
Antony and Cleopatra,'/ Royal.

Lunchrasten," Intimate.
Kiss Me, Kate," Oscar's.
L«ve of Four Colonels," New.

"Patty," (''Moon Is Blue"). Alle.
"Relgen," Boulevard.

.
Eoyal 'small stage).itWho Is Sylvia?" Vasa.

SCOTLAND
,

(Week ending May 3)
"Brlgadoon," King's, Glasgow.“°u

,

r Town," Citizens', Glasgow.
//2

r
o

f
r,®

#
,r
ŷ Alhambra, Glasgow.

Gay Dog,' King's, Edinburgh.

BUENOS AIRES
„ <Week ending April 19)

"Ml Prim* Esta Loca" (Cousin la IV
Nucional Cervantes.

«rf ltfV* ,VWh,rlwlnd) - Sai» Marti
Ml,P» ** Asl" (Malpo's Like Ti

Maipo.
"Bodas d* Sangre" (Espousals of Bl<

Odcon.
,

"Soltera Morire" (Spinster I'll ]

Buenos Aires.
"Mulatas de Fuego" (Fiery Octoroi

Comedia.
Con

t

Una Vludal" (Marrl<
Widow), Marconi.

•£ oc.
h* d* Cawmlentol" (Wed

Night), Varicdades.“v]ud*. Flora y Avlvata" (Widow, ]

and Shrew), Comlco. *

"D* Espan* Llego Un Cantar" (i
from Spain), Argentlno.
"Altitude 3200," Modern Art.

MEXICO CITY
.... .

( Weeh ending April 19)
‘ Medea," Bellas Artcs.
"Facing Death," Colon.

of Clerambard," Cnracol.
"klttiet Spanish Girl in -H. i Y.,"i ld*ab

Brit Pix From Eady Pool in Summer

Fontaine, Jourdan Inked

For ‘Decameron’ Tinier

London, April 29.

Mike Frankovicb is scheduled to

leave tonight (Tues.) for Spain to

supervise location work on his

$815,000 production of “peeameron
Nights,” a Technicolor opus based
on three of Boccaccio’s classic

stories. Joan Fontaine and Louis
Jourdan have been inked as stars.

Frankovich is producing the
film under the banner of Film Lo-
cations, Ltd., and British distribu-

tion is being set through Eros
Films. Exteriors will be lensed in

Madrid, Seville, Granada, Majorca
and Florence, and interiors will be
filmed at the Gate Studio, Elstree.

Film will therefore rank for Brit-

ish quota. John Collins has also

been signed for a feature role.
a

Big Show Biz Season

Launched at Blackpool

With Extensive Lineup
Blackpool, April 22.

*

Summer season of live eptertain-

ment already has been launched
here, making the busy Lancashire
seaside town the center of all en-
tertainment north of London.
Britain’s, longest resident summer
stint has opened at the Tower Cir-
cus, running twice daily until Sep-
tember. Morning matinees will be
added during 'the busy months. The
clown, Charlie Cairoli, heads the
bill.

On the legit side, Jack Hylton
will present “The 'Blue Lamp” at

the Grand June "20, with Jack War-
ner, Bonar Colleano, Gordon Har-
ker and Susan Shaw in 'the cast.

Lester Ferguson, Terry-Thomas,
Semprini, Harry Bailey and others
will star at the Opera Hotise June
21 in “Top of Town,” George and
Alfred Black’s fifth summer season
there.

Comedian Frank Randle opens
with his own production, “Randle’s
Summer Scandals,” at the Central
Pier June 14, while another George
and Alfred Black revue, “Happy
Landings,” starts the Winter Gar-
dens Pavilion June 25. Latter will

feature Ronnie Ronalde, Freddie
Sales, Morton Fraser’s Harmonica
Gang and Salici’s Puppets. Another
north-of-England comedian, Dave
Morris, returns to- the South Pier
with his “Club Night” show.
Lawrence Wright’s 28th “On

With the Show,” starts May 30 at
the North Pier with One of the
largest casts assembled here. So
far inked are Bob'and Alf Pearson.
Ernest Arnley & Gloria Day, Tudor
Evans, Sylva Gaye, Reco & May
and Nemecs & Violet.

“Life with the Lyons,” with Ben
Lyon and Bebe Daniels, is set for
the Hippodrome.
Guest bands set for the season

include Ted Heath, Edmundo Ros,
Geraldo and Joe Loss. Organists
Reginald Dixon and Horace Finch
will be at the Tower and Winter
Gardens ballrooms.

Paris Legit Actors Win

Pay Boost in Tele Use
Paris, April 22.

The TV producers here so far
had represented to legiters what
a boost they were giving their
shows in telecasting them gratis.
Since it cost them nothing the
legit producers were willing to
go for the idea—that is until now.
When TV interests made ar-

rangements with Simone Berriau of
the Antoine to telecast “Le Pro-
fanateur” from the theatre, the
actors union killed the TV arrange-
ments by threatening to pull the
cast out. From now on, it seems
that special contractual provisions
will be made for talent when a
show is televised.

$2,800 Prizes for ‘Murder* ESSays
London, April 22.

Prizes totaling $2,800 are to be
awarded in an essay competition
organized by the Institute of Con-
temporary Ayts to encourage dis-
cussion of the film qf T. S. Eliot’s
“Murder in Cathedral” and the
influence this pic may have on the
cinema art.

First prize will be $1,400, the
second*$700 and the third $280.* •

a piea ior preferential treatment
from the Eady pool for British
films distributed during the sum-
mer months has been made by an
independent producer- distributor
to the board of the British Film
Production Fund, the company
that organizes the distribution of
the subsidy.

Request has been made by Ar-
thur Dent, chief of Adelphi Films
who claims that in two regards the
Eady levy has interfered with the
normal course of nature.

In the first place, he asserts, coin
paid Into the boxoffice is redis-
tributed solely for the benefit of
.British films, and American prod-
uct, which helps' to earn the sub-
sidy, does not benefit. Secondly
shorts with theib recognized lim-
ited earning power, get concession
treatment with their share of the
fund being based on two-and-a-half
times their normal gross, whereas
features are assessed on their flat
rate earnings.

Having interfered twice in this
way, Dent claims it would be rea-
sonable to make a third conces-
sion to help films released during
the Rot weather period when gross-
es are normally down. Arguing
that such a course would be log-
ical and

,
just. Dent * believes it

would be a simple matter to ar-
range. Proposal will be consid-
ered by the fund directorate at its
next meeting.

Eyebrows Raised on Arg.

Govt. Rule Vs. Pix Houses;

See Warning on Film Run
Buenos Aires, April 22.

Exhibitots here were amazed by
the municipal edict forcing the
Gran' Rex and Monumental, both
film houses, to seal off their bal-
cony seats for three days each
week, while structural changes are
made to bring the theatre exits
“into line” with city regulations.
The Central Cinematografica cir-

cuit, which operates both houses,
is at a loss for a cause for the
drastic action. The chain was
threatened wth having the changes
made by the city and the circuit
charged for the work, if the order
was not obeyed.
However, some sources see rea-

sons for the government’s apparent
hospitality towards this chain. It’s

recalled that ads^ announcing the
release of “A Champion Is Born,”
distributed by Argentina-Sono
Film, at the Monumental, failed to

force the management to halt the
run of “Two Flags West” <20.th),

since the theatre had just played
a local production for eight weeks.
There * could be no claim of the

house not complying with the pro-

tectionist laws, so it’s believed that

some other “warning” had to be

found.
The Gran Rex has just started

the run of “September Affair”

(Par), after having, held over a local

pic two weeks longer than it nor-

mally retains a strong U. S. film. In

view of the semi-closure of the

Gran Rex, Par has been allowed to

release “Affair” also at the Broad-
way. “Champion,” in which so

much official interest' was shown,
was made in. collaboration with

Luis Firpo, Argentina's fight

champ.
Sealing off the balconies repre-

sents a loss of $945 daily for the

Gran Rex and $504 per day for the

Monumental. The Gran Rex is the

largest and most luxurious house

here.

340 Yank Feature Pix

Imported to Portugal

Lisbon, April 29.

Latest reports of the Portuguese

censorship office shows that 340

U. S. features have been imported

into the country in contrast with

39 from Great Britain and 30 from

Italy. Eight were brought in from

France and five each from Mexico,

Germany and Argentina. Eight

came from Spain.
In addition, nearly all news-

reels come from America as u oil

as 154 documentaries and 146 car-

toons while all other countries

combined sent in only about 40

shorts. Report shows 510 cinemas

operating but about 300 o'’ these

,open only for weekopd trade.
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Co-Productions in

French, U.S„ Spanish Interests Active
, Rome, April 22. 4~

With the arrival of good weather

here, the co-productions are

sprouting all over. Italian produc-

ers believe that this is one method

of garnering a wider market. By
pooling both funds and talents, it

puts new blood into the budget

veins. Italo-French co-productions

long have been a thriving alliance.

More than a dozen of them are

done each year. When one has a

locale in Rome, the studio work is

done in Paris add vice versa.

This year sees an Italo-Brazilian

pic, “The Prison" of Sand,” now
locationing in Brazil. Camillo Mas-
trocinque, Italian director, is meg-
ging as well as cb-piroduring. There

is a mixed cast.

The Italo-Spanish tieup shows
“Men Without Peace” locationing

in Madrid, and interiors slated for

Cine-Citta in Rome. Raf Vallone

and Elena Varzi head the cast,

which includes Rosario & Antonio.

Saenz De Hereria is director. An-
other Italo-Spanish film' is* “Car-

J

men.” Ugo Berti of Rome’s Iberica

Film Co. made the d$al With Carlos
Cavanilla of Madrid on this one.

There have been many versions of

“Carmen,” but this is the ffyrSt one
ever to be made with the real

Spain backgrounds.

Romana Films of Rome and
Terra Film of Stockholm are finish-

ing a Gevacolor operatic film, Igor
Stravinsky’s “Firebird,” with Ellen
Rasch, prima- ballerina of Royal
Opera .Co., Stockholm, and Tito

Gobbi, Italian, baritone. .“Oabiria”
will have Italian, British, and
American money-backing.

Irsis Film Co,,.and the Italo-Ger-

man set-up plan several co-produc-
tions, one being “Eternal Magic,”
which will he in color.

V. S. Also Interested' In Setup
The Americans will not be miss-

ing either this year. Paramount is

producing “Roman Holiday,” di-

rected by William Wyler and star-

ring Gregory Peck. Lippert Pic-

tures plans to make “Pirate Gold,”
with Cesar Romero and Evelyn
Keyes. Warner is searching for
locations and several American in-

dependent producers also are look-
ing for deals.

Dr. Eitel Monaco recently re-

turned from London where he con-
ferred with British producers about
further co-productions, and one is

already underway. It is “The
Venetian,” with Richard Todd, be-
ing done by Betty Box In Venice.
“Cefanolia” an Italo-Greek picture
to be done bjf Luigi Rovere and
Nicos Scoullkidis of Athens will
have exteriors in Athens while
studio work will be shot here.

BOT OKAYS $70,000

FOR BRIT: TELEKINEMA
London, April 22.

The Board of Trade has given
the film industry ‘ approval to
donate $70,000 from the Eady fund,
to continue the telekinema, which
was a main draw at last year's
South Bank Festival Exhibition.
Half the amount was required to
cover acquisition and equipment,
and the other half to insure a con-
tinuing supply of suitable product.

During the life of last year's Fes-
tival the telekinema gave nine
shows daily with a flat admission
of 20c. It played to capacity at
every performance. The program
consisted of a live big screen TV
transmission and stereoscopic
films. The three dimensional
films will be retained in the new
Policy but big screen video is be-

dropped.
In making their request to the

government, the directors of the
Eady fund company were con-
cerned that this application should
not be regarded as a precedent in
view of the expressed aims that the
com received from boxoffice ad-
missions should be used exclusively
1° aid British production. The
oard of Trade has advised the

industry that in its opinion the ap-^h°n fel1 within the definition
°i the fund’s purposes.

British legit Gfoup’s Bivvy

tr ,
London, April 22.

na!,
0war^ an<* Wyndham, a com-
•
controlling a group of pro-

p^la theatres, of which
in „

nce Wittier is chairman, is pay-

onn
a dividend for the sixth

consecutive yean v (J i <
i

»

Mex Boys* City Given
Cinema by Yank Exhib

Mexico City, April 29.

Biggest *and probably the best

gift yet given to the Boys’ City,

which Father Pedro Alvarez built

and is conducting at Monterrey,
was a fully-equipped cinema. It was
donated by William Oscar Jenkins,
American exhibitor leader in
Mexico.

Gov. Alberto Morenos of Nuevo
Leon State, in which Monterrey
is situated, and all state govern-
ment employees, each donated a
day’s pay to the Boys’ City.

Legit Biz Soars

In Buenos Aires
r

Buenos Aires, April 22.
Legit grosses are holding up

solidly here now that the fall sea-
son has teed off, contrary tp earlier
forecasts that the inflationary trend
would leave the public unable to
spend on entertainment because of
high food prices. The popularity
of lighter legit fare points up the
public’s need for escapist shows.
For instance,' the first month of
the new season at the Maipo Thea-
tre, which habitually features the
musical revues, plenty of cheese-
cake and blue jokes, grossed
around $50,000.
Next highest biz was registered

by the fourth consecutive revival
of “When Ghosts Hunt Partridges,”
with Luis Sandrini starred, at the
Astral, with a gross of around $35,-
000 for the first month. Tita Me-
rello, in “Men in My Life,” at the
Smart Theatre, is grossing around
$20,000 monthly, and may do even
better.

The El Nacional has Narciso
Ibanez Menta’s revival of “F, B.,”

last year's top grosser, is bringing
in about $30,000 for' the first

month.
As other shows are grossing com-

parably as well, legit impresarios
are casting longing eyes at the

empty lots left by the Sarmiento,
Buenos Aires, Comedia and Mayo
theatres after they were demol-
ished some years ago by the gov-

ernment for expansion of State

buildings. Such building never
tool$, place.

Coca-Cola Ads Hugging

‘Caruso’ Banned by Rome

Court as Heirs Protest

Rome, April 29.

A Tribunal Court here ordered

the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. to re-

move billboards and three-sheets

from public view which contained

advertising for Metro’s “Great

Caruso.” The advertising, showing

a picture of Mario Lanza, star of

“Caruso,” also bore, the Coca-Cola

trademark.

Caruso’s heirs here claimed the

posters injured the reputation of

the late singer. Greatest objection

of the Caruso family was the fact

that the ads were made to look as

though Caruso were endorsing, or

had endorsed, a manufactured
product. The Caruso family also

has brought action against the film,

asking that “Caruso” be withdrawn
entirely from public showings. This

case is pending.

Attorneys for the Coca-Cola Co.

and Metro said they would appeal

the billboard ban. While this ap-

peal is pending, the court asked

to have the billboards removed at

once. This was carried out.

Several months ago, two of En-

rico Caruso’s nephews filed suit

against the picture, “Legend of

Caruso,” an all-Italian production

depicting the story of Caruso’s

youth. It was claimed that the

film story did /not always coincide

with the real life of the singer.

Case was thrown out of court on

insufficient grounds.

The Coca-Cola Co. of Italy and
Metro’s Italian branch recently

sponsored a Mario Lanzo singing

contest in Italy to bally the pic,

“Great Caruso.” A Neopolitan

youth won the award of a year’s

scholarship .at Milan’s La -Scala.

British Exhibs Approve

Attending Int’l Confab
London, April 29.

British theatre^ operators are to
participate ’in an international ex-
hibitors’ convention to be held at
Cannes during the period of next
month’s film festival. Represent-
ing the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn, will be W. J. Speakman,
prexy, E. J. Hinge, treasurer and
Walter R. Fuller, general sec-
retary.

One of the main items for con-
sideration will be continuation of
the discussions on TV. British -the-
atre owners consider .it vital to
keep abreast of what Is happening
on the Continent.

‘Streetcar’ Pic Panned By

Vienna Crix as Carbon Of

Play; Yiertel Sait Seen
Vienna, April 22.

Opening here .of the German
synced version of “Streetcar” was
marked by general crix panning of
the pic, plus the announcement
by Berthold Viertel, * director-
translator of the German stage
version of the Tennessee Williams
play, that he might sue Warner
and the Motion Picture Assn, for
alleged lifting- of his translation
and title.

Stage version of “Streetcar”
was known here and in Berlin,
where Yiertel also produced, as
^Destination Loneliness” and film
is billed the same way. Literal
translation of “Streetcar Nartied
Desire” would be both- cumber-
some and obscure in German.

Critics did not like the Brando-
Leigh film, principally on the
grounds that it is an almost literal

celluloiding of the. play, hence, it

didn’t add up to screen entertain-
ment. But Viertel’s gripe was that
synchronisation, carried out in
Germany, used not only his title

but much of wording of his trans-
lation from the original Williams.

If this should come to litigation,

it would raise the complex problem
of differentiating the rights of
two translators, both of whom used
the same original text as the basis
for their work. Question would be
whether two different "translators
have equal rights to the same word-
ing for different purposes.

N.Y. Caravan to Find It

Tough Spending Budget
Tokyo, April 22.

Inflation in Japan has not caught

up with the budget of the New
York Caravan. The 35 members
of the unique organization are

skedded to visit Nippon this sum-

mer in the second of its luxury
tours. Budget calls for an outlay

of $440 per person daily while in

Japan, but Nipponese bonifaces
and other entrepreneurs who cater
to tourist whims are scratching
their heads in an effort to figure

out how that much dough can be
spent daily in Japan.

.

About twenty Caravaner^ are due
to arrive here June 29 for a week's
visit, and 15 more get in July 8
for five days. The Japan Travel
Bureau is prepared to shoot the
works with special aiis-conditioned

trains, a chartered plane, lavish

hotel accommodations and the
best in Japanese entertainment.

Honolulu Little Theatre

Lands New Director
Honolulu, April 29.

Edward Mangumi new director

of Honolulu Community Theatre,
is due here from Washington, D.C.,

about May 1. A former assistant

professor of speech at George
xWashington U., he was with Arena
Stage, repertory company in Wash-
ington. The Community Theatre
has moved into its first permanent
home, the theatre at Fort Huger,
vacated by the Army;
Group last season did several in-

the-round productions. "Mangum is

first perriianent director since El-

roy Fulmer moved to New Orleans.
Theatre just completed a spotty
season.

Heat Hits London Film Biz Albeit

‘Rain’ Lively $20,000; Fingers Fast

12G, 2d, ‘Song Fine $5,500, 4 Days

Yank Films Way

Ahead in Lisbon
Lisbon, April 29.

Hollywood pictures dominate the
situation in the Lisbon district, Of
the 36 cinemas, 33 are showing
American films, and practically all

are doing excellent biz, with trade
the best in the last three years.
Many top American pix were held
back to open affcer Easter in the
largest theatres.

The St. Luis has “Melody Time”
(RKO); the St. George is playing
“Shpw Boat” (M-G); “David and
Bathsheba” (20th) Is at the Poli-
tema while the Monumental has
“Capt. Hornblower” (WB), The
Tivoli brought In “Valentino” (Col)

and the Eden has “Samson and
Delilah” (Par) (reissue).

The reaction of the Lisbon public
to some American films differs

from the boxoffice response in the
U. S. “Sunset Blvd.” (Par) ran only
two weeks at the Eden while “Pan-
dora” went five weeks at the same
house. At the Monumental, “Har-
vey” (U) and “Glass Menagerie”
(WB) stayed only one week each.

“Alice in Wonderland” (RKO) did
very spotty biz at the Politeama
but is doing very well playing two
houses day-date.

In contrast, the Tivoli, during the
winter season, ‘ held “On the
Riviera” (20th) and “Robin Hood”
(RKO). each for one month.
“Cyrano” (UA), with a six-week
run at the St. Luis, did as well as

in America. It will be shovtti

again in September.

London Legit Bits

London, April 22.

Marius Goring is to costar with

Claude Rains and Marta Toren in

Raymond Stross’s pic, “Man Who
Watched the Trains Go By,”

which is being shot at Nettlefold

studios. Company goes on loca-

tions at Amsterdam and Paris

April 27 . . . Nadia Gray has

been given the top femme role by

Mario Zampj^ in “Top Secret,”

which stars Oscar Homolka and
George Cole. Shooting is slated to

start soon at Elstree, with pic to

be released by ABPC . . . Daniel
Angel Films, Ltd., of which Major
Danny Angel is boss, has acquired
Jack Hylton’s Vaudeville theatre

hit, “The Women of Twilight.”

Pic goes into production May 12

and stars most of the present cast

besides Sally Ann Howes and
Paula Valcnska, for whom scripter

Anatole de Grunwald has written

a special part. Film will be made
in association iW'ith Woolfe Br#s,

'

Mexico Sets $5,000,000

For New Tourist Port;

Drives Vs. Profiteering
Mexico City, April 22.

Mexico is using additional means
to attract U. S. and other tourists

who like ocean trips. President
Miguel Aleman has okayed plans
for the government-establishment
of a tourist high seas port, Puerto
Juarez, on Bahia Mujeres in deep
tropical Quintana Roo territory on
the Caribbean.

Idea is for the port to receive
and entertain tourists from New
Orleans, Miami, Houston, Havana
and Central America. There will

be first-class plane trips for those
desiring to see Mexico City and
other top spots of the republic.

Government has budgeted $5,000,-

000 to get Puerto Juarez going.
Renewing its drive against

profiteering which is costly to

tourists and again threatens to cut
down' this traffic, the Mexican
Tourist Assn, has enlisted aid of

the government's tourist branch.
MTA said the. association is receiv-

ing many additional squawks from
visitors about hotel and restau-

rant profiteering here and in such
other top U. S. visitor cities as

Taxco and Acapulco.
Some complaints cite Aca-

pulco, charging that many medium
bracket spenders were obliged to

cancel staysi there because a three-

day visit for room and food would
cost them more than two weeks
here. The government announced
it will stiffen the drive against

profiteers via heavy fines.' » » « >

London, April 22,

For the second time within re-
cent weeks the British weather has
played havoc with the film box-
office. Last month a blizzard kept
people at home, while last week
soaring temperatures drove them
outdoors and away frdtn cinemas.
Only the fact that this short-lived
warm spell Coincided with the
Easter vacation prevented a more
drastic decline.

Strongest new entry is “Singin’
in Rain,” at the Empire, with a
handsome $20,000 opening week.
“Five Fingers," at the Leicester
Square, is solid $12,000 in its sec-
ond ground. Double bill at the
Odeon, Leicester Square, “Rancho
Notorious# (RKO) and “Las Vagas
Story” (RKO), opened with a sur-
prisingly nipe $9,500, but dipped
in its secQpd weekend, “Quo
Vadis,” now in its 12th frame, con-
tinued strong at Carlton and the
Ritz.

Other newcomers last week in-

cluded “Song In My Heart,” nice
$5,500 in initial weekend; “On
Moonlight Bay” below hopes in

first four days, and the British-
made “So Little Time,” mild in
three days at the Rialto.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (12th wk.).

Continues strongly .with excellent
$8,700. Stays another week, with
“Cry, Beloved Country” (Indie)

opening April 25.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G). Opened
in great style at $20,000. Stays on.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)

—“Tall Headlines” (GN) and ?‘Chi-

cago Calling” (U.A.) (2d wk). Mod-
est $5,000. Holds another week, with
“Three River” (U,A.) coming in

April 24.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$1.70)—“Five Fingers”
(20th) (3d wk.) Started final frame
at sturdy $5,500 for weekend after

solid $12,500 second week. “Belles

On Toes” (20th) opens April 24.

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50-

$1.70)
—“Magic Face” (Col) and

“Sunny Side Street” (Col) (2d wk.).

Steady $6,500. Continues one
more week, with “Death of a Sales-

man” (Col) due in next.

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$l.70)— “Rancho Noto-
rious” (RKO) and “Las Vegas
Story” (RKO) (2d wk.) Fair $4,000
in second weekend after pleasing

$9,500 opening week. Stays a third

week.

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,-

200; 50-$1.70)—“Song In Heart”
(20th). Over average $5,500 for first

4 days. In for three weeks.

Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)—
“That’s My Boy” (Par) (2d wk.).

Second weekend nosedived to

about $3,100 after steady $8,500
initial frame. “Stolen Face” (In-

die) and ‘.‘Denver & Rio Grande”
(Par) begin April 25.

Rialto (LFP) (592; 50-$1.30)—“So
Little Time” (AB). Hit by weath-
er and crix, first weekend being
only $1,500. In for 2 weeks only.

Ritz (M-G) (432; 90-$2.15)—“Quo
Vadis” (M-G) (12th wk.). Still

sturdy with $4,800; Stays indef.

Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
“On Moonlight Bay” (WB). Below
expectations, with about $3,400 for

first 4 days.

MOSS’ EMPIRES SHOWS

$268,000 NET FOR ’51

London, April 29.

Net profit of $268,000 is an-
nounced by Moss’ Empires, the
company which owns and controls

20 London and provincial theatres,

including the Palladium, Prince of
Wales and the Hippodrome. The
board recommends payment of a
final dividend of 12Vfc%, making
20% total for the year.

Prince Littler, chairman pf the
company, reports to stockholders
that in the year ended last Dec. 31
the Holbom Empire and the Pal-
ace, Hull, both seriously damaged
during the war, were sold at sat-
isfactory prices.

Yal Parnell is managing direc-
tor of the company which is to
ihold its 53rd annubl meeting May
1 15. ’ • ' ’ ....
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The Skies Are

Bright With

M-G-M Hits i

“BELIEVING IS

ENTHUSING”
“SEEING IS BELIEVING 3 ?

Since the exhibitors making this

trip will *be representative of all

exhibitor groups their report to

fellow showmen can have wide-

spread influence. Let the enthusiasm

flow through to the public and the

pay-off will be substantially evi-

denced at the box-office.

—Editorial in BOXOFFICE MAGAZINE

“LEO SCORES AGAIN”
"A foreward step to better under-

standing between the source of the

product and the purveyors of enter-

tainment to the theatre going public.

What better means to a spirit of

understanding than to get together

and look at the product which is the

blood,bone and sinew ofthe business.’'

—Editorial in SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

"A most dramatic and unprecedented

move. Leo-is extremely proud of such

product as 'Scaramouche’, 'Ivanhoe’,

The Merry Widow’, 'Lovely to Look
At’, 'Pat and Mike’ as well as other

films.Metro says'SeeinglsBelieving.’
They are going to let the product

speak for itself. The optimism which
will be generated will kindle sparks

ofshowmanship all over the country.

Already the industry is experienc-

ing a healthful radiation from this

activity.”
—Editorial in THE INDEPENDENT

“GOOD BUSINESS
RELATIONS”

"It’s a new departure in the' field of

good business relations that should

pay off. Metro is to be congratulated.”
i

—Editorial in THE EXHIBITOR
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AND MANY MORE I

"Carbine Williams” * "Mr. Congress*

Man” • "The Girl In White” • "The
Story of Three Loves” {Tech,) • "One
Piece Bathing Suit”(7VcA) • "Plymouth
Adventure” {Tech.) • "Prisoner of

Zenda” {Tech.) • "Everything I Have
Is Yours” {Tech.) • "Tribute To A
Bad Man” ® "The Devil Makes Three”

Tearless Fagan” • and others. /

“WILL PAY RICH
DIVIDENDS”
"Metro which has a way of establish-

ing industry precedent naturally

would be the company to conceive

such a Merchandising plan as

'Operation Seeing Is Believing.’ The
contribution to industry public re-

lations could prove to be of the first

magnitude. The return to their home

.

communities of the theatre owners

highly enthusiastic over what they

have Seen can and will pay rich

dividends. A doff and extra flourish

of our chapeau to Leo the Leader.”

-Phil M. Daly in FILM DAILY

“M-G-M’s SMART MOVE”
» *

I

"M-G-M is making a smart move in
1

corralling important exhibitors and

;

bringing them to Hollywood. With

a good layout of product, as M-G-M
certainly has, any company would
have little difficulty placing it in •

important theatres. Bringing the

theatre men to Hollywood is certain

to create enthusiasm that could not

be worked up better and quicker.

This new showmanship by M-G-M
will pay off big.”

-Editorial in HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
0

“ANOTHER METRO
. MASTER STROKE”
"A master stroke of good will and
salesmanship. M-G-M’s 'Seeing is

Believing’ Tour will enable exhibitor

leaders to bringback awell grounded

report to the. thousands of theatre

men they represent. There is plenty

of evidence out Culver City way that

M-G-M has much to offer its theatre
#

customers.” —Editorial in FILM BULLETIN
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Abroad Becomes

'Movietime Snag
Star tours phase of the “Movie-

time, U.‘ S. A.” campaign which
the international Film Relations

Committee of the Motion ' Picture

Assn, of America is weighing for

tise in countries abroad, is facing

many obstacles. Subcommittee Qf

the foreign publicity, chiefs* group,

was named Friday (25) to study

advisability of sending stars over-

seas as well as other aspects of

the domestic campaign which can

be adapted fqr foreign use.

While it is agreed that some
parts of the Council of Motion Pic*

tures Organizations’ program might
be converted for foreign use, trade

cynics doubted that stars would
ever make personal appearance

tours abroad. Topmost hurdle is

the question of financing these

trips abroad. Under the domestic
“Movietime" setup, COMPO pays

travelling expenses to the territory

and local exhibs foot the bill while

the personalities are in the area.

Doubt was expressed that the stu-

dios or foreign exhibs would under-

write these costs.

Another problem standing in the

way of star tours is the availability

of the players. To be effective,

it’s stressed, an overseas junket

must include top names who are

the faves of foreign filmgoers.

Whether the name players would
undertake such trips is a factor

that is being taken under con-

sideration. It’s emphasized that you
can’t send starlets, directors and
writers for the “in person” treks

and that only outstanding per-

sonalities would make the desired

impression abroad.
Despite the many obstacles

possibility is seen of attempting a

“Movietime” campaign in one spe

daily selected European country

a:.d on the basis of the experience

in that country to decide whether
or not a foreign program is feasi-

ble. Committee studying all the

angles of the contemplated cam-

Odeon Names Forsyth
Toronto, April 29.

E. G, Forsyth has been named
assistant general manager pf Odeon
Theatres (Canada), Ltd,, it was an-

nounced last wedk by David Gries-

dorf, director and -general man-
ager.

Forsyth entered the Rim Indus*

Stress Importance Of

Miter’s Impartiality

try fn
Sy
i93rwUhV«UntBru£h heys strewed this week. Print they

Picture .Corp., Ltd., and served wanted to make clear is that a

With that company until its amal- member of an arbitration panel ap-

gamatiqn with Odeon Theatres in
inted by an exhibitor, for ex-

1948, when he joined Circuits
is. ehjoined from showing
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Position ‘of Col. jock Lawrence, former publicity chief for J. Arthur
Rank and.. Samuel Goldwyn, in the press hierarchy of Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower was discussed by Drew Pearson in a column last week. It

had been rumored,. Pearson said, that Lawrence would be the Steve
Early (press -secretary' and confidant of FDR during his yeare In the
White House) to Ike, but that- it now appeared that ^toward Chase,
public relations man for General Foods, was Inheriting the.-spot,

Lawrence has been anxious for some months to leave
1

the service

and return to commercial press ageritry. His boss* in the Eisenhower
press setup in France is Brig,’ Gen. C. T, (Buck) Lanham, a combat
officer wounded in Germany. According to Pearson, Lanham “has
turned out to be tops, plays no favorites, issues no ‘diplomatic de-
nials,’ avoid politics,”

Italian Films Export, N. Y. outfit set up to assist Italian producers
in U. S, distribution of their films, has established a publicity office

in Rqme to 'develop appropriate flackery material for the States.

-rr 'must consider the merits
theatre circuits m ungiano. He

same impartiality shown
joined the Odeon Theatres (pan-

ludae in any court,
ada) last January. He assumed hi* ^ m

ys.o pointed out
new. position on April 21,

tfia^^mainy States, such as N.Y„ Handling the job in the Italian capital is^William Murray, formerly
. *Y°
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0“ ifov members of arbitration boards are with Time magazine, according to Dr. Renato Gualiano, IFE head.
Arthur Rank organization, is leav

uire(J to file sworn statements Angelo Parmigiani, for the past two years a member of the films
ing Odeon to return to a post in

decjaring their impartiality in or- section of the British Embassy in Home, has been named manager of
England.

der to keep ‘the system within le- JFE’s bureau of information in that city. The^ newly.established office,

gal bounds. • Legalites said that among other activities, will issue a weekly/bulletin on Italian film

there’s some misconception that an production.
' *

arbitrator more or less automatic- -

ally favors the individual or or- Jerry Wald Is a diplomat, as well as a film producer. Women’s
ganization which nominates him to ^ear Daily, garment industry tradepaper, reprinted a Variety story
serve on a panel. revealing that Wald-Krasna’s “Exclusive Model” would introduce 1953
Lawyers also reported that all, made-in-Europe fashions for the first time. The reprint was accom-

awards and decisions by the • arbi- panied by a complaint. Why, the 'tradepaper asked, doesn’t Wald-
tration panels will be binding and Krasna do something about the American dress industry instead of
final, dn other words, having sub- plugging French and Italian coutouriers? So Jerry Wald sent word
mitted to arbitration and expressed that he is going to produce “Size 12,” a picture abput made-!n-America
willingness to abide by the rules, fashions.

Par Prod, Sales

Brassm Parley

Pursuing its policy of frequent

analyses of market changes and
distribution trends, Paramount has

_ #

set a week-long studio meeting of an exbib is barred from taking, his

production brass and sales execs complaint to court following its

for discussion of upcoming releas* disposition by the arbitration tri-

ing and production policy. The bunal.

studio personnel will sit in at

meets on straight distribution mat-
ters and the sales pxecs will join

the parleys on the lensing lineup.

The series of confabs begins Mon-
day (5).

A. W. Schwalberg, president of

Par Film Distributing Corp., will

preside at the sales huddles. E. K.
(Ted) O’Shea, v.p. of the distribu-

tion subsid; Jerry Pickman, ad-pub
v.p.; Sid Blumenstock, assistant ad-

pub head, and division chiefs Hugh

Samuel Goldwyn’s hassle with the government of Denmark over the
filming of “Hans Christian Andersen” ended on a friendly note. In
fact, the Danish olive branch was accompanied * by an offer to col-

In the past, there have been in- laborate on an American-Danish double bills Second half of the
stances where exhibs, in court ac-r doubleheader would consist of a documentary showing scenes of An*
tions, have tried to introduce arbi- dersen’s birthplace and the house where he wrote his fairy tales. .Gold*
tration records as evidence that wyn said he would be glad to be of any assistance to the Danish gov-
the distribs were guilty of unfair ernment in that regard,
practices. -

Industry’s ‘New Era’
Continued from page 5.;

to- take on the money and time
Owen, Howard Minsky, J. J. Dono- I burdens which court contests en-

French producer Ray Ventura owns screen rights to Hendrik Ibsen’s

“Doll House” and is planning to film the yarn in Scandinavia next sum-
mer, Ventura’s attorney, Arnold Grant, stated in New York. This fol-

lows reports of other deals for screen rights to the Ibsen epic. Grant
said Ventura acquired rights from David O. S'elznick, who some years
ago had made a deal for them with the Ibsen heirs.

hue, George A. Smith and Cana
dian topper Gordon Lightstone will

participate from the business end.

Y. Frank Freeman, v.p. in charge
of studio operations, and Don
Hartman, production head, will

join in the distribution talks and
lead 'the discussion on pix

paign consists of Dave Blum, • rently in preparation
Loew’s International; Gerald Key-
ser, Warner Bros., and Harry
Stone, of the MPAA’s international

division. At the Friday meeting of

the International Film Relations
Committee, Carl York, MPAA’s rep

in Scandinavia, reported on film

conditions in that area. Columbia’s
Lawrence Lipskin, new chairman
of the IFRC, presided.

Total of 13 new films, set for
release between July and Decem-
ber, will be screened and consid-
ered in terms of merchandising
approach.

tail if the arbitration system
agreed upon proves its effectiver

ness.
Astounded at Progress

The arbitration round - tablers
themselves were surprised; and the
Skeptics were astounded, with the

cur-
|

progress accomplished in the rela-

tively brief meeting period.

Only note of cynicism sounded
came this week in Washington
where Allied board chairman
Abram F. Myers complained that
the parleys, while reaching broad
agreement on

firm anchor on costs, there was no
way of telling specifically how
much of a budget will be required
and who’ll provide the reyenue.
Special committee has been ap-
pointed to study this aspect of the
operation, including A1 Lichtman,
Harry Brandt, Nathan Yamins,
Rotus Harvey, Si Fabian and
Emanuel Frisch.

LINEUP OF NEGOTIATORS

AT ARBITRATION MEET
Here’s the lineup of principal

negotiators at the four-day meeting

on establishing a system of indus-

try arbitration in N. Y. last week:

Abram F. Myers, Wilbur Snaper,

Nathan Yamins, Allied States;

Grocery Salesman Beefs:

‘Want More Pix—But’
Editor, Variety:

New York.

I am a travelling salesman
(groceries) but my wife and I are

such movie fans we have sub-

scribed to Variety for 26 years.

I am 55, she is 45, but the movie
industry gets only 35% of the
money we would like to spend for
movies.
We have television and, like

other TV buyers, stayed glued to
the set the first six months. Now
we like radio better (we can lie

back and close our eyes listening
to our favorite whodunits). But
the movies would come first a

couple nights a week if the movies
would consider our desires,

I am in N. Y. half the time,
travelling the other half. A natu-
ral for the movies! But in many
cities, especially smaller towns, the
movie ads have no timetables and
I refuse to go in for guessing
games. So I never go when the
ads (in the' paper) do hot list

feature times. Partly, I will admit,
because the absence of this in-

formation makes me mad. So I

order the hotel to send up the
radio.

We're finicky about the shows
we want to see, like most other
older folks who would keep going
if the movies gave their desires

a thought. There are shows we’re
eager to see, and with the hundreds
of theatres in N. Y., we ought to

be able to see a certain top-rated

movie at one ’ of the not-too-far

away houses. But no, the schedul-

ing is so inconsiderate of the cus-

toms that you can see movie, “A
Loves B,” at, say, half the houses
in N. Y, one week and none at

all (in convenient distance) the
next. So these old eager movie
fans are getting to be better and
better radio-TV fans every year,
even though it ain’t at all what we
want.

Addison Crandall.

Th^ principles which won unani-
mous approval was that the ma- „„ . „ „ __ _
chinery must be set at the earliest Mitchell Wplfson, Herman M. Levy,

possible, the system must be car- S. H. Fabian, Theatre Owners of

„„ n
ried 0n at the grassroots level, .at America; Harry Brandt, Max A.

lets, failed to accomplish much SabUdiloutefmi'st' bldfcSoJd of
Cohett - MUton ^eisman. Indepen

work on details. Until these are
‘rable deputes must, be disposed of

dent Theatre Owners Assn.; Sri A
worked out, he said, Allied cannot

a _~p a ume
*

_ . Schwartz, Emanuel Frisch, Mitchell

decide one way or the other on the There was also agreement on Klupt, Metropolitan Motion Pic-

overall arbitration. At the huddles means °f conciliating exhib-distrib ture Theatres Assn.; Rotus Harvey,

tion to the six troupes hlttingthe last week, Myers reportedly was as squabbles; that is, exerting effort l. S. Hamm, Western Theatre

road shortly, beginning in Albany spirited as all other conferees in- to brmging^disputants to a compro- Owners.

COMPO Sked
Continued from page 7

this week.

Speakers Bureau

Also next fall, according to pres-

his tossing of olive branches.
«

A 12-man national administrative
committee will be named to su-
pervise the overall arbitration „op*

ent plans, COMPO will be substan- eration, consisting of three mem-

mise in informal fashion so as to
avoid overburdening the arbitra-
tion machinery.

Subjects to be accepted as arbi-
trable, as endorsed by the industry

Also, Eric A. Johnston, Sidney
Schreiber, Ralph D. Hetzel, Motion
Picture Assn, of America; Austin
C. Keough, Alfred W. Schwalberg,
Robert J. Rubin, Paramount; Wil-

mum.

Maurice Bergman and Robert W.
Coyne, COMPO’s special counsel,
will address groups in Ohio and
Virginia, respectively, next month.
These will be the forerunners of
numerous addresses by industry-
ites before Kiwanis, Rotary, or
community associations.

In line with the gab circuit ac-
tivity, COMPO hopes to set the retary and a

trade’s more prominent names, aim of keeping

sych as producers and stars, for
appearances before national con-
ventions of big organizations.

COMPO-ites this week quarreled
with a Coast-datelined N. Y. Times
report late last month which quot-
ed observers as expecting a disso-
lution of the organization. In light

of its upcoming program, one of-

ficial commented, “if COMPO is

to die it will make a plenty lively

corpse.” It was noted that the outfit

consistently has had detractors pre-
dicting an early demise. From that

Levinson, Warners.

A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox; Robert
M. Mochrie, RKO; Abe Montague,
Irving Moross, Columbia; James R.

Grainger, Richard Yates, Republic;
Morey Goldstein, Allied Artists-

Monogram; Adolph Schimel,

Charles Feldman, Universal,

tially off the ground with its speak- bers each from Allied, TOA and conference, are: Distrib violations liam F. Rodgers, Henderson Richey,

ers’ bureau operations. Universal’s distribution, and one each from °A existing contracts, clearances, Metro; Robert W. Perkliis, Howard
Independent Theatre Owners Assn., runs, conditioning the sale of one
Metropolitan Motion Picture Thea- Picture on - the licensing of others,

tres Assn, and Western Theatre claims of distrib discrimination in

Owners. Group will select its own Awarding product via competitive
chairman for a one-year period, bidding, claims- that an exhib over-

and the chairmanship subsequently bid or overpaid for product in or-

will be rotated among the member der to deprive competitors from
organizations. The committee is obtaining it. Concerning the last-

empowered to engage an exec sec- named item, the conference recom* . . , . . .

staff, but with the mended that successful bidders for dgers served as chairman of

g costs at a mini- pix should be brought to arbitra- P1® session but begged off

tion by the complainant theatre- handling the gavel for the entire

On the local front, arbitration ’

£"en over" on. ZtlttnXlisX
committees will be established in .It was further agreed that the g Brandt, Brecht* Wolfson

TVex
?£
an
?
e area- 0 5* "PP01"1- the P°,w*r ‘; and Harvey. At the windup, the

ed by theatremen, trade associa- award -damages, the scope of which
tions and distrib personnel in the was referred to -a rules committee
territory. The local groups so desig- for study. Also as an economy
nated will determine on their own measure, the distribs will be' per-
whether salaried personnel should mitted to retain counsel at arbitra-
be taken on and if a special ar- tion sessions only where the exhilj
bltration office should be main- elects to have his own counsel rep«

entire conference cited Johnston
for “hospitality and leadership” in

calling the conclave.

tained.

National committee will be re-
sponsible for the preparation of

angle, it was said, the Times item all instructions, forms and records
was literally correct. However, the for use by the local committees

ping him. In such instances, all

distribs will designate a single
common counsel

Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri*

Loew’i Stockholders
Continue* from pace 5

same report 18 months ago would to the extent that the machinery held at N. Y.’s Hotel Astor April
have been equally correct, in that

*’* ’ " ” ' - - - - -

the inception of COMPO was ac-
companied by observations in some
quarters that its death was in the
offing.

sluggish showing in N. Y. Stock

ca, called the meeting, .which was
|

Exchange trading recently.

will be uniform throughout thl

U. S. National unit also will assisi

in setting up the local commit-
tees.

The exchange arbitration groups
I

will receive and record all demands
it r* r\ i - for arbitration and notify all par-

oimonclil Dcm Delegate ties affected, will designate the
Universal’s eastern pub-ad man- rules and set time and place for

ager Charles Simonelli was elected hearing, keep all records and fur-

& delegate to the Democratic Na- nish all parties with certified copies
tional Convention from the 12th of awards. Plan for selection of ar-

district in Brooklyn in the primary bitrators boils down to the naming
election last week. of a refgree by the exhib complain-

Simonelli, a Brooklyn resident, ant, one by the distrib involved

has been active in local politics

for several years.

; f I r i i
> ( > i

and a third to be selected by both.

While the intention is to keep a

.
- .'I

22-25, as had been recommended
by TOA and Allied.

Buys A.C.'s Lyric

Atlantic City, April 29.

The Lyric .Theatre, at 42 years

one of the oldest in the* resort, has

been purchased by ‘Samuel A. Tan-

nenbauni, who presently owns the

local Surf, and will be remodeled
and reopened soon. Tannenbaum

Charles C. Moskowitz, v.p. and

treasurer, reported that Loew’s re-

cent earnings have been at th«

rate of 55% from the film opera-

tions and 45% from theatres. H#

added that 40% pf the total produc-

tion-distribution revenue came

from the foreign market.

Leopold Friedman, v.p., secretary

and' counsel, revealed that the

board is weighing a proposal to

limit pension payments to future

employees to $25,000 per yeanpurchased the building from Wil- .

liam Ford, who operated the house This will have no bearing on Pen
.

for 32 years. It has been shuttered sion payoffs to presently-employeu

since last fall. I personnel.
f \ t j t j j i
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Santa Fe Fiesta
A*

‘ '

CertfoMwi iron p*r« *
*--. >

of town. .Hi!* giant effigy* SO feet

high, end loaded with several

thousand dollars' worth of Ore-

works, drew' spectator* from a* fat

off as Texas; There was no charge

and as many as 20,000 have wit-

nessed the stunning spectacle of

Zozobr* twisting and writhing in

flame and finally bursting in a cas-

cade of fireworks in the New Mexi-

co night.

In addition, the whole city of

Santa Fe, spread over the desert

hills, and not unlike Jerusalem in

the moonlight, is exotically , deco-

rated during. fiesta by luminarios,

sanded paper bags with burning
candles inside. The lutninarios are

strung along adobe rooftops, adobe
garden walls, and other buildings;

thousands of yellow glows in the

Prussian blue night—a stunning

effect.

Moreover, Shustei? and coterie

encouraged all residents to dress'

for fiesta, and natives. song and
daughters dug from trunks the cos-

tumes of their grandparents and
walked the streets of the- ancidht

city, lending a final and authentic

18th cehtury look. Parties were
given jin almost every home.during
fiesta; mariachis were invited from
Mexico .to sing at the plaza; dances
were held on roped-off'streets, and
everyone, had a first-class Heming-
way-in-Spaiil time. .

But last :year, because of the
wholesale leasing of carny conces-

sions in the ceremonial plaza, Santa
Fe looked more like a small-town
Coney Island than old Spain. The
public square, about two-thirds the
size of New York’s Bryant Park*,

was completely obliterated by a

blizzard of kiddie rides and sweet-
tooth come-ons. At night, instead
of the dulcet tones of “La Golon-
drina,” the plaza rang with the toc-

sin of merry-go-round and the
grinding screech of the rollercoast-

er dashing . through its prepared
thrills.

Litters and Letters

Moreover, the roped-off streets,

once the scene of gay, costumed
senoritas and their escorts, were
now ankle-deep in discarded ice-

cream cups, hamburger papers,
torn carnival bunting and the usual
debris. The few townsWomen who
ventured downtown in fiesta cos-

tumes wearing huarfcches found
their exposed feet unpleasantly
sullied as brisk fall winds drove
the debris against their unstock-
inged feet.

As soon as last year’s fiesta con-
cluded, an indignant rash of letters

appeared *in the Santa Fe New
Mexican. Most of . the attack was
focused against the Fiesta Council,
authorized by city government to
control .the fete’s policy. The air
was blue with charge and counter-
charge and the grapevine buzzed
with scandalous insinuations. Some
of the published statistics oh the
fiesta finances became interesting
reading,.

merchants who contributed were
entitled to one vote, each for every
,$1Q. To La Farge’s delight, he
forced a council session, and came
armed with, proxies for 235 votes
out of an estimated total of 310.

But he reckoned not with the
'Police chief, and -the chairman of
the- council, one,. Johnny Valdes, a
clerk in a’ ilquor Store, who seem-
ingly crusaded for carnival inter-
ests. They, too, had hired lawyers
who told them that the by-laws
read: One vote for each $10 pay-
ment, and, since the. carnival con-
cessionaires made huge payments,
they legally controlled a block of
430 votes!

On this unexpected twist, La
JFarge and his crowd of preserva-
tionists

.
went down to defeat

—

completely outvoted by the con-
cessionaires, all of whom for rea-
sons of their own decided to play
ball with the ex-police chief, now
captain of the New Mexico State
Police, and an astute Spanish-
American politician by name of

Ben Martinez.
* So heated was one session of the
fiesta council that the chairman
simply

,
rose ‘and walked out of the

room when the tide of sentiment
began .turning ’ against him. This
highly -irregular and unparlia-

mentary state of affairs was sig-

nificant -of the enormous enthusi-

. asm both Martinez and Valdes
seemed to feel for the carnival

interests on the plaza.

Reversing Tradition

This is certainly not the first

time a community -and a carny
mob have had bad words. But it

may be the first time on record
wherein a carnival group won a
flat legal victory over influential

local citizens.
*

.Past custom has- always placed
the carny in a position of delicate

and humble supplication before
the town council. ' In Santa Fe,

however, not only did the carnival

interests prevail against the

wishes of local citizens of the mag-
nitude of' Oliver La Farge, and
the editorial prowess of the Santa

Fe New Mexican, but they appar-

ently achieved this legalistically

and by ballot..

La Farge • has admitted defeat.

Many Santft Feans were planning

to leave town during this year’s

fiesta, as a silent rebuke of the

interests represented by Ben Mar-
v

tinez and "Johnny Valdes. Will

Shuster may forego burning Zozo-

bra for the first time in 27 years!

As far as the southwestemer is

concerned, the carny victory is as

calamitous to Santa Fe as if* in

Massachusetts a group of carnies

won the right to pitch their tents

and booths and shills at Plymouth
Rock. *

Johnston Wins
Continued from pare I

It was learned that the fiesta,

once a voluntarily supported cele-
bration financed by the merchants,
had about ceased to bq that. The
few thousand dollars the merchants
once kicked in to pay for Will
Shuster’s fireworks, and other ex-
penses, were now a mere pittance
compared with the huge take from
the carnival stands. Each stand,
Santa Feans learned via the New
Mexican, was licensed by the fiesta
council and some' concessionaires
paid as much as $500 in licensing
fees. A total of $9,000 in legitimate,
fees alone was recorded for last
year.

The fiesta council, v the town
learned, was now rich enough to
support, a full-time year-round sec-
retary at $2,400 per annum though
the fiesta is only a four-day affair.

Speculation was rife
.
on the total

gate realized. by the carnival boys,
for if they could afford $9,000 in
legitimate fees, what must their
gross be? Guesses .ran as high as
$100,000, ..making

. the historic
nesta a, luscious plum.

... Joker in By-Laws
La Farge and Shuster organized

a rump caucus and began writing
for the local press and arguing
against this commercialism. La
rarge received threats about his
Personal safety and friends even
suggested rocks might be ‘thrown
through his window if he didn’t
take caution. Last February, how-
ever, La Farge, by engaging an at-
torney, dug up the by-laws of the
fiesta council, discovered that the

Hollywood situation
,

has been im-

proved somewhat. They also point

to his attendance at almost all of

the arbitration sessions in New
York from Tuesday through Friday

'of last week. . 'Such devotion to a

series of sessions that could be

nothing but tiresome to anyone not

directly concerned was not the

habit of the old Johnston, they ex-

plained.

“Johnston can be a very valuable

asset to us,” one top echelon exec

said this week. “He needs direc-

tion, however, and we plan now
to, provide it. I think we. must
recognize that he has politics in

his blood and that he just can’t

stand keeping out df them, We
might as well put that urge^ to use

instead of fighting it.’’

The MPAA topper will finally

get a chance to give way to his

seemingly never-sated desire to

wing through the air this weekend,
when he’ll head for the Cannes
film festival and then to Paris.

He’ll meet up in the latter city

with John G. McCarthy, director

of the MPAA’s international divi-

sion, for talks with French officials

on renewal of the film pact with

that country.

MPAA board members who are

responsible for providing and
budgeting the Association’s funds
haven’t seen the results yet of per-

mitting Johnston at the beginning
of this year to expand his staff;

They say they’re not impatient;

but they’re being watchful to see

if the added cost pays off.

Degas Ballet Alt Short ,

Set for N.Y, Paris
Indicating increasing popularity

of art plx-Hfcherally- made without
atty live actors and with the cam-
era playing on various aspects of
paintings—is the booking of “Bal-
let by Degas” at the Paris, N. Y.
Short will open with “Under the
Paris Sky,” which follows the cur-
rent “The River” into the house.
Jean Lenauer made the pic as

part of a series tagged “World of
the Artist”

mi t ii ii n i..

UNm. Morris, Jr.
Continued : front page 1 1

‘
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eventually be elected to the top
post by the agency’s five officers,

who also comprise Ruth Morris
(Mrs. William C. White) and Bert
AHenberg, who are first and sec-

ond vicepresidents, and Nat Lef-
kowltz,* secretary of the corpora-
tion. (The late Johnny Hyde’s
veepee post was never filled),

The Morris agency is co-owned
by William Morris, Jr., and Last-
fogel, and continues that way. Both
started with the founder of the
company as office boys.

Morris’ move to intake things
easier” will see him on a more
roving assignment, dividing his
time between surveying Europe,
Hollywood and at Camp Intermis-
sion, the Morris family’s summer
residence at Saranac Lake, N. Y„
where Mrs. Morris, Sr„ widow of

the founder, spends much of her
time, and where she is frequently
visited by both Ruth and her son.

Lastfogel and Morris, who have
carried on • the business of, the
agency in the traditions of its

founder, pledged themselves anew,
following yesterday’s (Tues.) for-
mal decision, to “perpetuate the
traditional policies set down by
William Morris, Sr.”

It is understood that Morris, Jr.,

chose not to become chairman ^f
the board, to insure the “taking it

easier” program he had set out for
himself# In addition to continuing
as a partner, he also* retains a di-

rectorship. Official announcement
of Lastfogei’s future title, pre-
sumed to be that of president as
well as treasurer, will be forth-
coming soon.

Since the founder’s death 20
years ago, both carried the busi-

ness to newer heights. The Mor-
ris agency’s expansion program
reached unprecedented peaks with
the advent of television wherein'
the agency took a commanding po-
sition in fne general show biz de-<

velopment of the new medium.
Extra curricularly, Lastfogel has

been president of USO-Camp
Shows, the Veterans Hospital
Camp Shows, and is now board
chairman of the former. He com-
mutes frequently between, both
coasts to operate the .major Broad-
way and Hollywood adjuncts of
the Morris office.

Morris, who is an officer of the
.Jewish Theatrical Guild; pf which
his father was a founder, is stay-

ing east until Saturday " (May 3)

for the Milton Berle testimonial
dinner, and then starts motoring
to Hollywood in easy stages. A Eu-
ropean trip this summer is also on
the agenda.

20th Officers
- — Continued from pace 3 "

was indebted to the “corporation

for $113,600, -noted the debt Was
non-interest-bearing.
Lichtman joined the company

March 7, 1949, under an agree-

ment calling for one year’s exclu-

sive services and four years’ ad-

visory service. This was superseded

by a long-term employment con-

tract, commencing March 7, 1950,

calling for five years’ exclusive

service at a salary of $3,000 per

week and advisory services for a

period of five years at $1,700

weekly;
proxy 4s the stockholders’

annual meeting ,to be held May 20

at the homeqffice. Principal item
of busmek& :

is reelection of the

present 10 directors. They are L.

Sherman Adams, Robert L. Clark-

son, Eadie, Daniel O. Hastings,

Henderson, Robert Lehman, Mi-
chel, Seton Porter, Silverstone and
Skouras.
Skouras owns 5,260 shares of

20th stock. Proxy notes that in

addition there are 42,000 shares

in his name which are beneficially

owned by other members of his

family. His wife, Sarah, owns 10

,
shares.

Legal; $5,400,1X10 in Chi Sail Settled

Finklehoffe to Lens
'Anne* in London
Hollywood, April 29.

Fred F. Finklehoffe bought *cr4en
rights to Maxwell Anderson’s legit

play, “Anne of a Thousand. Days”
and will film it in London In the
autumn. Finklehoffe'* last produc-
tion was “At War With the Army.”,.
Anderson will do the Screenplay

for the Technicolor production,
with Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer
in top roles.

LaTouche Sets Up Co.

In New York to Make

Specialized Shorts

Company for the production \of
specialized' shorts, both animated
and live-action, .has been set up
in New York by librettist-lyricist

John LaTouche. Outfit, known as

A. ,& M. Productions, will , unveil
its first effort in about three weeks.
Titled “The Peppermint Tree/* it

is an animated Technicolor short.

Carol Channing does the narration,
which was written by LaTouche.

Currently in the works is*a short
featuring the works of Charles
Addams, New Yorker mag cartoon*
ist. LaTouche and his staff, made
up in part of former United Pro-
ductions of • America artists, are
using a special technique in ani-

mating the weird Addams char-
acters. Also on the company’s pro-
duction is a similar film display-
ing the works of Saul Steinberg,
another New Yorker contributor.
A. & M.’s ambitious program also

includes “Harlequinade,” a puppet
film; a two-reeler based on Gert-
rude Stein’s “Ladies’ Voices and
What Happened;” “The Blues
Ain’t,” a live-actionerrin association
with photographer Gjon Mili, an-
other live-ac^ioner in collaboration
with Maya Deren depicting the
“dream life of people” as "seen
through dance movements.
Anthony Tudor is set to do the
choreography for the latter.

Company, according t.o

LaTouche, is Working on a coopera-
tive basis, with key staffers set to

get a percentage of the profits in

addition to regular salaries. Initial

financing was obtained by
LaTouche. He says he has received,
several offers for distrib rights to
the films, hut he won’t make an
overall, deal until the pix are com-
pleted.

Stage Local 'Movietime’

Near D.C. to Boost Biz

/ Washington, April 29.

Jack Fruchtman, local' independ-
ent exhibitor, and Hal Marshall,
special field rep for 20th-Fox, com-
bined efforts recently to stage, a
bell-ringing • “Movietime U.S.A/’
stunt of their own in nearby Lex-
ington Park/ Md. Working coop-
eratively with other company reps
in the area, as well as with civic,

religious and political leaders of

the town, the two put on a day pf
meetings, screenings, and general
hoopla that captured the town-
folks’ enthusiasm, as well as, space
in the local press.

Fruchtman, who manages four
theatres and a drive-in in the Lex-
ington Park vicinity, hosted a
luncheon of town leaders, followed
by a series of screenings. Reps
from most of the D. C. exchanges,
which service this area, were pres-

ent. General effect was construc-

tive, quasi-civic, and should pay off

at the wickets.

Sock Albany Tour
Albany, April 29.

The “Movietime U.S.A.” tour of

the Albany exchange district,

which took Greer Garson, Audrey
Totter, Victor Jory, Don Taylor,

-Archie Mayo and Sam Marx into

communities that had never be-

fore seen a Hollywood celebrity in

person, closed Saturday (26) with
exhibitors hailing it as “a tremen-
dous success” and the stars de-

scribing it as “a memorable ex-

perience.”
The week’s trip was a grueling

one, schedule calling for stops in

40 communities and for countless
appearances at civic, cultural and
health functions.

Harry LJtmont, head of Lamont
Theatres, served as exhibitor chair-

man.

San Francisco, April 29,

Declaring that the film industry
could not operate, under a system
of simultaneous releases and that
clearances and runs are not illegal

pft se, the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals here upheld the ruling of
Federal Judge Ben Harrison of
Los Angeles denying the claims of
a Puente, Cal., exhib against the
light majors, Republic and Mono-
gram, plus two exhibs.

Exhibitor Steve Chorak sought
$436,187.43 damages and $40,000
as attorney fees. Chorak’s com-
plaint charged that he was forced
to play pix 14 days after El Monte
and other houses in the San
Gabriel valley. Exhib defendants
were A. L. Sanborn, operator of
the El Monte Theatre, and the
James Edwards theatre circuit.’
Original decision, handed down by
Judge Harrison after hearings in
May, 1949, ruled that there was no
conspiracy among the distribs and
that clearances, arid availabilities
were reasonable. Appeals Court
upheld Judge Harrison on all
counts, ruling “an exhibitor does
not have the right to compel a mo-
tion picture producer to give him
a preferred rum-this because as a
very practical matter the motion
picture industry could not operate
under a system of simultaneous
releases.”

Decision was deemed by attor-
neys as an extremely significant
one and is seen as establishing a
precedent for similar suits.
/ - .

Schoenstedt $5,400,000
Suit Vs. Majors Settled

Chicago, April 29.

Schoenstadt Theatres’ suit for
$5,400,000, one of the largest anti-
trust suits filed here against the
eight majors and Balaban & Katz,
was settled out of court last week.
Action for six of the indie circuit’s
houses, filed in September, 1950,
was dropped, with attorney Tom
McConnell winning from the de-
fendants a three-year extension of
“A” or subsequent first-runs play-
ing time for the Piccadilly, the
chain's flagship house. Piccadilly,
in a prior action, had won from the
majors better playing position, but
pact ran out last- month.

In another action, Seymour
Simon stepped out as attorriey-of-
record In companion suits filed
three weeks ago by Jerpme Schim-
bach, RKO division manager, and
his wife. Pair operated the Gra-
nada Theatre, South Bend, Ind.,
from 1935 to 1940, and charged the
majors and several theatre circuits
with conspiracy, asking treble dam-
ages of $225,000.

Bordonaros’ 2d Suit

Begins Vs. 3 Majors
Buffalo, April 29.

Second suit of Rordonaro Bros.
Theatres, Inc.,, operating the Pal-
ace in Olean, against Paramount
Pictures, RKO Pictures and War-
ner Bros. Circuit Management
Corp. was begun in Federal Court
here this week.
Bordonaros charge the defend-

ants with monopolistic practices
and ask $165,000 treble damages,
.claiming they were deprived of
first-run pictures in Olean. A
similar action against 10 distribu-
tors in 1948 resulted in an award
of $28,500 against the present three
defendants and a no-cause verdict
against the other defendants in
that suit. The present action Is to
recover for damages allegedly suf-
fered from September, 1946, to
March, 1948, while the first suit
was in litigation.

Industry Jegalites are watching
'

the case with interest because of
two controversial legal principles
involved—the applicability of the
final decree in U. S. vs. Paramount,
et al, to private damage suits, and
the applicability and effect of a
judgment in a former action to a
second suit of this character.

Gray, Anderson, Rome & Schaf-
fer, of Philadelphia, represent the
plaintiffs. Defendants are repre-
sented by Frank G. Raichle and
Sidney B. Pfeifer of Buffalo.

i

Hampshire Ozoner Season Opens
Manchester N. II.

New Hampshire’s ozoner season
got underway March 30 when the
Manchester Drive-In held its open-
ing. Shows are held every night,
rain or shine, with 50c admission.
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course. The shortages of ev.ery sort

make normal operation of a the-

atre, club, sidewalk cafe, auditori-

um or whatever, a- perpetual wild

dream. Host entrepreneurs are in

a constant* struggle with their con-

sciences as to whether to let.,their

places run down completely or

visit the black market. Conscience

seems to be only about- a 50% win-

ner against normal commercial

urges.

Shortages, of course, include

anything that must be Imported-—

and that includes practically -every-

thing in Israel except an orange.

Since immigrants are. still pouring

in at the rate of 1,5'Op. a month
and must be housed’ and supported,

the government’s not prone to be
loose with those valuable dollars

being contributed by ’Yank Jewry.
Imports ran about eight times the

exports, with benevolence making
up the difference,

Filmerle* Get Bulk
Majority of the local amusement

money gges to. fllmeries, -as. in most
other countries, since, pix are the

cheapest entertainment and the

most readily available. There are,

however, only 113 theatres in all

of Israel. Some of them are open*
airers and most are small and in

pretty sad condition, There are,

however,- a/fcW^good ones in each
of the major cities

.
(Tel Aviv,

Haifa and Jerusalem) and a num-
ber of modern ones building.

. \
In any ' case, per capita film, at-

tendance in 'Israel is- the highest
in the World, .according to“ a re-

cent U. S.;t>ept. of Commerce sur-

vey, ahd any foreign visitor who
even sez- He knows an American
pic star is rated one grade above
a deity: .Yyoime de Carlo in a

series of personals here recently
filled theatres to the rafters and
caused mob scenes wherever she
moved.

'

'

.

’ Pic prices are comparatively low,
top first-runs getting only . 350
prutots, including the 50% tax.

That’s only 35c at the commercial
rate of exchange of one Israeli

pound to the dollar.

.

Legit is equally well-attended
and equally, cheap at $1.25 top.

There are three rep groups, a satir-

ical revue company and a variety
house operating, in Tel Aviv. They
tour to other cities.

Israel is completely devoid of
niteries in the Copacabana or
Latin Quarter sense of the term.
The bigger cities, however, have a
sprinkling of spots! with bands and
gal singers. In frontier towns like

Beersheba they’re strictly Saturday
night affairs, with the boys and
gals from ‘neighboring settlements
pouring in in blu.e jeans or. blouses
and skirts and whooping it up suc-
cessively with everything from
pure Yank jitterbug to the native
folkdances of the countries from
which they’ve emigrated;

'

..Much of ther.joy fn ..these lively
spots Is attained bn nothing more
than the juice of Israel’s ubiquit-
ous orange, mixed with some soda.
In the more sophisticated spots in
Tel Aviv and Haifa, all sorts of
drinks are pretty much available,
but prices of the imported stuff
are staggering. Most reliable and
widely drunk is the cognac, made
locally and quite .. good. Like
Europeans,. Israelis can get amaz-
ihg mileage out of one drink or
one cup of coffee, so 'the waiters
aren’t kept overly busy. To com-
pensate, some spots make a small
door charge.

Sat. Nite Binge
Saturday njght being the biggest

night of the week is a curious
hangover for most Israelis from
the cultures of their former home-
lands. From sundown Friday night
to sundown Saturday - is the Sab-
bath, with everything, including
theatres and

-

much transportation,
shut tight during that period. The
Saturday eve binge, therefore, is

followed by a normal working day
nn Sunday—.which . makes an
Israeli Sunday-* the equivalent of a
very dark blue Monday in the west-
ern countries. On the other hand,
with everything closed Friday
night, Israelis can’t- take advantage
of their opportunity for late sleep-
ing on Saturdays.
Jerusalem takes, the “Holy City”

nioniker seriously and there’s no
night life there at all beyond the
King David Hotel’s Saturday eve
dansant” (“dark Suit requested”).

Most colorful spot Is Ariana’s In
Jaffa, the former Arab town adja-
cent to Tel Aviv. Despite the almost
complete dearth of Arabs in Israel
now* Ariana’s maintains the old

tradition with a dark-skinned Jew-
ish gal making with a Samia Gam-
al-t-ype belly-wobble."

. '

" .

: Otherwise, Tel;Aviv boasts only
the Parisien, Casino ahd Delphine
bkrs, which offer the usual small
instrumental' combo and femme
chirper. There .will undoubtedly be
more cooking when several big ho-
tels now building; are completed
and more tourist- tirade is available.

Haifa’s Megido Hotel on Mt. Car.-
mel, overlooking the city and the
sea, provides a virtual mob scene
in "its spacious bar on big. nights.
Less ,fan,cy folk! in this leading, in-
dustrial city well-patronize spots
like the Arizona, which gets a 15c
admission charge and relatively loiv

prices for drinks;

American Pop Music
,
Music . consists ofv quite a few

American imps,, particularly those
from films. The&e are mixed with
•many American and European
standards and .spaced with folk
songs .from Russia, Poland and
other ex-homelands of the’ popula-
tion. “Tzena-Tzena,” incidentally,

has been Israel’s most * profitable

single export to the U. S»

• With warm, pleasant weather
similar .to that , of Southern/ Cali-
fornia, Israelis are big patrons of
sidewalk cafes. Most popular is Tel
Aviv’s Cafe Cassitt an outdoor ver-
sion of New York’s Sardi’s, with
much, of its trade drawn from the

1

theatres and practically everyone
'discussing a script,, ripping a critic

up the back or proving to be a
sightseer looking for a familiar
stage face.

-Unfortunately, with food so
scarce now, the cafe ops can’t sup-
plement the income from the weak
coffee they serve by selling even
the pastry customarily available in

European equivalents’, Sandwiches'
with a thin smearing of a domestic.
Cheese,are the best'that’s available

for a late snack.
‘Tremendously popular through-

out Israel is longhair music in any
form—concerts and opera, either

recorded -or live. Until recently
most o'f the immigration*was from
middle-Europe, so the people have
a vast tradition of musical culture.

They think nothing . of going 70

or 80 miles on the back of a truck
to hear Yehudi Menuhin, as thou-
sands of them did a few weeks ago.

Mfenuhin played at'Ein Gev, a
communal settlement on the- shore
of the Sea -of Galilee, which each
year sponsors an eight-day music
festival somewhat like that at Tan-
gleWood in the’ Berkshires. Con-
certs, varying from those by topr

flighters, such as Menuhin ,(who

play for . free)., to amateur folk-

darioers,. are held in a 4,000-seat •

unroofed auditorium.; Menuhin, who
was slated to give one performance,
drew such £ crowd to the’ tiny set-

tlehie’nt that he was forced to play

•at 5 p.m. and repeat at 9.

Longhair Lure
The excellent Israel. Philhar-'

monic, which toured the U. S. last

year, does sellout biz always at both
its home base in Tel Aviv and in

its tours to other cities. As a mat-
ter of fact; with no large audi-

toriums available in the cities

(Haifa’s l,70P-seat Armon Theatre
is a£out the biggest), so many con-

certs must be given to meet, the
demand . that orch members are

worked to the marrow.
Purchase of disks requires for-

eign exchange, so there’s not too

many of them (outmoded 78s are

a welcome gift, by the way) and
recorded concerts are not infre-

quent. They are a ' normal means
of entertainment in thj kibbutzim,

the communal agricultural settle-

ments.
Another highly popular form of

entertainment, in both the kibbut-

zim and in towns is folkdancing.

The immigrants over the years

have .brought with them a vast

store of interesting, and entertain-

ing group terpsichore.

Weakest links in Israel’s longhair

chain are the opera and ballet. An
attempt is being made to spur the

latter. Jerome. Robbins, top New
York dancer and choreographer, is

now here under the auspices of the

American Fund for Israeli Insti-

tutions. That’s the U. S. fund-

raising outfit th£t .supports cultural

activities and sponsored the Phil-

harmonic’s American tour. If Rob-
bins can weld an acceptable dance

group, the Fund hopes to import it

to New York within a couple of

years.
Hebrew National Opera, the only

opera company, actually is a one-

woman affair that formerly got

some help from the Tel Aviv
municipality. Edis de Philippe, an

American, organized the company
about'Sik years ago and now seryes
as producer, director and star of
every opera. He*-, manifold activ-
ity, coupled with the poor quality
of the opera, brings a grin to the
faces of hep Israelis,

Nevertheless, “Fledermaus” is

now In jits seventh month and doing
sellout biz, playing one night a
week In Tel Aviv and touring sev-
eral other nights. Since there are
few places to stay, the company
returns by bus to Tel Aviv as late
as 4 a.m’. All but the principals also
have other jabs, A top tenor now,
incidentally, is a former cop who
had never been on a stage up to
five months ago, Mme. de, Philip-
pe’s biggest headache as far as he
was concerned, was to get the^inu-
nicipality to release him from the
force. •

'
"

.

Other of .the singers are more
experienced, a number of them
having sung in operas of their na-
tive • countries. * Conditions, how-
ever, are very difficult and hardly
conducive to the luxury of any
large-scale operatic effort.

Visiting U. S, concert performers
are not too frequent,, since there
are no dollars to pay them and
best they can do is stash away
Israeli- poynds, * Larry Adler, who
has made two .trips here, the first

with Paul Draper, is virtually a na-
tional hero. His big complaint is

that the visits here spoil him for,
other concerts, since audiences
want nothing .but’ highbrow tunes
from his harmonica. "

Hazel Scott w$s recently on tour
here, but got only, a mild response.
VLena Horne and -

a band are here
now and going great. If and when
Israel has. dollars to spend on such
things, American performers can
look forward to*a lucrative and ap-
preciative market here for their
talents.

Rank Aloof
Continued from page 3 ^

Rackmil’s plan for going to Eng-
land.
Decca topper is hoping to leave

today (Wed.) on the Queen Mary.
If the reservation he’s been trying
for doesn’t come through, he’ll

leave Sunday (4) by plane.
Rackmil’s not at all certain that

he wants to get himself into a
long-range battle with Rank. If a
merger were pushed through, thus
washing out Decca’s stock as such,
Rank woud again become the larg-
est ' single stockholder in U and
coyld be a real thorn in the side
of the management.*

Also, Rackmill is, already faced
with one stockholder suit, and-

a

forced merger might lead to others
which would take the edge off the
economic benefits that Rackmil and
most of the U directors see in the
potential melding of interests of

the record ahd picture companies.
Decca Might Unload

Should Rackmil hit a blank wall
next week, there’s a possibility

that Decca might unload the 309,-

300 shares and options it holds.
(There are 1,178,000 shares and op-
tions outstanding.)

Decca paid' about $15 per share
for the Stock and $5 for the op-
tions, which * permit purchase, of

stock at $10 pey share. One report
in film circles is that Rackmil al-

ready has an offer of $16 from
Louis B. Mayer. One of*the people
from' whom ; Decca acquired its

holdings was William Goetz,
Mayers son-in-law, U’s production
chief.

A second alternative which the
Decca high command has consid-

ered is the purchase of additional

stock to strengthen its hold, no
matter what Rank's attitude proves
to be. Wall St. reports .are that

Decca is already doing some buy-
ing, but a top company exec denied
that Monday (28).

. He said that' recent Securities &
Exchange Commission reports on
Decca acquisition of U shares rep-

resented only belated transfers of

stock and options actually bought
at the same time as the original

block. An SEC report last week
showed .that on March 14 Decca
took titleHMilOO shares and 5,000

options, brb$frng its total as of that

date to .shares and 37,500

options. '.'gi-'j

Rackmil is'&afd.'to have concrete

plan to offer for Rank's and Davis’s,

inspection. Rather, it is said, he’ll

explore with them their attitude

and thinking, based on his desire

to accomplish the amalgamation of

interes'ts via U buying up Decca’s

assets. In that way Decca stock

would be washed out, its holders

being given in trade_U shares to

an amount based -jmanVvaluation
of the record company’s assets.
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Leytes’ NX Indie
Joseph Leytes, producer-director

of the Israeli import, “The Faith-
ful City,” which RKO is distribu-
ting, leaves, for the Coast tomor-
row (Thurs.) to

.
confer with RICO

execs an&^to line up a writer for
his next picture.

Pic, as yet untitled, will be com-
pletely shot in New York, mostly
oh location. Producer said that he
has obtained independent, financ-
ing for the' project and that there
was a possibility RKO "may distrib.
He expects to begin work in the
fall and hopes to get a name play-
er for the top role. Picture, he
said, will be about a group of im-
migrants.

Despite 240,(50

Shares Sold Back,

Despite the sale’ of 240,650
shares of stock back to the cor-
poration during the past year as
the result of tenders, the Warner
brothers’ control of the company
is as strong as, if not stronger than
heretofore. Company’s polief in de-
creasing the number of outstand-
ing shares prior to divorcement
has brought in a total of 1,685,000
shares, qf which about 15% repre-
sented the total tendered by. the
Warners and their families.

Prior to. the sale of. stock to the
corporation, -the Warner control-
was estimated at- about 25%. Fol-
lowing the August, 1951, fender,
during Vhi&i 1,015,900 shares were
retired, including 50,000 of the-
Warners', the family foothold in
WB neared 30%, according to a
well-informed source. Percentage 1

of control returned to between
25-27% following the March,- 1952,
tender, when 669,185 shares were
retired, including 190,000 of the
Warners’ Shares.
Whether the company will issue

another invitation to tender stock
in the near future is still prob-
lematical, Outfit still has a year
to go before the final divorcemeht
of theatres ahd production becomes
effective. It’s conceivable * that
the company may. want to -retire
more shares before the split takes
place in order to uphold the div-
idend, value of the stock after di-

vorcement. Originally WB had ap-
propriated' $15,000,000. for the
March, '52, tender. Howevej*,. the
slowness in the sale of theatres,
from which cash could be realized,
forced, tHe company to decrease the
amount to $10,000,000, It’s figured
that the company might want to

call in the additional $5,000,000
or more worth of shares.

Meanwhile, it’s expected that
preliminary talks on a new reor-
ganization plan fpi: . the .

Company’s
splitup will get underway when
prexy Harry M. Warner arrives in

New York shortly for confabs with
the top homeoffice brass.

Irate Stockholder

Las Vegas, April 29.
The unique showmanship put

forth by local resort hotels and
downtown casinos lias,captured the
Imagination of the 650 registered
delegates attending the Variety
Clubs’ 16th • annual international
convention, which opened yester-
day (Monday) and winds up Thurs-
day U).

.
In what could aptly be de-

scribed as entertainment “chuck-
wagon style,” Las . Vegas Tent 39
not only gave top show biz- reps
their fill of “come *end get it,” but
programmed around - the - clock
pleasures as well as business meet-
ings. Event culminates at Hotel
Flamingo tomorrow night with
presentation of the Humanitarian.
Award for 1951 to Helen Adams
Keller, chosen by a special board
of 65 editors, publishers, educators
and past recipients of - the award.
Miss Keller will not be present to
receive her plaque, however, being
currently on a European lecture
tour.

Most important business meeting
of- the entire • convention takes
place tomorrow (Wed.) when
heart reports are read. Each tent
gives an accoiuatjtog of the year’s
charitable duties. From these re-
ports, the brass- Of Variety Clubs
cjioose the outstanding tent bf the
year, with the citation to be pre-
sented Thursday night during the
humanitarian - Award dinner. Last
year’s Heart award Was presented
to Tent 32, Frisco, for its Blind
Babies Foundation charity.

’

The celebrated “Hey, Rube”- din-
ner for past chief barkers becomes
the highlight of tomorrow’s slate.

Thursday’s meetings pull all loose
strings together for this year. The
evening’s card holds both light and
serious events in store. for. visiting
delegates. Robert Q. Lewis will air
his CBS “Waxworks” stanza from
the Thunderbird for an audience
consisting of distaffers mainly, at
6:45 p.m. (Nevada timeL Another
broadcast marking the close of Va-
riety Clubs' conclave takes place
at the Flamingo when ABC picks
up the Humanitarian" Award cere-
mony. Jack Benny will emcee.

International officers making the
westward trek include Marc J.
Wolf, international chief barker;
Robert J. O’Donnell, international
ringmaster; John Harris, interna-
tional big boss; Jack Beresin, first

assistant international chief barker;
George Hoover, second assistant

international chief barker; George
Eby, international dough guy;
Murray Weiss, international prop-
erly master; C. E. “Chick” Lewis,
international press guy; W, H. Lol-
lier, international sergeant-at-arms;
dames G, Balmer* international
Ceremonial barker, and William C.
McCraw, international ’ exec di-

rector. .

International representatives In
to.wn are: Wm. Elson, Jake Flax,
H. V. (Rotus) Harvey, George
Hoover, Elmer Lux, Allan Moritz;
international fixers, Ezra E. Stern,
Edward Shafton; entire roster of
41 international canvasmen, and a
majority of chief barkers.

General chairman for the con-
vention is Jake Kosloff, with
liaison officer and Tent 39 chief
barker Ben Goffsteln assisting. Wit-
bur Clark was convention journal
chairman. All^ members of local

tent have aided the chairman by
serving on the • many committees.

» - Continued Itom page 3 vr
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be best equipped to function in it.

Moskowitz mentioned that Lil-

lian Burns, M-G’s talent coach, is

married to M-G director George
Sidney. “She had been working at

the studio, fell in love and married
Sidney,” related Moskowitz. “That's
no reason why we should fire her.”
Miss Copping, in her proposal, to

be placed before the 20th~Fox ses-

sion on May 20, also wants a reso-

lution which would enjoin the em-
• ploymenf of - execs who have a
“criminal.record.” .This could mean
“excessive speeding,” said 20th’s

management in urging a negative
vote by stockholders.

Gardner Suspended
Hollywood, April 29.

Ava Gardner was suspended by
Metro for refusing to costar with
Ricardo Montalban, Cyd Charisse
and Vittorio Gassman in “Som-
brero.”
She was replaced by Pier Angeli,

who recently returned from Ger-
many, where she played In “The
Devil Makes Three.”

Sen. McCarran At Ceremonies
Participating in the formal dedi-

cation' were Senator McCarren,
Lieut. Gov. Cliff Jones, Mayor
(Protem) Reid Whipple, Ben Goff-
stein, Chief Barker of the Local
Tent; Marc Wolf, and O’Donnell.

Also on the program was the
girls’ kiltie band from Fort Wil-
liams. Can., sent here by the Ca-
nadian government at no expense
to the convention.

Following the dedication the
first business session of the con-
vention was brought to order by
Wolf, who rendered a report of his
year’s activity as head of the tents.
Father McCarthy of Philadelphia
delivered a short talk and the in-
vocation. , This was followed by a
brief talk by Senator McCarran
and one by the mayor. Annual re-
ports were given by first asst,
chief barker Jack Beresin, second
asst, chief barker George Hoover,
property master Murray* Weiss and
press guy Chick Lewis. Financial
report was given by George Eby,
international dough guy, who was
followed by executive director BUI
McCraw.
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NEW YORK
Edward L. Hyman,' United Para-

mount Theatres v.p„ and his assist-

ant, Bernard Levy, left yesterday
(Tues.) on a swing of key eities

extending .to4he Coast. They’ll be

back in N. Y. May 27.

Engllsh-Klubbed version of Bit-

ter Klee,” Italo languager, will be
re-launched June , 1 in many first-

run theatres where the original

subtitled picture, played^ Lux
Film distributing Corp. has set

deals for dates in Chicago, Pittab

burgh, Minneapolis and Cleveland.

By the time the June 1 date rolls

around, it. expects to have the pic

set for 42 day-and-date openings

throughout the country.

CHICAGO
Lou Kravitz joined Filmqck

Trailers as publication editor.

Ted Myers resigned from Uni-

versal after 25 years as a salesman.

Kermlt Russell left Paramount to

join Universal as a salesman,
Metropole Theatre reopened as

a dancehall with Eddie Brunnell

still owning the location.

Hi-Lite Drive-In, Aurora, HI.?

opened for season last week,
Wright and Henrich Co. took

over the Manor and will relight the

house May 5.
, , ,

,

Kerosotes Circuit bought the

Princess in downtown Peoria, 111.,

from the E, L. Harris Eestate. .Pur-

chase gives the chain four houses

in the city. ^ T ..

Rube Levin’s 54 Drive-In suit

to block the majors’ attempt at

preventing him from advertising

coming pix ahead of other theatres

settled last week with ozoner now
permitted . free rein.

Amaquan in Maquan, 111., which
was bought by G. E. Gooding In

February, will shutter May 19.

Also closing is the Star, Chicago,

which was owned by Morris Sal-

kin, popcorn distributor; will be
converted into a store.

20th-Fox Is releasing 13 pic-

tures to sub-runs during May, one
of biggest release schedules in its

history.
Ozoners are doing tremendous

business due to early summer-like
weather.

LOS ANGELES
First two releases in the new

annual National Monogram Drive-

In Week, starting May 24, will, be
’’Wild Stallion” and “Here Come
Marines.”

Sol Lesser announced “Red Sea
Aventure,” filmed by Dr, Hans
Hass, as first of several adventure
films he will release, starting

Aug. 1.

Seymour Peiser, formerly with
Fox West Coast, signed *by Sherrill

C. Corwin to head ad-publicity de-
partment of Metropolitan. Theatres
circuit.

Greater Indianapolis group .to suc-

ceed M, D. Brazee. Wallace Dye,
recently of Indianapolis Times, re-

places Bill Reisinger as circuit’s

ad manager.
' Moe Esserman, former Lippert
branch manager, opened Screen
Classics, indie exchange in asso-

ciation with Eddie Salzburg.

Syndicate Theatre, Rembusch
group, moved home offices from
Artcfaft Theatre, Franklin, to larg-

er quarters there,

j. p. Griffis, Boswell exhibitor,

took over the Fowler at Fowler
from Alliance circuit. Charles H.

Thompson is now operating .the

Avalon, Indianapolis nabe. C. A.

Christie has shuttered the Union
Theatre at Liberty.

Loralne Tony succeeded Hus
Henrich as booker at Real Art.

Heinrich recently moved to Repute
lie.

.

- '

,

MINNEAPOLIS
Vet film salesman'George Turner,

of Metro, and .Clem Jaunieh, cir-

cuit owner, off on; motor trip Jto

the Coast. Will stop over at

Grand Canyon' and- International
Variety Clubs’ convention at Las
Vegas.

Aldo Ray set for personals ' at

Minneapolis and St, Paul Or-
pheums opening day of “Marrying
Kind.”.

Six Twin Cities area drive-ms
opened last week. The other

opened the week before. Four are
twin-billing oldies;

Northtown, indie nabe, nas per-
manent policy now. of admitting
children under 12 tree when ac-

companied by parents.
W. R. Frank,- circuit owner and

producer, to Hollywood where he
will do series of TV films.

American Seating Co. shuttering

its 22-year-old local office.

Radio City angling for July ap-
pearance of Johnnie Ray Jto head
its- next stage-film show.
Reducing its admission-price 15c.

under that of competing 49-day
availability houses, frpm 4Qc, to a
mere -25c., the same as the last-

run lower loop house? charge and
the lowest in the city, and twin
billing “A” pictures„haven’t solved
the problem of operating out of the
red for the 800-seat independent
Alhambra, neighborhood house
here. In consequence, the thea-
tre will shutter “indefinitely.”

Whether it will reopen, be con-
verted into, commercial property or
be razed isn’t decided yet, accord-
ing to co-owner Charlie Ruben-
stein.

secretary, named treasurer of f*m*
Rotary Club.

Sunset View' Drive-In Theatre
outfit at Freeport incorporated and
will open in a few weeks. The
^owners are Kelson Bond; Althea
Bond and Nettie -C.. Williamson.

OMAHA
The Paramount, 2,800-seat delux-

er of Tristates .Theaters (United
Paramount), shutters May 7 and
stay? closed part of June. House .will

be open for stageshows and legit, I

including ”^outh Pacific” which
comes in June 18. Lack of major
product is back of temporary shutr
down. Opening of ’ Ak-Sar-Ben
racing season and ether summer
competition also were factors in

taking picture? out of Paramount
for .time being,

,

Houise has beep, closed before
about this season of year while a
backlog of suitable pix was set,

Louise Cotter 'for more than 16

y e a rs ad-publicity director of

Brandeis Theatre, resigned and has
accepted a> similar post with the
Ralph D. Goldberg Theatres. She
started at Brandeis (RKO) 16 years
ago intending to remain only two
weeks "until house was lafiriched.

She was publicity head through
Mort and Will Singer regime and
after house went over to RKO.

PHILADELPHIA,
Tab Hunter, whose first film, “Is-

land of Desire,” is slated to debut
here soon, made a series of per-
sonals and interviews shepherded
by press agents Max Miller and
Dick Owen.
The Eureka, recently reopened

West Philly nabe,. adopted a for-
eign film policy and changed its

name to Fine Arts.
Eddie Rosenbaum, vet press

agent, filling in at Columbia for
Milt Young, who is on road, cel-

ebrated his 68th birthday and 20th
year with Col last week.
The Savoy, Warner m i d t o w n

house, closing, will be taken over
by Hanover Shoes.

Theatre Posters, Inc., of Detroit,
filed suit against National Screen
Service in court here. Hal Burris,
head of the Detroit firm, is asking
treble damages from National
Screen and the majors.

INDIANAPOLIS
Jack Keegan, formerly with

Paramount in Cincinnati and De-
troit, named general manager
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ST* LOUIS *

Russell Armentrout, head of
Armentrout Theatres, Louisiana,
Mo., will build a new ozoner be-
tween Louisiana and Pittsfield, Mo.
The organization operates houses
in both 'towns.

Ozoners in St. Louia area lighted
for current season are the Rendez-
vous, near Flora, HI.; Skyway, near
Georgetown, 111., and Rustic Star-
light near Effingham, 111.

Frank Carter, employed by Pub-
lix Great States at its Edwardsville,
111., Wilday, upped to manager of
house.

Frisina Amus. Co., will shutter
its Ritz in Taylorville, 111., May 6
in order to eliminate' competish
with its ozoner on outskirts of
town.
Ruby S’Renco, owner of Art

Theatre here confined to home by
illness.

Joe Goessett, Norris City, 111.,

exhibitor is not worried by- TV
competition. In fact, he sells tele
receivers in his area.

Frisina Amus. Co., and Eddie
Rosecan, owner of Rialto, worked
out a deal whereby the former’s
Star is being used as a third-run
house and its Tom Sawyer, as a
first-run. Rosecan’s Rialto is now
a. second-run.
Biggest tiein film contest staged

in this territory is linking up the
Minnesota Amus. Co. ana “Royal
Journey” (UA) with the Abbey re-
cording, “The Second Elizabeth.”
Open to all up to 21 years, contest
is for the best letters on what the
contestant would do if he or shd
were king or queen to bring a last-
ing peace to the world.

WASHINGTON
Spokesmen for two leading re-

ligious denominations have sent
letters of. thanks to Sidney Lust,
D. C. area chain exhibitor, for the
use of his theatres- for services
while their new churches were
building. Archbishop Patrick A.
O’Boyle has thanked him for pro-
viding the - suburban Viers .Mills

Theatres over a two-year period
for Sunday Catholic masses. Lust
provided both heat and air condi-
tioning for the congregation. Mrs.
Vivian Btoadbelt, clerk of the Cen-
tral Baptist Church, of Bladens-
burg, Md., wrote to express the
congregation’s appreciation for
use of the Cheverly Theatre over
14 months, while a new church was
under construction.

*

TPride* Powerful 15G,

Port.; ‘Feather’ $7,000
Portland, Ore., April 29.

Biz is off here this week despite

a hatch of new pictures. Few of

new films loom big. “Pride of St.

Louis” shape? sock in two houses.
“African Queen” is solid on second
moveover round.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway- (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)

—“Flesh and Fury” (U) and “Cal-
ling Bulldog ' Drummond” (M-G).
Modest $6,500 in 6 days. Last week,
“Battle Apache Pass” (U) and
“Meet Danny Wilson” (U), $11,000.

‘"Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90) —
“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (3d wk).
Okay $1,500. Last week, $3,400.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)— “Flaming Feather” (Par) and
“Two Gals, A Guy” (UA). Fine
$7,000 or near. Last week, “Hong
Kong” (Par) and “Road Agent”
(RKO) (5 days), $6,300.

Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)

—

“African Queen” (UA) and “Cloud-
burst” (UA) (2d wk) (m.o.). Fancy
$5,500. Last week, $5,700.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)— “Pride of St. Louis” (20th)
and “Flight To Mars” (Mono), day-
date with Orpheum. Big $6,000.
Last week, “Bugles In Afternoon”
(WB) and “Hold Line” (Mono),
$3,500.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-
90) — “Pride of St. Louis” (20th)
and “Flight Mars” (Mono), also
Oriental. Sock $9,000. Last week,
“Bugles In Afternoon” (WB) and
“Hold Line” (Mono), $6,000.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
65-90)—“Las Vegas Story” (RKO)
and “Big Night’,’ (UA). NSG $7,500:
Last week, “Song In Heart” (20th)
and “Family Secret”. (Col) (2d wk),
$5,500.

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-
90)— ’

'‘Singin’ In Rain” (M-G) (3d
wk). Holding at $7,000. Last week,
$8,300.

PITTSBURGH
Closed for several years, State

Theatre in Erie reopened by Edwin
P. Brown, who has been operating
the Penn at Wesleyville, Pa., for
19 years. Brown also has theatre
holdings in Connellsville, Pa., and
Ashtabula, O.
William Finkel, indie theatre

owner and chief barker of Variety
Club Tent No. 1, elected president
of Southside Rotary Club. A1
Weiblinger, Variety Club’s vet

ST. LOUIS
(Continued from page 8)

week, “Singin’ In Rain” (M-G) (2d
wk), $11,500.

Lyn (Indie) (1,800; 75-90)—“The
River” (UA) (3d Wk). Limpid
$2,000 following $3,'0OO second ses-
sion.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)

—

“Flesh and • Fury” (U) and
“Rancho” (RKO). Good $11,000.
Last week* "Song In Heart” (20th)
and “Treasure Lost Canyon” (U),
trim $13,500.

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
75-90)—“Miracle of Milan” (Indie).
Nice $4,000. Last week, “I Want
You” (RKO) (2d wk), $3,000.

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
75-90)—“Miracle of Milan” (Indie).
Trim $4,500. Last week, “I Want
You” (RKO) (2d wk, sturdy $4*000.

/KANSAS CITY
(Continued frontpage 9)

$8,000. Lest week, “Singin* In
Rain” (M-G) (2d Wk), $9*000.

Mlttenri (RKO) (2,652; 50-75)—
“Macao”" (RKO) and ‘‘Smith Vs.
Scotland Yard” (RKO). Slight

$6,000. Last week, “Rancho Notorf-
ous” (RKO) ‘ and* “Pace Thrills’’

(RKO), same.
Paramount (Tri-States) * (1,900;

50-69)—“Lion and Horse** (WB),
Drab $5,500. Last week* “Bugles
in Afternoon” (WB), ditto.

Tower, Uptowu,Falrw«y, Gra-
nada (Fox> Midwest) (2,100;. 2,043;

700; 1,217; 50-75) — “Song In
Heart” (20th) with “Stronghold”
(Lip) at Tower and Granada only.

Stout $14>000, and moves over to

Esquire. Last week, “Pride of St.

Louis” (20th) with “Rodeo” (Mono!
added at Tower and Granada* big

$17,000.
Verne .(Golden) (550; • 75-85)—

“Man in White Suit”. (U) (3d wk).
Strong $2,500, and~wUI continue.
Last week, $3,000,.

Warwick (Fox Midwest) (900; -50-

85)
—“Navajo” (Lip) (3d wk). Light

$1,000. Last week, oke $1,700.

'QUEEN' WOW $10,000,

OMAHA; 'RETREAT' 6G
Omaha, April 29.

Delayed opening of “African
Queen” at State, because, of six-

week run of “Quo Vadis” is merely
adding to its smash showing with
a near-record likely. The Or-
pheum’s “Five Fingers” . looks
bright. “Something To Live For’’

at the Paramount shapes light.

“Retreat, Hell!” at Brandeis is

just okay.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

70)
—’“Five Fingers” (20th) and

“Return of Texan” (20th). Nice
$10,000. Last week, “Broncho
Buster” (U), same.
“ State (Goldberg) (865; 16-75) —
“African Queen”* (UA). Near huge
$10,000. Last week, “F.B.I. Girl”
(Lip) and “Highly Dangerous”
(Lip), 4 days, $3,000.

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-
70)—“Something To Live For”
(Par). Light $7,500. Last week,
“Belle of N. Y.” (M-G). $8,500.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
“Retreat, Hell!” (WB). Oke $6,000.
Last, week, “Jungle Headhunters”
(RKO) and “Jungle of Chang”
(RKO) (3 days), $3,200.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)— “Dracula” (U) and “Franken-
stein” (U) (reissues). Started Sun-
day (27). Last week, “Song in
Heart” (20th) (m.o.), fine $9,500.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)

Pass” (U) plus vaude, same in 9
days.

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85) —
“Anything Can Happen” (Par).
Terrific $10,000, with SRO preem
helped by Jose Ferrer’s personal
appearances Last week, “Blithe
Spirit” (Indie) (reissue), $4,000 in
10 days.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 50-85) —
“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue)
(3d-final wk). Robust $9,000 after
big $13,000 last week. Amazing
take, considering predominance of
juve cut-rate admissions.

Metropolitan (Warner) (14200;
50-80) — “Indian Uprising” (Col).
Average $5,000. Last week, “Tar-
zan’s Savage Fury” (RKO)', same.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)—
“Song in Heart” (20th) (3d-final
wk). Satisfactory $9,000 after
$13,000 last week.

Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-$l)—“5 Fingers” (20th) (9th-final .wk).
Steady $4,000 for second consecu-
tive week.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 50-80) —

“Lion and Horse” (WB). Okay
$10,000. Last week, “Streetcar”
(WB) (2d run), same.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-85) —

“Six Convicts” (Col) (3d wk).
Continues solid with $6,000 after
fine $8,000. Holds again.

~~

BOSTON
(Continued from page 8)

of Texan (20th). Fair $10,000. Last
week, .“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep)
and “Gobs and Gals” (Indie), $9,*
500.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,700; 40-85) —

“My 6 Convicts” (Col) and “Jim
Forbidden Land” (Col) (3d wk).
Will wind final week near $6,000
after okay $8,000 in second.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85 —
“Whistling in Dark” (MG) and
Whistling in Dixie” (MG) " (reis*

sues). Fair $7,500. Last week,
Singin In Rain” (MG) (2d wk),
oke $10,000

'APACHE' BIG $23,000,

DENVER; 'HOLLIDAY' 16G
Denver, April 29.

“Battle at Apache Pass” shapes
standout here this iesslton, with
sock total at two houses. “Marry-
ing Kind” loom? big at Paramount.
“Flesh and • Fury” is heading for
nice total in three locations. “Wild
North” is showing* enough to get a
third round at the Broadway.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85)

—

“Flesh and Fury” (U) and “Strait
Jacket” (Indie), day-date* with Tab-
or, Webber. Fast $7,500. Last week.
“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Song
To Remember” (Col), $8,000.
Broadway .(Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-

85)—“Wild Isforth” (M-G) (2d wk).
Nice $8,000. ? Hold? again. Last
week, $10,000. r

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-84)—"Flaming- Feather” (Par). Thin
$6,500. Last Week, “Something To
Live For” iPa*)* $6,500.

Denver* (Fox) (2,525; 40-85)

—

“Battle Apache* Pass” (U) and
“Guilty of Treason” (UA), day-date
with Esquire. Sock $19,000 or near.
Last. week, “Song In Heart” "(20th)
and "Jet Job” (Mono),. $23,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85)—“Rat-

tle Apache Pass” (U) and “Guilty
of Treason” (UA), also Denver.
Big $4,000. Last week, “Song In
Heart” (20th) and “Jet Job”
(Mono), $6,000.
• Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 40-85)—
“Singin’ in Raih” (M-G). and “Smith
Vs. Scotland. Yard” (RKO) (2d wk).
Solid $16,000 or close. Last week,
$21 ,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-85)
—“Marrying- Kind” (Col) and
“Clouded Yellow” (Col). Big $16,-
000 or close for Judy Holliday
starrer. Last week, “Big Trees”
(WB) and “Sky High”’ (Lip), $15,-
006.
Tabor .(Fox) (1,967; 40-85).—

“Flesh and Fury1
* (U) and “Strait

Jacket” (Indie), also. Aladdin, Web-
ber. Tall $8,000. Last week, “Scan-
dal Sheet” (Col) and “Song Re-
member” (Col), $8,500.
Webber (Fox) (742; 40-85)—

“Flesh and Fury” (U) and “Strait
Jacket” (Indie), also Aladdin, Ta-
bor. Sturdy $4,000. Last week,
“Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Song
Remember” (Col), about same.

‘Kettles' Bright $12,000,

Buff; 'Mutiny' NSH 8G
Buffalo, April 29.

Film biz is uneven this stanza.

“Kettles at Fair” shapes as best

bet of straight-filmers with trim

session at Lafayette. “Song In

Heart” looms sturdy in second Par-

amount week. “Just* This” Once”
with Nat. (King) Cole heading stage-

show is rated fair in four days at

the Buffalo.
Estimates for This Week

Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)

—

“Just This Once” (M-G) plus Nat
(King) Cole onstage. Fair $15,000 in

4 days. Last week, “Singin’ In

Rain” (M-G (2d wk-6 days), solid

$9,200.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)

—

“Song In Heart” (20th) and “North-
west Territory” (Mono) (2d wk.
Sturdy $11,500. Last week, $16,000.

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—“My
Son, John” (Par). Barely okay at

$9,000. Last week, “Jack and Bean-
stalk” (WB) (2d wk), $6,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair” (U). Trim
$12,000. Last week, “Marrying
Kind” (Col) and “Yank in Korea”
(Indie) (2d wk), tapered to $6,500
in 5 days.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70)—“Mutiny” (UA) and “Royal
Journey” (UA). NSH $8,000. Last

week, “Snow White” (RKO) (reis-

sue, fine $8,000 in 4 days.
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(For the Week Eliding Tuesday (29)
Weekly Weekly Weekly Tues. Net.
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100s
High Low Close Change

for week
N. Y/ Stock Exchange
ABC.. .. .............. .., 78 10% 10 10% — %
CBS? “A" ... 40 36% 35% 35*8 —1%
CBS, “B". ... 24 36% 34% 34% —1%
Col. Pic... ... 15 13% 12% 12% — %
Decca.. .. 30 8% 8 8% — %
Eastman Kodak ... 114 43V* 43 43% — %
Loew’s .. 168 16% 15% 15% — %
Paramount . . . 52 27*4 26% 26% — %
philco ...I...*. ... Ill 30% 29V4 • 29% — %
RCA . . 378 27% 26 26% —1
RKO Pictures. : ... 139. m . 3% 4
RKO Theatres ... 77 3% 3% 3%
Republic » ... 40 m 4%- 4%
Rep., pfd.. ... 7 101/2 10% 10% — Vb
20th<-Fox ... 197 17% 16% 16% — %
Un. Par. Th ... 277 18 17% 17% — %
Univ . . . 29 12 n 11% — Vb
Univ. pfd . . . .40 60 59% 60 + 1

Warner Bros , . . . 56 14 13% 131% — %
Zenith • . • . 52 77% 74% 76% + *4

N. Y. Curb Exchange
Du Mont ... 76 17% 16% 16% —1%
Monogram . . . 30 31/8 3 3

Technicolor . . . 20 21% 21 21% — %
Over-the-Counter Securities Bid Ask -

Cinecolor . 1% 2%
Pathe ' . 4% 4% + %
U. A. Theatres . 4% 53%

Walt Disney . 7 8
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Interpret 'Miracle’ Hearing
—

. Continued from page 7 • — —

was censored because it was being

shown commercially. Brind said it

would not have required a State

license if it were being shown at

no admission price in a church or

private auditorium.

Question of Business?

“So it is a question of business?",

asked Justice Stanley Heed. Justice

Robert H. Jackson followed him
with
—“§o the censorship depends

entirely on whether a fee is

charged. Then It boils down to

this.
r£he New York law prohibits

sacrilege for pay, but permits

sacrilege for its own sake."

Justice Hugo L. Black next asked
Brind what would happen if the

New York Board of Regents de-

cided that a. church was screening

a sacrilegious film which didn’t

need a license because it was be-

ing .shown in a church. Brind
opined that the censors would refer

the matter to the district attorney
oft* the Jurisdiction in which the

church was located.

“Adhere," asked Justice Vinson,

“is the authority in the law for the

Regents to report this to the local

district attorney?" Brind admitted
there wasn’t any such authority.

Ephraim S. London, counsel for

Joseph Burstyn, urged the High
Court to decide the case not on its

narrow limits but on the broadest
possible base—that of the right of

a state or political subdivision to

censor motion pictures. London
went on to claim that the case was
actually one involving “religious

controversy." He said Catholics ob-
jected to it in New York State but
that a large group of Protestant
clergyman had approved it and said
it contained no sacrilege. He con-
tended that New York had no right
to interject itself inter any religious
conflict.

“We do not say," be pontlnued,
“there should be no censorship of
motion pictures. But the proper ac-
tion would -be 'a criminal prosecu-
tion and not a prior restraint. We
say the same standards should ap-
ply to motion pictures as apply to

magazines. And' the same as to
live theatres. There has never been
any attempt in New York State to
license plays.
“We have a curious anomaly in

in the law that unlicensed motion
pictures may be seen in the state
over television."
Brown said the appeal was being

taken by only -a small group of ex-
hibitors of foreign films. He said
American producers “did not ob-
ject to censorship." He said they
had been invited to join in the ap-
peal but had turned down the in-
vitation.

London arose to say Hollywood
does not approve state and local
censorship of pictures. He pointed
to the fact that virtually all of the
industry is behind the appeal in
“Pinky."

Texas Asks ‘Pinky’ Nix
Supreme Court was asked last

week by the state of Texas to nix
the “Pinky" censorship appeal.

The state defended the right of

local censors in the town of Mar-
shall to refuse permission for the
20th film to be shown there.

“Pinky" is the pic which the

greater part of the film industry
figures will make the perfect test

case of censorship.

At the same time that Texas filed

its brief, a similar one went to the

court from W. L. Gelling, manager
of the Paramount Theatre in Mar-
shall, who is the nominal front in

the appeal. State of Texas bases

its stand primarily upon the de-

cision in the 1915 Mutual Film
case, at which time the Supreme
Court upheld the right of Ohio to

censor pix and ruled that motion
pictures were simply entertainment
and not a means of communica-
tions. '

“No substantial Federal ques-

tion," it states, “is presented by the

attempted appeal. The right of a

state, or subdivision thereof, act-

ing under the police power, to pro-

vide for censorship of motion pic-

tures has been upheld by this court

and is now well settled. There are

adequate 'state grounds’ • upon
which the Texas court could have
rested its decision

.
of appellants’

second and third propositions and,

consequently, they do not raise

questions which this court should

review."

The “second and third proposi-

tions" are contentions by Gelling

that the Marshall ordinance .
is

vague and does not set up proper

standards tb guide the censors, and
that the board of censors abused
its discretion in the “Pinky" case.

Gelling brief argues that there’s

been a lot of change in the mo-
tion picture business since 1915

and that its status has also

changed. It points to the opinion

of Justice Douglas in the 1948 anti-

trust decision (i. e., “We have no
doubt that moving pictures, like

newspapers and radio, are included

in the press whose freedom is guar-

anteed by the First Amendment.’’)
Gelling continues: “Mutual Films

cannot have been untouched by
these developments of almost 40

years. The motion picture of the

time of Mutual was primitive and
understandably assimilated to a

‘circus’ or a ‘spectacle.’ The mo-
tion picture of today is not alone a

major form of modern art but, un-

deniably, a basic medium for the

expression and communication of

ideas on all issues—old and new—

^

that beset modern life. Indeed, the

cinema has made such a central

contribution to the art of mass
communication that it has largely

modified the older forms of pub-

lication which now utilize pictorial

techniques far more than the mere
written word.
“The point is illustrated by the

record in this case. Both Life and

Look presented stories of the mo-

tion picture, ‘Pinky,’ consisting

largely of still photographs taken

from the film. They circulated

freely within Marshall. Mutual

cannot have been untouched by

these developments."

Boston Bans ‘Birth’

t
• Boston, April 29.

Failure of execs of- Cinema So-
ciety, Inc., to procure a written
okay from Hub censor Walter Mil** i

liken to exhibit “Birth of a Na-
tion" at the Fine Arts Theatre last

weekend resulted in pic being
withdrawn in favor of “Charlie
Chaplin at Circus.”

Society has been showing an-
cient pix at other situations spas- 1

modically during the season but
this was the first booked into the
Fine Arts and the first to run into
censorship trouble. It is under-
stood that several unidentified mi-
nority groups had protested the
showing on grqunds that it might
stir racial animosity.

Paulette Back in U.S.,

Looks to 2d Film For

Danzigers in Europe
Paulette Goddard returned to

New York last week after a 10-

month stay in Europe during which
she appeared in a film for the Dan-
ziger brothers. Pic, “Babes in'

Bagdad," was made in Barcelona,
and also stars Gypsy Rose Lee,
According to Miss Goddard, the
picture introduces a new color
process developed in Spain. “Bag-
dad” is slated for Paramount re-
lease.

Miss Goddard expects to hop to
London in July to appear in an-
other picture for the Danzigers, in
a deal similar to the one she had
for “Bagdad." As part of her sal-

ary she has a piece of the picture.

Actress remains in New York
several weeks for radio and TV
appearances, then heads to the
Coast for a stint on the Danny
Thomas tele stanza and talks with
Paramount studio execs. She has a
10-year pact with Par calling for
five pix during that period. Deal,
which allows the actress to make
.outside pictures, has seven years
to go. She owes the studio four
films.

Following her summer commit-*
ment in London for the Danzigers,
Miss Goddard „will begin work on
a vidpix series in which she is as-

sociated with writer Anita Loos
Series, to be known either as “God-
dard’s Guide to Europe" or <*Paul-

ette’s Perils," is described as a
comedy travelog and will be shot
in the capitals of Europe.

Coast Coalition

,i

• • - Continued from page 4 -

way within their legal rights. This
fight has been overwhelmingly suc-

cessful in preventing the Commu-
nists from controlling or influenc-

ing any AFL union or guild hav-
ing studio contracts today.

“If any Communist is presently
a member of an AFL union or
guild in Hollywood, and his union
or guild sh6uld oust him from his

union membership because of his

party membership, that Communist
could keep, right on working in

the studios" for the simple reason
that the Taft-Hartley Law, for

which you voted, prevents a union
with union shop contract from
denying work opportunities to a
person because he is a Communist.

“You, Mr. Jackson, are NOT
helping our nation when you
falsely accuse the very organiza-

tions wrhich have been the spear-

head of the battle against Com-
munist conspirators in Hollywood."

MPIC Backs Film Council

In Rap Vs. Rep. Jackson
Hollywood, April 29.

Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil is backing the AFL Film Coun-
cil in its denial of Congressman
Donald Jackson’s charge that the
Hollywood guilds and unions are

impregnated with Communism.
Letters containing the unanimous
endorsement will be sent to Jack-

son and other California repre-

sentatives in Congress.
MPIC also approved the recom-

mendation of its executive com-
mittee that the organization be
continued as a body dedicated to

“maintaining unity, in the film in-

dustry."

Bowser Heads Tent 25
Los Angeles, April. 29.

Tent 25, Variety Club of South-

ern California, elected George Bow-
ser as new Chief Barker to succeed

Dave Bershon.
Other new officers are Hugh

Bruen, first assistant chief barker;

Mort Scott, second assistant; Lloyd
Ownbey, doughguy, and W. H. Lol-

lier, property master.

PICTCTttiS 21

in With Ozoner

Roadshowing to Get

No. Central Allied Rap
Minneapolis, April 29.

Increasing . roadshowing of pic-
tures, taking them out of general
release for a considerable period
and thus adding to the operating
problems of subsequent-run neigh-
borhood and suburban theatres, .

was to be ‘ condemned by North
Central Allied at its convention
here this week. -

Moreover, it was to be charged
that after the pictures are road-
shown they invariably die when
brought back later downtown at
regular admission. Their delay in
reaching the uptown theatres also
lessens their boxoffice value sub-
stantially, according to the con-
tention.

Columbus, April 29,

In a move obviously designed to
bring the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio and the Ohio
Drive-In Assn, closer together, the
ITOO Board of directors last Tues-
day (22) passed a resolution mak-
ing the problems of ozoners their
Own and making available to all
Ohio drive-in owners the services
of the ITOO.
The board, meeting for the first

time since the installation of Rob-
ert Wile as its new executive sec-
retary, who replaced the late P. J.
(Pete) Wood, also made plans for
Its convention May «0-21. in Cleve-
land. It Is significant that the Ohio
Drive-In Assn, is also meeting
there at, practically the same time
and that its last session overlaps
and coincides with the opening
session of the ITOO convention.

Carol Reed Film In

Unusual Day-Dater;

4 Other Arties Set

Unusual d^al booking has been

set by Lopert Films for the New
York preem of -the British import,

“Outcast of the Islands," directed

•by Carol Reed. Film will open si-

multaneously- on May 15 at the
•Astor on Broadway and the Fine
Arts, arty house on East 58th St.

Pic, adapted from the Joseph
Conrad novel, is a London Films
presentation and stars Ralph Rich-
ardson, Trevor Howard, Wendy
Hiller and Robert Morley.

Five other deals involving for-

Four other deals
!

involving for-

Arts Films has acquired the Amer-
ican. rights to a new Italian film

and two British productions. Italo

film, for which English titling was
completed this week, Is “Streets

of Sorrow," starring Geraldine

Brooks and Vittorio Gassman.
British imports* are both J. Arthur

Rank presentations. They arc

“The Dark Man," a thriller pro-

duced Independently by Julian

Wintle, and “Train of Events," a

Michael Balcon production.
Deal has been set by Classic

Films for showing of “No Resting

Place,” picture filmed entirely in

Ireland, at the 52d St. Trans-Lu:
beginning Sunday (4). Producer
by Colin Lesslle, “No Restin'
Place" is based on a novel by Ian
Niell. Cast features, a number o

players from Dublin’s' Abbey Play
'

ers and. Gate. Theatre,

Lopert Pix
Continued from page S

They’ll also view his latest pic,

“The Sound Barrier,” now near-

ing completion, to determine

whether they will pick up their

option for its distribution in the

U.. S.

Lopert heads Lopert Film Dis-
tributing Corp. Dowling, prez of

City Investing Co., holds a finan-
cial "interest in the Lopert firm.

While in London they will also

discuss distribution plans for “Gil-
bert & Sullivan," which Korda
has in production. The Yank com-
pany has advanced part of the pro-
duction financing for the pic, for
which it has western hemisphere
distribution rights.

L Trans-Lux
Continued from page 4 —

up an impartial committee for in-

vestigating a number of points in

the company’s operation was de-

feated by a vote of 322,11.3 to 217,-

526.

The resolution cites that since
25% of theatres served with film
in Ohio are drive-ins, that there is
little difference between conven-
tional and ozoners and that “the
general Interests of any drive-in
theatre with respect to the dis-
tributors, supply houses, tax prob-
lems, and non-taxable competition
are identical” film distributors and
others should not discriminate
against outdoor theatres simply
because of the nature of tlielr
operation.

It cites that since drive-ins ore
nol open the full year (but their
investment must be amortized on
a 12-month basis) they must apply
different yardsticks to determine
film rentals. The resolution also
claims that film rentals for ozoners
should be determined on ‘the basis
of the product’s age by same prin-
ciples as rentals are determined
for other theatres, and that the
basic alms of the ITOO to prevent
legislation Inimical to the inter-
ests of theatres be extended to
include those same basic interests
for drive-ins.

Wile says the ITOO is deter-
mined the Cleveland confab will
be “an exhibitors* convention—no
distributors wanted." Maurice
Bergman, Universal’s public rela-
tions director, is one of the speak-
ers at an open forum opening day.

UA’s Operation
"""i'ii'u Continued from page 5

total of some 35 or more releases
in 1953.
Among the pix will be Anatole

Litvak’s “Girl on the Via Fla-
minia”; Mark Robson's adaptation
of James Michener’s “Return to
Paradise," starring Cooper and in
Technicolor; another Robson pic
in color, and John Huston’s “Mou-
lin Rouge.”

¥

Krim group has now officially
received the 50% stock ownership
in UA which was guaranteed if it

turned up with a profit any of the
first three years of operation by
the new management. It is ex-
pected that Krim will sponsor a
luncheon or other ceremonial
gathering to formally mark the
transfer of the shares.

Cleve. Police Study
Legality of ‘Quizo*

Cleveland, April 29.

Whether a new theatre prize
game tagged “Quizo" by local nabe
operators who Introduced it is a
contest of skill or just another il-

legal come-on gimmick is a prob-
lem now being studied by Cleve-
land’s police prosecutor.
David Polster, manager of Riv-*

erside Theatre on the west side,
first one to start the stunt, claims
it’s not a game of chance and that
skill is an essential element in the
contest. Police Investigators were
dubious about the latter statement
after hearing the theatre’s emcee
asking patrons the following
“Quizo" questions:

Carried by 217,781 to 211,805 was
a second committee proposal. It

called for a bylaw amendment that
the minutes of previous meetings
must be read at annual stockholder
sessions on request of 1% or more
of the shareholders.

Directors reelected were Chester
Bland, Harry Brandt, Robert
Daine, Jay Emanuel, Percy N. Fur-
feer, Percival E. Further, Aquila
Giles, Herbert E. Herman, Edison
Rice, Lee Shubert, Jacob Starr,

Joseph Viertel, Ralph Weiner, and
Weisman.

“What theatre are you in?"
“How many articles are there in

a dozen?"
*

“How many years in a century?"
Contestants won $20, $10 and $7,

-

respectively, with their snappers.
Several complaints were re-

ceived by Joseph Stearns, police
prosecutor, who wondered who set
a standard on questions to be
asked. If theatre owners are try-
ing to make the element of chance
in the game a sham, he stated, the
police department will rule “Quizo"
illegal.
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Llewellyn Set to Pen

First BromfieM Telepic;

BCE's Top Name Roster
Hollywood, April 29.

Production of spot film commer-
cials for television, whose growth

has almost been lost sight of in

the ballyhoo attendant on vidpix

package shows, has assumed the

proportions of a major industry.

In N, Y. alone, it’s estimated that

spot producers: now do a gross of

* $6,000,000 yearly and it’s expected

that this figure will be upped to

more than $20,000,000 when the

new stations allocated by the FCC
hit the air,

Pointing, up the amount of coin

being spent on the filmed spots

even by strictly spot advertisers,

U. S. Envelope Co, has pacted with

Henry Fonda to make his first ap-

pearance before a film camera "hi

more than five years for a new
aeries of three one-minute spots,

which are being produced by Rob-

ert Lawrence Productions in N. Y.

As with most of the top name stars

appearing • in the commercials,

there 'is a tie-in involved. .Spots

Are designed for use In participa-

tion shows and include a cross-

plug for Fonda's current Broad-
way legiter, “Point of No Return."

Envelope outfit, through the S. R.

Leon agency, plans to buy' time in

other cities where “return" will

play when it eventually sets out

on a road tour.

As with most of the major spot

producers, Lawrence is lensing

them on 35m film and takes two
full days to shoot the three one-
minute spots. Lawrence is also

currently shooting a series of 13

spots for Life magazine, which are
• to be used for special plugs in Du-
Mont’s “Cavalcade of Stars." Since
each spot is based on the current
Life cover, it can be. used only
once. Yet the spots are costing
Life several thousand dollars each.

Other bankrolled are also spend-
ing considerable coin on their

filmed commercials, Colgate, for
example, has shelled out up to $5,-

000 for a single film for use in its

Sunday night "Comedy Hour" on
NBC-TV. Latter firm, however,
can use the spots repeatedly and
so amortize their cost over a pe-
riod of time. Colgate has also
gone in for star endorsements of
its products on the plugs, which
is partly responsible for the heavy
costs. For another method of star
endorsement, Bulova Watch has a
deal with Universal-International
in which UI stars plug Bulova
Watches in return for plugs for
each star’s current picture.
Lawrence, who was formerly

veepee for Jerry Fairbanks Pro-
ductions in charge of eastern pro-
duction, has set up a studio in
N. Y. with 10,000 square feet of
space to handle the spot business.
While he has five package shows
now under consideration, he said
he plans to concentrate on the
spot lensing. Under the current

- setup, the spot producers bid' for
their work with the ad agencies,
with the agencies selecting which-
ever outfit it thinks can handle
each particular job best.

WALL ST. COIN BACKS

G&W VIDPIX OUTFIT
Backed by Wall St. and inde-

pendent financing, G & W Televi-
sion Productions, Inc., N. Y., live-
show packaging outfit, has entered
the vidpix field. First 13 films of
their initial sTiow, “Fun With
Felix;" 15-minute comedy audience-
participation magic series, has just
been completed and production on
the second 13 will get under way
in a few weeks. Series will be re-
leased next week for national, re-
gional and local sponsorship.

Outfit will operate both in the
east and on the Coast. On Aug. 1
Robert Whiteman, company’s exec
v.p., heads for the Coast to set up
production for outfit’s second
series, a half-hour mystery show.
Whiteman will oversee casting and
will hire a director and technical
crew.

‘Telesports Digest*

Sold in 14 Markets
United Artists TV last week set

its biggest sale of the year, when
Phillips Petroleum pacted .to bank-
roll its “Telesports Digest" in 14
central and southwestern markets.

Show, narrated by Harry. Wis-
mer, is currently In 43 markets,
and is now in its 104th week of
telecasting.

‘Late ShowV Fix Grab
New package of 24 feature

film oldies, including what are
'

probably some of the top-budg-
eted films yet. made available

to TV, has been acquired on
an exclusive basis for the
Metropolitan N. Y. area by
WBCS-TV, the CBS web’s
Gotham flagship. » Pix will be
incorporated into the station’s

“Late Show" scries starting to-

morrow night (1) for sponsor-
ship on a participating basis.

Features, all released the-

atrically from 1945-50, are be-
ing syndicated for TV by Qual-
ity Films, Hollywood. Illus-

trative of their calibre is “And
Then There Were None," pro-
duced by Harry M. Popkin and
released originally by 20th-

.

Fox. Film was directed by
Rene Clair and. stars Barry
Fitzgerald, the late Walter
Huston, Judith Anderson and
Louis Hayward.
Among other titles in the

new series are “Angel on My
Shoulder,” starring Paul Muni,
Claude Rains ^arid Anne Bax-
ter; “Diary of a Chamber-
maid," with Paulette Goddard
and Burgess Meredith; “Song
of the Open Road," with Jane
Powell, Edgar Bergen-Charlie
McCarthy and the- late W. C.
Fields, and “Cover Up," star-

ring William Bendix

Richard Llewellyn has been
inked by Bing Crosby Enterprises

to script “Up Ferguson’s Way,"
Louis Bromfield yarn, for inclusion

in . untagged series to roll May 5,

Bromfield narrating. Move is. part

of expansion program undertaken
by BCE in which development and
empasis of story department has
hefen- objective, it’s explained by
Basil Grillo, BCE" exec producer.

Llewellyn joins ranks of other

,top scribblers such as Frances
Cockrell, scripting “The Unaccept-
ed," original by producers Bernard
Girard and Dick Dorso for a "“Re-

bound” telepic; David Chandlbr,

“Two Flights Up," also a “Re-
bound"; D. D. Beauchamp, “The
Best Years," for* Bromfield series,

and Robert Hardy Andrews, unas-

Signed.

Grillo says BCE has backlog of

yarns with investment estimated
at $40,000, that it feels story is

most Important single factor of

vidpix operation. These yarns will

be designed to fit into various BCE
series, such as “Rebound," “Crown
Theatre," “Chair on the. Boule-
vard," “Those Were the Days,”
“Corny Johnson," untitled Brom-
fields, “Trauma," and “Perry
Mason."
Bud Kay heads story depart-

ment, which has four on .staff alto-

gether, but Grillo, Dorso- and Gir-

ard also read scripts.

Grillo says BCE will go into film

syndication if it finds sales results
are not satisfactory nationally.

'Barber of Seville’ Pic

Set for Video Release

Los Angeles, April 29.

Exclusive . seven-year television

rights to the Italian-made “Barber,

of Seville,” film version of the Ros-

sini opera, has been obtained by

Crown Pictures International. It

will be offered in three separate

30-minute sequences or in its en-

tirety as a feature.

CPI, formerly known as Exclu-

sive Distributors, last week ac-

quired video rights to the Lou
Buiiin “Alice in Wonderland," col-

or feature lensed in Europe.

“Basher" stars Met opera star

Ferruccio Tagliayini and is nar-

rated by Deems Taylor. Cast in-

cludes such top Italian opera
names as Tito Gobbi, Nelly Cor-
radi and Italo Tajo. Deal was set

between Walter Bibo for Tespi Pro-
ductions and Maxwell J. Fenmore,
CPI prexy and general counsel.

Swanson** Mex TV=Short*
Mexico City, April 29,

Gloria Swanson Is here May 5

to make six television shorts.

She is doing the TV films under
a pact she inked here with Miguel
Aleman, Jr.‘, son of Mexico’s presi-

dent.

TV Fil s in Production
= a* of Friday, April 9-^-— —

ATHENA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
California Studios: Hollywood

Thre« series of 13 chapter plays each
"SOM OF ROBIN HOOD" skedded to be-'
gin shooting latter part of May.
Producer-director: Clifford Sanforth
Associate producer: A1 Weaten
Assistant director: Nate Barrager
Writer: Howard Laurence Field

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
KTTV Studios, Hollywood

"RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE" 36 half-
hour jungle adventure telepix series be-
gin shooting May 1. Producers: Harry S.
Rothschild, Leon Fromkess.
FUm Producer: Rudolph :Flothow
Director: Lew Lander*

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"SAFARI BILL" series of 26 half hour

telepix to begin shooting May 18. Location
shots to be filmed in British Fast Africa.
Martha Hyer heads cast, parts to fill.

Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl
Associate producer: Irene Breakston
Technical executive: John R. Carter

WILLIAM F. BROIDT PRODS.
Sunset Studios, Hollywood

"WILD BILL HICKOK," half hour tele-
plx scries sponsored by Kellogg's now
shooting third series of thirteen. Guy
Madison and Andy DevinC head cast.
Producer: William F. Broidy
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonalq

CBS-TV
"AMO* 'N* ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,

Culver City series of character comedy
telepix now shooting.
Sponsored Blatz B/eer.
Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles

Correll.
Director: Charles Barton.
Producer: James Fonda

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General Service Studios. Hollywood
'"LONE RANGER" half hour series of
videoaters begin shooting May 19, John
Hart, Jay Sllverheels set leads.
Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: John Morse

CODRNEYA PRODUCTIONS
United Producers Studio

Shooting “Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
Series," 36 15*mlnute telepix.
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann Savllle, Jack

Harris, Norma Fenton.
Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moore

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe. Culver City

"REBOUND" series of half hour adult
dramas sponsored by Packard Motor Car
Corp. resumes May 5.
Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard
Half hour series of adult drama films

for "CROWN THEATRE" resume shoot-
ing May 5.

Produce?: Richard Dorso
Producer: Richard Dorso, Bernard Girard,
John Nasht.

DESDLU PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"I LOYE. LUCY" half-hour comedy se-
ries for CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip
Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast: Lucille Ball, Desl Arnett set leads
with William Frawley, Vivian Vance In
support. No parts to fill.

Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
Director; Marc Daniels
Writers: Jess Oppenheimer. Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carroll

DONLEVY CORP.
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"DANGEROUS

.
ASSIGNMENT" half-

hour adventure series starring Brian
Donlcvy shooting two films a week. »32
to bo shot to June.
Producer: Harold E. Knox.
Director: Bill Kara

DOUGFAIR CORP.
866 N. Robertson Blvd.: Hollywood
Now shooting "THtJiy AND THE PI-

RATES" 26 half-hour adventure telepix.
Cast: John Baer, Mari Blanchard, William
Tracy, Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschen.

Producer: Dougfair Corp.
Director: Dick Irving,

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood

"THE GREATEST MOTHER," half hour
special program for Family Theatre pres-
entation on Mother's Day now shooting.
Cast: Ethel Barrymore, Loretta Young,
Ruth Hussey, Gene Lockhart.

Producer: Father Patrick Peyton
Director: Arthur Pierson
Assistant director: Joe Boyle

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
6528 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
Casting: Virginia Mazzu'ca

Twenty half hour Jungle adventure tele-
pix in "SMILIN' ED'S GANG" series to
start shooting May 1. Ed McConnell, Nino
Marcel head cast.
Producer-director: Frank Ferrin
Associate producer: Ralph Ferrin
Assistant director: Don Olsen

FILMCRAFT PROfcS.
8451 Melrose, Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a Week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC. DeSoto-PIymouth ' sponsoring. -

Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Llndenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood

"ANNIE OAKLEY" new series of 52
half-hour videoaters begins shooting April
22, Gail Davis, Billy Gray head cast. Parts
to fill.

Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "BIG TOWN" series of 26

half hour telepix sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh
set leads.
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Krasne

Director: E. A. .Dupont.

JOHN GUEDEL' PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg.. Hollywood

"LIFE WITH LINKLETTER," starring
Art Llnkletter in series of 16 vidpix, half-
hour audience participation show for
ABC web, shooting every other week for
26 weeks. *

Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atipns

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
SERVICE

Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL

OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 half-
hour sciontifiction .telepix now shooting.
Judd Holdren, Aline Towne head cast
with William Schallert in support.
Producer: Franklin Adrcon
Director: Fred Brannon

HOUR GLASS PRODS.
6525 Sunset:*’ Hollywood

Shooting "MAN OF-TOMORROW" series
of 15-minute telepix.
Producer: Wanda TUchock
Director: George deNormand

WERNER JANSSEN PRODS.
California Studios: Hollywood

First 10 of a series of 100 3-minute
telepix based on classical music, featur-
ing the Janssen Symphony Orchestra of
Los Angeles, conducted by Werner Jans-
sen. now shooting.
Producer: Stanley Neal :

Director: Sobey Martin

LANCER PRODUCTIONS
RKO-Pathe: Culver City

"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" half hour

telepix series starts shooting May 5.

'

Producers: Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso
"CORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour

comedy pix begin shooting May 5.
producer-director: Bernard Girard

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. Hollywood

Series of 52 vidpix “The Affair# of
China Smith" roll May 1. Dan Duryea
starred.
Producer: Edward Lpwis
Production manager: William Stevens

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Visual Drama Studios: Hollywood

"GANGBUSTER" series for NBC-TV,
sponsored by Chesterfield, now shooting.
Producer: Phillips Lord
Director: Lew- Landers

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

Now shooting "BEULAH" aeries of half-
hour comedy telepix.
Producer: Tom McKnight
Director: Abby Berlin.

• REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

Half-hour series of adult drama tele-
pix resume shooting for Revue Prods.
mid-May.
Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTI#NS
Goldw.vn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROGERS now shooting ten oater
telepix. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
in support.vGeneral wenem parts to fUl.
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers .«
Associate producer: Jack Laccy

“
Director: Bob Walker

1302 N. Gower, Hollywood
"CROSSROADS, U. S. A." skedded foi

April 28 start. Brown Holmes scripted.
Producer-director: Jules Bricken
Assistant director: Eddie Seata

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios. Hollywood

"ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of half
hour drama telepix shooting cesumei
May 1.

Producer:. Gil Ralston
Director: Victor Stoloff

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
y

Hal Roach Studios, Culver City
RACKET SQUAD" series resun

A?r^l 30, first three pix entit:
“Frightened Man," “A Place For Gra:
ma," “Money to Burn."
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tlnling

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills

i
scooting telescriptions feat

Jng different artists each week mid-M
Producer; Louis D. Snader

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
65.5 N. Fairfax; Hollywood

"CRAIG KENNEDY-CRIMINOLOGI3
half hour series of second 13 advent:
telepix begin shooting April 18 to June
Ca^:

?rn
na^ti Wood, Sydney Mason, Le

G. Wilson set leads with general pa
to be cast.

Producer-director: Adrian Weis*
Assistant director: Bob Farfan

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Studios: Hollywood

. FIRESIDE THEATRE" series Of h
hour adult dramas now shooting.
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

ZIV TV
5255 Clinton St.. Hollywood

Five in "UNEXPECTED" series of h
hour telepix shoot in April.
Two "CISCO KID", half-hour tele

scheduled for April shooting.
Director: Paul Landres, Eddie Davis,
bey Martin

- John L. Sinn, prexy of Ziv Tele-
vision Programs, and Herbert Gor-
don, veepee in charge of produc-
tion. for the syndicated vidpix out-
fit, will. le*ve early next month
on a European trip to open up
foreign sources of writing and
other creative talent, for telefilms
Sinn feels, that product suitable

fpr .TY is being “burned up at a
shocking rate” and that new pools
of talent have to he tapped. He
and

. Gordon, will spend several
weeks confabbing with European
TV and film writers, producers and
execs, looking over available prop-
erties, studying techniques and
gandering facilities

Sinn forecasts that the “already
heavy pressure, on our. TV direct-
ors, writers, actors and producers"
will become even more, severe for
two reasons;

(1) “It is becoming more and
more evident that in time perhaps
at least 75% of TV programming
will he on film. This will come
about because filmed shows per-
mit creative people to work with-
out a relentless stopwatch in their
hands, ' allow for greater scope,
permit unusual effects, and, for the
advertiser, permit handpicked mar-
ket selectivity at lower cost.”
/ (2) “Recent lifting of the FCC
‘freeze’ on new TV stations means
that the entire country will be
covered by television, opening a
tremendous new field for film."

Ziv said he was seeking to make
deals with Europe tele experts to
augment Yank creative talents.

However, Sinn added, “I want to
stress that Hollywood will con-
tinue to he the main source of our
films.” 0

... ., >%•

‘CIO STORY’ CUFFOED

AS VIDPIX SERIES
Washington, April 29.

CIO has launched a new program
of using televised films to tell its

story in industrial communities
throughout the U. ,S. Set of 13
pictures, showing the viewpoint of

the CIO on wages, prices, unem-
ployment, health, social security,

housing, civil rights, etc., has been
prepared.

Series of 15-hiihute subjects is

offered to local CIO units through-
out the country. The local labor
bodies are urged to sponsor these
films over local video stations. The
series was prepared by the- CIO
and its Political Action Committee.
“We all know," said CIO prexy

Philip Murray, “that television is

becoming an increasingly important
factor on the American scene. The
new series has been carefully pre-

pared tq achieve a constructive,

educational program. In my opin-

ion it is very important that these

‘issues of the day* be presented

to the American public.”

‘TV Disc Jockey Toons’

Set for WNBT Ride

“TV Disc Jockey Toons," series

of' film briefies produced by Screen

Gems, Inc., for use in video dee-

jay shows, has been purchased by

WNBT, NBC-TV’s N. Y. flagship,

on an exclusive basis for the

metropolitan N. Y. . area. Station

plans to use them in a new 15-

minute cjoss-the-board show, to be

aired ,at J2-.3Q p.m.
Screen Gems, a Columbia Pic-

tures subsidiary, has turned out 50

of the films to date and is cur-

rently producing them at a rate of

10 per month/ which are furnished

to each subscribing station for use

in a continuing library. Films in-

clude live action, cartoons-or pan-

tomime and 'each is geared for

playing with a pop record release.

WNBT has signed for them on a

one-year d^al.

WBAL TV’s British Bundle

Baltimore, April 29.

Prockter Syndications, Inti. (PSI)

made the initial sale of its package

of 64 British features this week to

WBAL-TV here, in a deal which

gives the station an exclusive in

the Balto area for a year starting

in May.
None of the PSI-TV films have

been seen before on video. P1*

include such British stars as^ Sir

Ralph Richardson, Deborah Kerr,

Francis L. Sullivan, Patricia Me-

dina, Geraldine Fltzgeral
t
d, Ann

Todd, etc.
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See It—When?
As CBS and Trendex see it now, the rating business is an un-

predictable one. Especially as it concerns Alcoa, “See It Now”
and Sam Levenson.

A few week* back Levenson, playing the sustaining circuit, was
comfortably berthed in the 6:30 Sunday evening time, knocking

off a 22.5 Trendex rating, which adds up to a respectable audience

pull even stacked up against the commercial entries. Alcoa, which
sponsors “See It Now,” was unhappy with its 3:30 Sunday after-

noon segment; put in a bid for 6:30 in the hopes of luring bigger

audiences, and Levenson was shifted to the opposite-Milton Berle

niche on Tuesday night. •

Last week the Alcoa 6:30 rating was delivered to CBS. “See It

Now” dropped from a 10 to a 9.0.

NBC’s Dressed-Up Summer Radio

Sales Plaii in Bid for Sponsors

NBC has uncorked a hapd-hittlng-f

presentation to sell bankrolled on

using radio during the dog days,

and has formulated a three-sided

warm-weather plan that includes:

(1) a “super summer tandem”; (2)

“market basket” .
merchandising

aid; and (3) the “tonnage tech-

nique” of saturation plugging.

Presentation is In the form of

a half-houf taped show, starring

Fred Allen and with assists from
program v.p, Charles (Bud) Barry,

sales v.p. Jack Herbert, news-

special events chief Henry J. Cas-

sidy, Bob Elliot, Bay Goulding,

Portland Hoffa and other NBC
talent. It’s accompanied by a film

strip in color. Show, staged for

advertisers and agencies at . the

Waldorf, N. Y. f last Friday (25),

makes use of Allen’s humor, some
excellent artwork, . music, sound
effects and other showmanship ele-

ments to help put over the NBC
pitch.

An important reason for bank-
rollers utilizing AM this summer,
NBC stresses, is the public interest

in the election news, which will

keep more listeners tuned in.

Statistics are marshalled to show
that business activity is high dur-

ing the summer span, that during
the average summer'week 24 out of

25 people are at home—and not

away on vacation. For many prod-

ucts sales volume goes up during
the hot months, NBC points out,

with soap sales up 14% over the

rest of the year; soft drinks up
47% over other months; tea sales

(Continued on page 34)

1660’ Now Works

For Rival ‘Tandem’

Kid Lid Off
Televisions forgotten day-

time audience—the pre-school
kid—has been .“discovered”
by WNBT in New York. Look-
ing over the program charts

in. Gotham, Dick Pack, WNBT
program director, found that

midday video was playing to

everybody but the stay-at-

home moppet.
As result, Pack this week

inaugurated a 12:30 (noon) kid
strip, “Recess Time,” com-
prised of film shorts, specific-:

ally aimed at the pre-school

age viewer.

“Lucy & ‘Brooks’

Mon. Nile CBS-TV

Parlay in GF Buy
CBS-TV will have a double situa-

tion comedy parlay on Monday
nights next fall, with the decision

of General Foods this week to buy
the web’s “Our Miss Brooks” for

the 9:30-to 10 period. “Brooks” will

be back-to-back with the. top-rat-

ing “I Love Lucy,” which is ex-

pected to form a solid lead-in to

“Studio One” at 10, by cutting into

NBC-TV’s Robert Montgomery
show. Latter, coming on at 9:30,

has been outpulling “Studio One”
by several rating points during the

last few months.
GF’s buy of “Brooks,” which is

to be filmed on the Coast and star

Eve Arden, who created the radio

role, marks another move in the

food outfit’s TV realignment.

“Brooks” will fill the time now oc-

cupied by GF's “Claudia,” with the

latter show moving to Friday

CBS Radio has snared back the
Air Features-packaged “Mr. Keen”
show, which has been doing “Tan- _ -

. _ T . . ... .

dem” duty on NBC since being nights at 9:30. Latter slot
;

13

wrested from Columbia a year ago. occupied by It s News to i\w.

With “Keen” slated to exit the also bankrolled, by GF, which will

NBC “Tandem” 'because of spon- be axed.
M

Bor lopoffs. CBS moved in and Ditching of News .also means

grabbed the show for its own that Young & Rubicam will b

"Tandem.” It will be bracketed in ing out on the billings for halt a

"Tandem” with “People Are Fun- show. Y&R now handles the OF
ny” (which will do taped play- account on News but will share

backs this summer) and “Lineup.” the billings on Brooks with R*"-

"Keen” moves right back into ton & Bowles, since Brooks

CBS' Thursday night lineup, where plug products handled by

it was berthed for many years, agencies.

Fact that Columbia and Air .Fea-
.

CBS’ sale of “Brooks GF m-

tures now have a working arrange- cidentally, reportedly caus “
T aftpr

ment cued CBS’ successful maneu- hard feelings at BBD&O. Latter

ver in getting the show away from agency had optioned thesn
NBC. one of its clients but permitted the

option to lapse, at which paint

„ Y&R stepped in for GF. BBD&O

Martha Stewart Replaces
t

s

0^Vi*
Vivian Blaine on Those 2’ ha™ ha

l
an extension

Davis Resigns FC&B
Chicago, April 29.

A. “silent bombshell” exploded at

yesterday’s (Tues:) meeting of the

NBC Sjtation Planning Advisory

Committee, comprised of influen-

tial network affiliates.

By nightfall, after adjournment
of the radio affiliate group, a gen-

eral depression and pall settled

over the N. f Y. meeting. Affiliate

managers in attendance were bit-

ter, with undertones and overtones

of deep resentment over the gen-

eral “radio downbeat” attitude of

network executives, who apparently

had spent most of the day trying to

convince the affiliate stations that

it was tough selling radio and not

to expect anything in the way of

network billings.

Some of the affiliates were out-

spoken in their criticism of the net-

work. There were charges that

NBC had relinquished its leader-

ship and that, as one station put it,

“it’s a sad state of affairs when we
Can’t look to our network to lead

us out of our troubles.”

At the television meeting every-

thing had gone in orderly fashion,

as anticipated. But when the AM
faction of SPAC assembled, NBC
prexy Joseph Ft. McConnell set the

“keynote” by detailing the--web’s

inability to sell summer shows.
Harry Bannister, new station dela-

tions veepee; Jack Herbert, AM
sales veepee; Charles H. (Bud) Bar-

ry, program veepee, etc., took it

from there, expressing similar

views.

The pall that settled over the

meeting could virtually be heard,

it’s claimed by those in attendance.

The station men argue that sales

on the local level are good; that

NBC was “yielding too easily” and
that they could no longer look to

the net for the type of leadership

they’ve come to expect.

A concluding dinner was on tap

for last night. But as the meeting

adjourned there were few 4 any

healthy appetites.

NBC Throws In

“Big Show’ Towel;

$1,500,01)0 Loss

SADDENS SPAC
Frank White to Join NBC in Exec

Post After Exiting as Mutual Prexy;

Web in Bid for Syndication Biz

Tomorrow’s TV
NBC-TV execs, crystal-ball-

ing the video horizons with its

potential 2,000- TV stations

with 100% consumer satura-
tion, envision the following
vital statistics:

In place of the present in-

terconnected network of 64
stations, there will be between
160 and 175 stations. >
In place of the current $49,-

000 per jiour time charge, the
figure will approximate $75,-

000 for an hour.

Mutual Prepping

Early Preem Of

Vivian Blaine has been given her
notice on the TV series for Procter
& Gamble, “Those Two,” and co-

gX x Hugh* u-
Miss Blaine on “Guys and Dolls” ure in radio and advertising cir

ta NX whence went to Holly- cles, resigned W^-exec veepee end

Wood to make a nicture director post at Foote, Lone cc

In?
e
t

aSOn for the chan*e >
accord- Belding last week- ^ 8 W -l

0
^tog to Walter Craig of Benton Sc forces with L. .L. Oakes^

VnartSln*Bowies agency, was “they couldn’t Oakes & Co., hardwaremarkettog
get along.” Hank Gerson is due and merchandising firm, in the

J

n N.Y. from the Coast to join the formation of a new company in

wntmg battery. Lee will be given the same field.
fa three-week summer leave and Davis has been with rC&Bi for

Miss Stewart may draw a femme the past eight years has be

Paitner. New team starts May 26. m advertising for the past 20.

Unless- NBC changes its mind,

and it’s not considered likely, the

network’s “Big Show” has faded

rom radio for all time. Final per-

ormance was given Sunday, April

20. Reynolds Metals, which spon-

sored the first half-hour of. the

90-minute weekly attraction, can-

celled out. The second half-hour

was sustaining. The closing 30-

minute segment .v£as incorporated

into the network’s “Operation Tan-

dem” program setup, and the fact

that “Tandem,” too, looks headed

for the ash heap, in the wake of

Chesterfield and Whitehall bowing

out of participation, practically

puts the seal on “Big Show’s” per-

manent fade.

Thus ends NBC’S costly attempt

over two seasons to restore the

network's Sunday radio program

lineup to some semblance of its

onetime stature in competing

against such CBS big guns as

Jack Benny, “Our Miss Brooks,

Amos 'n’ Andy and Edgar Bergen

It was a costly try, too, with NBC
reportedly going into the red to

the tune of $1,500,000 for the two

seasons in perpetuating bigtime

aura of the star-studded marathon

femceed by Tallulah Bankhead.

NBC is currently blueprinting

a major TV showcase for Miss

Bankhead somewhat along tht

same lines as “Big Show.

With Thomas F. O’Neil, Jr., tak-

ing over the presidential reins of
Mutual, that web's entrance into
the video field is considered likely
to take place shortly. It’s figured
that Mutual will move into the tele

sphere sooner than generally ex-
pected and on a program-by-pro-
gram basis, with the formalities of
establishing a J;ull-fledgcd TV web,
with sustaining program service,

coming at a later date.

It’s significant that one of the
reported factors which led to Frank
White's resignation as- MBS prexy
Was his desire to head both the
AM and TV ends of the Mutual op-
eration, while O’Neil wanted White
to concentrate on radio. Further,
although it’s not generally known,
WOR-TV, N. Y., which O’Neil took
over in January, has been sitting

in on sessions to allocate time on
the coaxial cable. While WOR-TV
hasn’t used the cable, it has the
right to get time assigned to it and
to call for a reallocation of the
schedule if it has a conflict with
existing arrangements.

Mutual will, probably get its feet

wet in tele by lining up a network
for one or two sponsored stanzas.

In addition to WOR-TV, O’Neil has
KHJ-TV, L. A„ and WNAC-TV,
Boston. Since a Mutual stockhold-
er station, WGN, Chicago, has a

tele adjunct which would also co-

operate, that would make a nu-
cleus of four stations in big mar-
kets which compares favorably
with the lineups of the other webs
(only NBC-TV and ABC-TV have
five 0-&-0 stations).

MBS-TV would be able to pitch

for other existing outlets which
have multiple affiliations, and to

sign new stations as they go on the

air now that the freeze has been
thawed.

‘
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LINKLETTER TV TARTY’

GRABS A FULL HOUSE
New daytime television version

of Art Linkletter’s “House Party,”

which preems on CBS-TV Sept. 1,

is expected to take the aiy com-
pletely sold out. Decision of

Green Giant this week to pick up
the Friday 3 to 3:30 segment
leaves only two quarter-hours each

week still open, and sales veepee
Fred M. Thrower disclosed that

both those segments have already

been optioned.

Web previously had sold the 3 to

3:15 segment the other four days

each week to Pillsbury. With
Lever Bros, having already pacted

for the 3:15 to 3:30 segment on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

th%t leaves the latter segments on
Tuesdays and Thursdays the only

ones available. Green Giant
incidentally, currently bankrolls

“Life, with Linkletter” Friday

,

night* on ABC-TV.

. Frank White, who resigned last

Thursday as president of the Mu-
tual network, will join NBC on
June 1 in a top executive capacity,
with a veepeeship. It will be a
newly-created post that will en-
compass a vast film syndication
project to be undertaken by the
network

Initial inkling of the White ap-
pointment came yesterday (Tues.)
when members of the Station
Planning Advisory Committee of
NBC affiliates convened in New
York and were appraised of the
network’s ambitious plans to move
in on the TV syndication business
to compete with such lucrative op-
erations as Frederic W. Ziv and
others.

Resignation of White as presi-
dent of Mutual, effective May 31,
and “by mutual consent,” didn’t
particularly come as a complete
shock to the trade. That White
and boss man Thomas F. O’Neil
(58% owner of * Mutual) were
at variance as to White’s future
sphere of operation had been
known for some time’, and was the
reason why both parties were hold-
ing off .on signaturing a new con-
tract upon expiration of White’#
three-yeai* .deal.

Surprising element was the de-
cision of exec veepee and pro-
gramming chief William H. Fine-
shriber, to remain berthed at Mu-
tual. In deciding to stay, Fine-
shriher goes on the Mutual board
of directors. His contract, along
with White's, expired this week
( White consented to stay on on ad-
ditional month), and it had been
generally anticipated that Fine-
shriber would* follow White’s de-
cision.

White was earning $85,000 a
year, although the coin angle
wasn’t at primary bone of con-
tention. With O’Neil mapping a
major video stake for Mutual, it’s

reported that O’Neil wants to sepa-
rate AM from TV (as at CBS) and
would confine White’s sphere of op-
eration to radio. White wanted hi#

(Continued on page 38)

Coca-Cola, Crosby

Talking Radio Deal
With Bing Crosby cancelled out

by Chesterfield and Edgar Bergen
and Coca-Cola calling* it quits, a
deal is currently in the works
whereby Crosby may wind up in
the Sunday night at 8 Bergen slot

on CBS Radio selling Coke.
CBS execs have their fingers

crossed on the prospective deal,
for such a maneuver would enable
the web to retain its solid Sunday
night lineup via a bracketing of
Jack Benny, Amos ’n’ Andy and
Crosby.
Return of the Groaner to radio

next season would be attended by
an “economy size” package with a
whittling down of the show’s cost.

Meanwhile, Bergen’s ’52-'53

status remains unresolved, with
CBS and Bergen currently involved
in negotiations for AM and TV.

Margaret O’Connor In

NBC Exit After 23 Years
Margaret O’Connor, who has

been on the NBC payroll for 23
years, has resigned from the net-
work. Since 1931 she had been
secretary to John F. Royal, who
retired last July and is now a net-
work consultant.

For a while NBC prexy Joseph
H. McConnell was mulling the idea
of naming Miss O'Connor as a
junior executive, but after pro-
tracted negotiation both “agreed
to disagree,” and the idea was
abandoned.

Miss O’Connor is the wife of
agent William McCaffrey.



BABIO-TELEVISION
Vedneeday, April 30, 1952

Although the FCC in its recent

freeze lift allocated 242 television

channels to educational broad-

casters, there’s a strong possibility

that a number of them will revert

back to commercial channels.

The first inkling that the FCC
might have conceivably overshot

the mark in its educational allo-

cations handout came out of last

week's annual Ohio State Insti-

tute for Education, when some of

the educational broadcasters in at-

tendance gave' some off-the-record

indications that the necessary funds

may not be forthcoming within

the time limit set by the Govern-

ment agency.

Educators seeking a place in the

TV spectrum are frankly worried

over whether they can gather in

sufficient coin to grab off the

much-desired Channels before their

time runs out. They were told

bluntly by FCC Chairman Paul A.

Walker that they only have a year

to get going; that the channels are

not available “ds long as grass

grows and water runs," and that

“at the end of one year from the

effective date of this report, any-

one may request the Commission
to change an educational assign-

ment to a commercial assignment.”

Just how much a windfall the

educational allocations will.be re

mains a matter of conjecture, ac-

cording to sources who maintain

that TV-conscious colleges and
universities may find the going

rough in raising the necessary

funds.

While it was estimated at the

Columbus conference by Edward
Lamb, owner of TV stations in

Columbus and Erie, Pa., that an
educational station, either UHF or

VHF, could be built for $200,000,

and could be operated for $100,-

000 a year, other estimates on
costs vary. Generally It’s felt that

a minimum of $l,000,0.0(TWi>l be re-

quired for a college or university

to make an impressive showing in

embracing educational TV.

Lots* UHF Auplicants
Washington, April 29.

The expected “flood” of applica-

tions for new TV stationsrts begin-

(Continued on page 38)

Shutdown of Pitt

Breweries Hits TV

V. S. To Canada Relays
. Ottawa, April 29.

Bell Telephone Co. of Canada is

Installing 17 microwave relay sta-’

tions between Montreal and Buf-

falo, N. Y. to carry both television

and long distance telephone trans-

missions. ’Stations will carry sig-

nals from Montreal to Ottawa to

Toronto, then across Lake Ontario

to FonthilL and on to Buffalo.

The system will have three video

channels, the rest for phone.

TV on a Nag Ja$

Also Shaves Costs
On the .assumption that covering

a horse race as a sports event

doesn’t violate.* the FCC’s anti-

gambling edict, the television net-

works are going in heavily for turf

coverage as a means of inexpensive

Saturday afternoon programming.
NBC-TV this week staked its claim

to the, Belmont Stakes, third event

in racing’s triple crcOvn, and CBS-.

TV, after carrying the feature race

from the Jamaica, N. Y., track Sat-

urday (26), indicated it may have

more such events in the future.

CBS lawyers reportedly looked

carefully into the meaning of the

FCC decision, before okaying the

pickup Saturday of the Gallant Fox
handicap. They decided that the

Commission, while banning the car-

rying of daily results, complete

with the prices paid, is not against

the occasional pickup ^of feature

races which have more than gam-
bling interest. While no future

races have yet been set for the

web, it's expected that it will go

out after others fpr its Saturday
afternoon schedule,,

CBS, with Gillette 1 sponsoring,

had previously sewed up the" Ken-
tucky Derby this Saturday (3) and
the Preakness from Pimlico two
weeks later, the first two in the

triple crown. Gillette will also

bankroll NBC’s pickup of the Bel-

mont classic, scheduled for the Bel-

mont, N. Y., track June 7. NBC
sports chief Tom Gallery said the

web has no other races contracted

for at this time, but is working on
other sports events for the summer.
CBS cut into its weekly pickup

of the Roller Derby Saturday after-

noon to carry the Gallant Fox race,

airing it from 3:45 to 4:15 p.m. It

will probably follow that procedure
if it decides to carry any future

BOB RUSSELL
To Stage—Writ*—M.C.

"MISS UNIVERSE PAGEANT”
Long Beach, California

June 22-29

Pittsburgh, April 29.

Since beer companies are lead-

ing advertisers here on teevee,
strike last week which shut down
all of the major breweries in Pitts-

burgh has resulted in a flock of
live-show cancellations at WDTV.
In some cases even the time is be-
ing dropped.

The biggest major casualty was
the Duquesne “Show Time” series,

which had been scheduled to take
its summer hiatus on June 11 but
went off instead last week. Talent
had already been set, and Marion
Morgan was in town ready for re-
hearsals when the brewery walk-
out took place, but everybody was
paid off. Duquesne has shifted its

Saturday night vidpix series, “The
Unexpected,” into the Wednesday
evening slot and has ankled the
Saturday night half-hour at 11
o’clock previously given over to
“The Unexpected.”

Fort Pitt Brewing Co. had in-
tended going straight through the
summer with its Saturday after-

noon wrestling matches, announced
by Wayne Griffin, but they are be
ing dropped after the next card.
Fort Pitt’s also dropping its “Sup-
pertime” across-the-board 15-

minute musical strip as of Friday
(2), but this had previously been
announced. However, the 11 o’clock
news Fort Pitt had set as the “Sup-
pertime” replacement won’t get go-
ing until the strike’s over.

Pittsburgh Brewing Co.’s cutting
out of its Monday night half-hour
musical show, “Perfection Time,”
weeks ahead of the intended warm-
weather layoff, also as a result of
the strike. It had previously drop-
ped Friday night “Tech Varieties”
In favor of film series, “The Files

of Jeffrey Jones.”

races.

DU MONT LABS’ 583G

NET LOSS FOR 1951
DuMont Laboratories reported a

net loss for 1951 of $583,000, as

compared with a profit of $6,900,-

788 for the precediiig year. In his

annual report to stockholders, Dr.

Allen B. DuMont, prexy, attributed

the major part of the* loss tq the

fact that the receiver division had
excessive inventories at a time
when consumer demand had “se-

verely declined.”
DuMont racked up total sales

for 1951 of $50,741,596, as com-
pared with $76,362,665 the pre-

ceding year. Report lists DuMont’s
current assets at $24,463,911 and
working capital at $14,119,153.

Broadcasting network reported
billings well ahead of 1950.

like & Buff’s’ 8-Week

'Round Town’ Pepsi Ride
With Pepsi-Cola having bought

Mike and Buff (Cobb) Wallace’s

“All Around the Town” to fill in

its Saturday night slot on CBS-TV
for the eight-week duration of the
season, the show will preem this

week (3) from the Pagano photo
studios, N. Y. Format has the hus-
band-wife team taking viewers on
a tour of points of interest in the
metropolitan N. Y. area.

Pepsi, cojnmitted to the 9 to 9:30

slot on CBS video until June 28,

has been without a show since it

cancelled Faye Emerson’s “Won-
derful Town” almost a month ago.

Ban kr oiler, through the Esty
agency h^s been filling the time
since then with half-hour films.

TV Set Owners

Alert toHam

Interference

Hartford, April 29.

Starting Thursday (1),.TV re

ceivers nationwide may run into in
terference from “hams.” In a let-

ter to TV set manufacturers and
others, the American Radio Relay
League, which headquarters here
warned of the impending interfer-

ence because on that date radio

amateurs will be allowed to use the
new '21 megacycle frequency band
This - is the same band that tele-

vision manufacturers were using
in their sets up to a few years ago
to receive sound for all channels
In the last two years, most manu
facturers have switched their se
amplifiers to another frequency
band to avoid the signal conflici

when the “hams” were allowed to

take on the new band.
However, several set manufac-

turers have continued to manufac-
ture sets set for the 21 megacycle
frequency band. In its pronounce
ment, the ARRL says that any in-

terference received* by TV sets will
be the fault of the ^manufacturers.
Says the ARRL, the industry knew
as far back as 1945 about the pos-
sible interference.
The ARRL says that after Thurs-

day if an amateur transmits on the
21 megacycle frequency and inter-
feres with local TV reception, it

will be the TV set that must be
altered. The “ham” will be operat-
ing under an FCC allocation and
will be within the law.

A “Summer Availability Edition” ot the NBC-TV programming
schedule has beert distributed among the l^ey network personnel,

which shows the following summertime video segments opening

Tip:

Monday: 5:30 to 6 p.m. “Howdy Doody” period, with Mars
Candy dropping out; 7:15 to 7:30 p.m., “The Goldbergs,” with

Vitamin Corp. taking hiatus.

Tuesday: 7 to 7:15 p.m., “Kukla, Fran and Ollie with National

Biscuit canceling. (Burr Tillstrom is currently in New York hud-

dling with NBC execs on the show’s future and possible restora-

tion to a half-hour format); 7:30 to 7:45, Dinah Shore segment,

with Chevrolet taking hiatus; 8 to- 9 p.m., “Texaco Star Theatre”

hour, with the client laying off for summer.
Wednesday: 5:30 to 6, “Howdy Doody” time; Y to 7:30, “Kukla,

Frank and Ollie” and “Goldbergs” (Ekco also takes hiatus on lat-

ter show); 8 to 9 p.m., Kate Smith. Hour goes off permanently,

NBC still trying to sell Reynolds Metal on buying Worthington

Miner dramatic show for period. «
Thursday: 5:45 to 6, “Howdy Doody,” with Standard Brands

checking off; 7 to 7:15, Dinah Shore period.

Friday: 5:45 to 6 p.m., International Shoe goes off; 7:15 to 7:30,

“Goldbergs” hiatus.

Saturday:, 7:30 to 8 p.m., “One Man’s Family” alternate week
strip being cancelled by Manhattan Soap.

Sunday: 5:3Q to 6 p.m., “Meet the Masters,” with, Lee Carpets

exiting- 7:30 to a p.m., ‘.'Young Mr, Bobbin” segment, with Gen-

eral Foods cancelling? 10 to 10;30, Bed Skelton period, with

Procter & Gamble relinquishing time and moving Skelton into

Sunday at 7 in the fall; 10;30 to 11 also open.

Kraft Theatre,! PacingITs Progress,

Into 6th Year With Only 1 Show Missed

S&moff: Man of Year
Niagara Falls, April 29.

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,

RCA board chairman, was
named recipient of the. first

annual award of the Radio-TV
Manufacturers Assm at an
RTMA board meet in Niagara

Falls, Ontario, last weekend.
He was the unanimous choice

for the citation.

Award is to be presented to

Gen. Sarnoff at the RTMA in-

dustry banquet June 26 at the

Palmer House, Chicago. Ac-
cording to the RTMA commit-
tee, it will “recognize his

many achievements which
over a period of years haye
helped bring the industry- to

its present stature.”

GF’s Cuffo Dance With

Arthur Murray as Sub

In CBS-TV ‘Mama’ Slot
With the “Arthur Murray

Party” set as aq eight-week sum-
mer replacement for General
Foods! “Mama” on CBS-TV, the
bankroller will be getting its sum-
mer sub at no cost except for time
charges. Murray, because of the
identification he’ll get for his dance
studios via the title and format,
is picking up all talent and produc-
tion costs on the show.
Murray made the same offer to

Colgate to utilize his show as sum-
mer replacement for NBC-TV’s
Sunday night “Comedy Hour.”
Colgate, after mulling the offer for
several weeks, finally turned it

down on the assumption that it

would be unwise to slot a variety
show for the summer opposite Ed
Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town” on
CBS-TV. Colgate will fill in in-
stead with an hour-long version of
Walt Framer’s “Big Payoff.”
Murray show is currently aired

Sunday nights at 9 on the ABC
video web. It moves 'over to CBS
starting July 11, where it will hold
down “Mama-’s” Friday night at 8
period. Mrs. Murray will continue
as femcee.

Chi Courts Probe

Gyp TV Repairs
Chicago, April 29.

Complaints from Chi-area video
set owners about padded repair
bills and other serviceman abuses
have resulted In an investigation
of alleged gyps by the current
Cook County grand jury. The re-
pair rackets have reportedly been
netting $1,000 a day from unwary,
set owners, the jury was tolcT last
week.
The operations of the shady out-

fits were described to the jury by
Frank Moch, head of the TV In-
stallation Service Assn., a chaiv
tered organization of legit repair
firms. He charged the unscrupulous
companies ask less for the original
repair call but literally hojd the
sets for ransom once they are
taken into the shop. Besides re-

placing good tubes with second-
hand ones, the gyp repairmen fre-
quently demand $80 to $90 before
they return the set, Moch testified.
He estimated -one outfit garnered
over $100,000 since it started up
Jan. 1. The racket is compara-
tively new here, he reported, but
it flourished in New York for the
past couple of years.
The annual report of the Assn,

of Better Business Bureaus, re-
leased last week, revealed that
complaints connected with video
advertising, merchandising and
servicing ranked third in the 10
business areas the BBB spent most
time investigating last year.

Peter Shoe Cancels Out

On ABC-TV ‘Super-Circus’
Peter Shoe, a division of In

ternational Shoe, Is bowing out of
ABC-TV’s “Super-Circus” after
the May 25 telecast Peter has
been backing a half-hour of the
hour-long series on alternate
weeks. Agency is Henri, Hurst &
McDonald.
Shoe outfit shares the 5-5:30

p.m. Sunday period with Canada
Dry. Mars candy has the 5:30 p.m.
segment. Reason for the Peter
exiting is reportedly Its limited

' distribution.

By BOB STAHL
NBC-TV’S “Kraft Theatre,” old-

est continuously - sponsored and
ongest run dramatic series on net-

work video, also reflects in its own
history the sharp growth and pro-
duction accomplishments of the
new medium. Show preemed May
7, 1947, to a potential audience of
only 32,000 set-owners in the metro-
politan N. Y. area, and celebrates

ts fifth.anni next Wednesday night
(71 by playing to 12,000,000 view-
ers in 43 cities.

Series has never taken a summer
hiatus, having enjoyed a solid 52-

week run each year since its

aunching. It missed only one per-

formance during the five years—
in 1948, when it was forced to make
way for an NBC pickup of the
Democratic national convention in

Philadelphia. (By the same token,
the show's Wednesday at 9 slot will

imdoubtedy be pre-empted for

both the Republican and Demo na-

tional conventions from Chicago in

July.)

Illustrative' of its growth con-

current with the increase of NBC’s
production facilities and the spread
of TV generally, “Kraft” has out-

grown four NBC studios since it

preemed. Show started in NBC's
original studio 3H, in Radio City,

N. Y., which .was that web’s only

video studio at the time and is

now considered too small for all

hut the smallest shows. Produc-
tion now originates from NBC’s
8H, which is the largest TV studio

in the world.
Total of 260 hour-long dramas

(Continued on page 31)

Patt’s 4-Station

TV Aspirations

Detroit, April 29.

Goodwill Stations, Inc., owned
by the estate of the late G. A.

Richards, will file for TV channels
in Detroit, Toledo, Flint and Bay
City, Mich., as well as for Cleve-
land. Outfit has been frozen out of

TV until now by the FCC freeze.

John F. Patt, prez of WJR
(Detroit), WGAR (Cleveland) and
KMPC (Los Angeles), revealed
plans to file for UHF channel 50 in

Detroit; VHF channel 11 in

Toledo; VHF channel 12 in Flint,

and VHF channel 5 in Bay City.

WGAR is applying for UHF chan-

nel 65 In Cleveland. Patt said the

four stations, if approved, will set

up a regional network to service

the communities, with WJR-TV as

the key outlet.

Installation costs for the four

cities were estimated at about

$2,200,000, including $1,000,000 for

Detroit, $600,000 for Toledo and

$300,00 each for Flint and Bay

City. Patt said it’s presently

planned to locate the WJR7TV
transmitter in the Fisher building.

He said Detroit plans to affiliate

with one of the four major TV
webs and indicated that it would

be with CBS. He pointed out that

the four networks now serve only

three existing stations.
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Hie Chesterfield Cutback
The Chesterfield radio lopoff has been finalized—and it adds up

to one of the most drastic cutbacks in years. Two of the highest-

budgeted shows in AM—Bing Crosby and Bob Hope—get the pink-

slip treatment, and in addition the ciggie company is lopping nff a
quarter-hour daily on its morning sponsorship of Arthur Godfrey,
retaining 15 minutes cross-the-board.

NBC, which loses the Hope sponsorship, manages to retain

the half-hour time billings, with Chesterfield buying Martin &
Lewis for the fall. But in contrast to the Hope $25,000 weekly
budget, M & L are priced at $10,000.

CBS is pitching hard to regain some of the Chesty billings on
the Godfrey-Crosby cutbacks, but as yet the ciggie company is
non-coramital.

• Chesterfield's drastic- AM lopoff is expected to result in the
company’s hypoing of its television billings. Currently it spon-
sors the Wednesday night Arthur Godfrey TV show on CBS-
“Stork Club” on CBS-TV (on behalf of Fatima cigs), and Perry
Como on CBS-TV. On NBC video it sponsors “Dragnet” and
“Gangbusters” alternately, also on behalf of Fatima. In addition
Chesterfield spends considerable coin locally for baseball,play-by-
play^

Lots of Staff Raiding Seen On

Tap to Prep for Post-Freeze Era
New wave of staff raiding is ex-

pected to hit the television indus-

try within the next year, when
the first of the new stations ap-

proved by the FCC with the lift-

ing of the freeze begin operations.

Stations will need both program-
ming and technical staffers to get

their outlets on the air and they’ll

undoubtedly drive for experienced
personnel from among the net-

works and stations now in opera-

tion.

Need for engineers and other
technical personnel is expected to

be particularly acute, what with
the tremendous shortage of engi-

neers now confronting the entire

business world. On this basis, it's

anticipated that the new outlets

will follow the same procedure as

that taken by stations which went
on the air most recently. These
took the lower-paid 'cameramen,
studio engineers, etc’., ,from estab-

lished stations to make them head
engineers, programming chiefs,

etc. In some cases, even office boys
were grabbed ^ff by the newcom-
ers and given exec positions, and
it’s expected this system >will be
even more widespread when the
mass of new channels swings into

operation.

In order to stave off such raids,

of course, the nets and currently-
operating stations will be forced to

match or top the new pay offers
being made by the newcomers.
While this will be welcomed by
the staffers, it might not sit too
well with sponsors, since the nets
and local outlets will almost cer-

(Continued on page 38)
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British Imports

On CBS Agenda
CBS Radio will audition two

new British packages this week,
for break-in as summer replace-
jnents. One of these, to be titled
Start Talking,”- is now aired on
BBC under the title of “One Min-
ute, Please,” while the other is an
jndie package starring Sir Ralph
Richardson in C. S. Forester’s
Roratio Hornblower” series.

Inauguration of the BBC show
will represent somewhat of a swap

since ttie web’s TV show,
What’s My Line,” has been adopt-

ed by BRC-TV. There’s a possi-
bility that CBS-TV may also piok
P Start Talking,” which is a

it?Vu
0ur panel program handled

}u this country by the Harry S.
oodman-Larry Elliott agency.
Under the show’s format, three
Jn and three women on the

nJ! i

mus* speak extempora-
<5nh^

S
J

for one minute on any

p,

PJect assJgned them by the mod-
pnnl°

r
\^cmber studio audi-

liv ,,

*»U also get a chance to de-

a
dl ssertation to compete for

hnvo
st P™e. Audition show will

and
Wallace as moderator,

Stmfv.
a Panel including Jan

Pickpi
er

’ -Isabel Leighton, Jane

Connin’ Broekman, MarcL°nnollv and Gene Rayburn.

Silent Crooner
Hollywood, April 29.

Rudy Vallee went through
his entire routine as a guest of
Ed Gardner’s “Duffy’s Tav-
ern,” being filmed for NBC-
TV’s “All Star Revue” May 31,
without saying a word.

Downed by an operation for
abscessed throat, Vallee re-
ported for scenes with Jeanette
MacDonald and Gardner,
mouthing dialog. He will dub
in scenes when he’s regained
his voice in about a week.

Chi Stations See

Falloff Signs In

Car Dealer Biz

Chicago, April 29.

Windy City car dealers, caught
between a softening auto market
and skyrocketing feature film

prices, are giving the four tele

stations here something of a scare
with ’ their current bearishness.
There’s been no wholesale defec-
tion as yet, but a few warnings
have been posted.

The various car merchants have
been prime users of local TV, usu-
ally for film shows, for the past
several years. And, as such, they’ve
been an important source of home-
town revenue. That’s why the TV
time peddlers hope the recent can-

cellations and cutbacks don’t rep-
resent a trend. At the going price

of the better-grade pix, sales fig-

ures have to keep at a high level

for the medium to pay off for the

car dealers. Apparently, in some
cases, the traditional spring upbeat
in the car business has not mate-
rialized, so they’re cutting down
.their ad budgets.

Hardest hit has been WBKB,
which has lost two weekend auto

bankrollers. Burke Motors has

dropped its Sunday night feature

film after nearly four years, mainly
because new * pic product is too

(Continued on page 34)

WSB OKAYS $125 PAY

TO CBS-TV DIRECTORS
Hollywood, April 29.

Contract between CBS-TV and

the Radio and Television Directors

Guild has been okayed by the Wage
Stabilization Board, retroactive to

Feb. 1, 1951. Guild members get

their retro coin in May.

Pact calls for starting rate for

floor ^managers to be $85 a week,

progressing to $100, and for direc-

tors start is $125, going to $145.

Commercial fees are also covered

in pact, which expires Sept. 20 of

this year.

Guild also is now repping ABC-
TV directors and floor managers.

-MAD’ AUDIENCE
, FEES NBC’s Summer Economy Packages

FORLIMPfX With 1C Radio Shows Setting Pace

From New York to Los Angeles,
TV audiences are going .“feature
film mad” in increasing numbers.
Whether it’s tabbed “The Late
Show,” “11th Hour Theatre” or
“Night Owl Theatre/’ the 11 p.m.
“feature attraction” cross-the-
board, coast-to-coast, is chalking up
city-by-city ratings that constitute
one of the strange phenomena of
television.

' Practically every video station in
the country is currently booking
the late-night pix attractions, and
the competitive bidding for the list
of availabilities (still restricted to
oldies, with the exception of some
British and other foreign product
because of the continued resist-
ance of Hollywood’s ma.ior studios)
has resulted in TV distributors
hiking their cost to almost fantas-
tic figures.

In New York, for example,
WCBS-TV pays as high as $4,000
per oldie, with permission to do
three or four repeats over an eight-
month span. In Los 'Angeles, sta-
tions pay as high as $6,000 per
film, with similar repeat provisions.
Price depends on size of the mar-
ket, with stations in such cities as
Cincinnati getting nicked up to
'$2,000 per attraction. The repeats
apparently aren’t inviting tuneouts,
for the ratings climb, rather than
diminish.

Sponsorship Bonanzas
• Despite the cost of the pix, sta-
tions are reaping sponsorship bo-
nanzas from the participation deals.
WCBS-TV, which innovated the
late-night pix on a major scale in
New York, gets $400 per “interrup-
tion” and there are from four to
eight plugs per picture, usually
doubled up back-to-back. WNBT,
which didn’t get into the feature
pix act until a year and a half after
WCBS-TV, gets $300 per plug.
They’re spaced less frequently, but
the payoff accruing to the station
borders on the amazing side in
view of an unusual deal maneu-
vered by the 'station in obtaining
the pix.

Because the “pix-at-home” audi-
ences are becoming more selective
and discriminating (according to a
study undertaken by the, American
Research Bureau), the video sta-

tions now are splurging with spot-
light ads in the dailies to announce
specific attractions, and use blow-
up ads when they have product
they consider worth bragging
about.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, as part of

a continuing study into TV viewing
habits has come up with the revela-

tion that home audiences resent the
multiplicity of plugs that break in-

to the feature films at almost 10-
minute intervals. But figures com-
piled by Pulse indicate that, de-

( Continued on page 30)

‘$64’ Too Much
Even- sustainers are being

replaced by sustainers in the
efforts of radio networks to
trim summer program costs.

NBC is lopping off the Sun-
day night “64-Question,” one of .

the longtime entries on the
network, and replacing it with
a politico series, “Hats in the
Ring,” which, will cost practi-
cally nothing.
With Jack Paar as emcee,

“$64 Question” was costing the
web about $3,000 a week. In
terms of sustainers, that’s out-
landish coin these days.

WNBTs Saturday

‘Today’ Hangover

As Summer Bait
In a bid to capitalize pn the pre-

built habit-forming audience en-
gendered t>y NBC-TV's Monday-
through-Friday “Today” early
morning show, the web’s New York
key operation, WNBT, is inaugurat-
ing a two-hour Saturday showcase
in the same 7 to 9 a.m. segment,
which is scheduled to preem on
the Saturday following Memorial
Day.
The network has no immediate

plans to extrend “Today” beyond its

present five-a-week schedule. But
WNBT .feels that its biggest poten-
tial lies in the Saturday morning
audience availability—and is tak-
ing it from there. There will be
continuity overtones of “Today,”
program-wise, but basically it is be-
ing designed to tie in with the ap-
proaching summer months, with a
format embracing variation of
time, temperature, news, how to
spend the weekend with kids, tips
to motorists, yachtsmen, fishermen,
and kindred summertime services.

Station is currently on the prowl
for a “local • Dave Garaway” to
helm the stanza. It will be a mod-
erately-budgeted show, designed
for clients with small TV appro-
priations.

WHAS-TV’s ‘ODay’
Louisville,, April 29.

Saturday (26) was C-Day at

WHAS-TV, and featured nine
hours of telecasting, to encourage
contributions toward the fight to

conquer cancer.* C-Day began at

12 (noon) and carried through,
with a few interruptions, till mid-
night.

NBC this week practically put
the finishing touches to a summer*
time replacement roster that will
probably go down as the most eco-
nomic in web annals. Sustainers
in the $1,000-$1,500 budget cate-
gory are the order of the day, with
the more costly ones getting the
heave.
With the 90-minute “Big Show”

dropping out of the Sunday evening
schedule, NBC has put two sus-
tainers in, “The Chase,” mystery
drama series and an hour long
dramatic series “Best Plays,” with
John Chapman as narrator. Phil
Harris and Alice Faye, at 8 o’clock,
take a summer vacation, but RCA
is retaining the time and installing
the Meredith Willson musical show”
as replacement.

U. S. Steel’s “Theatre Guild of
the Air” goes out of the 8:30 to
9:30 period for the summer and,
like last year, NBC Symphony
moves in, “$64 Question” quizzer
at 9:30 is being replaced by “Hats
In the Ring” politico series.

Monday: Schedule stays intact
except for the shift of “Dangerous
Assignment” from 10:30 to 10
o’clock.

Tuesday: With DuPont taking a
hiatus on “Cavalcade of America,”
NBC is installing a new series,

transcribed in England, based on
“Scarlet Pimpernel,” . starring
Marius Goring. It preems June 17,

Dee Englebach may be sent to Eng-
land to produce-direct this series.

With Chesterfield and Bob Hope
vacating Tuesday night, NBC is"

putting- !h a new series, “Life In
(Continued on page 36)

NBCJMiock

Of Today’ Clients

NBC-TV this week wrapped up
six different sponsors for rides of
varying lengths on its early-bird
“Today” show and pacted* two
others, both magazines, for one-
shot participations. Web at the
same time revealed plans to con-
tinue the show through the sum-
mer ‘ and refuted rumors that it

will axe It by disclosing that it is

already taking orders for time on
“Today” for next fall.

Heftiest sale in the 7 to 9 a.m.
cross-the-border was made to
Kaiser-Frazer, which pacted for a
five-minute cross-the-board seg-
ment for two weeks starting Mon-
day (5). Car firm, through the
Weintraub agency, will attempt a
saturation campaign to plug its

low priced Henry J. As part of its

pitch it will have a different new
Henry J. buyer drive up to the
“Today” studios each morning,
with the cameras picking up the
car through the window.
Also signing on this week were

Bauer & Black, International Sil-

ver, Beacon Wax, Pepperel Fabrics
and Chase & Sanborn. In addition,
Newsweek and the Satevepost
pacted for one-shot participations.

In continuing the show through
the summer, NBC will give Dave
Garroway a two-week vacation. It’s

expected ithat Jack Lescoulie, now
Garsoway’s chief assistant, will
sub for, him.

BUICK STEERING INTO

BERLE LAYOFF TIME
With Texaco having decided to

lop one week out of every four off

its schedule on the Milton Berle
show next fall on NBC-TV, Buick
will probably pick up that fourth
stanza each morth.
Auto manufacturer has report-

edly already 'given the go-ahead to
Kudner agency veepee Myron Kirk
to scout a new full hour variety
show for NBC’s Tuesday night at 8
period. Buick last flirted with TV
as' bankroller of NBC’s Olsen Ac

Johnson show several years ago.
Kudner also handles the Texaco
account, so the Buick buy will per-
mit the agency to retain its hold
on the NBC slot throughout next

* season.

Steel’s ‘Big Steal’

Editor, Variety:
Bloomington, Ind.

Radio and TV took it on the chin In the steel case. Networks
and individual stations contributed time to the steel companies for

an answer to President Truman’s address. The wonderful flexi-

bility of these two media was demonstrated by their being called

upon for service within 24 hours after the President spoke. Speed
was essential to the steel companies, and radio-TV gave the time.

And now twice since the electronic media generously made and
gave time, the steel companies have gone to the- nation’s news
papers in full page paid ads—without so much as even asking

networks and stations for availabilities.

The steel companies needed a medium with which they could

give their side of the case while it was fresh in the minds of the

public. That they asked radio and television tq do the job is

highly complimentary to our industry. Radio and television wanted

to be the means of carrying steel’s message to the public, in order

that the public might have both sides.

Radio and television do not expect to be thanked for doing this

job. But that radio and television should be absolutely ignored

when steel wanted and needed to further tell its story by way of

paid advertising is hardly something that our industry is happy
about.

This industry will have only itself to blame if it is brushed off

again by some other group, unless networks and stations bring the

matter to the attention of the steel companies. To sit idly by will

only invite being bypassed again and again.
Robert Lemon,

Station Manager, WTTV.
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Vs. Library Services on Jingles

American Federation of Radiof
Artists has' won an arbitration vic-

tory against Muzak Corp,, which

presages a drive by tqo union

against all the transcribed library

services releasing canned jingles

to their subscribers. -

Most of the library services are

giving their stations plattered

jingles of 15 or 30 seconds in length-

plugging products such as shoes or

groceries, after which the local sta-

tion announcer makes a pitch for

the local bankrolled The libraries

deem these “production aids, but

the union has contended that they

are “open-end commercials” and

should be paid for at the higher

rate. Further, while library serv-

ice production aids can be used

indefinitely, the code covering

open-end commercials calls for

payment of a repeat fee for every

13 weeks that the jingles are used.

AFRA took its case against As-

sociated Program Service, Muzak
subsidiary, to arbitration, with the

American Arbitration Assn, select-

ing Alexander Lindey, of Green-

baum, Wolff & Ernst as the im-

partial member of the panel. Ar-

bitrators decided in favor of AFRA,
holding that 60 jingles cut by APS
in 1950 were actually “open-end
commercials.” The eight AFRA
members involved will get $1,450

in additional payments, plus an

other sum in repeat payments. The
latter have not yet been computed.

APS had conceded that it would
pay the repeat fees if the arbitra-

tion found the jingles covered by
the “open-end coiqmercial” code^

Fight On Code

It's considered likely that the

Union will now take action against

other library services which have
issued similar canned jingles.

Since the cost of a canned jingle

on the commercial basis is higher,

and repeat payments will be neces

sary, there may be a big" figjjt on
this point jvhen the code comes up
for renegotiation next October.
Under the transcription code, an

open-end commercial would cost

$8.70 per person for each commer-
cial, with repeat fees every 13

weeks that they are used. In the

case of the APS jingles, the Muzak
outfit had paid $39.60 per person,

(Continued on page 36)

WEEK Bypass
Chicago, April 29.

Swift & Co. has slated a na-

national retail store promotion
of Don McNeill’s ABC “Break-
fast Club” for early riext

month, which will embrace
some 30,000 grocery outlets in

the cities in which the show is

heard. In all markets, that isi

except Peoria.
The affair has been dubbed

Don McNeill Week with the

stores flying pennants with
that tag. However, Lloyd
Harvey, promotion manager of

WIRL, the Peoria ABC affil-

iate, has notified J. Walter
Thompson, the packer’s agency,

he wants the promotion to by-

pass his city. WEEK are the

call letters of the Peoria NBC
outlet. To add insult

.

to in-

jury, the type used in the

streamers spelling out the

word “week” is identical with
that used by station WEEK in

its signature cut.

Stations Cited In

Flood Emergency

‘Charms’—Capsule Size

Chicago, April 20.

“Those Endearing Youfig

Charms ” Chi-produced family sit-

uation comedy and a frequent in

and outer on NBC-TV, returns to

the web May 6 as a 15-minute

show in the 6:15 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday slot being vacated by the

“Bob and Ray” program. (Frank

Sinatra may go into the slot next

fall.)

“Charms” preemed as a half-

hour offering arid is produced and
directed by Ben Park and written

by Bill Barrett, who handle the

same chores on NBC-TV’s “Hawk-
ins Falls.”

Owens-Coming’s

2-Way Godfrey
Owens-Corning Glass is near the

inking stage with CBS to buy a

segment of Arthur Godfrey’s

morning radio show for simulcast

purposes. * Outfit is interested in

the 10 to 10:15 a.m. portion alter-

nate days, which is now bankrolled

on radio only by Toni and
Realemon. With Lever Bros, and
Pillsbury already committed to

sponsor their segments of the God-
frey show via the simulcast route,

the new deal would give' CBS 45

minutes of the hour-and-a-half

show on both AM and TV.
Realemon is in on the radio

side for -the summer only, which
leaves that segment open for

|
Owens-Corning in the fall. Since
Toni is in that spot on alternate

days, it’s presumed it too would
go for the simulcast setup, al-

though CBS. has not yet set the
deal with Toni. Lever now simul-

Minneapolis,' April 29.

On behalf of the board bf direc-

tors of the National Assn, of Ra-
dio News Directors, Jim Borman,
president, here is citing radio and casts the 10:15 to 10:30 segment
TV stations in the Omaha-Cpuncil and Pillsbury has signed to begin
Bluffs flood 'area for the public airing its 10:30 to 10:45 segment
service they rendered during the .on TV as well as radio in the fall,

emergency. Owens-Corning "now has a 15-

“The board of directors of the minute • segment of CBS-TV's

DeMille May Ride

lux Again in Fall

Hollywood, April 29.

Possibility of Cecil B. DeMllle’s

returning as producer-host of

“Lux Radio Theatre” next season

Is seen In recent meetings between

the picture producer and CornWell
Jackson of J. Walter Thompson
agency. William Keighley, who
replaced DeMille seven years ago
when the latter was blackballed
by AFRA for refusing to pay a $1
assessment in a political campaign,
notified Jackson that this is his

Inst season. Keighley wants to
spend six months yearly in Europe
and recently bought a co-op apart-
ment in N. Y.

It’s reported AFRA may be will-
ing to forgive DeMille on the as-

sumption “he has been punished
enough.” Whether DeMille will ac-
cept the same weekly fee being
paid Keighley is the biggest ob-
stacle, although feelers by Jackson
have not been ignored. DeMille’s
pay was just over $2,000 a week.
Keighley received about $700 less,

but the shows budget is now about
half what it was when DeMille
produced it.

National Association of Radio News
Directors has instructed me to ex-

press on NARND's behalf pur ad-
miration and applause for the pub-
lic service 'rendered by the radio

and television stations of the
Omaha-Council Bluffs area during
the recent flood emergency,” states

Borman in a letter addressed to all

the stations.

“We believe all stations which
ook part in this vital public serv-

ice deserve recognition for per-

forming with distinction 'above
and beyond the call of duty.’ In

Garry Moore daytime strip once a
week.

‘WHAT’S MY LINE’ SEEN

AS RADIO SHOW FOR PM
Philip Morris is negotiating

deal for sponsorship of a radio ver

sion of “What’s My Line,” CBS
high-rated Sunday night TV show
Program, a Goodson-Todman pack-
age, will be done independent of
the TV stanza, but utilizing the
same panel and emcee John Daly,

Purchase of “Line” cues a
switch in a half-hour of the ciggie
company’s billings from NBC to

CBS. PM is dropping the Eddie
Cantor disk jockey show, which
has been riding the NBC airlanes

L’ville Court Poser.

Is TV Tower Subject

To Tax?; WAVE Sez No

In Ideals for AM Safes-Pgm, Hypo

JACK GOLDSTEIN ON

SPECIAL P.R. AT CBS
Jack Goldstein, one-time RKO

eastern studio rep in N. Y., and

later * a freelance publicist, has

joined thtTCBS-TV public relations

department as manager of special

projects. He’ll handle program
exploitation, star buildups, show
preems and other special jobs un-

der public relations chief Dave
Jacobson.

Goldstein, a vet film publicist,

at one time was also exploitation

chief for United Artists, publicity

manager for 20th-Fox and eastern

ad-pub- chief for David O. Selznick.

WNBQ Paces Chi

LocalTV Rosters

Louisville, April 29.

Question of local taxation on ra-

dio and TV equipment was argued
last week before Court of Appeals
in Frankfort, Ky., state capital,

addition to gathering and broad- Higher court had held in an earlier

casting information urgently need- opinion that this equipment, TV
ed by the community’s people, tower, is not manufacturing machin-
your newsmen and other staff meqi- ery and therefore is subject to city

bers assisted otheri stations and net- taxes. The law generally excludes

work’s newsmen on assignment manufacturing machinery from
there. This unselfish cooperation local taxation,

benefited the nation, as well as the Case was instituted by WAVE-
immediate community, by acquaint- TV, Louisville, and asked Jefferson

ing the general public with the Circuit Court if its 570-foot TV
flood situation’s scope and gravity.” tower is subject to city taxes. It

claimed the tower is an integral

part of its operation, free from
taxes. City of Louisville argued
that the tower is not manufacturing
equipment and should be taxed.
Circuit Court judge held that the

tower and the rest of WAVE’S
equipment are not manufacturing
machinery. Station appealed and
the "high court adopted the Circuit
Judge opinion as its own. In last

week’s argument WAVE urged the
court to - limit its consideration to

the tower and the court seemed dis-

posed to concur in this.

Chicago, April 29.

First major programming expan-
sion on the local scene for some
time Is due to kick off next week
at WNBQ, the Chi NBC-TV plant.

With the parent network turning
back the 11:30 a.m. to noon daily

spot for local use, WNBQ program
director George Heinemann is fill-

ing the strip with five daily half-

hour housewife-angled shows lean-

ing heavily 'on the how-to-do-it for-

mat.
The “here’s how” stanzas, each

dealing with a different phase of

homemaking, yet designed to pro-
vide a day-by-day continuity, will

give the station by far the biggest
roster of house-built packages in

the city. Four of the new shows
are being put together by Heine-
mann’s department and the fifth

has been bought from the Herbert
S. Laufman shop.
By using the demonstration for-

mula, featuring in most cases a
single personality, production costs
on the strip are being kept to a
minimum. The quintet of 30-minute
daily chapters is being brought* in
for less thaq $3,000 weekly, exclu-

sive of time- charges.
Each day will be given over to a

special hausfrau category. ' On
Mondays the subject will be home
economics; Tuesdays, Interior dec-
orating; Wednesdays, the Laufman
show on infant care; Thursdays,
fashions, and Fridays, beauty hints.

*4- The 1952 series of Broadcast
Music, Inc., program clinics has
had greater attendance and enthu-
siastic .response than even the BMI
toppers expected, judging by the
first group of the 40-odd sessions

that are being held. At those
clinics already held attendance has
been averaging above the 100

The BMI affairs are being held
in * three-week span, running
from April 24 through May 16.

They are shirt-sleeve sessions in

which problems of the radio in-

dustry, programming and sales

are given down-to-earth coverage.
Spirit of most of them is that ra-

dio will remain healthy as long as

it is creative programwise and ag-
gressive saleswise.

Mike Hanna, of .WHCU, Ithaca,

N. Y.v spoke at the clinic in

Charleston, W, Va., yesterday
(Tues.). The answer to the broad-
casters* problem, Hanna said, is

showmanship. “Not gags, not gim-
micks,. not giveaways, but most
definitely an enlightened outlook
on the problems of people and an
effective effort to solve those prob-
lems,” Hanna said. He stressed

that “mass media have never had
a greater opportunity for service.

A great drama commands* atten-

tion, yet there is no greater drama
than the intelligent presentation
of the problems which now face

us.
Election Year Needs

“Broadcasters must put their

facilities to use with greater imag-
ination, showmanship and cour-
age,” Hanna continued, discussing
the importance of this election

year. “Life In a democracy is con-
troversial. Controversy in a de-
mocracy is settled by understand-
ing. Radio alone can reinstate the
town meeting. Education need ngt
he dull. Education can pay divi-

dends. in satisfaction and cash.”
In another typical clinic talk,

(Continued on page 36)

White House Open House

To Get Wide TV Pickup

With Truman as Emcee
Millions of American citizens

will be able to see the inside of

their President’s domicile for the

first time Saturday (3), when the
v

major television networks take
their cameras into the newly re-

furbished White House for a per-
sonally-conducted tour bv Presi-

dent Truman. Show, a pool pick-

up, will be aired from 4 to 5 p.m.,

with ABC, CBS and NBC carrying
it. DuMont is also expected to

join the pool. Radio outlets will

do their own pickups Saturday or
Sunday.
TV webs plan to utilize six

cameras for the tour, with the
President escorting them through
the ground and first floors of the
White House. CBS’ Walter
Cronkite will be narrator, to in-

terview the President on the
changes made. While the Presi-
dent’s secret service guard will

naturally be on hand, web repre-
sentatives said they encountered no
problem in obtaining permission
from the FBI to do the show.

Similar tour has been open on
a limited basis to the public in

Washington since the Trumans
moved back into the White House
several weeks ago. Cost of the
pickup, which is expected to be
several thousand dollars, will be
shared by whichever webs carry
the show. TV signals are to be
fed via direct cable to the tele-

phone company in D. C., for piping
onto the networks.

> f i
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BARRY GRAY’S $4,400

1-WEEK GAB JACKPOT
Barry Gray’s post-midnight gab

stanza on WMCA, N. Y., pulled a
record take of $4,400 last week, re-

sulting from the insertion of ad-
ditional spots to accommodate the
waiting list of sponsors seeking to

get on the show.
Previously there had been only

three newscasts during Gray’s mid-
night-to-3 a.m. stint, but addition of
a fourth permits inking of another
advertiser. There are 12 regular
spots nightly, but provision is

made for two or /three other cli-

ents to come in on an irregular
basis, such as film companies plug-
ging a new pic. That makes it pos-
sible to hit a total of 19 spots a
night.

Gray’s deal with the indie calls

for a 50-50 split on net commercial
fees. Of Gray’s take, which was
$2,200 last week, 40% goes to

Chandler’s, east side eatery whence
the show originates. Latter addi-
tionally pays Gray’s $1,500 weekly
talent fee. This will be upped to

$2,000 in June.
i
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WOR-TY ‘B’way Theatre’

In 32.3 Pulse Rating On

Cross-the-Board Basis
“Broadway TV Theatre,” WOR-

TV, N. Y., program which repeats
the same dramatic stanza cross-the
board, hit a cumulative rating of
32.3 in its first week April 14-18,
according to a special survey made
by The Pulse, Inc. That would
bring it into more homes than any
other dramatic stanza in the N. Y.
area, judged by Pulse reports, since
Procter & Gamble’s “Fireside The-
atre,” via WNBT, hit a 32 on the
last regular report (April). Of
course, “Fireside” got its figure in
one half-hour, while “Broadway”
accumulated its rating over five 90-
minute shows.
Another rating Was taken using

Pulse’s regular technique. This
was taken on Friday night, April
14, last evening of the run of
“Trial of Mary Dugan.” Average
rating was 6.7, running from a 6.3-

to a 7.3.

To get the cumulative tigure,
Pulse asked viewers which of eight
different shows they viewed on
each night of the week covered.
One of the eight shows asked about
each night was “Broadway.” Re-
sults indicated that an unduplicated
audience of 32.3% of all homes in
the N. Y. area caught the WOR-TV
program at least once.
WOR prexy Theodore C. Strei-

bert feels that the Pulse report,
justifies the “repeat performance”
experiment. It’s figured that it is

paying off handsomely on a cost-
per-thousand basis. Esty agency for
Cavalier cigarets and D’Arcy agen-
cy for General Tire are reported
happy with the audience data.
StreiJjert feels that audiences will
build as more viewers learn that
the series is on cross-the-board.

j i :
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Admiral Doubles

TV Coin Outlay
Chicago, April 29.

The present “softness” of the

network television market which
has seen several advertisers bow-
ing out is now generally believed

to be the result of the more or less

normal shakedown process as the

current season nears its end. Rath-

er than a wholesale shy-off because
mounting TV’s costs have been tied

to its rise in circulation, the cur-

rent defections, in many cases, are

recognized as program and format
re-shufflings aimed at strengthen-

ing positions wheq the new season

kicks off next fall.

A denial of bearish reports that

bankrollers are kissing off video

was entered this week by Seymour
Mintz, Admiral Corp. ad director.

He disclosed the tele set manufac-
turing firm, rather than abandon-
ing the medium, will spend nearly

twice as much in TV this year than

a year ago.
This year Admiral is committed

to an expenditure of about $2,-

500,000, compared to $1,322,504 last

year. The *52 figure, incidentally,

is over five times the amount the

firm spent in 1949 when it shelled

out $471,816. Admiral spent

$759,533 in 1950.
Major slice of the ’52 budget

goes into ABC-TV’s coverage of the

national political conventions in

July. In addition, Admiral spon-

sors Bob Trout’s CBS news show.

f t

OLDS MULLS PEGGY LEE

RADIO SPONSORSHIP
Oldsmobile "may enter radio

sponsorship for the first time in

several years by signing for the

Peggy Lee show on CBS Radio.

Car firm has been a steady client

of CBS-TV for several years as

bankroller of the web’s Doug Ed-

wards news show.
Miss Lee’s shcftv is currently

aired Tuesdays and Thursday from

7:30 to 7:45 p.m., alternating with

Campbell Soups’ “Club 15.” With

Procter & Gamble having renewed

recently for its three early evening

strips on CBS, the Olds deal would

give the web SRO status daily

from 6:45 to -8 p.m. Agency for

Olds is D. P. Brother.

,
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BPSBA-gSS. “Judy

Splinters”; H » r r yJHjwhfleW,
|

Clarice NewmiP* Betty Solomon,

TMrectorfLe* Tomalln

SO Wins.; I|ri.p 5:30 pan.

teleportkaits
WOR-TV, New York

“Star for a Moment** has the

ingredients for a ’show—but no

show. The elements include Shir-

lev Dinsdale; ^competent ventrilo-

«nist with her doll, the saucy

“Judy Splinters”; a panel, includ-

ing regular Clarice Newman (of

the sponsoring firm) • and guests

Harry Hirshfield and Betty Solo-

Son, Tatter a nursery teacher; and
moppet guests, a g e d m to 10.

The purpose is to have the panel

tae “the most, natural and charm-

ing child’* as the Misses Dinsdale

and Splinters interview the chil-

dren. But on the preem
>

Friday

M |4M 4*< MHIHM M l Ml 1 1 MM MiM M I f 4MH>U44 M

Tele Followup Comment
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Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
brought down the curtain Sunday
(27) on their most successful sea-
son in TV' (and most successful in
show biz). By now NBC’s “Colgate
Comedy Hour” stars have devel-
oped their routines to a point
where they can do little or no
wrong. Unlike ’'other comics who
exhaust their stocks-in-trade by
overdoses of video, M & L have
achieved that rare talent of easing
their way through variations of old
and familiar business, yet manag-
ing to giving it a continuing spark
of freshness and comicality. They
wear well on TV, and it’s a cinch
that, come the ’52-’53 Colgate cycle,

(25 )

*
the "kids were shy, stiff and, TJS

for the most part, said little more |p
r second semester last

than “I don’t know.” The dummy September.
,

SS one -unfamiliar tune which .
If anything, last Sunday’s season

didn’t register and later chirped fadeout had a pace and -spon-

“Sunshine Cake,” which did get taneity about.it that matched the

over Ventrilo also led the tykes in Jest of their .previous efforts,

a chorus of . “Three Blind Mice,” Lewis’ two-in-two impersonatmn of

which should have held a juve Marlon Brando and the Contmen-

nndience tal, bls saff°r dance with two mop-
8
Panel was involved in the pro- pets, his stowaway bit on an ocean

ceedings only in the first few liner climaxed by a sequence of

minutes during which Hirshfield seasickness, his “monitoring” of a

tossed off a couple of quick dance chorus at an audition, his

stories Then they were forgotten byplay «and chirping with Kitty

until the selection of ft winner. Kallen (along with Martin) and the

Interviews lacked point and the M & L “assist” in a frantic terp

Questions tossed at the small fry bit with the Four Step Bros.—here
didn’t seem to click. Many were were all the anticipated grotes-

patronizing, such as “And what queries and hilarities plus Martin's

would you like, to be when you own distinctive contribs and vocal-

grow up?” Thqre was too much izing, brought to a high point of

stress on the boy-and-girl angle, comic perfection. Producer-director

as in Judy’s coquetting with the Ernest D. Glucksman and television

boys — which was neither healthy director Kingman T. Moore vested

nor amusing. Her teasing one the show with a swiftness and co-

youth on his name was also poor hesiveness that accented the full

judgment. A lot more real study hour’s entertainment values,

of children is called for. .
• • - Rose.

The squeaky voice of the dum- jf it’s true that kids dictate the

my tends to grate on adult ears viewing habits of their parents, as

and her had-gfrl characterization recent surveys have shown, then
doesn’t make for easy rapport with cBS-TV’s “Sam Levenson Show”
the kids. Having Judy on for only miKht stand a chance of snaring an
a segment, With Miss Dinsdale audience in its Tuesday night at 8
playing more of the friendly aunt spot opposite the formidable com-
role might help draw out the petition of Milton Berle on NBC-
youngsters. . .. TV and Bishop Fulton J. Sheen on
The charming child competi- DuMont. That is, of course, if the

tion doesn’t hold up.. Having fewer j^g g^jj g0 for Levenson’s brand
children and giving them each a of humor. His comedy, with a
chance to express .themselves in uniVersal touch, is still based on
an informal, partyish atmospheie his reminiscences of his Brooklyn
could provide more Interesting ma- childhood but it’s the kind of nos-
ter

j,
al

-
. , . . .. talgia that will get the parents

Commercials were friendly an- more than the kids. When all’s

nouncements^ for the children s
said) 0f C0Urse, CBS has moved

** OTU# * *

Murray, whose tele debut showed were natural and added elan to an
him to be a bit nervous at the already spirited show. And, like
start, but who warmed up to his any of the flesh-and-blood guests,
task soon enough. The sketches they were adeptly integrated into
tiad some specially good moments, a sketch with Sid Caesar and
Les Brown, per usual, show- Imogene Coca, This was an amus-

backed capably and Alfred Apaka, ing item in which. Caesar-Coca
Hawaiian singer, impressed in his were lookers-on at a society wed-
solo. Jose, ding with Kukla and Ollie ably—-— holding up their end of the col-

Jack Benny paid off a reciprocal l0(iuy. Incidentally, in Hhe finale

guest shot on the George Burns & puppeteer Burr Tiilstrom took a

Gracie Allen CBS-TV show last bow with his characters.

Thursday night (24), and it was no n/r*
a
?,
za was

^
aJ0^e 'Dp?

r ’
^

Caesarr,

surprise that thqse experts in tim- ^lss Goca and Garl Reiner socked

ing and comedy parlayed most of °X5
r
u
a German ^bn number, in

the half-hour into some sock com- Jjjmh
wwStart

8
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V
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J
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Lucky strike fingles - Hjs antics at the keyboard®

Sunday night video stanza was built KS'SS?.®

photographer,
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1*30 p m Levelson, who copped a hefty,

fartilSnatlnr
’ W FrL* 1,3° P

‘ albeit sustaining rating, in his pre-

WABD-DuMont NY vious early Sunday evening spot,

i * preemed in his new period last
Ethel Colby, N.Y.’s only femme Tuesday night (22). Under the hep

drama critic (Journal of Commerce) aegis of producer Irving Mansfield

is back at her TV stand on WABD and director Byron Paul, the show

with a good; neatly-paced news
this^yefr^ After““Storing

and interview show on legit and mdnolog, which is still the best
films. While not' grooved specifl- par|; 0f his show, he paraded on
cally for thfe housewives, the show his guest talent with their “prob-
should grab off a good share of the lems ** which he himself adjudi-
available daytime audience in its cates

’

in this instance, it was
thrice-weekly spot immediately Buster Crabbe’s two kids, who ob-
af&: lunch. jected to their daddy’s being cast
Miss Colby, one-time actress, is as a villain sometimes in his west-

possessed of a fine speaking voice erns and Ken Murray apd his
and ingratiating personality afcd is wife with the latter complaining
naturally well-informed on her sub- that

’ Murray was not romantic
Ject matter. That’s a good combo enough. Those are problems?
for a show of this type, with the Bil and Cora Baird, with no dis-
brand of guests obtained the only cernible reason for being on the
other factor to be considered. And, show, scored nonetheless with one
V'iLh her wide acquaintance in 0f their standard puppet routines,
show biz, §he should score on that The Murrays’ gimmick gave
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als0, 0n tbe stanza - caught Levenson a chance to bring out A1
Ud)

> she interviewed Jessica Tandy Kelly introduced as the “Canarsie
jnd Hume CronyU, husband-wife Continental,” who quickly threw
team currently starring in the things into chaos with his imper
croadway click, “Fourpdster,” and SOnation of the real thing but com
displayed with her perceptive r>lete with doubletalk. It made for
Questioning that she’s not merely a nice bit of fun. Stal
going to gush at her guests and . —
wik about trivialities. Bob Hope has apparently de

/vfTVv .
also Save a capsule review velooed a formula that works well

™?bvia de Havilland’s “Candida,” with both services and civilian au-
opened the preceding night, diences His lines are not so uni-

leeit
SP0t news about

,
n d lateral that they are not readily mi

N--

him into this spot only as a tem-
porary maneuver for the re-

mainder of this season, so that any

around Benny’s femme impersona- Tho^
0?2«^a

tion (of Gracie Allen), the return
curtis^wa’s not as^successfuTaltwovisit also established an integra-
uur4s * was

.

no
J

: as successtui as two

tion of the two formats this time couples- out for a Sunday drive.

Bennv ‘‘nlavTnfr’'^ th* However, Caesar’s speciality, as a

sideHnP rnmmlnHrv L jilted suitor, and Miss Coca’s Brit-

against the proscenium arch (a 11 1? hal1 turn were stronger
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en?nff

Metop soprano Graciela Rivera,

through fh

p

1

n « »n aided by Jack Russell, neatly put
over an aria from “Barber of

Burns^with Seville.” Russell had one of his

usinff a'rivflrJf
C
if

a
fhPv

r
nnvrSd

n
n« best characterizations In the

a “Rambling Gambling Man” prod-

nessnra?tin^v uction number, Which featured

B’|
SS dancer Pauline Goddard and the

with
8
fhp hiiirim.

i

i
e
nvo?tn

C
«°i^

e+w dancing and vocal choruses. Hamil-

Iri i Pht hli ton Trio terped pleasantly as 1902

hp
g
nhnn?Jr? Jffn

e
f

C^n bathers and Nelle Fisher and Jerry

SDirinv^rrint^thS Ross put over tbe Japan-localled

which® last
P
Thursday s show feU

baU6t’ 8

—Benn ThJrn
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! Billy Williams quartet offered a

A
0 change of pace from their usual

iCUd from Frisco into L» A« rpnprfoirp wit^i flip nntfirtt cnir-

Dunch 1 y,

be itual, “Glory Road.” This started

cause
1

'“Mr
&

a with a striking shot in silhouette.

thUfvo
of

^
C
t?
S Bill Hayes and Judy Johnson

n ot ” hid fr/ ^Pffrpf teamed on a bouncy tune, “What
Uvpmwfjf ^ Can You Do Without a Man?”, in

which they also did some legwork.

^elYvJrv
6
*rp

nd
fh tin 0ver tbe Past coupla years HayesS s T? has loosened up, but still betrays

some stiffness in his stepping
trade of these master showmen. In
this case they had too many lines
to race through. Rose.
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derstood by non-military minds,

and at the same time, his gags have

the EDISON THFATWTr a lauSh appeal that encompasses

Ivin, it i
THEATRE rnnet rtf the living room audiences.

With Helamc Moltz, Edward Toti,-.
m
ThP Hone session on the “All

Jack Wilcox, Patricia Smith,
stJr

he
ReVU

P
e” Series on NBC-TV

G?ace
Sc0tt, John Holland’ Tcd

lat. (26), was among his better

Producer* William MWriii shows. Unfortunately, there Was
j

Director‘’PAfil i?
Merrill- eriod when the sight conked out

30 Mins * WedS 7
ra
ii at a point whicl

l
indi

f
ated Ti!

Detroit edtson one of the best
;

sectl0ns of
rtll

b
u

^VXYZ-TV
C0 * show. However, there were enough

This u +’ •

c^ro^ good stretches on the early part of

turin
® \

ast in a series of plays fea- tbe display to give a good overall

otw?
lo

9
al talent was, like the effect

Stand n ft^bov? par and able to Telecast, which originated at the

betfa«
con

lParisori with some of the Presidio. San Francisco, was aided

Ser networks shows. The cast by Gale Robbins who did okay in

Monti”* chosen for “Havana the song and sketch department,

*ffipdV01
^edy hyCrienn Hughes the Befi Sisters, youthful song

'
Merrill SLf.eie7isi

-
0
?,

hy^WilUam team who, with “Bermuda” record

“America’s Town Meeting**
of^ tackled a tepid question on ABC-
tions

10
WOR TV

r
StpS Sunday (27) in its discussion of

lpnvth SI MAn S
ll

the full-
“^yhat Do Primaries Prove” by

fnr^fivA SJav 5?
r
|?\ Senator Estes Kefauver, Demo-

Wh iWh nd
S ^ ‘ cratic presidential aspirant, and

Rep. Jacob J. Javitz, Republican

rtSSSii! supporter of General Eisenhower.

n pnn nrfah Although it’s not necessary for this
handicap, although to a somewhat fv*np of chnw to come uu with a

wSk's
degree, as the previous

Tnh!?
S
rppJ?

a
Vrftfm^

a
iXrt2

U
Aifwf generated no conflict between the

nlav
1

discussants and ran off like a class-
play, with its group of zany Run- room lecture on civic duties and
yonesque characters, had s ora e

good government. Both Kefauver
good farce moments but the Run- and javRz were strong in favor of
yon touch has since progressed to a

“u
t “ dirT

#
^orimaries to all the

the point of the current Broadway states
* primaries xo an me

click’ Guys and Dolls,” so that a pac*t that the question in hand

vp .?fn
Horse would was not particularly exciting gave

ha
Sil

e
!hfl

dwnp tv* eve an important role to John Daly,
That the WOR-TV dramatic sys- wb0 debuted on this stanza as the

tem benefits the playing, camera replacement for George V. Denny,
work and other production facets Jr^ vet “Town Meeting” modera-
was obvious on the show caught tor> Daly did a g00d job of keep-
(24) Cast topped by Orson Bean ing the discussion rolUng and, in
as the milquetoastish Erwin had faJe of the mutually held opinions,
its lines and action down pat and even attempted to stoke up some
there was never a fluff either in excitement by offering arguments
the dialog or lensing. Result was against the primary system. Daly
a smoothly-polished performance

is

6
a fluent gabber and shows the

that, while it might have stood bet- requisite authority and objectivity
ter pacing, was letter perfect in to handle the moderator’s spot the
ex
£^riu

n
'

. . , , next time any moderation becomes
Whether intentional or not, sev- npppccarv

~
* Herm

eral members of the cast seemed to
y ’

be basing their performances on
fVl

Q

the unique methods of other enter-
tainers. Bean, for example,* did a Tow

,

n̂ ^as^1?
u^da f

good job but his voice and manner- over-the-mark effort ^ JJ®f
?YeFa*b

isms almost carbonned those f of encompassing what amounted to a

Wally Cox. Martin Kingsley, as Dill of seven acts with two of them

the top man on the horse, Patsy, doubling. JD? Metopera si Dorothy

must have seen Sam Levene in the Kirsten and Jan Peerce closed the

original production. Jack Dia- Jour-long
.
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mond and Mickey Freeman, as high siyio via a duet—-the love dis-

Kingsley’s two cronies; Ann covery.scene from La Boheme'—
Thomas, as his ex-Follies girl sfter singling in the forepart. The

friend, and Carol Wheeler, as ionor deuced with a resounding de-

Bean’s wife, did good work to top hvery of R®ca
f̂

s®*
Ql?i

ie
nnnn

thp siiDBortins cast " * richest in his standard popalog.

Producer Warren Wade, in his t't^wa »

,P
°ThP

attempt to preserve the original fourth m The Man I Rove. The

script, has come up with one minQ£ iopFano as
JJJ

1® ®f

flaw. Show, in going from scene ^>e
^i?

es
1

Demg a l°pker, bpt ijis

to scene, takes little advantage of particular^numb^er does not seem

TV’s fluidity. Instead, it gives all a fitting showcase for her luscious

the appearance of a theatrical pro- pipes,

duction, even to the point of hav- leemg on,

DRAW TO WIN
With Henry Moron, moderaiort
Abner Dean, Bill Holman, Sid
Holt, Eve Hunter

Producers; Winston O’Keefe* Joel
O’Brien t

Director: O’Brien
30 Mins.; Tues., 8:30 pan.
CBS-TV, frpw N. Y.
With this new panel-cartoon

show picked up by Alcoa as sum-
mer sub for “See It Now,” CBS-
TV has slotted it in the Tuesday
night at 8:30 period for the re-
mainder of the present season to
give it a shakedown cruise. And,
judging from the preem last Tues-
day night (22), the show will need
plenty of shaking down. Despite
the frantic work of Henry Morgan,
who’s marking his return to Tv
with this, and of the panel of car-
toonists, the show had trouble
getting started and never capital-
ized on whatever promise it might
have.
New entry basically is merely

another form of panel charades,
only in this one the contestants
must guess ‘the correct ’slogan,
song title, etc., on the basis of a
cartoon based on the words and
drawn by one of the three car-
toonists. Panel and the artist work
against the clock, with a maximum
of $25 available to the home view-
er providing the problem. If the
format sounds similar to Kermit
Schaefer’s “Quick oh the Draw”
show aired via the DuMont net,
that’s probably unintentional, on
the part of the new Winston
O’Keefe-Joel O’Brien packaging
firm.
Morgan probably needs some

shaking down too after his long
layoff for, while he kidded the
cartoonists and Eve Hunter, as
the non-artist guest, he never
lapsed into that sharply-barbed
humor for which he’s noted. Maybe
he’s mellowed by now but it’s

hoped not, since without that
unique brand of comedy, he’s only
another in a long string of TV
panelmasters, Abner Dean and
Bill Holman, as regulars, and Sid
Hoff and Miss Hunter, entered
into the spirit of the thing hut the
spirit wasn’t enough. At one point
in the show, incidentally, Morgan
got his cards mixed up, with the
result that the cartoonist was draw-
ing one picture while the panel
was trying to guess another one.

That, however, is only another
reason why shakedown cruises are
in order and the show will prob-
ably be rounded into shape by the
time Alcoa steps-in in June.

Stal

producer of the show and Sfck a si impress as having a were wording
.

irom cneir own

(Continued on page 38)
1 good live potential, and Fred Mac- 1

stage-within-a-stage, the puppets

Hammerschmidt’s

ing a miniature" curtain* rising "and
falling to mark the acts. That f^om the Ringling circus current

might be okay in a theatre but at the N. Y.
rJ

ve
J1

?,

dispels the illusion which should of a wuuier m doseup.,
although a

be built up for the living-room couple of off-camera shenanigans

viewer.
' Stal by one of the simians 'which

v
; brought studio chuckles were no

mT„ <<Tr ou~,r Chn,.,e'* help to the home aud. Third niche
NBC-TV s Your ^bow of Shows we

p
t tQ the Tong Bros (3)( 0rien-

had a mass master^f-ceremonies
tal acrog who wan0ped with hand

F
n
ran

S
™
U
d
r
0me^oktver J»j&

stars. Fl
i?L'c'olonel *and^Fletcher derstanding the other two. Thus

Dragon, the Colonel and Fletcher
firgt £0ur turns consisted of

Ri?bblt- nff
w
„
e
” axLiebman novelty - song - novelty - song; the

charming emcees^the Max^Liehman
gullivan-Marlo Lewis production

series has yet presented, and it has
combo are one 0f the few that can

A ihp
U
KuklatiolitanSlavers 2et away with this sort of routining

Although the Kuklapoiitan Fiflyers
nnfi awav with it thev did as

working from their own ana get away wixn « mey a u

(Continued on page 34)

DDIE NEWMAN
60 Mins., Mon., 11 p.m.
WPIX, N.Y.
Unless surrounded by a fancy

budget, top guests or an ingenious
orm of presentation, the average
disk jockey on video may find him-
self being an emcee for a flock of
film clips. This seems to be the
situation in the case of Eddie New-
man, a popular -figure for Philly
radio dialers who comes up for this
11 p.m. stint, on WPIX.
Newman impresses as being a

personable chap. Initial show
found him over-eager and too anx-
ous to please. He needs to settle

down and find a format that will
make him a little more interesting
to watch.
Preem had him doing some spiel-

ing between musical shorts. Most
of the clips were appropriate for
the occasion featuring a variety of
pop artists. There was a secretary
who was a ringer for Bette Davis
and an occasional guest who edme
in for a quickie. There was one
particular sequence, in which a
woman performed some laughing
exercises. There was little infec-
tiousness in that turn.
A series such as this needs either

a big budget or a gimmick. So far,

Newman has* come up with neither.
Jose.

LAURIE ALWYN AND EVE
Producer: Bert Claster
Director: Jeri Wyatt
30 Mins.; Thurs., 11 a.m.
ACME MARKETS
WBAL-TV, Baltimore
This is a longtime radio standby

featuring mother and daughter
team in a potpourie of informal
conversation wrapped around a
smartly versatile format including
food, diet, exercise, charm, per-
sonal advice and a spot of local-
ized news. Video is a natural for
the nice looking duo and the gals
slide into their added chore
smoothly and with complete con-
fidence.

’•

Seated at a tea table with stu-
dio guests also spotted at tables,

Laurie Alwyn, with decided Brit-
ish accent, but at ground level for
hausfrau following built up here
through the years on WCBM for
the same sponsors (Acme Mar-
kets), leads the talk. Daughter Eve
pitches in with some of the cross-
fire and demonstrates the slim-
ming exercises they advocate.
Makes for pleasing daytime inter-

val and sells strongly throughout
the tntire half-hour spread.

Burm.
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•tHB CHASE PEE WEE EEESE SHOW
wul K|f| SwcuMtti LlklUt Willy With Frank Slttfi***"

Cameron Andrew*, Enth Gilbert, Frodncer: Paul

Barry Halne*, Kermlt Murdock * * • «** *!iS “

Director: Walter MeGraw
Writer: Lawrence Klee

SO Mina.; Sun., T8:30 p.m.

Sustaining ^ .

NBC, from New York

GXJNSMOKE
With Bill Conrad, othera
Producer-Director* Norman +

15 Mina/, Sat., 5:4S p.MB .Donnell

JOHNSON * SON Muale: ^.ex Koury^
MBS, transcribed H Min*,, Sat-j. V.30 pan.

Pee Wpe Reese, the Brooklyn CBS. from Hollywood

Dodgers* captain-shortstop, shapes Gunsmoke is a
. «. i xtptiz VODHT" /iwv

as an okay gabber on Mutual's new oater pegged for moppet and adult
|
J]V NEW YORK CITY

From the Production Centres

is a blazing radi-

TV

jvv, uw™ z.7 — . , » pne as an oicay sauuej. uu » ” —
•

, .

Lawrence Klee, writer baseban info series. Although his listening. The cactus vintaged se-j
Jean Hergholt to be feted at 21 Club May 21 on his. 15th anni as

f's “Man Against Crime, has technique seems stiff and ^g js presented with top thesi

come up with a mystery-adventure self conscious, the wamitn an
and scriptjng values that pull it working on “Proudly We B

jeries for OTC ra^o w^h breaks theVd dialers. Series way ahead of the P*ck of AM beamed P“ 1’®™.?“°'*:,^,-

Chase"''proclaims that its stories jrill have

thesping
|

«*Dr Christian” Jack Kuney, WLIB' program director, currently
Hail,” Army Air Force recruiting show
Broadcast Advertising Bureau v.p. Kevin

are predicated on thejheory
(

that baU anecdota

everybody, at some timeorother,
^
u

preem show indica- sagebrush
a
groove

w
Jinx Falkenburr McCrary celebrates her fifth anni on radio with an

is cither the hunter or the hunted data
^tSd^y

P
(2^ Beese should |fr̂ f,0?off to a fast start Sat- all-star- guest list this morning (Wed.) over WNBC. . . .^ront Page

—either PhysicaHy or mentally,
£ new fans during the

lir§5? ?26) with a firstrate yarn Farrell” has added Charlie Baper, John Stanley, Jan Miner, John
That should coming summer, Sto^ revolt^ Griggs and Ronald Long..'..EaS George, Helen Carewe and Elaine

SSrSiSSto On the initialer Beese told some ofTu S marshal *to mmove^the Rost have joined “Just Plain Bill*’. . . .Bill Grey and ^Michael Dreyfus*
te
™f. Cnnrtav (27) made interesting yams about a few of murderer of a local thug and fore- are with “Bomance of Helen Trent”. . ..Gerrianne Raphael and Bill
Kickoff vehicle Sunday (_

off baseball’s past greats and summed stall the lynching of a man accused Quinn with “Our Gal Sunday . .Dick Sanders to Strange Romance
an enpossing yarn, u si t d^ up the league standings as they bf the crime. High level dialog and of Evelyn Winters”. .. .Eve Condon to ’‘Backstage Wife”. . . . Arlinc

the^escape^f a^leopard from a zoo shaped up after the^ first two standout thesping made it exciting Blackburn with “Stella Dallas”. .. .Doris
^

Rich joins “Young Widder
th
^

e
*

S
hf

P
iS»hPiiion of a hen-pecked weeks of the season. He also gave listening. Sock payoff came when Brown” Guy Sprel on “Lorenzo Jones.”

husband «The link-up, quickly hjnts °.n e

n

^ was discovered that the murder-
- Q0t^0n Eraser pinchhits for vaccationjng Pauline Frederick on her

established, was the frustrated ble er wa
£

a 12’ ê
?
r
v
0l<
wnr^™

W
u!!n

e ABC newscasts May 5-16 Victor Zembruski and the frau (Sophie)established, ... — Reese knows his stuff and the namejiappened to be ™Uiam Bq£
have started a Mr. and Mrs. .Polka show on Sundays
at 9-10 a.m Boss Gort, auto dealer, has bought three weekly sports

voi.~ wj.w~~, . ... .. Keese Knows ms stun ana me name ha
kidialers, even the young N. Y. ney or, as he 1

he has been caged by. a job he Bi
2«i^ . M1 . t f * shows, on WHLX Leigh Kamman, former AM-TV reporter in Mlnne-

detests and a domineering frau,
ei,, „!«»,. /W* n firiA lab

CJoPra<^* who 11 be featured
ap0ijs js now handiing WOV’s “1280. Club”; his wife, Patty McGovern,

the man stayed away
ifi’”,.

4
!
1*

, n
F
mtrodudne the oulrfes ™d LffSHveiTta

5
“taitta?

1'
si“8« with the Honey Dreamers. .. .Carl Me. WNJR disk jock, offers

St a
C
bafaSd finaU? decided to kin batting around the ga§. His com- ®£“

t We coSd b^ an acto?s W# festival at the Meadowbrook tomorrow. (Thurs0 night

the missus When the wife return- mercial spiels are also, effective. fieid day, but Conrad handles itHi. “V".. n r r. _ 1 GrOS. ’rl- r 1..L J J ,1,11V 1U1WWMW* »« - - _• - J
ed with the news that the leopard

had been killed, he went back to

against vac i»u umno
iV . Producer-writer: vnane

tion, although these would have
Djret)£or: j|ra Bormann'
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Ted Oberfelder, director of owned AM stations for ABC, is in

with restraint and understanding. Chicago through today (Wed.) then on to Detroit for the remainder

The supporting players were all of the week, gandering the oV/eb’s outlets World Broadcastings

believable; Norman MacDonnell’s “Forward America” awarded plaque by Veterans of Foreign Wars
Davis named AM-TV chief for the First Army (90

emcee, launched her
Pollster George Gallup

Gunsmoke” was launched by starts a transcribed pre-election' series, six times weekly, at 7:05 a.m.,

CB$ on a sustaining basis, a sit- Monday (5) over WCBS. George F. Foley is syndicating the 26-weekVnH more imnact with more real-i 9 e Anrll IK vt m ^ awi."uu*B « ***.-
I moiiuay \oi over vv^joo. wwige K. rw»cj la £>vviiwi.«i.rLi6 uic Whad more.impact W

some I

AP ’ * P nation that should probably be stanza, with WCAU (Philly) and WTOP (D.C.) among subscribers.
istic handling. There were some Sustaining
bizarre touches, as in his eating ^CCO, Minneapolisfemme he

remedied soon. Gros.

a raw steak, clawing a ...
picked up in the saloon and in her One of this station’s fortes is the
uivmu uj» «. Hnmflti7inff and re-ereatlnc of im- FIRST NIGHTER PROGRAM r;xceiio tv nas oougni a quaner-nour strip on vy vyjcvju s new mr.

h™* W
tho ^!^!VZ ”1ln f

fw! £5 Lw With Barbara Buddy, Olan Soule, Rhythm ’n’ Blues” stanza ....WVNJ will beam Jewish War Vets all-

Beonard Goldenson, prez of United Paramount Theatres, kicks off a

Cerebral Palsy drive on Bill Stern's NBC show tomorrow (Thurs.) ....

Exeello TV has bought a quarter-hour strip on WWRL's new “Mr.

beast, Jenny. Nevertheless, the p0rtant news events for ether

tale had enough offbeat aspects to
preSentation in order to bring

sustain interest.
them more forc|biy home to the

Karl Swenson did a nice job in t1! _ 3
' wnHpr Mittv-ish Dart of a Public, and, unfaiUngly, its staffers Writer: Virrinla Safford Lynn

ennart with capable as- do a hangup job. Another bull's- *»*«* Ainley

^‘ L i MHlie Wall Cameron eye is chalked up in this instance 30 Mms.; Sun,, 7 p.m.

in,fJX
L
n?,th Gilbert Law of St. Paul and other Minnesota Smtamlnt

^ towns' worst flood disaster. ^.S:

Dick Beals, Jim Backus, Bob star fete from Madison Square Garden May 14 A1 Morgan, of
Jellison; Vincent Pelletier, an- WCBS’ “This Is New York,” now a producer in CBS Radio’s, public
nouncer affairs department. . . .Bes Mitchell, who owns “Skippy Hollywood The-

Haines and Kermit Murdock
BHU

BET’S VISIT
With Jane Anne Diekman, Roger

Stevens
. .

30 Mins.; Mon.-to-Fri., 1:30 p.m.

Sustaining

atre” scripts, has leased space at Mexico City’s Churubusco studios to

make viapix of the yarns as “Guest Star Theatre” .... Phil Gordon,
WLIB disk jock, speaks at City College Jazz Assn, tonight (Wed.) ....

Harry Folts, WINS general manager, in New York Hospital for minor
surgery; will be bedded for about two weeks Bill Hedges, NBC

Titled “Emergency Call,” the
,

sl program, wnicn veepee 0f integrated services, a candidate for treasurer Of the Rotary
skilfully constructed, arresting 25- has been doing network duty for Qub 0f 'n.y “The People Act,” CBS-Ford Foundation airer, is now
minute show, offered as a public many years, has been brought back on disks for home playing, with 18 shows covered on nine platters ....
service, proved replete, with hu-

,t0 fin in paft of the vacated “Big John E. Kucera, Biow time-buyer topper, named AM-TV chairman for

k«nW
n
c ^nktur?

a
oftte

g
mtaeS Show" spot. Altar is skedded Sun- «« National Ass.n. of Mental Health. Mental Health Week will be

grapnic picruie or tne misery
, _ ,, . T ,

- May 4-10 .... George Ball, ex-program director of WGBR. Goldsboro,
wrought and damage done than day ^enings: at.7 thi ough June 1, N c ped to blic affairs director for WHLI. .. .Jack Lightcap,
any mere cold newscast or news- when it moves to another day and WTArc ^ Qofn^^rc
paper story was capable of doing, time.

For its return Sunday (27), series

WINS sports director, has a new sports show, 7-7:15 p.m. Saturdays.
G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, AM-TV director for National Assn, ofWPTR, Albany ....... _

Jane Anne Diekman, the young- it must have aroused its listeners

est conductor of a women’s pro- to a better realization of the situ- offered an original by Virginia Saf- Manufacturers, back home following a week in Houston and last week-

gram in the Capital District, teams ation’s seriousness and unloosened ford .Lynn, titled “Refresher
f.
n(* ^ yuy Lombardo, who is an officer of several corpora-

with announcer Roger Stevens on pursestrings for the relief funds Course.” A, domestic comedy- about tions, has been elected a director of- General Appliance Corp., which

a new show. Miss Diekman, daugh- campaign. At the same time, how- married people takihg each other is involved in oil development, welding, clocks, coin meters, etc

tcr .of a former actress (Veronique ever, it unfolded some gripping for granted, it proved to be a light, Vim Stores starts a five-minute strip with Bruce Elliot and Dan.Mc-
Perrin), first showed radio possibili- drama. engaging program, quite suitable Cullough on WOR today (Wed.) at 12:25 p.m. ....WLIB marks the
ties while a high-school student, in Cleverly working in taped inter- f°r Sabbath eve relaxing. There fourth anni of Israel with eight special shows on Sunday (4) at 5-8:45
Saturday morning appearances v jews with flood victims and a were some amusing but obvious p.m Laraine Day, wife of N. Y. Giants manager Leo Durocher,
with Forrest Willis over WOKO. telephonic appeal for aid by Gov. situations, some engaging dialog starting a post-midnight strip on WMGM, N. Y., from Hutton's, east-

C. E. Anderson to President Tru- and some rather strained gags, but side restaurant. She'll be beamed from 12 midnight to 3 a.m.
man along with on the flood, scene overall effect was to the good.

descriptions, the show missed no Olan Soule played the absent- /7VT TJfJTJ YWf)f)T)
bets in conveying the suffering minded husband and Barbara Luddy rr

and havoc and the need for much the somewhat neglected wife. (Duo It has been going on for so many years, 11 to. be exact, that it’s no
immediate help. Staffers Stew are slated for the leads in all the longer newj, when Camel picks up Bob Hawk for another season. When
MacPherson and Gordie 'Eaton series). When a friend suggested he comes back from his summer layoff he’ll be starting his 25th year
visited Red Cross headquarters to >to the wife that she spruce up a in radio .... Claire Trevor is being packaged for a summer dramatic
describe rescue work. They also bit, •and get dolled up to impress series called “Petticoat President” and Being written-produced by
went into the heart of the St. Paul the husband once agam, latter sus- irvlng Wallace. . . .NBC is giving a trial spin along its western skein the

Snip63 in “Four-Story Theatre” idea of Chet Mittendorf. Title refers to number
fl
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of narratives rather than height of the structure Michael Raffeto,

take her to her flooded home so son Innocently abetting matters
for the past eight months, came out of sick bay to appear on 20th

she could rescue her gas burners by his innocent but film-going con- f?
ni ^r

,
oa
^
c^ °* ^ne s y.

°,^
ndation

|
they accompanied the party and ditioned outlook. Good supporting Yo]?“S * Rirtacam, inow P°uring out Schlitz blurbs for “Halls of Ivy

slightly made the incident a part of the cast made show quite palatable and Playhouse of Stars” Tide Show will go on tape next season if
-

’ Bron. difficulties are resolved so the series cair be continued in its present

Despite limited experience in the

type of feature now essayed, she
does rather well. She possesses

an excellent voice, good diction,

friendly manner and noticeable in-

telligence,

Stevens, sure and easy, is a help-

ful co-broadcaster. Of the inter-

views heard, one with Fred Daiger.
former WXKW program director

and now director of Albany con-
vention bureau, was the best. He,
Stevens and Miss Diekman talked
about a coming civil defense drill.

An interview with a beauty consul-
tant (representing a foundation
garment company) was
marred by overlapping voices. Fri-

j
show

day blocks include talks about
,

- „ _ . . ,

From time to time there were
books by Mrs^ Olga Briggs, who

;
gov> Anderson’s appraisals of the

sometimes presents authors as
; calamity and Red Cross executives’

guests.
, _ _ . . I impressions. The listener learned

“Let s Visit” might be more wel-
1
What has been and is being done

come for a 15-minute stay. It w
, for the J.200 families in St. Paul

pretty talky now. Jaco.

ALBANY SENATORS BASEBALL
GAMES

With Dan Cunha, Johnny Lawrence
TOBIN PACKING CO.
WOKO, Albany
Dan Cunha, who has cut a swath

as Siena College Basketball coach
in the past six years and who for
a time also directed the institu-

tion’s baseball, debuts here with
Johnny Lawrence, veteran play-by-

S
layer. A former star at Notre
lame, Cunha possess distinct radio

potentialities, such as an area
name, sound knowledge of the
national game, and a strong, clear
voice. He is still obviously new
around the microphone; projection
is uneven, tongue is sometimes
tight, delivery is hard, vocabulary
is not always flexible. However,
with added experience and the
familiarity with Eastern league

S
layers that circuit swings will

ring—the originations, home
away, are liv
quite well.

Lawrence is sure in his grasp
of league ball and its participants,
but his delivery is sometimes
choppy. Advertising of sponsor—
which also auspices Schenectady
.games, via WPTR— stays within
reasonable bounds.

Joco.

alone who were driven from their
homes, heard about some of the
many errands of mercy performed
and were apprised of the work

Radio Followup

The music biz barometer for top
tunes, “Your Hit Parade,” entered

form. Girihy Simms may be missing and Jack Smith may pass up
radio for a tour of personals .... Radio version of “Hopalong CaSsidy”
bought by Ross grape juice for Coast CBS network “Dr. Christian’*
script contest drew over 8,000 entries.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Gene Scchafer, ex-Minneapolis radio consultant and U of Minnesota

nlt h Th p last

1

week
6
with

1 ^ ^
ed cl istricts as an Emergency Area inal importance as a plug outlet.

via^ W1™ one ot tne tour to De Kept on permanently as

wlaanrfhveiS** SS. - *
nc
? Nothing else much has chanced in replacement for chirper Patsy Lee who departs for matrimony

WCCO Staffers’ saluted
^
thi

6
’ iSd the format of this airer over the WMAQ’s “Destination Freedom” handed a Distinguished Service Award

Cross and volunteer rescue wmt- years since the late Mark Warnow from the Freedoms Foundation .... AFRA exec secretary

ers and their heroism Rees* originally batoned this musical down to the Gulf for a cduple weeks’ rest Peter Donald i

5th Anni for WPTZ

‘Gimbel Handyman’
Philadelphia, April 29.

Television’s oldest commercial
program, “The Gimbel Handyman,”
celebrates its fifth anni and the
sixth continuous year of telecast-
ing over WPTZ, on Friday (2) at
7:15 p.m.
“Handyman” program has been

a local fixture since 1947, at which

Cunha should do
! “r“ had 7,000 homes
with TV sets, as compared with
the more than 1,000,000 television
homes of present day. WPTZ at
time “Handyman” was launched
was only TV station in Philly and
one of few in America.
Jack Creamer, who holds title

spot r has missed only one program
since start.

Ray Jones
set tp pinch-

session in the mid-1980s. Since hit again this summer for Don McNeill as emcee of ABC’s “Breakfast
last fall, Guy Lombardo has been Club” .... Robert Wold, former promotion manager at WTCN *nnd
maestroing the radio version of WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, taken on at CBS here as sales service manager
this show and, of course, lias ....Beautician Marion Burgess' femceeing a Saturday morning beauty
changed the musical presentations hint show on WGN....Wade Chapman, ex-BBD&O, new account exec
from the previous loud and brassy at the Christiansen agency BMI prexy Carl Haverlin in town briefly
pattern into his familiar reedy, between trains enroute to Calgary, Canada. . . .Art Thorsen now Script-
bouncy and highly relaxing band me “WBBM Was There” Chicago Trihune hairkrolHne WGN’s re-
style

For the 17th anni show, Lora
bardo, currently on tour, originated
the show from a Chelsea, Mass.,
Naval hospital. It was another
straight musical presentation with
Sue Bennett guesting as femme
vocalist, thrushing such going hits
as “Be My Life’s Companion,”
“Please Mr. Sun” and “Wheel of
Fortune.” Kenny Gardner, regu-
lar Lombardo band vocalist, regis-
tered solidly on “Anytime” and
“Cry.” Aside from Its importance
to the music business, this show is

still a fil*strate musicalystanzA with
only the strong plugs for the dg
bftnkroller. interferring with the.
show’* easy Hstenability. Herm.'

mg “WBBM Was There” .... Chicago Tribune bankrolling WGN’s re-

prise of “Words and Music,” hosted by Holland Engle and featuring
the Stamoters and keyboarder Julaine Pelletier .... Bill Ballance added
to the WCFL deejay stable and assigned the 1:30 to 6 a.m. platter

sessiofi.

WCAU Up. Shnw
Philadelphia, April 29,

Charles Shaw, veteran WCAU
news analyst and CBS net corres-
pondent here, has been named
news director of WCAU (AM-TV-
FM).
Attached to the CBS news staff

in London during the war, Shaw
joined the WCAU news staff on hi*
return to this country in 1846.

Frisco FMcr Sold
San Francisco, April 29.

KGSF (FM), San Francisco, has

been bought by Electronic Service

Corp., from KWBR, Oakland. Op-

eration by the ESC was taken over

April 19. S. S. Cisler, who head*

ESC, also owns KEAR, San Mateo.

CaII letters of KGSF have been

changed .to KXXX, with operating

!

hours from 3 p.m. to 11 P*m.



Say ''Children's Hour" and instantly people in and around Philadelphia think of a Sunday

morning program now in its 24th year on WCAU Radio, sponsored by the Horn &
Hardart Restaurants and Retail Shops* Say "Horn & Hardart Herald" and they think

of the long-established news show heard every morning over WCAU, inviting them to

"hear what happened during the night/'

This part played by WCAU in the Horn & Hardart, organization's advertising is best

described in the Company's own words *

"We early recognized the economy of advertising by radio — and more particularly

over WCAU. Our 'Children's Hour' has not only done an outstanding sales job

but has become a most effective vehicle for promoting good community relations

.

furthermore, through our newscast, we have been able to tell our story to our

Philadelphia customers every weekday. The result has been 24 years of uninter-

rupted selling — over WCAU. Today we are finding WCAU just as productive a

sales medium as it has been at any time in our long and profitable association."
s

I

Almost a quarter of a century of consecutive and exclusive advertising on WCAU adds

more proof — proof that WCAU is th§ best time buy on the market

The Philadelphia Bulletin Station

CBS affiliate # 50,000 watts

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

St, Lpuis—Leonard P. Frankie,
prez of the Hawthorn Broadcasting
Go., is forming a new corporation
to be tagged Mound City Televi-
sion Corp., and will apply to FCC
for a TV permit. The Hawthorn
company already has asked FCC
for a permit to operate an AM rad-
io station in St. Louis,

Columbus—Richard Robbins, co-

owner of Television Film Produc-
tions here, has been named Ohio
film correspondent for AP’s re-

cently organized Spot News Pro-
ductions. Robbins, formerly of the

. sales departments of WBNS-TV
and WTVN, has 1 a t e 1 y- supplied
film from this area to “Today,”
PSee It Now” and “Sohio Report-

’>

Dallas—Doyle Love has been
named assistant to Murray Cox,
WFAA radio farm director...
James A. Fitzpatrick has been
upped from the station's sales staff

to assistant research manager for
the Dallas Morning News promo-
tion. department . . , Raymond C.

Huflfer, TV stage director, 'is the
new research director for WFAA
radio and TV.

.

.Jerry Haynes has
been added to the TV announcing
staff... New religioso, .“Mr. Pete
Speak s,” makes an ' .across-the-
board how via KLIF, sponsored by
Dearborn Stove Co. Rev. J. Gor-
don Peterson, industrial chaplain,
will conduct a 15-minute daily de-
votional segment for factory em-
ployees via remotes from the plant.

Minneapolis — WTCN-TV start-

ing new 1:30 p.m. 15-minute Mon-
day-thrjj-Friday show aimed at
housewives and comprising two of
week’s top tunes daily, consumer
information, community doings
and exercise demonstrations. Show
will be emceed by Mel Jess, sta-
tion personality, and will include
guest speakers. Changes in gov-
ernment buying regulations will be
explained to watchers, with news
on which items are back in the
market, hard' to obtain, and re-
quire no down payment. Newest
installment-buying regulations will
be announced, among other things.

Simon has been named
.

publicity
director for KQV. He succeeds
Don Tragesser. . .Cyrilla Mans-
mann’s “Story Chest” program on
WJAS every Saturday morning has
just started its sixth consecutive
year. . .Bill Burns, news editor and
newscaster- at KQV, will be a key
man this summer in the Mutual
network’s coverage of the national
political conventions . . . Alcoa Is

taking the local radio-TV editors
to New York for the Peabody
Awards luncheon. . .Pirates’ away-
from-home games will be recreated
by Rosey Rowswell and Bob Prince
over WWSW and a regional net-
work as in the past.

Columbus—Considerable switch-
ing around among radio-TV per-
sonnel here last week worked out
like this: Bill Hindman, announcer
at WOOL, • moved to WLW-C,
Crosley TV outlet, and Howard
Nadel, former WOSU announcer
and formerly employed by the*A-n-
ti-Defamation League, took over at
WCOL, the Charles Sawyer radio
station . . . Rita Thomas, publicity,
promotion and women’s director of
United Broadcasting’s WHKC, has
resigned to go to Florida, and her
place will be taken by Ann Duffy,
Community Chest publicist and
former producer of dramatic pro-
grams on WOSU... Randy Clum
and MeLMetzmaier were made as-
sistant technical supervisors at
WLW-C.

Minneapolis.—Jim Bormann, oh
WCCO news department head and
National Association of Radio'
News Directors’ president, has re-
ceived the Minneapolis Junior
Chamber of Commerce’s Award for
distinguished public - and- com-
munity service in ^consequence of
his aid for community projects.
It’s the first time such award has
been made to a radio man.

Seattle—Dick Crombie is back at
KJR as announcer-newsman, re-
placing Tom McCann, who has
gone to KOMO. Crombie, recently
at KRSC, was in the newsroom of
KOMO-KJR when the stations
were the Red and Blue, networks.

Pittsburgh—Ann Balmer, for-
merly with WESA in Charleroi, Pa.,
has joined the staff of WMCK in
McKeesport as head of the con-
tinuity department.

.

.WCAE
moves its studios from the William
Penn^ Hotel to the new Carlton
House on Saturday (3) . .

.

Owen

Salt Lake City—Emerson Smith,
program director at KDYL, NBC
affiliate, has resigned to join
George W. Baker Advertising
Agency as a partner. Smith came
to KDYL in 1939, after being a
staffer for two years with NBC in
San Francisco.

it’s a sin to tell a lie

!

problems but of issues affecting
Dominion as a whole.

WHAM -WHAM-TV, Rochester,
N. Y.—Another station that really
knew the score in knowing how to
promote itself, its programs and
it* clients. Station did a first-rate

Job of program promotion, and in-
tegrated this with intensive pro-
motion to the wholesale and retail

\
trade, designed to give extra point-
of-sale potency to air advertising,

“YAKIETY” CITATION—APRIL V, 1952
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IS IT TRUE what they

say about WHAM?
YOU be the judge and jury, Mr. Sponsor.

Let’s consider the VARIETY citation

just an introduction.

Do you want detailed facts and figures

to go with it? We’ll welcome your inquiry.

Or ask your nearest Hollingbery

representative to call.

WHAM .nd WHAM-TV
ROCHESTER. HEW YORK
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Long-Long-PIay %

San Antonio, April 29.

Police early last Monday (21)

were dispatched* to KONO,
only all-night local outlet, to

find out why one record was
being, aired for 45 minutes. .

Two officers were given the
assignment after telephone
calls to KONO remained un-
answered at *5:30 a.m.
The officers reported they •

banged on the door without
getting a response, and 'were
getting ready to break down
the door when it was finally

opened from the inside.
The operator • had fallen

asleep after starting the
record, and neither he nor
another employee off duty was
aroused by the telephone calls.

PM 'Playhouse’ Turning

Into Talent Showcase;

,
• Collegians Find Jobs

Number of radio, tele, film and
legit talent scouts are finding
PhiUp Morris*

,
“Playhouse on

Broadway” a happy hunting
ground. Several collegians,who ayn
pear on the CBS stanza (Sundays^
8:30 p.m.) together with stars such
as -Eva LeGallienne, Barbara Stan-
wyck, Rex Harrison, Joseph Cotten
and Ronald Colman, have ' been
picked up by networks and studios.
Latest is Robert Culp, a student
who was signed fqr the Michael
Midas production of “For Crying
Out Loud,” which opened recently
in New Haven.
Another payoff was film pro-

ducer John Ford’s tuning in the
stanza in January and hearing U.
of Southern

t
California • student,

Stan Johnson, co-star with Loretta
Young. Ford telegraphed Johnson,
who woXihd up with a part in
Ford's upcoming “What Price
Glory?” *

Producer-host-director Charles
Martin reports that 20th-Fox In-
terviewed Ann Wedgeworth, a
Southern Methodist co-ed, * and
Metro gave her a screen test.

Metro also has 'shown interest in
Tippy Stringer, a U. of Maryland
undergrad. Warner Bros., Ameri-
can National Theatre & Academy,
William Morris Agency and Music
Corp. of America are amongL the
various organizations which nave
been quizzing some of the “Play-
house” talent finds.

“Playhouse” project works in
'16-week

1

cycles, with ANTA judges
scoring the young hopefuls on
voice, emotional content and act-
ing potential. Winners of four
quarters vie for a $2,000 grand
prize at the end of the cycle. Mean-
while, each collegian gets fare and
expenses, plus $250 and member-
ship in American Federation of
Radio Artists. They also get coach-
ing in radio thesping from director
.Martin.

Culp, a U. of Washington stu-
dent, won the competition’s first

cycle prize of $2,000. As a result,
he stayed in New York, finishing
his course by correspondence. He
«has also been drawing regular .cast
assignments on “Playhouse,” and
when “Crying Out Loud” returns
to N. Y. he will resume making
the rounds for other AM and !TV
chores.

NBC-TV Pitches Edwards

To Gen. Foods for Fall
With Ralph Edwards signed to

a new 52-week firm deal by
NBC-TV for next season, the net-
work, thus far unsuccessful in
peddling the afternoon stanza, is
making a pitch to General Foods.
GF currently occupies the same
daytime segment on' the rival
CBS-TV web with the Bert Parks
show, and a decision in favor of
NBC would obviqusly mean drop-
ping CBS.
A General Foods-Edwards alli-

ance would mark an ironic turn of
events. GF originally, sponsored
Parks in the NBC-TV time but
switched over to Columbia several
months back. NBG fa# in Edwards
to fill the gap anq/iifncc then he’s
been chalking iip\ratings that have
proved a source^of embarrassment
to the GF Parks show.

Louisville — Sam Gifford has
been appointed WHAS radio pro-
gram director, leaving WHAS-TV
to assume new post. Until several
months ago, WHAS program direc-
tor was Harold Fair, now in adver-
tising in New York. Gifford began
his radio career in 1943 at Ash-
ville, N. C., later going to WOWO,
Fort Wayne.

April 1952

NIELSEN ROMANCING

CBS ON TV SERVICE
A. C. Nielsen was in Gotham last

week, Wooing CBS on signing uji

for his Nielsen Coverage Service.

Since negotiations fell through
with Standard Audit At Measure-
ment for a NCS-SAM merger, Niel-

sen Is stepping up his sales pitches,

particularly to television stations

and networks, because SAM won’t
report on the video field.

CBS is already a subscriber to

SAM and NBC has signed with
NCS, while ABC network has not
yet decided which group to sup-
port. Mutual and DuMont are also

on the sidelines for the present.
Nielsen, who expects to get his

coverage study out by the end of

August, will include a report on
TV stations* circulation. NCS is

being conducted via interviews,
with almost 100,000 persons polled
on the stations they tune to, how
often, whether at home or else-

where, and several other questions.

Data will be available on„.both AM
and TV,
SAM, which is headed by Dr,

Kenneth M. Baker, former re-

search chief of National Assn., of
Broadcasters who was on loan to

the now-demised Broadcast Meas-
urement Bureau, is using BMB-
type approach. This consists of

mailing a couple of million ballots

on which recipients list the stations

they listen to. This provides a
county-by-county check of each
station’s coverage. Last BMB re-

port was made in 1950,

NBC’s Kine Audition

Of Wally Cox Comedy
NBC-TV, continuing its new em-

phasis on situation comedy for-

mats, lensed an audition kinescope
on a new half-hour series last week
which stars comedian Wally Cox.
Titled “Peppers,” the show is be-
ing pitched up to the web’s clients

as a possible summer replacement.
Cox plays a junior high school

teacher in the show, who gets into
complicated situations with his
pupils. Kine was produced by Fred
Coe and scripted by David Swift;

‘ASCO Rmg*, Again
Philadelphia, April 29,

American Stores Co., food chain,
has signed for 23rd consecutive
year 'of exclusive AM advertising
on WCAU.
Program “ASCO Rings the Bell,”

is highly rated woman’s show and
combines shopping tips with news’
of interest to femmes and quiz
game.

Buffalo—Buffalo Evening News
radio column has a byline for the
first time in two years, topped by
the name of Ray Finch, who has
occupied the column's post for the
past 11 months. When Jim Tran-
ter left the News two years ago to
become a producer at WBEN-TV
here, he was succeeded by Dick
Wesp, who wrote the column anon-
ymously for a year before becom-
ing a little theatre impresario.

YT
Washington, April 29.

House Rules C<?mmittee has re-
ported put the .Qathings resolution
which would empower the House
Interstate Commerce Committee
to Investigate television program-
ming for “offensive and undesir-
able material.” ICC would report
back to the House at this session
of Congress, it the resolution is
passed by the Representatives
Lower chamber’s Rides Commit-

tee also reported out the McFar-
land Bill, whWlb previously had
passed the Senate. Bill to reorgan-
ize the Federal Communications
Commission will get a maximum
of three hour’s debate on the floor

j

‘Movie-Mad’
|!= Continued from pare 25 —
!}

spite their resentment, they keen
coming back for more.

P

Pulse figures for late-night view-
ing of the features are. revealing
A study of New York habits (con-
sidered par for the nation at large)
reveals that of the 3^000,000 TV
homes in the Metropolitan New
Ybrk area, there are 29.8% sets in
use at 11 p.m., which is generally
considered “curtain time” for fea-
ture showings. At 11:15 p.m. there
are 21;0% sets in use; at 11:30 p.m.,
18.4% sets in use; at 11:45 p.m.,
16.7% sets-in-use. Between 11 and
midnight, there ate 2.4 persons per
set, and audience composition
breaks down to 46% women, 52%
men and the remainder children.

purchased several 1950-51 Alex-
ander Korda feature films for pre-
sentation over WWJ-TV each Sun-
day night. Films include “Seven
Days Till Noon,” “Bonnie Prince
Charlie, “The Wooden Horse,”
Wonder Boy,” “Angel With a
Trumpet,” “Small Back Room”
“Hideout,” and “The Man in the
Dinghy.”

Eileen BARTON

Coral- Retarding Artist

Direction: MCA

Humorist, philosopher, Impersonator -owl Slur Salesman for « host of

sponsors, Ralph Ring# has boon doHflrtiny Detroit radio audiences for

1 5 years. A top-flight entertainer with many string* to his bow, Ralph's

specialty is the delivery of year commercial for top sales results.

WJBK- DETROIT
TOPS IN MUSIC—NEWS—SPORTS

National J«Ih Headgvarfere:
Madison Avetiee, New Yerk 22 • Klderade 5-245!

Represented Nationally by TMI HAT* AGENCY, INC.
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In ‘Border Slander
Toronto,. April 29. %

Precedentetettlng radio slander

suit, whereby a Canadian sued for

damages oh recorded statements

made by American radio station

commentators, lost legal definition

when tire case' was settled out of

court. If carried through, it would

have been the first case of its kind

ever heard In g Canadian court.

Upholding the Canadian plain-

tiff, Chief Justice McRuer said

here “It is a startling proposition

to say that, a person, could stand

just south of the border and utter

defamatory mattery which, is heard

in Canada, and' not be said to have
published a slander ‘in tl\e country

in whi&h it 'U beard 'and under-

stood. .. »

Case wa?i launched' by Clifford

Reginald Jenner, Toronto stock

broker, against ’Kay Henle and Ned
Brooks, Sun Oil-sponsored an-

nouncers pf WBEN, Buffalo. Jen-

ner claimed that “defamatory state-

ments” were- made' about him over

the NBC network during March 12-’

14 inclusive and were heard in To-

ronto (-directly across Lake On-
tario and with a heavy listening

audience), and in other Canadian
centers.

On out-of-court settlement, slan-

der suit was dropped by Jenner
when Chief Justice McRuer had ad-

judged that the Buffalo defendants
—Henle and Brooks, ‘ WBEN and
Sun Oil executives—should stand
hearing trial testimony in Toronto.

When it was ruled that subpoenas
could be served, by international

law, on the Buffalo defendants,
Jenner withdrew the action when,
according, to i his counsel, .he “re-

ceived a. satisfactory sum by way
of damages and costs.” Those in-

terested refused to state amount of
damage suit or the out-of-court

payoff.

CHI WMAQ E150G
SPRING BILLINGS HYPO

AI Garry Files 50G Suit

Ys. NBC-TV, Gold Medal

On 'Clown' Ownership
Suit has Been brought in N. Y.

Supreme Court by radio-TV writer-

producer
.
Al Garry against NBC,

the Gold Medal Candy Co. and
agent Bernard Burke, in reference

to ownership of the TV program,

“Magic Clown,” which appears on
the web Sunday mornings, spon-

sored by Gold Medal for its

BOnomo’s Turkish Taffy product.

Garry, who claims he’s sole owner,

is asking for injunction to restrain

further use of the show; and

damages to be determined by the
court,

Garry, who’s represented by at-

torney Irwin Nussbaum, further

alleges that Gold Medal and Burke
conspired to misappropriate his

show, and that Burke breached his

fiduciary arrangement with Garry
as agent, by negotiating behind
Garry’s back to become booker, on
the show after the sponsor ended a
contract with Garry. Garry is ask-

ing $50,000 from Gold Medal and
Burke on this account, and also ask-

ing Burke for an accounting for all

monies received,

.

Show has been on NBC since

September, 1949. Garry, who’s
written for the Kate Smith, Jack
Carter, Arthur Murray and other
shows, claims he’s creator of

“Clown,” which he produced" from
the start, paying for its talent out
of his own fees. On Aug. 17, ’51,

Garry., was notified by the sponsor
of non-renewal of his contract, as

of Sept. 1. Garry claims he wrote
the sponsor Aug. 29, ’51, advising

them not to continue using the

show he created. Show, however,
continued on the air, with Burke,
Garry’s original agent in the pack-

age, booking the. talent.

Judge William C. Hecht, Jr., di-

rected sponsor and network to

show cause why a temporary in-

junction shouldn’t be granted. Mo-
tion was to be argued yesterday

(Tues.), but case was adjourned to

May 6.

Chicago, April 29.

Spring biz upsurge at WMAQ,
the Chi NBC AM operation, has hit

the $150,000 mark in new program
and spot contracts Inked the past

few weeks. Station has booked
1,500 minute blurbs and 80 minutes
weekly of program time, according

to sales chief Rudi Neubauer.
Major time buy has been by the

Chrysler Dealers of Cook Coun-
ty who have picked up Len O’Con-
nor’s daily “News On The Spot”
show and two other weekly quar-

ter-hour newscasts. Hefty spot or-

der, to tee off May 5, comes from
Dormin, Inc., which bought 25 60-

second announcements weekly for

52 weeks. Best Foods pacted for

65- one-minute plugs and 65 sta-

tion breaks and the Dodge has or-

dered 45-minute spots and 24 sta-

tion-breaks. Boulevard Models has
bought two weekly participations in

Jack Eigen’s Temote from the Chez
Paree.

San Antonio—Jimi Wells will as-

sume duties as production man-
ager of KEYL-TV here on May 1.

He comes hereN from KRLD, Dal-
las.

926 Sponsors Set For

ABC’s 18 Co-op Programs
ABC radio’s 18' co-op programs

have wrapped up a total, .of 926

sponsors—representing an increase

of 9% since the first of the year

and a 4% gain over the same

period of ’51, according to co-op

sales manager Frank Atkinson.

Five of the shows account for

546 bankrollers. These are: “No
School Today,” juve-slanted airer

with 130 backers on 95 outlets;

Paul Harvey’s newscast, with 124

sponsors on 105 affiliates; Martin

Agronsky, with 121 sponsors on

95 stations; “Headline Edition,”

with 89 backers 6n 76 outlets; and

Elmer Davis’ commentary, with 82

sponsors on 80 stations.

In this group of 546 sponsors

over 30 different industries are

represented. Soma of the local

bankrollers have been using a par-

ticular show for more than 10

years.

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

40-Acre Govt. Oil Lease for $100

Is Yours in Oil-Booming Wyoming
i. _ nm / m

Are’ you an American citizen

over 21? You have the right to

file for an OIL LEASE on U. S.

Public Lands in oil-booming
Wyoming,
The lands are still open be-

cause so FEW OUTSIDE THE
OIL BUSINESS know of their

rights on PUBLIC DOMAIN.
For $100 we will file for a 40-

acre U,- S.. .Oil Ueapo- This in-

cludes our
.
fee, all U. S. filing

and lease rental charges for

three years.- (4th and 5th years,

you pay $10 per year direct to

U. S. Govt. The lease is renew-
able for 5 years.)

If oil is found, lease is good
as long as oil is produced com-
mercially. YOU DO NO DRILL-
ING, PAY NO TAXES. If oil is

found nearby and some oil com-
pany wishes to drill on your
lease, they must deal with you
directly.

You have full rights to 87^%
of any oil found . . . the U. S.

retains 12V£%.
Our oil land experts in

Wyoming check constantly to

see what lands are open in areas

where wildcat wells are drilling

and where oil strikes are being

made.
,

. ,

If you can afford to speculate,

send your check or money order

for $100 'now’. We shall’ send you

U. S. Lease forms for signing.

Upon their return, we airmail

them to our Wyoming office for

filing. You will receive a receipt

from the U. S. Govt. Available

lands leasing fast. Don’t delay.

Act now!

PETROLEUM ASSOCIATES.
Wyom. Div. I

s

37 Wall Str**t
New York, N. Y.

Dlgby 4-0790

'Kraft Theatre'
\

Continued from page 24 ^

—

KFDA Sale Okayed
Amarillo, April 29,

The FCC has approved the sale

of KFDA, AM-FM, from J. Lindsey
Nunn and Gilmore Nunn and the
latter as trustee to the Amarillo
Broadcasting Co., licensee to C. C.
Woodson, Wendell Mayes, Charles
Jordan and Gene L. Cagle.

’ Reported sale-price was $240,000.
New owners are all w.k. Texas ra-
dio ' men. Jordan and Cagle are
associated with the Texas Stajte

Network in Fort Worth.

Bergerman Exits Jaffe

For Own TV Setup
Hollywood, April 29.

Stanley Bergerman ankles the
Jaffe Agency Thursday (1) to set

up his own agency to become ac-
tive in television. He affiliated

with Jaffe last February, moving
in with his own client list, but the
pair “have accomplished our pur-
pose and are going our separate
ways,” he reported.

Bergerman turned over the bulk
of his clientele to Jaffe, MCA and
William Morris, in readying for
his new activity, keeping only 10
clients. He will either package or
produce teleshows or both. He’s
just packaged a series of Louis
Bromfield stories for television,
which Crosby Enterprises will pro-
duce, with the author appearing as
host-narrator.

have been presented in the five

years, with author# ranging from
Groucho Marx to Shakespeare.

While' “Kraft” has gone in rather

heavily for original plays during

the last two years, which points up
the new market in TV enjoyed by
writers, it has also aired adapta-

tions of works by Somerset

Maugham, George S. Kaufman,
Robert E. Sherwood, Maxwell An-

derson, Philip Barry, Oscar Wilde,

Emile Zola, Alexander Woollcott,

John Galsworthy and Booth Tark-

ington.
Growth of Originals

While the number of TY
ScripterS penning originals for
“Kraft” has grown steadily, when
the show took the air in 1947 it

was impossible to pay any outsider
to do even an adaptation. As a re-

sult, for the first year or so, each
script was read and adapted by Ed
Rice, who has been script editor
since the preem. Show has been
produced for the J. Walter Thomp-
son agency since its inauguration
by Stanley Quinn, xyho also di-

rected the first 35 shows, until

Maury Holland moved in to take
over the directorial reins with
Quinn on alternate weeks.
Production statistics of the show

also reflect the growth of TV, Fiv#
years ago, it was budgeted at less
than $5,000 per week. Today, while
it is still one of the lower-priced
hour-long drama series, it costs ap-
proximately $20,000 each stanza.
During the five years, it has used
enough electricity to light up N, Y.
City for two nights; enough scen-
ery to fill 520 baggage car#; enough
actors have been auditioned to
populate a small city, and 166,260
man-hours of labor have been used.
Sets have circled the globe from
Sandusky to Ceylon.

While “Kraft” has used name ac-

tors from time, to time, it has em-
phasized the play, rather than the
player, which is one reason why
the budget has not mounted to the
point of other hour-long drama
series. Actors who have made their
reps on TV have appeared on the
show, including John Newland,
John Baragrey, Vaughn Taylor,
Vinton Hayworth, etc. Show has
never utilized understudies, but
has never had to cancel a per-
formance because an actor couldn't
make the performance. Each show
is rehearsed ,a total of 42 hours,
including both dry runs and cam-
era runthroughs.

Quinn has selected an adaptation
of Oliver Goldsmith’s “She Stoop#
to Conquer” for the fifth anni next
week.

FO&IBVHNEB...
|

\

WLW
>1922. r ld52

Forerunner of today's big, efficient outdoor

advertising industry was this scene.

Early in die century advertising poster#

of various sizes were displayed on buildings, board#

and fences—wherever a suitable surfacc.grccte4
v

the bill poster. About the same time that billboards
*

were becoming standardized, other media—newspaper^

— magazines, car cards—were also burgeoning with advertising aa

manufacturers sought more and better ways to reach the public.

Then came radio. . . and advertisers quickly took advantage

of this new medium that enabled them to reach millions of people

simultaneously with sound selling.

- Now television has added sight to sound ... arid again advertisers were quid* .

to capitalize pa the added impact this newest medium affords them.

In WLW-JUnd, these two media—WLW Radio and WLW-Television—used in combination,

offer advertisers the most efficient and economical way to reach

more people more often and more effectively.

O/JM the' NATION’S STATION AK9- ITS TV S E It V It f
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And, like many otherwise astute advertisers,

perhaps he falls for the TV climatic fallacy—

its effectiveness bounded by fall, winter

and sprina? Well - - -

The average TV family spends only A'h summer days

communing with, nature—on vacation, fh.at is.

*$!

K&''

h
-v.s

in the New York market alone the typical summer
advertiser obtained 47,000 extra customers through
L:- T\t Qdverti^nn Amovinn

"

Even more, NBC has its new summer discount plan-

ed an array of sizzling summer shows to go with it
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That television, today, is the most

advertising medium ever evolved.

But, does he know that it stays profitable

ail year long ?

k>

I
In the average summer week, 94.8 of tb© TV

families are. available—and they watch almost

2 hoBIB’S mum flav-

Brands which advertised on TV last summer averaged

28% higher sales* among program viewers, compared t

non-viewers—and -does he know . . •

night rating) has been warmed up on the subject of

KT 5

-i ^:aX .v '-'A

Th© whole,red-hot story is in HBCs new research

study, ^Summer Television^ Ifs yours for the

asking—as well as full details on programming

All told* no smart advertiser can afford to avoid

the fantastic facts of NBC-TV’s effectiveness,

measured by the only true thermometer : results.

m
wA

.11 .1.1
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Tele Follow-ups

interest builtto the halfway point.

SteVe Gibson'* Redcaps (6), with
Damita Jo, who had been scoring
in Florida all season and played
"Toast" last month, started- the sec-

ond half with a good jump tune.

Second number was fronted as an
impression of "Cry" as per John-
nie Ray but bore only an illusory

resemblance to the emoter’s style.

Whole troupe's bouncing to the

tune after the solo was more in

character and a neat finish.

Monologist Roger Price was drafted
for one of the Lincoln-Mercury
plugs that was extremely unfunny.

For many a viewer, the top en-
tertainment in the block must have
been the Dublin Players in the
proposal and prospective mother-
in-law interview scene from ‘‘The

Importance of Being Earnest." This
11-minute insert was a culling
from Oscar Wilde in perhaps his
most savagely satiric period of
articulation. The social spoofing
received a letter-perfect enactment
by a trio of thesps in a company
being presented in this country by
Eddie Dowling. These Dubliners
are better than okay by a wide
margin. Trau.

Continued from page tt

After a couple pf good weeks,
NBC’s "TV Playhouse" came a
cropper again Sunday night (27)
with the presentation of Horton
Foote’s original drama, "The
Travelers." Story of two young
Texas belles who came- to N. Y.

for a two-week vacation and to

seek husband*, the yam was
weighed, down under some phony-
sounding southern accents, stilted

dialog and telegraphed action.

Foote, .whose new play/ The
Chase," recently opened on Broad-
way,. ran in one or two good
scenes, such as the one- in which
the shy girl attempted to « make
conversation with her equally-shy

new beau, but the story at times

was laughable where no laughs

were intended.

Two girls, played by Janet De
Gore and -Barbara Joyce, tumeddn
mixed performances,' They start-

ed slowly, often lapsing from their

southern speech, but came in

strong in the final act with dis-

plays of poignantly touching
thesping. Frank Albertson regis-

tered with a professionally smooth
performance as the older girl’s

boyfriend, .and Arthur Walsh
scored as the shy soldier. Leona
Powers was good as the elderly

"traveler" who took the two girls

under her wing, but the intended
symbolism in her role was not
fully realized.

Part of the uneven acting was
probably due to the direction of
Delbert Mann, but he and pro-
ducer Fred Co6 were also -respon-
sible for the wisdom displayed in

having the cast underplay the bet-
ter scenes, which brought them
across with greater impact. Sets,

camera work and other production

sored* thi*
6
week

S
by Goodyear, ITRUMAN CITATION FOR

Which took the occasion to unveil.

GRANIK QN 24TH ANNIvia announcer Durward Kirby,

new "10-plus" tire, Stal.

“Schllts Playhouse of Stars"

changed pace last Friday (25) over

CBS-^TV with a suspense-rigged

Elaine Carrington original called

"Fear." Since this was virtually

solo performance by starring Ger-

aldine Fitzgerald, the half-hour

was draggy, the suspense not sus-

tained and general staging by Bill

Brown uneven. The "fear" build-

up stemmed from Miss Fitzgerald’s

being alone in her home after her
district attorney husband phoned
that he would be detained due to a

irison break in which one of the

oose inmates was her former hus-
>and prosecuted by the d.a, with
information furnished by the wife.

The d.a* was not hep to his wife's

previous marital tie.

-Miss Fitzgerald moved through
the opus with only a superficial

play of fear, vis-a-vis the ex-hus-

band allegedly headed for the-

house, and. the mood she tried to

develop was weakened by ill-timed

effects and poor soliloquizing. At
finale, she unwittingly spilled the
marital story to her husband—lis-

tening just outside the house—in

an incredible eavesdrop made the.

more incredible
1 by hubby taking

her in his arms and forgiving all.

Three other characters were- minor
in a story that seemed familiar.

Glenn Osser’s musical direction was
easily superior to the script, which
isn’t making this beer famous. Mid-
way plugs omitted—showing good
sense. Trau.
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and close the “gap ” between show and audience

-

These handy little TV adjuncts (90% pix) prove

a real hypo to any sports event on television.

They're tailored exclusively for each show.

Through them your commercials last for weeks

— not minutes — at no cost to you if you want

it that way.

^lot only does your advertising message , stay

put, but you get the nanW cmd address of chrery

interested viewer without effort on your part.

SH#1

provide the most effective check on the

size and types of your audience yet devised.

And remember — Sports are tops on TV today.

WRITE, WIRE OR RHONE HOW TO MAKE A SPORTS EVENT ON THE SCREEN PAY OFF DOUBLE

ORIGINATORS OF SPORTS TV SHOWS - CONTEST - PREMIUMS
* k

1775 BROADWAY * NEW YORK 19, N. Y. * SU 7-2094
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HOCKEY HARNESS RACING ICE HOCKEY

Washington, Abril 29. „

Theodore Granik'* "American

Forum of the Air" (NfflC 'simulcast)

celebrated its 24th anniversary last

week with a tribute from President

Truman for “outstanding service"

in the conduct of the program.

. In a letter to Granik, the Presi-

dent recalled occasions in which,

as a member of the Senate, he ap-
peared on the "Forum.” "I was.

able from this vantage point," he
said, "to acquaint myself with the

program and have admired con-

tinuously your efforts to bring the

facts about important public issues

to the public.”

The President added that while

many people give "perfunctory

support" to the principle of free

speech, "you have the right to be
proud of putting the principle into

action,”

Forum began its 25tb year on
the air with its broadcast Sunday
(27).

NBC Summer Plan
Continued from page 23

are up 22% in summer and dry
cereals get a 17% increase. Hard
goods also benefit from the heat,

with washing machine sales in-

creasing 46%, freezers 117%, re-

frigerators 91% and ranges 65%.
Building materials sales go up
6%, tobacco sales 5% and new car

sales boom by. 31%.
Total national retail sales dur-

ing June, July and August, NBC
found, is on 2.6% below the level

for the entire year—including
hefty Christmas turnover.

Living habits change, the web
emphasizes, but radio follows the
people via car sets, portables, re-

ceivers at resorts, etc "Only net-

work radio follows buying power,"
the presentation declares.

Web underlines the help given
sponsors through its merchandiz-
ing department, which has 12 men
in the field. Jack Herbert dis-

cusses the "Market Basket" setup,
which involves three shows on the
"biggest food-shipping days of the
week," Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Shows are "Man Called
X," with Herbert Marshall; "Screen
Directors Playhouse" and "My
Secret Story." They reach more
women in a month than the four
top women’s monthly service mags,
Herbert says, and get their bank-
rollers merchandizing help from
food chains such as Frankford
(2,100 stores) and White Villa
(1,300 stores). Cost of participa-
tions (one minute plus openings
and closings on each show) is

$15,200 weekly, or 37c. per thou-
sand dialers.

Tandem operation will include
"$64 Question," with Jack Paar,
(which goes off unless it’s sold);
"Mr. Keen" and "Screen Direc-
tors Playhouse." It’s being of-,
fered to three non-competitive
bankrolled at $13,500 apiece week-
ly, delivering 40,000,000 ad impres-
sions weekly at a cost-per-thousand
of 32c., Herbert said.
"Tonnage technique" is being

pitched to' advertisers on an eight-
week or 13-week basis and with
three or five quarter-hours
weekly.

"Shrewdest advertisers, who
spent over $500,000 in radio dur-
ing 1950, used radio during the
summer of ‘51,’’ NBC points out,
with nine out of 10 sticking
through the warm weather.” Most
39-week advertisers on NBC radio
can remain on during the 13 sum-
mer weeks for only 47% of what
they are currently spending per
week, the web presentation says.
It adds that by staying on, backers
can start the fall season with a
higher rating than if they take
a hiatus.

AFRA Talking New Pact

With Artists Managers

In Crackdown on Agents
Hollywood, April 29.

A. Frank Reel, AFRA national

exw? secretary, and • Coast rep

ClutiMte McCue have opened nego-
tiations with Artists Managers
Guild on * Aew pact replacing the

present deal which expires June,

1953, but has 90-day reopening

Clause.

One o£ A.FRA's chief proposals

is aimed at radio packagers, the
radio union insisting on more
stringent'regulations to crack down
on agents doubling as pafckagers,
although .admitting that present
regulation* are not being abused.

Reel says that -the "performer
hasn't been, adequately protected.”
The problem is aggravated, he
added; by the Row of more agents
into packaging.

Reel came out for a five-branch
merger of the Associated Actors &
Artists of America, saying higher
echelons of Actors Equity and
AGVA changed their thinking re-

garding advisability of such a mer-
ger. He attributed this to progress
made in • TVA-AFRA welding
which occurs July 1 if five-branch
merger is not in effect by then.
Reel said true merger would see
the end of AFRA and all other
guilds, "but I believe this would
be best from all standpoints. It

would save performer multiple
dues, would save various unions
and guilds unnecessary work and
would end jurisdictional disputes
costly to the performer.

AFRA exec urged that Screen
Actors Guild be invited to join

merger, "We'd all be better off if

they would be in?* Reel declared.

Chi Falloff

Continued from page 25

expensive and hard to come by.

Also checking off the indie are the

Chi Studebafcer dealers, sponsors

of the Saturday night feature.

Again it's a case reportedly of film

prices being too high.

Over at WNBQ, Raul (Bud) Hau-

ser, the NBC station’s single auto
account, is cutting back his late

evening film shows from four
weekly to two. The pix tap is an
angle in this case, too. Hauser has
some $200,000 invested in his cur-

rent film library,
1 and decided to

spread, the cost over a longer pe-

riod of time by using the features
at-the rate of two a week rather
than four.

Optimistic note, however, is sup-
plied by. Jim Moran, Hudson deal-

er and pace-setter in the use of

TV, who recently laid out over
$100,000 for 46 pix to be used
on his WGN-TV "Courtesy Hour.”
Moran also is upping the budget
on his hour-long variety show
,beamed Friday nights on WENR-
TV. Moran is credited as being
the biggest Hudson dealer in the
country and has never used any
form of advertising other than
video.

SUMMER SUBLETS
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

OF VARIOUS SIZES

M. DETMOLD • El 5-l»17

230 tail 49lh N. Y. C

UPROOTED?
Let "Transplantin' Ed” help you TV
folks find temporary or permanent
N. Y. quarters with a country flavor!

Write or call:

ED LETTERMAN
577 Main *t., Pori Washington, N. Y.

POrt Washington 7-3773

Specialist In Suburban Living

An ad-man whose budgets were low,
Always shopped to get more for his dough.
He watched every pennys

Saved most money when he
Called PLaia 5-2340.

GEORGE BLAKE PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
270 Pork Av.nu., Ntw York 17. N. Y.

v

The Finest In Films.
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BEST TV PERFORMER OF THE YEAR
—FAME MAGAZINE

REST COMEDIAN IN TELEVISION

-AMERICAN WEEKLY

REST COMEDIAN OF THE YEAR
-JACK O'BRIAN
NY Journal-Am«rica»

THE NEWSPAPER GUILD AWARD

“FOR CONTINUING EXCELLENCE

OF HIS TELEVISION PROORAM”

Thanks a Million

and Special Thanks

to My Writers

C LES
and

JACK

ELINSON
Without their wonderful scripts,

this would not, have been possible.
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WNBT salutes East Paterson’s

(N. J,) new shopping centre with

three remote telecasts by the Jo-

sephine McCarthy, Jinx Falken-

|)Tsrg McCrary and Herb Sheldon
shows today (Wed.). . .Comedy

•, writer Hal Firaberg leaves the Sam
Levenson show to become pro-

ducer-writer for CBS-TV’s “Big
Store,” Lew Parker-starrer preem-
ing May 12 as an 11-11:45 a.m.

strip . . Ronald Dawson lecturing
oh tele writing at Seton Hall Uni-
versity. . WOR-TV beams an
“Olympics Telethon,” emceed by
Buster Crabbe, to raise money for

the U. S. Olympics Team, on Tues-
day (6) from 9:15 p.m. to midnight.

Jo Carroll Dennison, Miss Amer-
ica in 1942, and Carol Ohmart,
runnerup for the title in ’46, both
have feature roles in NBC’s “Your
Prize Story” tonight (Wed.) .

Joey Walsh back to N.Y. for TV
acting jobs after completing a role

in Samuel Go’dwyn’s “Hans Chris-
tian Andersen- film . . David Ross,
radio-TV announcer-commentator,
has taken over Frank Knight’s
chores as emcee on CBS-TV’s
“Longines Chronoscope” and CBS

> Radio’s “C h o r a 1 i e r s” during
Knight’s illness . CBS’ “Ken Mur-
ray Show” will air a kine of the
Kentucky Derby Saturday night
(3), under a special deal set up
with Gillette, which is bankrolling
the live airing of the turf classic
on both CBS video and radio .

.

DuMont’s WABD scheduled to pick
up the stock car races from Jersey
City’s Roosevelt Stadium Saturday
nights staring this week (3), re-
placing the polo races aired during
the fall and winter R&H Beer
pacted to bankroll WPIX’s “Power-
house of Sports News" Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays . WC.BS-
TV’s “It’s Worth Knowing” ex-
panding from its present half-hour
format to 45 minutes starting May
10. Show, aired Saturday after-
noons, will continue through the
summer . Miriam Goldina signed

tf.for a role on ABC's "Pulitzer Prize
‘.Playhouse” next Wednesday night
(7) . Announcer Nelson Case set
to handle the commercials for An-
son Jewelry on NBC’s “Kate Smith
Show” . . . DuMont picking up box-
ing matches from Brooklyn’s East-

\ ern Parkway Arena on Monday
)

nights starting May 12. for sale on
a co-op basis . . . WPIX’s cross-the-

board “Ted Steele Show*' marking
its second annt this week.

Hollywood
Hedy Lamarr, reversing previ-

ous stand against television appear-
ances, has agreed to guest shot on
Donald O’Connor stanza of Colgate
“Comedy Hour” on NBC-TV May
11, with Fred Hamilton and Bernie
Sindell of Jaffe agency setting deal,

O'Connor, incidentally, has been
cited as terper oi

x
year on tele-

vision, by Dance' Educators of
America . . . DeSoto Motor Corp
inked 13-week deal for “Fishing’s
Fun,” on KECA-TV , . . Jim Haw-
thorne ankled GAC for-MCA . . .

Seaboard Home Improvement Co.
to angel “Under the Pepper Trees”
segment on KECA-TV . . . Edward
Arnold named AM chairman, Ralph
Edwards TV chairman for Public
Schools Week . . . ABC-TV exec
Donn Tatum elected to board of
directors of L. A. Better Business
Bureau . . . Jeff Donnell launched
weekly show on KHJ-TV . . .

“Wrestlers’ Round Table,” on
KECA-TV, to be bankrolled by Pa-
cific Mastic Engineers . . . Brian
Donlevy’s “Dangerous Assignment”
series bows on KNBHMay 1.

Chicago
John Ott, whose “How Does

Your Garden Grow” show is

beamed on WNBQ, has been com-
missioned by Walt Disney for a
time-lapse film series . . . WGN-
TV set to air the Wednesday night
stock car races from the 87th St.
Speedway . . . Don -Herbert, NBC-
TV’s “Mr. Wizard,” launching
science clubs tied in with the
show . . . Sunday telecasts of the
Bethany Reformed Church serv-
ices switched this week from
WENR-TV to WGN-TV . . . Sports-
caster Wavne Griffin subbing this
week for Bob Murphy on WENR-
TV’s daily “Bob and Kay” show
while latter is in the east with the
Don McNeill “Breakfast Club”
company „ . . Chuck Acree.and his
“Something to Talk About” show
replaced Cliff Norton’s film quickie
on WNBQ for American Family
Flakes . . . WGN-TV’s Variety show
featuring Great Lakes sailors set
for May 15 with Illinois Bell lift-
ing the tab . . . George Rice,WBKB office manager, sunning in
Key West . . . “Your City The-
atre,” quarter-hour vidpix series,
opened in the Monday night 11
*i.m. slot on WNBQ bankrolled by
he City and Suburban Heating
Co. . . . Milan! Foods' “Theatre of
Family Favorites,” telepix orig-
inally set for a ride on WNBQ has
switched to a Tuesday night slot

1 on WENR-TV.

Now starring on NBC's
ALL STAR REVUE

Saturday's 8-9 p.m., EDST

Mgt.t William Morris Agency

London
George Bernard Shaw’s “Back to

Methusalah” is to be teeveed in
five parts on consecutive Tuesdays
beginning May 6. Production will
adhere strictly to original text and
will be introduced by drama critic
Harold Hobson. Artists appearing
in the series include John Justin,
Heather Sfannard, Ellen Pollock,

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER. PENNA

Only TV station m - only TV

station seon — m this largv

nch Pennsylvania marl*.?* am<

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York los Angeles San Frandscg Chicago

Sydney tiller. And* vast Gy*t-
them and Phiiiyy <‘ King. ..Sir

Thomas Beerfham, Sir Adrian
Boult, Sir Maleohtt .Sargent and
Sir John Barbirolli are among con-
ductors taking part In, a new TV
series, “The Conductor Speaks^
with leading concert orchestras. - r

Robert Christie’# adaptation, of tU
G. Welkr “Love and Mr. Lewi-
sham” is being produced ne*fc Bun-
day (4) by'DOugia* Allen with Km*
yys JoneO' itt the. title -role. . .Lord
(Bertrand) <£©aafeir$ 80th birthday,
is being lhaifced’ b#h a talk, recorded
by NBC- iii America. ' Film was ’di-

rected by John; irwJn/; .Film and
theatre stjirs will be telecast wear-
ing latest fashions at a reception
at the Royal Festival Hall organ-
ized by the Men’s Fashion Council
. . .Godfrey Tearlp is tb recj(te sottie

of Kipling’s poems next Wednes-
day (7) . .

;

Elsie and Doris Waters
make their video deput from Man-
chester on Friday (2) . .

.

Second
program fn the Vic Oliver series
“This Is Show Business”

„
being

aired Saturday week (10), . .Angna
Enters to be featured in a short
program next Thursday (8).

AFRA-Muiak
Continued from. page 26';

plus $7.90 per hour of rehearsal,
but this was on the basis of a 15-

minute waxing (which covered 30
jingles).

The union feels that the tran-
scription field is probably the most
lucrative end of radio these days
and ,that its members’ incomes
could be drastically cut If “open-
end commercials” were turned out
in increasing numbers by the li-

brary services. The latter have
been expanding their services un-
til they are now closer to open-
end transcriptions. For the past
few years they have been providing
their subscribers with kits, includ-
ing scripts, themes and other pro-
duction aids, that permit the sta-
tions to make locally-sponsored
shows out of library service tunes.-

Case was handled for Muzak by
George Elder, of Davis & Gilbert,
with Mortimer Becker, of Jaffe &
Jaffe, representing AFRA and Ken
Groot, exec secretary, of the N.Y.
local, as chief AFRA witness.
Muzak, argued that the jingles

weren’t open-end commercials but
|*merely ordinary* tunes. .It contend-
ed .that many pop tunes could have
been used as lead-ins to live plugs
by local

, announcers. However,
AFRA contended that these items
differed from the usual production
aids (mood music and bridges) and
were specially written as commer-
cials.

- ^ + o. a k -a

am® Continued from page 23 ;

Edward J. Freeh, program direc-
tor of KFRE, Fresno, told the
Hollywood meeting yesterday
(Tues.) that to combat television,
radio must “make the most of the
tools of our trade.” He advised
improving programs, keeping pro-
gram personnel “alert, interested
and thinking, finding new ideas,
fresh - material that can sell the
listeners—and sponsors will come
easier after that.”

Carter M. Parham, prexy of
WDEF, Chattanooga, told the
Nashville gathering yesterday that
outlets . should take responsibility
for “community progress along
the lines of better government,
better schools, better health pro-
gram, -etc.’ He said a good work-
ing relationship should be effected
between the stations and local
service organizations.
WOT® Sanders, manager of

KCNA, ^Tucson, speaking to the
clinic in Phoenix on Monday (28),
said, that the great error in- music
programming is “that lack of dis-
tinction” which results in all
broadcasters “sounding alike.” He
advised, “Watch the specialists—
the Negro, foreign language and
vertical programmers. They know
where they’re going.”

Gulf Seeks Replacement

For CBS ‘Counterspy’
“Couqterspy,” one of the long-

run mystery mellers on NBC, may
wind at the end of the current sea-
son. Gulf Oil, which sponsors the
show, reportedly thinks it has run
its course and is now auditioning
new packages for a possible re-
placement.
Gulf to date Is most interested in

a new half-hour show starring
James Stewart, which would orig-
inate from the Coast if bought.
Account is handled by Young &
Rubicam.

* ‘ 1 iff-

“Who’s on tot?” overtones in the scrambling ©1 name# and pictures
two WJBK, Detroit, ads in VAtoTV ^recently provided plenty of patter

mileage for the three disk locks involved.' Ralph Binge’s pic yus .‘used
Jn the April 2 l#sq« featuring colleague Joe {Jentile, aijd^thfc, aame cut
again was used incorrectly in the Aprihfl number featuring Don McLeod.

Station* report* the three personalities managed to.’ confuse the sit-
uation even more, and keep the outlet in a turmoil for.day*' by calling
themselves,by each other’s names on the air. •

Peabody Awards lunch of the Radio Executives Club; skedded, for
the. Waldorf-Astoria, InP. Y„ tomorrow (Thurs.), has been shifted to the
Hotel . Roosevelt. Move was made because. CBSJ clinic on television
which is being held in the Starlight Roof tomorrow rnorning, isn’t
expected to break until noon, which doesn't leave enough time for
setting up the Peabody affair.

* peremonies are being picked up by ABOTV, NBC-TV, dBS-TV,
and WQXR. As in previous years, list of award recipients is the big-
gest open ‘secret of the season, despite that “do-not-release-before-
noon-Thursday” familiar quotation. '

Stephanie Diamond, radio-TV actress in Pittsburgh and wife of Harold
V. Cohen, Post-Gazette drama critic and Variety mugg in that- city,
made her broadcasting debut> there on WCAE more than .20 years ago!
Last week the Cohens’ nine-year-old daughter* Barbara; made her AM
bow on the same station, playing the lead, on a Children’s Bookshelf
program in which her mother was featured. Youngster's only comment
when told that she'd have to join AFRA (Miss Diamond’s a board mem-
ber of the Pittsburgh’s local) was: “Will I

s

have to attend all those
meetings?”

Campaign to hypo daytime dialing by giving nighttime listeners a
sample of before-d^rk program has been started on WNBC, N.Y. Out-
let is airing segments of “Welcome Travelers,” NBC stanza, on Sun-
day nights at 10:30 p.m. and will utilize the same approach on other
airers.

NBC’s (G Radio
Continued from page 95

Your Hands.” Fibber & Molly go
off for the summer with Pet Milk
mulling a replacement.

Wednesday: Schlitz and “Halls of
Ivy” take a vacation, with NBC
filling the time with “First
Nighter.” (Latter is currently do-
ing temporary duty Sunday eve-
ning.) “Big Story,” sponsored
by Pall Mall, lays off seven weeks.
Replacement has not been chosen
yet.

Thursday: “Night Beat” replaces
“Mr. Keen” in the 8:30 period.
(“Keen” is part of the participat-
ing-sponsored “Tandem,” which is

exiting,)

Friday: Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis, also part of “Tandem,” go
off for summer (they return in fall
for Chesterfield), with the Bob and
Ray program going into the time
for Pabsl beer and RCA under ,a

dual sponsorship “tonnage plan.”
Saturday: At 6:30, NBC pipes

into the Hollywood Bowl for a re-
mote pickup. Ralph Edwards goes
into the 8:30. time, replacing Bob
and Ray (who move to Friday), and
Judy Canova is being replaced at
9 by a new audience participation
show, “Meet Your Match,” starring
Jan Murray. Camel cigarets is still
undecided whether Vaughn Monroe
stays in the 10 o’clock segment.

St. Louis—William S. Warford,
who produced and played in pro-
grams over local radio stations for
seven years, chucked the stint to
study for the Methodist ministry.
Enters Central College, Fayaette,
Mo., June 1.

*

KPRC 16-Hr. Telethon

Brings Palsy Fund 11G
Houston, April 29.

|* Jack Harris, manager of KPRC
and KPRC-TV, has announced that
the Iff-hour telethon which was
staged at the . Music Hall starting
at 10* p.m. last Saturday and
continuing until 2 p.m. Sunday
brought in $11,371,50 for the Cere-
bral Palsy Fund. More was com-
ing into the station by mail. A
portion of the show was also broad-
cast on KPRC.
Georgie Price and Lou Holtz

headlined the show which pre-
sented radio and television stars
and local night club acts who came
to the Music Hall at the close of
their regular performances.
Bert Mitchell, program director

for KPRC-Ty, was production su-
pervisor. The affair was sponsored
jointly by the- Houston Central
Lions Club and the United Cere-
bral Palsy Assn.

y\I
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Television Reviews
Continued from page 27

owner of the . Will-O-Way straw-
hatter,

Especially good in their roles

were Helanie Moltz,-who played a

teenager bent on. causing' an ur^
liked suitor. to stay away from her
elder sister, and Jack Wilcox, the
prudish and unliked suitor. Ed-
ward Toti, the knight-in-shining-
armor who rescues the older sis-

ter, and John Holland, the father

who helped his teenage daughter
plot her intrigues, also were very
good.

The Sought-after girl, portrayed
by Patricia Smith, and her mother,
Norri Scott, seemed stiff in their

roles and read their lines me-
chanically.

* Living-room setting was well
done, the camera work and direc-

tion were tops. All of which goes
to prove, once again, that shows
of a quality as good as are now
being televized from Chicago and
New York can be produced in De-
troit.

“Edison Theatre” is taking a
summer - hiatus. It is hoped that
if It returns next fall, it will sand-
wich in more of these live pro-
ductions and less of the film fea-

tures with which they alternate,
Tew.

STOP, LOOK & LISTEN
With Bill Carpenter
30 -Mins.; Tues., Sat., 3:30 pm.
WRGB, Schenectady t

Bill Carpenter, WGY announcer,
makes his television solo debut on
a disk jockey program introducing
a skin-correction product. It is a

mildly enjoyable half-hour, con-
sisting of filmed transactions, and
chatter. Musically, the pop shorts
are good, but projectlOnally, they
are considerably below the stand-

- ards of live originations. Often
greying and blurring, they are not
particularly appealing to or easy on
the eye.

Carpenter, who tried for more
nov.elty in introducing selections
on the first than on the second
block viewed, had a small son (who
teams with him on an air show)
take a bow on the former—for a
homey touch. He should watch the
balance between female and male
vocalists, there being a preponder-
ance of the latter on one ride. Be-
spectacled telecaster cameras rea-
sonably well. He possesses a quiet,
friendly personality. Carpenter
competently doubles on the com-
mercials to which a running com-
mentary for filmed shots is added.

Jaco.

SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT
With Chuck Acree, Ed Roberts
Producer: Jim West „

Director: Lyn King
5 Mins,; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:45 p.m.
AMERICAN FAMILY FLAKES
WNBQ, Chicago

( Kastor )

After going two years with Cliff
Norton’s comedy squib in this
spot, American Family Flakes has
switched personalities and format.
Chuck Acree, longtime man-about-

radio in these parts, is the new
host, using time-tested ingredients.

Substance of the format is feature

yarn vignettes about hometown
people and events. Off the stanza

viewed (34), it’s a sturdy device

and fits pdtly into WNBQ’s early-

evening block of local offerings.

Acree is a glib gabber in the low-
gear, vein qnd patently is using
some enterprise and imagination in

rounding up his subjects with an
eye to their video adaptability.

For example, this time out emcee
brought on a $1,000,000 collection

of sapphires, complete with a
fetching model. Included was a

sapphire bust of Lincoln valued at

$250,000. It undoubtedly was a

vicarious thrill for the viewers to

ogle that much boodle. In its five-

minute with time out for com-
mercials pacing, program cashes in

on the fans’ inherent interest in

off-the-beaten-path items.
Soap blurbs are deftly worked

by Ed Roberts, a smooth crafts-

man. • Dave.

CHICAGO WEATHER
With Betty Jordan, Frank Refolds
Director: Phil Bondelli
5 Mins.; Mon.thru-Fri., 10:25 'fr.m.

j

Participating
WBKB, Chicago

Three of the four Chi tele sta-

tions now have regularly sched-
uled weather shows which is pretty
much a testimonial to the success
of WNBQ’s Clint Youle, the orig-

inal video prognosticator here-
abouts. WBKB has pulled some-
thing of a switch and has built its

sunshine-or-rain format around a
femme meteorologist. She’s Betty
Jordan, ,a ticketed prophet. Once
the young lady, badly frightened -

on the first week’s run, gets the
feel of working before the cam-
eras the idea may well catch on,
at least enough to hold the audi-
ence from Ulmep Turner’s preced-
ing newscast.

Miss Jordan works with the
standard equipment which includes
a couple of maps and a sketching
crayon. On editions watched last

week, however, she downplayed
Youle’s cardinal rule of localizing
the natural phenomenon and
stressed a bit too much the weath-
er goings-on in other parts of the
country.

Staff gabber Frank Reynolds was
on hand, obviously to help Miss
Jordan With her ad libbing. Dave.

Frank White
as Continued from page 23

presidency to encompass the entire
Mutual setup. _
White reportedly was also miffed

over the fact that O’Neil recently
brought in Harry Wismer on an
executive level, and it’s understood
that Wismer will operate in a ma-
jor status.

O’Neil takes over the presidency
as successor to White, but best
guess is that this is a short-range

In WFIL-adelphia

If* Not the Watts,

Ifs What Watts Do

!

Engineers at WFIL, Philly’a

ABO net affiliate, are all steamed
up these days. The wave slaves

resent slighting references to

the strength of their 5,000-

watt baby.

Theywant it known that these

are the lustiest 5,000 watts in

the business ... all muscle . .

.

blanketing the vast 14-County
Philadelphia Retail Trading Area
and a terriflo bonus zone with

a powerful, selling signal.

How come? Because WFIL is

first on the dial in the 560 spot.

Engineering tests show that
WFIL’s 5,000 watts, operating

at 560 kilocycles, provide cover-

age equal to 100,000 watts at

1120 kilocycles.

In other words, WFIL’s signal

is worth 20 times the power at

double the frequency.

So to fully cover this $6 billion

market—'America’s third larg-

est—pick the watts with a
wallop. Schedule WFIL.

560 kc.

3toeuirer Station

An ABC Affiliate

First on the Dial

In America's Third Market 1

i Represented by THE KATZ AOENC?
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ascendancy until a jnew prexy i*

named. Who that will be is any-

body’s guess, O’Neil himselfT re-

mains silent on that score.

White turned, in his resignation

at a meeting of the board last

week, at which time remaining
Mutual officers were reelected as

follows:--

Adolf N. Halt, vice-president in

charge i,of sales; E. M. J*obnson,
vice-pre^ident in: •charge of station

relations .and engineering; Robert
A. Schmid, yice-preside.nt in charge
of advertising public relations and
research; James -F, Wallen, secre-

tary and treasurer; George R.
Huppel, controller; ‘Elisha Gold-
farb, and ' Emanuel Dannett, assist-

ant secretaries.

The board members reelected
are:' Thomas F, O’Neil, Thomas
Lee Enterprises, chairman; Elbert
M. Antrim, WGN, Chicago, vice-

chairman; Willet H. Brown, Don
Lee, Hollywood;. H. "K. Carpenter,
WHK, Cleveland, Benedict Gimbel,
Jr., WIP, Philadelphia; J. R. Pop-
pele, WOR, New York; Frank P.
Schreiber, WGN, Chicago; Theo-
dore C. Streibert, WOR, New York;
Linus Travers, Yankee Network,
Boston, and Janies Wallen, MBS,
New York, •

|

*o.
— - Continue
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ning to flow into the Broadcast

License* Division of the FCC. Since

the freeze was lifted two weeks Ago
12' new station applications have
been filed, and five old applications

have been . amended to conform
with the final allocation plan.

Surprisingly, applicants are ap-
plying for UHF stations in areas
where VHF sets are near satura-
tion. Among these are WNYC in
New York, WHFC in Chicago,
WINR in Binghamton, and Rivoli
Realty Co. in Johnstown, Pa. Pre-.
vious to the liftiflg of the freeze,
Westinghouse applied for UHF in
Philadelphia.

t In addition, applications for
UHF stations in several large VHF
cities are expected. John Poole
is preparing to file in Los Angeles.
In Washington two AM operators

—

WGMS and WEAM—have an-
nounced 'plans to apply.

Aside from the New York and
Chicago bids, all applications re-
ceived * since the freeze-lift came
from non-TV areas or 'one-station
communities. They included ap-
plications for stations in Topeka,
Duluth, Durham, N. C., and Mon-
roe, La,

Two applications, for stations in
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, were
filed by Greer & Greer, theatre
owners in Santa Fe and Denver.
The first TV application for

Puerto Rico was filed by Jose Ra-
mon Quinones for a* VHF station
in San Juan. Quinones is owner
of WAPA in San Juan, and has ex-
tensive sugar cane interests in
Puerto Rico.
Amendments to old “frozen” ap-

plications were filed for stations in
Denver, Memphis, St. Petersburg,
Hartford and Wilkes-Barre.
• Lifting of the freeze' apparently
has not slowed down applications
for AM stations, or even FM.
Twelve AM and four FM applica-
tions were filed last week, all of
the lattes by AM licensees.. They
were for stations in Emporia, Va.,;
Griffin, Ga.; Shreveport, La., and
Berlin, N. H.

In addition, there were the usual*
applications for expansion of AM
stations, through change in fre-
quency to permit fulltime instead
of daytime operations

John Crosby'* syndicated radio-TV column Jos Friday (25) on “Kraft
Theatre

”

swa* yanked and another piece on the same NBC-TV series
Was substitutfcd

v
ai? the last minute. Original article, headed “Change

of Heart,” rapped “Kraft” for reportedly beaming a sequel to a recent
hirama which reversed the original ending.

Vehicle was “The Rugged Path/' aired on March 26, which dealt
with a murderer, who was acquitted by a jury intimidated by the
killer’s father. Crosby wrote that the jEact the yarn seemed to indi-
cate that crime does pay “is a violation of the deepest feelings of the
audience.” lie added, “The audiehce has been trained from earliest
experience that .the killer is going- to get it in the neck.” .

Protests on “Rugged” came in to the J. Walter Thompson agency, sup-
posedly resulting in scripter George ShiCls being asked to do a sequel,
with the same cast, in which the killer “got his just desserts.” Crosby
.wrote that this “tampering” with stories could reach the point where
protests “could alter ’'Romeo and Juliet’ so that the star-crossed lovers
live happily ever after.” The sequel, lagged “The Summit,” was pre-
sented last Wednesday (23). \
John Reber, J\yT topper, told Variety that “Summit” was not booked

because of protests on “Rugged,” but that both' yams had been bought
at the same time.

Crosby ended his first piece with a congratulatory note to “Kraft”
on passing its fifth anni. Substitute column detailed the history of
the five-year-old video series.

• American Federation of Radio Artists’ has withdrawn a motion ask-
ing the Associated Actors & Artistes of America to approve a merger
of AFRA and Television Authority as of July I, The resolution had
originally been submitted Jo the 4A’s international board meeting for
action Friday (25), but was pulled back and will be re-introduced “at a
more opportune time.”
The resolution had drawn fire from American Guild of Variety

Artists and Actors Equity Assn., which feel that it i? prejudicial to the
possibility of a consolidation of the five eastern branches of the 4A’s.
Labor -relations experts of Cornell U. and UCLA' have been drawing
up a blueprint for a broadscale merger.
The memberships of AFRA and TVA had voted overwhelmingly in

[-favor of the draft constitution of the proposed AFTRA. Both TVA
and AFRA want to get together by July 1, provided that a broader
merger isn't in the works by that deadline.

New*brochure published this week by RCA on “UHF—What It Means
to Television and to You” lists four points proved by RCA and NBC
in field tests of its special UHF experimental transmitter at Bridge-
port, Conn., including the fact that UHF reception, within the service
range, can be just as clear and stable as VHF. "In some instances, it

is even better,” RCA reports, “for UHF pictures are not bothered by
nearby X-ray^equipment, auto ignition* neon sighs or home appliances,
which have been known to play hob. with VHF pictures.”

,

UHF tests, on which R'CA has spent more than $2,500,000, also
proved that present TV sets can be readily adapted to receive both
UHF and VHF broadcasts; -that actual- construction costs for a UHF
station are about the same as for a VHF station, and that- color TV can
be broadcast on UHF. Brochure traces the developmental history of
UHF and details how its transmission differs from that of VHF.

NBC-TV’s.“Dagmaris Canteen” is contemplating a switch from studio
originations to Army Air Force base junketing. Air corps Is willing to
fly the show to various fields, where Dagmar (Jenny Lewis) and guests
would stage a number of camp and hospital shows at each location.

First trip would be to the Coast. Producer Hal Friedman is han-
dling the arrangements.

CBS-TV carried a 15-minute- pickup yesterday morning (Tues.) of
ceremonies marking the formal opening of Lever House, new Park
Ave., N.Y., home of Lever Bros- Mike Wallace emceed the video show,
with speakers including Mayor Vincent R. Impellitteri, Lever board
chairman John M. Hancock, and prexy Jervis J. Babb.

Series of six hour-long programs featuring high 'School bands has
been skedded by WNBT, N. Y., starting Saturday (3) at 12 noon. Show
will Involve some name guests, with Beiiny. Goodman sitting in with
the chamber music group, of the High School of Perforining Arts on the
preem. School’s ' 60-piece symph and dance band' will also be aired,

j. xi?^
ram was se^ ky program director Dick Pack as a continuation

of the outlet’s “Inside ‘Our Schools” project. Ben. Grauer will be
commentator. .

have filed suit in N. Y. Supreme Court
seeking

.
$8,600 from Antuner Co. and Cavanaugh-Shaw agency. In

two actions, WOR charges that the money is owing to it for radio
and tele time charges on announcements the outlet carried for the
aerial, which is supposed £o improve TV set reception, and because of
cash it refunded to listeners and viewers who had purchased the
product through the stations.

Staff Raiding
Continued from page 25

tainly amortize - their increased
personnel budgets by writing them
off in increased card rates.
Number of colleges and univer-

sities, now have TV courses, in ad-
dition to the number of special TV
schools set up in key cities across
the country. But, experience has
proved that TV station operators
want not college graduates but ex-
perienced TV staffers. Ac A Vfrmt

suit, the industry now doesn’t an-
ticipate that the schools will be
too helpful in filling the antici-

pated need for new personnel.

HARPO MARX
NBC-TV

RCA-VICTOR.
Mgt.s GUMMO MARX

ATTENTION TV AND RADIO COMEDIANS,
WRITERS AND EXECUTIVES:-

U. 5. rights of scripts of top-ranking British radio
and TV comedy shows, including series, sketches,
spots and gimmicks, can now be negotiated.

KAVANAGH PRODUCTION LIMITED
36 Bruton Street, London, W. 1., England
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To Spur Its Public Relations Activity

Bounding' out it* organizational

framework, the recently formed

Becord Indu$try Assn, of America
j

is setting up several committees

to handle various public relations

activities of the trade group. Per-

sonnel on the committees will com-

prise industry execs not already

on the board of directors, latter

being the chiefs of the major com-

panies. „

A meeting of the advertising di-

rectors of all member companies

has already been held with the un-

derstanding that they will form a

group, to direct the public rela-

tions. Other committees will be
organized around the accounting

departments, which will deal with

tax problems of the industry; en-

gineering, for recording tech-

niques, uniform level for all
,
pop

records and other technical mat-

ters; traffic, for dealing with dis-

tribution rates and changes; and

n legal committee to handle the

industry’s overall problems, such

as the recently vetoed Bennett Bill

in Albany, which was intended to

wipe out piracy via criihinal prose-

cutions.
Formation of the various units

will be completed after consulta-

tions with the 'Chiefs of the mem-
ber companies, and they will prob-

ably hold their first meeting next
week. The RIAA., meantime, re-

ceived requests from both the

Radio Sc Television Manufacturers
Assn, and the Music Educators Na-
tional Conference for meetings to

discuss mutual problems.
The disk association also admit-

ted four new member companies
with the acceptance of Atlantic

Records, Star Music Sc Recording
Studios,' Urania Records and
Derby Records. New members
were voted in at the board meet-
ing held in N. Y. last Thursday
(24). It was the first meeting, in-

cidentally, which Ernest «.S. Mey-
ers, recently appointed chief coun-
sel for the association* attended.

Astaire Hoofs on Wax
Hollywood, April 29.

In another step along educational
waxing lines, Capitol Records has
inked Fred Astaire to supervise
a tapdance instruction album.
Samples of Astaire’s terping will

be interspersed on. the platters.
- Album’s skedded for fall release.

Lack of Board

Quota Stymies

ASCAP Election

Although the disk business is

currently in a soft phase due to
seasonal reasons, industry execs
foresee a strong upwards tendency
in the years to come as a result
of a tremendously increased mark-
et potential. That potential is being
measured by the all-time high of
phonograph players in circulation,
now estimated at some 20,000,000.
The current number of home

machines represents an almost
100% increase over the total which
existed at the end of the war in
1945. The bulk of the new machines
are part of video and radio • set
combinations which have been sold
in the last couple of years, since
video has emerged as a top enter-
tainment medium.
A large percentage of the sets

purchased since the end of the
war, moreover, are of the multiple-
speed variety. It’s estimated that
at least 5,000,000 machines now in
use are capable of playing the
old 78 rpm platters as well as the
newer 33 and 45 rpm speed plat-

Efforts to elect new officers, in-

cluding that of president, for the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers at the _

regular' New York board meeting ters. This number is also expected

last Thursday (24) were balked by to rapidly expanded due to the

failure to get full attendance of the promotion of new three-speed play-

board •members. Under the usual ers ky both Columbia Records and

Cap, GAC Team

Capitol Records is hopping, on.
the dance band hypo launched by
General Artists Corp. several
weeks ago. Currently . operating
with five name orch pactees, fiisk-

ery figures the revived interest in

terping will spearhead big sales
returns on their orch releases.
Diskery plans to coordinate pro-

motional and exploitation activities

with GAC in plugging their preh’s
one-niter or location dates/ Disk-
ery is currently prepping a promo-
tion kit which it’ll distribute to its

sales staff around the country.
Tie-ins with disk jockeys, record
retailers and dance promoters are
being planned, pap expects to
cover each of its* orchs’ dates with
cuffo fan photos, door prize albums
and disks. Cap’s field men are also
being alerted to cooperate with the
ballroom ops who’ve got its bands
lined up.
Bands on the diskery’s roster

are Billy May, Ray Anthony, Jan
Garber, Stan Kenton and Clyde
McCoy.

procedure, the officers should have
been' voted in last week prior to

taking, over- their posts June 1,

date of expiration of the current
one-year terms.

The elections will probably take
place -in- -about two weeks at a
special meeting of the board.
With the likeliest candidate for the
prexy post still an open question,

ASCAP. .toppers -will be forced to

make their decision shortly. One
publisher exec speculated that the
reason why no elections took place
last week, was the quandary over
selecting a man for the top ASCAP
spot.

Incumbent prexy Otto A. Har-
bach has not yet indicated whether
he will Tun- again but it’s under-
stood he can get the job if he con-
sents to serve another term despite

existence of a
-

resolution limiting

presidential terms to two consecu-
tive years. Only a two-thirds vote
of -the 'board’ is necessary to rescind

this resolution.
Other possibilities mentioned in

top ‘ writer ' ahd' publisher circles

are past prexies Gene Buck# Deems
Taylor and Fred E. Ahlert. None
of these, however, has indicated

any intention to run • or has re-

ceived enthusiastic support from
the ranks.

RCA Victor.
v-

Industry .execs believe that with
20,000,000 sets in the home, the
market for disks can be vastly in-

creased over the present sales

figure by proper exploitation
methods. That will be one of the
key jobs of the recently formed
Record Industry Assn, of America,
which is putting an industry pro-
motional project on the

.
planning

boards. Theme of any such promo-
tion would be to play up 'disks as

an inexpensive and permanent
source of entertainment.

oo Many Businessmen Writing Songs

RCAVPeter Pan’ Set
.Hollywood, April 29.

RCA Victor will cut an album
based on the music to- Walt Dis-

ney’s upcoming pic, “Peter. Pan,”
with Kathy BeaumOnt in the lead
part as Wendie in the J. M. Barrie
work. Set will be handled by Vic-

tor’s juve platter department.
Miss Beaumont, who appeared In

Disney’s “Alice in Wonderland,”
also starred hi Victor’s album’ of

that film’s score.

Fleming’s Col Pact
Hollywood, April 29.

Rhonda Fleming signed a Co-
lumbia Records .pact here and
heads for New York next week for
her first waxery session. Singing
actress just finished a stint in the
Pine-Thomas film “Tropic Zone” at

Paramount.
Goddard Lieberson, Columbia

veepee, said Miss Fleming will
teeoff with a four-day wax session
i°r a special album.

Piano Duo to M-G-M

LIBERACE’S PULLS SRO

COAST CONCERT HATES
Hollywood, April 29.

With interest stimulated by his

highlyrrated local video show, v; % v ,, , i

Liberace is generating considerable been completely'smoothea out

Jenkins Set To

’57 by Decca
Cutting olf widespread trade ru-

mors of his early shift to another

label, Gordon Jenkins has signed

a new pact with Decca’ Records

which will carry him to 1957. New
deal calls for a two-year term with
two-year options, and will go into

effect after his current pact winds
up early in 1953.

Jenkins was reportedly sched-

uled *to go with RCA Victor, after

his present contract expired, be-

cause of his close relationship with
Dave Kapp, formerly artists and
repertoire director . at Decca and
now in the same spot at Victor.

While Jenkins was upset by the

Kapp switch when it occurred, his

relations with .Decca have since

LP Hikes Exports

Of British Decca

Over $2,800,

London, April 22.

As a result of the big increase in

long play disk sales, Decca’s ex-

ports have reached a record figure

and for the first time have passed
the $2,800,000 .total. This infor-

mation was given by Sir Cyril F.

Entwistle presiding at the 22d
stockholders’ meeting in London
of Decca Record company.

In the home market, LPs also

represented an Increasing percent-
age of the company’s turnover.
The catalog is expanding, and now
consists of abqut 1,000 masters. A
combined home and export turn-

over represented approximately a

30% jump on the previous year.

In his report- to stockholders, the

chairman also spotlighted the im-

.
provement In operations 'bf the

London Gramophone Corp. of New
York. The loss of the previous
year was being converted into a
profit for the year ended March 31

ast, and he anticipated the com-,

pany would be of increasing signifi-

cance as a dollar raiser.

Electrical Musical * Industries

(the $34,000,000 EMI combine) in-,

tends to break into the LP field

this fall. Dealers have been ad-

vised that they will be distributing

microgroove disks in October.

Since his being naptfed musical

director at Decca in 1949, Jenkins

set the vogue for similar posts at

other diskeries.

boxoffice interest in a series of

Southern California “concerts.”

Next date, May 22 at Pasadena
Civic Auidtorium, has already been
sold out. with a total .of. $8,200 in

the till. House is scaled at a $4.20 - in . i u
top. Overhead for the date will be S LOflSt AllOmCY
around $2,000 including $450 for

# nrii n «

and other^items°
r the 22'man orch

Dickering New RLA Pact

Ten days ago, pianist sold out the

2,670-seat Philharmonic Aud in

downtown Lqs Angeles for a One

Mario Lanza’s attorney, Larry

Beilenson, who arrived in New
__„_0 York from the Coast Monday (28),

nighter, grossing $5,600 of which I is expected to finalize a new pact

$3,200 ’ was net. Other dates up-

coming are San Diego, June 5 and

Long Beach, July 1.

for the tenor with RCA Victor in

a week or two. Beilenson is cur-

rently talking with Victor toppers

in an effort to iron out some im-

portant details in the contract

It’s understood that Lanza, whose
previous two-year pact has expired,

is holding out for a substantial

annual minimum guarantee. Victor

has offered him an additional five-

Chicago Syxnph Needs

200G for Next Season
Chicago, April 29

Chicago Symphony Orchestra

will need $200,000 next season to year deal without guarantees but

onerate according to annual re- vwith a 10% royalty on classics and

port made last week. Edward Ryer- 6% royalty on his singles which sell

son, president of the organization, at the $1.25 Red Seal prices Lanza

said that costs had risen, including wants to spread out his take over

Varies of musicians. a seven-year term or longer for

Orch voluntarily reopened its tax purposes. Beilenson will ask

contract with the American Fed- the Government^Revenue departAugmenting its pop roster, M-G*M Records last week pacted Ethel
|

contract wuu
m7nt”for~a ruling on the number

Barteti & Ray Robertson, duo piano
j

provide salary in- of years permissible for the spread

creases of New pact will be
i
if Victor finally okays the pnnciple

'

in force until 1954. involved

team.

Team’s initial pressings will be
Pleased next rrfonth.

By CARROLL CARROLL
Hollywood.

I don’t know whether the music
and record business is good or bad.
All I know is that everyone in. it is .

singing the blues, 'They complain
that hits are no longer able to make
money, that sheets and records do-
iiofc sell.

But when any suggestion is made
that they do what other businesses-
do when they get in trouble, which'
is create an organization to meet,
study and defeat an industry-wide
problem, they agree the idea is

good but that no one in the busi-
ness will either abide by or even

’

pay any attention to the findings,
much less the -agreements, of such
an organization.
This is a pretty miserable thing

to hear. And when it is said by re-

sponsible peoplfe in the music busi-

ness, it becomes something to white
about because it seems to indicate

a total lack of business honesty and
ethics in an essential branch of

show business that is apparently
crying- for help. If anyone tries to

reply to these anguished moans, the
answers and excuses.he hears com-
ing, back at him are pat, ill-consid-

ered i and seldom on the targe*.

Here are some of the beefs.

1) You can’t sell sheets anymore.
2) The sale of hit records ahd,

of course, sheets, has dropped to a
pitiful low in comparison with
sales of the “good old days.”

3) There are too many publishers

in the business.
4) The record companies now

dictate to the publishers.

5) The disk jockeys dictate to the
record companies.

It’s hard to talk . about these

points individually in order, be-
cause 4hey all overlap. And per-

haps it’s foolish, to write this at all

because everything that follows has
been said to thoughtful people in

(Continued on page 41)
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PAGE-LAINE-MAY

GROSS 17G IN PITT
Pittsburgh, April 29.

Patti Page-Frajikie. LainoBilly

May package clocked spectacular

$17,000 In two performances here

at The Gardens on Friday ’night

(25). This has always been a big

town for both Miss Page and •

Laine, and it also happens to be

May’s home, which helped, tod.

Biz in Pittsburgh was the best

since the layout started its month-
long barnstorming tour couple of

weeks agcr.

Regular evening show ^ sold -out

completely and the extra mld-

nighter developed a strong last-

minute window sale, after there

had been little advance, and
played to around half a house.

Philly Orch in 6 Concerts

For Ann Arbor Festival

Ann Arbor, Mich., April 29.

Annual May Festival of the U.

of Michigan will present its 59th

series in Hill Auditorium, Ann Ar-

bor, May 1-4, with six concerts.

The Philadelphia Orchestra will

participate 'in all the concerts, the

Universal Choral Union will be

heard in two
.
programs, and the

Festival Youth Chorus will be

heard in the Saturday matinee.

Vocal soloists will include Met
Opera artists Eleanor Steber, Pa-

trice Munsel, Set Svanholm,

George London and Astrid Varnay
plus Patricia Neway and Mack
Harrell. Guimar Novaes will fly

in from South America for her ap-

pearance May 4., and Nathan Mil

stein will appear May 3; Etigene

Ormandy will conduct Thursday,

Saturday and Sunday nights; Alex

andei* Hilsberg on Saturday.

Granz Grosses

100G In Europe
Norman Graiiz’s “Jazz At The

Philharmonic” racked up a socko

$100,000 gross in its three:week
trek of 11 European cities. The
JATP unit, which returned to the

U. S. last week,, was headed up
by Ella ^.Fitzgerald, and featured
Oscar Peterson, piano; Flip Phil-

lips and Lester Young, sax; Max
Roach, drums; 'Ray Brown, bass;

Hank Jones, piano; and Irving

Ashby, guitar.

Most of the dates were handled
by foreign promoters on a guaran-
tee .and percentage deals. The
Scandinavian dates, for instance,

were booked by Nils Hillstrom for

$15,000 per week against 50%,
JATP played 14 dates for Hill-

strom, teeing off the tour in Stock-

holm March 30. .
Gross for the

Scandinavian swing went over $50,-

000. Unit also hit „ solid b.o. in

Paris, Brussels and Amsterdam.
The Geneva and Frankfort engage-
ments, which Granz promoted him-
self, played to turnaway crowds.
Tour was JATP’s initial Euro-

pean attempt and was originally

booked as a one-week swing
through Scandinavia. Granz is

currently prepping an eight-week
European trek for the spring of

1953. It’ll tee .off in Oslo Feb. 15.

Meantime, JATP's annual U. S.

tour ift now being lined up with
a September , kickoff skedded at

Carnegie Hall, N. Y.

Liza Morrow to King
Dewey Bergman, who’s been at-

tempting to build the pop artists

roster at King Records since tak-

ing over as artists and repertoire
head several weeks ago, Inked
singer Liza Morrow to a longterm
pact.

Miss Morrow, who formerly
warbled with the Benny Goodman
orch, now has a thrice-weekly ra-

dio show on WNEW, JJ. Y. Her
Initial sides will be released next
month. - j „ „

,

»
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Jocks, Jokes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS

I iiyh

I

Perry Como: “Why Did You opposition. Melodic line is pleasant

Leave Me” - “Lonesome—That’s enough and so is the lyric, hut the

AU” (.Victor). Como has a breaka- blending isnt strong
^
enough to

wav notentlal in his cut of “Why olickr Ink Spots handle it in their

You Leave Me.” It’s ,4 big familiar- harmonising style. Bottom

ballad which he belts o\it for Solid deck, another “Song For Sale

impact. The style in which he entry, is a fair ballad item which

gets across the dramatic mood of they belt out for good results*

the number makes this one. of his
Sohlm Orch: . “Whistle My

top ranking dlsta. Duo for a good ^V^eUs Kt“fdeejay ride. 2?£ > (Victor). With the pitch towards
supplies the - strong backing, not

, disks steadily gaining mo-
tom slice, however, fails to create orch disks steaauv gaming

much excitement despite a com-
leye^ Ray Coble's coupling stands

petent Como workover.
ou^ as a good bet to hit the jack-

Jo Stafford: “Raminay”-“Within pot. On “Whistle My I^ve,“ Jrom

Your Arms” (Columbia). Jo Staf** the score of the Walt Disney pic,

fOrdfcontinues on the Bayou binge “Robin

which she launched last winter livers with taste jmd imagination,

'via “Shrimp Boats:” Current Bayou *It’s a bright tune with a cute lyric

backgrounded entry, “Raminay,” and should move easily into the

lacks the drive of its predecessor top brackets via thi% slice. On the

but its captivating melody and in- Victor reverse, Noble belts nut an

teresting lyric, which Miss Staf- excellent swing adaptation of The

ford deUvers 'hi excellent style Bluebells of Scotland.” Arrange-

give it clicko possibilities. Paul, ment and zestful handling of the

Wrston nrch and the Norman number is reminiscent of the top

Luboft choir back up nicely. Re- orch disks of the 1930s and could

verse is a pleasant romantic item be a potent factor in reshaping

which Miss Stafford works over in current market trend,

an effective dreamy manner. Rates The Four KnUJita: “It’if a Sin to
spins. Tell a Lie”-‘Tm the World's Big-

Yma Sumac: “Wimeweh” - “Ba- gest Fool” (Capitol). . Relaxed

balu” (Capitol). Yma Sumac’s harmonizing technique of the Four

initial pop release, “Wimoweh,” is Knights gets * topdrawer show-

a top money platter. Although Miss casing on the oldlo,
^

It s a Sin to

Sumac is following the etchings of Tell a Lie. Tune s sentimental

The Weavers (Decca) and Jimmy mood fits neatly into their vocal

Dorsey (Columbia) by a couple of patterning making it a. highly ap-

months, she breathes enough new pealing cut. Rate* plays in all

life into it to send it into the hit situations. “Biggest Fool” also re-

class. The tune has the kind of .ceives a slick workover hut it s a

beat that demands replays. Orch so-so ballad that isnt worth their

and vocal group, under the direc- effort*.

tion of Molses Vivance (Miss Fran Warren: “Heavenly Fath-
Sumac’s husband) supply a brilliant

er
"_<«LeaVe Them Alone” (M-G-M).

background,for her exciting piping. Fran warren has her biggest disk
”Babalu offers greater^ play for

in some time in “Heavenly Fath-
her wide octave range but has less

er » Tune’s a religioso-flavored
commercial potential. item which she shouts out in a

Louis Armstrong Orch: “Kiss of style culled from the Johnnie Kay
Fire”-*T’ll Walk Alone” (Decca). technique. Both material rendi-

Decca hasn’t quite killed two birds tion are pegged for current jock

with one platter in its Louis Arm- and juke tastes and will probably

strong covering of the current nab plenty of spins. Ralph Burns’

highriding tunes, “Kiss of Fire” orch and chorus assist with an*ef*

and “I’ll Walk Alone,’’ but it can fective backing. Miss Warren
be credited with a near miss. The jnoves back into her familiar

Armstrong vocal styling shines piping groove on “Lfeaye Them
through both numbers but’ it’s Alone,” an okay ballad entry, but
doubtful if it’ll -take the play aWay it’ll have a tough time bucking its

from Georgia Gibbs’ Mercury mate for spins.

etching of “Fire” or Don Cornell’s

click Coral waxing of “Alone.” For
the Armstrong advocates, however,
it’s a standout coupling that shows
him off in his best form. Rates
plenty of spins for this alone.

Bobby Wayne:- “Saturday Rag”-
“I’m Sorry” (Mercury). “Saturday keyboard
Rag” has, an old fashioned honky- clicko side

Platter Pointers
M-G-M Records has packaged a

tasteful potpourri of standard
melodies in its second “Piano
Playhouse” album. Margaret &
Forrest Perrin handle the duo-

Don Cherry’s got a
in “Wonder” {Decca)

ttfnk beat and an appropriate lyric . . . Tommy Tucker orch should
which should make it a coinbox Score with its topflight rendition
natural but in its overproduced
showcasing here number loses a lot

of its appeal. Bobby Wayne pro-
jects with an ingratiating vocal but
the choral backing, which seems a
little pretentious for this type of
number, dissipates overall effect.

On “I’m Sorry,” a • solid ballad
entry, Wayne sells in a captivating
manner.

of “Jack and the • Beanstalk”
(M-G-M) . . . Jeannie Gayle gets
a lot of spirit into “The Boom
Song” (Capitol) , * , Eddy Howard
has an okay religioso entry in “A
Family That • Prays Together”
(Mercury) . . . Three Suns get
across a fine version of “Delicado”
on the Victor label . . . Django
Reinhardt score* on “Double

Victor Marchese: “You’ll Never V^?if2
a
7\+*

Walk Alone”-”Jeanine” (M-G-M). 5af„ ^ SlSSL
Victor Marchese again shows up as Sy Sriii?

of Sunshine

a young vocalist who knows how J?*^
no3QS

,

to handle a big dramatic number ^
in his etching of “You’ll Never. Vetc

°+ Could Make
Walk Alone,” Rodgers and Ham- Jou Care (Victor) . . . The An-
merstein tune from the legit musi- £*cws Sisters and Russ Morgan
cal, “Carousel,” of 1945, Current- £

av® an workoVer. of “Wa-
ly on a comeback kick. He’s an kfs?1 Blues J^fRcaL\ • • Cn the

effective singer who delivers with ®axlle label, Martha Lou Harp and
impact. Hymn-like quality of the ®a*7les score with Fare-

melody and poignant -lyric . aptly weu
suit his styling. Sure , bet to get
a jock ride. FHpover is a

|^ JJjj

With 100G Legal Action
Louisville, April 29.

Pee Wee King, Redd Stewart and
Chilton Price, collaborators on
“Slow Poke” and Louisville resi-

dents, are named as defendants, to

with this platter. Her workover of gether with the publisher, Ridge-
the oldie, “Would You Care,” is way Music, in a suit instituted by

Sylvia Green, Los Angeles, for
“wilfully converting her song to
their use.” Chris Puvall, attorney
for the defendants, left Monday
(28) to defend his clients.

In the suit filed in Los Angeles,
Miss Green asked for' $100,000
damages, recovery of all money
made on sales of records and sheet

oldie which he gives a rich, ro
mantic quality that makes it a good
commercial bet.

Lorry Raine: “Would You Care”'
“The Web Of Sorrow” (Universal).
The indie Universal label has a
sock back-to-back parlay in this
Lorry Raine coupling. Thrush has
a good chance to break through

tailor-made for her intimate pipes.

It’s given a tasteful backing by the
Everett Ralston orch: “Sorrow, a
fine ballad that fits into current
market tastes, gets a strong push
toward the top brackets via Miss
Raine’s topdrawer thrushing.
Jocks’ll probably lay on this one
although “Care” rates equal spin
ning time. Herman Clcbanoff orch . . . ,

supplies an excellent backing on nmsic, and $100,000 In punitive

“Sorrow.”

Ink Spots: “Under The Honey-
suckle Vine”-“You May Be The
Sweetheart of Somebody Else"
(Decca). CBS-TV’s “Songs For Sale’
winner, “Honeysuckle Vine,” is

given a standout showcasing via the
Ink Spots’ Decca slice but it re-
mains just a fAir entry that’ll have
n tough time outracing the bigtime

damages from each defendant. At-
torney for the songwriters said
none of the defendants had ever
heard of Miss Green. She in-

cluded in her petition a photostatic
copy of her song, represented as
written in 4948. Defendants’ attor-

ney said there were 13 songs reg-
istered under the “Slow Poke”
title.
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the TJhree Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
»

*

as Published in the Current Issue

P — WEEK ENDING APRIL 26

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes ’listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive s

with Variety, The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, corn machines)

,

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last
week, week*

1 1

2 5

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2

4

3

9

7

6

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL
Kay Starr (Capitol)

Eddie Fisher (Victor)

Leroy Anderson (Decca)

Ella Mae Morse (Capitol)

Doris Day (Columbia)

Don Cornell (Coral)

»Guy Mitchell-M. Miller (Columbia)

Four Aces (Decca)— v

Eddie Howard (Mercury)

Georgia Gibbs (Mercury)

TUNE
Wheel of Fortune

(Anytime

J Forgive Me
TFm Yours

'

(That's Chance.you Take

Blue Tango ,

Blacksmith Blues

A Guy Is a Guy
fill Walk Alone
jFm Yours
Pittsburgh Penn.

(Tell Me Why
/
Perfidia

,

Be Anything

Kiss of Fire

TUNES
POSITIONS
This Last
week. week. TUNE PUBLISHER

1 '1 Wheel of Fortune Laurel

2 2 Blue Tango • Mills

3 3' Blacksmith Blues Hill-R

'4 4 A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow
5 6 Pittsburgh Pennsylvania Oxford

6 5 Anytime . ? Hill-R

7 . . Forgive Me Advanced

8 .. I’ll Walk Alone Mayfair

9 10 Be Anything. . .

J

. . .

.

Shapiro-B

10 . . Kiss of Fire Duchess

pmmrr 10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines week of April 26

(Hi M « 4 4 4 4 4 4-44

? 1. WHEEL OF FORTUNE (11) (Laurel).
* • /

2. BLUE TANGO (10) (Mills)

- 3. A GUY IS A GUY (4) (Ludlow)

:: 4. I’LL WALK ALONE (1) (Mayfair)

;; 5. ‘ PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA (3) (Oxford)
- 6. FORGIVE ME (1) (Advanced)
“

7. BLACKSMITH BLUES (6) (Hill-R) 7
:: 8. PERFIDIA (4) (Peer)

.

;;
9. BE ANYTHING (2) (Shapiro-B)

; 77
10. AT LAST (6) (Feist)

*7
- *

::
Second Group

- ANYTIME (14) (Hill-R)

:: CRY (15) (Mellow)

; ;
THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE (Paxton) ........

- * KISS OF FIRE (Duchess)
! . 7 ! 7

^ GANDY DANCERS BALL (Disney) 7777”'

Kay Starr Capitol

\ Leroy Anderson Decca
) Les Baxter Capitol

Doris Day Columbia
Don Cornell Coral
Guy Mitchell-M. Millep

. Columbia
Eddie Fisher Victor

Ella Mae Morse Capitol

Four Aces Decca
Eddy Howard Mercury
Ray Anthony Capitol

Eddie Fisher -Victor

Johnnie Ray Columbia
Eddie Fisher Victor

Georgia Gibbs Mercury
Frankie Laine Columbia

- TELL ME WHY (16) (Signet)
* K

:: AY-ROUND THE CORNER (Frank)

;;
I HEAR A RHAPSODY (Broadcast)

- > TENDERLY (E, H. Morris)
* * *

“ BE MY LIFE’S COMPANION (1) (Morris)

“ COME WHAT MAY (7) (Shapiro-B):

BERMUDA (3) (Gbday)

H BROKENHEARTED (5) (DeSylva-B&H)
. .

.

I WANNA LOVE YOU (Finburgh)

LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (13) (Spier) ...

[Figures ' in parentheses indicate

I Four Aces Decca
} Eddie Fisher Victor

Jo Stafford Columbia
Frank Sinatra Columbia

Rosemary Clooney . . . Columbia

{ Rosemary Clooney . . . . Columbia
} Mills Bros Decca’

Patti Page Mercury
Bell Sis.-H. Rene Victor

Johnnie Ray Columbia

\ Ames Bros Coral

l
Kay Starr Capitol

Johnnie Ray Okeh

number of iceeks song has been in the Top 101
+
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'Songwriters Run Music Biz’
Continued from pare 39 j-— — ._ —

the music business and has brought

forth the same answers that will

probably flow in by mail.

Some Suggestion*

There will be a rush to explain

that any ideas expressed are im-

practical, immature and silly, may-

be even idealistic. They will all

point cut that everyone is in busi-

ness to make money and that the

ideas - suggested will lose, money.

They say this/ out of the same
mouth they use to complain that

they’re losing money. And they

say this while they—the music
business as an industry—are living

on principal and thus getting less

and less interest. Nevertheless,

po*nt by point:

1) One of the reasons so much
stress is put on selling sheets is

that they make a big profit. Per-

haps, it’s too big for today’s mar-

ket. We are being bombarded with
mechanical music* Fewer and
fewer people have either instru-

ments, the- talent, -the time or the
incentive- to ‘ sit down and play

music. This is particularly true

among the youth of the nation
which is preoccupied' with TV, ra-

dio and records. They care little

for sheets. It’s easy to hear and
learn the words. They learn the

tunes by hearing them plugged.
And, when they are inclined to buy
sheets, the price is a formidable
bite. The industry must recognize
the existence bf a dwindling mar-
ket and meet it realistically. The
book publishers gave themselves a
new lease on life with smaller,
cheaper books, and more outlets.

Who in *the music business is will-

ing to give a fair and honest trial

to putting racks of small inexpen-
sive copies of music . . . pocket size

... in drug-stores, movie theatre
candy bars, and at the check-out
counter of. supermarkets? Thi$
can’t be tried on one song by one
publisher. The song might be a
dog. Even one hit would prove
nothing. It should he started with
standards. .But this sort of try re-

quires organization, planning, in-

dustry unity, agreement and stick-

to-itiveness.

(2) The “good old days” are
over on sheet sales and record
sales. There must be an end to

measuring success on the basis of
the pre-deejay days when the pub-
lishers operated their, industry
more or less like a business, de-

cided what they were going to do
and then went ahead and did it and
the record companies went along.
There is neither the organization
nor the Inclinatibn to analyze the
difference in the market today and
the market of yesterday. And be-
cause of this, aided and abetted by
the record companies and the ar-

tists, over whom no one seems to
exercise any control, the market is

being flooded with inferior product
on a hit or miss basis in the hope
that something will “step-out.” Pub-
lishers no longer work on songs,
songs work bn publishers, record
companies work on publishers, disk
jockeys work" on publishers and
with the publishers’ backing. And
because 'they allow this, the 'pub-
lishers are backing themselves
right out of their business.

Law of Profit and Loss
(3) There is not, nor should

there be, any way of limiting the
number of people who go into a
business. The law of profit and
loss will take care of the over-
flow. For every 10 fly-by-night guys
Who go into the music publishing
business, one or two succeed, a
couple live precariously, starved
business lives and the rest fly. The
trouble is, instead of allowing this
kind of thing to happen, the es-

tablished publishers have become
a little panicky and resorted to the
same peculiar business antics and
backdoor methods as the fly-by-
night boys; Instead of watching a
few guys boil the pot, waiting for
the pot to. boil over and the scum
come off, they are all jumping into
the pot.

“

(4) Record companies have gone
into a funny little sort of cloak-
and-dagger game among themselves
that gives the OSS in every A & R
*nan a chance for expression. It’s

rmscalled competition. It’s con-
fusion and diffusion and it’s help-
ing a great deal to lead the mu-
sic business into chaos* Sometimes
recording companies don’t even
tell the publisher that they’re go-
lng to record his song. It’s ru-
mored that one recording outfit is
waking on a plan to put all ar*

;
\ musicians and technicians

v uo work a record-date under

ether while they work so they’ll
keep the date secret because they
won’t know what they’re recording.
I think some of the results of this
experiment have been released. I
also think the front offices work
under ether a lot of the time. It
is. quite obvious they are. unwill-
ing to .open Ifcheir eyes to the fact
that today’s conditions are un-
healthy and must be met head on,
not by excuses, alibis and equivo-
cation,

(5) When we get down to the
disk jockey, and this is no reflec-
tion on the men themselves as
there is no reason in the world why
they shouldn’t seize as much
power as anyone will allow them
to seize, we come to some of the
fundamentals of good business that
the music industry is defying,
while wondering what’s wrong. One
of these fundamentals is that you
must not give away what you are
in business to sell, Sampling is

frequently an effective way to
stimulate business. But when the
sampling becomes the maximum
effort of the business, there’s some-
thing wrong.
Examine this spiral to nowhere.

A record company, with the aid of
the publisher, sends out a bunch of
free records to key disk jqckeys.
This is a pre-release. The disk jock-
ey plays it. The public hears it. If

the public likes it, it takes the next
step. It goes to a record or music
store to buy a record or a sheet of
music. Neither record nor sheet is

in the store and probably will not
be for two weeks at the very leisi.

But the record companies press
records on the basis of the report-
ed calls for the item; calls made by
callers who seldom call back to be-
come buyers. The music business
Is not merely the only business that
gives away what it sells, in so doing
it advertises to the public what it

hopes to sell so long before the
public can act on the advertising,
that the advertising loses the ma-
jor portion of its impact. By the
time records and sheets can be
bought, the first impulse to pur-
chase is over, the item has lost

much of its novelty because it has
been played, replayed and played
again. And everyday the public is

hearing newer pre-releases that it

might want to buy but cannot. It

is in direct contradiction to all the
rules of advertising to spend mon-
ey sampling and advertising things
that cannot be bought.

What About the Public?

I have omitted the public up to

now. They are being surfeited with
song-samples that are pale re-

writes, repetitious duplications and
dim carbon copies of inspirations,

suggestive songs and odd sounds
and because of this the lowest area
of the normal public taste is all

that is being catered to. Obviously,
the public will not buy what it

does not like. The trouble is, un-
der the present system, the public
too frequently cannot buy what It

does like. And it is being made very
difficult for them to make up their

minds on this simple point. Be-
cause neither publishers, recorders
nor disk jockeys focus on anything

f

long enough to develop a picture.

There is much, much more to be
said and written on this subject.

Maybe it would be good for the

music business to start plugging
new songs only on established, live

radio and television shows and let

the record stations and record play-

ers buy their disks. It’s a radical

thought but It gets back to funda-
mentals and it would give the mon-
ey-spending radio and TV adver-

tisers a break while the record sta-

tions would buy and play only the

tunes that became popular and
were requested heavily. To stay in

business, they’d have to spend at

least the price of each record in

their libraries.

In summing up, some distance up
ahead, you’ll find the line “the

music business is living on its prin-

cipal and thus losing interest.”

This means that the business has

become so confused, the large pub-

lishers who own the great copy-

rights, with the help of parent pic-

ture companies, are relying for the

most part on reviving one after an-

other of their old songs, the stand-

ards of yesterday, and making to-

days’ hits out of them instead of

letting these songs be the working

capital of the business while new,

good music is added to the account.

True, a few songs. do filter

through the smoggy thinking that

prefers a fast buck to a sound busi-

ness future. But the business of
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Best British Sheet Sellers
* (Week ending April 16)

„ . London, April 22.
Unforgettable Bourne
Cry F.D.&H.
Slow Coach Sterling
Always Our House. .Connelly
Little White Cloud Spier*
Be Life’s Companion. .Morris
Mistakes -. Wright
Won’t Live in Castle . Connelly
Saturday Rag Fields
Tell Me Why .Morris
I Wanna Say Hello : . . . Sterling
At Last Pickwick

Second 12
Please Mister Sun. . .Chappell
Domino Leeds
Only Fools Sun
Never ....F.D.&H.
At End of Day Chappell
Why Worry Macmelodies
Ay-round The Corner Dash
Anytime Victoria
Wheel of Fortune Victoria
Down Yonder Feldman
Enchanted Eve . .Williamson
Love’s Roundabout Cinephonic

looking for gimmicks, “sounds”
and angles instead of the solid ele-

mentary element that made so
many, of the old songs standards,
is what seems to be basically at the
bottom of the whole problem.
The fact that one wonderful old

melody after another is being suc-
cessfully revived is all the proof of
this that is required.
The gimmick .or novelty song

has its place. It helps to pay tau
rent sometimes. It’s a means to an
end, but it has become the end In
itself. The d.j. has his place. He,
too, has become the end rather
than the means. Naturally, in the
recording companies A & R men
with skill, wisdom, inspiration and
intuition are important. But the
music publisher belongs on top of
all this, not beneath the weight of
it. He should run the music busi-
ness, not run after it. And until he
does, basing his choice of what to
publish on the sound standard^ of
confidence in his own taste and ex-
perience, the music business will

continue to sing the blues because
it’s being swung by the tail. -

In the last analysis, perhaps
What the music business really

needs is businessmen to run it and
musicians to write Its songs. To-
day it has too many musicians run-
ning it and too many businessmen
writing its songs.

‘QUIET MUSIC’ SERIES

BEING ISSUED BY COL
As part of its buildup of its pop

album catalog, Columbia Records

is issuing a new series under the

overall heading of “Quiet Music.”

Sets will be geared as background
music for homes and restaurants,

and will be merchandised with

identical covers except for back-

ground colors.

Sets will feature only instrumen-
tals played by such groups as the

Columbia Salon orch,. organist Don
Baker, A1 Goodman orch, the Dell

Trio, Marek Weber orch and
Xavier Cugat orch. Music will be
packaged on 12-inch long-play

disks. ‘George Avakian, fecently-

named director of pop albums for
Columbia, planned the series.

Worried About Lack of Good Writers

Satdbmo to Texas
Austin, April 29.

Louis Armstrong has' been
hooked for a personal appearance
.here at the Doris Miller Audi^
torium an May 7, Armstrong brings
with him his all star sexte't.

According to plans there will be
a- concert and dancing. Tickets are
selling $1.50 in advance and $2 at
the door the night of the perform-
ance.

N.Y. Court of Appeals

Reserves Decision On

‘Candy’ Ys. ‘Sugar’ Action
Albany, April 29.

Court of Appeals reserved de-

cision on the appeal by Maceo
Pinkard and Edna Alexander from

a lower court ruling which upheld

the dismissal of a $50,000 action
against * Robbins Music of the Big
Three for alleged breach of con-
tract and unfair competition in
connection with their song, “Su-
gar.” They contend that Robbins,
Instead of properly exploiting
“Sugar,!’ written in 1920, the pub-
lisher pushed the sale of “Candy.”

Theodore Kupferman, New York
attorney for the plaintiffs, called
the Court of Appeal judges’ atten-

tion to the similarity between the
first lines .of the two numbers, but
did not charge plagiarism. Kupfer-
man said that record* of “Sugar”
were made by Papl Whiteman,
Benny Goodman and Ethel Waters.

In 1944, Robbins obtained the

renewal copyright under an Agree-
ment signed with the composers.
Soon afterward, it acquired “Can-
dy,” of which Robbins sold 400,-

000 copies by Aug. 31, 1945. The
writers complain that less than 200
copies of “Sugar” were sold from
1944 through the first half of 1945.

Julian T. Abeles, attorney for
"Robbins, denied that “Sugar” had
been a real hit In the 1920’s. He
told the State’s highest tribunal
that his client had done its best
to promote the sale of the tune in

1$44, but that It did not catch on.

Abeles submitted a list of 119
songs, all written before 1944, with

j

the words “Sugar” or “Candy” in
the titles.

Supreme Court Justice Aaron
Steuer dismissed the composers’
complaint and the Appellate Divi-

sion upheld his action.. The ap-
peal to the Court of Appeals fol-

lowed.

M-G-M Diitrib Confab*

Flock of M-G-M Records distrib-

utors are in town this week for
sales confab* with diskery execs.

In for the huddles are George
MacDuff and Charles Mauren, De-
troit distribs; and Frank Zaremba,
M-G-M’s Pittsburgh rep.

‘ Although tunes licensed by
Broadcast Music, Inc., have ‘been
dominating the, hit lists. for the
past few years, BMI publishers are
still concerned about the paucity
-of topflight writers, on the BMt
rolls. These pubs concede that most
of the clicks they’ve been produc-
ing are flash-in-the-pan items which
are selling because of disk rendi-
tion and not material. With the

‘

big piibbcry payoff coming from
sheet sales and not mechanical
royalties, pubs want strong catalog
tunes rather than quick disclicks—and the BMI writers aren’t prod-
ucing stuff that'll hold. up.

Several BMI Arms, which have
approached American Society of
Authors, Composers and Publisher
writers to collab on their tunes via
the split payoff system, have been
turned down by the ASCAP men.
Latter claim that they don't want
to spread out their copyrights be-
tween two licensing orgs and prefer
to spot their works with ASCAP
firms out of loyalty to the vet org,

t>earth of good writers,- accord-
ing to one BMI pub, is especially
noticeable in the lyric field. In
many instances foreign tunes for
which he wanted |n English lyric
had to be worked 'over almost a
dozen times before an acceptable
Version was turned" in. Other pubs
are looking to England and Aus-
tralia for lyricists with fresh Ideas.
Many vet publishers, ’on the .

other hand, claim that situation
came about with the new crop of
young publishers who’ve been
steadily moving into the biz. These
pubs have fallen down on the job
of nurturing, directing and guiding
the young writers, The tune and
lyric have become less Jmpqrtant
in their Operation than the swing-
ing of a good record deal.

Storiesin Tienp With*
i ,^1

Longhair Names As

RCA Pitch to Kids
A* part of a project to Intro-

duce kids to classical music in
easy stages, RCA Victor kiddie
division is'planning a series of re-
leases featuring some of the com-
pany's top longhair talent. The
initial set will he framed around
violin music, with Jascha Heifetz'*
playing being framed around a
narrative of “The Fiddle Which
Went West.” Another set, on
piano musig featuring either Jose
Iturbl or Vladimir Horowitz, will
be themed to the story of “The
Piano That Travelled the World.”

Also in the works by Victor Juve
division head Steve Carlin is a set
built around a Ludwig Bemelman*
story which will include portions
of Beethoven’s Pastorale Sym-
phony. A name film player, prob-
ably James Stewart, will do the wax
narration.

PLUGGER JOBS PICK UP

WITHNEWPUB ACTIVITY

The Payola in G.&S.’ Times
The payola pitch for getting plugs, an admitted evil in the

contemporary music business, has a long tradition in history. It

was prevalent in England back in the Victorian era and probably

originated centuries before that. The existence of the payola and

cut-in singers back in the 1880’s is revealed in the following pass-

age from Leslie Bailey’s “New Gilbert and Sullivan Book”:

“In addition to the operas, Sullivan’s ballads earned large sum*

for the composer, his heirs and his publishers. Mr. Goodman

(E. Goodman, director of Chappell Music in England) Tertiembers

a form of ‘ballad plugging’ in Victorian times which will surprise

those who imagine song plugging to be a product of modern dance-

band commercialism. In the days before the gramophone records

and radio and cinema, a new song depended to ‘get known’ upon
being sung at ballad concerts throughout the country. The pub-

lishers .paid singers anything from a half a guinea to three guineas

each time a given song was performed.
“ .‘When I was a young man’,” says Mr. Goodman, *

I

was looking

through the hooks one day when I foun'd that we were paying

certain sums of money to the famous baritone. Sir Charles Santley.

By then Santley was past his prime and I couldn’t understand

why we, had been paying him this money for so many years. Then
I found that when one of Sullivan’s ballads was first published we
had promised Santley very exceptional terms if he would sing it.

. . . Not merely a fee every time he sang it, hut a royalty on the

sales. Now that he had ceased singing the song for a long time, 'I

thought we might stop the royalty; in youthful enthusiasm I went
to my chief and said so. But Mr. Tom Chappell, who was the

soul of honor and integrity, said we had made a promise to pay a

•royalty on the sales and this must go on to the end of Santley’*

life, even if he were not now singing the ballad. The. song in

question was the famous ‘Thou’rt Passing Hence’ which was sung

in St. Paul’s Cathedral at Sir Arthur Sullivan’s funeral service.’
”

Pointing to increased plugging
activities by music publishers
around the country, several con-
tactmen were hired by firms in
New York, Chicago and the Coast.
Jack Richmond will plug Joe Davis
Music’s tunes in N. Y„ while Vic
Duncan, who was formerly with tht
Henry Spitzen firm, has been as-

signed to Irving Berlin’s- Chi
branch.

On the Coast, Jack Carroll
moved over from Chappell to

' Broadcast Music, Inc.’

Ben Pollack Asks 200G

For ‘Shrimp’ Plagiarism
Los Angeles, April 29.

Ben Pollock, songwriter, filed
suit for $200,000 in Federal Court
charging the “Shrimp Boat” song
was plagiarized from his own tune.
“My Cajun.” Although “Cajun”
was never published or copy-
righted, plaintiff declares, he

,

played it on several occasion*.

Named as defendant* are Paul
Mason Howard and Paul Weston,
tunesmiths, and the Walt Disney
Music Co.

Jerayne Music, chartered to con-
duct a music publishing business
in New York. Capital stock is 200
shares, no car value-
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Band Reviews

LOU MATH ORCH (4)

Hotel President, Kansas City

In one of its infrequent band-
stand changes, the Hotel President

has brought in the Lou Math
combo to provide the rhythms for

dining and dancing in its elite

Drum Room. It’s a first time in

town for the Math crew which cut

Itself a chore in following the Don
Roth Trio which held the room for

several- months. Math crew likely

will hold forth ip the Drum Room
for several weeks to come.

Combo's formula mixes capabili-

ty, versatility and smoothness and
comes up with dansable rhythms,
but good. Math handles the piano
keyboard with Joe Yento on accor-

dion, Frank Canto on sax, clarinet

and fiddle and Hand McCruder on
string bass. This gives a fairly

wide range of instrumentation and
* wide selection of tempos. Vocally
he handles the standards and pops
in very listenable manner, and calls

on Yento for novelties and Latin
tunes. This crew is solid for hotels

and clubs.

Drum Room currently has a

policy of continuous music from 3
p.m. with Marianna continuing to

hold forth at thp Hammond, *as she
has done for many months, until

the Math foursome' comes on, For
the evening hours the President
also has brought in Kay Kenna to

warble, at the keyboard between
band sets. She is tlie*Jeanne Mac-
Kenna of Chi radio and TV. It's

her second • date here where she
was known as Kay Kenna, and
hence the name switch. Gal is

accomplished at the keyboard and
vocals, rounds out the room with
its continuous entertainment setup,

Quin.

BARBARA CARROLL TRIO
Park Sheraton Hotel, Nf Y.

Barbara Carroll's combo, which
has been dishing out its slick

rhythms in the intimeries around
the New York area for the past
couple of seasons, shows up as one
of the best piano, bass and drums
outfit . around in its current big-

rodm showcasing at the Park
Sheraton Hotel, N. Y. Management
has booked the combo in for an
indefinite engagement and the
packed fables during initial week
indicate that it’ll probably become
one of the spot's fixtures.

Group plays from 6:30 p.m. until

2:30 a.m.,« offering a wide variety
of tunes to suit the mood of the
cocktailers, diners and late-hour
tipplers. Miss Carroll's topdrawer
keyboarding sparks the combo
which is comprised of Joe Shul-
man, bass, and Herb Wasserman,
drums. Although they’ve adopted
some of . their musical styling
from the progressive school, they
don’t go overboard On the hep
beat but intersperse enough of it

into each number to make it dis-

tinctive and highly listenable.

Miss Carroll concentrates on
fave' show tunes with the melodies
of Richard Rodgers and Lorenz
Hart getting solid representation.
Such numbers as “Manhattan” and
“Slaughter On Tenth Ave.” are
given a flrstrate workover and come
across with impact. When combo is

on, tabler gab is held to a minimum
which can be credited to Miss Car-
roll’s sock song catalog and excit-
ing renditions.

Intermish spots are filled nicely
by Mimi Warren and Ernestine
Holmes, who alternate, respective-
ly, on piano and organ. Gros.
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JUNCO FARTHER (Frederick)— Richard Hayes (Her,)
rates a Billboard PICK for a disk that "is exciting
from start to finish* * Cash Box hails it "Disk of
the Week" and reports,"* * . platter is a sure
hit • * * has the ingredients of a big seller."

* * ff ,*

^ YOU (Republic) [non-#xcfu»v» BMiJ — Samxy Kaye (Col.)
with Tony Russo on the vooal

.

is the Cash Box
‘Sleeper of the Week.” Adapted fro* Musette's
waltz in Puooini's "I*a Boheme," "YOU* opines upjab
"a ballad that could very easily ge to the head
Of the list,” Billboard touts ,li "excellent."

* * * *

JUST A UTTLI LOVIN' (Hill ft Range) — The smash
success of Kddie Fisher's I'M YOURS should not
overshadow the booking, whioh is JUST A LITTLE
LOVIN' (Vio. ) . -Billboard gives It S solid 85-rating
(-excellent) and Variety as tell as Cash Box find
it worthy. Tune is an Eddy Arnold (Vio*) folk
success.

*

*****
V AIR MAIL SPECIAL (Regent)—Billboard singles out Ella

Fitzgerald (Deo.) for praise of this "old Benny
Goodman opus and Ella delivers one of her wonder-
ful soat singing performances,." Cash Box con-
siders it "a rousing numherthat moves solidly."

*****
H* RAINIOW STREET (Rudder)
V* LOW DOWN MAMA FROM NEW ORLEANS (Rudder) —

TheSatlsflers (Judder) offer a top level disk
with two sides that Cash Box reaommends to juke
boxes. "Polished, pleasant and stylish" ore the
reviewer's verdict.

*****
THREE WAYS OF KNOWING (Peer)—Billbwwl's "Country

and Western PICK* column finds the Johnnie k Jack
(Vic.) platter firmly entrenched* Ditty could
move into pop class with this disk.

*****
Y* HI HO TRA1LUS WHIP (Little Jazz) fnon-excTuWv* BMl}— Anita O'Day (Coral) backed by the Alvy West

orch. delivers a swiftly paoed number in fine
style. Vocalist earns apeoial praise from Cash
Box for this "change of pace item."

*****
k* LOVE SONG OF THE WATERFALL (American) — Coming

up strongly on the Billboard CIcW charts is this
Slim Whitman (Imperial) disk. Newest release is
by Jimmy Wakely-Les Baxter (Cap.) which Daily
Variety says 1 "is the type of lyrio Wakely handles
Net,*

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
* r r ! ) 7 h A
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Survey Week of April IS

The top 30 songs of week (more In case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index k Audience Trend Index*

Published by Office of Research, Inc.t Dr, John Gray Peatman,.

Director. Alphabetically listed: .

A Guy Is a Guy . . .

:

Ludlow
Am I In Love—1“Son of Paleface” Famous
Anytime -.Hill & R
Ay-Round the Corner Frank
At Last Feist

Be Anything (But Be Mine) Shapiro-B

Be My Life’s Companion * ..Morris

Blacksmith Blues Hijl & B
Blue Tango \ Mills

Broken Hearted DeSylva-B-H

Cry ^ Mellow
For the Very First Time .Berlin

Forgive Me Advanced
Gandy Dancers’ Ball Disney

Goin’ On a Hayride—*“Three Wishes For Jamie” .. Chappell

Honest and Truly .
.‘

• • •’ Lion

How Close .’
' Life

I Hear a Rhapsody—t“Clash By Night” ...Broadcast

If Someone Had Told Me Witmark
I’ll Walk Alone—1“With a Song In My Heart” Mayfair -

Kiss of Fire Duchess

Noodlin' ‘Rag BVC
Perfidia Poor

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. .
Oxford

Please Mr. Sun Weise-B

t
gln’ In the Rain—t“Singin’ In the Rain” Bobbins
1 Me Why.. Signet

and Down Mambo Life

Wheel of Fortune Laurel

Wishin’ . . . ^ Midway
Would You—t“Singin’ In the Rain” Robbins

Second Group

All My Life.: :
Fox

And So I Waited Around . Pickwick*.

Chimney Smoke Meridian

Glorita Life

Goody Goody DeSylva-B-H
I Could Write a Book—+“Pal Joey” Harms
I Don’t Mind Duchess

I'm Yours Algonquin

It’s a Sin To Tell a Lie BVC
Lady Love—t“Sound Off” Cromwell
One Little Candle Leeds
Oops—t“Belle of New York” Feist

Poor Whip-Poor-Will Gallico

Silver and Gold Blue-River

Slow Poke Ridgeway
Stolen Love Parliament

Summer Is A’Comin’ In Essex
That’s the Chance You Take Paxton
Trust In Me Advanced
When I Take My Sugar To Tea Famous
.You’re Not Worth My Tears Marks

Top 10. Songs On TV
A Guy Is a Guy Ludlow
Anytime : Hill & R
Be My Life’s Companion Morris
Blue Tango » Mills
Cry..' ; Mellow
I Hear a Rhapsody Broadcast
Please Mr. Sun .

(
Weiss-B,

SIngin’ In the Rain.' ...Robbins
What Good Is a Gal Miller „

Wheel of Fortune ; .Laurel

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Lady In Red *. Remick
(The) Sheik I .Mills

Temptation /. . . Robbins
Tenderly Marks -
You're An Old Smoothie Harms

_
a

t Filmusical *Legit musical.

Union Rapped as ’Screen’

For Organized Juke Ops

In Fight Ys. Ohio Indies

Toledo, April 29.

Disputes between independent
and organized jukebox owners have
led to court action in both Toledd
and Akron, where a union Local
410, Cleveland, Vending Machine
Service Union, has picketed estab-
lishments served by the independ-
ent jukebox owners who employ
their own non-union servicemen.
In Akron, a grand jury is investi-
gating the situation following a se-
ries of disputes which led to stink
bombing of an independent juke-
box operator’s home and destruc-
tion of his equipment in several
spots.

In Toledo, Lucas Coupty Com-
mon Pleas Judge John W. Hackett
last v/eek refused to dissolve a
temporary injunction restraining
picketing by Local 410 of a restau-
rant, an order which has been ap-
pealed by Moe Okun, counsel for
the union. Judge Hackett ’said the
self-styled union was set up as a
screen for the Tri-State Vending
Machine Operators Assn., which
seeks to gain a monopoly of the
vending machine business in To-
ledo and then extend its control
into other businesses. He said the
picketing of the restaurant was un-
lawful since no legitimatt trade dis-

pute exists between the union and
the picketed establishment, and
thereby constitutes an illegal sec-
dfedary boycott. He also said an un-
lawful conspiracy existed between
the Tri-State Operators and the
group “calling itscjlf a union.”

In a similar Akron case, Judge
Ray B. Watters ruled that the union
could picket restaurants, but with
some reservations. He held there
was no secondary boycott involved.
In both cases, restaurant operators
charged the vendors’ association
and the union were carrying on a
shakedown racket” by trying- to

force tavern and restaurant own-
ers to install music machines
owned by members of the Tri-
State Operators. In both cities, an
estimated three-fourths of the juke
box owners belong to the associa-
tion

. 5ie
. 1

ma11 behind Local 410 In
both Akron and Toledo was identi-
fied as William Presser, Cleveland',
president of the Wholesale Tobac-
co Dealers and Candy Assn, there:
president of the Phonograph Mer-
chants Assn., and organizer of In-
ternational Brotherhood of Elec-
trical Workers Local 442. He is un-
der Federal indictment with other
individuals and organizations in
Cleveland for conspiracy to re-
strain .trade in violation of the
Sherman Anti-Trust Law, charged
with conspiracy to eliminate com-
petition in sale and distribution of
candy, cigarets, and tobacco.

ASCAP Snares Pacts

With FM Services In

Pitch for Upped Fees
Winding up a protracted series

of negotiations, the American So
ciety' of Composers, Authors and
Publishers finalized pacts last week
With Functional Music in Chicago
and Alt Music In New York.. Both
outfits provide frequency modula-
tion. tFM) music service for hotels
restaurants, banks, offices and
other industrial setups.

Both outfits .had been paying ij.

censing fees of $12 annually t*
ASCAp, the spine as - other Fm
Outlets, Although ASCAP set the
nominal fee. -for FM stations be-
cause of their generally unprofit-
able operation,' the Society con-
tended that Functional Music and
Air Music are established on a
firm .financial basis and should pay
increased licensing fees.

Both v the Chi and New York
broadcasting outfits operate with
transmitters equipped with “beep-
ers,”. high frequency signals, which
eliminate the commercials, making
the operation similar to the wired
music type of service offered by
Muzak/ In Chi, Functional Music
is a. relatively large operation, with
a large number of offices and fac-
tories subscribing to its beep serv-
ice.

Agreement between ASCAP and
the FM broadcasters was preceded
by several law suits brought by
major publishers against users of
the music service. Suits charged
violation of copyright by public
performance without payment to
the Copyright owners. It’s likely
that these suits will be quashed
in view of the new ASCAP agree-
ment.

Paul Badura-Skoda, young Vien-
nese pianist, left N. Y. Sunday
(27) for the Coast, en route for
Australia.

A

MERCURY ARTIST

XAVIER

CUGAT
and His Orchestra

New Instrumental Hit

“Gypsy Mombo”

“Hegra Leonor”

Record No* 584? and

584TX45
/

Appearing Soon

In Person

ROOSEVELT HOTEL

Now Orleans

"JIMMY" EVANS
Arrangor formerly of Dttrftit. Fm

•ag«r to I’ooch yow. Good n*w*. H*P*

yo« or y*vr friond* will contact m«

l. C. fcrtdorff, 2431 Woodwork

Dotrofi 1, Midi. WO 2-0954.
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Inside Orchestras-Music r
Harry Von Tllzer Music, one of Tin Pan Alley's oldest firms, hits its

80th anhi this year in conjunction with the 20th-Fox release of the

fiiraus&I, “Wait Till the Sun Shhfes Nellie," in May. Pic’s- title is

taken from one of the late Von Tilzer’s best known ballads* .The film,

incidentally, will introduce a new* version of "Nellie," with special

patter written by the pic's producer, George Jessel.

Chartered in 1002, the Von Tiber company published the first
,
works

of Irving Berlin and George Gershwin. The popularity of Von Tiber's
own tunes is gauged by the fact that, his numbers sold more than
10,000,000 copies in one year.

>

Among the persons to meet Billy May in Pittsburgh last week whep
bandleader came back to his home town for first time in years with the
Patti Page-Frankle Laine package was Etzi Cdvato, veteran Pitt maes-
tro, who gave up music business some time ago to become a cafe owner.
Back in 1938 Covato heard May in a roadhouse combo and persuaded
him to join his orch. May was making $17 a week then, and played
the slidehorn. Covato taught him the rudiments of trumpet, and also
persuaded him to try his hand at arranging. May stayed with Covato
for a whole season, both in Florida and at Covato's Pitt spot, the old
Plaza Cafe, before moving on. May's family still lives in Pitt and he's
returning there again for a onc-nighter with his band at West View
Park May 14 after Page-Lalne tour ends' and before he goes into the
N. Y. Paramount May 28 with Johnnie Ray.

Billy Eckstine and Fran* Warren, M-G-M Records pactees? who com-
pleted a three-week run at the Paramount Theatre, N.Y., yesterday
(Tues.) plugged their disks in three- languages last week over the
Voice of America. Interviews were set up in French, Italian, and Eng-
lish, Eckstine and Miss Warren handled the foreign lingo spiel via
phonetic scripts.

Krupa Back From Tokyo,

Working His Way East
Winding up a Pacific tour in

Tokyo tomorrow (Thurs.), the re-

cently-formed Gene Krupa trio

arrives in Los Angeles May 3 be-
fore working its way back east.

En route, the combo will play the
Rossonian Hotel, ’Denver, May 5-7;

and the Club Silhouette, Chicago.
Trio will return to N. Y. May 13

for a series of TV guest shots, in-

cluding one on the Milton Berle
show. Besides Krupa, trio com-
prises Charlie Ventura, sax, and
Teddy Napoleon, piano.

Induct Concerimaster
San Antonio, April 29.

First violinist and concerimaster
of the San Antonio Symphony Or-
chestra, Leopold La Fosse was in-
ducted into the Army here last
week.
He was sent to Fort Sam Hous-

ton here.

Alstone Preps Orch
Alex Alstone, French composer,

is prepping a new 12-piece orch
to be booked in this country.
Alstone formerly was piano accom-
panist for Maurice Chevalier and
is the composer of "Symphony."

Vocalist Jo-Anne, formerly . of
the De Marco Sisters, will appear
with the orch. .

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS

Survey oj retail shtti music
sates, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and shouting comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Week Ending
April 26

Title and Publisher

1 "Wheel of Fortune" (Laurel)

"Blue Tango” (Mills) 2

4 "Blacksmith Blny" fflill-R) .... 77

~Q "A Guy Is A Guy" (Ludlow) . . . . . 8

"Anytime'* (Hill-R) ..... ...... 6

8 5 "Please Mr. Sun" (Weiss-B).

7 "Pittsburch, Penn." (Oxford).... 8 9. 4

8A "Kisa of Fire" (Duchess). 4 8 6 6
29

24
8B 10

9

"Be Anything" (Shapiro-B), . .. 7 7

Be My Life’s Compai»ioto" (Mbrris) . .

~
. .

'

t .
5~

4 8 5 24
u 6 7 6

10 11 "Ay-round^ the Corner" (Frank) 4
20

11 "Forgive Me" (Advanced) 9 9 5
9 19

4 17

12 8 "Cry" (Mellow) 10 10 6 13
13 11 «I'I1 Walk Alone" (Mayfair) 8 8 8
14 "Kiss to Build Dream On" (Miller) 3 10

11

9

Ives Scores in Edinburgh
Edinburgh, April 22.

Burl Ives scored heavily at one-

On the Upbeat

New York . . . Chuck Foster pacted for Rice
Hotel, Houston, May 1 to 28th . . .

Ella Fitzgerald begins a 10-day Xavier Cugat has a three-weeker
night concert in 3,000-seat Usher engagement at the Town and at Roosevelt, New Orleans, May 8,

Hall here. - Country, Brooklyn, May 9 . .Eydie and follows with a week at Baker
He concludes his stay in Britain Gorme, former Tex Beneke orch Hotel, Dallas, May 30.

with a TV appearance today. He vocalist, held over at Leon and Orrin Tucker selected to be
goes from here on an extensive Eddie’s, N.Y. .. .Mickey Glass, pro- summer band at Claremont, Berke
tour, taking in Paris, Zurich, Rome, fessional manager of Roneom Mu- ley, Calif., beginning June 17 . . .

Lydda and Karachi. From there, sic, on a disk jockey trek to Wash- Griff Williams inked for Forest
on May 10, her goes to Singapore ^P-J^on, Baltimore and Pnilly • •

. Park Highlands, St. Louis, May
and Djakarta, and later will tour or£h into Birdland, 23-29 . . . Freddy Martin returns
Australia, New Zealand, Fiji and ,„

ay
J
or weeks at Shamrock, Hous-

Hawail. Returns to America in !2
n

' May
,

13 * •»* Joy C'ayer does
August vou

?
Ro°m ' PhiBy* May 30 for one three weeks at Muehlebach, Kan-* week. . .Kay Anthony orch begins Sas City . . . Anita O'Day into the

a four-week engagement at the Blue Note May 16 for two frames
Hollywood Palladium July 15...

. 4 , Tiny Davis signed for Club
Richard Hayes opens at the Penn Trocavera, Columbu^ June 9 for
Theatre, Pittsburgh, Friday (2>. .

. 14 days . . . Mort Schaffer au-Deep River Boys, vocal combo cur- thored new tome "Income Tax for
rently at Standish Hall, Hull, Que- Bands." He's a tax authority , . .

Sra?k£ Carle haa a week at Peopy
fourth annual British Isles trek. .

. Park, Omaha, June 24.
Joe Holiday orch into the Glass
Bar, St. Louis, Friday (2)... Bar- ~
bara Davis exited her secretarial Dallas
job at Shapiro-Bernstein last week Tony Martin bows Friday (2) forto travel with her husband, singer in niehts at ah«i«w,
Danny Davis... Rita Hayes’ ankeld Alvifo Rey orch into Panov's

.To^myEdl HotS'r Mural
y
RoVm' has®2”

?h’nw°S™f.rdL
th
«,
CrySt

slvann3; ^ “fcV**SS fn<J ?h“w. May 15-24;

anist, has returned to Savoy for
indefinite stand. . .Four Aces Into
Roseland Ballroom, May 2nd for
one-nighter. . .Men of Melody sub-
bing for Frank Petty Trio in Show
Bar, while latter group fill engage-
ment at Montreal’s new Wonder-
bar Room... Bill Clanci on tour
batoning Sam Snyder’s Water Fol-
lies.

FOR VOTHER S jAt PROGRAMMING!

Philly,- Saturday (3)

«uuy, rnaay u;. land The Continentals for * - -

Pittsburgh
Billy May booked into West

View Park for a one-nighter May
14 . . . Dolores Del Mar rejoined
Lee Kclton’s band as featured vo-

and me continentals for two
June 9-21. . ."Ice Cycles of

53 Is set for State* Fair of Texas,
Oct. 4-19, in the Ice Arena.

FRAN WARREN
SINGS

HEAVENLY LEAVE THEM
FATHER ALONE

MGM 11237 78 RPM
K 11237 45 RPM

Boston

callst . . . Hugh Tally Trio landed vllff
music Job at new Carlton House’s MCA hoikedTown and Country Lounge. Tully’s Gloria Shaw into Musi?"^?nv

liSt

Hm
V
rVs°t

e
.
N
„r accordlcm T! $“**«»*

* atcto icacuviueu ms ouini son. trombone Mil* .7—
since close of the Pittsburgh Sym- Eddie «Lo^w*

J
D^Si 'Sbes;

phony reason . . . Red French. vet- Kenny Clark cSs; Percy Heath!eran drummer with Luke Riley’s bass" and
Casino house orch, is onthe ailtal Joe BaitS®w Mi

?
es

.
Davis

list again with a bad heart
8 — -

a»agiia, intermission pi-

Artic Arncll set for a one-nighter

MY

MOTHER'S

EYES k

It's Mu«lc hy

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

FLAPPERETTE
COLUMBIA #39444

PAUL WESTON and „ORCH!
MERCURY #5754 HARMONICATS

(Mills Music)

A Great Record

Dtan Martin's
OAPITOL RECOKDlftQ

“PRETTY AS A PICTURE"
MILESTOfiK MUSIC CO.

6526 Seim* Ave„ Hellywoed, Calif.

1 HEAR A MOTHER I

RHAPSODY MOTHER
MGM 11190. 75 RI*M it Kill 90, 45 RPM

M G M RECORDS
t h e o - ' N A " F ^ E N ? N v c \

-
' ^ A V I- \ r -OR" \ '

at Kennywqod Park on Saturday
(3) . . . CIro Rimac’s hand and unit
into the Bachelors Club in EastL\b

3

erty for four weeks . . . Baron
Elliott follows Walter Gable Into
the Ankara on June 2.

Chicago
Lon Saxon, WBBM staff singer,

is cutting two sides for Universal
th!s week, one, "Letter to My
Mother derived from Jewish
folksong. Tim Gayle is supervis-mg the cutting . . . Chamaco’s
rhumba group into the Preview
?ltery ; * :

Georgia Gibbs off for a
tour of midwest disk jockeys
Tommy Reed set for Sheppard Air
£o**ce Base, Wichita Falls, Tex.,May 31, for eight days ... VicDuncan has taken over FreddieKramer s job at the Irving

. Berlin
Music office, while Kramer re-
coups from illness in California
• . . Larry Fotine plays during
Derby days at Brown Hotel, Louis-
ville, Friday and Saturday (2-3)

ANNOUNCEMENTS for 1952 «nd 1953

BOSTON,SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CHARLES MUNCH, Music Director

EUROPEAN TOUR Spring 1952
Conductor*,*CHARLES .‘SS’^tufgSSV.UX

BERKSHIRE FESTIVAL Summer 1952
Conductor*, CHArX^^'muHCH^PIERRE* wioNT'EUX^^EOMARD BERNSTEIN

SUBJiCRIPTION SERIES Season 1952/3
Conductors, CHARLES ^UNCH^riERR^MONTEUx'ni^tSUIDO^ANTELLI

T.^NSC°NT1NENTAL TOUR Spring 1953
onductors, CHARLES MUNCH «nd PIERRK MONTEUX

BOSTON POPS TOUR-ORCHESTRA
ARTHUR FIEDLER, Conductor

JOINTER TOUR Jam, Feb.. Mar;i953
b ,

Add ross Inquiries fo Symphony Hall, Eoston I5»
Baldwin Plano ^ . .c

. / R.CiA. Victor Records
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BETJUL DISK BEST SEUEBS

8B 12

^vsmerr
Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leadihg stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and lastweek**

Week Ending

Artist, Label, Title

KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Wheel ofvJFortime”—1964 1

ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)

"Blacksmith Blues”—1922 2

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)
"Blue Tan*o”—40220 4

DORIS DAY (Columbia) -

"A Guy Is a Guy”—39673 9

G. MITCHELL-M, MILLER (Col.)
"

"Pittsburgh, Penn.”—39663)

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

"Forgive Me”—20-4574 3

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
"Anytime”—20-4359 10

DON CORNELL (Coral)
"I'll Walk Alone”.—60659 7

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
"Kiss of Fire”—5823
PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
""Delicado”—39708

FOUR ACES (Decca) -

"Perfida”—27987 8

JOHNNIE KAY (Columbia)
"What's the Use”—39698 6
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5 2 112 3

1 3 5 2.. 2

.. 12 3.. 1

4 6 3 4 10 9

JJ 93

3 74

4 70

5 44

0 6.. 5 1 38

10 8 8 5 5

.

• 10 4 7 . . 6

3 . . ..10 4 7

7 ..

9 . . 3 ..

6 9.... 7 . . 9 . . 8

8 ..

10B • *

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

"That** Chalice Take”—20-4574 . .

.

• « • • 9 3 • • • p 4 .. 17

11 • «

EDDIE HOWARD (Mercury)
"Be Anythin*”—5815 0 3 .. 9 10 .. 16

12 6
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
"Gandy Dancer* Ball”—39665. .

.

. 5 .. • • • • • • 6 • 8 .. • • • • 14

13 10
HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)

“Blue Tan*o”—20-4518 • • • • • • • » 1 8 .

.

• a • • • • • • 13

14 14
DON CORNELL (Coral)

‘Tm Yoiirs”—60659 5 4 » • 1 0 • • • • 11

15A * •

RICHARD HAYES (Mercury)
"Junco Partner”—5833 8 4 • • • • • • • • 10

15B 15
LES BAXTER (Capitol)

"Blue Tan*o”—1966 • • • • « 9 • • 1 » • • • 10

16 * •

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

"Pm Yours”—20-4680 . . • • *• • • • • A 4 • • • .. 2 9
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JOHNNIE RAY

ALBUM
Columbia

CO-6199
C2-88

* B-2-88

AMERICAN IN
PARIS

Hollywood Cad
M-G-M

'

E-93
K-93 v

M-93

SEE YOU IN

DREAMS
Dons Day

Columbia
CL-6198
C2-89
B2-89

MY GUYS AND DOLLS

Broadway Cast

Decca

DA-325
9-203

DLP-8036

Wizell & Day Musio chartered to

conduct a music publishing busi-

ness in New York. Capital stock Is

100 shares, no par value. Directors
are: Murray Wizell, Maurice Sil-

berman and Robert Day,* of N. Y.

Sk

Spanier Charges Breach

By Milwaukee Nitery
Milwaukee, April 29.

Singers* Rendezvous, a night
club, will get no live music unless
the spot’s owner, Joseph Sorce,

hands out $1,650, reported due
Muggsy Spanier who bowed out
April 21. Hassle, according to

Volmer T. Dahlstrand, president of

the Milwaukee Musicians’ Assn.,

arose from alleged contract breach
on part of Singers' Rendezvous.
Spanier’s six-piece combo was
booked to April 27.

Spanier allegedly collected for

every night in' the week’s run,

minus one day when Spanier got

$200 of alleged of $350. Spanier
left for Chicago and launched and
"unfair” protest to the American
Federation of Musicians’ union.
Spanier is Seeking collection of

$1,650 for one more week.
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DEL SIMMONS QUINTETTE
Featuring

MEG SIMMONS
Currently

LONDON CHOP HOUSE, Detroit

CONTINUING SINCE JAN. 7
Aft«r 14 Wt«ks at the
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MERCURY RECORDS
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Con Edison Sets Sked

For Cuffo Park Dances
Consolidated Edison has set up

a 54-date summer schedule for its

11th season of cuffo dances in New
York parks. Although the name
bands have not yet been set, the

park terp season’ll tee off at Cen-

tral Park, June 19, and wind in

Prospect Park, Brooklyn, Sept. 5. .

Among the other parks lined up
for the dance dates are Victory

Field, Queens; Poe Park, Bronx;

Colonial Park, Upper Manhattan;

Jackson Heights Playground,
Queens; Williamsbridge Oval,
Bronx; and Victory Field, Queens.
According to Howard Sinnott,

General Artists- Corp. one-niter de-
partment topper who's booking the
dates, such orchs as Hal McIntyre,
Johnny Long, Tony Pastor, Buddy
Morrow and Ralph Marterie will
appear.

Guests for 50th Season
Minneapolis, April 29.

The Minneapolis Symphony or-

chestra has announced it will ob-

serve its golden jubilee season,

starting, next October, with a

string of top longhair guests.

Two former conductors, Eugene
]Ormandy and Dimitri Mitropoulos,

now conductors of the Philadelphia
Orchestra and New York Philhar-
monic, will return for guest ap-
pearances. Soloists will include
violinists Jascha Heifetz, Zino
Francescatti, Nathan Milstein and
the orchestra’s own concertmaster
Rafael Druian; pianists Artur Ru-
binstein, Claudio Arrau and the

Vronsky-Babin team, and singers

Dorothy Dow and George London.

Bing Hits the Bullseye Again!

KING’S MEN

ROSALEEN

1
and

DON'T EVER BE

AFRAID TO GO HOME
(with Perry 4Botkin's String Band)

JMUUl

I KNOW WHAT IT MEANS

TO BE LONESOME
and

SOMEONE STOLE

MY DARLIN’

-Single Records 85c (plus lax)

^America 's Fastest

Selling Records!
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Harry Von Tilzer Music, one of Tin Pan Alley’s oldest firms, lilts Its

80th ajihi this year in conjunction with the 20th-Fox release of the

filmusteal, “Walt TUI the Sun Shirifes Nellie,” in May, Pic’s title is

taken from one of the late Von Tilzer’s best known ballads, The film,

incidentally, will introduce a new. version of “Nellie,” with special

patter written by the pic’s producer, George Jessel.

Chartered in 1902, the Von Tilzer company* published the first
,
works

of Irving Berlin and George Gershwin. The popularity of Von Tilzer’s

own tunes is gauged by the fact that, his numbers sold more than
10,000,000 copies in one year.

Among the persons to meet BiUy May in Pittsburgh last week whe|t
bandleader came back to his home town for first time in years with the
Patti Page-Frankie Laine package was Etzi COvato, veteran Pitt maes-
tro, who gave up music business some time ago to become a cafe owner.
Back in 1938 Covato heard May in a roadhouse combo and. persuaded
him to join his orch. May was making $17 a week then, and played
the slidehom. Covato taught him the rudiments of trumpet, and also
persuaded him to try his hand at arranging. May stayed with Covato
for a whole Season, both in Florida and at Covato’a Pitt spot, the old
Plaza Cafe, before moving on. May's famUy stUl lives in Pitt and he's
returning there again for a one-nighter with his band at West View
PaTk Mny 14 after Page-Laine tour ends and before he goes into the
N. Y. Paramount May 28 with Johnnie Ray.

BiUy Eckstine and Fran Warren, M-G-M Records pactees; who com-
pleted a three-week run at the Paramount Theatre, N.Y., yesterday
(Tues.) plugged their disks in three- languages last week over the
Voice of America. Interviews were set up in French, Italian, and Eng-
lish. Eckstine and Miss Warren handled the foreign linger spiel via
phonetic scripts.
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Survey of retail sheet music
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Krupa Back From Tokyo,

Working His Way East
Winding up a Pacific tour in

Tokyo tomorrow (Thurs.), the re-

cently-formed Gene Krupa trio

arrives in Los Angeles May 3 be-
fore working its way back east.

En route, the combo will play the
Rossonian Hotel/Denver, May 5-7,

and the Club Silhouette, Chicago.
Trio will return to N. Y. May 13

for a series of TV guest shots, in-

cluding one on the Milton Berle
show. Besides Krupa, trio com-
prises Charlie Ventura, sax, and
Teddy Napoleon, piano.

Induct Concertmaster
San Antonio, April 29.

First violinist and concertmaster
of the San Antonio Symphony Or-
chestra, Leopold La Fosse was in-
ducted into the Army here last
week.
He was sent to Fort Sam Hous-

ton here.

Alstone Preps Orch
Alex Alstone, French composer,

is prepping a new 12-plcce orch
to be booked in this country.
Alstone formerly was piano accom-
panist for Maurice Chevalier and
is the composer of "Symphony.”

Vocalist Jo-Anne, formerly . of
the De Marco Sisters, will appear
with the orch.

» A

Ives Scores in Edinburgh
Edinburgh, April 22.

Burl Ives scored- heavily at one-
night concert in 3,000-seat Usher
Hall here.
He concludes his stay in Britain

with a TV appearance today. He
goes from here on an extensive
tour, taking in Paris, Zurich, Rome,
Lydda and Karachi. From there,
on May 10, he goes to Singapore
and Djakarta, and later will tour
Australia, New Zealand, Fiji and
Hawaii. Returns to America in
August.

"Be My Life’s Companion” (Morris)

"Ay-roundjthe Corner” (Frank) -

"Forgive Me” (Advahced) 9 9 . . 5

"Cry” (Mellow) 10 .. .. 10 .. ..

“I’ll Walk Alone” (Mayfair) 8

"Kiss to Build Dream On” (Miller) . . . . . .

9 8

3 ..
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FRAN WARREN
SINGS

HEAVENLY LEAVE THEM
FATHER ALONE

MGM 11237 78 RPM
K 11237 45 RPM

I HEAR A MOTHER
RHAPSODY MOTHER

MGM 11190, 78 RPM A Kill 90, 45 RPM
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New York
Ella Fitzgerald begins a 10-day

: engagement at the Town and
Country, Brooklyn, May 9 . .Eydie

l Gorme, former Tex Beneke orch
‘ vocalist, held over at Leon and
> Eddie’s, N.Y Mickey Glass, pro-

t
fessional manager of Roneom Mu-
sic, on a disk jockey trek to Wash-

! ington, Baltimore and Philly . .

.

! Illinois Jacquet orch into Birdland,
N.Y., May 15. Harry Belafonte,
folk singer, opens at the Rendez-
vous Room, Philly, May 30 for one
week... Kay Anthony orch begins
a four-week engagement at the
Hollywood Palladium July 15 . .

.

Richard Hayes opens at the Penn
Theatre, Pittsburgh, Friday (2) . .

.

-Deep River Boys, vocal combo cur-
rently at Standish Hall, Hull, Que-
bec, sail early in June for their
fourth annual British Isles trek. .

.

Joe Holiday orch into the Glass
Bar, St. Louis, Friday (2)... Bar-
bara Davis exited her secretarial
job at Shapiro-Bernstein last week
to travel with her husband, singer
Danny Davis . . . Rita Hayes ankeld
vocalist spot with the Ralph Flan-
agan orch. last week. . .Tommy Ed-
wards opens at the Crystal Room,
Philly, Saturday • (3) . . . Savannah
Churchill into Weeke’s, Atlantic
City, Friday (2).

Pittsburgh
Billy May booked into West

View Park for a one-nighter May
14 . . . Dolores Del Mar rejoined
Lee Kelton’s band as featured vo-
calist . . . Hugh Tully Trio landed
music job at new Carlton House’s
Town and Country Lounge. Tully’s
on violin, Joe Negri on guitar and
Jimmy Testa on accordion ...
Jack Puroell’s band plays Saturday
night (3) for 100th anniversary
party of the Typographical Union,
Local 7, at William Penn Hotel.
Purcell has reactivated his outfit

'

since close of the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony season . , . Red French, vet-
eran drummer with Luke Riley’s
Casino house orch, is on the ailing

again with a bad heart . . . ,A™® Arnell set for a one-nighter
at Kennywood Park on Saturday
(3) . . . Ciro Rimac’s baud and unit
into the Bachelors Club in East

£}i
b
i

eSy/?r four weeks • • • Baron
Elliott follows Walter Gable into
the Ankara on June 2.

Chicago
»
Bon Saxon, WBBM staff singer,

is cutting two sides for Universal

$ ls week, one, "Letter to My
Mother derived from Jewish
folksong. Tim Gayle is supervis-
ing the cutting . . . Chamaco’s
rhumba group into the Preview
?ltery ; • ;

Georgia Gibbs off for a
tour of midwest disk jockeys , .Tommy Reed set for Sheppard Air
force Base, Wichita Falls, Tex.May 31/ for eight days . . . VicDuncan has taken over Freddie
Kramer’sjob at the Irving .Berlin
Music office, while Kramer re-
coups from illness in California

\
Bar*y Fotlne plays during

Sna
by at Br°wn HoteI

> Bouis-
ville» Friday and Saturday (2-3) [

. . . Chuck Foster pacted for Rice
Hotel, Houston, May 1 to 28th . . .

Xavier Cugat has a three-weeker
at Roosevelt, New Orleans, May 8,

and follows with a week at Baker
Hotel, Dallas, May 30.

Orrin Tucker selected to he
summer band at Claremont, Berke-
ley, Calif., beginning June 17 . . .

Griff Williams inked for Forest
Park Highlands, St. Louis, May
23-29 . . . Freddy Martin returns
for two weeks at Shamrock, Hous-
ton, May 13 . . . Joy Cayer does
three weeks at Muehlebach, Kan-
sas City . . . Anita O’Day into the
Blue Note May 16 for two frames
. . Tiny Davis signed for Club
Trocavera, Columbus, June 9 for
14 days . . . Mort Schaffer au-
thored new tome “Income Tax for
Bands.” He’s a tax authority . . .

Frankie Carle has a week at Peony
Park, Omaha, June 24,

Dallas
Tony Martin bows Friday (2) for

10 nights at Hotel Adolphus...A I v i n o Rey orch into Pappy’s
Showland May 1-10...Baker
Hotels Mural Room has Ames..
Bros., on tap until May 14; Ted
Lewis orch and show, May 15-24;
Xavier Cugat orch,. May 30-June 7,
and The 'Continentals for two

June 9-21. . .“Ice Cycles of
53 ^Aet

.
f°r State* Fair of Texas,

Oct. 4-19, in the Ice Arena.

anist, has returned to Savoy for
indefinite stand . . . Four Aces into
Roseland Ballroom, May 2nd for
one-nighter. . .Men of Melody sub-
bing for Frank Petty Trio in Show
Bar, while latter group fill engage-
ment at Montreal's new Wonder-
bar Room... Bill Cianci on tour
batoning Sam Snyder’s Water Fol-
lies.

MY

MOTHER

eyes

B*s Manic bf

Boston
•i*?

os^ returning, to Story-
yiB

?/rJ^A
ay ^0r an 11-day booking

r*i3
C

oi
booke(

J Pianist-vocalist
Gloria Shaw mto Music Box. .

.

^ntet *s currently atHiHat with Dizzy Gillespie and JoeKI
,
b0W1I

}
g in May 5th...

Siated for week .of May 12th at
*s Symphony Sid Metronome

Deejay Show featuring J.J. Jack-

E°d
Jackson

> vibes;Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis, tenorKenny Clark, drums; Percy Heath.
bass; and trumpeter Miles Davis
• • . Joe Battaglia, intermission pi-

,, JESSE GREER
I Program Today Yastorday's

FLAPPERETTE
COLUMBIA #39844

PAUL WESTON oad^ORCH
MERCURY #5754 HARMONICATS

(Mills Music)
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Dsan Martin's
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“PRETTY AS*A PICTURE’
MILESTONE MUSIC CO.

•52t Selma Av«„ Hellyweeil, CaMf.

ANNOUNCEMENTS for 1952 nnd 1953

BOSTON.SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CHARLES MUNCH, Marie Director

EUROPEAN TOUR Spring 1952
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BERKSHIRE FESTIVAL Summer 1952
Conductor*. CHARJ.y^ MUNCHj'V'l'ERRE* MONTEU
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c
B̂ J,rdoklYn ' N*w York, WashingtonLnARLES MUNCH, PIKRRK MONTKUX and OlllDQ CANTELLI

TRANSCONTINENTAL TOUR Spring 1953
,

Conductors, CHARLES MUNCH and PIKRRK MONtEUX

BOSTON POPS TOUR-ORCHESTRA
ARTHUR FIEDLER, Caadactar

^WTEK TOUR Jan., Feb., Mar.'1953
Addrast Inquires tp Sympheny Hall, Sastan T5, Mass.
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^ victor R.c.rd*
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KAY STARR (Capitol)

! 1 “Wheel oLjFortime”—1964 1

“ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)

2 3 “Blacksmith Blues”—-1922 2

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)

3 2
‘ “Blue Tan*o”—40220 4

BORIS DAY (Columbia)

4 4 “A GUy Ts a Guy”—39673 9
"" G. MITCHELL-M<' MILLER (Col.)

'

5 9 “Pittsburgh, Penn,”—39663)
“ EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

6 8 “Forgive Me”—20-4574 3
"* EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

'

*1 5 “Anytime”—20-4359 10
! DON CORNELL (Coral)

8A 7 “I'll Walk Alone”—60659 7
” GEORGIA GIBBS (MercuryJ

8B 12 “Kiss of Fire”—5823
’ PERCY FAITH (Columbia)

8C .. “Delicado”—39708
FOUR ACES (Decca) -

9 7 “Perfida”—27987 8

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
10A «-7 “What>s the Use”—39698 0

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

10B .-. “That's Chance Take”—20-4574
EDDIE HOWARD (Mercury)

11 . . “Be Anything”—5815 .

.

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
12 6 “Gandy Dancers Ball”—39665 .... 5

HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)

13 10 “Blue Tango”—20-4518
DON CORNELL (Coral)

14 14 “I'm Yours”—60659
RICHARD HAYES (Mercury)

15A .. “June© Partner”—5833

LES BAXTER (Capitol)

15B 15 “Blue Tango”—1966 ..

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

10 . , “Fm Yours”—20-4680 . . .•
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6 6 5 1 38
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FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

Wizell & Day Music chartered to

conduct a music publishing busi-

ness in New York. Capital stock is

100 shares, no par value. 'Director?
are: Murray Wizell, Maurice Sll-

berman and Robert Day,, of N. Y.

1

JOHNNIE KAY

2

AMERICAN IN

3

I'LL SEE YOU IN MY
4

GUYS AND DOLLS

ALBUM PARK DREAMS Broadway Cat!

Columbia Hollywood Cot* Dori* Day Decca

CO-6199
M-G-M
E-93

Columbif.
CL-6198 DA-825

C2-88 K-93 s C2-89 9-203

• B-2-88 M-93 B2-89 DLP-8030

• J 4 'M • ]

Spanier Charges Breach

By Milwaukee Nitery
Milwaukee, April 29.

Singers* Rendezvous, a night
club, will get no’ live music unless
the spot’s owner, Joseph Sorce,

hands out $1,650, reported due
Muggsy Spanier Who bowed out
April 21. Hassle, according to

Volmer T. Dahlstrand, president of

the Milwaukee Musicians’ Assn.,

arose from alleged contract breach
on part of Singers* Rendezvous.
Spanier’* six-piece combo was
booked to April 27.

Spanier allegedly collected for

every night in the week’s run,

minus one day when Spanier got

$200 of alleged of $350. Spanier
left for Chicago and launched and
“unfair” protest to the American
Federation of Musicians’ union.

Spanier is Seeking collection of

$1,650 for one more week.

DEL SIMMONS QUINTETTE
featuring

MEG SIMMONS
Currently

LONDON CHOP HOUSE, Detroit

CONTINUING SINCE JAN. 7
After 14 Weeks at the

DESHLER-WALLICK HOTEL
MERCURY RECORDS

[!;

t t •: 1 u si v c Mena cement

associated booking corporation
jOL GLASER. Pres

N i.-
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Chicago I Hollywood
‘v'C

|
20?. No Wobc < ^6 ' 5 Sunir’ R i . <3

.. 2 9

5

YMA SUMAC
Ugond mt Sun

Virgin

Capitol
L 299

DDN 299
KFD 299

Con Edison Sets Sked

For Cuffo Park Dances
Consolidated Edison has set up

a .54-date summer schedule for its

11th season of cuffo dances in New
York parks. Although the name
bands have not yet been set, the

park terp season’ll tee off at Cen-

tral Park, June 19, and wind in

Prospect Park, Brooklyn, Sept. 5.

Among the other parks lined up
for the dance dates are Victory

Field, Queens; Poe Park, Bronx;

Cblonial Park, Upper Manhattan;

Jackson Heights Playground,
Queens; Williamsbridge Oval,
Bronx; and Victory Field, Queens.

• According to Howard Sinnott,
General Artists* Corp. one-niter de-
partment topper who’s booking the
dates, such orchs as Hal McIntyre,
Johnny Long, Tony Pastor, Buddy
Morrow and Ralph Marterie will
appear.

Mpls. Symph Sets Top
Guests for 50th Season

Minneapolis, April 29.

The Minneapolis Symphony or-

chestra has announced it will ob-

serve its golden jubilee season,

starting next October, with a

string of top longhair guests.

Two former conductors, Eugene
Ormandy and Dimitri Mitropoulos,
now conductors of the Philadelphia
Orchestra and New York Philhar-

|

monic, will return for guest ap-
pearances. Soloists will include
violinists Jascha Heifetz, Zino
Francescatti, Nathan Milstein and
the orchestra’s own concertmaster
Rafael Druian; pianists Artur Ru-
binstein, Claudio Arrau and the
Vronsky-Babin team, and singers

Dorothy Dow and George London.

OKCHESTRAA-MUSIC

Bing Hits the Bullseye Again 1

lillIHll
with

KING'S MEN

R0SALEEN
ti lid

DON’T EVER BE

AFRAID TG GO HOME
(with Perry -Botkin's String Bond)

$«cc« 28061 (78 RPM) and 9-28061 (45 RPM)

Connee Was Never Better!

I KNOW WHAT IT MEANS

TO BE LONESOME
and

SOMEONE STOLE

MY DARLIN’

Dacca 28034 (78 RPM) and 9-28034 (45 RPM)

-flngl. Records 95c (plus tax)

America's Fastest

" Selling Records!
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starring
,
Jimmy Durante, with

Eddie Jackson,- Candy Candida, Ai
Roth'Jules Bhffano; P^Lv^^T’
Faeufodo Rivera Quintet, The Cab-
ots; Art Johnsdii, Line ( 14).-, Walter,

.

Nyk'and'Puvi Campo,o?:clis;.*$4, $5,
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The problems besetting the first

week’s operation of Bill Miller’s

Riviera have been unique. Faced

with the last-minute cancellation of

headliner Jane Froman, Miller had

the problem- of finding substitute

toppers. Jimmy Durante said he’d

do the opening (22), but couldnt

hang around any longer. He sailed

the following day on the Queen
Elizabeth for a May 5 opening at

the London Palladium. Last night

(Tues.) normalcy was restored

when Miss Froman opened.

Durante is a buy for anyone’s

money even for one night. The
Schnoz responded with one of his

more* magnificent shows. Durante,

who's been around for 40 years,

was mortified at having to play a
' club date at this time of life.- How-
ever, he accepted this situation

with his usual good humor and
gave a show that was a master-
piece.

The Durante rbuiihe is a classic.

His various bits, starting with “You
Gotta Start Off Each Day with
a Song” and winding up with
“Umbriago,” achieved their usual
results. As a matter of fact, this

|

one-nighter showed fine organiza-

tion. The line girls had to be
routined for a couple of bits with
the comic. The orch' had to go
through extensive rehearsing to

catch the multitudinous cues and
the entire show had to be rearrang-
ed to suit the comedian’s need. •

Durante remains a remarkable
performer. Here’s a guy who re-

cently played the Copa to SRO
biz, did a couple of tele shows, the
last one being only the previous
Saturday (19), which had routines
that were virtually the same as
the ones he did at the Riviera.
Under ordinary circumstances,
there would be a surfeit, but
Schnozzola happens to be univer-
sally liked and has given the im-
pression of being an ever-welcome

guest. There was no wearing out

of that welcome at this spot.
€

-Of course, Durante came along

with his strong support. Eddie
Jackson, strutting and singing

“Umbriago,” “Bill Bailey” and A
Real Piano* Player,” etc:, contribut-

ed handily and there were times

when -he' broke up5

:

the jeriit. - A1
..Roth, at the drum's, caught every-

thing Durante had to .throw, and
Jules Buffano assisted at the piano.

Candy Candido did a briefle with

the comic.

The evening was memorable. At
the conclusion- of the turn, the

audience stood
rup and applauded

steadily while Walter Nye's band
played "Auld Lang Syne.” Durante
was visibly touched by the demon-
stration.
' Naturally, the show had an
imbalance. Phil Foster had the
unenviable job of preceding Du-<

rante. Ordinarily, the mob would
have shown impatience because
Dtfrante was to come, but" Foster
played this show shrewdly. He
didn’t start out with his act. He
ad libbed some lines, got the crowd
on his side and then swung into his

regular turn which resulted in a
boff reception.

Foster is one of the lead can-
didates for top name status. There’s
an innate cleverness and earthiness

about him. His dissertations on the
candy store gang in Brooklyn have
a universality that could apply to

the gang in any community. He
, sola himself to this crowd before
he sold his act and the procedure-
worked out very well!

Actually, this - was the show
(midnight of the preem evening)
that Foster made his heaviest im->

1

pact. The dinner show failed to
1 properly display his abilities. Open-
1 ing nights at the Riviera are
among the toughest that a per-
former has to face. Not only were

’ the customers there for the major
• purpose of seeing Durante, but to

5 see each other. Fact that a comic
was, trying to make good here, had
little effect on them. At subsequent

i shows, lack of a headliner of the
3 Durante proportions and four days
3 of dismal weather cut down at-

s tendance so badly, that even if

. Foster gave a brilliant show it

wouldn’t be recognized in this

outsized spot by the comparatively
- small aud that showed up.

The other major act, the Facundo
5 Rivera Quintet, couldn't overcome

the situation as per- the Foster

approach. Their routines are set

and any departure would have
thrown the band and accompanist

into confusion. Result wasn't too

good for them, but it’s evident that

this is’ a good singing group,

although, for this spot, they tend

to show a sameness of tunes. Their

harmonics, costuming and' vitality

were considerably better than their

song selection.*
,

.The production by* Donn Arden
is

1

utilitarian .and can meet the
demands of this spot handily. The
line work’ makes excellent use of

the ample platform space, there’s

considerable movement and vari-

ety, and sufficient- picturesqueness
to rtierit attention. ^ '

Other act on the bill is the

Cabots (New Acts). Art Johnson
does the production singing and*

Walter Nye orch has a hep bit of-

showbacking. Pupi Campo does the

rhumba relief. Jose.

£mpres§, London
(PERSIAN ROOM)

London, April 21.

Vicky Autier, Lou Harris and
Richard Franks orchs; $3 mini-

mum.

Since the shuttering of the

Crystal Room, the- Persian Room
has become the main eatery, at the

Empress Club, and a show has been
introduced* with the change. Inno-
vation is of particular interest as

this is the- only night spot in town
providing cabaret without dancing
facilities. .

'

"
1

..To inaugurate the new policy

the Scott freres have booked Vicky
Autier, a French chantoosie, who
played several nitery dates last

season with • moderate success.

Nothing has transpired in the in-

tervening months which has raised
the quality of her act or her
Strength as a draw.
With a * limited routine, • distin-

guished only by its coyness, Miss
Autier is on arid off the- stage with-
in 15 minutes, and the five numbers
contributed in- that* time are with-
out special meriti or originality.

Apar.t:.from one Spanish piece, the
act comprises • French pop: tunes,

opening with the theme song of La
Ronde' and. closing, with. “Pigalle.”
Gal has a pleasant enough voice
and also, shows up as an accom-
plished pianist, but the overall ef-

fect is one of inadequacy. The Lou
Harris combo backgrounds -the act
competently and alternates with
the Richard Franks orch for. music
during meals. Myro .

;lmliastuidtr Motel* L. A.
(COCOANUTr*GK0VE)

Los Angeles, April 24.

Andrews Sisters, Eddie Berg:

man’s Orch (12); $1.50-$2 cover.

Girl ‘trios have crime and gone
in droves since the Andrews Sis-

ters catapulted to popular acclaim.

Their supremacy is still unchal-

lenged. For the better part of an

hour, the girls harmonize, clown

and generally entertain; 'this up-

percrus.ty trade and trail off after

14 numbers with cries of “more
ringing in their ears.

Sitters don’t seem to mind the

oldies long associated with trio. No
longer do the

1

sisters
.

rely on
straight singing although the blend

of their voices is still a rich em-
broider of melody. Not with Patti

around, who is a great comedic
talent to supplement her -lead

singing. She’s a hoyden at heart

.and never misses v a chance to

break up Laverne and
- Maxene

with her cutup capers.

Tapping, early veins of”'their

repertoire, they fall back on “Rum
and Coca-Cola,” one of their shel-

lac classics, but dress it up with

•fresh antics that make it just as

acceptable as when they plattered

the first million. Every number is

given a comedy touch, with high
scoring on “Sonny Boy,” “Hawaii,”

“Peony Bush” and -the closing

“Mrs. Autry, Rogers* and Cassidy.
’

Latter is their newest and socki-

est bit, the gals stepping into

stuffed horses that light up in the

dark. It’s- novelty • in
_
the carnival

’ spirit and pays off big.

. . The merry . Andrews may *not
' break any room records in their
: three-week stand, but room won’t
• have many empty tables.’ Nor will

the Grove book many acts as sat-

isfying to the -cover crowd as
: these frolicsome maids.

. Eddie Bergman’s backstopping,
‘ with Walter Weschler (Patti’s hus-

|
band) at the piano, is first-rate.

! For the dance, the ‘ sets are in-
• variably slanted to all age groups.

Helm.
• ^

Hotel . IKadissom, Mpls*
i (FLAME ROOM)
’ -

.
Minneapolis, April 26.

i Mary * McCarty (2), Arthur
- Ravel’s Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50 mini-
- mum; —

• Mary McCarty returns with
l laugh-dotted material and the
z sparkling comedic gift to extract

its full value. So that again, in this
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ritzy room, she’ji a hit and keeps
her audience ^continuously amused
for air all too short half-hour.

Miss McCarty’s series of amus-
ing travesties and burlesques, via
song and clowning, seem just what
the doctor might order for any ail-

ing supper club. Her efforts click
unfailingly, provide a delightfully
merry interlude and, of course,
mark her as a topnotch performer.

Ably accompanied by her own
pianist, Milton Lyon, as wfell as' the
room’s orch; the ebullient singing
comedienne, tongue in cheek,
whisks breezily through satire-
sprinkled, sophisticated, naughty
but nice, recitals, •

An Academy Award number has
Miss McCarty lampooning the af-
fectation of various, alleged types
.of Oscar winners. “The Lonesome
Gal” is a hilarity provoking bit
showing how a femme radio per-
former mixes sex and commercials,
a la the male Continental.

„ Oppor-
tunity for impressions' of the gay
young women of yesteryear is af-
forded by "Flaming Youth-.” The
bored songstress type receives at-
tention in “Night Club. Singer.”

There is also a medley of musical
showtunes, with Miss McCarty por-
traying a singer who falls for over-
arrangements which give the num-
ber comedy overtones,* and a hill-

billy excursion into folk songs. Ar-
thur Ravel's orch continues to be
a delight , for the performer and
dance floor leg shakers. Rees.

- v - -

Ttmnderbhrd, Las Vegas
Las Vegas,‘ April 24.

.Robert Q. Lewis, Irving Fields
Trio, Irene Manning, Walter Long,
Henry Sargent, Fred Elton, Johnny
O’Brien, Kathryn Duffy Dansations
( 7 )

,

Normandie Boys (3 ), Al Johns
Orch (12); no cover or minimum.

Lasting well over an hour and a

half, this super-duper production
manufactured for„ Variety Clubs’
International roundup through May
1 should eminently satisfy show
biz conclavers and other assorted
visiting firemen. A triple .of Vegas
firsts as well as new acts are show-
cased within the Hal Braudis opus—Robert Q. Lewis, Irene Manning,
and Walter Long. Aside from
forepart of engagement which will

be amply attended by convention-
ers, layout should draw capacity
biz for full stay.

Robert Q. Lewis is booked for

10 days, and set to succeed him in

headline slot is Peter Donald, who
(Continued "on page 50)

T O’SHEA
Sox a Very Big "THANK YOU" to the^ Doctors and Nurses of the
Memorial Hospital, Las Vegas, Nevada. To Maxine Elliott, Dolly Kelly,

Mr. and Mrs. Owen McGiveney, Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Granger, Mr,
and Mrs. Gregory Peck, Mr. Bryan Foy, Mr. George Jessel, Messrs.
Olsen and Johnson and All My Pals Who Helped to Nurse Me Back
to Perfect Health.

Here Is the Result of Their Successful Effort:

—

April 7th~--Thoatro Royal, Portsmouth,
" 14th—-Empiro, Finsbury Park, London*
M

21st—Empire, East Ham, London,
” 30th—TY Manchester,

May 3rd—TV London,

3rd—BBC (Music Hall),

*• 5th—Empress, Brixton, London,

12th—Metropolitan, London,
” 1?th—Palace, Hull,

26th—Empire, Hackney, London,

June 2nd—Hippodrome, Bristol,

9th—Empiro, Wood Green, London,
" 16th—Grand Theatre, Derby,

Evening News, Portsmouth

TWO-TON TESSIE
4

Tessie
. ,
O’Shea, the “two-ton”

lassie with a heart to mat'ch her
frame, hits an audience with some-
thing like the impact of a bomb.
There are no warming-up tac-

tics with Tessie—she goes straight
into an act that has seldom been
matched for ebullience and sheer
joyous enthusiasm.

Last night’s audience at the The-
atre Royal, Portsmouth, was
shaken out of any normal Monday
night apathy as soon as she strode—she hardly ever just walks—on
to the stage. And within a minute
feet were tapping and hands were
clapping in Salute to an artist who
has just returned from fresh tri-
umps in America.

Jun# 23rd—BBC, London,
" 301k—Palaco, Loicostor,

July 7th—Empiro, Shophord's Bush, Lon-
don,

'• 14thr-~Naw.Thoatra, Cardiff,

.

11
21st—Palaco, Ramsgato,

"" 28th—Palaco, Blackpool,

Aug. 4th—Hippodromo, Manchostor,
11th—BBC (London).

" 15th—BBC (London).
M

24th—Butlin's, Skognoss,
n

26th—Rogal, Yarmouth,

Sopt. 1st—Rogal, St. Loonards,
“ 8th—Empiro, Chiswick, London*

Pros* Roprosontativo:—
JULIE OLIPHANT

7, Shaftesbury Avonuo,
London, W. 1

After That I Hope to Be Back With You Again,

Love,
TESSIE.

Direction)—

.

SOL. SHAPIRO
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

Now York If
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As Thaw Permits Visitor Influx

Reno, April 29. .+*

Reno is pulling out ‘of one of its

worst slumps in many, years. A
record snowpack . kept gamboleers

ind Califoreigns from weekending

across the High Sierras, leaving the

dice • tables and clubs unusually

dull since almost the very first of

1952. ,

But the outlook now is for one of

the biggest summer seasons Reno

has ever seen. Clubs and tables al-

ready are beginning to show happy

eflect of early season visitors. Ideal

spring weather brings the low-

landers over the mountain passes

in a steady stream each weekend,

though they still drive through 20

and 30-foot snowdrifts.

The Pass over Donner Summit,'

Highway 40, was Impassable for

two and three weeks at a time this

winter, and finally, when snowplow

crews were -able to break through,

the crystals would fall again. The

bie snow even kept skiers from get-

ting into the Big Little City for

nearby ski resort areas. Bad
weather kept planes on the ground,

and when it cleared, United Air-

line’s dozen flights a day couldn’t

keep the gambling tables filled.

The three major niteries—the

Riverside, • jhe- Mapes - and the

Golden—are all preparing for the

crest of the season with headline

shows. The new Golden, under the

ownership of Frank Hofeus, is

scheduled to open May 28 with a

$10,000 bow to the press and film-

dom. *

Only possible deterrent to sum-
mer trade now would be another

flood, like the November, ' 1950;

•drenching of the- tranquil * little

Trucked -River.. . It leaped its banks
then and ran .into the hotels, thea-

tres and business houses for a block

on both sides. This year, although

a record runoff still is packed in

the Sierras, the Truckee seems to

be handling its job easily. Steady

rain * or extremely hot weather
could send the water down the lit-,

tie river in unprecedented levels,-

however. In either “event; the night

spots and businesses are ready with

plenty of sandbags -to attempt to

channel the Truckee,

In Cafe Comeback
Unit ^condensations of Broadway

musicals are hitting a
t
.
comeback

for cafe bookings*. Fr.ank Sennes,
Cleveland booker tfwho sets" talent

for a .variety of spots, including
the Desert Inn, Las. .Yegas, has
latched 'onto' three units which
will be spotted around various

cafes, as previously reported.

Sennes has completed a deal
with Mike Todd for use of a small-

er edition of “Peep Show” and
with Harry Delmar, a co-producer
of the original, for “Follow the
Girls.” A third tab, a Latin pack-
age to be topped by Diosa Costello,

is also in the works.

The cafe units', make periodic
comebacks inasmuch as bookers
and operators

.
have the task of

trying to find, substitutes for name
attractions, which are not only
expensive but, more frequently,
unavailable. “

.

'

For some unexplained reason,
spots with casino adjuncts do best
with the tab uiiits. Las Yegas and
Reno cafes as well as the Ken-
tucky cafes near Cincinnati, have
drawn considerable trade with the
packages.

Hilton Adds $2,000,000

For New Bevhills Inn
Hollywood,r ApriJ 22.

Board of directors of the Con-
rad Hilton hotel chain have in-

creased the appropriation for the
hew Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
Hills, from $13,000,000 to $15,-
000,000. Number of rooms will be
increased from 450 to 600.

Construction will be started as
soon as feasible. Chain, which
owns the site at the intersection of
wilshire and Santa Monica Blvds.,
operates 16 inns.

‘Ice Vogues of. 1952” booked for
Beaumont, Tex., by Beaumont Pilot
J-lub and South Beaumont Lions
Club, June 16-21.

ILGWU to Build Theatre
In Forest Park, Pa., Camp
Construction of a 2,00.0-seat the-

atre will be started this fall by
Unity House, Forest Park, Pa„ a
resort maintained by the Interna-
tional Ladies .Garment Workers
Union. According to the camp’s
manager, Alfred A. Taxin, theatre
Will be completed by Decoration
Day of next year. It will house
variety and legit shows.
Herman FialKoff agency has been

booking Unity for the past few
years.

Wallers, SeUette

Buy Nev. Spot;

LQ Showcase
Purchase of Tahoe Village, Lake

Tahoe,' Nev., by Max Sellette, as-

sociate manager of the Latin Quar-
ter, N. Y., and . brother-in-law of
LQ ' bofiifaoe Lou Walters, will
give the New York cafe show a
potential of a solid year’s tour.
Deal for Tahoe Village was com-
pleted last week by Sellette and
Walters during a trip there.
According to Walters, an LQ

show will open late December at
the Latin Quarter, Palm Island,
Fla., where it will remain until
March. Afterward, there will be
sdlne ’theatre dates and a stand at
a Las .Yegas nitery, then an open-
ing at Tahoe Village, July 1, re-

gaining there until Labor Day
when cafe closes for the season.
Two weeks later, the unit will

open at the N. Y. Latin Quarter.
Walters and Sellette have op-

erated joirily before. They ran
the Piping Rock, Saratoga Springs.

$25 EACH FOR CUFF0S
•

• Boston, April 29.

The executive committee of the
Boston Branch of American Guild
of Variety Artists levied $25 fines

against several performers iVho

appeared cuffo at an unauthorized
benefit held at Dick McGinley’s
Memory Lane last week. Those
nicked for the fine were Kenny
Davis, Joe Doris, Rosanna, George
Holiday, Charlie Slavin, Bob Con-
rad, Tiny . Sinclair and Anita Mi-
randa. - Freddy Ross and Frank
Keenan admitted attending the af-

fair/ but denied performing -and

were not assessed.
' The exec committee also voted
to up the fee for single Saturday
night engagements from a $15 min-
imum to $20, net. At same com-
mittee meeting the suspension of

booker Robert Smith was lifted.

Sinatra Warmly Greeted

. As Hawaiian Tour Starts

Honolulu, April 29.

It was a-new Frank Sinatra who
stepped from a Stratocruiser last

Tuesday night (22) ‘before 2,000

curious airport onlookers. He was so

affable. that newsmen were frankly

surprised. • Ava Gardner w:.s

with him—and: equally pleasant.

. Sinatra is here for civilian and
military performances. Fred
Matsuo is- promoting the tour,

which- includes tWo-day engage-

ment at Kauai County Fair, an

hour’s plane trip north of Hono-
lulu. Schedule includes four

•nights at McKinley High School

Auditorioum here and shows at

Barber’s Point (Navy), Schofield

Barracks (Army) and Pearl Harbor
(Navy) in addition to the Kauai
Fair, May 2-3.

IDA LUPINO’S SIS’ ACT
Lupino & Urbina, gypsy dance

team, open at the Havana-Madrid,

N. Y., May 6. H-M maitre d’Gene

caught the boy-girl duo on the

Coast recently and contracted them

on the spot.

Miss Lupino (Rita) is sister of

film producer-actress Ida Lupino.

Andy & Della Russell into the

Jung Hotel, New Orleans, starting

May 14 for two weeks.
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Murphy’s LI, Aqu&show
Sets Teeoff.for June

Elliott Murphy is slated to re-
sume the Aquashow at Flushing
Meadows. Amphitheatre, Flushing,
L. I., around June 24. Policy is ex-
pected to be similar to that of last
season when variety acts alternat-
ed with , water displays.
* An 11-week season is again an-
ticipated. Max Roth, of the Ber-
nard Burke office, is slated to book
for Murphy.

Chi Lake Fair

Set for 1953
Chicago, April 29.

*

Chicago seems assured of a lake-
front fair again in 1953 after two
years of inactivity following ex-
positions in 1948, 1949 and 1950.
Chicago Park Board last week des-
ignated a Chicago Park Fair
Agency, which announced that con-
struction for permanent location
would start this summer.

Except for grandstand and four
other buildings, all structures are
being torn down to make way for
the new buildings. An attempt by
Mayor Martin Kennelly to start
the fair again this year failed when
businessmen couldn’t raise $1,000-,

*

000 backing. Funds for the upcom-
ing exposition will come from
taxes on racetrack operations which
officials hope will reach $800,000
yearly.

Major Lenox Lohr, who directed
the Chicago World’s Fair and the
Railroad Fairs of 1948 and 1949. is

being asked to take over direction
of the new organization.

Kyle’s 3-Card Monte Riles

Pitt Carlo As Singer Beats

The Band-Shortage, That Is

Pittsburgh, April 29.

Kyle MacDonneli made news on
1 two fronts here last week. She
was signed by the Civic Light
Opera Assn, for the Mary

%
Martin

role in “One Touch of Venus” at

the Pitt Stadium, and also ankled
her nitery engagement at the
Monte Carlo after just two nights.

Singer, opened on Friday (25)

and closed on Saturday, claiming
she couldn’t do herself justice

with only a four-piece band. Man-
agement pointed out to Miss Mac-
Donneli that she knew spot had
only a small outfit, hut this re-

portedly made little difference to

her. Monte Carlo could’have held
her to the contract calling for six

nights, but agreed to call the deal

off rather than have a dissatisfied

performer. She was paid pro rata.

Monte Carlo had reason to won-
der 48 hours later whether her
beef was premeditated- when Miss
MacDonneli planed out for Holly-
wood and the femme lead .at UI in
“The Great Companion.” Reps
for the thrush claimed it only
seeihed that way. They insisted

she was to have gone there for a
test following the Monte Carlo,

stand but that meantime, when'
Gloria Grahame had to bow out
of the picture, UI borrowed a pre-
vious test Miss MacDonneli had
made for WB and signed her on the
spot to begin work immediately.
According to the MacDonneli
camp, all this happened suddenly
the day after she got back to Nfew
York from Pittsburgh. Alan Clark,

owner of Monte Carlo, wasn’t con-
vinced, however.

“ Irony of the situation was that

the Monte Carlo had gone to great
headaches in signing Miss Mac-
Donneli in the first place. She had
previously played Jackie Heller’s

Carousel twice and when Monte
Carlo pacted her, Heller hit the
roof, claiming he had a verbal
agreement with her to return to

his spot. So Clark said he would
bow out of the picture rather than
create any hard feelings with the
rival owner. However, when
Carousel informed Miss MacDon-
neli it couldn’t' play her until June,
she insisted on Monte Carlo mak-
ing good on its deal with her.

It did, with the results noted.

Schure Exits MCA
Jimmy Schure resigned from the

theatre department of Music Corp.
of America last week. He had
been with MCA for a brief period,

having left the Leo Cohen agency
for the post.

Future plans haven’t been for-

mulated as yet.

Artists Equity May Ball

. / Lures Show Biz'Judges
Artists Equity Ball, to be held

May 15 at the Astor Hotel,. N. Y.,

will have heavy shew biz repre-
sentation on its panel of judges
and sponsors. Latter category will

include Milton Berle; G. S. Eys-
sell, Rockefeller Center prexy;
Jose Ferrer, Jimmy Savo, Beatrice
Lillie, Paula Stone.
Those judging costumes will in-

clude cartoonist A1 Capp, Cornelia
Otis Skinner, Harry Hershfleld,
columnists Hy Gardner and Dan-
ton Walker, and novelist Fannie
Hurst.

Robert Q. Lewis will emcee.

Durante & Co.

On London Date
. Jimmy Durante anticipates a
busy summer following his Palla-
dium (London) opening May 5.

Comic will pay off old commit-
ments at the Chez Paree, Chicago,
and the Desert Inn, Las Vegas.
He also has a film deal cooking.

Odd part of the Schnozzola’s
agency affairs is that, although the
William Morris Agency

,
percents

the comic in virtually every field,

Durante makes his own cafe book-
ings. Thus, the agency is hard-
pressed to keep up with Durante
on many occasions. He's due to

sail back to the U. S. June 5 with
his troupe.

Comic took a retinue of 14 with
him to Europe, • including Eddie
Jackson, drummer A1 Roth, pianist
Jules Buffano, assisting comic
Candy Candido.
Durante’s sailing on the Queen

Elizabeth last week was one of the
more colorful events on the pier
that • day <23). Comic’s party
picked up a pair of longshoremen
who acted as his valet, buffers and
butlers. The duo cleared the path
for Durante, kept the stateroom
clear of complete strangers, and
took care of his luggage, as well as

that of the party. They remained
with him. until sailing.

This bs Durante’s first trip abroad
in many .years. It’s been told that

his late manager, Lou Clayton,

once committed him to play Lon-
don, but the Schnoz’s late wife
rebelled, and Schnoz notified Clay-
ton to cancel tKe deal. According
to legend, Durante was enticed

aboard a liner to see a friend off,

was asked to sit down at the piano,

and when his recital was over the

party was far out at sea. Durante
figured he might as well play the

dates after all.

JACK LYNCH OPENS

PHILLY PRIVATE CAFE
Philadelphia, April 29.

Jack Lynch, veteran Philly cafe

man (Walton Roof, Latin Casino,.

Zodiac Room, etc.) is making his

first try with a private club, as

steward of the new midtown Cam-
bridge Club. Spot reopened ‘ offi-

cially tonight (Tues.) after ex-

tensive alterations and redecorat-

ing. *

Cambridge has two rooms, Beau
BrUmmel Lounge, on first, floor,

and the second floor DuBarry
Room. Entertainment will be con-

tinuous ‘ with acts' alternating In

both rooms. Acts include Ragtime
Smitty, Ava Williams, Tilda Jean

Cole and Shirley Albert. Lynch
also brin£s to the Cambridge^ some
staffers associated with him in the

previous nitery operations.
™

Kilby Quits Merc for Own
Harry Kilby last week resigned

as veepee of the Mercury Artists

Corp., N. Y., to reopen his own
agency in Florida. Kilby, prior to

joining Mercury last year, con-

ducted a Florida office which was
merged with MAC. Both proper-
ties are now separated. Kilby will

represent MAC acts in Florida.

Several years ago, Kilby was a

veepee of General Artists- Corp.,

and had “been an indie agent for

a number of years before that.

Shortage pf headliners is feeing
the Palace to revert to its tradi-

|

tional eight-act vaudfilm policy ‘for
the summer months. Reversion is

slated to start •around JMhty .15t
Booker Danny Friendly 'is cur~
rently lining up his ‘first show.

Palace toppers went back to the
continuous policy reluctantly and
after an exhaustive search for
headliners had been made. RKO
Theatres’ prexy Sol A. Schwartz
had made several trips to the Coast
to prowl for names.

It’s likely that two-a-day will re-
turn in the fall, Judy Garland, who
scored tremendously a$ the open-
ing headliner for 19 weeks, is ex-
pected tq return, Jimmy Durante
lias expressed an interest in work-
ing that spot. Betty Hutton, cur-
rently doing extremely well at the
house, is similarly likely to

r come
back. The summer months will be
spent in lining up a complete
schedule of headliners for the fall,

and it’s conceivable that an entire
layout will be available when the
house resumes two-a-day around
October.

Naturally, RKO toppers would
have preferred to continue playing
top acts. For one thing, the pres-
tige of the entire variety field had
increased considerably under that
format. Another important item
is the fact that under the grjnd
policy with “change of a buck”
admission tap—later, hiked to $1.25—as against the $4.80 top under
the bigtime policy, grosses on the
latter reached as high as $59,000,
while the peak of the grind was
achieved with $32,000. With multi-
ple shows, the average gross was
$18,000, while house expenses ran
about $17,000.

Currently, Miss Hutton is slated
to leave the Palace, May 9, hut may
stay over for Saturday and Sunday
(10-11). House will close for a few
days to set up the screen and get
the projection equipment in order
and install a boxoffice in the c.en.-

tre of the lobby, Opening film will

he “Loan Shark” (Lip), a George
Raft starrer.

A.C. Steel Pier s

Name Acts-Orchs
George A. Hamid’s Steel Pier,

Atlantic City, will again shell put
some heavy- coin for acts and
hands. Spot will hit one of the
most expensive outlays in its his-
tory with bookings that will in-

clude Johnnie Ray, who’ll be cou-
pled with Charlie Spivak's orch
for week of Aug*. 17; deal is in the
works for Frank Sinatra, Eddie
Cantor or Danny Kaye to come in
Aug; 29 for four days, and Les
Paul Sc Mary Ford have been pact-
ed for July 20.

Booked so far by the A1 Rickard
Agency are Yvette and Lee Vin-
cent orch, May 24 for two days;
Olsen Sc Johnson show and Woody
Herman’s band. May 29 for five

days; Frankie Carle orch and Joan
EdW#rds, June 7-8; Mary Small,
Tex Beneke and Larry Fotine
band?,'‘June’ 13; Myron Cohen and
Blue Barron band, June 22; Patti
Page and Johnny Long band, June
29; Frances Langford and Louis
Prima orch, July 6; Billy May orch,
July 13; Paul Sc Ford plus Ralph
Flanagan hand, July 20; Tony Mar-
tin and Stan Kenton band, July 27;
Ink Spots and Tony pastor orch,
Aug. 3; Kay Armen, Wally Brown
and Art Mooney orch, Aug. 10; Ray
and Spivak, Aug. 17; Kitty Kallen
and Sammy Kaye orch, Aug. 24 for
five days.

Bills for the four days starting
Aug. 29 and the Sept. 2 layout are
still to beipacted.

All-Spanish Show-Pic
At Alameda, San Antonio

San Antonio, April 29. .

A Spanish bill opened for a week
at the Alameda Theatre yesterday
(Mon.) with Maria Antonieta Pons
and Ramon, Pereda . featured in a
mambo revue. Other acts include
the Safir Trio, El Conscripto,
Churumbeles de Mexico, Trios Los
Caimanes, Lich Ramos, Luis Garri-
taho, Maria Del Pilar, Manuel Al-
varado, and the Gilbert Fierros
orch.

There are three shows daily plus
a first-run Spanish-language pic.
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Night Club Reviews
Continued from tMf« 4i

Y'hunderhlrd, Lai Vej<**
will muster up stories until May

:

14. Lewis has Spent a minor for-
• tune in prepping this nitery and
theatre act. Clever songology cou-

- pled with clicko personality put
him over big. (See New Acts.)

Irving Fields' 88'ing pulled
plenty raves last summer when he
fortnighted at ,Thunderbird. Now
he’s hack and, with original bass-
ist and drummer, is inked for sev-
eral weeks. Fieldsian style of key-
boarding is florid, evoking full

measures of appreciation from fab-
lers. At times excessively arranged
and on the pretentious side, his
pianistics seem to be an attempt
to prove something or other. Best
of tinklittgs is "Cuban Thunder-
bird," laid down in solid Latin
temps. Gershwin medley is over-
blown, but excellently handled by
A1 Jahns’ orch backgrounding?.
Henry Sargent displays some

JUNE and MARTIN

Just Concluded

3 WEEKS

PARAMOUNT

NEW YORK

Direction—MCA

trick bowing and slapping on his

bass to "Ferdinand," .
dropping in

neat comedy touches. Flagwaver
Americana’’ windup is mixture of

various tubes identified with na*
tionals, living in the XT. S. A.

Irene Manning, known for her
pic, musicomedy portrayal of light

opera roles, returns tp the.. States
from' a long sojourn on the Con-
tinent. She has devised new ma-
terial, coupled with w.k. semi-long-
hair songs for her sopranoing
aboard nitery, theatre stages in the
U.- S. Golden* blonde and a look-
er, Miss Manning makes' an okay
debut at this western revelry cen-
tre. (See New Acts.) ,

Walter Long not only knows how
to get about the floor in some neat
samples of tapterps, but sells every
minute onstage. Legwork takes in
his prime slotting on bill and a
couple of rounds with Duffy Dansa-
tions as well. Seems to be enthu-
siastic about his work, with sparkle
communicating itself to table-
thumpers. Legs into intricate taps,
softshoe, interps of Bojangles, Bol-
ger and Hal LeRoy crossing street
against a red light for fine tag.

Heavy production burden is

placed on the svelte shoulders of
the Dansations. Femmes are slot-

ted four times and magnetize with
each choreo. Opener is offbeat dis-

play with chicks at backstage dress-
ing tables indulging in between-
numbers tasks—reading, knitting,
etc.—and are called forward to
help emcee Johnny O’Brien and
Normandie Boys

1 expound treatise
of “No Business. Like Show Busir
ness." Between the Manning and
Fields segments, Dansations, with

[•Walter Long, picture “In Old New
York,” based on the Bernstein
score, "On the Town.”
Return is frothy creation to

Romberg - Herbert < "Sweethearts"

medley, in which Miss Manning- and
O’Brien duet behind toe terping of

Christina Carson. This pulls ah

ovation from the house. Another
solid winner is curtain round’,
"Pony Ballet" ,a~ richly accoutreed
turn with velvet horses, spangles
and closing carousel effect. Walter
Long augments this, with Miss Car-
son as ringmaster, and charming
pas de deux by Anita & Babs.

Will.
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PALLADIUM THEATRE, LONDON
and Doubling

SAVOY HOTEL LOHDON
Persona/ Representative:

GAC, Ntw York
Lew ArLeslie Grade, London

Publicity:

•ill Pierce, H'wood
Deane It Phillips, London

London, April 23.
Hoctor It Byrd, Denis Moroso,

The Lavere# (6); Carroll Gibbons
Orch, Roberto Inglez Rhumba
Orch; $3.50 minimum.

— ~ - - i r
‘

l

There is no pretense at subtle
showmanship in introducing the
cabaret at this premier hotel. At
midnight the dancing stops, the
rising flopr is moved into position
and „ the show opens without any
preliminary announcement. Even
the table card's, which in the past
provided a clue to the attractions,
have now- disappeared.

Since the beginning of this year
Carroll Gibbons, who books the
talent as well as maestroing his
orcff, has had his own dancing line
who open and close each produc-
tion. It’s purely a modest affair
with six petite girls, and more
charm than talent, putting across
•a few elementary routines.

A first-timer in the .current pro-
gram is a Continental magician,
Denis Moroso, an adept operator
with some cute tricks. A pocket
watch wrapped in a coded sheet of
paper passes from his hand to a
sealed box; a small ball is- placed
in a trouser, pocket and half a doz-
en come in rapid succession from
his mouth; and there are the usual
stunts with knotted handkerchiefs,
et. al. It’s an intriguing turn which
pleases.

Final aet in the bill is the U.S.
terping team of Hoctor & Byrd,
who played this spot some two
years ago and were recently booked
for a return date. Hailed as the
poor man’s Astaire-Rogers, this
husband and wife dance team
make a strong bid for applause
with a well-fashioned routine which
gives full play to their talent.
Much of the act closely follows the
pattern of their current Palladium
stint, .but an addition which pays
off handsoVne returns is their ver-
sion of "Begin the B e g u i n e,"
danced with considerable skill and
staged with ingenuity. Entire act
bears a .polished stamp, with the
combos excelling in a series of in-
tricate hoofing routines ranging
from ‘‘Tap Conga” to "The High-
land Fling" and a nostalgic "Dark-
town Strutters Ball."

The Gibbons orch backgrounds
the. show in okay style, alternating
for first-class dance music with the
Roberto Inglez rhumba aggrega-
tion. Myro .

Old Knlck, N. Y.
Paul Killiam, Ernest Saracino

,

Geene Courtney, Clara Cedrone,
Nona McDonald, Steve . Rollin'
$3.50 minimum.

’

The Old Knick Music Hall’s
.formula of presenting hoke melo-
drama along with vaude olios is,
at this point, marking its fifth an-
niversary. The spot has found a
formula which is unique around
these environs and which offers a
type of entertainment pleasing
both to the hepsters and peons
alike. The cheer-the-hero-hiss-the-

sch°o1 of histrionics is a lot
of fun for all concerned.
During the term of the Old

Jvmck, there’ve been several names
prominently identified with this
v^re^.Paul William, who’s the
artistic director of the spot, has
sparkplugged the layouts. He’s the
permanent emcee, provides the
commentary for the silent films
and frequently leads in the heck-
ling of performers.

:
Also prominent in the proceed-

in#s is Ernest Saracino, who fre-
quently writes and directs the met-
iers, always takes the villain role
ftiid who also has a lino of card
tricks. Clara Cedrone, who takes
various roles in the drama, teams
with one of the male singers in the
olio. Her present turn with Steve
Kollin constitutes a good vaude actand hits the crowd's fancy.

ip CUI*ent ’cast in-
clude Geene Courtney, one of the
lookers-aboyt-town, who lately has
performed a number of odd thesDic
chores including a long run at the
Palace where she assisted Smith &
tifi

e
ho30na^cD

u
0nald

‘ wh° doesthe heroine bit, has a dance turn
for a brief moment. There’s also a
four-girl lme with some • old-time
routiu£s which c°me off well.
.

.^bc Old Knick is a good enter-
tainment buy. It’s also a sugges-
tion as to what can be done withnon-paying film houses. This is aconverted filmery and despondent
exhibs are invited to investigate.

Jose.

Sugar Mill, Boston

’52
L"

"with
C
b
6
« Affairs'' of

fcon Margie McGlory]

ties
k
nrf) rf

omery
J ,

Beis>elies (10), Jimmy Tyler Orch (9)*no cover or minimum. ’

Just about the liveliest produc-
tion to hit the town’s nitery belt

this semester is this all-sepia revue
currently at Sugar Hill, formerly
the Mayfair. If reactions of first-

nighters are any indication, the
revue appears to be exactly what
the Hub needs to give cafe biz a
hotfoot and lift it out’ of the dol-
drums. it's been mired in since the
first of the year.

Neatly packaged, "Smart Affairs"
tees off with emcee Larry Steele
vocalizing amidst the- hectic gyra-
tions of the 10 .Beige Beauties,
getting the production off . to a
flying start. Use of strobe lighting
aides the overall effect of the
opener, which is followed by a
couple of uninhibited numbers by
the Jimmy Tyler band, aptly tabbed
"Tyler Boogie" and "Flying Sau-
cers." Feverish pace slackens with
some nifty chirping by Marion
Bruce, a slick looking thrush who
scores strongly with "I Get a
Kick," "My Foolish Heart," "Glory
Of Love” and a begoff "Tenderly."

Torrid groove . is revived with
appearance of the Congaroos, two
mixed pairs of hoofers, whose
strenuous jitterbuggihg routines
grab hefty mitt action. Steele spots
himself midway with a production
number with - gals making like
showgirls while he . vocalizes "The
Modern Harlem ’ Girl" for neat
results.

.

Also spotted are Margie Mc-
Glory, whose carbons of

.
Sarah

Vaughan, Gloria Swanson,’ Jose-
phine Baker, Bette Davis, Louis
Armstrong and Frankie Laine are
oke, and Hortense Allen, a well-
stacked looker who scores with a
sexy bit of terping, hypoed by her
scanty costume.

Comedy is handled by . Butter-
beans & Susie, 'a hefty femme and
bug-eyed male, who kick around
the lyrics of "There’ll Be Some
Changes Made" and "Until the
Real Thing Conies Along," heckle
each other and hoke through a
dance routine. Guy's appearance
in a ludicrous skin-tight suit, one
half of which is gray and the other
black, adds to the general overall
comedy impact with pair* nabbing
nifty yocks throughout.
Bill winds with "Ballin’ the Jack"

routine by Beige Beauties. Elie.

Gatineau, Ottawa
Ottawa, April 26.

Radio Aces
_

( 3 )

,

Bobby Martin,
Nancy & Michael Mann: Harry
Pozy Orch; Bunny Dixon in
Lounge; admission 75c, $1 Sat.

In this capital, biz depends on
government paydays. This week,
civil servants were skimping after
a long post-Easter delay in pay-
checks and the 1,000-seat Gatineau^bsFriday night (25) show
showed the effects. This could have
caused the lack of enthusiasm for
the Radio Aces. There seemed no
other reason, for the trio threw the
works at the customers and gave ashow that a normal crowd would
Th°J?w

y ?
ave lapped UP ^ cheers.

Their fast-paced zanities came out
of the loudspeakers with okay
p°^er, Jhen *el1

-
on a limP audi“

.P a v * s» le»d, worked
Podners Joe Stoner

v1
^ Laurent. Davis emceed

the whole show as well.
Bobby Martin, on second, is ahandsome gal. with a blend ofSophie Tucker and Kay Starr in

hTck w
U
»h
y
fh
P PeS

' iihc,had betterluck with the crowd and gave them
%Kst hands went

Mn^*tle APPJe " Gotta See Your
There

Night ” "Them
er m d

n* ,
seasonal clinch-

0ut to the Ball
S fL S

v
e -worked "Ball-Game"to the limit with local ball

team n
thiS Week and local-team n.s.g..in openers.

Mann
5
hn?a

m Na
5
cy * Michaeliviann, holdovers from last

Twresl1 a
?
d youn2 in their work’

Srafeht
Se

h?i?
nty Va?ety to include

straight ballroom tango doI Ir*
Irish and a begoff lullaby routine!

S
£?e has ^decorated his bigroom with new ceiling design and

™borH»n4umD™-“
r-
E
*
arry Po

,
zy

’ a new band
ter Uian

G
?aS

e
5
U S

L
and

' werks bet-

the acts hnt ^;
ars

,

combo behind

danc?ng
S

Bunny Sn^liatand sings in the cocktail louge.
-

.
Gorm.

COMEDY MATERIAL

oKs FUN-MASTER
THE C£l<

?
ll
2
M

,
SH0W BIZ GAG FILE<Tn« Service of the Stars)

IBefllnnlni with H„. l-N. SKlOPin"'
y

l MmSTR
P
E
A
U
,0
«u£cET

r

.US :

. vlrT. (reissue), $3.09

0F
A
<?AOS

L
*30«

,wE
SKiNCYC,wOrED1Aor ©aos, * thousand

PAULA SMITH
*00 W. 54 St., New Y®rk 1 f D«pt. Y

Circle 7-1139

aiver*14t> Hotel, He**®

Teresa Brewer. MH Martin

ssr °:ch:no^

*

Tbls show starts out a little slow
but winds up a complete succe«
Starlets open it with a so s0 rou:tine—the chorus in march stem
as Northwest Mounties and th2
showgirls decked out as Indian*

ffi*
'**& the hour-long

bijl. with a cute flapper number
all m authentic dresses of the ’2(W
Jacked between these two choru<i

numbers are three completely
different and vigorous acts. Rudv
Cardenas manipulates everything
from balls to tophats. Most recent
tive gimmick is three topped
juggled, balanced and traded on
his noggin. Some frantic music
backs him and his own bouncing
adds color to the turn. Gets some
amazing results twirlipg balls and
throwing them around with a stick
clamped in his teeth. Ringsiders outdown their forks for this bit

Teresa Brewer fits
1 nicely in the

(Continued on page 52)

DARVAS
AND

JULIA
Opening May 1

1

LATIN QUARTER
NewYork

NICK LUCAS
Appaaring

PITTSBURGH
HOME SHOW

Week ofMay 5th

HUNT, ARMORY
Pittsburgh, Pa.

UW
BUCK

PAT

DUNDEE
(B•cutty mn4
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A now not* fn
Olamor Comody

*WT»Rtly
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DlrtitUn
L«w A LmII*
6r«A*. Lt4, ,
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\

HAL

*0
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GEORGIA

BARBERS and DALE
A R R R *

NOW
3RD RETURN ENGAGEMENT

COPACABANA
NEW YORK

Dir.: Fred Harris

TV COMEDY
RoMtlnes and Inrloik

“Th« tok With the MOST «f

the BEST «»medy Muterliyl S3."

A. GUY YISK
' Writing Enterprises yoDVIt

12 Lihorty $tr**t, Troy, N. Y.
’
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* Lain*. '»re »u

middle of tKjs show. She Poises
perf

’

c^. jje leaves Riversidellners

immediately with her pert looks ^ azed with his last takeoffyr-on

and vitality. Young canary makes
j^ri0 Lanza 'singing TB«

adolescent reddiot mama
T rtVP »» ^Ms up sharing, tap

VleirieM 1MWterm, N* X*
Fritz SpUlman, Betty Reed, Xor-

bert Faconiii, Paul Monti, Cfiarlet

Albert; no cotter or tmtumutn* «

The Viennese Lantern remains

an anomaly’ during these time* or

hazardous nitery operation, since

it is one of the few spots any-

where ' in New York that is still

doing business. The answer, of

course, lies in the modestly budg- tion costs that average
• ' wv< . .._ _ 1 J mL AVUfW MVlfl I II Stih AaA

food, a parlay

like an auu^^***
Anii LiOve.” mo

an’ the comho is an Innocent doll
^Jores again,

making like she knows the world.. v -

She does, it with all the • vocal
Parltfe London

kicks—the “you-a” and the me- aff T^too
••’’“f lit5e°Swe.

1

£
t°”ati0nS "nd

Hemione GinoM(wUh Cl« ceruInln^U coiorthat this York- ,
sudden little squeals.^

Ashton), Sidney Simone and Win* Ville-fringe cafe has and one has the
VThem There Eyes, one of her A

Lec orchs . gg minimum. the answer why its nightly clien- Howard
best fast numbers, nas ner m - - " —•- *

thre* years, with one new itfpduc-

tion each-month and diffonont octa

every two Weeks, ha* seldom of-

fered a dud. Much of the »mo<dh;

ness of each, show tthev -go on-

when advertised—something of a

rarity in .this town) *nd overall

good management of the house is

due to Joe Krassler who’s been

associated -with Holmok for 19

years. Krassler is in charge of the

$12,000 weekly payroll, the^Jioduc-

rlntf tan course, ncs ui me —*» uua cuois uiai v > W’ ' " j —
Mtn-k eted, ,

Viennese-ac^nted shows and another $2,000 for the^bands,
.

ana
good pitch throughout,

_ * food, a parlay that has been sue- the l^havior of tl^ Bellevue clien- Bandman Tony DiPardo eschews

¥ cessful for. Max: Loew, (a Viennese tele—no mean job ^ls regular role as m.c. and runs
> himself, for almost a decade at ing room with capacity weekend on ^ win„

F jr £or the opener, '

,
this same spot, Add, of course, a bix and quick turnover^ He leads off with a rhythm tap,

(twth Clarry certain innate color that this York- For the third
.

anniversary show,
hr,d follows with mimicry of Rav

E, C*
• iTirtnt City.-Awll 15.

* Stoner k Dennis, Lou wills, Jr.,

Tony XHPardo Oxm (&)j |1 cover*
\ '

\
•'

+rr- r

Pair of turns Is new to the area
and tb the rootu,- but come up with
a show neatly packaged and fairly

Well up to the level demanded by
this de luxe roOnou In 35 minutes
the combo of terp, songs and com-
edy dialog moves at lively pace
and keeps the customers interest

. < f J. K 11 .. . 1_ .

some two years, including a long Norbert-Faconi, a longtime Lantern zjr'iife’ i™» reui|t-nid- argument, then tell
,
the story of

sne was retuvaum sojurn in America, Miss Gingold standby with his expert violming, jLjf,®
session'”Lee Marks juggles husband and wife in Trials of

wra uTS wrans uu the has departed from intimate revue and the pian0 team of Paul Mann ™™b}.e
and toe Lane Bros and Married Life.” Stoner breaks it

Jr to the greater intimacy of the t charles Albert, who open the
theif Lodcabout comedy acroba- up with a bit as a Yiddish square

fba^
y
tan honom nitery. In this, her cabaret debut, show,

. tics make for

a

surefire closer. dance callef, and two take to "Life

t«
e
tJ?

r
off

S

°Sammv
r
jr Introduces she brings all the characteristics of Spielman, who has wrlttenatunes * « * ’ ‘ -1 »>” T"“ nt »" as thev renrlse

to tee oit. oammy « uu c
, th patrip,a! personality into play, wniivwnnH hotter tim-

es maite JLUi. A uuteme pmou,. —“— i Ji 1
— , ,

-----

tn“fPp"nff San\mv Jr introduces she hrmgs an xne cu«i ?um;u S>.*^ .v* Spieiman, who h^s writtenfaunes Current layout Is emceed by Joe of an Arftor song as they reprise

his uncle Will Mastln, and his her theatrical personality into pl^y,
for Hollywood, needs better tim- Howard, Jr., who teams up with an oldtime yaude sketch. Th e y

father Sam Davis who bow off using only specially preparedjja- ^ but he dishes out some clever partner June for some fair vocal wind with a chant labeled “Di-

an? ho do?s/ a fine Bill Robinson terial with a punch or bite m every
lyrics of ms own composition, plus gits which have little or no effect, vorce” on the ins and outs of mar-

tau Hivhlight is his flawless work line. _ . other entertaining ideas. The at- The terping of shapely Patricia ried life. Two are personable
on Jimmv Cagney Jimmy Stewart For her opening, the Cafe de tractive Miss Reed does Romberg, Adair and tapster Billie Parsons- do enough, material ls.in a different

and Edward G Robinson, all Paris management had to put the Johann Strauss and Stolz melodies, more than a littie to spark the pattern, and entertainment level is

nacked into one clever routine. Topes up. The town turned out, going oVer nicely. Faconi has a girlie- extravaganzas. ,,
steady.

, A # „pacKea mto^one^cie^^_^^ wi^h & large sprinlaing of show biz wide repertory of Continental and Bix Belair’s orch still provides Route proves a workout for the

personalities as well as the artist’s longhair music that always clicks SOme of the best show and dance musicrew, but pickup is aces all

legion of devotees. That she should here.' * Kahn. music iiT town with the Frank the way under DiPardo’s batoning,

have oreemed in triumph was taken Quinn trio spelling for customer Quin.

DflRVflS
AND

JULIA
Opening May 1

1

LATIN QUARTER

New York

IC5LUU VJL y V
have preemed in triumph
for granted; the $64 question is

mralB ^
•whether she will sustain that re- Adwtiii Villat«> K.* ex-

ception for the rest of her engage- Kansas City, April 23.

ment when the hulk of the patron- “Scandals of 1952,” with Jane i

age will he the more conventional i/[arg0f Hudson A Sharae, Jimmy
lay folk. Rae, Mike Wallace ,

Latinettes (8)1

From the outset, la Gingold with Jezebel; Jimmy Lenge* Orch

breaks away from established prec- (8); 50c, 75c cover.

edent; instead of making a grand

entrance blJr7Iu2a After a spell of name bands with

?
aS™ «!L

e
«SilMw

S
Annronriately it’s floorshows, the Latin Villa recently

53SWS^^P
onSertulVom went in for producing its own

Quinn trio spelling for customer
dansapation. Newt

i
JAY MARSHALL

COMEDY
al>e

PlNmUn?

Catering and

Light Honiekeeplng

•

Managamanti

MARK LEDDY

Steuben’s, Boston
Boston, April 26.

Dr. Giovanni, Buster Shaver A
Olive, Margo Wade, Don Dennis,
Tony Bruno Orch (6), Harry Fink
Trio

;

$2.50 minimum.

This popular Vienna Room con-
tinues to follow its longtime policy

« « « < i » « i ..j •_ j.

from tne gajuery. -
-I J- in for nrndiif'inff

pnllpfl “It Looks Wonderful from went in lor producing — uuuca lu iui— „

Here’’ and that opening keys the .shows, -with a house line and im- of booking solid entertainment,

act Happily, she resists obvious ported acts. Trio of acts and trio with current layout stacking as one

temptation of parochial humor, and of production numbers g i v e pa- 0£ £be season
»
s tops. Biz istemptauon oi y ljia

trons a lot of flash and a well-knit
cor-

two°of herMmbers t^TToiof^d a well-knt
”

sp
l“

dî y
on
3a “g;

h?/. the ShXbuy Ave. .parish « X^conf0^™™^ ^neup is topped by Dr. Gio-
pump appeal. One of these,

_
Don t- P>

proving worthy up- vanni, last in Hub several years
Do More Gaharet, Mr. Coward, ihe setup is proving wormy, up

ag0 at now defunct Hitz Hoof,

“ifM h»v* Veepf to
6
the and^p^Ucy evidently is here to stay w

.

h“s« srray of sleight of hand and
But ih the main she keeps to we r

f pickpocket tricks completely baf-
satirlcal, with occasional touches

. , .

*
, fles ringsiders. Luring a half dozen

of spice. Advica to a moth from its Show gets going with South m2de customers onstage, h« indi-
mother and the story of a romance American Fantasy Production vidually divests them of personal
with a robot provide themes for number staged around tower-

ejdec£g Dishing out a continuous
brittle yet witty lyric*. Toward the ing Jezebel, the whole a colorful

line o£ zany chatteri some of it the
end of-her act she pokes fun at her- entry. ^oi^N double-talk variety, it so confused
self quite mercilessly .with a song Wallace ^ rings on Jane Margo, everyone at’ show caught that none
which poses the recurring question, whq terp* a duo of Mexican num-

reab[zed they were being vlctim-
4‘Which Witch? ia:ed untii Giovanni produced the
Although a cabaret newcomer, jar

SJdSn & Sharae^aces is
filched articles.

Miss Gingold does her_act
^
wit

* d duo They’re attractive Winds stint with two stooges

h!?be^ and Accomplished, one of the bet- firmly holding each end of a glass
has been lelt to cnance.^ici. k .

turns in this department. rod onto which he slips a ring to
tures, her pause, and her manner ter turns in tms aepartmenr.

the
_
complete mystification of the

3FG the ol3Vious result oi patiGnt s Boudoir is basis for
His coniic sab ulus Ills

preparation. And the pianoaccom- a costume parade &ttetoaamn
air of n(;nchalance spa

g
rk theover!

panhnent ^ Claiw>5htoh als
»s

“Sf
er
j?Jmv Rw^and his mrthil f11 e.ffect..pf the tricks and result*

^The^two resident house Orchs, cal brother) has an aero tap with lh Jug*1 customer reaction.
The two resiaem; nou» v

, round o£ fltps and twists and a Balance of lineup also clicks

^?nat#ft^o^er flrst^ate terping dive bomber somersault which neatly with Buster Shaver & Olive
idternate to offer nrsi r v * brings a hearty hand from the scoring with song and dance sesh.
musiC; —- house. Gals close out the proceed- Pmt-sized Olive vocalizes A Good

1 ings with ‘‘Plantation Medley” in Man Is Hard to Find,” accompa-
which they are elaborately cos- med by Shaver on the 88, with pair

turned. teaming; for a bit of ballroom terp-

First time in the Villa for the
rt

a “Ballih*

Jimmy Lenge crew, which backs S
}°1 H xV

ea^y
show and pleases dancers with its £l\e,

d a slick tapping of Margo
eight-man setup favoring a three- * „~f

s^ ^erPster who scores

man reed section. Lenge handles w““ cr°wd.

vocals- in pleasant- baritone styl- Don Dennis, perennial emcee at
mgs. Quin.

Colffmbla Hitordf

KEN
GRIFFIN

Or Tort

ONI NIGHTKRS
Ohio

OlrMtlMU MILO STILT
Mwtwal |nt«rtalR«i#nt Armict

Chtasta 1*MS N. W III.

BREAKING ALL RECORDS
_

i0 T**lr.

First Persoiiaf Appearance , -r
Opening'tngo^§ipent ^"PORTLANb^ OREGO|jl
20,126 Pai4 Amn{ssiofis fff l Day—1 T5,909 PaW fir t Pftyi

Same

Smashing

Results

In

SPOKANE
SEATTLE

EVERETT

VANCOUVER, B.G

PRESTON FOSTER
and

SHEILA D’ARCY
* T *

Exclusive Management;

CLYDE BALDSCHUN, McCONKEY ARTISTS CORP*
7000 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood HEmpstaad 7141

Bellevue Castno9 Mont9
!

Montreal, April 23.

Joe Howard, Lee Marks & Co.,
Lane Bros. (2), Mirtell & Aschour,
Billie Parsons, Patricia Adair, Joe
& Jane,. Casino' Line -(10), Bix 1

Belair Orch (11), Frank Quinn
Trio; $1 admission.

ClUUvC At.
this spot, handles the vocalizing
chores in his usual nifty fashion.
Guy warbles “No Business Like
Show Business,” the ballad “I’ll
Walk Alone,” and “With a Song in
My Heart” with a pitch for the pic
currently playing at nearby Astor
Theatre. Musical backgrounding is
adeptly handled by Tony. Bruno’s
crew who split customer terpology
with Harry' Fink Trid’s Latino ac-
cented rhythms. Elie.

Three years ago, when owner
Harry Holmok refurbished his bar-

ren dancehall, renamed it Bellevue

Casino and brought in the mosl:
lavish revues ever to be presented
in Montreal, the .cynics gave him
a couple of months and then pre-
dicted the place yould end up as
a beer stube as

.
so many others

have over the past couple of
decades.

However, the Bellevue, with a
definite show policy of sight and
vaude offerings plus a straight ad-
mission charge (no cover or min-
imum^ caught the economic fancy
of Montreal’s vast after-dark trade
and this 750-seater has surpassed
every other saloon in town and
even Holmok’s expectations.

With the emphasis on a line of
eight attractive hoofers, Mme.
Natalie Kamarova has built all

I productions to a formula and for

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 58 W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488

WHEIUC SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

* TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Prize: Profp$»ional Engagement

DupHe«l« Prim AttarM la M* Cum at Tk»

PATRICK JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
currently—RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Doubling via Eaatern Airline*

CHESTERFIELD SHOW
from Durham, N. C.

. Dir,: M.c.A.

Per. Mgt. TOM SHEILS

iI- a a * <r s, ty • • + gwg s * I

i • V fc I •> i

JACK DEHT0N
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN

{In cate of tie duplicate rprixet

.
will be awarded)

IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO'? LOOP

near the Oriental/ Chicago, Harris,

Selwyn and Erlenger Theatre* It'* the

RftNCROFT HOTEL
•9 W. Randolph St. Franklin 1-4740

Special Rate* for Show.-Folk

Newly pocorated New Management

J(i p-f t>l»j y-edt •»l

,

a 4 ,{-
|J

y J ¥t f I'l
1

l
11111 SP

VmfS* g-yg-g en p'fnett ftgt ?

DANCE STUDIO AND
THEATRICAL AGENCY

W.ll fsldb. N,t pr.fft .v.r $1,000

mo. '^OOO ' handles. Won. OPP-

5871 Hollywood liv'd., Hollywood 28.

California., Tel. Hollywood ?-«274.

u!|l i!ri 1“!^
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'Minsky Follies’ Defended
Continue# from pure SI

droll laugh at burlesque, new and

old,” Arthur Spaeth, drama re-

viewer of Cleveland News, wrote:

“If there is anything more corro-

sive to moral outlook in 'Minsky

Follies" than a sly laugh, then I

guess that I long have been lost.”

He also stated he didn’t “see any-

thing wrong with it” when same

show played local Borselling’s

Club two • seasons ago and also

Loew’s* Park Theatre here last

season. '

Rutkowski said he ordered inves-

tigation after reading a review of

show, written by Glenn C. Pullen,

associate theatrical critic of Cleve-

land Plain Dealer, and plans to use

it as evidence during board hear-

ing. Catching Minsky unit after the

furore, Pullen reported: “In re-

vamped form, it is a skylarking,

satiric frolic of a sophisticated sort,

with colorfully costumed cuties and

several bright acts that would be
acceptable on any stage.”

A stinging 'editoxdal blast against
the Ohio liquor board’s rash moves
was leveled by William F, McDer-
mott, veteran Plain Dealer drama
editor, in one of his columbs.
Pointing out that show had

played a half-dozen major cities

without 'any police kicks,' he termed
it a “cleaned up and high class

burlesque show, a miniature repro-
duction’ in tone. iCnd spirit of
Broadway's .'Top Banana.’ ”

State 'agents went out of bounds
in acting as theatrical critics and
censors, McDermott indicated, in

analyzing No. 52 of Ohio’s liquor
laws forbidding lewdness and ob-
scenity on premises tenanted by a
permit holder. iNqne of the inves-
tigators, one of whom is a for
mer bartender, are qualified “spe-
cialists or judges” in such matters
involving “art and morality,” ' the
drama critic said.

Rutkowski’s political enemies
are also* using the Alpine Village-
Minsky show as. a double-hooked
weapon, contending that these cases
should be handled by local authori-
ties and not by publicity-seeking
state machine .politicos.

e.M.
#OHMAM

*

J. IARON LONG
HARRY E.WAl$H

M***ti*t
Ownttt
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Hub OK’s Liquor Service

During Primary for Prez
Boston, April 29.

Due to an unprecedented pitch
by cafe operators, restaurateurs
and package store owners to Hub’s
Licensing Board, the long-standing
rule that no establishment shall

be allowed to serve liquor during
polling hours has been relaxed for
today’s (Tues.) Presidential pri-

mary.

Spokesmen for the bistro oper-
ators pointed out that several large
conventions will be in sesh here
during' the voting and while busi-

ness men would stand to lose sub-
stantial revenue, shutterings would
also inconvenience many oufr-of-

towners and cause a loss of good
will for the city.

With no liquor allowed to be
served until 8 p.m. during pre-
vious election days, the, result has
been' a noticeable lag in dinner
biz at local niteries and cafes.

The Licensing Board took ad-
vantage of a proviso in the law
that it can lift the ban if it wishes.

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
Pro.iiti

VAF Cracks Down On
Tardy Vaude Artists

London, April 22.

Touring artists who venture too

far from their base and then have
difficulty in returning to their the-

atre by curtain time are being
warned that failure to appear on
time may be regarded as breach
of contract.

This warning has been sent out

to all vaude artists by Variety

Artists Federation, which reports

that several complaints were made
to the Provincial Theatre Council.

W. C. Bass, VAF secretary, says

there have been recently several

instances where considerable* em-
barrassment and inconvenience

were caused by artists not being in

the theatre until the show was
about to start.

Earlier in the year an act was
unable to return to the theatre in

time because of fog. Also there

were several near-misses during

the recent blizzard.

The Only Real Star Of

Edwards’ 'School Days’
(Recent death of Herman Ttm-

htrg recalls that he was once the
key principal in the old Gus Ed-
wards school acts. Gedrgie Price,

himself an alumnus of the Edwards
school units, 'aptly summed it up
in the 46th Anniversary issue of
Variety—Ed). >

By GEOttGtiE PRtCE
Cantor, Jessel, Wincheli, Hilde-

garde, myself and many more of
the Gus Edwards’, proteges are
constantly being referred to as a
“star of 'Gus Edwards' School
Days.’ ” The truth is that not one
of us appeared in this particular
act. I’m not trying to make my-
self younger, 'but when T joined
Gus I was seven years old, and
“School Days” was just finishing
its run. It was a legitimate musi-
cal comedy that played at the Cir-
cle Theatre, N. Y. Edwards ran
into a little “money trouble” and
had to- sell <"hls interest to Stair &
Havilland, who trouped “School
Days” foy a while, Edwards later

put on several “school acts” and
since he could not use the “School
Days” title, he called -them “Gus
Edwards’ School Boys & Girls.”

Watt* Cast,

Although I never appeared in
any of them, I know that Walter
Wincheli did, along with Dave
Seed, Lew Brice, Jack Weiner,
Frank Albert, Sassy Little, Lillian
Gonne, Roy Mack and Rita Green
Harry (MGM) Rapf was the man-
ager. The real “School Days” had
only one star and he was Herman
Timberg who played the part of
the “Jewish Kid.” The story of
the show was the life of ah immi-
grant kid coming to America. The
first scene took place in the boat,

with Herman playing the fiddle

from steerage while the rich first-

class passengers listened and threw
money. Timberg, the central char-
acter, was all through the show,
playing, singing, dancing, gagging.

The schoolroom scene was only
one of the many scenes in the pro-
duction. Some others in the cast

were the Courtney Sisters, Lillian

Lorraine, Joe Keno & Rosie Green
(parents of Hitzi jGreen), Helen
Menken, and Willie 'Solar. When
things got tough Gus Edwards
played the part of an Italian kid

himself. _

I did a tribute to Gus Edwards
recently on a TV show. All the

names of the proteges who are cur-

rently popular were mentioned as

“Stars of 'Gus Edwards’. School
Days.’ I noticed that Herman Tim-
berg’s name was missing. I asked
the young director if I might in-

clude it. “Who the hell is he?”
he asked. “Herman Timberg is

the only one,” I said, “entitled to.

use the term of 'star’ of 'Gus Ed-
wards’ School Days’.”

“I never heard of him,” he re-

plied. Well, television is a nervous

business and it takes a long time

to explain. Maybe the young man
will read about it here.

Sam Salvia Cafe Pioneer, Dies

At 59; Bridged Major Nitery Eras
Sam Salvin, who died last week

at the age of 59, is regarded a£ hew-

ing' the boniface who bridged- two

of the most importaht eras in cafe

business—one of the few linkV be-

tween the lobster palace and the

cabaret. With his late father Paul,
and Jimmy Thompson, the Saivins
operated such New York spots as
the Palais Royal, Moulin Rouge,
Folies BergeYe, Montmartre, Plan-
tation, Sans Souci, Cafe de Paris,

Club Royal, -Carltoh Terrace, Pa-^
villon Royale and the Pekin.

Salvin, at the time of his death
Sunday (27), was co-owner of
Manny Wolf’s Restaurant, owned
the Cobbs Corner restaurant and
the Shoreham Hotel, all N. Y,

The Saivins originated some of
the most important innovations In
cafe history including the leasing
of the cloakroom concession to an
outside firm. They were also the
first to book names into cafes,
among them Florence Mills, Paul
Whiteman, Joe Frisco, Fritz! Scheff
and Gilda Gray.

The Saivins were also noted for
having initiated suburban dining
to New Yorkers. The Pavilion
Royale, located on Merrick Road,
L. I., ^as the first suburban opera-
tion to use name bands and tal-

ent.
• At one time, the Saivins were
partnered with the late George W.
Rector in the operation of Rector’s.
Another partner was Jimmy
Thompson, who went in with them
in all their important ventures. At
one time they operated 14 spots.
Sam Salvin, for a while, also op-
erated the Patio and Colony Club
n Palm Beach. In latter years,
Salvin managed the Riviera, Ft.

ee, N. J., for Ben Harden. Un-

N«w Appearing

ANCIENNE BELGIQUE
Brussels, Belgium

American R»p. WM. MORRIS AOKNCY
TAVEL.-MAROUANI AOHNCY, PARIS

Booked Til 1955
Available for 1951 and 1954

JAY SEILEB
Celebrating My Soring
Tonic at. Boulevard Roam

»
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Exdus/ve Management:
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Tke Horn# at Ifcaw Falk

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake., N.Y., April 29.

Among the Variety Clubs’ hos-

pital execs who came here for in-

spection of the institution and dedi-

cation of the new Will Rogers life-

size statue were Chas. “Chick”
Lewis, Murray Weiss, Ned Shu-
grue, Richard (IATSE) Walsh and
Bill Rau.

Ray (IATSE) Van Buren elated

over surprise visit from his wife,

Rose Mary, who found him among
the top progressers.

A. B. “Tony” Anderson, mayor
and manager of the Schine Pon-
tiac Theatre here, and Harry Na-

son, editor of Adirondack Enter-

prise, took time out to visit many
of gang on the observation floor

and handed out a little good cheer.

A1 Brandt got his first real clinic

during his observation period that

rated him a 10-day furlough. He
planed to N,Y. and Miami for his

out-of-san vacation.

Thanks to Larry & Pat Day
Canadian nitery entertainers, who
gave a full-hour show at the lodge.

Music was furnished by the George
Galdieri Melody Four.

Walter (CBS) Romanik in and
out of the general hospital follow

ing an emergency .operation, is

now resting comfortably at the
lodge, and will be N.Y. bound with

his all-clear papers next month.
Ambulatory patients who wil

soon be singing “Back Horae
Again” with their health restored

are Stephen Baranek, Ted Bren-

ner, Ruth Burke, Delphin (RKO)
Streder and <Patricia Payne.

Write te tho#e whe are I1L

til recently, Salvin had the Park
Avenue (now 6' the Sherbrooke)
Restaurant and a few years ago-
ran the Monte Carlo.

The’ decline of Salvin’s empire
started during Prohibition when it

was virtually impossible to legally
operate bigtime dlne-and-danc*
emporla. By the time repeal came
around, the stylish wining and
dining • that had been the vogue
during the heyday Of the Saivins
had passed on. Thp elder Salvin
failed to see the demise of the cafe
world as he knew it, having died
in 1927.

Salvin, a graduate of Staunton
Military Academy, was a lieuten-
ent during the first World War.
Survived by his wife, Rose, and *

sister,
1

' Mrs. Rene Abel,
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THE SHOW STOPPING ACT
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AND HIS WONDERFUL DOLLS
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CREATED AND COPYRIGHTED RT DE MATTIAZZI
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Numerals In oorinoefloH* with btlf* bolew Indleafe opanlni day of fho*
Whothor full or split wook

Letter in parentheses' Indicates drciilt. (FM) FoHthon Mar^o; (I) ihdependentt

it* Loewi MmiHW Paramount; (*)RKO; (s) Stall; (T) TWolU (W) Earner/
<W*> Walter Made

NSW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 1

Gertrude Lockway
Andrea Dancers
Patricia Dryllo
Edward Ruhl
Bela Kremo
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 3
~

Betty Hutton
Herb Shrlnor
Harmonica Rascals
Skylarks
Dassie Bros
Andre Andree &

Bonnie
Paramount (P> 30

Pearl Bailey
Buddy Baer
Herb Fields Ore
Tong Bros
Larry Storch

Roxy (I) 2
Ttyan St McDonald
Jose Melis 3
Bob Haymes

Warner (W) 22
Ballet Theatre
Alicia Alonso
Igor Youskevltcb
John Krlza
Mary Ellen Moylan

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 2

Johnny Johnston
Wiere Bros
Frank Paris
Chambers & Blair

Oriental (I) 1

Johnnie Ray
Gary Morton
Dominoes (4)

Billy Wells 4c

Four Fays
Buddy Shaw Ore
ROCKFORD; ILL

Palace 2*4
Doris King

. victoria Troupe

Sammy Shore
Ben Beri

(one to- fill)
*

PHILADELPHIA
JEarle (W) 30

McHarris & Dolores
Charioteers
Geo Kirby
Edna McGriff
Tiny Grimes- Ore

PITTSBURGH
Loews (L) 3 Only

Les Paul St

Mary” Ford
Tommy Edwards
Gary Morton
John Tio
Wells St 4 Fays
ROANOKE (VA)

Virginia (I) 8 Only
Milt Larkin Ore
B B King
H-Bomb Ferguson
Holmes Sc Jean
Derby Wilson*
Myers St Walker
SPRINGFIELD (0)
-'Paramount <P) ,

3 Only
Frankie Lalne
Patti Page
BUly May Ore
Illinois Jacquct
Clark Bros
Ddn Rice
Jay Lawrence
Choclateers
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 30

A Sc C Fantott

'

Jerry Southern
Paul Benson
Florlan Zabach

Howard (1) 2
Louis Jordon Bd
Willis Jackson Bd
3 Rockets

’

Shoarc-Grued Dcrs
Bob Bailey
Jackie Davis 3
Jordonettes

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 21

Jimmy Hanley
Babs Macklnnon
Rosemary Miller
John Clifton
Peter French
Valerie Keast
June Lansell

SYDNEY
Royal (T) 21

Black 4c Dundee
Marquis 4c Family
Wally Boag
Rosita Alexander St

Vlolette -

Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lloyd Martin
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron

Charlotte McGuire
Dahclng* Boys
Tivoli Ballet
NEW ZEALAND
AUCKLAND

St James (T) 21
Armand Perren
3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chribi
Marika Saary
Phillip- Tappln
Wim De Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whltehouse
Cissy Trenholm
Terry Scanlon
Guus Brox St

Myrna

NEWCASTLE
Epiplr* (M) 21

Dave Morris Co
Allen Bros 4c June
Lesters

Ruddy Bolly
Alex 4c Nico
Bette Lee

NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 28
Peter Brough *

Archie Andrews
Ronald Chesney
Harold Taylor
Jack Crisp 4c Jeta
Anna Mac
Edward Victor
Reto Twins
Ravlc 4c Renee

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 28

Albert Modley
Harvards
Reco 4c May
Cyclo Bros
Barney Co
P 4c S Sherry
Maureen Rose
Olga Varona
Percy Garsldo
Hobbs Globe Girls

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 28

Max WalJ.
Dick James
Beryl Reid
Hedley Ward 3

*

P 4k P Page
HasSnn Ben Ali Tp
Jean Paul
Sherman Fisher Gls

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 28

Winifred Atwell
Jack Jacksob
Christine Norden
Jimmy Wheeler
3 Monarchs
T 4c O Durante
Peter Raynor
R 4c M Lamar
SHEPHERDS BUSH

Empire (S) 21
Tom Moss

BRITAIN
ASTON

Hippodrome (I) 28
Geo Mitchell Choir
Siblons
Eno 4c Lane
Jack Kelly 4c Jean
Intornatlonals

S
snny Furst
argarita
BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 28

Malcolm Mitchell 3
Munday 4c Earl
Pierre Bel
Waddlngton
Don Baker
Eddie Calvert
Alyxons
$ Gordon Girls
Tower Circus (I) 21
Charlie Cniroli St 1
Smiths
Knles French
HorSes

Oscar Konyots
Lions

Gt Alexander Tp
victor Julian 4c

Pets
Enles Animals
4 Richays
3 Lorandos
Mars Tp
Arrlgonis
3 Houcs
Jimmy Scott
Flying Constellation
Little Jimmy
Annettes

Circuscttes
BOSCOMBE

Hippodrome .(I) 28
Cyril Dowler •

Rhoda Rogers '

Billy Hnncox
Noble & Dcncstcr
Edwards 4c Hartley

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 28
Bartlett 4c Ross
Kenne Lucas
Jones St Foss

BRISTOL
Hippodrome (S) 28
Naunton Wayne
Alfred Marks
Julie Andrews
Patldy O’Neill
Ossie Noble
S Fisher Girls
4 Fredianis
Patricia 4c Colin

CARDIFF
New (5) 28

Phyllis Dlxey
Billy Banks
Billy Thorburn
Georgo Martin
Morecambo 4t Wise
Frances Duncan
Jack Tracy
Ballet Parislenno

EAST HAM
Granada (I) 28

Vernon Sis
Ron Parry
3 Mlnllux
Musical Dereks 4c

Tony
Maurice French Co
Martin Crosbic

EDINBURGH ,

Empire (M) 28
Laurel 4c Hardy
Merle 4c Marie
Lorraine
Kenways
Saveen
Skating Sayers
Jimmy Elliott
Mackenzie Reid 4c
' Dorothy
Newman Twins
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 28

Gilbert Harding

Betty Slade
Robertl 3
Silver Chords
A1 Shaw
Marie De Vere Gls
Water Goonp
Aqua Maids
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 28

Jimmy Qny
Barbara Fom-
Jean Dene
Anita 4c Charles
Terry Stunt
Miclftcl Ormand
Margor Austin
Benny Humphrey
Derek Dene
Marie De Vere

Mldianettes

WOLVER-
HAMPTON

Hippodrome (I) 2|.

Squadronaires
Georges 4c Linette
Jimmy Mac 4c
Frank

Frank Preston
3 Rethlcms
Vic Ray 4c Lucille

WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 28

Max Miller
Nicholls 4c Merrin
Reg Snlraon'
Mme Truzzl Pets •

Chris Sands
Martin Crosble St
Thelma

Martyn 4c Cook
Stan Hardle 4c

Frances
YORK

Empire (1) 28
Billy Whittaker
Mlmi Law
Eric Marsh
Jack Lennard
Gradlner 4c Baxter
Frances Whitmer
Lillian Brow
Windmill Follies .

Debs

Jackie Gordon
Jackie King
Chuckle Fontaine
Gaby DeLahe
Babe Baker Revue
Martinique Hotel

Aliaml Sc Diard.
Helen Aimee
Manolo St Ethel
Danny Yate* Ore

Mother Kellv'a .
|Bay» Dawn Sk Dusk
Joe Di Lalia
Ginny Lowry

Monte Carlo .

Stevo Gainer
Day 4c Alva
Arne Barnett 3

Nautilus Hotel
Bobby Ramsen
Patsy Abbott
J 4c S Reyes.
Freddie Calo Qro

Paddock Club
Flnsh Lane
Dolores Roselle-
Little Egypt
Jackie Deauville
Toni King
Bob Morris Ore

park Avenue
Charlie Farrell
3 Continentals
Alfredo Seville
Joe Sodja
Robert Richter H't'l
Don Lanning
Roberta Sherwood
Qharles Caste] 3
Roney Plaza Hotel
George Hines Ore
Sans Soucl ' Hotel

Rosette Shaw
Eddie Snyder
Sacasas Ore -

Herman-Magner
-Dancera
Saxony Hotel

Chavez
Henri Rose
Jose Cortez Oro
Connie Howell
Tano Sc. Dee

Sea Gull Hotel
Faith Condullo
Mae Silva Dcrs
Norman Lester
Charlie Page

Sea Isle Hotel
Frances Lager

(3)

Seymour HoIfman O
thelbeurhe Hate!
Alan Kola OYc

Shore Club
Haven St Held
Sager-Dancera
Arthur Warren Ora
Diamond Horseshoe
Johnny Morrison
Lillian Lee
Tinkle DeCarlo
Margo
Haveler Dcrs
Barry Mills Oro

Sorrento Hotel
Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club

Vagabonds <4)

Jpan Barton
Jerry Colonna
The Townsmen
Mary Peck
George Horton
Hal Winters
Johnny Conrad Dcrs
Frank Lin&le Ore
Sherry Fronton**

Lee Kobrin
San Kanez Oro
Frank 4e Llta
Leonora Ac Stan

Allison Hotel
Beachcombers (4)

EnHco Ac Novell©

Tony Pastor's
Jackie Small
Wally Wallace
Rayleen
Billy Lee
Neen'a S&isone
Pat Pascall
Rickey Renee
San Marino Hofal
Mac Pepper -
Quintones (5)

Jackie 4c Michael
Larry Sel^din Dcrs
President Madison
Stan Barrett
The Martins (2)

Sandra Starr
Brady 4c Barbara
Bob Regent Ore

Five O'clock
Martha Raye
Shirley Green
Mary Jo Ball
Ben Yost 6
Len Dawson Oro

CHICAGO

SEW Y0BK CITY

Jimmy Desmonds
Charmaln Innes
Joy Ajamson
Gladys Morgan
Tommy Fields
Skyliners
Eddie Gordon 4c

Nancy
Bobble Kimber
De Vere 3
Chas .Anoaster

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 28

Derek Roy
Eve Boswell
3 Falcons
Downey 4c Day#
Bel Argay
F Whlteley Girls
A 4c L Ward

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 28

Johnny Dennis
Vogelbeins
Bears
Lyndons
George E. Black
Hlntonls
Bob Nelson
Texan Belles

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 28

Josef Locke
Louise Pets
Roger Came
3 Saytons
Joe Black
•Erie Williams
Del Cortlno
B 4c J Clyde <<

LEEDS -

Empire (M) 28
Donald Peers
Duart .Sla 4c Atitoti
Tommy wver Co
Curzon 3 .

Ernest Arnley 4c

Gloria
Harry Worth
Walter Nlblo
Walthon 4e Dorraine
J W JackSon Girls

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 28

Anne Shelton
Cardew Robinson
Freddie Frlnton
Slim Rhyder-
Burt Brooks St
Harvey

T 4c P Shamva
Alan Kaye 4c Gloria
Richards Sis

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 28

Vic Oliver
Les Rayner St

Betty
Seaton O’Dell
2 Eddies
Gall Kendal
Victor Seaforth

LONDON
Palladium (M) 28

Sophie Tucker
Castro 4
Ladd Lyon
Nino
Irwin Corey
Iloctor 4c Bird
Dick Henderson
Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Oro
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 28
Eddie Gray
Arthur English
Foggy Powell
Cycling Astons
Butlin Dancers
2 Playboys
Donovan & Hayes
Viking -3 4c

Charmatno
Brian Kent

Jr

BIrdtand
Dominos
Stan Getz Oro
Bill Davis 3

Blue Angel
Freres Jacques
Kay Ballard
Stuart Ross
Ellis Larkin Trio

Bon Selr
Alberta Hunter
Kirkwood Ac
Goodman

Mae Barnes*
Jimmy Daniels
Three Riffs
Norene Tate
Chateau Madrid

Dolly Duron
Sylvlo Flory
H. Warrlnger

Copacabant
Billy Daniels
Benny Payne
Bobby Sargeant
Harbers 4c Dale
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson
Madills
M Durso Oro
F Marti Ore

ii chic*
Rosita Rios
Ruth.Vera
Ramonlta y Leon
Los Xey <

Enrique Vizcano O
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Eddie HeJnvood
Joe Bushkin

Havana-Madrld
Lao 4c La Minerva
Reyes Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Landfe'Orc

Hotel Bllfmere
Michael Kent* Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Teddy Powell Ore:-.
Rookies *

Adrian Rolllni Trio
Nadine 4c Ray
Schramm

Manuel Del Toro
Hotel Pierre

Ethel Smith
Fisher 4c Ross
Chico Relll Ore
Stanley Melba Oro

Hotel Plm
JWiml Benzol!
A 4c .B Lund
Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Oro

Hotel Roosevelt
Freddy Martin Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Annette Warren
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Oro
Sherry-Netheriand
Dick Estes
Emil Coleman Oro

Hotel Statler
Blue Barron Oro

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro

vtatln Quarter

Trio Basel
Fed! Ac Fed!
Costello Twins

.

Corlnne Ac Tito
Laila Sc Steffen
Ralph Young
Ebony Stevens
Pamela Dennis
La Vie En Rot*

Jane Morgan
Jana Jones
Bobby Lucas

**

Eddie South Trio
Van Smith Trio
Le Ruvan Bleu

Patricia Bright
Mickey Deems •

KUen Hanley
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3
Loon A Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Eydle Gormo
Ai Dellay
Argo A Faye „

Oliver Dcrs
No. jr Fifth Av#

Louise Howard
Mitchell Gregg
BoK Downer
Harold FonvlU*
Hazel Webster-

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Bob Melvin
Bobby Colt
‘Monica Lind
Nadya
Joe LaPbrte Or®
D'Aqulla -Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Two 'Guitars.
Arena Rane
Elena Ac Anatol*
Ell Spivajk
Mlscha Usdanoff
Michel 'Michon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles
Carmen Torres ’

Beverlee JDennis ?

Arthur Maxwell
Constance -^Towers
Gene Rowlands
Two Shirts A Skirt
Bill -Norvos St
Upstarts

Geo Hale Revue
Emile Petti Oro
Panchlto Ore

Village Aam
Pesg/ Nortnan
Bill Parker.
Bourbon 4c Balne
Zeb Carver Ore
Pete Rublno
Village Vanguard
Richard D Bennett
Wally Cox
Royce Wallace
Clarence Williams n

Waldorf-Astoila
Dorothy Shay
Nat Brandwynne
Mlscha Borr Oro

Wlvel
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

Blackhawk
Kay. Coulter
Kenny Bowers
Grant E&Btham
Pat Carroll
Dave LeGrant
Barbara Cook
Ed Begley
Marlann D'Or
Henry Brandon Ore

Chez Parte
Olsen Sc Johnson.
Marty May
June Johnson
Konyots (2)

3 Pitchmen
Leonard Sues
Jay C. Olsen
Chldde Johnson.
Nina Varella
Jean Olsen
BUly Kaye
Ivor Boden
John Clamps
Billy Young
Shortle Rennard

Charles Senna
Georgle Daye
N MiUer Dcrs 02)
Brian Farnon Ore
Edgewafer Beach

Tito Gulzar
Mnrtez Sc Lucia
D Hild Dcrs (8)

Don Reid Ore (12)

Conrad Hilton Hotel
Arnold Shoda
Phil RomAyne
Terry Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy
Jay SeUer
Scotty Marsh
Boulve-dears- (8)

Orrln Tucker O <13>

Palmer House
K Thompson Sc The
Williams Bros (4)

Pierre D’Angelo St

Ana
Martin Bros (2)

M Abbott Dcrs (8)

S O’Neal Ore (12)

10S ANGELES
$

Ambassador Hotel
Andrews Sis (3)
Eddie Bergman Ore

par of Music
Doodles Sc Spider
Sheilah Barrett
Felix Decola
Benno Rubinyi
Johnny David Oro
B Gray's Bandbox

Billy Gray
Patti Moore
Ben Lessy
Pepper Sis (3)

Bob Durwood
BUI How*

Blltmore Hotel
Anthony, Allyn St

Hodges

WIdeler Bros (3)

GaU Gall
George Milan
Hal Derwln Oro

Cafe Gals
Les Mains Joly
Benay Venuta
Hadda - Brooks
Bobby Troup Trio

Clre's
PoUy Bergen
Honey Bros.
Dick StabUe Oro
Bobby Ramos Ore

Mocamb*
Herb Jeffries *

Eddie Oliver
Latin-Alres

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Flamingo

Harold Stern Sc Co
Constance Moore
Flamingo- Starlets
Stewart Hose
Matty Malneck Ore

Desert Inn

Copa City Revue
Jack Carter
Betty Reilly
Les Dlagor^s
Copa Girls
Carlton Hayes Ore

Last Frontier

Willie Shore
Hooslcr Hot Shots
Gil Johnson
Devlyn Girl Rev
Bob Millar Ore
Don Baker

Thunderblrd
Robert Q. Lewis
Irving Fields Trio
Irene Manning
Walter Long
Johnny O'Brien
Christina Carson
Thelma King
Kathryn Duffy
Dansations

Normandie Boys
Al Jahns Qrc
Jack Martin Five
Peter Donald
El Rancho Vegas

Joe E Lewis.
Merry Macs
Jorry Pedersen
Joy Walker
El Rancho Girls
Ted Fio Rlto Ore
Kitty KaUen

Films’ O’Seas B.O.
Continued from page 1

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Albion Hotel

Sam Bari
Bombay Hotel

Nino Rinaldo 3'

Joe Harnell
Casablanca Hotel

Billy Vine
Betty George
Alex Shoy 3
San Kanez Ore
Zlg 4c Vivian Baker

Clover Club
Bonnie Baker
Nov-elitcs 3
The Haydocks
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury
Tony Lopez Ore

Gaiety Club
Tommy Raft
Carmen Hope
Louise Angci
Marie Stowe
Glldi\ Rogers

Rusty RusseU
Gaiety Girls
Ernie Bell Oro

Deauville
Joe Mooney
Hughle Barrett

Dolano Hotel
Rita Prlnzell
Zina Reyes
Willie Hollandor
Tommy Nunez Ore

Johnina Hotel
Tony Matas
Harry Taylor
Heflene Rejoirc

Jewo) Box
Jackie Mays
T C Jones
Art West
Mickey Mercer
Danny 4c Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie's

Murray Swanson
Eddie Guortin

product—particularly Universal

—

have done relatively better than
other distribs. Latter were being
hit by the TV surge, while com
panies making action product,
westerns and smalltown fare were
enjoying a market that was ex
panding with the nation’s economy.
The Federal Communications

Commission action in opening the
way to some 2,000 new tele sta
tions, most of them outside metro-
politan areas, puts a reverse light
on the situation. ‘While the big
cities are already saturated and
can’t be hurt any more—as a mat-
ter of fact, film b.o.s may improve
as audiences get more and more
fed up on TV—tele will be all new
to the smalltowners.
With this market thus slated to

be badly hit by 1954, when the new
stations are going into operation,
and the big-city markets already
“suffering, the international field
will become even more important
to Hollywood than it is now. That
explains- the production trend the

[
jpglicy-p^ep

. a,re . n^vy paying, <?ut.

We4u««4ayr ipril SO,
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ROBERT Q. LEWIS'
Comedy, Son**
26 Mtna.
ThunderblrcL Lae Vcim
Robert Q. Lewis, who has

clicked with AM-TY audiences, is

duplicating in-the-flesh. His 10-

day stopover *t the Thunderbird
serves to break in material con-

cocted by Eli Bass and Jack Bar-
nett, plus some original ditties

and jokes.
’ Engaging, friendly manner is

disarming and refreshing. There s

no slani-bang delivery or wear-’em-
out with roundhouse • pitches, but,

instead, 'he has a kind of naivete

about the whole thing that capti-

vates audiences here. He has wisely

eschewed straight monology, de-

vising, rather, a session filled with
cue stones leading into vocals.

His opening bit with the Dansa-
tions line, sporting Lewis’ trade-

mark specs, heads into ditty,

“With a Name Like Lewis.” Men-
tions “father Jerry Lewis, grand-
father Joe E. Lewis and great

graridpappy Ted Lewis, even
Lewis Vegas,” which gets him off

the ground nicely for followup,
“Gonna Change My Name.”

Takes a wide-eyed approach to

all gaming operations in the ca-

sino with parody to “Shufflin’

Along.” He describes Arthur God-
frey (for whom he's been a sum-
mer replacement) as “any typical

ordinary American guy who makes
over $3,000,000 a year,” setting

scene for an original tune, “I Got
Those Arthur Godfrey Replace-
ment Blues.” Tacks off into amus-
ing self-critique about the girl ap-
proach, with the Eli Bass special,

“They Wanna Mother Me, top-
ping his moans. Inserts -a round of
terps in “Old Soft Shoe,” follow-
ing song-duet with accomper, Fred
Elton. Coming as complete sur-
prise is the windup, in revival
style, wherein he admonishes audi-
ence for their gambling sins, pull-

ing vocal responses from tablers
and tambourine banging from
waitresses stationed throughout
the room. Hallelujah finish panics
audience, requiring a begoff.

Although some material used Is

primed for Las Vegas audiences,
Lewis, has acquired a completely
different batch of stories and
tunes for other centers. He tosses
many of these into format of his
late show.
Lewis has a very serious . ap-

proach to augmenting his current
AM and TV career with nitery and
theatre turns. Judging by the
wide variety of top stuff purveyed
here, coupled with his clipko, the
owlish-looking humorist should be
received in like manner no mat-
ter where he’s booked. Will.

JIMMY LOGAN
15 Mins.
Comedy, Songs
Gaiety, Ayr, Scotland
Young Scot comic and brightest

member of the' w.k, music-hall
act, the Logan Family, Jimmy Lo-
gan looks set for the vaude, video
and radio. He’s also a good bet
for musicomedy.
Act has yerve, looks and youth-

ful enthusiasm, plus a growing
ffiiir for character comedy in the
tradition of great Scots like the
late Sir Harry Lauder and Will
Fyffe. Act caught featured a
“Farmer’s Boy” character num-
ber, which shapes up nicely for
vaude and radio. Logan also im-
presses as a capable balladeer.
Logan has some good material,

but would excel with really top-
flight scripting. Appeal is fresh,
clean and homely, with a certain
homespun Scotch charm. Native
Glasgow dialect isn’t too accentu-
ated, -and act would be clearly un-
derstood in any English-speaking
country. His catchline phrase,
Smashin’, Isn’t It!,” adapted from

comicking with the family fact in
which

.
both his mum and dad ap-

pear, is used to full advantage.-
Act seems okay for any enter-

tainment medium, and would be
good representation . of Scotland
for the U. S. market, particularly
in vaude and video. Gord.

THE CABOTS (3)
Dance
10 Mins.

ine i^aDots terp in a g
pioneered by Jack Cole. This
boy and girl group have evsome picturesque routines
have capable execution. Hov
they are too arty for highlymercial rooms such as the R;

They’re handsome kids, wel
ciplined and costumed. Th
gradients of a good act are \

but more concessions to con
dalism are necessary if they’
get the measure of this :

There are many conflicting^sc
of terp thought in their work,
arrangement of dance bluepri
alsQ .ixj order. ‘

, j

»

IRENE MANNING *

Son**
15 Mins. /

Thunderbird, Las Vegas
Thrush Xrepe Manning, who has

socked over in pix, musicomedy
and* light-opera, has prepped a
layout to suit divers nitery and
theatre demands^ Golden blonde
with rather statuesque mien af-
fording a stop-look-and-listen atti-
tude from tablers, Miss Manning
forays into ballads, novelties and
creative material.

feier tange is mezzo-soprano, al-
though she wends her way mto
higher register for good effect
Ample projection quality is in her
favor. Showcasing in this current
stanza does not cover her full
repertoire to advantage. She is

forced to cut because of show’s
overall production length.

Opens , with a litling “I’m So In
Love,” threading into “Tenderly.”
Immediate change of pace follows
with “El Morinito,” charging ring-
siders with enthusiasm. Veering in-
to a Teutonic novelty. Miss Manning
brings chuckles with '“Dance Me
Loose,’ Utilizing .the many- facets
of her show biz Career^ she tops
with “Scrapbook Medley,” song-
saga taking her through ptx, “Des-
ert Song,” and portrayal of Fay
Templeton in “Yankee Doodle
Dandy,” singing “Shine On, Har-
vest Moon.”. Latter gets audience
chanting lyrics lor clincher.

N1CKI
Sonrs-Dance
10 Mins.
Havana-Madrld, N.Y. .

This mono-labeled .slick chick is

in the proverbial luscious-lassie-
classy-chassis genre. A Detroit gal
only 19, this is her N.Y. debut
(with top billing), and she’s had
only slight experience, In the
Motor City and Chi. She prefers
the Spanish beat, though ingenu-
ously pushing her strictly Ameri-
can origin on the floor. While not
possessed of t solid voice in the
virtuoso sense, she’s a good sales-
woman,^the bouncy type, employ-
ing the mike in rotary fashion and
often leaving the gadget to shimmy
and prance around.
Her hlp-sllnging and dernere

didos are tobasco-rigged, but with-
al are innocently contrived. She
seems to enjoy her own goings-on,
especially inv thq, shimmy motif.
She’s well groomed in a black
strapless plunging gown and, sans
any particular style, drives over
the calypsoish “Rum Sc .Coca-Cola”
and “Oye 'Negra ’’ among other
tunes, in standard Tashion. Her zest

for her work, plus looks and will-

ingness to gab,* would give her
some potency once she widens her
songalog and expands the experi-
ence. * Trau.

MARA * QUENTIN
Dance
12 Mins.
Havana-Madrld, N.Y.

Ballroomologists are an ener-
getic pair with an abundant terpe-
foire. Opening is orthdox 1 i ft,

spinnery an,d shoulder revolve,
segueing info colorful parasol and
cane number to a, farrago of vintage
tunes carrying out an oldtime
framework.. Third display is circus

sideshow theme, part of it in spot-

light, featuring the sharp-looking
femme’s grinds and Winding in

shoulder whfolery.

For their fourth and closing
item, they show a nifty “courtin
time” pattern, complete with dia-

log, panto, and old phonograph
breakdown, with telling assist from
the orch. Pair ’produce fine com-
edy elements in .t h e i r narrative
terps, but some provision should
be made for the male to°catch his

breath after his lifts. Three num-
bers would be plenty to begin with.

A good beit for video and nitery-

vaude. ' Trau .

3 RHYTHM KINGS
Dance
5 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.

Slick Negro terp team shows up

as a good bet for vaude and TV in

their Apollo inltialer. Trio get off

to a slow start with a special in-

troductory 'patter songalog that
could be done away with, but pick

up. speed and interest as soon as

they get down to hoofing. Boys
are agile and graceful, netting sock

•mitt for their terp display.

Five-minute turn is neatly bal-

anced and well paced. They work
together through some 'intricate

stepping and get off some standout

challenges. Blending Of c o m i c*

rhythm and toe-taps holds pew-

holders all the way.
Trio’s clean-cut appearance and

tux-garbing are an important plus.

\ )•• * rj j t > ? Qr^‘
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3Y® Y* deejny, whose “Record Roundup” k**llai«llttlfel, IjiHdoH same vein for the rest f.of the 72-

Ballet Theatre, with. Alicia Alon- program Saturday nights has top London, AprE 22. minute display. Supporting acts

s0 Mary Ellen Moylan, Igor listening hgures here. Jackson Sophie Tucker {with Ted Sha- offer brief respite • and the over-

Youskevitch, John Kriza, Jenny gags, sings, plays the trumpet, tells piro), Hoctor & Byrd, “Professor load of the raw meat becomes a lit-

Workmen, Joseph Levine Orch; stories with an edge to them, and jrt0{n Corey, Pat Henning, The tie too much ter take, even for a

“Mara Maru” (WB), reviewed in does his whole act in a crisp, .at- Castro Quartet, Marie Louise & house which is an incubator for

Variety, April 2, '52. ’ tractive voice that’s one of his Charles, Dickie Henderson, Jr., that kind of talent.
main assets. He gives the impres- Ladd Lyon, Nino The Wonder Dog, Otis surrounds himself with aei am a4> ams A^ti rf Ar ma?a h aimj^ v* t i • ^ w . m<>m -

Fitoinar, Seattle
Seattle, AprE 24>

Vernon it Bale, Lee Bonn,
Michael Foster* Tennessee Erniet
Ray Watkins House Orch (5),
"Mutiny” (BA),

Show this week doesn’t measure
Tinllet once among the esoteric

sion °| ^ wbat hes doing, Eddie Gordon, Palladium Tiller bunch of energetic sidemen (th^ee up to recent i bills, with comic

diversions of the longhair set, has °*
?£»»?

G
j
rl^ (1^), Wool/ Phillips Skyrock- brass, three reed, four rhythm, Michael Foster imparting warmest

lnnl since crashed into the more sure performer. Hes a former ets Orch. • leader doubling on drums and spark. Tennessee Ernie pleases

plebeian show biz media via the J>
a»dleader and, as deejay, has in- xylophone) who dish out top visual with familiar songs, but? act isn’t

{lodgers & Hammerstein pioneer- y
* a^dienw^iftinS The Palladium vaudeville sea- values to each instrumental. They of calibre to carry the show. '

ing in- “Oklahoma” and the subse- r
f
5“° son hits the bigtime with this bill, seldom remain seated, preferring' Foster acts as emcee, bringing on

ouent liberal spotting of the class!- ^ A1
}.

“ 101 e their g0pj^e Tucker, a giant attraction Jo cavort uf front of the bandstand Vernon & Bale, nice appearing
cal terpsichoreans in other legit

arrival tor vauae tours.
in her own right, is surrounded by *n comic groupings as they bounce dance team, for some well routined

and film musicals and, of course, One major critcism may be some excellent talent to make this out their flock of numbers. Antics, tap dances with pair doing good job
in video. Show biz’s baUet kick, made of this bright bill. Jokes re- lineup a boxoffice burster. however, aren’t orch’s substitute on a Charleston number. Lee Dojm
in fact, has been so strong and ferring to homosexuals, currently This is Mifis Tucker’s first Lon- f?F musicianship, It qualifies in at the ptanotfollows with “Warsaw
pervasive recently that' straight the rage in British music-hall, don aDpearance in four vears and J

his department in standout fash- Concerto,” “12th St. Rag” and
hoofers are. finding things tough should be banned. They raise hor ŝt palladium Engagement i?n - Sidemen, sparked by Otis on “Piano Roll Blues” for pleasant
unless they are hep to .the entre- mild laffs only and are appearing s ?nce 1035 Time has not dimmed tbe skins or xylophone, attack each session.

Chats.
, * -R n f hE%

re
?Sr

ar
infitnm*p

n8
wSn? her own ma^netic appeal or the Foster does a neat job with a bit

The Warner booking of Ballet bats, for instance, while doing receptivity of her fans. Her en- f ~?*wh« of baseball pantomijne in which he
Theatre as the vaude mate to its comedy line, resort to effeminate trance brought a roof-raising wel- bo

.

u
^
e

.
ar*d Drumboogie rock the piays pitcher, batter and catcher,

film feature, therefore, isn t as voices and actions. This fault is come which held up the show for pcwholders. He then socks over some impersona-
unusual as it would have been a noticeable in acts of both the some minutes, and the familiar Band’s blues vocalist, Mel Walk- tions on pop singers', scoring par#*
couple of years ago. This Broad- Three Monarchs and Ted & expression of thanks which usually er, comes across okay in a moody ticularly with Billy Daniels and
way showcase, in fact, housed the George Durahte. It s an easy and concludes a guestar’s performance, item, “f Just Got The News To- “Cry” takeoffs. Foster has a mo-*
Sadler's Wells Theatre Ballet on not very commendable method of preceded it on this occasion. But day.” Willie Mae Thornton, orch’s bile, expressive face and generates
a two-a-day policy shortly prior to pulling in the laffs. instead of .the usual hackneyed femme shouter, whips out plenty interest and applause,
the current layout. What’s surpris- The Durantes have an excellent phrases, she had a specially pre- of frenzy in her songalog. Hits Tennessee Ernie nnen<; with
ing about this Warner booking is line of comedy and acrobatics, con- pared lyric which movingly summed with “Rock Little Daddy,” “I Tried” “Alabama Jubilee ” and anes on to
the matching up of a ballet com- centrating mainly on the former, up her own emotional reaction. and “She Walked” with an arresting do severa i familiar number*? from
pany on stage with an Errol They handle the fun and the with her renowned showman-

- « ^ ao several tarnmar numbeis Horn

Flynn pic on the screen. It s a bad athletics masterfully, punching ship and unquestioned artistry,
imsmating, witib the

_

fEm cooling Borne a promising act.
.
Similarly, and dressed jna dazzling creation,

off the balletomanes and the stage the Monarchs, going haywife with Miss Tucker contributes a .
per- u aj uxujr va v

show ^ooing away tnq actioner hamionicas, raise many bellylaffs formance which sparkles with her taps -on roller skates. o «
fans. This could, nave Been a socko with a nonsensical line of humor, virility, with her humor, and above good hoofer who could click with
experiment if a class film aimed at Both these acts pay much atfen- all, with her sentiment. She de- or without the roEers. Offersvarl-
discrimm^mg adults were coupiea tion to original costuming, being livers a few well-seasoned homilies ations, on rhumba-, mambo, Charles-
with the Ballet lneatie. arrayed in bright suits that^stand of the character of “It’s Never Too ton, applejack and boogie-woogie
As is, the boxpffice reaction is out as different from usual run of Late” and “Make Him Say Please”; for big results. Winds with roll-

proving negative. But it s not tne wardrobe. she offers a couple like “Four Leaf er-tapping ' on a table, reminiscent
stageshows fault, since most of yent^ of the show is dapper Clover” and “Some of These Days”; of Harold King’s closer, but it gets
the customers, on opening day (23) p ^ ^aynor using two dolls and but her real triumph was her final the mitt. Three Rhythm Kings

f‘ CT’JK giving impressions!
8
He impresses rendition of “Mother-s Sabbath terp team spotted third, are re-

fury. At times her body gyrations
are excessively sexy but she
doesn't play these up too much.
Jay Smythe tees off show with

Smythe’s a

his records, including “Slow Poke,”
“Shotgun Boogie’,’ and “Tennessee
Waltz,” changing tempo for -“Sum-
mertime.” He winds jvith “Mule
Train” for so-so response. Reed.

FCC Unfreezing
Continued from page 3
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u-iiAf aH- TTm* tho latter ii'«?
6*vmg impressions, ne impresses *c**w*j-w« J

*°J
b
? nrices- even as having no little talent and has Candles” an emotional tear-jerking viewed under New Acts.

nro- a good line of ventriloquy. successor to “Yiddishe Momma. Dusty Fletcher and his thi

merely an effort to scare them into
selling.

Actually, the big companies fig-
ure the value of the product re-

The Ballet Theatre troupe, how- tiqated young men", who spoof companist Tea snapiro, lor almost blackouts, it's routine stuit peggea mostly in relation to tele sales—
ever, is paoldng this short hour many w.fc. British radio stars and «> minutes, haying run overtime, for Ole Harlem trade and borders ls stm more valuable for theatrl-

whh a solid display of classical commentators, including sports- JJeyerthe:less th.e Palladiumites, ®n the risque gjrfnf over-
cal reissue than the most fabulous

capering and considerable show- casters Raymond Glendenmng and
^ere

P
reluctant to let he

”1

go ' winds' show wUh
h
a neat son

S

ob'
offer yet received from tele.

man»hip to boot. Simple stage John Arlott. Their impression of were reluctant to let ner go. vinas snow vitn a neat songaiog. .

deOTit via painted canvas back- British vocal duo Bob & Alf Pear- Apart from the star, three other Opens with an okay ‘'Ciyln- Blues” One major vriilch has had som*

drons gives this house a near- son ls right on the ball. ' American acts are featured in the snd then calls In Walker for a tempting TV offers recently found
nicn -d?h i u j m • current lavout Hoctor & Byrd, duo workover of “Ring a Ding Doo” its aversion to selling well-founded

hfancedby a^O-mansymph orch Jimmy Wheeledtal&ng^with gS switched from 'an earler spot in and “Double Crossing Blues.” If so when its accounting department

under the authoritative baton' of on Se various ’ ills of
g
the dfv in the program to close the first half, much of the same stuff hadn't pre- totted up that it was averaging

Joseph Llvine - h^rd-up Sin and raising man? <*<* style with a bunch ceded her> she would have clicked $500,000 a year income from pix
r- ..— *., 4. Jt x a of polished terpmg routines. In- bigger. Gros. f0ur years old and over.
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The two repertory numbers per- y0Ckg out 0f rationing and foodXAAV vnu jr UUl JLatXUIXJLUK AUU 1UUU w „'li.

U

formed on this stand were excel- problems. Coming immediately
lently chosen for the widest pos- after Winifred Atwell and Jack SS? WnJfiS? fnl"
sible appeal. “Princess Aurora” a Jackson, he has a hard job to do
sequence from Tchaikovsky’s bal- but does it well, closing the bill fglS, hnth civl their
let, "Thfc Sleeping Beauty,” is effectively. rw. Conga and then_ both give_ their

done in classical style, with the version of the

Earle, Fhllly
Philadelphia, April 25.

Sugar . Chile Robinson, Griffin
Highland Fling,” I Bros. Orch ( 6 ) (with Margie

danseuse in traditional tutu garb
and the male dancers in skin-fit-

ting tights. This item is more for

the cognoscenti but the terping by
Alicia Alonso, Igor Youskevitch,
Mary Ellen Moylan and John
Kriza has enough flashy pirouett- st Louis» mth). Amg and mid-air leaping to arrest 1

even the novices in the audience.

Chicago, Oil
Chicago, April 25.

Ink Spots (4) with Bill Kenny
|

Artie Dann, Billy Romano, Mage
$c Karr, Louis Basil Orch; “Pride

a softshoe routine devised by Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers. Act
winds with a nostalgic interpreta-

tion of “Darktown Strutters Ball.”

“Professor” Irwin Corey quickly
establishes himself as a comedian
of distinction, and although his act

Day), Joe Turner, Howell & Bow-
ser> Hot Shots, Ramon Bruce,
Frank Juele House Orch (16);
‘Rodeo” (Mono).

Pix Long: Since Amortized!
This money is all cream, sine*

.the pix have long since been
amortized. Likewise, most com-
panies don’t want to part with
.these, big residuals because they
provide . a stability. They are a
major asset that over the years
continually build.
The other angle that makes dis-

trlbs loathe to deal with tele is

the mounting pressure by exhibs
Sugar Chile Robinson, that pint-

sized showman par excellence, - _ .

encourages powerful yocks. It could dominates completely the new against producers who sell to the

UUTlwa *** * ,Trtil . . „ . , , be strengthened by cutting. For Earle stageshow. Clad in kilts and rival medium. This has- gone past

The finale, “Rodeo,” is the piece With a baseball picture, house his first two minutes on the stage, a beret, which he said was a gift the threat stage and some of thf

de resistance for the mass market, booker Nate Platt has a one-week he mimes superbly, disporting him- from the family of Sir Harry minor companies and indie pro-

Based on a western motif with package here that should not only self in f
F?
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°f. Jf
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inmChe I
^
auieF i .

dHrln,
g his Je£ent tour of ducers who have playfed with the

the dancing troupe in cowboy at-
, th volintf*P but also

manner of a^^polished orator. Then the British Isles and Europe, mas- competition are now beginning to
tire, this work was originally con- f

le
?
se the younger set but also he goes into a spiel which is ter Robinson wins audiences feei economically the theatremen’s

ceived by choreographer Agnes de their parents. Bill moves smoothly, crammed with laugh-loaded non- from walkon. A dynamic pounder
jre •

Mille with music by Aaron Cop- only lagging at the very end. sense. of the ivories and a singer who Until there is considerably more
land about 10 years ago -and was Ink Spots have fallen ihto a dan- Pat Henning, the other U S. gets ^surprising J“ount of leer

coin thfln now ln yideo the Jigtribs
responsible for catapulting her comic m the show, is a -holdover into the lyrics, considering ms ,

. mnnj
into the legit bigtime .under gerous* pattern with some slow

from the previous bill. His act Is tender years, Sugar Chile seems
Rodgers & Hammerstein auspices, numbers that make up most of virtually unchanged but the re- to have been born with the in- „^yc<f

ay tnat prom margms &rt

It was a smash when it debuted at their act now. There’s just one ception is as strong as ever. The stmets of a surefire performer.
I +E

produ®t

the Metropolitan Opera House and bounce number, the rest more as jast American act, also making its He is the focal point of interest
,

e via

it’s equally clicko today. Jenny a backing for the vocal calisthenics London debut, is the Castro Quar- while in view and he sings and a they
.?

be 111 ba5 s"aPe *

Workman and Kriza, in the lead of Bill Kenny.
.
There needs to be tet, a vocal and musical combo piayS such items as “Baby Blues,” Aside from the prospect of new

roles, dance and pantomime with more pacing and group could use without special merit, aifd barely “Say Little Girl,” “I Can’t Give telestations enhancing the value of

charm and grace for overall pow- more of the comedy services of the strong enough to. justify a place You Anything But Love” and “Cal- their backlogs, producers are slow
erful impact. Herm. chubby singer, who scores in the in the pfogram. Four numbers donia” with a certainty that a lot to make a decision . on tele-selling

lone jump ssendition, “Everybody comprise the turn, but the setup 0f hfs elders would, give much to because they want to see the poten-
Loves My Baby.” falls short of the standard noi> possess. He even doubles in a bit tial of Telemeter, Phbnevision and

Quartet tee off with “Into Each mally expected from trans-Atlantic 0f dance with the Hot Shots, a other subscription tele devices. It”
visitors. pair of tapsters on the bill whose ^ felt they could possibly offer a

Bill opens with simple routine forte offering is a boogie-woogie iarge indome that might be sacri-
by the Tiller Girls, with .the No. 2 dance dedicated to late Bill Robin- deed by wholesale selling now of
spot taken over by Marie Louise, son* backlogs to NBC, Motion. Pictures
a competent aerialist who wastes jn addition to the piano prodigy, for Television and other outfits
precious minutes before getting the variety features the Griffin
on the trapeze. Dickie Henderson, Bros, and their combo, known here
Jr., who follows, makes a good chiefly in niteries. Margie Day and
comedy impact. His act is slickly Buddy Griffin handle the vocals,
timed and a number of yarns are The instrumentation of the Griffin
embellished by some nice vocals unit includes two saxes, trombone,
including a selection of Jerome pian0j drums and bass, and they
Kern hits. Ladd Lyon rates plenty can Work up plenty volume. Miss
of lfughs for his balancing act al- Day is spotted In “Lil Red Rooster”
though using an obvious stooge as on which both she and the combo
his partner. High spot is getting the vaulted into jukebox repute. She some footage of the film “to
gal to sit on a chair precariously

[s aiso heard with okay results ln demonstrate.”
perched on four wine bottles. “Bonaparte’s Retreat.” Further other types of shows have re-
Nino the Wonder Dog, who made y

?
cals come from Joe Turner, a quested “old stuff,” the approach

a hit last y®a
^ here for some

b
,!
ue

! 5

sln
.

ge
1

r *9 th? being that the star, is no longer
been a standard fave here for some shouting style, whose best offerings under eontract to the studio “so
time. Canine performer turns up are »Sweet 16” and “I’ll Never

^C

a w -Sif
trumps again to get a Powerful st Loving You.” .

why can t we have a few feet of

.The song and dance team of fllm -

Howell & Bowser provide a pleas-

ant light interlude. They do a

funny takeoff on “Laura" that gets

a good laugh response. Howell, who
also plays a uke, has a clear, high-

Empire9 Glasgow
Glasgow, April

1

24.

Bernard DelfOnt presentation of
*'Rhythm is Our Business,” ' with
Ray & Madge Lamar (2), Peter
Raynor, Ted Sc George Durante,

Life Some Rain Must Fall,” follow
with “Baby,” and then hit with
“Please, Mr. Sun” which Kenny
milks with his falsetto twists. In-

Tony Fayne & David Evans, Three stead of a brighter tune, Ink Spots

Monarchs, Jack Jackson, Winifred pull through You May Be the

Atwell, Jimmy Wheeler, Bill Mat- Sweetheart of Somebody Else,
' — # j mm *ua a vmunt a#i I noTfftT*n

thew Orch .
based on the same musical pattern

of “If I Didn’t Care,” which they
close with after holding it for

about five minutes.

Artie Dann, large nose come-

This is surefire vaude, giving the
complete answer to those pseudo-
highbrow moaners who croak that
there’s not the same high quality dian, starts off with parody of pop

nowadays in live fodder. Here’s songs about his beak, throwing

a case where every act is good, away, quickies for some chuckles,

some better than the rest, and Most ol his j^ntmg is bl
h?c

where there are no passengers. If self, w'hich has seatholders on his

impresario Val Parnell would send side. He lias a
f^

out vaude bills of this standard all fore ^omg into the ln^itable Dur-

year, he’d rake in considerable ante bit. Musical
f, A

or
Lnt in ?

more coin than he’s doing—and aud their use is a Polite milking

he’s not doing so badly on his device not necessary here.

British syndicate. Billy Romano and his balloons

Bill topper is dusky Winifred is a corking novelty act and one
Atwell, described as Trinidad’s routine .that has no problem in get-

dynamic oueen of the keys. She ting stooges. Wide-eyed juveniles

plays both., classical and boogie, gape as he twists the spheres into

and her easy, charming style, with many dogs, swans, and reindeers,

an attractive personaEty and smile. He’s even got the things trained

goes over big with smbholders. A to boomerang to the stage after

P”ime fave here, the colored pian- shooting them out to the audience.
i"'f registers stronger than on pre- Mage & Karr are a P* eas i9 «
v ops visits. Her “Jezebel” is opener with their ballroom tap
y ^dered to much hand-to-hand work. It’s a well constructed rou-

n
I tine highlighted by the vocaling of

male while femme partner clicks

out “Donkey Serenade.” Duo get

that have
green bait.

been dangling large

Majors Adamant
Continued from page 3

mitt. After the intermission, Eddie

Gordon, the miming cyclist, rates

a warm reception for his impec-

cable routine. Myro.

.
”’ere are many interesting

11 f on view, and the house has
c ‘

' ^ted a nrime batch ta 1 oni.
I1

'’“ding re^i An^coTiHUtv J

s si’m.
a“.ile Jack Jackson, Britain’s No. 1

a
finish

smoothly.

Apollo* A* Y
Johnny Otis Orch ill) urith. Mel pitched voice that he uses effec

Walker Willie Mae Thornton; Jay tively, but with a habit of seldom

Smythe. Dusty Fletcher & Co. (4), finishing a song he starts. Ramon
Three Rhythm Kings, Little Esther; Bruce, local disk jockey, does the

•Palomino” (Col). emcee chores and even takes a

fling at comedy. The opening-day

With the Johnny Olis"orch dom- house, about three-quarters full,

I inaling current Apollo sesh, lay- was very cold to most of the acts.

: nut fails into the driving rhythm Bruce’s attempted jokes co l^ealcd
' the toollr'bts.

'
' Gagh.

t --Jjonxey
falls into the driving rhythm Bruce’s attempted§«

|

«

bef0
'

e th
‘
y

-
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Public service and informa-
tional video shows have asked for
clips from shorts or newsreels,
but have also been nixed on these.
Some of the studios continue to re-
fuse to allow the use of still pic-

tures of any of their contract
players.

There is no set policy in the
industry regarding the use of film
clips on TV. However, Columbia,
Universal and United Artists ap-
pear to be more friendly to the

I

medium on this score than the

I
other five majors.
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Exemption from] the 20% Fed**

era! amusement tax for non-profit

longhair groups like operas, sym-
phony orchestras and educational
institutions offering concert cours-

es, has created an odd situation in

music circles. Local concert man-
agers in many cities who have to

compete with these tax-exempt
grQUDs feel themselves handicap-
ped by fact that (a) the latter can
lower their orices because of the
tax rebate, (b) can make better of-

fers to talent, or (c) have more of

a money-cushion in a market of

steadily rismg pperating costs.

. Last-nam^d factor is also wor-
ryine the ^eal impresario, who
wonders where the cost-factor is

leading the concert biz, and
whether there'll be an indie local

manager setup left in the next 10
or 15 '•'ears. A few enterprising
or far-sighted managers are antici-

pating ^ther changes in the
music sr.°pe, and are answering the
threat o* the 20% exemption which
non-profit p”oups received, by turn-
ing thorns*lves-Mn a sense—into
non-profit setups,

Situation was spotlighted, again
last week by the action of Patrick
Hayes, leading concert manager in
Washington. Hayes has joihed the
American TJ. in D.C.,' as a salaried
officer, to be managing director of
its American U. Concerts. He’ll

also be a member of the adminis-
trative staff, available for other du-
ties. His old business, the Hayes.
Concert Bureau, which employs
three people, will act as agent for
the university.

Sponsored Concert Setup
t

In other words, Hayes will con-
tinue to bring the same concert
courses to Washington as hereto-
fore, but now they'll be under
sponsorship of the university.
School can retain the 20% former
tax, or reduce ticket scale. Hayes,
who says he’s already taking or^
ders for concerts next season un-
der the new setup, adds that any
surplus from these concerts will
be used by the university to aid
its music department. School has
applied to Internal Revenue Dept.
fo,r exemption from the 20% tax.

Hayes, a prominent figure in the
music field, claims that the ' 20%
tax problem was a factor, but not
the primary one, in his recent de-
cision, and that rising costs and
the problematical future of the
concert biz, os well as the long-
range permanency of a university
post, made him switch. His wife
is an assistant prof at the univer-
sity. He was manager of the Na-
tional Symphony in D.C. from 1941
to 1946, and is a past president of
the National Assn, of Concert
Managers. His move Is regarded
as likely to occasion others to fol-
low suit.

Hayes’ move, though an impor-
tant one. isn’t new. Michaux
Moody. Richmond concert man-
ager, has been managing director
for years of the Richmond Civic
Music Assn., a non-profit, tax-
exempt group. Charles A. Sink is
now managing director of the U.
of Michigan concert series, as well
as the annual May Festival at Ann
Arbor. Dr. James E. Lombard, of
the U. of Minnesota staff, is also
w.k. in the concert field as a man-
ager, because of the many con-
certs he arranges,

‘MW*’ PAYS OFF .HOG

COP- TOOK NINE WEEKS
"The Shrike,” Jose Ferrer pro-

duction of the Joseph. Kramm
drama, returned its $50,000 invest-
ment last week in a single pay-
ment. The show, co-starring Fer-
rer and Judith Evelyn, has about
$17,000 in additional assets, in-
cluding undistributed profit, sink-
ing fund and $9,260 in bonds and
deposits. However, that does not
include its 40% share of the
$150,000 film sale. Production got
into the black at end of its ninth
week (March 15).

According to the most recent ac-
counting, the play’s operating prof-
it for the four weeks ended March
29 was $17,659.41. It netted $24,-
640.81 for the preceding four-week
period, including $7,312.41 for the
week ended Feb. 23, when the
gross was $26,850, a new record
for the Cort, N. Y„ where It is
currently in its 16th week.

Actors Fund performance of
"Remains to be Seen” at the Er-
langer, Chicago, Sunday (26) drew
$1,300.

Porterfield to Produce

Hillbilly ’Romeo & J’

Editor, Variety:
. A television review ("Star-

Crossed”) in this week’s Variety
describes the staging of "Romeo
and Juliet” in hillbilly terms as "a
novel experiment.”
For the record: In 1941 Ethel

Park Richardson and I wrote a

full-length hillbilly adaptation of

"R&J” which played for two Weeks
at the Pasadena Community Play-

house—during the final nights to

stand-up business.
This play was an outgrowth of

a short sketch of the same sort

written by Miss Richardson for the
Vallee radio series over NBC.
At Pasadena the play was called

"Lovin’ and a-Feudin.’ ” It used
authentic mountain songs and ex-

pressions dating from Elizabethan
times.
Joshua Logan for a time had

Broadway plans for the play. It

is on the agenda for the Barter
Theatre (Abingdon, Va.) for the
coming summer. - This theatre is

managed by Robert Porterfield,

who played “Romeo” in the orig-

inal Vallee broadcast.
Erik Barnouw.

Abravanel Preps ’Kate,’

‘Samson’ for. Salt Lake;

Utah Orch on 1st Album
Salt Lake City, April 29. .

Utah Symphony Orchestra has
been hiked for 13 broadcasts by
the Kennicott Copper Co. for next
season, for the third straight year.
Sponsor will lay out about $20,000
for the beaming via the 50,000
watter, KSL. Maurice AbravAnel,
former Met Opera and Broadway
conductor, will be back for his

sixth season as maestro.
Orch’s fifth season, recently

closed, comprised 40 concerts in

Salt Lake City and other parts of
the state, plus 13 broadcasts. It

also included two post-season
events, a Vivaldi Festival and a
single performance of

,
Handel’s

oratorio, "Judas Maccabeus.” Reg-
ular season included a presentation
of Honegger’s "King David” ora-
torio, while Oscar Levant and Jas-
cha Heifetz proved the biggest
draw among the guest soloists.

Symph is appearing for the first

time on disks, having recorded the
"Maccabeus,” with five soloists and
the U. of Utah ChoruA; for the
Handel Society. Concert Hall Re-
cordings is prepping release of the
album for the Society in latb May;
Consisting of three 12-inch LP’s,
this will mark first time a complete
"Maccabeus” recording has ever
been issued.

Abravanel is currently in N. Y.
to cast singers for the U. of Utah
Summer Festival, which the symph
will offer with the university at
latter’s stadium, .July 7-19. Pro-
gram will consist of "Kiss Me,
Kate,” in six performances, and-
"Samson and Delilah” for three
presentations. Maestro has signed
Jon Geyans, of last season’s "Out
of This World” musical, for male
lead in "Kate” and for High Priest
in "Samson,” and Thomas Leech
for Samson. He’s seeking Patricia
Morison for the femme "Kate”
lead.

Abravanel, who batoned such
Broadway hits as "Lady in .the

Dark.” "Street Scene,” "Knicker-
bocker Holiday” and. "Regina,” not
only maestroed the Utah symph
this season, but had guest orch
shots m Pittsburgh, Los Angeles
and Seattle. Next season he’s al-

ready been inked for guest baton-
ing in L. A., Vancouver and Seat-
tle.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: P (Play), M (Musical

)

"Much Ado About Nothing” (P)—Luther Greene, prod.; Robert
Atkins, dir.; Claire Luce, Anthony
Eustral, Melville Cooper, stars.
"Sunday Breakfast” (P)—-ANTA,

prod.; Stella Adler, dir.
"Tovarich” (P)—N. Y. C. Theatre

Co., prod.; Harry Horner, dir.: Uta
Hagen, Luther Adler, Herbert
Berghof, Romney Brent, Paula
Laurence, stars.
"Wish You Were Here” (M)—

Leland Hayward, prod.; Joshua
Logan, dir.

Ghost Writer
Management of the Paper

Mill Playhouse, Millburn, N.J.,

Used the occasion of Shake-
‘

speare’s birthday last week to

work a novef stunt tb call" the
attention of dr^ma editors to

its current production of "Kiss
Me, Kat.e.” Gimmick was a
typewritten letter on what pur-
ported to be the Bard’s per-

sonal stationery and airmailed

from Stratford-on-Avon, Eng„
with a postmark dated April

23, his supposed birthday.

Piece asserted that "this old

hand” had never received
proper recognition fot the fact

that the musical’s book by
Sam and Bella Spewack is

* adapted from his "Taming of

the Shrew,” noted that the
.show is current at Paper Mill
"and urged the recipient to usp
his "good offices to return to

my name the glory which
once it had.” It was "signed”
by the poet.

N;Y. City Opera in Overall

60G Red as Season Ends;

Year’s Ballet Loss at 85G
The N. Y. City Opera Co. closed

its six-week; spring season at City

Center, N. Y., Sunday night (27),

with the 34-performance run tak-

ing in a fairly good $195,000 at a

$3.60 top. Attendance was about

76% capacity. Season wound to an
estimated. $25,000-$30,000 loss,

similar to troupe’s seven-week fall-

winter season, when loss was also
around $30,000. Earlier season,
with 48 performances, had gar-
nered about $280,000, or about
74% capacity.

Spring season was marked by
several unusual items, chief of
them being a new artistic director
in Joseph Rosenstock, who re-
placed Laszlo Halasz when the lat-
ter was dropped this winter after
a sharp hassle with the Center
board of directors. (Halasz had
been opera director since. K its

founding in 1944.)

Feeling is that Rosenstock has
established himself as a worthy
successor to Halasz. Company re-
vived two operas, "Andrea Che-
nier” and "Der Rosenkavalier,”
and preemed two works, with the
stage premiere of Menotti’s TV
opera, "Amahl and the Night Vis-
itors,” and the U. S. bow of Berg’s
"Wozzek.” The highly controversial
"Wozzek” was accounted a fairly
successful production; "Amahl”
completely so.

Morton Baum, exec committee
chairman of the City Center board,
has the ' problem of raising coin
needed for the opera year’s defi-
cits. The 60G opera loss is only
one problem. Losses sustained by
the troupe’s sister company, the
N. Y. City Ballet, run even higher.

Ballet troupe, in a brief early-
f&l season last September, ran in
the black. A later fall season, in
November, however! put it about
$20,000 in the red. A spring season
recently 'concluded, wherein five
new ballets were premiered, put
troupe another $40,000 in the hole.
Company is now in Europe on a
five-month trek, with guarantees
for most of its stops, but trans-
portation, etc., according to man-
agement, will nick it for still an-
other $25,000 loss. Ballet year will
therefore have cost the Center
$85,000.
Two seasons of drama this year

are likely to cut down these losses,
as the legit seasons have always
run in the black at the Center.
Spring drama season opens tonight
(Wed.).

Pitt Civic Inks Cassel,
*

Smart; Dance Stagers Too
Pittsburgh, April 29.

Although Edward Noll has been
signed by the Civic Light Opera
Assn, as choreographer for the
1952 outdoor season at Pitt Sta-
dium, managing director William
Wymetal has hired both Kenneth
MacKenzie and June Graham to
stage the dances for one show each.
MacKenzie will put together the
numbers for the opener, "Carou-
sel,” week of June 16, while Miss
Graham dittos later on "High But-
ton Shoes.”
Walter Cassell 'has been signed

to co-star with Dorothy MaoNeilm "Carousel,” and another leading
man set is Dick Smart for "One
Touch of Venus,” with Kvle Mac-
Donnell. Smart did "Bloomer
Girl” here few seasons back.

Biphard Rodger* and Oscar HammersMn 2d had themselves a busv
three days' in Pittsburgh last week. They got there Wednesday (23) in
time for the. double celebration at Jadkie Heller’s Carousel after the
performance of the "South Pacific” national company’s second anni-
versay and Janet Blair’s birthday. On Thursday they welcomed the
btg Show Train from Altoona, Pa., which brought around 600 of Miss
Blair’s hometown friends in on a Pennsy R.R, special to see "SP,” and
stayed over for a luncheon on Friday launching the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony Orchestra’s annual drive for funds. It was the first time Rodgers
had vftited Pittsburgh since "America’s Sweetheart,” for which he and
the late Larry Hart wrote the score, opened at the old Nixon with
Jack Whiting and Harriette Lake (now Ann Sothem) more than 20
years ago.

Highlight of the twin party at the Carousel was an original musical
sketch In which Miss Blair, Ross Bowman and Nick. Mayo, the latter
two7assistant stage managers, came out as octogenarians and recalled
“South Pacific” in 1952, putting all the members of the Company on
the griddle. For the occasion, Heller also ,had Ken Welch, of the
Playhouse, write him some special lyrics kudosing R &H to the tune of
"Happy Birthday.” incidentally, R H also called a complete re-
hearsal of the entire show before leaving Pittsburgh,

"Shuffle Along,” which had its preem in New Haven last week, seems
Jp have run into more than its share of production trouble. Originally
intended to star Pearl Bailey, show ran into,, delay last fall and winter
when a. contemplated deal with the singer failed to materialize on two
separate occasions. Finally getting into production, rehearsals were
punctuated by an accident to Noble Sissle which kept him out of the
show’s preem, and also by the withdrawal of Jack MacGowan as di-
rector. Following the premiere, latter agreed to take up the direc-
torial reins again, replacing Paul Gerard Smith, who had stepped in
when-MacGowan stepped out. A further shift took; place at the final
performance in New Haven Saturday ’• night (26) when William Butler
took over the -second act of the show as conductor, preliminary to
replacing. Eubie Blake hr the pit. Book is due for a rewrite in its

remaining pre-Broadway stands in Philly and Boston.'

•

Baekers of Luther Greene’s revival of "Much Ado About Nothing,”
which opens tomorrow night (Thurs.) at the Music Box, N.Y., with
Claire. Luce, Antony Eustrel and Melville Cooper starred, include
realtor-producer Roger L. Stevens, $5,000; scene designer Stewart
Chaney, $2,533.33; associate producer Jerry A. Tishman, $2,000. and
costumer Henry Mulle, $800. The production is financed for $40,000
(excluding $10,000 for bonds), with provision for 20% overcall.

Legit Bits

Deal is being discussed for

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” <f;o go

into the National, Washington, dur-

ing June, following the four-week
stand of “Call Me Madam” there.

Former musical had previously
been slated to shutter after its cur-
rent run in Boston . . . Gunman,
believed to be the same one who
recently robbed the National and
Royale Theatres, in New York, re-
cently tried to hold up the Im-
perial last week, but fled without
getting anything . . . David Powers,
formerly with pressagents William
Fields and Jean" Dalrymple, is fin-
ishing his apprenticeship with Sol
Jacobson . . . Producer Herman
Levin due back by plane this week-
end from Europe . . . Lanny Ross
wifi star in, the Howard Hoyt-Gus
Schirmer, JT., strawhat package of
“Tree Grows In Brooklyn.”
John Feamley, of the Rodgers-

Hammerstein production staff, will
stage a barn-touring edition of "On
Your Toes” . . . Carol Bruce will
star in the William Morris Agency
production of "One Touch of
Venus,” which is being offered to
hayloft houses at $3,100 complete.

International Ladies Garment
Workers’ Union will build a 2,000-
seat theatre at Unity House, in the
Poconos, where it will operate a
resident stock company next year
. . . Audrey Wood, as agent for au-
thor Tennessee Williams, is offer-
ee a strawhat package of "Rose
Tattoo," with original leads Mau-
reen Stapleton and Eli Wallach,
priced at $1,000 apiece.
Name of Tom Bosley was inad-

vertenUy omitted from the cast of
The Happy Medium,” which
premiered at Malcolm Atterbury’s.
Albany Playhouse last week. Bos-
ley

, who scored in the stock com-
panys previous production of
Pygmalion,” portrayed the role of

„
televisi°n sponsor . . t

Irving Dorfman, associate p.a. with

n!L‘
^e,r

' Dorfman
> honey-moonmg in France . . . Victor Jory,
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;

any- las t week with a "Movie-
L
unit

» said he ha<*not decided whether to tour the

n^m*ei\uthef.
tres this year. Jory

played
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he
iu
sPa Theatre at Sara-

toga and other strawhats in "The
Spider two seasons ago.., Ben
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lcer of the incoming
Sing” revival, has re-

signed, effective May 31, as gen-

A
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er for Pr°ducer-theatreowner Anthony B. Farrell.
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.
of Tulsa Theatre last week

premiered a new musical, "Chick-

BrucS]*/*
1® *

by ®eaumont
Brucstle and Charles Swicr. Brue-
f
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orm/r N - Y. legit actor, is on
Tulsa drama staff . . .
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?’ Con> aI1 last week • • •

formerly in William
Ll

f
bllng & Wood legit

departments, joined Na-
tional Concert & Artists Corp., in
its special attractions divisiomHer
singer-husband, Eric Hutson, is a

[

soloist at Radio City Music Hall
j

. . . Legiter Violla Rubber now as-
sociate produced for the TV
"Claire Mann Glamour Show” on
WJZ-TV, N, Y.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
earned a profit of $12,810.45 for
thd four weeks ended April 12,
bringing the total . net to $524,-
467.88 as of that date. The musi-
cal, currently in Boston, has dis-
tributed $460,000 profit on its

$200,000 investment . ... Bemie
Gersten is stage manager for the
N. Y. City Center revival of "To-
varich” . . . Robert Woods is stage
manager of the Olivia de Havil-
land revival of "Candida,” with
Roger Boxill assistant. L. Arnold
Weissberger gets program credit as
attorney for the production . . .

John W, Trell is stage manager of
"To Be Continued” ... Bill Hayes,
in the current stage show at the
Roxy, N. Y., and a regular on the
Max Liebman video series, will
play Johnny Nolan in the Dallas
revival

.
this .summer of "Tree

Grows in Brooklyn,” starring Shir-
ley Booth in her original role. He’s
also being sought for the Pitt oper-
etta production of "One Touch of
Venus,” with Kyle MacDonnell.

Charles Meeker, managing di-

rector of the State Fair Audi-
torium, Dallas, in N. Y. this week
. . ..Film-tele actor Robert Damay
will be a member of the resident
company this summer at the Red
Bara Theatre, Westboro, Mass. . . .

Musical version of "What Every
Woman Knows,” - with songs by
William Roy and book by Hugh
Thomas, is announced for fall pro-
duction by Franklin Gilbert, with
Harry Zevin slated to be general
manager . . . Robert Willey will be
general manager, Richard Burns
scenic designer and Robert Ullman
pressagent for Ron Rawson’s West-
hampton (L. I.) Playhouse this

summer . . . "Mrs. McThing” will

have a 7 p.m. opening curtain
Monday nights starting May 26 . .

.

Robert Alton, director of the cur-

rent "Pal Joey” revival, announced
last week on tStie Coast that he’s

been signed to stage the Richard
Rodgers-Jule Styne repertory of

Rodgers & Hart musical revivals.

Shirley Booth, having completed
the screen version of "Come Back,
Little Sheba,” returned to New
York last week. After repeating
her original part in the Dallas re-

vival of "Tree Grows in Brook-
lyn,” she’ll star in the Robert
Whitehead-Waiter Fried produc-
tion of the new Arthur Laurents
play, "Time of the Cuckoo” . . •

The N. Y., New Haven & Hartford
R.R. is now polling commuters on

the desirability of early curtains

for Broadway shows one night a

week . . . Leland Hayward planed
back to N. Y. over the weekend
after a brief London vacation . • *

William’ Liebling has scheduled a

mid-August start of rehearsals ox

"Camino Real,” his production ot

Tennessee Williams one - actors,

which Elia Kazan is to stage . « •

"Mister Roberts” earned $1,521.18

(Continued on page 60)
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Opening last Thursday (24) of “Lords of Creation/*: at the Vaude-
ville, London, posed an unusual, involved situation regarding pro-
fessional-personal author relations. The play was written by
Edward Percy and Lilian Denham (Mrs. Percy). The latter was
formerly the wife of Reginald Denham, who was Percy's collabo-
rator in the authorship of “Ladies in Retirement,'* “Suspect” and
other plays. As part of their divorce agreement several years ago,
Denham gave his ex-wife his share of all rights to “Ladies/* so
when she subsequently married Percy, all income from the suc-
cessful ’melodrama remained in the family.

Percy and Lilian Denham have also written another play,
“Lorella” adapted from a magazine story titled “Black Cushion/*
‘by Mary Orr. The latter, the present wife of Reginald Denham,
collaborated with him in the authorship of “Wallflower/* a comedy
of several seasons ago, and also a new comedy, “Be Your Age/*
which is slated for Broadway production next fall by Alexander H.
Cohen, with Denham directing. Miss Orr, Who doubles as a legit-
television-radio actress, also was the solo author of “Wisdom of
Eve,” a mag story from which the 20th-Fox picture, “All »About
Eve,” Was adapted. The yarn was inspired by an experience re-
lated by Elisabeth Bergner to Denham during the run of “Two
Mrs. Carrolls,” which he staged.

D. C. Faces Test 1st Time in 16 Years;

Can It Support Two Legit Theatres?
Washington, April 29. -

Washington is about to get the I

answer to a question which has
been a long time around—will the
town support two legit theatres?

The test of whether this metro-
politan area of 1,200,000 persons is.

willing to keep turnstiles spinning
in two legiters commences May 5,

when the National reopens with
an already virtually sold-out four-

week engagement of “Call Me
Madam.”
Same night, the Gayety Theatre

will be opening a single week’s en-
gagement of “Tovarich,” the .N. Y.
City Theatre, Co. 'revival.

It’s been id years since Wash-
ington last had such a situation.

In 1Q36, both the .National and the
Belasco (presently a USO service-

man’s centre) were offering com-
peting productions. Following year
the Belasco shifted over to a stock
company, dropping its former pol-

icy of touring big time shows. At
the beginning of World War II,

the Belasco shut down completely,
leaving the field alone to the Na-
tional.

Of course, Washington’s prob-
lem is not alone whether the pub-
lic will support two theatres. It’s

just as much whether there will

be sufficient plays on the road and
available for this city.

There is some doubt about this,

too. Since the middle of last. Sep-
tember, when the Gayety opened
its 1951-52 season, It has been dark

(Continued on page 58)

St Louis Chorine Comes

Back as Operetta Star
St, Louis, April 29.

MArquita Moll, St. Louis soprano
who started her career as a mem-
ber of the warbling ensemble of
the local. Municipal Theatre Assn.,
is skedded to return .as a full-

fledged star when the 1952 season
tees off June, 5 with an 11-night
stand of Jerome Kern’s “Show
Boat.”

Miss Moll, who scored solidly in
her recent debut with the N. Y.
City Opera Co. in N. Y., will sing
the role of Julie in “Show Boat” in
the al fresco’ theatre in Forest
Park.

Merger of Ballet Russe,

Ballet Theatre Talked In

Wake of Bad ’51-’52 B.O.

Road business for domestic bal-

let companies has been bad for the
*51-’52 season recently closed. (The
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet, of
London, was the exception, garner-
ing almost $2,000,000 in a 27-week
U. S. tour.) Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo is reported to have dropped
over $60,000 this past season, while
Ballet Theatre is similarly under-
stood to have gone in the red for
well over $100,000.
Bad biz has been attributed to

rising touring costs; especially rail-

roading; lack of new productions,
and competition from Sadler’s. Bal-
let Russe, for instance, had origin-
ally been penciled into San Fran-
cisco, and therefore lined up a set
of dates In adjoining territory.
Then the Frisco booking was Can-
celled and replaced with Sadler’s,
while Ballet Russe still had to fill

(Continued on page 60)

Council in Minneapolis
On JLegit Hypo Campaign

Minneapolis, April 29.
Sam McDowell and John Stark

are here from New York for the
Council of Living Theatre's cam-
paign to stimulate increased in-
terest in legit. Minneapolis is the
fifth city to receive Council atten-
tion, others have been Philadel-
phia, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
Cleveland.

Minneapolitans are being prom-
ised a 1952-53 Theatre Guild sea-
son of eight attractions, largest
number ever, as compared to four
in 1951-52. Civic and club leaders
wfll attend a COLT luncheon ar-
ranged by Lyceum manager Jimmy
JNederlander and will be asked, to
assist in the campaign.

‘Twilight’ Suit

May Cue Others
Treble damage suit for $120,000

and attorney fees was filed in N. Y:
Federal Court by the producers of

“Women of Twilight” against the
United Scenic Artists, Local 829,

and 12 , of its members. Action
charges violation of the anti-trust

laws.

Suit was filed by Klein & Weir,
attorneys for Joseph Kipness,* co-

producer and general partner, and
Murray Oliphant and J. L. Leban,
backers, of “Women of Twilight,”

Sylvia Rayman's London melo
drama which recently folded after

an eight-performance run on
Broadway. It claims that the union
and the cited designers conspired
to create a monopoly in restraint

of trade, and forced the play's clos-

ing at a loss of $40,000 to the plain-

tiffs.

Although Milton R. Weir, one of

the filing attorneys, is also counsel
for the Shuberts, -who have been
associated with Kipness in previ-

ous productions, he denied that

they are interested in the case.

However, it is believed in theatrical

circles that the suit may_ be the

first in a number of more~ or less

similar- actions against other legit

unions.
Howard Bay, United Scenic Art-

ists president and one of the in-

dividual designers named as a de-

fendant, minimized the significance

of the suit, calling it a transparent
union-busting attempt and predict-

ing that his union “will continue
to protest against all unlawful im-
portation of foreign scenery.” He
cited the almost unanimous critical

pans given “Women” as Indicating

the reason for its quick fold, and
denied the charge that the union
was responsible.

Beside Bay, the designers named
as defendants included Ralph Al-

swang, Boris Aronson, Stewart
Chaney, Eldon J. Elder, Frederick
Fox, Samuel Leve, Jo Mielziner,

Paul Morrison, Donald Oenslager
and Raymond Sorey.

Salxtiaggi Preppin^May
Opera Sked in, Brooklyn
Alfredo Salmaggi will present

another opera season at the Brook-
lyn Academy of Music next month,
with “Fledermaus” May 3, “Car-
men” May 10 and “Madame But-
terfly” May 17. .

He also plans the dJ, S. premiere
of Alberto Franchetti’s opera,
“Christopher Columbus,” July 26
at Triboro Stadium, Randalls Is-
land, N. Y., as part of his al fresco
season there.

‘One-Woman Industry’

On the Loos Abroad

To Dram Up Tuners
Anita Loos, v who’s become prac-

tically a one-tyoman industry in
the French-English adaptation of
plays, sailed Monday (28) on the
lie de France to see about various
legit prospects in Europe. She ex-
pects to be- gone a couple of
months.

One project the authoress hopes
to clarify iff' a musical, for which
she would supply the book, Michel
Emer, who writes songs for Edith
Piaf, would provide the score.
That’s one of two musicals for
which Miss Loos is writing books.
Details of the other aren’t dis-

closed.

Another subject for discussion
will be her adaptation of “Sieg-
fried,” a play by Jean Giraudoux,
which Raymond Rouleau wants to
do on Broadway next season, with
himself in the title part. Rouleau
staged “Gigi,” the Loos- dramati-
zation of a Colette short story,

current at the Fulton, N. Y., with
Audrey Hepburn as star.

While in Paris, Miss Loos will
confer with Colette on the latter's

French translation of “Gigi,” due
for production there next Decem-
ber. She will also go to Stockholm
to see a Swedish translation of the
play opening tonight (Wed.), with
a lfi-yea&old actress, Siegfried
Thulin, said to be a new star pros-
pect, in the title role.

Another project In Paris is to
huddle regarding a proposed Eng-
lish treatment of a new play by
Pierre Barillet and Jean-Pierre
Gredy, authors of “Ami, Ami," a
Parisian success which Miss Loos
has already adapted for Broadway

(Continued on page 68)

ST. LOUIS INKS N0Y0TNA
St. Louis, April 29.

Jarmila Novotna, Met Opera so-

prano, and Mary Kreste, contralto,

with N. Y. City Opera Co., will

make their local bows during the

forthcoming season of the Munici-

pal Theatre Assn, in Forest Park.

Season tees off June 5 with an

Ill-night frame of “Show Boat.”

Seven Gosings, All Presently in Red

Mitropoulos to Italy

On Concert, Opera Stints

Dimitri Mltropoulos, N. Y. Phil-
harmonic maestro, flew to Italy
Monday (28) to conduct Concerts
at the Florence Festival, May 6
and 11, and to present the first

performances of the opera, “Woz*
zek,” at La Scala, Milan, for four
performances in early June. Trudy
Goth, director of the Choreograph-
ers Workshop, also planed Monday
to assist the maestro as secretary
and personal rep.

Mltropoulos will be -back in N. Y.
to open the LewiSohn Stadium sea-
son June 23. He’ll also conduct at
Robin Hood Dell, Philly; Ravinia
Park, Chi; Chautauqua, N. Y„ and
the Hollywood Bowl thi£ summer.
Miss Goth will vacation in Italy
until September.

MARGO JONES FEATURE

IN BIRMINGHAM MEET
Birmingham, April 29.

A one-day drama conference fea-

turing producer Margo Jones, and
the presentation of two plays writ-

ten by Birmingham playwrights in

a U. of Alabama Playwrights Work-
shop under Dr. Marian Gallaway,
are scheduled for this week.
- Miss Jones will be the featured
speaker at a banquet Saturday

I

night (3) at the Tutwiler under
sponsorship of the university’s

Town and Gown Civic Theatre. She
will lead a discussion on theatre-

in-the-round in the afternoon, as

well as attend a panel discussion

in the morning.
As a preliminary for the Satur-

day program, Town and Gown will

give two one-act plays at the Tut-

wiler Friday evening (2). One,

ji original written in the work-

shop, is “I Live from Day to Day,”

by Variety mugg Fred Woodress.

The other Is Thornton Wilder’s

“The Happy Journey to Trenton

and Camden.” James Hatcher di-

rects both.

On Monday (28), in Tuscaloosa,

the university tried out a three-act

play by Mrs. Ruby Lloyd Apsey of

Birmingham, titled “Aside for

Women.” Play, also a product of the

Playwrights Workshop, is being

repeated tonight (Tues.).

Tom Arnold's Flying

Visit to 0.0. B’way
Tom Arnold, British impresario,

made a flying visit to the U.S. last

week to o.o. talent for his arena

and legit shows. Arnold, who’s as-

sociated with producer Jack Hyl-

ton in. several English legiters, is

also interested In doing a London
production of “I Am A Camera,”

John Van Druten drama now on -a

Broadway run. Arnold is also pow-

wowing with theatrical attorney

Howard E. Reinheimer.
Britisher’s stay in the U.S. was

limited to less than a week, re-

turning today (Wed.), by air.

He will tour a rodeo to be as-

sembled by Music Corp. of Amer-
ica for British Exhibition.

Barn Mgrs. Stick

To Package Rule
Despite opposition from stars

and agents, and minor objection
within their own ranks, strawhat
producers are sticking to their
policy of limiting package produc-
tions of straight .plays to three
people, plus advance man. The
rule does not apply to musicals, a
number of which are slated to tour
with full companies And physical
production*.

Principal squawk against the
three-person limit is reportedly
beihg raised by Constance Bennett
and her agent, Maynard Morris, of
Music Corp. of America. The ac-
tress, who has a new George Bat-
son comedy, “A Date with April,”
wants to tour the barns with more
than the stipulated quota of play-
ers. She hopes to interest Broad-
way managers in 'a fall production.
Most barns have refused to book

the show with more than the stand-
ard company. However, Paul Crab-
tree, who. operates three bams in
upper New York State, claims his
setup is “rotary stock” and wants
to play the full troupe, using the
extra actors on a local stock job-
bing basis. Kenneth Banghart, co-
producer with Evelyn Freyman
this summer at Olney, Md., says
that if Crabtree makes an % excep-
tion in Miss Bennett’s case, he will
also book the show at his spot.
However, Crabtree hasn’t indicated
what he will do.

In order to clarify its policy and
the reasons for it, the bam group
has invited Miss Bennett and Mor-
ris to attend a special meeting to
discuss the matter. Meanwhile, the
Stock Managers Assn, has sched-
uled a general membership meet-
ing May 12 at the Wellington Hotel,
N.Y.

HUNT, ROSEN COMBINE

ON STOCK PACKAGES
William Hunt, legit producer,

and Jerry Rosen, talent agent, have
combined to package shows for
stock, particularily for strawhats.
Duo has lined up “Happy Time/’
with Mischa Auer, Jean Parker
and Robert Lowrey; “Detective
Story,” with Lon Chaney, Jr„ and
James Dunn, and “Remains*To Be
Seen,” with Margie Hart. Jackie
Kelk is also a possibility for the
last-named.
Duo will be offering other plays,

too. Shows are to be done at vari-

ous locations with local players in

support of the stars mentioiied. An
advance man will be sent out with
each show, in addition to the stars.

Hunt, who produced bam shows at

Sea Cliff, L. I., in 1948, and at

Wildwood, N. J., before that, has
been in TV more recently, in pro-
duction.

4* Exodus of shows last weekend
was the biggest of the season thus
far. Five productions shuttered on
Broadway and two on the road.
All represent financial failures. as
of the moment* but two and per^
haps three are possibilities to pay
off ultimately;

The New York closings Included
“Jane,” “Venus Observed” ana
“Grass Harp,” all of which folded
Saturday night (26), and-the ANTA
revivals of “Golden Boy” and
“Four Saints in Three Acts/* which
darkened Sunday (27). Out of
town, the tryout of “For Crying
Out Loud” collapsed Saturday in
Boston, and “Darkness at Noon/'
with Edward G. Robinson starred,
concluded a season’s tour with a
one-nighter Monday (28) ’ in Hunt-
ington, W. Va.

“Jane,” the Theatre Guild pro-
duction of S. N. Behrman’s dramati-
zation of a W. Somerset Maugham
short story was financed at $60,

«

000, cost about $45,000 to produce
and lost an estimated $10,000 on*
its 100-performance run at the
Coronet, N. Y. The comedy, co-
starring Edna Best and Basil Rath-
bpne, drew generally favorable no-
tices, but did only moderate busi-
ness. However, it is scheduled to
tour in the fall, possibly with it*

original stars.

“Venus,” Guild production of
Christopher Fry’s London success,
was financed at $75,000 (of which
Lee Shubert reportedly supplied
half), cost about $60,000 to produce
and lost about $12,000 on its 80-
performance run at the Century,
N. Y. The show, starring Rex Har-
rison and Lilli Palmer and staged
by Laurence Oliver, drew a mixed,
press, but with the help of a large
advance sale it played to excellent
profit until the last few weeks,

(Continued on page 58)

Agnes de Mille Asks 100G

For ‘Piper’ Fix Rights;

Preps Civil War Ballet

Agnes de Mille is reportedly
asking $100,000 for the film right*
to “Dance to the Piper,” her best-
selling autobiog. In addition, the
choreographer is said to be seek-
ing a percentage of any TV income
from the picture, plus a nix on
sequels, remakes, etc. She wants
to be paid for her services on the
production, pIus„approval of script,

director and producer.

Metro, 20thrFox, Paramount,
Warners, Selznick and Lester Cow-
an have indicated interest in the
property. There isn’t figured to be
any problem in the unavailability
of the rights to the “Oklahoma”
ballet, the creation of which is re-
lated in the book, since it pre-
sumably isn’t essential for the
film. Instead, the more or less

similar ballet, “Rodeo,” which
Miss de Mille created* and owns
and which is even more Important
in her story, cduld be used.

Miss de Mille, who recently re-
turned from a British West Indie*
vacation, is currently rehearsing a
Ciyil War ballet for the N. Y. City
Ballet, with music provided by
Virgil Thomson. She has also
agreed to do the choreography for
two opera ballets for next fall and
winter. She recently dropped Rich-
ard LaMarr a* her agent and i*

expected to sign with the William
Morris office.

COLUMBIA U. OPERA PREEM
“Acres of Sky,” a new ballad-

opera, will be presented by the

Columbia U. Dept, of Music, under
auspices of the Columbia Theatre
Associates, in Brander Matthews
Theatre, N. Y„ for five perform-
ances, starting May 7.

Book and lyrics are by Zoe Land
Schiller, based on a novel by
Charles Morrow Wilson, and music
is by Arthur KrouWr

Bennett Tryout Skedded
In Anri'Arbor Season

Ann Arbor, Mich., April 29.
Selection of plays for the annual

Ann Arjbor Drama Season at the
Lydia Mendelssohn Theatre on the
U. of Michigan campus has been
announced. Season will Include a
pre-Broadway play, “A Date With
April,” starring Constance Bennett,
to open June 2. Miss Bennett is

planning to take the play to New
York in the fall,

First offering wiU.be “Goodbye,
My Fancy,” starring Sylvia Sidney,
May 13; then “Come Back, Little
Sheba,” starring Joan Blondell,
May 20; “The Fourposter,” with
Betty Field and Burgess Meredith
(slated to take over the roles in the
New York production this sum-
mer), May 26; and the commence-
ment week production, Christopher
Fry’s “Venus Observed/’ with Mar-
garet Phillips and Edward Ashley
starred.
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Plays Out of Town
Sltuffle Along

* New Haven^ April 22,

Irving Gaumonj: production of musical

comedy In two acts (10 scenes). Features

Delores Martin, P
Harrington, Flournoy Sissle*

EtxWe BlaKei Avon Lung, Theliht Carpen*.

ter. Book, Miller, Paul Geravd Smith:

lyrics, Sissle; irilislc# Blake; addltlonsil

music and ly#®** Joseph ^eyer, I'leyd

Huddleston, Kiftt GaAnon, Walter Kent,

Bussell Davllle, Joan Javltts, Sam My*®1*'

Pat McCarthy. Book directed by Smith:

dioro6£i>aphyi H^ni^y to Tang* Ariel#**

Peterson; settings, Albert Johnson: cos-

tumes, Waldo Angelo; orchestrations,

Charles E. Cookej vocal arrangementk,

Claude Garrea'u. Production associate,

Grace Rosenfleld: entire production su-

pervised and staged by George Hale. At

Shubert, New Haven. April 23, 62, sw.uu
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If they ever decide what they

want to do with this all-Negro

musical, maybe theycan whip -it

into hit proportions before it s too

late. Otherwise the whole thing

will just be a case of shuffle off to

Buffalo. A series of preparatory

headaches that involved star
,
re-

placement, a shift in directors, an

injury to one of the principals, and

similar obstacles, brought the pro-

duction up to its preem curtain in

a floundering condition. Opening
performance was merely a series of

songs and dances scotch-taped to-

gether by a pretty weak semblance

of a book, net result being nothing

more than a blueprint of what
might be expected if potentialities

are exploited along more.entertain-
ment-conscious lines.

There is plenty of talent here,

both singing and dancing, and a

score that rates better instrumental

rendition than it received. This

last condition seemed due to lack

of rehearsal and proper guidance.

Two of the songs, “I m Just Wild

, About Harry” and “Swanee Moon/’
have been held over from the origi-

nal “Shuffle” of 1921. Balance of

score hits a wide range of tunes
from ballad t$> spiritual and with
proper development, should come
through to good acceptance.
As might be expected in a Negro

musical, fast, even frantic stepping
gets a hefty play. There’s a wide

k variety of terps scattered through-
M out the two stanzas, but despite the
!r range in types' of dances, there.. is

a tendency toward repetition in in-

dividual steps of choreography. In
toto, however, hoofing department
gives a good account of itself.

Last statement applies also to vo-
calizing, which offers good en-
semble work as well as solos. Preem
failure, In several instances, to sell

songs and dances to their best ad-
vantage, emphasized by finale

petering out of what should be sock
moments, can be corrected by fur-

ther rehearsal and climax restag-,
ing.

Book is a hit-or-miss affair that
starts in Italy among GI’s and
WAC’s during closing days of
World War II and shifts to a New
York fashion salon. It’s a slender
thread that’s going to need con-
siderable expansion before it can
hope to be <5f much assistance.
Top featured in the cast is

Delores Martin. She Warbles on a
consistently high plane and puts
over “You Can't Overdo a Good
Thing” and “Love Will Find a
Way” in tiptop shape. Also, she
exhibits an attractive personality
for straight Work. Thelma Carpen-
ter has some good moments with
“Give It Love” and “Swanee
Moon.” Avon Long’s best number
is “My Day,” a fast ditty backed
up with rapid-fire male group terp-
ing. P. Jay Sidney carries’ a
French officer role effectively
within script limitations. Comedy
assignment is ably accounted for
by Flournoy Miller and Hamtree
Harrington, who should really be
able to go to town with improved
material. Although programmed to
appear onstage as a team, the
Sissle and Blake combo failed to
make it for opening night, due to
a rehearsal fall suffered by Sissle.
Blake's appearance was confined to
conducting in the pit.

Settings are colorful but have a
pronounced economy stamp about
them. Costume department seems
a bit more prodigal, with some ex-
quisite finery holding forth on a
number of occasions. Whether the
dull book moments spring from
Paul Gerard Smitljt, as co-author,
or as director, is a moot question.

Bone.

CoB^ieuee .

Boston. April 28.
Messrs. Shubert presentation

- (by ar-

rangement With Joseph Klpness and Jack
Small) of drama in two acts by Pedro
Bloch, adapted by A. M. Klein, translated
by Claude- Vincent. Staged by Maurice
Schwartz, >vho. jrtar*.* Scenery, lighting by
Ralph Alswang. At Plymouth, Boston,
April 20, '62.

While this serves as a neat
showcase of Maurice Schwartz’s
talents, as a play it's tedious and
morose and appears to have little

appeal to the average playgoer,
except as a stunt. In this one-man
show, Schwartz handles the gruel-

ing assignment with vigor and un-
derstanding, although occasionally
his characterization of a psycho-
pathic repentant transgressor
misses fire. This is especially true
in the first act, when it’s difficult

to peg his true character.
Story concerns itself with a

man with an intellectually ambi-
tious wife whom he suspects of

having affair with family doctor,
his scooter-riding son; favorite
daughter, and yacking mother-in-
law and mummy-collecting father-
in-law who, according to his story,

force him to elope with a delicate,

but ruthless mistress to Argen-
tina.

. Returning home five years
later, having squandered his for-

tune at roulette and murdered
his paramour to regain possession
of' jewels he presented her, he
finds the house still furnished but
deserted. Rummaging through a
desk drawer, he finds a letter prov-
ing his wife’s everfaithfulness,
records of his son’s death, a vic-
tim of tuberculosis, and photo of
his daughter’s wedding. Triple
blow serves to completely un-
nerve him, and final curtain finds
him on verge of idiocy.

Entering the stage from the au-
dience, Schwartz’s soliloquies take
place onstage, backstage, from
sets in the balcony and at one
point as he rushes through the
aisle seeking his departed lover.

Several times he addresses indi-
viduals in the audience, much as
an accused killer might address a
jury. However, it appears em-
barrassing to those accosted. Sets
are sufficiently realistic with
lighting slick. Elie.

D. C. Faces
* - Continued from page 57 -- *

no less than pine weeks, solely for
lack of bookings.

Considerable hope is^expressed
in town that the Gayety and Na-
tional will not be forced to engage
in mutual throat-cutting. The
theory is that the. posh- musicals,
such as “Call Me Madam,” will
keep the National busy, and that
most of the " non-musicals will
gravitate to the Gayety. This, of
course; will depend largely upon
whether enough big musicals be-
come available.

Gayety is- not air-conditioned
and will close for the summer,
probably early in June. National
is air-conditioned and hopes to
keep rolling through the notorious
local June-July-August weather.
Yet, up to this point nothing has
been announced to follow “Ma-
dam,” and a period of temporary
darkness is anticipated for the
house. -*

There is little to tell how much
money is around for theatre spend-
ing but, of the shows here this
past season, Washington has
proved itself an average, or better
than average, road town.

‘I -Woman’
•,~i f j Continued from page 57 fy ,
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production next fall by John C.
Wilson. The latter play, formerly
under option to Saint Subber, re-
quires a star comedienne.

Miss Loos is currently complet-
ing the captions for a new book
of drawing by Federico Tallavic-
cini, a Look mag staff artist who
illustrates her “Mouse Is Born”
novel of last year and designed the
decor of “Hans Christian Ander-
sen,” Samuel Goldwyn’s new Dan-
ny Kaye picture.
The authoress expects to be in

New York for the scheduled re-,

opening about Oct. 1 of “Gigi,”
after Miss Hepburn has returned
from a screen assignment this
summer. The plan is to continue
the play on. Broadway as long as
business warrants, then take it on
tour, with a London presentation
to follow. Miss Hepburn is report-
edly eager to do the show in the
West End, where she appeared in
various small parts before coming
to the U. S. last season and be-
coming a star.

FRISCO BARS ROBESON;

FOLLOWS SEATTLE BAN
San Francisco, April 28.

Paul Robeson, scheduled for an
appearance at the War Memorial
Opera House on May 22, has been
barred because of his political af-

filiations.

Oakland has turned the singer

down for a date at the Municipal
Auditorium, • and he was recently

denied " permission to appear in

Seattle.

Seek Seattle Injunction

- Seattle, April 29,

Sponsors of a concert by Paul
Robeson, scheduled for May 20 at

the Civic,,Auditorium here and can-

celed by"the city building superin-

tendent, have asked, for an injunc-

tion to prevent its cancellation.

Vincent J. Davis, representing

Peoples Programs, has obtained an
order calling upon Mayor William
F. Davin and Building Supt. John
B. Cain to show cause May 5 why
they should not be enjoined from
cancelling the lease. The suit said

that interference with concert vio-

lates the • First and 14th Amend-
ments to the Constitution,
x •

_

Canadian Church Pageant

Set for Coastwide Tour
Toronto, April 29.

With a cast of some 40 princi-

pals, plus local auxiliary members
bringing the troupe to around 300
personnel, the United Church of

Canada has completed plans for a

trans-Canada tour of a pageant
which will be presented in hun-
dreds of Canadian cities and
towns, commencing this fall.

There's possibility it will also be. a

grandstand highlight of next sea-

son's Canadian National Exhibi-
tion.
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Song for a Broken Horn
• (YALE DRAMA DEPT.)

New Haven, April 24.

Yale TJ. J>ept. of Drama production of
drama in two parts (eight scenes) and
epilog by Hugh M. Hill. Directed by Bert
Smith: scenery and costumes, Pat Camp-
bellj music. Quincy Porter: lighting, Edya
Signer. At University Theatre, New
Haven, April S3, '32.

Ruth Vinnett* Justine CarroU
Steve Hugh M. Hill
John .Phim HaU
Willy.. Lee L. Clark

Final major production of the
semester for Yale's drama work-
shop gives an impressive workout
to a tragic, story told in interesting
terms by second year playwriting
student Hugh M. Hill.

Backgrounded against a setting
of poverty, script carries a Negro
family of four (father, mother and
two sons, one of whom is a half-wit)
through a series of incidents that
build to violent death, for the men-
tally deficient one, the murder of
the father, and fatal collapse of the
mother. It reads, and is, pretty
grim, but it is done in a manner
that holds attention through the
stark reality of performances.

Story points up the plight of
Steve, the son who has reached
young manhood with a craving to
go into the world aiid sing the po-
etic song that is in his heart. Riv-
eted to home ties by the millstone
of his younger brother’s mental
condition, which makes Steve re-
luctant to ’•leave the responsibility
of the boy’s upbringing solely as a
burden on his mother, the youth
foregoes his own hopes and remains
in the shack which the family calls
home.

When the father, long out of
work and desperate from hunger,
kills a chicken which has been the
treasured possession of the mental
son, latter jumps from a window
and is killed by a passing train. In-
cident unbalances the mother, who
kills the father and dies herself as
a result of the tragic circumstances.
Triple targedy leaves Steve free to
set out on his own, which is the fi-

nal curtain of the drama.
Small cast is outstanding in se-

lection of capabilities. Hill doubles
as author and Steve, and gives the
role the complete understanding
that his script intended for the
part. Vinnette Justine CarroU does
some fine thesping as the dis-
traught mother who battles for the
protection of her deficient off-
spring. As the gruff, wine-drinking
father who sets the disastrous se-
nes of events in motion, Phlm Hall
represents topflight casting. Lee I.
Clark's interpretation of the half-
wit is extremely good acting.
Play has been staged in a sus-

penseful manner and an appropri-
ately shoddy setting, aided by ef-
fective lighting, has placed the
script in its proper mood. Bone.

' To Be Continued
Guthrie HcCllntlc presentation o£ com-

edy-dram* in three acta (four scene*) by
William. Marchant. Feature* Dorothy
Stlckney, Jean Dixon, Luella Gear, NeU
Hamilton. Directed by McClintic; Settlnr,
Donald QenBlager; costurrfea. Motley. At
Booth, N. Y., April 23. '52; *4.80 top ($6

opening). ' _
Claude Franklin Nell Hamilton
Annie Mary GUdea
Dolly Dorothy Stlckney
Sllvle Martineau .Luella Gear
Ted Pocock John Drew Devereaux
Young Woman Grace KeUy
Older Woman Jean Dixon

After an amusing and promising
first act, “To Be Continued” turns
serious and prosaic, steadily losing

mbmentum until it comes to a
standstill at the final curtain. That
leaves merely the expert playing
of an ehgaging cast, plus a good-
looking physical, production as the
only assets. They aren’t enough.
The play opens with a thor-

oughly domestic couple, he in pa-

jamas and dressing gown and she
in an eye-catching negligee after

breakfast in the handsome . Green-
wich Village house where they've

lived for 26 years. The talk turns

to another woman he knows, and
presently it develops, that the sub-

ject of discussion is hlfr wife. Not
his ex-wife, but his present wife,

with whom he spends every week-
end pt their home in Connecticut.
It seems he only spends week-
nights in towii. After he departs
for his office 'the heroine’s friend
appears to announce that her love

of many years has suddenly left

her without a word or a trace.

What's more, he's left his wife
equally at loose ends, too.

This looks like the start of a
really funny farce, or perhaps a
high comedy, based on' a com-
pletely off-center set of values. But
after a slim but hilariously played
scene in which" the two urban mis-
tresses begin a campaign to get the
remaining man- divorced so the
heroine can marry him, the yarn
falls slowly to pieces. Apparently
the author didn't realize the kind
of comedy his first act had set up,
or perhaps he knew but couldn’t
write it. In any case, the .second
and third acts are a progressive
letdown.

The yarn is delightfully played.
Dorothy Stickney is attractive, be-
lievable and deft as the New York
mistress who figures (until- the il-

logical switch at the end that gives
the play its title) that after 26 years
of romance, a girl ought to begin
thinking of her future, Jean Dixon
gives a skillfully low-keyed per-
formance as the Connecticut ma-
tron, on only in the third act. And
Luella Gear unearths .the most un-
likely and contagious laughs in
the role of the illicit grass widow.

Neil Hamilton makes the best of
the quarter-century two-timer, a
part that’s mostly a straight for
the' three featured femmes. Mary
Gildea italicizes the comedy in the
role of a busybody maid; Grace
Kelly handles her single scene
modestly and attractively, and
John Drew Devereaux is accept-
able in the dragged-in remaining
part. Producer Guthrie McClintic
has staged the play unobtrusively
and expressively, Donald Oenslager
has provided a handsome if' some-
what traditional living room set,
and the Motley costumes are a vis-
ual help.

There’s probably nothing for pic-
tures in “To Be Continued,” but it

may have mild possibilities for
stock. Hobe.

Candida
Thomas Hammona presentation of

comedy-drama In three .acts by Bernard
Shaw. Stars Olivia de Havilland; features
Ron Randcll, Terrance Kilburn,' Bramwell
Fletcher, Pamela Simpson, Frank Leslie,
directed by Herman Shumlln; setting and
lighting, Donald Oenslager: costumes.
Motley. At National, N. Y., April 22, '52;
$4.80 top ($6 opening).
Prosperine Garnett Pamela Simpson
Scv< MoreU “Ron Randoll
Rev. Mill Frank Leslie
Mr. Burgess Bramwell Fletcher
Candida Olivia de Havilland
Eugene Marchbanks .... Terrance Kilburn

Having played the strawhat cir-
cuit in “Candida” last summer and
then toured to the Coast and back,
Olivia de Havilland brought the re-
vival to Broadway last week for a
limited engagement of four weeks.
It is the star's second New York
appearance, her debut having been
in a revival of “Romeo and Juliet”
last season under the management

the late Dwight Deere Wiman.
This is a curiously uneven re-

vival of the Bernard Shaw play,
generally disappointing and un-
likely to raise any question of ex-
tending the run. Although the
Thomas Hammond production has
been modestly budgeted it is physi-
cally satisfactory, with a plausible-
looking rectory setting by Donald
Oenslager and becoming costumes
by Motley, But what takes place
on stage is spotty and, in overall
effect, unimpressive.

\ 3ee«lin«ly nervous and
shaky first act, Miss de Havilland
Is an animated, steadfastly cheer*

ful and ' agreeable heroine for
.Shaw's wise and .witty but char-
acteristically loquacious treatise on
what every woman knows. The ac-
tress apparently still hasn’t found
a suitable role for legit. But if her
performance has only sporadic the-
atrical conviction and poise, it has
a refreshingly youthful quality and
welcome vitality. In fact, this is
one of the few Candidas whose
know-it-all feminine superiority
wouldn’t drive most husbands out
of the house. In this case, rare
for stage Candidas, Miss de Havil-
land is a real dish.

As Morell, whose smugness is
shattered by his wife's clear-eyed
candor and the young pdet's un-
canny perception, Ron Randell is
properly vigorous and believable
although he doesn't overcome the
part’s stiffness. As the emotion-
alizing- poet who makes so much
of being shy hut goes on about
himself like a cracked record, Ter-
rance Kilburn lacks modulation or
variation. Pamela Simpson is ade-
quate as Pros§y, the spinster sec-
retary. Bramwell Fletcher is the-
atrical, if somewhat surfacey as
Burgess, the heroine's father, and
Frank Leslie is passable as the
moist-eared curate.*

Herman Shuml i n, recently
brought in to revise Norris Hous-
ton’s original direction, has staged
the show for earnestness and ve-
hemence rather.than wit. And, al-

though he may not be entirely re-
sponsible, there are repeated in-
terludes where the actors don't
even appear to be looking at each
other, but merely parroting recita-
tions in a vacuum. Hobe.

L Biggest Show
Continued from pare 57
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There's a possibility' of its being
toured next season if suitable star
replacements can be found.
- “Grass Harp,” Saint Subber’s
production of the Truman Capote
adaptation of his own novel, lost

about $95,000 of its $100,000 invest-

ment in its 36-performance run at

the Martin Beck, N. Y. Production
of the play in London this summer,
In association with Jack Hylton, is

being discussed.

'Golden Boy* Hurt .

“Golden Boy,” the ANTA Play
Series revival of the Clifford Odets
hit of 1937-38, lost about $4,000

on its 56-performance run at the

ANTA Playhouse, N. Y. The play,

co-starring John Garfield and Lee
J. Cobb, received generally favor-

able4reviews and started at a fast

b.Or. clip, but was hurt by a Rev-
enue Dept.' ruling on admissions
taxes and lost more than its origi-

nal earnings when business
slumped the last few weeks.

“Four Saints,” ANTA's revival of

the Virgil Thomson-Gertrude Stein

opera, lost about $26,000 on its

15-performance stand at the Broad-
way, N. Y. It drew almost unani-

mously enthusiastic reviews but,

curiously enough, most of its trade

was in the form of mail orders.

After the,, notices appeared the

window sale virtually stopped. In-

cidentally, the production will play

an engagement in Paris starting

May 30.

“For Crying Out Loud,” George
Gordon's production of a comedy
by Michael Midas, folded in Bos-

ton after a single week of a sched-

uled fortnight tryout. The venture,

financed at $50,000, represents a

complete loss. Among the backers

were the producer himself, with

a $17,600 share; cast members
Melvin Nadell and Louis Kennel,
with $1,000 and $1,500 investments,
respectively, and. the pressagent,

David Lipsky, $500.
“Darkness,” the Playwrights Co-

production of Sidney Kingsley's

dramatization of the Arthur Koest-

ler novel, represents an estimated
loss of about $25,000 at the mo-

ment. The N. Y. Drama Critics

Circle award winner of last season

previously repaid $40,000 of its

$100,000 investment and has ap-

proximately $35,000 in additional

assets. Also, there Is a possibility

of a London production and discus-

sion of a film sale, so the venture

may ultimately pay off. For the

play's Broadway run, Claude Rains

was the stir, with Edward G. Rob-

inson taking over for this season s

tour to the pOast and back.

Jerry Fritz, stage-manager at the

last week’s “The Happy Medium,
and Sonny Adams will be married
in New York May 24 and will

report a week later at the Sait

Creek Summer Theatre, Hinsdale,

111., to serve as joint stage man-
agers. Fritz and Miss Adams met

at the strawhat two. seasons ago.
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Plelli F«fl
(FULL FIRE)

Pari?, Al>rH24.
Pierce Louts-Gii^ln production of a r«-

vue in two acta (40 scenes) tyy Uouls-

Cuerin And Rene Fraday. Choreotfraphy

by Paul Godkliv, assisted by CatoH' Haney;
aetSt Wakhevitch and Fo|tj cpniutnesj

FoKtj songs, Misrakl,
Freed. Bourtayxe, Jes* IWeekeri -

Andre Hornez;. wuslcajl director# George

Staring Maurice CheValler; features Co-

lette Marchnnd, Paul Godkln f
_Amru Sanl*

Leo I*para. Jane Caples. Rene Flu ftt,

Warren, Latona & Sparks. Vic * Agio.

Fred Sanborn, Ben Yost Singers, BluebcU
Girls, Empire Mannequins, Empire Boys.

Opened April 24, '5*. at the Empire; $4

top.

This show marks the return of

Maurice Chevalier in a Paris revue

after a 10-year absence.. It is one

of the most elaborate and expend

give shows seen heref since before

the war, costing approximately

$200,000. Of its b.o. appeal there

can be little doubt. It Is a wow at

once and a double-powered one
as Chevalier has already proven
that he, solo, can sell-out both here

and in the States. Backed by this

eye-filling .revue he will draw
both the native and tourist trade.

Without Chevalier “Plein Feu”
would still be biggest spectacle on
the Paris stage. Plus the straw-

hatted idol of the boulevards this

one is a natural.
First half of show is Chevalier-

less. It commences familiarly v/lth

facade of Paris apartment house

at dawn with silhouetted girls get-

ting dressed -in the windows.
Scenes about Paris follow: bicy-

clists in the Bois de Boulogne, the

Bltiebell Girls exercising by a

lake in the park,, the sidewalk be-

fore the Empire Theatre, a re-

hearsal In the the park, a rehearsal

in the theatre, a number (introduc-

ing Colette Marchand, stylish and
nifty dancer seen in New York in

"Two on the Aisle”) in the Folies-,

Bergere manner with the gills in

plumes regally descending the

huge staircase and parading the

runway, a street coijier in Salnt-

Germain-des-Pres (student-Green-
wich Village section), and a jitter-

bug nitery or “cave” in the same
locale.
One suspects a vague libretto or

*‘book” is being followed at first

but there is no attempt at con-

tinuity. Mam acts are preceded by
short novelty acts. The Ben Yost
singers indulge in some Italian

opera classics and a potpourri of

internaiional pop songs including
•‘June Is Bustin' Out All Over,”
•'Some Enchanted Evening” and
•‘Old Man River.” Fred Sanborn
performs his xylophone antics.

Warren, Latona & Sparks, Ausr
tralian team, cut loose with some
lively and comic acrobatics. There
is a long ballet, “Aj^Temps du
Muet” (The Days of tne Silents), a
composite of incidents from Chap-
lin films. Paul Godkln dances and
mimes as Chaplin and Jane Caples
is the blind flower girl, and there
is a Mack Sennett chase. It is okay
but toQ„ long and also recalls the
better Jerome Robbins Keystone
Cop Ballet in “High Button Shoes.”
Far superior is another ballet,

“Drame a Saint - Germain - des-
Psres.” Beginning in a public
square this ballet moves, by use
of revolving stage, into #a student
nightclub cellar. Godkin scores
heavily in both ballets. In latter he
is assisted by Miss Marchand, the
Bluebell Girls, the Empire Boys
and Amru Sanl, excellent as the
colored blues singer. This number
with its imaginative use of staging,

«

lighting and atmosphere, .
plus its

first fate dancing, makes a good

bid for. future Broadway use,

Spectacular high spot of Part I

is gigantic African scene as, finale.

Ainru $anl as the ljigh priestess

sings the invocation to the rain

god, followed by ritualistic sacri-

fice dance and then display of the

jungle waterfall. Effect here is

superb with huge cascade of water
(10,000 gallons a minute) plunging
down from back stage wall at roof

height to near the orchestra pit.

This — Chevalier excluded— won
loudest applause of the evening.

Second half of show is devoted
chiefly to Chevalier. Miss ' March-
and opens with ‘‘Bal Masque,”
which is followed' by droll hand-
balancing turn by Vic & Adio.

Then Chevalier. Opening night he
was on stage solo for almost an
hour. His 45-minute act resembles
his one-man show that toured the
U. *S. in 1947, though he now omits
the songs from his old American
flickers from his -rep He has eight

new songs and two 1 oldies. New
numbers include “Peut - Etre,”

‘‘Une Canne et Une Casquette,”
“Le Mandarin” (new version) and
“Jubilons, Jubilons” (song written
to celebrate his 50th anniversary
In show biz last year), Chevalier’s
delivery "of a song -is too well-

known to need description. He still,

cocks his straw hat over his nose,

extends his lower lip and slouches
about like an apache. He • still

waves his arms about wildly in joy,

desperation or anxiety; he still

rumbas about like a happy dog on
happy occasions; and still whispers
confidently behind his hand to

large audiences- various secrets

concerning l’amour. He hasn’t

changed his style one iota and he
is as socko as ever. Some French
crix find his new songs run-of-th'e-

mill stuff, but no one finds fault

with his singing of them. As an
entertainer, he is strictly top-

drawer,,

The oldies he does not perform
alone. The first of these, “Pros-
per,” the saga of a Montmartre
pimp, He dances with the Bluebell
Girls and during the second, “Val-
entina” (probably best-known of
all his songs) a girl billed as Od-
ette, a red-haired looker, skips
across the stage a number of times.

After Chevalier’s act comes
closing number, “14 Julliet 188Q,”

a lavish spectacle scene of a
Bastille Day in Paris, complete
with a tremendous electrical fire-

works display modeled after a de-
vice used at Radio City Music Hall.
Entire company, of course, is en-
gaged in this grand finale with
Chevalier appearing just before
the curtain fall.

Opening night, one of the swank-
est. premieres since the war, saw
most of smart Paris present with the
stars of French stage and cinema
in full attendance. Gala ran from
9:15 until 12:45 with only 20-min-
ute break for intermission. Show’s
running time will have to be cpt
drastically. Trouble here is prob-
ably that in-between vaudeville
acts’ are allowed their full vaude-
ville running time instead of hav-
ing been curtailed to fit revue
schedule. The Yost singers’ vocal-
izing Is agreeable but one or two
of their numbers should go. San-
born act also runs overtime and
the already-mentioned Chaplifi bal-?

let might be liberally sliced to ad-
vantage. These are minor difficult-

ies that may be ironed out after a

PUBLIC NOTICE:
You don’t have to buy copies of

AL HIRSCHFILD'S Show Bu»lno»f ft No Bu*ln#«
from Groucho Marx even though Marx is setting

himself up in competition with legitimate book-

sellers.* Who knows what he’s charging? You
can get Show Business Is No Business (inciud-

- ing all HirschfelcTs words and pictures) at- any

bookstore for the regular retail price of $2.95.

—Simon and Schuster. Publishers

•“I am personally responsible for selling n topics of Show
Business Is No Business. This is by far the funniest book of

the year. I never thought a cartoonist, especially one encum-

bered with a beard, could write with such charming bitterness.”

—Groucho

l

few performance* when produc-
tion ha# got it* sea legs. •

The whole show has been taste-

fully . and intelligently managed.
The choreography by Paul Godkin
is uniformly outstanding. Ditto for

the attractive sets by Wakhevitch,
the Paris Jo JVfielzmer, an(f the

beautiful costumes by Fost. Special

credit should go to George Der-
veau for his conducting of orches-

tra which helps movement of en-

tire revue and aids mightily all vo-
cal numbers. Show seems to have
all in its favor including, last but
not least, a .very fetching chorus
line, something that never hurt
any musical.

Guprin plans some innovations
in the French theatre such as no
tipping the ushers and free pro-
grams. Opening night, however,

1 these innovations were not in

effect.
. .

.-Curt.

Lords of Creation
London, April 25.

Donald Wolfit (in conjunction with Lin-
nit Dunffte) production of comedy in
three acts by Edward Percy, Lilian Don-
ham.- Star? Dtmald Wolfit. Directed by
Dennis Arundell. At Vaudeville Theatre,
London, April 24, '32; $2 top.
Rear-Admiral McGufEle.. .

.' Donald Wolfit
Lady McGufEle Una Vennin*
Theodore Brumflt .Raymond Huntley
Clarissa Brumfit Rosalind Iden
Christopher Brumfit . . . ' Michael Kingsley
Flora Brumfit Elizabeth London
Hugh Brumfit Richard Bftbb
..Eurl of Templemoran .' John Stuart
Andrew Fleming - John Gill
Berthla Morissy Violet Gould

This is poor stuff to come from
the experienced pen of Edward
Percy, relating in a disinteresting
way to a sejfles of' quarrels and
jealousies between, two irascible,

old' men. There is* a homelike
family fluttering of both sides try-
ing to iron out the wrinkles, but
insufficient plot or wit to justify
the- welding of the whole into play
form. Scant praise from public and
press holds out little hope of
survival.

A retired, crusty, old Admiral
rides roughshod over everyone
within earshot. He alternately
fraternizes and squabbles with his
old doctor friend, whose son has
married his daughter. A bitter feud
develops when a dozen rare con-
tinental frogs, intended for their
grandson, are appropriated by the
old sailor. The household is driven
to distraction by the powerful non-
stop love croaks, and much of the
comedy arises from attempts to
capture and shoot them before they
have a’ chance to multiply.

Another fomenting grievance oc-
curs when the hopes of the pre-
vious grandson’s succession to an
earldom are blighted when the doc-
tor’s elder son provides an heir.
Donald Wolfit booms and mopes

childishly through the old salt’s
role with gusty vigor. Raymond
Huntley portrays his frignd with a
subtler vein of humor and derision.’
Rosalind Iden and Elizabeth Lon-
don are freshly attractive as the
young mothers and Una Venning
exudes dignified poise as the
grandmother. Remainder of the
cast has little to do hut supplies
connecting lines to prop up the
vacillating plot, which they accom-
plish with commendable zeal.

Clem.

Th© Mortimer Touch
.

’ Glasgow, April 22.
"

Tennent Productions, Ltd., pre^entatioi
of a light comedy by Eric Linklatar. DJ
rected by George Devine. Settings am
costumes, Roger Furse; originally pr«
sented at Edinburgh International Fest]
val in August, 1930, under title of "Th
.Atom Doctor." At Kiiig's Theatre, Glat
gow, prior to London production.
Shurie, a caretaker Mervyn John
Mrs. Bonamy, a widow.Mona Washbourm
Connie May O'Leary Pamela Browi
Professor Mortimer Roger Livese
Miss Sobieski-Smith Daphne Newtoi
Miss JuUa Sobieski-Smith ... Esma Canno;
Alfred Shinney John GarleTom Th stleton Richard Pearso
Mrs. Thistleton Glen Alv
£“*•*£*. Applocross George Help

Moily Urquhai
Major Kemnay William Mervy;

This is described as a light
comedy. Actually, it is farce, well
enough acted, but descending in
the third act into utter frivolity.A fine second act ending sees the
play reaching its climax, and
there s little to grip the audience
In the third act. In it, author Eric
Linklater doesn’t seem able to de-
cide what he’s going to do with
the gang ofyhoodlums he’s created.
Even farce can be over-acted.

In this production, it is by some
of the characters, notably diminu-
tive Esma Gannon as a pert little
Scottish Nationalist. Linklater,
himself a Scot, pokes fun at Scot-
tish Nationalist extremists in the
person of two kilted sisters who
plan to blow up the House of
Commons in London. Miss Can-
non’s performance, while clever,
has too many mannerisms to be
convincing.
The action of the play is in a

large house in Edinburgh, between
4 o’clock in the afternoon and
10 o’clock the next morning. Pro-
fessor Mortimer is a quack doctor
‘who claims to cure the evils of
the world and to heal all ills. He
Is a rascal who has taken posses-J
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sion of thi* house while Its owner
is In the Army;
To assist him, Mortimer has a

sexy creature,’ Pamela Brown. She
is an Irish Mss of many part* and
many accents, wha can become a
noisy American or * sophisticated
Londoner at ’will to suit whatever
client Professor Mortimer plans to
dupe next. She does nicely in a
lengthy portrayal. . The part of

Mortimer is skillfully filled by
Ttoger Livesey, English actor, He
sustain’s . the long and arduous
role very well.

Mervyn Johns, British character
actor, plays the caretaker Shurie,

giving himself a passable Scottish

accent. He succeeds better than
Richard Pearson, as a Leith -pub-

lican, whose accent is more York-
shire than Scottish.

The half-witted soap-box orator
is done in a whining caricature by
John Garley while Molly Urquhart,
Scot character actress, plays his

mother with an .unusual degree -of

boisterousness.

Best performance comes from
George Relph as ?n .aristocratic

Scottish nobleman,'-whbse disserta-

tion on feeding hens and running
an estate, is. a real gem.

By comparison with the original

Edinburgh Festival .production, the
current version runs wild in a
great splattering of farce, and too
much over-acting. And that third

act should be tightened or rewrit-
ten. As is, the play has a minimum
of U. S. possibilities and moder-
ate entertainment value. Gord.

Under Sycamore Tree
.London, April 25.

Tennent Production? presentation of
farce in three acts by Saps Spewack.
Stars Diana Churchill, ’ Alec Guinness,
Ernest Thesiger, Peter Bull. Directed by
Peter GlenvlUe. At Aldwych Theatre,
London. April 23, '52; .$2,20 top.

The Queen .’’.Diana Churchill
The Chief Statistician ....Ernest Thesiger.
The Scientist Alec Guinness
The General Peter Bull
The Boy; '.. Eric Porter
The Girl Daphne Anderson
Brown Ai\t Max Bjlmmell
Boy Junior Eric Porter
Girl Junior Daphne . Anderson
Workers John Busholle Madi Hedd, Cyril

Saxon, Dennis Webb.

Some years, ago Karel and Josef

Capek wrote a brilliant but very

serious satire, “The Insect Come-
dy,” which was packed with mali-

cious shafts directed at the human
race. Now, many years later, Sam
Spewack has followed in the same
strain, dressing his characters as
ants, but still attempting to poke
fun at present day society. This is

an obvious gimmick, and although
not succeeding in full measure, it

provides scope for laugh situations
in the development of a potentially
serious • theme. Mixed press but
sincere public’ reception indicates
a 50-50 chance. *

me pray geis rib uue uom me
home of the ants who have bur-
rowed a tunnel under the. syca-
more tree. Spewack calls his piece
a farcical fable, but this is some-
thing of a misnomer. It is rarely
farcical and has little of the qual-
ities of a fable. It is, on analysis
however, a penetrating study of the
behavior of humans as seen from
a cynical viewponnt.
The characters in the play, be-

ings ants, have different concep-
tion of human values but eventual-
ly try to emulate man’s mode oi
life. The monogamous male is the
subject of contempt and derision,
but the ant scientist makes this
human emotion a subject of experi-
ment. The ants, like the humans
are also warlike folk. They have
their own equivalent of the A-bomt
in the shape of a DDT spray, with
which one man can eliminate ar
entire army, AS an enemy queer
puts it, she is prepared to ban the
use of DDT in warfare although
she doesn't possess the weapon.
The obvious satire had its mo-

ments of impact, but frequently tht
situation is forced, and the humoi
labored. The author is indeed
fortunate in having a sterling casl
to provide a veneer of lustre tc
many indifferent situations. Alec
Guinness, as the scientist in the
ant community, a tower of strength
in any production, gives an in-

?&
ire<L„ Performance. Diana

Churchill as the prolific egg-bear-mg queen, tops previous triumphsm a performance of rare quality
Peter Bull, as a belligerent gen-
ejal; Ernest Thesiger, as a
statistician whose main job is
counting the queen’s eggs, are al
tpe top of a distinguished support-
ing cast whose acting enriches the
production.

Hoter Glenville has emerged suc-
cessfully from a difficult and in-
tricate job of direction. He hai
captured the atmosphere and giver
full credit to the author’s writing
Oliver Messel’s decor and cos-
tumes rate highest praise. The sin-
gle set is a triumph of design. In-
cidental music by Ronald Emanue
meets the demands of the play.

Ballet Merger
-* Cpiatlmi#* from page 37 -

thi other dates, with extra-heavy
expenses involved.

Situation has caused some con-
cern for the coming ’52-’53 season,
with prospects of sharp curtail!

ment in touring as costs steadily

rise. There& even been specula-
tion • as to whether either troupe
would even go out on tour. It’s
reported that Julius Fleischmann,
chief Ballet Russe angel, and
head- of Ballet Foundation, which
sponsors Ballet Russe, approached
Lucia Chase, chief backer and co-
director of Ballet Theatre,, with a
suggestion of an amalgamation of
the two troupes for -next season.

Suggestion was in the form of
several alternatives, (a) for com-
plete amalgamation of the two
.troUpes for all next season; (b) in-

tegration for at least at N. Y. sea-
son in thi&fall, or (c) a joint book-
ing system, or super-agency, to
avoid conflicts or throat-cutting on
the road. Miss Chase is believed
to have turned the proposition
down. General feeling is that a
joint directorate of Ballet Thea-
tre’s Miss Chase ai\d Oliver Smith,
and Ballet Russe’s managing direc-

tor, Serge Denham, would not have
worked out.

Meanwhile,’ in effort’ to seek
backing for next season, both Den-
ham and Blevins Davis, head of
Ballet Theatre Foundation, which
sponsors Ballet Theatre, are re-

ported seeking commercial sponsors
for their troupes# in an ad tie-in

not dissimilar to radio-TV setups.

Legit Bits
— Continued from page Hi

operating profit for the two weeks
ended March 29, bringing the total

net to $35,131.46 so far on this

season’s tour.

Producer Johnstone White and
writer.-director Richard Bartlett
formed Hollywood Guild Produc-
tions as a new Coast showcase for

pro and
.
semi-pro talent, and will

make the current Geller Theatre
workshop a completely pro theatre
as soon as present classes are grad-
uated . . . Peter Frye, who staged
the recent New Dramatists work-
shop presentation of Theodore Ap-
stein’s “Illusion,” plans to enter

the managerial ranks with a Broad-
day production of the play in the

fall . . . Patricia Trescott will play
Beatrice' in a revival of “Much Ado
About Nothing” at the Brattle The-
atre, Cambridge, Mass., then go to

Denver for the summer as a mem-
ber of the resident company at

Elitch’s Gardens . . . “Wind of

Heaven,” by Emlyn Williams, will

be given its U. S. preem June 24

at the Chagrin Falls (O.) Summer
Theatre.

Dallas State Fair Musicals has

added Russell Nype to cast of

“Call Me Madam,” which already
had Joan Blondell and Melvyn
Douglas. “Carousel” will have
Eric • Mattson, Stephen Douglass,
Iva Withers, Brenda Lewis and Jet

MacDonald, July 21-Aug, 3. Maria
Tallchief is signed for “Wizard of

Oz.” Alexander Smallens will con-

duct opener, “Porgy and Bess,”

June 9.’ Wolfgang Roth will do the

sets and Jed Mace the costumes
for “Porgy.”

London Legit Bits

London, April 22.

Stanley French is staging a

comeback to legit in the West End.

Has new play, “The Wings of the

Ostrich,” in which he will star

Blnnie Hale, Olga Lindo and Frank

Pettingell, will be directed by

John Fernald. Show tries out in

the provinces sometime in May,

coming to the West End later . . *

Company of Four, subsidiary of

H. M. Tennent, Ltd., is to revive

Sir Arthur Pinero’s classic, “Tre-

lawney of the Wells,” featuring

Milton Rosmer, Yvonne Mitchell,

Harcourt -Williams and Alfle Bass.

Show, which will be directed by

Peter Ashmore, tries out at the

Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith, May
12, after which it reaches the West

End.

Eric Glass, Noel Langley’s agent,

has closed deal for former’s new
play, “The Gentle Rain,” to be

tried out at Northampton, June lo*

Winifred Shottcr plays the lead,

with Alex Reeve to stage . . •

Henry Hall is latest bandleader to

go in for legit producing. Has ac-

quired English rights for West End

of Sacha Guitry's “All About Us,

adapted from the French by Mau-

rice BraddblL
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Literati
UuioM New* Kif in .Canada

For circulating Mac West’s “Dia-
• mond Lil,” - Erskine Caldwell’s

‘‘Tragic Ground’’ and “Journey-
man,” and TereskA Torres’ “Worn-

' en’s Barracks;” National News Co.
f

Canada’s largest distributor of

U S. pocket books and pulps, has
been charged, on four counts by
the Canadian Federal, government
for selling “obscene matter.”

,

Also seized, were some 30 maga-
zines in the “art” and. “girlie”

classifications, with National News
up on seven additional charges of
circulating “obsbene ' pictures.”

Federal court hearing is skedded
for early in 'May.-

Singer’s Spy Trilogy

Lecturer Kurt Singer is winding
up his trilogy of world’s greatest

spy stories ' with “Spying—Around
the World,” due 'for publication

in fall of 1953.

Initial book of the series, “The
World’s Greatest Women Spies,”

was published in .August, 1951, by
Wilfred Funk, in New York and
W. H. Allen in London. “The
Gentlemen** Spies,” second of the
trilogy, will be published by Al-

• len In London May 16 and is

skedded for publication inr N. Y.

by Literary Press in the fall.

Prep Gaelic Daily For Eire

Gaelic League, powerful Irish

language organization, has ordered
a special investigation on the prac-

ticability- of founding a daily news-
paper for Ireland in the Gaelic
tongue.

Although Irish is a compulsory
-language In. the schools, it^is sel-

dom used in everyday life.

New Bam ‘Blueprint’

“Blueprint for Summer Theatre;
1952 Supplement” (John Richard
Press; $1.50) has been published
as the fourth edition in the annual
series, under the sponsorship of

ANTA. This time it is edited by
Broadway stage manager John
Effrat, his collaborator on the
previous issues, Richard Bechkard,-
no longer being associated with
the project.

Included in this year’s fatter

(102 pages) -book are lists of last

summer’s tryouts (plus reprints of

their reviews from Variety and
other trade papers), photo repro-
ductions of stage settings,, revivals
during 1951, stars (and their re-

spective vehicles) who guested on
the strawhat circuit last summer,
winter stock companies, summer
stocks and various special -articles

by barn managers and others. A
notable omission is an Index.
As usual, the paper-backed book

should be a handy, reference work
for drama editors, agents and
others with a special interest in

strawhats. Hobe.

Heimer Scans Saratoga

“Fabulous Bawd” (Holt, $3.50),

Is a lively, lusty, * nostalgic
t
and

generally authoritative history of

Saratoga, one of America’s famous
resorts, written by Mel Heimer,
whose “My New York” column is

syndicatecLthrough King Features.
Story, in 10 chapters, isn’t chrono-
logically told. There is some skip-
-ping around and a little repetition.
The style is uneven; by turn crisp,

colorful and humor-touched, and
then involved, awkward and poorly
constructed.

Saratogians will challenge cer-
tain of Heimer’s statements and
conclusions, such as “Saratoga,
place of the grafting public offi-

cial”; “Keystone cops,” a charac-
terization of the local police force;
the city as “a worn-out, patched-
up, weary kind of town, ready for
either an early grave or a complete
overhaul job,” or “Saratoga is

dead and doesn’t know it.”

The author’s approach to the
inany investigations of corruption
in the upstate resort centre is

either cynical or realistic, depend-
ing upon one’s viewpoint. This
phase is covered in a hard-boiled,
climactic chapter, aptly titled “The
Comedies.” The famed night clubs,
with adjoining, gambling casinos,

fft plenty attention here. Show
biz will And it highly interesting.
Many names from the entertain-

ment field, as well -as countless
ones from the worlds of politics,
society, business and sports, dot
the tome’s pages. . An absorbing
mmkground chapter is captioned,
The Place.” The “100 gaudy and
Emrious years” in Saratoga’s his-

i(£&.
before society in the early
“began to fade away and

tie Spa became better known as
’ the summer home of the horse

?;
ay

?
r

’
,tbe thug and the cardiac”

are lovingly recounted. John W.
morrissey, onetime Troy saloon
uouncer, who after, becoming
•"avyweight champion and a poli-

tician, introduced -gambling and
flat racing In Saratoga in the early
1860s, emerges as a distinct char-
acter in a sharply drawn portrait.
A clear, warm picture of Richard

Albert Canfield, one of the na-
tion’s greatest gamblers, and a
merciless expose of Arnold Roth-
steln, fixer extraordinary, are in-
cluded. “The Water” chapter
throws the spotlight on what Hef-
mer believes is the Spa’s greatest
single asset. He .does express mild
skepticism of the exact therapeutic
value.
Heimer writes so engagingly of

Saratoga that one feels Edna Fer-
ber did not exhaust the town’s mo-
tion picture material possibilities,
in “Saratoga Trunk.” Jaco.

Amer. Weekly’s New Format
First issue of the American

Weekly, (distributed with N.Y, Jour-
nal-American and other papers) in
Its new rotogravure format Will be
out May 11. It’s a smooth-paper
job, with attractive artwork, and
features a profile of Gen. Gmen-
ther by Gurtis Mitchell, “The
Greatest Mother of -All” by Fulton
Oursler, “My Son, Uncle Miltie”
by Mrs. Sandra Berle and a piece
on June Allyson by Betty Betz.

Four-color roto print job on the
40-page mag is. of good quality.

Beebe’s Sagebrush Revival
The Territorial Enterprise, pio-

" neer sagebrush weekly, will hit the
Virginia City, NeV., streets tomor-
row (Thurs.) for the first time in
36 years, under the' publishing ban-

;
ner of ex-New York newspaperman
Lucius Beebe and Charles Clegg,
Beebe’s collaborator on western
tomes.

Contributing staff of the paper
will be historian Roger Butterfield,
novelist Walter van Tilburg Clark.
Dr. Duncan Emrich, of the Library
of Congress, and writers Bernard
De Voto and Stewart Holbrook.

British Theatre Annual
“Theatre World Annual” (Lon-

don), Vol, II (Macmillan; $3.75) Is

the second annual edition in book
form of the illustrated British
stage mag, Theatre World. Cov-
ering ‘ the London* season of June
1, 1950-May 31, 1951, it is a sort
of English counterpart of Daniel
Blum’s annual “Theatre World”
volume of Broadway. The British
oook apparently is largely a ora-

pilation of illustrations, cast and
production credits and plot sum-
maries published in the magazine
when the respective plays opened.
As with the. previous year’s vol-

ume, the general index is limited
(it is not nearly as extensive as the
incomplete one in Blum’s Ameri-
can “Theatre World”). This is an
interesting, highly useful refer-

ence work for anyone interested In

the London stage. Incidentally, it

is edited... by Frances Stephens,
published In England by Rockliff

and distributed in the ' U. S. by
Macmillan.- Hobe.

CHATTER
Allen Churchill story on Harlem

night life in current (May 3) Cue
magazine.

Sylvia Wallace succeeded Lyle
Rooks as western editor of Photo-
play mag.

* B. Ifor Evans* “Language o f

Shakespeare’s Plays” just published
by Indiana U. Press,

Woman’s Home Companion will

publish Hedda Hopper’s autobiog,

“From Under My Hat,” this sum-
mer.

WNEW, N. Y„ disk jockey Mar-
tin Block will handle the- new disk

review column on pop releases for

Redbook magazine.

Clifford Hanley, Scottish Daily

Record, Glasgow, scribes, touring

Belgium, Switzerland and Austria

to o.o. tourist aDd holiday condi-

tions.

Mort> Schaeffer, Chicago amuse-
ment tax authority, has printed

two books, “Income Tax Records

for Orchestra Leaders” and “In-

come Tax Records for Acts.’ Both
list the complete expenses allowed

for deductions.

Kay Thompson has finished her

biography, or at least the part of

her life from 1932 to 1947, when
she introed her nitery act. There’ll

be several chapters on the ‘inside

of Coast life, but most of it will

deal with her own story.

Songwriter Henry Tobias, pro-

ducer at the Totem Lodge, Averell

Park, N. Y., will accompany Eddie

Cantor on his blood bank tour in

six cities, Boston, Baltimore, Cin-

cinnati, Buffalo, Cleveland and

Chicago. This season marks his

25th annl at Totem Lodge.

Ted Pratt’s fourth original pa-

perback Gold Medal Book, The

Golden Sorrow,” story of a film

star, will be issued by Fawcett in
August as a 35c Red Seal novel.
Pratt’s three former books for
Gold Medal' — “The Tormented,”
“Coeotte” and “Handsome”—-have
gone over the 3,000,000 mark. 1

’S SCRAPBOOK

Ted Unit
Continued from page 23-

Ry Frank Scully

Hollywood,

and the Ted Lewis children’s play-
ground.

Lewis at Clove. Skyway
Cleveland, April 29.

Ted Lewis’ orch and revue start-
ed summer season* Monday (28) for
Eddie Sindelar’s suburban Skyway
Lounge Club near the' Cleveland
Airport, which has been using only
small musical combos during the
winter.
Vet maestro was brought here

to do a two-weeker at the nitery,

one of the biggest in metropolitan
Cleveland, Three Suns are booked
for May 12, followed by Guy Mitch-
ell on a one-weeker May 36, and
owner .is dickering for Danny
Thomas and Guy Lombardo.
George Duffy’s orch closed win-

ter run at downtown Hollenden
Vogue Room last week to become
house band at Skyway, starting
May 12.

ABC-UPT
Continued from page 4 —

-

day (5) for questioning by Com-
mission counsel to determine
whether Par’s former interest in

Scophony was acquired to suppress
developments in television. Some-
time later, A. H. Blank, UPT ’ di-

rector, who was unable to testify

last week because of -the illness

of his wife, may take the stand.

It is expected that the Commission
will call other witnesses.

A $1,500 Steamshovel
Balaban was questioned Friday

by Juntilla to determine- whether
he ever paid $1,500 to put a'fiteam-

shovel on an empty lot In Chicago
to keep out theatre competition.

When he replied that he nev£r
gave anybody $1,500, examiner
Resnick asked whether he meant
that he did not^pay out the sum
or that he “would not resort to

such tactics.” Balaban said he
would not do such a thing and that

the notion that such a thing was
done is a “myth.”

Juntilla also questioned Balaban
to determine whether the creation

of the Oriental Theatre Co. in Chi-

cago in 1932 was a device to re-

duce the rental of the. theatre and
avoid a requirement that the house
be assigned only to a corporation
with $1,000,000 in assets.

Juntilla brought out, through
exhibits introduced into evidence,

that B & K obtained a lease on the
Oriental In 1924, assigned the
lease to the new company in 1932,

declared a dividend of $1,000,000,

thus reducing the assets below $1,*

000,000, and then negotiated a new
lease at a reduced rental.

Earlier in the week, Juntilla pro-

duced various documents indicat-

ing efforts to suppress theatre com-
petition and sew up ‘product for

favored houses. Among these was
a letter in 1928 from M. M. Ru-
bens, then secretary qf' Great
States Theatres, Inc,, to Arthur L.

Mayer, then a director of a B. & K.
affiliated circuit, recommending
that two houses (the Majestic and
Plumb ) acquired in Streatqr, 111.,

be turned back to their owners be-

cause of the. expense of stnictural

repairs required and a choice loca-

tion obtained for a new theatre.

“If you boys are really clever

conniverS,” Rubens wrote, “why
not sell the houses back to the

owners, after you £et a- location,

and then have the houses con-

demned?”
Other Documents

Other documents related to

efforts of B. & K. to protect Its

Vitagraph Theatre in Chicago
against expected competition from
the Hippodrome, which was to in-

troduce a 10c admission policy (in

the late ’20s). The circuit invited

distributors to a meeting “to settle

the exact protection in each in-

stance (of competition) which
(they) will give to B. k K.”
Over protest of Par counsel Paul

Porter, who objected to the docu-

ments because of their “remote-

ness,” Juntilla also put in the rec-

ord evidence indicating that Bar-

ney Balaban wanted to prevent

competition in Detroit In 1926 by
interfering with efforts of the

builder, Ben Cohen, from getting

financing.

A letter from Balaban to George
Trendle suggested that “we might

be able to make it more difficult

#

gay Yucca Flat, a Las* Vegas faubourg, produced TV’s greatest
fiasco (the atomic age’s mountain that brought forth a mousfc),a public
relations ' character got ofi’ Billie Burke’s - KTT-V program and sounded
off for 15 minutes on the 50th anniversary Of' the Pacific Electric,'* a
currently .motorized transportation system .which Henry. Huntington
seemingly founded in 1902, 'It first raft.from Pasadena to L.A., but
has ,shice. spread out like ah octopus over most of Southern California.

It struck me as further proof of Miss Burke’s good manners that
she never once cut in and told him that she, too, *was celebrating a
golden jubilee, for it was in 1902 that she first appeared in a musical
qn the stage of the London Pavilion, though it was on May 3, 1903, that
she made her first hit as Mamie Rockefeller in “The School Girl’s”
/amous Canoe Song.

All sorts of - water has poured from, all directions since that day,
much of it over Miss Burke, but she remains as cheerful an earful as
she was when In her starry-eyed innocence, she stqle a show right from
under the noses of Edna May and. Marie Studholm with the likely
connivance of ‘George Edwardes. She can now add the fact -that on
the d.ay all America had its eyes on the biggest atomic bomb explosion
in the history pf this particular contribution to madness she put on a
better show*

One of the, few nice things that L.A. has on TV that Gothamites
haven’t Is this same Billie Burke. They have her every day from 5 to
5:30. I don’t know why she’s not exportable. Certainly in every
medium she has tried, and she’s tried "them all (barring- possibly bur-
lesque?), she has been a buoyant success.

Billie Burke left Washington for London In 1893, when she was eight
years old. She went on the stage at 14Ml in London, returning to the
U.S. in 1907 when Charles Frohman brought her over to play opposite
John Drew in “My Wife.” As she had been Sir Charles Hawtrey’s
leading lady in Lpndon before coming to America and had five years
of trouping behind her by then, this Drew deal wasn’t so much- as
advancements go. In fact, in those days, New York; like Birmingham,
Glasgow and Manchester, was considered the provinces to London.

Fight Nlte On Broadway
The first time I saw Billie Burke’s name in lights, which must have

been aroun'd 1908, I thought a lightweight had decided to pick up
some dough on Broadway between fights. It was not an uncommon"
practice in those days, though most of them confined their ambitions
to vaude and cooch shows.
A little .redhead standing beSfde me was gazing in ecstasy at trie

marquee of the ‘Lyceum Theatre on a hot summer’s day. The show
was called “Love Watches” and it was starring “Billie Burke.”
“Know him?” I asked. .

“Know him,” she said. I am himl”
Her curves fooled me. I thought she was a girl. I still think so.

And time has borne out my hunch. For since those far-off days she
has married, been widowed, is now a grandmother, and busier than a
birddog in the quail season.
Of all the open field runners who have tried to elude the flying

tackles of time, Billie "Burke is my choice for the all-time all-American.
There may have been times when she looked prettier than now but
there have been many times when she didn’t, and In any case I don’t
think she ever photographed better than she does now. Her flaming
tresses went the way of all redheads long ago, but she picked a golden-
oak coloring as a replacement which fits in better with the sturdy
character beneath her fluttering mannerisms.
Lady Duff Gordon once told Billie Burke that men liked buttons

and bows on women’s frocks, particularly bows, because they like to

untie them. Having had six sisters and being now the father of four
daughters, I get pretty tired* of tying bows for other jerks to untie, but
Billie Burke is obviously made of sterner stuff. She still favors big
taffeta bows, and if she can tie them a little trickier than sailors do,

that seems "to give her so much more fun.
I remember years ago, when she had a tendency toward plumpness,

that dieting was one of her problems. But the other day when I

caught her on a TV set she had to wear petticoats
-

to pad her out here
and there. How do I know? Well, she wanted to. know that, too. It

was the rustle that was the tipoff. I didn’t have those six sisters for
nothing. *

. Zlggy’s Mad Moment
She dresses the set with things of her own. In fact, the program Is

called “At Home With Billie Burkp.” Included among the treasures
are a bust of Florenz Ziegfeld, who whirled her through 18. years of as

mad, a matrimonial life as one could plot, and a painting of Will
Rogers, who helped her get -her feet on the ground.

I met her for a second time not long after this dreadful loss. As a
matter of fact it was a one-two punch, because not only had she lost

her husband but he had lost everything before she had lost him. We
met at a -Beverly Hills exclusive dinner party, one of those intimate
things limited to a select handful of 200 guests, a Hawaiian, orchestra
behind palms and a host’ as bewildered and as unfamiliar with half
the guests as if he had suddenly been thrown into a concentration
camp near Seoul. Our table consisted of Dorothy Arzner, only woman
director in Hollywood at the time: M. ahd.Mrae. Scullv and, Billie Burke.
-I remember that Miss Burke . looked anything but a’ merry widow.
Nothing, remains of ,that, meeting, not even. a memory of the dinner
itself. Nothing remains except trie memory of a quartet Sitting in 'a

comer and feeling a little older than the 18th century silverware, and
a little sad at the thought that here beside us was a brilliant career
which now was closed forever. :

’ That It wasn’t closed at all was soon proved-* to us conclusion-
jumpers. Billie Burke- pulled herself together and began galloping
off in all directions. She got herself into those gay “Topper”' pictures.
She guested all over the place on radio, even with Rudy Vallee and
John Barrymore. She developed that fluttery humming-bird character,
and now she has stepped daintily across the threshold into television

as if it were just one more light, comedy like “Mrs. Ponderbury's Past'”
The only change was the lack of pink-ladyish frocks that used to make
her entrances so stunning on Broadway. Between these fluffy, pastel
frocks and widow’s weeds, she found something that photographed bet-
ter and added a note of gaiety to her afternoon cafe-clatches.
For an actress who has played everything from Sir Arthur Wing

Pinero to Booth Tarkington, and practically began at the top, she rarely
lives in the past except for Florenz Ziegfeld. Everything he did or
said she seems to remember.
She played everything from “A Marriage of Convenience” to “A

Bill of Divorcement,” but they were strictly stage pieces because she
didn't marry except for love, and she was never divorced.

It remained for television, however, to allow the real Billie Burke
to emerge as a gracious and lovely hostess, and if we have to have
coast-to-coast TV, for heaven’s sake let’s spend more on gals like
Mary William Ethelbert Appleton Burke, and less on A-bombs.

for him (Cohen) if you knew what
houses are negotiating for the
loan.” Trendle had written Bala-

ban that Cohen was “too cocky to

listen to any kind of a deal.”

Resnick denied a motion by
Porter to “shortcut” the examina-
tion when Chief Commission coun-
sel Frederick Ford argued that

Balaban himself invited the* ques-

tioning by his assertions at the
beginning of the hearing that the
“Topsy” growth of ’the motion pic-
ture industry accounted for the
antitrust action.

Ford said “the motion picture
industry did not just grow—like

Topsy—and we think we have the
duty to show that the violations

were willful and deliberate,”
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Broadway
Mrs, Gus Edwards cast for *

N. Y. holiday.

Actor Kurt Kasznar vacationing

fu Gotham from Coast filming.

John McNulty to Culver City for

«t writing assignment at Metro;

Vet actor Jed Prouty picking up

all that lost weight following his

recent illness,

Vet actor Guy Kibhee being

honored by the Lambs at midnight

entertainment May 7.

Lambs Club billiards team beat

The Players, winging five matches

in a row after losing the first.

Clark Gable due in Monday (5)

en route to London for a top role

in Metro’s "Never Let Me Go.

Adolph Zukor back in town after

his annual stay at the studio. He
had been on the Coast two months.

Grace Houston 'designed the

costumes in the Copacabana show;

not Billy Livingston as erratumed.

Paramount’S publicity-ad chief

Jerry Fickman to the Coast for a

couple of weeks on merchandising

pl
T?niversal’s pub-ad v.p., £*vid

A. Lipton, arrives from the Coast

tomorrow (Thurs.) for confabs with

homeoffice execs. . .

Greer Garson, who has been in

the east on a “Movietime tJ.S.A.

tour, heads back to the Coast at

the- end of this week
The William Holdens (Brenda

Marshall) off yesterday (Tues.) to

the Cannes Film Festival, to be

followed by a • tour, of the Conti-

nent. Ditto Mack Sennett.

Memorial mass for the late Tom
Gorman, onetime manager of the

old Hippodrome, to be celebrated

at St. Malachy’s Church tomorrow
(Thurs.).

Her show, "Pletft Feu," due to

snags in intricate staging.

Katharine Hepburn flying over

from London to weekend at John
Huston's home at Chantilly,

Ted Patrick, Holiday editor, here

to check progress on future all-

Paris number, then motoring to

George K. Arthur shuttling be-

tween Paris and London on one-

reel film shorts deal for theatres

and TV. . „
.

Ward* Morehouse commencing
world tour for N. Y. World-Tele-

gram Sun columns with a two-night-

stay in Paris.
Evelyn Keye* brushing up her

French for role in dual-version

Claude Autant-Lara pic. Shooting

to start in Borne May 1.

Cynda Glenn, out of "Autre

Chose’’ at .ABC due to neck ail-

ment, hopes to clinch deal with

Mitty Goldin not to return.

Comedienne flying to London for

TV shows.
Leland Heyward in to view water

spec scenes at "Folies Bgrgere

and the new Chevalier revue at the

Empire, prior to New York re-

hearsals of his "Wish You Were
Here’’ which is also to include tank
sequences.

London

New Hope, Pa.

By Allen Ward.

The Theron Bambergers (Phyllis

Perlman) getting ready for opening

of his. Bucks County Playhouse

June 6.

Music Circus (Larabertville,

N. J.), which open? June 7 with

“Blossom Time," reports good ad-

vance sale,
“

Jane Ball (Mrs, Monte Proseri

_ * * - back from Hollywood after vid-

hurs.). A 41 .. filming a show for "Chevron The-
George Givot, currently working atre” with Bob Hutton and Buddy

In the Warner musical, "April in .^en. . .

Paris,” due in to make his eastern Moss. Hart and Kitty Carlisle at

debut as a concert baritone. He s their farm here last weekend,
set for Town Hall Monday (5). ghe’ll play the lead in his "Lady
Harold Salemson, indie publicist, in the Dark,” Playhouse opener,

off to Rome to map campaign with which will run for unprecedented
Riviera Films for "Encounter, two weeks.
Paul Muni starrer, which the pror canal House, local night spot,

duction outfit lensed in Italy. reopened. Proprietor Johnnie
Donald O’Connor, Debbie Key- Francis and pianist Ed Staley

nolds, Donna Corcoran and direc- emceed and played (respectively)

tor Don Weis skedded to be in at the Trade Winds, Key West,
Gotham May 13 for location shoot- during the winter.

*

Ing on Metro’s "I Love Melvyn. Carl White down looking for

Norman Taurog, Paramount di- apartment. He, Ruth White, Ronald
rector, due in late this month for heifer and Gene Blakely have
exterior shooting on "The .Stars

signed as 8taff actors at the Play-
Are Singing.” Anna Maria Alber- house this summer. Bob Caldwell,

S
hetti, who has a top spot m the who wm direct again, at home here
lm, accompanies along with cam-

studylng possible plays,
era crew. Ellis Farber, Liberty Music Co^
Edward A. Scott, Jr., president ad manager, sings romantic lead

Of the Westchester County Magls- annUal Phillips Mill semi-pro
trates Association and Pelham Po- musical, "The Pasha and the Pyra-
lice Justice, appointed Jay Russell (April 25-26 and May 2-3).

director of public relations for the show was written and directed by
Bicycle Safety campaign which the Dorothy Slesinger ' and has this

association is sponsoring. mugg in the Pasha role.
Pat Purcell returns to town next * _________

week to prepare the ’52-’53 ad- l.i
vance for "Skating Vanities,” star- AlDCIlS
Ting Olsen & Johnson. Producer
Harold Steinman flew to Europe
last week .to join the roller revue
on its fourth annual tour there.

Jane Wyman due here next

month for short location work.

The Beverley Sisters off to U. S.

next week for radio and TV dates.

Jimmy Durante arrived here this

week for his upcoming Palladium

engagement. / , .

Cecil A. Maitland, secretary of

Metro in London, appointed to

board of the company. . .

Siegi Sessler tossing a birthday

party for Glenn,, Ford May 1 at

his Charles Street club.

Harry Woolf, general manager
of Georges Humphries & Co., off

on a four-week biz trip to N. Y.

and Hollywood.
,

.

*

Milton Sperliiig back in London
from his recent Continental jaunt

and expects -to set the location for

his next production.
"La Ronde” completed its first

year at Curzon Theatre last Mon-
day (28), and now has been seen

by more than 400,000 people.

Arthur Blake, who began a re

turn date at Churchill’s last Mon-
day, also featured in the weekend
Cafe Continental TV program.
Errol Flynn'S British ,pic which

Warner Bros. Will lens in the, sum-
mer is titled, "The Sea Road.” It

is. based on.R. L. Stevenson's. "The
Master of Ballantrae.”
\Hima Kesarcodi made- her first

London appearance at the Arts

Theatre Club last week, on for

a two-week date, in a series of

classical Hindu dances;
Tom Burdett, production ac-

countant for WB-First ’ National

Pictures, planing, to Hollywood for

confabs with Harry L. Warner on
upcoming British pix.

Alexander Korda aboard the yacht
“Elsewhere” at Antibes. Welles is

working on a new - serial Story,

“Mon. Akadin.”
Van Heflin and wife Francis

Neal briefly in Monte Carlo while

on way to Rome. Van. Heflin will

return to France in September to

work on exteriors of a new film,

.

nn •

Miami
By Lary Solloway

Noel Coward stopped off for a

day, on‘way to Jamaica. •

Dean Murphy back at' his Bis-

cayne bay- manse for rest.

Jerry Colonna. and Joan Barton

joined the Vagabonds Club show.

Shikey Green, New Orleans

comic, /into Martha Raye s Five

O’clock Club.*

Jed Harris headed bis 68-foot

yacht north for summer mooring,

at Manhasset, L. I., after spending

winter here.

Indie company shooting ‘‘Miami

Story” changed title to ‘ It Hap-
pened In Miami” after finding

previous copyright on the initial

choice.

Democratic Presidential nomina-

i
tion aspirants Sens. Estes Kefau-

I .ver and . Richard B. Rflssell meet
for first time, on TV via\M*y -4

panel-interview program on south

Florida’s only video station, WTVJ,
Miami.

.

Wednesday* April BO, 1952

Hollywood
Jean Simmons bedded by virus.

Arlene Dahl pulled in from N. Y.
Nancy Olson ’plafifed' to Hoholulu.
George Giroux recovering from

a stroke. .

Patricia Knight vacationing in
Palm Springs;

Sara Berner recovering from ma-
jor .operation,

;

Rudy Vallee recovering from
throat surgery.

Stockholm

Chicago

By Iren* Vellssariou

Cellist Mirco Domer played two
concerts with the National Greek

Director William Dieterle, guid- Orch.
. , „ ,

lng Rita Hayworth’s next for Co- ‘King and Queen attended, first

lumbia, “Salome—the Dance of the concert of pianists Nemenoff and
Seven Veils,” arrives in New York Loubossoutcn at Kentrikon:
today (Wed.) after a month-long Director John Ford, on duty
background shooting trip that took with the Sixth Fleet, visited here
him to Israel, Italy and England. to attend a beauty contest at the

A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox distrib Grande Bretagne,
chief, will m.c. banquet being held Wien singers Anny and Gretta
in connection with annual film in- Artaker and pianist Wilhelm
dustry golf tournament sponsored Vanantcsky . offered - two recitals

by Cinema Lodge of B’nai B’rith at Kentrikon recently,
at Vernon Hills Country Club, Jaques Deval here to supervise
Tuckahoe, N. Y?, May 22. Alfred production of his play, “Ce Soit a
W. Schwalberg, Paramount sales* Samarcade,” at.Kotopouli Theatre,
chief, is tournament chairman. * Melina Mercouri bias star role.

Quite a cross-section of
.
the Winner of beauty contest, Miss

town’s political (including Mayor Daisy Mavraki, will represent
Impellitterl), civic, social and show Greece in Hollywood. ’ She

s
won

biz personalities turned out for the prize here offered by Universal.
Ed (Sylvia) Sullivans’ 22d anniver-
sary celebration at Henri Soule’s
Pavilion. Supper party also in
honor of the engagement of their
daughter Betty, a UCLA senior, to
Bob Precht, who becomes an en-
sign when he graduates California
U. this June. Party held Mon. (28).

June 1 has been selected for date

of “Guys and Dolls” actors benefit.

Townsend Netchers off for usual

Cannes, France, summer vacation.

Alvin Josephy, Author ofi "Cap-
tive City,” making the rounds of

. Arthur Lesser in ahead of "Two
on • the Aisle” and looking over
"Guys and Dolls.”
Edgar Bergen, Perry Como, Eve

lyn Knight in for National Tobacco
Dealers convention.
Dave Halper, Chez Paree boni

face, ‘into N. Y. to ink attractions

for summer and fall.

Dr. Roger Manvell, British film

expert, making the rounds of the
colleges before going to -Hollywood.

Otto Preminger, Richard Aldrich
and F. Hugh- Herbert in for the
first anni party of "Moon Is Blue”
last week.

Marie McNally stepped in for

Jeanne Bal last week for four days
when star of "Guys and Dolls” was
hit by virus.

‘

Cecil B. DeMille due May 8 for
pre-opening hoopla on "Greatest
Show on Earth” at the Palace with
a talk at the Executives Club.

Vittorio De Sica, Italian direc
.or, and writer Thornton Wilder
in town looking over location shots
for forthcoming picture about Chi-
cago.

By Sven G. Winqulst

Singer Bertil Boo to give con-

certs in the U.S. after appearing

at Olympic » Games in Helsinki.

Ella Fitzgerald and Oscar Peter-

son lauded by Swedish critics for

“Jazz at the Philharmonic” con-

certs here recently.
Three Swedish musicians, Rein-

hold Svensson, Lars Guilin and
Arne Domnerus, invited to appear
in a concert of modernistic jazz at

Festival Hall in London, June 30.

• Swedish Jazz Club’s Assn, re-

cently voted “Alone" and “Dancing
in the Dark” as tfie most represen-

tative Swedish jazz records of 1951.

The two sides were recorded by
Lars Guilin and his orch.

Danish violinist Soren Christen-

sen, now at Embassy Club here,

given contract at a American Offi-

cer’s Club in Wurtzberg* Germany.
It will be replaced at the Embassy
by the The Flying Dutchmen band.

Zurich

South Africa

Paris

Vienna Boys Choir doing well
on national tour of the country.
A film based on the life of Afri-

can chief Chaka has just been
completed. Made for TV market,
it may go on general release.
Tom Arnold’s London ice revue

doing sensational biz at South
Africa’s only ice rink in Johannes-
burg. Cast includes U. S. skating
star Heinie Brock,
The Old Vic Co. opens at His

By Maxime de Beix
(33 Bd. Montparnasse; Littre 7564)

Edith Piaf at the Drap d’Or. me «^jlu vm u^eus xm,
John Battles, “Allegro” lead, to Majesty’s Theatre, Johannesburg,

open at Lido May 20. June 13 with repertoire comprising
Ballets de Barcelone playing the “Midsummer Night’s D r e a m,”

Champs Elysees theatre, “Othello,” “Macbeth” and James
Actress Maria Casares debuting Forsyth’s “The Other Heart.”

at the Comedie Francaise. George Black’s London revue,
Robert Capa, ace photoman, at “Out Of This World,” is proving a

work op a first-person novel. hit in Johannesburg. Black per-
George Cukor here for three sonally supervised production. Cast

days on his European vacation.
Pierre Braunberger busy setting

deals for his new pic, “Life of
Jesus.”

Steve Passeur composing stage
vehicle for Eric Von Stroheim and
Denise Vernac.

Erich Maria Remarque mulling
stage -production of “Spark o*f Life”
with Jose Ferrer.
Double postponement of Cheva- 1 "Hassan.”

and scenery were shipped from
London. Show will tour the coun
try.

Shooting has started on the most
ambitious African film made thus
far. .Called “flans Die Skipper,”
it is the story of a Capetown fisher-

man. Lead will be played by
Andre Huguenet who did the title

role in the Festival of Britain play,
i/vr tt

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Comic George Gobel and Chan-
dra Kaly Dancers current at Hotel
Statler’s Embassy Room.
“Dark of the Moon” opening this

week for three-day. run at Arena
Theatre, local theatre-in-thfe-round.
Metro star Howard Keel due

here at week’s end en route to
Winchester, Va., Apple Blossom
Festival, which he will emcee.

Mrs. Oscar Chapman, wife of the
Secretary of Interior, named Guest
Mother for annual Mother’s Day
luncheon of Variety Club set for
May 12.

Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,
Grace George and cast of “Con-
stant Wife” gave an extra matinee
at the Gayety for benefit of Actors
Fund of America.
The Ambassador of Israel and

Mrs. Eban have issued invitations
for a screening of films on Israel
to be held at the Dept, of Interior
Auditorium next Wednesday (7).

By Georre Mexoefi
Dizzy Gillespie made first Swiss

appearance at Kongresshaus.
Metro’s "Great Caruso” broke

all house records for a weekday at

French-Swiss opening at Capitole
in Lausanne.

'

Emlyn Williams’ lecture as

Charles Dickens set at Schauspil-
haus, under the patronage of Brit-
ish Consul-General of Zurich.
Yehudi Menuhin inked for one

concert at Tonhalle late this month:
Sacha Guitry and Lana Marconi

gave a one-night stand with French
comedy, "Crazy.”

• First Swiss date of Ella Fitz
gerald at Tonhalle, billed as "Jazz
at the Philharmonic.” She is ac-
companied by Lester Young, Roy
Eldridge, Irving Ashby, Ray Brown,
Oscar Peterson, Hank Jones and
Max Roach.

Berlin

Riviera
By Ed Quinn

Michel Simon vacationed at the
Hotel Metropole, Monte Carlo.
Fernand Gravet, after a slight

breakdown, vacationed at the Mar-
tinez, Cannes.
A new race track will open dur-

ing late summer.' It is situated at
Cagnes-sur-Mer near Nice.
Jean Marais with Francoise

Christoph? played "Britannicus” at
the Palais de la- Mediterranee,
Nice.
Lena Horne, with hubby Lennie

Hayton conducting p orch, played
one-night stand at the Sporting
Club, Monte Carlo.

Late arrival of costumes from
Lisbon delayed the opening of the
Latin American Ballet Company at
Nice and Monte Carlo.

Orson Welles was a guest of Sir

At present, West Berlin possesses
203 film theatres.

Since the new year no pic has
been shot in a Berlin studio.
The Allied law compelling pix

trade shows has been abolished.
"Firebird,” Sweden’s first color

pic, will soon be shown in Berlin.
The Berlin Film Club is showing

D. W. Griffith’s classic silent,
“Birth of a Nation.”
AFN Berlin and other American

Network stations in Germany now
staying on the air until 1 a.m.
The SPIO, top organization of

the West German film industry, is
anxiously looking for a president.
A new film version of ^Frideri-

cus Rex” has been planned. Otto
Gebuehr will again star in the title
role.

West German exhibs applied to
the federal government for release
of film theatres confiscated by the
occupation forces.

Sgt. George Hudak, AFN-Berlin’s
latest addition, is rapidly becom-
ing one of the quartered city’s
most popular disk jockeys.

Curt Goetz, author of “Dr. Prae-
torius” (produced last year by 20th-
Fox) ana Valerie von Martens, his
wife, to America. They are accom-
panied by Hans Dominick and
wife.

Latest preems of U. S. pix in-
clude On The Town,” “Whistling
Dan, Petty Girl,” “Big Carnival ”

Rogues of Sherwood Forest.” U. S.
P*xat Army houses include

TIJ
Want You,” “Elopement,” “The

Wild Blue Yonder” and "The
Cimarron ICid.”

Phil Reed out of hospital after
major surgery.

Dick- Contlno reports for Army
induction May7v

^
:

Bernard Feins, hospitalized with
throat infection.

.

. Sue . Dohen joined the Bemie
Kamins flackery,

Jack Cummings returned from.
Honolulu vacation.

Mala Powers’ doctor ordered her
to take a long rest.

Frank Sinatra and*Ava Gardner
planed to Honolulu.

Mervyn LeKoy in Palm Springs
on thre^-week holiday.

Samuel Goldwyns. celebrated
their 27th wedding, anni.

Spencer Bennetts . celebrated
their 34th wedding anni;

Milton Brean and Claire Trevor
to Palm Springs on vacation.
Marilyn Monroe; entered Cedars

of Lebanon. for appendectomy.
Norman . Kragna . checked in at

RKO following tour of Europe.
George Jessel to Chicago to raise

funds- for United Jewish Appeal.
Janis Cairter. east on a tour to

plug RKO’S "The Half Breed.”
William Berke in from India

where he produced "The Jungle.”

Linda Darnell returned to work
at 20th-Fo£ after a siege of virus.

C. A. Santiago in from Manila to

study -tJ.S, film production meth-
ods.
George Griffith in town to gan-

der product foifchis Australian the-

atres.
John W. Kirsch upped to resi-

dent manager of Hollywood Roose-

velt Hotel.
George Pal invited to the West-

ern Science-Fiction Conference in

San Diego.
Julian Lesser In town after

three weeks of production huddles

In London.
Elsa Findley in town rounding

ur> players for 16 eastern strawhat

companies. - „ „r

George Sanders in from N. Y,

where he appeared on NBC’s “The

Big Show.”
Bill Tinsman, a WB casting exec

for 12 years, resigned to go into

video work.
Richard Brooks to Washington

for Pentagon huddles about “Bat-

tie Circus ^

YoljCnde Donlan in from London
to round up lfeadingf men for British

productions.
* Cesar Romero planed in from

London after making a pic there

and in India. .

Anthony Mann to Mexico to

scout locations for Metro's The

Naked Spur.”
Daniel Klug, a grip at Columbia

for 23 years,' retired to a ranch at

Paradise, Cal.
,

.

Halford W. Reddish, director of

Granada Theatres in England,

visited Warners. , ,

Mary Reeves appointed head Qt

Helen Ainsworth Agency’s new

story department. *

William Snyder and Ollie Kings-

bury in from N. Y. to discuss ad

campaigns for Metro.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen-

George Carey, vet Penn elec-

trician, back on job after operation.

Irving Barnes in New York audi-

tioning for revival of “Porgy and

Bess.”
A1 Morgan headlining Twin

Coaches this week, and Ames Bros,

come in May 19.

Margaret Pendegast McLean wm
join Tech Drama School faculty

for the summer sessioh.

Gurdon Flagg operating the new

Carlton House’s Town & Country

Lounge and dining room.
Walter Cassell will eo star with

Dorothy MacNeil in Pitt Stadium

opener, "Carousel,” June 16.

Sada Thompson on a strict diet

for her MG screen test interview

after “Peg o’ My Heart” tour.

Maureen Cannon is headlinins

the Monte Carlo and Dolores
kins has the same slot at the Copa.

Fred Burleigh has landed The

Happy Time” for his closing show

of the season at Playhouse in Ju1)®*

Nick Nigro has installed 10 l^ouj

1st cabins near his Colonial Mano

to house White Barn strawhat

troupe this summer. .. . rtin

Johnny Harris went straight fro

Hollywood, where he’s on Ice L

pades” business, to Las Vegas t

the Variety Club meet.
Gabe Rubin, owner of Nixon

Theatre, back from a vacation

Florida and Cuba in time »r

i

"South Pacific" opening.
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OBITUARIES
who is now active in TV* toured
the circuits together for 35 years.
They specialized in songs' and pat-
ter. Team, which once played the
Palace Theatre,. N. Y., eight times
in one year, also appeared in legit.

For the last 10. years" Dody had
been associated' with his brother,
Daniel, in the . latter’s insurance

SAM SALVIN
Sam Salvin. 59, restaurateur wd

-narator of some of the most fa-

mous cabarets several decades ago,

died April 27 in New York after

a brief illness,
. ,

’

..

Further details m vaude section.

LESLIE BANKS . . . „ ......
Leslie Banks, 61, British stage business. He played club dates

^ film actor died in London during this period, however. For

ApVS. Banks, whose thesping the last 20 years he _had served as

roles ranged from Shakespeare to ttust« of the Actom> Temple N.Y.

modem comedy, appeared in the Jn addition to his brother, a sis-

Tj S and England for the past*'40 ter «and another brother survive. ^

vears. His last Broadway role was
“Lost In the Stars” in 1950. His GERTIE MILLER

hiecest American click was in Gertie (Countess of Dudley)

“Springtime for Henry” (1931), in Miller, 73, British musicomedy

u^nch he created th,e role of Henry star in the 1890s, died in Chidding-

DewliP The play fits since become fora, England, April 25. She had

? vehfcle for Edward Everett Her- been tte^star ^London^Gaiety

His first New York appearance era. ...
” in 1914 at the Garrick'Theatre She began her stage career at

in “Eliza Comes to Stay.” He the age of 13 and was starring in

ttaeed helped design the sets and London by the time she was 20.

Slaved the leading role in “The Among the shows in which she ap-

Infinite Shoeblack” in -1930. His peared were ‘Babes m the Wood,

other American appearances were The Toreador,
’’ “The Orchid,

in “The Man in Possession/’ The New Aladdin’ and “The

“T can Harvest” “To Quito and Quaker Girl.” She appeared in

Back ” “Wine of Choice” and “Too New York in “The Girls of Got-

True to BO Good.” Among his tenburg” in 1908. She retired
N
in

London performances were in 1918.

“Goodbye, Mr. Chips,” “The Man
in Half-Moon Street,” “The Cir- ADELE POTTER
cle,” “Home Is Tomorrow” and Mrs. Adele C.. Wheeler, 58,
“Life With Father.” known on the sfage as Adele Pot-
Banks began his film career in ter, died of coronary thrombosis

1932 in “The Most Dangerous April 18 in Hollywood. . Teamed
Game.” Among his other fihn as- with her husband as Wheeler Sc

signments were “Fire Over Eng- potter, she trouped on the old
land,” “Sanders of the River, Keith-Orpheum circuit and on Pan-
“The Man Who Knew Too Much, tages time,. For a time She part-
“Mrs. Fitzherbert,” “48 Hours nered With Mrs. Jean Hughes in

an act called “Youth” which played
the N.Y. Palace. Her last stage
work was in stock, from which she
retired in 1938.
Her husband, Bernard Wheeler,

survives.

In Memory
*

Of Our Good Friend

RICHARD B. MacKNIGHT
‘ May I, 1951

,

Frank Galon

Milt Josofsborg

Lester Linsk

Bill Morrow
Jack Roso

Al Schwartz

Sherwood Schwartz

Mel Shavalson

Hate Tafts
^

Bob Welch

HELGE RANIN
Helge Ranin, 55, actor and thea-

tre manager, died April 15 in
Stockholm. Hd1 made his debut in
countryside theatres. In 1940-1944
he was with the Kotkan Teatteri
and since 1948 had been managing
director of Suomen Tyovaen Teat-
teri in Helsinki. He specialized in
Ibsen plays, but was often seen in

Shakespearean roles. He had also

appeared in numerous Finnish
films,

*

Survived by Wife, actress Sara
Ranin, and son, actor Matti Ranin.

Tailors” and “Wheel* In His
Head.”
His wife survives.

CAMPBELL CASAD
Campbell Casad, 73, veteran the-

atrical pressagent, and advance
man, died in New York April 22,
Casad did drumbeating for road
productions sent out by the. Shu-
berts, Henry W. Savage, Charles
Frohman, Cohan & Harris and
Guthrie McClintio. He also penned
several vaude sketches, '

His wife survives.

HARDESTY JOIIN$ON
Hardesty Johnson, 53, concert

and opera tenor, died- in New York
April 23, He appeared at the
Hollywood Bowl and with the New
Opera Co. in N. Y.

‘

Surviving are. hjs wife,
mother and two sisters.

his

DON BURROUGHS
Don Burroughs, legit actor, dled*|

In N.Y. March 18. He appeared in
“Everyday” in 1921, with Irene
Bordoni, Irene Franklin and -Tallu-
lah Bankhead. He, also was lead-
ing man for Frances White.-
He had played stock in Buffalo,

Kansas City,
,
Detroit, Toledo and

Cincinnati. *

GEORGE fHELPS
George Phelps, 59, actor and di-

rector associated with more than
100 shows at the Pasadena Play-
house, died April 21 in Duarte, Cal.

' In his early days he appeared in
George M. Cohan' productions, and
toured for several years on the
Keith-Albee circuit. .

in radio-before it, baseball Jias be-
come TV’s. No. 1 billings bonanza
among local video operations, with
beer and cigaret companies, In
particular, splurging, multi-millions
of dollars annually on the cam-
paigns. For the station operator,
the sir; months of baseball not only
puts money-in the ’bank, but takes
,the broadcasting' operation Off the
programming ho.ok. This, too, rep*.

I

resents a saving
. of sizeable pro-

portions.

Being restricted to televising of
“away” games thus.p.oses a dual
hardship on :the television station.

While the sponsorship deals would
still prevail for the “away from
home” contests, obviously the-
amount of client coin would
dwindle considerably. For the TV"
station manager, the problem of
programming those afternoon time
periods when the ball clubs are at
home bases would be nothing short
of gargantuan.
TV had a taste of sports re-

strictions last year when the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn,
imposed its first nationwide ban
on football games—a move which
subsequently invited anti-trust

scrutiny and cross country con-
troversy. This, however, would be
as nothing compared to the TV
rhubarb in the wake of a baseball
clampdown.

Politico Potshots
Continued from pare Zl

John P. Leger, 87, theatre own-
er, died April 16 in Bathurst, N.B,,
Can. He built the Opera House
there about 40 years ago, later
called the Capitol, which played
roadshows and then films. His
partner was hi4 oldest son, Peter J.

Surviving are four .sons and two
daughters.

Jonan (Johnnie) Lever, 72, the-
atre proprietor and impresario,
who staged shows starring Grade
Fields, George Formby, etc.< died
in Cheshire, England, recently. He
bought the old Tivoli, Manchester,
in 1914, making it a popular Brit-
ish show ‘centre.

MAUDE WALLACE
Maude ^Wallace, 58, former

vaude actress,' .died April 23 in

Hollywood. As a child she paired
with her sister, Myrtle, as the
Hollirfgsworth Twins. Later she

and
1

“Jamaica Inn."’ He was 'toured for years asv a member of

Chorus in Sir Laurence Olivier’s the team of Towers & Wallace,

production of “Henry V.” '
.

meanwhile appearing in numerous
Banks was president of British, legit plays.

Equity in 1948 and Was made a Five years ago, Miss Wallace

Companion gf' the British Empire moved to Hollywood and^worked
In 1950 for his work in the theatre.' in pictures and TV. Herlast film

appearance was In Stars and

George Purcell, chief booker for
the Manos Theatre circuit in West-
ern Pennsylvania and West Vir-
ginia, died in Greensburg, Pa.,
April 20.

Mother of Weston Sisters; one of
Pittsburgh’s first singing trios on
radio, died in that city. 'April 24,

She had been their piano accom-
panist. .

Frank A. Byrnes, 83, radio
salesman with KCBS, San Fran-
cisco, died April 19 in that city.

Wife survives.

J. Russell Spencer, veteran art
director at 20th-Fox, died of a
heart attack April 20 in BeVerly
Hills.

GEORGINA CAMPBELL
Georgina Campbell, 33, former

showgirl and eighth wife of Tom-

Stripes Forever” at 20th-Fox.

WILLIAM F. CONNOR .OJlUWgiU 01iU ClgMlU V/AXSi VJL AVI** no
my Manville, died April 26 in an ..William F. Connor, 88, retired

auto crash near her Greenburgh, theatrical manager and producer,

N.Y., home. She and Manville’ had died April 21 m New York. He
been legally separated since De- managed several of Sarah Bern-

cember, 1951. hardt’s American tours, the last

Miss * Campbell was a showgirl being in 1917.

with Ringling Bros, and Barnum He was associated with Charles

& Bailey Circus. During her ten- B. Dillingham and the Shuberts

ure under the big top she became in various productions. Among
familiar with stunt riding and the stars he managed were Elean-

horse-jumping which she applied ora Duse, Viola Allen and Ky
later as a participant in the Madi- Bellew. Ek
son Square Garden Horse Shows of The Gount of

in N.Y. She was a columnist for Monte Cristo.

the Hobo News, N.Y., before her His wife survives.

marriage to Manville in 1945, and
T n uartohad also served as * correspondent

for London newspapers. James O. Jarto, 71, former ci-

In addition to her husband, her cus acrobat, died April 28 mR
mother and a-sister survive. ing, Pa. He was a member of th

Three Bartos, acrobatic team which

ELISABETH SCHUMANN included his two
_

brothers, Lloyd

made her debut at the Hamburg Ringling Bros, circus, performing

Opera House when she was 18. She as the Three .Bartos.

sang in Richard Strauss’ “Der n
Bosenkavalier” iii Hamburg in RAYMOND C. MOORE
J911

and appeared at the Met' Raymond ^oore, 70,
/JSSSSJ

Opera in the same work three picture exec, died m Los Angeles

years later. April 24. Moore was affiliated

She appeared in Zurich, Switzer- with the old Thomas Ince Film Co.

land, under Strauss’ direction and where he worked with Cecu oe-
later he invited her to join the Vi- Mille. Later he was with RK

_
enna State Opera, with which she Pathe and since 1930 he had been

remained for 20 years. Her recent with 20th-Fox as travel manager
appearances in the U.S. were in re- for pic companies on location,

cdajs,^ the last one being at Town Wife and brother survive.

M. M. MUSSELMAN
M. M. Musselman, screen writer

and novelist, died April 22 in

Santa Barbara, Cal., after a long

illness. In addition to numerous
screenplays, he authored I Mar-

ried a Redhead,” “It Took Nine

Yr ,, 7 ft

Hall, N. Y., in 1950.
A son survives.

c .
SAM DODY

oam Dody, 67, of the vaude com-
team of Lewis & Dody, died

ot leukemia in New York April 24.
^ody and his partner, Sam Lewis,

Mrs. “Johnnie” Johnson, 70, W.k,
heatrical landlady for over 30
years, died in Sheffield, England,
recently.

George LaPorte, 63, technician
on the Metro lot for 26 years, died
April 20 in Culver City.

Samuel Gingiss, 71, retired the-
atrical costumer, died in Chicago
April 24.

Wife, 54, of film actor William
Bevan, died of cancer April 24,

in Vista, Cal.

Baseball Rhubarb
Continued from page 1

already preliminary discussions

have been taking place, with an eye

toward 1954, which would wipe

out videocasting of all honfe games
and restrict TV pickups to away
from-home games. The basebal

moguls apparently mean business

about it, and are only sori^ that,

present contractual commitments'!

prevent moving in this year or in
1

*53.

Frozen Out?

Serious hurdles, of course, stand

in the way of limiting baseball on

T\ to “away” games, due to pres-

ent lack- of line facilities. It’s con-

sidered likely, with the lifting of

the D.C. freeze and the “full speed

ahead” program outlined by the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion, that cable facilities will be

considerably expanded by ’54, to

meet this contingency. But lacking

such availability of lines, baseball

could well be frozen out of TV al-

together, should the managerial

brains carry out their threats.

It’s not exactly a secret that, as

Arenas Expand
Continued from peso 1

cided to limit the large variety
shows to once monthly in. any
given area. Feeling is that these
arge packages draw a lot of coin

from a town and a community
could not stand the strain of sup-
porting too many shows. AMA
also decided that the organization
would adhere to no specific for-

mat. Thus, in the large • show
group, the organization could al-

ternate between variety, ballet,

opera, musical, leer, etc. In that

way, AMA would not be bound to

any specific formula and could not
run into the danger of getting into

a situation because of shortage of
headliners, lack of book shows,
etc.

Survey of Ad Pull

.Another item voted was appoint-
ment of a committee to conduct a
survey of ads used by org mem-
bers. Campaigns of various at-

tractions will be studied for re-

sults produced. AMA will attempt
to determine influence on various
types of shows ‘by disk jockeys, ra-

dio spots, newspapers, etc. It will

try to find successful ad formulas
for every type of show. For ex-

ample, ice shows do not lend
themselves to the same type of ad-
vertising as" the variety packages,
and different media will be used.
Findings will determine extent
and type of future ads.

The AMA plans indicate expan-
sion in the show business field,

Group originally entered show biz
in order to fill time left vacant be-
tween sports events. The AMA-
produced “Ice Capades” has been
an extremely profitable venture
It has played shows topped by Bob
Hope and Jack Benny, toured
Autry as well as Roy Rogers and
last season promoted an all-Negro
show (Nat “King” Cole-Duke El-
lington-Sarah Vaughan) which hit
some huge- grosses.

. Arena takes
are admittedly larger than' those
which can be grossed iii any other
type of sbowplace. The. Laine-
Page package, for example, hit

over $28,500 in one day last week
in Montreal. The Negro show, the
year before, hit $18,000 at the
same place.
Meeting was one of the best

attended in AMA history. Most
of the affiliates showed up along
with a batch of non-members. Lat
ter were allowed to sit in on most
sessions.

dulge in political -issues or other
controversies;

'

An agency spokesman comment-
ed “there still are a few Demo-'
crats

,
around who buy soap.”

Around other agencies • they be-
lieve the Government will wield a

.

more potent weapon than censure.
It’s known that in the case of one
comic who persistently belittled
the President, the word was
passed from on high to the In-
ternal Revenue Dept, to “take an-
other look at his tax return.”
Networks have established a pol-

cy avoiding involvement in politi-

cal issues. Comics have been
warned to steer clear of humorous
asides which might reflect on a
candidate. One remedial measure
is to fade an offending line or if.,

not caught in time to let the fade
ride into the next gag which would
ruin its effect Colgate’s radio and
video director, Leslie Harris, said
we would never tolerate such

gags; comics know how we feel

about it. I know of no case this

season when one of them got out
of line.” ^

•It’s generally' agreed in the
trade that Skelton was way off

base in his indirect derogation of

the President.

Templeton
Continued from page 3

MARRIAGES
Janna de Loos to Dr, Robert

Wfcber. Pasadena, Cal., April 19.

Bride is a screen actress.

Audrey Long to Leslie Charteris,
Santa Barbara, Cal,, April 26. She’s
a screen actress; he’s the mystery
writer.

Ysabel Martinez to Jose Alba,
Claremont, Cal., April 20. Both are
legit players.

Betty Ann Hunt to Boardman
O’Connor, Gilford, N. H., recently.
Bride is costume designer at Brat-
tle Theatre, Cambridge, Mass;
groom Is studio manager of WBZ-
TV, Boston.

v

Shelley Winters to Vittorio Gass-
man, Juarez, Mexico, April 28.

Bride is film- star; he’s an Italian

thesp. o

Jane Randall to Irving Dorfman,
N. Y„ April 11. He’s legit associ-
ate pressagent with father, Nat
Dorfman.
Linda Grey to Jerry Mark, Bos-

ton, April 27. Groom is in N. Y.
ad department of Variety.

births
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pritchard,

son, Pittsburgh, April 21. Father’s
a WJAS salesman there.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Dickey, daugh-

ter, -Pittsburgh, April 19. Father’s
an announcer at WJAS there.

Mr. and* Mrs. James Gilbert, son,

Glasgow, April 18. Mother is for-

mer “actress Fiona Clyne of Perth
Theatre Co.; father is actor with
Glasgow Citizens’ Theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Popp, daugh-

ter,. Hollywood, April 24. Father is

Danny Thomas' accompanist.
Mr. and Mrs. John Beall, daugh-

ter, Los Angeles, April 21. Father
is air-conditioning engineer for

Fox West Coast theatres.

Mr. and Mrs. Ricardo Montal-
ban, daughter, Santa Monica, Cal.,

April 20. Father is a screen actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Scott, daugh-
ter, ,

Hollywood, April 19. Father
is a member of Daily Variety’s

ad department. *

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Renault,
daughter, April 23, New York.
Father is with ABC network spot
Sdl6Si

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. McDaniel,
daughter, Fort Worth, April 11.

Father is with the commercial de-
partment' of WBAP there.

Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Wilkinson,
son, Jersey City, N. J., April
22. Father is with Metro’s talent
department in N. Y.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Duff,
daughter, Hollywood, April 23.

Mother is screen star and producer
Ida Lupino; father is a film thesp.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Collins, daugh-
ter, Far Rockaway, N. Y., April
15. Father is in circulation depart-
ment of Variety.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Wilkinson,

son, Jersey City, April 22. Father
is with Metro’s homeoffice talent
department.

Lt. Comdr. and Mrs. C h a r 1 e x
Black, son, Washington, April 28.

Mather is screen actress Shirley
Temple.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lake, daugh-

ter, April 28, New York. Father is

business manager of Screen Gems,
Columbia Pictures vidpix subsid.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira D. Beck, son,

April £3, Bogota, Colombia. Father
is Warner Bros, general manager
in Colombia.
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Todinan,

daughter, N. Y., April 25. Father
is a partner in uoodson-Tudman

He will cooperate also with Her-
bert Edwards, chief of the motion
picture unit in the State Depart-
ment’s public affairs division. Dis-
tribution of official U. S. shorts

be both to German theatres and
to non-theatrical outlets.

Templeton has been working in

Hollywood since 1930. He has
worked for Paramount, Universal,

20th and United Artists, and has

also released independent films

through Eagle Lion. He arrived

in Wash’ ^ ton the past weekend,
and went to work today (Tues.) in

the State Department. When his

local orientation is completed, lie I Productions, radio-TV package
will go directly to Germany. 1 agency.
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Soon to be Released

MGM's latest Musical

SKIRTS AHOY”
—a Joe Pasternak production

PStiiEfr
* 4

\ . of the three femmes Miss Blaiut

stands out for comedy, being excellent.”

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“The lure of Vivian Blaine.”

DAILY VARIETY

“Di staffers acquit themselves well, par-

ticularly Vivian Blaine.”

Thank you JOE PASTERNAK

“GUYS^DOLLS”
(2ND YEAR)

LIFE MAGAZINE
“Her performance as a tough but virtuous

dumb blonde has helped make this .a bright,
season for Broadway musicals.”

WALTER WINCHELL
“Gentlemen prefer Blaines.”

ED SULLIVAN—Dally News
“Vivian Blaine in 'Guys and Dolls’ nothing

less than great.”

LOUIS SOBOL—Journal-American
“Blaine steals all’ honors.”

variety
“Vivian- Blaine a standout, hitting the bull’s

eye with Miss Adelaide’s lament.”

BROOKS ATKINSON—New York Times
'“'Guys and Dolls’ is cast and acted bril-

liantly. . .Vivian Blaine Comic.”

DOROTHY KILGALLEN—New York Jourhal-
American -

“Vivian Yllaine a click in 'Guys and Dolls’.”

JOHN CHAPMAN—New York Daily News
“Vivian Blaine Hilarious Blonde.”

WILLIAM HAWKINS—World Telegram & Sun
“She never walks on stage without scoring

. . . she has the indefinable something that
takes your eyes off the other people.”

ROBERT COLEMAN—Daily Mirror
“Vivian Blaine—-terrific as the nasal, night

club canary.”

EARL WILSON—New York Post
“Bravo. . .Vivian Blaine—the greatest.”

Press Relations for "Guys and Dolls”
KARL BERNSTEIN

Thank you FEUER A MARTIN
for making all this possible.

7^
‘THOSE TWO"
-mc-Tv-

NIELSEN RATIN8 - 22.4

WALTER WINCHELL
“The* big timer Vivian Blaine’s song styles

on ‘Those Two*’ the NBC teevy show . *
”

TV DIGEST
“The beautiful Vivian Blaine has a chance to

prove her ability as an actress as well as sing-

ing star on 'Those Two'.”

JOHN CROSBY
“Miss Blaine, a really gifted girl . .

.”

JACK GOULD
“The whole show could be just Miss Blaine

singing „ ,

JACK O’BRIAN
1

. to those we praise . • . Vivian Blaine.”

Thank you RENTON A ROWLES and
PROCTER AND GAMRLE

Public Relations

BRENON and MORGAN ASSOCIATES
Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Personal Manager

MANNY G. FRANK
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